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Preface and Acknowledgments
China has witnessed particularly rapid socio-economic development in the past decade.
The Chinese market has offered an abundance of opportunities for further research in the
field of marketing theory and practice. To promote research and best practices in the field
of China marketing, the Department of Marketing at City University of Hong Kong, in
conjunction with Xian Jiaotong University (XJTU) and University of South Carolina
successfully organized the 2015 China Marketing International Conference (hereafter, the
Conference, also abbreviated as CMIC 2015) which was held from July 24th to 27th, 2015
on the main campus of XJTU in Xi’an, China.
The theme of the conference was “Big Data, Cultural Difference, and Marketing”. The
Conference aimed to provide an effective international platform promoting interactive
exchanges among leaders of academia, business, government, and non-profit
organizations. Under the auspices of the organizers and sponsors, over 370 scholars and
500 delegates from 12 countries/ regions attended the conference and discussed the
research and practice of marketing in the Big Data Era. More than 200 full-length papers
and abstracts were accepted to address various issues related to marketing worldwide.
Renowned scholars were invited to demonstrate their academic achievements and to
discuss, via seminars, lectures, and colloquia, the latest research developments in
marketing theory and practice. This was the third China marketing conference in which
overseas Chinese marketing scholars have actively interacted with their peers in mainland
China. The Conference has gained popularity since its inception in 2013.
We are genuinely honored to have had the opportunity to organize this Conference, and
we are deeply indebted to the sponsors for their valuable contributions to the Conference
Reception. Thanks are also extended:
To our Keynote Speakers (Prof. David STEWARD, Prof. Min DING, Prof. Thomas
KRAMER, Prof. Mike Wei Gang PENG, Prof Eric FANG, Prof. Kevin ZHOU, Prof.
Chengting SU, and Prof. Ben S. LIU), who shared their insightful and thought-provoking
ideas;
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To our indefatigable track chairs (Prof. Steven CHANG, Dr. Xu ZHENG, Prof. Andreas
GREIN, Prof. Xueming LUO, Dr. Thomas KRAMER, Dr. Diogo HILDEBRAND, Dr.
Yoshiko DeMotta, Dr. Warveni JAP, Dr. Xiao HUANG, Dr. Qing WANG, Dr. Mike
Chen-ho CHAO, Dr. Jane GU, Dr. Jonathan DESCHENES, Dr. Yanan WANG, and Dr.
Tony Haitao CUI) who actively organized their sessions; and to those who submitted
their scholarly work to this Conference.
Special thanks are extended to the CMIC 2015 Conference Chairs and the Organizing
Committee members (Prof. Wei HUANG, Prof. Chenting SU, Prof. Zhilin YANG, Prof.
En XIE, Prof. Haibin YANG, Dr. Liwen CHEN, Dr. Yeqing BAO, and Dr. Thomas
KRAMER), and to all the volunteers who served during the Conference. Without all of
your efforts, this conference would not have been so successful.
The China Marketing International Conference is establishing itself as an important
annual international academic conference, and is gradually developing into a large-scale
worldwide academic event. With such a diversified spectrum of participants and audience,
we certainly hope that you had the opportunity to take advantage of the CMIC 2015,
assimilating and benefiting from its wide range of contributions. In case you missed this
year’s event, you are cordially invited to join the 2016 China Marketing International
Conference to be held from 8-11 July on the main campus of China University of
Petroleum in Qingdao, a beautiful costal city in China. We are looking forward to
meeting you in Qingdao!

Forrest Zhilin YANG
Professor, Department of Marketing
City University of Hong Kong
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Barriers and Drivers: Information Technology in
Manufacturing Firms of Australia
Syed Abdul Rehman Khan, CSCP
Logistics Engineering & Management Department
School of Economics &Management, Chang’an University, Xi’an, China
E-mail: Sarehman_cscp@yahoo.com

ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research is to provide insights into the motivating success
factors and challenges of information technology implementation. A survey conducted
for collection of data from manufacturing firms. And identify to the impact of
information technology on performance of companies. A survey has been conducted
for the data collection purposes from the manufacturing firms. The key findings of this
article shows, there are many significant challenges and motivating success factors
(tangible & in-tangible) involve in implementation of information technology in
manufacturing firms and why manufacturing firms are not aggressively adopting
information technology mainly barriers involve lack of leadership commitments in IT
projects, Optimistic approach on initial phase of cost and benefits analysis,
Implementation of latest technology with rigid and old processes (legacy), lack of
Collaboration of Australian manufacturing firms, lack of business management skills
and Scarcity of IT professionals in Australia. And associated motivating success factors
of IT are: linkage to the supply chain (end to end), improvement in planning and
scheduling, high visibility and velocity, decrease in SC variability and disruptions and
overall cost reductions in the systems. This research will contribute in the existing
knowledge and find out challenges, drivers of information technology and how
companies can overcome or minimize to those challenges effectively.
Keywords: Information Technology, Scarcity of IT Professionals, Cost,
Collaboration, Lack of Leadership Commitment, Increased Visibility
1. Introduction
In todays’ competitive world information technology plays a vital role in the
success of company business. But in the modern supply chain IT (information
technology) role is same as backbone, support to the whole end to end business
(supplier to consumer). Bakos & Treacy, (1986) define IT (information system) is the
ability of a system to process, store, and communicate. Due to the increasing
expenditure of IT many business professionals ask same question “what is the
contribution of computer in the financial goals?” and one simple answer is not much
contribution. In an HBR Review article Garr, (2003) Believe that’s computers adding
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not any meaningful benefits in the benefits due to their commodity nature. Carr, (2003)
Investment in the IT, is not necessary to contribute and build competitive edge for
business. But According to the other school of thoughts information technology
significantly contribute in the success of the business & achievement of the goal.
Broadbent et al.,(2003) Due to the information technology role in business, firms are
working more efficiently, and explore to the market opportunities and achieve to the
bottom line of business (financial goals). In the light of Brynjolfsson, (1993) managers
and business professionals are investing in the IT, not only because of reduce cost but
also to increase the quality, efficiency, responsiveness, visibility & other in-tangible
benefits which usually ignore during the counting of IT blessings. Oz, (2005) argue
that’s many factors play important role like organizational fit, systems characteristics,
organizational size & management style etc. Irani et al., (2003) EAI (enterprise
application integration) has much positive effect over performance of business.
Puschmann & Alt, (2004) many firms are using EAI technology and they are gaining
benefits. The study of Santos and his coleques, Dos Santos et al., (199) companies can
achieve competitive edge by investment in the innovative technologies. According to
the Im et al., (2001) the study results shows that’s timing of the investment & firms size
can create large & significant effect on small firms. This particular study would revolve
around the barriers and drivers of Information Technology in supply chain management
in reference with the manufacturing industry. An in-depth introduction of the concept
of information technology will be provided in order to assess the implications for supply
chain management domain of the manufacturing industry. The underlying challenges
for the Information Technology to become prominent in the supply chain management
will be highlighted in this paper. The main source of information for this article remains
the Professionals & Senior Management of supply chain in the industry of
manufacturing, who will be surveyed by a well-developed questionnaire.
1.1 Problem Statement
According to the Gupta, (2000); Davenport, (1998) 90% IT projects failed during
the execution phase or over budget. Companies willing to adopt modern and latest
technologies to create competitive edge and improve to the whole systems performance
and minimize to the cost, but due to the challenges, high risk & fear of failure, they use
conservative approach in adopting new technologies. The results of study Bancroft et
al., (1998) Investment in IT major benefits are operational cost reduction, speedy
decision making. This research will contribute in the existing knowledge and find out
challenges, drivers of information technology and how companies can overcome or
minimize to those challenges effectively.
1.2 Research Objective
This study will help to understand Barriers and Drivers of information technology
in manufacturing firms of Australia. One simple approach to understand the phenomena
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of Information Technology effect over manufacturing firms observe the firms practices
and employees how they work in their field. In this study 297 manufacturing firms
(Australian) are included, this research will contribute in the existing knowledge of
information technology role in manufacturing firms and describe to the challenges and
success factors of IT and how management can overcome to those challenges, which
face during implementation of IT.
2. Literature Review & Theoretical Framework
According to the 3vs Concept explained by APCIS –USA – CSCP Module Books,
(2013) Information technology plays a significant role in the success of whole supply
chain management. Due to the information technology, now supply chain role has been
extended and visibility and velocity has been increased. According to the APCIS –USA
– CSCP Module Books, (2013) this concepts show that’s, if visibility and velocity will
be increased so ultimately variability in the supply chain will be decrease. And visibility
can be increased by real time information sharing in the supply chain, without role of
IT real time information sharing is not possible. Usually in the supply chain velocity
(speed) is associated with the visibility, for example. If supply chain staff knows “the
actual quantity of inventory in material warehouse” then they can plan for further
“buying material” and if sales & marketing staff knows the “actual inventory level in
finished goods warehouse) then they can do commitment (delivery date & time
promise) with customers.

Means if visibility will be high so ultimately velocity will increase in the supply chain
because of visibility, if sales & marketing person knows the actual level of inventory in
finished goods warehouse then they can commitment (sooner & timely delivery) with
customers, and there will very less chances of miss-commitment, error, risk and
disruptions in the supply chain . Means finally variability in the whole supply chain
will be decrease. Companies need to investment more in the information technology
for increasing to the real time information.
According to the Gumaer, (1996) in today’s competitive market, companies
cannot survive without information technology; in the supply chain speed is one of the
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major competitive edges and this advantage can be achieve by investment in
information technology like ERP (enterprise resource planning). Davenport, (1998);
Holsapple & Sena, (1999) In the market of IT Software, the ERP software market is
growing rapidly. As per Bingi et al., (1999) Investment in the information technology
is growing and next five years only in ERP software investments are expected almost
$15.68 billion to $50 billion. But according to Holland & Light, (1999) market of ERP
in 1997 was 15.68 billion US dollar approximately and almost 72.63 billion US dollar
in year of 1997 .On the behalf of this figures experts says’ investment in information
technology will grow more. Holland and Light, (1999) Information Technology
improving to the business processes including manufacturing, purchasing, warehousing
etc. Gable et al., (1998) the usage of ERP, information flow has been increased in the
firms. According to the Davenport, (1998) one important feature of ERP is the corporate
activities including HR, supply chain management, finance and manufacturing are
improved and automated. As well information technology like ERP facilitate to the
managerial control, reduction in operational cost, speedy and effective decision making
Bancrosft et al., (1998); Holland & Light, (1999). According to the computer
technology research corp, (1999) Deloitte & Touche’s survey, In the business
integration effective and efficient integration can be achieve by information technology
like ERP, and because off these integration company can achieve tangible and
intangible benefits including reduce their cost, improved order management, reduction
in procurement costs, improvement in timely and accurate delivery, reduction in
transportation cost, inventory levels, risk, strong to their supply chain links, as well able
to take quick reaction to market opportunities ,competitive pressures, increase
productivity, reduction in headcounts, fast closing of financial cycles, increase to the
customer service level, higher flexibility in the supply chain, low disruptions. Bingi et
al., (1999) According to the computer technology research corp, (1999) Deloitte &
Touche’s survey, In-tangible benefits of information technology are following,
increased visibility in the whole supply chain and visibility of corporate data, improved
processes, improved responsiveness, strong links in the all supply chain end to end,
increased flexibility, real time information sharing, computing platforms
(standardization). Usually the savings from the information technology like ERP
system is $1.6 million per year Koch et al., (1999). ERP software marketing is
increasing day by day and in upcoming 5 years it is expected to be $15.68 Billion to
$50 billion Bingi et al., (1999). According to Holland & Light, (1999) ERP market in
the 1997 was $15.68 billion and in 1999 it is almost $72.63 billion. And that’s why
experts has analyzed it will be more grow
According to the Gibson, et al., (1999) there are many benefits of information
technology, and technology contribute in the business tangibly and intangibly, one most
mainly benefits of information technology especially ERP is to integrate to the all
processes in the company. There is no doubt, cost of ERP implementation is higher, but
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this cost is less than their benefits. In the light of definition provided by Hirschheim,
(1987) the success & failure factors can be seen in the IT project.
o Correspondence Success: there should be match between specific planned
objectives and Information technology (IT) systems.
o Process Success: when project of IT finished & completed in the time frame
and budget.
o Interaction Success: when attitudes of the end users are positive with IT
(information technology).
o Expectation Success: Information technology systems should match the
expectations of end users’.
The link among strategic objectives & benefits of Information Technology (ERP)
is consequently a relative on rather than absolute & complete in terms of what
particularly may be expected. Classification of ERP system benefits by Shang &
Seddon, (2000). They classify to the benefits into five major groups as follows.
o Operational: relating to cycle time reduction, cost minimization, improvement
of productivity, and finally the improvement of customer service.
o Managerial: in relation to improvement in decision making, better
management of resources, improvement in terms of planning and performance.
o Strategic: more concerning about alliances of business, supporting to business
growth, generating product differentiation, and create external links.
o IT Infrastructure: Minimization of IT cost, increase business flexibility, and
capability of IT infrastructure.
o Organizational: facilitate to the business learning and experiences, create
common visions, and empowering, supporting to organizational changes.
2.1 Role of IT in Australian Firms
According to the ACOLA – Australian Council of Learned Academies, (2014)
Manufacturing sector plays a vital role in Australia’s economy almost 7% of GDP but
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in recent decades contribution is decline and firms are facing many challenges.
According to the Half, (2014) many companies are struggling to find suitable and
talented IT professionals. But 88% of Australian companies said “now it is difficult to
find talented IT professional”. Australian market is in crunch. And most difficult
functional area fill are software development 18% Applications development 15% Data
base management 15% Help Desk & Technical Support 11%. ACOLA, (2014) “Time
is not in our favor” Australian firms are not linked to global value chains as compare to
other developed countries’ firms, and Australian firms make complex and difficult to
access high and new technology for them. In last 10 years others Countries’ firms have
moved ahead of Australian firms’.
Australian companies must need to increase their collaboration with international
markets. Collaboration support to business in access new markets networks and
improve to the innovations ACOLA, (2014).

Innovation and research are the basic driving force for the productivity (long term)
& economic growth. Australian companies need to invest more in R&D ACOLA,
(2014) in the research study suggest to the Australian companies should need improve
their business management practices for business competitive & growth. And also
recommend to the firms “increase their innovation, R&D to improve their productivity
and need to investment in information technology”.
3. Methodology
The selecting of an appropriate methodology is very important for writing an
effective research paper. This research purpose is to highlights to the major barriers and
drivers of IT (Information Technology) in the manufacturing industry. The
manufacturing industry in Australia is well developed & efficient. But many companies
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use conservative approach during adopting the new information technology due to
associated barriers & challenges. In this research the primary quantitative method has
been used in order to gain relevant (first hand) data about the study from most relevant
managers & directors of supply chain. In this article questionnaire sent to the supply
chain management of 840 manufacturing firms in Australia, the firms had been selected
on the random basis. The returned forms received from 297 firms, means response
percentage was 35.35%. In these 297 firms were the big, medium and small
manufacturing firms. And these firms are working in different businesses mainly
including; consumer items, foods, furniture, metal, electronics toys manufacturer,
cosmetics etc. and every firm has the computerized scheduling system over the
manufacturing area. In these 297 firms researcher has been divided to these responses
in two main categories on is large manufacturing firms and second is medium & small
manufacturing firms, 103 was the large manufacturing firms and approximately 194
was the medium and small manufacturing firms and all manufacturing (large) firms
have more than 350 employees and medium has 60 to 349 employees. The data gathered
through the questionnaire essentially reflect the opinions of different chain management
within the manufacturing industry in references with the drivers & barriers of the
information technology. The questionnaires analyzed with the help of research
experiences, observations & literature reviews. The most relevant findings are
discussed in next section.
4. Results
297 manufacturing firms’ supply chain are surveyed in order to gain the first hand
data about the topic and the underlying barriers and drivers of information technology
in manufacturing industry. Following are the most important and relevant highlights
are identified given below.
4.1 Challenges & Barriers
After the in-depth analysis of this survey, researcher have been found the
following major challenges, which face by manufacturing firms during the
implementation of information technology, the biggest failure of the project is “less
leadership commitment” due to the non-seriousness of management and many projects
failed due to the communication gaps between the management and IT team. Legacy
of the old processes: Technology (new) implementation is challenging as well after the
implementation companies can not avail maximum benefits like ERP implementation
also required to change business processes. Business Management: Lack of business
management skills and Scarcity of skills: many times companies want to implement
new technology but IT team skills and knowledge are limited. Resistance of Change:
adaptation of new technology usually companies face resistance from the employees or
supply chain partners. Lack of Management Skills: lack of control and best practices.
Scarcity of IT Professionals, Internal Compatibility or infrastructure: it is also paly
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significant role like companies would install new software but IT infrastructure (legacy)
is not supported. Limited budget: Companies have limited budget & financial support.
External Compatibility: Companies implement to the new technology but because of
external compatibility (supplier & retailer) of technology they face are unable to
achieve maximum benefits. Data Security & confidentiality Issues: some time
companies management are afraid from usage of new technology (ERP) and share
information with supply chain partners including supplier & retailer. Insufficient &
optimistic assessment: before the installation of IT company management allocate
budget as per the initial optimistic assessment of cost and mostly time it is wrong. These
all was the major barriers, which face by manufacturing industries during the
implementation of new technology including ERP.
4.2 Drivers & Success Factor
Companies would like to implement new technology to achieve the many benefits,
but in this research we have focus to IT benefits over manufacturing firms. According
to the 297 manufacturing firms surveyed results, there are many success factors &
drivers of Information technology including tangible and non-tangible.
4.2.1 Tangible Success Factors
There are many tangible success factors involved, but major drivers and benefits
of the information technology are following. Cost Minimization: due to the usage of
new technology over all supply chain cost reduction especially procurement,
manufacturing, warehousing. Enhanced inventory management: usage of modern
technology can increase to the warehouse maximum Storage utilization, inventory
management and higher accuracy in inventory counting & valuation. Headcounts
Minimization: companies can save their money in terms of intensive usage of labor.
Effective and efficient procurement: Modern technologies (ERP) make procurement
process more efficient and effective. Quality Improvement: organizations also invest
money in technology to improve quality of products.
4.2.2 In-Tangible
In the supply chain, the usages of new technology in-tangible benefits are more
than tangible benefits. Mainly and big benefits are improved planning & scheduling
process: companies use the new technological instruments and software for
improvement of planning and scheduling. Quality improvement: increasing the quality
of services provide to customers and customer satisfactions etc. Minimize to the
Variability: in the end to end supply chain by sharing real time information by RFID,
GPS & ERP etc. Reduce cycle time: by the usage of latest technology cycle time
(communication, evaluation, and order fulfillment) can be reduced. High Visibility &
Velocity: technology is called backbone of the supply chain and visibility & velocity
can be achieve by usage of latest technology to minimize the error margins in supply
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chain, increase to the speed of work, deliveries, timely deliveries to the customers, and
companies used latest technology to achieve the competitive edge over competitors.
4.3 Effective Implementation to Overcome Barriers
During the implementation or before the implementation companies can overcome
or minimize to the barriers and challenges by using the following techniques.
Leadership Commitment & Involvement of SC Partners: All supply chain partners &
Leadership should be involved from planning till execution stage. Realistic Cost &
Benefits Analysis: before the implementation of technology company should be not
very optimistic on the project cost. Clarity of Objectives: Management & employees
well know why company is implementing new technology? Effective Training:
Management must need to provide effective training to end user of technology.
Managing Risk: IT team and management should think over “early focus on managing
risk” before implementing new technology. Integration of the Processes: Many times
only implementation of new technology can be result of big disaster like ERP,
companies need to use the techniques of BPR (business process reengineering) and all
business process and technology should not be misfit. Trust building, Collaboration &
Information Sharing: companies can resolve many communications issues by strong
collaborations & sharing information with the business units and supply chain partners.
5. Conclusion & Future Research
In this article, In-detailed researcher has discussed theoretical frame work and
empirical works and after in-depth analysis of surveyed of manufacturing firms,
researcher analyzed to the Australian manufacturing firm’s challenges and barriers face
during the implementation of information technology, tangible & in-tangible benefits,
and why manufacturing firms are not aggressively adopting information technology and
in the last researcher provide recommendation, how firms can overcome those barriers
successfully. This study will help to manager in decision making and understanding the
effective role of IT. Every research is conducted with an aim that it would provide
reliable and valid for the specific industry and topic. Nevertheless it is practically not
possible for any researchers to cover all aspects of any given topic. Similarly this article
was meant to describe and identify the barriers, challenges and motivating success
factors, drivers of the information technology in manufacturing firms. Due to the
shortage of resources, time constraints and other factors, this research might have some
limitations. Hence, the future researchers must be on the way to explore further
potential benefits and challenges along with the relevant solutions for the challenges
explored. Also researcher can work about the motivating success factors and challenges
of information technology in other then manufacturing industry.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this article is to provide insights the role of global sourcing in the
FMCG industries. The Research methodology is based on survey; a survey has been
conducted for collection of the required data from 389 companies. And find to the role
of global sourcing in the modern supply chain of FMCG industry. The key findings of
this research paper shows that’s lack of top management commitment, huge inventory
is in-transit, and these type of inventory has high risk factor, usually due to longer lead
time, Supplier selection and supplier development have huge financial investment,
Volatile exchange rate. Other the other hand many motivating factors include in the
global sourcing; learning skills from the foreign base supplier (relationship building),
less regulations by supplier’s government, financial incentives including tax breaks and
low tariffs, create competitive edge in the market, increase to the customers’
satisfaction, access to the international markets. Companies can minimize to the barriers
of global sourcing; firms before going towards execution phase, they need to consider
the following factors: Supplier’s service level, capacity of the suppliers, suppliers are
agree to sharing information with company, suppliers’ processes and technology is
compatible with buyer’s company. This article will contribute in the existing
knowledge and find out the latest role of global sourcing in the FMCG Companies’
Supply Chain Management. How companies can minimize to those challenges
effectively.
Keywords: Global Sourcing, FMCG, Quality, Collaboration, Lack of Top
Leadership Commitment, Exchange rate.
1. Introduction
Supply chain is playing an important role in the company’s business. According
to the APCIS CSCP Module, (2013) Supply chain of one company is competing with
supply chain of other company. In the modern supply chain companies are more focus
towards cost minimization and increase to the efficiency & effectiveness of the supply
chain management. Dunning, (1992); Kotabe and Swan, (1994) supply chain having no
boundaries and global sourcing is use commonly in today’s world. In the light of
Martinez & Jarillo, (1991) global sourcing is become more difficult due to the high cost
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and technological complexities but usually in the global sourcing transportation cost
and risk is so much Dubois et al. (1993); Swamidass & Kotabe, (1993). In the research
result of Kotabe & Swan, (1994) sourcing was the positively correlated with global
(market share) and to the propensity to innovate. Companies are using global sourcing
to gain the competitive edge over their competitors. But as per the Morgan & Sayer,
(1988) in the initially stage of decision regarding global sourcing, the cost is
underestimated, and whenever companies start implement their plan into reality they
face many hurdles and complexities especially huge cost associated with global
sourcing. According to the Morgan & Sayer, (1988) companies gain advantage from
global sourcing but they are face many problems including barriers of communication,
technological and cultural etc. in the phenomena of global sourcing companies initially
do not count the cost of in-tangible like flexibility, longer lead times, cultural issues,
languages barriers, and the potential loss of competitiveness in core technologies
Markides & Berg, (1988); Curtin, (1987); and McClenahen, (1990). As per the research
of National Tooling & Machining – NTMA, (1987) in the offshore sourcing could add
from 24 percentage to 78 percentage to the quoted price, longer lead times as well lower
quality and also operational problems can be generate by international sourcing
Beamish, (1988); Mankin & Flaherty, (1988) In the study of Moxon, (1973) argue that’s
rather than to finding general benefits & cost of international sourcing, more useful is
to find out to the relational factors which influence.
Several authors identify and explain in their research results including Swamidass
and Kotabe, (1993) in the international sourcing major issues are flexibility and cost,
lean production concept due to the difference cultural as well JIT (just in time) product
required close contacts (origin and destination points). According to the researchers
Dubois et al. (1993); Jones and Womack, (1985); Hoffman and Kaplinsky, (1988) in
the international sourcing, high technology and fashionable items short lead time and
required close cooperation with R&D (research and development) team. Usually it is
more beneficial to use local sourcing for those items because local sourcing is provide
the benefits of flexibility, low cost convenience and short lead time. According to the
research of Smith et al., (1998) before taking decision of sourcing, companies should
be well aware benefits and non-benefits of sourcing. As well successful and smooth
sourcing depend on the employees skills.
1.1 Problem Statement
Many companies adopt global sourcing only because off minimization in cost
(acquired cost or landed cost of product) but they ignore to the total cost of ownership
of the products which is associated typically. Smith et al., (1998) companies should be
well aware about the advantages and disadvantages (including tangible and in-tangible
cost and benefits) before going towards global sourcing. Various researches has been
conducted to the find out the role global sourcing and tangible benefits associated with
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global sourcing, but this research is going to conduct to identify the in-depth
relationship motivating factors (benefits) and challenges involved in global sourcing
like total cost of the products increase by global sourcing as well this research will also
recommend to the organization’s management, how they can minimize and overcome
to those challenges and hurdles associated with global sourcing
1.2 Research Objective
This study will help to understand the Role of Global Sourcing in the Modern
Supply chain of FMCG Industries. Simple tactic to recognized & understand the
phenomena of Global Sourcing effect on FMCG (fast moving consumer goods)
industry, observe to the firms practices & employees, how they are working in their
arena. In this research study the 389 FMCG firms (U.S Based) are included. This
research will contribute in the existing knowledge of global sourcing and will provide
an in-depth overview to the organization’s management.
2. Literature Review & Theoretical Framework
According to the APCIS (US) CSCP, (2013) Many Companies during the decision
of procurement process cater to the only product cost (shown in figure 1.1) and after
the implementation of the decision, companies face different complexities and
problems including high transportation cost, high warehousing cost, huge inventory intransit, longer lead time, higher risk factor involved etc. and these all problems become
more complex and bigger when companies source from other country like an global
sourcing, Vissers, (2000) also suggest companies should involve others factors too,
beside the cost factors.

Cost Involved in Procurement Process

Product Cost
Landed Cost
Total Cost of Ownership

Shown in figure 1.1 few or big multinational companies usually analyse sourcing
decision in terms of products cost and landed cost, but they also sometimes ignore to
the total cost of ownership of the products, and after the timeline they face multiple
double sword problems including mainly returns products costs, information sharing,
communications and cultural barriers, in-flexibility in the supply chain, problem in
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relationship building, difficult to visit suppliers (involved huge cost in global sourcing)
natural disaster in supplier country like earth quake etc. make all supply chain
disruption, political instability, customs barriers and hurdles, difficult to manage urgent
deliveries, government policies, environmental policies of supplier’s government etc.
These all factors should be involved in the sourcing decision, and these all factors
become very critical and more problematic when companies going to adopt global
sourcing risk increase same like longer lead time.
According to the Gumaer, (1996) in today’s competitive market, companies
cannot survive without information technology. Because of IT role there is no doubt
companies can solve many problems of the supply chain. In the light of APCIS (US)
CSCP, (2013) Information technology is the backbone of the supply chain and supply
chain play very critical role in the success of the company business. In the research of
Probert et al., (2000) following four areas should be analyse and evaluated during the
decision of sourcing.
x
x
x
x

Manufacturing Processes & IT: equipment, technology and skills to better
perform and support to the process.
Cost: Production Cost and cost of Acquisition.
SCM (supply chain management & logistics: selection of suppliers, supplier’s
collaboration, and delivery time.
Support Systems: Technical services, IS (information system) and quality.

According to the Bernard et al., (2009) identify that almost 65 % of the crosscountry variation in USA imports are accounted for the extensive margins of imports.
As well Bernard et al., (2007) mentioned in the research that USA importers are more
productive than non-importers of USA (on average12% are more productive). As per
the Antras et al., (2014) Shown in Table 2.1, As per the Antras, (2014) The majority
USA based importers are importing from the Canada and China, following are the top
10 sourcing countries list (based on 2007 U.S importers record)
Top 10 Countries
1. Canada
2. China
3. Germany
4. United Kingdom (UK)
5. Taiwan
6. Italy
7. Japan
8. Mexico
9. France
10. South Korea
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According to the results of Brannemo, (2005) usually the sourcing strategies fail
due to the lack of support from management or project leader. In the light of Mclvor,
(2000); Fill and Visser, (2000) researches argue that’s models of sourcing decision
should be whole holistic and follow to the overall strategies of the companies. Carr and
Smeltzer, (1997) the objective of the strategic sourcing is to effectively handle situation
when faced with competitive, supply and demand uncertainties. Johnson & Johnson,
(1991) strategic sourcing allows a company to select and identify suppliers through
strategic long term partnerships. According to the Pham & Quoc, (2006) in today’s
world the production and manufacturing is typically organized with many and multiple
country affiliations like a product can be designed in different country and
manufactured in different country and few components of the products can be sourced
from the another country. It has presented latest dimensions in the sourcing (global) as
there are differences in procurement practices in every region all over the world
Ruamsook et al., (2007). The global sourcing required greater visibility and information
sharing among the partners to keep the relationship smooth Kocabasoglu and Suresh,
(2006).
As per the Miles, (2000) researcher has been studied the dual sourcing strategies
utilized and a modelling method adopted and determine what additional price leverage
would be required to make a dual vendor scenario a breakeven proposition. In the light
of Hazra et al., (2004) research explains the risk and cost faced by suppliers in the
electronic market and derived to the price capacity function for the vendor and suppliers.
In the global sourcing mainly factors which influenced over the decision of sourcing is
cost, time and technology. Manish & Rao, (2004) Investigated and analysed to the
determinants of e-commerce (sourcing) during maturity phases and technology growth.
Bozarth et al., (1998) the local content purchasing rules are established by government
of buyer’s company. Munson and Rosenblatt, (2001) global sourcing are adopted by
the companies to gain a competitive edge in the local market. Murray, (2001) the
competitive technology, market affecting the company technological modification and
diversification strategies Cesaroni, (2004) this research article address to the challenges
relating to the global sourcing, global sourcing is more complex in reality than what
has been studied in the existing literature reviews. In the global supply chain the
exchange rates fluctuations also plays vital role in uncertainties and disruptions in the
chain of supply.
2.1 FMCG Industries in U.S Market
In the study of GMA- Grocery Manufacturers Association USA, (2011) In the
American FMCG- Fast Moving Consumer Goods market was worth of $2.1 trillion
dollars and its employs almost 14 million workers in America and contributes more
than $1 trillion in added value to the nation’s economy. FMCG sector was the fast
growing sector in the United States of America since 18th century. In the latest research
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study conducted by PWC- Price Water House Coopers and GMA- Grocery
Manufacturers Association as per the result of these study FMCG industry provide
almost more than 1.7 million jobs and it is contributing more than 6% in the U.S GDP
(Gross Domestic Product). According to the Vernon’s PLC (Product Life Cycle) theory,
(1966) In the USA firms mostly prefer production domestically in the early stages of a
product. Because the specifications and the process of the manufacturing would not yet
be stable and clearly defined, but when product become more matured then its
production process and specification become more stable, competition (price) would
become intense & market (foreign) would emerge. While between the degrees of global
sourcing and product maturity positive relationship has been established in various
empirical research studies. Swamidass and Kotabe, (1993); DuBois et al, (1993) very
few research work into the way particular products attributes that makes dispersed
manufacturing difficult change over time. Instability in demand was the real reason
and leading source of the supply chain disruptions. According to the Vernon, (1960)
explain the rapidly fluctuating demand volumes issues can be resolve by source from
nearest supplier and avoid to use longer lead time suppliers and usually demand
fluctuation is too much in the initially stage of the products, but in the maturity stage
the growth and demand is almost slow or stable and production specification is also
stable, as well management also can able to forecast more realistically.
3. Methodology
In the research article selection of an appropriate research method is really
important for writing an effective article. In this research, author will highlight to the
latest role of global sourcing in the modern supply chain management including
challenges and motivating factors will be identify and will provide complete holistic
view and how can be minimize and overcome to the issues and problems face during
the global sourcing. The FMCG industry in U.S is well developed & efficient. But many
companies face complex issues and problems during using the global sourcing. In this
research the primary quantitative method has been used in order to gain relevant (first
hand) data about the study from most relevant managers & directors of supply chain.
In this research article questionnaire sent to the supply chain managers of 1200 FMCG
companies in U.S. The returned forms received from 389 firms, means response
percentage was 32.42%. In these 389 firms were the big, medium and small
manufacturing firms. And these firms are working in different businesses mainly
including; consumer items, foods, consumer electronics, dairy products and cosmetics
etc. and every firm was using the global sourcing in their businesses. In these 389 firms
researcher has been divided to these responses in three main categories one is large
FMCG companies and second and third is medium & third small FMCG companies
respectively. 81 was the large FMCG firms and 114 was the medium and 194 was the
small FMCG firms and all FMCG (large) firms have more than 250 employees and
medium has 101 to 249 employees and small firms was having less than 101 employees.
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The data gathered through the questionnaire essentially reflect the opinions of different
FMCG Companies managers in references with the challenges, hurdles & motivating
factors include in the latest role of global sourcing. The questionnaires analysed with
the help of research experiences, observations & existing literature reviews. The most
relevant findings are discussed in next section.
4. Results
In this research study 389 FMCG companies (US based) was included. And these
389 FMCG firms are surveyed in order to gain the first hand (primary) data about the
topic and the underlying challenges and benefits of global sourcing in FMCG industry.
Following are the most important and relevant highlights are identified given below.

4.1 Challenges in Global Sourcing
In this research, after the in-depth analysis of the 389 FMCG companies surveyed,
we have identified that’s in the global sourcing usually from the FMCG perspective
following challenges are involved including; Lack of commitment from the top
management and because of this problems all global sourcing chain suffer, huge cost
involved in the global sourcing as compare to the local sourcing, huge inventory is intransit because of longer lead time many inventories are in-transit and in-transit
inventory is very critical because company usually has promised to pay the money of
those inventory but still it is not in ownership and cannot use, sometimes it takes months
due to longer lead times (import from very far region/country) supplier selection
complexities face in the global sourcing, barriers communication and cultural is exist
in the global sourcing, lack of employees skills in international sourcing companies
face these problems due to no or few experience of key supply chain employee.
Inflexibility is the face sometimes in the global supply chain, when buyer’s company
cannot change to the specification of the orders in the late stages (because in the global
sourcing delivery lead time is very long), return or defective products procedure is very
costly and mostly suppliers adjust this (less defective product price) from the next order
or as per the mutual understanding between buyer and supplier. Exchange rate plays
critical role (volatile) in the imports and exports, because when buyer’s company place
order to the supplier on that time exchange rate is different but when they come up on
payment stage so exchange rate is different usually these problems face mostly with
Asian and African suppliers, political in-stability also create serious and direct impact
over the global sourcing, natural disaster like earth quake in the supplier’s country can
make disruptions on the buyer side (scarcity of the material) or quality difference if
buyer source same material from other country on the emergency basis (less time to
check supplier processes & technology), customs policies & government policies plays
vital role in the global sourcing like environmental policies buyer’s government do not
allow to source any hazardous material (without proper treatment and safety) like
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wooden pallets are banned in many countries including U.S, These all was the major
challenges, which face by FMCG Companies during the Global Sourcing.
4.2 Motivating Factors of Global Sourcing
Companies would like to use Global Sourcing to achieve the benefits, According
to the 389 FMCG firms surveyed results, there are various motivating factors are
involved. Mainly benefits are following; benefit of the global sourcing is Cost
minimization and high quality, companies would like to go towards global sourcing
because of low cost and high quality, Discover to the new international markets,
increase the number of suppliers, helps meet counter-trade obligations, increase and
build relationships with the suppliers (good in industry / class supplier), increase to the
customer satisfactions by providing higher quality products & services, learning skills
from the foreign supplier (relationship building), build competitive edge over
competitors, advanced resources and supplier technological contribution and
responsiveness, access to the raw material (when scare locally), access to the distinctive
skills, less regulations by supplier’s government, economic incentives like low tariffs
and tax breaks.
Management can overcome or minimize to all those problems and challenges,
which face during global sourcing. Firms before going towards global sourcing should
consider to given below factors mainly; product process technologies, willingness to
share information and technologies with buyer’s firms, quality, cost, reliability, order
system and cycle time, communication capability, location of the suppliers, supplier’s
service level, capacity of the suppliers, trust building with the suppliers, real time
information sharing, collaboration with suppliers, understand to the trade and customs
policies of the supplier’s country.
5. Conclusion & Future Research
In this research article, In-detailed researcher has discussed work and empirical
theoretical frameworks and after in-depth analysis of surveyed of FMCG (fast moving
consumer goods) companies, researcher analysed to the U.S FMCG Companies’
challenges and motivating factors involved in the global sourcing and how FMCG
Companies can overcome and minimize to the barriers, which face during the global
sourcing. In the last researcher provide suggestions and recommendation, how
companies can overcome to the global sourcing’s barriers successfully. This study will
help to supply chain manager in decision making and understanding the effective role
of global sourcing in the modern supply chain. Every research is conducted with an aim
that it will provide trustworthy, reliable and valid for the specific sector and topic.
However, it is essentially not possible for any researchers to cover all aspects of any
given topic. Similarly, this research study was meant to describe and identify the
challenges and motivating factors, which are involved in the global sourcing. Due to
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the resources shortages, time constraints and other factors, this research might have
some limitations. Further the future researcher can continue to explore more challenges
and motivating factors involved in global sourcing, as well future researcher can do
same research in other then FMCG sector.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to provide understandings of the global sourcing vs.
local sourcing and identify the impact of Global sourcing vs. local sourcing on the
manufacturing industry. A questionnaire method has been used for the data collection
purposes from the target industry. After the in-depth analysis, the key findings of the
research shows that’s in the global sourcing challenges and benefits are involved
significantly including, huge inventory in-transit, high risk in the global sourcing and it
is difficult to measure sometime. There are also many benefits are associated with
global sourcing including discover new markets, economic incentives such as low
tariffs, competitive edge, higher quality. On the other hand local sourcing provide
flexibility in the supply chain, the local sourcing are ideal for the JIT (just in time)
production and lean implementation systems, low inventory & transportation cost, low
level risk, easy to communication and supplier visits, easy to supplier development, and
disadvantages are usually low quality material, learning curve is not very good, difficult
for the firms to explore international markets, limit to the creativity. This research will
contribute in the existing knowledge and provide the holistic understanding of the
Global sourcing vs. local sourcing and also will identify the advantages and challenges
and how company can handle and overcome those challenges effectively.
Keywords: Global Sourcing, Low Tariffs, Competitive edge, Inventory Cost, High
Risk, Local Sourcing
1. Introduction
In the dynamic world choosing the right sourcing strategy is sometime difficult
and challenging for the organizations. According to the APCIS CSCP Module, (2013)
Supply chain is the backbone of the organization, nowadays is SC (supply chain) of a
company compete with SC of other company. In the modern supply chain “Cost is not
everything”, but reality is different, companies still focusing too much over cost and
they ignore to the other associated problems with lost cost sourcing Dunning, (1992) in
the modern concepts supply chain has no boundaries, supply chain has been extended
as well risk also has been spread. Many companies are going towards global sourcing
to minimize the cost but according to the Martinez & Jarillo, (1991) in the global
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sourcing many difficulties face by companies mostly high cost and technological
complexities. In the light of Kotabe & Swan, (1994) study companies use global
sourcing to achieve competitive edge over their competitors and also minimize cost.
Morgan & Sayer, (1988) argue that’s companies on the initial basis they are very
optimistic and the cost is underestimated, but whenever they come over execution phase
they face huge cost and this time is difficult for the companies to go back, Because
already organizations has incurred huge cost on sourcing. As per the study of Smith et
al., (1998) before adopting the sourcing strategy organizations should evaluate cost and
benefits analysis properly for global sourcing vs. local sourcing. In the world “nothing
is free” There are no doubt through global sourcing companies can achieve many
benefits. But not always, there are also some costs which are associated with global
sourcing and also with local sourcing, companies need to evaluate both sourcing
strategies carefully before adopting any one. In the study of Swamidass and Kotabe,
(1993) major issues which are associated with global sourcing is flexibility, huge cost
involved in terms of transportations, cultural & time differences which can create delays
many times. As per the several authors including the researchers Hoffman and
Kaplinsky, (1988); Jones and Womack, (1985); Dubois et al. (1993) in the global
sourcing of fashionable, clothing and technological items which have shortened lead
time and required cooperation (closely) with Research & Development Team it is more
beneficial for the companies to use local sourcing for these items. Usually local
sourcing provides flexibility, shortest lead time, few inventory in-transits etc.
According to the CIPS - Certified Institute of Purchasing & Supply (2013), local
sourcing over global sourcing the four key areas Supply chain risk, loss of agility,
transport cost and sustainability, as per the CIPS (2013) each dollar increase in oil
equate to almost 1% increase in the cost of transport. As per the theory of peak oil
theory supply and demand of oil is not equal roughly. Supply Chain risk has been
increased especially after 9/11 victim, global sourcing extend to the supply chain and
also increase to the supply chain risk like long lead times, exchange rate fluctuation,
reputational risk, port congestions. Loss of agility is a big problem face in global
sourcing, because companies cannot respond quickly to the new innovations etc. and
due to the extended supply chain respond to the immediate changes and need are little
slow especially for the fashion able items and technological items. Because in todays’
world market has been shifted from forecast driven to demand driven so it is really
difficult to respond quickly in the global supply chain due to the extended lead times.
Sustainability to become environment friendly, various multinational companies are
working over sustainability but reality in global sourcing required high transportation
movement and also global sourcing move carbon footprint with goods from one country
to other country.
1.1Problem Statement
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Organizations usually adopt sourcing strategy to minimize the cost. But “cost
minimization is not everything” in the modern supply chain. Smith et al., (1998) before
adapting to the sourcing strategy companies need to evaluate (in-depth) cost and
benefits of local and global sourcing. Many researchers have been conducted research
before to identify benefits and challenges of global and local sourcing. But in this
research, researcher will find out and compare to the challenges and motivating factors
involved in both sourcing strategies as well in the end of this research, researcher will
give recommendation, how companies can overcome and minimize to those barriers
which are associated with local sourcing and global sourcing in U.S manufacturing
industry. In this study 348 manufacturing firms are included. This article will contribute
in the existing knowledge of Global vs. Local Sourcing and will provide an in-depth
overview.
1.2Research Objective
This study will help to understand the latest hurdles and benefits, motivating
factors involved in Global Sourcing vs. Local Sourcing in the Modern Supply chain of
Manufacturing Industry, also compare to the benefits and challenges of both sourcing
strategies. And provide a holistic view. In this article 348 manufacturing firms (U.S
based) are participated. In the end of this article, researcher will also provide
recommendation to the supply chain managers, and supply chain practitioners, how
they can minimize to the risk and challenges involved in both sourcing strategies.
2. Literature Review and Theoretical Framework
Global sourcing is the now a mainly part of business strategies of many companies.
It is play a vital role to create competitive edge. Global sourcing is the biggest trend in
the last 25 years. Usually companies are using global sourcing for the low cost, quality
factor, shortage or scarcity of material in home country. But whenever we talk about
the benefits of global sourcing so on the other hand there are some disadvantages and
challenges such as long distance, communication barriers, higher risk due to long lead
time etc. If we look an overview on the past last 40 years, so global sourcing trend has
been increased dramatically especially in manufacturing sectors. In the world mostly
companies are sourcing from china. China itself declares “factory to the world”
companies also using global sourcing strategy for skilled and low cost labour.
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Fig: 10.1 Growth in global trade in manufactures
Source: WTO/OEF

If we look at the wages of some developed countries; for skilled labour per hour
in the Germany is 18 to 25 dollar; in the USA wage rate is 9 to 15 dollars; Czech
Republic is 4 to 5 dollar; in the India and Pakistan is almost 1 dollar and in the China
is less than 1 dollar. Usually Companies using china as production facility; because of
low cost material, labour wages as well skilled labours.
According to the Markides and Berg, (1988) offshore sourcing not only increasing
the cost of inventory, administration and transportation; but it also leads to a loss of
economies of scale, longer lead times, lower quality and freezing of current technology.
Many researches has explained companies doing offshore sourcing mostly fail badly, it
also minimize to the flexibility in the supply chain, added extra transportation and huge
inventory costs. In the light of Davis, (1992) and Curtin, (1987) usually offshore
sourcing can increase cost 24 to 87% in to the price (quoted); as well as low and cheap
quality plus long distance – longer lead times which also increase to the risk in the
supply chain. Aguilar, (1986) and Beamish, (1988) argue international sourcing creates
operational problems; as per the Mankin and Flaherty, (1988) global sourcing
sometimes can generate problems in operations. Moxon, (1973) study shows global
sourcing of products which required rapid delivery, engineering changes & fashionable
products are most challenging. Swamidass and Kotabe, (1993) local sourcing offers
more benefits mostly including huge flexibility. But on other hand few researchers
argued international sourcing is only add more cost in the supply chain as well as less
flexibility and JIT production, lean production systems are big challenge and somehow
impossible. DuBois et al. (1993); Jones and Womack, (1985); Hoffman and Kaplinsky,
(1988) international sourcing shows that’s fashionable and technology centric products
are more difficult to use sourcing (international) as well as those products which
required more engineering, R&D; industrial related products where buyers demanded
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on short time and reliable deliveries, or items with a low value to weight ratio. If
distance is not long then it is easy to solve problems; on the other hand it is very
complex to identify the problems in the chain and then resolve it, because off poor
communications or communications barriers, cultural differences, longer lead times,
huge inventory in in-transit, exchange rate, as well managerial big time spent on firefighting Levs, (1994). In the light of Swamidass and Kotabe, (1993) and DuBois et al.
(1993) in the product life cycle theory, if products are on the growing stage it is difficult
to predict to demand (realistic) as compare to maturity products, so global sourcing is
more beneficial for the products of maturity stage in the product life cycle.
As per the Smith et al., (1998) it is very important; companies should aware about
advantages as well disadvantages of the sourcing. Tisdale, (1994) argues that’s few
companies have been outsourced too much or big role of their production so now they
are unable to develop new products or they have lost their ability. Cross, (1995); Laciy
and Willcocks, (1998); Johnson and Schneider, (1995) outsourcing have been to
outsource processes that are very close to company’s core competence. Kotabe and
Helsen, (2004) argue that’s global sourcing really required huge and close coordination
in R&D, Marketing activities as well productions. Global sourcing plays a role in
enhancing to the supply chain performance. Cost political factors and reliability are
found primary requirement for the sourcing or outsourcing decisions. According to the
Venkatesan, (1992) explain that outsourcing of non-critical products and commodity
components enable a company to focus resources over aspects of the product that are
keys to competitive success. According to the White et al., (2013) since the starting
1980s, the JIT (Just in Time) manufacturing from Japanese manufacturers to American
manufacturers has improved an accelerated rate. JIT is very common in the top and
giant manufacturers in the US. And big manufacturers are more sophisticated
developed than small manufacturers of US. The benefits of international sourcing is
defined by Kotabe, (1990) and Kotabe and Swan, (1994) found offshore was positively
correlated to both market share (global) and to the propensity to innovate.
Bozarth et al., (1998) the government of buyer’s company established the local
content rules. Munson and Rosenblatt, (2001) usually global-sourcing are adopted by
several companies in perspective to gain the competitive edge. Cesaroni, (2004)
explains in the reality global sourcing is mch more complex and difficult, because there
are many factors which influence including exchange rate, long lead times, huge
inventory and transportation costs, high risks, time zone differences; these all majorly
effect to the smooth operation of supply chain. In the light of Guamer, (1996) nowadays
firms cannot survive without latest technology. As per the APCIS – CSCP- USA, (2013)
Information Technology role in the supply chain is same as backbone, and supply chain
is the backbone of the business; excellent supply chain can increase to the profitability.
Probert et al., (2000) mostly 4 areas should be analyse before sourcing decision.
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x

Manufacturing Processes & IT: equipment, IT to better perform

x

Cost: Cost of Production and Acquisition

x

Supply chain management and logistics: supplier’s collaboration, and delivery
time.

x

Support Systems: Technical services, information system.

2.1 Manufacturing Industry in U.S Market
In the US manufacturing industry is the 2nd largest industry including petroleum,
aerospace, automobile, chemicals, consumer goods, foods, and mining. The US
manufacturing industry plays vital role in the economic productivity; in 2011
manufacturing contribution was US GDP was $1.8 trillion which was 12.2% of total
US GDP. According to the many researchers US manufacturer are more developed then
other sectors as well as they used latest technology to achieve objectives and provide
delighted customer service. In 2011 the US manufacturing industry employed 11.8
million workers approximately which was 9% of total employment. As per the roughly
idea almost 7 million others sectors’ jobs are dependent on manufacturing industry
including doctors, teachers, hair dresser etc. In the US many companies prefer
domestically manufacturing especially in the early stages of the product life cycle;
mainly specifications of the production would not yet be very clear and stable. But
somehow products going towards maturity stage then production specification become
more reliable, clearly defined and more stable, price competition would become intense
and foreign would emerge. During the 1983 to 2005 in the US, exports of electronics
and computer products grow by 493%. In the starting quarter of 2010, the primary
markets for USA merchandise exports were the Mexico, China, Japan, Germany, Brazil,
United Kingdom, South Korea, and Singapore exports to all of those mentioned
countries were increase in the starting quarter of 2010 as compare to the 2009, same
quarter. Exports to Mexico increased by 28%, exports to Canada were increase by 22%
and China increased by 47% over this period. The US is still the biggest producer of
technology products; but in last 10 years competition in technology sector has been
increased dramatically (increase is 25% approximately). Since 2010, the United States
of American’s manufacturer has been recovered and rebound from the –great recession.
The manufacturing sector added 139,000 jobs only in 2012.
3. Methodology
This study has used Questionnaire method, and questionnaires were sent to the top
and senior management of the field of Supply Chain of 1152 manufacturing firms in
United States of America. Researcher selected to the manufacturing companies on
random basis from the registered manufacturing firm’s records. The returned
questionnaires (form) received from 319 firms, means response percentage was 27.69%
approximately. In these 319 companies including were the big manufacturing firms,
medium firms and small manufacturing firms. These firms are majorly working in
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different businesses mostly companies engaged in Consumer Electronics, Plastic goods
and toys, value added, Pharmaceuticals, Foods and different Companies was using
Global Sourcing and Local Sourcing for their Strategic Items. In these 319 firms,
Researcher has divided these responses in two categories one is Global Sourcing, means
those firms which was using Global sourcing for their Strategic items and second
category is Local Sourcing, means those firms which was using Local Sourcing for their
Strategic items.
4. Discussion and Results
Researcher has surveyed 319 manufacturing firms in the US; and these all 319
manufacturing firms was survey for collecting the most related first hand primary data
regarding the topic and the underlying advantages and disadvantages of local sourcing
vs. global sourcing in the US based manufacturing companies. So researcher has been
divided into two categories one is local sourcing advantages and disadvantages and on
the other hand is global sourcing.
4.1 Challenges and Benefits of Global Sourcing
In research; after the in-depth analysis of the 319 manufacturing companies,
researcher identified in the global sourcing mainly from the perspective of
manufacturing are following challenges and benefits are involved significantly
including; huge inventory in the in-transit, longer lead times are very common problem
face in global sourcing and due to the long distances and flexibility in the supply chain
shrink as well buyers are unable to approach his orders or change to the specifications
easily after the order shipped, higher risk in the global sourcing is silent killer, because
many times companies do not know about the risk and it is also difficult to forecast for
example kidnapping of the ship or natural disaster; if suppliers’ country are suffering
from any natural disaster so ultimately buyers productions and operations affected
directly or in-directly, time zone difference can lead higher cost and also coordination,
communications problems. In the global sourcing returned of defective or problematic
products are very difficult and somehow is impossible, exchange rates plays an vital
role in the global sourcing and many firms use hedging techniques to minimize the
exchange rates risk, political instability, customs and government policies create
magnifying effect on imports and exports such as environmental policies in US;
companies cannot imports anything which are seriously hazardous for the environment
(without any proper treatment), as well wooden pallets are banned in many developed
countries including US. After these challenges there are also many benefits are
associated with global sourcing majorly is low cost; companies using global sourcing
to achieve the economies of scale, scarcity or shortage of the materials in the local area;
one big reason of global sourcing is scarcity of the material in the home country, higher
and better quality; nowadays companies are more focus towards customer centric and
they like to provide better or best services to the customers and make them delighted
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and keep relationship for the longer time, skilled labour; from last few decades firms
likes to produce their products from china; because Chinese labour are more skilled and
low wages as compare to the United States of America. By global sourcing companies
also discover to the new international markets, helps meet counter-trade obligations,
increase the number of suppliers, increase and build relationships with the international
suppliers. Achieve to the distinctive skills, economic incentives like low tariffs, less
regulations by supplier’s customs and government, and tax breaks, achieve to the
competitive edge. These are the mainly associated advantages and disadvantages,
which faced by manufacturing firms during the global sourcing.
4.2 Challenges and Benefits of Local Sourcing
In the local sourcing during the analysis of 319 companies; researcher find out the
major benefits are flexibility in the supply chain, flexibility in the whole supply is very
important to keep all operations smooth, low cost in terms of transportation and
inventory, lower level risk due to short lead times, lead times are very critical in the
supply chain, no problems of exchange rate, not as such communication and cultural
problems face, in the local sourcing risk in the supply chain many times are fewer then
global sourcing; and if any problems occur so supply chain partners can easily solve
those problems on the short notice, due to the huge or long distances many problems
creates and also costs, in the local sourcing are ideal for the JIT (just in time) production
and lean implementation systems. On the other hand disadvantages which are
associated with local sourcing are mostly low quality material, learning curve is not
very good, very few or limited suppliers pools and more dependency on the few
suppliers, company cannot enjoy from the distinctive skills or latest technology of
foreigner suppliers, difficult for the firms to explore market in the foreign country due
to no or very limited contacts, limit to the creativity, limited information sharing, low
safety stocks, choice of delivery, products return is easy and affordable, delivery point
also can be changed on the short notice.
In the last, after the comparison of both global sourcing and local sourcing;
researcher would like to provide some advices for minimization to the challenges or
problems face in the sourcing, supply chain management can overcome to those
problems and challenges which face during the sourcing; doesn’t matter it will be local
or global. First of all, companies need to evaluate which sourcing strategy will be better
for their company and which sourcing strategy will better for which products, because
global sourcing and local sourcing both have advantages and disadvantages but
companies need to trade off, for example fashionable, innovative products are not
preferable to use global sourcing in some circumstance in the U.S market. Due to the
short life cycle as well un-predictable demand, volatile market trend, but in the other
side global sourcing are more value able and effective for those products which are
stable or which products are on the maturity stages. If we look over local sourcing, so
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local sourcing plays very affective role in-terms of short lead time, higher flexibility,
low cost of transportation and inventory, easy delivery, so local sourcing in the U.S
market are more preferable for the fashionable, technological items as well those
products which are on the growing stage in the product life cycle, because growing
stage many processes or specifications are not well defined as compare to maturity stage,
and customers demand is volatile which is really difficult and somehow impossible to
forecast easily. By side of these companies also need to create strong coordination,
collaborations with the supply chain partners to keep the operations smooth and
effective. And sharing real time information to build trust and also understand to the
trade policies of the suppliers’ country.
5. Conclusion & Future Recommendation
In this article, researcher has discussed theoretical and empirical frameworks after
the in-depth analysis of surveyed of manufacturing firms, researcher analysed the
factors; which are involved in as barriers as well as motivating factors to push
companies towards global sourcing or local sourcing. After describing problems and
challenges author also provided recommendations (optimal solutions) how
management can overcome or minimize to the global sourcing and local sourcing
problems; which do not required as such energy or money, This research study help to
the supply chain management in decision making as well as understanding the role of
global and local sourcing in the latest supply chain dynamics. Every research aim is to
achieve their objective effectively for the particular industry, region or topic. However
it is really difficult and somehow impossible for the research to cover topic from every
angle and aspects. Similarly this article was meant to describe the barriers and
advantages or motivating factors; which are usually involved in the sourcing decisions.
This research has some limitations including time constraint, scarcity of resources,
financial and other factors. Further the future researcher can also continue to exploring
more problems including challenges, disadvantages involved in sourcing, and
motivating factors associated with both sourcing decisions, as well researcher also can
do same research in other then manufacturing industry.
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ABSTRACT
Perceived fit between the original brand and related extensions is the
fundamental factor influencing the success of brand extension. This study investigated
how consumers’ cognitive style and perceived brand involvement affect brand
extension. The results indicated that consumers’ evaluations of products are a function
of cognitive styles and perceived brand involvement. In the second study, we explored
methods of improving consumer evaluations of brand extensions by influencing
cognitive styles. Results indicated that the stable psychological characteristics of
field-independent and field-dependent styles did not change, but a field-neutral
cognitive style could change based on a specific suggestion. Therefore, to obtain
higher evaluations, it is better to give field-independent suggestions to field-neutral
cognitive consumers. This study has important implications for brand extension and
marketing communication strategy.
Keywords: Brand extension; cognitive style; product involvement; extension
path; extension evaluation
1. Introduction
Brand extension—using established brand names to launch new products—is
one of the most frequently used branding strategies (Völckner & Sattler, 2006) and
has attracted great attention in recent years. Previous research identified a number of
influential factors that affect brand extension outcome, including consumers’
perception of the original or extension products of the parent brand, brand power or
companies’ strengths (Brown & Dacin, 1997), brand association (Broniarczyk, S.,
Hutchinson, & Alba, 1992), brand image (Bhat & Reddy, 2001), quality of brand or
product (Chowdhury & Kabir, 2007), name of brand or product (Desai & Keller,
2002), competitiveness of brand or product (Kapoor & Heslop, 2009), product
category (Sheinin & Schmitt, 1994), advertisements (Dens & De Pelsmacker, 2008),
and users’ experience (Fu, Ding, & Qu, 2007).
The most frequent finding is that similarity or fit is the key condition for
successful brand extensions (Aaker & Keller, 1990 ;Boush & Loken, 1991;
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Broniarczyk, S. M. & Alba, 1994 ; Jung & Tey, 2010). However, there are numerous
unsuccessful and failed extension attempts worldwide, despite meeting the
requirement of fit. The present study aimed to extend existing knowledge by
investigating influential factors of brand extension outcomes when extensions satisfy
the important criterion for desired success—the requirement of fit. To achieve this
end, this research sought answers to two important research questions: 1) When
extensions meet the requirements of fit, will consumers’ response to brand extensions
vary by cognitive style? and 2) How will the effect of cognitive style vary as a
function of perceived product involvement with brand extensions?
The factors related to individual consumers have received little attention in the
literature. Studies have focused on cognitive levels and abilities (Mao & Krishnan,
2006), involvement (Maoz & Tybout, 2002), brand love or emotional dependency
(Fedorikhin, Park, & Thomson, 2008), knowledge of brand or product, and consumer
age (Hem & Iversen, 2009).
Involvement and cognitive styles are factors related to individual consumers.
Several studies have looked at involvement as an individual variable that may explain
the differences between consumers’ mental and physical efforts and their decision
making (Kapferer & Laurent, 1993; Michaelidou & Dibb, 2008). Most of the
consumer involvement studies are based on the consumers’ point of view, and there
has been little research on product involvement. These studies have found that in low
involvement situations, the consumer’s behaviour is repeated amidst a changing
purchasing environment until the consumer’s knowledge of the brand or products is
slowly changed; in high involvement situations, the consumer seeks opinions or
attitudes that are different from quondam, and this precedes any change (Krugman,
1966).
Cognitive style represents predispositions of attitudes or behaviours favoured for
processing information (e.g., perception, memory, and thinking). In recent years,
several studies have applied cognitive styles to the fields of marketing and consumer
decision making, but it has not yet been studied in the field of brand extension.
This study used cognitive style to segment consumers and sort extension and
parent products by involvement; this included three types of cognitive styles and four
brand extension paths. We also explored the evaluations of consumers with different
cognitive styles on virtual extended products on the four brand extended paths. In
addition, this study attempted to identify methods of raising consumers’ brand
extension evaluations by influencing their cognitive styles. The practical significance
of this study is the delineation of how these variables affect consumers’ purchases and
defining theoretical guidelines for the advertisement of extension products based on
these variables.
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1. Theoretical Background and Hypotheses
2.1 Involvement and brand extension
The concept of involvement stems from the ego-involvement research of Sherif
and Cantril (1947). The first use of ‘involvement’ in marketing research was by
Krugman (1966), who used the concept of ‘low involvement’ to explain the effect of
television advertising. Following this introduction, researchers begin to study
consumer’s attitudes and behaviours related to advertisements of low or high
involvement (Laaksonen, 1994). Later, more scholars took up the concept of
involvement and it spread from advertisements to product involvement and
consumers’ involvement behaviours (Maoz & Tybout, 2002; Michaelidou & Dibb,
2008).
When extensions are high involvement, consumers’ evaluations are affected by
perceptual qualities of the brand and a company’s technical ability to manufacture
extension products. Compared with high involvement products, the transition from
low involvement parent products to low involvement extension products is easier
(Nijsser & Bucklin, 1998). Maoz and Tybout (2002) found that evaluations of low
involvement fit extensions were more favourable compared to those with a moderate
fit or lacking fit. However, for high involvement extensions, they found extensions
with a moderate fit to the parent brand were evaluated more favourably than
extensions with a fit or misfit.
This study identifies four paths of brand extension based on different levels of
involvement of parent products and extensions:
1. High involvement of parent products and high involvement of extensions
(high/high)
2. High involvement of parent products and low involvement of extensions
(high/low)
3. Low involvement of parent products and high involvement of extensions
(low/high)
4. Low involvement of parent products and low involvement of extensions
(low/low)
For the conditions of high/high, high/low, and low/low, the parent brand
provides enough information for consumers; in the low/high path, when consumers
evaluate the extensions, they will have difficulty extracting enough information from
the originals to make a decision.
According to the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) there are two types of
information processing: the central and peripheral routes (Petty, Cacioppo, &
Schumann, 1983). Product involvement influences the selection of the
information-processing mode used by consumers. Different levels of involvement will
stimulate consumers to choose different information processing routes. High
involvement products stimulate consumers to use central processing. Conversely, low
involvement products induce peripheral processing (Jung & Tey, 2010).
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Due to different information needs and information processing, consumers have
different evaluations of extension products on each of the four extended paths.
Consumers can be divided by differences in cognitive style and these different styles
depend on different types of information processing in decision making. Cognitive
style is an influential factor in consumers’ evaluations of extension products on the
four extended paths.
2.2 Cognitive style
Cognitive style represents predispositions of attitudes or behaviours that
individuals favour in processing information (e.g., perception, memory, and thinking).
Messick (1984) delineates 19 different cognitive styles, while Riding and Cheema
(1991) summarize more than 30 types. The field-independent (FI) and field-dependent
(FD) styles identified by psychological and cognitive characteristics are of particular
interest in this study as these cognitive styles highlight individual differences that
affect the process of decision making and represent opposite information processing
styles. FD consumers refers to individuals who rely on the ‘field’ of the outside world
for clues to make decisions, whereas FI consumers are individuals who are
independent of a ‘field’ and make decisions (Endler, 2000) based on personal
perceptions, not on outside clues (Endler, 2000).
In recent years, studies of cognitive style in product marketing have been
growing. Furse and Greenberg (1975) used cognitive style as a variable to segment
the market. White, Varadarajan, and Dacin (2003) reported that cognitive style could
be used to explain and adjust to the changing market. Claxton and Mcintyre (1994)
found that the statistical relationship between marketing applications and consumer’s
attitudes and behaviours could be explained by cognitive style.
Although concept of FI and FD appears in consumer research (Fritz, Stewart, &
Norwood, 2002), few studies of brand extension include these concepts. Cognitive
style can be divided into FI and FD, which may be more representative, however in
this study, we divide cognitive style into three types: FI, FD and field-neutral (FN).
The FN cognitive style refers to a cognitive style that shifts between FI and FD;
therefore, this style is not representative of typical FI or FD style.
FI individuals are sensitive to information that is related to them. They believe
that the existence of individuals is independent and emphasize that self-definition is
determined by characteristics, abilities, and achievements. FI consumers focus on the
product itself, are sensitive, and pay selective attention to information about the
product. Similarly, they evaluate an extension product based on its individual
characteristics and functions and perceive these as separate from the parent product.
In contrast, FD individuals are sensitive to the information that related to others. They
believe that the existence of individuals is dependent on significant others and
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emphasize that self-definition is determined by situation, roles, and obligations. FD
consumers thus, are more likely to focus on the parent brand when they purchase
extensions, are sensitive, and pay selective attention to the information about the
parent brand over the extension product. They evaluate extensions based on the
characteristics and functions of the parent products and believe the two classes of
products are not separate. Therefore, when the parent products are low involvement,
the information attached to them is not enough for FD consumers to evaluate the
extension product effectively. These characteristics suggest hypotheses 1 and 2.
H1: Field-independent or field-neutral consumers’ evaluations of products in
four extended paths will not differ.
H2: Field-dependent consumers’ evaluations of products with the low/high
extended path will be significantly lower than the evaluations of products with
other paths.
Cognitive style represents predispositions toward favoured attitudes or
behaviours related to processing information and are mostly developed in childhood
through perception, memory, and the experience of problem solving. These styles
represent true individual differences. As the formation of cognitive style is a
long-term process and individual to each consumer, we suppose that they are a stable
psychological characteristic and cannot easily be changed by external factors.
However, FN, which is between FI and FD, has the characteristics of both, leading to
our supposition that the FN cognitive style may change through cues of the other
types of cognitive styles. Based on these analyses, we propose hypotheses 3 and 4:
H3: Field-independent and field-dependent cognitive styles are stable
psychological characteristics.
H4: Evaluations by field-neutral individuals will change based on different
cognitive suggestion.
2. Method
There were three parts to this study. The first part was a set of pre-tests in four
small experiments. The aim of the first three pre-tests was to select the brands and
extension products for the two main experiments. The fourth pre-test was conducted
to select participants for each condition by classifying participants according to their
cognitive style. The pre-test phase was followed by study 1, which was designed to
test H1 and H2. The final phase was study 2, designed to find evidence for cognitive
styles differences predicted in H3 and H4.
3.1 Pre-tests
Pre-test 1. The participants were 63 university students (M = 27, F = 36, mean
age: 21). We used an approach that has been reported in previous studies (Kapoor &
Heslop, 2009; Mao & Krishnan, 2006). Each participant received 40 RMB Yuan as an
incentive. The authors selected 25 brands from three broad categories: digital products,
daily health products, and foods. These brands were deemed familiar to student
participants. The participants rated 25 brands on two aspects: brand familiarity
(‘familiar and use frequently’, ‘familiar but do not use frequently’, ‘familiar but never
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used before’, and ‘not familiar and never used before’) and product involvement of
parent products of the brands (Zaichkowsky’s Revised Personal Involvement
Inventory, 1943Zaichkowsky (1943). According to these ratings, we chose eight
brands for the formal experiment: the high involvement brands were NOKIA (3.19),
Lenovo (3.06), Canon (3.07), and Pepsi (3.02), and the low involvement brands were
Kingston (2.63), Crest (2.58), Safeguard (2.50), and OMO (2.63). The difference
between means of Pepsi and Kingston was significant (t = 8.02, p < .001).
Pre-test 2. We developed a list of fictitious extended products of the eight brands
that consumers will accept and consider buying through interviews with 30
individuals. We then sorted and marked the products they listed and chose eight
fictitious extended products which ranked according to orders:
Nokia:
Palmtop/MP4
Player/Storage
device/Alkaline
Battery/PSP/E-book/TV/Generator
Lenovo:
TV/Digital
camera/Alkaline
Battery/DVD
Player/Watch/Navigator/DV/Fridge
Canon:
Cellphone/Computer/DV/Storage
device/Acoustics/Alkaline
Battery/Navigator/CD writer
Pepsi:
Crisps/Cup/Water
dispenser/Perfume/Chewing
Gum/Coffee/Cookies/Snack
Kingston: Mouse Keyboard/Card Reader/MP4/Computer/Calculator/Digital
Camera/Cellphone/Modem
Crest: Mouth Wash/Cleaner Essence/Razor/Cream/Bath Foam/Soap/Washing
Powder/Hairbrush
Safeguard:
Toothpaste/Toothbrush/Cleansing
Foam/Contact
Lenses/Disinfectant/Insecticide/Mask/Air Freshener
OMO: Toilet Water/Shampoo/Toilet Bowl Cleaner/Toilet Paper/Bath
Foam/Soap/Toothpaste/Toothbrush
Pre-test 3. We invited 41 participants (M = 15, F = 26, mean age = 22) to rate the
products developed in pre-test 2. The involvement was related to the generic product,
which did not involve brand per se, so we selected two for each brand: one
represented high involvement and the other represented low involvement. There were
significant differences between the high and low ratings of each pair. According the
formula (Appendix A), we selected 16 fictitious extended products:
Nokia: MP4 Player/high and Alkaline Battery/low (t = 3.86, p < 0.001)
Lenovo: TV/high and Watch/low t = 2.46, p < 0.05)
Canon: Computer/high and Alkaline Battery/low (t = 2.83, p < 0.01)
Pepsi: Cup/high and Chewing Gum/low (t = 3.51, p < 0.001)
Kingston: Computer/high and Calculator/low (t = 2.14, p < 0.05)
Crest: Razor/high and Soap/low (t = 3.92, p < 0.001)
Safeguard: Contact Lenses/high and Toothpaste/low (t = 2.68, p < 0.01)
OMO: Shampoo/high and Soap/low (t = .22, p < 0.05)
Using Adobe Photoshop CS5, we created the 16 fictitious extended products
used in Studies 1 and 2.
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Pre-test 4. We used Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) to identify consumers’
cognitive styles (Zhang, Meng, & Zheng, 1981). Participants were 51 undergraduate
college students (M = 15, F = 36, mean age = 21) at our university, who were invited
to this pre-test.
The GEFT is divided into three sections. There are nine practice questions in
Section I that are not scored. Sections II and III each include 10 questions; a correct
answer is coded as 1 and incorrect as 0. The minimum total score is 0 and maximum
is 20. The scores ranged from 4 to 18; we selected the top 30% of participants (score
= 15 or greater; N = 12; M = 2, F = 12) as the FI group, the bottom 30% (score = 10
or less; N = 17; M = 4, F = 13) as the FD group, and the middle 40% (score = 11 to 14;
N = 22; M = 9, F = 13) as the FN group.
3.2 Study 1
The purpose of this study was to identify differences in evaluations of products
on the four extended paths by different cognitive style consumers. The participants
were the same as in pre-test 4.
3.2.1 Sample and Design
A 3 (Cognitive style: FI, FN, and FD) × 4 (Extended path of product: high/high,
high/low, low/high, low/low) factorial design was used to test the first two
hypotheses.
The participants completed stage 1, EAST I. Following this, participants were
randomly assigned (50/50 split) to section A or B of stage 2, EAST I. During this
section of the EAST experiment, five positive, five negative nouns and the 16 pictures
of fictitious products created in pre-test 3 were presented on each computer screen.
This experiment was conducted in a computer classroom on college campus and all
the subjects were under the guidance and supervision of a trial supervisor. The
procedure was adapted from De Houwer’s design (De Houwer, 2003) and was
programmed with E-Prime.
3.2.2 Procedures and measures
Stage 1 of EAST I: Participants were asked to press the ‘J’ key of the
(QWERTY) keyboard as quickly and correctly as possible if a positive noun had
appeared in screen and to press the ‘F’ key if negative noun had appeared in the
practice trial, which consisted of each of the ten nouns presented twice randomly. The
test block began with two warm up trials, which were not included in the analysis.
Section A of stage 2 of EAST I: First, participants were asked to press the key ‘J’
key on the keyboard quickly and correctly as possible if the picture related to personal
hygiene had appeared in screen and to press the ‘F’ key if the picture was related to
electromechanical products. They were also asked to name the brand of the product
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showed in pictures aloud. This was followed by a test in which each of the 16 pictures
was presented twice randomly. The test block started with two warm up trials, which
were not included in the analysis.
Section B of stage 2 of EAST I: This section was the same as section A of stage 2
of EAST I, except that participants were asked to press key ‘Q’ or ‘P’.
3.2.3 Measurement of brand extension evaluation
In contrast to most previous research, which used explicit measure to access
brand extension (e.g., Aaker & Keller, 1990; Boush & Loken, 1991; Park, Milberg, &
Lawson, 1991) this study used the Extrinsic Affect Simon Task (EAST). EAST is an
implicit measure of consumers’ attitudes (De Houwer & Bruycker, 2007). Participants
see words or pictures presented on the screen and are instructed to respond to these
stimuli by pressing one of two keys, one for positive words or pictures and one for
negative words or pictures. The reaction time of participants to these stimuli is used to
measure implicit attitudes. The validity and reliability of the EAST score as a measure
of inter-individual differences in attitude has been confirmed in many studies
(Greenwald, Poehlman, Uhlmann, and Banaji (2009); Nosek (2005). Research results
also suggest that implicit measurement protocols are more sensitive to individual
differences compared to explicit measurement protocols, such as questionnaires or
scales (Fazio, Jackson, Dunton, & Williams, 1995; Greenwald, Mcghee, & Schwartz,
1998).
3.2.4 Results
We analysed the results of the test trials including the pictures. The times of
correct responses were used in the analysis, and the times of incorrect responses were
discarded. In accordance with Greenwald et al. (1998) and De Houwer (2003),
reaction times below 300ms or above 3000ms are recoded to 300ms and 3000ms
respectively.
For the three kinds of consumers (FI, FN, and FD), we tested the homogeneity of
variance of their positive and negative responses. The results (Table 1) showed that
for FI (Fpositive = 0.35, Ppositive = 0.79; Fnegative = 2.53, Pnegative = 0.06) and FN (Fpositive
= 0.31, Ppositive = 0.82; Fnegative = 2.02, Pnegative = 0.11) consumers had a homogeneous
variance, but the variance was not homogeneous for the FD consumers (Fpositive =
3.41*, Ppositive = 0.02; Fnegative = 4.84, Pnegative = 0.003). Then, for the data of FI and
FN consumers, we performed an ANOVA and F tests. The F test results show that
there was no significant difference among the FI subjects’ reaction times for positive
responses (F(3,14) = 0.07, p = 0.98) or negative responses (F(3,14) = 1.67, p = 0.17)
to products in the four different extended paths. The F test for FN participants was
similar, which indicated there was no significant difference among the FN subjects’
reaction times for positive responses (F(3,18)= 0.30, p = 0.82) or negative responses
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(F(3,18) = 1.41, p = 0.24) to products in the four different extended paths. For FD
participants, the post hoc test results showed that FD subjects’ reaction time for
positive (F(3,8) =3.41, p = 0.02) and negative responses (F(3,8) = 4.84, p = 0.003) to
products in low-high extended path was significantly longer than the other three paths,
but the were no significant differences for the other three paths. We found no
statistically significant differences in the reaction times of FI or FN participants to the
products in four different extended paths. These results strongly support Hypotheses 1
(FI or FN consumers’ evaluations of products in the four extended paths will not
differ). We also concluded that FD subjects’ evaluation of products in low/high
extended paths were more significantly negative than products in the other three
extended paths. This was important evidence in support of Hypothesis 2 (FD
consumers’ evaluations of products with the low-high extended path will be
significantly lower than the evaluations of products with other paths).
Furthermore, in the comparison of between participants, we found that FI
subjects’ positive and negative response times to products in the four extended paths
were significantly shorter than the response times of individuals with other cognitive
styles (see Figure 1), which indicated that FI cognitive styles could improve the brand
extension evaluations more than FD or FN cognitive styles.
3.2.5 Discussion
This research extended the results of Maoz and Tybout (2002), which showed
that involvement was a factor in the evaluation of products. In this study, we
introduced cognitive style as another factor in evaluations of products and attempted
to understand the influence on to consumers’ reaction times. In study 1, we found,
regardless of response valence, that there were no significant differences in response
times of field-independent and field neutral participants. However, for FD participants,
there were significant differences among reaction times across the four extended paths.
In addition, we found that in the comparison of the three cognitive styles, participants
with a FI style may be the most likely to report high evaluations. We demonstrated
that cognitive style has impact on consumers’ evaluation of products of different
extended paths, and the evaluation of FD and FN participants was significantly slower
than the evaluation of FI participants. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that the FD
participants’ evaluations of low/high path products were lower than all other
evaluations. We addressed the question of how to enhance consumers’ evaluation of
extended products using this information about cognitive styles in Study 2.
3.3 Study 2
In study 2, our goal was to enhance consumers’ evaluation of extended products
by making cognitive suggestions based on cognitive styles and examine the stability
of consumers’ cognitive style.
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3.3.1 Sample and Design
A 3 (Cognitive style: FI, FN, and FD) × 2 (Suggestion type: FI, FD) × 4
(Extended path of product: high/high, high/low, low/high, low/low) factorial design
was used in this study to test the proposed hypotheses.
The same 51 participants from Study 1, who were placed in groups by cognitive
styles in pre-test 4, participated in Study 2. The material used for suggestions included
two pictures that described field dependent-independent individuals’ attitude toward
others and dependence on people and the environment. Participants were asked to
write down advantages of the group, which was described in the other picture.
3.3.2 Procedures and measures
To create a cognitive suggestion, participants were divided into 2 random groups.
For the first group, participants were asked to write down the advantages of people in
FI cognitive style based on a picture that described the characteristics of FD cognitive
style (the picture was a person linked to a mother, a father, sisters, brothers, and
friends). The second group was asked to write down FD cognitive style’s advantages
based on the picture that described the characteristics of FI cognitive style (the picture
was a person who remained at a certain distance with others and was independent).
The two pictures used in the trial respectively show the attitude and dependence of
person on the surroundings of an FI and FD individual. The time limit was 5 min and
there was no quantitative restriction on the number of items. In accordance with
method of ‘looking for words’ by Brewer and Gardner (1996), the purpose of this
stage was to prime the experience of a ‘sense of separate identity’ (Witkin, Dyk,
Fattuson, Goodenough, & Karp, 1962; Witkin et al., 1974).
After this suggestion stage, participants performed the EAST II experiment,
which was the same as EAST I in Study 1.
3.3.3 Results
Data analysis was same as in Study 1; reaction times below 300ms or above
3000ms were recoded to 300ms and 3000ms, respectively. The times in warm up
trials and incorrect responses were discarded.
We conducted an ANOVA to evaluate the positive response times to positive
stimuli of FI consumers who received a FI suggestion; the result (F(3,4) = 1.49, p =
0.22) showed that there was no significant difference in the reaction times of positive
responses across the four different paths. The post hoc test (Table 2) showed no
significant differences in the reaction times of negative responses to products in four
different extended paths by these same participants. The results were the same for FD
participants who received a FI suggestion (positive response: F(3,5) = 0.44, p = 0.73;
negative response: F(3,5) = 0.57, p = 0.64). In summary, regardless of the type of
suggestion field-independent consumers were given, there were no significant
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differences in response times across the four paths. In other words, their evaluations
before and after the cognitive suggestion did not change and the cognitive style of FI
consumers was stable.
The analysis of response times of FD participant who received FI suggestions
revealed the same results; no significant differences in positive reaction times (F(3,2)
= 0.59, p = 0.62) or negative reaction times (F(3,2) = 2.38, p = 0.08). Although the
differences were in a consistent direction in both analyses (positive reaction:
Mlow-high>Mlow-low >Mhigh-low >Mhigh-high; negative reaction: Mlow-high <Mhigh-low
<Mhigh-high <Mlow-low), they failed to reach significance, and these results should be
interpreted with caution. For these participants, the evaluation of products in the
low/high extended path was more negative than products in the other three paths by a
visual analysis of the means, but it was not statistically significant.
The reaction times of FD consumers who received FD suggestions for the high/low
path were significantly shorter than for the low/high path and there were no other
significant differences (positive response: F(3,2) = 2.138, p = 0.03; negative response:
F(3,2) = 5.38, p = 0.002). Although the differences were in a consistent direction
(Mlow-high>Mhigh-high>Mlow-low>Mhigh-low), they were not significant. For the same group
of participants, the reaction times of negative response times to products in the
low/high extended path were significantly longer than for any of other three paths
(Table 2). In summary, cognitive style did not change after cognitive suggestion in
either the FI or the FD groups, which confirmed H3.
The response times to positive stimulus of FN consumers who received a FI
suggestion were not significantly different (F(3,7) = 0.44, p = 0.73) for any of the
four paths. This was also the case for negative responses (F(3,7) = 0.13, p = 0.94).
Therefore, the evaluations of products in the four different extended paths of FN
participants did not change with a FI suggestion.
A post hoc test showed that positive response time of the FN participants who
received a FD was significantly longer for the low/high extended path, but this was
the only significant difference (Table 2). The response time for a negative stimulus
for the same participants was significantly shorter for low/high extended path. These
results showed that FN participants who were given a FD suggestion had a
significantly more negative response to products in low/high extended path than for
products in the other three extended paths. In summary, for FN participants,
regardless of the direction of a suggestion (FI or FD), their cognitive style changed
according to the suggestion. This result confirmed H4.
3.3.4 Discussion
From the comparison of the reaction time before and after cognitive style
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suggestion (see Table 3), it is clear to see that for all the three cognitive styles, the
reaction time of a participant receiving a FI suggestion was shorter that those who
received a FD suggestion. In addition, the reaction time of FD and FN cognitive style
participants after FI cognitive style suggestion was shorter than their reaction times
before the suggestion. These findings indicate that for FD and FN consumers,
regardless of changes in cognitive style, a FI suggestion was more likely to enhance
their evaluation of brand extensions.
3. General Discussion
Perceived fit is one of the most important factors in the evaluation of brand
extensions; however, when perceived fit is acceptable, other factors may play an
important role in consumer evaluations. In the present study, we examined the effect
of involvement and cognitive style on brand extension evaluations meeting the
condition of ‘fit’. Our findings indicate that consumers with different cognitive
evaluation extended products based on different paths. Therefore, cognitive style
plays an important role in brand extension evaluations. However, we found that
evaluations vary by cognitive style.
We attempted to identify a method of changing consumers’ cognitive style to
enhance the level of consumers’ product extension evaluations. The findings showed
the evaluations of products on the four different paths did not change in FI and FD
consumers. However, when these two types of individuals were given a suggestion
with the opposing cognitive style, the evaluations were in the same consistent
direction with the evaluations before the suggestion, but failed to reach significance as
expected. Additionally, after the different suggestions, the reaction times of FN
participants to products in four extended paths changed (Figure 2). In a comparison of
the lines in Figure 2 and Figure 1, we found that lines in Figure 2 are familiar to the
lines in Figure 1, which represents FI and FD subjects’ reaction time. The following
results describe this finding:
1) After a FI suggestion, the mean reaction time of FN participants was
significantly lower than the mean reaction times before the suggestion.
2) Compared with mean of reaction time of FN participants before the dependent
suggestion, the mean reaction time to products in the low-high extended path
was significantly different from the means of reaction time to the other three
extended paths.
3) After the FI suggestion, the evaluation of products in the four extended paths
by FN participants was consistent with the evaluation of FD subjects (Figure
3). Similarly, after the FD suggestions, the evaluations of products in the four
extended paths by FN participants were consistent with the evaluations of the
FI subjects (Figure 4);
4) After the suggestions, there were significant differences in reaction times of
products in the four extended paths by FN participants (we found support for
differences in the process of testing hypothesis 4). Moreover, we found that
the evaluation of products by participants with a FD cognitive style was higher
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after a FI cognitive suggestion.
In conclusion, cognitive suggestions can have an influential role in enhancing
consumers’ brand extension evaluations through FI cognitive suggestions.
This study examined the effects of cognitive style and involvement on the
evaluation of brand extensions by grouping consumers by cognitive styles and using
involvement to distinguish and match original and extension products to form four
paths of extension. This study made important contributions to brand extension
research using a new experimental method. Furthermore, due to previous studies, we
brought an implicit association test into extension research to inspect consumer’s
implicit attitudes about the different extended paths, which shed light on past research
that focused on consumer’s explicit attitudes. The results of this study provide advice
for the advertising of extension products. Advertising has an important role in
connecting consumers and promoting products, and consumers’ evaluation of
extended products could be improved by including cognitive suggestions in
advertising. As original product’s involvement is low and the extension product’s is
high, suggestions that connote independence should appear in advertising. This can
lead consumers to believe the extension product will become successful. Further
research should seek methods to suggest independence in advertising and identify
programs that could be used by marketing managers.
In this study, evaluations of different extended paths by consumers with the same
cognitive style can be compared, but the different extended paths of consumers’
evaluation with different cognitive styles cannot be compared. We can see that
reaction time of the FI group is shortest and FD group’s is longest (Figure 1). One of
the reasons for this may be the reaction time of related to the different cognitive styles
are different; similar findings have been reported in various domains of human
behaviours such as learning behaviour (Vivaldo-Lima, 1997) and sleep deprivation
(Carlozzi et al., 2010). Another reason may be the deviation in random sampling. In
addition, this study confirms that only one type of cognitive style can be changed and
for FD and FN cognitive style, participant evaluations after a cognitive style
suggestion were better than that before the suggestion. This result means that
cognitive suggestions to consumers can enhance consumers’ brand extension
evaluations. However, we have not provided the means of changing consumers’
cognitive style. We have mentioned that advertising may be a good way to send
cognitive-style suggestions, but there may other ways to solve this question. Further
studies should analyse the differences of reaction times of consumers with different
cognitive styles and attempt to identify the reasons behind these differences. Future
studies should also seek an efficient process of marketing extension products and
identify practical methods for companies to give cognitive suggestions to consumers.
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Table 1 Multiple comparisons among mean differences of reaction time (RT) to products in four different extended paths of
participants with different cognitive styles.
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Table 2 Multiple comparisons among mean differences of reaction time to products in four different extended paths of suggested
participants with different cognitive styles.
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Table 3 Comparisons of reaction time before and after cognitive style suggestion.
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Figure captions
Figure 1 Reaction time of products in different extended paths of three kinds of
cognitive styles: field-independent (FI), field-neutral (FN), and field-dependent
(FD).
Figure 2 Reaction time of products in different paths of field-neutral (FN) subjects
after the cognitive suggestion.
Figure 3 Reaction time of field-dependent (FD) subjects and field-neutral (FN)
subjects who accepted the dependent suggestion.
Figure 4 Reaction time of field-independent (FI) subjects and field-neutral (FN)
subjects who accepted the independent suggestion.
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Research on the Inter-Provincial Heterogeneity of Air
Pollution Based on Extended EKC Model
Qiuling Hu, Yajing Li
International Business School of Shaanxi Normal University, Xi’an
Email: liyajing0720@163.com

ABSTRACT
This paper uses an extended EKC model to examine the inter-provincial difference
of air pollution from economic scale, economic structure and economic strength. The
results suggest that 23% of the province does not meet EKC model. The curves of these
provinces are different, such as double U shape, zigzag, ladder shape and so on.
Provinces which meet the EKC model also obviously have different inflection point.
Besides the inter-provincial heterogeneity of impaction that economic scale, economic
structure and economic strength on air pollution are relatively large. The secondary
industry of about 19% provinces leads to a more serious air pollution than other
provinces. About 55% provinces become foreign pollution heaven. At last, the
significance of three economic development indicators proves the validity of the
extended EKC model.
Keywords: Air Pollution, Inter-provincial Heterogeneity, Extended EKC Model
1. Introduction
Since reform and opening up, with the steady development of economic,
environmental problems intensified, the air pollution problem is particularly striking.
Air quality has an important impact on human quality of life. The hazardous
components in the air represent seriously threat to human body health, such as SO2,
nitrogen oxides and other pollutants have a significant boost on the human respiratory
system. Moreover, it may even lead to serious respiratory diseases when pollutant
concentration reaches a certain level.
Comprehensive analysis the air quality monitoring reports of 74 cities in mainland
China in recent years, we find that developed Inner-city have relatively poor air quality,
for example Wuhan, Jinan, Harbin, Xian and so on; By contrast, Ocean City which have
good economic development and Inner-city which develop not very well have relatively
high air quality, for example Fuzhou, Haikou, Hohhot, etc. It can be seen that air quality
of a city is closely related to location and level of economic development.
-------------------Project: National Natural Science Foundation project
Author:Qiuling Hu(1964-), Female, weinan, Shaanxi, PhD, Associate Professor, research fields: econometric
analysis of financial markets and financial engineering
Yajing Li(1991-), Female,linfen,shanxi, postgraduate ,research fields: quantitative analysis of financial
markets
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Currently, a considerable number of studies have been proposed at home and
abroad. Hui Gao (2009) finds the relationship of Higher incomes-environmental
improvement objective reality is an objective existence in China, and most provinces is
still far away from the turning point. There is a strong difference between the Midwest
and Coastland for sulfur dioxide emissions, and the Midwest has the trend of accepting
the pollutant industries transferring from the Eastern [1]. Xiaosheng Li (2013) suggests
that the assume of homogenous effect of economic growth on pollution is refused in his
research. Inverted u-shaped curve of the industrial waste gas and solid waste is not true
[2]. Bing Wang (2010) finds that most of provinces which have high environmental
efficiency confine in Eastern Region. The level of inefficiency in West Region is
highest [3]. Matias Piaggio㸦2012㸧explores the relationship between CO2 emissions and
economic activity for 31 countries using cointegration analysis. The paper supports the
existence of a long run relationship between CO2 emissions and GDP per capita for 26
countries and the functional form specification of these relationships is not
homogeneous [4]. Dijkgraaf㸦2005㸧studies the relationship between per capita GDP and
pollution in 24 OECD countries. The result shows that the crucial assumption of
homogeneity across countries is problematic. Decisively rejected are model
specifications that feature even weaker homogeneity assumptions than are commonly
used [5]. Mazzanti㸦2013㸧investigates the shape of EKC for CO2 emissions using the
data of 109 countries. They find that more industrialized countries show evidence of
EKC in quadratic specifications, and most of countries which are in the industrialized
does not meet the inverted u-curve. Less-developed countries consistently show that
CO2emissions rise positively with income [6]. Jeon (1997) finds that air pollution of 50
states in American has serious heteroscedasticity. Compare with high-income states,
the variability in low-income states is greater [7].
Through settling the related research, we could summarize two points about the
relationship of economic development and air pollution: First, the scale of economy is
the reasonable variables which contribute to air pollution; Second, as the reasonable
variables of air pollution, air pollution affected by the scale of economy present regional
heterogeneity. However, there are few empirical researches which focus on the effects
economic structure and economic strength to air pollution. It is maybe influenced by
EKC curve theory. The studies about air pollution affected by the scale of economy
concentrate on regional heterogeneity of national level. In the light of this, based on
varying-coefficient models with panel data methods, this paper examines the interprovincial difference of air pollution from economic scale, economic structure and
economic strength using the data for 31 provinces over the period 1998-2012. We hope
that the study benefits for extending the EKC theory and provide empirical information
for air pollution control.
2. Model building and data description
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2.1 The core concept of EKC
Environmental Kuznets Curve was first proposed by Gene Grossman and Alan
Krueger. The theory considers that there is an inverted U-shaped relationship between
environment pollution and per capita income [8], as depicted in Fig.1.

Environment pollution


Ċ


ċ


ĉ


Fig.1 EKC curve

Per capita income

When per capita income is in stage I, the level of industrialization is low and the
degree of environmental pollution is light. With speeding up the process of
industrialization, the rate of waste emission produced gradually exceeds the rate of
environmental self- purification rate and environmental quality begins to decline. At
this point, expanding the scale of economy means more resource input and waste
emissions, environmental pollution would be increasingly serious with economic
development.
When per capita income is in stage II, industrialization has reached a higher level;
environmental pollution has correspondingly reached a higher level. Environmental
load caused by each additional unit of output attains the highest at this time.
When per capita income is in stage III, upgrading industrial structure and
progressing scientific technology makes the efficiency of resources using improved.
Green energy and clean technology would be wider applied. Further economic
development could reduce pollution levels, thus improving environmental quality.
At present, many researches have proved that there is inverted U-shaped
relationship between environmental pollution and economic development in China
(Shuijun Peng, 2006[9]; Yan Chen, 2007[10]; Yijun Wang, 2010[11]; Xianming Yang,
2004[12]).
2.2 Limitations of EKC
At present, most of research based on the theory of EKC focus on studying the
polluted effect of economic scale. Some of these researches introduce the policy factor,
-------------------ķ Sulphur dioxide emissions are the sum of industrial sulfur dioxide emissions and life sulfur dioxide
emissions,because Chongqing is not a municipality before 1998, there is not associated data, we start from 1998,
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foreign direct investment and international trading to the theoretical framework of
EKC. However, the substance of economic growth is a progress that human beings
make efforts to convert country from poverty to modernization through constant
technological and institutional innovation. Its contents not only include the expanding
of economic growth but also include the improvement of economic quality. Hence,
focusing on the polluted effect from economic scale is not comprehensive when we
study the relationship between economic development and environmental pollution.
2.3 Model
2.3.1 Index selection
Air pollution is that pollutant concentrations in the air exceed environmental
quality standards, achieve the degree that damage to the ecological system and affect
the normal life of human. Many researches commonly use the concentrations of air
pollutants or emissions to represent a country’s or region’s air pollution levels. We
regard sulfur dioxide emissionsķ as indicators for measuring air pollution. The main
reason is that more sulfur dioxide comes from the production process [13], and the
economic development level of developing countries is relevant to the second
industries. Moreover, provincial data of sulfur dioxide emissions is more complete and
continuous than other indicators of pollutants.
For a more comprehensive examination of the relationship between economic
development and air pollution, we choose economic scale, economic structure and
economic strength as dependent variables. Economic scale uses real per capita GDP
(1997 as the base period) to measure, recorded as CGDP; Economic structure uses the
share of the first industrial output value occupying GDP (represented by DYCY) and
the share of the second industry output value occupying GDP (represented by DECY)
to measure; Economic strength is measured by the percentage of total exports
occupying the total GDP (represented by EXPORT).
The data of this paper comes from the official website of National Bureau of
statistics of the People's Republic of China, China Statistical Yearbook, China
environment Yearbook, the official website and Yearbook of each province and Wind
database.
2.3.2 Set model
Varying-coefficient models with panel data could use the varying intercept to
reflect the influence of individual difference, and depict the situation that the parameters
of economic structure vary from the individuals of cross section which caused by
different social background and variable economic structure. The simple model is as
follow
Yit

D i  X it ' E i  Pit

i=1,2,…,N, t=1,2,…,T

˄1˅
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Where the constant term D i represents the effect of individual and the coefficient
vector Ei reflects the variable economic structure. Both of them would change with
the individuals of cross section.
Based on the paper’s research purposes that analysis the inter-provincial
heterogeneity of air pollution caused by economic development, and consider the
features of varying-coefficient models with panel data, we set theoretical models as
follows:
SO2it Di  E1iCGDPit  E2iCGDPit2  E3i DYCYit  E4i DECYit  E5i EXPORT  H it

˄˅

3. Empirical results
3.1 ADF test
We use the unit root test of panel data to examine the stability of data. The unit
root test of panel data is classified into the common root situation and the uncommon
root situation. In this paper we respectively use LLC test and Fisher-ADF testձ. Table1
presents the unit root test results. We can find that most variables are not stability but
the first order differential is stability.
Table1 unit root test results
variable
SO2
CGDP
DYCY
DECY
EXPORT
D(SO2)
D(CGDP)
D(DYCY)
D(DECY)
D(EXPORT)

LLC test
0.40801
9.47485
-3.89667***
-4.14652***
-0.27766
-18.9834***
-14.0486***
-15.6355***
-14.1301***
-16.5298***

Fisher-ADF test
55.8581
11.0129
78.3747 **
61.2968
58.2399
201.060 ***
183.505 ***
209.120 ***
194.259 ***
181.069***

result
instability
instability
stability
instability
instability
stability
stability
stability
stability
stability

*Significance at 90%, **Significance at 95%, ***Significance at 99 %(the below is same)

3.2 Cointegration test
We use the cointegration test of panel data to examine the long-term stability
which economic development effect on air pollution. We will use Pedroni test based on
EG two-step method, Kao test and panel cointegration test based on Johansen
cointegration test. Table2 is the cointegration test results. We could find that there exists
a long-term stability relationship between air pollution and the economic development
indicator variables.
Table2 Cointegration test results
test

Statistic

Pedroni test

Panel PP
Panel ADF
Group PP
Group ADF

SO2 and
CGDP
-5.768610***
-5.435153***
-3.712933***
-3.709550***

SO2 and
DYCYǃDECY
-4.276078***
-1.497004***
-1.721112***
-0.667424

SO2 and
EXPORT
-6.090950***
-4.579086***
-4.927049***
-2.476236***

result
Cointegration
Cointegration
Cointegration
Cointegration
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Kao test
Johansen

ADF
Fisher(from trace
test)
Fisher(from maxeigen test)

-1.133060*

-0.878445*

-1.129694*

329.2***

332.6***

154.6***

222.1***

234.5***

138.8***

Cointegration
Cointegration
Cointegration

3.3 The Inter-Provincial Heterogeneity of Air Pollution—Based on EKC theory
We use the section weighted regression model to estimation because provincial
difference lead to heteroscedasticity which would impact on the effectiveness of
statistical inference. We find that there is first-order autocorrelation in the model, so we
introduce AR (1) to estimating equation. The results of EKC model is presented in
Table3.
There is about 23% of the province does not meet EKC model. These provinces
include Beijing, Tianjin, Anhui, Shandong, Guizhou, Hainan, Tibet. The other province
satisfies the EKC theory (Inverted-U shape).
The relationship between per capita GDP and the sulfur dioxide emission of the
province which does not satisfy the EKC theory present diversified. The relationship
between per capita GDP and the sulfur dioxide emission in Beijing performs
descending branch in a positive U-shape; The relationship between per capita GDP and
the sulfur dioxide emission in Tianjin has not clear functional relation when its per
capita GDP is lower than 26000RMB, and the relationship is negatively correlated
when it exceeds 26000RMB; The relationship between per capita GDP and the sulfur
dioxide emission in Anhui is positive correlated when its per capita GDP is lower than
5000RMB, and the relationship has not clear functional relation; The relationship of
Shandong present positive U-shape when its per capita GDP is between 700015000RMB, and the relationship present positive U-shape again when its per capita
GDP is between 15000-40000RMB, it presents “double U”; The relationship of Hainan
show “Serrate-type”, and the frequency of “Serrate-type” would decrease with per
capita GDP raising; The relationship of Tibet present ladderķ type.
Provinces which meet the EKC model also obviously have different inflection
point. The inflection point of Shanghai, Zhejiang, Inner Mongolia, Liaoning, Xinjiang
appear at more than per capita GDP 30000RMB; The inflection point of Fujian,
Guangdong, Jilin, Heilongjiang, Jiangxi, Yunnan, Ningxia appear among per capita
GDP 20000-30000RMB; The inflection point of Sichuan, Chongqing, Shaanxi, Gansu,
Qinghai, Hebei, Shanxi, Henan, Hubei, Hunan, Jiangxi, Guangxi appear at lower than
per capita GDP 20000RMB.
Table3 The results of EKC model
Province
Beijing

GDP
-5.547343***
(-2.763613)

GDP2
3.16E-05**
(1.618278)

Inverted-U

inflection point

No

--
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Tianjin
Hebei
Shanxi
Inner Mongolia
Liaoning
Jilin
Heilongjiang
Shanghai
Jiangsu
Zhejiang
Anhui
Fujian
Jiangxi
Shandong
Henan
Hubei
Hunan
Guangdong
Guangxi
Hainan
Chongqing
Sichuan
Guizhou
Yunnan
Tibet
Shaanxi
Gansu
Qinghai
Ningxia
Xinjiang

-1.230210
(-0.566877)
16.21843
(0.999562)
27.72860**
(1.630421)
67.79846***
(4.796557)
34.39593***
(2.852309)
15.32168***
(3.521828)
48.67750***
(6.536420)
18.13601***
(5.528011)
10.12877*
(1.237607)
25.01086***
(4.428261)
-198.9813
(-0.153240)
41.32445***
(6.276738)
74.43174***
(5.291692)
-16.95735
(-0.946989)
145.7426***
(5.134359)
26.95307***
(3.565616)
38.38076***
(4.634643)
77.37248***
(5.738165)
102.0449***
(5.522815)
-0.072464
(-0.161744)
14.54461*
(1.199597)
37.84494*
(1.217165)
-75.34917**
(-1.832079)
35.55358***
(2.066651)
0.056398
(0.403089)
40.47950***
(3.200851)
45.77525***
(3.242846)
20.54588***
(7.620094)
19.61404***
(2.700797)
39.99917***
(4.759333)

6.47E-06
(0.284870)
-0.000522
(-1.141198)
-0.000915**
(-1.699300)
-0.001066***
(-3.962465)
-0.000568***
(-2.530541)
-0.000287***
(-2.550949)
-0.001120***
(-5.058001)
-0.000236***
(-6.916703)
-0.000231***
(-1.870392)
-0.000411***
(-4.368596)
0.002703
(0.021069)
-0.000743***
(-5.227500)
-0.002405***
(-4.346260)
0.000237
(0.698139)
-0.004527***
(-4.415070)
-0.000741***
(-3.330988)
-0.001487***
(-4.989906)
-0.001479***
(-5.693985)
-0.004556***
(-5.857638)
2.23E-05**
(1.575635)
-0.000720***
(-2.207491)
-0.002100***
(-1.957705)
0.002372
(1.101063)
-0.000676
(-0.845105)
8.99E-06*
(1.388670)
-0.001062***
(-2.798318)
-0.001609***
(-2.359963)
-0.000519***
(-5.287096)
-0.000408***
(-1.852601)
-0.000564***
(-2.259980)

No

--

Yes

15534.89

Yes

15152.24

Yes

31800.40

Yes

30278.11

Yes

26692.82

Yes

21731.03

Yes

38423.75

Yes

21923.74

Yes

30426.84

No

--

Yes

27809.19

Yes

15474.37

No

--

Yes

16097.04

Yes

18186.96

Yes

12905.43

Yes

26157.03

Yes

11198.96

No

--

Yes

10100.42

Yes

9010.70

No

--

Yes

26297.03

No

--

Yes

19058.15

Yes

14224.75

Yes

19793.72

Yes

24036.81

Yes

35460.26

3.4 The Inter-Provincial Heterogeneity of Air Pollution—Based on the extended
EKC theory
Based on the extended EKC models, we examine the relationship between
economic development and air pollution from economic scale, economic structure and
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economic strength. The result is presented in Table4.
The economic coefficient of extended EKC model and EKC model is significantly
different. Compared with the EKC model, coefficients of economic scale have been
significantly changed after introducing the economic structure and economic strength
as control variables. Before introducing control variables, provinces satisfy the
Inverted-U shape except Beijing, Tianjin, Shandong, Hainan, Anhui, Guizhou and
Tibet; however, after introducing control variables, provinces which were not meet
EKC become to satisfy the EKC, such as Shandong, Anhui and Guizhou provinces. The
relationship of Jilin, Qinghai, Ningxia and Xinjiang become not to satisfy the EKC.
Moreover, inflection point is significantly different after introducing,
The inter-provincial heterogeneity of polluted effect of economic structure is
significantly different. After introducing the economic structure and economic strength
as control variables, we investigate the pure impact on air pollution from economic
structure in each province. We find that estimated coefficients for primary and
secondary industries in most provinces are positive, but the size of coefficient is great
difference. In particular, the contribution that approximately 19% province’s
percentage of second industry to air pollution is much higher than the other provinces,
and the environmental costs of economic growth is extremely high. The coefficients of
second industry in Beijing, Heilongjiang, Hainan and Tibet are negative, and the
coefficients of Hainan and Tibet are significant. The reason is maybe as follows.
Tertiary industry occupies great proportion in Beijing, many companies which produce
serious pollution is located in the suburb where is neighboring Hebei province. It cannot
exclude the possibility of pollution spills; In Heilongjiang province, the population
density is relatively small, the terrain is relatively high. Organic agriculture, wood
processing industry, food industry and so on are its superior industries. These industries
produce less pollution. And the proportion of second industry decline in recent years;
The climate of Hainan is tropical monsoon, there is plentiful rainfall. Farming and
tourism accounted for larger proportion of GDP; The special geographical resources of
Tibet Autonomous Region lead to its industrialized processing at a low level, and clean
energy, national handicraft industry, medicinal plants cultivation and tourism is the
pillar industry.
The inter-provincial heterogeneity of polluted effect of economic strength is
significantly different. After introducing the economic structure and economic scale as
control variables, estimated coefficients for export trade in 26 provinces are positive,
but the size of coefficient is great difference. Coefficients of 17 provinces are
significant, and these provinces become pollution havens of overseas country. In
addition, export coefficients of Chongqing, Tibet, Qinghai, Sichuan, Hubei are
negative, and coefficients of Chongqing and Hubei are significant. It notes to these
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provinces were transferred "clean" industries from abroad. We suggest that different
province has obviously different factor endowment, energy structure and geographical
position. It contributes to the export trade of the different provinces involve various
industry (export trade structure is different). Moreover, emission factor of different
sectors are significantly different, and the environmental effects from export trade
present different situation in each province.
Table4 The result of extended EKC model
Province
Beijing
Tianjin
Hebei
Shanxi

GDP
-11.46558***
(-2.482676)
-8.904637***
(-1.900566)
80.28183***
(2.448501)
89.36155***
(2.655105)

GDP2
8.67E-05***
(2.386366)
7.93E-05**
(1.598839)
-0.001649**
(-1.807577)
-0.002220***
(-2.189595)

DYCY
-42714.21
(-1.056235)
-51813.38*
(-1.262635)
-13459.13
(-0.594983)
-3221.562
(-0.149455)

DECY
-716.9737
(-0.110596)
2138.056
(1.033984)
23276.66***
(3.295694)
17667.01***
(7.805105)

TRADE
959.8364
(0.385517)
801.1394
(0.447203)
15390.74***
(1.915541)
655.5684
(0.112155)

55.91342***
(2.182640)
39.64752**
(1.774676)
-0.548730
(-0.042246)
9.785659
(0.632118)
1.668109
(0.330397)
32.84502***
(2.229168)
16.66820***
(1.872995)
114.0016*
(1.437067)
3.512083
(0.404902)
32.29000**
(1.619306)
64.98718***
(2.106918)
128.8044***
(2.848915)
30.92478***
(1.969568)
59.82260***
(2.529083)
55.68548***
(4.312887)
104.7184***
(3.367611)
-20.51865***
(-2.256193)
45.53423***
(1.885554)
105.7872***
(2.891727)
126.5651**
(1.757073)
17.86330
(0.710889)
-43.36666***
(-3.010505)
42.14799**
(1.792062)
26.80972
(1.118561)

-0.000751**
(-1.780567)
-0.000563*
(-1.488481)
4.85E-05
(0.180569)
-0.000122
(-0.310111)
-7.94E-05*
(-1.286870)
-0.000431***
(-2.045862)
-0.000261***
(-2.151571)
-0.017004*
(-1.229972)
-0.000110
(-0.754843)
-0.001031**
(-1.633859)
-0.000848*
(-1.381507)
-0.003678***
(-2.602747)
-0.000738***
(-1.991519)
-0.001872***
(-2.591448)
-0.001084***
(-3.985329)
-0.004437***
(-2.893031)
0.000450***
(2.020411)
-0.001577***
(-2.264626)
-0.003792***
(-2.466536)
-0.006078**
(-1.654845)
0.000145
(0.103682)
0.001180***
(2.232926)
-0.000910*
(-1.491050)
-0.000781
(-0.692101)

-31879.49***
(-3.542116)
-21818.66
(-0.900472)
-11994.08***
(-2.142661)
23423.14***
(3.729786)
-148011.6***
(-2.090245)
-39635.57
(-0.773689)
-39818.69***
(-3.090958)
-3355.127
(-0.927224)
-23203.26***
(-3.833032)
-11451.41**
(-1.769912)
-48278.29*
(-1.304410)
-20512.12**
(-1.548887)
22073.06***
(2.894845)
22785.24***
(2.759881)
-45550.14*
(-1.371545)
21239.82
(1.110176)
-6093.303**
(-1.821762)
27947.08***
(2.347781)
13565.59
(0.459947)
-4784.594
(-0.252591)
-10827.52
(-0.926601)
-7860.925**
(1.622322)
-28648.03***
(-2.168857)
-19153.70***
(-1.958295)

27697.04***
(11.78768)
17941.79***
(3.252002)
4271.202***
(1.933652)
-3234.457
(-0.999394)
6876.269***
(2.384187)
21008.86***
(3.317395)
12608.94***
(5.480401)
4408.532*
(1.408599)
6297.337***
(2.636073)
7764.185***
(4.221711)
35071.92***
(5.883873)
23789.38***
(6.270758)
35.23341
(0.011897)
1802.533
(0.411001)
19831.73***
(5.191339)
275.2898
(0.026947)
-4631.285***
(-1.838432)
1582.714
(0.4565190
10296.74
(1.026736)
22986.26***
(2.926142)
8797.590*
(1.504284)
-7003.039***
(-2.158099)
15571.78***
(8.583059)
9848.167***
(2.281777)

38034.85
(0.974751)
15152.52***
(2.007929)
5854.080
(0.861555)
7133.123*
(1.305257)
1916.837***
(2.095197)
6198.647***
(1.973780)
4438.111**
(1.823163)
6796.575*
(1.288714)
4906.015**
(1.755835)
12884.76**
(1.691391)
9451.267
(1.167379)
32682.01
(1.116566)
-259.9939**
(-1.641290)
23207.77***
(2.408049)
6213.332***
(2.927606)
58368.69***
(2.469538)
4113.263
(1.026818)
-1834.740*
(-1.406591)
-12264.75
(-0.294927)
30618.82
(0.731736)
12147.38*
(1.507372)
-860.3946*
(-1.556970)
29578.00**
(1.647313)
17157.56*
(1.457240)

Inner
Mongolia
Liaoning
Jilin
Heilongjiang
Shanghai
Jiangsu
Zhejiang
Anhui
Fujian
Jiangxi
Shandong
Henan
Hubei
Hunan
Guangdong
Guangxi
Hainan
Chongqing
Sichuan
Guizhou
Yunnan
Tibet
Shaanxi
Gansu
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Qinghai
Ningxia
Xinjiang

-23.11019**
(-1.758752)
-8.518397
(-0.657619)
9.195181
(0.589642)

0.000583**
(1.694724)
0.000326
(0.937747)
0.000263
(0.542673)

-26034.20***
(-3.044590)
-27407.78***
(-2.996034)
-15655.18*
(-1.314898)

1130.098
(0.713376)
6223.264***
(2.781623)
10939.48***
(2.022721)

-1005.547
(-0.396390)
13024.72***
(2.989295)
2121.308*
(1.411957)

4. Research conclusions
Based on the empirical studies of the extended EKC models, this paper examines
the inter-provincial difference of air pollution from economic scale, economic structure
and economic strength using the panel data for 31 provinces over the period 1998-2012.
Through analyzing the empirical results, we could draw a conclusion as follows.
There is about 23% of the province does not meet EKC model. The curves of these
provinces are different, such as double U shape, zigzag, ladder shape and so on.
Provinces which meet the EKC model also obviously have different inflection point.
Besides the inter-provincial heterogeneity of impaction that economic scale,
economic structure and economic strength on air pollution are relatively large. The
secondary industry of about 19% provinces leads to a more serious air pollution than
other provinces. About 55% provinces become foreign pollution heaven.
At last, the significance of three economic development indicators proves the
validity of the extended EKC model.
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ABSTRACT
Social media is getting imperative in today’s internet world. Casual observations
about companies’ social media activities from its Facebook Page, such as number of posts
per month, the number of likes, number of taking about (i.e. about people engaged and
interacted with particular company post in Facebook Page), number of influential fans and
number of shares were reviewed. Those posts identified in the study consisted of
meaningful pictures, seasonal greetings, and promotional message. Results show that: (1)
Facebook users have a great attention on meaningful pictures posted by the company; (2)
contextual cues can be enriched by the context of the images used in the post; (3)
interactive-multimedia message is an effective way to enhance customer engagements in
Facebook. These findings are discussed in light of research on the effect of “picture
superiority” and “semantic coding” on effectiveness of pictures and words. This study
concluded that the selection of graphical elements and context of posts in Facebook are
important to capture people’s attention of Facebook.
Keywords: Facebook Marketing, Picture Superiority, Customer Engagements

Introduction
Marketing has undergone dramatic changes in the last decades. Such as social media
has changed the marketing functions across many industries in recent years. Marketers can
now connect with customers online, record every click on the web, watch every step in the
store, listen to all public conversations and understand their preferences before marketing
campaigns. It is not difficult for marketers can know the consumers think, feel and do in
the consumption process from the social media (Hennig-Thurau, Hofacker and Bloching,
2013). In Hong Kong, for example, social media marketing is getting more and more
popular. However, relatively little research has been directly devoted to develop
contemporary approaches so as to build up the relationship between company’s social
media activities and customer engagements. The present study is an exploratory attempt to
analyze the influence of social media on marketing management with the real company
case. The investigation may help marketers to managing customer engagements more
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effectively in its social media strategies.
Popularity of Social Media
In the 1990s, when Internet was begun to be commonly used in general public, it was
mainly in the form of e-mail communication. Afterwards, as broadband internet connection
began to be widely used, companies began to use websites as to communicate with their
customers. The internet has provided many benefits to consumers. The most well-known
benefits are the internet speeds up the communication process, including consumer-toconsumer information flow. Online communities are the product of Internet applications
(Luppicini, 2003).
Social media is now becoming imperative in today’s Internet world. It is defined as "a
group of internet-based applications that build on the ideological and technical foundations
of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation and exchange of user generated content" (Kaplan
and Haenlein, 2010, p. 61). It allows individuals to create, collaborate, and share online
contents with other persons. There are lots of well-known social media platforms
commonly used, such as Facebook, Youtube, Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn, Weibo, Wechat
and others. In 2013, Facebook user, for example, has reached 1.11 billion within nine years
of being launched (Facebook, 2013). Message discussed in the social media platforms are
mostly personal, but some are commercial posts. Originally, those messages are referred
as individual’s online diary, which may contain personal opinions toward specified topic
or factual information. Most of the personal messages posted in social media platforms are
complementary, visitors are allowed to comment their posts in real time. It tends to be
transparent and it is available for everyone in internet to view, comment and share. Message
in the social media platform is commonly "follow", "like" and "share" among people (Mitic
and Kapoulas, 2012). Social media brings all people in the internet together and act
collectively. It opens up personal opinions, ideas and feelings to other people in the freeform writing space online. Consumers map their knowledge from social media and peerto-peer reliance.
The Importance of Social Media Marketing
In the views of many people, shopping is an important social and personal activity
(Holt, 1995). Attributes of the shopping experience are important determinants of
patronage behavior. Another aspect of the participation of social media is compatibility
with the consumers’ life-style and shopping habits – a main factor associated with the sense
of belonging. It is proposed that while assessing the compatibility of an innovation, one
looks at the compatibility with existing values and beliefs, previously introduced ideas, and
potential consumer’s needs. Bellman and colleagues (1999) also argued that people living
a wired lifestyle patronize online stores spontaneously. These consumers use the Internet
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as a routine tool in their daily and work life. Their habitual use of the Internet for other
purpose leads them to naturally use it as an information channel as well. As identified by
Dutot (2013), customer tends to expect companies they trust interact with them in social
media.
Company reputation, therefore, is heavily linked with consumer’s buying process. It
consists of information related to the behaviour, history, values, prestige and characteristics
of the brand involved in the transaction. Customers map their knowledge from media
reports and peer-to-peer reliance. They will then assess the likelihood of the particular
brand involved in the buying decision. These answers are the fundamental rule of how hard
the brand will need to work to build customer trust and loyalty. People change their
attitudes, beliefs, and even behaviors in reaction to real or imagined social influence (Baron
and Byrne, 1997). Bandura (1977) argued that personal behaviour is learned from peers or
near-peers. Normative obligation is the inevitable end result of institution (Meyer and
Rowan, 1991). It is just a social pressure pitting on individuals. “Normatively appropriate”
and “taken-for-granted structure” from institutions can be two guiding principles for
individual making the purchase decision. People’s perceptions of a particular product or
services, therefore, are partially shaped by the existing value system of the society. If
people’s perceptions are inconsistent with others, there is a greater tendency for people to
change their attitudes as to match with others (Buehler and Griffin, 1994; Griffin and
Buehler, 1993). If everyone else is behaving in a certain way, then observers conclude that
it must be appropriate. Buyer communities have traditionally operated through social
interaction. Consumers hold to ideal desires and expectations in the buying process. The
reputation of those judged to be liable will vanish and these consequences are far greater
than the gain they have reaped. “Good” and “bad” are the social evaluations, rather than
objectively defined cognitive objects. Interestingly, it suggested that the benefits or pain of
buying something may not come from knowing the person actually bought it, but rather
from their social interactions in the social media. Therefore, social media can be full with
marketing knowledge (i.e. customer preference) for marketers (Sarabdeen, 2014).
Particularly, social media enhance customer engagements (Wirtz et al., 2010; Sashi,
2012). It formed the new construct, i.e. interpersonal bonds between company and among
different customers. Companies focus on the interpersonal relationship aspects of the
exchange can keep customers in the relationship. The development of interpersonal bonds
may be a way for company to differentiate itself from other competitors.
Cues from Picture and Characters
Earlier psychological studies have found that people can response pictures much
better than words (Bower, Karlin and Dueck, 1975; Paivio, Rogers and Smythe, 1968;
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Shepard, 1967). The most influential contribution to the discussion about the effectiveness
of people’s pictorial memory was presented by Bower, Karlin and Dueck (1975). They
found that participants recalled pictures better if they achieved a meaningful interpretation
of the picture used in the experiment. In their first experiment, a group of 18 undergraduates
was divided into two groups— designated ‘label’ and ‘nolabel’ groups. All participants
were asked to study a series of 28 simple doodled pictures. Appropriate interpretation was
given by the experimenter to the ‘label’ group, whereas no interpretation was given to the
‘nolabel’ group. The results of the experiment indicated that the ‘label’ group did better in
recalling the pictures than the ‘no-label’ group. In the second experiment, Bower, Karlin,
& Dueck (1975) tried to test the participants’ ability for associative matching. Doodle pairs
were shown to the participants once, and the experimenter then asked the participants to
match the corresponding pairs. Again, the ‘label’ group did better than the ‘no-label’ group
in the matching exercise.
Similarly, Rafnel & Klatzky (1978) found that semantic encoding of a picture can be
facilitated by a meaningful label. Three separate experiments were conducted to test the
effect of meaningful interpretation on participants’ memory for nonsense pictures. In each
test, the participants’ retention was assessed by a recognition test with certain distractors.
It was found that the physical appearance of the pictures shown to participants did not help
them in recalling meaningless pictures. However, the experimenters found that participants
did recall meaningful pictures better. The findings indicated that the semantic interpretation
of a picture enhances semantic coding, rather than the physical coding.
From the more recent experiments conducted by Dewhurst & Conway (1994), it was
suggested that encoding conditions in sensory-perceptual and semantic processing affect
recall ability. Five experiments were conducted to investigate whether pictures can provide
rich information for sensory-perceptual coding, rather than the conceptual representation
of texts. Findings were consistent with the previous studies— that is, that picture
superiority effect was found in meaningful pictures as compared with nonsense pictures.
Several factors affect picture superiority. From the sensory-semantic model proposed
by Nelson, Reed, & McEvoy (1977), picture superiority takes place only in certain
conditions. These conditions are: (a) pictures that pose more distinctive sensory codes than
words; and (b) pictures that are more likely to undergo semantic processing than verbal
labels. As noted by Durso & Johnson (1980), some studies in the past have failed to yield
a picture superiority effect because of a lack of meaningful representation. Therefore, it
would seem that people try to assign meaning to what they have seen in order to facilitate
recall.
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Durso & Johnson (1980) have conducted two experiments to test the validity of the
model of Nelson, Reed, & McEvoy (1977). The first experiment tried to identify the effect
of different orienting tasks on the subsequent recognition of concepts presented in either
graphic or verbal form. Participants were presented with a list of pictures and words, and
were then required to perform certain tasks which tested for an association between the
pictures and words, with or without defined concepts. The findings were compatible with
the sensory semantic model, in which the sensory distinctiveness of pictures and the ability
to perform semantic processing were enhanced by pictures with a greater picture
superiority effect.
Basic Observations and Findings
Three different Hong Kong companies’ Facebook Pages from different
product/services categories (i.e. fast-moving consumer goods, retail business and
hospitality industry) were selected in the study. Social media, particularly Facebook was
selected as the major data sources for the study. The data collection period is 1 January
2014 to 30 June 2014. Casual observations about these brands’ social media activities from
their Facebook Page, such as number of posts per month, the number of likes, number of
taking about (i.e. about people engaged and interacted with particular company post in
Facebook Page), number of influential fans and number of shares were reviewed.
In developing the conceptual framework for the study, a preliminary qualitative study
was carried out. The study involved a content analysis of 176 messages posted from these
companies in their Facebook Pages between 1 January 2014 to 30 June 2014. The posts
were transcribed, coded, and interpreted in light of a priori themes drawn from the
literature.
The main objective of the study was to examine systematically different formats of
message posted by these companies in their Facebook Page and investigate their
relationships with the customer engagement accordingly. Therefore, the study first
examined the context of the message posted by the companies. All the company posts were
then content analyzed (Table 1). Format of the post that used in the messages were
identified and these contexts were identified as content analysis variables. Analysis of the
sample of 176 company posts including the average numbers of likes, talking about,
influential fans and shares. These are listed in Table 2. It was found that company posting
TV Commercial or Marketing Video in its Facebook Page was the most effective way for
the customer engagements (average number of like = 275.67 per post, average number of
talking about = 18.44 per post and average number of share = 8.67 per post, both are largest
numbers identified in the study). The effects were identified by the number of like, the
number talking about and the number of share in the Facebook Page. Another common
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context posted by the company in its Facebook Page is marketing photo with verbal caption.
It also created relatively large number of like (average number of like = 137.70 per post,
second largest number of like identified in the study). Interestingly, the study found that
meaningful marketing graphical image was the least important way for the customer
engagements (average number of like = 9 per post). It even performed poor than the nonsense photo and non-sense Graphical image (average number of like =4.75 and 6.5
respectively).
Table 1. The transcripts of the posts example.

Reference

Month

1
2
3
4
5

Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

Company

Date
1
1
1
1
1

Number
of Like

1
1
2
2
1

Number
of
Talking
About

30
102
12
26
126

Number of
Influential
Fans
2
0
0
0
0

Number
of Share

2
0
0
0
0

Format1

0
0
0
0
0

4
6
7
6
6

Note1:
1: Meaningful Marketing Graphical Image; 2: Non-sense Photo; 3: Non-sense Graphical Image; 4: Verbal
Company Post; 5: TV Commercial or Marketing Video; 6: Marketing Photo with Verbal Caption; 7:
Marketing Photo without Verbal Caption
Table 2. Summary of the posts investigated.
Context of Post

Actual
Number of
Posts

Percentage

Average
Number of
Like

Average
Number of
Influential
Fans
0

Average
Number of
Share

9

Average
Number of
Talking
About
0

Meaningful
Marketing
Graphical Image
Non-sense Photo
Non-sense
Graphical Image
Verbal Company
Post
TV Commercial
or Marketing
Video
Marketing Photo
with Verbal
Caption
Marketing Photo
without Verbal
Caption

5

2.8%

10
8

5.7%
4.5%

6.5
4.75

0
0

0
0

0
0

40

22.7

26.73

0.1

0.1

0.05

9

5.1%

275.67

18.44

27.11

8.67

96

54.5

137.70

2.92

3.78

1.26

8

4.5%

50.25

0

0

0

0

Results
One-way analysis variance (i.e. ANOVA) was conducted as to test the differences
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among the means of customer engagement variables (i.e. number of like, number of share
and number of talking about) from different context of posts by the company (Table 3). It
was found that different context of the post has different number of talking (F(6,169) =
43.363, p<0.001) about and number of share (F(6, 169) = 7.209 p<0.001). However, no
differences were identified about the 11 contexts of post associated with number of like
(F(6,169) = 11.491, p <0.001). It is suggested that the selection of context of message
posted by the company can affect the number of like, the number of talking about and the
number of share in its Facebook Page.
A correlation analysis was conducted on all variables as to explore the relationship
between variables related to customer engagements. The bivariate correlation procedure
was subject to a one tailed test of statistical significance at two difference levels: highly
significant (p<0.001) and significant (p<0.05). The Pearson correlations are shown in Table
4. The Pearson results are reported below.
As shown in Table 3, it was found that average number of like has a positive and
relative strong associations with both average number of talking about (r=0.596, p<0.001),
average number of influential fans (r=0.617, p<0.000) and average number of share
(r=0.652, p<0.001) in the selected company’s Facebook Page.
Importantly, average number of talking about has positive and very strong association
with the average number of share (r=0.987, p<0.001) and average number of influential
fans has positive and very strong association with the average number of share (r=0.914,
p<0.001). Average number of share has positive and very strong association with the
influential fans (r=0.927, p<0.000)
It is suggested that “Like”, “Share”, “Comment” and “Influential fans” are very
important functions in company’s Facebook Page as to activate customer’s engagements.
Table 3. One-way ANOVA.
Construct
Number
Like

of

Number
Talking
About
Number
Share

of
of

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Sum
of
Squares
849686.643
551921.715
1401608.358
2728.276
10659.156
13387.432
599.059
1468.390
2067.449

df

Mean Square

F

Significance

6
169
175
6
169
175
6
169
175

141614.441
3265.809

43.363

0.000

454.713
63.072

7.209

0.000

99.843
8.689

11.491

0.000
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Table 4. Pearson correlation analysis (significance).
Construct
1
2
Average Number
1.000
of Like
Average Number
0.596**
1.000
of Talking About
(0.000)
Average Number
0.617**
0.987**
of Influential Fans (0.000)
(0.000)
Average Number
0.652**
0.914**
of Share
(0.000)
(0.000)
Note: ** Coorelation is significant at 0.01 level (1-tailed)

3

4

1.000
0.927**
(0.000)

1.000

The simple student’s t-statistic (t-test) was used to compare the differences in the
mean scores for the two different format of post in Facebook, i.e. verbal company post and
marketing photo with verbal caption. As shown in Table 5, picture superiority on customer
engagement were dramatic. Marketing photo with verbal caption can create more customer
engagements than verbal company post. On average, verbal company post triggered 26.72
likes, compared with 137.70 likes from marketing photo with verbal caption (t = -10.08;
d.f. = 134, p < 0.001).
Table 5.

Customer
Construct

Engagement
N

Context of Post
Verbal Company Post
Marketing Photo with Verbal
Caption
Mean
S.D.
N
Mean
S.D.
score
score
26.72
17.49
96
137.70
68.60
0.10
0.44
96
2.92
8.14

Average Number of Like
40
Average Number of Talking
40
About
Average Number of Influential
40
0.10
0.44
Fans
Average Number of Share
40
0.05
0.32
Note: Means in the same raw show mean difference at p < 0.001.

96

3.78

10.46

96

1.26

3.26

Managerial Implications
Communication of information within the brand should be transparent, although one
should not underestimate the fact that managers must act wisely in social media marketing.
Credibility is at stake. The consequences of secrecy or deception are massive: even if the
company is able to survive, it is highly unlikely that it will regain the trust of its staff, public,
or shareholders. In addition, social media, such as Facebook, it is the importance marketing
channel that marketers cannot afford to ignore for customer engagements.
The study identified marketing event post is an important social media strategy. The
picture superiority suggested by Bower, Karlin, & Dueck (1975) also applied to customer
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engagement in social media. The present findings demonstrate that of the materials seen
by people in Facebook depends upon the construction of meaningful interpretations of the
post as they are viewed. Results from the present study also demonstrated that semantic
interpretation is a major determinant of how well a person can react in social media. An
effective social media strategy is one that creates an attractive presence to its targeted
segment. Creating an effective presence can be critical for firms operating on its Facebook
Page. The findings of this study suggest that marketers should take more care in the design
of their posts. People are not pleased with posts that are purely word-based.
As technology develops, more videos are likely to be put on the social media. These
distinctive social media elements should be closely related to the nature and contents of the
corresponding marketing campaigns. This is especially so for social media that target
frequent traffic. More interactive-multimedia elements should be used to capture the
market.
Conclusion
Social media is a hotly debated marketing issue. The demonstration in this paper
provides evidence to support the concept. These findings are discussed in light of research
on the effect of “picture superiority” and “semantic coding” on memory of pictures and
words. This study concluded that the selection of graphic elements in Facebook post is
important to an effective marketing strategy. The study focuses on marketing management
from participatory action research in social media. It used a collaborative inquiry approach.
In terms of social interaction, traditional collaboration with consumers and marketers is
often cited as being an important feature of customer relationship management. However,
with the help of technology, interaction and collaboration are made possible even from the
personal contact. Indeed, this interaction and collaboration is, in many ways, more flexible
and extensive than in traditional marketing management.
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ABSTRACT
This Industrial Development Plan for Energy-saving and New Energy Industry (20122020) was implemented in June, 2012. The plan emphasized the importance and urgency
of establishing after-sale services system during the industrialization of new energy
vehicles. However, during the process of mercerization, the issue of after-sale services of
new energy vehicles has not been taken seriously. They differ from traditional fuel vehicles
in main structure, energy supplement and other aspects, which definitely lead to obvious
discrepancy and special requirements of after-sale services. Therefore, it should be well
planned in advance to make good preparation for the approaching new energy vehicles era.
The paper analyzed the features differentiated from traditional after-sale services in new
energy vehicles from three aspects-manufacturers, users and the government - on the basis
of status quo of market and services and put forward basic strategies to improve after-sale
services level from six aspects.
Keywords: New energy vehicles; electric vehicles; after-sale services; maintenance
1. Introduction
New energy vehicles are the ones with new power system, depending on new energy
sources. The ones in this paper refer to pure electric vehicles and hybrid electric vehicles
requiring plugs. They have gained basis for industrialization. Key techniques have made
enormous improvement in battery, motor, electronic control and system integration. Pure
electric vehicles and hybrid electric vehicles requiring plugs are currently put into the
market on a small scale [1]. In November, 2011, the first 4s store selling various new
energy vehicles of different brands-Gaozhan New Energy Vehicles 4s Store opened in
Jiading International Vehicles Town in Shanghai. Civilians can enjoy consultation, trial
driving, purchasing and maintenance in the 4s store. Academician Qingquan Chen, the
electric vehicles expert pointed out that the developing tendency of new energy vehicles
cannot be inhibited. However, to publicize them successfully, three aspects should be
achieved, namely, quality products, complete infrastructure and good commercial and
service modes [2]. Good service modes should be an important guarantee of
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industrialization of new energy vehicles. There is an old saying in vehicles industry, “The
first car is sold by the salesman, but the second and third cars are sold by employees doing
after-sale services.” which can show the significance of after-sale services. Breakdowns
different from traditional ones may be inevitable in the demonstrating and publicizing
periods. Under this circumstance, the after-sale service of electric vehicles shall be faced
with a new problem. Therefore, it is necessary to explore deeper into this industry [3].
2. Marketing condition
In order to promote industrialization of energy-saving and new energy vehicles, the
Ministry of Science and Technology, Ministry of Finance, National Development and
Reform Commission, Ministry of Industry and Information Technology launched the
“1,000 new-energy vehicles to have trial run in 10 cities” project, namely, “Demonstrating
and publicizing application project-1,000 new-energy vehicles to have trial run in 10
cities” . It is supported by financial subsidy and will develop ten cities per year in the total
time duration of three years. There will be 1000 new energy vehicles in demonstrating
operation in every city, covering fields of buses, taxis, official cars, municipal
administration, postal service, etc in middle cities and metropolis. Distribution of the 25
cities is shown in the Figure 1.

Figure 1 Distribution map of cities in the project-1,000 new energy vehicles to have
trial run in 10 cities. The first batch cities● The second batch cities ƹ The third batch
cities▲
By the end of 2012, 25 cities like Beijing, Shanghai and Shenzhen would popularize
over 27,400 such vehicles, among which 23,000 vehicles were for public transportation
(including buses, taxis and government cars), 4400 cars are for private uses. According to
data from China Automobile Industry Association, the sales of such cars reached 13692,
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taking up almost 0.12% [4] of total Chinese domestic car sales market. The details could
be referred to in Table I.

Table I Sales of new energy passenger cars in China in 2012
Name of the Enterprise
Beijing Automobile Group Co.,Ltd
FAW Toyota Motor Co. Ltd
Biyadi Automobile Co. Ltd
Biyadi Automobile Co. Ltd
Qirui Automobile Co. Ltd
Qirui Automobile Co. Ltd

Vehicle type
E150
Prius
E6
F3DM
QQ
M two boxes

Type of new energy
Vehicle
electrocar
Hybrid car
Electric car
plug-in hybrid car
electrocar
electrocar

644
2434
1690
1201
3129
90

Qirui Automobile Co. Ltd
GMAC-SAIC
Zotye Automobile Co. Ltd
Zotye Automobile Co. Ltd
Guangzhou Automobile Co. Ltd
Shanghai GM Co. Ltd
Shanghai GM Co. Ltd
Shanghai GM Co. Ltd
Jianghuai Automobile Co. Ltd
Chang’an Automobile Co. Ltd
Chang’an Automobile Co. Ltd
Hafei Automobile Company

Riich
Roewe E50
5008EV
Laxjoy EV
Trumpchi
Excelle
REGAL2.4
Sail
Tongyue
Ex30
Ex30
Saibao

electrocar
electrocar
electrocar
electrocar
hybrid car
hybrid car
Micro hybrid
electrocar
electrocar
electrocar
hybrid car
electrocar

152
238
142
134
200
394
308
14
2465
100
26
281

Total

(amount to 0.12% of domestic sales of car)

Sales in 2012

13692

Industrial goal of our new energy vehicles (2012-2020) was to reach sales quantity in
pure electric vehicles and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles of 500,000 by 2015; the quantity
of producing the two kinds of vehicles to be 2,000,000 and the total production force
5,000,000 by 2020. The future of new energy vehicles could be very promising. In addition,
Regulation of modification, replacement, return responsibilities will be implemented on
Oct, 1st, 2013. New-energy vehicles in mature stage should be under restrictions of the
regulation together with traditional cars, which will be a great challenge for new energy
vehicles industry. All the above showed great concern about after-sale services and new
energy vehicles from the country. The standards are high, requirements are strict and the
difficulty is huge. Therefore, good after-sale service is of great importance to marketing
popularization. Systematic service industry of new energy vehicles will undoubtedly enhance and
expand powerful support of the market [5].

3. Feature analysis of after-sale services of new energy vehicles
More fault spots would occur in these vehicles than in traditional vehicles due to the
adoption of new power system, for instance, the increased components of electrical
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machine, electrical control, and battery. Taking Dongfeng Hybrid Electric buses in Wuhan
Electric Vehicle Demonstrating Operation Ltd. Co. as an example, failure rate of hybrid
power took up to 36.5% from Feb, 2010 to Jun, 2012. The distribution of major fault spots
could be seen in Figure 2. According to the graph, dynamic coupling and motors are places
easy to be broken, taking up 35% and 24% of the total hybrid power faults. They are key
components in hybrid power, therefore, also the major parts to breakdown [6].

Figure 2 Distribution map of breakdown in Vehicle hybrid power
Compared with traditional fuel vehicles, new energy vehicles differ in many aspects:
Firstly, these new vehicles have no engines, fuel systems and exhaust system. Instead,
specialized component systems like power storage battery that provides power source,
drive motor that provides power, vehicle control unit, machine controller, block terminal,
battery administration system and other electrical apparatus elements are added into the
cars. Secondly, these new cars have high electric integration and digitization of information
transmission. Thirdly, the repairing discrepancy is quite obvious. New cars require more
electronic tools to recognize the breakdown of vehicles and breakdowns are more likely to
occur in electrical system and software rather than mechanical parts [3]; fourthly,
producing products by enterprises of preliminary stage and developing stage should
establish corresponding profiles for every new energy vehicles and track the operation
status until the car is no longer used or announced invalidated. Due to the above
discrepancy in design and technique, the after-sale service is also quite different from fuel
vehicles.
Besides, there are many subjects and multi service items in new energy vehicles
service compared to traditional fuel vehicles. Service subjects include car manufacturers,
component enterprises of battery, dynamo and electronic control, charging service provider,
insurance company, relative governmental departments, and real estate management and
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so on. Multi service items cover consulting service, technical training like driving
techniques, charging service, battery maintenance, component supply, appraisal of quality
and automobile insurance service and so on. Hence, maintaining links are required more
and service is more complicated. This paper analyzed service features and status quo from
three aspects of manufacturers, customers and the government. This paper analyzed service
features and status quo from three aspects of manufacturers, customers and the government.
3.1 From the perspective of Manufacturers of new energy vehicles
3.1.1 Immature techniques and high breakdown rates
New energy vehicles are confronted with the problem of lacking in key techniques in
key components. Many key components like electrical machines, battery, electric control
as well as the whole car manufacturing design, assembly craftsmanship are immature.
Partial products are sold and under demonstrating operation without sufficient experiments.
After-sale service thus becomes the last procedure in production of vehicles manufacturers,
which will definitely lead to high breakdown rate in preliminary stage.
3.1.2 Small-scale sales and difficult maintenance service
Traditional cars enjoy a large quantity of sales, a considerable numbers of users in
definite regions and low service cost adopting network authorized service providers such
as 4s stores. While new energy vehicles have a small quantity of sales and service providers
are not capable of maintaining such new vehicles and adopt door-to-door service. It is slow
in response and requires a higher cost. With constantly increasing customers and scattered
regions, it will affect service level and inhibit sales and popularization of new energy
vehicles.
3.1.3 Few accessories and difficulty in accessory supply
Auto parts are the blood of after-sale services. The total market share is small in
preliminary stage and integration degree of the industry is low. The after-sale service is too
small-scaled to enable whole car manufacturers and component manufacturers to store
sufficient maintenance components. Once breakdown occurs in new energy vehicles, no
component could be employed during maintenance, leading to prolonged service and
dissatisfaction of users.
3.1.4 Huge investment but insufficient enthusiasm from manufacturers
New energy vehicles belong to hi-tech products and breakdowns are complex,
involving various parts such as regular, hybrid power and pure electricity breakdowns.
Ordinary maintenance staff could do nothing when confronted with such situations.
More professional experts sent by car manufacturers and component manufacturers are
needed to have comprehensive diagnosis. Hence, after-sale services staff training, service
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infrastructure and service expenditure all require large sums of investment. After-sales
activities are still investments right now and can generate no benefits at all. More precisely,
new energy manufacturers attach great importance to after-sale services, but are unwilling
to invest more into after-sale services.
3.2 Customers
3.2.1 Increasing difficulty in operation and multiple links in coordination with users
New energy vehicles are revolutionary products that may face tremendous problems
like driving habits, charging service, daily maintenance, as well as vehicle insurance and
so on. Additionally, new cars demand more data and positions for monitoring, more
corresponding meters and switches and more items in daily maintenance, for instance, the
regular inspection and maintenance of power batteries, waterproof and dustproof of battery
charger, and regular cleaning. Ordinary users can hardly follow strict operation and
maintenance regulations.
3.2.2 Short time of quality guarantee and huge risk for customers
New technology in new energy vehicles is not popularized yet. Once problems occur,
the maintenance cost would be high. For instance, the accumulator that Prius hybrid and
petrol mixed battery needs to consume has a guarantee of 100,000km/5 years, during which
the maintenance can be free of charge if there is breakdown. However, the maintenance
fee may be up to 10,000 yuan after the guarantee. If the user wants to change the
accumulator, the cost would be higher. Moreover, the users may increase the burden more
risks than traditional fuel vehicles once the vehicle is out of quality guarantee. So the
quality guarantee time should be prolonged to increase confidence of consumers.
3.3 The government
After-sale services is a problem not only to be solved by any enterprise, but also
involving the government, car manufacturers, battery manufacturers and other industries
and departments. It is with complex operating mechanism system and involves interest of
many institutions. Furthermore, new energy vehicles are in transition of preliminary stage
and developing stage. So the government requires compulsory special service for new cars
in demonstration and on sales, different from traditional fuel vehicles. The following are
the requirements:
3.3.1 Special requirements for safety of vehicle
Our government required real-time supervision devices for all plug-in hybrid power
vehicles, pure electric vehicles in demonstrating operation, especially monitoring for
power battery and fuel battery. Hybrid power vehicles should be under real-time
monitoring according to certain ratio. Warning information system and emergency disposal
mechanism should be established. Demonstrating operation administration platform based
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on pilot cities should be established to track operation status of vehicles. Once unusual
situations occur, working staff should announce warning information to driver, operation
and maintenance units as well as relative governmental departments.
3.3.2 Special mission and goal of demonstrating vehicles
The goal of demonstrating vehicles is to allow exposure of problems in demonstration,
promoting the development of key components for enterprises and overcoming key
technical problems to accelerate virtuous development of the industry. Therefore, aftersale services in preliminary stage also burden the responsibility of collecting feedback data
and recording research status.
In 2010, Shenzhen implemented The Pilot Allowance Strategy for Private Purchases
of New Energy vehicles, regulating that all enterprises selling such vehicles should offer
service guarantee of key components like power battery. It also regulates that enterprises
should provide quality guarantee for 5 years or 100,000km (abiding by “the earliest
acquire”) especially for key components like power batteries and they should promise
recycling the whole car and power batteries according to certain depreciation rate. In 2012,
Shanghai implemented Operation safety of electric passenger cars and technical
regulations for maintenance guarantee. This regulation defines that demonstrating electric
vehicles should have complete after-sale services system, over 5 maintenance stations with
authorization of qualification in appropriate service districts, able to provide 24-hour
constant guarantee service for customers. The quality guarantee of vehicles should be 3
years or 80,000km, and power batteries, 5 years or 100,000. The above two cases are
concrete manifestation of special requirements for after-sale services of these new cars.
4. Strategies to improve after-sale services level of new energy vehicles
According to the market conditions and special requirements of service for new
energy vehicles, this paper puts forward following strategies and suggestions to improve
the service level.
4.1 Promoting after-sale services with large-scale sales
Obvious scale effect can be seen in vehicles service. Only if the sales are on a large
scale can the service be accomplished well. At the moment, measures to promote sales of
the new energy vehicles are mainly: realize the pilot policies; exempt restrictive measures
in auction, license-plate lottery, traffic controls; implement assisting policies in parking
expenses, electrovalence, road tolls and so on; plan charging infrastructure construction;
construct charging piles beside parking lots in communities or working places for private
car users; provide charging infrastructure construction service for private owners of these
new cars; besides, special parking lots and with charging piles should be constructed in
public parking lots and parking lots for governments, marketplace and hospitals.
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Meanwhile, delicate and a few rapid charging nets should cover every region for
demonstration. The above measures will stimulate governmental, enterprise and private
purchases and their willing to use new energy vehicles so as to promote large-scale sales
and service.
4.2 Reducing breakdown rates of the whole car and key components
No service in after-sale services should be the best service. The service to provide
timely maintenance after breakdown is the lowest level of service. The whole car
manufacturers and key component manufacturers should take the advantageous
opportunity of pilot policy and accelerate developing products as well as technical
improvements, enhance matching ability of different links, improve quality of the whole
car and key components like battery, electric control and electrical machine. In this way, it
can help reduce breakdown rate of the whole car and key components to accelerate
industrialization and mercerization. Meanwhile, complete technique tracking service
system for demonstrating products should be established. Constant enhancement of
monitoring towards daily operation status, demonstrating vehicles, power batteries and
supporting infrastructure should be maintained. Collecting, counting and analyzing
statistics are indispensable together with evaluating technical status and operation effect
regularly for technical improvement.
4.3 Establishing and completing after-sale services guarantee system
With the developing new energy vehicles market, inconvenience in user maintenance
would be huge problems if the maintenance service network system can’t follow scale of
expansion. Enterprises producing the whole car, components and charging infrastructure
should enhance training for maintenance staff and keep their promises of product warranty
and other after-sale services. They should establish complete maintenance system and
provide reliable guarantee for high efficiency in after-sale services, assuring that
maintenance network could cover anywhere the car is sold. At the same time, the country
should complete relative laws and regulations for after-sale services, regulating service
actions of staff and providing regulation proofs for conflicts during service. It will make
after-sale services more standardized and processized.
4.4 Enhancing knowledge training and improving customer operation and using
level
Firstly, relative knowledge of new energy vehicles should be popularized. Consumers
have gained profound understanding towards traditional fuel vehicles with a history of over
100 hundred years, whereas the new ones are still unknown to them. Hence, it is necessary
to popularize and spread relative knowledge in new energy vehicles. Relative enterprises
of the whole car and components as well as charging infrastructure should advertise new
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cars and publicize performance parameter and usage information like range per charge of
pure electric vehicles and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, rate of fuel saving of hybrid
electric vehicles, charging mode of power batteries, time and lifetime, etc and guarantee of
the above products, clauses of guaranteeing changing products to ensure that customers
have comprehensive knowledge and can use relative products correctly.
Secondly, drivers should be trained to drive such vehicles. Many drivers still maintain
their old driving habits in traditional cars and have little knowledge of principles, usages
and common breakdowns of the new ones, which might lead to troubles in using new cars.
The simple and effective solution may be to accumulate new users and train them in batches.
Contents like theoretical training, driving, charging in operation training; common
breakdown training, trial driving experience and so on. As shown in facts, it is effective to
adopt such training approaches and reduce breakdown due to appropriate operations so that
it decreases breakdown rates and after-sale services cost.
4.5 Cultivating maintenance service talents constantly
Maintenance talents are also the key points in after-sale services. New-energy vehicles
differ from traditional fuel cars in components and systems such as power driven system,
battery system and control system and only specially trained service staff could handle
maintenance of these systems. Besides, electro-mobile uses battery as power source,
computer as controller, supervisor and protector, which requires advanced maintenance
staff with knowledge in computer, electrochemistry, electric power, electric technique and
so on. It’s rather difficult to have professional maintenance employees with skillful
techniques and the skills determine whether he could diagnose the breakdown and repairing
rate, which would affect service quality and maintenance cost so as to impact purchasing
will of consumers. At the moment manufacturers send technicians to accomplish new
energy vehicles service and the scarcity is a severe problem in front of the development of
such vehicles.
Therefore, all kinds of enterprises and every link such as the whole car and component
manufacturers, charging infrastructure manufacturers, energy enterprises, service
operation enterprises should attach great importance to service work of new energy
vehicles. They should cultivate advanced maintenance service talents, combining
implementation of technical talents’ program based on talent cultivating strategy and
relative projects. Enthusiasm of research institutes, colleges and universities, enterprises
should be activated and they should cultivate a batch of backbone talents team and
maintenance team. Professional education and training should be enhanced in electric
vehicles techniques. Training of professional and technical talents should be carried out in
vehicles enterprises to cultivate professional engineering talents. Maintenance service
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profession may be established to reserve talents.
4.6 Updating service conception of after-sale services
After-sale services market is a market of providing service. Manufacturers of the
whole car and key components should establish and update service conception of after-sale
services of modern cars. Firstly, they should keep in mind the conception of peopleoriented service. The subject of new energy vehicles is not only cars but also people. They
should offer provide convenience to customers of such vehicles and solve problems of
customers on the basis of needs of car owners and thus realize perfect combination of
people and cars. The after-sale services should enable customers to enjoy convenience,
glory, happiness and joyfulness with such vehicles. Secondly, they should attach great
importance to maintenance. Not only should enterprises convert their conceptions but also
customers of such cars should be instilled conception that repairing is not the real service,
normal usage of cars should be the one manufacturers pursue and service would add value
to customers. The emphasis of after-sale services is converted to maintenance.
5. Conclusion
New energy vehicles mercerization is a systematic project, in which after-sale service
is an essential part, contributing much to popularization of such vehicles in large areas
together with technical maintenance guidance. Technical service in after-sale services
should be promoted together with technical development. After-sale services should be the
life line of enterprises, winning trust from consumers. Such vehicles will definitely bring
huge impact to the whole car market, even revolution to relative fields [7]. As long as the
service subject covered in new-energy vehicles is paid enough attention to and appropriate
service strategies be adopted, various problems during the process of sales would be solved.
We should be well-prepared for after-sale services of new energy vehicles.
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ABSTRACT
Showcase is called the last minute’s presentation to the consumers playing the roles
of attraction and selling to the customers, which delivers the brand image, business culture
and social culture. However, comparing with the low awareness of the results of showcase,
there is an increasing number of bad even illegal showcases, which already produces
serious negative externality. Based on the ethics theory and business practices, the paper
chooses and analyses four kinds of Chinese showcases, aiming to raise more attentions to
this issue and provide some realistic suggestions .
Keywords: Retailing, Showcase, Marketing Ethics
1. Introduction
Displaying of products in the showcase is essentially a type of Point of Purchase
Advertisement. Retailers decorate and display their show window products in an aesthetic
and ingenious way by using art and science techniques, which is to achieve the goal of
showing, advertising and promoting products for the maximization of the sales.
Showcase in China has a long history. In the Scene of a Fair in the Eastern Han
Dynasty unearthed in Guanghan, Sichuan province, we can see stores clearly at that time
attracting customers through displaying products. MengLiangLu, a book written by
WuZimu in Song Dynasty, detailed the colourful and varied decorations and display of
different kinds of stores in Hangzhou City in the Southern Song Dynasty1. As a very
important view in streets for different public, the dazzling display not only represents the
economic development level but also the culture and value of a society. Hence, showcase
has also been the window for us to know the history. As a vital commercial culture,
showcase has deep impact on every aspect of human lives. They exist not only for
promoting products to seek profits but also for cultivating human's minds and educating
aesthetic of the society.
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However, the function of educating aesthetic of the society is always ignored by
retailers. Recent years, with the development of China’s economy, some negative
externalities have appeared in some showcases, including skimpy outfits of the model,
improper slogan, strong noise, attractive-only background music and so on. In terms of the
products specializing in specific consumer groups, the location and the showcase of the
stores should consider social effects and abide by regulations beyond commercial values.
In reality, these problems have appeared and jeopardized the physical and mental health of
adolescents, challenged the bottom-line of social morality. Therefore, this article analyses
four typical Chinese cases based on marketing ethic analytic framework and business
principles, which makes some specific suggestions and hopes to raise concerns and
regulations by.
2. Relevant Theories
2.1 Marketing Ethic Analytic Framework
Marketing Theory originated from United States in which marketing practice and
theory, education and ethical research is leading in the world. According to the research of
Richard T. Degerge, America business ethics research has five stages. The first stage was
before the 1960s, America began to explore business ethics mainly focusing on the
condemnation from religious people with strong religious connotation. The second stage
was after the 1960s, the AMA discussed a serious of issues about marketing ethics
standards symbolizing the beginning of real business ethics research. The third stage was
in the 1970s. Corporate Social Responsibility, the role of morality in economic decisions
and the factors influencing marketing ethics have become research hotspots. The fourth
stage was in the 1980s, when business ethics research began to develop comprehensively.
Many aspects including study area, research depth and awareness of enterprises made great
progress. The fifth stage is since 1990s, when business ethics has grown and been
integrated into an interdisciplinary subject by extending to other fields.
Chinese scholars have paid attention to marketing ethics since the middle of the 1990s.
They released some research results based on China’s marketing reality, such as marketing
ethics evaluation system and grey marketing theory after 2004. GanBiqun pointed out that
utilitarianism and deontology are two main theories of moral judgments. Utilitarianism is
based on many marketing ethic theories but has been criticized since the 1970s. The
research of marketing ethics evaluation system should be based on deontology2.
The three of the most important theoretical framework in deontology are 3:
(1)The Prima Facie Duty Frame work: in the book The Right and the Good of William
David Ross from British, he suggested 6 basic items of prima facie duties including fidelity,
gratitude, and justice, promoting a maximum of aggregate good, reparation and non-
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malfeasance. He thought anything meets the prima facie duty is morality.
(2)The Proportionality Framework: Thomas Garrett put forward The Proportionality
Framework in 1966. He thought to judge whether an action or a decision is ethical or not
should be considered from these three aspects---purpose, means and result. Purpose means
that motivation and intention itself is ethical or unethical. Means refer to the process to
achieve goals and the approach of Exertion. Result is the consequence of action, including
the results which doers would like to happen and the results which doers foresee but not
the results they expect.
(3)A Theory of Justice: John Rawls, a well-known American philosopher, put forward
A Theory of Justice. He thought an ideal social justice system can improve the benefits of
the weak in the society, at least not be weaken. Rawls always measured any kind of
inequality from the standpoint of the least advantaged and endeavoured to equalize all the
members in a society by some sort of compensation or reallocation4.
The Prima Facie Duty Frame work entails marketers to shoulder conscious prima facie
duty, to avoid being utilitarian and unethical. The Proportionality Framework holds that
whether something is fit with ethical standards or not should be judged by purpose, means
and result. For example, if purpose and means are proper, but the foreseeable result is
negative and there is no compelling reason to permit the result to happen, it will be
unethical. A Theory of Justice emphasizes taking the entitlement of the weak and other
stakeholders into consideration of marketing planning and marketing strategy. These
theories offer valuable analysis framework for marketing ethics. However, Gene R.
Laczniak recognized the importance of these three theories and the specific principles can
be the basis of analysing marketing dilemma, but he thought it was hard to build a
theoretical framework of marketing ethics based on them.
2.2 Important Principle in Business Practice
The development of research in marketing ethics progresses business practice and
generates three vital concepts---Corporate Social Responsibility, Stakeholders and
Sustainable Marketing.
In 1979, Carol put forward the concept of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)5. He
thought CSR could be illustrated with a triangular pyramid. From the bottom to the top is
responsibility of economic, legal, ethical and philanthropic, which weight respectively.
Economic responsibility is the most important accounting for 40% in which profits-seeking
is the cornerstone of social responsibility. Legal responsibility occupying 30% means that
abiding by the law and social rules are requirements. Ethical responsibility accounts for
20%. Enterprises should be ethical and do right, justice and fair things while avoiding
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damaging the entitlement of the stakeholders. Philanthropic responsibility occupies 10%,
requiring enterprises to be good corporate citizen and to make contribution to society.
In 1984, Freeman put forward the concept of Stakeholders, which is any group or
individual affecting the achievement of business goal or affected by business goal 6. This
concept indicates that except for pressure groups like shareholders, creditors, customers
and suppliers, enterprises should pay attention to the public who is directly or indirectly
affected by business activities.
In 1980s, Philip Kotler put forward the concept of sustainable marketing, indicating
enterprises should possess social conscience. They should follow high standard ethics
instead of thinking about “what market and legal system permit us to do” 7. Except for
concerning about what customers need, enterprises should also care about the demand of
descendants. With a vision for long-term and future, enterprises can truly benefit the
society.
2.3 Research Review
According to above analysis, there is no consensus about marketing ethics framework.
There is little research in terms of stakeholder specializing for window advertisement of
retailers. Existing research is mainly about how to design and display showing window.
None of them involve the research of ethical issues. Considering the large effect of the
externality of showcase, it is necessary to discuss the influence of showcase from the
standpoint of the broader stakeholders. The paper makes a good use of the above theories
to provide some suggestions.
3. Case Analysis
Case analysis is an important method of marketing research. Due to the essence of the
research question and the poor data accessibility, the paper uses typical case through
observation and secondary data. Case should be selected on the basis of whether it is
representative, enlightening and extreme or not8. Based on this standard, the paper selected
four typical cases after conducting a number of observations and hunting large secondhand data.
3.1 Case one: store showcase which violates social morality
The history of adult products in China is not long and the operation time truly as real
store is even shorter. In the beginning, Internet is a proper channel for adult products
because of particularity of the products and the consideration of protecting customer
privacy. Because the products target at specific groups, so the design and the exhibition of
web pages will not be seen by improper public. For example, under custody of parents,
adolescents are limited to this kind of information to some extent. Stores always prompt
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browsers with warnings “This web page is adults-only. Anyone under 18 years old please
browses other pages. ” However, with the opening of bricks-and-mortar stores, the
improper models, slogan and pictures in the showcases of adults products stores has created
very bad effect and great social negative externality.
Take two stores in a community in Beijing as example. The models that are in the
showcase wearing revealing underwear with bright colour and the use of neon lights
heighten the product efficacy, attract and entice passerby. These stores have been there for
quite a long time without any corrective action. As the paper observed, the showcases make
many adolescents stop and watch inside and there is no sign about “Adults Only”.
According to the introduction of the store itself, the chain store has already opened more
than one thousand all over the country, meaning such scene is everywhere across the
country. The harmfulness is immeasurable.
Western countries regulate adult products strictly. For example, in America, there was
a family driving to Disney Park. Along the road, curious children saw Mickey Mouse, Ariel
and Cinderella as well as many sexy ladies in the billboards. The mother sued the
advertisement company and later such advertisements are forbidden in many states 9. The
advertising of adults products does harm to physical and mental growth of adolescents due
to the publicity of the stores. The negative externality is lessened due to companies’
measures and governments’ worry about the lawsuits and blame for lacking of inaction and
regulation.
3.2 Case two: store showcase which hoodwinks customers
Fraudulent window advertising is relatively complicated. There are three common
situations. Firstly, using fake discount information attracts customers. For example, there
are many advertisements about bargain price medicine in the showcase of a pharmacy.
After seeing that, some elderly will enter the store and would like to buy them. But the
salesgirl will promote other regular price medicine in excuse of stock-out. This kind of
behaviour is fraud advertising action. Secondly, using lotteries and ambiguous words
induces customers. Posters in the showcase of a 4Sshop say “Anyone who places order
today can join the raffle! We prepared magnificent prizes worth RMB 10,000 for you! You
can get magnificent prize buying any series of cars! Do not miss it!” However, so-called
“magnificent prizes worth RMB 10,000” is actually cheap gifts like cups, dishes, ashtrays
and so on. It is illegal for stores not to tell customers the specific meaning of “magnificent
prizes worth RMB 10,000”---total value or unit value of the prize10. Thirdly, using
mainstream media or celebrities conducts fraudulent advertisement. The company uses
slogans like “CCTV award-winning brand or CCTV recommended products” to promote
their products. But actually, they get none of the awards or authorizations. Because nobody
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takes the responsibility to verify the authenticity, it could be there and keeps inducing
customers.
3.3 Case three: store showcase which scares people
Recent years, with the thriving of horror movies, many showcases with horrible
information and pictures gradually show up in some streets even in communities which
have extremely negative effects. For example, a so-called Haunted House located in a
community of Yuhua west Road, Nanjing Province, was punished by Industry and
Commerce Department of Nanjing Province because it was suspected of operating without
license and relevant text and promotion video of it violated Advertisement Law in 15
September, 2014, China Industry & Commerce News reported11. Outside the store, there
are big stickers with spilled blood and weird words---“Abandoned Hospital” and posters
with words like “the Biggest Haunted House Has Come to Nanjing!” However, similar
advertisement can be often seen in many cities especially in the third and fourth provincial
cities of China. In some fairgrounds, the form of showcases inducing adolescents to watch
and to enter through bloody scary information and pictures severely damages the physical
and mental health of adolescents and triggers social crimes of violence.
3.4 Case four: “showcase” which damages city image
A restaurant in Zhengzhou became the focus of the public, which used billboard
written “Free Lunch for Beauties”, meaning that an orthopaedist made judgements on
customers’ appearance and customer who got high score could have a free lunch. However,
the giant billboard was forced to be removed due to the bad effects on the city image.
City management bureau of Zhengzhou announced that the restaurant put the outdoor
advertisement without permission, violating Article twelfth of “Management Principles of
Setting Outdoor Advertisement in Zhengzhou” and doing harm to the society.
4. Results and Implications
Window advertisements are not only commercial decision of enterprises, but also the
important part of social culture reflecting the values and characteristics of a society. The
degree of civilization and the level of culture and arts are embodied in the design and
display of showcases in cities all over the world. Showcases of China need to be regulated
immediately.
Under the latest Advertising Law in 2013, case one and case three violate article
seventh, item sixth---“Advertisements shall not contain the content which is obscene,
superstitious, horrible, violent and hideous” and article eighth---“Advertisements shall not
impair the physical and mental health of minors or disabled persons”. Case two violates
article ninth---“Information about the performance, provenance, usage, quality, price,
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producer, valid period and promise of the products or the contents, forms, quality, price
and promise of the services shall be expressed unambiguously and clearly” and article
tenth---“The data, statistics, findings, abstracts and quotations used in advertisement shall
be authentic, accurate and labelled”. Case four violates article twelfth of “Management
Principles of Setting Outdoor Advertisement in Zhengzhou”, which is a local principle to
guide the outdoor advertisement. Although there are literal rules in law for advertisements,
practical investigation is difficult. Hence, the paper provides three recommendations:
Firstly, regulation specialized for showcase is urgently in need of sound laws and
regulations. New revised Advertising Law is releasing. The revision covers many
important issues including banning of tobacco advertisement, children endorsed
advertisement and promotion of public service advertisement. But there is no article in the
revised law specifically targeting showcases. The essence of showcases is same as TV
commercials, radio commercials, Internet advertising and outdoor advertisements.
Showcases face to the whole public without screening. We need different departments to
regulate the showcases which require making laws and regulations specialized for
showcases.
Secondly, it is very necessary to set up social civilization and morality supervisory
committees and encourage people to supervise the bad showcases. Law enforcement
cannot do without supervision. The revised Advertising Law emphasizes the supervision
and law enforcement function of Industrial and Commerce Department and departments
concerned. But that mainly focus on advertisements issued through broadcast, movies,
televisions, newspapers, journals, telecommunication networks and Internets. Showcase,
due to the individuality, flexibility and volatility, should be supervised by social
civilization and morality supervisory committees comprised of people in society, which
provide informants with new channels to increase the feasibility and efficiency of
investigation.
Thirdly, enterprises should strengthen self-discipline while trade associations should
establish industry ethical standards as soon as possible. Retailers should adopt the concept
of sustainable marketing and pursuit long-term development. As the social responsibility
pyramid of Carol shown, enterprises should focus on legal responsibility (30%) and ethical
responsibility (20%) instead of being keen on capturing attention and praise from society
through philanthropic responsibility which only accounts for 10% in Corporate Social
Responsibility. Enterprises should set up social citizen image, build the enterprise culture
and establish brand image via healthy aesthetic showcase. All levels of government and
public opinion should pay more attention to integrative social responsibility of enterprises,
rather than just focus on corporate donation. It is also very important to encourage relevant
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industry associations to establish industry ethical standards and norms facilitating healthy
development of advertisement industry.
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ABSTRACT
The marketing performance measurement issue has become a heated topic for more
than two decades. The Marketing Science Institute (MSI, 2014) has even listed marketing
performance measurement and communication as one of the top research priorities for
2014 to 2016. Marketing scholars have called for more research to investigate whether and
how a comprehensive marketing performance measurement system (MPMS) is more
effective than a partial one in terms of improving firm performance.
Echoing the call for more research on the MPMS-performance linkage, this paper
synthesizes the management control and marketing literature to develop an integrated
conceptual framework, which examines the mediating effect of marketing capabilities on
the MPMS-performance linkage. To be specific, the study posits that a comprehensive
MPMS can provides integrated information to management teams, which enables firms to
make better marketing plans and implement marketing strategies more effectively. The
framework addresses the important role of MPMS in the development of architectural
capabilities.
This study presents the first theoretical framework of examining the MPMSperformance linkage from a resource-based view (RBV). The framework contributes to the
body of knowledge by integrating one of the most influential theories, which have used to
explain firm performance variance in various fields, into the explanation of the MPMSperformance relationship. By doing so, the study highlights future research needs to
advance theoretical understanding of the mediating model in the MPMS research,
especially through a capabilities-development lens.
Keywords: Marketing performance measurement system, architectural marketing
capabilities, firm performance, mediating effect
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1. Introduction
Marketing performance measurement practices have received considerable attention
for over two decades. However, attempts to develop a comprehensive marketing
performance measurement system (MPMS) have been limited as evidenced in recent
reports that 73% of firms fail to put key marketing metrics in place (Deloitte, 2014) and
77% CEOs believe that their CMOs fail to link marketing activities to meaningful results
(Fournaise Marketing Group, 2013).
While there are several dominant streams of studies on MPMS, the central focus of
the current research is on understanding how to utilise MPMS to achieve better firm
performance. Although 2 there is no clear consensus on the definition of MPMS, drawing
on the control system theory and previous studies (Morgan et al., 2002), the authors define
MPMS as “an important organizational control system that senior management uses to
measure marketing activities through a bundle of interrelated key marketing metrics, in
order to monitor, control marketing performance and ensure that marketing resources are
allocated and marketing strategies are implemented to achieve the desired goals of an
organization” (Liang & Gao, 2015).
So far, scholars have developed some understandings of the mechanism underlying
the MPMS-performance linkage, though some issues remain under-explored. There is still
a gap in how MPMSs influence firm performance, the so called “indirect effects”,
especially from a capability-development lens. As noted by Homburg et al. (2012), “the
development of more sophisticated research models that take into account indirect effects
(of MPMS) on firm performance and contingent factors” (p. 57) should be emphasised in
the marketing literature.
To fill in the gap, this study tends to examine the process in which specific firm-level
capabilities generated from MPMSs affect firm performance. Drawing on the RBV theory,
this study posits that MPMSs positively influence firm performance through their impact
on the development of architectural marketing capabilities. Specifically, this current study
looks at the mediating effects of planning and implementation capability, which have
received greater attention recently due to their role in strategic marketing management.
The primary objective of the paper is to investigate the mediating effect of
architectural capabilities in the MPMS-performance relationship. The contribution of the
current study is to present a model that bridges the gap of our knowledge of the mechanism
underlying MPMS-performance linkage through a capability-development lens (Figure 1).
By examining firm-level capability, scholars are able to further explore the indirect effect
in the MPMS-performance relationship.
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2. An Integrated Conceptual Framework
The model looks at how a comprehensive marketing performance measurement
system improves firm performance by enabling firms to develop their marketing planning
and implementation capabilities. Taking a resource-based view, this study posits that
MPMS enhances firm performance by developing architectural capabilities that enables
firms make better marketing plans and carry out the plans more effectively.
Figure 1 The Research Framework

Architectural marketing capabilities

Comprehensiveness

Firm Performance

2.1 Comprehensiveness
Similar to other control systems, MPMS also emphasizes the “comprehensiveness” of
marketing performance measures. Marketing scholars note that in order to fully capture
marketing performance, firms need to use multiple and interrelated marketing metrics (e.g.,
output, input, financial, non-financial) to reflect marketing strategies and reveal causal
relationships. Therefore, marketing metrics are used as an effective tool to link marketing
measurement practices to business strategies.
Most scholars favour the idea that a comprehensive marketing performance
measurement system is beneficial to firms. The multiple measures provide various sets of
feedback and environmental information, e.g., customer preference information, market
changes and competitor information, to firms. The information is valuable because it
increases firms’ market knowledge and aids in decision making, thus ultimately
influencing firm performance (Homburg et al., 2012; Morgan et al., 2002).
In addition, according to the strategy-focused organization (SFO) theory, MPMSs are
introduced as an effective tool to translate marketing strategy into operational objectives
and measurable targets (Kaplan & Norton, 2001), thus achieving strategic alignment
between marketing performance measurement practices and firm strategies. Therefore,
firms will benefit from a comprehensive MPMS because it enhances firms’ ability to
formulate and implement marketing strategies.
The causal models describe the cause and effect within marketing-relevant parts of
the value chain, which provide valuable information for decision making and
organizational communication (Malina & Selto, 2001). Therefore, comprehensive
measures also help employees better understand and clarify their roles, leading to superior
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staff related performance (Burney & Widener, 2007). These analysis leads to the following
proposition:
Proposition 1: A comprehensive MPMS is positively related with firm performance.
2.2 Architectural Marketing Capability
Architectural marketing capabilities are conceptualized as the planning-related
capabilities that are involved in selecting strategic marketing objectives (Morgan, 2012)
and implementing-related capabilities that are associated with the achievement of
marketing strategies (Morgan, 2012). Architectural marketing capabilities require firms to
gather information from the environment for the development and implementation of
marketing plans (Morgan et al., 2003).
Regarding the relationships between MPMS and architectural marketing capabilities,
the SFO theory (Kaplan & Norton, 2001) well explains the effects of MPMS on marketing
strategy implementation and formulation. SFO model argues that the comprehensive
measurement system contributes to firm performance through five possible sources: (1) the
translation of marketing strategy into operational terms, (2) the alignment of various
processes and units of an organization, (3) the top management support for the system, (4)
the implication of employees in the implementation of the system, (5) the introduction of
strategy as a continuous process. When MPMS is used to monitor marketing performance
and focus attention, marketing strategy is translated and communicated through the
hierarchy of the organization. As a result, all levels and units can understand marketing
strategy, which leads to better marketing implementation.
From a knowledge-based perspective, market knowledge generated by MPMS is
found to be positively related to both marketing planning and implementation capabilities
(Homburg et al., 2012; Morgan et al., 2003). Under an export venture context, Morgan et
al. (2003) provide empirical evidence supporting the positive role of market-related
informational knowledge and architectural marketing capabilities. Morgan et al. (2012)
further point out that market knowledge can be translated or transformed to marketing
planning and implementation 4 capabilities through accumulated environmental learning
and the development of organizational routines. Since MPMS enables firm to collect,
analyse and interpret information more effectively and on a regular basis, this study
suggests that MPMS leads to better marketing planning capability.
In this regard, given that MPMS enables firms to fully explore and analyse the
information embedded in marketing measures, this study posits that MPMS influences
marketing implementation capability. Therefore, this study formulates the following
proposition:
Proposition 2: MPMSs are positively related to firms’ architectural marketing
capabilities.
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Previous studies argue that architectural marketing capabilities contribute to firm
performance by directing the coordination needed to ensure that specialized marketing
capabilities, e.g., pricing capability and communication capability, are implemented
effectively (Vorhies et al., 2010). The argument has been supported by empirical studies
in which the positive associations between architectural marketing capabilities and
different types of firm performance have been explored and supported in different contexts
(Morgan et al., 2003; Vorhies et al., 2010). For example, marketing planning and marketing
implementation capabilities are found to positively influence market effectiveness and
market profitability (Vorhies et al., 2010), adaptive performance (Morgan et al., 2003),
relative performance compared to competitors (White et al., 2003), and customer-centric
performance (O’Cass et al., 2012). These studies are in line with the argument that
architectural marketing capabilities are the key drivers of firm performance (Day, 1994;
Morgan, 2012).
Therefore, in line with the existing literature, the study supports the positive
relationship between architectural marketing capabilities and firm performance and
proposes the following:
Proposition 3: The architectural marketing capabilities are positively associated with
firm performance.
Proposition 4: The architectural marketing capabilities mediate the relationship
between MPMS and firm performance.
3. Implications and Conclusions
The model has applied the RBV theory to explain the variance in firm performance in
the marketing performance measurement literature. As such, the model has some important
implications for researchers and practitioners.
3.1 Theoretical implications
Whether a comprehensive MPMS is better than a partial one has been a heated topic
in the marketing management literature, this piece of work contributes to the discussion by
revealing how a comprehensive MPMS is beneficial to firm performance. The research
model attempts to look at how a comprehensive MPMS is associated with firm
performance and how these linkages are mediated by marketing capabilities.
While scholars have been trying to explore the rationale behind which marketing
performance measurement system drives firm performance, less attention has been paid
regarding how MPMS is used to enhance firms’ capability in ways that can help improve
firms’ ability to make strategic plans and carry out these plans. Thus, the mediating effect
of architectural marketing capability in the MPMS-performance linkage is a significant
contribution to the marketing performance measurement literature.
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3.2 Managerial implications
The study has important implications for managers to consider how 5 they should
design MPMS to make sure “what gets done gets measured” and “what gets measured also
gets done”. On the one hand, the framework explicates which specific attributes of a
comprehensive MPMS may be more influential in improving firm performance. On the
other hand, it provides a rationale for how a comprehensive MPMS leads to superior firm
performance by building up architectural marketing capabilities, which provides managers
with insight into how to operate MPMS for internal strategy making and implementation
processes.
3.3 Conclusions
Developing a good understanding of how MPMS is related to firm performance is a
crucial task for both academics and practitioners. The framework applies resource-based
view to the marketing performance measurement literature in an effort to provide an
integrated framework linking MPMS and firm performance through a capabilitydevelopment lens. This study opens a new angle to understand how a comprehensive
MPMS contributes to superior firm performance through the mediating effect of
architectural marketing capabilities.
*Note: This is a research in progress paper. The authors are collecting quantitative data at the current stage.
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A Research on Channel Conflict’s Types and Solution
Choice—Channel Relationship Strength Perspective
Sisi Huang, Chuncheng Li
(Huazhong Agricultural University, Wuhan, Hubei, 430070)

ABSTRACT
Because of the inevitable conflict between channel members, it has important
value to explore the conflict resolution mode. The research discusses the relationship
between attitude response, conflict types and its’ solve measurement, and the
intermediary effect of channel members’ relation strength. The study found that:
different types of channel conflict, the attitude of channel members and intends to
solve in different ways, functional conflict occurs, tend to adopt negotiation mode; the
strength of the relationship between channel members is different, the face of the
conflict to be taken to solve the different ways, strong relations tend to adopt
negotiation mode, weak relationships tend to take hard solution; conflict attitude and
reaction time of channel members is different, the methods for solving different ways;
resistance characteristics of the channel members tend to take hard way, compromise
type traits of the channel members tend to adopt negotiation mode.
Keywords: Channel conflict, solution Choice, relationship strength

1. Theoretical background
According to the definition of Zhuang Guijun (2004) about channel conflict
which refers that a channel members are aware of the other channel members to
obstruct or interfere with the efficient operation of their own goals or are engaged in
some kind of harm and threaten its interests, or to the detriment of their interests at the
expense of Get scarce resources activities.
Renowned marketing experts Stern and Gorman (1969) first proposed the
discussion of the nature of the conflict of marketing channels, "When we put the
marketing channels as a social system, channel members constitute an interdependent
network. Any channel members action will affect the interests of other members of
this interdependence is the basis of the actual channel conflict arising. "Channel
conflict is a system that they believe the process of change, including members of the
task environment and changes in the nature of conflict has two different: the
devastating conflict and constructive conflict, channel members have to depend on
each other, but they inevitably have to compete with each other and even conflict.
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Relationships are one of two or more parties have taken place between the
affected person to person through contact or a contact formed "psychological
connection" (Li Miao, 2001); a "practical activities in the real world through
exchanges and the formation of a psychological relationship between human beings
(including cognition, emotion) and the corresponding behavior "(Yue Guoan, Wang
Xiaoxia, Wang New, 2002). Chinese people do business is very particular about
personal relationships, for reasons both cultural aspects, but also the legal and
institutional aspects. Therefore, when exploring the marketing channel conflict
Chinese enterprises must consider the role played by human relationships.
Stern and El-Ansry (1992) think that "the motivation behind channel alliance is
to improve channel marketing value or reduce the total cost of the channel, thereby
improving the performance of the channel." Kevin (2004) believes the behavior of
conflict management should be divided into confrontational handling behavior,
inclusive behavior and cooperative behavior handle processing behavior. Jong (2004)
put that the channel conflict solution can be divided into five categories: Exit conflict,
compromise, forced, smooth, problem solving, and the consequences of the link
between the five conflict handling and conflict closely. Zhou Xiaolian and Zhuang
Guijun etc. are considered "Relationship marketing is an effective way to prevent
harmful channels channel conflict, and proposed and summarized the commonly used
channel conflict specific solutions: problem-solving method, method of persuasion,
bargaining law and the law of third-party intervention (Zhou Xiaolian, Zhuang
Guijun, 2004). "
Through the review of some literature we could discover that domestic and
foreign scholars go further for more in-depth study of channel conflict, but also
provides a solution to channel conflict and measures some specific ideas, but the
current studyV are more concentrated in the channels causes, effects and solutions.
Such as less explain in how to target to reduce the negative effects of devastating
conflict, or play a constructive and positive role conflict, affecting the value of
channel conflict studies in business management. Secondly, the current study
explored the phenomenon of conflict directly from the cause of conflict and then
select the solution of the research for the study of conflict and its solution provides an
analysis of ideas, but this study ignores the dynamic evolution path and channel
conflict occurred the complexity of the act itself, but according to the immediate
attitudes or reactions and actual interpersonal mediating role of channel members, and
then discuss how to take the most appropriate solution, this is another useful analysis
ideas, but also more in line with emphasis on relationships, market irregularities the
Chinese channel context.
2. Research design and hypothesis
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2.1 Research design
Our analysis tries to explain the following questions: (1) With different types of
channel conflict, what is the difference about the attitude between the channel
members to be taken to solve the problems? (2) With the strength of the relationship
between members of different channels, what is the differences of the way to be taken
in the face of conflict? (3) Giving to the different conflict attitudes and reactions of
the different channel members, is there any difference the way they have taken?
Our analysis was designed a model to aim at "the nature of corporate marketing
channel conflict influence on solving approach". It covers the basic ideas and research
relevant variables involved in Figure 1.



The relationship:



The type of channel conflict:
Constructive conflict
Destructive conflict

Strong relationship
Weak relationship


H1          

H2
H3



Solutions:
Mild negotiation
Rigid solution

The attitudes and reactionsφ



Resistance
Concession
Disappointment


Figure 1: The conception model and analysis framework of "nature of the conflict the solution"
Our analysis chooses channels as the original variable nature of the conflict,
explore the attitudes and the impact or change the channel members in the main
conflict in the face of the different nature of the two kinds of channels, while adding
the mediating variables relationships, to discuss the change of the attitude of a
tendency between different strength of relationship of the choice of solving the
conflicts, regarding the solution as the final the dependent variable. The study set two
conflict situations (functional conflict or constructive conflict) as well as the close
relationship between the two different degrees experiment (strong relationship, weak
relationship).a) under the same conflict situations, measuring subjects' attitude
response and conflict between different relationship intensity of solution choices,
whether analyze the relationship between the intensity can significantly affect the
subjects of conflict resolution mode selection; b) under the same relationship intensity
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conflict situations whether it significantly affect the subjects of conflict resolution
mode selection; c) For further measurements, holding different conflict reaction
outlook or attitude will lead to the subjects of conflict resolution change. Designed as
2 * 2 different scenarios, each combination was investigating 100 subjects (members
represent channels) experiment.
Table1φCrosstab between Experiment Environment, Channel Conflict and
Relationship
The degree of relationship
type

Dimension

total
strong

weak

Experimental

Constructive conflict

100

100

200

situation

Destructive conflict

100

100

200

total

200

200

200

2.2 Hypothesis
Hypothesis 1㸸 With different types of channel conflict, channel members would
have different attitudes and solutions to be taken.
H1a 㸸 When functional conflict happens, the members tend to take mild
negotiations to solve the conflict.
H1b㸸When the devastating conflicts happen, the members tend to take a rigid
solution.
According to Philip Kotler's classic study conclusions and Zhuang Guijun’
conclusions about channel conflicts that destructive conflict compared to functional
conflicts, conflicts often involve substantial conflicts of interest, with a "zero sum
game" feature; in marketing practice, destructive conflict is often difficult to reach an
agreement between the parties through consultation communicate, their solutions tend
to resort to legal or arbitration. Therefore, we propose hypotheses 1.
Hypothesis 2㸸
㸸With the strength of the relationship being different, channel
members tend to take different solutions.
H2a: Channel members tend to get Negotiation communication with strong
relationship.
H2b: Channel members tend to take rigid solutions with weak relationship.
Previous studies have shown that the relationship between channel members can
reduce the frequency and intensity of conflict between them. According to
preliminary interviews and empirical observation, if there is a good working
relationship and channel relationships, even among members of the violent clashes
occurred channel conflicts, the two sides have smooth communication channels, to
commence negotiations and consultations; and if the relationship have low intensity
conflict , the benefit party are often cynical and does not consider the feelings of the
injured party, but attributed the reasons to other causes of the conflict such as
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environment, force majeure, etc., they do not take the attitude of cooperation and
consultation in resolving the conflict. On this basis, the proposed hypothesis 2.
Hypothesis 3: Channel members who uphold the response or attitudes toward
different conflict, their solutions will be different.
H3a: The channel members who are resistant tend to take a rigid solution.
H3b: Channel members who are compromise tend to take mild negotiations.
The channel members are different from each other in market, with different
businessmen believe in the philosophy and the concept of conflict so their attitudes
are not the same reaction, some channel members have insisted that the face of the
conflict we should argue, and hold that kindness people are more easily being bullied"
and some also hold that" doing business with harmony and for your gas to make
money together". There are all kinds of ideas in channel members' attitudes and
perceptions about the tendency of the channel conflicts. Combined with previous
studies, our study proposes hypothesis H3.
3 Data Collection
In this paper, the questionnaire has been set up based on the real case,
"Nanchang department store events", and with business channel conflict scenario
occurring simulation which we designed, basing on the collection and collation of
information on a large number of domestic and foreign literature and combining with
relevant experts’ advice and recommendations, we have referenced existing literature
mature attitude Likert scale and designed two different structures conflict scenario
simulations.
Before the official start of the draft questionnaire survey, we have conducted a
pilot study of 20 MBA students to understand the following discussion of issues and
improve the comprehensive expert opinion to determine the final questionnaire. Due
to be subjected to the experimental methods and the difficulty of inviting real working
channel members to participate in the experimental, we have surveyed with MBA
graduate and undergraduate students for marketing research object, and carry out
simulations and scale investigation under controlled conditions. We distribute 114
copies of the questionnaire and get the ultimate recovery of 100 complete copies of
valid questionnaires.
In order to understand the general characteristics of the sample for a more
realistic and reasonable data to explain the Channel conflict influence attitudes toward
nature produce different reactions of channel members, at the same time we’d better
take the strength of the relationships between channel members into account to
discuss whether an impact on the attitude of the orientation of the channel members,
and to explore which factor more tend to be consider with conflict solutions of
between channel members. This paper mainly uses different kinds of analysis of the
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data methods such as descriptive analysis, statistical reliability and validity testing and
factory analysis.
4. Empirical Analysis
4.1 Reliability and validity test
Consistency and reliability test: After screening samples, it shows t each sample
questions of the same scale of approval or disapproval of the responses with no
conflicts, differences and singular value. Reliability test showed that Cronbach of the
Variable of the members' attitudes to conflicts and the relationship and the solutions
was 0.705, while the overall scale reliability was 0.702. Taking into account the
number of questions of this study which may cause low reliability by excluding
questions of scale is little. So there may be actual sampling error and in studies that
we also think 0.7 is in the acceptable range.
Stability Analysis: by comparing the measured values of the scale of previous 20
survey questionnaires with formal research questions of the questionnaire, one by
analysis of variance and pairwise comparison, there was no significant difference
between before and after all the variables, so that proved the display has a higher scale
questionnaire stability.
It loads rotation matrix composition of each question item displayed in Table 2,
FAC1 that appears absolute larger coefficients value are: title 9 (I must retaliate with
who had violated my interest , otherwise I would be bullied next time), title 4 (good
people are always more easily being bullied by others, I must be ready to fighting to
do business with others), title 2 (B' behavior is out of order, I have to stop cooperation
and ready to take retaliatory behavior), title 7 ( disappointed and to wait for a
favorable opportunity to make counter preparations), according to the representatives
of the significance variables, the mood of channel members have been very intense,
you must select the tit for tat or immediately take measures to protect their own
interests against the behavior; FAC1_1 represents a resistance factor, the title
2,4,7,9have higher degree of identity ("1" means strongly agree in table). The sample
is representative of its members belong to the channel resistance-type qualities, this
type of channel members always advocates argue when facing conflict.
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Table 2: Rotated Component Matrix
option

FAC1

title(9)

0.785

title(4)

0.768

title(2)

0.712

title(7)

0.590

component
FAC2

title(1)

0.732

title(3)

0.683

title(10)

0.591

title(8)

0.461

title(6)

FAC3

0.811

Note: The extraction method - the main ingredient; rotation method: a Kaiser standardized orthogonal
rotation method. Rotation after five iterations convergence; omitted load smaller questions of
measurement.

The larger absolute coefficients values in FAC2 are: title 1(doing business with
harmony, try not to damage the relationship at last), title 3(to make concessions on the
issue of non-principle in order to fight for the greater good on key issues), title 10
(to avoid conflict on the strong opponent, otherwise it is difficult to do business in the
future), title 8 (it not continues struggle as good as we chose to withdraw), these four
variables represent the attitude of channel members who choose to avoid
compromising towards the channel conflicts, but still have some hopes for a favorable
change in the future cooperation so that it will be named FAC2_1 as a concession
factor. Title 1, 3,6,10 have higher acceptance in the sample of scale, these channel
members' traits are compromised.
The larger absolute coefficients values in FAC3 are: title 6 (relationship built is
not easy, but if not change in the future, there is no sense to continue to cooperate).
title 7(very disappointed, ready waiting for the opportunity to stop cooperate, but
nothing to do with friendship) and so on, these variables represents the channel
members cooperate fully with the current concession, to a large extent has resulted in
disappointment on the cooperation and is likely to ready to stop cooperation in the
future, it will be named FAC3_1 as a disappointment factor. Title 8 have higher
acceptance in the sample of scale that channel members are disappointed, expressed
frustration on the conflict, but had no choice but to find a suitable way.
4.2 Factory analysis
4.2.1 The factory of the channels members' attitudes and reactions
The value of KMO and Bartlett's test is 0.678, nearly reached the requirements of
factory analysis; the observation Bartlett statistic is 230.311which is less than
significant level of 0.05, indicating that there are significant room questions of
relevance. So it is appropriate to use factor analysis with this question.
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The questions 1-10 of scale represent the views and attitudes of the conflict
channel members, through factory analysis and max variance rotation method to
extract the first three component eigenvalues that are greater as a common factor,
which is focused on three factors 60.0% of the total variance, respectively
explained25.5%, and 19.8%, 14.739%of the total variance and in line with the
common factor in the selection criteria. At the same time, by testing further
eigenvalues scree plot, it also shows the three factors that are appropriate.
4.2.2 The factory of channel member conflict solution
The questions 11-16 of Scale is reflected the solutions to be taken to resolve the
conflict or the behavior tendencies by channel members in the face of the channel
conflicts. By KMO and Bartlett's test and the correlation between the test subject, it
shows the scale data KMO test value 0.727, indicating that there are significant room
questions of relevance; Bartlett’s Test of sphericity observation statistic is 132.1,
corresponding probability P is close to 0, it should reject the null hypothesis that there
is a significant difference, so using factory analysis for the channel members
questions of conflict resolution is appropriate.
All the main components of the total variance of the original variables explain
the situation, and this analysis extracted the first two components of a common factor
that eigenvalues greater than 1 as these two factors focus on the 60.3% of the total
variance and explained respectively36.8%, 23.452% of the total variance, it is in line
with the common factor of the selection criteria. At the same time, it also shows the
two factors are taken appropriate by testing further eigenvalues scree plot.
It loads and rotational component output rotation matrix in Table 3. FAC4 factor
that appears absolute larger coefficient value are: title (11) (for the common good,
to discuss bilateral friendly cooperation in the interests of the business and
distribution program), title (12) (to find other person or authority and trust of the
parties to the mall in charge of coordination and management), title (13) (by
persuading B to accept cooperation program), title (16) (To find each in consultation
with sincerity impress each other to achieve equality of negotiations), according to the
representatives of the significance of variables that means through persuasion and
communication to mediate the conflict, to achieve continued cooperation, it represents
the negotiation FAC4 communication factor.
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Table 3: Rotated Component Matrix
option

component
FAC4

title (11)

0.752

title (12)

0.691

title (16)

0.656

title (13)

0.566

FAC5

title (15)

0.796

title (14)

0.609

Note: The extraction method - the main ingredient; rotation method: a Kaiser standardized orthogonal rotation
method. Rotation after five iterations convergence; omitted load smaller questions of measurement.

The larger absolute values in FAC5 of coefficients are: title (14) (to seek
arbitration and judicial institutions to intervene just settlement), title (15) (using other
cooperation forced B to participate in the negotiations to make concessions), which
mainly represents the use of two variables judicial authority or the means and ways to
solve tough problems, factor FAC5 will be named as rigid solutions.
4.3 Hypothesis test
4.3.1 Types of conflict and solution selection
According to hypothesis H1 (With different types of channel conflict, channel
members would have different attitudes and solutions to be taken), this paper adopted
by ANOVA and paired sample mean test with two different types of conflict
situations for subjects' solutions (excluding the impact of the strength of the
relationship); The analysis method is to analyze the mean difference between the two
conflict situation group.
The results show that Scenario 1 (constructive conflict) and Scenario 2
(destructive conflict), the mean of the subjects who take "negotiation of
communication" to resolve the conflict was 2.050 and 2.270; that means the subjects
who were tested for take "negotiation communication 'willingness to resolve the
conflict and the tendency is high when dealing with constructive conflict, and it has
showed a significant difference in paired samples test. Therefore, we could assuming
that H1a was proved correct.
Similarly, with Scenario 1 and Scenario 2, the mean of relevant subjects who
take "rigid solution" to resolve the conflict is 2.943 and 2.838; that means the
difference of subjects who take "hard solution" to solve conflicting is not absolute and
it is closer to 3 under the same relationship intensity ("3" indicates no significant
attitude). That puts, no whether facing with constructive or destructive conflict, the
subjects choose to tend to ambiguous attitude, neither satisfied to take negotiations to
resolve communication (in fact, the past study and interviews confirmed that there is
no consultation space in destructive conflict), and they are reluctant to adopt rigid
solution, but in the middle of them. So, H1b is not proved correct.
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Table 4: Mean and Standard Deviation of Paired-Samples
Solution

Relationship

Mean

standard deviation

SE Mean

Mild negotiation

Situation 1

2.050

0.596

0.042

Mild negotiation

Situation 2

2.270

0.607

0.043

Rigid solution

Situation 1

2.943

0.723

0.051

Rigid solution

Situation 2

2.838

0.842

0.060

Table 5: Paired-Samples T Test
Solution

Situation

Mean

standard
deviation

SE
Mean

t

Mild negotiation

Situation1-2

-0.22

0.605

0.043

-5.139

0.001**

Rigid solution

Situation1-2

0.105

0.920

0.065

1.615

0.319

Sig.(Bilateral)

H1 partially substantiated; Specifically, participants were more inclined to take
the negotiation of communication when dealing with constructional conflict; the
hypothesis of the subjects tend to assume a rigid solution when dealing with
devastating conflicts has not been confirmed.
4.3.2 Strength of Relationship and solution
For H2 (With the strength of the relationship being different, channel members
tend to take different solutions), we adopted ANOVA and paired sample mean
analysis to test solutions by subjects between the two different types of relationship;
the method is to analyze the mean difference between the two groups in their
solutions for different relationship.
Table 6: Mean and Standard Deviation of Paired-Samples
Mild negotiation

strong

2.094

standard
deviation
0.554

Mild negotiation

strong

1.963

0.685

0.049

Rigid solution

weak

2.390

0.769

0.054

Rigid solution

weak

2.755

0.723

0.051

Solution

Relationship

Mean

SE Mean
0.039

The results showed that both the mean of the different relationship of subjects to
take "negotiation of communication" to resolve the conflict was 2.094 and 1.963, and
the values with tendency to take the wishes of rigid solutions are 2.390 and
2.755;which explain that when a conflict occurs, as the two sides are more likely to
take the negotiation of communication with "strong relationship"; on the contrary,
both sides are more inclined to adopt a rigid solution with "weak ties", and the result
of paired sample test showed that it has a significant difference. So H2a, H2b are
proved correct.
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Table 7: Paired-Samples T Test
standard
deviation

Solution

Situation

Mean

Mild negotiation

Situation1-2

-0.131

0.639

Rigid solution

Situation1-2

0.365

0.981

SE Mean

t

Sig.(Bilateral

0.045

2.905

0.004**

0.069

5.083

0.000**

4.3.3 Attitude or reaction and solution
For H3 (Channel members who uphold the response or attitudes toward different
conflict, their solutions will be different), we have analyzed different attitudes of
conflict-related reactions and solutions that the subjects were going to take to; the test
methods is testing correlation between variables of attitude and reaction with
conflicts.
Table 8: correlation analysis
situation

relationship

Attitude and solution of
conflict

correlation Sig.(Bilateral)

Resistance-rigid solution

0.188**

0.008

Constructive conflict

weak
weak

concession-mild negotiation

0.373**

0.001

Constructive conflict

strong

Resistance-rigid solution

0.214**

0.008

Constructive conflict

strong

concession-mild negotiation

0.209*

0.033

Destructive conflict

weak

Resistance-rigid solution

0.287**

0.002

*

0.040

**

0.001

0.193**

0.006

Constructive conflict

Destructive conflict
Destructive conflict
Destructive conflict

weak
strong
strong

concession-mild negotiation
Resistance-rigid solution
concession-mild negotiation

0.165
0.431

The results show: under different conflict situations (constructive conflict and
destructive conflict), with a different strength of relationship (strong or poor), channel
members who have rebellious traits tend to take a rigid solution, some who are
compromise tend to take mild negotiation with each other, so H3a and H3b are proved
correct. The correlation coefficient between them as shown in Table 8.
5. The conclusions
With different types of channel conflict, channel members would have different
attitudes and solutions to be taken, when functional conflict happens, the members
tend to take negotiations communication to solve the problem, When the devastating
conflicts happen, the members tend to take a rigid solution. Compared to functional
conflict, it is considered destructive conflict often involve substantial interest with a
"zero sum game" feature in Western classical marketing literature; while in marketing
practice, it is often difficult to communicate through negotiation between the parties
to make an agreement when dealing with destructive conflict, so that the solution is
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often to resort to legal department or arbitration. However, in our study, this
hypothesis to take affect solution to dealing with devastating conflict has not been
confirmed. Chinese people advocating "harmonious literature "may be one of the
reasons, so they first adopted a mild negotiation way, rigid solutions would be last
option to be considered.
With the strength of the relationship being different, channel members tend to
take different solutions which illustrate there is some certain adjustable work with the
good relationship between the channel members of both parties when taking a
possible solution. They tend to take the rigid way when existing a weak relationship,
but make a mild negotiation with strong relationship, that has Confirmed the inference
before the interview: when a conflict occurs, if there is a good channel relationships,
even among members with the violent clashes, both sides have smooth
communication channels and negotiated settlement will, in addition, because of the
conflicting parties have the sensibilities and based on continued cooperation in the
future, and leave room dealing with the conflict ;otherwise if the relationship is little
poor, the one who are often cynical side benefit will not consider the feelings of the
injured party, but will attribute conflicts to environment, force majeure factors or
other reasons, and always do not take collaborative approach in negotiations to
resolve the conflict.
Under a comprehensive comparison of different conflict situations and different
relationships, the channel members' attitudes, reactions and solutions to be taken are
different, specifically. The channel members who are resistant tend to take a rigid
solution and channel members who are compromise tend to take mild negotiations.
But our research has not confirmed the conclusion about which solution the
disappointed channel members would like to take, these channel members may be
disappointed that their solutions are not included in this study and take other conflict
resolution methods out of our options (such as complain? Or stop cooperation?), it
deserves further study.
6. Management Revelation
The nature of corporate marketing channel conflicts determines the reaction
attitude of channel members, while the intervening variable of relationships also
significantly affect the attitudes of channel members and ready to take the solutions, it
obviously tempers intense reaction. given the good relationships makes channel
members tend to compromise and gentle solutions, so that exchange for the possibility
of further cooperation.at the same time, the harmonious future cooperation also
depends on the degree of cooperation between the two sides, if the conflict evolved
into a more severe degree of destructive conflict, and then the attitude of the channel
members is more likely to change to resist revenge, finally both of them get
unprofitable till the bitter end. Therefore, the enterprises can properly determine the
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attitude or reaction of channel members according to the nature of the internal and
external channel conflict, following this idea to take appropriate and effective
solutions.
Therefore, in one sense, channel members should not only focus on the interests
of the rich intersection of bilateral business cooperation, through joint efforts to
expand the market share of products to share interests; but also should pay more
attention to deep relationships between channels members who can transform the role
of equitable business partners into the mutually supportive friend, this change can not
only effectively reduce the likelihood of conflict, and also helps to take better solution
to resolve all the conflicts.
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Appendixφ
The nature of enterprise channel conflict and solution questionnaire
Situation1: In a large department store, A Brand B Brand suppliers and suppliers often have
unpleasant negotiations and arguments due to product overlap and intersection in and
procurement logistics business, both sides are aware this unharmonious situation which cannot
be a vicious cycle to continue, but both of them hope to account for dominance let the other
compromises in business. In fact, the two sides have been part of the business under the
cooperation, there is no overlap of business, but if cooperation can be achieved cost-sharing,
risk-sharing.
 6WURQJO\ $JUHH           *HQHUDOO\ $JUHHG         1R REYLRXV $WWLWXGH
 /LWWOH'LVDJUHH 6WURQJO\'LVDJUHH
ᵒᷛIf you are one of suppliers, and B is responsible people you don't know, think about the
followings.
WLWOH
The attitudes in Conceptions and Solutions




  doing business with harmony, try not to damage relationship at last 



  B' behavior is out of order, I have to stop cooperation and ready to 



take retaliatory behavior.
  To make concessions on the issue of non-principle in order to fight 



for the greater good on key issues.
  Good people are always more easily being bullied by others, I must 



be ready to fighting to do business with others.
  Continue to wait for each other to make concessions, but the good 



cooperation with the Party is undermine preparations.
  If so long struggle continues, as we chose to withdraw.
















 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To be disappointed and to wait for a favorable opportunity to make
counter preparations.
Relationship built is not easy, but if not change in the future, there is
no sense to continue to cooperate.
I must retaliate with who had violated my interest, otherwise I
would be bullied next time.
To avoid conflict with too strong opponents, otherwise it is difficult
to do business in the future.
for the common interest, to discuss bilateral friendly cooperation in
the interests of the business and distribution program
To find other person or authority and trust of the parties to the mall
in charge of coordination and management.
By persuading B to accept cooperation program.
To seek arbitration and judicial institutions to intervene just
settlement.
Using other cooperation to forced B to make concessions in
participating in the negotiations.
To find each in consultation with sincerity impress each other to
achieve equality of negotiations.
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ᵓᷛIf you are a supplier, but you and the supplier Party Leader have a
relationship, which will you choose?
WLWOH
The attitudes in Conceptions and Solutions

  Basing on friendship, make concession for harmony to build deeper 
and more long-term friendship and cooperation.
  Once a friend conflicts with interest, even though the results may not 
have to negotiate with him, I won't continue to cooperate with him.
  Kindness people is always easily being bullied, doing business must 
be ready to fight with people which are even friends.
  Leave yourself to consider the interests of friends so that to yield.

  As a friend, it seems that the need to make some preparations to fight 
is more urgent.
  But as friends are more important, I should immediately stop 
cooperation and be ready to take retaliatory behavior.
  Very disappointed, waiting for an opportunity to stop cooperation, 
but nothing to do with friendship.
  Just for friendship to concession.

  Regardless of friendship, someone who violate my interest must be 
retaliate, otherwise there will happen next.
  On the non-principle issues, I can compromise to coordinate friends. 
  In order to maintain good relations with each other, friendly discuss 
the cooperation scheme on business of the benefits.
  Finding the other for consultations to impress each other with 
sincerity to achieve equality bargaining.
  Depending the friendship by the other, induces B to participate in the 
negotiations to make concessions.
  Cooperation with interests, to seek arbitration and judicial 
institutions to join for a solution neglecting friendship.
  Find other trusted person in authority or the parties in shopping 
malls in charge to such things.
  Through a separate meeting with B to convince him with the 
cooperation program.

good personal



























































































































Situation2: A comprehensive department store chain that has been established for some years
and completed reform, well-know in the city's business community has a "leader" status
sitting on the center of the state-owned commercial joint-stock, is the first choice for many
local consumers to shopping. With the expansion mall of the west branch, the various costs
and expenses increased , so that the manager of the mall make a "treaty"in the for all
suppliers , in addition to the high fees before existing, each supplier have to paid promotional
fees 700 yuan which does not actually exist per month , and 300 yuan of new display fees,
bar charges 500 yuan and festivals "deduction" 300 yuan costs . Now, if you are one of the
brand suppliers.
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ᵔᷛIf you do not know the store manager in this market, but for this treaty, What would you
do?
RSWLRQ The attitudes in Conceptions and Solutions




  Accept it because the giant shopping malls are always to be so.




  Business is as a war which must be ready to fight in the end with




a bargain.
  Even only weak force, I will be fight for my interest even if it




need to Litigate.
  After all it is the leader mall, try to avoid conflict, otherwise it is




difficult to do business in the future here.
  There will be other evacuation terms, I would be better prepared




to withdraw.
  Another location will result in the conversion costs higher, just




accepted for the present time.
  Where there is oppression, where there is resistance, combine




with other big brand suppliers to quit together.
  Thanks to the higher population, I had to pay for long-term




profit.
  Even if it would not be a good result in negotiations, the malls




gets more interest, to make good preparation to leave.
  The giant mall has always gotten big interest, even non a little




room for redemption.
  Threat the evacuation of the mall to negotiate and bargain for




the best interests.
  Convince the manager of the mall to improve the terms and




reduce costs and make concession for both.
  In conjunction with other brands suppliers to boycott the mall




and report the conflict to the local industrial and commercial
bureau.
  In order to maintain good relations, the two sides friendly




negotiate to improve terms of program.
  Seek arbitration institutions intervene for a solution.




  Look for media to report overcharged treaty of the mall, and use




the mass media to force the mall withdrawal.

ᵕᷛ,I\RXDUHLQJRRGSULYDWHIULHQGVKLSZLWKWKHPDQDJHURIWKHPDOOZKDWZLOO\RX
FKRRVH"
RSWLRQ
The attitudes in Conceptions and Solutions




  If it is not a good friendship, I would revolt before, but now had




to first accept the terms.
  Neither family is in Business, nor in friendship, not to accept the




terms even if stop corporation.
  After that there will be other terms like this, or better prepared




to withdraw evacuation.
  To accept and continue to wait and see if it is possible to
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evacuate others to bring their own new turn.
On the crucial principle issues, the result is that we will continue
to suffer even if with negotiations.
Get angrier with the manager who is in charge of the mall, as a
friend, choose to leave the mall.
Just for friendship to concession to accept the term.
After all, the mall is leader and try to avoid conflict, otherwise it
is more difficult to do business in the future.
Based on long-term relationship, to accept the terms at the
present.
Regardless of friendship, someone who violate my interest must
be retaliate, otherwise there will happen next.
In order to maintain good relations with each other, friendly
discuss the cooperation scheme on business of the benefits.
In conjunction with other brands to boycott the mall and report
the matter to the local industrial and commercial bureau.
Separate meeting with the manager to convince the manager to
modify the treaty under the two sides retreating.
Seek arbitration institutions intervene for a solution.
Forcing the managers to change the treaty, otherwise quit.
Look for media to report overcharged treaty of the mall, and use
the mass media to force the mall withdrawal.
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ABSTRACT
The comprehension of the group consumption mode is the foundation of the grasping
of future community-based market. In this paper, the external environmental factors and
internal motivational factors impacting the group consumption are analyzed at first, and
then, nine characteristic dimensions of the group consumption behaviors are summarized
based on the current research literatures. With the two variables as the vertical and
horizontal coordinates, namely the group relationship intensity and consumption action
period, the group consumption mode is divided into four types, including the instrumentoriented, information-oriented, enjoyment-oriented and relationship-oriented, among
which, the relationship-oriented consumption mode reflects the ideal form of the group
loyalty, and it points out that consumption mode is dynamic, and it can evolve in two
approaches, including the product identification and relationship identification. Finally, the
marketing practice enlightenment is given.
Keywords: Group, consumption mode, dynamics, group loyalty
1. Introduction
No matter the academic circle or the business circle has been focusing on the group
consumption behaviors, for instance, the study and operation of consumption community,
brand community, etc. (Muñiz & O’guinn, 2001; McAlexander et al. 2002; Zhou Zhimin,
2005; Schau et al, 2009; Tsai et al, 2012; Thomas et al. 2013). However, many enterprises
are trying to establish communitis for offering such benefits to consumers as the
membership service, discount, etc. but fail to be stuck to consumers, for instance, the
membership system of the department store, auto club of some auto brands, etc. Many
members only join the community for temporary or even once, and it cannot form the
constant actions. It seems that enterprises fall into some sort of misunderstanding about the
group consumption mode.
On the other hand, the rapid development of social media gets consumers closer. The
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consumer power has already developed to be the group resource-based power from the
individual resource-based power (Labrecque, 2013), and consumers would take
consumption activities in group form, which has already become one of the daily
consumptions of the modern people, such as group purchase, relaxation, catering, activity,
tourism, crowd-funding, etc. No matter in the online or offline market, consumers have
presented the group trend. These connected consumers are changing the pattern of
commercial world, and more and more scholars have pointed out that the marketing focus
of the new age is to break the analysis unit of individual study, and study the consumption
behaviors from the group level (Cova, 1997; Bagozzi, 2000; Kuenzel & Musters, 2007;
Jafari et al. 2013).
Consumers in the new age have surpassed the role of consumers and developed
towards the more complete “human” with more spiritual pursuit. They are no longer the
“hunting object” of marketing strategy, but the leading role in consumption market,
creating unique consumption experience. Consumers no longer accept the market or the
community or identity created by the enterprise passively. New types of consumers are
more positive and active, with abundant knowledge and they love to gather in the circles
or communities formed by people of their own kind, and create unique consumption
experience (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2005; Kolter, 2011). Kolter (2011) pointed out that
the consumer circle / community was the footstone of future marketing. Godin (2008)
thought that consumers are more willing to stand with other consumers, instead of being
connected to the enterprise. Therefore, the support from consumer circle is the necessary
condition for the success of marketing. That is to say, the loyalty of group is a significant
topic in the sustainable development of new consumer age.
So how to gain the support from the consumption circle and the loyalty of group, the
comprehension of group consumption mode is the key to this problem. The consumption
mode is “a general summary of the standards and criterions followed by individual
consumers in certain social form, as well as the consumption features determined” (Li
Baoku, 2005). The group consumption mode shall be the standards followed by the group
consumption and the features of group consumption determined. At present, there are few
studies on the group consumption mode. In this paper, based on the previous studies, agents
impacting the group consumption mode shall be sorted out at first, and then, the division
of group consumption mode shall be discussed, and what are the consumption features in
different group consumption modes. The consumption mode may change due to the
influence factors; how different consumption models would evolve. Eventually, the
marketing revelations and future study expectations are given.
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2. Influence factors of the formation of group consumption mode
American scholar Boorstin paid attention to the problem of group consumption mode
at first, and he discovered that consumers would get together in the process of determining
what to consume and how to consume, and develop the relationship between individuals
on the basis of the groups in geographic sense. This consumption group may hold the same
consumption ideology or focus on the same products / service, and it was called the
“consumption community” by Boorstin. Afterwards, scholars proposed different types of
consumption communties, for instance consumption sub-culture (Schouten &
McAlexander, 1995), brand community (Muñiz & O’guinn, 2001), consumption tribe
(Cova & Cova, 2002). With the progress of internet and social media, the connection of
consumers develops from online to offline, and as a result a series of studies on the virtual
consumption community emerge (Hamilton & Hewer, 2010; O’Sullivan, 2010).
Meanwhile, the occurrence of new business mode endows the group consumption mode
with new expressive style, for instance, group purchasing (Jing & Xie, 2011), crowdfunding (Seog & Hyun, 2009), etc. these accumulated consumers gain the abilities of
gathering, transferring and planning all kinds of resources, and benefit the individuals and
distinct groups (Labrecque, 2013). Meanwhile, consumers have more executing power,
being faster in the information transmission and consumption actions, for instance, the
flash mob (Barnes, 2006). It can be seen that there are all kinds of forms of group
consumption, as well as diversified factors impacting the formation of group consumption
mode. In this paper, investigations are mainly conducted from two aspects, including the
internal factor and external factor.
2.1 External factor
The development of economic technology offers material support to the group
consumption. In agricultural society, the clustering of consumers is mainly reflected by the
upper class. Drinking and tea-tasting is a significant part of the noble class and celebrities
in China. People would gather to drink, taste tea and make poems, which has a far-reaching
impact on the wine culture and tea culture in Chinese consumer culture. The medieval
European nobility was fond of gambling, drinking and fighting due to the impact of
hedonism, and many public consumption facilities occurred, such as the pit, opera house,
etc. In the industrial society, the convenience of traffic instrument made the tourism as the
main mode of group leisure consumption. Thomas Cook organized the members of
alcoholic prohibition association to take trains for sight-seeing in 1841 for the first time,
and then organized people in joining several domestic or overseas travelling. After the 20th
century, the global economy developed rapidly, which turned the leisure consumption to
be the fashion of society and cultural trend, such as the bowling, skating, KTV, swimming,
etc. Family members and friends took part in the group consumption activities in more
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ways, and many consumers sharing the same interest and hobbies got together and form
the consumption community (Boorstin, 1974; Sun Chengzhi, 1999).
In the 21st century, the expansion of internet and social media technology turns the
original linear interaction among consumers to the network and socialization interaction.
They become the cooperators of enterprises in creating the value and consumption
significance, and sometimes even the united resistors (Kozinets et al. 2010). The two
technological factors change the interactive means of consumers: (1) Development of
source code in the openness and interaction of hardware; (2) Software support reflecting
the social exchange process (Labrecque et al., 2013). It offers diversified group activities
and communication platforms for consumers, such as Wechat group, virtual commnity, etc.
Consequently, group consumption is no longer limited to the offline, and it develops the
online group interaction platforms, such as the virtual brand community, game community,
etc. Meanwhile, the boundary of the online interaction and offline interaction is circulating
and can be transformed mutually. Therefore, the group consumption activities also evolve
to be the multi-channel interaction mode from the single offline activities, such as online
interaction, offline interaction and mixed interaction, as shown in Fig. 1. The mixed
interaction consists of two routes, namely the online-to-offline interaction, such as the selfdriving activities of Autohome club, and the offline-to-online interaction, for instance, the
Wechat agent-purchasing.

Online

O2O

Offline

Fig. 1 multi-channel interaction of group consumption
Social environment is another significant factor driving the clustering of consumers.
Maffesoli (1995) pointed out that at the end of the 20th century, western human society
entered the post-modernity from the modernity, and people are reflecting on the social
separation and sociality deficiency of individual life caused by the excessive individuality,
and as a result, the social aggregation actions began reversely with the tribe as the
foundation. The postmodern tribe consumers prefer achieving the significance of life
through the social connection formed by one or several groups, instead of through the
consuming behavior (Cova, 1997). In Chinese society, the circle culture provides fruitful
soil for the group consumption activities. As long as there are people, there would be
consumption, and as long as there are Chinese people, there would be circles. The
establishment, maintenance and reinforcement of social relationship and operation of
circles through consumption shall be a significant constituent part of the social life of each
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Chinese people. Many consumption activities of Chinese people are carried out in circles,
and the dinner party and entertainment, etc. are the common social contact means of the
cireles.
2.2 Internal factor
According to the sociology, there are two basic agents forming the social group. One
is that the group can satisfy the instrumental demand, and finish the work that cannot be
accomplished by individuals, so that individuals can gain more interest, for instance a
project team. The other is that the group can satisfy the emotional demand, and members
can gain the emotional support and opportunities of self-expression, for instance the circle
of friends (Poptun, 2007). Bagozzi (2002) investigated the determinants driving the
members participating in the virtual community. Based on the model of goal directed
behavior, two social influence factors, namely the social identity and group norm, are added.
Ellemers et al. (1999) pointed out the three dimensions included in social identity, namely
the cognition dimension, which is the cognition awareness of membership in social group,
and it is a kind of self-classification, emphasizing on the similarity of individuals and group
members, and the difference of non-group members; emotion dimension, namely
individual’s perception of group emotion relationship, and it is a kind of affective
commitment, in which individuals may produce intimacy and belonging sense with the
group and group members. Evaluation dimension, namely the evaluation of membership
value and significance, is the self-esteem out of the group identity. Bagozzi, et al. (2002)
summarized with empirical study that the three dimensions of social identity may impact
the intention of group participation. Subjective norm is the individual’s consideration of
doing or not doing something, and an individual’s subjective norm is determined by the
perception of others’ expectation and the following of others’ opinions (Fishbein & Ajzen,
1975; Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). People with subjective norm care about others’ opinions
and concepts, especially the important ones, as a result, they usually want to gain the
support and praise from others. When individuals take part in the group behavior, it aims
to follow other members’ expectation to gain awards or avoid punishment; there may be
the impact of subjective norm (Lascu & Zinkhan, 1999).
Dholakia et al. (2004) divided the motivation of joining the virtual community into
the group level and individual level based on the studies conducted by Bagozzi, et al.
(2002). The motivation of group level consists of the social identity and group norm, while
the motivation of individual level consists of: (1) Information motivation, it refers that
participants would gain and share information in the community. When gaining
information value from the community, the participants would contribute what they know
to the community, for instance, sharing experience, etc. (2) Instrumental motivation, it
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refers that participants would finish the specific tasks through group, for instance, solving
a certain problem, impacting other members to get them focus on a certain problem or
product, etc. (3) Social connection, it refers that participants can establish and maintain the
social relationship with others and gain social benefits by joining the community, for
instance, dispatching the sense of loneliness, gaining the sense of intimacy, looking for
like-minded partners, achieving friendship and social support (McKenna, 1999); (4) Social
intensification, it refers that participants would make contributions to the group and gain
the recognition from other members, so as to intensify and improve the status in community,
for instance, the labeling the star level of members with the contribution degree in the
virtual community; (5) Entertainment, it refers that participants would gain the pleasure by
playing new roles in the virtual community. Wang and Fesenmaier (2004) proposed four
kinds of participation profit with the virtual tourism community as the research object,
namely the functional profit, which mainly refer to the transaction, information collection,
resource exchange, etc.; social profit, which mainly refers to the relationship and
communication, sharing of knowledge and experience, offering of assistance and support,
etc. among members; psychological profit, which mainly refer to the sense of belonging in
the society, sense of identity and intimacy among members; entertainment profit, for
instance, the internal enjoyment brought by the entertainment new field, role playing.
Studies on the group participation motivation offer theoretical support to the
excavation of internal factors formed by the group consumption mode. The internal factors
also cover two levels, namely the group level and individual level. The group norm and
social identity is the motivation in the two group levels. Whyte (2012) discovered in the
study on a street gang in Italy that the group norm and traditional practices nearly control
all group behaviors, for instance, group members would gather in the same bar, and they
would take the same seat of the same desk. The impact of social identity on the consumer
cluster is reflected by the distinct cognition, affection and evaluation of individuals to the
group. Muñiz and O’Guinn (2001) found out that consumers of the same brand community
share the same values, which allow members to produce a strong sense of belonging to the
brand community, and even a kind of kinship. Seen from the individual level, the
consumption activities in group satisfy the consumers with the profit that cannot be gained
from individual consumption. In this paper, by referring to the views of Dholakia et al.
(2004), four kinds of individual motivation factors formed by the group consumption are
put forward, including the information motivation, namely the product information,
application experience, etc. gained from the sharing among consumers; instrumental
motivation, participating in the price discount that is exclusive to the group consumption
or consumption activity that can only be finished with other consumers, such as
crowdfunding, team game, sports, etc. social motivation, which refers to the establishment
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or maintenance of social relationship with other consumers in the group consumption, and
the intensification of friendship and emotional relationship; enjoyment motivation, which
refers to the joyful experience gained from the common consumption with other group
members.
3. Types of group consumption mode
3.1 Characteristic dimension of group consumption
The study on the consumption behaviors from the group level is mainly concentrated
in the brand community, consumption sub-culture, consumption tribe, etc. and these group
consumption forms are summarized into the category of consumption communities
(Thomas, 2013). However currently, scholars regard different consumption communities
as independent entities for study, without considering the differences and relations of these
group consumption entities (Canniford, 2011). In this paper, it is considered that the
analysis of group consumption mode shall clarify the characteristics of these consumption
entities, and 9 kinds of characteristic dimensions are extracted through the study of
domestic and overseas literatures about the group consumption.
Table 1: Characteristic dimension of group consumption
Characteristic dimension
Focus: if it is centered on the
brand, consumption action,
concept, emotion

Action cycle: time span of
the action

Group attraction: does the
mode attract small amount
of consumers or the masses

Barriers to entry: minimum
condition of participation
(Von Hippel, 2005) and
group greeting behavior
(Schau et al., 2009)
Communication channels:
participant interaction is
small offline clustering or
scattered online or the
combination of the two
(Wind et al., 2002)

Type and living examples
Brand-centered: Saab community (Muñiz & O’Guinn, 2001)
Action-centered: surfing community (Canniford, 2011)
Concept – centered: The Burning Man community (Kozinets,
2002)
Emotion-centered: Circle of friends
Temporary: flash mob (Barnes, 2006); crowd-funding, group
purchasing
Persistent: Apple Newton community, the product has already
exited the market but the community is still active(Muñiz &
Schau, 2005)
Small-crowd: simplicity communities, requiring consumers to
give up many luxuries (Cherrier, 2009)
Broad-crowd: The Tom Petty and Heartbreaker brand
community is a large group of consumers(Schau & Muñiz, 2007)
Low-threshold: only through online registration (Mathwick et
al., 2008)
High-threshold: Harley-Davidson Motor Club, requiring
substantial fund input (Schouten & McAlexander, 1995)
Exclusive: Porsche club, boasting rareness, making it difficult for
new members to gain official status in the club (Avery, 2007)
Appealing: develop the consumption group actively and
encourage the join of new members (Schau et al., 2009)
Aggregating type: circle of friends, interpersonal gathering
Dispersing type: crowdfunding, only interacting in network
environment
Mixed type: Hummer club, with offline gathering and online
network interaction (Luedicke et al., 2010)
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Market-orientation:
the
relation with enterprise is
cooperative, neutral or
opposite

Resource flow structure:
how
the
information
resource, social resource,
cultural
resource
and
economic resource flow to
the group, and in the group

Collaborative type: Harley-Davidson Motor Club and enterprise
launched all kinds of cooperation by focusing on the goals
(Schouten & McAlexander, 1995); the group purchasing shall
cooperate with target enterprise or the third party service of the
group purchasing website
Neutral type: Book club, members purchase the books of
enterprise, but enterprise seldom joins the book purchasing
activities of the club (Long, 2003)
Opposite type: The Community Supported Agriculture, opposing
all kinds of commercial activities of the mainstream business
entities (Thompson & CoskunerBalli, 2007)
One-way flow: consumers of association form the organization
similar to fans by focusing a certain particular people, led by a
leader, the resource would flow to the center, and there are few
resources flowing among members. It is also called the star
structure communiy(Fournier, 2009)
No-structural type: Fournier (2009) think that consumers sharing
the same attitude towards a certain consumption value or brand
may be like a party, with the same beliefs but few interactions.
Therefore, the resource flow is scattering, without a structure.
Network flow: there is a strong interaction between the members
of the community, and members may influence each other in
different ways.

Collective
sense
of
belonging:
the
group
regards the group sense of
belonging as a part of the
group recognition to a great
extent

Low sense of belonging: many professional association has a low
sense of belonging (Fournier, 2009)
High sense of belonging: the group is devoted to reinforcing the
cohesion and sense of belonging among members, such as
drifting club (Arnould & Price, 1993)

Heterogeneity: changes of
groups in the role of
members and resource
creation

Homogeneous type: gangdom stands for the homogeneous
group, it suppresses and rejects the differentiation (Venkatesh,
1997)
Heterogeneous type: in ethnic Chinese circle, from the member
role to symbol significance to the brand, differences are
presented in different forms (Dong & Tian, 2009)

(Data source: Thomas T C, Price L L, Schau H J. When differences unite: Resource dependence in
heterogeneous consumption communities [J]. Journal of Consumer Research, 2013, 39(5): 1010-1033. With
modifications)

3.2 Classification of group consumption mode
It can be discovered from the study on the formation motivation and characteristics of
all kinds of group consumption that consumers may gather out of the instrumental demand
or emotional demand. On that basis, it presents the differences in different dimensions,
such as the action cycle, group attraction, barriers to entry, interaction channel, market
orientation, resource flow structure, sense of belonging, heterogeneity, etc. However, the
distinctions in each group consumption entity cannot display the differences in the group
consumption mode systematically, and there are no explicit paths for the analysis of group
consumption mode. Various group consumption entities are also the collection of
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relationship between members. In these groups, there are intimate friends and
acquaintances, and even a fellow traveler finishing one task. The current studies neglect
the role of interpersonal relationships in the group consumption. On the other hand, the
group consumption activities are formed by individuals, and the individual behavior is the
foundation of the formation of group behaviors. Current studies on the group consumption
fail to investigate the characteristic dimension from the motivation of the group formation.
In this paper, dimensions are selected from two perspectives of the group consumption.
Firstly, it is the group relationship strength reflecting the interpersonal characteristic;
secondly, it is the action cycle reflecting the features of the consumption behavior. It divides
the group consumption mode into four quadrants, which stand for the group consumption
mode guided by four different group formation motivations.

Strong ties

Enjoyment - oriented

Relationship-oriented

Weak ties

Instrument-oriented

Information-oriented

Short-term action

Long-term action

Fig.2 Types of group consumption mode
3.2.1 Instrument-oriented
The short-term consumption behavior of weak-ties group is represented by the
temporary gathering for accomplishing a certain consumption target, for instance, the
tourist group, online group purchasing, crowd-funding, etc. Such group consumption can
usually gain the profit that cannot be gained in individual actions, for instance the favorable
price, risk diversification, etc. With the online group purchasing as an example, the group
purchasing shall be the purchasing behaviors conducted by individuals or groups sharing
the same purchasing objects (Webster & Wind, 1972). The group purchasing consists of
two factors, namely the purchasing behaviors and action groups. The online group
purchasing may call on buyers with the same wills of purchasing the same products through
the internet, and gain the bargaining capacity with merchants in two ways, namely the
negotiation before calling up and negotiation after calling up (Tsvetovat, et al. 2000).
Kauffman (2001) studied the impact of the dynamic pricing mechanism of group
purchasing website on the consumers’ behaviors. In order to gain more favorable price,
consumers may expand the group purchasing scale as much as possible. In the network
group purchase based on the weak ties group, the internal social interaction in the group is
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relatively low. Jing et al (2011) studied the social interactive behaviors in the network group
purchase. Group purchase merchants offer more discounts to opinion leaders for
encouraging them to call on more participants, and these consumers may have interpersonal
interactions with other consumers through the sharing of information and knowledge.
3.2.2 Information-oriented
The long-term consumption activities conducted by weak-ties group is the
information-based group consumption mode, in which, the group consumption activities
mainly gain or share the information, knowledge, experience, etc. related to the
consumption. It is pointed out in the strength of weak ties theory that the weak ties and
strong ties may play the role of information transmission. In the strong-ties group, due to
the high homogenization of group, the information transferring is usually limited and
repeated. But in the weak-ties group, the high homogenization of group may directly result
in the diversified information and knowledge, and the interaction of group members is also
represented by the transfer process of information and knowledge (Granovetter, 1973). For
the weak-ties consumption group, the interaction between members is concentrated in the
sharing of consumption experience and brand knowledge, for instance, the member sharing
activities of cosmetic brand, car club forum, etc. Meanwhile, compared to the consumption
group in reality, the consumption group relationship in the network environment is not
close, and most network members only interact on the internet, without contacting in reality,
which is a kind of weak-ties group. The internet technology and mobile interconnection
technique offers support for the information coordination of network group. Network
members may accomplish the information coordination in various means, such as the
characters, pictures, voice, etc. The information coordination gets online consumption
groups discuss and solve the same problem and members in joint actions would form
reciprocal relations and undertake risks together. Meanwhile, they would share the action
results (Gray, 1989). The information communication is the basis of the continuous action
of the weak-ties consumption groups. The emotion relationship between members and the
cognition of groups is based on the information communication, for the information
communication of network group may turn the reciprocal relations among members from
“one to one” to “many to many”, and the reciprocity is just the significant means of creating,
maintaining and strengthening the social relationship (Kollock, 1999; Ding Daoqun, et al.
2005).
3.2.3 Enjoyment - oriented
The short-term consumption behavior of strong-ties group is represented by a joint
participation of family members, friends, etc. in a certain consumption activity, and there
is no long-term repetition. It may be the common try of new products, or a vacation. In this
paper, it is called the enjoyment-oriented group consumption mode. Caprariello et al. (2013)
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discovered in studies that the experience with others may bring more happiness than
individual experience, for it is easier to share experience with others, but it may be difficult
to share tangible materials. Tynan and McKechnie (2009) discovered that the consumption
experience is not enjoyed along by individual consumers, but it is experienced with other
consumers, and it may produce the group common creativity in the social interaction and
experience sharing of collective consumption process. ARnould and Price (1993) found
out in the common experience of groups in the study on drifting travel that high emotional
connections and enjoyment experience may be produced in the overcoming of difficulties
and mutual assistance, and the identity and sense of belonging may be produced. It can be
said that interpersonal interaction is a significant trigger of the creation of extraordinary
experience.
3.2.4 Relationship-oriented
The long-term consumption of the strong-ties group is usually manifested as the
routine / ritual consumption carried out among family members, friends and students.
Durkheim (1912) considered that the durability of social entity exists in the rites. Just like
the durability of social relationship maintained with rites, the group consumption entity
mainly maintains the group durability with the routine/ ritual consumption, and such group
consumption mode is called the relationship-oriented mode. The group consumption
activity in the relationship-guided mode pays more attention to the establishment and
maintenance of relationship with other consumers. Such strong-ties group is also the circle
in Chinese life. The group consumption ritual usually refers to the internal consumption
activities of the circle, and these activities may endow the consumers with the meaning of
life just like these activities (Rook, 1985). According to the different source of consumption
behaviors, the group consumption rite / routine is divided into six categories, as shown in
table 2.
Table 2 Types of group consumption ritual
Behavior source

Rite / convention type

Example

Gamble, online game
Artistic performance, film
Graduation celebration,
Rite of passage
birthday celebration
Cultural value
Culture
Thanksgiving, mid-autumn
festival
Office dinner party,
Small group
sodality
Group study
Family
Dinner party, festival
celebration
(Data source: Rook D W. The ritual dimension of consumer behavior [J]. Journal of Consumer Research,
1985: 251-264. With modifications)
Cosmology

Incredible magic
Aesthetic
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Wallendorf et al. (1991) conducted studies on the routine consumption of
Thanksgiving, finding out that consumers may enhance the relationship with relatives or
friends after the common dinner party. Gainer (1995) took consumers with the appreciation
of art performance as rites as the research object, and found out that consumers may
enhance the understanding of each other during the experience sharing with family
members and church members, and they would establish more social connections.
McKechnie and Tynan (2006) studied the social significance created by consumers in the
consumption rites of Christmas, and pointed out that social cultural factors may be
transmitted to the consumption individuals from the commodity consumption. Jafari et al.
(2013) pointed out the social value generated in the interpersonal interaction of family
members during the visiting of museum, as well as its impact on the consumption
experience. Meanwhile, it is pointed out that the symbolic meaning of consumption creates
the connections between human, and the social relationship between individuals and others
is developed and maintained through emotion stimulation.
4. Evolution of group consumption mode
The four types of group consumption reflect different degrees of cohesion. According
to Festinger, cohesion is the resultant force of all factors remained by individuals in the
group (Liu Jingxiao, et al. 2006). These factors include the interpersonal attraction, task
commitment, group honor (Beal et al., 2003). When elements interact on each other, change,
and develop with the group, the cohesion will also change. Carron et al. pointed out the
dynamic features of cohesion, and it shall investigate the development stages in dynamic
view (Carron et al., 2005). As for the group consumption mode, the strength of group
relationship reflects the interpersonal attraction of group, and the continuous circle of
consumption actions reflects the commitment of the group to the consumption target. In
the four kinds of consumption mode, the relationship-oriented mode has high cohesion,
and it mainly conducts long-term consumption activities in strong-ties group, realizing the
loyalty of group relationship and consumption target, and it is the ideal state of binding the
group loyalty. When the interpersonal attraction of group increases or the commitment of
the group to the consumption target increases, the cohesion of the group consumption will
also increase, and it can also be considered that the group consumption mode further
evolves. In Fig. 3, it is reflected the evolution of four group consumption modes realized
in two paths, including the relationship identification and product identification.
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Enjoyment-oriented

Relationship-oriented

Product identification

Strong ties
Relationship identification
Relationship identification

Weak ties

Product identification

Instrument-oriented
Short-term action

Information-oriented
Long-term action

Fig. 3 Evolution path of group consumption mode
As for the instrument-oriented consumption mode, when a group approves a certain
product, brand or concept, the weak-ties group may be turned to be the existing social
relationship focusing on a certain consumption object. The consumption object amounts to
the spiritual carrier of the group members, who have maintained the continuous attention
and purchase of consumption object, and the instrument-oriented mode develops to be the
information-oriented mode. When the group members establish the friendship and emotion
in the consumption process, the interpersonal attraction of the group is enhanced, and at
this moment, the interpersonal interaction may give rise to the enjoyment experience
(ARnould & Price, 1993), and the instrument-oriented mode may develop to be the
enjoyment-oriented mode, for instance, the establishment of friendship with other visitors
in the tour group may change the experience of travelling. The tour group formed for the
convenience of travelling and favorable price may allow people to gain the joy of
interpersonal interaction due to the strengthening of relationship among tourists.
As for the information-oriented consumption mode, when group members gain the
ties identity through participating in various activities and interpersonal interaction, the
weak ties among consumption group may turn to be the strong ties. The long-term
consumption actions of the group may turn to be the rites of the group, which may maintain
the group relationship. As a result, the information-oriented mode develops to be
relationship-oriented mode, for instance, the brand community is of the informationoriented group consumption mode based on the weak ties, with low cohesion, while some
brand communities may gain high cohesion through the relationship development of
members, and the group consumption activities may become the rites or ceremonies of the
community, for instance, the Harley-Davidson Motor club.
As for the enjoyment-oriented consumption mode, when the strong ties produce
common positive attitude towards the consumption experience in the consumption process,
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the common attitude of the group may amplify the satisfaction degree (Bohlmann et al.
2006), and reinforce the repeated consumption behaviors of the group. When the group
forms long-term repeated consumption actions, the consumption activity may become the
routine of group members, and members may carry out the interpersonal interaction in the
consumption of the focus resource. The consumption activity is usually the emotion
symbolization of a group, for instance, it is recognized in the circle of friends that the bar
would become the “old place” for the gathering of members.
5. Marketing enlightenment and research prospect
The division of group consumption mode may show different starting point of the
gathering of consumers, and group consumption may gather the consumers with products
as the center or select products based on the group relationship. Different consumption
modes may show the differences in group relationship strength and product loyalty, and it
can divide the four types of group consumption modes, including the instrument-oriented
mode, information-oriented mode, enjoyment-oriented mode and relationship-oriented
mode. The relationship-oriented mode displays the highest cohesion of consumption group
and the interpersonal strong attraction and group consumption commitment forms the
customer loyalty in group level, and other three modes may accomplish the evolution of
consumption mode in two paths, namely the relationship identification and product
identification. In this research, there are several revelations for the marketing practice:
Firstly, previously the attention to the group consumption mainly stays on the overall
operation of the brand community and virtual community, neglecting the differences in
existing group and group relationship in the community. Especially, the circle consumption
conducted under the impact of the circle culture of Chinese consumers is the most common
social interaction activities of Chinese people. The circle consumption is the group
consumption carried out on the basis of the strong ties, which can be enjoyment-oriented
mode and relationship-oriented mode, and the circle marketing is the key of future group
consumption.
Secondly, consumers can gain multi-values by participating in the group consumption
activities, including the information value, instrument vale, enjoyment value and social
value, etc. different consumption modes reflect the attention to the different values from
the consumption group. In other words, the division of consumption mode stands for the
group segmentation market directed by four different kinds of value. Correspondingly, the
marketing plan shall be adjusted with different group value orientations.
Thirdly, the relationship-oriented consumption mode is the final form of the customer
group loyalty, revealing many differences between the successful consumption
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communities and other consumption communities. The relationship identification and
product identification is the two paths of the evolution of the relationship-oriented mode.
As for the enterprise, besides making strategies for strengthening the attitude of consumers
towards the consumption objects like the product/ brand, it shall provide chances and space
for the social interaction and emotion promotion of consumers as much as possible, when
consumers develop the loyalty in the form of group, the group norms may have a huge
constraining force on the consumers, that is to say, consumers may be confronted by huge
interpersonal cost during the product transfer.
The group consumption mode proposed in this research is a conceptual model, which
can be further verified through data analysis. In addition, in the strong-ties group
consumption activities, the interpersonal interaction is a significant variable. So, for the
instrument-oriented and information-oriented group consumption, how would the strongties group consumption be impacted by interpersonal interaction, will it reflect different
consumption characteristics? These problems shall be further studied in the future.
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ABSTRACT
Lack of vision is believed to be the major sources that slow down the shipping
industry recovery from economic downturns. This is particularly important for the dry
bulk carrier in which the sector is non-substitutable by other transport mode yet requires
heavy investment on equipments and daily vessels utilization. That means, theoretically,
both operational and strategic decisions are involved. In other industry settings,
combining transformational leadership and big five factors can be found in analyzing
leaders from both behavioral and emotional aspects. Being the multi-theory analysis to
the context may provide some inspirations over the leaders’ style tendencies, strengths
and weaknesses in the shipping industry. In order to stress on the strategic and long
term development concern, strategic movement and ethical value measures are also
added to the analysis. However, before the significance for each of the factors can be
revealed, reliability testing for these constructs needs is a must. This research would
like to make use of a dry bulk shipping company with employees and management from
different countries (including China, Hong Kong and a number of European countries)
as the unit of analysis to find out the items that can be used for the construct
development for leadership styles and traits in the industry which have not been
revealed from the previous research studies. By using the Cronbach’s alpha and split
half analysis to measure the reliability of the constructs, it is found that some commonly
agreed measures – big five factors cannot be directly applied to the leadership analysis
in the shipping industry. Transformational leadership on the other hand provides
satisfactory and ready to use constructs for the current context except for the items
measuring the contingent reward. Constructs for measuring ethical value and strategic
techniques of the leaders are provided based on the expert ideas in the industry. With
the disagreement on some of the items, the paper also provides some of the insights for
item choice in the suggested muti-theory analysis tools that combine the
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transformational, big five factors, ethical and strategic measures
Keywords: Transformational leadership, Big five factors, shipping industry,
leadership
1. Introduction
1.1 Background of the study
It is always difficult to give a proper definition to the word “leadership”.
Leadership was once referred as the centralized power to control others and dominate
groups of individual [1]. However, scholars later revealed that successful leader would
be those who can make timely decisions with high problem solving ability but at the
same time listen to the followers. Therefore, it is believed that the ability to identify
followers’ needs and concerns is one of the critical social success factors of leadership
[2]. That is the reason why transformational leadership dominates the leadership studies.
However, sole reliance on the social element cannot fully define a leader as factors like
personality or traits of the leader cannot be shown.
In the 90s, there was argument that leadership is particularly important in the
shipping, logistics and supply chain industry for deciding the strategies in order to
maintain the relationship with both the upstream and downstream parties even leaders
in this context are defined at firm level [3]. Leadership problem is complex in the
shipping, logistics and supply chain setting as decisions like vessel availability and
shipping status are both important towards the transportation of goods among places
and the smooth operation. That means, good leadership skills are required for both long
term strategic development as well as daily operational decisions making processes [4].
Even the transformational element has been investigated to see its effect over the day
by day work engagement of the shipping industry [5]; still, the study did not go beyond
a single theory in defining the leader for the setting. Theory combination is essential
with the possible difference in characteristics of the multi-national employee working
in the industry. This leads to the need for the multi-theory analysis of leadership.
This paper would like to bring the multi-theory analysis concept to the shipping
industry with strategic, operational, cultural and monetary significances. As lack of
vision is the main problem in the shipping industry which slows down the recovery
from the drop of transportation demand during economic downturns, reliable analytical
tools should be provided for the industry to show the elements or factors of the leaders
that the industry is looking for. Dry bulk cargo is used as the basis of analysis as the
sector cannot be substituted due to the size of the goods being carried and cannot be
transported economically in an alternative way. In 2012, 4 billion tons of dry bulk cargo
was carried by sea transport and this sector accounts for one third of the International
Sea borne transport. Most importantly, with the growth of China that leads to the
increase demand in iron ore trade and grain trade, dry bulk trade is having an anticipated
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growth in the near future up to 2019 even after serious economic downturns in the past
few years. Thus, the significance of the sector is sound with the high transport tonnage
from both present and future prospective. Experts and employees in a dry bulk shipping
company are surveyed and responses are investigated to demonstrate the items that
should be presented in the multi-theory leadership analysis for this highly complex
setting. With the items inclusion in a possible questionnaire, the importance for each
factor and item in the shipping industry can be revealed in the later days.
1.1 Flow of the paper
Section 2 provides the review over the various important concepts in leadership
which includes the transformational and five factors theories which will be combined
in the study. Section 3 shows the details of the study which includes the methodologies
and the objectives of the whole paper. Section 4 outlines the key factors to be tested for
inclusion. Section 5 highlights the results of the analysis on the items’ reliability in
measuring the leaders for the shipping, logistics and supply chain setting. Section 6
discusses the insights of the study and the paper ends with the conclusions in Section 7.
2 Literature Review
As mentioned above, transformational leadership dominates the leadership study
due to the concern over the interconnection of the leaders and the followers. Therefore,
such idea should be used as the base of the proposed multi-theory analysis. In order to
depict the leader and view it from other prospective, the personality traits and other
factors are also included in the analytical tool development.
1.2 Transformational Leadership
Stepping into the 21th century, scholars support the inefficiencies for a single
leader in handling all the necessary information on his/her own in the ever changing
world [6]. Leadership was thus consolidated as the arrangement along the hierarchy and
constituted the “who” and “where” of leadership. Re-emphasis of the social interaction
process defined “what” leadership is and the collaboration among various parties in a
less hierarchical order showed “how” the leadership is executed. That means, leadership
cannot be separated from any parties in the process [7]. Interactions with the followers
are not limited to the identification of the current needs but the ability of the leaders in
fulfilling the higher needs through the increment of the morality, motivation and work
engagement [8]. Originated from the political science, transformational leadership
would like to supplement the transactional leadership which only stress on increasing
job performance and direct bond of leader-follower relationship [9] [10].
Transformational leaders are those that put value and relationship in top priority but
also take job performance as important goal whenever necessary [11]. By definition,
transactional idea has been included in the transformational leadership with the
importance of job performance in mind.
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Though the two concepts are not mutually exclusive, supporter of transformational
leadership believed that the day in which the leader demonstrated higher
transformational leadership would lead to higher engagement in work of the followers
on that particular day (even the previous work engagement level is being controlled).
In order words, transformational leadership can help in daily operation. This can be
partially explained by the autonomy given to the followers and thus support to leaders
[5]. Leaders who follow this leadership style have well-defined frame of reference for
themselves based on their internal values and standards. The internal value should be
present even there is a tradeoff and competition between loyalty and performance. They
are individuals who are clear about limits, deficiencies and strengths. Such that, the
value can be transferred to the followers so that they can aim for goal that were not
usually targeted at [11]. Leadership style with romance of leadership and self-esteem
would be related to the satisfaction and such satisfaction and work performance demand
the use of transformational leadership no matter the focus is from the manager or
employee prospective [12].
Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ Form 5X) is the most common type
to classify a leader especially for the transformational leader identification. A six low
order factors [10] (Charisma, Intellectual Stimulation, Individualized Consideration,
Contingent Reward, Management by Exception Active and Passive/Avoidant) model
was proposed to correlate higher-order factors which can be used for bare
differentiation of the presence/absence of leadership to a very specific classification of
leadership (e.g. transformational and transactional leadership) [13]. Other scholars
proposed that a full range nine factor model with five transformational leadership
factors, three transactional leadership factors and non-transactional, laisez-faire
leadership factor should be used as it would be the best in designated context
(environmental risk, leader-follower gender and leader hierarchical) [14].
1.3 Extension of transformational leadership
Five factors have been proposed to depict a “leader” with the use of personality
trait. The theory would like to portray a leader with the use of characteristics rather than
the behaviors as shown in the transformational leadership. With the use of Extraversion,
Agreeableness, Emotional Stability, Openness to Experience and Conscientiousness,
the study hopefully to find some qualities that are present in leader but not appear in
general staff [15]. Research studies suggested some possible relationship between these
ideas. It is found that simple and general constructs (rather than specific Big 5 facets)
can help to predict transformational leadership [16]. Even the explanatory power over
leadership effectiveness of a particular leadership traits (gender, intelligence and
personality) and behaviors (e.g. transformational-transaction, initiating structure
consideration) is not as high as expected. The study provides important insight in which
theories that structure a “leader” can be mixed to explain an individual leader
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performance and non-leadership and personality factors should be included [17].
Even the transformational leadership idea seems to explain most of the leader’s
behaviors and used as the base for mix theory analysis in some of the research studies,
some other concerns are still worth to note. Nowadays, people concern not only the
performance of the leaders and the employees but the impact of the companies’ act in a
broader sense which means the social responsibility. Transactional leaders are believed
to fulfill moral standard for achieving personal goal rather than considering the others
[18]. Deontological ethical value is associated with leaders who are treated as
transformational (for agreed standards and right) while teleological ethical value can be
found in leaders practicing transactional leadership [19]. Scholars suggested that virtues
should be included in the new leadership style analysis no matter it is based on the
transformational leadership or not. The research study demonstrated that new factors
should be added for measuring the leadership styles so as to strengthen the analysis
with the passage of time [20].
Other than the ethical issue, scholars [21] believed that transformational leadership
even in the full range concept cannot reflect the strategic concerns of the company. The
deficiency mainly happens when the leaders failed to concern about the environmental
setting and provide necessary strategic direction for the employees and the company.
This is related to the concept of Instrumental leadership (IL) which focuses on the
“application of leader expert knowledge on monitoring of the environment and of
performance, and the implementation of strategic and tactical solutions” and aims to
provide a fuller “full range” analysis on leadership. Overemphasize of transformational
leadership is present when the IL factors are not concerned in the model. Senior
management of the India and shipping and maritime community also revealed that
failure to plan overhead which is a demonstration of lack of vision is one of the main
problems in the shipping industry that slow down the recovery from the decrease on the
demand of transportation during recession. With the huge investment on equipment and
facilities, moves which involve long term decisions like the rearrangement of fleet
composition through the purchase of new vessels for handling will not be made due to
the high financial risk. If strategic movements are not made on time, the effects and
benefits provide by the recovery cannot be fully enjoyed by the companies [22].
To certain extend, the strategic decision making concept coincides with the time
orientation idea [23]. It is suggested that time element is important as the valuation of
time and the task’s time horizon should be matched so that leader can feel satisfy.
Leaders can be future, present or past oriented. Future leader would provide direction
and help the company to make long term strategic business decisions. Present leaders
can solve the current problems to make the business sustain and satisfy daily operational
goals. Tasks can be completed properly and commitment can be made. Past leaders
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would only acknowledge past achievement and learnt from history. This is important
for ethical value maintenance and provides the orientation and direction of the company.
Preference over particular time orientation is not important as it is subject to the
leader position as well as the company direction. For example, under normal
circumstances, a leader should make use of the temporal skills (behaviors that are
function of temporal alignment like the ability to obtain the experiences from the
previous leaders through the past performance on tasks) to handle the day by day
decisions and tasks. This can be achieve easily nowadays with the emergence of
database with full documentations of the task procedures and past leaders’ jobs archives.
However, a leader should also provide flexibility in handling the events that happen
suddenly with temporal orientation by situations [24]. The time orientation in fact is
responding the full range leadership in which daily operation and long term orientation
are both important. At the same time, it highlights the necessities in having strategic
movement decision ability with the use of future oriented leaders’ concept.
2 Research Approach
3.1 Research Significance
Leadership analyses in the shipping, logistics and supply chain industry are still
relying on the transformational leadership. However, as mentioned above,
transformational leadership may not be inclusive enough to include the strategic
concerns, ethics as well as the personality of the leaders. With the absence of these
elements, leaders cannot be depicted fully; therefore, there is a need to bring the multitheory analysis to the sector. However, before the leadership analysis can be carried out,
items and constructs need to be developed for this specific sector. With the
transformational leadership theory as the base, the current study aims to provide a
suggested list of constructs and items that should be included for a multi-theory
leadership analysis for the industry through the items and constructs reliability tests.
Though there are commonly agreed constructs that are used to measure the
transformational leadership [13] and personality traits [15], the actual items that should
be used for the specific situations or industry should be investigated. In other words,
with the valid (commonly used) constructs, it is important to show the reliability of the
items within a particular construct and see if the measurement items should be included
in the leadership analysis.

2.1 Sample for construct development
In order to develop a construct that are capable for further investigation in a highly
cultural diversified setting with the aims of finding out leadership elements desirability
and effects of leadership elements in later days, respondents in this study includes
leaders and employees from the dry bulk cargo industry. The bases of operations of the
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companies include but not limited to Hong Kong and Africa. More importantly,
respondents compose of locals and expatriates from Hong Kong, China, Africa and
many other European countries. With such background of the respondents, the
constructs and items being selected in the study can be more representative and not laid
particularly stressed to any demographic characteristics. This is particular important as
like many other industry and research field, many of the research studies are coming
from the Western side of the world and little information can be obtained for the rest of
the world. Employees are also involved as they are important to the operation of a
company and there is criticism to the overemphasis of the CEO and senior management
opinion in the leadership analysis. Senior people are the only party that provides
influence to the company especially when issues related to company cultural are being
concerned [25].
2.2 Methodology
There are a number of ways to test for the reliability of the measures and constructs
like computing the reliability coefficient. Some scholars supported the use of the
Cronbach’s coefficient alpha no matter for a five, three or two items construct [26].
Actually, the Cronbach’s alpha has been the most frequently used reliability testing
method. However, in order to make the analysis tool more concise, some of the
constructs would be measured by only two items. Though data has been used
throughout various research studies to support individual tool, there is query on the
choice of particular reliability coefficient as detail elaboration can hardly be found [27].
The note in [27] showed that Pearson correlation is not sufficient for measuring the
reliability of the two items construct. On the other hand, it is found that SpearmanBrown coefficient is less biased especially when there is strong relationship between
the two items. The Spearman-Brown coefficient is never lower than the coefficient
alpha. The current research would like to make use of the Cronbach’s coefficient alpha
(commonly used tool in most of the situations) as well as the Spearman-Brown
coefficient (theoretically sound tool for two item construct) to identify the items that
should be included in each of the proposed multi-theory analysis constructs in the
shipping, logistics and supply chain industry.
3 Leadership constructs to be included in the leadership analysis
A modified version of MLQ [13] that measures the leadership style with the
emphasis of transformational leadership is used as the base of the current multi theory
analysis. This is because the constructs and items are easy to understand and through
testing of validity with the higher order factors (including the transformational
leadership). The six constructs include the Charisma, Intellectual Stimulation
Individualized Consideration, Contingent Reward, Management by Exception,
Active/Passive Avoidant.
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Items for the four personality traits have been proposed by the works that integrate
the trait and behavioral theories [17], however, these items are too complicated and
coming mainly from the meta-analysis. As the ultimate use of the constructs are for
effects and desirability measurement as well as involving respondents from various
working levels, more simplified items and measure should be used. A very brief but
effective big five personality measures (Conscientiousness, Openness to Experience,
Extraversion, Agreeableness, Emotional Stability) has been proposed. It is believed that
brief measure is a good tool when personality is only used as a description and not the
major subject of the study [28].
As structured works that present the measurement for effectiveness of the strategic
and ethical issues cannot be found easily, expert opinions were sought to set up the
measurement for these two constructs. Reliability testing would also be provided for
these two constructs. Table 1details the constructs that are included in the reliability test.
References that the items are developed or modified from are also listed in the table.
Constructs

Number of items Referenced/modified from
to be tested

Charisma

9

[13] CH1-CH5, CH9-12

Intellectual Stimulation

4

[13] IS1-IS4

Individualized
Consideration

4

[13] IC1-IC4

Contingent Reward

4

[13] CR1-CR4

4

[13] MA1-MA4

Active/Passive Avoidant.

8

[13] P/A1-P/A8

Conscientiousness

2

[28] 3,8

Openness to Experience

2

[28] 5,10

Extraversion

2

[28] 1,6

Agreeableness

2

[28] 2,7

Emotional Stability

2

[28] 4,9

Strategic

6

Self-developed including:
Profit orientation, investment in
equipments, labor force sufficiency,
long term guidelines, job security,
industry development concern

Ethical

6

Self-developed including:

Management
Exception

by

Environmental, competition, Sex
equality, Race equality, general
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ethical image and ethical role model
Table 1. Details of the construct included in the reliability testing
Table 2. Items’ reliability in measuring the leaders for the shipping, logistics and
supply chain setting
Table 3 presents the reliability testing results of the transformational leadership
constructs; Table 4 shows the results for the Strategic Movement and Ethical Constructs
while Table 5 reveals the results for the Big Five factors constructs of the leadership
analysis.
Constructs

Charisma

Question Idea

Initial
CITC

Proud

Cronbach’s
α

Cronbach’s
α if item
deleted

Final
CITC

Cronbach’s
α

.
663

Concern other

.
577

Respect

.
568

Powerful

.
473

Value

.

0.850

575
Confident

.
546

Enthusiastic
expression

.
651

Concern major issues

.
537

Intellectual
Stimulation

Assumption

.
580

Opinion seeking

.
672

New methods

.

0.854

710
Perspectives

.
833

Individualized
Consideration

Individual needs

.

.338

656
Individual ability

.
508

Coaching

.

.442
0.595

Contingent
Reward

.
829

.348

599
Follower
differentiation

.
798

.

0.868

815
.

.868

.

.380

007

Rewards clearly
330
Assist based on effort

.

0.493

.289

470
Achievement pay off

.

0.568

415
.

.453

.
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259
Credit achievement

415
.

.551

.

-.236
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Management
by Exception

Stress on errors
528
Solve emotion

-.
388

Record errors

.770
0.324

.

.061

316
Focus on bad sides
Response to
serious problem

490

Leave minor
problems

161

Response to
errors

445

Response to
unremitting problem

278

-.181

Hardly be found
when problems arise

338

Not willing to
make decisions

369

No immediate
response

436

.

.559

.
671

-.

.730

.

.568

.
677

.

600

0.770

596
.

Engage in
problem solving

.
632

.
513

Active/Passive
Avoidant.

.
589

.

.608
0.628

.
714

.517

.

0.730

640
.

.595

.
771

.583

.

.
692

.

.560

.
712

Table 3. Reliability Test for the Transformational Leadership Constructs

Cronbach’s α
if item deleted

Question Idea

Strategic
Movement

Profit orientation

-.222

.867

Investment in
equipments

.764

.604

.
790

Labor force
sufficiency

.776

.598

.
788

Long term
guidelines

.721

.630

.
764

Job security

.610

.676

Industry
development
concern

.413

.721

.
687
.
460

Environmental,

.551

.767

Competition

.470

Sex equality

.528

Race equality

.549

Ethical

Initial
CITC

Cronbach’s
α

Constructs

0.740

0.798

Final
CITC

Cronbach’s
α

0.867

.786
.774
.767
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General ethical
image

.544

.768

Ethical role mode

.685

.732

Table 4. Reliability Test for the Strategic Movement and Ethical
Constructs
Constructs
Extraversion

Agreeable

Conscientious
ness
Emotional
Stability

Open to
Experience

Question Idea

CITC

Extraverted

.316

Kept back

.316

Critical

-.166

Considerate

-.166

Dependable

.470

Messy

.470

Nervous and
unhappy easily
Handle emotion
well
Open to new
challenges
Traditional

.390

Cronbach’s
α

Spearman-Brown Coefficient

0.459

0.481

-0.335

-0.399

.635

0.640

.561

0.561

.653

.655

.390
.487
.487

Table 5. Reliability Test for the Big Five Factors Constructs
Researchers believed that if alpha exceeds 0.7, the construct is highly reliable [29].
A construct is acceptable when the alpha value is in between 0.35 and 0.7. Construct is
with low reliability when the alpha value is below 0.35. Practically, a research construct
is acceptable when the Cronbach’s alpha value is larger than 0.6. With this idea in mind,
charisma (0.850), intellectual stimulation (0.854) pass reliability test and no
modifications should be made. For the individualized consideration and management
by exception, the alpha value is far below 0.6 (0.595 and 0.324). Follower
differentiation should be excluded from the individualized consideration and the ability
to solve the emotional problems should not be included in the management by exception
construct. When these items are excluded, the alpha value significantly increased to the
0.868 and 0.730 respectively. Even active and passive avoidance has an alpha value of
0.628, if the item that indicates the leader’s ability to solve minor problem is excluded,
the value can be further increased to 0.730. For contingent reward construct, even the
item “rewards clearly” and “credit achievement” are excluded, the alpha value is still
below 0.6.
For the two constructs that are believed to be worthwhile to put into the leadership
measurement, no modifications need to be made over the construct related to leader’s
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ethical ability. In order to improve the alpha value from 0.740 to 0.867, the item relates
to the concern of the profit orientation should be removed from the strategic movement
construct.
For the Big Five factors constructs, as mentioned above, brief and straight forward
two items construct are investigated. In order to increase the reliability claims of the
constructs, both Cronbach’s alpha and Split-half reliability test are used. Split-half
reliability relies on the use of Spearman Brown coefficient. Usually, a value of 0.8 is
used as a cut off point for the scale reliability testing. However, researchers also accept
the reliability coefficient just above 0.6 for constructs that have been developed in
previous research studies. In order words, even the research is not exploratory in nature;
a lower coefficient value is still practical sound [30]. Conscientiousness and open to
experience pass both of the tests with alpha value and Spearman-Brown value above
0.6 and thus these items can be used to measure such personality traits of the leaders.
For emotional and extraversion, the constructs are not supported in terms of reliability
with alpha value and coefficient below 0.6. Concern should be made over the
“Agreeable” construct as both alpha value and Spearman-Brown coefficient are
negative which means that they are highly uncorrelated and cannot be put under the
same measurement.
Table 6. Discussions and Insights
With the possible improvement in alpha value, respondents shown that they do not
see that the ability of the follower to differentiate himself/herself from them is the
individualized consideration. As both leaders and followers are included in the sample,
the opinion is worth to note as it is not only a disagreement over hierarchy by the
followers. It may imply that the term “consideration” is more important than
“individualized” in the respondents mind for this construct. For the management by
exception, respondents do not see solving emotional problems in accordance with the
concerns over the other faults and errors. One of the possible reasons is that emotional
fluctuations are unavoidable during daily and various interactions and cannot be treated
as “exception”. The impact of the minor problems is trivial that respondents did not see
it as the measurement for determining a leader as active/passive avoidant. To certain
extend, engagement and empowerment to the followers can be enhanced and minor
problems can be out of the scope of the leaders. Respondents believed that there may
not be a contradiction and relationship between the concern on making profit and the
strategic movement which can be shown by the improvement in alpha value for the
item exclusion. Short term profit concern sheds the long term movement but it can also
be a base and support for the investment and development. However, its effect on
strategic movement is ambiguous. Consideration can be made towards the direct
measurement of the contingent reward by single item with such low alpha value even
for a two items construct. The respondents in further research may be asked directly on
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the agreement over the leader’s ability to pay off achievement or assist the followers
based on effort. The choice is left over to the researchers on whether they would like to
focus on explicit or implicit reward concerns or whether individual or relationship is
the centre of the analysis.
Even the personality trait/ big five factors theory is well-developed; it does not
mean that it fit every single situations or scenarios. Respondents generally agree that a
dependable and self-disciplined leader should not be messy and careless. Also, a leader
who is believed to be open to new challenges and complex situation is not traditional
and should not be reserved in facing changes. However, extraverted leaders who are
passionate to the shipping industry may not be at the same time talkative. With the fast
pace working environment (e.g. needs for handling the shipping documents for the back
office staff, movement of goods for the operational staff and relationship development
with the shippers, internal and external parties), communications among the leaders and
followers may not be very frequent but it may not lead make the followers feeling the
leaders are keeping back from them. Personal feeling and the ability to handle the ups
and downs are not believed to have a clear correlation in the setting. Though the alpha
value and Spearman-Brown Coefficient are close to 0.6, they are not both measuring
the emotional stability. When choosing the item that should be used, it should be
subjected to whether self-control ability or emotionless leaders are more important or
relevant to that particular research study or analysis.
The construct that requires extra concern is agreeable; the negative correlations
reveal the irrelevance of these two items. It is reasonable that a leader who is critical
and argumentative may also be considerate and warm to the followers. The reasonable
is the same as used to explain the divergence situation for the construct “extraverted”.
As the shipping industry requires the operations that are fast and safe so that the goods
can be delivered to the customers in a reliable manner, leaders may be critical during
the operation process so that works can be done effectively. However, the leader can be
caring and considerate outside working schedule or on the rewards and benefits. If only
single item should be used for measuring the conscientiousness, the choice of the item
depends on whether transformational or transactional idea is the major focus of the
research study. If transformational leadership style is more important, considerate and
warm is more important. Criticalness and argumentativeness will be more helpful in
measuring the daily management effectiveness.
Table 7. Conclusion
With the aim of bringing the multi-theory idea to the leadership analysis in the
shipping, logistics and supply chain industry. The paper reviews the items that are used
in other research and conduct analysis to decide what should be included in the analysis
tool for the context. The results implied that well-known theory or constructs may not
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be solely applicable to the industry or situation without modifications. Most of the
transformational measurements can be used directly or little modifications need to be
made but not for the big five factor constructs. Even the strategic and ethical constructs
are developed without solid academic support; the test suggests that they are reliable.
Surprisingly, these constructs require little changes. It may suggest that professional
ideas in construct development are worth to note as they are based on industrial experts’
opinions. They can provide more practical and commonly agreed measurements for
leadership analysis.
The exact items that should be included in the further leadership analysis of the
shipping industry is subject to the specific objective of that upcoming research studies
with the suggestions and recommendations provided in the above paragraphs. It is
hoped that a leader can be depicted in a more comprehensive manner with the
combination of transformation, big five factors, ethical and strategic constructs.
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ABSTRACT
Thanks to the pervasiveness of Smartphone that provide the platforms for those IM
applications, the usage of these IM applications over mobile phone has grown very fast in
recent years. This paper presents the results of an exploratory user study to evaluate
WeChat, a popular mobile application that combined communication and social
networking in China. The research objective underlying this study sought to understand
how young users, accustomed to using other communication app i.e., WhatsApp, to
communicate with friends using WeChat. Empirical data for this study was collected via
an integrated user study. The results of this study have significant theoretical and practical
implications for researchers and developers of user behavior toward different mobile
communication and social networking applications.
Keywords: Mobile customer behavior, mobile product design, user experience
enhancement

1. Introduction
The introduction of instant messaging (IM) service over the Internet, allowing users
to exchange textual messages, as well as stickers, audio, video, and image files, has
changed the way people’s communication with others. In Singapore, for example, users are
already approaching MI market saturation with the number of MI-enabled SIM cards
exceeding the number of people in the respective nations (Gerpott and Thomas, 2010).
Smartphone enables users to access IM services anywhere and anytime, thus eliminating
the costs usually charged by mobile operators for similar services (e.g., for SMS
communication). It makes IM applications companies a great opportunity to obtain a large
number of potential mobile users. For example, WhatsApp, which is accredited to be the
most widespread IM app, it has over 400 million active users that exchange, on average,
more than 31 billion messages per day, 325 million of which are photo (Anglano, 2014).
Among them, user aged between 18-24 is the main active user segment.
1 The authors are grateful for the financial supports from National Natural Science Foundation of China (Grant No.

71272090) , National Natural Science Foundation of China (Grant No. 71) and Program for New Century
Excellent Talents in University (Grant No. NCET-13-0909).
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In the meanwhile, SNS (Social Network Service) is active used by individuals who
desired to interact with other via online communities (Kwon et al. 2014). SNS is a webbased service, which provides a function to form and share the social relation network
(Salehan et al., 2013). Boyd and Ellison (2007) described three major characteristics of
SNS: (1) Users can introduce their profile to others and share their opinions within each
other; (2) users can add or combine their contact list in order to form or retain relationships
by using the connection network; and (3) users can interact with others in a connection
network, or they can view the interaction between other users. Facebook represents these
characteristics as Facebook users expose themselves to others by using ‘Invite Friends.’
Users who are connected as friends can view the other person’s posts and status, write
comments, and click the ‘Like’ icon. The number of Facebook users has already passed
600 million in March 2011, and is expected to reach 935 million by the end of March 2013
(Internet World Stats, 2012). According to recent researches on SNS, there are two reasons
why people devote themselves to SNS like Facebook. One is the usefulness of SNS as a
channel for interpersonal relationships and the other is that the interactions on SNS result
in enjoyment and happiness (Kwak et al., 2014). Among them, young users are a dominated
segment in using these apps. According to a latest report, young users (aged from 18-24)
are the most active group in using SNS applications (One World Youth Project, 2013)
Therefore, the study of this young mobile users’ behavior has attracted widespread
attention in academic domain of marketing. As the number of IM and SNS users is
increasing rapidly, many big companies such as Microsoft, Samsung, Apple all aims this
young customer segments with marketing strategies. Social media companies such as
Facebook, LinkedIn especially look into this group of users with new product and
marketing campaigns. They want to provide attractive products for this user group and gain
a lifetime value from this group of customers.
In the meanwhile, Applications, which combined the social networking function of
SNS application and the communication function of IM application, become a new trend
in mobile application industry (Negahban and Chung, 2014). New launch apps such as
Line, WeChat gain extremely popular in Southeast Asia countries, especially, Thailand and
Japan.
In this study, user studies were conducted to test WeChat that combined
communication and social networking. An exploratory user study is designed to evaluate
the usability and user experience of WeChat App. The research question underlying this
study sought to understand how users who accustomed to using Whatsapp app to
communicate with friends to use WeChat. An analysis of the problems experienced by the
users provided the basis to suggest specific improvements to the application.
In summary, this study has two objectives. First, this study attempts to find the real
young user behavior in using mobile apps. This may help companies better understanding
young users’ behaviors, and provide supplementary information about young users’
characteristics when using social and communication apps in different markets. Second,
we examine the effectiveness and outcomes of different role of both structured and
unstructured methods in young user study for new product enhancement. To achieve this
goal, this study empirically compared the outcomes from 8 selected participants.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the research methodology
is described. The methods from different ways are conducted and the results of each method
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are presented. Section3 discusses the findings and their implications for research and
practice. Finally, the last section concludes the paper and identifies its limitations.
2. Research background
Previous studies investigated user behavior found that the dominated demographic on
the Internet using SNS and IM are young adults aged between 18 and 24 (Kisekka et al.,
2013). According to the diffusion of innovation theory (Rogers, 1995), age is considered
to be a very important factor to adopting new products. As mentioned in the introduction,
there is a lack of empirical study to investigate on young user behavior in using mobile
applications.
Use of smart phone is becoming increasingly popular in Singapore. As the penetration
of mobile phones in societies increases, there is a large growth in the use of mobile phones
especially among the youth. And this study further contributes to the existing literatures by
investigating how young users using smart phone apps.
It is therefore important to consider user behavior in order to implement successful
mobile applications (Fich and Benbunan, 2007). However, there remains a shortage of
empirical study on how to better understand the behavior of this group of young smart
phone users in order to increase brand equity and enhance business performance in
business-to-business markets. Beside, past research has focused on the importance of
integrating young users rather than a deep study on the user behavior from user experience
perspectives.
Although the strategies of attracting more young users is promising, it is not yet clear
whether or not these strategies can be applied to users from mobile user experience
perspective. As mentioned, theoretical frameworks and proven methodologies using young
users to create better bond that can motivate users to connect better with this brand are
lacking. There is also a need to measure the effectiveness on the inputs from this user
segment. Little is known how to maximize the utilization of this young group to enhance
customer satisfaction and to increase brand equity. Better understanding of how and why
young users choose their practices for utilizing these mobile apps has significant
implications for industrial marketing.
As such, the objectives of this paper will reflect the most recent advances on the
marketing theories on young users in using social network and communication (IM)
applications. And what implications could be obtained for industrial marketing and
branding and to explore future research directions.
3. Methodology
Empirical data for this study was collected via a combined user study with different
methods including usability testing, think aloud and observation. Final results were
evaluated by customer satisfaction survey and customer behaviour survey.
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3.1 Data collection
Eight selected participants aged from 18 years to 24 years old were invited to gather
data. These participants are all smart phone users with experience in using similar social
communication app. In the meanwhile, all the participants are Singaporean owning a smart
phone for more than 1 year. A voucher of S$50 was given to the participant. All participants
were asked to conduct the different method to a new developed social networking app. The
whole process for each participant was recorded and observed by UX investigators in long
distance at the same time. Table 1 shows the demographics of the participants in the final
sample.
Table 1 Participant Demographics
No Name

Gender Nationality

1

Michelle Kris
Chew
Teo Chong
Ming
Timothy
Wong
Ang Kai Ting

Female Singaporean 23

5

2

Age Occupation
College
Student
College
Student
College
Student
College
Student
College
Student

Smart
Phone
iPhone 5

Yrs.
Using
1 year

Samsung
S2
iPhone 4

1 year

Samsung
Note 2
HTC one V

1 year

Male

Singaporean 21

Male

Singaporean 23

Male

Singaporean 18

Chua Keng
Peng

Male

Singaporean 19

6

Bai

Female Singaporean 22

College
Student

iPhone 4S

2 years

7

Seet Sin Ying

Female Singaporean 23

Nurse

Samsung
S3

1 year +

8

Lim Li Ting

Female Singaporean 20

College
Student

Samsung
S3

1 year +

3
4

3 years

1 year

3.2 Combination methods on user study
A combination of open, semi-open and close methods is conducted for this user study.
Participants are put in a high fidelity simulated experiment environment and investigators
and user experience experts are only allowed to observe user behavior from long distance.
During the open playing around session, participants are not allowed to be interrupted. And
they just put in a comfortable environment to explore freely with the apps. The first session
is an open study session. Participants were observed and asked to think aloud during the
first session of user study that are brief playing around session and exploring deeply session.
The second session with follow-up usability tasks conducted later to collect information
more specifically. It is a semi-open session as users are guided by facilitators with tasks
prepared earlier and unfixed interview questions during a post interview session which is
conducted to clarify certain special user behavior during the first 3 sessions from
observation results. Before the end of the user study, a questionnaire survey is required to
fill in with basic information, customer behavior survey and customer satisfaction survey.
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Data were analyzed by investigators not involved in data collection. Analysis involved
identification of action points with comparison of number and type of results identified
with each of the four data collection techniques.
Methodology in the process of use study is shown in Figure 1 as below.

Session 1: Open

Session 2: Semiopen

•Think Aloud
•Observation

•Usability
Testing
•Observation

Session 3:
Semi-open
•Interview
•Observation

Session 4: Close
•Behavior
Survey
•Satisfaction
Survey

Figure1: User Study Process with Stated Methods
Think Aloud
The first session, users are asked to freely play around with the app for 10 minutes
after download the app. When Participants play around the app, they are required to use
think aloud during the process that is say anything about the app that comes to their mind.
For example, if they see something strange or bad or nice, etc., they are encouraged to
speak loudly.
As participant are more familiar with the app and are ready to go back to the app for
a second time to explore features more deeply for 20 minutes. They are required to explore
the app using think aloud method again during this process. By the end of the freely playing
around and further exploration, participants are asked 2 quick questions which are the best
and worst experience in using the app.
Observation and Post interview
Both the open and semi-open sessions are observed by investigators. They raise
questions during the third session after free playing around and usability testing been done.
Interview session is conducted after 3 observation session ends. UX investigators are
raising questions based on the observation from the first 3 sessions. These questions are
changed case-by-case depends on the specific user behaviors. Examples of questions raised
during this session are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Examples of interview questions
No.
1.

Examples of Interview Questions
“How do you like the design of the smileys”

2.

“Why do you ignore the "moments" cell under social?”

3.
4.
5.
6.

“Why do you try to swipe when viewing the photos’?
“Why do you skip the user guide?”
“How do you find the entrance to special smileys?”
“How do you think the ‘clear chat history’?"
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Usability Testing

A structural usability testing is conducted with fixed tasks prepared earlier. It aims to
check the product design from user experience and human factors perspective. Success and
failure rate and time duration is calculated for each task. Each participants are required to
finish 5 tasks including: 1) start a group chat, 2) broadcast a message, 3) Add a new friend
with provided phone number, 4) update profile and 5) send a multi-media message. Table
3 shows the tasks in order.
Table 3: Tasks in Usability Testing
No.
T1.
T2.

Task Descriptions
Start a group chat
Post a photo to public

T3.
T4.
T5.

Add a new friend with this phone number “96****47”
Update your profile
Send a multi-media message to your friend

Customer behavior Survey

Customer behavior survey obtained behavior data of this user in using IM and SNS
together with other internet/application usage behavior. Questions including how long and
how often they use such kind of app. Favorite features in using similar apps and any
problems met together with how they identify a new app or from what resource they
identified similar apps as well as their most frequently used websites or apps on mobile
phones. Users are also asked about their acceptance in using multiple similar apps at the
same time. All these questions are marketing related and help companies to make
marketing strategies for this segment.
Customer satisfaction Survey

Finally, a customer behavior survey is conducted. Users are asked to rate the app and
also give rating to similar apps. They are also asked if they would like to recommend this
app to their friends.

. Results and Discussions
All the data are analyzed from investigators and user experience experts in this study.
Findings of user behavior from Singapore young mobile user (Table 4) and selected high
quality inputs for product enhancement (Table 5) and problem shooting (Table 6) are
identified and put into action points.
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Table 4: Findings from Singapore Young Mobile User Behavior
No.
1.

Descriptions
User tutorial and guide is intrusive to young users

2.

Singapore young mobile users prefer to separate communication and social
networking in different applications
Singapore young mobile users tend to be impacted significantly by peers to
discover new things
Singapore young mobile users don’t accept very cute and stylish design

3.
4.
5.

Singapore young mobile users show high loyalty to a IM and SNS
applications
Singapore young mobile users tend to express themselves in a more brave
way
Singapore young mobile users prefers social media marketing channels
instead of traditional channels such as TV Ads, Radio and direct sales.

6.
7.
8.

Singapore young mobile users prefer the way of viral marketing and wordof-month from peers.

Table 5 Enhancement points
No.
1.

Action Points
Show overflow menu for all devices

Methods
Think Aloud

2.

Improve Android notification settings, e.g., customized
notification forms & tunes

Interview

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Add "A-Z" bar in name list
Remove automated user guide
Remove compulsory button to proceed
Design more nice looking smileys
Make entrance for group chat and broadcast visible
Send multiple photos in chat
Swipe to view more photos/videos
Remember recent smileys and smileys
Smart recommend latest photos taken

Think Aloud
Think Aloud
Observations
Interview
Usability Testing
Think Aloud
Observations
Think Aloud
Interview
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Table 6 Problems identified by users
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Action points
Video sending: shouldn't change oriented direction to
vertical
Send location in chat is crushed
Couldn’t add friends in chats tab
When add a friend to group chat, reminder of "Your
friend didn't support.” but still succeed to join this
friend
Receive a new message, click to view and find it is still
there after viewing

Methods
Usability Testing

Read status is not showing
Video message has "noise"
Change gender icon didn't change the colors

Observation
Usability Testing
Observation

Usability Testing
Usability Testing
Usability Testing
Observation

In the data collection, four different data collection methods of think aloud,
observation, customer behavior survey and customer satisfaction survey results in
identification of different action points. These results suggest that a combination of data
collection method may help to collect a rich data. Focus on think aloud and observation if
similar user study is done to collect mobile user data for smart phone applications. Among
the methods we could still see some differences. For example, compared to traditional way
of structured task analysis and structural satisfaction survey, think aloud could get better
results on potential enhancements as 45.5% of the enhancements are from think aloud.
However, usability testing, which is a semi-structural user study method could help us to
identify problems which is easily ignored by QA or testers inside the company. And overall,
observations are an effective way for both enhancements and problem shooting as it
contributed 26.3% of action points in total. Interview session could be a good
supplementary for users to recall the missed needs during other sessions with the
facilitating and leading from investigators.
Also, many interesting finding are obtained from this user study regarding young user
behavior. As several studies have examined the relative importance of tutorials in app
design, many empirical studies have provided some evidence that the link between a better
design tutorial and the effectiveness in using the apps from ordinary users. This is because
the tutorial information could help those users who lack of expertise of using the product
could be more confident and properly tutorial or guide a necessity from classical usability
theory by Nielsen (provide clues to users time to time when using the products). In mobile
app design disciplines, users’ perceptions of a product are somehow deeply relying on the
tutorial page and introduction to this product. Thus, good tutorial and guide could help
users to have better experience when using the app. However, from the results, we could
find that young people hate all kinds of tutorials; they are motivated to play around and
find information by their own.
In the meanwhile, traditional user experience theory also emphasis on the simplicity
and efficiency of using product for ordinary users. For most of young users, the social
networking has two major functionalities: communication and social networking. It is
assumed that users could fulfill the need for both purpose from 1 app, the satisfaction could
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be much higher. While from the user study results, young users in Singapore wants to
separate these two purpose and they find it is much simpler for them to manage 2 different
apps at the same time which is quite out of the expectation from investigators and
marketing folks.
Another interesting finding is that young mobile users are affected a lot by friends and
they are motivated to be in a group of users. Most of them admitted that they discover or
use a new app from friend’s recommendation instead of discovers the new app by their
own. In the meanwhile, they want to express in a brave way that reflect in the app that they
are willing to try different styles using expected design combinations. Besides, they are
asking multiple smileys to better express their personality. It is having implication for
application designers to make the design
And the most influential media to them are word of mouth and they prefer online
media instead of TV ads or traditional press. Young mobile users use Facebook and Google
to search and word of mouth from peers are the main source for them to accept a new
product.
. Conclusions
In this paper, young users’ behavior in using different Social networking and
communication apps was studied. Our findings suggest that the usage of social networking
and communication on smartphone are different from people using other apps. Smart phone
i.e., iPhone and android plays a major role in determine users’ behavior toward the
emerging apps. And the bond between apps and those young users are stronger than
expected.
While our finding adds a significant contribution to understand young users’ behavior
in using social networking and communication apps, there are limitations of this study that
should be considered when designing future studies on related topics. First, individual
differences between participants are not factored into the research model. Although a
restriction is added when select participants such as age, nationality, years in using smart
phone etc. There may still have individual differences among the selected participants.
Second, future studies may consider to enlarge the sample size, for example, to obtain
participants from online resource. With a big sample, the accuracy of the action points and
enhancements decisions would be further assured.
In addition, all the participants are from Singapore in this study while the usage of
this communication and social networking app is worldwide. Our findings may not be
applicable to other domain. In sum, despite these limitations, the current study adds
valuable insights with regard to explaining the sophisticated behavior of young smart
phone user in Singapore when using social networking and communication apps. Future
studies on related topics may extend our findings by addressing these limitations.
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ABSTRACT
The advent of Big Data era makes more and more enterprises start to seek market
opportunities through data management, so as to form competitive advantages. Based
on the Technology-Organization-Environment (TOE) framework, the paper explores
the influencing factors of enterprise Big Data technology adoption intention. Besides,
the paper takes organizational situation as mediator variable to analyse the process
and mechanism of Big Data management. The empirical results show that technology,
organization and environment are three important dimensions for the adoption of Big
Data technology in enterprises. At the same time, the mediating effect of
organizational situation has been partially verified. Technical characteristics can
influence enterprise Big Data technology adoption through top support, organizational
communication and strategic match. Organizational situation plays mediating role
between environmental regulations and enterprise Big Data adoption intention. Finally,
suggestions are proposed for introduction of Big Data technology in enterprise,
including building enterprise Big Data ecosystem, improving enterprise strategic
planning and cultivating Big Data industry chain.
Keywords: Big Data Technologies; information system adoption; TOE
framework
1 Introduction
With the development of information technology and network technology, the
data is increasing and accumulating at an amazing speed. The data created by global
electronic equipment will be jumped to 35.2ZB by 2020[1] and Big Data era has
arrived. As basic means of subsistence and market factors, data is as important as
material capital and human capital in the new era. Big Data will be the main modes
and key elements for enterprises to improve productivity and competitiveness. With
the characteristics of Volume, Velocity, Variety and Veracity, Big Data can effectively
help enterprises within a reasonable time complete the information acquisition,
storage, analysis, mining and application, so as to grab commercial value from the
1
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massive data. Big Data has turned into the key link of all aspects in business from
operation by-product, helping enterprise to enhance the market perception, so as to
finishing the transition from supply driven to market driven. Therefore, management
and use of value brought by Big Data has become the key for enterprises to obtain
competitive advantage, as well as the scientific management and decision-making
implementation based on Big Data driven.
Research on Big Data management oriented decision-making will help
enterprises to clarify the complexity generated by data interaction, in order to deal
with the uncertainty caused by data redundancy and lack of dual characteristics. At the
same time, it helps control the emergence of data high-speed growth and cross
connection, to make full use of the value of the data. According to IDC, the Big Data
market will grow from $32 billion in 2010 to $170 billion in 2015, with compound
annual growth rate of 40% [2]. Although the continuous mature of Big Data industry
provides hardware and software support for enterprises to introduce Big Data
management, timeliness, completeness and consistency of data acquisition cannot
meet the requirements of enterprise Big Data management and control. Collection
efficiency and accuracy still need to be enhanced, which hinders the pace of Big Data
management adoption in a certain extent. In addition, the implementation of Big Data
management also needs to consider organizational resources and market environment.
Therefore, the adoption and implementation of Big Data management platform is a
huge systematic project, which needs to consider many factors. Based on this, this
paper takes Technology-Organization-Environment (TOE) as framework to explore
enterprise Big Data management adoption intention and its influencing factors, so as
to provide theoretical basis and effective countermeasures for enterprise to make
scientific decision based on Big Data management.
2 Literature review and research hypothesis
As an important part of enterprise information construction, enterprise Big Data
technology adoption belongs to IT/IS adoption. Related researches can be divided into
individual level and organizational level. Individual level IS adoption theory
researches are mainly based on social psychology and consumer behaviour theory, to
study individual psychological process of technology adoption behaviour from the
perspective of the receiving party perspective to discuss the influence from individual
differences, system characteristics and other external factors through the intrinsic
value of the individual on adoption behaviour to IT. The representative theory is the
technology acceptance model (TAM) [3], and the theory of planned behaviour (TPB) [4]
and the theory of reasoned action (TRA) [5]. Organization level IT/IS adoption
researches mainly focus on the related factors of organization adoption decision, that
is to say what factors influence the organizational decision-making process and results
of IT/IS adoption. Organization level IT/IS adoption researches is mainly based on the
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diffusion of innovation (DOI) and it has been constantly enriched and improved in the
process of application. Tomatzky and Fleischer critically inherits the advantages of
DOI, proposed Technology-Organization-Environment model, which thinks that
adoption of innovation process is mainly influenced by environmental regulations,
technical characteristics and organizational situations [6]. Due to the explosive growth
of data, frequent changes in the economic and technological environment, enterprise
information system construction present the trend of networking, collaborative
complicated. Therefore, the adoption of Big Data technology is not only the simple
superposition of individual adoption behaviours, but the result of interaction of
technology, environment and organizational factors. Based on this, this paper takes
Technology-Organization-Environment framework as the basis to explore the
influence of different factors on enterprise Big Data technology adoption intention.
2.1 Technical characteristics and adoption intention
According to the diffusion of innovation theory, the factors which influence
organizational technological innovation adoption include innovation characteristics,
organizational characteristics and organizational environment, which determine the
technological innovation adoption and diffusion in the organization together.
Innovation characteristics refer to the technical features of the technology itself,
which can be reflected by relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, testability
and observability. The five variables have positive relationship with IT adoption [7].
On the basis of diffusion of innovation theory, combined with the specific
characteristics of Big Data, the paper holds the view that the technical characteristics
which influence enterprise Big Data technology adoption intention includes relative
advantage, compatibility, complexity, observability and economic benefits. Relative
advantages mainly refer to the advantages of Big Data compared to traditional data
technology. Complexity is the difficulty in Big Data technology development and its
operation dimensions. Compatibility focuses on the consistency degree of new
technology and enterprise existing value, past experiences and demand. Observability
refers to the interaction between Big Data technology and adopting enterprise, namely
enterprise’s awareness and understanding of Big Data technology. Economic benefits
mean the benefits to enterprises brought by Big Data technology adoption.
As a typical research to information system adoption, the adoption of enterprise
Big Data management is firstly influenced by related technology characteristics of
Big Data. On the one hand, Big Data with respect to the traditional data storage
technology can more effectively use massive amounts of data to identify market
opportunities prospectively and provide strong support for the enterprise management
decision. The relative advantages of Big Data technology are also the main factors
which affect the successful adoption of Big Data management

[8]

. Moreover,
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compatibility is also the important factors which should be considered by the
enterprise when introducing Big Data technologies. The compatibility of Big Data is
not only embodied in the technical level, the matching degree of new technologies
and existing information system, but also consistent with the organizational culture
value, development demands and practical experience of enterprise. If enterprise
status cannot match Big Data technologies, the implementation of Big Data
management will encounter greater resistance, so as the adoption of new technologies
[9]

. At the same time, enterprises will also consider the benefits brought by new

technology and implementation effect in the adoption of new information system. If
the income is greater than the cost of implementation and the implementation effect is
obvious, then enterprises will tend to adopt the new technology to improve the
operational efficiency of enterprises. According to Rogers, complexity plays an
important role in the adoption of organizational information technology. In general,
the easier of a new technology to be understood and used, the more willing is
enterprise to adopt

[7]

. In addition, sparsity, high dimension and heterogeneity of Big

Data not only put forward higher requirements for Big Data storage and processing,
but also increase the difficulty of data platform deployment and maintenance. Based
on this, the paper proposes the following hypotheses.
H1: Technical characteristics have a significant effect on enterprise Big Data
technologies adoption intention
H1a: Relative advantages of Big Data technology have a significant positive
effect on enterprise Big Data technologies adoption intention
H1b: Complexity of Big Data technology has a significant negative effect on
enterprise Big Data technologies adoption intention
H1c: Compatibility of Big Data technology has a significant positive effect on
enterprise Big Data technologies adoption intention
H1d: Observability of Big Data technology has a significant positive effect on
enterprise Big Data technologies adoption intention
H1e: Economic benefits of Big Data technology has a significant positive effect
on enterprise Big Data technologies adoption intention
2.2 Organizational situation and adoption intention
The core of resource based theory holds the view that organizational resources
are the basis for enterprises to obtain competitive advantage. This theory is concerned
with the enterprise internal causes of information technology adoption, which means
that manpower, material resources, finance and IT knowledge are the factors of
affecting information technology adoption [10]. On the basis of resource based theory,
this paper thinks that the factors which influence enterprise Big Data technologies
adoption includes top support, resource readiness organizational communication and
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strategic match. Top support is the behaviours of adoption decision makers on the new
technology or services so as to give recognition and support to the implementation of
Big Data management [11]. Resource readiness can be used to measure whether the
organization has enough resources to take on the adoption of IT/IS, which focuses on
the ability of enterprise to get the required resources ready for IT adoption [12].
Organizational communication is to achieve the goals of the organization by various
media and channels between individuals within the organization. It fulfils
management responsibilities and management functions in the process so as to
conduct information, ideas and emotional communication effectively [13]. In addition,
the introduction of Big Data technologies is also affected by the strategic match
between enterprise and related technologies.
Top leaders usually have the ability to control all aspects in organizational
interaction, which is an embodiment of authority resources within organization. The
top support has a direct impact on enterprise’s Big Data technologies adoption
intention. On the one hand, top leaders can allocate resources through its authority in
organization. On the other hand, top support attitude will promote affiliate active use
of new technology, thereby reducing the individual tacit boycott [13]. At the same time,
Top leaders will help members to clear the significance of Big Data management
adoption to enterprises through meetings, process reengineering design, so as to
enhance adoption intention of enterprise to Big Data technologies. Resource readiness
is an emphasis on the preparation of the organization in terms of material resources
and management system before and after adoption of a new technology or service [14].
The interaction between the organization and the innovation technology is the result
of diffusion of technologies in the organization through the information channel

[12]

.

The main way of this diffusion is organizational communication. Organizational
communication is to achieve the goals of the organization through various media and
channels so as to exchange information, views and feelings to new system. Smooth
communication environment is conducive to the effective use and promotion of Big
Data technologies in the enterprise. In addition, corporate strategic planning, business
process and Big Data technology matching also has influence on enterprise Big Data
technology adoption intention. If the introduction of Big Data management helps to
optimize enterprise business processes and promote the realization of enterprise
strategy, Big Data technology adoption is the meaningful. Based on this, the paper
proposes the following hypotheses.
H2: Organizational situation has a significant effect on enterprise Big Data
technologies adoption intention
H2a: Top support has a significant positive effect on enterprise Big Data
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technologies adoption intention
H2b: Resource readiness has a significant positive effect on enterprise Big Data
technologies adoption intention
H2c: Organizational communication has a significant positive effect on
enterprise Big Data technologies adoption intention
H2d: Strategic match has a significant positive effect on enterprise Big Data
technologies adoption intention
2.3 Environmental regulations and adoption intention
From the perspective of institution based theory, social environment and
institutional pressures are key factors which influence enterprise technology
innovation adoption, meaning that organizations will make the adoption decision
according to the social factors instead of economic factors [15,16]. Institution based
theory analyses the adoption of innovation in enterprise from a more macro point of
view, which makes a good complement for innovation adoption behaviour to the
diffusion of innovation theory. The theory considered that organization’s innovation
decision-making is determined by innovation return evaluation and trend pressure
jointly. Based on this, this paper proposes the dimension of competition pressure and
trend influence, social support and maturity of Big Data technology, to discuss the
environmental regulations which affect enterprise Big Data technologies adoption.
Competition pressure is formed during enterprise operation in order to avoid
backward to the industry average level of performance. Trend influence refers that the
independent, rational adoption behaviour started the trend of the adoption. Based on
this, specification and competition pressure promote the trend further, so as to make
the innovation continually diffusion [14]. Social support and Big Data technology
market maturity respectively from the national policy level and the industrial
development level discuss the environmental factors which influence enterprise Big
Data technology adoption.
In the market economy environment, enterprises always face the pressure from
various aspects. Innovation of upstream and downstream enterprise, development of
competitor's business model and industry standards will bring great pressure to the
enterprise. However, this kind of competition pressure is exactly the main motivation
for enterprises to introduce Big Data technology to form the competitive advantages.
The development trend of enterprise environment will also bring trend pressure for
enterprise. Industry associations, government, media and professional organizations
will play a positive guiding role on enterprise information system adoption. At the
same time, Big Data management is being recognized by more and more enterprises.
Enterprise informatization is also affected by the government policies, countries
through the development of policies, measures and codes of conduct to guide and
promote the development of enterprise informatization. Enterprises will reduce cost of
building a platform for Big Data under the government policy. The protection from
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relevant laws also makes the application of Big Data more secure and reliable [17]. In
addition, due to the rapid development of information industry, there are multiple
available Big Data software and application which have been tested by the practice,
providing stable and reliable hardware support for enterprises to implement Big Data
management. Enterprise Big Data management and application is gradually moving
towards universality. Based on this, the paper proposes the following hypotheses.
H3˖Environmental regulations have a significant effect on enterprise Big Data
technologies adoption intention
H3a: Competition pressure has a significant positive effect on enterprise Big
Data technologies adoption intention
H3b: Trend influence has a significant positive effect on enterprise Big Data
technologies adoption intention
H3c: Social support has a significant positive effect on enterprise Big Data
technologies adoption intention
H3d: Big Data technology market maturity has a significant positive effect on
enterprise Big Data technologies adoption intention
2.4 Mediation effect of organizational factors
According to the Adaptive Structuration Theory and Diffusion of Innovation
Theory, technology adoption activities is the interaction process between technology
and organization, no matter diffusion of technology innovation to the organization
inside, or organizational transformation to technology, both of them can only be
achieved by organization channels

[18]

. Under the background of Big Data, business,

operation and management activities shows the characteristics of high frequency
real-time, deep customization, full cycle immersion interaction, cross organizational
data integration and multi-subject decision etc., which brings new opportunities and
challenges for enterprise Big Data management and decision. High-frequency
real-time decision paradigm, methods and models of cross platform heterogeneous
data business intelligence, coordination of multi subjects are the main problems faced
by enterprises

[19]

. Introduction of Big Data technology requires not only the

technology matching with subject itself, but also be suitable with tangible or
intangible elements such as production equipment, organizational processes,
organization culture, organization and management system. Compared to traditional
data processing method, mass storage fast processing, various forms and precise
analysis are the biggest advantages of Big Data technology, which are also the key
factors which promote top leader to make the decision to adopt. At the same time,
from the enterprise's own point of view, organization’s business content, business
model is also in the dynamic changes, only with good compatibility and flexible
information system, enterprises can adapt to the rapid development. To play the
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effectiveness of Big Data technology, it is necessary to rely on the formation of IS
capability based on certain IS resources. On the one hand, enterprises need to
integrate the limited resources and capabilities of organization, so as to implement
Big Data management better. On the other hand, enterprises should also make
subversive innovation to the existing information management system and balance
exploration innovation and exploitation innovation, so as to improve the enterprise's
organizational ambidexterity, as well as make resources and capabilities relatively
abundant for the Big Data management implementation

[20]

. Besides, it promotes

employee to understand Big Data management and accept the decision model based
on Big Data technology better. That is to say, organizational situation plays a
mediating role in technology characteristics and enterprise Big Data introduction.
Based on this, the paper proposes the following hypotheses.
H4 ˖ Positive influence of technical characteristics on enterprise Big
technologies adoption intention is mediated by organizational situation
H4a: Positive influence of technical characteristics on enterprise Big
technologies adoption intention is mediated by top support
H4b: Positive influence of technical characteristics on enterprise Big
technologies adoption intention is mediated by resource readiness
H4c: Positive influence of technical characteristics on enterprise Big
technologies adoption intention is mediated by organizational communication
H4d: Positive influence of technical characteristics on enterprise Big
technologies adoption intention is mediated by strategic match

Data
Data
Data
Data
Data

In the case of urgent internal demand and external competitive pressure,
enterprises will take more initiative to adopt new information system. On the one
hand, development of competitor, cooperation and business model will bring pressure
to corporate executives, which will make them take the initiative to understand Big
Data and related technologies, and truly understand the advantages of Big Data
management. On the other hand, the explosive growth of data makes the enterprise
have more and more resources to use, and also put forward higher requirements for
the management of resources and related technologies. The growing Big Data
industry provides hardware and software support for enterprises to build Big Data
management platform, which will not only lead to internal reflections on information
system upgrade, communication within the organization will also become more
frequent. At the same time, government policy, professional bodies and industry
organizations guide and incentive policies also has a positive effect on the adoption of
Big Data technology adoption, even in some degree will change the enterprise
established the strategic policy and development planning, to help enterprise build the
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information platform more efficiently

[17]

. In view of this, external environment

factors have an important impact on enterprise Big Data technology adoption. But as
the main body of big data technology adoption, enterprise is the decision makers and
implementers of adopting behaviours. Thus, Big Data technology adoption is closely
linked with the internal characteristics of the organization. Organizational resources
reserves are the guarantee of organization innovation, which enables an organization
to conduct innovation based on uncertain results, and according to the external
environment changes constantly adjust strategy, finally to achieve enterprise
innovation [21]. Based on this, the paper proposes the following hypotheses.
H5˖Positive influence of environmental regulations on enterprise Big
technologies adoption intention is mediated by organizational situation
H5a: Positive influence of environmental regulations on enterprise Big
technologies adoption intention is mediated by top support
H5b: Positive influence of environmental regulations on enterprise Big
technologies adoption intention is mediated by resource readiness
H5c: Positive influence of environmental regulations on enterprise Big
technologies adoption intention is mediated by organizational communication
H5d: Positive influence of environmental regulations on enterprise Big
technologies adoption intention is mediated by strategic match

Data
Data
Data
Data
Data

3 Research Methods
3.1 Variable design
By theories and literature review above as well as taking the specific
characteristics of Big Data technology into consideration, this paper develops research
scale with Likert 5 scale, including a total of 15 constructs which is composed by 53
items. Technical characteristics includes relative advantage, compatibility, complexity,
observability and economic benefits [10,13]. Organizational situation includes top
support, resource readiness, organizational communication and strategic match [9,14].
Environmental regulations are composed by competition pressure, trend influence,
social support and Big Data technology maturity [14]. Based on Fishbein and Ajzen’s
research [4], this paper proposes adoption intention based on the specific
characteristics of Big Data technology. Based on this, pre-test was conducted to 100
samples. After CITC analysis of the initial scale, the variable whose CITC value is
less than 0.4 were deleted or modified and the final scale was formed.
3.2 Sampling and instrument
Data for our study were collected using a questionnaire, and sample was selected
from middle or senior management personnel in enterprise. Questionnaires were
distributed and filled combining targeted online survey and enterprise investigation.
Total of 450 questionnaires were distributed and 373 valid questionnaires were
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received in the survey, efficiency of 82.89%. Among them, Human resources
positions accounted for 13.9%, financial management positions for 12.3%, IT
technology positions for 32.2% operating management positions for 9.7% and other
positions are 31.9%. In addition, the survey samples are mainly from private
enterprises, accounting for about 52.0%, followed by state-owned enterprises and
foreign-funded enterprises, respectively was 19.3% and 18.2%, collectively owned
enterprises for 10.5%. As for enterprise scale, most of samples are from small and
medium-sized enterprises, whose sales are mainly concentrated in 50 million-5 billion
yuan, accounting for 64.9%. 75.1% of enterprise’s employee number is less than 1000.
In addition, more than three quarters of the enterprise think that Big Data technology
has obvious advantages when compared with the traditional data processing method.
82.8% of respondents believe that introduction of Big Data technologies can help
enterprises to improve operational efficiency, and 77.2% of the managers expressed
their willingness to set up a professional team to support the implementation of Big
Data management.
3.3 Scale reliability and validity
With the help of SPSS 19.0, this study has made the reliability and validity
analysis of 373 valid samples. This paper uses Cronbach’s α to test the reliability of
variables. As is shown in the Table 1, Cronbach's α reliability coefficient of each
variable is in the acceptable range, meaning that internal consistency of variables is
good.
Table 1 Scale of Cronbach's α coefficient and KMO
Item

Cronbach’s

numbers

α

Relative advantage (RS)

4

0.593

0.659

45.248

Complexity (CPL)

4

0.709

0.749

53.405

Compatibility (CPA)

5

0.775

0.820

52.704

Observability (OB)

3

0.603

0.640

55.804

Economic benefits (EB)

3

0.590

0.627

55.052

Top support (TS)

5

0.779

0.797

53.332

Resource readiness (RR)

4

0.742

0.750

54.480

4

0.733

0.761

55.672

Strategic match (SM)

3

0.576

0.628

54.144

Competition pressure (CP)

4

0.636

0.696

47.941

Environmental

Trend influence (TI)

4

0.683

0.735

51.407

regulations

Social support (SS)

3

0.542

0.609

52.220

Big Data technology

4

0.751

0.773

57.305

Constructs

Technical
characteristics

Organizational
situation

Variables

Organizational
communication (OC)

KMO

Total Variance
Explained˄
˄%˅
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maturity (TM)
3

Adoption intention (AI)

0.633

0.648

57.750

The paper takes factor analysis of latent variables with principal component
analysis and gets the rotated factor based on the maximum variance method. The
results show that all variables’ KMO value is higher than 0.6 and only one common
factor is extracted in each latent variable. In addition, total variance explained is
almost above 50%, indicating that the hypotheses of this study are reasonable and
feasible in mathematical structure.
4 Empirical analysis and hypothesis testing
This paper adopts multiple stepwise regressions to explore the impact of
technical, organizational and environmental factors on enterprise Big Data technology
adoption intention. Based on this, discuss the mediation effect of organizational
situation in technical characteristics and environmental regulations’ influence on Big
Data technology adoption. During the testing process, this study give full
consideration to the Durbin Watson value (be in 1.5-2.5) and variance inflation factor
(VIF) (less than 10), so as to eliminate the collinearity problem to ensure the scientific
research results.
4.1 Technical characteristics’ influence on adoption intention
Through multiple stepwise regressions, technical characteristics’ influence on
adoption intention is shown in the Table 2.
Table 2 Test on technical characteristics’ influence

Model

Unstandardized

Standardized

Coefficients

Coefficients

B

Std. Error

(Constant)

2.891

0.356

RS

0.563

0.047

(Constant)

1.911

0.363

RS

0.417

0.049

EB

0.318

0.045

(Constant)

1.709

0.363

RS

0.374

0.05

EB

0.234

CPA

0.107

Collinearity
t

Sig.

Beta

Statistics

Durbin-Watson

Tolerance

VIF

1

1

8.109

0

11.919

0

5.259

0

0.39

8.491

0

0.82

1.22

0.322

7.012

0

0.82

1.22

4.71

0

0.349

7.47

0

0.768

1.303

0.051

0.237

4.607

0

0.633

1.58

0.031

0.178

3.444

0.001

0.629

1.589

1

2

0.526

1.954

3

a. Dependent Variable: Adoption intention

Technical characteristics include relative advantage, complexity, compatibility,
observability and economic benefits. As is shown in the Table 2, relative advantage,
economic benefits and compatibility enter the model, which means the three variables
have a significant positive impact on enterprise Big Data technology adoption
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intention. Therefore, hypothesis H1 is supported partly, in which hypothesis H1a, H1c,
H1e are proved, and H1b, H1d has not been validated. On the one hand, developing
Big Data technology makes Big Data applications easier to use. On the other hand,
difficulty of quantifying the performance of Big Data management also may weaken
observability of Big Data application, so as to influence enterprise Big Data
technology adoption intention.
4.2 Organizational situation’s influence on adoption intention
Through multiple stepwise regressions, organizational situation’ influence on
adoption intention is shown in the Table 3.
Table 3 Test on organizational situation’s influence
Unstandardized

Standardized

Coefficients

Coefficients

Model

Collinearity
Statistics
t

B

Std.
Error

(Constant)

3.639

0.258

TS

0.335

0.025

(Constant)

2.258

0.329

TS

0.265

0.026

SM

0.312

0.05

(Constant)

2.079

0.324

TS

0.178

0.032

SM

0.246

OC

0.176

Durbin-Watson

Sig.

Beta

B
Tolerance

VIF

1

1

14.118

0

13.649

0

6.87

0

0.458

10.264

0

0.817

1.224

0.281

6.307

0

0.817

1.224

6.425

0

0.308

5.538

0

0.502

1.993

0.051

0.222

4.855

0

0.743

1.346

0.041

0.251

4.345

0

0.465

2.152

1

2

0.578

1.964

3

a. Dependent Variable: Adoption intention

Organizational situation includes top support, resource readiness, organizational
communication and strategic match. It can be seen from Table 3 that top support,
strategic match and organizational communication enter the model, indicating that the
three variables have a significant positive impact on enterprise Big Data technology
adoption intention. Thus, H2 is partly supported, in which H2a, H2c, H2d are proved,
while H2c is not verified. Manpower, financial resources, material resources and IT
knowledge are key elements in successful implementation of the information system.
However, they are not verified in this paper. The result may be related with trend of
Big Data capitalization, industry vertical integration and extensive Internet.
Enterprises have already recognized the importance of data thus they make the related
resources ready in advance. As a result, resource readiness is no longer decisive factor
which influence enterprise Big Data technology adoption intention.
4.3 Environmental regulations’ influence on adoption intention
Through multiple stepwise regressions, environmental regulations’ influence on
adoption intention is shown in the Table 4.
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Table 4 Test on environmental regulations’ influence
Unstandardized

Standardized

Coefficients

Coefficients

Model

Collinearity
Statistics
t

B

Std.
Error

(Constant)

3.367

.325

TI

.451

.039

(Constant)

2.311

.353

TI

.334

.041

SS

.325

.052

(Constant)

1.859

.359

TI

.253

.044

SS

.248

CP

Sig.

Beta

Durbin-Watson
B

Tolerance

VIF

1.000

1.000

10.372

.000

11.630

.000

6.556

.000

.383

8.059

.000

.795

1.258

.296

6.238

.000

.795

1.258

5.183

.000

.290

5.706

.000

.661

1.513

.054

.227

4.637

.000

.714

1.401

.208

.047

.230

4.446

.000

.636

1.572

(Constant)

1.769

.356

4.964

.000

TI

.217

.046

.248

4.746

.000

.612

1.635

SS

.199

.056

.182

3.574

.000

.648

1.544

CP

.190

.047

.211

4.085

.000

.626

1.597

TM

.096

.033

.148

2.931

.004

.655

1.527

1

2

.517

3

4

1.958

a. Dependent Variable: Adoption intention

Environmental regulations include competition pressure, trend influence, social
support and Big Data technology maturity. The Table 4 shows that all the factors of
environmental regulations enter the model. Thus, the fours variables have significant
positive influence on enterprise Big Data technology adoption intention. H3 is
supported, as well as H3a, H3B, H3c and H3d. This result shows that Environmental
regulation plays an important role in the process of promoting the adoption of Big
Data technology and building Big Data management platform.
4.4 Mediation effect analysis
This paper tests mediation effect of organizational situation mainly based on Wen
Zhonglin’s research, so as to discuss how technical characteristics and environmental
regulations affect the adoption of Big Data technology adoption intention through
organizational situation. Wen makes the definition of mediator variable that based on
the independent variable X’s effect on dependent variable Y, if variable X can affect
variable Y through variable M, then M is the mediator variable, which plays the
mediating effect between variable X and variable Y [22]. In order to test the mediation
effect of organizational situation, this paper takes five variables of technical
characteristics, four variables of organizational situation, four variables of
environmental regulations as independent variables and adoption intention as
dependent variables to make multiple regression analysis. On the basis of this, make
five variables of technical characteristics and four variables of environmental
regulations as independent variables and our variables of organizational situation as
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dependent variable for multiple regression analysis, and the results are shown in Table
5.
Table 5 Mediation effect analysis of organizational situation
Dependent variable˄
˄Standardized Coefficients˅
Dimensions

Technology

Independent variable

AI

TS

RR

OC

SM

RS

0.320***

0.098*

.065

0.162***

0.458***

CPL

-.040

-.004

.020

-.006

-.065

CPA

0.145**

0.398***

0.422***

0.321***

0.116*

OB

.087

0.240***

0.160**

0.232***

.014

EB

0.206***

0.173***

0.184***

0.128*

0.149**

TS

0.288***

-

-

-

-

RR

.056

-

-

-

-

OC

0.227***

-

-

-

-

SM

0.215***

-

-

-

-

CP

0.211***

0.230***

0.233***

0.322***

0.259***

TI

0.248***

0.121*

.055

0.162***

0.385***

SS

0.182***

.000

0.150**

.006

0.113*

TM

0.148**

0.480***

0.368***

0.349***

.031

Organization

Environment

*˖P˘0.05˗**˖P˘0.01˗***˖P˘0.001

According to Wen Zhonglin’s method of testing mediation effect, to test the
existence of mediation effect, independent variables should firstly have significant
influence on dependent variables. Based on this, independent variable should also
have significant effect on mediator variables. Finally, mediator variables should also
have a significant effect on dependent variables. According to Table 5, relative
advantage, compatibility and economic benefits has a significant positive effect on
adoption intention, which also has positive influence on top support, organizational
communication, and strategic match respectively. At the same time, top support,
organizational communication, and strategic match affect enterprise Big Data
technology adoption intention positively. Thus, mediation effect of top support,
organizational communication, and strategic match are proved, and hypothesis H4 has
been verified partly. In other words, most of the technical characteristics of Big Data
can influence the adoption decision of enterprises through the organizational situation,
which is consistent with resources integration and strategic planning in enterprise.
Organizational technical transformation and innovation diffusion should be achieved
through organizational channels. Similarly, competition pressure, trend influence can
affect enterprise Big Data technology adoption intention through top support,
organizational communication, strategic match. Besides, social support can also
influence the adoption intention through strategic match. In addition, top support and
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organizational communication play the mediating role between Big Data technology
maturity and adoption intention, H5 being verified partially. In view of this, although
environmental regulations have an important impact on the enterprise Big Data
technology adoption, as a key link between external environment and enterprise,
organizational factors also plays important role. Top support and organizational
communication can keep enterprises informed of changes in the external environment,
so as to make full preparation for the introduction of Big Data management
5 Conclusions and suggestions
5.1 Conclusions
Following the logic of scientific research, this paper uses TOE framework as the
basis to explore the factors influencing enterprise Big Data adoption intention. Based
on this, the paper takes organizational situation as mediator variable to discuss
process and mechanism of enterprise Big Data adoption. According to the results of
empirical research, this paper considers that technology, organization and
environment are three important dimensions for the adoption of Big Data technology
in enterprises. Specifically, compared with the traditional data processing technology,
Big Data technology has obvious advantages. Economic benefits brought by Big Data
technologies, matching degree of Big Data technology with existing enterprise
information systems, enterprise culture are the main technical factors which should be
considered in making Big Data technology adoption decision. Support and encourage
from top leaders will effectively promote the introduction of Big Data management,
and regular organizational communication is the catalyst for Big Data adoption. In
addition, strategic planning of enterprises is also the main organizational factors for
Big Data adoption. As for the environmental factors, pressure from competitors or
partners forms the environmental influence of enterprise adoption decision. The rise
of Big Data management urges enterprises to follow the trend to ensure the
competitive advantage. Besides, government's preferential policies and increasing
maturity of Big Data technology market will further increase the attractiveness of Big
Data technology and Big Data management platform for enterprise. The mediation
effect of organizational situation has been proved partially. Technical characteristics
can influence enterprise Big Data technology adoption indirectly through top support,
organizational communication and strategic match. Organizational situation plays
mediating role between environmental regulations and enterprise Big Data adoption
intention. In general, research conclusion is basically consistent with the research
hypotheses. On the one hand, it provides the theoretical basis for the implementation
of enterprise Big Data management. On the other hand, it also enriches the application
of technology adoption theory.
5.2 Suggestion
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5.2.1 Build enterprise Big Data ecosystem to develop technological advantages
Enterprises should construct Big Data ecosystem, to integrate every link of
enterprise operation into the ecosystem through the data sharing and cooperative
value creation, so as to reflect advantages of Big Data in each link of operation. At the
same time, improve the data quality, and upgrade analysis method, in order to enhance
the compatibility of Big Data technology and enterprise existing information system,
so as to explore the real valuable information to help enterprises to make scientific
decisions, and finally improve the economic efficiency of enterprises.
5.2.2 Improve enterprise strategic planning to seize the opportunities in Big Data era
Enterprises can adjust and perfect the existing strategic planning according to
Big Data’s characteristics of Volume, Velocity, Variety and Veracity. Firstly,
strengthen the monitoring of market environment. Based on this, develop or introduce
Big Data storage and analysis technology positively. Give full play to the mediating
effect of organization and convey Big Data concepts to the lower level employees
from senior managers. At the same time, enterprise should set up a Big Data
management personnel cultivation mechanism, to reform and optimize the
management mode. Based on this, fully and effectively use data in order to truly grasp
the opportunities in the era of Big Data. Based on the improved strategic planning,
enterprise should build the Big Data management platform to achieve the goal of
promoting enterprise intelligence quotient and breaking down the data gully, so as to
make the business decision and strategic development more scientifically.
5.2.3 Create a good industrial environment to cultivate Big Data industry chain
The government should encourage enterprises to carry out the innovation in Big
Data related technology application, in order to seek a breakthrough in the massive
data crawl, data storage, data mining. At the same time, develop technical standards
and operational standards of Big Data, and vigorously strengthen the infrastructure of
network to guarantee the development of Big Data industry. Finally, start the relevant
legislation to protect information privacy from the legal level, and solve the user
privacy issues, so as to provide a good external environment for the introduction of
enterprise Big Data technology.
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ABSTRACT
Health service based on the internet of things has just begun to face the market in
recent years. The preliminary problem is to get large scale of consumer adoption.
Drawing on the UTAUT theory and perceived risk, adding in cost and privacy concern,
a model of factors affecting the adoption of health service based on the internet of things
was proposed. Structural equation modeling analysis was conducted to test the
hypotheses. The results indicated that performance expectancy and social influence can
positively affect consumer adoption behavior through increasing adopting intention,
whereas cost can negatively affect adoption intention and decries adoption behavior of
customers. Perceived risk has direct negative effect on consumer adoption behavior.
This research implies that service providers need to focus on performance expectancy,
social influence, perceived risk, and service price in order to achieve effective market
promotion.
Keywords: the internet of things; health service; consumer adoption
1. Introduction
The health service based on the internet of things (the IoT) is a great attempt of
applying IoT technology into health care industry which extended the influence of the
IoT largely in terms of affect degree and range of application. This innovation brings
consumer lots of benefits and also issues as personal privacy leakage and security
threats. The main cause is that this kind of health service works with sensitive
information of the customer such as one’s physiological indicators, orientation, and
other messages about personal status [1]. The fact leads to it that customers must take
great risk to adopt the service. People are increasingly concerned about privacy and
security in recent years, which makes it really difficult for health service based on the
IoT to occupy the market. Thus it is necessary to research on and facilitate consumer
adoption of health service based on the IoT.
The health service based on the IoT is a smart network system. It can collect
physiological and athletic information of the human body intelligently through sensing
devices and conduct data preprocessing. Then the healthy information will be delivered
to the decision center though transmission network for storage and analysis. Finally, it
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will achieve a series of health service from health warning to emergency rescue [2-3]. It
is capable of provide a pouch of helpful services such as telemedicine, mobile nursing,
medical service, Smart pharmacy and intelligent health management. Study on the
theoretical problems should play a crucial role in attempt to promote the application of
this health service.
As a new type of information of technology, the IoT has drawn the attention of a
large number of scholars who have mainly studied from mainly the technical level [4-6].
But recently scholars also conduct research on the management level and focus on the
adoption of the core technology of IoT, the RFID technology. Samuel et al. made
comment on the papers related to RFID that were published in top journals in the field
of information system from year 2000 to 2011and found out that nearly half of those
researches were themed after RFID adoption and use [7]. As for the health service based
on the IoT, study from the management perspective theoretically has just started and
papers are much less. Lee et al. conducted an exploratory research on the RFID
adoption in the medical industry and found that supporters are the most important
factors [8]. Fekri et al. pointed out that the future adoption of the RFID technology
depends importantly on the acceptance by patients and doctors besides the technical
status [9]. Bendavid described the application of RFID technology in the medical system
and it is needed to address the privacy and security issues [10]. Fisher et al. took three
years to study 23 hospitals in the US and discovered that physical environment and
organizational culture of the hospital are crucial for effect of RTLS application [11].
Rosenbaum also suggested that security and privacy concern limit the adoption of RFID
in health care [12]. However, these studies mainly come in the hospital perspective and
did not solve the problem of consumer adoption.
McCullagh et al. explored the potential application of the Internet of things for
health care, and pointed out that the current technical level leads to no obstacles, but
there lack the system solutions for facilitating the promotion and application of
technology [13]. Aimed for identifying the factors affecting consumer adoption of
products and service based on new technology, Venkatesh proposed the Unified Theory
of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) in 2003[14]. The UTAUT model was
then commonly applied and focused by other scholars. On the basis of the UTAUT, the
model, structures and methods of testing was studied [15-16]. Scholars also conducted
lots of research to study the consumer adoption of new technology drawing from the
UTAUT model. Yuen et al. examined the crucial factors affecting consumer acceptance
of Internet banking services in both the developed and developing countries [17]. Thong
et al. studied on the consumer adoption of personal information and communication
technology services [18]. Miltgen et al. checked the determinants of end-user acceptance
of biometrics [19]. According to UTAUT model and previous research, it also applies to
explain consumer adoption process of health services based on the IoT. So we take the
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UTAUT theory as the foundation to conduct the study on consumer adoption of health
service based on the IoT.
Researches on the health services based on the IoT in home and abroad come
across the adoption issue, but not from the consumer perspective and lack the fitness
for application to this specific industry. In our study, the general consumer adoption
model, the UTAUT, was expended with the unique characteristics of this type of health
service. The model can provide an advanced fitness and facilitate in the promotion
progress of the health service.
2. Theory and hypotheses
2.1 The UTAUT
The UTAUT integrated eight classical models and attributed the psychological
conditions that affect people's willingness to use a technology to four determining
factors, Performance Expectancy(PE), Effort Expectancy(EE), Social Influence(SI) and
Facilitating Conditions(FC), as well as four moderating factors, Gender, Age,
Experience and Voluntary [14]. “Performance Expectancy”, as the most powerful
motivation, refers to users’ belief of the extent to which the use of a certain information
technology can improve their work performance. “Effort Expectancy” refers to users’
belief of the extent to which the use of the information technology can reduce their
working intensity. “Social Influence” refers to users’ belief of to what extent will the
people they care about (friends, colleagues, etc.) agree or support them to use the
information technology. “Facilitating Conditions” refers to availability of resources
required to use the service. The FC has a direct effect on consumer behavior while the
other three work on the intention of use to indirectly affect the use behavior. In addition,
the four moderating factors play the role of regulating the impact of the four main
factors on use behavior.
The health service based on the IoT is a type of new information technology that
suits the application of the UTAUT theory. This study focuses on the impact of the
common consumer adoption of health service based on the IoT, the moderating factors
are out of concern. Drawing from above theory, we propose H1-H5.
H1: Performance Expectancy positively affects intention to use.
H2: Effort Expectancy positively affects intention to use.
H3: Social Influence positively affects intention to use.
H4: Facilitating Conditions positively affects use behavior.
H5: Intention to use positively affects use behavior.
2.2 Perceived Risk
Perceived Risk(PR) was firstly proposed and implied in the study of consumer
behavior by Bauer in 1960[20]. He pointed out that the outcome of any action by the
consumer is uncertain, and some of the results can bring customer unpleasant feelings.
And the perceived risk was divided into two aspects, the uncertainty of behavior results
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and the seriousness of the consequences of wrong behavior. Thereafter the scholars
have carried on further researches and reclassified perceived risk. The six factor
classification proposed by Robert and Kjell was widely used by scholars. With the
development of society and advance in technology, the six factor classification can no
longer reflect all the risk of consumer, privacy risk was added in by Featherman et al.
in the e-commerce environment [21].
Perceived risk brings consumer negative feelings of service experience, and has
blocking effect to the adoption of service. For the majority of common customers are
not familiar with the health service based on the IoT, there exists great uncertainty about
the product effect and the quality of follow-up service. There would be huge amount of
relevant perceived risk which will largely reduce the willingness of purchase. Thus we
propose that perceived risk, as an important factor, will decrease consumer intention to
use the health service based on the IoT.
H6: Perceived risk negatively affects intention to use.
2.3 Cost
Cost refers to the extra charge of money that is needed to use the health service
based on the IoT. The type of health service of this study, as the coagulation of
numerous research achievements, could be costly. Moreover, the promotion period
could be a large consumption of samples leading to a much expensive service price.
Common consumers are sensitive to the money expenditure which is relatively higher
than general products. Cost is bound to become a major obstacle to consumer adoption
of the health services based on the Internet of things. Based on this, we propose H7.
H7: Cost negatively affects intention to use.
2.4 Privacy Concern
Scholars in the field of management introduce the concept of privacy concern in
the study of consumer altitude towards privacy. But the definition differs from different
scholars. Campbell proposed that privacy concern is the level of the individual's
subjective perception of the corresponding privacy situation which is influenced by
personal experience and living environment as well as industry, culture, laws and
regulations [22-24]. Dinev and Hart defined the privacy concern as attention paid to the
privacy information leaking, that consumer give the B2C internet willingly or
inadvertently [25]. The basic function of health service based on the IoT is to collect the
physical information of user’s body and take the corresponding treatment. And there
exists possibility of information leaking at the same time. As consumers paying more
and more attention to personal privacy, privacy issues become particularly important
for the adoption of service. As a characteristic of privacy concern, it will decrease the
consumer intention to use.
H8: Privacy concern negatively affects intention to use.
Fig.1 presents the research model.
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Fig. 1. Research model

3. Method
The research model includes nine structures each of which was measured with
multiple items. All the items were adapted from extant researches in order to improve
content validity. Back translation method was used to guarantee the accuracy of
language expression because items mainly come from English papers. After the
development of instrument, it was tested among a group of people. And according to
their comments, we revised some items to improve the clarity and understandability.
The instrument items of PE, EE, SI, FC, intention to use and use behavior were adapted
from researches [26-30], items of PR came from papers [31-32], items of cost were adapt
from researches [33-35] and items of Privacy concern came from researches [36-37].
This research is aimed to study the behavior psychology of the general consumer
and the study objects are the general consumer groups with general public consumers
and online consumers included. Data were collected separately in two times. The first
data collection was conducted by the shopping center and public places in Weihai City,
where common customers usually show up frequently. The second part of data was
collected through the internet. We got totally 361 questionnaires of which there were
334 valid questionnaires. The service object of health service based on the IoT is mainly
aged people, but the purchase decision maker is usually the middle-age consumer. This
research object was focused on the middle and young people. Among all the valid
responses, 58% were males and 42% were females. Most of them (84%) were between
twenty-three to fifty years old, who are the real decision maker. The majority of them
(69%) did not know much about the health service based on the IoT which reflects that
the service still needs efficient promotion.
Following the two-step approach recommended by Anderson and Gerbing, we
examined the measurement model to test reliability and validity firstly. Then the
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structural model was examined to test the research hypotheses and model fitness.
4. Results
4.1 Reliability and Validity
The reliability was analyzed through software SPSS, the alpha value and item
deleted alpha value was shown in Table 1. Item deleted alpha value refers to the alpha
value it can reach to after deleting the item while the number of remaining items for the
value is still over two. Most of the alpha value reached 0.7, suggesting a good reliability.
Table 1. Item deleted alpha values
Factor

α value

Item deleted α value

Performance
Expectancy(PE)

0.714

--

Effort
Expectancy(EE)

0.624

--

Facilitating
Conditions(FC)

0.636

--

Social
Influence(SI)

0.695

0.721

Perceived risk

0.648

0.735

Privacy concern

0.671

--

Cost

0.713

--

Intention to use

0.706

--

Use behavior

0.781

--

Then we conducted an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) to examine the validity.
KMO and Bartlett test were conducted and the results showed that the KMO value was
0.804, and the Bartlett test was significant at 0.001, indicating that principal component
analysis was suitable. After the factor rotation, we deleted the items with the factor load
less than 0.5 (EE1, PE5, G1, EE3, SI2, G3), the remaining items showed good construct
validity. Then we recalculated the affected alpha value and they were still acceptable(˚
0.6). From the factor analysis, the nine 9 principal component factors can explain 70%
of the cumulative variance, indicating that the model was convincing. The variation of
each factor is not more than 30%, indicating that there is no common method bias in
the research according to Harman single -factor test.
4.2 Structural model
Finally, we tested the structural model though software AMOS 17.0. As presented
in Fig. 2, the results are unsatisfactory. Some of the item had low factor loadings and
CFI, GIF were not up to 0.9. Several path coefficients are not significant. The model
needed to be modified.
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Fig. 2. Structural model results

The Modification Indices (MI) from AMOS is a guideline for model updating.
When MI comes across four, the bigger it gets the more in need to be revised. Firstly,
Privacy concern, FC and EE were deleted for that their path coefficient being too small
and not significant. The effect of perceived risk to intention to use (not significant) was
changed to use behavior according to MI (10.09), adding in a new hypothesis (H9). The
relations between PI and SI (MI=30.90), Perceived risk and Cost (MI=11.69) were
established with two other hypotheses (H10, H11). And the items with factor loading
less than 0.6 were deleted with the still fitting reliability and validity.
H9: Perceived risk negatively affects use behavior.
H10: PE and SI are positively related.
H11: Perceived risk and Cost are positively related.
The final structural model is present in fig. 3, with all the fit indices better than
the recommended values. This indicates a good fitness.
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Fig. 3. Final results of the structural model

5. Discussions and conclusion
As shown in fig. 4, hypothesis H1, H3, H5, H7, H9, H10 and H11 are supported.
Performance expectancy and social influence are related and the two factors can both
increase intention to use. Cost and perceived risk also are related. But cost can decrease
intention to use while perceived risk can directly decrease use behavior. Intention to use
has positive effect on use behavior.

Fig. 4. Final hypotheses model
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The most effecting driving power for consumer adoption of the health service
based on the IoT is social influence, followed by performance expectancy. If the social
influence or performance expectancy of consumer gets improved, their intention to use
the service will also get an increase. The most importantly result is that the two factors
are positively related. When one is growing, the other will also change in the same
direction. Service providers can take actions of improving the two factors at the same
time which will help a lot with little effort. Vigorously promotional activities should be
carried out for the majority consumer group who are not familiar with this service so
that they can get a fully understand of the many charming advantages of this service
and improve the performance expectancy of the products. In the progress of service
promotion, more opportunities should be provided to the potential customers so that
they can get using experience. The good experience from activities like new product
launching and rewarding will influence the intention to use the product of people around
them and help building social influence though public reputation.
The biggest challenge of consumer adoption is consumer’s perceived risk of the
service, the second is cost. Reducing the perceived risk and cost of the service is another
efficient way to cover market occupy of the health service. The study shows that the
perceived risk and cost are positively related which means if one is growing, the other
will also be increasing and then the two factors will cause great resistance to adopting
the health service based on the IoT. It is necessary for the service providers to pay
amount of attention to control them from growing together. If the two factors are not
carefully controlled, the side effect would be destructive. Merchants need to provide
introduction of the service and the charges of services and follow-up services in detail
comprehensively to reduce consumer perceived risk. In terms of price formation, the
service providers may need to try the low price strategy to enter the market.
The research also shows that the negative effect of perceived risk on consumer
adoption is more than the motivation provided by performance expectancy, almost the
same effect as the positive effect of social influence. The service providers should push
the adopting positively while pay no less attention to control the adverse factor from
spreading. In addition, the facilitating conditions need more practical application to
reflect the effeteness for the health service based on the IoT although it seemed like the
most powerful advantage of the service.
From a theoretical perspective, this research identified the factors affecting
consumer adoption of health service based on the internet of things. Extant research has
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focused on the technology level of the internet of things and the hospital perspective of
the adoption of health service based on the IoT. This research tries to fill the vacancy
of adoption from consumer perspective. The UTAUT model is expended with the
unique characteristics the service to study the driving power and resistance of consumer
adoption of health service based on the IoT. The perceived risk and cost, which are not
in the UTAUT model, play great resistance role in the adoption progress and should not
be ignored. The model in this research can be the foundation of future research on the
consumer adoption of the health service based on the IoT. The data analysis indicates
that the biggest driving force of consumer adoption of the service is social influence
followed by performance expectancy; the biggest resistance is perceived risk followed
by cost. The social influence and performance expectancy, perceived risk and cost are
positively related, which is an interesting phenomenon that deserves more attention and
research on in the future.
From a managerial perspective, our research results imply that service providers
need to improve social influence and performance expectancy while decrease perceived
risk and cost. And the driving factors and resistances should be treated together, the
controlling activity is essential for the promotion work.
This research has the following limitations. First, the survey is conducted with
the smart wristband to represent the health service based on the IoT, which might be
not entirely representative. As the service developing, more representative products
should be included in the survey. Secondly, there are still important variables that sre
not supported in the model. Future study need to conduct research on those variables
from other methods to explore the mechanisms of their effect.
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ABSTRACT
This paper contends that E-economy can be regarded as a kind of relationship
marketing on the network and it builds a repetitive fixed-interaction relationship between
micro e-business enterprises and consumers. With the purchase of the repeat business, it
can cultivate the effect of the micro E-business enterprise's own reputation, thereby
promoting micro E-business enterprise bigger and stronger, and then the online trading can
drive the development of the Offline economic. Finally, both the whole region economy
and the real economy will get rapid development. In commodity prices, quality, reputation
and similar cases, the postage will be the key factor for consumer purchase decision. And
if the electric business enterprise provides the free-shipping service, it will significantly
improve the network consumers' purchase decision. This situation provides a new
opportunity for the local governments of the less developed areas to promote regional Eeconomy. This paper will analyze the inner mechanism of this phenomenon from the view
of the behavioral economics. The mechanism is divided into customers make purchasing
decisions, local online retailers provide free shipping options, express companies receive
transfer payments and local government takes active interventions.
Based on this, the article put forward that if local government in less developed areas
can offer accurate financial support to every transaction of local micro E-business
enterprise, it will greatly increase the motivation of offering the free-shipping service and
it will also provide an opportunity to flourish regional E-economy. This new approach to
develop the less developed areas’ E-business is not only a new theoretical exploration of
how to offer the accurate support in the age of electricity economy, but also a new attempt
to combine behavior economics with regional development economics.
Keyword: less developed areas’ economy, micro e-business enterprises, accurate
financial support, free shipping, behavioral economics,
1. Introduction
Nowadays, ecommerce in China domestic is increasing sharply. On the one hand,
online sales in Chinese mainland increases and the growth rate speeds up. According to the
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data from China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC)1, online sales in Chinese
mainland increase from 25.8 billion Yuan in 2006 to 1847.7 billion Yuan in 2013. Online
retail sales account for 7.9 percent of total retail sales of consumer goods. [1],[2] On the other
hand, the market penetration is also increasing. As of December 2013, the number of
Chinese online shopping users reached 302 million, increases by 59.87 million, with the
growth rate of 24.7%, utilization rate also increase from 42.9% to 48.9% from 2012. The
rapid expansion of scale of online users has laid a good customer base for the development
of online shopping market, which releases a huge market potential. Meanwhile, as the
emergence of O2O (Online to Online) commercial forms, where we can combine offline
products or services with Online on the internet, namely, we can generate orders Online
and push through a deal for the goods or services offline. This brings a new opportunity to
China's online market.
With the growing prosperity of China's Internet market, micro E-business enterprise
plays a more and more important role, especially in the less-developed regions. The lessdeveloped regions’ local fiscal revenue is not well-off, and the policy-oriented financial
support is relatively scarce. How to give full play to allocated efficiency of the local
governments’ limited capital, and how to support local E-business enterprises, are
becoming the governments’ proactive innovation way to promote the less-developed
regions’ E-economy development. This is the key to this study yet.
Before we analyze how the less-developed government supports the micro E-business
enterprises, we can analyze Consumers' purchasing behavior. From the consumer's
purchasing behavior, factors that affect consumers’ purchasing behavior have two:
commodity prices and free shipping or not. Some studies have shown that the postage is
the most important factor that leads to consumers keeping the goods in shopping cart2. And
if the businessman offers the free-shipping service, consumers generally do not change the
original purchasing decisions. Basing on this phenomenon, we can research that what kind
of financial support policies the government should take to stimulate the micro e-business
enterprises to provide consumers with free-shipping service.
On the other hand, the E- economy can be regarded as a kind of relationship marketing
on the network, and it establishes a kind of repetition of fixed interaction relations between
the micro E-businesses enterprises and consumers, through which the micro E- business
enterprises get stable profits, and the consumers get the consumer surplus. While in
addition to the commodity quality, price, reputation and other factors, the building of this
relationship is badly affected by offering the free-shipping service or not. Local
governments can offer accurate financial support to the E- business enterprises to stimulate
them offering free-shipping service.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a literature review.
Section 3 analyzes free shipping effect to customers from behavioral economics. Section 4
shows a chain relation for creating free shipping effect and what kind of promotional policy
a local government in less developed areas can provide. The paper ends with a conclusion
in Section 5.
2 Literature review
Two kinds of literature on shipping fees are related to our paper. One kind analyzed
the influence of shipping fees and the other focused on the conditions which enable Eretailers provide free shipping options to customers.
From customer’s perspective, research found that shipping surcharge has a significant
negative effect on the purchase decisions of online buyers. It is found out that when
deciding which Internet retailer to buy from, consumers are sensitive to both the base price
of a good and the shipping fee .3 Lewis et al. (2006) showed that consumers are more
sensitive to shipping charges than to prices4. Empirical studies have repeatedly shown the
number one reason for buyers not buying more products online is the high cost of shipping
fees and this trend is increasing over the years2. The top reason customers abandon their
shopping cart is high shipping fees, and around 1/4 of customers give up placing orders
due to high shipping fees5. Some customers even viewed shipping surcharges as sneaky
and unfair strategy used by a retailer to make additional profits. These people are called
shipping charge skeptics. They are very reticent when it comes to paying any such charges.6
Firms are aware of the fact that consumers can find out whether a firm is charging a
higher than expected shipping fee for a given quality, and then abandon that firm. So
managing the shipment of goods to consumers is one of the central aspects of retail
competition on the Internet. Some firms charged a below-cost shipping fee with the hope
of attracting consumers.7,8
Psychological research on pricing found that the relationship between price and
purchase behavior is more complex than standard economic principles. Studies have shown
that price information can often influence perceptions of value [11-16]. Consistently with
these psychological views, recent studies focused on free shipping effect. It is found that
zero pricing of a good not only decreases its cost, but also adds to its benefits. A decrease
in price from a nonzero value to zero increases demand more than the same decrease in the
positive price range. This is termed the zero price effect which shown that free offers
generate much more demand than even a very low price [17-19]. Taking this effect into
account, retailers must carefully trade-off the negative impact of delivery-related expenses
on their total costs against the positive effect of not charging for shipping on demand 2.
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Free shipping option is able to prevent customers from abandoning the items added to
their online shopping carts. So many free shipping promotions have carried out by online
e-retailers. These promotions can be divided into two categories: (i) unconditional free
shipping (UFS) policy. (ii) contingent free shipping (CFS) policy, under which a retailer
pays for the shipping costs but only for those orders equal to or larger than a pre-defined
cutoff level. Although researches are not rich on this direction, CFS policy is deemed as
the most effective promotion in increasing the revenues of online is19. So papers on free
shipping option concentrate mostly on how to determine CFS threshold.
Several papers explored price and free shipping threshold directly. Yang, Essegaier,
and Bell (2005) explored how a product price and a free shipping threshold level
interactively affect the purchase behavior of an online consumers20. Leng and Becerril
Arreola (2010) examined the impact of an online retailer’s joint pricing and CFS freeshipping decisions on the purchase behavior of consumers, and computed the optimal price
and CFS cutoff level for the retailer21.
Others explored free shipping threshold by considering two or three links among
consumer, retailer and supplier. Leng & Parlar (2005) provided a model between an Eretailer and a customer. They presented a Stackelberg game model where an e-retailer as
the leader of the game determines the threshold level and a customer as the follower decides
the order quantity 22. Boone & Ganeshan (2011) investigated how an e-retailer optimally
determines the free shipping threshold level of a product for its customer and replenishes
the product from its supplier simultaneously23. Hua,Wang & Cheng (2012) investigated the
optimal lot sizing and the optimal price to the downstream customers under the value-based
free shipping promotion by retailer 24. Becerril-Arreola, Leng & Parlar (2013)
simultaneously consider the optimal pricing, CFS threshold, and inventory decisions for an
online retailer25.
The above existing researches have shown that shipping surcharge is important for
online sales. Free shipping option can increase sales obviously. But most papers are focused
on relationships among e-retailer, customer and supplier and CFS policy. Few of them
noticed UFS policy. Few of them noticed express companies’ pricing change in online sale
chain. In particular, a kind of new pricing phenomenon is not been noticed. Express
companies in some Chinese Mainland area have provided a kind of fix shipping fee for
online retailers. The retailers who had got a fixed shipping cost treatment from express
company are willing to provide unconditional free shipping for their consumers. But the
literature on unconditional free shipping promotions about such phenomenon is scarce. So
it is needed to explore the implied policy and behavior meaning behind this kind of
phenomenon basis on behavioral economics and microeconomics.
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If we extent our view range, we can find the above literature pay close attention to the
middle parts of an online shopping chain. Few of them pay attention to what a local
government can do to flourish local e-business around free shipping effect. And today the
governments’ subsidy f Express logistics industry in China mainly concentrated in the
extensive support of tax policy, land policy and so on, but the Effectiveness is not so good.
Therefore, to exploring the effective financial support of the less-developed regional
government under free-shipping effect becomes the key to this article.
3 Free-shipping effect
Before analyzing local government’s intervention, we need to make clear why online
shoppers favorite free shipping. We analyze online shopper’s behavior from traditional
economics and behavioral economics respectively. The two kinds of explanations give us
a progressive understanding on the importance of online free shipping.
3.1Traditional view
According to utility theory of traditional economics, people acquire decision utility
from their revenue and cost.
u1(x)=θx-p
(1)
u2(x)=θx-p-c
(2)
whereθrepresents individual taste. Retailer asks a price p. x is consumer’s
consumption bundle. c is shipping fee charge. When retailer provides free shipping option,
c=0, equation (1) shows consumer’s decision utility under free shipping situation. When
retailer does not provide free shipping option, c>0, equation (2) shows this state.
u1(x)> u2(x)
(3)
It is obvious that u1(x) is bigger than u2(x). Equation (3) shows that a consumer will
get utility more. A rational buyer will choose a retailer’s product which provides free
shipping option in retailers’ competition settings, ceteris paribus.
3.2 Behavioral economics view
Behavioral economist Thaler (1983,1985) proposed that a consumer's behavior
depends not just on the value of goods and services available relative to their respective
prices, but also on the consumer's perception of the quality of the financial terms of the
deal. Based on this consideration, Thaler decomposed a utility from a shopping into two
parts: acquisition utility and transaction utility26,27.
Acquisition value is same with the meaning of traditional consumer surplus. It refers
to the physical value of acquiring some good and is related to the good’s price. This utility
is determined by the excess value of the good to the consumer minus the value of the money
used in acquiring the good. According to Thaler’s view, both u1(x) and u2(x)in equation (3)
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are acquisition utility.
Transaction value is the value one attaches to having a good deal. If the price that one
is paying is equal to the mental reference price for the good, the transaction value is zero.
If the price is lower than the reference price, the transaction utility is positive. That is
transaction utility is the notion that individuals derive some utility from obtaining a good
deal on the item.
We add transaction utility in equation (1) and (2), then, get equation (4) and (5). v1(x)
is the transaction utility when e-retailer provides free shipping option. v2(x) is the
transaction utility when e-retailer does not provide free shipping option.
U1(x) = u1(x) + v1(x)
U2(x) = u2(x) + v2(x)

(4)
(5)

At a same time, there are many online retailers provide identical goods in an online
market. The consumers in this market will sensible of these goods’ transaction utilities by
reference points. If people use the average of zero (free shipping) and c (shipping fee) as
their reference points, as showed in equation (6), they will form their transaction utilities
judging by these points.
R = (0+c)/2
(6)
Reference point is R=c/2 and shipping fee is c. Then, transaction utility in free
shipping situation is v1(x), in shipping fee situation is v2(x). In free shipping situation,
because reference point is R=c/2>0, shipping charge is zero, it means online buyer will get
a positive transaction utility. Cost at reference point is high and actual cost is low, so
v1(x)>0. In nonfree shipping situation, because reference point is R=c/2>0, shipping
charge is c, it means online buyer will get a negative transaction utility. Cost at reference
point is low and actual cost is high, so v2(x)<0.
According to loss aversion theory in behavioral economics, the transaction utilities of
the above two situations are not equal. Their absolute values hold an inequality function
|v1(x)|<|v2(x)|. The utility difference usually reaches several times. So we have equation
(7) obviously.
v1(x)> v2(x)
(7)
From a whole utility view, we have equation (8):
U 1(x)> U2(x)
(8)
Equation (8) is a stronger expression than equation (3) because of transaction utility
and loss aversion trait. This equation means that when facing free shipping and shipping
charge option at the same time, free shipping option is much more superior for consumer.
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Then, retailers that do not provide free shipping options will lose in a competitive market.
Free shipping option has an obvious promotional effect in online market.
4 Key links of free shipping effect
Above analysis shows us why free shipping effect influence online customers’ utilities.
In order to infer what measures a local government can play with, we need connect local
government with E-economy flourish. Particularly, we incorporate behavioral economics
factor and fixed shipping charge phenomenon.
Based upon free shipping effect, we propose that there is a chain to produce online
free shipping effect. Several links in this chain are vital. This chain is illustrated in figure
1. The chain’s left end is the goal of online market flourish that is area E-economy
development. To a certain extent, this flourish state is owned to free shipping on customers.
Free shipping option is provided by e-retailers. The new phenomenon that E-retailers
enable to provide this option is because express companies provide fixed shipping fee
options to retailers. Express companies provide fixed shipping charge options because they
can get benefits from economic scale. At the other end of the chain, express companies’
profits can be adjusted by local governments through taxes and subsidies. Local
governments of an area where online business is less developed can exert their influence
to promote local area’s e-business and then enhance local economy.

E-economy

customer

A

retailer

B

Express
companies

C

Local
government

4.1 Retailers’ behavior under fixed shipping fees
Retailer’s behavior is one of the key links in the chain of figure1. We analyze this link
from marginal revenue and transaction utility. Again, our analysis is divided into a
traditional one and a behavioral one.
4.1.1 Analysis based on traditional marginal revenue
Fixed pricing is common in many service industries, such as season passes to
amenities of golf courses, gyms, subways, and amusement parks.
How does express company’s fixed price in a year influence retailers’ consumption?
This pricing method involves a one-price option that provides the consumer with access to
the good with zero marginal cost to increased levels of consumption. Such as an all-youcan-eat buffet, this kind of fixed price in a year influence how much a retailer will consume
in this year.
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For an e-retailer who received fixed shipping charge option will has a profit π1 as
equation (9). Here we do not consider the other costs of good because they can be thought
are all the same. An e-retailer who received a shipping fee by the piece will have a profit
π2 as equation (10). The cf is the fixed shipping fee and the cv is piece fee. cv >0.
π1 = pq-cf
(9)
π2 = pq-cvq
(10)
MR1 = p
(11)
(12)
MR2 = p-cv
We can calculate out the marginal revenues of the two kinds of states. Thus we have
the first order derivative of equation (9) and (10), and we get the results of equation (11)
and equation (12). It is obvious that MR1> MR2. Marginal revenue in fixed shipping charge
is bigger than piece charge. This result shows that an e-retailer who received fixed shipping
fee option will have more incentive to enlarge his business.
4.1.2 Analysis based on behavioral economics
Researcher has showed that when a person’s choice is conditioned on a fixed price
plan, their desire to get a “good deal” can lead them to consume more [28]. We can analyze
the implication of fixed price from the view of retailers. Again, the conception of
transaction utility is used.
Thaler’s definition of transaction utility suggests that consumers will feel better off
when they have paid a low average price for the goods consumed. This has a hedonic
implication for fixed price contexts. Based on the fixed shipping charge they paid, retailer
consumers realize that per unit cost drops linearly with consumption quantity immediately.
So they believe that consuming more becomes a better bargain (compared to a piece price
that varied with good quantity).
We can show this view as follows. After e-retailers paying a fixed shipping charge cf
for a year shipping activities, e-retailers face two kinds of quantity states: q1 and q2. The q1
is the original quantity and the q2 is a increased quantity compare to the q1. Under the
original state, an e- retailer’s average cost is AC1 as equation (13) showed. Under the
increased state, average cost decreased to AC2 because of q2 >q1, as equation (14) showed.
So AC1 is bigger than AC2. We have equations (15) and (16).
AC1 = cf /q1
(13)
AC2 = cf /q2
(14)
q1 < q2
(15)
(16)
AC1>AC2
Now we can compare the transaction utility v(q1) in original quantity q1 situation to
the transaction utility v(q2) in increased quantity q2 situation. In q1 situation without any
comparison to other quantity, retailer’s reference point is q1. AC1minus AC1 equals 0. v(q1)
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equals 0.There is not a feeling of “good deal”. When q2 emerges, (q1 + q2)/2 becomes the
new reference point, AC1 minus AC2 is bigger than 0 while AC2 minus AC1 is less than 0.
According to loss aversion theory, we have v(q2)>0 and v(q1)<0. We can get a bigger
transaction utility when choose more consumption quantity. This result is showed in
equation (17).
v(q2) > v(q1)
(17)
Equation (17) means increase quantity can add retailer’s transaction utility. If an eretailer has paid a fixed price for shipping fees, a desire for increasing transaction utility
make him increase his consumption. If this motivation is strong enough, it will produce an
inner incentive for the E-retailer to enlarge his online business.
4.2 Express companies
Express company’s behavior is another key link in the chain of fig.1. We analyze this
link concentrate on why express company is willing to provide a fixed package for Eretailers. We use the theory of price discrimination in microeconomics and transaction
utility to accomplish this analysis.
4.2.1 The second degree price discrimination
Express industry is a monopolistic competition market in present China. The
monopolistic trait is reflected in the fact that this kind of company has market power in a
certain area. The competitive trait is embodied in the fact that there are many express
companies in a same area.
How does an express company increase its profit in monopolistic competition market?
Price discrimination of microeconomics provides us a feasible means. Express companies
are willing to attract more big retailers because big retailers are more important to express
company than small ones. An express company knows that he faces different E-retailers
with different demand functions but it cannot tell who is who. Under this circumstance the
firm can offer a menu of different packages or options designed in such a way that
consumers sort themselves out (self-select) by choosing different packages. This price
discrimination is also called the second order price discrimination. In the second degree
price discrimination, price varies according to quantity demanded. Larger quantities are
available at a lower unit price [31]
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Fig.2 The second order price discrimination

We can use a simple figure to make clear why firms like this kind of pricing method.
As shown in figure 2. Now we suppose an express company faces a demand curve. At the
start point, p1 is a price to all E-retailers. Express company can get his producer surplus
showed as the rectangular area of P1Oq1C. Then in order to grasp more profit, express
company sets p2 and p3 for shipping quantity less than q2 and q3, only quantity is bigger
than q1 can enjoy the low price p1. We can see that after providing several prices packages,
express company’s profit increases as rectangular area P3P2DA and rectangular area
P2p1FB. In a word, the express company’s whole profit is increased by take second order
price discrimination.
For the sake of replying competitive pressure, handling convenient, decreasing
wagons’ no load ratio and saving negotiation cost, the express company can provide two
kinds of pricing options. One is piece rate pricing. The other is a fixed amount charge
option to the big E-retailers as a year’s shipping fees no matter how many items the retailers
shipped in this year. Different kinds of options form second degree price discrimination.
This pricing strategy increase express company’s profit and operating security. This is why
so many CFS studies have been carried out.
4.2.2 Express companies take advantage of behavioral motivations
Behavioral economics is different from traditional economics. These two schools of
economics hold different basic assumptions. Traditional economics considers human as
rational man that people are selfish, smart and do not make errors. Behavioral economics
regards man as bounded rationality, myopia, usually make mistakes and even irrational.
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In reality, people show less rational than traditional assumptions. Their behaviors in
the vivid world more consist with behavioral economics assumptions. So they are not
perfect. Smart firms often can take advantage of its consumers’ imperfect and make money.
With regard to express companies, e-retailers are their consumers. Many E-retailers
are individual companies or small companies; their decision behaviors are alike individuals
that are full of irrational traits. This is the truth especially in less developed areas because
most e-retailers are small individual enterprises in the beginning. This feature brings many
chances which can be taken by express companies. As far as pricing, rational firms can
exploit irrational consumers through alternative pricing packages.
Studies have summarized some behavioral motivations for consumers’ choosing a
fixed price plan. These behavioral motivations include: consumer ignorance or
inexperience, a consumer’s inability to determine the lowest price option given their
propensity for use, insurance, consumers simply enjoy flat rate pricing more than piece rate
pricing, inconvenience associated with choosing the correct plan etc.
Moreover, consumers’ limited self-control ability and delayed benefits can be affected
by express company’s pricing strategies.
After several small successful online sales at the very start, a new e-retailer’s
confidence will increase. This increase even reaches over-confidence. An E-retailer who
has over-confidence belief will believe that his company’s sale will soar in the future. Then
he will treat the fixed shipping fee as good deals.
In shipping business, a fixed whole year charge can provide immediate costs and
future benefits. It shortens customers’ loss feeling time while prolongs customers’ gain
feeling time. As new individual enterprise’s decision is influenced by behavioral factor
greatly, this strategy works in most circumstances.
Evidence showed that individuals fail to fully assess their options when selecting into
flat fee pricing 28. This result means new individual enterprises’ decisions are influenced
by behavioral factors. These behavioral factors can be taken advantaged by smart rational
express companies.
4.3 Local government’s promotional policy
Competition among areas is deemed as an important incentive power to drive China’s
economy booming in the last 3 decades. Local governments in less developed areas always
try to make well-fitting-policies to catch up with and surpass other areas. Following we
discuss the theoretical foundation from behavior economics on how to make active
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intervention that flourish local e-economy by less developed area’s government.
4.3.1 Why local governments should intervene
Behavioral economics have proposed the “Nudge” theory. In real life, the individual
selection is be characterized by bounded rationality and the status quo bias, etc. In order to
help people to choose better, Taylor and Sunstein proposed the "nudge" theory, which is
a Libertarian Paternalism theory. Nudge refers to a form of prophecy, in which we can
consciously change the way people select or change their behavior through the design of
choose, thus make their lives better. Therefore, as designer of "choice architecture”, have
certain initiative on the design of its options and the establishment of rules they, any change
will influence people's choice. And in addition, the behavior of the government is the only
way to organize and mobilize the relevant resources. Therefore, for less developed areas,
the “nudge” behavior of the local governments will necessarily promote the development
of E- economyǄ
4.3.2 Active intervention
Above all analysis, the less-developed areas’ government can offer accurate financial
support to micro E-business enterprises. On the one hand, it can improve their
competitiveness. On the other hand, it can also establish a kind of repetition of fixed
interaction relations between micro E-business enterprises and consumers, gradually
expanding its reputation, enhancing consumers’ trust and continuously attracting more
consumers. Finally, it can lead to offline economic development.
There are at least two kinds of efforts can be taken by local governments.
One is guide local express companies to provide fixed shipping fees to local Eretailers. This kind of intervention can be taken by providing advices or suggestions to
local express companies. Without direct pecuniary costs, local governments can only ask
express companies to provide fixed shipping charges to local E-retailers. This advice
usually can be accepted by express companies for the sake of maintaining good relationship
with local governments. Express companies would accept it because reciprocity factor
exists in this relationship. If express companies do local government a favor, they anticipate
that local government will help them in the future. As the proverb said “You scratch my
back and I'll scratch yours”. But this social norm works depend on local government’s
power and two sides’ former relationship. When making e-business promotion policies,
decision makers should take into account of this behavioral reciprocity rule. It would be
better for local governments integrating this consideration into their policies.
On the other hand, the government can directly subsidies the micro E-business
enterprises by every deal for postage. When the effect of the non-economic means, for
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example, advice, is not obvious, the local government must take some direct economic
means to expand its influence. Comparing with government departments’ “sprinkle pepper”
type of subsidies, government can directly subsidies the micro E-business enterprises by
every deal for postage. It can save the cost of the government choosing which micro Ebusiness enterprises need to bolster and makes the subsidy policy more transparent,
concrete. In the process of the intervention, if the local government financial resources are
limited, we can also introduce private capital to enter the field. The governments’
expenditures will promote the prosperity of local electronic commerce, thus increasing the
tax revenue of local government, so as to make the feedback of local government spending,
thus forming a virtuous circle of economic development. Therefore, the government's
active intervention must develop a plan of a long-term development.
6 Conclusion
This paper focuses on free-shipping effect e-business in less-developed regions.
Combining express company with financial support in less-developed regions, it proposes
to directly subsidy the micro E-business enterprises by every deal for postage. It can
stimulate consume, promote the efficiency of regional financial support and make the local
E-business development win in the national competition gradually.
Under the condition that the current economy enters the new normal and lessdeveloped areas continue to face many negative consequences of overly depended on
natural resources, this study proposed the innovation path has certain policy value for
sustainable healthy development of underdeveloped regions in economy.
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ABSTRACT
In recent years, Xi'an cultural industry gets rapid development. It has begun to take
shape. Social capital has become an important force to investment and financing market
of Xi'an cultural industry. However, how to strengthen the development of Xi'an
cultural industry effectively by using social capital? This article starts with the current
status of the social capital flowing into Xi'an cultural industry and then analyses the
problems of the process. At last, it puts forward countermeasures to speed up the
participation of social capital in Xi'an cultural industry and to strengthen the fast
development of Xi'an cultural industry.
Keywords: Social capital, cultural industry, financing channels
1. Introduction
In recent years, Xi'an government puts more and more emphasis on cultural
industry. The support for cultural industry is gradually increasing at the same time.
According to the 2009 Xi'an cultural system reform in support of enterprise
development, Xi 'an government puts forward several measures to promote the reform
of cultural system and encourage social capital flowing into Xi 'an cultural industries
from aspects of fiscal taxation, investment and financing, asset and land disposal,
industrial and commercial management. After five years, what is the current situation
of social capital flowing into Xi'an cultural industry? Whether social capital has already
become the important driving force in Xi'an cultural industry development? This article
takes listed companies in Xi'an culture industry as example, analyze the current status
of social capital flowing into the listed companies in Xi'an cultural industry, and then
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examines the existing problems in Xi'an cultural industry from the perspective of
comparing cultural industry in different cities, at last puts forward countermeasures to
speed up the participation of social capital in Xi'an cultural industry and to strengthen
the fast development of Xi'an cultural industry .
2. The current status of cultural industry in Xi'an
By September 20, 2014,there are 40 listed companies in Shaanxi, among them
the listed companies which relate to cultural industry are Xi' An Qujiang Cultural
Tourism Co., Ltd, Xi' An Tourism Co., Ltd. , Shaanxi Broadcast & Tv Network
Intermediary(Group) Co., Ltd. , Shaanxi Jinye Science Technology And Education
Group Co., Ltd., Ginwa Enterprise( Group) Inc., Xi' An Catering Co., Ltd., Xi' An
International Medical Investment Company Limited, Xi' An Minsheng Group Co., Ltd.,
inside of the eight companies we find four companies which not only take cultural
industry products as their main business but also their headquarters are based in Xi'an.
Therefore, this article is about comparative studies by choosing the four listed
companies.
2.1The IPO status of the listed cultural industry companies in Xi'an
Shaanxi Broadcast & Tv Network Intermediary (Group) Co., Ltd. (GDWL for
short) is a giant state-owned cultural media listed companies, the main business of it
includes cable television network operations, advertising agency, and film & television
production. The registered capital, time to market and issued amount of GDWL rank
the first among the four listed companies. However, the net IPO of it is lower than
Shaanxi Jinye Science Technology and Education Group Co., Ltd. (SXJY for short).
Xi' An Qujiang Cultural Tourism Co., Ltd(QJWL for short) is a cultural tourism listed
company which has food, accommodation, transportation, tour, shopping,
entertainment six business sectors. In contrast to GDWL, QJWL is the smallest
company in the four listed companies. Xi' An Tourism Co., Ltd. (XALY for short) is a
tourist state-controlled listed company which leading industry is about tourism industry
and tourism service industry. The main business of it includes scenic spots development,
tourism product development and sales, and hotel operation and management, etc. In
contrast with QJWL, XALY possesses rich capital resource. Shaanxi Jinye Science
Technology And Education Group Co., Ltd. is one company which sets foot in printing,
real estate development, education and other industries. Listed in June, 1998, SXJY had
raised nearly 150 million yuan which made it become the largest company in the four
listed companies. This achievement is inseparable from its multi-industry management
style. The four cultural industry listed companies IPO are shown in table 1 for details.
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Table 1
The IPO status of the listed cultural industry companies in Xi'an
Registered Time to
Issued
The short name
The net IPO
of listed
capital(ten market
amount
(ten thousand
companies
thousand
(ten thousand
yuan)
yuan)
shares)
QJWL
XALY
GDWL
SXJY

17951
1996-05-16
1431
2432
19675
1996-09-26
2236
8050
56344
1994-02-24
14000
14000
44738
1998-06-23
3000
14962
Data sources: Sina finance and economics and Eastmoney
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Figure 1

The current status of the listed cultural industry companies in Xi'an
Data sources: according to annual reports of listed companies
The figure 1 shows the current status of the four cultural industry companies in the
first half of 2013. As can be seen from figure 1: GDWL and QJWL have preferable
performance in the first half of 2013.Specifically, GDWL is well ahead of the rest three
listed companies in the aspects of operating revenue, gross profit rate , and
operating profit .In the first half of 2013,GDWL achieves operating revenue about
1.03 billion yuan, operating profit nearly 400 million yuan, gross profit rate reaches
37.96%.From the point of operating revenue, GDWL is nearly 2 times than
QJWL ,and three times than SXJY, and four times than XALY; From the point of
operating profit, QJWL is in the second place , and then is SXJY, XALY is in the end;
From the gross profit rate, QJWL is about 31.69%, SXJY is about 33.57%, but XALY
is less than 20% .
GDWL takes an absolute lead in the development of the four listed companies in
Xi' an, it is also a microcosm of rapid China's cultural media industry development in
recent years. However, our country's tourism culture industry encounters greater
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difficulties than ever, because of the seasonality in traditional cultural tourism and
the convenient travel abroad conditions. Therefore, from the point of gross profit rate,
XALY is in the bottom of the four listed companies. With the slowing sales growth in
macroeconomic, the increasing competition in the market, and the severe company
business development situation, XALY needs to develop deeply, and exercise multiple
line operation while developing its main business, in order to create more profit growth
point.
3. The current status of the social capital flowing into the listed companies in Xi'an
cultural industry from comparative perspective.
3.1 The comparison between the listed cultural industry companies in Xi'an
Figure 2 shows social capital to total capital ratio of the listed cultural industry
companies in Xi'an in the end of March 2014 ķ.Moreover, we can see the social capital
to total capital ratio of SXJY ranks the first in the four Xi'an cultural industry companies.
In practical terms, according to the data from largest to smallest, the social capital to
total capital ratio of SXJY reaches 83.39%, and then are XALY (67.77%), GDWL
(63.93%), QJWL (48.65%), respectively. According to the information of Wind data,
by the end of July 2014, the proportion of overseas stocks in the equity structure of the
four listed cultural industry companies still is zero. It indicates that the listed cultural
industry companies in Xi'an are still not attractive to foreign investment. Meanwhile, it
shows that the vitality of the cultural industry innovation development is under certain
constraints.
Other studies have shown that social capital has significant positive influence to
the independent innovation, and the promoting effect is more significant for high level
innovation [1]. On one hand, the introduction of social capital helps large-scale cultural
enterprises to deepen the reform of management system. On the other hand, it helps
small and medium-sized cultural enterprises to provide diversified products and
services [2]. In the development of cultural industry, creativity and innovation is the two
essential elements. The listed cultural industry companies in Xi'an should take
advantage of the social capital, especially the introduction of foreign social capital, in
order to get more management innovation and artistic ideas, and expand the scope of
the market, in particular, to expand the international market, for sustained and rapid
development momentum.

ķ
The owned capital to total capital ratio is the shares of each company’s controlling shareholders over
the total equity; social capital to total capital ratio = 1- owned capital to total capital ratio.
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Figure 2 Social capital to total capital ratio of the listed cultural industry companies
in Xi'an
Data sources: according to the information of each company's shareholders.
3.2 The comparison between the listed cultural industry companies in Xi'an and
the developed cities in China.
From the previous analysis it can be seen under the background of rapid culture
media development, the business performance of GDWL is the best in the four listed
cultural industry companies in Xi'an, so this article chooses GDWL and the media
industry companies in developed cities to make a comparison analysis, the developed
cities we choose are Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou.
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The operation condition of GDWL from 2010 to 2013
Data sources: The net of East money
3.2.1 The company size and financial condition
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As of September 20, 2014, there are totally 44 listed companies in China's cultural
media industry, among them there are totally 14 listed companies in Beijing, Shanghai
and Guangzhouķ . According to the data released by East money, there are 8 listed
companies of cultural media industry in Beijing, they are Beijing Gehua Catv Network
Co.,Ltd.(GHYX), Beijing Hualu Baina Film &Tv Inc.(HLBN), Bluefocus
Communication

Group

Co.,

Ltd.(LSGB),

Spearhead

Integrated

Marketing

Communication Group(HYJX), Beijing Enlight Media Co., Ltd.(GXCM), Leshi
Internet Information & Technology Corp., Bei Jing(LSW), Nanhua BioMedicineco.,Ltd.( *ST CM) and Beijing Tensyn Digital Marketing Technology Joint
Stock Company(TXGF)ĸ.There are 4 listed companies of cultural media industry in
Shanghai, they are China Television Media, Ltd.(ZSCM), Shanghai Xinhua Media Co.,
Ltd.(XHCM), Shanghai New Culture Media Group Co., Ltd.(XWH), Shanghai Yaoji
Playing Card Co., Ltd(YJPK). At last, there are 2 listed companies of cultural media
industry in Guangzhou, they are Guangdong Advertising Co.,Ltd(SGGF) and
Guangdong Guangzhou Daily Media Co.,Ltd.(YCM).
Looking from the total number of listed cultural media industry companies in Xi'an,
the only one is GDWL , it shows that the cultural media industry in Xi'an not only has
the disadvantage from the number, but also lacks of advantage in the development of
industrial clusters; Looking from the company scale (as figure 7 shows), as of
September 20, 2014, the total market capitalization of

LSW is 31.268 billion yuan,

ranked first, GDWL was 5.472 billion yuan, the total market capitalization of

LSW is

5.71 times than GDWL; Looking from the short-term repayment abilities (as figure 5
shows), the current ratio of GDWL is 0.22 less than 2, its quick ratio is 0.18 which is
less than 100%.These numbers show that the current ratio and quick ratio of GDWL
are yet in lower level , it is weak for GDWL to repay the current liabilities; Looking
from the operational capabilities (as figure 6 shows), the total property cycling rate of
HYJX is 2.11, however GDWL is only 0.48. It is visible to see that the overall assets

ķ
This situation is consistent with the environment which shows less number of listed companies in
Shaanxi , because there are only 40 listed companies at present in Shaanxi province , however the listed
companies in Beijing, Shanghai and Guangdong are 224, 200 and 195 respectively (as of September 20,
2014) .
ĸ
Because STCM has been suspended recently, TXGF has just listed in September 2014, so this article

will not consider the two of them when we analyze and compare the company scale, financial status and
social capital to total capital ratio. In addition, this article will use the relevant financial indexes of each
company in 2013, when we analyze and compare the financial position between the listed culture media
industry companies in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangdong and Xi'an.
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operational capabilities of GDWL is weak; Looking from the profitability (as figure
7 shows), it shows a higher net profit ratio of GXCM and HLBN, the net profit ratio of
GXCM is about 36.27% while GDWL is only 6.98%, the net profit ratio of GXCM is
nearly 5.20 times than GDWL; Looking from the development ability (as figure 7
shows), the net profit growth rate of LSGB is 86.30% while GDWL is -2.23%, so it is
apparent that the development of GDWL lacks motive power. Taken together, the gap
between GDWL and the other companies which belong to the same industry is
very evident.
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Figure 4 The total market capitalisation of the listed media industry companies in
Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Xi’an
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Figure 5 The current ratio and quick ratio of the listed media industry companies in
Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Xi’an
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Figure 6 The total property cycling rate of the listed media industry companies in
Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Xi’an
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Figure 7 The net profit ratio and net profit growth rate of the listed media industry
companies in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Xi’an
Data sources: Western Securities financial terminal
3.2.2Social capital to total capital ratio
Figure 8 shows that the social capital to total capital ratio of GDWL and other 12
listed companies from the same industry in Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou. From
figure 8 we can see, social capital to total capital ratio of LSGB in Beijing is 92.56%,
it ranks the first in the list of 13 listed companies. By calculating, the average social
capital to total capital ratio of the 12 listed culture media industry companies in Beijing,
Shanghai and Guangzhou is about 66.15%. As shown in figure 8, Beijing has three
listed companies which social capital to total capital ratio are higher than the average
rate, respectively is HLBN (70.00%), LSGB (92.56%) and HYJX (66.20%). There are
also three listed companies which social capital to total capital ratio are higher than the
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average rate in Shanghai, they are XHCM (76.51%), XWH (68.75%) and YJPK
(85.35%). In addition, the social capital ratio of SGGF in Guangzhou is higher than the
average, it is nearly 79.40%. However, the social capital ratio of GDWL in Xi'an is only
63.93%, below the average. Therefore, on the whole, from the perspective of social
capital, the development of culture media industry in Xi'an lags behind the developed
cities such as Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou.
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Figure 8 The Social capital to total capital ratio of the listed media industry
companies in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Xi’an
Data sources: Western Securities financial terminal
4. The the main problem of the social capital flowing into Xi'an cultural industry
4.1 Unreasonable layout of cultural industry and uneven distribution of social capital
First of all, from the number of listed cultural industry companies, developed cities
are far greater than Xi 'an. Secondly, the size and profitable of the listed companies in
Xi'an are less than the developed cities such as Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou. At
last, from the point of the whole culture industry in China, there is a high industry
concentration degree of listed companies. The listed companies in the area which
includes traditional media and new online media have gradually become the largest part
in cultural industry. As a new cultural industry, animation and online gaming industry
are both in a low financing scale level: this is also an important problem in Xi'an cultural
industry.
4.2It is difficult for cultural industry companies to enter to stock market, and the
channel for social capital to flow into Xi'an cultural industry is single
On one hand, from the aspect of the four listed cultural industry companies in
Xi'an, the equity structure of them only involves A shares, however B shares, Foreign
Shares and Third board shares are not touched. On the other hand, Xi'an cultural
industry enterprises are almost small and medium-sized private enterprises, restricted
by its own conditions, such as a high degree of specialization in cultural elements, poor
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flow property, and it is difficult to transform to tradable financial capital, make listed
cultural industry enterprises financing face a big challenge.
4.3The uncertainty in culture industry market is so high that it is difficult for the social
capital to flow into Xi'an cultural industry
The poor cashability of cultural products and high income uncertainty make many
investors tend to be daunting. From another side, this restricts the development of
cultural industry. It can be found from the preceding part of the text, the scale of the
listed cultural industry companies in Xi'an is relatively small among the developed
cities, the financial situation is far behind the developed cities too, thus leads to a low
ratio of social capital to total capital. This restricts the rapid and sustainable
development of Xi'an cultural industry [3].
4.4 The lack of authoritative evaluation criteria and system make it difficult for social
capital to flow into cultural industry
Seeking financing by listing on the stock market is a scarce resource for Xi'an
cultural industry. However, the social capita of intermediary’s issuance examination
committee can improve the success rate of private enterprises to be listed [4]. Therefore,
Xi'an culture industry should make full use of social capital intermediary’s issuance
examination committee, in order to have more opportunities. Nowadays, cultural assets
value assessment has become the focus of cultural enterprises and financial institutions,
and it is the key point to control risk. In July 2014, the national copyright administration
agreed to set up “Copyright trading center” in Shaanxi province, the establishment of
the trading center will be conducive to speed up the participation of social capital in
Xi'an cultural industry.
4.5 Cultural products innovation ability is insufficient, lacks the potential value of the
social capital
At present, the innovation capability of Xi'an cultural industry is gravely
insufficient, such as the lack of design innovation of cultural products concept [5],
serious product homogeneity phenomenon, the lack of independent innovation project,
not form the unique style and logo of Xi 'an, and weak brand influence, etc.
Looking from the angle of the four listed cultural industry companies in Xi 'an, first of
all, because of the lack of careful planning and packaging make a lot of cultural projects
lack of cultural creativity, brand value and market promotion; Second, the lack of
professional investment team and enterprises in international reputation make it
difficult for Xi'an cultural industry to obtain foreign investment approval.
5. The countermeasures to speed up the participation of social capital in Xi'an
cultural industry
5.1 The government should strengthen the cultural industry's overall development
strategy layout, for the sake of promoting the balanced development of cultural industry
The departments of government should actively develop its functions in cultural
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industry development planning, organization, management, coordination, and guidance.
Besides, the government should not only support the cultural industry projects which
have special advantages, but also formulate relevant preferential policies for
shortcomings of cultural industry, in order to make Xi'an cultural industry become
bigger and stronger. For instance, the relevant departments should construct
cultural information resources sharing platform and key industries association of
cultural
industry, etc.
These
measures
are
conducive
to
generate
competitive corporation in Xi'an cultural enterprises, and guide the cultural enterprises
to develop in the direction of diversification, specialization, branding, finally achieve
the balanced development of cultural industry.
5.2 Broadening the financing ways, in order to guide the flowing of social capital
At present, Xi'an cultural enterprises get finance mainly through the stock market,
insufficient financing channels and instable source of funds restrict the rapid
development of Xi'an cultural industry. Therefore, the government should build a
bridge for cultural enterprises and financial institutions, for purpose of broadening the
financing ways of Xi'an cultural enterprises, and providing more alternative channels
for the participation of social capital in Xi'an cultural industry.
First, the cultural industry should get finance from various financial markets.
For example, the government should lead the potential Small and Medium Enterprises
to get finance through secondary board market and third board market. Secondly, the
cultural industry should get finance through government direct financing. The cultural
industry has certain public goods attribute, therefore, the government should pay more
attention to cultural industry. It is reported that the investment of cultural industry by
Korean government in recent years maintains an annual growth rate more than 35% [6].
Again, the cultural industry should develop nonfinancial financing channels. In
developed countries, all kinds of foundations have become an important approach to
cultural industry corporate financing; Commercial sponsorship and private donations
are also an important source for the cultural industry in the developed countries to
collect money. So the government should improve citizen and social responsibility by
propaganda, encourage direct sponsorships, donations, or buy cultural lottery to support
the development of Xi'an cultural industry
5.3 Paying attention to the maneuverability of policies, reducing cultural industry
market uncertainty and liberating the worries behind of social capital
According to statistical bulletin for national economic and social development in
2013, at the end of 2013, the rural and urban residents' deposit balance in Xi'an reached
535.705 billion yuan. It can be inferred that there are plenty of idle social capital stock
from just the date above. Presently the keystone of the study is how to attract social
capital and speed up the participation of social capital in Xi'an cultural industry. In fact,
the development of cultural industry in Xi'an would be very difficult without the support
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from the government. Therefore, whether the government's laws, regulatory policies,
or the policies and measures should be clear, and must have the enforcement regulation.
Only by building an orderly competition, stability, and excellent market environment
can social capital flow into cultural industry safely.
5.4 Setting up Third-Party Assessment Entity, building a bridge for social capital and
cultural industry
The establishment of the Third-Party Assessment Entity can not only solve the
problems of intangible assets evaluation and mortgage in cultural industry, but also
effectively protect the interests of the investors, creditors and the consumer [7].
The government should establish Third-Party Assessment Entity with special
cultural art, encourage to establish financing guarantee institutions for cultural
industry and evaluation agency of intellectual property patents which relate to the
cultural products, for promoting the establishment of the intermediary service system
of Xi 'an culture industry, solving the uncertainty of future earnings of Xi'an cultural
industry effectively, and attracting more social capital to flow into Xi 'an cultural
industry .
5.5 Encouraging independent innovation, improving the potential value of cultural
industry and attracting high-quality social capital
The future profitability of Xi'an cultural industry depends on the interest and
strength of social capital, however, the profitability depends on innovation will and
strength largely. By using the talent policy and fiscal policy, the government could
attract individuals and companies which have innovation consciousness and ability in
cultural industry area, in order to generate a new innovation trend in Xi'an. Furthermore,
it will produce a ripple effect when foreign social capital gets into Xi'an cultural industry.
The flowing of foreign social capital is beneficial to improve the capital accumulation
ability ,industrial competitiveness, technical level , brand value [8] , management ability
[9]
and market value of Xi'an culture industry, meanwhile , enhance the core
competitiveness of xi 'an culture enterprise.
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ABSTRACT
Based on the four-V characteristics, big data not only covers larger amount of private
information of clients but also it faces the data storage security risk and exposes the privacy
of the civilians. In this case, the risk management strategy includes the privacy invasion
management and system design. Technically there is an urgent need to advocate the
standard and authorization of the credit rating, as well as the real time monitoring once
alert is detected. Also public administration and government support are the solutions to
the data acquisition and sharing on the big data financing.
Keywords: Big data financing, risk management strategy, credit rating, P2P platform
1. Introduction
For China's current credit rating system, the main consideration is risk control of large
enterprises, generally enterprises of large amount of loan or business must participate
ratings, but ratings of SMEs is equally important. When the government is developing the
credit rating system, it also needs to incorporate SMEs. The role of credit rating is to reveal
corporate quality, strength of signaling mechanism, which determine the value of credit
rating. Since China’s corporate credit rating industry has a short history, the industry is still
not mature, in order to compete for the market, some enterprises substantially raise
company's credit rating. In the design of credit rating system, if the cost of credit rating is
not considered, mandatory credit rating system more efficient than voluntary rating system,
and helps to reduce lending risks.
2. Literature review
Borenstein and Lee (Borensztein & Lee, 2002) discuss the credit crunch after the
financial crisis in Korea. They conclude that the credit crunch in different sectors should
be concluded as the adjustment by enterprises and banks. Mendoza and Terrones present a
methodology (Mendoza & Terrones, 2008) to credit booms measurement. Tene and
Polonetsky (Tene & Polonetsky, 2012) suggest that the organizations should be requested
to disclose the decisional criteria. Levenson and Willard (Levenson & Willard, 2000)
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calculate how the small businesses in the US during the late 1980s enter the external credit
finance. Atlanasio etc. (Attanasio, Koujianou Goldberg, & Kyriazidou, 2008) study on the
borrowing constraints in the consumer loans and find that the results consistent with the
binding credit constraints in the auto loan market. Berger and Udell (Berger & Udell, 2002)
research on the inner workings of relationship lending and they find that the agency
problems are built during the organization which are best resolved by structuring the bank.
In Calder’s book, he (Calder, 2009) discusses the a cultural history of consumer credit in
financing the American dream. Basurto (Basurto, 2006) uses the case of stress testing under
data-restricted environments in his discussion of portfolio credit risk and macroeconomic
shocks. Ziane (Ziane, 2003) researches on the empirical results from French small business
data on the number of banks and credit relationships. He confirms that the hypotheses
relative to availability of credit financing, costs and collateral requirements. The potential
lenders extend credit to firms in long term lending relationships. The competitive pressure
from the banking sector cannot afford a compensatory behavior of banks granting loans in
the first period.
3. Analysis
Currently, the credit rating modes for Internet financing platform is divided by source
of rating information, which can be divided into three modes:
3.1 Credit rating based on large operating data.
This mode is used for commercial banks’ online banking, P2P net loan platform and
public funding platform, P2P is especially the most active, clients facing are individuals
and small businesses with low credit level, and their financing amount ranges from a few
thousand to millions yuan, which largely makes up for the traditional financial institutions
do not want to provide financing service for such type of client group under asymmetric
information circumstance, and therefore it is in a rapid development stage.
3.2 Credit rating based on large transaction data.
This mode is used for matured electronic business platform to provide financing
services, such as Ali’s small loans, Jingdong’s Jingbaobei. etc. This type of financing
platform has maintained a good development trend in recent years with the development
of the electricity supplier market, and the market share rises rapidly.
3.3 Credit rating based on large interaction data.
The model is currently used for some Internet platforms providing personal loans
service, and the well-known companies are ZestFinance and WeCash. Such financing
platform is still in its infancy, but it is foreseeable that in the future, credit rating based on
large interaction data will gradually become the main form of credit rating, and will
gradually develop from individual and small micro-enterprise loans to large corporate loans.
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"Corporate credit rating" is actually a "body check" of P2P platform under applying,
is a comprehensive evaluation of business qualification, risk control, cash flow and
management. Investors can use this as an important condition for platform screening. But
if net loan platform with access to business rating has no risks and absolute security, it is
exaggerated! Any platform has the risk of closed down, some from policy risks, some from
operational risks. The former can not be controlled, and the latter come from enterprise’s
management and control of risks. The basic situation of a company has a strong correlation
with local economic development level, and the situation of a company engaged in
infrastructure construction business is also closely related to its position in the regional
economy and regional economic development situation and development stage. Therefore,
regional economic environment is an important environmental factor for company's
development. Currently, foreign well-known P2P network lending platforms follow strict
credit evaluation system and related credit interest rates, credit policy. Zopa requires
borrowers to have credible evidence of identity, debt repayment credit history and no less
than 10,000 pounds of annual income proof, determines borrowing rates of fundraiser
according to the level of credit rating. In transactions, aggressive lenders can choose
borrowers with high willing to pay higher interest rates but lower credit level, and
conservative lenders would choose borrowers with high credit level but low willing to pay
high interest rate. Prosper requires registered users to have legal US citizenship, personal
credit score of more than 520 scores, social security number, individual tax number and
bank account, and approval authentication that can pass platform’s anti-fraud and identity
authentication system. Since the developed United States and Europe countries themselves
have highly sophisticated national credit systems, so the division of credit rating level in
P2P net loan platform is objective and true, while credit rating also has a very important
role in the entire credit activity. The level of credit rating directly affects the level of interest
rates and credit amount, so website's credit rating will dynamically adjust along with offline
personal credit rating changes, combined with user's online activities.
Except those whose initial evaluation are believed to have big risks are listed in E,
others P2P program platforms with bid splitting, self-financing suspect, general industrial
or real estate background and no investor’s direct investment, are not rated or the ratings
to be withheld. In this part, there are a total of 384 platforms refused rating, which are also
listed in E, thus causing excessive E-level platforms. Of which, there are 328 bid-splitting
platforms. One reason is the highest level of platform rating in 2014 is DD, which means
that their current rating is only DD. Second, some are bid splitting, which are refused rating,
but since they have passed the initial evaluation, they are listed in E, such platforms will
not have formal rating later: Finally, there is a small amount of platforms, with no expressed
business entities, a number of complex relationships exist, which is very easily lead to
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disputes in the future, that the main responsibility can not be determined. To be clearly, you
even can not figure out who to prosecute. "Run away", "difficult to withdraw fund" the
most terrible “mines” that P2P investors afraid to step on. As of the first half of 2015, the
cumulative number of nationwide problematical P2P platforms reached 895, and there are
53 in Jiangsu; Only in July, the number of platforms going wrong reached 109. For example,
Jiangsu P2P platform Suzhou Wealth, two people spent only 60,000 yuan to register the
platform, take interest rate of 30% as a bait, cheated 12 million yuan from more than 200
investors, and ultimately made investors lose everything; changed name twice a month,
behind the ridiculous Shenzhen P2P platform Rong Yi Rong, is actually high pressure of
redemption, they tried to introduce new promotions to attract new investment funds by
changing name.
4. Conclusion
State-owned Internet financial enterprises enjoy unique "state-owned" background,
but they should also follow the same disciplines and laws, effectively assume social
responsibility from capital investment, capital costs, user satisfaction and other different
angles. In P2P online loan, double-blind auction does not offer the lowest possible rates for
borrowers. In practice, it is even possible that the higher CTR to attract borrowers, the
lower interest rates, rather than the higher interest rate, the lower interest rate, such
inefficient pricing cases. Some of the large P2P platforms have gradual improved their
credit rating through different means, the credit rating system itself, however, is not perfect
in a day, especially the personal credit rating is even more difficult.
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ABSTRACT

This study examined the links between volunteerism and public relations success
based on a content analysis of reports on volunteers in the Expo 2010 Shanghai. After
reviewing literature on public relations, volunteerism, corporate social responsibility
and background information of Expo 2010 Shanghai China, we adopted content
analysis on a significant number of online newspaper articles from the official website
of Expo 2010 Shanghai China. Based on factor analysis and correlation analysis, it was
found that volunteers' motivation factors included devotion, demand for experiences,
spiritual growth, sociality motivation, responsibility, learning and training, social
network acquisition self-identity, well organizational treatment, signifying honour for
approval, well organized work arrangement, self-commitment, commitment to others,
attitude of repayment to society, achievability and creating self-confident. Public
relation success factors included enhancing interaction with others, demonstrating
quality of the city, internal public relations in human resources, excellent images for
organizations or individuals, presenting professional images, transporting concept of
happiness lies in giving help to others, presenting internationalization and creating
publics to like and approve the organization. The study has indicated the positive
correlations between the volunteer motivation and public relations success. Our study
has practical value for managing volunteers to achieve public relations success in
large-scale events.
Keywords: Volunteerism, Public Relations, Corporate Social Responsibility,
Motivation
1. Introduction
Public relations (PR) are an important management function to accomplish
organizational goals, define philosophy and provide independent consultants. Public
relations staff develops positive and harmonious relationship between firms' goal and
society. (Lattimore, Baskin & Heiman, 2007). Public relations refer to the behaviours
or activities associated with communication events required to represent and protect
the company brand image when establish relationship with the public. Public relations
are becoming mature and professional that PR practitioners require escalating PR
techniques by integrating extensive subjects. Volunteerism is the typical behaviour for
maintaining, organizing and interacting with society that creates beneficial advantages
for any organizations that volunteerism can be considered as a competitive strategy
approach for PR practitioners increasing its success. Several studies had discussed the
relationship between PR and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), but little study
has concentrated on the relationship and synergy with PR and volunteerism. Shanghai
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Expo has been recognized as an important event to enhance Chinese
internationalization in 2010. Expo 2010 Shanghai China events had achieved
significant awareness by conducted public relations performance. Shanghai Expo
volunteers are the important factor of events which providing a variety of public
services to audiences. This report will use Shanghai Expo volunteers as the main
sample to examine the interrelationship with the success of public relations.
This study argues that public relations practitioners can attain excellent PR
performance by integrating volunteerism. The core value of this report is to contribute
linkages between public relations and volunteerism which emphasizes the importance
of synergy when PR professions organizing any campaigns. The report will use
Shanghai Expo volunteerism as a case study that presents the motivation factors of
volunteering can lead PR success in Shanghai Expo campaign.
This study considers three important components in literature reviews: public
relations, volunteering and Shanghai Expo. The literature review will define public
relations as basic understanding, describes functionality of public relations, public
relations development in China and introduces what kind of factors are considered the
success of public relations. Literature for volunteering is classified into the definition
of volunteering, the value of volunteering, motivation for volunteerism and the
linkages between corporate social responsibility and volunteering.
The review also presents the relationship between PR and volunteerism, explains
the reasons for choosing corporate social responsibility as the main literature review
to connect with PR concept and introduces the research approach to examine the PR
success by integrating volunteering motivation factors. Finally, this literature review
will provide an introduction for Shanghai Expo, Shanghai Expo volunteering and
public relations in Shanghai Expo campaign.
The methodology for this study has applied secondary research that specifically
utilizes a content analysis approach. The objective of the methodology is to find out
the interrelationship between volunteering motivation factors and PR success factors
in Shanghai Expo campaign. The independent variables and dependent variables are
designed by the researchers according to previous literature reviews. Independent
variables are referring to the motivation factors of Shanghai Expo volunteering, while
dependent variables represent public relations success in Shanghai Expo campaign.
The result is presented on result's finding with factor analysis and correlation analysis.
Factor analysis of the result shows several independent variables are interrelated with
other independent variables, while dependent variables are also showing common
characteristics that classified into less number of columns. Correlation analysis of the
result shows volunteering motivation factors (independent variables) are strongly
related with public relations factors. This report will refer previous literature reviews
to support its finding in result discussion section. The study also identifies several
limitations that can influence report's completeness. The report provides conclusions
for a summary of the overall contents.
Expo 2010 Shanghai China
The Wold exposition had been discussed in several definitions. According to
Expo 2010 Shanghai China (2010), Wold Expo is the abbreviation of the World
exhibition or exposition that it is a major international exposition event with great
histories. The first World Exposition started since 1851 in London (Dynon, 2011).
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World Expo is significant capital investment, high demand on infrastructures,
landing and manpower which highly important for every nation to presents culture,
society, economy and technology in the international stage. Therefore, it also was
recognized as 'Socioeconomic Olympics for every country'. The purpose for World
Expo is providing opportunity for publics in different nations that to understand and
communicate national cultures and society (Expo 2010 Shanghai China, 2010). Other
studies defined Expo as a trade show that every participant is tourists, immigrants and
customers to present or receive brand message through pavilions (BrandSource,
2010).
Expo 2010 Shanghai China or Shanghai Expo had been started in the first of May,
2010 until end of October, 2010. Chinese Communist Party (CCP) decided to
undertake the 41 terms World Exposition that Shanghai Expo was highly constructed
in 2010. The land size for Shanghai Expo is about 5.28 square kilometres with 3.93
square kilometres in Shanghai Pudong area and 1.35 square kilometres in Shanghai
Puxi area. This Expo event has several objectives including multi-culture integration,
technology and innovation presentation, economic stimulation and community
interaction (Expo 2010 Shanghai China, 2010).
The theme of Shanghai World Expo is 'Better City, Netter Life' that enforces a
core philosophy of Confucian known as 'Harmony'. Shanghai Expo defined this
harmony philosophy as a harmonious society that publics involve with an idea of
'peaceful rise' which ultimately achieves success on economy, technology and society.
The Expo had presented several actions to strengthen this philosophy. The brand
image of Shanghai Expo is based on a Chinese language character of Shi. This image
presents three people embrace each-others that represent harmony between the
surrounded people and person itself. It also stands for understanding, communication,
cooperation and happiness from people-orientated of humanism (Dynon, 2011; Cui,
2010; Expo 2010 Shanghai China, 2010).
The mascot of Shanghai Expo is named as 'Hai-Bao'. The appearance design is
based on another Chinese character - Ren. Hai-Bao symbolizes harmony and luck
which were considered as high recognition, memorable and useful in brand image.
The marketing department of Shanghai Expo utilized this brand image to relevant
products such as toy, stationery, clothes and gift. The brand value also was marketing
through mass communication tools and Internet (Dynon, 2011; Expo 2010 Shanghai
China, 2010).
Shanghai Expo Volunteerism
Shanghai Expo volunteers had contributed significant value during operations. Shanghai
Expo Volunteer Shen (2010) indicated that volunteering is a major social asset that it can
unite publics for a particular contribution. China is becoming an effective platform for
volunteering growth. However, it still required more professional training and completed
operational system in order to satisfy audiences' needs. Shu (2010) argued volunteering
activities are forming into a social trend or fashion which represents a powerful workforce in
Chinese society. Zeng (2010) believed self-identity are the key motivation factor for Chinese
volunteered. For instance, the uniform for Shanghai Expo volunteer named as 'Xiao Bai Cai'
that the clothes design includes friendly and energetic appearances.

Shanghai Expo and Public relations
In public relations and marketing perspectives, Shanghai Expo had been created
a significant platform for brand marketing with at least 700 million international and
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local audiences. The marketing for every cooperated firms or organizations can be
gained significant attention. However, public relations for the Expo need to consider
localization as a key component which almost 90 per cent of audiences come from
Mainland China. Mass communication utilized is another challenge for Shanghai
Expo PR. Currently, Chinese mass communication is lacking international
communication strategy that leads misunderstanding and conflict from foreign nations
perspective. Therefore, PR practitioners require considering multi-perspective when
conducting any PR events including integrating PR strategy for Shanghai Expo
volunteerism (Dynon, 2011; Cui, 2010; Brandamentalist, 2010).
2. Theoretical Background
2.1 Public relations
Public relations agencies establish network with third parties as major tools of
promotion, expressing information, companies' representative, brand awareness and
crisis management. The relationship includes media, customer, employee, community
or government (Wilcox, 2009). As companies' marketing cannot afford the high cost
of advertising, public relations practitioners become necessary in marketing
(Dominick, 2002).
Public relations had been discussed and defined in different perspectives and
authors. The definition of public relations still cannot be precisely confirmed into a
uniqueness definition (Khodarahmi, 2009). Prindle (2011) defined public relations as
behaviour or activities associated with communication events that public relations
required to represent and protect the company brand image when establish
relationship with publics. The functionalities of public relations in certain type of
organizations had been expanded to build up a synergy with public relations,
advertising and marketing promotion.
Another definition from the literature review shows that public relations are
representative in every promotion events that integrate promotional mix with variety
interested stakeholders includes competitors, media and government state. The main
idea about public relations is to provide a particular platform or stage for the
corporation to offer a presentation about brand image and personality to own 'public'
such as customers, suppliers, shareholders, local community and relative publics.
Therefore, a professional PR practitioner requires having strong communication skills
and generates advertising campaigns with promotional events (Memeti, 2011).
Bush (2009) defines PR as a specific tool to maximize and advertising utility
with low budget when firm position in difficult time of economy. While Khodarahmi
(2009) described many academic professors argued that marketing and public
relations are different in management approach but cannot be separated or
independent. PR is specialized for communication between companies and publics.
Additionally, public relations had been defined by scholars as relationship
management (Ledingham & Bruning, 1998).
2.2 Public relations functionality
The primary strength for PR is presenting multiple skills on mass media of
communication such as journalism management, editing, broadcasting and promotion
through a variety media - newspaper, magazine, television and radio (Seitel, 2001).
PR communication procedures are categorized into several stages (Well and Spinks,
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1999): Development of idea in the mind of the sender, encoding the idea, Media
selection, decoding stage; and development of an idea in the mind of receivers.
According to Cline (n.d.) states that public relations enforces internal
communications as one of the important functionality. PR practitioner applies several
mass media channels as the main platform such as newspapers, magazines, Internet
content, communication with management or board director and employees'
conferences or interaction to enhance internal communication (Haynes, 2003). This
PR function also was recognized as internal public relations that it going to be
introduced in further content.
Another important functionality for public relations is to create a positive and
professional image for the organization by researching publics' opinions and attitudes.
PR professionals need to discover the trends and coming events that can affect the
organization's reputation and corporates' image (Haynes, 2003). Public relations
practitioners should reply on five behavioural principles to conduct public relations
performance including honesty, openness, fairness, continuous communication and
continuous image analysis.
Continuous image analysis is to research internal and external publics' opinion
about the organization that understands the image is positive or negative, favourable
or unfavourable (Asemah &Asogwa, 2010). PR practitioner uses activities,
announcement, media communication or launching new products to alter the
perception of organization images according to the result of continuous image
analysis.
2.3 Public relations success
The report will illustrate the key components of public relations success
evaluation. Excellent public relations project management relies on professional
communication techniques to support the organization's senior management. Public
relations practitioners achieve success by turning organizational daily practices into
public interest (Haynes, 2003). The practitioner enhances these activities with a value
added that attain public's understanding, acceptance and collective relationship with
the organization (Broom & Dozier, 1979). PR practitioner requires establishing clear
rules in internal processes in order to communicate effectively in internal public
relations among other departments and news release in media relations (Meranus,
2013).
According to Meranus (2013), the public relations strategy mostly related to the
relationship with reporters. PR professions spent effort and time to enhance the
relationship with reporters which is crucial when the organization's activities
promoted by media coverage. The key factor for PR professions is to market own
activities or information that the organization can be provided for reporters that
creating interest and win-win strategic approach for both parties. Success within
reporter relationship is the reporter contact with PR profession directly and
proactively. This represents PR professions have created a trusted, credible and
valuable sources for journalists who the content is relatively detailed and well-written.
Another factor to evaluate PR success is to enhance brand awareness and
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customer preference which similar to the marketing objective. PR needs to achieve a
successful brand image for high awareness within organizational activities (Dietrich,
2012). According to Hung (2008), a successful PR campaign supposed to lead a
positive influence on public's perception, enhance brand image and increase customer
loyalty. The study indicated consumer perceptions of public relations are positively
interrelating to brand image. Optimal PR is creating high value of brand images with
strong customers' trusts and preference which having admirable reputation.
Cross-national PR activities are another factor to evaluate public relations
success. Internationalization engagement benefits the company to increase financial
performance, business operation and power of influence by expanded different market
(Johanson & Vahlne, 1977). Globalization of business required international public
relations practitioners to recognize, analyse and illustrate the international perspective
(Ihator, 2000). Sriramesh, Kim & Takasaki (2009) indicated the cultural adaptation
and utilization are significant in international public relations. The successful
professional uses communication skills in cultural activities promotion toward foreign
audiences for internationalization achievement.
2.4 Volunteerism
According to literature reviews, volunteering has different type of definition. It is
necessary to understand the definition of volunteering as the first step of the study this
field in order to integrate public relations perspective effectively. Literature reviews
(Marta, Pozzi & Marzana, 2010; Waikayi et al., 2012) described volunteerism as a
typical behaviour for maintaining, organizing and interacting with society that creates
beneficial advantages for any organizations. No monetary orientated volunteerism had
been recognized as duty commitment rather than enjoyment which involves time
consumption.
According to Tikam (2011), volunteering is a system for society performance by
utilizing the volunteering program. The program refers recruitment, interviewing,
training, program evaluation, sample statements application, job descriptions and data
collecting. Burn (2010) believed volunteering is the major platform for people to
assist and support in publics which represent the necessity and importance especially
in difficult time for society. It is also a channel for paid staff or employees to engage
community activities as building reputation or self-fulfilment.
Volunteerism also been defined by many academics into different description.
Tomkovick et al (2008) indicates volunteering is a learning behaviour caused by
socially and environmentally formulation. Primary sources for volunteering
nurturance are based on family and friends who engaged in community service
proactively in a long period of time which the relevant individuals involving similar
activities by learning behaviour.
Roles of volunteering also based on different volunteering activities and
organization type. Young volunteers mostly involve in community development and
building infrastructure, providing service within the education and youth
organizations. Middle-aged volunteers conduct requirement and employment as the
main roles of volunteering and senior adults focused on leadership, tutorial, coaching,
motivation and establishing volunteering culture in the organization (Tang, 2006).
Primavera (1999) argued the volunteering is a source of personal growth and
competence especially for undergraduate students as main human resources.
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Educational experience, enhancing social awareness and commitment to the
community is a crucial component of the students' growth. Tikam (2011) shows
volunteering organized by students are organized, determined and goal-orientated.
Although volunteers performing similar volunteering work for the same community,
reasons for volunteering are different among these individuals (Clary & Rhodes,
2006). The main reason for student's volunteering is to achieve personal goals.
Barkay (2012) focused on volunteering in employee's perspective that
volunteering is an important platform to establish partnership with target communities.
Employee volunteering emphasized on the performance with physical contribution
and manual work. Volunteering activities also increase employees' commitment by
improving the relationship with managerial staff which directly leading positive effect
on the business model.
2.5 Motivation factors of volunteerism
Volunteered motivation Ward & Mckillop (2011) indicated motivation from
volunteering perspective been recognized as potential humanistic factor that improves
the volunteer's human capital and maintains service continuance by controllable
influences. The motivation of volunteering can be managed and evaluated into
strategies for implementation. Other researchers (Marta, Pozzi & Marzana, 2010;
Jarvis & Blank, 2001;Wilson & Musick, 2009) had discovered the proper way of
implementing motivation is short term (six months) for both paid staff and volunteers.
The team works cooperation in community and characteristic role play can be active
motivation for volunteers. While the volunteering contribution based on job
application requirement and social group persuasion are recognized as passive
motivation.
Training and Learning. Another important component for volunteering
motivation is new skills learning or training. The young participants in volunteer
programs can learn variety skills such as teamwork skills, communication skills,
leadership skills and management skills that these training or work experience shows
benefit for volunteers' future career (Peterson, 2003; Waikayi et al., 2012). Therefore,
volunteering training is important. Burns (2010) showed 55.4% employees were
unsatisfied because no training offers from organizations. Tikam (2011) stated student
volunteers are attracted by the new knowledge and skills attaining provided by the
non-profit organization.
Volunteering satisfaction Volunteering satisfaction is one of the key components
for volunteering motivation. The studies (Peterson, 2003; Marta, Pozzi & Marzana,
2010) described the employees or volunteers who are highly satisfied in the
corporation that the staffs show higher commitment, productivity and contributing
effort for a longer time. Volunteered satisfaction is intrinsic motives from job
participation which enhance inner growth in volunteers' self-identity or self-definition
(Marta, Pozzi & Marzana, 2010; Waikayi et al., 2012). Jamison (2003) argued
volunteers can be dissatisfied by poor management skills or inconsistent volunteering
a purpose. Satisfaction gained in volunteering is a critical factor for volunteers joining
any volunteering projects. The volunteering satisfaction evolved from the
self-confidence those individuals overcoming challenges of volunteering tasks and
meeting expectations of volunteers (Tikam, 2011).
Commitment Madison, Ward & Royalty (2012) state the organizational
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commitment is a major part of volunteering motivation. The commitment based on
volunteer is back up by responsibility that encourages employee's contribution for
non-profit community. Organizational commitment utilizes social identity that
volunteers build up a strong characteristic of the role of volunteering. These
volunteers can be motivated by mission statement that states the value of volunteering
goes much beyond economic interest in organizational commitment. Strong
commitment to voluntary activity motivates the volunteers engaging contribution to
society with a longer period of time (Marta, Pozzi and Marzana, 2010).
Achievability and Devotion Ward & Mckillop (2011) finds out the volunteers are
motivated by a strong requirement on achievability. Above 85% of volunteers believe
the contribution to society is valuable, worthwhile and meaningful as main sources of
self-motivation. The study also indicates devotion is another motivation factor in
society contribution. Many volunteers are motivated because they believe the
participation effort is satisfying society's needs or building a better society. The sense
of devotion is also recognized as the intrinsic motivation in the study of Haivas,
Hofmans & Pepermans (2012). The intrinsic motivation is caused by the volunteers
find enjoyment and satisfaction when helping each-other during devotion.
Social Identity Tomkovick et al (2008) indicates the social identity is a necessary
motivation factor to produce excellent volunteering performance. Non-profit
community can acquire significant joint forces and cohesion by creating oneness of
organizational belonging for volunteers. Social identity and community identity is
defining volunteers' perception of volunteering value. Volunteered social relationship
is becoming meaningful that enhances volunteers concentrate on inner growth and
self-definition based on own contribution. In the volunteers' perspective, the symbolic
identity function of confirmation will become an expression of personal-definition
(Medison, Ward & Royalty, 2012).
Social Network (social needs), According to Madison, Ward & Royalty (2012),
social network is being recognized as valuable motivation factors that leading positive
attitudes and behaviour among volunteers in non-profit organizations. Many people
are encouraged to expand the social network by participates in volunteering campaign.
Social connection can motivate volunteering on relationship building as a
compensation for the lack of financial reward (Haivas, Hofmans & Pepermans, 2012).
The needs of social relationship are maintaining growth.
2.6 Corporate Social Responsibility and Volunteerism
Volunteering has been an important component of corporate social responsibility.
Both terms to implement similar concepts, values and motivation factors that the
concept of volunteering most of the time can be recognized as a specialization
activities of CSR.
Volunteering is recognized a broad topic for description that the term of
volunteering can be classified into different categories in CSR perspective. Corporate
Volunteerism recognized as the contribution of work forces, time and skills to support
the community and non-profit organizations or activities. Corporate volunteering has
high initiatives of participation from many corporations. These companies developed
programs or projects to encourage own employees to become volunteering (Ali,
Nasruddin & Lin, 2010). This type of volunteering brings a positive effect on
employee morale and increased productivity.
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Company support for employee volunteerism (CSEV) is another approach that
businesses achieve the CSR escalating expectation. Company support for employee
volunteerism (CSEV) is one mechanism whereby businesses meet the escalating
expectation for corporate social responsibility (Runte & Basil, 2010). The companies
use emerging techniques on CSEV including charitable donations, sponsorships,
campaign marketing, health and safety, environmentalism and employee volunteering
application to present the companies' CSR (Basil et al, 2011).
The main human resource for CSR mostly refers to non-profit organizations that
volunteers are critical resources in the organizations (Basil et al, 2008). CSEV is also
becoming the main work forces in non-profits organizations for CSR expectation
achievement. The motivation factors are required for company's employees and
organizations itself to engage volunteer program. The individual and organizations
who involves volunteering for CSR can attain several benefits. The organization can
obtain positive perception in the community and publics improve brand image, adding
value for further products and activities development while the employees can acquire
additional skills (Sidderhartha & Priyanka, 2012).
Volunteerism also been recognized as a strategic initiative that it is a source of
competitive advantage when the company implements CSR. CSR improves
performance between the two key stakeholders of the company: customers and
employees. Managers have the platform to communicate and share values with its
employees by sponsoring volunteering that increasing commitment on workforce
which escalating the company's competitive advantage (Madison, Ward & Royalty,
2012). Drivers for volunteering commitment within an organization are social identity
and individual' perception of the organization which involves obvious self-assessment
(Turker, 2009). For example, Post Hoc analysis shows manager sponsored
volunteering is strongly related to positive organizational identity (Houghton, Gabel
& Williams, 2008).
2.7 Corporate Social Responsibility and Public relations
Repair image, stakeholder relationship and strategy implementation PR
utilization in CSR mostly appears in either reactive or proactive approach. Public
relations promote a CSR campaign to response publics with a negative attitude that
repairing the brand image or reputation (Frynas, 2005). The public relations
professional also can engage CSR activities to build relationship with stakeholders in
the community (David, 2004). In further study, public relations have recognized CSR
is a strategic approach by selecting and designing CSR activities as a business
strategy rather than the role of damage management (Capriotti & Moreno, 2007). CSR
and public relations can be recognized as acceptable and common strategies for the
organization in a broader perspective.
Positive Corporate Identify, according to Porter & Krammer (2006). CSR is no
longer identified as a charitable activity. It has been considered as a source of
opportunity, innovation and competitive advantage. The competitive advantages of
applying professional PR practitioners to integrate with CSR have been identified into
several benefits. The coordination between public relations and CSR creates positive
corporate identity and purchase preference (David, Kline & Dai, 2005). The
corporation can improve its share prices, reduced conflict among stakeholders,
enhanced employee efficiency and satisfaction. The company also enjoys a more
flexible organizational structure with less regulation and litigation that encouraging
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gracious business environment.
Stakeholder relationship The Company can be benefited by continuous engaging
CSR events; public relations also can exploit the repertoire of professional on
communication activities with stakeholder in order to attain PR success. Public
relations identify CSR as a tool of transmission to develop interests of organizations
and external stakeholders (Benn, Todd & Pendleton, 2010). Public relations
practitioner can achieve both internal PR and external PR success by applying CSR
campaign with stakeholders. The positive relationship with stakeholders can provide
support when creating corporate image for target audiences
Reputation and internal motivation CSR activities create the corporate reputation
which motivates public relations practitioner contribute more effort in the
organization. Siltaoja (2006) stated that corporate social responsibility can build up a
reputation for organization in publics. Many public relations students choose certain
firms with complete CSR programs for working career. These highly educated
students are sensitive to the reputation of the job which directed relates in terms of
organization's CSR activities (Kim & Park, 2011). In addition, Kim and Reber (2006)
believed that the high professionalism of public relations is reflected on positive
attitude and engagement to CSR events.
3. Research framwork
Although little study has present the relationship between the subjects of public
relations and volunteerism, several factors presented in previous contents demonstrate
relevant linkage for both subjects. According to Hoeffler & Keller (2002), CSR
program recognized volunteerism as a strategic approach to help administer to
conduct non-profit campaign which creating a positive brand image and customer
loyalty with publics. The public relations practitioner applies this type of strategy to
produce optimal outcomes of reputation.
Volunteering and CSR shares similarity on motivation factors including social
identity, social network, work satisfaction, training and learning that public relations
practitioners can utilizing these motivation factors in order to create the success of PR
campaign (Valentine & Fleischman, 2009; Porter & Krammer, 2006; Tikam, 2011).
Internal PR and external PR According to Gill (2011) stated that public relations
can focus on internal PR rather limited on external PR. Internal PR represents
reputation marketing among satisfied internal stakeholders such as manager or
employee. External PR occurs when PR practitioner use mass media, promotion or
presentation as tools for objective of expressing information. Since literature shows
the relationship corporate social responsibility, volunteering and public relations in
both internal PR and external PR perspective, the report also indicates volunteered
belong part of corporate social responsibility and has similar motivation factors and
value. This report will use these two public relations techniques to analyse, evaluate
and discover successful cooperation between PR and volunteering. These two
approaches will fulfil research gaps which show in figure 1.
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Figure 1 Research Framework

4. Methodology
4.1 Sample
This report conducts coding procedure by collecting data through online
newspapers and journals of Shanghai Expo. These journal papers mostly are column
for Shanghai Expo campaign that organizing by the local Chinese newspaper office
called "Qing Nian" newspaper office. Newspaper office names the column
newspapers are specialized for Shanghai Expo as "Xin Weekly Journal". The textual
coding procedure relies on about 109 of journal articles and newspapers to consider as
representational and reliable data collection.
The online articles are collected by professional journalists that interview
significant numbers of Shanghai Expo volunteers, foreign volunteers of Shanghai
Expo, organizational leader of volunteering, representative of Shanghai Expo
campaign public relations practitioners and public audiences. Volunteers are including
different segmentations which have different job positions, health of the bodies,
family backgrounds, nationalities, working locations, ages, educational schools and
communities, social networks and occasions. Different reporting time, location and
journalists are also parts of the online articles.
The samples have several advantages compared with other research sample with
different methodologies. The articles written by journalists have the advantage of
documentary records that show high practical, precise and detailed format than the
other samples based on previous personal experience such as survey and interview.
The samples of this report cover most interview records of specialized on Shanghai
Expo volunteers that discover deep and meaningful contents with high
representatives.
These samples content also contains other audiences' perceptions excluding the
volunteers which obtain multi-perspective from relevant stakeholders. Other
audiences' perspectives are from relevant public audiences, Shanghai Expo secretary
in different departments, promotion managers of Shanghai Expo campaign, reporting
journalist itself and employees working in different exhibition sections, internal
offices, ticket selling stations and services position. The samples can attain high
representational content to illustrate the creation of public relations success by
strongly implementing Shanghai Expo volunteerism.
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4.2 Procedure
Content analysis this report will utilize secondary data analysis by concentrating
on content analysis approach specifically. Content analysis is a research technique that
presents content of communication with objective, systematic and quantitative
description approach (Kassarjian, 1977). Content analysis emphasizes the many
words of the text classified into much fewer content categories from sources of report,
article or film (Crowley & Delfico, 1996).
According to Crowley & Delfico (1996), the text words classification process
called "coding" that uses short alphanumeric codes to mark text passages. This
procedure produces "categorical variables" which represent the original verbal
information that can be analysed with standard statistical methods during the next
textual transition process. The text passages can select different forms as the main
source including interviews, focus group discussions, case studies, agency documents
or previous evaluations.
Content analysis is a familiar research method in journalism (Kassarjian, 1997).
Some researchers apply newspaper content analysis to analyse the trend of social and
demographics attitude changes (Levinsen & Wieb, 2011). Online newspaper site is an
effective resource approach to reach different sample sizes in content analysis. Some
research studies had been conducted by utilizing effectively on online newspaper as
main sources of sample (Uribe & Manzur, 2010).
This report will also use online newspapers as the major sources of content
analysis. In previous literature review of this report shows that public relations
practitioners coordinate with journalists and mass communication professions for
information gathering, altering audiences' attitudes and promotion. Therefore, the
report argues online newspaper content analysis as data gathering approach can be
more representative and convincing than interview or survey techniques.
Content analysis procedures the report is consistent with utilize coding technique
in consistent and systematic approach that classified each coding newspaper articles
into several details.The procedure of coding can be separated into several steps in this
report. First, researchers indicate the research problems which require to be answered
and research relevant literature reviews to design variables of the sample. The
researcher conducts sample resources searching procedures according to design
variables. Second, selects typical sample resources which have high representational
meaning with the variables. Choose certain amount of keywords, sentences,
paragraphs or verbal transcription are compatible with the variables designed by
literature review, third, transform the meaning of keywords, sentences, paragraphs or
verbal transcription into coding procedures by utilizing dummy argument technique.
Fourth, apply Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software to examine
the interrelations of variables after coding procedure. Implement correlation analysis
and factor analysis methods in SPSS software to present result finding and
relationship among these variables including motivation factors of Shanghai Expo
volunteering and public relations success factor for Shanghai Expo volunteerism.
Coding procedure once researchers finish research on sample sources (online
journals) identification by using secondary data research, the next procedure to
arrange these contents is to create the organized and systematic categories with
computer software. This report uses Microsoft Excel to classify each online journal
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papers into a methodical grouping. The basic components of classification for this
report's sample are consistent with first, name of publication that indicates which
newspaper offices or organizations published the journal articles. Second, dates of
reporting that indicate which dates of the articles' content had been conducted by the
journalists. Third, sources of reporting that indicates which weeklies, special columns
or sources of the journal article had been reported. Fourth, date of publication that
indicates which dates from the journal articles had been published. Fifth, characters of
interview that indicates who had accepted the interview with journalists as main
representatives of research.
Dummy argument this report uses a dummy argument for coding that considers
as effective way to examine samples' variables. The dummy argument creates two
possibilities which classified into 1 and 0. This report considers the variable
description as a guideline to find relevant keywords or contents. If the contents are
similar and compatible with the variable description either motivation factors for
volunteering in Shanghai Expo or success factors of PR in Shanghai Expo would
mark as 1. If the contents are not suitable and incompatible with the variable
description would be marked as 0.
Analysis methods the result analysis of this report will apply to analysis of
correlations and factor analysis to present statistical result discussion. Correlations
analysis shows one variable is predictable relationship with the other variable (George
& Mallery, 2005). Factors analysis is conducted to identify clusters or groups of
related variables into fewer unobserved variables (Zhang, 2004). This report applies
correlations analysis to obtain related dependency with independent variables which
are motivation factors of volunteering in Shanghai Expo and dependents variables
presented as public relations success factors in Shanghai Expo campaign. The
relationship between independent variables and dependent variables will be illustrated
by a diagram format. The sign of "*" will be marked once the variables show relative
dependency to each-other.
This report uses factor analysis to categories of variables into similar clusters that
create fewer variables for simplification. Both independent variables and dependent
variables will be conducted with factor analysis. The factor analysis classified clusters
with the same attribute that the independent variables can-not conducts factor analysis
with dependent variables. This report will apply to two separate conducts factor
analysis which classified into the factor analysis for independent variables and factor
analysis for dependent variables. The factor analysis results will demonstrate as
diagrams format. Similar clusters of variables will be present with biggest numbers in
each cluster columns.
4.3 Variables
This report establishes two major factors as the variable for coding: motivation
factors for Shanghai Expo volunteerism as independent variables and the success
factors of public relations in Shanghai Expo campaign as dependent variables. There
are 25 variables in total designed by this report: the motivation factors Shanghai Expo
volunteering is developed into 16 variables, while the success factors of public
relations in Shanghai Expo campaign are designed into 8 variables. The variable
designs are based on the previous literatures reviews which consider as the
representational "coding keywords".
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The motivation factors for Shanghai Expo Volunteerism include devotion that the
volunteers are motivated based on strong devotion and dedication, demand for
experiences that the volunteer wants to obtain personal and extensional experiences as
motivation for volunteering participation, spiritual growth which the volunteers want
to attain inner growth through volunteering experiences, learning, interaction or
participation, sociality motivation which the volunteers are motivated based on the
satisfying social needs by participating social interaction, responsibility that the
volunteers are motivated because having a strong feeling of responsibility towards
volunteering tasks or mission calling, learning and training which the volunteers are
motivated based on optimal training programmes or learning platforms provided by
the organization, social network acquisition referring the volunteers participate
volunteering based on strong desires to build social networks or establish friendship
with others, self-identity and approval which the volunteers are motivated by
enhancing personal identity and approval through the volunteering performance, job
titles, feedbacks from other public or established rules and regulations of volunteering,
well organizational treatment that the volunteers' motivation increased that enhances
the treatment, compensation and welfare of the volunteering provided by the
organization, signifying honour for approval referring the volunteers are motivated
based on high satisfaction of honour achievement from the volunteering works,
symbols or badge for credit and others' praise, well-organized work arrangement
which the volunteers' participation with strong willingness is based on the
well-organized work arrangement designed by the organization. The arrangement can
be time management, duties delegation or work instruction, self-commitment
referring the volunteers are motivated based on strong personal commitment toward
volunteering, commitment to others indicating the volunteers are motivated because
they make a strong commitment to others, attitude of repayment to society that the
volunteers had experience of being benefitted, supported or helped by the society that
people participate volunteering works to repay its society, achievability indicating
volunteers participate the volunteering based on strong about on achievability by
overcoming, conducting and contributing towards volunteering tasks' challenge and
creating self-confident and self-respect that the volunteers build self-confident and
self-respect from volunteering participation.
The success factors of public relations are classified into enhancing interaction
with others which the public relations practitioners attain success by increasing
communications among public audiences through Shanghai Expo volunteerism,
demonstrating quality of the city which the public relations success is to promote
Shanghai city through Shanghai Expo campaign and marketing the concept of 'better
city, better life' of Shanghai Expo, internal PR in human resources referring PR
practitioners achieve internal PR success in improves the relationship within
employees, managers, and participants, excellent images for organizations or
individuals that the PR professions create positive and excellent images for
organization or individuals as the success of public relations, presenting professional
images which the public relations demonstrate professional images that attain high
credibility, reliability and trust from publics that recognizes as public relations success,
transporting concept of happiness lies in giving help to others that the public relations
success relies on creating compatible concept positioning for volunteering activities,
presenting internationalization that Public relations practitioners enhance
internationalization as the success of cross-national public relations and creating
publics to like and approve the organization that public relations success is to attain
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high publics' preferences, approvals and positive feedbacks successfully by enhancing
Shanghai Expo volunteerism.=
4.4 Results
The results can be identified into three sections: factor analysis implication for
volunteerism, factor analysis implication for public relations and correlation analysis
for volunteerism and public relations success. The reliability statistics have shown
0.738 of Alpha score for total 24 variables which represent high reliability for result's
finding. The report has determined the frequency of motivation factors of
volunteering in that existing in coding procedures shows in figure 2. Figure 2 shows
the frequencies of 16 independent variables which determined from online
newspapers.

The report also presents frequency of public relations success factor that existing
in coding procedures shows in figure 3. Figure 3 shows the frequencies of 8
dependent variables which determined from online newspapers.
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Factor analysis implication for volunteerism
Table 1 shows the independent variables as motivation factors of Shanghai Expo
volunteering have been classified into three columns: spiritual motivation, material
motivation and social motivation. The table illustrates 16 numbers of independent
variables as the total has been reduced to 12 numbers of independent variables. 4
variables including devotion, well organizational treatment, responsibility and
demand for experiences are presented no relations among all variables that were
excluded in Table 1. Although these independent variables do not present in the Table
1, the variables still maintain high relatedness with dependent variables. For example,
devotion presents significant relatedness with the dependent variable through
correlation analysis includes demonstrating quality of the city, presenting professional
images, transporting concept of happiness lies in giving help to others and creating
publics to like and approve the organization presenting in Table 3.
First factor names as spiritual motivation which is the classified column for
demonstrating Shanghai Expo volunteers can be motivated by satisfying mental needs.
The spiritual motivation is different from material motivation. Volunteers can be
motivated spiritually by external stimulation or internal self-motivation. For example,
commitment factors are the main components for spiritual motivation with strong
internal self-motivation. The commitment factors are classified into self-commitment
and commitment to others. The two commitments are based on self-decision before
conduct any volunteering tasks. Self-commitment towards volunteering task presents
0.941 for loading score at level of compatible towards spiritual motivation.
Commitment to others achieves 0.963 for loading score which also the highest score
among other components. Spiritual motivation can also have external stimulation.
For example, well-organized work arrangement also related to spiritual motivation for
volunteering that scores 0.911 in loading. Creating self-confident and self-respect
through volunteering work are the lowest relevant factor of spiritual motivation for
volunteering which obtains 0.788 loading score.
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Second factor names as material motivation which is the column representing
Shanghai Expo volunteers can be motivated by satisfying material needs. Material
needs do not limit by just providing physical materials, infrastructure or financial
rewards as incentive factors. The material motivation also can concentrate on
intangible assets including stimulation from external factors, leadership of the
organization, symbols or brand names for identification, actual tasks and duties,
education program with good tutors and optimal atmosphere created by the
community. The material motivation does not contain internal self-motivation factor
that external stimulation is major components for volunteering. Learning and training
are parts of material motivation which has 0.695 loading score. Spiritual growth
through volunteering participation has 0.676 loading score. The loading score for
achievability is 0.621. Learning, training, spiritual growth and achievability have
similar leading score than other components that these variables have higher
relatedness. Signifying honour for approval has similar loading scores 0.476 with
self-identity and approval which have 0.419 leading scores. Both variables can also
consider as high relatedness with each-other. Attitude of repayment to society is also
the component of material motivation, but it has the lowest loading score about 0.247
loading scores. The variable has lower relatedness with other variables in material
motivation column.
Third factor names as social motivation that Shanghai Expo volunteers can be
motivated by satisfying its social requirement. Two variables are the major component
for social motivation: sociality motivation and social network acquisition. Sociality
motivation has 0.798 loading scores. Social network acquisition has 0.751 loading
scores. Both variables have similar loading scores that the variables are strongly
relevant to each-others.
Table 1 Motivation factors of volunteerism in Rotated Component Matrix
Variable
Factor 1

Commitment to others
Self-commitment
Well-organized work arrangement
Creating self-confident and self-respect

Loading

alpha
 0.913

0.963
0.941
0.911
0.788

Factor 2

Learning and training
Spiritual growth
Achievability
Signifying honour for approval
Self-identity and approval
Attitude of repayment to society:

0.521
0.695
0.676
0.621
0.476
0.419
0.247

Factor 3

Sociality motivation
Social network acquisition

0.753
0.798
0.751 
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Factor analysis implication for public relations
The report presents public relations success factors as dependent variable that
category into two columns by using rotated component matrix in factor analysis. This
report contains 8 dependent variables considering as the public relations success
factors in Shanghai Expo campaign. The dependent variables have decreased into 6
variables by using rotated component matrix in factor analysis. The two dependent
variables are excluded in the table 2 including internal PR in human resources and
enhancing interaction with others that both variables consider as low relatedness with
other dependent variables. Although these two variables do not present in table 2, the
variables still have strong relatedness with the independent variables. For example,
PR success of enhancing interaction with others has strong relatedness to the
independent variables which are socially motivation and social network acquisition in
correlation analysis of this report. The correlation analysis also shows internal PR in
human resources are intensely related to the independent variables of spiritual growth,
learning and training and well organizational treatment. The correlation analysis result
will be demonstrated in further content which supports table 3.
The table 2 presents the result of dependent variable categorizes into two
separate columns. The 1 column is conceptual PR success that public relations
practitioners achieve success by promoting, changing, and improving publics'
perception, idea, impression and preferences towards its organization. Conceptual PR
success can be diversified into integrated and heterogeneous pluralism. Conceptual
PR success is evaluated with border perspective which has the possibility to show a
relevant concept serving different target markets rather than the company itself but
presenting relatedness with the organization. For example, demonstrating quality of
the city is a component of public relations success. Although the variable enhances
promotion on Shanghai city rather than Shanghai Expo itself, it has strong relatedness
with the concept of Shanghai Expo which is "better city, better life". This variable is
successfully linking with conceptual PR by targeting the Shanghai Expo's main
concept than the organization itself.
Presenting internationalization is another conceptual PR success that creating
cross-national public relations value. The variable achieves 0.765 loading score that
has strong relatedness with demonstrating quality of the city (0.725 loading score).
Creating publics to like and approve the organization also recognized as conceptual
PR success which increasing customers' preference towards the organization.
Transporting concept of happiness, lies in giving help to others is creating cultural
value that benefit Shanghai Expo's PR development. It also scores of 0.524 in loading
which is intensive related to the variable of creating publics to like and approve the
organization (0.514 loading score).
The factor 2 presents in this report is PR image building success. This column
describes PR practitioners attain success by improving, enhancing and promoting
organizational image to publics. PR image building success is specialized on image
development compared with factor 1. Excellent images for organizations or
individuals are a major component for PR image building success. The organization
attains positive and optimal image through Shanghai Expo campaign and volunteering
that the variable has 0.587 loading score. Presenting a professional image is another
component of PR image building success that the organization attains higher
credibility and trust from audiences by presenting a professional image. This variable
has 0.564 loading score which is highly related to the variable of excellent images for
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organizations or individuals.
Table 2 Public relations success in rotated component matrix
Variable
Factor 1 (Conceptual PR success)
Presenting internationalization
Demonstrating quality of the city
Creating publics to like and approve the organization
Transporting concept of happiness lies in giving help to others
Factor 2 (PR image building success)
Excellent images for organizations or individuals
Presenting professional image

Loading

alpha
 0.598

0.765
0.725
0.524
0.514
0.327
0.587
0.564 

Correlation analysis for volunteerism and public relations
The report applies correlation analysis to find out the interrelationship between
independent variables and dependent variables. This report presents independent
variables into vertical columns that there are 16 independent variables present in
Table 3. The report presents the dependent variables into a different format that the
variables are organized into the combination of letters and numbers in table 3. The
reason to present dependent variables with the numbers and letter combination is that
the sizes of report can-not compatible to these variables with full meaning statements.
The dependent variables will be presented in the horizontal column of Table 3 that
transferring the dependent variables meaning into following content. PR1a refers
enhancing interaction with others, PR2a refers demonstrating quality of the city, PR3a
is internal PR in human resources, PR4a is Excellent images for organizations or
individuals, PR5a refers presenting professional images, PR6a refers transporting
concept of happiness lies in giving help to other, PR7a is Presenting
internationalization and PR8a represents creating publics to like and approve the
organization:
The table 3 has demonstrated the relatedness among independent variables and
dependent variables with several signs. The sign of "*" represents actual relatedness
between two variables. It also represents the influence of each two variables by
changing the value on the one side. The table also shows several numbers according
to the contraposition with independent variables in vertical columns and dependent
variables in horizontal columns. These numbers do not have the "*" sign that
represents unrelated relationship between two variables been chosen. This report will
illustrate the interrelationship among independent variables and dependent variables
by recognizing independent variables as leading guide of input and the dependent
variables as output or affected factors.
Independent variable: Devotion has provided significant influences to number of
dependent variables that has been mentioned in previous content of this report.
Devotion has strong relatedness with the dependent variable of demonstrating quality
of the city which presents as 2a in Table 3. The relatedness of these two variables are
presenting with two signs of "*". Signs illustrate that increases or decreases variable
of devotion will also influence demonstrating quality of the city factors in a positive
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or negative way. The devotion also has two signs of "*" relationship with transporting
concept of happiness lies in giving help to other factors presenting as 8a in Table 3.
PR success of delivering cultural concept can be improved once organization
develops higher devotion for volunteering. Strong devotion can also relate to present
professional images (5a) of public relations success that the professional images can
be enhanced once the volunteers have significant devotion in volunteering work.
Devotion also supports the public relations factor of creating publics to like and
approve the organization.
The independent variable of demand for experience in volunteering is related to
transporting concept of happiness lies in giving help to other (6a). Public relations
practitioners can enhance volunteering experience in order to attain higher efficiency
on cultural concept transportation. Another independent variable of commitment to
others can also increase the cultural concept delivery.
Spiritual growth as an independent variable has three major relatedness with
dependent variables. Spiritual growth shows a strong connection with demonstrating
quality of the city (8a).Volunteers are satisfied with spiritual growth during
volunteering work that the quality of city promotion can obtain higher efficiency.
High satisfaction of spiritual growth in volunteering is strongly related with internal
public relations in human resource (3a) which has three signs of "*". The internal
public relations can be improved among the staff by focusing on spiritual growth
satisfaction in volunteering. Volunteers who are satisfied spiritual growth through
volunteering work will have higher willingness to develop transporting concept of
happiness lies in giving help to other (6a).
Table 3 shows the independent variables social network acquisition and sociality
motivation have high linkage with enhancing interaction with others (1a) in public
relations success factor. This shows public relations professional can increase
interaction with others by concentrating satisfaction for both sociality motivation and
social network acquisition of volunteering. The independent variables also relate with
dependent variable of presenting internationalization (7a). Volunteers will create more
interactive and value to international publics based on highly driven of motivation on
social needs and new friendship acquisition.
Although responsibility as an independent variable did not present in Table 1 that
shows low relatedness with other independent variables, responsibility is strongly
linked with dependent variable of demonstrating quality of the city (2a). The linkage
of these two variables shows three signs of "*" that increases volunteers'
responsibility motivation factor will also improve the disposition of city promotion.
The table 3 also shows dependent variable of presenting professional images (5a) can
be influenced by enhancing volunteers' responsibility.
Learning and training for volunteering can be escalates level of internal public
relations in human resource (3a) in Table 3. Additional training and learning program
for volunteering brings better communication among internal staff that building a long
term relationship easily. Well organizational treatment for volunteers is also related
with internal PR that internal staff welfare and beneficial care are the key factors to
achieving excellent internal PR success.
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Variables
1. Devotion
2. Demand for experiences
3. Spiritual growth
4. Sociality motivation
5. Responsibility
6. Learning and training
7 .Social network acquisition
8. Self-identity and approval
9. Well organizational treatment
10. Signifying honour for approval
11. Well-organized work arrangement
12. Self-commitment
13. Commitment to others
14. Attitude of repay to society
15. Achievability
16. Creating self-confident and self-respect
*. P<0.05 (two-tailed)
**. P<0.01 (two-tailed)
***. P<0.001 (two-tailed)

PR1a
PR2a
PR3a
0.073 .260**
-0.034
0.055 -0.071
0.098
0.063 .212*
.293**
.248**
0.133
0.098
0.037 .301**
-0.032
-0.001
0.157 .306**
.256**
-0.012
0.06
0.108
0.145
0.141
-0.083 -0.107 .194*
-0.058
0.081
0.112
0.031
0.112
0.062
0.057
0.119 -0.011
0.086
0.133
0.032
-0.106 -0.065
0.064
-0.011
0.166
0.138
-0.055
0.032
-0.02

Table 3 Correlation analysis for volunteerism and public relations
PR4a
PR5a
0.087 .219*
-0.016
0.136
0.092
0.153
-0.034
0.045
0.12 .210*
0.065
0.151
-0.091
0.001
0.159 -0.008
-0.151
0.05
-0.037 -0.088
-0.02
0.099
0.059
0.012
0.021
0.027
0.115
0.011
0.122
0.178
0.055 -0.097

PR6a
PR7a
PR8a
.443**
0.05 .229*
.221*
0.033 -0.025
.221*
0.145
0.03
0.07 .337**
0.03
0.109
0.008 -0.067
0.097
-0.06
0.051
0.043 .311**
0.158
0.127
0.063
0.052
-0.058 -0.032 -0.056
0.027 -0.117
0.152
0.175 -0.031 -0.102
0.147 -0.012 -0.093
.189*
-0.063 -0.096
0.06 -0.041
0.031
0.186
0.152
0.061
0.075 -0.028 -0.129

5. Discussion and Conclusion
The results of this study present high relatedness among independent variables as
volunteering motivation factors and dependent variables as public relations success
factors. Table 1 illustrate different motivation factors of volunteering can be
interrelated because these variables contain common characteristics. Some
independent variables did not show in the classification column of Table 1 referring to
lower relatedness with other independent variables. Table 2 demonstrate several
public relations success factors can be generalized into two columns. The result of
Table 2 shows public relations success factors also have common characteristics
among these variables. Some of dependent variables did not present in Table 2 that
these variables have relatively lover relevance with other dependent variables. Table 3
presents the independent variables and dependent variables are interrelated. The
independent variables which show in Table 1 have strong relatedness with dependent
variables. Some independent variables did not present in table1 which have lower
common characteristics are also strongly related to the dependent variable.
This report had covered theoretical sources which are relevant to the result of
reporting. Theoretical sources indicate that volunteering has been treated as duty
commitments which require strong self-commitment and well duty arrangement
(Marta, Pozzi & Marzana, 2010; Waikayi et al., 2012). Table 1 show volunteering
commitment has strong relatedness with well -organized work arrangement that this
result finding is compatible with the literature review. The result finding can also be
supported by the study of Barkay (2012) that indicates volunteering commitment
among employees is required effective management skills and relationship.
Primavera (1999) described the volunteering participation is a personal growth
and competence development that the educational experience can produce significant
contribution for volunteers' growth. Table 1 present learning and training has high
connection with volunteers' spiritual growth which categorizing into factor 2. Table 1
also shows achievability is connected with self-identity and approval. The finding can
be approved by Clary & Rhodes's study (2006) that indicates student's volunteering is
driven by personal goal achievement with high demand of achievability and
self-approval.
Madison, Ward & Royalty (2012) believe a social network is a major component
within volunteering. High social demand satisfaction can lead to excellent
performance. Table 1 shows sociality motivation is connected with social network
acquisition of volunteering. The result can also be supported by Haivas, Hofmans &
Pepermans (2012) that indicate sociality motivation and social network creation
produce major compensation for the lack of financial reward.
Table 2 classifies public relations success factors into two columns: the
conceptual PR success and PR image building success. Conceptual PR success
concentrates on promoting, changing and improving publics' perception and idea by
enhancing business ideas or concepts in marketing. Conceptual PR can refer to the
study of Well and Spinks (1999) that study describes PR communication procedures
are required idea development and ideal transportation to implant certain concept
toward public receivers. Haynes (2003) introduced the concept that a successful PR
campaign is to turn organizational daily practices into public interest. This theory is
approved from result finding in Table 2 that PR practitioners can promote daily
volunteering work in Shanghai Expo by transporting concept of happiness lies in
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giving help to others. This concept approach can increase publics' participation that
obtaining higher publics' approval.
Cross-national PR activities promote cultural features and utilization in
international public relations (Johanson & Vahlne, 1997; Siramesh, Kim and Takasaki,
2009). Table 2 shows a strong relationship between demonstrating quality of the city
and presenting internationalization that support these researchers' study. Enhancing
internationalization in an organization can attain high cultural recognition and
understanding from foreign audiences (Siramesh, Kim and Takasaki, 2009). Table 2
present PR practitioners can demonstrate quality of the city as a cultural presentation
by enhancing internationalization in Shanghai Expo campaign.
Haynes (2003) indicates public relations' functionality is to create a positive and
professional image of the organization. The result approves this theory in Table 2 that
shows high connection between two public relations success factors: excellent image
for the organization and presenting professional image. Public relations practitioner
should use continuous image analysis to achieve both PR image building success.
Correlation analysis of this report has shown the positive relationship with
motivation factors of volunteers and public relations success in Table 3. The result of
correlation analysis can be supported by previous theoretical reviews. This previous
contents had indicated the term of corporate social responsibility will be treated the
same meaning of volunteering which both terms share common characteristics. David
(2004) indicated public relations professionals can build relationship with
stakeholders by engaging CSR activities. The previous content mentioned PR
practitioner can achieve both internal PR and external PR successfully through CSR
campaign. The theory is supported from table 3 that shows internal PR in human
resource can be improved by satisfying volunteering needs including spiritual growth,
learning and training and well organizational treatment. Benn, Todd & Pendleton
(2010) describes CSR is a tool of transmission to develop interests of external
stakeholders in PR perspective. Table 3 provides credible evidence that high socially
motivation and social network acquisition of volunteering factors can produce high
frequency of interaction with other stakeholders.
Public relations can be presents high professionalism based on positive attitude
and engagement of CSR activities (Kim and Reber, 2006). For example, the result of
table 3 shows volunteers reinforce devotion and responsibility of volunteering can
create and presenting professional images of volunteers. Table 3 shows high
volunteering devotion also creates positive corporate identity that making publics to
like and approve the organization. The research of David, Kline & Dai (2005)
provides linkages for this finding that shows corporate identity and purchase
preference among the publics can be developed from coordination of public relations
and CSR. This coordination has recognized as a source of competitive advantage to
the organization rather than a simple charitable campaign (Porter & Krammer, 2006).
The table 3 illustrates further findings that show motivation factors of
volunteering can have meaningful interrelationship with success of public relations.
Although some findings do not obtain theoretical review as backing, these results still
confirm the research hypotheses 1 that shows volunteer motivation is related to public
relations success. Finding result of table 1 and table 3 has classified volunteer
motivation into material and spiritual motivation that both motivation factors have
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strong relatedness with public relations success.
The study focus on the examining the relationship between volunteering and
public relations success that some organizations who are interested in related aspects
can be utilized the report content as reference. Several studies review the relationship
with corporate social responsibility and public relations, but little study specifies the
interrelationship between volunteering and public relations which the result content
could be benefits to the organizations who are interested to improve its PR
performance by coordinating with volunteering.
The study has limited the number of samples that the accountability of the result
can be influenced by sample size. Coding errors can be occurred during the coding
procedure. The errors include misunderstanding keywords, sentences or paragraph for
coding, detailed key words are missing, choosing unsuitable sample resources, typing
wrong dummy argument during coding procedure or making a mistake by the
condition of the human element. The report also has limitations in finding result that
some variables did not present any relatedness between volunteerism and public
relations in Table 1, table 2 or table 3. This can refer incompleteness of methodology
design.
This report has illustrated the content of examining the relationship between
volunteerism and public relations success completely that using Expo 2010 Shanghai
China as an empirical study. The report has conducted literature reviews on public
relations, volunteerism, the relationship between corporate social responsibility and
volunteering, relationship between corporate social responsibility and public relations,
Expo 2010 Shanghai China, public relations in Expo 2010 Shanghai China and
volunteering of Expo 2010 Shanghai China. The report has created a hypothesis based
on previous literature reviews that volunteer motivation will be positively related to
public relations success. This report conducts content analysis methodology that
gathering data, managing and classifying information through secondary data. The
samples are a significant number of online journal articles and newspapers that these
samples are mostly specialized into Shanghai Expo volunteerism. Most of online
articles are sourced from the official journal columns in the official website of Expo
2010 Shanghai China that has high reliability and representativeness. The finding of
this report relies on factor analysis and correlation analysis provided by Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences software. The finding of factor analysis for
volunteering shows several independent variables have relatedness which can classify
into the same columns. The finding of factor analysis for public relations success
shows several dependent variables have common characteristics that can be
categorized into two columns. The finding of correlation analysis for volunteerism
and public relations success shows both independent variables and dependent
variables have strong relatedness. The result is compatible with the research
hypothesis that volunteering motivation is related to public relations success. The
result discussion presents the report's finding can obtain supportive evidences in
previous theoretical reviews. The section also shows the implication of this report that
some practitioners or audiences can be benefited for improving public relations
performance by volunteering. Finally, the report discusses report's limitations which
could bring some influences to reports' completeness.
This research is supported by the 2013 Jiangsu Philosophy and Social Sciences
Research Funding Programme (Ref: 2013SJD880110)
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ABSTRACT
Based on the customer equity theory and firm boundary theory, we posit that two
conflicting effects may occur as brand value grows. The positive effect is well known
which will enhance shareholder value. The negative effect is caused by two forces:
the customer heterogeneity and the customer entitlement. Furthermore, the growth of
brand value may be constrained by the firm boundary. These factors make great
performance differences between China’s companies and global companies ranked in
the Interbrand or Fortune’s 500. This paper is designed to explore the nonlinear
effects of China’s companies’ brands, which is not similar to the previous studies,
since the existing literature mostly focuses on firms from developed economies that
have many advantages to overcome the constraining contexts. The results show that
for China’s firms, the relationship between brand value and shareholder value adheres
to a Cissoid function, and when a=6.8 (a is a parameter of the function), brand value
will not enhance shareholder value. The results has many implications for marketing
practices.
Keywords˖Brand Value, Shareholder Value, Cissoid Function, Nonlinear
1 Introduction
It is well known that market-based assets (e.g. brand equity and customer equity)
can contribute to shareholder value (SrivastavaShervani & Fahey, 1998). A lot of
literature has confirmed this proposition (BharadwajTuli & Bonfrer, 2010; Doyle,
2001; Kerin & Sethuraman, 1998). The existing literature often considers that brands
have influence on shareholder value through brand value chain (Keller & Lehmann,
2003) or marketing productivity chain (Rust, Ambler, Carpenter, Kumar, &
Srivastava, 2004). This rationale focuses on brand’s effects on consumer’s mindset,
and through which the market share is affected, and finally on the shareholder value.
As for the brand’s effects on shareholder value, most studies list the positive aspects,
such as price premium (Farquhar, 1989), efficiency (Keller, 1993), customer loyalty
(Russell & Kamakura, 1994), and brand extension (Keller & Aaker, 1992) etc.
However, these studies often neglect that brand contributes to shareholder value based
on some specific conditions. These conditions are called by Keller and Lehmann as
The authors acknowledge the financial support for this study by the Ministry of Education
of China (Project for Humanities and Social Sciences: 11YJC630088
1
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marketplace conditions multiplier (Keller et al., 2003).
Firstly, brand success depends on the marketplace conditions such as competitive
superiority, channel and other intermediary support, as well as customer size and
profile. Secondly, brands succeed in the marketplace conditional on the firm’s ability
of leveraging the internal and external resources to improve their cash flows
(Srivastava et al., 1998). That is, the development of brand’s potential is conditional
on the firm’s capability to integrate its resources and processes. For example, the
same brand may bring about different shareholder value when operated by different
firms. Finally, brand itself may cause both positive and negative effects on firm’s
shareholder value. For instance, a larger customer size may entail more customer
heterogeneity, which will bring about higher costs to the firms (RegoMorgan &
Fornell, 2013).
In China, there are typical examples that brand may not bring about more
shareholder value. For example, China Mobile has gained decreased shareholder
value as its brand equity grew during the period of 2008 and 2011 (Figure 1-Figure 4).

Figure 1 China Mobile’s Brand Value
(Source: World Brand Lab)

Figure 2 China Mobile’s Customer Base
δSource: Sina.comε

ARPU Value

Profit Growth
User Growth

Figure 3 The Stock Price of China Mobile

Figure 4 China Mobile’s ARPU Value

δSource: Sina Techε

δSource: Sina Tech2ε

In fact, China Mobile is not the only company that experiences this phenomenon.
According to some report, it is popular in China’s telecommunication industry (Zhang
& Xin, 2007). Moreover, many companies other than telecommunication industry
show the similar phenomena. For instance, for the top 50 stocks during the first half
2

To see˖http://tech.sina.com.cn/t/2012-03-19/09056850076.shtml
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year of 2012, most are the small brands3.
The “abnormal” performance for many China’s brands is not consistent with the
previous literature that brand value can enhance shareholder value, since some brands
with much high value show downside movement of stock prices. The reasons may lie
in the constraining contexts of brand success. Firstly, the previous literature often
studies the firms based on world’s famous ranking datasets, such as Interbrand,
Fortune’s 500 etc. Firms on these rankings are often global companies, whose
businesses cover the markets all around the world. Consequently, these firms may not
be limited by some market conditions, such as market size. Secondly, these global
companies often lead in technological innovation, which will help them break through
the limitations of technology, as well as that of firm boundary. Finally, some global
companies may become the symbol of national image, which may get more assistance
from governments. By contrast, most China’s firms have not so many advantages, and
they may be enclaved to various conditions. Consequently, studies of China’s brand
success may show a different picture.
This paper is designed to explore the intrinsic mechanism that enables brand
value affecting shareholder value in a nonlinear way. We adopt the customer portfolio
theory and firm boundary theory to explain this phenomenon. We found that the
relationship between brand value and shareholder value can be modeled by rotating
90 degrees of the cissoids function anticlockwise. At the same time, the climax of
shareholder value is 2λ4. Furthermore, we found that when λ reaches the critical value
of 6.8, the relationship between brand value and shareholder value will begin to
change from linear to nonlinear.
2 Literature Review
To understand the relationship between brand value and shareholder value, it is
useful to know the roles of customer and customer equity in the process that brand
value creates shareholder value. In fact, it is the customers that make it possible for
brand to create shareholder value, since only after customers buying the branded
products can the firms obtain cash flows (Keller et al., 2003). At the same time, the
investors in the stock market prefer to a particular stock because they expect the cash
flow of the firm with many loyal customers would increase (AndersonFornell &
Mazvancheryl, 2004). Consequently, it is necessary to identify the role of customer
equity to explain the mechanism brand value affects shareholder value. At the same
time, each firm’s expansion is constrained by its boundary, that is, theoretically firms
can get more and more customers so as to obtain increasing profits. However, the
expansion of firms is constrained by their boundaries, which will prevent firms from
overexpansion. This paper plans to combine these two theories to explain the
relationship between brand value and shareholder value.
2.1 Customer Portfolio Theory
3
4

To see: http://www.gupiaoguzhi.com/Aticle_2617.html
Here “¬” is a parameter concerned with brand equity, customer portfolio, etc.
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2.1.1 The Relationship between Brand Value and Brand Equity
The terms of brand value and brand equity are often interchangeably used in
previous literature (Leiser, 2004; Yeung & Ramasamy, 2007). However, since brand
is a complex concept, it is necessary to differentiate brand value from brand equity to
identify the specific mechanism that brand create shareholder value (Raggio & Leone,
2007; Tiwari, 2010). According to existing literature, brand equity is considered as the
differentiated recognition in the consumer’s mind for a particular brand (Aaker, 1991;
Keller, 1993; Washburn & Plank, 2002), while brand value is the sale or replacement
value of a brand (Raggio et al., 2007). Consequently, brand equity represents what the
brand means for consumers, and brand value represents what the brand means for
firms (Raggio et al., 2007). In other words, brand value is the measurement of brand
equity to some extent.
As brand value is different from brand equity, we use the term “brand value” to
study the effects of brand on the shareholder value. In our opinions, brand value is an
appropriate construct to cover various sources of values created by brand equity, since
brand value represents the value that brand creates for the firm (Raggio et al., 2007;
Raggio & Leone, 2009). Based on the literature of consumer-based brand equity, we
can reasonably conclude that brand equity represents consumer effects associated with
brand, while brand value represents financial value associated with brand (Raggio et
al., 2009; Srivastava & Shocker, 1991). In a word, brand value covers all the value
sources of brand interacting with its stakeholders, or we can say that brand value is
the financial measurement of brand equity associated with relationships between
brand and its stakeholders. Therefore, we use the construct “brand value” as a tool to
explain the effects of brand on shareholder value.
2.1.2 Customer Equity
Customer equity is closely related to brand equity and brand value. Often
scholars consider that Customer equity is focused on the financial outcomes that are
generated by a firm’s customers, since it is the net present value of the future stream
of contribution from all of a firm’s current and future customers (Blattberg &
Deighton, 1996; Raggio et al., 2009; RustLemon & Zeithaml, 2004). However, brand
value has two features that distinguish it from customer equity (Raggio et al., 2009).
For one hand, brand value considers profit from all sources, which may not be directly
related to customers. For another, brand value is related to firm’s capability of
managing brand, and is accordingly concerned with firm’s distinct characteristics
(Raggio et al., 2009).
Whereas both these constructs are company-based concepts, they represent
different outcomes of firm’s strategic assets. Customer equity is the discounted value
of customer lifetime value, which is the outcome of marketing actions through
customer retention. Thus, customer equity measures the contribution the firm can
obtain from its customer base, and brand value represents what the firm can get
through the combination of its capability and the relationships between the firm and
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its customers. That is, even though faced with the same customer bases, firms with
different capabilities may get different outcomes or performances.
Therefore, customer equity is an important content of brand value, since only
when customer have repeated purchase can the lifetime value be meaningful,
otherwise the brand will not have loyal customers and brand value would be very low.
Brand value in large part comes from the customer’s repeated behavior. That is,
customer equity is the sufficient context for brand value, and brand value is largely
the outcome of customer equity. High brand equity means high customer equity, and
vice versa.
2.1.3 Customer Portfolio Theory
As abovementioned, Customers act as the basis of a company’s profitability
(GuptaLehmann & Stuart, 2004; Rappaport, 1998). However, customers are not only
profitable to the firms, but also risky, since customers may switch to the competitive
brands (Tarasi, Bolton, Hutt, & Walker, 2011). As there are both returns and risks for
the customers, scholars borrow the construct “portfolio” from financial theories to
describe the customer base, and coined the term “customer portfolio (Johnson &
Selnes, 2004; SackmannKundisch & Ruch, 2010; Tarasi et al., 2011)”.
Customer portfolio assumes that like financial market, customers are both
profitable and risky, and marketing managers should make an optimum composition
of customer segments (BoltonLemon & Verhoef, 2004; Johnson et al., 2004). A
variety of literature confirmed that financial portfolio theory can be applied in
customer base and product market (Cardozo & Jr. Smith, 1983; Ryals, 2002). The
focus of customer portfolio theory is to find the underlying sources of value derived
from current customers and how to increase the revenue streams to enhance firm
performance (Hogan et al., 2002; Zeithaml, 2000). Some scholars argue that the value
of customer portfolio comes from the customer relationships, which can provide such
benefits as stable cash flow, decreased acquisition costs, etc (Bolton & Tarasi, 2006;
Zolkiewski & Turnbull, 2002). At the same time, the relationships between customers
and the firms can be described in three dimensions: length, depth, and breadth (Bolton
et al., 2004). Here the length of customer relationship refers to the duration of a
relationship corresponds to customer retention (or defection). It may also be
represented by the probability that a customer continues with the organization. The
relationship depth refers to the frequency of service usage over time. Finally, the
relationship breadth is reflected by cross-buying or “add-on” buying.
As customer relationship can cause both return and risk to the firms, one should
note that customer relationships are dynamic (HomburgSteiner & Totzek, 2009). Here
the customer dynamics are represented as customers switching between segments of
different values, drawing on an extended Markov model (Homburg et al., 2009). Thus,
Customers can become either more or less profitable, or churn, in the course of time.
At the same time, the customer portfolio management often considers the
accumulated effects that the number of customers has on economies of scale and the
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resultant cost structure of competing firms (Johnson et al., 2004). This requires that
firms should differentiate the customers based on their closeness with the focal firms.
In other words, customers with different closeness of relationships may have different
returns and risks for the firms. Some scholars identify four levels of customer
relationships, such as strangers, acquaintance, friends, and partners (Johnson et al.,
2004). As customer relationships develop from stranger to partners, they may bring
about increasingly benefits to the firms. However, the total returns for each level of
relationship would cease increasing when they reach to a particular summit.
Furthermore, as customer relationships develop, customer demand becomes
more and more heterogeneous, since a wider variety of customers (and customer
needs) emerges (Dickson, 1992). The heterogeneity of customer demands requires
that firms should innovate and integrate their alternative systems, processes, and
products to attract customers (Day & Wensiey, 1988). Therefore, as a firm’s market
grows, there come two important trends from the perspective of customers: customer
demand heterogeneity and customer relationships. In response to customer demand
heterogeneity, firms should provide more differentiated and customized products and
services. For customer relationships, firms should invest more resources to retain
customers with closer relationships, such as friends and partners. Both these two
trends would cause additional costs and investments for the firms involved.
At the same time, to effectively manage the customer relationship, firms should
use information about customers and potential customers to segment them and treat
them differently depending on their future long-term profitability (BlattbergGetz &
Thomas, 2001; Peppers & Rogers, 2005; RustZeithaml & Lemon, 2000). This means
that as the market expands, firms should integrate and upgrade their information
systems to deal with the increasing demands of information about customers. The
success of the customer information system depends on at least two variables: to what
extent can the system be integrated into firms’ existing processes, and the firm’s
preexisting capabilities (Bolton et al., 2006). In other words, to meet the challenges of
expanded market, firms should effectively develop their learning capabilities and
information processes, which mean that firms should continuously engage in a
learning journey—learning about the customer and about the business and how its
way of doing business can be improved (Bolton et al., 2006). This transformational
and evolutionary process takes time, resources, and patience. For example, Bolton and
Tarasi (2006) identified five organizational processes to be integrated, which include
making strategic choices that foster organizational learning, creating value for
customers and the firm, managing sources of value (acquisition, retention, etc.),
investing resources across functions, organizational units, and channels, and globally
optimizing product and customer portfolios.
As the firm’s market continuously expands, the strategy to enhance
organizational processes and learning capabilities is a dynamic process. Therefore,
firms should seek a balance between the external market expansion and internal
capability enhancing. When the process of market expansion emerges rapidly, the
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enhancement of internal capability and organizational process may lag behind the
market expansion to some extent. Consequently, there is a paradox between external
market expansion and internal organizational capability advancement, which will
constrain the effects that brand value and customer equity have on the firms value and
performance.
2.1.4 The Dark Side of Close Relationship
In addition to the issue of customer heterogeneity, close relationship with
customers may lead to unintended results, which is called the dark side of close
relationships (Anderson & Jap, 2005). As for the brand’s effects on shareholder value,
there will be two conflicting effects when customers become more and more loyal to
the brands: the gratitude effects and the entitlement effects (WetzelHammerschmidt &
Zablah, 2014). The gratitude effect assumes that customers feel obligated to
reciprocated supplier-provided benefits, so that they motivated to buy the supplier’s
products or services (Morales, 2005). This reflects the reciprocity between firms and
customers. The gratitude effects contribute to the shareholder value as brand value
grows.
In contrast to the gratitude effects, the entitlement effects refers to the customer’s
expressed claims for extra effort from a supplier which is considered deserved by the
customers (Fisk, 2010; Magee & Galinsky, 2008; Wetzel et al., 2014). In other words,
when customers consider that they are much loyal to the brands, they will ask for
more services from the firms, which will cause extra service costs to the firms. This
will entail negative effects on shareholder value.
2.2 Theory of Firm’s Boundary
Firm’s boundary is one of the basic features for organizational structure and
designing (Coase, 1937; Knight, 1933). The rationale of firm boundary is that based
on core competence, firms would forms their particular scope and size in process of
interacting with markets (Chandler, 1977; Coase, 1937; TeecePisano & Shuen, 1991).
Here the scope refers to the vertical boundary, which is designed to decide the limits
between firms and markets. The vertical boundary defines what should be done by
firms and what by markets. The scale refers to the horizontal boundary, which defines
the size of the firm. Based on the theory of firm boundary, each firm has its limits of
scope and scale, and no firm can expand without limit.
While the existence of firm boundary is agreed on, scholars diverge on the
causes of firm boundary. Coase (1937) considered transaction costs as the important
variable that defines the firm’s boundary. In Coase’s opinion, firm’s expansion could
lead to organizational costs. Firms will expand to the extent when transaction costs of
internal production are equal to those of market exchange. When the transaction costs
of market exchange are high, it may be less costly to coordinate production through a
formal organization than through a market. Hereafter, scholars developed the theory
of transaction costs, which include theory of team production (Alchian & Demsetz,
1972), theory of asset specificity (Riordan & Williamson, 1985; Williamson, 1991),
and so on.
Whereas Coase centers on transaction costs, Chandler argued that the
determinant variable of firm boundary is efficiency (Chandler, 1977, 1990). When the
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expansion of firm boundary cannot bring about efficiency, firms would cease
expanding. Scholars of classic economics put forward production functions to explain
the relationships between production efficiency and firm’s scale. When the production
scale grows, marginal benefits will diminish. The firms will not expand when the
marginal costs equal marginal profits.
The view of dynamic capabilities studied the firm boundary based on the whole
processes of production, which requires adapting, integrating, and reconfiguring
internal and external organizational skills, resources, and functional competences
toward changing environment (Teece, 1980; Teece & Pisano, 1994; Teece et al.,
1991). Based on the perspective of dynamic capabilities, firm boundary is dependent
on the dynamic capabilities, which requires the match between internal capabilities
and external market demands. Therefore, the view of dynamic capabilities integrates
the firm’s production and transaction functions with emphasis on the fit between
internal and external contexts.
As these alternative theories have frequently been positioned as competing
explanations for the boundary choice, Zenger et al put forward a whole theoretical
framework which includes four domains (ZengerFelin & Bigelow, 2011). These four
domains cover the pros and cons of both market mechanism and hierarchical
governance. In other words, a robust of the firm theory should answer four questions:
(1) why and when markets work? (2) What are the circumstances that lead markets to
fail? (3) Why and when internal organizations succeed? And (4) why and when
organizations fail? For the first two questions, it is well discussed in the economic
literature. For the third question, it is also discussed in the traditional economics, such
as transaction cost economics, etc. Consequently, it is important to explore why and
when organizations fail, since it is related to the firm boundary. The early
explanations of this question contribute to manager’s ability (Knight, 1921), which
considered that the centralized managers have limited cognitive capability and that
they cannot manage business enterprise of indefinite size and complexity. Later,
Williamson argued that as organizations increase, the communication problems and
distortion would be prominent, which will limit firm’s growth (Williamson, 1967).
Zenger et al (2010) summarized three key behavioral causes involving the firm’s limit:
politics and influence activities (Milgrom & Roberts, 1990), social attachments and
overembeddedness (Guler, 2007; Leonard-Barton, 1992; Uzzi, 1997), and social
comparison (Nickerson & Zenger, 2008).
For the politics and influence activities, there is a central authority unleashing
political behavior (Milgrom & Roberts, 1988). The centralization of authority will to
some extent create the potential for intervention and so give rise to costly influence
activities and to excessive intervention. This kind of intervention is often favorable to
the central managers that may not be fully effective to the firm. Therefore, it is
inevitable that the central manager’s intervention would impose political or influence
costs—costs not directly absorbed by those creating them.
For the social attachments and overembeddedess, a distinctive feature is the
presence of informal relationships that arise as a companion to formal organization.
The informal relationships may have important influences on the firm’s strategic
decisions. The reason is that within the boundaries of the firm interpersonal
relationships are likely to become particularly embedded, often characterized by
social attachment and trust (Kogut & Zander, 1996; Zenger et al., 2011). At the same
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time, personal relations may create social attachments that often hinder firms engaged
in interorganizational exchanges from switching to new exchange relations when
exchange efficiency warrants it (Portes & Sensenbrenner, 1993; Uzzi, 1997).
Furthermore, the social connections would be more abundant and substantial within
the boundaries of the firm, leading to even more distortions to efficient
decision-making (Zenger et al., 2011). In a word, the established social connections
would prevent managers from discarding existing relationships in favor of new and
more efficient ones, regardless of whether they are optimal or suboptimal. This is
bound to creating organizational costs inside and outside the firm.
Finally, social comparison is also an important problem causing organizational
costs, which involve the perceived fairness among employees, because individuals
compare their rewards to others’ rewards and react negatively to perceived inequities
(Homans, 1961; Nickerson et al., 2008; Zenger, 1992). The perceived inequality
arising from social comparison would lead to individual’s adjusting downward their
efforts (Adams, 1963; Milgrom et al., 1988). Some radical individuals may even
choose to depart from the group or firm that prompts these perceptions of inequity
(Festinger, 1954). As the relationship is more enhanced within the boundaries of the
firm, the social comparison costs are larger, which will dampen the firm’s capacity to
selectively infuse market-like incentives (Zenger et al., 2011).
2.3 The Nonlinear Relationship between Brand Value and Shareholder value
As growth of shareholder value eventually depends on customer loyalty or
customer base, which is highly related to brand value, it is necessary to explore how
brand value affects shareholder value through customer equity. The mechanism of
brand value’s influence on shareholder value can be explained by customer portfolio
theory and the theory of firm boundary (Figure 5).

Customer
Portfolio
Theory

Customer Loyalty

Firm Scope

Customer Base

Firm Size

Theory of Firm
Boundary

Figure 5 the Explanations Combining Customer Portfolio and Firm Boundary
Brand strategy is often realized through customer equity in the end, since the
value of a brand ultimately resides with customers (Keller et al., 2003). According to
Keller and Lehmann (2003), customers are involved in throughout the brand value
chain. For example, brand value creation process begins when the firm invests in a
marketing program targeting actual or potential customers. When customers get in
touch with the marketing activities associated with the program, their “mindset” with
respect to the brand would be influenced to some extent, such as brand recognition,
brand awareness, and so on. As customer’s “mindset” is changed by marketing
activities, it will result in certain outcomes for the brand in terms of how it performs
in the marketplace, such as the aggregated purchase and the price of the branded
products. Finally, the shareholder value and brand value will be affected (Keller et al.,
2003). In other words, brand strategy is actualized through customer base or customer
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relationships associated with the relevant brand throughout the whole brand value
chain (Keller et al., 2003; Rust et al., 2004; Srivastava et al., 1998).
Furthermore, based on the customer portfolio theory, there are basically two
strategies for firms to make profits or create value through customers (Johnson et al.,
2004). The first strategy is a kind of “defensive marketing”, which refers to activities
aimed at existing customers, such as customer retention (Fornell & Wernerfelt, 1987)
and service recovery efforts (SmithBolton & Wagner, 1999). The defensive marketing
approach focuses on the customer loyalty or retention to build more cooperative and
long-lasting customer relationships (Day, 2000; Rust et al., 2000). At the same time,
defensive marketing works not only to retain current customers but to create
additional value with those customers through relationship development. Based on the
closeness of relationships, customers can be categorized into three types:
Acquaintances, Friends, and Partners (Johnson et al., 2004). These three types of
customer relationships have different value creation mechanisms. For example, as
customers progress toward a closer relationship with suppliers, the costs of converting
customers to an even closer relation-ship increase, and the revenue premiums
increase.
The offensive marketing refers to activities aimed at increasing the size of a
firm’s customer base (Fornell et al., 1987). Thus, the offensive strategy focuses on
obtaining additional customers, encouraging brand switching, and increasing purchase
frequencies. In a word, offensive marketing is designed to increase a customer base,
as well as to provide a basis for relationship development. Based on the offensive and
defensive marketing, we can find that brand strategy ultimately resides with
customers, either through customer base or through customer loyalty. Customer base
means the increased number of customers, and the firm involved should expand size
to get scale of economy. In contrast, customer loyalty means the increased
heterogeneity of customer demands (Johnson et al., 2004), and the related firm should
provide more customized products to get the scope of economy. However, both the
size and the scope have their limits as firm boundary would constrain the growths of
size and scope. Therefore, as brand value grows, the size or scope of the firm will
grow accordingly since the firm should meet the increased customer demands in terms
of size and scope, which will stop to grow when they get to a certain limits because of
firm boundary. When there are no additional growth of size and scope, the firm will
not get additional profits since no additional customer needs are met. In other words,
brand value will increase shareholder value to some limit when the shareholder value
will not increase any more. Consequently, we can get the following hypothesis
(Figure 6):
Hypothesis 1: brand value would increase shareholder value. When the
shareholder value grows to a certain limit, brand value would not increase
shareholder value.
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Shareholder

Brand Value

Figure 6 The Nonlinear Relationship between Brand Value and Shareholder
value
3 Research Method
3.1 Variable Measurement
Independent Variables. The independent variable is brand value. A lot of
literature measures the variable of brand value based on the evaluation of
intermediearies. At present, there are many intermediaries providing the evaluation of
brand value, such as Interbrand, Young & Rubicam, and Brandfinance, etc. This paper
adopts the data of brand value from the database of The China’s Most Valuable
Brands provided by World Brand Lab5. We choose World Brand Lab as the source of
measurement of brand values because of several reasons. First, World Brand Lab is
the strongest institution to measure brand value in China. In china there are basically
two institutions measuring brand value: World Brand Lab and Beijing Asset Appraisal
Co. Ltd. However, World Brand Lab measures 500 brands each year, as opposed to
just 100 brands for Beijing Asset Appraisal. At the same time, World Brand Lab
adopts the same method each year so that the brand value it measures can be
compared year against year. Since this paper is designed to study the brands in China,
we choose World Brand Lab as our data source of brand value measurement. Second,
the method adopted by World Brand Lab reflects the consumer’s mind to some extent.
This method is designed to employ “Economic Use Method” to evaluate the earnings.
Then, it uses its specific “Brand Value Added” tools (BVA Tools) to assess the
contribution of brand value to the earnings. These BVA Tools are gotten by
investigating consumer’s perception of particular brands. Finally, World Brand Lab
evaluated China’s brands ever since 2004. Consequently, there are enough number of
brands and panel data for research.
Dependent Variables. The dependent variable of this paper is shareholder value.
There are various approaches to measure shareholder value. The early measurements
include such indicators as return on investment, profits, return on assets, etc. However,
these indicators are just accounting indices measuring only the past performance,
which do not reflect the future earnings (Anderson et al., 2004). For this paper, we use
Tobin’s q as the measurement of shareholder value, which is now a widespread
measurement of shareholder value in the literature (Chung & Pruitt, 1994;
5

Please see the website: http://brand.icxo.com/brandmeeting/2013china500/
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LuoHomburg & Wieseke, 2010; Tobin, 1969; Tuli & Bharadwaj, 2009).
Control Variables. There are mainly 8 control variables in this paper, which
include industry factors, sales profits, firm size, leverage, and corporate governance
factors, etc. For the industry factors, a lot of literature has found that industry has
important influence on shareholder value (Cooil, Keiningham, Aksoy, & Hsu, 2007).
We use the industry profit growth as the industry-level control variable, since it
reflects the integrated effects of the industry-level variables like industry
concentration, entry barriers, industry-specific purchase behavior, and so on.
In addition to industry-level variables, we employ several firm-level control
variables. One important firm-level control variable is sales income, which is an
important factor that affects shareholder value (Tuli et al., 2009). Furthermore, we
controlled the price to earnings ratio (P/E ratio), which is also considered to affect the
discount of the present value. At the same time, some firms may try to make their
stocks more attractive by special dividends. Again, some firms may have special
market position to guarantee the continuous earnings. These will have influence on
P/E ratio and accordingly affect the discount of present value, and finally the
shareholder value.
Leverage ratio is also controlled in this paper, which reflects the ratio of equity to
liabilities. Leverage ratio could affect the financial liquidity and accordingly the
capital costs.
Firm size is also an important variable that affects the profits as well as the
shareholder value. However, there are many approaches to measure firm size, such as
the number of employees, total assets, and sales income, etc. We use the total assets as
the measurement of firm size in this paper.
Finally, corporate governance is an additional factor that may have critical
effects on shareholder value (Demsetz & Villalonga, 2001; La PortaLopez-de-Silanes
& Shleifer, 1999; Lin & Chang, 2012; Nanka-Bruce, 2011). The effects that corporate
governance can have on shareholder value include the agent problem, information
asymmetry, etc. At the same time, scholars consider that it is necessary to play
stresses on the relationships between conglomerates and subsidiaries for Eastern
Asian firms, since many Eastern Asian firms are controlled by their parent
corporations (Claessens & Djankov, 1999; ClaessensDjankov & Lang, 2000; La Porta
et al., 1999). This paper employed two variables of corporate governance as the
control variables: ownership concentration and percentage of state-holding shares.
3.2 Data Collection
The data of this paper are mainly secondary. For the measurement of brand value,
we collected the data from the 500 most valuable brands issued by World Brand Lab.
There are totally 152 corporate brands in our data, which covers 7 years from 2004 to
2010 with 1064 observations. However, since there is worldwide financial crisis
originated from American subprime lending crisis in 2008, we just use the data of 4
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years from 2004 to 2007 with 608 observations. The descriptive analysis is shown on
table 1.
Table 1 The Descriptive Analysis of The Data
Minimum

maximum

Mean

Standard Error

Brand Equity

5.27

1260.19

104.3705

154.29013

Sales Income

-26070000000

214500000000

4680073401.04

20390728985.282

206700000

1656000000000

26959094170.40

115580440184.150

0

1

.22

.156

0

6

.00

1.000

-2

1

.00

1.000

0

0.86

0.2332

0.258

2.12

1165.00

54.0348

95.01908

.69

11.18

1.6645

1.17655

Total Asset
Stock
Concentration
Industry Growth
Leverage
State Share
P/E Ratio
Tobin q

3.3 Data Analysis
To eliminate the effects of collinearity, we first normalize the data. At the same
time, normalization can also make the coefficients more reasonable, especially for
such variables as total asset, sales income, etc. Then we make the panel unit-root test
to see if there are unit roots. The test shows that there is no unit root for these panel
data (Table 2), since the Chi Square is 368.2924, and the P-value is 0.001.
Consequently, the data are stationary sequence, and we need not take the cointegration
test.
Table 2 Unit-root Test for Panel Data

Inverse chi-squared(290)
Inverse normal
Inverse logit t(704)
Modified inv. chi-squared

Statistic
p-value
368.2924
0.0012
-0.4472
0.3274
-1.2064
0.114
3.2509
0.0006

Next, we take the Hausman Test to decide whether we should adopt random
effects mode or fixed effects model to estimate the functions. The results of Hausman
Test show that it is better we should employ random effects model to estimate the
functions (Table 3), since P-value is less than 0.05. Therefore, all the following
functions are estimated through random effects models.
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Table 3 Hausman Test for the Data

Brand Equity
Sales Income
Total Asset
Stock
Concentration
Industry
Growth
Leverage
State Share
P/E Ratio

fixed
1.2809
-1.96E-11
6.304022

random
0.2218536
-5.35E-12
1.261708

Difference
1.059046
-1.42E-11
5.042314

S.E.
0.352709
5.66E-12
1.538487

-3.90539

-0.881374

-3.024015

0.669461

-0.314888

0.0998471

-0.4147354

0.295812

1.99E-07
0.0024744
-0.035295

-1.76E-08
0.0012347
0.0504436

2.17E-07
0.0012397
-0.0857388

5.24E-08
0.000598
0.02754

Chi Square = 103.52
Prob>Chi Square = 0.0000

We then test the nonlinear effects of brand value on shareholder value. We first
test the linear relationship between brand value and shareholder value, and then test
the nonlinear relationship. To examine the effects of brand value on shareholder value,
we adopt three steps. For step one, we just regress the function with only control
variables. For step two, we add brand value as an independent variable. And for the
third step, we will use the 90 ć rotated cissoid function to fit the nonlinear
relationship between brand value and shareholder value. The estimated results of the
function with only control variables show that many factors have influence on
shareholder value (Table 4), such as sales income, stock concentration, and P/E ratio.
Coefficient
Industry
growth
Leverage
Sales
Income
Total Assets

S.E

Z-Value

P-value

95% confidence
interval

0.5123952

0.27478

1.86

0.062

-0.026181

1.05097

0.0694825

0.04853

1.43

0.152

-0.025634

0.1646

1.283903

0.54747

2.35

0.019

0.2108736

2.35693

-0.39407

0.26900

-1.46

0.143

-0.921315

0.13317

-0.6823806

0.33002

-2.07

0.039

-1.329214

-0.0355

-1.98E-08
0.0010609
1.957595
0.1840

1.16E-0
0.00045
0.14866

-1.70
2.32
13.17

0.089
0.020
0.000

-4.26E-08
0.0001657
1.666228

3.02E-0
0.00195
2.24896

Stock
Concentrati
on
State Share
P/E Ratio
Constant
R2

We then test the linear effect of brand value on shareholder value. The results
show that brand value can have positive effect on shareholder value (Coefficient is
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0.2305826, P-value is 0.027), which is consistent with the previous literature (Table
5).

Table 5 The Linear Effect of Brand Value on Shareholder value

Coefficient
Brand
Value
Industry
growth
Leverage
Sales
Income
Total Assets

S.E

Z-Value

P-value

95% confidence
interval

0.2305826

0.104279

2.21

0.027

0.0262001

0.43496

1.016647

0.42835

2.37

0.018

0.1770964

1.85619

0.1000759

0.069494

1.44

0.15

-0.036129

0.23628

1.235984

0.669515

1.85

0.065

-0.076241

2.54821

-0.666857

0.334315

-1.99

0.046

-1.322103

-0.0116

-0.993489

0.446522

-2.22

0.026

-1.868656

-0.1183

-1.68E-08
0.0013728
2.246336
0.2072

1.40E-08
0.000552
0.19274

-1.2
2.49
11.65

0.229
0.013
0

-4.41E-08
0.0002913
1.868572

1.06E-08
0.002454
2.624099

Stock
Concentrati
on
State Share
P/E Ratio
Constant
R2

Finally, we will test the nonlinear effects of brand value on shareholder value.
We adopt the cissoids function x2 (2a  y) y3 to fit the relationship between brand
value and shareholder value. Here we define the range of brand value as (0, +∞). The
relationship between brand value (denoted as x) and shareholder value (denoted as y)
is conditioned on a. Here is a parameter related to brand equity, competitive
conditions, customer loyalty, and entry barrier, etc. Consequently, as a changes, the
significance of brand value will also change. We test the nonlinear relationship
through try-and-error. The results show that when a equals 6.8, P-value is 0.05 (Table
6). When a reaches 6.7, P-value is 0.051 (Table 7), and when a reaches 7, P-value
becomes 0.049 (Table 8). Consequently, the critical value is 6.8. That is, when a
reaches 6.8, the relationship between brand value and shareholder value will shift
from linear to nonlinear.
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Table 6 The Nonlinear Effect of Brand Value (a=6.8)

Coefficient
Brand Value
Industry
growth
Leverage
Sales Income
Total Assets
Stock
Concentration
State Share
P/E Ratio
Constant
R2

S.E

Z-Value

P-value

95% confidence
interval
-0.000164 0.397226

0.1985311

0.101377

1.96

0.050

0.1295385

0.463313

0.28

0.78

-0.778539

1.037616

0.0703867
1.668028
-0.4225207

0.066736
0.716182
0.356717

1.05
2.33
-1.18

0.292
0.02
0.236

-0.060413
0.2643374
-1.121673

0.201187
3.071719
0.276631

-0.1420869

0.451018

-0.32

0.753

-1.026066

0.741892

-2.71E-08
0.0008382
1.04573
0.086

1.58E-08
0.000581
0.205527

-1.72
1.44
5.09

0.086
0.149
0

-5.80E-08
-0.0003
0.642904

3.84E-09
0.001976
1.448557

Table 7 The Nonlinear Effect of Brand Value (a=6.7)

0.2013027

0.103016

1.95

0.051

95% confidence
interval
-0.000605
0.40321

0.1190516

0.471734

0.25

0.801

-0.805529

1.04363

0.0707438
1.703764
-0.425725

0.067797
0.729236
0.363227

1.04
2.34
-1.17

0.297
0.019
0.241

-0.062136
0.274488
-1.137636

0.20362
3.13303
0.28618

-0.132502

0.458607

-0.29

0.773

-1.031355

0.76635

-2.77E-08
0.0008444
1.054857
0.0843

1.61E-08
0.000591
0.209253

-1.72
1.43
5.04

0.085
0.153
0

-5.92E-08
-0.0003136
0.6447288

3.80E-09
0.002002
1.464984

Coefficient
Brand Value
Industry
growth
Leverage
Sales Income
Total Assets
Stock
Concentration
State Share
P/E Ratio
Constant
R2

S.E

Z-Value

P-value
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Table 8 The Nonlinear Effect of Brand Value (a=7)

Coefficient
Brand Value
Industry
growth
Leverage
Sales Income
Total Assets
Stock
Concentration
State Share
P/E Ratio
Constant
R2

S.E

Z-Value

P-value

95% confidence
interval
0.0006043
0.386129

0.1933668

0.09835

1.97

0.049

0.1474287

0.44788

0.33

0.742

-0.7304003

1.025258

0.0696078
1.603165
-0.4161605

0.064774
0.692282
0.344802

1.07
2.32
-1.21

0.283
0.021
0.227

-0.0573469
0.2463185
-1.09196

0.196563
2.960012
0.259639

-0.158442

0.437039

-0.36

0.717

-1.015023

0.698139

-2.59E-08
0.0008259
1.028094
0.0891

1.52E-08
0.000562
0.198703

-1.7
1.47
5.17

0.089
0.141
0

-5.57E-08
-0.000275
0.6386426

3.91E-09
0.001927
1.417545

Based on table 6, table 7, and table 8, we can find that there is a nonlinear
relationship between brand value and shareholder value. When the parameter a
reaches 6.8, the relationship between brand value and shareholder value will shift
from linear to nonlinear. At the same time, the maximum value of the function
x2 (2a  y) y 3 is 2a, that is, when the effect of brand value on shareholder value
reaches 2a, brand value will not increase shareholder value any more. Therefore,
hypothesis 1 is confirmed.
4 Results and Discussion
We suppose in this paper that there may be nonlinear relationships between
brand value and shareholder value. The results confirmed the hypothesis. The
relationship can be fitted by the cissoids function x2 (2a  y) y3 with a as the
parameter. At the same time, the maximum of shareholder value (denoted as Tobin’s q)
is 2a, and when a reaches 6.8, the relationship between brand value and shareholder
value will begin to shift from linear to nonlinear. This result is very interesting for
firms to implement their brand strategy.
This result is consistent with much literature. For example, Kerin and
Sethuraman (1998) found that the relationship between brand value and shareholder
value is concave for some products. At the same time, several scholars found that for
some products, the relationship between customer satisfaction and shareholder value
is also nonlinear (Anderson et al., 2004; Gruca & Rego, 2005). These scholars did not
explain the mechanism of brand value’s effects on shareholder value, nor did they
found out the critical point when the relationship begins to change from linear to
nonlinear. This paper explores the critical point and the mechanism.
The mechanism of the nonlinear effect should boil down to the brand’s customer
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relationships and customer base. Each brand should get profits through customers in
the end. If customers do not buy their products, the exchange will not be realized.
Then all the products will not realize their values. According to the theory of customer
portfolio, customers can enhance profits through two approaches: customer loyalty
and customer base. However, since the customer demands are heterogeneous in nature
and customer relationships have different closeness, the costs to meet customer
demands would increase as the loyalty advances and the customer base increase.
Furthermore, the boundary of the firm will constrain the growth of firm size and
scope because of the decrease of marginal utility. This means that brand value would
not increase shareholder value without limits. When shareholder value reaches a
particular point (2a in this paper), it will stop growing.
This finding is important to firms to implement brand strategies. According to
the finding, firms in the beginning should play stresses on offensive strategies so that
they can expand their customer base. However, when customer base get to a particular
level, firms should shift their strategies from offensive to defensive ones, since
continuous expansion of customer base will bring about little effects on growth of
shareholder value.
5 Limitations and Future Studies
This paper plans to study the nonlinear relationship between brand value and
shareholder value. However, as the relationship between brand value and shareholder
value is complicated, we just focus on the customer loyalty and customer base size. In
fact, many other conditions should be considered to explore the brand’s effects, which
include the employees, channel membership, etc. At the same time, we did not
identify the different effects across industries, which may be an important factor.
In the future studies, we need to explore the moderating effects of industries as
well as the customer heterogeneity.
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ABSTRACT
Strategic corporate social responsibility (strategic CSR) is highly praised by
practitioners and academics for creating a potential win-win situation for business and
society, yet little is known about its effective implementation. Using the case-study
method to reveal the implementation mechanism, we track the strategic CSR activities of
two Chinese property enterprises in the area of community involvement. We find that: (1)
a clear statement of both commercial and social objectives focusing on customers’ needs
in corporate strategies is the first and most significant step; (2)that extending the
traditional value chain by adding CSR activities within and beyond the business process
(by means of vertical enrichment and horizontal adjunction) is an effective way to
implement strategic CSR; (3) such implementing approach will develop cooperative
relations between firms and stakeholders through their common engagement and inputs;
and (4) it is the cooperative relations that enhances firms’ competitive advantage, and
also promotes continuous improvement in their commercial performance due to higher
societal expectation. Furthermore, the leading role played by firm in launching CSR
activities is significant in value chain extension. In this paper we help fill the gap in
knowledge about strategic CSR implementation and contribute to stakeholder
management theory. Some implications for corporate community involvement are also
provided.
Keywords: Strategic CSR; value chain extension; cooperative relations; stakeholder
management; corporate community involvement

Introduction
It has become increasingly an important topic to explore how to effectively
implement corporate social responsibility (CSR) to realize the reconciliation of societal
and commercial benefits (Maon, Lindgreen, and Swaen, 2009), which is, essentially, a
question of strategic CSR implementation.
In defining strategic CSR, Porter and Kramer’s (2006, 2011) declaration that
strategic CSR initiatives should focus on addressing social issues closely related to the
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corporate value chain and in a context capable of unlocking shared value seems to be
widely accepted. Many researchers who held the similar opinions on strategic CSR
implementation, argued that such initiatives should be selective and attempt to connect
with the core activities of the firm(Lindgreen, Swaen and Moan, 2009; Pruzan, 2001;
Vilanova, Lozano and Arenas, 2009).The more closely a social issue is tied to a
company’s business, the greater the opportunity to leverage the firm’s resources and
capabilities and thus benefit society (Porter and Kramer, 2006).Some have even assumed
that, in the future, more and more firms would prefer to adopt strategic CSR than those
simple donation-types of CSR (Jamali, 2007; Lantos, 2001).To some extent, the
stakeholder theory supports these above viewpoints. For example, in their study of
exploring the boundaries of social responsibility, Hillman and Keim (2001) found that
effective stakeholder management—good relations with primary stakeholders—can
create business value and enhance competitive advantage. In this sense, stakeholder
management provides some useful insights toward strategic CSR implementation, such as
focusing on primary stakeholders’ interests and to develop good relations with them by
addressing social issues that directly affect these stakeholders.
However, in-depth case study research about the process of strategic CSR
implementation, an important channel in providing a practical approach for companies to
follow, is still far from sufficient (Hillman and Keim, 2001).Although Porter and Kramer
(2006) introduced a conceptual framework that helps companies take strategic CSR
initiatives by understanding the relationship between business and society, the
mechanism of strategic CSR implementation is still unexplored (Maon et al.,
2009).Moreover, a lack of study about the implementation process can be partially
blamed for the blurry relationship between CSR and financial value (Falkenberg and
Brunsal, 2011;Hillman and Keim, 2001). Our study thus focuses on strategic CSR
activities to help address this gap.
Specifically, we focus on the question of how CSR is connected with the business
process and how CSR activities reinforce commercial-value creation in its strategic
implementation. We attempt to find the answer from firms in China’s real-estate industry
in which strategic CSR implementation has become rather typical. Since 1979 when
China undertook the open-door and reform policy to transition to a market economy from
a command economy, people living in urban areas have experienced a major change: they
have gone from living in friendly residential districts managed by state-owned or
collective-owned units to strange and newly built residential areas operated by
Property-Management companies originally affiliated with real-estate firms. So they have
to bear the situation with many unmeet social needs. And the slow pace of reform in the
Chinese social-management system has also resulted in many new social issues. In that
sense, community development has become a more urgent and complex issue facing the
Chinese government than is the case in Western countries. But helping solve these social
issues, which is closely related to business of real-estate firms, has turned out to be a
chance for these firms to benefit the society and also to build competitive advantages. So,
studying real-estate firms’ activities involving in Chinese community development
provides us with opportunities to open the “black box” of strategic CSR implementation
process.
In the following section, we first review the literature related to strategic CSR,
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stakeholder management, and corporate-community involvement. We then outline the
methods of case study and provide details about strategic CSR activities conducted by the
two cases. We then propose an overall implementation mechanism of strategic CSR
based on structural data analysis. Finally, we discuss the study’s theoretical and practical
contributions.
Theoretical Background
Corporate Social Responsibility
The idea that companies should help address social issues by undertaking social
responsibility activities (Vilanova et al., 2009; Maon et al., 2009; Lee, 2008; Burke and
Logsdon, 1996) has been widely accepted by academics and practitioners. Carroll’s (1991)
multi-dimensional CSR construct, which includes four components: economic, legal,
ethical and philanthropic responsibility, has provided a useful classification of the types
and boundaries of CSR. Based on Carroll’s 1991 model, Lantos (2001) distinguished
three types of CSR: ethical, altruistic, and strategic, which has helped to clarify the
significance of strategic CSR for business. Lantos also stated that both altruistic CSR and
strategic CSR belong to philanthropic responsibility, while the latter is good for business
and society and the former is somewhat contradicted with bottom line of corporations.
Our study is consistent with Lantos’s statement regarding strategic CSR.
Strategic Corporate Social Responsibility
Strategic CSR has been growing more popular in recent years (Jamali, 2007; Lantos,
2001). In this paper, we adopt the Porter and Kramer (2006) definition of strategic CSR,
which refers to activities that firms undertake voluntarily to address special social issues
and that, in turn, benefit society as well as the company’s own competitiveness.
Academics have provided many insights into the growth of strategic CSR. For
example, Drucker (1984) emphasized that business ought to convert its social
responsibilities into business opportunities. Similarly, Porter and Kramer (2006) have
suggested a context-focused CSR approach to promote both business and societal
interests. Strategic CSR involves a conscious attempt at establishing a connection
between a company’s core business competencies and its social contributions (Jamali,
2007). Other researchers agree that each company must select specific issues to address
(Porter and Kramer, 2006; Pruzan, 2001) and attempt to connect CSR practices with
business processes and objectives (Vilanova et al., 2009; Lindgreen et al., 2009).
However, in practice, few companies know how to implement effective strategic
CSR initiatives (Porter and Kramer, 2006) and, in particular, how to manage stakeholder
relations (Husted and Allen, 2009; Hillman and Keim, 2001). Some challenges have been
identified by scholars for this situation. For example, some scholars stress that the
challenge lies in finding interventions that allow for the reconciliation of corporate
interests with those of one or more stakeholder groups (Jamali, 2007) and then
discovering how to integrate CSR into business processes (Porter and Kramer, 2006;
Pruzan, 2001). Some also argue that further studies should focus on framing and
interpreting how companies manage this reconciliation rather than merely considering the
results generated from CSR policies (Vilanova et al., 2009). This paper aims to help fill
these gaps.
Stakeholder Management and strategic CSR
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Researches on stakeholder management mainly focus on explaining the relationship
between firms and stakeholders and the effect of stakeholder management on firms’
financial performance. According to Clarkson’s declaration, the participation of primary
stakeholders is crucial for companies’ survival (Clarkson, 1995) , which indicates
effective stakeholder management—good relations with primary stakeholders—can
enhance a firms’ competitive advantage. Hillman and Keim (2001) emphasized that
valuable and longer-term relationships developing between firms and primary
stakeholders can be created by interactions, which are relational rather than transactional.
Moreover, the relationship developing involves input and engagement in activities by
both of them.
In that sense, stakeholder-management perspective throws light on effective strategic
CSR practices. Firstly, firms should take some special primary stakeholder-group
interests into account when carrying out CSR initiatives. Secondly, targeting at social
issues related directly to primary stakeholders to undertake CSR will be helpful to
enhance interactions and to build cooperative relationships between firms and primary
stakeholders.
Corporate Community Involvement (CCI) and strategic CSR
Community involvement strategy is a subset of a firm’s strategic CSR activities that
are directed towards special stakeholders (Bowen et al., 2010). Specifically,
community-involvement strategy is a pattern of activities implemented by a firm to work
collaboratively with and through groups of people to address issues affecting the social
well-being of these groups as well as the corporation’s sustainable development (Bowen,
2007˗Fawcett et al., 1995).
A useful concept for considering community-engagement activities is that of a
“continuum of community engagement” ranging from least to most involvement.
Although different expressions of such continuum have been proposed (Morsing and
Schultz, 2006), there is a common belief that the most proactive community engagement
is more likely to create a win-win outcome for stakeholders and corporations based on
frequent interaction and deep trust. Further, Bowen et al.˄2010˅encouraged more
case-based studies going beneath the surface of engagement activities are needed to
explore how proactive forms of engagement yield net benefits.
While the situation of community development in Chinese context happens to be a
great chance to do such a case study. In the economically transitional location, Chinese
firms have been faced with many unique challenges in corporate-community involvement
(CCI) that have not been well explored in Western literature. Hence, this paper examines
strategic CSR implementation through a case study about community involvement of two
Chinese real-estate firms, and attempts to determine how firms connect CSR and business
processes in the reconciliation of social and financial values.
Methods
The research design is a multiple-case study (two cases) that is suitable for exploring
some “how-to” kinds of questions (Yin, 2003). The research setting is the real-estate
industry in China. This industrial setting is useful because its development relates to
many social issues. And the focal social issue for real-estate firms is community
development, which presents salient problems that can potentially be solved through
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strategic CSR initiatives. In essence, real-estate firms have played a strategic role in the
recent history of China’s community development. So it is necessary to provide a brief
historical explanation before describing the two selected cases, Vanke Co., Ltd. and
Baibuting Group Co., Ltd.
The Chinese Context of Community Development
Since 1979, Chinese society has been undergoing a transitional period along with the
country’s market reforms. The most profound event during this time was the
disintegration of the “system of unit”, which means all needs in people’s whole life
would not be thoroughly satisfied by units but by the society. Unfortunately, the
management-system transition of Chinese society lags far behind the country’s economic
progress, and such a mismatch has led to many difficult social issues. Mostly people have
to move into newly-built residential areas and to face with various issues which are
difficult to be handled by people themselves.
Table 1 compares the situation of typical residential areas with two cases which are
now harmonious communities transforming from residential areas. On the whole, the
current situation of Chinese residential areas is far from the ideal of a harmonious
community, because only a community that performs well in all factors of community
(see Table 1) could be called a “harmonious community”. From 1979 to 2012, only 20%
of the 50000 residential areas built during this period have been transformed into some
type of harmonious community. The remaining typical residential areas perform only
relatively well on the aspects of commercial services and security provided by
Property-Service Company (shorted as PSC) (see Table 1) but rather bad on social service.
Specifically, there are many new problems faced by the society, such as increasing
internal migration resulting in large numbers of people separated for their “units” and
families, high unemployment, a severe poverty problem, increasingly alienated
neighborhood, and complications from an aging population. Above all, community
development, a significant undertaking for the Chinese government and society, has a
more complex and wider content than that of Western countries.
However, these social problems have provided a good opportunity for real-estate
firms to develop competitive advantages through CSR activities in community
development. The Chinese government and society encourage businesses to become
involved in social issues (see the role of government in Table 1). In addition, for
real-estate firms whose development would be directly affected by the state of the
community in which they build residences, their CSR activities in harmonious
community development could be regarded as strategic CSR. The two real-estate
companies chosen are exactly one of those aforementioned kinds who seize the great
opportunity of community development. They are also referred as the “model” in
community development for other Chinese real-estate companies to study by Chinese
government, which makes it more significant to deeply analyze the two firms.

Table 1 Comparison between Typical Residence Areas and Harmonious
Communities
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Notes: In order to distinguish the difference between residence areas and
harmonious communities in community development, we assign “+”to represent a
positive degree about every element in each factor.
Cases chosen
The two Chinese real-estate firms we studied are Vanke Co.,Ltd. and Baibuting
group Co.,Ltd.,. As Table 2 shows, both companies received various awards due to their
strategic CSR initiatives in community-development involvement including the "National
Harmonious Community Demonstration Community" designation several times by the
national government.
Table 2

Description of Case Backgrounds

Vanke

Baibuting Group

A national, large company

Alocal medium-sized private firm

Year Founded

1984(1993 focused on
real-estate)

1995 (2003 expands to be a group)

Project Scope

Covers 53 cities in China
with many small and
isolated communities.

Only one large community with 21
districts in the city of Wuhan.

RMB 121.5 billion(China
number one)

RMB 2.7 billion (approximately $491
million)

Firm
Nature of
Company

Sales in 2011

Mission

Vision

(approximately $18.8
billion)
Provides more livable
housing and participates in
urban development.

To make Baibuting a happiness harbor
and warm home.

“To be the eternal leader in To be “world-class, China’s first”
Chinese real-estate and to be community brand.
a remarkable green
business”

Commodity house; small
department called SOLO;
Products/Services
club; housekeeper-service
Provided
room; property service
company.

Affordable housing; commodity
house; community stores; hospital;
club and hotel; property service
company.

The first to establish an
Unique Features affiliated property service
company and employ a

Famous for its special system and
involved in three major stages
(construction, management, and
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third-party for a customer
satisfaction survey in China

service) of community building.

Maintain customer
Positioning of
satisfaction and loyalty to
Property Service
Vanke.

Service for Baibuting community
brand.

“All just for you” that
Concept of
continuously exceeds
Property Service
customer expectations.

Maintains improvements when facing
residents’ complaints.

Awarded the title of the
“Most-Respected
Enterprise” for 8 years and
China’s Best Corporate
Performance and
Citizen for 7 years; awarded
Rewards
the title of "National
Harmonious Community
Demonstration Community"
by the state in 2009.

Awarded “the first China Habitat
Environment Award”; received
frequent visits by top government
officials to the Baibuting community,
including Premier Wen Jiabao.
Awarded the title of "National
Harmonious Community
Demonstration Community" by the
state in 2009.

Besides their success in boosting community development, we also choose the two
firms according to criteria that fit the definition of strategic CSR. They are real-estate
firms that are at least 15 years old and (1) they are proactively involved in the community
built through their own property service company; (2) their CSR initiatives are related to
the business and primary stakeholders (customers); (3) they leverage both the firms’
resources and capabilities and stakeholders’ resources to solve social issues in the
communities; and (4) they provide significant benefits for society and themselves firms
resulting from CSR initiatives. In addition, we have taken into account some extra factors.
One is the convenience and sufficiency of data collection. The cases and two of the
researchers are in the same city (Wuhan, Hubei Province in China). The Baibuting
community, started in 1997, is with 150,000 residents. The ShiJiHuaCheng community of
Vanke was built in 2000, and the ChengShiHuaYuan community of Vanke was built in
2003. The two Vanke communities are with a combined total of 11,000 residents. In
addition, we have considered the diversity of each case selection. The two companies are
distinctive in some aspects, such as nature, business scope, target customers, and
particularly in their approach to CSR.
Data Sources
Our study relies on several data sources including: (1) qualitative data from
semi-structured interviews with different people in the described corporations and
communities; (2) archival data including corporate documents, press releases, and
corporate magazines, combined with community-website information; (3) observations,
including field observation and participant observation in several times; and (4)
follow-up interviews to fill in gaps in accounts.
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The primary data source is 45- to 120-minute, semi-structured interviews. The
interviews started in September 2011 and went over the course of one year with each
successive interview going into more detail. Seventy interviewees at three levels provided
information about social issues and CSR activities in their community (see Appendix A)
and included: firm-level participants (e.g., executives, managers, and employees of the
company); community-organization-level participants (e.g., neighborhood committee
staff members and volunteer-organization members) and resident level (e.g., residents
receiving aids from the community). With firm-level informants, we focused on CSR
strategies, the evolution of social issues and CSR activities that developed within the
community, as well as organization’s roles and responsibilities for CSR. With community
organization-level interviewees, we focused on the changing role of the firm around these
community-organizations set-up and development, the participants’ own involvement in
special social issues and their attitudes to the firm. We read and copied the
community-activity notes, voluntary records, and the diaries of volunteers interviewed.
Finally, with resident-level informants, we focused on what benefits were derived from
those CSR activities. Together, these three types of interviews helped us to understand the
strategic CSR implementation through detailed processes and accounts.
In addition, observation, especially participant observation, was another important
data source in which to validate interview information and better understand the CSR
process. We visited the hardware facilities and activity center, and observed daily life in
the community for field observations. Our observations, with the communities’
permission, focused on the donation campaigns and voluntary activities, as well as on
festival and cultural events, which were special but frequent occasions during which we
conducted interviews. We also added interviews as needed, with some participants being
interviewed three or more times. As has been shown, triangulated interview data with
observations and archival data can improve accuracy and completeness (Yin, 2003).
Data Analysis
Consistent with multiple-case analysis (Eisenhardt, 1989), we began by synthesizing
the data for each firm to develop the respective case write-ups. These writings could be
used for a thorough understanding of firm histories and operation processes. Then we
started to analyze the data structurally.
Firstly, we tried to identify all CSR activities and the social issues they aimed to
solve based on these case accounts. This step will help us to understand which
stakeholder’s interests are the principal concerns for firms. Secondly, to determine the
connection between CSR and business, we explored the content of firms’ strategies and
the process of CSR activities development. We mainly focused on the following
questions of each activity’s process: who launched the activity and why, which
stakeholders and firm’s departments participated in and what roles they played
respectively, and what kinds of effect the CSR activity had on business performance.
Based on the answers of these questions, we concluded several variables as Appendix B,
and they helped us to make some exploratory analysis of the relationship between firms
and stakeholders and the connection between CSR activities and business value chain
(Porter and Kramer, 2006).
Thirdly, when we had obtained a good understanding of each case, we then began
cross-case analysis in which we used tables to look for the emergence of similar themes
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across multiple cases (Eisenhardt, 1989). From the emerging patterns, we formed
tentative theoretical propositions about the mechanism of connection between CSR and
business and the mediation between CSR and financial performance. We then refined
these propositions through replication logic and frequently revisited the data to compare
them with existing literature about CSR, stakeholder management and the theory of value
chain. The value chain extension in ways of vertical enrichment and horizontal adjunction,
the cooperative relations, are the findings in this phase. In general, we combined theory
extension and theory generation in our analysis (Eisenhardt, 1989).
Findings
We propose an overall implementation framework of strategic CSR in Fig. 1. As a
result of our analysis of the firms’ strategies of focusing on customers and the way to do
CSR activities, we conclude that value chain extension is critical to connect CSR with the
business process. Moreover, we find that cooperative relations between firms and
stakeholders, developing during the simultaneous engagement in CSR activities, acts as a
mediator between CSR and firms’ financial performance. In addition, there are some
other factors that affect the process of strategic CSR implementation, such as the type of
firms, the role of firms in activities operating.
In general, this implementation framework mainly consists four parts: (1) inception:
structuring social objective as a part of the overall corporate strategy to guide strategic
CSR implementation; (2) implementation: extending value chain by adding CSR
activities within and beyond the business process; and (3) the cooperative relations
between firms and stakeholders formed in CSR activities engagement, is the antecedent
to achieve commercial value; (4) the achieved commercial value creation includes
differentiation, efficiency and higher motivation to improve business activities. We
discuss these parts in more detail in the next section.
Overall
Strategy
with
commercial and social objectives
Value chain extension:
To address social issues
concerned by customers
x Vertical
enrichment:
Adding CSR activities
within business process

x Horizontal

adjunction:

Adding CSR activities
beyond business process

Cooperative relations:
x More
resources
from
firms’
functional
departments;
x More
inputs
involvement
stakeholders

and
from

Commercial
value
creation reinforcement:
x Differentiation
--Enhanced brand image
--Extra social value to
customers
x Efficiency
--More resources inputs
from outside
--Low transaction cost
x Higher motivation to
improve
business
activities

Figure 1: The implementing framework of strategic CSR in corporate community involvement

Inception: Overall Strategy with Commercial and Social Objectives
For any company, corporate strategy must go beyond best practices (Porter and
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Kramer, 2006). Although a body of literature focuses on the positive relationship between
CSR and commercial performance (Griffin and Mahon, 1997), effective CSR projects are
not always motivated solely by profits.
Our research shows that strategic CSR implementation often happens when CSR is a
part of the overall corporate strategy from the beginning of the enterprise. Such strategy
will make firms to target at solving specific social issues related to business and then to
avoid a common dilemma between commercial and social objectives. In fact, the
corporations we studied clearly stated both commercial and social objectives in their
strategies focusing on customers’ needs---their business needs and social needs (see Table
3).
Table 3 the Overall Corporate Strategy and Strategic CSR
Firm

Confirmed
Core CSR

Relevance Corporate Strategy Includes Both CSR
to
Commercial and Social Objectives Target
Business

Vanke

Provide more High
comfortable
houses for
people.

Yes.

Customers

“To be the eternal leader in Chinese
real-estate industry and a remarkable
green enterprise.”
“Stick to customer-orientation and
continuously promote the ability to
meet customer increasing
expectation”
“People foremost is the core of Vanke
culture.”

Baibuting To build
High
Group
sustainable,
modern,
model
communities.

Yes.

Customers

The “community strategy” is the
group’s core competitive advantage.
“The benefits we pursue are
long-term profits and win-win
effects.”

Vanke
As the leader in the Chinese real estate industry, Vanke has performed exceptionally
well in both business and social responsibility undertakings. The company has not only
actively undertaken many CSR initiatives, but also confirmed customers’ needs as the
target of their CSR activities.
Consistent with its core operational principle—that customers are a scarce resource
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and the reason for Vanke existence—the company takes customers as the impetus behind
all operations. In an internal speech, according to archival data, the general manager of
Vanke Property Service Company stated, “Every time Vanke has to make a selection, we
choose to be better rather than to be large..., we should always stick to
customer-orientation.”
Vanke’s managers believe that the opportunities of continuous development lie in
cultivating and discovering customer needs. There is evidence supporting this belief.
When we observed Vanke’s ChengShiHuaYuan community, we found a small department
called “SOLO.” This structure is composed of single apartments of 30–40sqm designed
for low-income young people, which makes low-income residents share the infrastructure
with wealthier people in the same community. As a result, low-income young people are
more likely to choose Vanke when they need to buy a new and large house and get
married. Actually, a market gap always means the needs there are tough to meet. For a
real-estate firm, these needs may be providing housing for lower-income people, the
marginalized poor, the unemployed, and those needing elder-care, and even providing
harmonious common living space. Vanke’s inclusive strategy, which includes both
commercial and social objectives, helps the company seize the opportunity to meet such
demands through strategic CSR.
Baibuting Group
Baibuting Group was founded in 1995 when it won the bid for a piece of remote and
desolate land that measured 7sqkm in the Jiang’ An district of Wuhan on which the
government was supposed to build houses. However, there had been many deficiencies in
the development of Chinese real-estate industry at that time. Although there was many
policy supports from government, the increasingly amounts of commodity housing with
poor living conditions had depressed the real-estate market. Faced with the poor
condition of the bid land and the rough business market, Baibuting Group decided to
build affordable houses for middle- and lower-income people.
Baibuting Group took a long time to decide upon their strategy. The group’s key
figure was Chairman MaoYonghong, who had a strong sense of social responsibility.
After securing the building rights, Mr. Mao organized a survey team to research some
cities in China (e.g., Shanghai, Shenzhen, and Wuhan) and some in Europe to study
similar projects. The director of the general manager’s office recalled that there were two
significant findings from that survey: the first was learning more about “community”
concept, which was very different from a Chinese traditional neighborhood. The second
was a deeper awareness of the prevailing poor living conditions due to a lack of
community service and management, which become a burden for the local government
and a problem for residents. Thus, the company decided on an approach of continuing
community development when they began to build.
Ultimately, the company positioned its product as a “sustainable, modern, model
community,” and adopted a so-called “community strategy.” With the permission of the
government, the company successfully undertook a holistic community agenda including
house construction, follow-up management, and daily services. As Mr. Mao said in an
interview, “We should provide all the things residents need. The principle is to serve the
residents rather than maximize profits.”
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Overall, we find that before implementing strategic CSR, the corporate clearly states
both commercial and social objectives equally in its strategy, and that these objectives are
focused on the customers’ needs. The obvious advantage of such a strategy is to involve
all departments and employees in CSR activities. The entire firm will then share the same
values and philosophies on social responsibility, which makes the transmission of rapid
information possible as well as efficient responsiveness to customers’ needs (Perrini,
2006).
At the same time, it is important to clarify why firms should focus on the needs of
customers. One reason may be that customers are the link between business goals and
social expectations (Whetten et al., 2002) and are also the focal point of CSR initiatives
(Maon et al., 2009). Meanwhile, due to limited resources and capabilities, company must
select issues that are important and solvable to some primary stakeholders (Porter and
Kramer, 2006). Another practical reason that firms focusing on customers is because they
are always in direct contact. Based on frequent and significant interactions, a company
can obtain sufficient information and undertake CSR initiatives more timely and
effectively. Furthermore, alleviating social problems can satisfy customers as well as the
government, which are important for a company’s sustainable development.
In summary, we propose:
Proposition 1: Corporations that clearly state both commercial and social objectives
in their strategies and focus on customers’ needs are more likely to undertake strategic
CSR.
Implementation: Extending the Value Chain by Adding CSR Activities
In strategic CSR implementation, the critical issue is connecting CSR activities with
business processes to realize specific benefits for both the business and society at large
(Porter and Kramer, 2006).
This issue may be better addressed by dividing firms’ value-creation activities into
two types: commercial-value creation activities and social-value creation activities (CSR
activities). However, the widely used value chain concept raised by Porter in 1985 refers
to the former, but ignores the role that social-value creation activities play in firms’ value
creation. To highlight the coexistence of these two types of activities, we define
social-value creation activities as value chain extension, which means a part of the value
chain.
In general, we find that the value chain extension is a good way to take strategic
CSR. Specifically, strategic CSR activities extend the traditional value chain in two ways:
through vertical enrichment and horizontal adjunction (Fig. 2, Appendix B). The former
means that each subunit in the whole value chain adds CSR activities within their
business to address some particular social concerns of customers. The latter indicates that
firms go beyond the traditional value chain and add social-value creation links and
activities to address other social concerns of those customers.
Although Vanke and Baibuting have extended the value chain to different degrees
(see Fig. 2), they both play a leading role in developing various activities and then
participate fully in activities with stakeholders who are appealed by them.
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Commercial value creation activities
Commercial
Value
Corporate
Strategy

Customers’ needs
Vanke
Adding CSR activities within business process:
Vertical enrichment
Baibuting

Social
Value

Adding CSR activities beyond business process:
Horizontal adjunction

Fig. 2˖Model of value chain extension by adding CSR activities

Case of Vanke
1) Vertical Enrichment
The traditional value chain of a real-estate firm consists of four main types of
commercial value creation activities: positioning, planning and construction, marketing,
and property service. In general, almost all CSR activities undertaken by Vanke
(especially its Property-Service Company, V-PSC) are based on these commercial
activities, especially the marketing and property service activities (as shown in Appendix
B1-1).
In marketing, Vanke prefers to advertise the communal and environmental activities
engaged by their customers and employees rather than just showcase their products,
which turn out to be an effective way to build a brand. The garbage sorting and collection
activity in the community, which was first launched by Vanke in China, is a good
example of this strategy. This activity has been elaborately planned to encourage resident
participation. There are eight steps taken by V-PSC employees that include publicity in
the community propaganda column, door-to-door sponsorship, signing a promise by each
family, holding a launch ceremony to distribute numbered trash bags, forming supervised
residential groups, rectifying misclassifications, collecting recoverable waste and selling
them, offering rewards to residents every weekend and donating the money earned from
selling recoverable waste to a charity that aids impoverished children with heart disease.
In general, most cultural activities in the community are designed and publicized by the
marketing department and V-PSC headquarters.
For the property service, V-PSC undertakes the major responsibility in strategic CSR
implementation. First, V-PSC’s chief duty is to solve customer problems rather than to
make profits. As the general manager stated, “V-PSC has acted as a brand maintenance
role for Vanke for a long time. Although V-PSC makes less profit, it can develop a good
relationship with residents (the customers who bought their products) who are in frequent
contact from after-sale services.” Second, V-PSC’s approach to solving social problems
that customers face with is to establish new projects or organizations. They also try to
develop many types of resources, other department inputs, and social resources from
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inside and outside the community. For example, the Teenager-Zone project in Vanke’s
ChengShiHuaYuan community is an innovative way to enrich community services. This
project is a type of CSR activity with a commercial operation. The Teenager-Zone is an
area in which children can play and study that is usually co-sponsored with local
government and local companies or a street office. But this Teenager-Zone project only
serves children living in Vanke’s ChengShiHuaYuan community. To ensure the
sustainable operation of this project, the Wuhan branch of V-PSC has also managed to
cooperate with other social organizations and entities (universities, students, and residents
with teaching experience) to offer courses and tutoring classes after school for a fee.
2) Horizontal Adjunction
Besides vertical-enrichment CSR activities, Vanke has also tried to undertake a few
additional CSR activities beyond their business, still focusing on social concerns of
customers. Such horizontal adjunction is mainly embodied in community-activity
development and community-management enhancement
In 2008, Vanke established a festival called Community Activity Month. V-PSC
headquarters designed the first program series, the “Happy Family Festival,” which was
conducted by the V-PSC Wuhan branch and front-line department. In addition, V-PSC
held a regular “case sharing” meeting to share those selected exceptional activities from
Vanke communities with all of the managers. This reflects full corporate participation and
investment in CSR activities, which are critical in the value chain extension.
For community-management enhancement, the V-PSC front-line department
contributes in two aspects—by cooperating with the neighborhood committee and
supporting the establishment of voluntary organizations, entertainment organizations, and
communist party branches. For example, the V-PSC in the ShiJiHuaCheng community
provided free working space for the local neighborhood committee to make convenient
serving Vanke residents. V-PSC also helps to organize social resources to help residents
solve problems (such as free health examinations, as it has government-related status).
Case of Baibuting Group
Unlike Vanke PSC’s dominant role in community development, all departments in
the value chain of Baibuting Group has engaged in strategic CSR activities targeted at
Baibuting community in the Jiang’an District of Wuhan. Although these CSR activities
can be divided into the same facets as those of Vanke, the activities in horizontal
adjunction and in vertical enrichment for Baibuting Group are more rich and effective.
1) Vertical Enrichment
Positioning. Based on commercial transaction, Baibuting Group started its strategic
CSR implementation by positioning in serving low-income people and applying high
standards to affordable housing construction (Appendix B1-2).
Planning and Construction. Due to the community’s remote location and poor
conditions, such as no initial basic public facilities, Baibuting Group’s investment in
infrastructure went far beyond the normal requirements. A story about building a park on
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a prime site within the community illustrates the company’s commitment: Early on,
during Mr. Mao’s daily walk, he frequently chatted with residents and heard complaints
about the lack of activity space. Immediately, he called a temporary board meeting and
suggested a change to build a community park on the prime site that had been intended
for house building. Not surprisingly, his suggestion was met with strong opposition from
several directors who thought the idea would reduce profits. However, Mr. Mao insisted
saying that to satisfyresidents’ needs is the Group’s priority. This situation resulted in the
departure of two directors. But Mr. Mao persuaded other the directors, and eventually the
Group paid $15 million to build a 40,000 square-meter community park. At the end of
2010, the total non-profit investment capital in the company’s infrastructure optimization
had exceeded $60million, with projects such as a community hospital, sports area, offices,
and schools (kindergarten, primary school, middle school. and college for the elderly)
Marketing. Like the situation with Vanke, Baibuting’s marketing activities have been
mainly focused on designing and publicizing cultural activities and community services,
rather than just selling residences. Other CSR activities also play an important role in the
company’s marketing.
Property Service. Like Vanke, the Property Service Company of the Baibuting
Group (B-PSC) also plays an important role in CSR activities. Its primary goal is to
satisfy residents’ needs. As the general manager of B-PSC has stated, “we try to provide
everything that residents ask for, except money.” In addition, B-PSC does not pursue
maximum profits. It does not need to turn over its profits to the Group and is only
required to submit 5% of their revenue to the community administration office for
community development. B-PSC has also cooperated with other community
organizations (neighborhood committees and voluntary organizations) to solve residents’
social problems. For example, the B-PSC has an arrangement of cross-appointment to the
boards of the neighborhood committees. In each community district, the sub-B-PSC
manager holds the position of deputy director of the neighborhood committee, and the
neighborhood committee director acts as chief inspector of the sub-B-PSC. They have
weekly meetings to share information and ensure the same service objectives.
2) Horizontal Adjunction
To align with its community strategy, the Baibuting Group has undertaken many
extra social-value creation activities to fully participate in community development. In
general, there are three kinds of CSR activities.
The first and most critical CSR activity is participating in community management.
At first, B-PSC was in charge of daily operations because of the community’s remote
location and few residents. However, as the manager has said, “B-PSC had little
legitimacy and ability to cope with all the community affairs, especially as the number of
residents has increased. Establishing official community organizations was then critical
for the community.” After lobbying the local government for a year, Baibuting was
allowed to establish an independent community branch of the Communist Party, which is
directly subordinate to the local regional government. A community administration office
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was then established, which consists of Mr. Mao, several managers, resident
representatives, and one police inspector (government worker). This arrangement
signified that business leaders could legitimately manage social affairs within a certain
region. Importantly, such a centralized management approach could lead to the full and
effective use of all community and business resources in dealing with social problems. In
2001, neighborhood committees were set up under government authority but the
personnel and budgets came primarily from the Group. The neighborhood committees
and the Communist Party branch and their subunits shared cadres at residential levels. In
this way, social issues in the community were dealt with by the respective subunits.
In addition, community-activity development played a critical role in creating a
harmonious community. Some cultural and entertainment activities organized in groups
were first developed with the help of B-PSC in 1999. For example, the drum dance team
was formed with complementary equipment from the community administration office
and the guidance of resident key leaders. Other teams were set up the same way.
Meanwhile, the company made full use of the role-model effect of good personalities,
which served as the inspiration for voluntary-organization development. An older female
volunteer said that the community has stressed the publicity of good deeds, and it was a
good way to motivate others with some familiar stories. A staff member on a
neighborhood committee stated that although a person may just help out a bit, he or she
felt great pride when these actions were publicized to the whole community and would
have positive influence on other residents’ willingness to perform good deeds. Currently,
most residents actively and voluntarily take part in community activities and affairs. Once
they decided to be volunteers, they were asked to sign promises to keep up the voluntary
initiatives.
Special philanthropic funds are another aspect in solving social issues and also
enhance the positive relationship between the firm and its customers. In Baibuting
community, the income difference between families is rather great. Specifically, more
poor families and families suffering from unemployment are found here than in a usual
community. In addition to donating $1.5 million community-charity foundation, the
Group also has taken some measures to alleviate unemployment. The B-PSC offers jobs
such as cleaning, maintenance and security, as well as renting stores to unemployed
residents at low prices. The neighborhood committees also organize the poorer residents
to work at housekeeping stations for the rich families in the community.
In general, there are several reasons why the value chain extension could be an
effective way to implement strategic CSR. One reason is that it would enable firms to
undertake proper CSR activities by making full use of corporate capabilities, creating a
natural connection between CSR and the business process. Each division of the firm
would focus on special social issues related to its business with appropriate
organizational resources. The One-Stop Life Service Store offered by the front-line
department of V-PSC is a good example that links social problems with business
successfully. In other words, these CSR activities present opportunities in which to create
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share value (Porter and Kramer, 2006).
Another reason lies in the resources input by customers and other stakeholders and
their involvement in CSR activities. This situation benefits the firms in two ways. First,
direct feedback from engaged stakeholders improves all of the firm’s value-creation
activities and is provided in a timely manner, and then creates substantial benefits for
customers and other stakeholders. Second, the stakeholders’ inputs and involvement also
help to solve the problem of limited human and financial resources for firms when
engaging in social activities and commercial activities (Lepoutre and Heene, 2006).
In addition, the leading role of the firm’ departments in launching CSR activities is
necessary and important. On one hand, that helps to develop various activities and
stimulate customers’ participation. On the other hand, that is a good way to embed CSR
practices in business (Vidal, Kozak, and Hansen, 2012) and handle social issues
effectively with more organizational resources. For example, because of Baibuting
Group’s investment, all of the social organizations in the community, as well as B-PSC,
can receive sustainable support to deal with social issues. This support promotes a
harmony and voluntary atmosphere that is hard to imitate by other firms.
However, we should be aware that the two firms extend their value chain to different
degrees, which is partly because of their differing sizes and needs of routinization.
According to Fig.2 and other data (Appendix B1-1), Vanke mainly adds paying items in
vertical enrichment type of CSR activities, and most activities are arranged by
headquarters. As a large national company, all of Vanke’s projects must be of the same
approximate quality and it must make enough profit to maintain its massive business
spending and CSR activities. In contrast, Baibuting Group, as a local company, could add
extra activities in horizontal adjunction with intensive resources.
In summary, we propose:
Proposition 2: Extending the value chain by vertical enrichment and horizontal
adjunction would lead to more resource inputs and involvement from firms and
stakeholders in strategic CSR implementation.
Proposition 3: For corporate community involvement in China, different types of
firms are more likely to adopt different levels of value chain extension.
Proposition3a: For corporate community involvement in China, national firms
would be more likely to adopt more activities in vertical enrichment rather than in
horizontal adjunction because of the geographical dispersion of their business operations
and the need for routinization in other projects.
Proposition3b: For corporate community involvement in China, local firms would
be more likely to adopt as many activities in vertical enrichment as in horizontal
adjunction because of their centralized business.
Proposition4: For corporate community involvement in China, the leading role of
firm serves a critical role in implementing the value chain extension.
Cooperative Relations: Making Business Benefit from CSR Activities
A body of literature has examined the relationship between CSR and financial
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performance but no clear conclusions have been reached (Falkenberg and Brunsal, 2011;
Shen and Chang, 2009; Hillman and Keim, 2001).Our study of strategic CSR
implementation unexpectedly reveals an underlying functioning mechanism for a positive
relationship between CSR and financial performance. It is the cooperative relations
between firms and stakeholders that enable strategic CSR to reinforce financial
performance in three aspects: differentiation, efficiency, and higher motivation.
We define the cooperative relation as a kind of supportive and reliable relation
between firm and stakeholders when they both engage and input in CSR activities. We
also note that the cooperative relation in Baibuting Group is much deeper than that of
Vanke, which tends to use a market-orientated approach in strategic CSR implementation.
Vanke
To some extent, the social performance created by Vanke has contributed to its
leading position in the Chinese real-estate industry. From our collected archives, almost
every Chinese property firm has regarded Vanke as a benchmark and tried to imitate its
practices, including business operations and CSR activities.
The value chain extension has formed a kind of cooperative relation between firms
and customers, which attracts more resource inputs and involvement from customers and
other stakeholders. As far as the continued operation of those paying CSR items (such as
the oak card, a way to offer special service for the elderly), which are difficult for others
to imitate, V-PSC managers have argued that it is mainly due to approval and support
from the residents and government. For example, community activities, such as Respect
for the Aged Month, have been regularly held with support from voluntary organizations
and the neighborhood committee that provides service and hospital resources. Similarly,
some residents who teach also offer free courses in the Teenager-Zone.
Meanwhile, cooperative relations with customers has also increased work efficiency
and stimulated higher motivation in business for V-PSC. Just as the V-PSC manager said,
“Residents and owner committees highly trust us and are willing to cooperate with us in
all activities, which is why we can operate well… of course, trust is based on excellent
business, and we have to do better to satisfy their increasingly expectations.” However, as
we know, this trust can only be accumulated by repeated interactions for a long period of
time (Barney and Hansen, 1994) and firms need to offer substantial benefits and excellent
services to customers on a continuing pattern over time.
Baibuting Group
As a local company, though Baibuting Group prefers to undertake CSR activities
free of charge, it still obtains many direct and indirect commercial benefits from these
activities.
On one hand, Baibuting Group has built good relations with local government and
even the central government in China for its non-profit investment and high performance
in community development. According to a report, the management of Baibuting
community by the Group helps save $48 million for government per year. Baibuting
Group also benefits from the government in several ways. First, the local and national
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government has cited it as a positive model in community development a number of
times, which has given Baibuting great publicity on the national scale. Second, Baibuting
has continued to succeed in bidding for land surrounding the community. Extending the
scale of the Baibuting community has become a shared responsibility of the Baibuting
Group and the government.
On the other hand, stakeholders’ engagement in CSR activities contributes to the
good relations between the firm and these stakeholders. For customers, they have realized
their self-worth when participating in voluntary activities. For the Group, it has achieved
widely responses in its calls for participating in more voluntary organizations. Up until
2011, there have been more than 30,000 active volunteers in the Baibuting community.
Moreover, Baibuting Group has achieved low costs from such relations. For example, the
resident-volunteer patrol has reduced the necessary number of employees in B-PSC. The
work of volunteers has also reduced the B-PSC workload in community maintenance and
troubleshooting, which has also cut costs.
At the same time, firms are motivated to pursue excellence in business to maintain
such relations. As a VSP manager said, “Actually, they (government and residents)
inspire us to perform better when we try to respond to all of their demands….”Mr. Mao
mentioned that “this happy community is developed through our (residents, government
and the Group) joint efforts and our Group will work harder to build sustainable and
modern model communities.”
In summary, firms could benefit from strategic CSR through cooperative relations
and the positive effects on financial performance can be explained in terms of
competitive advantage. First, such cooperative relation results in a differentiation
advantage for both firm cases. In other words, the good relationship between the firm and
stakeholders has created increased opportunities for more social value by partnering in
solving special social issues. In addition, when the proper CSR activities in vertical
enrichment significantly improve the social benefits of customers and government, those
helped will feel grateful and will reciprocate in various ways, such as helping to enhance
a corporation’s brand image, recommend the corporation to others, and so on (Yang, Su,
and Fam, 2012; Avram and Kuhne,2008; Lantos, 2001).
Second, such cooperative relation also creates business efficiency for both firms.
When engaging in community affairs, customers tend to regard their support as their
indispensable responsibility in all of the firms’ activities, no matter the CSR activities or
the business activities. More importantly, other stakeholders’ support and resource inputs
are valuable (Hillman and Keim, 2001) and the source of sustainable competitive
advantage. Furthermore, the cooperative relation will result in strong trustworthiness of
customers in firms. This helps firms achieve high-efficiency with low-transaction costs in
commercial operations (Barney and Hansen, 1994). Baibuting Group, for example,
improves their business by adding CSR activities in vertical enrichment and then saves
advertising costs through stakeholders’ promotion of its good practices. On the other hand,
stakeholders engaging in CSR initiatives of horizontal adjunction also contribute to a
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reduction of a firm’s normal management costs.
Finally, the cooperative relation raises firms’ motivation to continuously improve
their business activities due to increasingly societal expectations. After all, good business
activities are fundamental to social responsibilities (Carroll, 1979). Corporations need to
ensure excellence in their business operations while investing in solving social issues.
In summary, we propose:
Proposition 5: The stronger the cooperative relation between firms and stakeholders
based on common inputs and engagement in strategic CSR, the more commercial value
created in terms of differentiation and efficiency.
Proposition 5a: The stronger the cooperative relation with stakeholders, the more
differentiation is achieved by firms in terms of improved brand image and added social
value to customers.
Proposition 5b: The stronger the cooperative relation with stakeholders, the more
efficiency is achieved by firms in terms of low-transaction costs and increased resources
available from stakeholders.
Proposition 6: The stronger the cooperative relation between firms and stakeholders
based on common inputs and engagement in strategic CSR, the higher the motivation to
continuously improve the firm’s business activities due to increasingly societal
expectations.
Contributions and Implications
This research contributes to the study of strategic CSR and stakeholder-management
theory. The primary contribution is the new concept of value chain extension to
implement strategic CSR. Literature has historically treated CSR as an extrinsic
value-creation activity according to the traditional value chain (Porter and Kramer, 2006,
2011), and then indicated that a firm would benefit from the connection between CSR
and its core business activities (Vilanova et al., 2009; Lindgreen et al., 2009). Our insight
is that by extending the value chain of adding CSR within and beyond business to make it
a part of the value chain, a win-win situation can be created. Thus, corporations
implementing strategic CSR tend to clearly state the social and commercial objectives in
their strategy by focusing on customers’ needs at the beginning of the CSR undertaking.
Then, with clear strategic statements and joint participation and inputs from firm and
stakeholders, CSR and business activities can be mutually enhanced and integrated to
achieve larger social and commercial benefits.
The second contribution is revealing the process of effective stakeholder
management. Spurred by the extant research of stakeholder-management (Husted and
Allen, 2009; Hillman and Keim, 2001), we focused on CSR activities directly tied to
primary stakeholders (customers). We find that the process of value chain extension is
successfully conducted by firms and stakeholders simultaneously. It indicates that
cooperation and joint engagement between firms and stakeholders is an effective way to
manage stakeholders. Furthermore, such cooperative relation, based on joint inputs and
engagement in CSR activities from firms and stakeholders, can result in higher social
expectations for a good commercial performance and bring competitive advantages for
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firms.
Implications of our research are mainly in terms of strategic CSR practices. First, the
findings shed light on the difficulties in CSR implementation for many firms. When
pursuing societal and financial goals, our research indicates that attracting the resources
of customers and other related stakeholders’ capabilities into CSR activities is an
effective way of reducing costs and improving social benefits. For corporations
undertaking community-involvement strategies, our research indicates that helping the
establishment and function of community organizations characterizes Chinese
corporate-community involvement at the present time. Second, this paper also has
implications for real-estate corporations. We discovered that the leading role of firms is
necessary and significant in promoting CSR activities in China context at present time.
Once stakeholders are aroused to engage actively in these CSR activities, it will become
much easier to transform residence areas into harmonious communities for firms
undertaking community-involvement strategies. Furthermore, while most CSR studies
and literature focus on specific characteristic of large firms (Avram and Kuhne, 2008),
this article points out the advantages of SMEs in undertaking strategic CSR. As showed
in the case, it would be more feasible to adopt the horizontal adjunction type of strategic
CSR activities for SMEs (like Baibuting Group) rather than for large and complex firms
(like Vanke).
Some limitations exist in this study. The first is the insufficient number of cases
selected for study. In order to make the conclusions much more convincible, we should
examine additional cases and get more data about the CSR implementation process. The
second limitation exists in the data collection. An interview as a primary data source has
inherent disadvantages, such as the subjectivity of the interviewers and inaccurate
recollections of interviewees. Although we adopted several data sources to support our
results, a more formal data source such as questionnaire is needed for future study,
perhaps used in conjunction with interviews.
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Appendix A:

TABLE A1
Overview of main data sources
Firm

Informants interviewed by types

Observations
Field observation

Vanke

Baibuting
Group

Participant observation

General and Deputy General

Elderly activity center in

Celebrating “Dragon Boat

managers of V-PSC: 2 (1, 1)

ShiJiHuaCheng, such as

Festival” in community;

Employee of Front-line

dancing room and voluntary

Visiting two elderly persons

department of V-PSC:5

reading room;

of no family accompanied

Neighborhood committee staff:4

Cultural Corridors in

by a volunteer;

Volunteer from employees and

ShiJiHuaCheng.

Offering helps in residents’

residents: 8 (3, 5)

preparation for Spring

The elderly recipients: 10

Festival.

Director of general manager’s

Community Park and

Dumpling festival in the

office: 1

daily morning exercises;

third neighborhood

General managers of B-PSC: 1

Cultural Corridor in Park;

committee;

Employee of B-PSC: 5

Meeting room of the first

Celebration for Troup

Neighborhood committee director

Neighborhood committee;

establishment in the third

and staffs :8 (5,3)

Activity room of the third

Neighborhood Committee;

Volunteer from employees and

Neighborhood committee;

A Foodstuff donation

residents: 15 (5, 10)

Office premise of the first

activity and the following

The elderly and the disabled

and third neighborhood

foodstuff distribution

recipients: 11 (8, 3)

committee;

activities for the community

Community Elderly

BOP;

University;

A Massage Store built by the

Community Service Center;

Group for a disabled family.
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Traditional value chain

Service

Property

Marketing

Construction

Planning and

Positioning

chain

Business value

Beyon

value

d the

chain
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Example of Activity Types

Culture

Service

Security

Infrastructure

Hold

cooperatively

environment headquarter, Wuhan branch and

Advertising Low.

High. Undertaken by Vanke

High. Undertaken by Vanke

by

well as residents.

V-PSC and resident volunteers.

front-line

Community Activity Month.

V-PSC and operated by residents.

Community sports meeting, and Low. Leading and supported by

social organizations.

conducting with high schools and

High. Wuhan branch of V-PSC

From

Teenager-Zone project

station” Medium.
employees of V-PSC

“happy

Neighborhood Committee.

shop to provide life service

Establishing

like “Honor Supervisor”.

organization to assist V-PSC, supported by V-PSC and local

Establishing resident voluntary Low. Volunteers from residents and

Cultural Corridors

Building elderly activity center; Low. From Front-line department of

activities

protecting and social charity Front-line department of V-PSC, as

social

and

Organizing

Culture

large

Community center and garden

of Mixed-income housing

Infrastructure

community

Mission

Vanke

funds and manpower

Commercial Motive, Source of

Firm’s role in

Leading

Leading

Leading

Leading

Dominant

Leading

Dominant

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

relations

activities

Dominant

actional

developing

++

++

+

++

+

+

+

relations

Social

+++

+++

++

+++

++

++

++

relations

cooperative

Strength of

Trans-

development

stakeholders and corporations

Relation types between

community

CSR Activities

Elements of

Related

Table B1-1
Description of Value Chain Extension

Adjunction

Horizontal

enrichment

Vertical

enrichment

Vertical

enrichment

Vertical

enrichment

Vertical

enrichment

Vertical

——

enrichment

Vertical

and business

between CSR

pattern

Connection

Service

Property

Marketing

Construction

Planning and

Positioning

many Low-income groups.

High quality construction in

over-standard way.

community

Mission of

community

Service

Security

All aspects

Medium. All mentioned.

Medium. the Group bears the costs

and neighborhood committee.

Handicapped, the Group, volunteers

Low. From Association for The

Medium. Undertaken by the Group

and Supported by Government

Medium. Undertaken by the Group

appointment with neighborhood

service group and conduct cross neighborhood committee

Establishing voluntary property Low. From B-PSC and

building voluntary patrol team. volunteers.

Strengthen security system and Low. From B-PSC and resident

All publicized CSR activities

Various schools and a park

Infrastructure the disabled.

Building “Sunshine Home” for

Mixed-income housing with

Mission of

Baibuting Group

funds and manpower

Commercial Motive, Source of

Leading

Leading

Leading

Dominant

Dominant

Dominant

+

+

+

+

relations

activities

Dominant

actional

developing

+

++

++++

++

+++

+

++

relations

Social

++

+++

++++

+++

+++

++

++

relations

cooperative

Strength of

Trans-

development

stakeholders and corporations

community
Firm’s role in

+++

++

Elements of
Activity Type

++

++

Relation types between primary

+

+

chain

CSR Activities

Table B1-2
Description of Value Chain Extension

and

Leading

Leading

Related

and owner committee.

support the party organization neighborhood committee

V-PSC

for neighborhood committee; department

management

of

Providing free office premise Low. Undertaken by Front-line

Neighborhood Committee.

Respect-for-the-aged Month

service Medium. Operated cooperatively by
V-PSC and local

elderly

Center for paid projects and

Establishing

Community

Service

Business value

Traditional value chain
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enrichment

Vertical

enrichment

Vertical

enrichment

Vertical

enrichment

Vertical

enrichment

Vertical

enrichment

Vertical

and business

between CSR

pattern

Connection

Adjunction

Horizontal

Adjunction

Horizontal

as well as residents.

groups and

Management Committee.

Foundations and conducting

Festival greetings to the BOP

Chairman, and Community

Community Charity

Low. From the Group and

and resident volunteers.

Neighborhood Committee, B-PSC

Management Committee,

organizations

Officials and residents.

Neighborhood Committee
Low. From Community

chairman, several managers, local

organization,

Develop voluntary

Low. Composed of the corporation

Establishing Community Party

and large activity show

traditional Festival Activities

Association; Holding various

Community Literature and Arts

Low. From the Group and B-PSC,

other hospital is in charge.

Establishing resident activity

Charity donation Establishing three special

management

Community

Culture

Hospital.

Infrastructure Building non-profit community Low. The Group bears the costs,

committee.

Dominant

Leading

Leading

Leading

Leading

+

+

+++

++++

++++

+++

++

+++

++++

+++++

+++

+++

Adjunction

Horizontal

Adjunction

Horizontal

Adjunction

Horizontal

Adjunction

Horizontal

activities and “+” is also assigned to CSR activities creating substantial social values for stakeholders.

Note: In order to measure the strength of social ties between primary stakeholders and corporations, we assign “+”to one kind of primary stakeholders involved in corresponding CSR
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Abstract
Based on previous research, face in China has a close relationship with luxury
consumption. However, empirical researches in this area are not abundant. This study
focuses on the sub-dimensions of face need, that is, “LIAN NEED” and “MIAN NEED”
as well as their influences on luxury buying intention of Chinese people. We found
that consumers with different level of “LIAN NEED” and “MIAN NEED” have
different luxury consumption purposes. Consumers with higher “LIAN NEED” tend to
buy luxuries that delivers the “protective face orientation” (PFO) value, while
consumers with higher “MIAN NEED” tend to buy luxuries that delivers the
“acquisitive face orientation” (AFO) value. Moreover, consumers’ regulatory focus
moderates the relationship between their face need and luxury buying intention.
Specifically, for consumers with high “LIAN NEED”, prevention-focus oriented
consumers are more likely to purchase luxury goods that deliver PFO value than
promotion-focus oriented consumers; For consumers with high “MIAN NEED”,
promotion-focus oriented consumers are more likely to purchase luxury goods that
deliver AFO value than prevention-focus oriented consumers
Keywords: Face Need, Luxury, Regulatory Focus

1. Introduction
A report released by World Luxury Association shows that by the end of
December 2011, annual sales of luxury goods in China’s market had amounted to 12.6
billion USD (excluding private jets, yachts and luxury cars), which accounted for 28%
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of the global sales amount. Undoubtedly, China has become one of the biggest luxury
consumption nations in the world. Based on previous research, luxury consumption of
Chinese people has a close relationship with “face culture” of China. Many studies
had done explore the relationship between “face” and luxury consumption behavior of
Chinese. However, researchers tend to treat “face” as a whole concept, and few
researches have empirically probed into the conceptual connotations of “face” and its
influence on consumer behaviors (Shi, 2012). Moreover, no researcher has studied
how face need and its sub-dimensions influenced luxury buying intention of
consumers, as well as the moderating effect of consumers’ regulatory focus type.
Therefore, this study focuses on the sub-dimensions of face need, that is, “LIAN
NEED” and “MIAN NEED” as well as their influences on luxury buying intention of
Chinese people. Also, this study further explores how individual regulatory focus
moderates this relationship.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Face and Face Need
2.1.1 Face
“Face” is originally a concept developed in Chinese Confucian society (Cheng,
1986), and has far-reaching influence on the behaviors and interactions between
people and people, people and groups, as well as people and the society. Most of
existing researches done by Chinese and Western scholars are based on sociological
and psychological perspectives. They probe into the connotation of face as well as its
antecedents and consequences. As for the connotation of face, there are two types of
definition which are widely accepted by academia. One holds that face is a kind of
social respect and social value which emphasis individual reputation, social status,
and social influence (Hu, 1944; Stover, 1962; Ho, 1976; Chu, 1987; Huang, 2004).
The other believes that face represents self-image or self-concept confirmed by others
or public which emphasize individuals’ perception of themselves in the eyes of others
or in public (Goffman, 1955; Chen, 1982; Brown, 1987). Although scholars have
different opinions toward “what face is”, generally most researchers believe that face
is a social and psychological construct deeply rooted in culture. Face in China has a
certain chronic persistence and a certain situationally-varying. It is the social esteem
or public image of individuals that is gained from others, recognized by others and the
society (Zhou, 1994).
The concept of face in China was first conceptualized into two interrelated but
different dimensions by Hu (1944), who labeled them as “lian” and “mian.”. Hu
(1944) difined that “lian” is the group’s or social respect for a man with a good moral
reputation; while “mian” represents a reputation achieved through getting on in life,
success and achievement (Hu, 1944). Chu (1987) pointed out that “lian” and “mian”
represent two sets of social standard toward conduct or social recognition. One is
success, including social status, political influence and academic achievement etc., the
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other is personal morality that is based on self-request and self-discipline (Chu, 1987).
To avoid confusion, King and Myers (1977) made amendment to the concepts of “lian”
and “mian” by defining the former as “moral face” and the latter as “social face”. On
this basis, Zhai (1994) further proposed a four dimensional model of face. The model
categorizes four personality features of Chinese face, that is “with both lian and mian”,
“with lian but without mian”, “with mian but without lian”, and “without both lian
and mian”. Shi et al. (2011) empirically found that Chinese consumers displayed
recognition of the difference between “lian” and “mian” in both conscious perception
and unconscious responses.
2.1.2 Face Need
Face need is a concept extended from face concept. According to previous
definitions of “face”, Chen (1986) proposed that face need is a need for social
approval. He considered that individuals have different levels of face needs.
Compared to those with a low face need, individuals with a higher face need are more
sensitive to positive/negative face affairs (Chen, 1982). Bao and Zhao (2009) believe
that face need is a stable personality factor which reflects individuals’ desire to
enhance, maintain face and avoid losing face when associating with important people.
Meanwhile, they that face need at least includes three factors: capacity, interpersonal
relationship and morality. Shi et al. (2012) probed into the connotations of face need
and defined it as: a need of individuals in a certain social culture to maintain, enhance
face, and prevent losing face, which falls into the category of psychological
motivation. Face need is specified into four dimensions, that is “LIAN NEED”
(moral-oriented), and “MIAN NEED” (ability-oriented, economic-status-oriented, and
social-relationship-oriented) (Shi et al., 2012)
This study is based on the four dimensions of face need found by Shi et al.
(2012), and aims to further explore the relation between consumers’ “MIAN NEED”,
“LIAN NEED” and their luxury buying intension in certain situations.
2.2 Luxury and Luxury Purchase
The word “luxury” comes from “lux” which means “light” in the Latin language.
Later it evolved into “luxus” that means “extremely strong fecundity”, with an
extended meaning of waste and immoderation. In general, luxury is regarded as a
consumer product that features uniqueness, scarcity, preciousness and is not essential
for one’s existence and development (Besley, 1989). Consulting company, McKinsey
determined the product range of luxury, which includes perfume, jewelry, watch,
costume, wine, gift, car and deluxe dishware (Shi and Cao, 2013). Leibenstein (1950),
a renowned economist, summarized people’s two different motives of buying goods
and divided them into functional needs and nonfunctional needs. Nueno (1998) hold
that luxury is a commodity that has the lowest proportion of functional value while
highest proportion of nonfunctional value.
To further make distinctions between consumers’ different perception value of
luxury, Zeithem (1983) proposed a concept of “Luxury Perceived Value”. Luxury
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perceived value is divided by researchers into five dimensions: conspicuous, unique,
social, emotional, and quality (Vigneron, 1999; Dubois, 1997). Based on previous
research, Zhu (2006) proposed a Chinese Consumer Luxury Consumption Motives
Model, which includes society-oriented motives (conspicuous, bandwagon, social
status) and individual-oriented motives (perfectionist, hedonist, gift for myself). The
value of hedonist and symbolism brought by luxury consumption are much greater
than its functional value. Eastern consumers purchase luxury mainly in order to show
their own identity and social status, so they emphasize the symbolic value of luxury
goods (Vickers, 2003). The reason why Eastern consumers care more about luxury’s
social attribute and symbolic value than Western consumers can be explained by the
influence of face issues (Joy, 2001). In consumers’ behavioral research, scholars
widely accepted that individuals have “gaining face” behaviors and “avoiding losing
face” behaviors (Ho, 1976; Chu, 1987; Chen, 1982). Chou (1997) summarized it as
protective face orientation (PFO) and acquisitive face orientation (AFO). Zhang (2012)
empirically found disticntions of Chinese consumers’ luxury consumption motivations,
that is, promotion motives and prevention motives.
2.3 Regulatory Focus Theory
Higgins (1997) proposed the regulatory focus theory based on self-discrepancy
theory, which explains the underlying motives of human behaviors. The theory
suggests that hedonism is an objective and fundamental need of human beings. When
individuals are required to make behavioral decisions, they come up with two kinds of
motivated regulatory focus, that is promotion focus and prevention focus.
Promotion-focus oriented individuals are more sensitive to the occurrence or
nonoccurrence of positive results, and they tend to take aggressive strategies to
promote the possibility of positive results. While prevention-focus oriented
individuals are more sensitive to the occurrence or nonoccurrence of negative results
and tend to be cautious to bring down the possibility of negative results (Higgins,
2001). When individuals with different regulatory focus type choose their preferred
behavior strategies, which is called regulatory match between regulatory focus and
behavioral strategy (Higgins, 2000). Individuals with promotion focus tend to use the
promotion-related eagerness strategy whereas individuals with prevention focus tend
to adopt the prevention-related vigilance strategy (Higgins, 2001).
Regulatory focus theory is widely used in marketing research, especially
research of consumer behaviors. Consumers’ regulatory focus moderates their
impulsive consumption. When facing unhealthy but hedonic foods, high-impulsive
consumers have a higher level of promotion focus than low-impulsive consumers.
When faced with no hedonic but healthy foods, high-impulsive consumers and
low-impulsive consumers have no difference on the degree of regulatory focus. In
other words, impulsive unwise food choice is decided by promotion focus (Sengupta,
2007). Compared to prevention-focus oriented individuals, promotion-focus oriented
individuals not only have a high level of desire but also can better control their desire
(Dholakia, 2006). Another research of consumer information processing suggests that
consumers with promotion focus pay more attention to the hedonic value, while
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consumers with prevention focus tend to care more about perceived risks (Yeo, 2006).
For attaining a goal, individuals with promotion focus emphasize promotion
information like benefits that have been abtained, while individuals with prevention
focus emphasize prevention information like problems that have been avoided (Aaker,
2001). Currently more scholars have paied attention to how individual regulatory
focus operates in different situations (Zhu, 2009).
Therefore, this study tries to find out how consumers’ regulatory focus type
moderates their luxury buying intention in certain situations.

3. Research Design
3.1 Research framework and Hypotheses
The framework of this study is as shown in Figure 1. Different levels of “LIAN
NEED” and “MIAN NEED” have different influence on luxury buying intention.
Moreover, consumers’ regulatory focus moderates the relationship between their face
need and luxury buying intention. The derived process of research hypothesis can be
seen as follow.

Figure 1: the framework of this study

3.1.1 Influence of Face Need on Luxury Purchasing Intention
Shi et al. (2012) found that face need contained four dimensions, that is,
moral-oriented,
ability-oriented,
economic-status-oriented,
and
social-relationship-oriented. Moral-oriented face need derived from individuals’
desires for others to recognize their personality and morality, and the internal
restriction of themselves; Ability-oriented face need derived from individuals’ desires
for others to recognize their own capacity, and desires for all the accessories from
ability (such as achievement and identity); Economic-status-oriented face need
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derived from individuals’ desires for others to recognize their economic success like
wealth and social status; Social-relationship-oriented face need derived from
individuals’ desire for harmonious interpersonal relations, wide social network, as
well as desire to play an important role in the group. When buying luxury goods,
eastern consumers care more about its conspicuous value than western consumers
(Guo, 2007; Zhu, 2006). They purchase luxury goods to show their own identity and
socials status. In other word, they emphasize the symbolic value of luxury goods
(Vickers, 2003). People with high face consciousness will pay more attention to the
symbolic attributes of products so as to embody their social status, reputation and
self-image (Belk, 1997). Individuals with a high “MIAN NEED” have a high desires
for others’ identification and recognition of their capacity, social status and social
network. Consequently, when buying luxury goods, they pay more attentions on
improving their social status, image and thus they tend to buy luxury goods that
deliver the AFO value. For Chinese people, “lian” is one thing that they can’t afford
to lose or break (Chu, 1987). Everybody, regardless of their social status, needs “lian”
(Ho, 1976). As a person, “lian” is the most basic thing and people should maintain,
protect it, as well as never allow to lose it (Cheng, 1986). Individuals with a high
“LIAN NEED” have a strong desires for others to recognize their personal characters
and moral standards. They focus on avoiding negative evaluation and judgments from
others and buy luxury in order to keep consistent with their interpersonal circle and
avoid losing face. Therefore, they tend to buy luxury goods that deliver the PFO value.
As a result, the study comes up with the followings hypotheses:
H1a: In the designed scenarios, consumers with higher “LIAN NEED” tend
to buy luxuries that delivers the “protective face orientation” (PFO) value.
H1b: In the designed scenarios, consumers with higher “MIAN NEED” tend
to buy luxuries that delivers the “acquisitive face orientation” (AFO) value.

3.1.2 Moderating Effect of Regulatory Focus
To further probe into the relationship between face need and luxury buying
intentions, this study used individual regulatory focus as the moderating variable.
When approaching task goals, promotion-focus oriented individuals pay more
attention to promotion information (like benefits they have achieved) and tend to use
the eagerness-approaching tactics, while prevention-focus oriented individuals pay
more attention to prevention information (like problems they have avoided) and tend
to adopt the vigilance – avoiding tactics (Higgins, 2001; Aaker, 2001). When it comes
to consumers’ information processing, consumers with promotion focus pay more
attention to the hedonic value, while consumers with prevention focus tend to care
more about perceived risks (Yeo, 2006). Therefore, consumers with different
regulatory focus have different behavioral strategies when they try to satisfy their face
needs. Promotion-focus oriented consumers tend to use active promotion strategy, that
is, methods that help them promote social status and image; so they tend to purchase
luxury goods that deliver AFO value. In comparison, prevention-focus oriented
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consumers tend to adopt cautious strategy, that is, methods that help them avoid
others’ negative comments, so they tend to purchase luxury goods that deliver PFO
value. Therefore, this study puts forwards the following hypotheses:

H2: Consumers’ regulatory focus moderates the relationship between their
face need and luxury buying intention.
H2a: For consumers with high “LIAN NEED”, prevention-focus oriented
consumers are more likely to purchase luxury goods that deliver PFO value than
promotion-focus oriented consumers
H2b: For consumers with high “MIAN NEED”, promotion-focus oriented
consumers are more likely to purchase luxury goods that deliver AFO value than
prevention-focus oriented consumers

3.2 Measure and Procedure
The questionnaire is divided into four parts. The first part is designed to measure
the independent variable, that is, face need. The scale of face need we use in this study
is developed by Shi et al. (2012), which 17 items are used to describe the degree of
one’s feeling of “Loss face” or “out of face” from 1 to 7. The second part is used to
measure one’s regulatory focus type. The maturity scales called regulatory focus
questionnaire (RFQ) is developed by Higgins et al. (2001). On this basis, items of the
scales were translated, modified and empirically tested by Yao et al. (2008) to adapt
Chinese people’s reading and thinking custom. Subjects were asked to describe the
level of agreement from 1 to 7. “1” means “strongly disagree”, while “7” means
“strongly agree”. The third part is a simulated scenarios assuming that you are going
to buy a luxury watch and have found two luxury watches (A and B) in the market.
Both of them are in the same price and within your budget. The differences between A
and B are brand image, social evaluation and feeling of wearing them. We manipulate
these differences to differentiate the perceived value of A and B. Specifically, luxury
A delivers the “acquisitive face orientation” (AFO) value through its product
description, in which some key words such as “famous brand”, “status symbol” and
“feeling glory when wearing” are used. While luxury B delivers the “protective face
orientation” (PFO) value through its product description, in which other key words
such as “favorite brand”, “social praise” and “feeling genteel when wearing” are used.
All the keywords are bold and underlined to emphasize the difference. Meanwhile
same interference factors such as price are controlled to be same. After reading the
materials, subjects were asked to answer “Which luxury watch would you prefer to
buy”. The question was designed as Likert scales from 1 to 7. The closer one’s scoring
to “1”, the more preference to luxury A. While the closer one’s scoring to “7”, the
more preference to luxury B. The fourth part of the questionnaire is used for
collecting demographic characteristics of the sample.
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4. Data Analysis
Pre-survey
Before the formal survey, we conducted a pre-survey to examine whether the
designed scenario materials are understood by the subjects in our predicted way. What
we want to manipulate is that in the designed scenarios luxury A delivers the
“protective face orientation” value while luxury B delivers the “protective face
orientation” (PFO) value. Therefore, in the pre-survey, we asked 40 subjects to read
the same scenario materials and then answer a question. 20 of them were asked to
answer “Which luxury watch do you think would help you gaining more face in front
of my friends”. The other 20 were asked to answer “Which luxury watch do you think
would help you avoiding losing face in front of my friends”. The question was
evaluated on 7-point scales. The closer one’s scoring to “1”, the more preference to
luxury A. While the closer one’s scoring to “7”, the more preference to luxury B.
By comparing the means, we found that subjects preferred to buy luxury A (M
gaining face=3.90<4) in order to gain face in front of their friends while they preferred to
buy luxury B (M protecting face=5.15>4) in order to avoid losing face in front of their
friends. It indicates that we successfully manipulate the designed scenario materials
which are understood by the subjects in our expected way
Formal-survey
This study adopted convenience sampling and collected samples on the Internet.
The subjects mainly came from university students and alumni. Questionnaires were
released in SOJUMP web site (http://www.sojump.com/jq/3308452.aspx). We invited
the potential subjects through instant messaging software such as QQ, Wechat which
are widely used in China. The one who received the invitation could determine
whether to participate in the voluntary and unpaid academic survey.
We received 209 questionnaires. First, we eliminated the unqualified
questionnaires such as duplicate IP, same options for 10 consecutive items. Then,
those samples whose finishing time is shorter than 180s or longer than 1800s are
considered to be invalid. We finally received 171 valid questionnaires. The valid
questionnaire response rate is 81.8%, which is within the acceptable range.
From the perspective of the sample distribution, male ratio is 48.5% while
female ratio is 51.5%. The male/female ratio is balanced. Samples are mainly at the
age of 19 to 25, college or above education. 44.4% of them have been working. Most
of them are enterprise employees and annual income is between 60 to 100 thousands
yuan. We use chi-square test to examine whether the demographic variable would
impact on consumers’ luxury buying intention. The results showed that gender
(F=0.166, p=0.684), age (F=0.158, p=0.691), education (F=0.537, p=0.585), annual
income (F=1.007, p=0.406), occupation (F=0.179, p=0.982) have no significant
influence on consumers’ luxury buying intention.
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Reliability and Validity
First, we use Cronbach's α coefficient to test scale reliability, including the
internal consistency of the overall scale, and the internal consistency of the
sub-dimension constructs. For the scale of face need concept, the results showed that
Cronbach's α of the overall scale was 0.876. And the Cronbach's α for each construct
was acceptably high, and the highest was 0.901 while the lowest was 0.702. The CITI
value of each item was between 0.448 and 0.858 (higher than 0.3). Thus it can be seen
that the scale of face need concept indicated high levels of internal reliability. For the
scale of regulatory focus concept, the resulting values were relatively high.
Cronbach's α of the overall scale was 0.738 and Cronbach's α for each construct was
0.670 and 0.797. The CITC value of each item was higher than 0.3 which was
considered acceptable. Therefore, the results indicated acceptable levels of internal
reliability.
Then we used LISREL to test Discriminate Validity and Convergent Validity of
the scale of face need concept. The factor loading of each item was higher than 0.5 as
shown in Figure 2. In terms of results of model fitting, except for RMSEA (a bit
higher than 0.08), other fit indices showed good fitting degree. To improve the
model-fitting degree, we used Adjustment of MI value to modify the model. After that
all the fit indices showed good fitting degree, as it can be seen in Table 1. Therefore,
this indicated that the scale has an acceptable level of contruct validity.
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Figure 2: Confirmatory factor analysis of face need concept

Table 1: Fit Indices of Confirmatory factor analysis
Fit
Indices
Model
Fitting Results

X2
225
.37

df

111

X2/df

2.030

NN
FI
0.90
0

CF

R
MSEA

0.9
18

0.0
78

I

Main Effect
We used the scale developed by Shi et al. (2012) to measure four dimensions of
face need, that is, “LIAN NEED” including moral-oriented and “MIAN NEED”
including ability-oriented, economic-status-oriented and social-relationship-oriented.
Then by adding all the scores of each subject and taking the average, we received the
mean scores of “LIAN NEED” and “MIAN NEED”, which were called “LIAN NEED”
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value (LNV) and “MIAN NEED” value (MNV). To retain all participants in our
analysis and thus increase statistical power, we scored each subject on a net
LNV/MNV scale instead of dichotomizing our sample. Specifically, LNV and MNV
were
combined
into
a
single
variable
by using
the
formula
(LNV-MNV)/(LNV+MNV). On this combined scale, the higher (lower) the value, the
higher “LIAN NEED” (“MIAN NEED”) the subject had. For simplicity, we refer to the
value as the net LNV-MNV in the remainder of this article.
Linear regressions were used to examine the effect of net LNV-MNV on the
luxury buying intention. A positive main effect of net LNV-MNV was found (β=0.285,
t= 3.589, p<0.001) on luxury buying intention. It means that a higher net LNV-MNV
(higher “LIAN NEED”) led to a higher buying intention of Luxury B, which delivers
the PFO value while a lower net LNV-MNV (higher “MIAN NEED”) led to a higher
buying intention of Luxury A, which delivers AFO value. Therefore, H1a and H1b are
empirically supported.
Moderating Effect
The scale of regulatory focus had 10 items including 6 items to measure
promotion-focus and 4 items to measure prevention-focus. First, we added the items
and took the average to calculate the promotion and prevention score. Then we used
the formula (promotion-prevention) to compute a single “net regulatory focus”
variable. Based on previous research, the subjects whose net regulatory focus was
more than 0.08 were considered as promotion-focus individuals while those whose net
regulatory focus was less than -0.08 were considered as promotion-focus individuals
(Chen, 2009; Wang et al., 2011). As s results, we received 65 promotion-focus
subjects, 98 prevention-focus subjects, and 8 subjects without significant regulatory
focus which would be deleted in the following data analysis.
Hierarchical regressions were used to examine the moderating effect of
regulatory focus. For model 1, independent variable, that is, net LMV-MNV has a
main effect on luxury buying intention; On the basis of model 1, we added interaction
item between net LNV-MNV and regulatory focus type into model 2. Results showed
that R2=0.104, adjusted R2=0.093, F=9.747, p<0.001 as shown in table 2. Compared
with model 1, the degree of fitting was increased. Meanwhile, the interaction item was
significant (β=0.-185, t= -2.076, p<0.05) thus H2 was supported.
Table 2: The Results of Hierarchical Regressions
Model 1

Model 2

0.285***

0.390***

˄3.859˅

˄4.384˅

Independent variable
net LNV-MNV
interaction item
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net LNV-MNV *

-0.185*

Regulatory Focus
Type

˄-2.076˅

R2

0.081

0.104

Adjusted R2

0.076

0.093

F

14.892***

9.747***

Notes: * means p<0.05; ** means p< 0.01; *** means p<0.001; Coefficients
have been standardized
Then we used One-Way ANOVA to further test the moderating effect of
regulatory focus. Based on net LNV-MNV, we divided our sample into two groups.
The subjects whose net LNV-MNV was more than zero were considered as high
“LIAN NEED” group while those whose net LNV-MNV was less than zero were
considered as high “MIAN NEED” group. For high “LIAN NEED” group,
prevention-focus oriented consumers are more likely to purchase Luxury B that
delivers PFO value compared with promotion-focus oriented consumers (M prevention
=5.66 vs. M promotion =5.00, p=0.008<0.01). For high “MIAN NEED” group,
promotion-focus oriented consumers are more likely to purchase Luxury A that
delivers AFO value (M promotion =3.08 vs. M prevention =4.38, p=0.010<0.05). Therefore,
H2a and H2b were supported.

5. Conclusion and Limitations
This study focus on the sub-dimensions of face need, that is, “LIAN NEED” and
“MIAN NEED” as well as their influences on luxury buying intention of Chinese
people. Meanwhile, we examine the moderating effect of regulatory focus between
consumers’ face need and their luxury buying intention. The results can be seen as
follow:
First, in the designed scenarios, consumers’ luxury buying intention have
significant difference between high “LIAN NEED” consumers and high “MIAN
NEED” consumers. Specially, consumers with higher “LIAN NEED” tend to buy
luxuries that delivers the “protective face orientation” (PFO) value while consumers
with higher “MIAN NEED” tend to buy luxuries that delivers the “acquisitive face
orientation” (AFO) value.
 Second, we found that consumers’ regulatory focus moderates the relationship
between their face need and luxury buying intention. Specifically, for consumers with
high “LIAN NEED”, prevention-focus oriented consumers are more likely to purchase
luxury goods that deliver PFO value than promotion-focus oriented consumers; For
consumers with high “MIAN NEED”, promotion-focus oriented consumers are more
likely to purchase luxury goods that deliver AFO value than prevention-focus oriented
consumers
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Theoretically, we found that face in China has a close relationship with luxury
consumption and consumers buy luxury goods for different motivations. Except for
buying luxury to gaining face, some consumers purchase luxury in order to protect
face. Specifically, on the one hand, consumers with high “MIAN NEED” pay more
attentions on improving their social status and image and thus they buy luxury in
order to gain face. On the other hand, consumers with high “LIAN NEED” focus on
avoiding negative evaluation and judgments from others. They buy luxury in order to
keep consistent with their interpersonal circle and avoid losing face. Furthermore, this
phenomenon is similar to Regulatory Focus Theory (Higgins, 1998). We empirically
proved that consumers’ regulatory focus type moderates the relationship between
consumers’ face need and their luxury buying intention. To some degree, the findings
provide reference value for further research on the sub-dimensions of face need, and
its consequence variables in the future.
The findings of this research have important practical implications for marketers
and managers, which would help to understand Chinese consumers’ behavioral
tendencies and rules of luxury consumption. First of all, for those consumers with
different face need, marketers are expected to use different brand, advertising and
communication strategies to match consumers’ “LIAN NEED” or “MIAN NEED”
precisely. Secondly, for luxury brand positioning, currently lots of luxury brand on the
market emphasize their brand of AFO value such as status symbol. Marketers did not
pay enough attention on luxury brand with PFO value. Therefore, marketers should
have more tries to appropriately adjust, update and develop new luxury brand based
on face need of Chinese consumers and their luxury buying behaviors. Finally, for
those consumers with different regulatory focus ᧨ different advertising and
communication strategies should be used. Meanwhile, marketers could adjust the
purchasing environment to manipulate consumers’ regulatory focus type to control
consumers in their expected ways.
The limitations of this study are that due to objective conditions, the subjects
selected was based on the principle of convenience. The subjects mainly came from
university students and alumni, which may lead to the limitation of representativeness.
Secondly, the model fitting of face need is not completely good fitting as RMSEA is
more than 0.08. We used Adjustment of MI value to modify the model fitting. Thirdly,
the simulated scenarios materials we used in the study may have limitations of
reliability and validity. Although we conducted a pre-survey to examine whether the
designed scenario materials are manipulated successfully understood, we didn’t
examine it again in the formal survey as for avoiding interference with consumers’
luxury buying intention. Finally, the applicability of research findings may have some
limitations.
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ABSTRACT
Based on the principle of the Shi science, this article analyses the essence, origin,
appearance and application strategy of the marketing Shi, proposing strategic
suggestions for enhancing the purchasing drive of customers with the help of
marketing Shi.
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1. Introduction
In the era of big data, corporation marketing has brought both opportunity and
challenge. From the positive point of view, with more and more usable marketing
resources, enterprises have gained better and faster channels for acquisition of
information, development of cooperation and spreading of information. On the other
hand, being in the same era has driven more and more of customers to become
marketing activists. Faced with “smarter” customers and increasing competitors, it
has become a very important subject in the area of marketing to study how to increase
purchasing drive of customer, how to build loyal customer group, how to enhance
market competitiveness, and thus achieving the marketing goal.
2. Shi and Shi Science
2.1 The Essence of Shi
The concept of Shi has a long historical root, as it represents multiple meanings in
Chinese language: (1) Right, power; (2) Pose or action; (3) Situation or trend. In this
article, the first and the third meanings are taken for the name Shi.
As an important concept in Chinese philosophy, “Shi” intrinsically has an
inseparable relationship with the action and practice of human being. As the
representational domain of the action and practice of human being, “Shi” can be
interpreted as the integrated background or conditions, based on which the actions and
practices can be conducted by the human subject.
According to the earliest interpretation, “Shi” refers to the certain relationship
generated by the natural consanguinity as well as the special position of social ethics.
Later on, as the reflection of natural consanguinity and social ethical relationship, the
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effect of “Shi” is not limited to the area of political practice. “Shi” is further related
with the environment of the action or practice. Such environment is different from
social political status or ethical status, but is expressed as a special realm, where “Shi”
refers to the external background and circumstance which cannot be altered or
dominated by the individual in the action. As a practical force, “Shi” is not only a
preconditioned term that exists outside of the action, but also infiltrates and
participates in the action. Thus the interaction between human being and “Shi” can be
further revealed: the human being acts as “Shi” through the action, while “Shi” is
expressed as a practical force that enhances the action, when it is aligned with the
purpose and method of the action. As the solid background of action and practice,
“Shi” demonstrates the property of being realistic: when the action is inspected from
the point of view of “Shi”, it traces back to the realistic background based on which
the action can be implemented. Following “Shi” represents creating and capturing the
opportunity during the process of action, and depending on the conditions provided by
the opportunity, achieving its value and goal. [1]
This article states the following points: (1) “Shi” is an invisible force, a driving
force. (2) Bigger “Shi” generates larger driving force. (3) “Shi” exists everywhere and
in everything; yet it is very difficult for human beings to discover “Shi”, to borrow
“Shi”, or ever to create “Shi”. (4) Generating, borrowing, and manipulating “Shi”
could help multiply the effect of the effort.
2.2 Principle of Shi Science
Based on the logical definition of the Shi concept, Prof. Dechang Li from Xi’an
Jiaotong University published the book, “Information Person Sociology”, in October
2007. Thus, he founded the science which studies the generation and operation
mechanisms of “Shi”, the Shi Science, and based on the concept and theory of Shi
science which were presented for the first time, he emphasized the sixth-dimensional
living, e.g. creative living.
Prof. Li states that “Shi” is the physical concept which describes a physical
phenomenon. The Shi in physics could turn into potential energy. From the logic of
modern science, “Shi” represents a gradient, which can be mathematically expressed
as: gradient = difference / distance. Since distance and connection are reciprocal to
each other, gradient also equals to the product of difference and connection. Therefore,
the fundamental principle of generating Shi systematically is to maximize the
differences while intensify the connection between various elements inside a system.
The bigger the gradients are between elements in the system, the higher “Shi” will be.
The higher “Shi” is, the easier it is to achieve the target to be changed. Meanwhile,
Shi science points out that symmetrical elements in the universe have the largest
difference and the tightest connection. The symmetrical property of the element could
facilitate to generate original and powerful Shi. According to the fundamental
principle of generating Shi, construction of powerful Shi in the system requires the
elements to have largest differences and tightest connection. Such elements can only
be symmetrical elements. [2]
3. Marketing and Marketing Shi
3.1 Marketing
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Marketing is an indispensable managerial functionality of modern enterprises. For
better and more economical operation of the organization, and in order to yield twice
the result with half the effort, each and every organization has to think and practice
marketing. Peter F. Drucker has stated that: marketing makes sales superfluous;
ideally, marketing should result in a customer who is ready to buy; business enterprise
has two and only two functions of marketing and innovation; marketing and
innovation produce results, all the rest are costs.
Marketing is a task to achieve the business target efficiently, which mainly
involves organizing the communication with the customers: understanding the need of
customer, sending commodity information to the customer, facilitating customer in
making purchasing decisions, collecting feedbacks from the customer and making
preparation for the next communication.
3.2 Marketing Shi
The practice has proven that in the process of marketing, no elements can be more
symmetrical than seller and buyer. Seller and buyer are absolutely a pair of
“quarrelsome lovers”. Neither side of the party can live without the other, since
without either side, the market cannot be formed and they will not be able to win the
profit, thus the tight connection. Meanwhile, successful quantity and quality of the
trading is anywhere and anytime influenced by the magnitude of difference between
the commodity, service and even advertisement information provided by the seller
and the real need, potential need and psychological need of the buyer. This
phenomenon can be interpreted as the influence of the distance between elements
over their connection. If the enterprise does not have a full and accurate
understanding of the customers’ need, the “difference” between the enterprise and the
customer is commonly not very large, resulting in loose connections. Such not large
“difference” refers to: the customer is very familiar with the commodity or service the
enterprise is selling; or the need has been satisfied; or the customer has the feeling
that the commodity or service of the particular enterprise has no difference from any
other enterprises. This results in a lack of “marketing Shi” between customer and
enterprise or a smaller “marketing Shi”. Customer is not attracted by the enterprise or
its commodity, and thus the purchasing of the commodity or service will not be
performed. If the commodity or service launched into the market by the enterprise has
not been seen or familiarized by the customer, has an apparent advantage over other
enterprises, and matches the potential need of the customer (especially the objective
need that has not been realized subjectively), the marketing Shi will be higher. And a
higher marketing Shi has the following effects: (1) high “marketing Shi” can increase
the purchasing desire of the customer; (2) high “marketing Shi” can reduce shifted
purchasing; (3) high “marketing Shi” can attract customer with higher purchasing
capability; (4) high “marketing Shi” can reduce the opportunity cost of customer
transfer; (5) high “marketing Shi” can transform satisfied customer to loyal customer
by providing “charming characteristics” of the commodity or service. Most
importantly, high “marketing Shi” can develop vital influence over “marketing
effectiveness”.
Thus, in the process of marketing, it is of great importance for the guidance of
practice to study how to search for “marketing Shi”, how to utilize “marketing Shi”
and how to generate “marketing Shi”, according to the thoughts, principle and method
of the “Shi science”. Following the principle of “generation of Shi in business leads to
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prosperous economy”, it is reasonable to believe that “generation of marketing Shi
leads to prosperous customers”.
4. Origin of Marketing Shi
4.1 Origin in Emotion
In the marketing process, if intrinsic connection and unity can be found between
the seller and buyer which have huge difference, e.g. common preference, common
target, and the win-win situation is achieved accordingly, then a powerful emotional
gradient (emotional Shi) can be generated. Driven by emotional Shi, marketing
process can prompt the customer to rationally perform the realization process
regarding the commodity, e.g. process of recognizing commodity, acknowledging
commodity, liking commodity and purchasing commodity, and thus enhancing the
purchasing drive, making purchasing decision swiftly and putting it into action.
4.2 Origin in Information
Different enterprises apply different marketing strategies, which generate and
transmit different marketing information, thus develop different information Shi,
which attract customers to a different extent. Eventually, the effects of marketing will
be different, and thus the different marketing benefits. The more information the
enterprise possesses and publishes compared to the information known to the
customer, the larger the difference between each other and thus the tighter connection.
The more information one enterprise possesses and publishes compared to its
competitors, the tighter connection it will have with the customers.
4.3 Origin in Technology
As a sharp weapon for creative commodity, advanced technology is capable of
increasing the difference between customer perception and the technology of the
commodity, which generates feeling of mystery and attractiveness. The more advance
the technology is, the higher such difference will be, which attracts the customer by
allowing them to feel the innovation and uniqueness of the commodity. Meanwhile,
the customer will get a feeling that commodity with new technology could better
satisfy their need, and thus having a tighter connection with themselves. Additionally,
possible reduction of cost could be achieved, which leads to the reduction of price and
the generation of price Shi.
4.4 Origin in Cost
In the process of marketing, pricing strategy is often applied in sales, which in
most markets takes the form of reduction in price. This is due to the fact that most
customers are still most sensitive to price, which is an element influencing purchasing
drive. The economical consideration of the commodity to be purchased from most
customers commonly originates from how much the price reduction is, instead of how
much profit is gained from other aspects.
5. Form and Application Strategy of Marketing Shi
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5.1 Emotional Shi: Service Provision Strategy and Brand Establishment Strategy
To build the connection between customer and to bring customer relationship
closer rely on service provision and brand establishment.
Service provision includes service attitude, service skill, service content and so on.
If service attitude is friendly and passionate, service skill is adept and service content
matches the need, humane emotions can be built with the customer before the
commodity, which allows the customer to easily trust the product being sold based on
the trust of the seller, thus increasing the purchasing drive extensively and
guaranteeing successful execution of purchase afterwards. Some customer could even
become marketing activists driven by emotional Shi.
Brand establishment includes brand design, brand promotion, brand reputation
establishment and so on. It is the most important method to help customer establish
emotion with the enterprise and the commodity, and further cultivate emotional
dependence of relationship and behavioral purchasing momentum. Therefore, the
enterprise as the seller must place attention onto brand establishment.
5.2 Information Shi: Advertisement Strategy
Advertisement includes processes of advertisement idea, production, publication,
etc. It serves as a major channel for publication of commodity information and
communication with the customer.
In the era of big data, the media channels for advertisement publication has
become broader, more diverse and more personalized, for example, Weibo, Weixin
(friends and circles), QQ. The way customers receive information has become faster,
more convenient, complete, more objective, more active and more interactive.
Connections can be established and enhanced anytime. In order to fully utilize all
internet media in the era of big data to publish and transmit commodity information,
innovation had to be made in terms of form, content, and media of the commodity
information.
5.3 Technology Shi: Strategy of providing attractive quality characteristic of the
commodity
Technology is the basis of design and production of the commodity and the
condition for guarantee and improvement of commodity quality.
Inspired by the two-factor theory of the behavioral science specialist, Frederick
Herzberg, the Japanese quality management specialist, Noriaki Kano, has proposed
the Kano Model. According to this model, based on sufficiently deep market research,
the three kinds of quality properties of the commodity recognized by customer should
be clarified clearly. Apart from the effort of providing must-be quality and onedimensional quality, the potential need of the customer should be mined, especially
the objective need which has not jet realized subjectively, or the need which cannot be
expressed or proposed by the customer. With novel commodity designed and
produced with innovation, attractive quality can be provided to the customer, which
surprises the customer. This would enhance purchasing drive intensively while
guaranteeing and improving satisfaction after purchase, thus maintaining purchasing
drive and creating loyal customer.
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5.4 Cost Shi: Cost Strategy
According to principle of microeconomics, the market demand of common
commodity will increase with decreasing commodity price. The precondition of
commodity price reduction is the reduction of cost. Therefore, the enterprise should
reduce costs in areas such as technology, material, management organization, create
cost Shi, which facilitates low-price strategy to increase the purchasing drive of
customer.
6. Application of Marketing Shi in Improvement of Purchasing Drive
Prof. Dechang Li holds that, Shi = Difference × Connection = Difference ÷
Distance, and therefore, Shi = Gradient = Slope = Derivative = Ratio. The
significance of the theory of Shi science is to truly unify natural science and social
science on the logical level.
Consumption is the motive power for the development of economics. The need for
consumption is a major drive to enhance economical growth. So where does the drive
for consumption come from? And how to increase it?
According to the theory of Shi science by Prof. Dechang Li, we have reasons to
believe that: the generation of marketing Shi leads to prosperous customers.
Generating Shi during marketing and utilizing Shi for marketing are capable of
increasing the purchasing drive of customers.
The effect mechanism of Shi is that difference increases connection and
connection enlarges difference. According to the effect mechanism principle of Shi in
Shi science, in the marketing process, the seller (enterprise) and the buyer (customer)
are a pair of symmetric elements of successful transaction, which is the process that
the seller through marketing Shi (external Shi) pushes the drive Shi (internal Shi) of
the buyer. Marketing Shi = marketing difference × marketing connection, which
means that the marketing strategy with larger difference and the tighter connection
has a larger marketing Shi, and such marketing strategy will have a higher attraction
for the customer. Once the customer sees the commodity, the impulse to purchase will
originate, which generates and enhances the drive Shi for purchasing. Drive Shi is an
internal Shi residing in human consciousness, which originates from internal
purchasing need and external marketing Shi. The condition for increasing the
(purchasing) drive Shi is that practical need and potential need exist in the mind of the
customer, which are generated through the stimulation of nature and society. On one
hand, marketing Shi is able to intensify the practical need and clarify the purchasing
direction. On the other hand, it could also tern potential need into practical need,
especially the objective need that hasn’t been realized subjectively. Therefore,
exerting marketing Shi to the customer makes them generate purchasing
consciousness and increase purchasing drive. [3]
Larger difference leads to tighter connection. Various kinds of price reduction
strategies make customer generate huge psychological price gap, and the larger the
gap is, the larger the difference will be, the larger the Shi will be, the better it will be
to attract the customer, thus the tighter the connection. Advertisement with better
innovation and more unique presentational form creates larger gap to the existing
knowledge, experience and information of the customer, which is better capable of
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attracting customer to watch, and additionally to understand and purchase the
commodity. Commodity with newer functionality and more interesting media exceeds
the psychological expectation to a further extent, and thus there will be a larger
difference and larger Shi.
In conclusion, Shi science has launched a brand new direction for filling the
logical explanation of marketing management theory, and is able to reveal
fundamentally the dynamic mechanisms behind how customers make purchasing
decisions and perform purchasing actions.
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ABSTRACT
Starting from the important role of "Taobao village" in the economic development,
the thesis analysed the subjective and objective reasons and promoting group and
draw the general process of urbanization. It discussed the different characteristics of
"Taobao village" in different economic areas and roles played in urbanizing. It also
propounded some constructive suggestion to activate the industry, including
strengthening industry supervision, adjusting development patterns, and emphasizing
innovation. The paper consists of literature analysis, case analysis and comparative
analysis to complement the demonstration.
Keywords: electronic commerce, country, in-situ urbanization, Taobao village
1 Introduction
At present, with the development of reform in the market economic system, the
economic development lacks constructive power. The existing demographic dividend
has gradually vanished. The traditional development patterns, which rely on the
advantage of labor force, isn’t sustainable and China's economic development needs
new power. Obviously, urbanization is the new growth pole. According to calculations
of economists, every one percentage point rise in urbanization means 120 billion yuan
increase in resident consumption and 140 billion yuan in urban infrastructure
investment, which can consequently increase 336 billion yuan in GDP and create
plenty of employment opportunities. However, compared with developed countries,
China still has a long way to go. The urbanization rate of medium-developed
countries is around 85%, which is around 95% in western developed countries (97%
in America). Therefore, it's potential to regard urbanization as new economic
growth pole. Although it's still discussed in academic world that which way to choose
for urbanization, undeniably, the practices of masses have been extensively developed.
With the continuous development of Pearl River Delta, Yangtze River Delta and
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Metropolitan Region and powered by electronic commerce, the
in-situ urbanization is on the rise in "Taobao villages", represented by Wantou Village,
Dinglou Village and Gujia Village. According to author's investigation, more or less
do these villages have urban properties and are transforming from "Taobao village" to
"Taobao town". The key point of this paper is that how to promote urbanization by
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electronic commerce in rural areas. The discussion are mainly about four aspects: the
subjective and objective reasons for urbanization of "Taobao village"; its different
promotion in different areas; the increased urbanization rate caused by "Taobao
village" and the potential risks.
2 Literature Review
In-situ urbanization refers to non-agricultural employment and citizenization of
peasants relying on core villages and small towns around where they live after
regional economic society developing to a certain degree.(Ma Qingbin 2011) It also
refers to that people in rural areas rely on medium and small towns rather than
migrating to lager and medium sized cities. They can live the same life as people in
countries through developing production to increase income, developing social
undertaking, improving individual quality, and changing lifestyle. (Pan Haisheng, etc
2010) Here are three significant symbols of in-situ urbanization. The first is the
development of rural economy and high income of peasants. Secondly, peasants can
enjoy the same social insurance and public service facility as citizens do. Thirdly,
peasants have the similar lifestyle as citizens.˄Yu Changliang 2014˅And "Taobao
villages" have these features. According to the definition of Ali institute, "Taobao
village" is Internet business clustering with scale and synergy, caused by a large
number of electronic retailers, who make Taobao main trading platform and rely on
Taobao electronic ecosystem. The defining standards of "Taobao village" are listed as
follows. Firstly, they are operated in rural areas based on administrative village.
Secondly, the annual turnover is more than 10 million. Thirdly, the number of active
online stores are more than 100 or more than 10% of the number of households. As
the combination of rural economy and electronic commerce, "Taobao village" plays a
significant role in economic transformation and upgrading in Chinese countryside,
entrepreneurship and employment of peasants and social harmony and stability. In
2014, the development of "Taobao village" was phenomenal, and influence are more
extensive and deeper than before. [1]1
3 The objective and subjective reasons for urbanization of “Taobao village”
3.1 The subjective reason for “Taobao village” developing
Electronic commerce is a young concept, which is also developed by the young
generation. During field investigation of the author, it happens in coincide that
electronic commerce is driven by students according to the principals of villages. The
specialty industries have already been existing, some of which even have a history of
hundreds of years, but they aren't marketable until the great development of electronic
commerce. According to the statistical date of author, more than 50% of Taobao

1

[1] Refer to Ali Institute. The Research Report of "Taobao Village" in China᧤2014᧥

[R].2014.12.29.
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sellers are between 26 to 35 years old, which are also the training participants in
Taobao college. It's queried 6, 7 years ago because the villagers confused pyramid
selling with electronic commerce. It was these people who first realized this industry
in outside world, and shared the same fate with world. They received the baptism of
new thinking and got new skills. They moved steadily and became the first ones to try
tomatoes. According to investigation, more than half of Taobao sellers indicated that
the participation of electronic commerce is the grasp of business opportunity.
Obviously, the generation after 80s are the main force of electronic commerce.
However, the Taobao sellers have no higher education background in general, and
more than 70% of sellers graduated from middle school or high school, which is also
connected with the educational level and view of life. But undoubtedly, it’s a
restriction of their further development. Many managers said that the turnover are
faced with bottleneck, and difficult to have great breakthrough.

Over 56

Figure 1 The statistic on age of sellers in Taobao Village
φaccording to field survey datas got by the author.
Data sourcesφ

Below Primary school

Junior high school

Senior high school

Over University degree

Figure 2 The statistic on educational background of sellers in Taobao Village
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Data sourcesφ
φaccording to field survey datas got by the author.
3.2 The objective reason for “Taobao village” developing
3.2.1 The beginning stage of urbanization of “Taobao village”
There are various reasons for the urbanization of “Taobao village”. According
to author’s observation, the more Taobao developing in villages, the less original
employment choice they have, which can greatly promote the development of
electronic commerce. Secondly, there are a little culturable or fertile field in these
places.
Under traditional development situation, the information, traffic and production
in the villages where the surplus labor in are inconvenient. Although people are in
county town, they still cannot get a job or obtain higher remuneration. On the premise
that they are unwilling to migrate for work, lack of other employment choice and the
land can't meet people's living demands as well, once people have new employment
choice, they will assemble to work on this. And at present, electronic commerce is the
point of release of employment pressure.
3.2.2The extending stage of urbanization of “Taobao village”
The network solved information interaction problem rather than logistics
problem. As the market opening, production and delivery expanding, Taobao sellers
need to speed up delivery and lower the cost. Logistics company thought it profitable
to enter and station in the villages. On the one hand, with the expansion of scale of
production, some financial credit facilitating agency emerged to meet fund
requirements and some middlemen appeared to set up trading company for circulation
of goods. On the other hand, the scale of already existed family-style production can't
meet the need of new situation and wage labor emerges. During the author’s interview,
it's normal to see wage labor in Wantou village, and daily life is gradually separated
from work.
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Figure 3 Positive cycle diagram of In-situ urbanization in Taobao village
Data sourcesφaccording to field survey datas got by the author.

3.2.3 The bivalent stimulus stage of urbanization of “Taobao village”
The expansion of production stimulates the development of supporting service,
such as catering service. With the continuous development of “Taobao village”, the
government will intervene to develop it through collecting land, ratifying electronic
commerce demonstration district and inviting investment. The demonstration district
of Wantou village is in construction. And Gujia village has become a demonstration
district with multifunction including wholesale, online selling, residence. The
improvement of infrastructure and the formation of related industry chain promotes
the in-situ urbanization of "Taobao village", which also provides a good condition for
the further development of local industry. It stimulates the further expansion of
production, which simultaneously stimulates auxiliary service industry. It powers for
perfecting infrastructure and provides capital source for improving social insurance. It
consolidates the development position of electronic commerce and thus gets more
attention of government, enlarging government prop dynamic, forming a interactive
and virtuous circle.

4 Different influence caused by urbanization of “Taobao village” in different
economic areas
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4.1 Traditional non-center areas
During interview, the author found that in traditional non-center areas, the
number of Taobao sellers has a high ratio to total villagers. Take Wantou village,
Gujia village and Dinglou village, which are far away from Jiaozhou-Jinan urban belt
[1]2for example, the external transportation is inconvenient, so the ratio is up to
80%-90%, almost being national Taobao.
Cold hot spot pattern in 2010

Dongying

Binzhou

Yantai

Weihai

Dezhou
Jinan
Liaocheng

Zibo

Weifang

Qingdao

Laiwu
Taian
Rizhao
Jining

Heze

Linyi

Legend
Colder spot area
Cold spot area
Hot spot area
Hotter spot area

Zaozhuang

Figure 4 Cold hot spot pattern of regional economic development in Shandong
Province
Data resourcesφ
φDrawn by ZhaoMinghua, ZhengYuanwen according to relevant
data.
4.2 The traditional developed areas
There are significant differences between "Taobao villages" developed in
traditional developed areas and in non-center areas. Take Yima village,Tongxiang
County for example, although the turnover, which supplements the economy inside
village, has reached a considerable scale, only 11%—12% of villagers are Taobao
sellers. The high economic development level results in high cost of labor to operate
online stores. In order to save cost, quite a number of sellers set the storage in Jiangsu
Province and online sales inside village. The silk quilt is luxury and the selling of it is
2

[2]Jiaodong-Jinan City Zone includes Qingdao, Jinan, Yantai, Zibo, Weihai,

Weifang.
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obviously seasonal, so it's still a family-style production in village and few people are
hired.
The picture below shows that between 2005 to 2010,the urbanization of
population and land in Zhejiang Province have been in relative coordination stage and
relatively mature. The constructing region will no longer expand extensively and
connect with economic growth.

Higher
High
Low
lower

Population

Land

Figure 5

Industry

Spatial differences of urbanization level on Population , Land and
Industry in Yangtza River Delta Area in 2011 [3]3

Data resourcesφ
φDrawn by Qizilong according to relevant data.
5 The embodiment of "Taobao village" development based on related metrics of
urbanization
As mentioned, urbanization refers to land urbanization and population
urbanization as well, including change of people's career and income level, and
transformation of industrial structure and regional space, etc. The urbanization can't
be simply measured by this date as in-situ urbanization is special that there is no
immigrant for villagers and no change on rural residence registration. We can only
roughly estimate it through the proportion of people who engage in relative industry,
coordinated with the proportion of the tertiary industry, annual acreage of built up
area and net income of rural households.

3

[3] Refer toQi Zilong. The Measure of New-Type Urbanization Level and Problem
Analysis Based on Population Land and Industry in Yangtza River Delta
Area[D].Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences,2014.3.
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Binzhou
Heze

Figure 6

Employment percentage of rural related industries in Binzhou and
Heze from 2003 to 2013[4]4

Data resourcesφ
φDrawn by the author according to Shandong Provincial Bureau
of statistics data.

Binzhou
Heze
Jiaxing

Figure 7

Third industry accounted for the proportion of the national economy
in Binzhou, Heze, Jiaxing from 2005 to 2013[5]

Data resourcesφDrawn by the author according to Shandong and Zhejiang
Provincial Bureau of statistics data.
Electronic commerce has developed in Binzhou City and Heze City since 2006.
The image above shows that the proportion of people engaged in related industry
increased apace but not obviously from 2006, which has connection with imperfect
popularization of electronic commerce and even Internet . According to interview, the
4

[4]Refer to Statistical yearbooks of Shandong Province from 2003 to 2014 published
by Shandong Province.
[5] Refer to Statistical yearbooks of Shandong and Zhejiang Province from 2003 to
2014 published by ShandongProvince.
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featured product in all districts didn't open the market and form scales from 2006 to
2009.
Unit:
square kilometers

Binzhou
Heze
Jiaxing

Figure 8

Land area of built-up area in Binzhou, Heze, Jiaxing from 2005 to
2013[6]5

Data resourcesφ
φDrawn by the author according to Shandong and Zhejiang
Provincial Bureau of statistics data.
Unit: RMB

Binzhou
Heze
Jiaxing

Figure 9 Annual per capita net income in rural areas in Binzhou, Heze and
Jiaxing from 2005 to 2013[7]
Data resources˖Drawn by the author according to Shandong and Zhejiang
Provincial Bureau of statistics data.
It didn't really start new development until 2010. Especially after 2013, the
electronic commerce in Shandong Province turn into a gusher, the proportion of
related industry increasing rapidly. In 2014, because of stagnant economic
[6] Refer to Statistical yearbooks of Shandong and Zhejiang Province from 2003 to
2013 published by Shandong Province.
[7] Refer to Statistical yearbooks of Shandong and Zhejiang Province from 2003 to
2013 published by Shandong Province.
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environment and pressure of the economic downturn, the absolute figures reduced.
The original economic development level of Jiaxing City is relatively high, and the
ratio of tertiary industry to national economy is steadily around 35%. Reflecting from
Binzhou City and Heze City, there was a tendency to increase tertiary industry from
2007. Heze, especially, started steady development in 2010. By the end of 2013, the
proportion of tertiary industry of Heze City, which is increasing at a higher speed than
Jiaxing City, has closed to that of Jiaxing City, according with the appearance and
great development of electronic commerce. The built up area of Jiaxing City is special.
Around 2008, Jiaxing municipal government carried out bold and resolute
reformation and started "exchanging homestead for apartment" pattern, which greatly
promoted urbanization. In Binzhou City, the substantial expansion around 2011 had
connection with government and mainly with electronic commerce. It was in 2011,
the pivotal year when Binzhou municipal government started to pay attention to
intervening electronic commerce, and examined and approved a batch of typical
electronic commerce industries demonstration zones. For example, Gujia village, the
homespun industry demonstration zone, was constructed in 2011 and occupied in
2012. However, because of the restriction of arable land minimum, the industries
demonstration zones are difficult to be examined and approved. For example, the
electronic commerce industry demonstration zone in Wantou village is still in
examination and approval.
6 The risks in urbanization driven by Taobao
A profound sense I had during interview was that "Taobao village" has great
effects on in-situ urbanization, which, however, potential risks. It's easy to form
single-industry structure and suffer from the market by simply relying on Taobao to
promote urbanization.
The next problem is the lack of talents. At present, it's not the operating
personnel but the workers at production line who are urgently needed. Although the
workers are mostly the middle-aged and the urbanization is greatly developing, the
development of these villages will get into trouble and the urbanization unsustainable
if the special industries can't be taken over after several decades and single-industry
structure not be changed.
In the concrete operations, the incompatibility of basic related infrastructure
and chaotic management will also restrict the further development of "Taobao village".
Next, in online shopping, the proportion of C2C˄Customer-to-Customer˅pattern,
represented by Taobao, is gradually reducing while that of B2C
˄Business-to-Customer˅ pattern, represented by Tianmao, Jingdong and Suning, is
continuously increasing. Recently, the "marriage" of Ali and Suning produces a new
wave of consolidation of online and offline transaction. The competitive environment
of electronic commerce are more and more complicated; the living space of other
electronic commerce platform and traditional channel are severely squeezed; and the
competition of small and medium-sized Taobao seller are increasingly severe. Only a
small number of villagers can gain profit in electronic commerce, and the
sustainability of which remains to be checked.
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7 Conclusion
In fact, the electronic commerce influences urbanization through indirect
stimulating production and consumption of counties and villages. It can drive local
economy and promote household consumption level and living quality. According to
research, the process is driven by the young generation with government intervention.
Different forms appear in different economic areas and some features of towns in
transition phase appears. However, some potential risks still exist in this pattern and
some problems remain to be solved.
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ABSTRACT
Combined with Chinese local market, this paper predicts the enterprise
performance and its stability with the combination of moral marketing and
relationship marketing. This study focuses on business activities between purchasers
and the suppliers. The data is collected by according to suppliers’ evaluation. The
empirical results show that although the relationship marketing can lead to high
performance and sales growth, this advantage is difficult to sustain owing to its
dependence on individuals. And moral marketing strategy will not only significantly
bring higher commitment of customers, but help maintain the stability of long-term
performance for enterprises. The conclusion warns us that enterprises should be
careful when choosing a market strategy and they should find the priority of moral
marketing and relationship marketing for sequence and selection.
Keywords: Moral; Relationship; Enterprise performance; Chinese localization
Introduction
In the face of the fierce market competition, insiders meet with a challenge about
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how to open up a new way and find a new driver of growth. Enterprises need to
choose the most appropriate marketing strategy to achieve their business goals. They
may be aiming for the short-term interest with increased profit or the long-term
interest by sustaining the loyalty of customers. The survival of enterprises directly
related to enterprise performance and its stability, so scholars use sorts of variables to
predict the two factors from different angles. Then what impact will the combination
of moral marketing and relationship marketing strategies have on the enterprise
performance and its stability? Based on the local characteristics of China, this paper
predicts the enterprise performance and its stability with the combination of moral
marketing and relationship marketing strategies. This study can help enterprises have
a better understanding of the influence of moral strategy and relationship strategy on
enterprise performance and hopes to play a role in improving the marketing theory.
1. Literature review and research hypothesis
Relationship is an important variable in Chinese cultural context. Some scholars
even think China is full of relationship and nothing will be done without relationship.
[1] Many companies think “relationship” sometimes is more important than the
quality of products. Sometimes, even if enterprises pay all efforts to improve 4P, they
cannot get as good effects as those who use relationship.[2] So enterprises think this
kind of “special treatment” brought by the “relationship” has a more immediate
impact on enterprise performance than moral marketing strategy.[3] Therefore,
compared with moral marketing with high quality, high valuable products and high
service standard, Chinese salesmen will spend more time and energy in establishing
and maintaining relationship. [4] After all, moral marketing is not always able to bring
profits. [5] However, some companies believe that the contributions that moral
marketing brings to society will make them operate more conveniently. And they also
think it beneficial to maintain the enterprise brand and social interest.[6]
Hosmer(1994) pointed that enterprises can achieve more customer trust and enterprise
long-term performance if they add moral strategy beyond economic factors during the
marketing strategy choice process.[7] Dunfee and other scholars also pointed that
customers will and show their stable loyalty to those companies with active moral
marketing strategies and even recommend them to others.[8] Active moral capital will
avoid the loss of enterprise relationship assets.[9] Moral marketing can contribute to
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society and make enterprises operate more conveniently, which is beneficial to
enterprise brand and social interest,[10] and will bring about potential competitive
advantage.[11] Moral marketing will develop potential positive effects.[12]
Companies moral reputation may bring increased financial performance, which is
positively related to the social performance got by moral marketing.[13] The idea that
enterprises can obtain positive financial profits through moral marketing has been
supported, because a company’s moral behaviors will affect the long-term interest
through moral image.[14] However, enterprises should aware that under the
background of relationship orientation, customers’ purchase decision would not be so
direct and simple. In rural areas, first of all, if customers have no difference in
purchase conditions, they tend to choose a supplier with strong ties. And the second
level is that under the same relation ties, customers are likely to choose products with
high quality. [15] As a result, it can be seen that under the Chinese cultural
background of relationship orientation, it is not enough for enterprises to deliver
customers products of high quality, high value and high standard service only by
means of fair and just moral marketing strategies. And under the same conditions,
they would be replaced by competitors with strong relationship. So the results are
that:
H1: Enterprise marketing strategy (high moral marketing, low relationship marketing)
leads to low and unstable enterprise performance.
Relationship would bring companies high performance and increased sales, but it
is unrelated to earnings growth. [16] Chinese relationship marketing stresses the roles
of individuals, which means companies build and develop the relationship of
organizations by using relationship between individuals. [17] The quality of the
relationship between individuals would have a great impact on that between
organizations. “Special treatment” coming with “relationship” has a more immediate
impact on enterprise performance than moral marketing strategy that only emphasizes
quality and service of products. The benefits of relationship are tactical and temporary,
not strategic. Attached to individual, relationship has a character of fluidity. Like
stock value, the value of relationship lack stability. And once the rights of related
party are lost, relationship will be worthless, which makes it difficult to maintain the
advantage of relationship. [18] Sometimes if a key person leaves, that will cause the
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end of relationship between one organization and another one. [2] Therefore, in the
long run, if everyone constantly pays attention to the relationship strategy without
stressing moral marketing and moral products, enterprises will face unfair
competitions, worse competitive environment and spoil social atmosphere, which will
promote the popularity of fake and inferior products. Finally, the results will generate
a support effect or fallacy of composition, and that will eventually harm others and
themselves. But if everyone just takes relationship strategy and ignore the moral
marketing, this case is neither truly expanding market demand nor bringing profits for
anyone, and that is so-called fallacy of composition. So we can conclude:
H2: Enterprise relationship marketing (low moral marketing, high relationship
marketing) leads to high but unstable performance.
Chinese people pay more attention to something reasonable. If an enterprise can
combine “moral” and “relationship” both inside and outside, its competitive
advantage will be strong enough to get the favor of customers. Under the background
of Chinese culture, customers tend to choose products with strong relationship, but
under the same condition of relationship, they are likely to buy products with higher
quality. So under the same condition, enterprises attaching great importance to both
moral and relationship can really inspire customers to choose their products. If a
company depends on some kind of immoral behavior to sell its products, it may
damage its own image and affect the future development. Numerous scandals also
prove the fact that the cost of immoral marketing is expensive. [20] Today, in the
intensely competitive market, if a company neither has its own core products of high
quality, high value and good service nor provides customers relational benefits, it is
difficult for it to get more customers. So the conclusion is that:
H3: Enterprise compatibility strategy (high moral marketing, high relationship
marketing) leads to good and stable performance.
H4: No marketing strategy (low moral marketing, low relationship marketing) leads
to low and unstable performance.
According to related literature review, this thesis constructs a marketing strategy
related to both moral strategy and relation marketing strategy, and the predictions of
enterprise performance and its stability are shown in the conceptual models followed.
(as shown in Figure 1):
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Fig.1 Conceptual model of relevance between combination of moral marketing and
relationship marketing and enterprise performance
2 Research Design
2.1 Selection of sample
Relationship marketing orientation is closely related to inter-organizational
relationships of channels, [21] so channel members would consider more
interdependent degree, interdependent asymmetry and interpersonal emotional
relationship. Compared with ordinary consumers’ purchase behavior, business
activities of channel members will be more obviously affected by “relationship
marketing orientation”. Therefore, in order to reflect the reality, this thesis takes
business activities of channel relationship between the purchaser and supplier as the
research object. And data, from the angle of the purchasers’ evaluation to suppliers, is
collected from the surveyed enterprise managers who are familiar with the purchase
situation. In view of the regional differences and value divergence existing in
economic development of China, this paper adopts a survey across provinces. To
avoid the influence of regional differences and improve sample representativeness, the
sample data in the confirmatory factor analysis is collected in the area of Sichuan,
Shandong, Guangxi, Anhui, and Fujian. 500 questionnaires are issued since the
mid-November, 2014, lasting four months until February, 2015 and 398
questionnaires are taken back with a take-back rate of 79.6%. In the recycled
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questionnaires, some invalid ones are eliminated according to whether there are
incompleteness, repeated scores of one same item, big difference before and after
filling or obviously casual scores. After that, there are valid 310 questionnaires left
with a valid take-back rate of 62%.
2.2 Scale development and design
In order to better reflect the research purpose, this thesis designs the scale
according to the following steps: (1) find a suitable maturity scale to be the first draft
scale, with the consideration of the initial research framework, literature review and
theories of authoritative research. [22] Relationship marketing questions are adopted
from Smith and Barelay (1997); [23] moral marketing questions are referred to the
definition of Fu Zeping (2004). To ensure the validity of the scale and in need of
conceptual framework, this article combined with Chinese local research background
adjusts words of some questions and increases and decreases part of them on the basis
of the original scale. This research adds two relationship marketing questions
combined with Chinese cultural background. While in terms of moral marketing,
questions about fair and reasonable price are concluded. The final effective scale for
large-scale distribution is made from 29 main items that are picked out by a small
preliminary investigation held in Sichuan. During the investigation, the reliability and
validity are tested and factors are analyzed.
3. Empirical results and analysis
This thesis using the iterative clustering method (K-Means Cluster) divides the
samples into four clusters according to enterprise performance and performance
stability. The basic idea of K-means is that centering on the K point in space the
closest objects to K point are classified. Through iterative method, the value of each
cluster centers will be updated until the best clustering results are obtained. After the
iterative arithmetic, the results of variable values are obtained so that samples can be
divided into four enterprise performance models: good performance and stability;
poor performance and stability; good performance and poor stability; poor
performance and good stability. The conclusion reveals that it is reasonable to classify
samples into four clusters by two dimensions of enterprise performance and
performance stability (cooperation time between buyers and sellers F=306.453,
P<0.01; purchase quantity F=341.657, P<0.01). The results also show the method
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works well. Among the 310 samples, 172 samples show good enterprise performance
and stability, and 51 ones reveal poor performance and stability. 22 of them show
good performance and poor stability and 65 show low performance and good stability.
The analysis results are shown in Table 1.

Table1 Enterprise performance model from two dimensions of enterprise
performance and performance stability
Variable

good
performance
and good
stability

performance
stability
Enterprise
performance
Sample size

Cluster
Poor
Good
performance performance
and poor
and poor
stability
stability

Poor
performance
and good
stability

F

Sig.

3.64

1.57

1.86

3.31

306.453

.000

1.45

3.25

1.55

3.20

341.657

.000

172

51

65

22

Total˖310

P<0.1 means it is obvious on 0.01 level (not standard data)

As shown in Table 2, the observed value (84.345) in chi-square test and its
corresponding probability P values (p<0.01) show that there is a significant
correlation between the combination of moral marketing and relationship marketing
strategies and performance stability. According to the results of corresponding
analysis, 101 company samples with compatibility strategy correspond good
performance and good stability, with 68.2% degree of interpretation; 24 company
samples with relationship strategy correspond good performance but poor stability,
with 50% degree of interpretation; 10 company samples with moral strategy
correspond poor performance but good stability, with13.5% degree of interpretation;
15 company samples with no strategy correspond poor performance and poor stability,
with 39.5% degree of interpretation. So it can be seen that these hypotheses are
proved: H2: marketing strategy leads to poor enterprise performance but good
stability; H3: compatible strategy leads to good business performance and stability;
H4: no strategy leads to poor enterprise performance and poor stability. But H1: moral
strategy leading to poor enterprise performance but good stability does not get proved.

Table2

Enterprise strategies and the corresponding analysis results of
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enterprise performance
Corresponding analysis results
Compatible strategy-good
performance and stability
101 samples of proper interpretation
(68.2% degree of interpretation)
Moral strategy-good performance but
poor stability)
10 samples of proper interpretation
(13.5% degree of interpretation)

Relationship strategy-good
performance but poor stability)
24 samples of proper interpretation
(50% degree of interpretation)
No strategy-poor performance and
poor stability)
15 samples of proper interpretation
(39.5% degree of interpretation)

Chi-square value
Chi-Square
p

84.345

.000

In Table 2, the combination of moral marketing and relationship marketing and
enterprise performance are shown by a distribution diagram of the first and second
dimensions. From the diagram, difference between different customer emotions and
difference of customer loyalty can be seen. There is significant difference of
enterprise performance among the four enterprises of good performance and stability,
good performance but poor stability, poor performance but good stability, and poor
performance and stability. So the four kinds of enterprises can be a category of their
own. There are also obvious differences among enterprises using compatible strategy,
relationship strategy, moral strategy or no strategy. So they can also be a category of
their own. In Table 2, based on the different strategy combinations of moral marketing
and relationship marketing and the tendency of different enterprise performance, it
can be concluded: enterprises with relationship strategy would lead to good
performance but poor stability; enterprises with compatible strategy would lead to
good enterprise performance and good stability; enterprises with no strategy would
lead to poor enterprise performance and poor stability. While moral strategy would
bring enterprises poor performance but good stability. The analysis results in Figure2
also prove that enterprise relationship strategy is corresponding to good enterprise
performance but poor stability, and compatible strategy is corresponding to good
enterprise performance and good stability, and no strategy is corresponding to poor
enterprise performance and poor stability. Therefore, Hypothesis 2, Hypothesis3, and
Hypothesis 4 get proved, but Hypothesis not.
The results show that only 13.5% of moral strategy samples are corresponding to
poor enterprise performance, good stability. But 67.6% of moral strategy samples are
corresponding to good enterprise performance and stability. Although the result does
not agree with the preliminary idea, but it can be seen that if companies that have less
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relationship pay attention to strengthening quality of product and moral marketing
with full social responsibility, they can still obtain good and stable enterprise
performance. And this is worthy learning for other enterprises in the marketing
practice.

Table.3 analysis schedule of different marketing strategies and the corresponding
enterprise performance
Enterprise performance category
Marketing
strategy
category

Good
performance,
good
stability
50

Poor
performance,
poor stability

Poor
performance,
good stability

Good
performance,
poor stability

Fussy

10

10

4

74

101

12

5

30

148

11

14

1

24

50

No category

10

15

6

7

38

Fussy
classification

172

51

22

65

310

Moral strategy
Compatible
category
Relationship
category

4. Conclusion
With the method of cluster analysis and correspondence analysis, this thesis
verifies related hypotheses about the influence of the combination strategy of moral
marketing and relationship marketing on enterprise performance. The conclusion
shows the relationship between the combination of moral marketing and relationship
marketing and enterprise different performance. The results reveal that relationship
marketing leads to good performance but poor stability, compatible strategy leads to
good performance and good stability, and no strategy leads to poor performance and
poor stability. According to the results, points of Park and Luo (2001) are also verified.
And enterprises are supposed to realize that although relationship can bring
companies good performance and sales growth, it is attached to individuals. This kind
of advantage is hard to maintain because once the rights of related party are lost,
relationship will be worthless. And good performance is temporary if enterprises only
stress relationship and ignore moral strategy. Meanwhile, this kind of short-term
behavior without moral guarantee would also lead to unstable enterprise performance.
Although the corresponding relationship between moral strategy and low performance
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and good stability, 67.6% of companies adopting moral strategy lead to good
performance and good stability according to the research results. Although this does
not agree with the preliminary idea, it verifies the opinion of Hosmer (1994). Hosmer
(1994) clearly pointed that in the process of marketing decision, moral strategy should
be considered beyond economic factors and this will significantly bring about
customers higher commitment and long-term high performance stability. [7] The
conclusion warns us that enterprises should be careful when choosing a market
strategy and they should find the priority of moral marketing and relationship
marketing for sequence and selection. If enterprises, restricted by the cost, can only
make a choice between moral marketing and relationship marketing, they should
choose moral marketing in the long run. Similar to the policy of resisting foreign
aggression after stabilizing the country, enterprise should first deal with internal
factors and then deal with external ones, slowly but surely. With the foundation of
moral marketing, enterprises can further develop the relationship marketing in the
right time to achieve good enterprise performance and good stability with compatible
strategy.
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ABSTRACT
Compared with normal products, luxury products are richer in symbolic meaning.
Former studies on counterfeit luxury products mainly focus on the social value of
luxury products and anticipating risk, as well as customers’ decisive process after they
weigh the benefit and risk. However, counterfeit luxury products have the feature of
both luxury products and normal products, which means the research on the perceived
value of counterfeit luxury products should not only focus on social value and
individual emotional value based on the feature of luxury products, but also functional
value based on the feature of normal products. This research innovatively builds a
perceived value model that can be applied to counterfeit luxury products after the
integration of perceived value of both luxury products and normal products, and
studies the impact that the four dimensions of perceived value (functional value,
social value, emotional value and economic value) have on three kinds of purchase
intention according to survey data. Through regression analysis, the study finds that
the key dimension of perceived value that influences purchase intention is emotional
value, followed by functional value, which reflects core demand for products from
counterfeit luxury goods among their consumers. Also, past purchase experiences
have significant influence on purchase intention. This research provides legal
companies with guidance on how to develop new products in order to meet this part
of market demand. At the same time, it offers effective theoretical support to restrain
the trade of counterfeit luxury goods from demand end.
Keywords: Counterfeit luxury, Perceived value, Purchase intention.
1. Introduction
In recent years, under the luxury universal buying spree, the price awareness and
sensitivity of consumers has been improved gradually, as the expansion of consumer
group represented by white-collar workers, consumers become more sensitive to cost
efficiency of luxury products. At the same time, due to the rapid development of
information technology, global purchasing and production outsourcing policy of
luxury brands, the appearance gap between counterfeit luxury products and genuine
ones is narrowing, which makes it difficult for ordinary consumers or even experts to
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distinguish their authenticity. Many counterfeit luxury goods have almost the same
design, material and accessories with genuine ones. Also, global purchasing and
production outsourcing policy of luxury brands makes it harder to guarantee the
exquisite crafts, materials of high standards and cultural value attached to historical
and cultural accumulation derived from origin country, which has decreased the
perceived value of luxury brands of quite a number of consumers.
In addition, the spread of information about counterfeit luxury goods through
WeChat helps speed up the transaction of counterfeit luxury goods. According to
relevant provisions of trademark law, selling counterfeit goods and counterfeit
registered trademark are criminal acts. But due to the concealment of online
communication, enforcement efforts are inadequate.
Research on the demand side of counterfeit luxury products can provide effective
guidance to inhibit its trading. Former studies on the demand side of counterfeit
luxury goods are mainly based on three aspects: consumer characteristics (e.g.,
consumer values, materialism, attitude towards novelty, self consciousness, etc.),
product features (e.g., the prominence of logo, similarity to genuine products, price
discount, etc.) and the social cultural background (e.g., collectivism in oriental culture,
face consciousness) (Hoon Ang, Sim Cheng, Lim, & Kuan Tambyah, 2001; Bian &
Moutinho, 2009; Chen, Zhu, Le, & Wu, 2014; lee, 2012). However, few scholars
focus on cperceived value of counterfeit luxury goods. Corporations make profits via
creating value to customers and deliver value to them. Before buying counterfeit
luxury products, consumers have an evaluation on their value, which affects the level
of price and sales volume. Also, we note that when consumer buy counterfeit luxury
goods based on different value orientation: some consumers pursue their conspicuous
social value, while some consumers pursue their material quality.
This paper studies perceived value dimension that have significant effect to
purchase intention of counterfeit luxury goods. Based on the research of the different
dimensions of perceived value, the key value point of counterfeit luxury goods, which
reflects core demand for the product, can be concluded, and it provides guidance for
legitimate businesses to develop new products, using market rule to restrain
counterfeit luxury goods transactions. The framework of this paper is as follows:
1.Integrate perceived value models of both luxury products and normal products,
build a model of perceived value applied to counterfeit luxury goods; 2.Research on
different dimensions of perceived value of counterfeit luxury products that have
impact on purchase intention, and conclude key dimensions affecting consumer
purchase intention; 3.Discuss core requirements through purchasing counterfeit
luxury consumer product.
2. Literature review and hypothesis
2.1 Luxury products
Luxury is defined as “a unique, scarce and rare kind of consumer goods which is
beyond survival and development needs”. In economics, Nueno and Quelch (1998)
argue that luxury goods refer to the products with low “functional value-price” ratio,
which means low “tangible value-intangible value” ratio. This definition highlights
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that the intangible part forms a large proportion of value of luxury goods.
Luxury involves clothing, watches, jewelry, transportation, real estate, a variety
of high-end services, or even food. Designer bags, garment and luxury cars, private
jets and yachts also belong to luxury goods. Yoo and Lee (2012) divided luxury into
handbags, shoes, fashion clothes, sunglasses, jewelry (including watches, earrings,
necklaces, rings, etc.). McKinsey Company defines luxury as products of higher
pricing than general public consumer goods, and believes that luxury market includes
perfume, jewelry, watches and clocks, clothing, wine, gift products, automobile, and
senior tableware.
2.2 Counterfeit luxury products
Wilcox (2009) defined counterfeit luxury goods as illegal copies that have the
same packaging, trademarks, logo with genuine luxury goods. In recent years, due to
the rapid development of information technology, global purchasing and production
outsourcing policy of luxury brands, the appearance gap between counterfeit luxury
products and genuine ones is narrowing, and many counterfeit luxury goods have
almost the same design, material and accessories with genuine ones. Luxury goods
have both social value related to social environment and individual value related to
the self-perfection, while counterfeit luxury goods do not have features involving high
price, scarcity, uniqueness and exclusive labor time, exquisite crafts, instead, they
only copied symbolic characteristics of luxury products (such as design, quality,
durability, etc.) (Lisa Maria Turunen & Laaksonen, 2011) Compared with ordinary
goods, luxury brands are rich in symbolic meanings, and people have the need to
associate themselves with higher class, thus they may choose to buy products that can
improve their status and build a wealthy image. However, with limited wealth, some
are likely to choose counterfeit luxury goods if social value and symbolic meaning of
luxury goods is important enough to them.
Counterfeit goods purchase is divided into deceptive purchase and non-deceptive
purchase (Grossman, 1988). Deceptive purchase refers to the situation where
consumer does not know the fact when they buy counterfeit. In this case, counterfeit
goods are sold as real ones in similar prices. On the country, non-deceptive counterfeit
purchase refers to the situation where consumers are able to recognize that the
products are not the real with information about place, price and quality. Counterfeit
luxury goods purchase is more likely to be non-deceptive; as a result, knowingly
buying consumers provide large profit space for counterfeit producers. So in this study,
counterfeit luxury goods refer to non-deceptive ones.
2.3 Perceived value
2.3.1 Perceived value
Perceived value refers to the evaluation of overall utility for products made by
consumers on the basis of the gain and pay (Zeithaml, 1988). Similarly, Woodruff
(1997) defined perceived value as consumers’ preference and evaluation based on
function, performance and using experience that help achieve (or obstruct) their
purchase intention.
2.3.2 Dimensions of perceived value
Currently, it is highly recognized that perceived value contains 4 dimensions:
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emotional value, social value, economic value and functional value, which can be
measured through 19 items (Sweeney & Soutar, 2001). Emotional value refers to the
utility of emotional infection, such as letting people feel confident and cheerful.
Social value refers to the utility that promotes social self-concept, such as increasing
the degree of identity from others, being accepted by certain group of people, being
admired by others. Economic value is also called perceived cost, which refers to
price-value ratio, maintenance costs and the possibility of appreciation in the long
term. Functional value refers to the utility of quality and performance. Before this,
Zeithaml (1988) proposes a more complex model of perceived value, and creatively
forms a perception that involves price, quality and value, and put forward the
propositions about these concepts. In this model, product attribute and objective price
affect perceived value and perceived loss through perceived quality and perceived
monetary price. Meanwhile, perceived loss, perceived non-monetary price and
high-level abstract conceptions influence perceived value, which affects purchase
intention. The concept of perceived value here is in accordance with valence (Peter
and Tarpey, 1975) , which means net value after perceived risk is subtracted.
For luxury goods, the concept of perceived value develops from three dimensions
including conformity, uniqueness, showing off (Leibenstein, 1950) to Vigneron &
Johnson (2004) to showing off, uniqueness, quality, enjoyment, extending self, and
can be measured by reliable scale.
2.3.3 Perceived value of counterfeit luxury goods
While using counterfeit luxury goods, consumers are faced with the risk that
counterfeit fail to meet their functional needs, the risk on their social relationship
when others find out the luxury goods they hold are not real, which means their
identity and status will be under threat. Meanwhile, due to increasing similarity of
counterfeiting, counterfeit customers may get more functional value and emotional
value than products in the same price, therefore blend in with certain groups or
become appreciated by others. So While using counterfeit luxury goods, consumers
have to estimate its functional value, emotional value and social value.
For perceived value of counterfeit luxury goods, some scholars believe that
luxury goods have both social value and individual value at the same time, while
counterfeit luxury goods have little personal value. Individual value means value that
is related to self-confidence, self-improvement, self expression, social value means
value that can be respected, admired and blended in with certain groups (Lisa Maria
Turunen & Laaksonen, 2011). However, Bloch (1993) argues that the consumers can
get free prestige via buying counterfeit luxury goods., Some studies (Li, 2012) show
that for consumers whose past purchase experience only involve counterfeit luxury
goods, practical value is more important than social and emotional value. Consumers
of value orientation are more likely to buy counterfeit luxury goods than consumers of
social orientation (Wilcox, 2009). However, for consumers who only have past
purchase experience with luxury goods, perceived social/emotional value is almost at
the same level as practical value. In comparison, for consumers who only have past
purchase experience with counterfeit luxury goods, perceived practical value is higher
than social/emotional value (Kim, Kim, & Lee, 2010).
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2.4 Purchase intention
Purchase intention is a kind of desire that refers to the degree of subjective
intensity of consumers to make certain buying behavior (Fishbein, 1975). Other
scholars have given the similar definition, which indicates that purchase intention
refers to the willing of consumers to buy a product (Dodds, etc., 1991). According to
the theory of planned behavior, consumers' attitude affects purchase intention, which
affects purchasing behavior. Therefore, it is convinced that the purchase intention can
predict consumer purchasing behavior well.
2.5 Hypothesis
According to former research, perceived value can influence consumer's purchase
intention. Studies (Peter and Tarpey, 1975) show that perceived valence is able to
predict brand preference; Sweeny and Soutar (1999) prove through empirical study
that perceived value influences consumers' purchase intention; Zhu Ge (2010) proved
that perceived value have an impact on adopting intention. In studies of purchase
intention, it is found that perceived value, customer satisfaction has positive
correlation to the repeat purchase intention, there is positive correlation between
perceived value and customer satisfaction (Dongjin Li, etc., 2007). In earlier studies,
Oliver (1980) also tested the effect of perceived performance on customer satisfaction
through disconfirmation. Therefore we put forward the following hypothesis:
H1: For counterfeit luxury products, perceived value relates positively to
purchase intention;
H1a: For counterfeit luxury products, perceived functional value relates
positively to purchase intention;
H1b: For counterfeit luxury products, perceived economic value relates
positively to purchase intention;
H1c: For counterfeit luxury products, perceived emotional value relates
positively to purchase intention;
H1d: For counterfeit luxury products, perceived social value relates positively to
purchase intention.
Studies have shown that when the environment is relatively stable, compared
with the will of behavior, the effect of past behavior on follow-up actions is
significant. Yoo and Lee, based on the research on five types of luxury goods, find
that the experiences of possessing or purchasing counterfeit luxury are positively
related to future purchasing intention significantly. Therefore we put forward the
following hypothesis:
H2: Past purchasing experiences with counterfeit luxury products relate
positively to purchase intention;
H3: Past purchasing experiences with luxury products relate positively to
purchase intention.
Furthermore, studies (Chen, etc., 2014) suggest that attitudes toward counterfeit
luxury of public and private use are different, so further tests are added by dividing
purchase intention into purchase intention of counterfeit luxury products for public
occasions and private occasions. Therefore we put forward the following hypothesis:
H4: Perceived value relates positively to purchase intention of counterfeit luxury
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products for public occasions;
H4a: Perceived functional value relates positively to purchase intention of
counterfeit luxury products for public occasions;
H4b: Perceived economic value relates positively to purchase intention of
counterfeit luxury products for public occasions;
H4c: Perceived emotional value relates positively to purchase intention of
counterfeit luxury products for public occasions;
H4d: Perceived social value relates positively to purchase intention of
counterfeit luxury products for public occasions.
H5: Past purchasing experiences with counterfeit luxury products relate
positively to purchase intention of counterfeit luxury products for public occasions.
H6: Past purchasing experiences with luxury products relate positively to
purchase intention of counterfeit luxury products for public occasions.
H7: Perceived value relates positively to purchase intention of counterfeit luxury
products for public occasions;
H7a: Perceived functional value relates positively to purchase intention of
counterfeit luxury products for private occasions;
H7b: Perceived economic value relates positively to purchase intention of
counterfeit luxury products for private occasions;
H7c: Perceived emotional value relates positively to purchase intention of
counterfeit luxury products for private occasions;
H7d: Perceived social value relates positively to purchase intention of
counterfeit luxury products for private occasions.
H8: Past purchasing experiences with counterfeit luxury products relate
positively to purchase intention of counterfeit luxury products for private occasions.
H9: Past purchasing experiences with luxury products relate positively to
purchase intention of counterfeit luxury products for private occasions.
In the study of luxury purchase behavior of middle class, there is a cluster
analysis of middle class based on a income, education, marital status, occupation, face
consciousness and perception of luxury goods value, the study finds significant
difference with value orientation among four groups (social, conservative,
conspicuous and experience) (Li, Li, & Kambele, 2012; Shi, 2013). So, gender, age,
income, education, income and years of career are adopted as control variables.
3. Method
Consumers in China tend to buy different category of luxuries compared with
western consumer. The latter focus on clothing, handbags, watches, perfume and
other personal items, while the former also buy a large number of cars, houses, family
travel, etc. In addition, according to China luxury market research in 2013, a report
launched by Bain Company, On Taobao global purchasing platform, where items are
often sold at discount prices, the number of sellers of apparel, handbags and
accessories accounted for about 45% of total, which indicates that price-sensitive
consumers tend to buy products in these categories. As one of the reasons to buy
counterfeit luxury goods is its lower price, and counterfeit luxury transaction in
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handbags, clothing and accessories in China is in a considerable scale, data for
empirical research is representative, counterfeit luxury in this research refers to
counterfeit luxury handbags, clothing, and accessories.
We sent 200 questionnaires through the internet and large shopping malls, 192
participants completed the questionnaire. Eliminated invalid questionnaire, we got
174 valid questionnaires, with a valid return rate of 90. 63%.
Sweeney and Soutar (2001) put forward a perceived value model of four
dimensions including social value, emotional value, functional value and economic
value, and developed a 7-point scale to measure perceived value applied to all kinds
of products. Vigneron and Johnson (2004) developed a 7-point scale to measure
perceived value applied to luxury goods including conspicuousness, uniqueness,
quality, hedonism and extended self. Li (2012) used measured perceived brand value
with the scale from Kim (2010), which involves perceived social value, emotional
value, functional value and economic value, but according to the result of factor
analysis, social value and emotional value merged into one dimension. In this research,
we integrate the four-dimension model (Sweeney and Soutar, 2001) with symbolic
value related to luxury, and then form an effective scale applied to counterfeit luxury
products.
Former studies measure participants' purchase intention by one 7-point item, such
as "I'd like to buy this product" or "how much you want to buy the following
product?" (Cordell, Wongtada & Kieschnick Jr., 1996; Wilcox, Kim & Sen, 2009; Yoo
& Lee, 2012). As long as the testing purpose and attributes are specific and single, an
item is adequate (Poddar, Foreman, Banerjee, & Ellen, 2012). In this study, the
purpose is to measure purchase intention to specify product, which is relatively simple
without any need to imagine situations, so one item is adopted to ask purchase
intention directly (" I will consider buying counterfeit luxury goods"). A similar way
is adopted to measure purchase intention of counterfeit luxury products for public and
private occasions (" I want to buy public use of counterfeit luxury products for public
occasions, such as bags, clothing, glasses, etc. ", "I want to buy counterfeit luxury
goods for private occasions, such as underwear, socks, cosmetic bag, etc.").
4. Empirical analysis
4.1 Dimensions of perceived value for counterfeit luxury products
We combine the perceived value scale for luxury (Vigneron and Johnson, 2004)
and the four-dimension model (Sweeney and Soutar, 2001) consists of social value
and emotional value, with items of comparisons with luxury goods or legal goods at
similar price added. The preliminary scale is examined in pre-test. We sent 60
questionnaires in large shopping malls, 52 participants completed the questionnaire.
Eliminated invalid questionnaire, we got 47 valid questionnaires, with a valid return
rate of 90. 38%.
Exploratory factor analysis on pre-test data indicates that the new scale for
counterfeit luxury perceived value has good reliability and validity (KMO = 0.782,
Bartlett spherical test p = 0.000. We get a counterfeit luxury goods perceived value
scale of 4 factors, 12 items. Cumulative explained variance is 78.74%, rotating
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component matrix is shown in table 1 (CLPs for counterfeit luxury products, and
GLPs for genuine luxury products). Overall Cronbach's alpha value is 0.898,
Cronbach's alpha of functional value, economic value, social value and emotional
value are 0.837, 0.776, 0.923, 0.820 respectively. The scale is able to reflect variables
consistently.
Table 1 Factor analysis
component
factor
item
1
2
3
4
1. CLPs are well made.
.869
functional
2. CLPs have an acceptable standard of quality.
.848
value
3. CLPs have the same quality as genuine ones.
.698
4. CLPs can offer value for money.
.809
economic 5. CLPs are worthier buying than other products at the
.696
value
same price.
6. CLPs would be more economical than genuine ones.
.812
7. CLPs help me to feel acceptable if others fail to
.869
distinguish authenticity.
social
8. CLPs make me more influential among friends if
.860
value
others fail to distinguish authenticity
9. CLPs help me get more social approval if others fail .831
to distinguish authenticity
10. Objectively, to wear CLPs make me look fashion.
.757
emotional
value

11. CLPs is a reward to myself.

.748

12. CLPs makes me more pleasant than non-luxury ones
if others fail to distinguish authenticity

.751

4.2 The effect of perceived value on purchase intention of counterfeit luxury
products
The descriptive statistics is shown in Table 2. The number of sample is 174, with
51.7% males and 48.3% females. 52.5% of all participants are between 26 to 35 years
old.

functional value
economic value
emotional value
social value
purchase intention
purchase
intention-public

Table 2 Descriptive statistics
N
min
max
average
174
1
7
3.24
174
1
7
3.76
174
1
7
2.70
174
1
7
2.87
174
1
7
2.96
174
1
7
2.97

SD
1.489
1.571
1.561
1.772
1.957
1.946
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purchase
intention-private
N

Model 1
(constant)

174

1

7

2.72

1.922

174

Table 3 Regression analysis on purchase intention
unstandardized
multicollinearity
standardized
coefficients
t
Sig.
coefficients
B
SD
tolerance VIF
-1.135 .678
-1.675 .096

functional value

.207

.094

.157

2.208

.029

.551

1.816

economic value

.271

.092

.217

2.938

.004

.511

1.957

emotional value

.450

.104

.359

4.345

.000

.410

2.440

social value

-.004

.083

-.004

-.052

.958

.496

2.015

past experience
with CLPs

.458

.242

.191

1.893

.060

.275

3.631

past experience
with GLPs

.223

.132

.112

1.691

.093

.637

1.570

using occasion

-.097

.186

-.047

-.524

.601

.347

2.882

surroundings with
CLPs

.076

.102

.045

.752

.453

.780

1.283

gender

-.198

.225

-.051

-.881

.380

.842

1.188

age

-.011

.119

-.005

-.093

.926

.830

1.205

education

-.029

.104

-.016

-.278

.781

.879

1.138

income

-.005

.092

-.003

-.054

.957

.755

1.325

occupation

.068

.063

.060

1.069

.287

.904

1.106

Control variables:

We measured perceived value of counterfeit luxury products with the scale in
Table 1, and studied the influence on purchase intention of counterfeit luxury goods
by regression analysis. Adjusted R2 = 0.516, F = 15.170 (p = 0.000), VIF of every
variable is less than 10, there is no problem of multicollinearity. Regression analysis
results are shown in table 3.
It can be found from table 3 that three out of four dimensions of perceived value
(function value, economic value and emotional value) have significant positive
influence on purchase intention (p = 0.029, 0.004, 0.000), and social value does not
significantly affect purchase intention, H1 is tested partly (H1a, H1b, H1c, while H1d
fails). Past purchase experience with CLPs and past purchase experience with GLPs
have significant influence on purchase intention at 0.1 level (p = 0.060, 0.093) (H2,
H3).
By comparing regression coefficients of variables, emotion value and past
experience with CLPs have the most impact to purchase intention of CLPs, followed
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by economic value.
Specifically, we studied the impact on purchase intention of CLPs for both public
and private occasions changing dependent variable respectively, the results as shown
in table 4 and table 5. Purchase intention of CLPs for public occasions has significant
relation with function value, economic value, emotional value, and past experience
with GLPs (p = 0. 067, 0. 026, 0. 000, 0. 026) (H4a, H4b, H4c proved, H1d not
proved), and have no significant relations with social value and past experience with
GLPs (H5, H6 not proved).
Table 4 Regression analysis on Purchase intention of CLPs for public occasions
unstandardized standardize
multicollinearity
coefficients
Model 2
d
t
Sig.
coefficients
B
SD
tolerance VIF
(constant)
.051
.689
.074
.941
functional value

.176

.095

.135

1.846

.067

.551 1.816

economic value

.211

.094

.171

2.253

.026

.511 1.957

emotional value

.567

.105

.455

5.382

.000

.410 2.440

-.038

.084

-.035

-.454

.651

.496 2.015

past experience
with CLPs

.263

.246

.110

1.071

.286

.275 3.631

past experience
with GLPs

.232

.134

.118

1.733

.085

.637 1.570

-.031

.189

-.015

-.166

.869

.347 2.882

surroundings with
CLPs

.058

.103

.035

.566

.572

.780 1.283

gender

.018

.229

.005

.078

.938

.842 1.188

age

-.132

.121

-.065

-1.098

.274

.830 1.205

education

-.203

.106

-.110

-1.912

.058

.879 1.138

income

.041

.093

.027

.439

.661

.755 1.325

occupation

.049

.064

.043

.762

.447

.904 1.106

social value

Control variables:
using occasion

In table 5, purchase intention of CLPs for private occasions is significantly
correlated with functional value, emotional value and past experience with CLPs (p =
0.012, 0.008, 0.072), and has no significant relations with economic value, social
value, past experience with GLPs. Accordingly, H7 is partly proved (H7a, H7c proved,
H7b, H7d fails), H8 and H9 proved.
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Table 5 Regression analysis on Purchase intention of CLPs for private
occasions
unstandardized
multicollinearity
standardized
coefficients
Model 3
t
Sig.
coefficients
B
SD
tolerance VIF
.363
.812
.447 .656
(constant)
.286
.112
.222 2.550 .012
.551 1.816
functional value
economic value

.058

.110

.047

.521 .603

.511 1.957

emotional value

.332

.124

.269 2.671 .008

.410 2.440

social value

.014

.099

.013

.143 .886

.496 2.015

past experience
with CLPs

.525

.290

.223 1.811 .072

.275 3.631

past experience
with GLPs

.082

.158

.042

.518 .605

.637 1.570

-.204

.223

-.101 -.918 .360

.347 2.882

surroundings with
CLPs

.024

.122

.014

.194 .847

.780 1.283

gender

.128

.270

.033

.476 .635

.842 1.188

age

-.018

.142

-.009 -.128 .899

.830 1.205

education

-.079

.125

-.044 -.634 .527

.879 1.138

income

-.072

.110

-.049 -.656 .513

.755 1.325

occupation

-.057

.076

-.051 -.752 .453

.904 1.106

Control variables:
using occasion

5. Discussions
Based on the results of regression analysis, perceived emotional value and past
experience with CLPs are main factors to CLP purchase intention, followed by
economic value, functional value and past experience with GLPs. Perceived social
value cannot influence CLP purchase intention. It indicates that CLP purchase
intention is more likely to derive from demand for self-confidence and pleasant
instead of improve social status or get involved in a group, which makes consumers
focus on visible value of products.
For public CLP purchase intention, the most important factor is emotional value,
followed by economic value and past experience with GLPs. It can be referred that
besides enjoying pleasant brought by CLP, CLPs can offer more value for money. The
more times consumers buy GLPs, the more likely they are to buy CLPs. It can be
explained as false consequence of luxury universal buying spree. Limited to present
income, some inadequate consumers cannot afford their enthusiastic need for luxuries.
Hoping to satisfy self-appreciative demand, they turn to CLPs as alternatives.
For private CLP purchase intention, the most important factor is past experience
with CLPs, followed by emotional value and functional value. It can be referred that
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this kind of purchase intention is out of influence of economic value. Instead,
consumers pursue their function, and the purchase behavior tends to be inertial.
6. Marketing implications and further research
To deal with intention to buy counterfeit luxuries, on one hand, government
should take facilitate measures to help consumers building positive consumption view;
on the other hand, legal producers are supposed to build powerful brands in pursuit of
self-appreciation, self-pleasant and self-perfection in order to meet this part of needs.
To deal with inertia function-oriented purchase intention, legal producers may
develop products of better performance and function than average.
Counterfeit luxury products are conspicuous to some degree because of their
symbolic characteristics. One of our guesses is that perceived social value tend to
affect purchase intention in complex mechanisms. There may be mediating variables
in this process. Further research may explore the influential path of perceived social
value.
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ABSTRACT
From the evolution of business culture, this paper has sorted out the origin and
evolution of business culture, and elaborated three connotations of business culture
and Characteristic Culture dominated by Confucian culture; Then from the time and
space angles, has explored the connotation of business ethics, compared the
similarities and differences between Chinese and Western business ethics, analyzed
the lack of business ethics and its reasons. Especially when China’s economy is facing
the new normal, the worldwide reshaping and restructuring of business ethics is
essential for enterprises to change from processing model to brand management
model. The enterprises should restructure their business ethics accordingly to build
global business ethics to adapt to globalization and the internet trend and adhere to the
principle of “to balance the profit and righteousness” as a prerequisite for commercial
transactions, the principle of “honest and trustworthy, fair trade” as the basis for
commercial transactions, the principle of “harmony” and “mutual benefit” as the
purpose for business transactions.
Keywords: Business Culture

Business Ethics

Evolving

1. Analysis Background
Business ethics becomes more and more important along with the globalization of
economy and application of internet technology, and the focuses of business circles,
educational circles and societies. Moreover, business ethics tie up with business
culture, and relate to new technology too. Bases on the development of business
culture, the paper discusses the evolution and restructuring of business ethics.
2. The Origin and Evolution of Business Culture
The origin and evolution of business culture has close relationship with the history of
business development, as well as culture especially the Chinese traditional culture.
Traditional culture refers to those living styles and pleasures that existed or happed in
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the past and been remembered and used ever since or been changed and developed
nowadays. By Chinese traditional culture ˈ it means not only today’s China
geologically, but also ancient China and the regions and nations influenced by China.
Business culture originated from commodity exchange, is the culture shaped by
Chinese long-term business practices and be of national characteristics, such as the
business spirit and culture, business culture, brand, firm name, trademark culture,
marketing culture, business ethics culture and business environment culture, etc.
2.1 Connotation and characters of business culture
As a social-cultural phenomenon, business culture is a particular cultural phenomenon
produced by economic activities in commodity production and circulation. It appears
due to the exchanges of goods and with the business activities. In two thousands years
of business practices, our Chinese accumulated abundant material wealth and formed
the business culture with national characteristics. Those business ethics concepts and
strategies are full of classical significance, known as patriotic, law-abiding, valuing
righteousness over money, honesty and faithfulness, thrift, looking far ahead and
aiming high, paying attention to talents, being optimistic to changes and so on. The
business culture, in this paper, mainly includes the creation of excellent modern
business spirit, the construction of perfect business system and the promotion of lofty
business ethics.
Ł Business Spirit
Any enterprise or businessman should follow a kind of value, spirit or thought in
business practices, which has close relationship with one’s view of world and life. The
spiritual culture once sublimed to be the highest criterion. In modern business, it
followed “employee first” but not “profit-oriented” rule. Profit comes from the staff
spirit which determines the survival and development of the enterprise. To build the
people-oriented business spirit should understand, admit and protect the employee’s
reasonable self-profit, the needs of so-called “realistic humanness”.
ł Business Terms and Conditions
For a long period of time, Chinese pay attention to “emotion” but not “rules” in
trading because of being affected by Confucian concepts, which resulted in the lack of
serious contractual spirit. In market economy nowadays, it should be changed to the
relationship of rights and duties, assured by law and rules.
Ń Business Ethics
The core of business ethics is the relationship of righteousness and profit. As the
Chinese saying: gentleman for reputation while businessman for profit, it is normal
for a businessman to make profit. The phenomena as to trade integrity for profits are
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sometimes common occurrences. However, as one of important rule of ethics,
righteousness had been practiced by businessman all ages. There are lots of moral
creeds, such as “Making profit with righteousness makes a gentleman”ˈ“Being honest
to all customs and being righteous for wealth from all places”, “A gentleman can seek
for money but in a right way”, “Goods with high quality at a fair price, fair trade to
everyone” and so on.
2.2 Chinese regional business culture with Confucian merchants as main body
Ł Culture of Shanxi merchants: Loyalty and Honesty
Culture of Shanxi merchants is the spiritual values created by Shanxi merchants. They
worship Guan Gong who fulfilled the practice of loyalty and righteousness all his life.
Chinese hold deep respect to him and named him The Emperor Guan that is in charge
of win and wealth. In such historical and environmental condition, Culture of Shanxi
merchants developed into a relatively stable business culture system to guide their
business practice. In the system which played an unparalleled role in formation and
development of Shanxi merchants, the business ethics concept is stated in three
aspects: the “credit and honesty first, the unity of profit and righteousness” used as
practice principles, the “the unity of ethics and law, to learn more before starting a
business” used as management standard, the “thrift, coexistence and sharing glory”
used as moral value.
ł Culture of Wenzhou merchants: “learning for practice” and “attaching
importance to both righteousness and profit”
Culture of Wenzhou merchants rooted in resource endowment and the characteristics
of its economic development. The development of Wenzhou business originated from
the lack of agricultural economy and also has an outward-oriented sea spirit. In order
to earn a living, Wenzhou merchants give up physiocracy, and start their businesses
outside hometown, which formed certain business culture as “learning for practice”
and “attaching importance to both righteousness and profit”.
Ń Culture of Anhui merchants: Businessman with Confucian concept
Business in Anhui had a long history. There are records about the activities of Xin’an
(a place in Anhui) merchants far early in Dongjin Dynasty. During the reign of
Chenghua and Hongzhi in Ming Danasty, it developed into Anhui merchants business
group. And During the reign of Jiajing in Ming Danasty and the reign of Qianlong and
Jiaqing in Qing Danasty, it prospered to their highest level. Their business scope
spread all over China, ever to the Japan, the ancient Siam, countries in Southeast Asia
and Portugal. Such success mainly dues to the excellent business culture and business
ethics[1] set up in business practice. Influenced by traditional culture, Anhui merchants
try to behave themselves by Confucian concept, and balance the profit and
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righteousness. They trust that businessman should do business honestly and pay more
attention to professional self-cultivation and reputation otherwise will become a
businessman who seeks nothing but profits.
3. The Connotation and Evolution of Business Ethics
Business ethics[2] is not only a kind of moral order, but also a kind of values. It
represents a country’s moral progress and civilization level in economic field, and has
negative reinforcement in economic and social development.
3.1 Views about Business ethics
Business ethics[ 3 ] is the ethical standards that any commercial organization or
production institution should comply in legal operating activities. Wang Xin[ 4 ]
believes that business ethics is the norms and guidelines by which the individual or
organization in the business process deals with the interrelation. Li Cunchao[5] et al
believe that the scope of business ethics is mainly in business activities. It involves
the commercial interests of the businessman, the relationship between people in
business activities and the standard of business behavior. It is the concrete extension
of general ethics in business activities field. Although there is no consistent view of
business ethics, I think that business ethics[6] should be the ethical standards and
guidelines which should be followed by any business group in legal business
activities.
3.2 Effects by Confucian Ethics
There are three distinct characteristics of the traditional Confucian ethics as follows:
Firstly, Confucian ethics pay attention to view of kindheartedness as
“people-oriented” and humanism management thought. Secondly, Confucian ethics
emphasize “virtue first” when facing benefit and righteousness, self-discipline
consciousness as “cultivating oneself to love people”, and the spirit of “etiquette
compatible with law”. Lastly, Confucian ethics advocated the thought of
“peace-cherished”, the spirit of “man should be in harmony with nature” and the
concept of “Harmony but not sameness”.
Ł people-oriented
Confucian concept is characterized by “human-oriented management”which is
featured by “people-oriented”. The basic meaning of “view of kindheartedness” is to
love people. The way how to love people is the way to practice “view of
kindheartedness”, which is the so-called “loyalty and forbearance”. By “loyalty”,
Confucian concept means that you’d have to be kind to others before you want others
to be kind to you. By “forbearance”, Confucian concept means that treat others the
way you would like to be treated. They all emphasis on the love and forgiveness to
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others, are the thoughts of “benefiting others”.
ł virtue-first
The thought of “virtue-first” originated from one of the sayings of Confucius, “to
cultivate oneself, regulate the family, then govern the state and lead the world to
peace”. And he also said “virtue is the base of all things”, by which he put virtue in
the first place. Confucius’ thoughts can sum up as so. For that Confucian ethics pays
great attention to the cultivation of morality, concepts as “the unity of profit and
righteousness”, “credit and honesty first” and “requirement of the law and etiquette”
can all be used for references in construction of modern business ethics.
Ń peace-cherished
Confucian concepts advocate “etiquette and peace-cherished”. Mencius said:
“Favorable geographical position is better than proper time, coordination and
cooperation best”. The Chinese traditional culture about “harmony” is broad and
profound, which can be summarized as the following three aspects: Firstly, it
advocates “peace-cherished” and “to love everybody”, by which emphasized on the
buildup of harmonious social order and interpersonal relationship. Secondly, it
advocates “man should be in harmony with nature”, by which emphasized on being
harmony with nature and adapting to the evolution and development of the objective
regulations. At last, it advocates “Harmony but not sameness”, by which emphasized
on seeking common ground while reserving differences and complementing each
other to pursue common development. With the aggravating of global competition and
bring forward of aim to construct a harmonious society, the traditional value of
“harmony” culture is more and more widely recognized by society.
3.3 Comparison with China and Western Country
Chinese business ethics arose in a historical environment of “emphasizing agriculture
but restraining commerce”, while Western business ethics was born in a social culture
that commercial is noble. These two attitudes to business resulted in the different
focuses on development of business ethics[7] in China and the West.
Table 1 Comparison with China and Western
ITEM

CRADLE

SOCIAL

CHINA
China Central Plains region

WESTERN COUNTRY
Ancient Greece and ancient
Rome

Pay attention to the rule by man, political or

Pay attention to the rule by law,

ORIENTATION
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patriarchal ethics

religious or economic ethics

Pay attention to agriculture and restraining

Consider business is a noble,

business

moral occupation

The ethical development stopped because of

Moral philosophy, philosophy

foreign invades, civil war and the “Cultural

of life and God formed a

MODERN

Revolution”. Since the reform and opening up,

situation

TIME

China formed a unique ethics of china by

confrontation.

(twenty-first

introducing western ideas and the integration of

theories are meta ethics, value

˖

theory, the theory of life,

OF VALUE

EFFECTS

Century so far)

three

Chinese

traditional

culture

Confucianism, Buddhism, Taoism.

of

tripartite
The

main

relativism, emotion, scientism,
humanism.

The principle of “to balance the profit and

Human nature hypothesis of

BUSINESS

righteousness”, “honest and trustworthy, fair

“economic man”

LAW

trade”, “friendliness is conducive to business
success” and the thrifty principle.

SIMILARITIES

Advocating thrift and self-discipline. Honesty is

Making money is not for

the Chinese traditional thinking, and the moral

personal enjoyment, but to

premise of perfect personality.

prove himself to god. Paying
attention to credit and honesty.

DIFERENCES

Chinese pursuit profit mainly for themselves,

Westerners, as God's money

but also for the community.

agent, make money for their
own, for the community, but
mainly for God.

Chinese business ethics mainly originated from three philosophies: Confucianism,
Taoism and Buddhism. Among these, the influence of Confucianism on Chinese
business ethics is the most far-reaching. The Confucian Economic Ethics is about the
theme of management of the country. Its social value is to make the country and
people rich. That is to say, the Confucian associate business activities with governing
the country before which one should cultivate oneself, regulate the family. Therefore,
the Confucian does not regard the ethical issues in economic activities as a special
proposition, but as a fusion of humanity, righteousness, economy, education and so
on.
Western business ethics mainly originated from moral philosophy, philosophy of life
and Theology. Among them, the Protestantism has the greatest influence on the
Western business ethics. The idea “pursuit of wealth is the piety to God” and
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“absolute reason” advocated by Protestantism promoted the development of Western
capitalism. Being different from China's idea “cultivating oneself is a part of business
ethics”, Western business ethics more emphasis on operability of ethics. It set up the
company's code of ethics, the specialized ethics organization and supervisor, carried
on the specialized ethics training, so it has the distinguishing features of
“tool-oriented” and “utility-oriented”.
4. The Lack of Business Ethics and Its Causes
Along with the rapid rise of China's economy and the comprehensive promotion of
economic globalization, the Chinese and western economic and cultural
communication and fusion also increased. At the same time, the Western utilitarianism
thought infiltrated increasingly, the lack of business ethics has become increasingly
prominent phenomenon. In particular, the contradiction between stakeholders is
getting deeper. The outstanding lack of business ethics are as follows:
4.1 The manifestations of the lack of business ethics
ŁWeak social responsibility
Corporate social responsibility refers to the responsibilities to customers, consumers,
employees, communities and environment with creation of profit making at the same
time. It includes the compliance with business ethics, safety production, occupational
health, protection of workers' legitimate rights and interests, support for social welfare,
protection of vulnerable groups, saving resources, etc. According to the definition of
Carol, corporate social responsibility = economic responsibility + legal responsibility
+ ethical responsibility + charitable responsibility. The relationship between business
ethics and corporate social responsibility is the relationship between the whole and
part. Business ethics is one part of corporate social responsibilities. At first, the
enterprise is not willing to take social responsibilities initiatively. Some enterprises
lack the ability to bear social responsibility due to their small size and less strength
while some enterprises, especially foreign trade enterprises and export enterprises, are
not willing to do so for profit pursuing. Moreover, some enterprises believe that social
responsibility taking will reduce the competitiveness. The most direct impact on
corporate social responsibility taking is to change the comparative advantage of labor
costs in Chinese enterprises. The low labor costs are the biggest comparative
advantage of Chinese enterprises. To take social responsibilities will inevitably
increase labor costs.
However, many entrepreneurs lack the sense of social responsibility. They owe their
success to themselves and ignore public welfare. Some enterprises used charity
donation as the propaganda to enhance their reputation. Some even cheat by not
delivering their donations while trumpeting their donation amount. What is more, a
few enterprises reap extravagant profits at the expense of breaking the law, such as
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Shanxi illegal coal pit event and Hebei Sanlu poisonous milk powder incident. In the
relationship between enterprises and government, some companies make financial
fraud, make and sell fakes, evade tax and are in cahoots with officials by power
corruption, commercial bribery, local protectionism and the phenomenon of "internal
person" control in the reform of state owned enterprises.
łHonesty and trustworthiness to be strengthened
Honesty and trustworthiness is the inherent requirement of market economy and is
also the fundamental guarantee for the realization of the transaction. Some enterprises
play the gangster by exploiting loopholes in law and management. Things against the
credit and ethics happened frequently, such as defaulting payment and loan, tax
evasion, fraud and breach of contract, making and selling fakes, infringement of
registered trademark rights and patents, disclosure of false information, obtaining
foreign currency under smuggling and so on. The phenomenon of such unscrupulous
dishonesty or even illegal behavior did great harm to the society. They not only
increased transaction costs, but also seriously affected the production and operation of
high-credit enterprises.
ŃSerious environmental pollution
Enterprise ecological ethics requires them to respect nature, protect the environment,
reduce consumption and waste, develop green products, and implement green
marketing, in order to form a mutually supportive evolutionary relationship with the
business environment. This symbolized the progress of social civilization. However,
because of the loss of business ethics, the relationship between the enterprise and the
environment is a bad trend: the extreme use of environmental resources by egoism,
such as the sustained discharge of waste water, gas and residue without governance
for high profit. To the enterprises that have caused serious pollution, the government
is also short of effective accountability mechanisms. As a result, the natural function
of the environment as natural purification and self-repairing has been destroyed.
Environmental quality and capacity were rapidly declining. Air pollution, the
greenhouse effect, ozone layer destruction, water pollution, marine ecological crisis,
less and less “green barrier”, land desertification, “three wastes” accelerating, species
endangerment are all, to a large extent, blame the serious loss of business ethics.
ńImproper competition occurred frequently
Market economy promotes fair competition and mutual benefit, but prohibits all kinds
of unfair competition. Unfair competitions not only violate the law, but also should be
condemned morally. The unfair competition acts be banned by China's “Anti Unfair
Competition Law” mainly include: Commercial infringement, restricting competition,
commercial bribery, resort to deceit, illegal dumping, slander goodwill and so on.
However, among some enterprises of mutual competition still exists vicious
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competitions. They may take monopoly measures to control the supply of raw
materials, or annex small companies, and even deliberately reduce the price of goods
to obtain most market and earn extra profits. They gradually move toward the vicious
competition at the expense of their own reputation. The means of vicious competition
between some enterprises are constant, such as the “Intercept” Tencent VS Qihoo 360,
“Violence incident” Midea VS Gree: the rat race made GREE's sales staff beat
Midea’s sales staff to death, “Libelling” dairy giant involved in vicious marketing.
These unfair competitions destroyed marketing principles that based on honesty and
trustworthiness, and interfered with the normal order of market transactions.
ŅMaltreat to employees occurred
In order to pursue profit, some enterprises ignore the staff survival and work
environment and even violate the employee's health rights; Some enterprises take
gender and age discrimination in the recruitment, promotion and remuneration which
is the violation of privacy; The enterprise without high technical requirements reduce
the cost of human resources by constant recruiting and then firing people. That is to
say, they give a very low wages to people during the probation period, and find
reasons to dismiss them at the end of probation period; The job evaluation to the staff
in some enterprises is not fair, honest, and timely. They may deduct their wages, treat
arbitrarily or unfairly to their complaints etc. For example, The Foxconn successive
jumping event in 2010 shocked the world. And some enterprises did not timely pay or
deduct the corresponding pension insurance, housing provident fund and other
employee benefits in accordance with the labor contract. One of such examples is the
“Guangdong Yue Yuen shoes strike” in 2013, which is because the Group uses the
basic salary but not the payment of workers to calculate the pension insurance.
According to the Wall Street Journal, the strike caused huge losses of ˀsixty million.
ņBetray consumers’ trust
Under the influence of the narrow utilitarianism, some businesses confused the market
with fake and inferior products. There are a variety of gorgeous false advertising on
the screen, kinds of highly or lower imitation flooding the market. Consumers can not
buy the satisfied products but spent a lot of money. Some food producers even
unconscionably use inferior oil, toxic additives and preservatives to process foods.
With the exposure of “swill-cooked dirty oil for cook”, “pesticide residues in fruits
and vegetables exceed”, “poor-quality milk source” and “magdala incident”, the poor
business ethics behind these is worrying, and will result in the trust losing by
consumers.
4.2 The causes of lack of business ethics
ŁImperfect system and regulations
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When the old system was broken and the new system was not yet established,
especially in transformation and reforming period of economic, it was most likely to
lead to the moral disorder and heart imbalance in commercial area, which resulted in
social disorder. Meanwhile, the immoral behaviors by enterprises are not restricted by
the old order, and not been punished by the new rules too, which lead to a lack of
business ethics. The introduction of lots of laws and regulations, such as “Consumer
protection law”, “Anti Unfair Competition Law”, “Food Sanitation Law”, “Trademark
law”, “Price law”, “Advertising law”, “Drug Administration Law” and so on, has
played a certain role in regulating the operation of the market, and maintaining the
business ethics. But it can not be denied that with the development of the economy, a
variety of new marketing areas, marketing methods and means are constantly emerged,
a lot of enterprises get money through the loopholes not been fully taken into account
by the laws and regulations.
łWeak awareness for Consumer rights
Compared with foreign consumers, Chinese consumers are naiver and weak, with
poor awareness of rights which is an important reason that some enterprises ignore the
ethics and social responsibility. Chinese traditional virtues as “tolerance” and
“forbearance” now became the block for people to safeguard their legitimate rights
and to blame the enterprises related. The thought of “trouble-avoided” and complex
procedure of liabilities identification also give the opportunity for such anti-ethics
activities by those enterprises. In addition, the ability to perform their duties by
“consumer rights and interests protection association” is still unsatisfactory. Limited
by manpower and finance, the long period to solve problems without effective results
can not reach the expectations of consumers. The weaknesses above all connive the
unscrupulous companies to seek nothing but profits.
ŃLack of ethical awareness by Enterprises
In the construction of enterprise ethics, there are three problems as˖the low moral
quality of managers, the lack of ethics education for staff, and the backward enterprise
culture. For the low moral quality, the decision and behavior of the manager
determined the behavior and development direction of the enterprise, and also had a
profound influence on the behavior of the employees. The ethical management,
ethical decision and the moral level of the enterprise are directly influenced by the
main leaders' moral behavior. At present, the lack of corporate leadership ethics
became an inherent reason for the lack of corporate ethics. Moreover, the lack of
ethical education is an important reason for the lack of corporate ethics. The
enterprise emphasizes on the training for skills, while ignoring the cultivation of
ethical awareness. The immoral behaviors in the business activities will not be blamed
as long as the interests of enterprise not involved. This led to the weak ethical
consciousness, and lack of responsibility and morality of employees, which resulted
in the low level of the enterprise's ethics. The backward cultural construction of the
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tertiary industry is the important reason for the lack of enterprise ethics. Excellent
enterprise should have a strong cohesion and at the same time with deep enterprise
culture. But in fact, some enterprise’s culture means only the empty slogan that can
not been implemented, while some others enterprises had no consideration to add the
content of enterprise ethics into their culture. All these made the effort for the
construction of business ethics useless.
ńExcessive pursuit of profit by Enterprises
Under the condition of market economy, economic behaviors of the economic entity
depended on whether such behaviors can bring the maximum profit. The pursuit of
profit maximization is the primary purpose of the economic subject, so the existence
of the enterprise should be for the purpose of making profits. Therefore, the enterprise
did contribution to the society as long as its economic function realized. The unilateral
pursuit for corporate profits directly led to continuous anti-ethical behaviors, such as:
environmental pollution, ecological imbalance, fraud, bribery, counterfeiting, and so
on. Even more sadly, many companies believe that these are inevitable phenomena in
the process of market economy development. Under the guidance of such immoral
thought, the behavior of the enterprise will inevitably be a deviation.
5. The Restructuring of Business Ethics
China is in the shift period of growth rate, the transition period of economic and social
development, crucial period of a comprehensive deepening reform. It is extremely
important to maintain a proper economic growth rate for transformation and
upgrading support, deepening reform, protect the people’s livelihood. The growth of
China's economy is bound to slow down from high speed to medium-to-high speed,
with the structure changed from irrational state to optimization. And the implied risks
changed to challenges. The new normal, which is characterized by medium-to-high
speed, excellent structure, new power and multi challenges, has become the main
feature of China's economic development. For enterprises, it is possible to serve as a
world-class enterprise only by adhering to corporate social responsibility. So the
enterprise must make a balance between the profit and the responsibility, and adhere
to the principle of “to balance the profit and righteousness” as a prerequisite for
commercial transactions, the principle of “honest and trustworthy, fair trade” as the
basis for commercial transactions, the principle of “harmony” and “mutual benefit” as
the purpose for business transactions. The enterprises should restructure their business
ethics accordingly to build global business ethics to adapt to globalization and the
internet trend.
5.1 Restructuring of “people-oriented” Chinese business ethics
Confucianists thought “human is the most intelligent in universe”. Confucius thought:
man can propagate morality, but not vice versa. That is to say, people are the core of
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management, and both the subject and object of management are people. The
Confucian ethics of people-oriented management had historical value for the
restructuring of Chinese business ethics, so it should be inherited and propagated, and
be used to reconstruct the basis of “People-oriented” Chinese business ethics.
Ł“Benevolence”, to establish people-oriented values
The Confucian doctrine of “benevolence” and proposition of “Humans are the most
valuable among all the things in natural world” embodied the Confucian humanism
management thought. Enterprises should apply the Confucian thought of
“benevolence” to attract and retain talent, and form the management ethics that all
take staff as a starting point. Furthermore, enterprises should maximize the
development of human resources by caring about, understanding, paying attention to,
relying on, respecting for, uniting, and cultivating the staff.
ł“behave oneself”, to establish the management team with both ability and
integrity
Confucius said: “a leader of integrity even if not issued a command, people will
follow. But a leader without integrity even if ordered a command, people will not
obey.” Confucius also advocated the thought of loyalty and forbearance as: “To treat
others the way you would like to be treated”. Therefore, the managers should be strict
with themselves while be broad-minded toward others when dealing with
interpersonal relationship. The thoughts “behave oneself” from ancient sages
advocated making oneself an example, and taking the lead. The way of thinking as
considering others in their position is conducive to the establishment of an excellent
management team in modern enterprise.
Ń“Take from the people”, to take customers service as responsibility
In the external business activities of the enterprise, the basic requirement of
“people-oriented” enterprise ethics values is “to take from the people” and “to serve
the people”. “To take from the people” means the fundamental source of the profit of
an enterprise, as a profit organization, came from the consumers. So enterprises must
follow the idea of “to serve the people” to stand on the consumer's position for the
sake of customers and take consumers’ demands as the core to determine the
operating direction and business strategy by which the consumers could satisfy with
the products and services, so as to enhance the visibility and reputation of the
enterprise.
5.2 Restructuring the Chinese business ethics principle of “virtue first”
“Kindness” is the manifestation of virtue. The embodiment of kindness mainly
depends on self-discipline. Its subject can be individuals or enterprises. To restructure
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the Chinese business ethics principle of “virtue first”, we should practice the moral
standards of the Confucian virtue ethics such as “unity of profit and righteousness”,
“credit and honesty first” and “unity of ethics and law”.
Ł“unity of profit and righteousness”, to take social responsibility
Confucian merchants carry out the ethical thought of “unity of profit and
righteousness” in business activities. They thought that commercial activities should
not only be confined to making profit, but also show the pursuit of virtue. Enterprises
should conform to the ethical principles which mean to take social responsibilities. As
the economic organization and subject of the market economy, enterprises should not
only create material wealth, but also consciously fulfill their social responsibilities.
Corporate social responsibility played an invisible, potential, and lasting role for the
development of enterprises. By fulfilling the social responsibilities, it is conducive for
the enterprises to establish a good corporate image, increase the intangible assets, and
improve the economic benefits, which can help to realize the “unity of profit and
righteousness”.
ł“credit and honesty first”
Honesty is the ethical criterion of the Confucian ethics. Confucius said: “It is
unthinkable for a man to lose his credibility”, which emphasized keeping one's words.
The core of business ethics is honesty: no cheating and keeping promises. Credit is
essential for man and enterprise also and is the sense of responsibility and justice for
customers and partners. Market economy is a contract economy, credit economy, and
is the economy based on credit. Trustworthiness and honesty are essential occupation
moral and the basis of Fair and orderly competition.
Ń“unity of ethics and law”, to establish an orderly environment
Confucianists advocated “unity of ethics and law”, and management of alternate
leniency with severity. Confucius said: “A man should be polite to make a foothold in
the society and family.” As a moral norm, “courtesy” has more rich connotations
under modern market economy conditions. “Courtesy” is not only the public
guidelines for the society but also laws and regulations to form a harmonious society.
In modern business competition, enterprises can realize coexistence and harmonious
development only by following both “courtesy” and “law”. Let “courtesy” become the
institutional mechanisms for employees' consciousness, by which employee self
management system established. The cohesion of the enterprise strengthened through
realization of employee's dignity and individual value.
5.3 Restructuring the Chinese business ethics goal of “peace-cherished”
The Confucian cultural values such as “peace-cherished”, “man should be in harmony
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with nature”, and “seeking common ground while reserving differences” had rich
social and cultural foundation. Because of the restructuring of business ethics had the
inheritance and continuity, Confucian cultural values became the object of the
restructuring.
Ł“peace-cherished”, the basis of high-efficiency team
Team spirit based on the concept of “peace-cherished” had great effect on internal
team spirit promotion, enterprise performance and vicissitude. Taking Confucianism
as the leading values, a company should make effort in three aspects as followings:
Firstly, a company should cultivate the spirit of teamwork to form harmonious group
relationship. Secondly, a company should encourage employees to work
wholeheartedly in order to realize the goal of enterprise. Lastly, a company should
insure the master position of staff to truly integrate enterprise and employee for
cooperation.
ł“man should be in harmony with nature” to achieve sustainable development
Confucianism advocates respect for all life values. It respected the nature of the law
and took friendly and harmonious development between man and nature as the
highest moral point. Ecological environment directly affects the business activities of
enterprises, and promotes the enterprise to integrate environmental issues into the
enterprise management activities. This requires companies to take on social
responsibility, and combine the economic and social benefits to achieve scientific
development, sustainable development based on the coordination of enterprise,
society and nature.
Ń“harmony but not sameness”, to create a harmonious enterprise competitive
environment
Confucianism advocates the idea of “harmony but not sameness”. For enterprises, we
should pay attention to cooperation based on mutual benefit between different
operators in order to promote both the competition and cooperation. The competition
of the modern market economy is different from the traditional one. It should not only
conform to the basic regulation of economic competition, but also involve in the
Confucian concept of “harmony but not sameness”. In order to survive in the fierce
competition, enterprises must understand the importance of cooperation, handle all
business activities in friendly manner, and strive to create a harmonious market
environment. Only in this way can enterprises achieve a win-win situation and the
goal of development.
6. The Conclusion
The same as commercial culture, business ethics is an eternal existence. As long as the
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existence of the transaction, there may be a business ethics problem which developed
with the continuous development of social economy and going by of time. Similarly,
the loss of business ethics can also lead to the academic and business community to
rethink, and restructure the business ethics. This is because the enterprises broke
through the legal framework even framework of the business ethics. People always
reflect on how to govern and control the current business pattern with business ethics
in order to find better solution of the business ethics problems in the market economy.
However, business ethics and business culture, is bound to be influenced by social
culture. The social and cultural differences among countries and regions resulted in
the national characteristics of business ethics culture in various regions of the world.
Therefore, business ethics should have different characteristics, but also the
commonness. There should be restructuring of business ethics to build global business
ethics which can adapt to the globalization and the internet trend. Such business ethics
system should adhere to the principle of “to balance the profit and righteousness” as a
prerequisite for commercial transactions, the principle of “honest and trustworthy, fair
trade” as the basis for commercial transactions, the principle of “harmony” and
“mutual benefit” as the purpose for business transactions.
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ABSTRACT

By using the research methods of combination of wavelet analysis and multivariate
GARCH - BEKK mode to measure the fluctuation correlation and linkage effect
between the Chinese strategic emerging industries plate and stock index. The
empirical results show that the index between the RMB exchange rate and
information technology and the biomedical sector all have different extent and cycle
properties interaction effect,
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Preface
In recent years, the RMB exchange rate he U. S. dollar continues to decline, with the
increase in bilateral transaction volatility. The Chinese stock market also shows a
trend of shock. The Shanghai Composite Index in March 2014 even fell below 2000
points on the board. The linkage effect of the domestic currency market and the stock
market becomes obvious. About the study of the linkage effect between the RMB
exchange rate and stock market industry plate index, the domestic scholars conducted
few studies, mostly confined to the single effect study of the exchange rate changes
and the industry plate index but insufficient studies on the unilateral linkage effect.
The research on use of the method by combining multivariate GARCH-BEKK model
and wavelet analysis to carry out the wavelet multi-discrimination analysis on RMB
exchange rate and the primitive interest rate data of the industry index stock and
establish then the multi-element GARCH (1, 1) -BEKK model to measure the linkage
rate between the two, focusing on the interactive influence between the exchange rate
fluctuation and strategic emerging industry listing Corporation board's stock price
performance.
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1.Research methods and design ideas
1.1Wavelet analysis
Wavelet analysis is a special time-frequency analysis method, both important and
practical, and wavelet analysis based on Fu Liye transform. The main principle of
wavelet multi - resolution is to decompose a complex signal into different scales. The
time series S as a signal can be decomposed into low-frequency information A1 and
high frequency information D1 two parts, the specific decomposition of the low
frequency A1 in the loss of information is captured by high frequency A1; in the next
lower level can be decomposed into low-frequency A2 and high frequency D2 two
parts, the loss of information in the low frequency D2 A2 capture,
S˙a1ˇd1˙a2ˇd2ˇd1˙…
˙anˇdnˇdn-1ˇ…ˇd1

˄1˅

Using wavelet multi-resolution analysis, the time series can be decomposed in
different amplitude and frequency period, and the different correlation and delay of
the financial time series are analyzed. In this paper, we use the wavelet
multi-resolution analysis to analyze the exchange rate of RMB exchange rate and the
stock index of the industry, and get the sequence data of the yield under different
transaction periods. The decomposition level of the original time series S is
corresponding to the decomposition scale of wavelet analysis model. This paper is
divided into 4 layers, which is because the original data is in the daily, weekly and
monthly observation time of the linkage effect after the 4-layer decomposition. Its
corresponding scale parameters and economic meaning are: D1 represents 21 = 2 days
(22 = 4 days (Zhou Yi) fluctuations in short-term changes, D4, D3, respectively, on
behalf of the high frequency part of the fluctuations in the 23 = 8 days, 24 = 16 days
(Zhou Zhiyue spillover effect), A4 represents the long-term trend of the 4 layer of the
original sequence.
1.2 The structure and estimation of multivariate GARCH-BEKK model
This paper adopts multivariate GARCH-BEKK model to observe the linkage
effect and volatility spillover of the RMB exchange rate and the strategic emerging
industries plate stock index with the time change. Specifically, the conditional mean
equation of the multivariate GARCH-BEKK model is:

Rt

(

R1,t
H1.t
C
A A R
) ( 1 )  ( 11 12 )( 1,t 1 )  ( )
R2,t
H 2 ,t
C2
A21 A22 R2.t 1
˄2˅

RT on behalf of daily return rate of the exchange rate and the industry index at
time t is a 2 x 1 dimensional vector sequences; ¦t represents on behalf of market
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impact at time t is

H t [ t -1 - N˄0ˈ h t )

, namely a 2 1 dimension random error vector

sequence and there exists. Conditional covariance matrix of BEKK-GARCH model is
written as:
˖

ht

(

h11,t h12,t
H1,t 1
a a
a a
Z 0 Z 0
)(H1,t 1 H 2,t 1 ) ( 11 12 )
) ( 1 ) ' ( 1 )  ( 11 12 ) ' (
h21,t h22,t
a22 a22 ˄3˅
a22 a22 H 2,t 1
Z2 Z3 Z2 Z3

Here, H11, t is on behalf of the conditional variance of the industry index return
rate, and H22ˈt on behalf of the conditional variance of the industry index return rate
and H12ˈt on behalf of the conditional variance of the exchange rate and industry
index return rate. In particular, what ¢11ǃ£11 describe is ARCH and GARCH
volatility effect of exchange rate itself, what¢22ǃ£22 describe is ARCH and
GARCH volatility effect of the industry index return rate itself; what¢22ǃ£22
describe is ARCH and GARCH volatility effect of exchange rate on the industry
index return rate (which is the occurred change of the past abnormal impact of
exchange rate and the volatility spillover of industry index on the exchange rate);
what ¢21ǃ£21 describe is ARCH and GARCH volatility effect of the industry
index return rate on exchange rate (which is the occurred change of the past abnormal
impact of the industry index on the conditions of the exchange rate and the volatility
spillover of industry index on the exchange rate.
For the further study on the significance of spillover effect between the exchange
rate and strategic emerging industry stock indexes, this paper carries out the Wald test
in view of the volatility spillover effect of the matrix elements, namely joint
inspection on the significance of model coefficients. Using Wald statistics to test the
linkage effect of RMB exchange rate and stock index returns, it includes three
hypotheses: When inspecting that industry stock index does not have a direct spillover
effect on RMB exchange rate (that is, the one-way volatility spillover effect), the
former hypothesis is. H0˖¢21=£21=0˗When inspecting that RMB exchange rate
does not have a direct spillover effect on industry stock index (that is, the one-way
volatility spillover effect), the former hypothesis is H0˖¢12=£12=0˗When
inspecting that industry stock index and RMB exchange rate do not have a mutual
spillover effect (that is, the dual-way volatility spillover effect), the former hypothesis
is H0˖¢12=£12=¢21=£21=0.
2.Empirical research process
2.1Selecting sample data
In order to enhance the comparability with other related studies, this paper
selects the direct pricing method to represent the named exchange rate change rate of
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RMB against the U.S. dollar in the name of exchange rate profit rate. In the choices of
industry sector stock index, taking into account the seven sectors covered by the
strategic new industry, electronic information technology industry has a significant
advantage in the industrial structure optimization and the radiation promotion role,
and bio pharmaceutical industry has an important position in the national economy
and life in the field. The above two industries in the stock market in general is divided
into class-A industry. Through the comparative analysis of industry representativeness
and other industry object selection samples in research literatures, this paper finally
selects 2 industry sector indexes--information technology and bio pharmacy as the
research object of listing Corporation stock plate in strategic emerging industry, with
the data from the State Administration of foreign exchange and Shenyin Wanguo
Securities website. In order to meet the requirements of data stability, this paper will
do the following transformation on the original data:

Ri ,t

ln

Pi ,t
Pi ,t 1

u100
˄4˅

Wherein, Rt represents the earnings lemon sequence during the t trading day; Pt
the closing price during the t trading day; I = 1, 2, 3 is respectively on behalf of the
RMB exchange rate against the dollar, information tech industry index and bio
pharmaceutical industry stock index.
2.2 Data and basic statistical analysis
It can be seen from the data in the table, information technology index and
biological pharmaceutical index return rate series mean are greater than the exchange
rate’s yield rate livestock column mean, with standard deviation also relatively large,
indicating that phase compared with the foreign exchange market, the high yield rate
in domestic stock market is also associated with a high risk; the mean of bio
pharmaceutical industry stock index is higher than the information technology
industry stock index, but its standard deviation is slightly lower than that of the latter,
indicating that although they are situated in domestic similar macroeconomic
environment and the political and social background, importance different enterprise's
grow ability and share price performance in the sub industry and industry categories
cross strategic emerging industries still exist differences, with profitability and risk
degree distribution asymmetry. Three sequences are of non-normal distribution,
showing the left or right skewed distribution, with the kurtosis values greater than 3,
indicating that the sequence distribution is steep, showing the characteristics of peak
thick tail distribution. The statistics of Q (n), Q2 (5), Q2 (10) and Q2 (20) with the
combined lag autocorrelation coefficient as zero shows that, original sequence and
sequence square value for exchange rate and stock return rate are mostly auto
correlated, with volatility clustering and obvious arch effect. AdF test results show
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that the sequence does not exist unit root, but all are stationary series, consistent with
the requirements of establishing the GARCH model to measure the fluctuation.
3.The estimated results and analysis for the linkage effect
Empirical model estimation adopts WinRatS8.0 software to achieve to obtain
that based on multiple GARCH (1, 1) -BEKK model, the exchange rate of the RMB
exchange rate in the information technology industry and the stock index of the
biological medicine industry, and the test results of the linkage effects of the yield
sequence of the different periods after the wavelet multi - resolution processing.
Information equipment is the goods type for a large number of domestically
concerned import and export trade. The manufacturing communications equipment,
computers and other electronic equipment manufacturing industry in the information
technology industry are the main industries in recent years to promote China's import
and export growth. The results show that S represents the original sequence of RMB
exchange rate and information technology industry stock index yield rate. About the
mean spillover effect, a11 and a22 are significant, which indicates that there is
correlation between RMB exchange rate and information technology industry stock
index yield rate; exchange a11 and a22 refuse the original hypothesis under 5%
noticeable level, which indicates that there is dual-way spillover effect between RMB
exchange rate and information technology industry stock index yield rate. In the
volatility spillover effect, the diagonal elements of parameter matrix a and˞ are very
significant, which indicates that the volatility of the exchange rate and information
technology industry is significantly affected by the original volatility of the series,
with volatility aggregation; the non-diagonal elements are also very significant, and
the results show that there is a two-way and one-way volatility spillover effect
between the exchange rate and the information technology index based on the original
yield data analysis, and the Wald test results reject the original hypothesis all to
confirm the above conclusions.
There is a significant first order lagged autocorrelation among the sequences in
the mean spillover effect under the periodic distribution, the diagonal elements of
parameter matrix a and˞are noticeable under the 1% test level: that is both the
exchange rate and the information technology industry index show noticeable
GARCH and ARCH effects, with with volatility aggregation and the two are both
affected by the external shocks and their own memory. Overall, there exists
bi-directional spillover effect between the exchange rate and information technology
index and spillover intensity of exchange rate in each cycle to information technology
sector is greater ˄̘a12̘˚̘a21̘ˈ̘¢12̘˚̘¢21̘ф̘£12̘˚̘£
21̘˅. However, from the non-diagonal elements of parameter matrix a and˞, the
two demonstrate in different periods the transfer relationship both in different mean
spillover effects and volatility spillover effects, and the exchange rate of the ARCH
spillover effects and GARCH volatility spillover effects show a more and more weak
trend (two volatility spillover coefficientsα12 andβ12 decrease with the length of the
cycle). China's technology-import dependent high-tech industries have no advantage
in the key technology intellectual property and in a certain period of time will also
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maintain a large number of imports. Under the conditions of the exchange rate
improvement, in the short-term they can maintain their own advantages in terms of
cost, that is, the RMB appreciation and the yield rate in information technology sector
rises. But under the long-term trend what the yield rate of exchange rate plays on the
information technology sector is a positive leading role, that is, the RMB appreciation
and the yield rate of the industry sector index decreases. Information technology
industry can be divided into low value products and high value products. In recent
years, China's information technology exports become more and more, especially for
the domestic communication manufacturing industry, the RMB appreciation means
that the price of China telecom enterprise products in the international market also
gradually rises, and has a negative impact on China’s communication enterprise
export and the implementation of the going-out strategy producing communication
hardware facilities (mobile phone and other terminal equipment, program control
equipment, computer and so on).
The building process of the linkage effect model among RMB exchange rate
biological medicine indexes and the analysis method of the parameter estimation
results are consistent with the above. Also mean spillover effect and the arch spillover
effects do not appear in D2 and D3 level, namely during the weekly and monthly
trading period, especially the spillover effect of exchange rate on bio pharmaceutical
sector is mainly reflected in the longer period (D4), and with the periodic changes, the
spillover coefficient becomes larger and larger, the biopharmaceutical sector is just
the opposite, with the spillover effects only occurred in D1 level and long-term trend
of the exchange rate, also namely the volatility spillover period of the plate on the
exchange rate is very short (2 days). On the whole, because the pharmaceutical
industry generally has no foreign exchange losses due to borrow large amounts of
foreign currency debt and the cost change risk relying on imported raw materials or
production equipment, in the short term exchange rate changes have not affected the
trend of bio pharmaceutical sector index. From a long period of view, RMB
appreciation will affect the growth rate and the growth pattern of the domestic
economy, consumer goods will gradually replace the invested products to promote the
first driving force for economic growth, and the Chinese medicine and biological
medicine industry has very good consumer bases in our country. In particular, those
traditional Chinese medicine with limited resources and strong monopoly, have fewer
impacts from imported substitution goods, and driven by the increase in the income
level of residents, it will show the sustained and stable growth characteristics, and will
also play a role on the stock price of the relevant enterprises.

Summary
Stock market and exchange market are both of the subsystem of the financial
market, and they are likely to have a causal relationship of mutual correlation and
mutual promotion, and the relationship between the exchange rate and stock price will
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appear differences on the correlation size and the linkage effect based on different
import and export trade volumes, international pricing and capital structure in the
stock market’s belonged industry. Strategic emerging industries, as the representative
industry with high technology content and large growth potential, not only play an
important role in the stock market in China's industrial structure upgrading and
economic development mode change process, but also its listing Corporation's
performance is also very active. At this stage, the decisive role the market plays in the
allocation of resources has become increasingly obvious, and the information flow
between the market is becoming more and more frequent. The real economy and the
financial assets appear interactive influence. The study on the linkage effect between
foreign exchange market and emerging industry sector has practical significance and
reference value.
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ABSTRACT
Mobile bank, as an emerging form of financial service, has received widespread
attention, and its development is strongly decided by customers’ use intention. This
paper deals with the effect factors of use intention of mobile bank according to the
characteristics of perceived risk. This paper adopts the methods of interview, the
construction of theoretical models and questionnaire survey to analyze the data. The
results show that perceived risk, technology convenience and service quality of
operators significantly affect the use intention and attitude of mobile bank. The
research conclusions also find that to promote the population of mobile bank,
strengthening technological innovation, enhancing usability and usefulness of mobile
bank, deepening cooperation with mobile operators are necessities. And also,
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improving safety and service quality has practical significance on the promotion of
mobile service.
Keywords: Mobile bank, Perceived risk, Use intention, Mobile Operator

As a typical mobile financial service, mobile bank satisfies customers’ need of dealing
with financial businesses whenever and wherever necessary while also reduces costs
of banks as well as increases their marketing competence. Till now, most researches
done before by researchers both at home and abroad focused majorly on the aspects of
technology, cost and service quality of mobile bank. Given the lack of such researches
on perceived risk in this field, the paper conducted a study of costumers’ use intention
pioneering in such angle and using customer trust as intermediate variable.
1 RESEARCH SITUATION
Mobile bank is an emerging financial service which provides customers with a
platform to deal with various sorts of on-line banking businesses.
Here are some brief introductions of previous researches conducted in this field:
The research of Elke (2003) studied various banks in Europe and suggested banks to
build sound safety mechanisms, for example, risk managing information system;
The research of Ahcraf (2004), from the angle of value orientation, elaborated the
differences between mobile bank and other kinds of banking in satisfying various
needs of customers;
The research of Wanghao (2013) analyzed initial trust of customers and build a model
of initial trust of mobile bank customers based on effect factors of customers’ trust
and cognition, risks, technology, image and reputation of banks and trading system;
And the research of Zhongchunfang (2011) and his team, from the angle of
consumer behavior, elaborated how factors such as customers’ consumption habits
and concepts as well as attitudes, risks and costs affect the use of mobile bank.
All researches mentioned above have limitations of region and stage to some degree,
so further studies on use activities of mobile bank are required.
2 RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS
2.1 Perceived Risk
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Perceived risk has long been a key point of mobile bank use research. It is probable
that customers’ trust of mobile bank sharply decrease as risk grows. Given that
perceived risk has much effect on customers’ attitude on and trust in mobile bank , the
following hypotheses were made:
H1a: perceived risk negatively affects customer trust
H1b: perceived risk negatively affects use attitude
2.2 Technology Convenience
Technology convenience includes perceived usability and perceived usefulness. It is
recorded that technology convenience is significantly correlated with customers’ use
intention and it also has significant effect on customer trust. So the following
hypotheses were made:
H2a: technology convenience positively affects customer trust
H2b: technology convenience positively affects use attitude
2.3 Use Ability
Customers having no trouble in using new technology is the precondition of the
technology being adopted. If customers believe that they are unable to use mobile
bank, even if the technology is easy-to-use, little will be the chance that they will trust
and accept it. So the following hypotheses were made:
H3a: use ability positively affects customer trust
H3b: use ability positively affects use attitude
2.4 Service Quality of Operators
The use of mobile bank relies on mobile communication devices, so the service
quality of operators also affects use activities and attitudes of customers. On the other
hand, high degree of trust in mobile bank will push customers to use it in spite of poor
service quality. So the following hypotheses were made:
H4a: service quality of operators positively affects customer trust
H4b: service quality of operators positively affects use attitude
2.5 Financial Cost
Financial cost does exist in any kinds of business, but it’s still controversial that
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whether it has significant effect on use intention of mobile bank. For now, the
application of mobile bank is still in the primary stage with wide gaps among places,
which contributes to the uncertainty. So in this paper, financial cost was taken in to
consideration and the following hypotheses were made:
H5a: financial cost negatively affects customer trust
H5b: financial cost negatively affects use attitude
2.6 Customer Trust
During the use of mobile bank, customers can not witness the operating procedures,
which gives rise to their worry about risks and uncertainties of doing business online.
Therefore, building sound customer trust is essential to remove their worries. After
that, the satisfaction and confidence of such new technology will efficiently push they
to keep using mobile bank in the long run. So the following hypothesis was made:
H6: customer trust positively affects use attitude
2.7 The Mediation of Customer Trust
Customer trust has some relations with use intention of mobile bank, acting as an
intermediary. On the other hand, from the perspective of cognitive psychology, use
ability and financial cost both affects the credit of mobile bank, which decided the use
attitude in turn. So the following hypotheses were made:
H7a: customer trust serves as a mediation between perceived risk and use attitude
H7b: customer trust serves as a mediation between use ability and use attitude
H7c: customer trust serves as a mediation between technology convenience and use
attitude
H7d: customer trust serves as a mediation between service quality of operators and
use attitude
H7e: customer trust serves as a mediation between financial cost and use attitude
3 RESEARCH DESIGN
3.1 Sample Design and Research Objects
In this paper, three groups of people are selected as research objects:
Mobile bank customers in financial institutions. This group of people are key objects
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of the research for they have some knowledge of mobile bank and have direct access
to it.
Officials of public institutions and employees of enterprises. This group of people,
aged between 20 and 45 and majorly well-educated, are perfect potential customers of
mobile bank because they have no trouble in using and affording it.
College students. This group of people are also important potential customers for their
high frequency of using mobile phones and doing online shopping.
In this survey, 300 pieces of questionnaires were sent through e-mails or handed out
to passers-by, of which 277 has been collected, forming a collecting rate of 92.33%.
265 out of 277 pieces of questionnaires were finally chose as valid ones according to
the standards of the quality and completeness, forming a validity rate of 88.33%.The
sex distribution is relatively even. 93.96% of people surveyed aged between 21-40,
and most of them are officials of government or institution, employees of enterprises
and students. The percentage of people who got a Bachelor degree or above is also
93.96%. Most people chosen in this survey use mobile phone frequently and spend
50-100 yuan on it every month. In all, the selection of sample is reasonable.
3.2 Evaluation of Reliability and Validity
To evaluate the reliability of variable groups, the method of internal consistency
reliability was adopted, in which the Cronbach's alpha coefficient was calculated.
The result proves that the reliability is acceptable as Cronbach's alpha coefficient of
all groups reach 0.791.
And here are the results of data analysis by SPSS: KMO is 0.874, frequency of
Bartlett Sphericity test is 0. The results prove the data to be a applicable basement to
factor analysis.
3.3 Evaluation of Hypotheses
3.3.1 Correlation Analysis of Variables
To analyze correlation of interval variables, Pearson correlation coefficient was
adopted. The results are showed in the following Chart3.1:
Chart3.1 Correlation of interval variables
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-.532**
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Use

.682**
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-.595**

.601**

.427**

.723**

cost

quality
Customer
trust
.822**

intention

**apparently correlate at .01 level

3.3.2 Evaluation of Relation between Five Factors and Use attitude
Chart3.1 shows that there is a negative correlation between use attitude and perceived
risk as well as financial cost, and there is a positive correlation between use attitude
and technology convenience as well as service quality of operators. Therefore, an
analysis of regression was conducted regarding use attitude as dependent variable and
five factors as independent variables to further illustrate the relations of all factors.
The results are showed in the following Chart3.2-3.4:
Chart3.2 The Abstract Form of Regression Models of Five Factors and Use Attitude
model

R

R²

Adjusted R²

Estimated
standard error

The multiple correlation coefficient of five factors is 0.748, 55% of the total variation
of regression equation explanation. As goodness of fit is high, the conclusion proves
the model to be valid.
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Chart3.3 The Analysis Form of Regression Variance of Five Factors and Use Attitude
model
1

quadratic
sum

degree of
freedom

mean
F evaluation
square sum

signific
ance

regression

96.826

5

19.363

.000n

residual

76.376
173.202

258
263

.296

65.415

sum

The significance level P=0<0.05, therefore, the model is valid.

Chart3.4 The evaluation form of regression coefficient estimation and significance of
five factors and use attitude
model

1
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standardized

t

significance

Coefficient

coefficient

B

standard error

Beta curve

˄constant˅

.969

.314

3.088

.002

Technology
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.064

.510

7.883

.000

Perceived risk

-.056

.036

-.097

-.1.547

.012

Financial cost

-.054

.050

-.076

-1.077

.282

Use ability

.027

.055

.028

.473

.622

Service quality

.214

.053

.191

4.034

.000

convenience

The significance level of technology convenience variable is P=0<0.05; the
significance level of service quality of operators variable is P=0<0.05 and the
significance level of perceived risk variable is P=0.012<0.05. Therefore, there are
significant linear correlations between the three factors and use attitude.
The conclusion also shows that the standardized regression coefficients of service
quality of operators and technology convenience are 0.191 and 0.510 respectively,
which proves that there are positive correlations between the two factors and use
attitude; while the coefficient of perceived risk variable is -0.097, which proves there
is negative correlations between the factor and use attitude.
However, the significance level of variables of financial cost and use ability are both
over 0.05(P>0.05), proving there is no significant correlation between the two factors
and use attitude.
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To sum up, H1b, H2b and H4b hypotheses are correct, while H3b and H5b are
incorrect.
3.3.3 Evaluation of Relation between Five Factors and Customer Trust
Chart3.1 shows that there are positive correlations between customer trust and use
ability, technology convenience as well as service quality of operators and there are
negative correlations between customer trust and financial cost as well as perceived
risk. Therefore, an analysis of regression was conducted, regarding customer trust as
dependent variable and five factors as independent variables to further illustrate the
relations of between use attitude and all factors. The results are showed in the
following Chart3.5-3.7
Chart3.5 The Abstract Form of Regression Models of Five Factors and Customer
Trust
model

R

R²

Adjusted R²

Estimated
standard error

1

.750n

.562

.555

.501

The multiple correlation coefficient of five factors is 0.75, 55.4% of the total variation
of regression equation explanation. As goodness of fit is high, the conclusion proves
the model to be valid.
Chart3.6 The Analysis Form of Regression Variance of Five Factors and Customer
Trust
model

1

quadratic
sum

degree of
freedom

mean
square
sum

F evaluation

regression

83.382

5

5

16.676

residual

64.881

258

258

.251

sum

148.263

263

263

significance

.000n

The significance level P=0<0.05, therefore, the model is valid.

Chart3.7 The evaluation form of regression coefficient estimation and significance of
five factors and customer trust
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model
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4.910
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convenience

The significance level of variables of technology convenience, service quality of
operators and perceived risk are all below 0.05. Therefore, there are significant linear
correlation between the three factors and customer trust.
The conclusion also shows that the standardized regression coefficients of service
quality of operators and technology convenience are 0.232 and 0.448 respectively,
which proves that there are positive correlations between the two factors and customer
trust; while the coefficient of perceived risk variable is -0.154, which proves there is
negative correlations between the factor and use attitude.
However, the significance level of variables of financial cost and use ability are both
over 0.05(P>0.05), proving there is no significant correlation between the two factors
and customer trust.
To sum up, H1a, H2a and H4a hypotheses are correct, while H3a and H5a are
incorrect.
3.3.4 Evaluation of Mediation of Customer Trust
The method of multiple regression was adopted to evaluate the mediation of customer
trust. Former evaluation of hypotheses has reached the conclusion that H3a, H3b, H5a
and H5b are incorrect, while H1a, H1b, H2a, H2b, H4a and H4b are correct, therefore
a regression analysis of perceived risk, technology convenience service quality of
operators, use attitude and customer trust was conducted. The results are showed in
the following Chart3.8-3.10˖

Chart 3.8 The Abstract Form of Regression Models of Mediation Evaluation
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model

R

R²

Adjusted R²

Estimated
standard error

.826n

1

.682
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67.8% of the total variation of regression equation explanation. As goodness of fit is
high, the conclusion proves the model to be valid.

Chart3.9 The Analysis Form of Regression Variance of Mediation Evaluation
model
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The significance level P=0<0.05, therefore, the model is valid.

Chart3.10 The evaluation form of regression coefficient estimation and significance
of mediation evaluation
model
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Service quality

The significance level of variables of technology convenience, customer trust, service
quality of operators is all below 0.05. Therefore, there are significant linear
correlation between the three factors and use attitude.
The standardized coefficient of customer trust is 0.543, proving that there is a positive
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correlation between customer trust and use attitude and the H11 hypothesis is correct;
the standardized coefficient of technology convenience is 0.279,proving that customer
trust serves as a partial mediation in the positive correlation between technology
convenience and use attitude to some degree and the H14 hypothesis is correct; and
the standardized coefficient of service quality of operators is 0.073, proving that
customer trust serves as a partial mediation in the positive correlation between service
quality of operators and use attitude to some degree and the H15 hypothesis is correct.
However, the index of perceived risk is no longer significant, proving that customer
trust serves as a Full mediation in the correlation between perceived risk and use
attitude to some degree and the H12 hypothesis is correct.

3.4 Analysis of Evaluation Results
3.4.1 Relations between five factors and use attitude
The analysis results show that technology convenience and service quality of
operators and use attitude are positively related while perceived risk and use attitude
are negatively related.
Technology convenience has a much greater effect on use attitude than service quality
of operators, while perceived risk has least effect on it. The reason possibly lies in
inadequate familiarity of mobile bank of customers. Only after they found out the
convenience, usefulness and safety of mobile internet will they hold a positive attitude
toward mobile bank.
It has been proved that customers do taken safety into account to avoid possible risk,
while whether financial cost and use ability affect their use attitude are still leaved
unknown. The reasons are: firstly, research objects generally have relatively high
degree and education level, so they have little trouble in using the technology;
secondly, peoples’ price sensitiveness are getting lower as their income raised with
advancement of society and development of economy.
3.4.2 Relations between five factors and customer trust
The analysis results show that technology convenience and service quality of
operators and customer trust are positively related while perceived risk and customer
trust are negatively related. Technology convenience has a much greater effect on
customer trust than service quality of operators, while perceived risk has least effect
on it. However, whether financial cost and use ability affect customer trust are still
leaved unknown. In conclusion, customer trust of mobile bank has no relation with
factors such as financial cost and use ability.
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3.4.3 The mediation of customer trust
The analysis results show that customer trust serves as a partial mediation to some
degree in the correlation between use attitude and both technology convenience and
service quality of operators, and as a full mediation in the correlation between
perceived risk and use attitude to some degree. In other words, as customers, they will
place trust in it, thus generating their positive attitude over mobile bank
On the other hand, even if customers don’t have originate trust in mobile bank,
there is the possibility for them to have positive attitude over it as they likewise found
out the usability and perceived usefulness of mobile bank and satisfied with the
service quality of operators.
On the contrary, if they perceived risk, the distrust will thus draw negative attitude
over mobile bank.
4 CONCLUSION AND REVELATION
4.1 research conclusion
Through the research, following conclusions were reached:
1) Perceived risk negatively effects use attitude and use intention of mobile bank.
However, the effect is not as great as technology convenience. And in the correlation
between perceived risk and use attitude, there are both direct effect as well as the
mediation of customer trust.
2) The factor of technology convenience, which are composed by perceived usability
and usefulness of a new technology, has a positive effect on use attitude of mobile
bank, thus deciding use intention of customers. And in the correlation between
technology convenience and use attitude, there are both direct effect as well as the
mediation of customer trust.
3) The factor of service quality of operators has a positive effect on use attitude and
use intention of mobile bank. And in the correlation between service quality of
operators and use attitude, there are both direct effect as well as the mediation of
customer trust.
4.2 Management revelations
1) Avoid risk and improve safety of mobile bank. To solve the problem of safety,
banks should attach importance to technology and perfect system platform of mobile
bank, and also enhance the cooperation with operators.
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2) Strengthen technology innovation and improve usability and usefulness of mobile
bank. Banks should upgrade the technology of mobile bank, such as enriching its
functions, adding new services to it, improving convenience and easiness of it, thus
proving more diversified and personalized services to customers.
3) Deepen cooperation with operators and improve their service quality. Banks should
deepen their cooperation with operators to promote mobile bank through completing
network system and improving their service quality.
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Abstract
Based on market orientation theory, universities should educate their students
according to firm’s requirements. This is why hiring qualified employee and finding
suitable job are sometimes not easy for both firm and college students, for there are
"employment gap" between them. This study focuses on firms in Guangzhou, and
aimed at college students majoring in economy and management, to determine the
employment requirements though data collection and in-depth interviews.
Questionnaires are issued to firms and undergraduates and data is collected and
analyzed to test their perceptions gap. The research results show that there are
perception gap between firms and students on both factors and items.
Firms and undergraduates view background and capability components differently
based on factor and reliability analysis; they view 6 items significant different based
on independent sample T-test.
Keywords: market orientation; employment requirement; undergraduates; perception;
gap

ɚIntroduction
Common phenomenon of job market is that college graduates are “hard” to find
jobs; on the other hand, enterprises are in need but could not find the right talent. One
possible reason is that "employment gap" between them. To narrow the "gap" between
enterprise and college graduates, many scholars have made a meaningful exploration.
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But the existing conclusions about enterprise talent demand for college graduates is
not consistent, one reason may be there is no demand difference for enterprise's
position and college students ‘major difference. So it is necessary to on specific major
or position, to make the conclusion more targeted and more practical and guiding
significance.
Chinese enterprises’ general management level is lower than foreign advanced1
enterprises in developed countries, by attracting excellent talents of administration to
improve enterprise management level, enhance market competitiveness has important
significance. Studies have shown that enterprises reflect graduates majored at
administration appear dislocation of supply and demand and demand increase trend is
slowing. At the same time, with the rapid development of economy, management
class of professional quality and comprehensive quality competition intensified (Song
Ma-lin, Huang Gong-sheng, Yang Li, 2009). In 2007 in Ningbo 18 colleges graduate
student survey showed that nearly sixty percent were lack of a clear goal, the situation
have adverse effect on their career choice and career adjustment. Guangzhou as the
center of the Pearl River delta city has grown into the strong industry foundation, the
tertiary industry developed, and a model of urban comprehensive coordination of the
national economy development. From the point of employment and unemployment,
economy and administration undergraduate students’ return of learning rate is
worrying.
ɛStandard of enterprises employment requirement
Research on the enterprise needs and college students' perception mainly divided
into the following three aspects.
Firstly, it is about standard of enterprise employment requirement. On the whole,
the existing research focuses on qualitative discussion, through on-the-spot
investigation and statistical analysis of the conclusion of literature is relatively small,
and the majority from the perspective of competency standards. Such as Li Ying, Liu
Shan-shi, Weng Sai-zhu (2003) through the survey college students' employment
ability structure is divided into inner quality, processing ability, social leadership three
dimensions. Wang Jing-bo and Liu Shan-shi (2003) by enterprise recruitment ads on
the media and research, found that the ability to enterprise is recruiting graduates
standard comparison on college students' sense of responsibility, honest, professional
*Funds:

National Social Science Fund(12CGL036), Eleventh Five Year Plan of Guangdong Province Education

and Research Fund (2011TJK269 ˅, Fundamental Research Funds for the Central Universities of SCUT
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strategy.
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dedication and teamwork spirit, initiative, expect a minimum of leadership skills.
Zhong Yi-biao (2006) of 500 enterprises feedback empirical data analysis results
show that the factors of enterprise value most when recruiting graduates basis of
professional knowledge and correct work attitude, sense of responsibility, team
cooperation spirit, graduate school's reputation, and so on. Xu Xiao-bo (2007) of our
country of the east and Midwest survey results show that enterprise of the personal
qualities of college graduates requirements including integrity, bears hardships and
stands hard work, work sense of responsibility, teamwork, loyalty, modesty; To the
requirement of ability including actual beginning ability and learning ability, social
ability, strain ability and innovation ability. Li Kang (2009) for five consecutive years
of college students' employment ability and professional market demand survey
results show that the comprehensive ability and professional consciousness and good
professional ethics is the enterprise value most factors in turn.
Secondly, it is about college students’ perception on standard of enterprise
employment requirement. Some research on college students' employability, but few
on perception. Luo Ming-zhong (2007) study shows that the surveyed students think
professional quality, academic performance, organization and coordination ability is
an important factor affecting employment, but other factors like literature and art,
sports and other specialty is limited. Liu Li-ling and Wu Jiao (2010) based on the
management and economy college graduates survey results show that university
graduates and previous college graduates generally overestimated their abilities, and
there are big difference between enterprise and students on important ability and
quality that enterprise needs.
Thirdly, it is about the difference between college students and enterprise on
employment requirement. According to Ge Jing (2009) that for enterprise the
importance sequence of employment ability are communication ability, team
cooperation ability, problem solving ability, self-management ability and organizing
ability, and for students the importance sequence of employment ability are team
work, management ability, problem solving ability, communication ability, planning
ability of organization, in another word, there are differences between them.
According to Xiao Yun, Du Yi, Liu Xi (2007), main difference between enterprises
and students in Chongqing is in three aspects as basic practical ability, knowledge
development ability, and innovation ability. Gao Rui-xia, Li Xiao (2010) focus on tax
professional student’s employment ability and the social demand difference, results
show that the students lack of practical ability become major problems.
In conclusion, the existing research mainly on the standard of employability, lack
of systematic standard of enterprise employment requirement, students’ perception,
and the gap between them. Existing research focus on gap between enterprise and
students are qualitative, lack of quantitative comparison. To make up for it, this study
aimed enterprises at Guangzhou area and the college students of administration,
through the relevant data collection and sorting, and in-depth interviews to enterprises,
summed up the enterprise employment requirement, questionnaire issuing to
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collection data and analysis enterprise and students separately, find out the gap
between them quantitatively.
At first, this study checks enterprises recruitment information both in South
China University of Technology Job Online and Guangdong New Graduates Online
from January 3 to March 1, and lists the 20 enterprises recruitment requirement for
management students. This 20 companies can be divided into four categories:
state-owned enterprises, private, joint venture and joint stock company, covering
manufacturing, finance, real estate, culture, wholesale and retail, services and other
industries, covers a variety of management positions at the same time, has certain
representativeness. Secondly, directors of a high-tech enterprise and a foreign trade
company are in-depth interviewed, to understand their enterprise recruitment
standards. Based on literature, data and the interview results, this study summarized
29 enterprise standard of employment requirement, as shown in table 1. The
enterprise standard of employment requirement mainly includes three aspects as
background, personality and ability.

Table 1 standard of enterprises employment requirement
Background
Q1 Graduated University
Q2 Professional counterparts

Personality
Q11 Psychological health
Q12 Responsibility

Q3 Gender
Q4 Student cadres
Q5 Party member
Q6 Internship experience

Q13 Professional ethics
Q14 Honesty
Q15 Character (introverted
or extroverted)
Q16 Dedication to work

Q7 Professional knowledge

Q17 Working attitude

Q8 Professional skill

Q18 Job interest

Q9 Computer skill

Q19 Company
recognition
--

Q10 English Level

values

Ability
Q20 Team working ability
Q21
Interpersonal
coordination ability
Q22 Expression ability
Q23 Learning ability
Q24 Communication ability
Q25 Enduring pressures
ability
Q26
Comprehensive
analysis ability
Q27 Ability to accept new
things
Q28 Adaptive ability
Q29 Leadership

ɜ Data collection and analysis
29 items of this questionnaire are formulated as Likert 7-point scale with
endpoints of very important=7 and not very important=1. 200 Students questionnaires
are issued, 142 are collected, a 71% response rate; 110 enterprises questionnaires are
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issued and 68 are collected, a 61% response rate.
1. Descriptive analysis and item analysis
The sampling companies mainly come from Guangzhou, represented private,
state-owned and foreign capital. Composed of nine industries including
manufacturing, wholesale and retail, transportation, warehouse and postal; Enterprises
set up fixed number of year is given priority to with more than 10 years, 64.7% of the
total; And about 38.2% of the company more than 1000 people.
The sampling students mainly come from SCUT, represented 13 majors
including electronic commerce (35.9%), finance (9.2%), and marketing (8.5%);
Majority are sophomore (71.8%), Gender distribution of boys (45.8%), girls (54.2%),
the two are flat; For party members, 21.1% to 68.3% as the student cadre, 45.8% of
students with internship experience.
In order to ensure data analysis, item analysis including Q1 to Q29 is conducted
(Wu Ming-long, 2003, p47) through independent sample T test, remove the item T
value which are not significant. Enterprise data and students data are conducted item
analysis separately, the result shows that Q4 (student cadre) and Q6 (Internship
experience) t value are not significant for enterprise data, Q3 (sex) t value is not
significant for students data.
2. Exploratory factor analysis and reliability analysis
After item analysis, factor analysis is conducted to confirm scale validity˄Wu
Ming-long, 2003˅Ǆ Exploratory factor analysis is conducted in this study to find out
the scale validity. Then reliability analysis is conducted to test the consistency, the
stability and reliability of the measured results. In general, for the purpose of
developing measurement, the reliability coefficient should be above 0.70 (Wu
Ming-long, 2003). Based on factor analysis and reliability analysis, final factor
structure is determined. The followings are factor analysis and reliability analysis of
enterprise data and student data, finally the gap between them can be found.
˄1˅Enterprises data
In order to have reliable results for factor analysis, the tested sample size is
assumed to be more than item number of the scale (Wu Ming-long, 2003); this study
enterprises sample size is 68, more than the scale item number 29. 27 item left
removing Q4 and Q6, KMO test result that for enterprise data KMO = 0.673 (> 0.5),
Bartlett test concomitant probability 0.000 (< 0.05), that the enterprise group data
suitable for factor analysis.
Factor analysis results show that for the first time, rotated component matrix
consists of 7 components; accumulative total variance is 69.933% (>50%). 10 items
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load is greater than 0.4 on more than two components at the same time. In order to
avoid the influence of cross load, remove Q27 and conduct factor analysis again.
Second factor analysis results show that the cumulative variance accounted to
70.665%, there are still 11 items are cross loaded, so continue to remove Q11. Totally
16 times factor analysis is conducted, three components are left and the cumulative
variance accounted to 60.838%, as shown in table 2. The first factor consists of 4
items as Q8, Q12, Q13, Q14, the second factor consists of 4 items as Q21, Q24, Q26,
Q28, the last factor consists of 4 items as Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q5.
Table 2 Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1
2
3
Q8
.209
.318
.516
Q12
.045
.095
.800
Q13
.023
.116
.881
Q14
.216
.077
.811
Q21
.237
-.106
.762
Q24
.051
-.125
.834
Q26
.335
.246
.687
Q28
.022
.175
.778
Q1
.136
-.033
.780
Q2
.089
.054
.735
Q3
.091
.046
.635
Q5
-.054
.023
.798
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 5 iterations.
Reliability analysis is conducted respectively according to the three factors.
Coefficient of the first factor is 0.765 (> 0.70). But reliability coefficient of Q8 is
0.372 (<0.4), and reliability coefficient of this factor is increase from 0.765 to 0.820 if
Q8 is deleted. Furthermore, according to the theoretical enterprise employment
requirement standard, Q8 belongs to background variables but the other three items
belong to personality variables. Considering the above two aspects, remove Q8, do
reliability analysis again, the results show that reliability coefficient of Q12 (0.603),
Q13 (0.784), Q14 (0.661) are all qualified. The second and the third factor of
reliability coefficient are 0.780 and 0.780, respectively, to meet the requirements of
the reliability test.
Based on exploratory factor analysis and reliability analysis, factor structure of
enterprises data is achieved, the first factor is consisted of Q12, Q13, Q14 compares
to personality variables of the theoretical model; Q21, Q24 Q26, Q28 consists of the
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second factor, compares to ability variables of the theoretical model; Q1, Q2, Q3 and
Q5 consists of the third factor, compares to background variables of the theoretical
model. In another word, the factor structure is completely consistent with the original
standard.
˄2˅Students Data
The same way for student data, 28 items left removing Q3 and totally 15 times
factor analysis is conducted, three components are left. The first factor consists of 8
items as Q22, Q23, Q24ˈQ25, Q26, Q27, Q28, Q29, the second factor consists of 3
items as Q12, Q13, Q14, the last factor consists of 3 items as Q4, Q5 and Q6.
Reliability analysis is conducted respectively according to the three factors.
Coefficients of their factor are 0.900, 0.836 and 0.699 basic meet the requirements of
more than 0.70. It means exploratory factor analysis results through reliability test,
and further confirms the stability of the student data factor structure. Finally, factor
structure of students data is achieved, the first factor is consisted of Q22 Q23, Q24,
Q25, Q26, Q27, Q28, Q29 compares to ability variables of the theoretical model; Q12,
Q13, Q14 consists of the second factor, compares to personality variables of the
theoretical model; Q4, Q5, Q6 consists of the third factor, compares to background
variables of the theoretical model. In another word, the factor structure is completely
consistent with the original standard.
According to final factor structures of enterprises and students, basically, they
are consistent on 3-factor structure as background, personality and ability.
Furthermore, personality variables are all composed of Q12 (responsibility), Q13
(professional ethics), Q14 (honesty).
The difference between them is components of personality and ability. Firstly,
according to enterprises background variable is composed of Q1 (graduated
university), Q2 (professional counterparts), Q3 (gender), Q5 (party member), but for
students are Q4 (student cadre), Q5 (party member), Q6 (internship experience). It
means that compare with the students awareness of student cadres and the internship
experience, enterprise value graduated universities, professional counterparts, and
gender. Secondly, enterprise assume ability variables are consisted of Q21
(interpersonal coordinated ability), Q24 (communication ability), Q26
(comprehensive analysis ability), Q28 (adaptive ability), but students percept Q22
(expression ability), Q23 (learning ability), Q24 (communication ability), Q25
(enduring pressures ability), Q26 (comprehensive analysis ability), Q27 (ability to
accept new things), Q28 (adaptive ability), Q29 (leadership). The good news is that
Q24 (communication ability), Q26 (comprehensive analysis ability), Q28 (adaptive
ability) are all attended. But it is a pity that Q21 (interpersonal coordinated ability)
that enterprises pay attention to does not get the attention of students.
3. Independent samples T test of enterprises data and students data
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On the factor level, there are difference between students’ perception and
enterprises standard on employment requirement. The following continue to analyze
whether there is the cognitive gap on item level by independent sample T test. Item
analysis result of enterprises data that Q4 and Q6 are removed, students data Q3 is
removed. For comparing the difference between the two groups of data, Q3 and Q4
and Q6 are all removed, 26 items left to do independent samples T test compare the
two groups of mean value as shown in table 3.
Table 3 means of enterprises data and students data
item

Q1 Graduated University
Q2 Professional counterparts
Q5 Party member
Q7 Professional knowledge
Q8 Professional skill
Q9 Computer skill
Q10 English Level
Q11 Psychological health
Q12 Responsibility
Q13 Professional ethics
Q14 Honesty
Q15 Character (introverted or
extroverted)
Q16 Dedication to work
Q17 Working attitude
Q18 Job interest
Q19 Company values recognition
Q20 Team working ability
Q21 Interpersonal coordination
ability
Q22 Expression ability
Q23 Learning ability
Q24 Communication ability
Q25 Enduring pressures ability
Q26 Comprehensive analysis ability
Q27 Ability to accept new things
Q28 Adaptive ability
Q29 Leadership

group
enterpris
e
68
68
68
68
68
68
68
68
68
68
68
68

142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142

mean
enterpris
e
5.0147
5.2941
3.0882
5.5294
5.8088
5.0588
4.7647
6.0588
6.4118
6.2500
6.1765
5.2500

68
68
68
68
68
68

142
142
142
142
142
142

5.4118
6.1471
5.4412
5.6471
6.0147
6.0882

5.6549
6.1620
5.6268
5.4296
5.9296
6.0775

68
68
68
68
68
68
68
68

142
142
142
142
142
142
142
142

5.8088
6.0735
6.1176
5.7353
5.6324
5.6176
5.4706
4.8529

5.7254
6.0282
6.0563
5.9437
5.8662
5.7324
5.8662
5.3944

student

student
5.6690
4.8873
3.5704
5.6831
5.9930
5.1620
5.7535
5.9718
6.3310
6.2113
6.1620
5.3873

The result is that there are 6 items are significant different as shown in table 4.
They are Q1 (graduated university), Q2 (professional counterparts), Q5 (party
member), Q10 (English level), Q28 (adaptive ability), Q29 (leadership). Based on
item mean of table 3, except Q2 (professional counterparts) enterprises pay much less
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attention than students on Q1 (graduated university), Q5 (party member), Q10
(English level), Q28 (adaptive ability), Q29 (leadership). It means that enterprises pay
more attention on Q2 (professional counterparts) than students do. But students pay
much more attention on Q1 (graduated university), Q5 (party member), Q10 (English
level), Q28 (adaptive ability), Q29 (leadership) than enterprises do. There are no
significant difference between enterprises and students on other 20 items.
Table 4 Independent Samples Test
Levene’s
Test
for Equality of
Variances
F
Sig.
Graduated
University

Professional
counterparts

Party member

English Level

Adaptive
ability

Leadership

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed
Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed
Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed
Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed
Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed
Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

.001

t-test for Equality of
Means
t

Sig.(2-tailed
)

-4.686

.000

.981
-4.443
2.327

.186

.417

2.302

.023

-2.431

.016

.519

-5.541

-2.624

.000
.000
.009

.007
-2.425
-3.075

1.524

.016

.019
-4.965

7.542

.021

.667

-2.451

5.615

.000

.017
.002

.218
-3.067

.003

ɝ Conclusion and future research
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Based on literature review, information collection, depth interview and
questionnaire survey, this study build and test enterprises employment requirement
and test gap between enterprises and students. Results show that the gap between
enterprises and students perception is included in factor level and item level.
Firstly factor level. They have something in common. At first, they are
consistent on 3-factor structure as background, personality and ability. Furthermore,
personality variables are all composed of Q12 (responsibility), Q13 (professional
ethics), Q14 (honesty).
But they also have something different. At first it concerns component of
background variable. Comparing with the students awareness of student cadre and the
internship experience, enterprises value graduated universities, professional
counterparts, and gender. Suggests that students to exercise their own at the same time
it still cannot ignore to professional learning; Furthermore it concerns component of
ability. Students perceive enterprises’ focus on communication skills, comprehensive
analysis ability, adaptive ability, but fail on interpersonal coordination ability,
therefore students’ better pay attention on it; Students focus on expression ability,
learning ability, enduring pressure ability, ability to accept new things, leadership is
beyond enterprises focus. May be it is not suitable for graduates to talk about
leadership yet.
Secondly item level. There are no significant difference between enterprises and
students on 20 items including professional knowledge, professional skills, computer
skill; Psychological health, responsibility, professional ethics, honesty, character,
dedication to work, working attitude, job interest, company values recognition; Team
working ability, interpersonal coordination ability, expression ability, learning ability,
communication ability, enduring pressure ability, comprehensive analysis ability,
ability to accept new things.
But there are 6 items are significant different between enterprises and students.
Enterprises pay significant higher expectation on professional counterparts than
students but significant lower expectation on other 5 items. So students should work
hard on professional knowledge learning and ability improving instead of on English,
adaptive ability, leadership etc. Universities should direct students on professional
knowledge to make their students qualified for enterprises’ need.
This study is an exploratory which contributes on research gap and draws some
meaningful conclusions. But due to relatively fewer enterprise sample size and larger
students sample size, factor structure may be not stable and conclusion is limited
general. Future research can further expand samples size, and increase in both
Chinese and English literature, in order to further find out the gap between enterprises
and students, reduce the "employment gap".
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ABSTRACT
Following the basic logic of construal level theory, this article
systematically analyzes the dynamic change process and inner mechanism of
unexposed enterprises’ response influencing consumer purchase intention in and after
cluster product-harm crisis. Through two experiments we find that in the dynamic
change process of cluster product-harm crisis, concerning intervention time,
compared with passive intervention after being reported by media, when the relevant
enterprise actively intervenes before being reported, consumers show higher brand
purchase intention in and after the crisis. Concerning coping styles, unexposed
enterprise compensation strategy and service strategy can make a difference in
consumer purchase intention. Concerning scope of the crisis, different intervention
time and coping styles of unexposed enterprises will have different effects on
consumer purchase intention.
Keywords: Cluster Product-harm Crisis, Construal Level Theory, Intervention
Evaluation, Consumer Purchase Intention
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ABSTRACT
This paper analyzes deeply the influence and internal mechanism of scapegoat
effect on industrial trust, which is peculiar in multi-brand crisis. In terms of crisis
accidents in dairy industry, we find out the following results through experiments.
Firstly, on the background of multi-brand, customers have more trust on other brands
within industry when there is a scapegoat than there is no one. Secondly, the scapegoat
brand within industry can transfer customers’ anger, which can increase customers’
industrial trust. Thirdly, customer involvement and the original country of brands can
mediate the impact of scapegoat effect on industrial trust after the multi-brand crisis.
Keywords: Multi-brand crisis, Scapegoat effect, involvement, Original country of
brands, Industrial trust
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ABSTRACT
This study investigates the impact of geographical incongruence of philanthropic activities
on consumer brand evaluation. We find that geographical incongruence results in negative brand
evaluation. Due to the influence of differential mode of association in the Chinese culture, a
national brand that engages in national philanthropic activities across regions is considered
appropriate and creates a feeling of Daoyi or morality to all people, while a local brand that engages
local philanthropic activities is considered appropriate and creates a feeling of Qingyi or morality
only to local people. Otherwise, the philanthropic activities would be considered geographically
incongruent and result in negative brand evaluation. However, under special circumstances such
as a natural disaster, the feeling of geographic incongruence would be reversed, and the consumer
brand evaluation would become positive.
Keywords: Brand, Philanthropy, Geographical incongruence, Qingyi, Daoyi
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ABSTRACT
Monetary incentives (either directly or indirectly related to money), such as
discounts and extra products, are generally used in sales promotion and believed to be
efficient techniques to generate consumer awareness and response. The intensified
competition between brands has made sales promotion more pervasive than ever, which
results in a huge amount of pressure on costs and little return for companies. Thus the
authors wonder whether giving these kinds of monetary incentives is the best technique
to generate benefits for companies. Motivated by this question, the current research
hypothesized that spiritual incentives, such as wishes of good fortuneˈwhich cost less,
could be more effective to increase consumers’ purchase intentions. Moreover, this
effect was test to be true only for consumers with higher childhood socioeconomic
status (SES). Conversely, consumers with lower childhood SES were more likely to
purchase products after they got monetary incentives rather than spiritual incentives.
Across two studies, the authors demonstrated the hypothetical effects of incentive type
(monetary vs. spiritual) and SES (high vs. low) on purchase intentions of consumers.
Implications for designing more effective promotion strategies and research on
exploring the mechanism of consumer responses to sales promotion were discussed.
Keywords: incentive type, evolutionary psychology, sales promotion, purchase
intention
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ABSTRACT

In e-commerce, negative reviews on a product or a seller is a ubiquitous problem.
It occurs when the seller violate customer’s expectations during the transaction.
Previous research indicates that negative review can increase potential customers’
distrust. Specially, the public nature of the customer feedback aggravate the negative
influences of customer complaints in e-commerce. However, how to mitigate distrust
of potential customer has been neglected by past research in e-commerce. This research
aims to examine how social account can help mitigate the distrust caused by a violation
or customer complaint. Is apology always the best strategy? Does the type of violation
matter? If so, when should a firm take the responsibility and apologize, and when would
denial be more effective in mitigating distrust. We propose and test the role of perceived
stability of the violation as the underlying mechanism. Furthermore, we study how
remedial action stated in the firm response can affect the choice of social accounts, as
well as the nature of the violation. We also try to investigate how should the firm
response when the violation is actual stability. Four experimental studies were used to
test the hypotheses. Study1 shows that apology be better if violation is competence
based, and denial be better if violation is integrity based, and perceived stability as the
mediating mechanism. Study 2 finds that remedial action plan can increase both the
perceived intent to change and the changeability of the violation, thus apology is the
better response strategy. Study 3 examines the moderate effect of violation domain,
when the violation is relatively changeable, the findings are consistent with Study 1.
However, if the violations is difficult to change, denial is more effective in mitigating
distrust and increasing purchase intention. Finally, Study 4 investigates the actual
stability of the violation, and showed a consistent result as the perceived stability
inferred from the violation type.
Keywords: Distrust, Integrity-based violation, Competence-based violation, Stability
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ABSTRACT
With the development of the Internet technology and communication technology, and the
popularity of handheld mobile equipment, people gradually realize that mobile payment has
become increasingly common in our daily life. However, the mobile payment is still not to be
universally accepted. So the research is try to analyze the characteristics of mobile payment system
and the factors on mobile payment usage across different types of mobile payment users. More
exactly, to propose and test an integrative theoretical model that allows to determine the relative
influence of the determining factors (expected utility, risk perception, social influence,
compatibility, network externality, ease of use) for the acceptance of a new mobile payment system.
To carry out this research, the paper used the questionnaire analysis. The empirical results
show that the expected utility, risk perception, social influence, compatibility, network externality
will have an effect on consumers’ adoptions. And at last the paper provides some suggestions for
managers in regards to marketing mobile payment solutions to increase consumer’s adoption of
mobile payment.
Keywords: Mobile Payment, Network Externality, Consumer Behavior
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ABSTRACT
The Middle East region is not only interesting from an academic perspective due
to the scarcity of research in the area. The region also provides a productive ground for
the development and testing of new theory due to several unique characteristics. The
features that make the regional in comparison unique in this situation are the presence
of large natural resource foundation in around half the countries in the region and the
presence of high levels of environmental risk. These elements make the Middle East
region particularly suitable for enforcing the understanding the role of oil natural
resources and environmental, economic and political risk in determining Oil FDI and
International Business flows.
The objectives and scope for the research have been determined on the basis of the
growing interest in Oil FDI in the Middle East region among policy makers and
investors, the lack of academic research that has been carried out on the excitation area
and the specific characteristics of the region. As a result, the research presented in the
aims to contribute to the understanding of Oil FDI, International Business in the Middle
East region. What are the determinants of Oil FDI and production of crude oil in the
MENA region?
The overall question can therefore be divided again into the following large scale
and small scale level sub-questions:
(i) What is the role played by different potential determinants of Oil FDI flows in
the MENA region?
(ii) What is the role played by different environmental, economic and political risk
factors in attracting Oil FDI?
(iii) Why do companies choose to invest in particular countries in the MENA
region?
(iv) Why do companies choose for particular entry operation modes or work
processes when investing in the MENA region?
It is possible to test and expand existing theory that has been developed on the
topic of Oil FDI for regions in the MENA countries, as well as to develop new theory
related to the role of OLI factors environmental, economic, political risk and energy or
oil resource properties in Oil FDI flows and investment decision making.
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The research is defined as the period 1987 – 2008. In this way, the period is long
enough to include a number of years of low and high Oil FDI flows as well as a variety
of scores on the various potential determinants of Oil FDI during the period.
Political Stability and Oil FDI: why is political stability needed to attract Oil FDI?
FDI = Foreign Direct investment. If BP invested in Venezuela or Iraq to produce oil.
This would be an example of foreign direct investment into Venezuela and Iraq.
The political situation is going to be important for determining whether investing
in these countries is a good idea. The political turmoil has disrupted economic activity
the most in oil-importing countries such as Egypt and Tunisia, argued Ahmed.
Generally, oil-importing countries are facing a number of pressures arising from sharp
increases in international fuel and food prices, declines in tourism, lower Oil foreign
direct investments (FDI), and higher borrowing costs.
The determinants of inward Oil FDI flows include all articles identified on the
determinants of Oil FDI flows that have been published since 1995, John Dunning‘s
original test of Ownership, Location and Internalisation (OLI) factors of 1980. With
respect to oil entry ,investment and operation mode theory, the case study research
demonstrates that in the MENA region, multinational companies with significant
international experience in the MENA region within their core business, don‘t see joint
ventures as an effective way of managing environmental risk.
In summary, the research adds to International Business theories related to the
relevant oil exporting, production, OL factors, environmental and economic risk,
political variables and the role of transaction costs (TC) in determining location and
operation processes decisions in the MENA region. These factors in turn are reflected
in a model of the determinants of Oil Investment in the MENA region.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Research Question
Product-harm crises are defined as “discrete, well publicized occurrences wherein
products are found to be defective or dangerous” (Dawar and Pillutla, 2000). Usually
product-harm crises may involve product recalls. Generally, scholars examine the effect
of product recall on the recall firms from two different perspectives. One is from a
consumer’s perspective, which looks at how product recall affects consumers’ quality
perception, and loyalty. The other stream focuses on the impact of product recall on
sales, market share, or stock prices (e.g., Chen and Nguyen 2013). In this research, we
follow the second stream of research and focus on the effect of product recall on
financial values. Specifically, we are interested in how competitors’ stock prices are
affected by a firm’s product recall.
Chen et al (2009)’s result shows that a firm’s proactive recall strategy has negative
impact on its financial value compared with passive strategy. Following this result, we
expect that a firm’s recall strategy may also impact the competitors’ abnormal returns.
If a proactive strategy signals to the market that a product may have severe problems,
competitors may gain from consumers’ switching demand (positive competitive effect).
So we get H1.
H1: Competitors will experience more positive abnormal returns for a proactive
recall strategy than for a passive recall strategy.
Alternatively, a proactive strategy may raise concerns for the whole industry,
which results in negative spillover effect.
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H1alternative: Competitors will experience more negative abnormal returns for a
proactive recall strategy than for a passive recall strategy.

Method and Data
We collected 14 years (from January 1996 to December 2009) of CPSC product
recalls to test the hypothesis. We collected product characteristics from the original
CPSC recall announcements. These include RECALL VOLUME, HAZARD, SELL
TIME, PRICE, CHILD, and BRAND ORIGIN.
We were able to gather the following information for the competitors of a firm
recalled product: FIRM SIZE, REPUTATION and RANK POSITION. FIRM SIZE is
measured in terms of sales revenue of the firm in the year before the recall event.
REPUTATION data were from Fortune’s annual survey of “America’s Most Admired
Companies.” Finally, we obtained product RECALL STRATEGY information from
CPSC recall announcements.
We use event study to examine the impact of firm’s product recall strategy on the
abnormal stock return of its competitors. We examine competitors’ stock price changes
during a six-day [0, 5] recall event window, including the initial announcement date as
day 0, and five days onward. To test the hypothesis, we conduct multivariable
regression and the t-test to examine abnormal returns of competitors for different recall
strategies.

Summary of Findings
The regression result shows that a firm’s recall strategy has significant effect on
its competitors’ financial value (ß=0.009, p<0.05). T-test result shows that proactive
recall triggers significant positive abnormal returns for the competitors
(car_mean=0.010, t=3.70, p<0.00) and passive recall has no impact (car_mean=-0.001,
t=-0.41, p>0.05). Competitors experience moderately positive abnormal returns for
proactive recall than for passive recall, which supports H1 (competitive effect), and
rejects H1alternative.

Key Contributions
The current literature suggests that from a consumer’s perspective, a firm is
perceived as more socially responsible if it takes early actions such as proactive recall
(Dawar and Pillutla 2000). Contrary to this conventional view, Chen et al. (2009) find
that proactive recall has a significant negative impact on stock returns than passive
recall. They offer the explanation that different from consumers, investors may interpret
proactive recall as a signal of severe product safety problems and substantial financial
loss to the firm. Following Chen et al. (2009)’ research, our study takes a step further
and examines the impact of different recall strategies on competitors’ financial values.
Our results show that competitors experience significant positive abnormal returns
when the firm employs proactive recall strategy. In other words, competitors benefit
from the proactive recall announcement (positive competitive effect) which may be due
to consumers’ switching from the recall product to other close substitutes for consumer
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products. Therefore, a firm should carefully employ proactive recall strategy and
communicate appropriately to stakeholders and investors in crisis management to avoid
misinterpretation of the signal.
Our finding makes an important theoretical contribution to the existing literature.
Past research on the effect of negative events (including product recall) on competitors’
financial values has revealed mixed results for either positive competitive effect or
negative spill-over effect. Based on the sample of a wide range of consumer products,
our study provides a strong support for the positive competitive effect. It makes logical
sense that consumer products are usually highly competitive and many products are
fairly close to each other in terms of functionality. When a product is defective or
potentially dangerous, consumers can rather easily switch to its close substitutes and
increase the demand for competitors’ products, which generates more positive
abnormal returns for competitors.

References are available upon request

Keywords: product recalls, financial value, proactive and passive strategies,
event study
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ABSTRACT
The American flag is often incorporated into product branding. However, little research has
investigated how the use of American flag imagery as a marketing tool influences consumer
behavior. In the present research, we examine 1) how the presence of the American flag impacts
consumers’ evaluation of products and 2) the social cognitive mechanisms underlying the flag’s
effect on product-related judgments. We first present evidence that American flag imagery induces
relatively positive thoughts (Study 1a and Study 1b). This positivity of the American flag is
effortlessly transferred to evaluation of unfamiliar brands when the flag image is present as an
unobtrusive prime within the context (Study 2). However, by contrast, when this positivity of the
American flag is purposely used as a persuasion tactic, that is, when the American flag is blatantly
tied to, or merged with, the product, consumers express the negative attitude toward the product
(Study 3). This negative effect is found to be moderated by participants’ trait level of psychological
reactance (Study 4) and be mediated by participants’ outrange (Study 5).

Keywords: Flag, Psychological Reactance, Outrange, Brand Evaluation
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ABSTRACT
In the present research, we investigate the role of social support on counterfeit behavior,
focusing on the mediating role of internalized social norms. Across several studies we test and find
evidence for the hypothesis that social support serves to internalize relevant social norms, which
are, in turn, used to guide counterfeit behaviors. We also highlight two boundary conditions of this
effect, relativism and cultural norms. For individuals who are high on relativism, we demonstrate
that social support does not affect counterfeit behavior. We also find that social support
differentially impacts counterfeit consumption depending upon the relevant cultural norms. In an
anti-counterfeit culture, social support reduces counterfeit consumption behavior, whereas in a
pro-counterfeit culture, there is a reversal of the effect such that social support increases counterfeit
consumption behavior. The present research contributes to the literature on social support, social
norms, and counterfeit consumption.
Keywords: Social Support, Social Norm, Counterfeit Consumption, Personal Norm.
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ABSTRACT
In light of the need for uniqueness theory and optimal distinctiveness theory, the
current study intends to examine how incidental similarity of products in different
product domains influences consumers’ dissociation responses (i.e., possession
disposal intentions), especially when consumers involved in the incidental similarity
context belong to the same or different social groups (in-group vs. out-group). We
propose that (1) incidental similarity of high symbolic products leads to higher
possession disposal intentions (PDI) than that of low symbolic products; (2) consumers’
group belongingness moderates the effect of incidental similarity of products on
consumers’ PDI. In the in-group condition, the effect of incidental similarity of products
on consumers’ PDI is strengthened, while the effect will be eliminated in the out-group
condition. Moreover, we speculate that (3) embarrassment elicited from incidental
similarity is the underlying mechanism of the main effect. Three experiments were
conducted to test the assumptions. In study 1, the main effect of incidental similarity of
products with different symbolism on consumers’ PDI is verified. The moderation
effect of consumers’ group belongingness is supported by study 2. In study 3,
embarrassment is proved to the mediator between incidental similarity of products and
consumers’ PDI. Our findings indicate that consumers’ need for distinctiveness is so
sensitive that even incidental similarity of products with others will lead to possession
disposal intentions, which has some meaningful implications for marketing practices.
Keywords: Incidental similarity, dissociation responses, possession disposal
intentions, group belongingness, embarrassment
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ABSTRACT
Over the past decade China's cosmetics market have excavate more values of
mask. Dominate the cosmetics market have been the strategic priority for cosmetics
companies. As a new force, the market of college girls has been rapidly growing.
Development the mask with characteristics of college girls can lay the foundation for
establishing a brand image for the cosmetics companies. To development the products
which are suit the college girls better, the study found the mask product profiles by
using conjoint analysis.
Through the relative importance of consumer behavior, the results show that the
most important factor is product benefit, the second factor is manufacturing form, the
third is price, the fourth is ingredient in the four kinds of product attributes for the
college girls in Qiqihar.
Through the cost one month the conjoint analysis’s result show that the collage
girls who cost less 1200yuan one month like the mask product attribute of
“Tearing-type & Moisturizing & 180yuan-360yuan & Plant extracts”; the collage girls
who cost l200yuan-1800yuan one month like the mask product attribute of
“Sleep-type & Moisturizing & 180yuan-360yuan & Plant extracts”; the collage girls
who cost 1800yuan-3000yuan like the mask product attribute of “Sticker-type &
Whitening & 180yuan-360yuan & Mineral extracts”
Through the brand preferences the conjoint analysis’s result show that the
collage girls who chose the Chinese brands like the product attribute of “Tearing-type
& Moisturizing & 180yuan-360yuan & Plant extracts ”; the collage girls who chose
the Korean brands like the product attribute of “Sleep-type & Moisturizing &
180yuan-360yuan & Plant extracts”; the collage girls who chose the two country’s
brands like the product attribute of “Tearing-type & Moisturizing & 180yuan-360yuan
& Mineral extracts”.
Keywords: Mask Development, Conjoint Analysis, product attributes
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ABSTRACT
This paper, aimed at the problems existing in the domestic current promotions
are analyzed , studies the marketing status quo of domestic automobile 4s shop , and
the car sales across the country for the time series analysis .And this paper, aimer at
the Auto 4s shop of Shiyan promotion mode, has carried on the investigation and
analysis , On the basis of the investigation of promotion current situation and way of
promotion in Shiyan automobile 4s shop, this paper analyzes current problems of the
promotion in Shiyan auto 4s shop, finally puts forward the mode innovation,
integration of restructuring , diversification of response.
Keywords: automobile 4s shop, promotion, Time series analysis, resource
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ABSTRACT
Annual brand car sales list is China's Auto Industry Association released the auto
industry sales data. Based on 2004 to 2013 car brand sales ranking data collection,
collation and analysis, the sales charts show the car market leading car, integrated
sales champion brand, robust brand and dark horse brand. On sales champion brand to
the Jetta as an example, collecting Jetta ten years strategic models, sales prices and
other factors, using statistical classification methods of data collection presents a chart,
Jetta brand ten years sales price fluctuation range of small, price range is very stable.
Using GNP approximate substitution price range of factors, the regression analysis of
the Jetta car sales and gross national product, completed the quantification of
economic factors impact on the Jetta sales, and reference to the authority of the
domestic automobile market research institutions published industry reports, to
complete the brand car sales ranking multi-dimensional display and sales champion
brand models of competitive advantages and disadvantages analysis, puts forward
improvement suggestions.
Keywords: Regression analysis; quantitative; brand car sales list
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ABSTRACT
Customer complaints has been a study focus for quite a long time, however, previous research
are mainly based on the level of individual customer. Group customer complaints remain unclear.
Based on the perspective of Chinese interpersonal Guanxi, the present work divides customer-tocustomer interaction under the context of group service failure into instrumental Guanxi
interaction and emotional Guanxi interaction. The present study investigates the mechanism on
complaints imposed by the customer interaction under the condition of service failure by using
tourism service failure simulation experiment. Results show that: customer-to-customer
instrumental Guanxi interaction affects direct complaints through group polarization and
individualization, and the mediation effect of group polarization is more apparent; similarly, group
polarization and individualization play an important role in the effect of emotional Guanxi
interaction on direct complaints, but the mediation effect of individualization is more apparent. To
conclude, this research helps to enrich theory of complaints from customer-to-customer influence,
perfect theoretical framework of group customer’s complaints, and also provides decision
references for group customer complaint settlement.
Keywords: group service failure; customer-to-customer interaction; Guanxi; Group
Polarization; Individualization
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Online electronic word of mouth (eWOM) has become an important issue among
firms that are in need to improve marketing communications for business growth. By
using message-based approach, firms can identify opinion leaders from social media as
disseminators for seeding strategy in their marketing communication campaigns (Bao &
Chang, 2014). Given the vital role of children in marketing products and services
(Zimmy, 2010; Rideout, Foehr, & Roberts, 2010), digital companies such as Amazon,
Apple, Face Book and Google have shown a strong interest in enabling children to send
eWOM in recent years (Goel, 2013; Barr & Winkler, 2014). However, involving children
in any business activity is a highly sensitive issue for all companies (Waytt, 2014). In the
online space, a federal law effective in 2000—the Children’s Online Privacy Protection
Act of 1998 (COPPA)—regulates the collection of digital information of children under
13 years of age by any company. While the aforementioned industry leaders have made
significant developments in spite of the compliance cost to COPPA, there is a lack of
understanding about three unique questions to children’s eWOM: 1) whether children’s
eWOM conveys meaningful information when compared to adult’s eWOM; 2) if
children’s eWOM generates marketing impact; and, 3) how children’s eWOM is
perceived by eWOM receivers.
By using Amazon’s consumer reviews posted during July 1998 - August 2005, we
collected “A Kid’s” (children’s) reviews on 21,283 Amazon products in the book, DVD,
VHS, and music categories in this study. For each product, we collect three numerical
review statistics: number of reviews (volume), average rating (valence) and variance in
ratings (variance) for reviews written by children and adults separately, as well as the
number of total feedback votes and the number of “helpful” votes. We also collect sales
rank for each product which has a linear relationship with actual sales after logarithm
transformation (Chevalier & Goolsbee, 2003). A total of 10 measures are used for this
study including volume, valence, variance, total feedback votes, “helpful” votes, sales
rank, and four dummy variables: book, DVD, Music and VHS.
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The main findings are as follows. First, we find an evidence showing that children
under 13 create eWOM for both children and non-children products, and that their
eWOM is different from that created by adults. Particularly, consistent with prior findings
that children have not fully developed evaluation and communication skills, we find that
eWOM receivers generally consider children’s eWOM less helpful than adult’s. In spite
of the less positive perception to the helpfulness of children’s eWOM, we find that
children’s eWOM has a level of intelligence similar to what adult’s eWOM conveys.
Second, we find that children’s eWOM is positively associated with sales in children’s
product category. Thus, children’s eWOM has marketing implication. Finally, eWOM
receivers are less likely to criticize eWOM written by children, and such unwillingness is
more pronounced when extra cue is present to signal that the eWOM is communicated
among children. Hence, we demonstrate an underlying behavior skewed towards
empathy, which suggests a protecting environment be present in online communities.
Overall, our findings provide the first empirical evidence to understand the impact of
children’s eWOM on product performance and the difference between children’s and
adult’s eWOM.
Keywords: children’s electronic word-of-mouth, word-of-mouth, online user
reviews, marketing and public policy, children’s marketing
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ABSTRACT
The fundamental argument of the resource-based view of strategy is that firms have different
resources which explain differences in their performance. Initially this view’s focus was on the
resources which firms own or to which they have access. More recently, the view has broadened
to consider how resources are managed to work in concert (Holcomb et al., 2009). Critical
questions are how do managers create and sustain the value of these resources? How do these
actions impact performance? How do managers synchronize across bundles of resources
(interdependent activities) to improve firm performance? Past research has identified the role of
managerial ability and experience, leading to a positive effect on resource productivity. The
reasoning is that managerial ability is in itself an important resource and it develops from
managerial experience. It is not easy to imitate so it leads to sustainable competitive advantage.
Managerial ability implies that managers can effectively deploy resources and synchronize
activities across resources so that performance is enhanced.
One indication of effectively synchronizing different resources is the level of agreement
within an organization (i.e., global, regional and local managers) as to whether different levels of
the organization understand and feel well-prepared to cope with the strategic challenge of
managing global brands. The underlying difficulty is the realization that there is no single global
market or global strategy (Rugman and Moore, 2001). Further, there is a tension between
employing global best practice and giving local management enough flexibility to respond quickly
(Wickman, 2008).
We explore this topic using a database of 2800 marketing managers in Asia, Europe and the
US. The data contain information on marketing capabilities, the role of marketing in the firm,
branding, and marketing performance. Using the resource-based view, we develop a model of the
link between marketing capabilities and marketing performance. There are significant differences
between Asian, European and US respondents with respect to their roles and capabilities as well
as the relationship between local and global management. Likewise there are significant
differences in performance. We explore these differences to see how they affect the resource-based
view with respect to our model and how global branding strategies vary across regions.
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ABSTRACT
The diffusion of product innovation has long been recognized as essentially a process by
which the product innovation is communicated among members of a social system through certain
channels over time (Roger, 2004a). However, the link between social structure and diffusion
parameters remains largely unexplored in the extant literature (Rogers, 2004b; Burt, 1987;
Iacobucci, 1996). Liu, Madhavan & Sudharshan (2005) proposed a comprehensive model called
DiffuNET describing how various social network properties interacting with marketing action
provides the fundamental environment for the innovation and imitation effects to take place and
result in the diffusion of product innovation. Due to the complexity of the relationships described
in this model, DiffuNET has not been subjected to empirical test yet. It has been noted that “Big
Data” is transforming marketing practices (e.g., Maklan, Peppard & Klaus, 2015; Bao & Chang,
2014; Rust & Huang, 2014; Yang, Pan & Song, 2014). The key to a firm’s competitiveness in a
dynamic, changing environment is to unleash the power of big data in quality decision-making
with measurable marketing implications. This study intends to integrate the strengths of Big Data
Marketing and the complexity in social network property required to empirically test the
relationships between structural network characteristics and innovation as well as between
structural network characteristics and imitation to examine both the “innovation” and ‘imitation”
potentials of individual actors in a social network context. The findings of this study could be used
to strengthen the theoretical grounds of the social network applied in the diffusion of innovations
by either supporting the hypotheses as depicted in the DiffuNET model or challenging the
theoretical reasoning where the hypotheses are falsified. Further more, the results may reveal
important marketing and managerial implications of the impact of word-of-mouth communications
in a network on diffusion of product innovations.
Keywords: Diffusion, Innovation, New Product, Marketing, Social Network, Big Data
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1. Introduction
As formulated in the DiffuNET model (Liu, Madhavan & Sudharshan, 2005), there are six
postulates. The first three postulates depict the relationship between three individual-level social
network properties and the Innovation Potential:
P1: The network centrality of an individual node will be positively related to its innovation
potential.
P2: The network constraint of an individual node will be negatively related to its innovation
potential.
P3: The network range of an individual node will be positively related to its innovation
potential.
Based on postulates 1 to 3, the innovation potential of an individual i (INPi) may be
expressed as: INPi Ep 0  Ep1 x1i  Ep 2 x 2i  Ep 3 x 3i  Hi

(1)

where x1i : centrality of individual i in the network
x2i : constraint of individual i in the network
x3i : range of individual i in the network.
βpk : regression coefficients to be estimated.

H i : random error
The next three postulates depict the relationship between three network-level social network
properties and the Imitation Potential.
P4: Network density will be positively related to the imitation potential of the network.
P5: Centralization will be positively related to the imitation potential of the network.
P6: Embeddedness will be positively related to the imitation potential of the network.
Similarly, the relationship between the imitation potential of the network (IMP) and these
three network structural variables (density, centralization, and embeddedness) can be modeled
based on postulates 4, 5, and 6 as follows:
IMP

E q 0  E q 4 x4  E q5 x5  E q 6 x6  V

(4*)

where IMP : imitation potential of the network
x4 : Density of the network
x5 : Centralization of the network
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x6 : Embeddedness of the network
βqk : regression coefficients to be estimated.

V : random error
* Equation number directly adopted from the original model to be consistent with
that shown in the Figure 1 below.
The relationships between network characteristics, innovation, imitation, and marketing
actions are shown as Figure 1. While the original model includes intermediate constructs and
relationships, our research aims to focus on testing the six postulates summarized above which
are shown in the left hand part of the Figure 1.
2. Empirical Work by Big Data Marketing
Since these six postulates include three individual-level social network variables and three
network-level structural variables, we need to find data both in the individual level as well as in
the aggregate level. We foresee the potential of applying the strengths of Big Data Marketing to
empirically test complex relationships postulated in such model as DiffuNET for the managerial
implications and theoretical advancement that may be derived from the testing results.
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Figure 1
DiffuNET Model Linking Network Structure to Diffusion Effects
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ABSTRACT
Most literature suggests that consumers are happier when they spend their money
on experience, rather than material purchases, on the premise that consumers may
evaluate material possessions largely on the basis of their functional utility and ability
to fulfill basic human needs; experiential consumption reportedly fulfills mainly
psychological needs. The present research addresses material purchases that fulfill not
only functional but also psychological needs (e.g., status purchase). The results reveal
that consumers with high self-discrepancy are more apt to derive happiness from
material status purchases than those with low self-discrepancy (Experiments 1 and 2);
this effect is mediated by the motives for goal pursuit (Experiment 3), as triggered by
the desire to narrow the gap between the actual self and an ideal self.
Keywords: Purchase type; Happiness; Self-discrepancy; Motivation intensity.
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ABSTRACT
Guanxi is a complex phenomenon that allows to understand how interpersonal connections
and reciprocal exchange of favors work in various spheres of Chinese people’s life (Chen, Chen
and Huang, 2013). In marketing, the concept of guanxi has been applied mainly in order to
understand the challenges of entering the Chinese market (e.g. Chuang, Gonegan, Ganon and Wei,
2011), to apply and extend the concept of relationship marketing (e.g. Arias, 1998; Leung, Lai,
Chan and Wong, 2005), and in the study of consumer behavior (e.g. Jap, 2010; Qian, Razzaque
and Keng, 2007). One major marketing domain in which the role of guanxi has yet to be explored
is in the realm of non-profit organizations. More particularly, besides the fact that guanxi can be
used in order to create a relationship between donors and beneficiaries of a non-profit organization
(Hsu, 2008), little else is known about how guanxi can be mobilized in order to generate or explain
charitable donation. The goal of this research is therefore to provide such insights.
To do so, we conducted exploratory long interviews (McCracken, 1988) with 20 Chinese
donors from three major cities (Beijing, Dalian, and Chongqing). We organized the interview
discussion around four main themes. First, we asked grand tour questions regarding their life in
order to get to know them. Second, we asked them to recall their most significant donation and
talk and reflect about it. Third, we asked the informants to imagine that they were organizing a
fundraising event for a non-profit organization or for a cause and asked them how they would
proceed. Alternatively, when applicable, we asked them to reflect on a real fundraising event they
have organized. Finally, we asked them to reveal their general perceptions of non-profit
organizations in China.
While the analysis is still underway, some preliminary findings are presented here. Primarily,
we have found that our informants are donating for various reasons. For some, donation is a matter
of civic duty, a task one is expected to perform. For others, donation should be voluntary and
should come from one’s own initiative. From the latter perspective, a donation should not be made
as a favor or under the pressure of someone else’s asking. It should not be done in order to expect
something in return. In that sense, charity and guanxi could be seen as inherently contradictory in
nature.
The relationship between guanxi and donation is experienced in a more complex way though.
If one should not make a donation with the expectation of receiving something in return, some
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informants reported that they would feel indebted if someone was making a donation on their
behalf. Soliciting money for a charity or a cause from one’s own guanxi would lead to contracting
renqing, or unpaid obligations (Luo, 2007). Four “renging-avoidance strategies” have so far been
identified for soliciting money in one’s guanxi: 1) Do not solicit your close circle (jiaren), 2) do
not collect money yourself, 3) do not follow up after making a solicitation, and 4) do not consider
the solicitation as a solicitation.
Xinren, or trust (Luo, 2007), is another important element stemming from the interviews in
link with guanxi and donations. Many informants admitted not trusting non-profit organizations in
China. Some would rather donate money directly to people close to them to be able to witness the
results of their donation. Others mentioned that being solicited from a stranger will receive a
skeptical attention from them. Therefore, generating donation through a familiar exchange network
(guanxi) could receive a more positive attention than through an unfamiliar request from a nonprofit organization.
Keywords: Non-profit Marketing, Charitable Donation, Guanxi
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on Brand Equity
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to explore the role of strategic attributes of CSR on
brand equity from consumer perspective. The strategic attributes of CSR we focused
are centrality, proactivity, voluntarism and visibility. We build a conceptual model that
integrates the hypothesized relationship between strategic attributes of CSR and
consumer brand equity, and also the mediating effect of consumer-company
identification (CCI) which can be divided into affective identification and cognitive
identification. Using surveys to select 125 valid respondents in China and through
SEM analysis, it reveals that: 1) the visibility is significant for the consumer-company
identification; 2) the proactivity has a significant direct effect on the consumer brand
equity enhancement by arising greater affective consumer-company identification and
cognitive consumer-company identification. But the centrality and voluntarism have
no significant effect on any other constructs which may indicate that consumers have
some difficulties in perceiving the two attributes. Thereby, Companies have to make
consumers learn more about their CSR initiatives. More managerial implications are
also discussed based on the findings.
Keywords: Strategic CSR, brand equity; affective
identification; cognitive consumer-company identification

consumer-company
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ABSTRACT
Cause-related marketing (CRM) is a powerful marketing tool for building positive
corporate image and generating favorable consumers’ responses. With a 2 (donation
framing: absolute monetary value vs. percentage term) X 2 (product price: low vs. high)
between-subjects factorial design, this research examines the impacts of corporations’
donation framing and product price on consumers’ attitude toward and purchase intention
of corporations’ products. The results indicate that product price moderates the impacts of
donation framing on customer attitude and purchase intention. More specifically,
consumers respond to CRM more positively when the donations are in absolute monetary
value than in percentage term for low-priced products; while consumers’ responses are
more positive when percentage term rather than absolute monetary value is used for highpriced products. The results of the current research shed light on the effective design of a
CRM campaign.
Keywords: Cause-related marketing, donation framing, product price, attitude,
purchase intention
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Change, Leadership Succession and Chinese Context
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ABSTRACT
Academia tend to keep the view that vision is a long-term expression for enterprise
and it will not change, but whether the vision is really immutable? This study used
content analysis to make a comparison of the vision expression of China's top 500
enterprises in 2008 and 2012. We found that more than half of China's top 500
enterprises’s vision expression changed, but this change is not the completely change
of the development direction of enterprises, but only the change of some of the
structural elements. The core elements will still keep in the vision expression. We also
found that the enterprise ownership, corporate profitability and leadership changes
were significantly associated with vision change. State-owned or low profitability
enterprises is more likely to change their vision. And the leader of the enterprise
changed, the vision is more likely to change.
Keywords: Vision Change, co-word analysis, stakeholder, leadership succession
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ABSTRACT
Twenty-first Century comes out “playing”. It is an inevitable trend to combine of
entertainment and marketing. With the hot broadcast of “super girls” at Hunan TV in
2005 as well as a great success of cooperation with Mengniu, the entertainments such
as “If you are the one”ǃ“The Voice of China”ǃ “Where is the father”ǃ “I am a
singer” shows frequently. The phenomenon of entertainment marketing has aroused
great concern of the whole society. This paper aimed to conclude the concept of
entertainment marketing from systematic point which is on the basis of summarizing
and analyzing of a series of successful cases. Trying to extract the basic form of
entertainment marketing, analyzing the influence of different entertainment marketing
for consumers with evidence. In practice, the research can be a scientific and effective
way for the enterprise to choose the appropriate entertainment marketing activities
that can sponsor and promote brand identity. Meanwhile, it can choose appropriate
entertainment marketing activities for advertising agency or celebrity stars and
provide best practices and theoretical guidance for us.
Keywords: Super girls, entertainment marketing, concept definition, advertising
sponsorship, best practices
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᰾ᱏ઼╄㢪⍫ࣘˈ䇙ⴞḷ⎸䍩㗔൘ၡҀⲴӛਇѝᝏਇࡠҶⲮһਟҀⲴ᮷ॆ઼⨶
ᘥǄՐ㔏Ⲵ㩕䬰ᯩᔿሩ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᖡ૽↓൘䙀⑀߿ᕡˈ⧠൘ц⭼кབྷ䜘࠶Ո⿰૱⡼
ກ䙐㘵Ԝѫ㾱㘳㲁Ⲵᐢнᱟᖡ૽઼࣋ᖡ૽仁⦷Ⲵ䰞仈ˈᆳԜᴤޣᗳⲴᱟࡠᴹ
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᭸Ⲵ䙄ᖴˈ֯⎸䍩㘵ሶ૱⡼㶽ࡠޕ㠚ᐡⲴ⭏⍫ѝˈሶᇓՐ᧘ᒯоၡҀᇩ㍗ᇶⲴ
㔃ਸ൘а䎧ˈᡀѪа㹼ѻᴹ᭸ⲴၡҀ㩕䬰⇥Ǆ
❦㘼ˈၡҀ㩕䬰઼Ր㔏㩕䬰ᴹӰѸн਼˛ၡҀ㩕䬰ウㄏᱟᘾṧ䘀⭘Ⲵ˛ၡҀ
㩕䬰ሩԱъ૱⡼Ⲵ᧘ᒯ઼ӗ૱䬰䟿Ⲵᨀ儈ˈ㜭䎧ࡠ⭘˛䘉Ӌ䜭ᱟ٬ᗇ৫⹄ウ
ⲴǄ
⨶䇪എ亮
 ၡҀ㩕䬰Ⲵสᵜᾲᘥ
ウㄏӰѸᱟၡҀ㩕䬰?ၡҀ㩕䬰৸ᱟӾӰѸᰦىᔰਇࡠӪԜⲴ⌘Ⲵ?⊳
ቄཛ䇔Ѫ:Āᖃԓ㖾ഭѳ㠣㾯ᯩ⽮Պ,ՐჂ઼ၡҀӗъ↓⑇䘿ࡠ㓿⍾䮯ǃ᮷ॆ╄
ࠪԕ৺ӪԜ⽮Պ⭏⍫Ⲵᡰᴹቲ䶒Ǆ㔍བྷ䜘࠶Ⲵ⎸䍩૱ӗъ䜭൘ㄝ࣋੨ᕅ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ
⌘࣋,㘼ၡҀഐ㍐ࡉᱟ࡙ಘѻаāǄԆᤷࠪаᶑоՇн਼Ⲵ୶ъࠪ䐟,ቡᱟ⭘ၡ
>@
Ҁഐ㍐᭩䙐ᡁԜⲴ㓿⍾ Ǆ

ᡰ䉃ၡҀ㩕䬰ˈቡᱟُࣙၡҀ⍫ࣘ, 䙊䗷ᖒᔿо⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᛵᝏᔪ・㚄㌫
ᇎ⧠ӂࣘ, ሶၡҀഐ㍐㶽ޕӗ૱ᡆᴽ࣑, Ӿ㘼䗮ࡠ䬰ӗ૱, ᔪ・ᘐ䈊ᇒᡧⲴ㩕
䬰ᯩᔿǄণُࣙၡҀ⍫ࣘᖒᔿо⎸䍩㘵ᇎ⧠ӂࣘˈሶၡҀഐ㍐㶽ޕӗ૱ᡆᴽ
࣑,Ӿ㘼׳䘋ӗ૱ᡆᴽ࣑ਆᗇ㢟ྭⲴᐲ൪㺘⧠>@Ǆ
ၡҀᱟᖃӺаԕᝏᇈࡪ◰ѪสⲴփ傼ˈ㩕䬰ᱟу⌘Ҿ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䴰≲,䙊
䗷┑䏣⎸䍩㘵㘼ᇎ⧠ⴞḷⲴ⍫ࣘǄ㔬ਸє㘵,ၡҀ㩕䬰ׯᱟԕ⎸䍩㘵ⲴၡҀփ傼
Ѫ䇹≲,䙊䗷ᛖ⎸䍩㘵㘼ᴹ᭸ൠ䗮ࡠ㩕䬰ⴞḷⲴа㩕䬰ᯩᔿ>@Ǆ
㊫լоĀ㫉⢋+䎵ྣā䘉ሶၡҀഐ㍐оӗ૱㚄ါⲴ╄ࠪĀ⿰”⍫ࣘቡᱟၡҀ
㩕䬰ǄၡҀ㩕䬰Ⲵᴰབྷ⢩⛩ᱟ᪂ᔳ઼ࡺᕡՐ㔏㩕䬰ѝѕ㚳ǃ੶ᶯǃࠍ䟽ǃঅᯩ䶒
䘀ǃؑӔ⍱䚃нⲴа䶒, ਈᗇӢ઼ǃ㓿ᶮǃӂࣘ䎧ᶕ, ᴤާᴹ䪸ሩᙗ઼
ਟᙗǄᆳ࡙⭘ӪԜᰕ⳺䮯Ⲵ㋮⾎⎸䍩䴰≲, ሶၡҀഐ㍐㶽ޕӗ૱ᡆᴽ࣑,
䙊䗷ṧ⍫ࣘᖒᔿо⎸䍩㘵ᇎ⧠ᛵᝏ઼ᗳ⚥Ⲵӂࣘ, Ѫӗ૱ᡆԱъ⺞・ᴤ
Ѫᒯ⌋Ⲵ⸕ᓖ઼䇔ਟᓖ, Ӿ㘼׳䘋ӗ૱ᡆᴽ࣑ਆᗇ㢟ྭⲴᐲ൪㺘⧠࣋>@Ǆ
 ၡҀ㩕䬰⨶ᘥⲴਁኅ
ၡҀ㩕䬰ᴰᰙᱟ䎧ⓀҾ  ц㓚  ᒤԓᵛˈ⭡㖾ഭ⸕ᆖ㘵 3LQH ઼ *LOPRUH
൘ǉ୶ъઘ࠺Ǌѝ࠺ⲫⲴаㇷѪǉփ傼㓿⍾ᰦԓᶕѤǊⲴ᮷ㄐˈ᮷ѝ䱀䘠
ӪԜ⭏ӗ৺⎸䍩㹼ѪⲴਈॆˈӾՐ㔏⢙䍘кⲴ┑䏣кॷࡠᛵᝏⲴ䴰≲ˈᨀࠪᯠ⎸
䍩ᰦԓণሶᶕѤǄ㘼䲿⵰䍴␡㩕䬰Ӫ᮷Ҁ㌫㔏⹄ウˈၡҀ㩕䬰⨶䇪䙀↕ᆼழᒦ
䙀↕ᓄ⭘Ҿѝഭᐲ൪ǄሩҾѝഭᐲ൪㘼䀰ˈၡҀ㩕䬰ⵏ↓൘ᐲ൪㓿⍾лᲞ৺ᔰᶕˈ
ᱟӾ 2005 ᒤⲴĀ䎵ྣā䎵㓗ྣ༠ѝ↓ᔿᔰⲴǄ
Ӿশਢਁኅ䗷〻ᶕⴻ,ၡҀ㩕䬰ᱟ൘ᐲ൪ㄎҹⲭ✝ॆᛵߥл㩕䬰ࡋᯠⲴӗ⢙;
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Ӿ㺘⧠ᖒᔿкⴻ,ၡҀ㩕䬰㺘⧠ᶱѪ⭏ࣘॆ,สᵜ㾱⛩൘Ҿᖒ䊑ǃ⭏ࣘǃᰦቊǃњ
ᙗ઼ӂࣘ,ᴰ㓸փ⧠൘Ӫᙗॆк[3]ǄၡҀഐ㍐нӵ⑇䘿Ҷ㩕䬰⭼ˈ㘼фၡҀ㩕䬰ᡀ
Ѫᐲ൪ㄎҹⲴѫ㾱⇥,ၡҀ㩕䬰Ⲵ⹄ウҏкॷࡠᡈ⮕≤ᒣкǄෳቄgᵾᲞᴬᨀ
ࠪҶၡҀ㩕䬰Ⲵ 4C ⨶䇪,ণӾᇩ(Content)ǃՐ䚃(Conduit)ǃ⎸䍩(Consume)ǃ
ᮤਸ(Convergenee)ഋњᯩ䶒ޘ䶒ᾲᤜၡҀӗъⲴṶᷦ;਼ᰦᤷࠪၡҀ㩕䬰ⲴṨᗳ
>@
⧟㢲वᤜ:ӾъӪઈǃ亶ሬ઼࣋亶ሬ㘵 Ǆ㛟g⪏Ӿє㔤ᓖ䱀䟺ၡҀ㩕䬰Ⲵਜ਼

ѹ,ᒦӻ㓽⧠ԓၡҀ㩕䬰Ⲵਁኅਢ,ҏ䇪䘠ၡҀ㩕䬰Ⲵӗ૱ᇊࡦㆆ⮕઼ၡҀᢰᵟо
ၡҀ㩕䬰ѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫>@Ǆ
ྲӺˈၡҀ㩕䬰нӵᤷၡҀՁ䰢ъᵜ䓛ᡰࡋ䙐Ⲵ᭸⳺৺ޣӗъ, ᴤᒯ⌋Ⲵ
ᱟᤷ㹼ъⲴၡҀᖒᔿ઼䎻࣯, वᤜᒯၡҀᖒᔿǃ㩕䬰ՐၡҀᖒᔿǃӗ૱
ᵜ䓛ၡҀӂࣘᖒᔿㅹǄӺཙˈᱟҾփ傼㓿⍾ⲴᰦԓˈԱъᜣ㾱㧧ᗇᡀ࣏ˈቡᗵ
享・䏣Ҿᴽ࣑䘉ањᒣਠк䶒Ǆ⧠൘ˈ୶૱བྷཊ༴Ҿ਼䍘ॆⲴ䱦⇥ˈԱъᜣ㾱䇙
⎸䍩㘵ҠⲴӗ૱ˈѫ㾱ਆߣҾሩ⎸䍩㘵⎸䍩ᗳ⨶ⲴᦅᣃкǄ⇿њӪ䜭ௌ⅒ᘛҀǃ
䜭ௌ⅒ၡҀˈ㘼ၡҀ㩕䬰↓ᱟ┑䏣⎸䍩㘵䴰㾱ᘛҀǃ䴰㾱ၡҀⲴ䴰≲Ǆ
ၡҀ㩕䬰Ⲵ⢩⛩
Āйսаփā
ᡰ䉃Āйսаփā
ˈቡᱟᤷӗ૱ǃჂփǃ⎸䍩㘵䘉й㘵൘ၡҀ㩕䬰ѝ㶽Ѫа
փǄ൘䘉䟼ˈԱъԕ⎸䍩㘵Ѫࠪਁ⛩ˈ䇙⎸䍩㘵৲оࡠԱъоჂփⲴၡҀ⍫ࣘѝ
ᶕˈᒦф䶎ᑨ⌘䟽о⎸䍩㘵Ⲵӂࣘˈ൘⅒Ҁѝᴹ᭸ᇓՐԱъ૱⡼ᡆӗ૱Ǆ䘉й㘵
Ⲵޣ㌫ҏਟԕ⨶䀓ѪˈԱъࣚ࣋ࡋ䙐ࠪ儈૱䍘Ⲵ୶૱ˈჂփ䙊䗷ሩޜՇⲴ䈖㓶Ҷ
䀓઼߶⺞ᇊսˈ䘋㹼ᴹᕪᴹ࣋ⲴᴹࡋⲴᇓՐˈ䇙⎸䍩㘵ᘛൠ᧕ਇ䈕୶૱>@Ǆ
 ӂࣘᙗ
⧠ԓ⎸䍩㘵൘䍝Ҡᰦ∄䖳⌘䟽৲о઼փ傼ˈ㘼ၡҀ㩕䬰Ⲵӂࣘᙗ↓ྭ㜭䇙⎸
䍩㘵৲оࡠԱъਁ䎧ⲴၡҀ⍫ࣘѝᶕˈ䇙ަᦼᨑ㠚ѫᵳˈ൘ӂࣘѝᗇࡠӾᵚᴹ䗷
Ⲵփ傼ˈ൘ӂࣘѝሩԱъ઼ӗ૱ӗ⭏Ҷ䇔䇶ǄӂࣘᙗᱟၡҀ㩕䬰Ⲵᵜ䍘ˈҏᱟަ
兵࣋ᡰ൘ˈཡ৫ӂࣘᙗˈၡҀ㩕䬰ҏቡᰐӾ䈸䎧ǄՇཊᇎ䐥㓿傼䇹ᡁԜˈ⧠൘
Ⲵ㩕䬰ˈ⢩࡛ᱟၡҀ㩕䬰ˈӂࣘᙗᱟᡀ࣏ⲴࡽᨀǄԱъ൘ᇎᯭ㩕䬰ᰦ㾱࣐кӂࣘ
Ⲵ㾱㍐ˈ֯ᗇ⎸䍩㘵൘ӂࣘѝҶ䀓ӗ૱ᒦ䘋㹼⎸䍩Ǆᴹ᭸Ⲵӂࣘᯩᔿˈᰐ䇪ᱟ䟷
ਆօᯩ⌅ˈਚ㾱㜭ཏ䇙⎸䍩㘵൘৲оѝ؍ᤱ䖫ᶮᛖⲴᝏਇˈᇎ⧠о⎸䍩㘵䰤
Ⲵ㚄㌫ˈ䛓Ѹቡᱟа⅑ᡀ࣏ⲴၡҀ㩕䬰Ǆ
 Ӫᙗॆ
൘䘉њӗ૱਼䍘ॆᰕ⳺ѕ䟽Ⲵᐲ൪кˈԱъᗵ享ᢺᴤཊⲴ㋮࣋᭮൘ĀӪā䓛
кˈণᴤ࣐⎸⌘ޣ䍩㘵ˈ⎸⌘ޣ䍩㘵Ⲵњᙗ䴰≲ˈᒦቭ䟿ѪѻᨀㅖਸަਓણⲴ
⎸䍩⧟ຳ઼୶૱ǄሩҾሿᆙᶕ䈤ˈ㛟ᗧสнӵӵᱟањቡ佀Ⲵൠᯩˈᆳᴤᱟањ
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ၡҀ൪ᡰǄ㛟ᗧสᨀ㖾ણਟਓⲴ伏⢙ˈᗇሿᆙⲴᗳˈնᴤ䟽㾱Ⲵᱟˈሿᆙௌ⅒
䘉⅒ҀⲴ≋തˈԆԜਟԕ㠚⭡㠚൘⧙㘽ˈቭᛵਲ਼ь㾯Ⲵ਼ᰦ䘈ᴹ⽬⢙䎐䘱Ǆ䘉
ቡᱟ㛟ᗧสสҾᆙᆀӪᙗॆⲴၡҀ㩕䬰ᯩᔿˈ֯ᗇՇཊሿᆙᔰਓቡ೧೧⵰Āྭௌ
⅒㛟ᗧสā
ˈĀ㾱৫㛟ᗧส⧙━━ởāˈ
Ā㾱৫㛟ᗧสⲴ⑨Ҁഝā
ǄࡠڊӪᙗॆⲴ㩕
䬰ˈᱟ䙊ᖰၡҀ㩕䬰Ⲵᴹ᭸䙄ᖴǄ
 ᰦቊᙗ
⧠Ӻ⽮Պᱟањ㓿⍾ǃ᮷ॆᘛ䙏ਁኅⲴᰦԓˈ⢙䍘кⲴݵ㼅֯ᗇӪԜᔰ䙀
⑀䖜ੁҾ䘭≲њᙗॆǄⓀҾ㓿⍾Ⲵᘛ䙏ਁኅˈᑖᶕҶᘛ㢲ཿⲴ⭏⍫઼ᐕᯩᔿˈ
ӪԜⲴ࣋ҏ䲑Ǆ↔ᰦˈӪԜቡᴤ࣐⑤≲▞⍱њᙗॆⲴь㾯ᶕ᭮ᶮ㠚ᐡˈሶ
ᣁⲴᛵᝏⴈޘ᭮ࠪǄ㘼Աъቡᓄ䈕ᣃտ䘉⛩ˈਸ⨶䘀⭘ၡҀ㩕䬰ᶕ┑䏣⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ
ᛵᝏ䴰≲ˈᑖࣘ▞⍱њᙗॆⲴਁኅǄ㓿⍾Ⲵ伎䙏ਁኅˈ⢩࡛ᱟ㖁㔌ؑᰦԓⲴࡠ
ᶕˈ֯ᗇᰦቊᐢ㓿ᡀѪҶӪԜⲴа䘭≲Ǆ∄ྲѝഭ〫ࣘⲴĀࣘᝏൠᑖāъ࣑ˈ
ᢺⴞḷᇒᡧ䬱ᇊѪ  Ⲵᰦቊᒤ䖫Ӫˈࣚ࣋ࡋᔪањ⤜аᰐҼⲴᒤ䖫䙊䇟⽮
४ˈㄝ࣋㩕䙐ањуҾᒤ䖫ӪⲴĀᰦቊǃྭ⧙ǃ᧒㍒āⲴൠⴈǄҾᱟ䈧ҶᴹĀӊ
⍢⍱㹼ཙ⦻āѻ〠ⲴઘᶠՖ䘋㹼ԓ䀰ˈањ┑ݵᰦቊᝏⲴབྷ᰾ᱏˈ࣐к䛓俆у
ⲴⅼᴢǉᡁⲴൠⴈǊԕ৺䛓ਕĀᡁⲴൠⴈੜᡁⲴā
ˈ・ቡ䇙 0]RQH ᡀѪᒤ䖫а
ԓ䘭≲Ⲵᰦቊ૱⡼>@Ǆ
㺘⧠ᖒᔿ
 ᰾ᱏԓ䀰
Ѫ21ц㓚ᯠޤ䎧Ⲵ㩕䬰ᯩᔿˈၡҀ㩕䬰⎹৺ҶՇཊⲴ亶ฏǄ㘼Ā᰾ᱏԓ䀰ā
ࡉᱟၡҀ㩕䬰ⲴṨᗳᢰ㜭ѻаǄ㔍བྷཊᮠⲴԱъ䜭⑤ᵋ⭘᰾ᱏⲴӪ᭸ᓄˈᶕᢺ
⎸䍩㘵ሩӪⲴௌ⡡䖜ਈᡀሩ૱⡼Ⲵௌ⡡ǃሩӗ૱Ⲵௌ⡡ˈӾ㘼䘋а↕Ⲵᢙབྷӗ
૱Ⲵ䬰䟿ˈঐᦞᴤཊⲴᐲ൪ԭ仍Ǆ㩕䬰ㆆ⮕ቡᱟԱъԕ亮ᇒ䴰㾱Ѫࠪਁ⛩ˈṩᦞ
㓿傼㧧ᗇ亮ᇒ䴰≲䟿ԕ৺䍝Ҡ࣋Ⲵؑǃ୶ъ⭼Ⲵᵏᵋ٬ˈᴹ䇑ࡂൠ㓴㓷亩㓿
㩕⍫ࣘˈ䙊䗷ӂॿ䈳а㠤Ⲵӗ૱ㆆ⮕ǃԧṬㆆ⮕ǃ䚃ㆆ⮕઼׳䬰ㆆ⮕ˈѪ亮
ᇒᨀ┑Ⲵ୶૱઼ᴽ࣑㘼ᇎ⧠ԱъⴞḷⲴ䗷〻Ǆ䙊䗷᰾ᱏⲴ⍫ࣘᇓՐ䙐ᡀჂփ
㓴ਸㆆ⮕ˈሶᇓՐ૱⡼Ⲵ᰾ᱏ㊫ᒯჂփ᤹䘲ᖃⲴ∄ֻਸ⨶ൠ㓴ਸ֯⭘ˈࡪ◰
>@
⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠⅢᵋˈṁ・઼ᨀॷԱъ૱⡼ᖒ䊑ˈ䗮ࡠၡҀ㩕䬰Ⲵ᭸᷌ Ǆ

൘⧠ᇎ⭏⍫ѝˈ᰾ᱏԓ䀰ウㄏᱟ⤜ᇦԓ䀰ྭˈ䘈ᱟཊཊ⳺ழ˛օ⍿ㅹӪ䙊䗷
ᇎ傼⹄ウᗇࠪⲴ⹄ウਁ⧠˖ণ䲿⵰Ӫԓ䀰㿴⁑Ⲵ䙀⑀བྷˈ⎸䍩㘵ሩԓ䀰Ⲵ䇴
ԧݸᨀॷˈ❦ਾл䱽ˈབྷ㠤ᡀقĀUāරᴢ㓯ޣ㌫˗ԓ䀰૱⡼ӗ૱㓴ਸլᙗ〻
ᓖ䎺བྷˈ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵԓ䀰ᝏ⸕䇴ԧࡉ䎺儈ˈقĀUāරᴢ㓯ሶੁк〫ࣘ>@ǄᡰԕԱ
ъ൘䈧᰾ᱏԓ䀰ᰦˈ㾱ᜣ᰾ᱏԓ䀰ਆᗇањྭⲴ㔃᷌ቡ䴰㾱㘳㲁ᖸཊⲴഐ㍐Ǆྲ˖
᰾ᱏⲴњӪ≄䍘ᖒ䊑ǃ᰾ᱏⲴ⢩⛩ǃ᰾ᱏоԱъⲴޣ㚄ᓖ৺३䝽ᓖǃ᰾ᱏⲴ⢩䍘
оӗ૱ᱟㅖԕ৺ԓ䀰ᡈ⮕ㅹㅹǄ21ц㓚ӗ૱สᵜ༴Ҿањ਼䍘ॆⲴᰦԓˈᰐ
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䇪ᱟଚањԱъⲴӗ૱ˈ൘ᐲ൪кⲴ㺘⧠ᖒᔿ䜭ᱟབྷ㠤਼ⲴǄഐ↔ˈԱъ൘䘋
㹼᰾ᱏԓ䀰⍫ࣘᰦˈᓄᖃ䘹ਆㅖਸԱъ૱⡼⢩ᙗˈоᡰԓ䀰ⲴԱъӗ૱੫ਸⲴ
᰾ᱏǄ∄ྲⲮһਟҀቡ䚰䈧Ҷ哴ᲃ᰾ǃ㖇ᘇ⾕ㅹᯠ⭏ԓ᰾ᱏѪѻԓ䀰ˈоⲮһਟ
Ҁᒤ䖫ᴹ⍫࣋Ⲵ૱⡼ᖒ䊑ᱟ੫ਸⲴǄ
4.2 䈍仈㩕䬰
ᡰ䉃Ⲵ䈍仈㩕䬰ቡᱟ䘀⭘ჂփⲴ࣋䟿ԕ৺⎸䍩㘵Ⲵਓ⻁ˈ䇙ჂփⲴӗ૱ᡆᴽ
࣑ᡀѪ⎸䍩㘵䈸䇪Ⲵ䈍仈ˈቡ↔ᖒᡀ⌘ޣԕ䗮ࡠ㩕䬰᧘ᒯⲴ᭸᷌

>@

Ǆ䙊䗷ཊჂ

փ䚃Ր㔉ਇՇˈ䇙ਇՇ⌘ޣ䈕㢲ⴞᒦӗ⭏ᛵᝏ৽ᓄˈ㔗㘼ੁԆӪᡆ㗔փᢙᮓ
䈕㢲ⴞǄ∄ྲ䍤ˈᆳᱟањ㔃ਸᩌ㍒ᕅᔪ・䎧ᶕⲴ൘㓯Ӕ⍱ᒣਠˈᆳ䇙䛓Ӌ
ሩ਼ањ䈍仈ᝏޤ䏓ⲴӪԜ㚊䳶൘а䎧ˈᯩׯൠኅᔰӔ⍱઼ӂᑞࣙǄ䍤ҏᱟ
аสҾޣ䭞䇽Ⲵѫ仈Ӕ⍱⽮४ˈᆳ߶⺞ᢺᨑ⭘ᡧ䴰≲ˈ䙊䗷⭘ᡧ䗃ޣⲴޕ䭞䇽ˈ
㠚ࣘ⭏ᡀ䇘䇪४ˈ֯⭘ᡧ㜭・ণ৲оӔ⍱ˈਁᐳ㠚ᐡᡰᤕᴹⲴ઼ؑሩަᡰᝏޤ
䏓Ⲵ䈍仈ⴻ⌅Ǆ
ǉ䶎䈊यᢠǊ䘉аẓ㢲ⴞˈ㢲ⴞⲴ㊹эᡆ㘵ᱟహᇮǃѫᤱӪˈԆԜ䜭Պѫࣘ
ൠ৲оࡠ䈍仈Ⲵᔪᶴ઼ՐⲴ䗷〻ѝᶕˈԆԜՊṩᦞ㠚ᐡⲴ⽮Պ㓿傼ᡆਁྭٿ㺘
㠚ᐡሩ㢲ⴞǃహᇮǃѫᤱӪⲴⴻ⌅Ǆ⭡Ҿሩ㠚ᐡ㿲⛩Ⲵᢗ⵰ԆԜ䘈ՊоަԆᤱн
਼㿲⛩ⲴӪ䘋㹼◰࣡Ⲵ䇪䗙ǄԆԜ൘ࡦ䙐Ҿ㠚ᐡⲴ䈍仈Ⲵ਼ᰦˈҏᇎ⧠Ҷ㢲ⴞ
Ⲵ᧘ᒯˈ䗮ࡠҶ䈍仈㩕䬰Ⲵ᭸᷌Ǆ
 ᒯἽޕ
ᒯἽޕҏ〠ѻѪ㩕䬰ἽˈޕᆳᱟሶԱъⲴ૱⡼ᡆ㘵⭏ӗࠪᶕⲴӗ૱䙊䗷а
㌫ࡇⲴ⇥㶽ࡠޕҶ⭥㿶ǃ⭥ᖡᡆ㘵㊫㢲ⴞѝ৫ǄၡҀ㩕䬰Ⲵᕪབྷѻ༴нӵተ
䲀Ҿ᰾ᱏԓ䀰ˈ൘ᒯἽޕᯩ䶒ҏᱟᴹ䖳བྷᔪṁⲴǄἽޕ㩕䬰Ⲵ֯⭘ˈᖸྭⲴ┑
䏣Ҷ⎸䍩㘵൘ᗳ⨶кⲴ൘䴰≲Ǆ൘䘉ṧа⧟ຳѻлˈӗ૱ቡнቭᱟӗ૱ˈᴤ
ཊᰦىቡᱟаᒯˈ㘼ᒯнӵᱟᒯᴤཊᱟаӗ૱Ǆ⎸䍩㘵ྲ᷌᧕ਇҶӗ
૱ቡણ⵰᧕ਇҶᒯˈ᧕ਇҶᒯቡㅹҾ᧕ਇҶӗ૱ˈє㘵ᱟӂᡀⲴǄ⎸
䍩㘵൘㿲ⴻޣ㢲ⴞᰦਟԕⴻࡠᡆ㘵᧕䀖ࡠӗ૱઼૱⡼ˈᕪ⎸䍩㘵ሩ૱⡼ԕ৺
ӗ૱Ⲵঠ䊑ˈӾ㘼ᕅ䎧⎸䍩㘵ӺਾⲴ⎸䍩ˈᢙབྷᖡ૽઼࣋ӗ૱䬰䟿Ǆ
Ἵޕ㩕䬰൘аᇊ〻ᓖкᱟ࡙⭘Ҷ⎸䍩㘵ሩᇒփⲴؑ䎆઼䇔਼ᝏˈ൘н⸕н㿹
ѝ䙀⑀᭩ਈ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ⎸䍩ᗳ⨶઼⎸䍩ҐᜟǄഐѪˈᆳᱟ൘ၡҀⲴ⧟ຳѝᆼᡀⲴˈ
ᡰԕᆳᱟ൘㡂䘲ѝሩ⎸䍩㘵䘋㹼᭩䙐ǃᕅ䎧ޡ呓ǄѪ䘉ṧаᯠ仆⤜⢩Ⲵ㩕䬰
ᯩᔿˈᆳሩԱъ૱⡼ᖒ䊑ԕ৺ӗ૱Ⲵ䬰䜭䎧ࡠ〟ᶱⲴ⭘ˈՊᑖᶕ䖳儈Ⲵ䱴࣐
ԧ٬Ǆ
⭥㿶ǉ㕆䗁䜘Ⲵ᭵һǊ
ˈ㻛䇔Ѫᱟഭ俆⅑ᓄ⭘Ἵޕᔿᒯ⌅ˈ
ĀⲮ嗉ⸯ
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⋹༦āѪѝⲴ䚃ާˈ൘⭥㿶ࠪᰦབྷ㧧ᡀ࣏Ǆ✝Ⲵ⭥㿶ǉօԕㅉ㇛唈Ǌˈ
ᤕᴹབྷ䟿Ⲵ㿲Շˈ␡ਇ㿲ՇⲴௌ⡡ˈ㘼൘㢲ⴞѝ仁㑱ࠪ⧠Ⲵ⎧傜⊭䖖ㅹ૱⡼ҏ⑇
䘿ࡠ㢲ⴞѝˈ㘼䲿⵰㢲ⴞ䎺ᶕ䎺ਇ⅒䗾ˈ㢲ⴞਇՇҏ൘н⸕н㿹ѝሩ㢲ⴞѝⲴ૱
⡼ؑ䘋㹼Ҷᒯ⌋ⲴՐǄ丙ǉᶕ㠚ᱏᱏⲴǊˈ൘ѝ⭘䗷Ⲵ⢙૱ǃᴽ侠ǃ
ॆྶ૱ㅹˈ൘㢲ⴞࠪਾ䜭㜭䗵䙏Ⲵ䬰аオǄ
 փ傼㩕䬰
փ傼㩕䬰ᱟԱъӾᝏᇈǃᛵᝏǃᙍ㘳ǃ㹼઼ࣘޣ㚄䈨ᯩ䶒䇮䇑㩕䬰⨶ᘥˈԕ
ӗ૱ᡆᴽ࣑Ѫ䚃ާˈ◰ਁᒦ┑䏣亮ᇒփ傼䴰≲ˈӾ㘼䗮ࡠԱъⴞḷⲴа㩕䬰⁑
ᔿ

>@

ǄၡҀ㩕䬰ѝⲴփ傼㩕䬰ᱟԱъӾӄњᯩ䶒ᶕ┑䏣⎸䍩㘵փ傼䴰≲㘼䇮䇑

ⲴˈᆳԜ࠶࡛ᱟᛵᝏ䴰≲ǃᝏᇈᝏਇǃᙍ㘳ǃ㹼઼ࣘޣ㚄Ǆփ傼㩕䬰һᇎкᱟа
ԕփ傼ᶕ䘋㹼Ⲵ㩕䬰⁑ᔿǄփ傼㩕䬰઼ၡҀ㢲ⴞᱟᴹᇶ࠷Ⲵޣ㌫ⲴˈၡҀԱъ
ᢺ㩕䬰オ䰤Ѫ㡎ਠˈᢺӗ૱઼ᴽ࣑Ѫ䖭փˈ֯ᗇ⎸䍩㘵൘փ傼Ⲵ䗷〻䟼㧧ᗇ
ᛵᝏкⲴ┑䏣ˈ䇔਼ᒦ᧕ਇԱъⲴ૱⡼઼ӗ૱ˈԕ↔ᶕࡠڊ࣐ӗ૱Ⲵ䬰Ǆ⎸
䍩㘵փ傼ᱟၡҀ㩕䬰ⲴᴰѪ䟽㾱Ⲵ⧟㢲ˈၡҀ㩕䬰ਟԕ֯૱⡼Րо⎸䍩㘵ӂࣘ
㔃ਸ䎧ᶕǄ䙊䗷⎸䍩㘵Ⲵփ傼ˈᔪ・о૱⡼৺ӗ૱Ⲵփ傼ˈ䖜ਈ⎸䍩㘵ⲴᘱᓖǄ
⎸䍩㘵൘ᘛҀǃᛖⲴփ傼⧟ຳѝ⑀⑀ൠ᧕ਇԱъⲴ૱⡼઼ӗ૱ˈ਼ᰦˈԱъҏ
ᇎ⧠Ҷ૱⡼઼ӗ૱Ⲵ㩕䬰Ǆ
ၡҀփ傼㜭֯⎸䍩㘵ӗ⭏৲оᝏǄྲ㿲Շ൘ⴻǉѝഭྭ༠丣Ǌᰦਁ⸝ؑᣅ⾘ˈ
о㢲ⴞ䘋㹼ӂࣘˈ䘉ሶՊ᭩ਈՐ㔏Ⲵ䇴င⛩䇴ǃ㿲Շ㿲ⴻⲴተ䶒Ǆ਼ᰦҏ࠶ݵփ
⧠Ҷ㿲ՇⲴ৲оᙗ>@ǄၡҀ㩕䬰ަṨᗳⲴѹᱟ䙊䗷ӂࣘǃᝏᙗᶕᢃࣘ⎸䍩㘵ˈ
㘼нᱟ⭘⨶ᙗ䈤ᮉᶕ⎸֯׳䍩㘵䍝Ҡӗ૱Ǆ㘼ĀӂࣘāⲴѹቡᱟ䙊䗷䘉ṧа
փ傼㩕䬰ᶕᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ⎸䍩ᗳ⨶ˈ⭘ᝏᙗᑖࣘ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ㹼ѪӾ㘼䗮ࡠ㩕䬰ӗ૱
৺૱⡼ⲴⴞⲴǄаᰖ⎸䍩㘵о૱⡼ǃӗ૱ᴹӂࣘˈቡՊ൘ӂࣘⲴ⧟ຳѝሩ૱⡼ؑ
䘋㹼Ҷ䀓઼䇔⸕Ǆ䘉ҏቡ㾱≲Աъ൘䇮䇑փ傼㩕䬰Ⲵ⍫ࣘᰦ㾱⌘⎸䍩㘵փ傼
ѝⲴӂࣘᙗᱟݵ䏣઼ᴹ᭸Ǆаᰖ⎸䍩㘵൘փ傼ᰦ㜭ཏ࠶ݵҶ䀓૱⡼ӗ૱ˈ૱⡼
ӗ૱䙊䗷⎸䍩㘵Ⲵփ傼㘼㧧ᗇྭᝏˈԱъቡਟԕᇎ⧠փ傼㩕䬰Ⲵⵏ↓ԧ٬Ǆ
 ⑨㩕䬰
ሶ⑨઼ၡҀ㩕䬰㔃ਸˈᱟၡҀ㩕䬰ⲴᯠᖒᔿǄ䙊䗷⭥㿶㢲ⴞǃ⭥ᖡǃ⭥㿶
ㅹ⇥ˈᢺ䈕ᐲⲴ仾൏Ӫᛵǃൠ⨶⧟ຳኅ⧠൘㿲ՇࡽˈਟԕሶᵜപᆸⲴ
仾Ჟਈᡀᇼᴹᛵ㢲઼ᗳ⚥ሩ䈍Ⲵ൪Ჟˈᢙབྷᐲ⸕ᓖǄሶ⑨ᇴ࣐ҾၡҀݳ㍐ˈ
䙊䗷⑨ⲴӪ᮷ǃᲟ⢙ǃᛵᲟㅹˈἽޕ㿲Շǃ⎸䍩㘵ᗳѝˈ㜭䗮ࡠаᖸྭⲴ㩕
䬰᭸᷌Ǆ൘㢲ⴞǉ⡨⡨৫ଚݯǊⲴᖡ૽лˈ⡦ᆀԜ৫䗷Ⲵ⇿ањൠᯩ䜭ᡀҶᯠᱻ
Ⲵ⑨Ჟ⛩ˈᇒ㴲ᤕ㘼㠣Ǆਚᴹ⑨оᖃൠ᮷ॆ㔃ਸˈ⑨㩕䬰㜭䍻Ҹަ
⤜⢩Ⲵ᮷ॆ⏥઼૱⡼᭸ᓄǄ∄ྲǉॳ䟼䎠অ僁ǊˈᡁԜঠ䊑ᴰ␡ⲴቡᱟӁই
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ѭ⊏ᶏ⋣ਔ䭷ⲴĀഋᯩ㺇伏૱аᶑ㺇ā઼䛓аⴻнࡠቭཤⲴĀ⍱≤ᑝāˈࠪ
ਾণਈᡀҶ⑨Ⲵᯠ❖⛩ˈवᤜ 2006 ✝Ⲵǉབྷ䮯ӺǊᴤᱟྲ↔Ǆ
 ߐ䎎ࣙ
ߐ䎎ࣙᱟᤷ䙊䗷୶ъ䎎ࣙ䘉ṧа㩕䬰⇥ᶕҠᯝањᆇˈ⍫ࣘᯩᴹᵳ
ߣᇊᱟᢺߐᵳ㔉Ҹ䎎ࣙᯩǄᴹӋߐ䎎ࣙᱟޘ〻Ⲵ䎎ࣙˈ⭡㢲ⴞᔰㆩ༷ᔰ
ⴤࡠᆼޘ㔃ᶏ䜭ᱟߐᯩޘ〻䍏䍓Ⲵˈ㘼ᴤཊᰦߐˈىᯩਚ䴰䎎ࣙབྷ䜘࠶䍴
䠁㘼䶎ޘ䜘䍴䠁Ǆ䲿⵰ߐᑖᶕᐘབྷⲴ᭦⳺ˈߐ䎎ࣙᐢ㓿䙀⑀૱⡼ᔪ䇮ѝⲴ䟽
㾱⧟㢲ˈཊᮠⲴ૱⡼䜭ᐼᵋ䙊䗷བྷරⲴާᴹᖡ૽࣋Ⲵ㢲ⴞᶕᢙབྷ㠚ᐡⲴ૱⡼ǃᨀ
ॷ⸕ᓖǄߐ䎎ࣙ൘⎸䍩㘵⭏⍫ѝⲴнᯝ⑇ߐˈޕа䇽ҏᐢ㓿ᔰ㻛ᒯ⌋Ⲵ
⹄ウǄ
Ӿ㩕䬰ᆖᶕⴻˈߐⲴᇎ䍘ቡᱟа㩕䬰⍫ࣘˈᱟԱъ䙊䗷ࠪ䍴䎎ࣙ⍫ࣘᡆ
㢲ⴞˈᢺԱъⲴ૱⡼㖞Ҿ⍫ࣘ৺㢲ⴞкˈ䲿㢲ⴞа䎧ࠪ⧠Ǆ⭡↔ᶕᨀ儈ԱъⲴ૱
⡼ǃӗ૱ǃ⸕ᓖԕ৺ᖡ૽࣋ǄањᆼᮤⲴߐ࠶Ѫє䜘࠶ˈ࠶࡛ᱟߐᯩ઼㢲
ⴞᯩǄྲ˖࣐ཊᇍѝഭྭ༠丣ˈԆⲴࡽ㖞ቡᱟߐᯩ࣐ཊᇍˈਾ㖞ቡᱟ㢲ⴞᯩѝ
ഭྭ༠丣ˈ䘉ṧቡᶴᡀҶᆼᮤⲴߐ૱⡼Ǆԕ࣐ཊᇍѪֻˈ൘㢲ⴞᔰᰦˈѫᤱ
ӪՊ൘ᔰᰦ䙊䗷䈝丣ᶕ䇹㿲Շ䘉њ㢲ⴞⲴߐ୶ᱟ࣐ཊᇍǄ਼ᰦˈ൘㢲ⴞᮤ
њ䘋〻ѝ࣐ཊᇍⲴ LOGO ᙫՊཊ⅑ࠪ⧠൘ቿᒅⲴਣкᯩˈӾ㘼нᯝⲴᨀ䟂㿲ՇǄ
࣐ཊᇍ↓ᱟُࠝ⤜ࡠⲴˈݹࡠҶǉѝഭྭ༠丣Ǌ䘉њၡҀ㩕䬰Ⲵ᭟⛩ˈӾ㘼
ᇎ⧠Ҷ⦻㘱ਹࡠ࣐ཊᇍⲴᆼ㖾䖜䓛ˈᒦ䙊䗷ࡋᯩᔿᢺၡҀ㩕䬰ࡠڊᶱ㠤ˈޘᯩ
սǃཊᒣਠൠоၡҀ㢲ⴞਸǃӂࣘˈ࠶ݵ䈳ࣘ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ⎸䍩✝ᛵˈᕪॆо⎸䍩
㘵Ⲵᝏᛵ⋏䙊ˈӾ㘼䗮ᡀҶަၡҀ㩕䬰ⲴⴞⲴ>@Ǆ
ၡҀ㩕䬰ᇎ䐥ᙗ
ഭ䇨ཊ⹄ウ᮷ㄐӾн਼䀂ᓖ᧒䇘ၡҀ㩕䬰൘ѝഭⲴ᭸⭘᭸᷌वᤜၡҀ
㩕䬰ᡈ⮕Ⲵ⹄ウၡҀ㩕䬰⁑ᔿⲴ⹄ウ૱⡼ჂփⲴ⹄ウၡҀ㩕䬰ṸֻⲴ࠶઼᷀
㓿傼Ⲵᙫ㔃Ǆ䲔↔ѻཆᖸཊԱъᇦᐢ㓿ᣅ䓛ҾၡҀ㩕䬰ˈᒦ㧧ᗇ᭦⳺Ǆ∄ྲ㗱ੁ
ьˈк⎧ᶠؑ䈒ᴹ䲀ޜਨᙫ㓿⨶ˈԆ䇔ѪၡҀ㩕䬰ቡᱟሶ䬰઼ᯠ䰫✝⛩㔃ਸ
䎧ᶕˈ䙊䗷࡙⭘⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᗳ⨶ᨀ儈૱⡼Ⲵ⸕ᓖˈѪ૱⡼〟㍟аӋ↓㜭䟿Ǆӗ૱
㾱㔃ਸᯠ䰫Ⲵ✝⛩઼བྷර⍫ࣘǄ㗱ੁьሩ㠚ᐡ㴲㵌૱⡼ⲴࠪⲴၡҀ㩕䬰ቡᱟ㔃
ਸㅜаս唁Ӫᙫ㔏ྕᐤ傜ⲴкԫⲴ✝⛩ᯠ䰫Ǆ唁Ӫᖃ䘹ᙫ㔏⤜⢩Ⲵ唁㴲㵌ࠪ⧠
䶎ᑨ੨ᕅབྷՇⲴⴞݹǄҾᱟԆ൘ྕᐤ傜ቡ㙼ᖃཙ䙊䗷൘ᣕ㓨кⲫࠪޣҾ唁Ӫᙫ㔏
઼唁㴲㵌ⲴⲴᒯˈ൘ᆼᡀҶၡҀ㩕䬰Ⲵ਼ᰦˈ࣐ᕪҶӗ૱ⲴᇓՐǄ
⧠ԓ㩕䬰ᆖѻ⡦㨢࡙ᲞЬ、⢩ंᴮ䈤䗷Ā൘ањӗ૱⌋┕㘼ᇒᡧ⸝㕪Ⲵц⭼
䟼ˈԕᇒᡧѪѝᗳᱟᡀ࣏Ⲵޣ䭞āǄⲴ⺞ྲ↔ˈਚᴹҶ䀓ⲴⴞḷਇՇˈ㋮߶ൠ
ᢺᨑԆԜⲴ䴰≲ˈ㜭ྭڊၡҀ㩕䬰Ǆ൘㖁㔌㓿⍾ᰦԓ઼ၡҀ㓿⍾ᰦԓˈྭڊၡ
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Ҁ㩕䬰ᴤᱟ㾱⭘⌘ޣᡧⲴᝏਇǄ⧠൘Ⲵ㖁≁ˈ⢩࡛ᱟǃ ਾⲴᒤ䖫Ӫˈ䜭ᶱ
ަᴹњᙗˈ൘⎸䍩ᰦ⌘䟽㠚ᐡⲴᝏᇈփ傼઼ᗳǄၡҀ㩕䬰оަԆ㩕䬰ᯩᔿᴰབྷ
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The Factors of Communication and Empathic Marketing
Model

Xueye Wang
Graduate School of Management Communication University of China, Beijing
Email烉99630996@qq.com

ABSTRACT
This paper expounds the key media into production elements and elements of
innovation, the new environment of media economy under the new marketing environment,
great changes have taken place in the consumer characteristics and demand and
consumption characteristics. Based on the analysis of the mainstream marketing methods
as the starting point, introduced the empathic marketing concept, starting with the analysis
of the mainstream marketing method for point, introduced the empathic marketing idea, in
the analysis of necessity of empathic marketing on the basis of the study, through the
empirical data research, constructs DEMATEL model test marketing based on the
enterprise, the existing problem and countermeasure strategies and methods should be
taken to the new marketing environment, the proposed ideas. Aimed at the industry or
business management, product marketing and provide reference.
Keywords: factors of communication; empathic marketing; internet+; business
management; new ecology of marketing
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ԕ㓴㓷ǃ㹼ъᡆӗъᖒᘱˈ䙊䗷㶽⽮ޕՊǃ㓿⍾ǃӗъ઼㓴㓷䘋㹼ⲴӾᆿ㿲ࡠᗞ㿲
Ⲵ㓿⍾⍫ࣘᙫ〠˗ҼᱟՐჂԕ⭏ӗ㾱㍐઼ࡋᯠ㾱㍐ᖒᘱˈ䙊䗷ᐲ൪䝽㖞઼䍴Ⓚࡋᯠˈ
൘㓿⍾ǃӗъǃ㓴㓷઼⽮Պቲ䶒䘋㹼Ⲵ㓿⍾⍫ࣘᙫ〠Ǆ
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ՐჂ㾱㍐⭘ҾՐჂ㓿⍾ᴰⴤ᧕Ⲵփ⧠ˈቡᱟ䙊䗷й㖁ᒣਠሩӗъ઼䍴ᵜⲴ䟽
ᶴǄ俆ݸᱟӗъ䟽ᶴǄ䳶ѝᓖ儈ǃঐՈ࣯ൠսⲴ㹼ъаⴤঐᦞ⵰පᯝⓒԧǄ⭡ҾՐ
Ⴢ㾱㍐⭘ⲴਁᥕˈสҾӂ㚄㖁Ⲵ㚄䙊⭘઼㾱㍐䝽㖞᭸⭘ⲴᨀॷˈᴹⲴӗъ䬮
䚃઼૱⡼ᡀᵜ㻛䙀⑀⎸䲔ˈᴽ࣑㻛ᴤᴹ᭸ൠᨀ㔉Ҷ䴰≲ᯩǄҾᱟˈՐჂሩ㹼ъ
ᖒᡀ仐㾶ˈࠪ⧠Ҷ“ൿᙗࡋᯠ”઼“৫ѝᗳॆ”⧠䊑Ǆ㘼䳶ѝᓖվⲴ㹼ъˈ⭡Ҿᴹ
ᴽ࣑Ⰻ⛩ཊˈؑн䘿᰾ˈ㕪ѿؑ⭘փ㌫ˈᡆᆈ൘᭯ㆆ䲀ࡦˈሬ㠤ᮤњ㹼ъਁኅн
ᡀ⟏ˈՐჂ㾱㍐⭘ሶᴹ᭸᭩ழᴹⲴ㹼ъⰋ⛩ˈ֯ަᇎ⧠৽䖜Ǆަ⅑ᱟ䍴ᵜ䟽ᶴǄ
ᖃࡽˈ༴Ҿ㓿⍾䖜රѝⲴѝഭӗъ䍴ᵜӏ䴰ࠪਓǄᴰ㜭ਁᥕՐჂ㾱㍐⭘Ⲵӂ㚄㖁ǃ
⭥ؑ㖁઼ᒯ⭥㖁ᡀѪᴰᴹᵚᶕⲴӗъᯩੁˈᡀѪ䍴ᵜᴰ䘭ᦗⲴᣅ䍴✝⛩Ǆ䘉ሶᴹ᭸
ࡪ◰ࡋᯠǃࣙ䮯ࡋ≁ޘъ▞ˈᴰ㓸ษ㛢ࠪ㓿⍾䖜රᯠ⁑ᔿǄ
2.ᝏ
ᝏ傼㩕䬰ᾲᘥ
൘Ր㔏Ⲵ ERP3㩕䬰⁑ᔿѝˈᇒᡧਚ㜭㻛ࣘൠ᧕ਇԱъⲴ⨶ᘥ઼ӗ૱ˈ㠚ᐡѫ
ࣘᜣҶ䀓Ⲵ䜘࠶ࡉᖸ䳮㧧ਆǄ㘼о⌘䟽 ERP ӗ૱⢩㢢ǃ࣏᭸ⲴՐ㔏㩕䬰∄ˈᝏ
傼㩕䬰4ᴤ⌘䟽⭘ᡧⲴᛵຳփ傼Ǆ䘉ӋสҾᛵຳѝⲴփ傼ӗ⭏Ҿᇒᡧ൘ؑӔӂՐ
ѝⲴ㓿শ৺ަᛵᝏǃᝏ㿹ǃᗳ઼ᙍᜣⲴ䀖ࣘǄᝏ傼㩕䬰ᴹ᭸ൠሶԱъ૱⡼઼ᇒ
ᡧ␡ቲᴹ᭸䴰≲㚄㌫䎧ᶕˈᝏ傼ᡰᑖᶕⲴ儈䪸ሩᙗⲴᝏ㿹ǃᝏᛵǃ䇔⸕઼ޣ㌫ԧ٬
ᴰ㓸ሶਆԓӗ૱Ⲵ࣏㜭ԧ٬ˈᴰ㓸ᇎ⧠⭘ᡧ䴰≲㠣ቊǄ
ᝏ傼㩕䬰˄Empathic Marketing˅ᱟ൘ᖃӺ㋮߶ؑ༴⨶ǃӔӂ⁑ᔿ઼ؑ⯵
∂ᔿՐㅹᖒᘱᖡ૽лⲴᯠ㩕䬰⭏ᘱ5ѝˈ⭏ᡀⲴаᯠޤ㩕䬰⁑ᔿǄާփᶕ䇢ˈ
ᝏ傼㩕䬰ᱟ䙊䗷ᕅਁ⎸䍩㘵㿲ᝏ˄Impressions˅ǃ༠ᝏ˄Phonoreceptor˅ǃ䀖ᝏ
˄Touch˅ǃણᝏ˄Taste˅ǃ௵ᝏ˄Smell˅ǃᛵᝏ˄Affection˅ㅹˈ઼◰ࡪ࠶ݵ䈳
ࣘ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᝏᇈ˄Sense organ˅ǃᝏᛵ˄Emotion˅ǃᙍ㘳˄Thinking˅ǃ㹼Ѫ
˄Behavior˅ǃ㚄ᜣ˄Association˅઼փ傼˄Experience˅ㅹᝏᙗǃ⨶ᙗ৺ᛵຳ
˄Situation˅ഐ㍐ˈ䟽ᯠᇊѹǃ䇮䇑઼ᇎᯭˈ䙊䗷ᇎ⧠⎸䍩㘵㠚ᡁ┑䏣ˈ⎸֯׳䍩
㘵ሩ⽮ՊࠪڊᴤབྷⲴ䍑⥞Ⲵ਼ᰦˈᇎ⧠Աъ㩕䬰ⴞḷⲴ㩕䬰⁑ᔿǄ

ẩ᷂峬㸸孉↺炷Enterprise Resources Planning炸
炻⬫⮮ẩ᷂䘬峊≉ˣ慯峕ˣ䓇ṏˣ撨ⓖˣ⸻⬀℞⬫᷂≉≇傥
㔜⎰⇘ᶨ᷒ᾉ〗䭉䎮⸛⎘ᶲ炻Ṷ侴⭆䍘ᾉ〗㔘㌖㞯Ⅾ⊾炻䲣亇彸埴普ㆸ⊾ˣ᷂≉㳩䦳⎰䎮⊾ˣ云㓰䙹㍏≐⾩
⊾ˣ䭉䎮㓡┬㊩井⊾ˤ
4 “デ樴反撨”䲣㛔㔯ἄ侭椾㫉㍸↢䘬㤪⾝炻搰⮡Ḷ⛐Ỉ亇䘬 ERP 反撨㧉⺷ᷕ炻⭊㇟⼰晦ᷣ≐卟⍾ẩ᷂䘬䎮⾝
ṏ⑩䉞⅝㍸↢炻ᶶ㲐慵 ERP ṏ⑩䈡刚ˣ≇㓰䘬Ỉ亇反撨㧉⺷䚠㭼炻デ樴反撨㚜㲐慵䓐㇟䘬ねデね⠫ỻ樴ẍ
⍲⌛㖞冒ㆹ⭆䍘㺉嵛ˤ
5 㕘反撨䓇⾩烉䓙Ḷᾉ〗Ỉ㑕㧉⺷䘬⎀朑炻峾Ḷᾉ〗Ỉ㑕䘬ⶪ⛢反撨炻ḇ塓従⍹䓇⎀朑炻䓙ẍ䓇ṏˣ撨ⓖˣ峐
慷ˣ栦⭊ˣ㚵≉ˣỻ樴ᷢᷕ⽫䘬Ỉ亇反撨䓇⾩炻弔⎀ᷢẍ㴰峡侭“デ樴”ᷢᷕ⽫䘬㕘反撨䓇⾩ˤ
3
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ᝏ傼㩕䬰ԕ⎸䲔Աъ˄૱⡼˅઼⎸䍩㘵ѻ䰤Ⲵ䐍Ѫ䟽㾱㓿㩕⇥ˈᱟ㩕䬰ᾲ
ᘥ㔗⭏ӗѝᗳ䇪ǃ䍘䟿ѝᗳ䇪ǃᴽ࣑ѝᗳ䇪ǃփ傼ѝᗳ䇪ԕਾⲴᗵ❦ਁኅ䎻࣯Ǆᝏ
傼㩕䬰㾱≲Աъᗵ享Ӿ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᝏᇈǃᝏᛵǃᙍ㘳ǃ㹼Ѫǃ㚄ᜣ઼փ傼ㅹޝњᯩ䶒
䟽ᯠᇊѹǃ䇮䇑㩕䬰ㆆ⮕Ǆ↔㩕䬰ᯩᔿᰒケҶ“⨶䇪ᙗ⎸䍩㘵”ⲴՐ㔏ٷ䇮ˈҏケ
Ҷփ傼㩕䬰ᢺ⎸䍩ᛵຳӂ઼ࣘ⎸䍩㘵㠚ᡁԧ٬ᇎ⧠㩕䙐ቿ㭭൘ཆⲴተ䲀ˈ䇔Ѫ⎸
䍩㘵Ⲵ⎸䍩㹼Ѫ䲔Ҷवਜ਼⸕䇶ǃᲪ࣋ǃᙍ㘳ㅹ⨶ᙗഐ㍐ˈᝏᇈǃᛵᝏǃᛵ㔚ㅹᝏᙗ
ഐ㍐ཆˈ䘈ᗵ享ᴹԕަᛵᝏ䴰≲઼㠚ᡁ┑䏣Ѫส⛩ⲴᛵຳӂࣘǄ
2.1 ⧠ԓ⎸䍩㘵⢩ᖱ࠶᷀
ӺཙⲴ⎸䍩㘵ˈ⇿ཙ䜭нᗇнѫࣘᡆ㻛ࣘ䶒ሩ⎧䟿ؑˈнᗇн਼ᰦެڊཊ亩
һᛵˈަᗳ⨶ǃᛵᝏ઼㹼ѪǃҐᜟㅹᯩ䶒䜭ਁ⭏Ҷ䈨ཊ᭩ਈǄᰐ䇪ᱟѫࣘ᭩ਈᡆᱟ
㻛䘛䘲ᓄˈަṨᗳ㺘⧠ᱟу⌘⢩ᖱⲴ䙀⑀䎻ᕡˈ㘼⎸䍩㘵у⌘࣋Ⲵ㺠߿ˈᰐ⯁Պᶱ
བྷᨀॷ㩕䬰䳮ᓖˈሩҾ㩕䬰ⴞḷᶕ䇢ˈࡉӗ⭏Ҷѕ䟽ᖡ૽Ǆഐ↔ˈሩҾ㩕䬰ᶕ䇢ˈ
㚊❖⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ⌘࣋䎺ᶕ䎺䳮ˈ䬱ᇊⴞḷᇒᡧ䎺ᶕ䎺䳮ˈ֯⎸䍩㘵ӗ⭏ᝏ⸕ޡ呓䎺
ᶕ䎺䳮ˈᡰԕˈᇎ⧠㩕䬰ⴞḷቡ䎺ᶕ䎺䳮Ǆ⎸䍩㘵਼ᰦ䘋㹼ཊ䟽ԫ࣑༴⨶ˈᐢ㓿ᡀ
ѪаҐᜟˈ䘉ሩӪⲴᙍ㔤ǃᗳ⨶઼ᛵᝏӗ⭏Ⲵᐘབྷᖡ૽ˈѕ䟽ᖡ૽⵰⎸䍩㹼ѪǄ
2.1.1 ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᴹ䲀⌘࣋㧧ਆ࠶᷀
Ӫ㝁൘ⷜ䰤ᡆа⇥ᰦ䰤᧕᭦઼༴⨶ⲴؑⲴ㜭࣋ᴹ䲀ˈ⭡ҾᖃӺؑՐⲴ
⎧䟿ǃӔӂㅹ⢩⛩ˈ䴰㾱ሩؑ৺ᰦ䘋㹼ޣᙍ㘳઼༴⨶ˈѕ䟽࠶ᮓҶ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ⌘
࣋Ǆᡰԕˈ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ⌘࣋Ⲵ⺾⡷ॆᡀѪᑨᘱǄ⭡↔ਟ⸕ˈӺཙ㩕䬰䳮仈Ⲵᇎ䍘ˈ
ᱟ⎸䍩㘵䶒ሩཊ䟽ԫ࣑༴⨶ˈфнᗇн䲿ᰦ䘋㹼ԫ࣑࠷ᦒǄ
䙊䗷н਼ӻ䍘䘋㹼ؑՐⲴ᭸᷌ᒦᰐཚབྷᐞ࡛ˈ㘼ⵏ↓ᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵᧕ਇؑ
᭸᷌ⲴഐᱟњӪ〫ࣘ㓸ㄟǄ⭡Ҿ〫ࣘ㓸ㄟⲴѫࣘᵳѪ⎸䍩㘵ᡰᴹˈᡰԕُ〫ࠝࣘ
㓸ㄟ䘋㹼ؑՐᒦ؍䇱ᴹ᭸ˈቡᗵ享བྷབྷᨀॷؑᇩⲴޣᙗ઼ؑ㺘䗮Ⲵ䏓
ણᙗˈ䘈ᗵ享䇙᧕᭦㘵㿹ᗇᴹѹˈ⭊㠣ᱟ䪸ሩަᵜӪⲴՐǄᴤ䟽㾱Ⲵᱟˈྲ᷌
Րᴹ᭸ˈਟԕ䇙⎸䍩㘵ӗ⭏ޡ呓ˈ䘋㘼ᇎ⧠ሩަ⎸䍩㹼ѪⲴᖡ૽Ǆ
㔬кˈӺཙⲴ㩕䬰ሩ䊑ˈਚ㜭ᱟ䲿ᰦ䘋㹼ཊ䟽ԫ࣑༴⨶Ⲵ⎸䍩㘵ˈഐ㘼ˈ䘛Ҿ
㩕䬰⭏ᘱ᭩ਈ㘼䘋㹼Ⲵ㩕䬰ਈ䶙ˈቡᗵ享ᱟ㩕䬰⁑ᔿⲴਈ䶙ˈ㘼нӵӵᱟ㩕䬰ᯩ⌅
Ⲵਈ䶙ǄӾ⭏⨶ቲ䶒࠶᷀ˈᝏ傼㩕䬰⁑ᔿሩҾ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᖡ૽สˈᱟ◰ਁަབྷ㝁䟺
᭮ཊᐤ㜪6ˈоӪԜ൘⧙⑨ᠿᰦབྷ㝁䟺᭮ཊᐤ㜪ˈՊཻޤǃՊкⱮˈᒦӗ⭏ᡀቡᝏ
⣂傢䘬⊾⬎↮⫸⺷㗗 C6H3(OH)2-CH2-CH2-NH2ˤ䓙傹ℭ↮㱴炻⎗⼙⑵ᶨ᷒Ṣ䘬ね互ˤ ⬫㬋⺷䘬⊾⬎⎵䦘ᷢ
4-(2-ḁ傢➢)劗-1,2-Ḵ愂炻䬨䦘“DA”ˤ⣂傢㗗ᶨ䥵䤆乷Ỉ⮤䈑峐炻䓐㜍ⷖ≑乮傆Ỉ復傱⅚ˤ征䥵傹ℭ↮㱴䈑
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аṧˈᡀ࣏Ⲵᝏ傼㩕䬰ਟԕ䇙⎸䍩㘵࠶⋼ཊᐤ㜪ˈӾ㘼ӗ⭏儈ᓖྭٿᝏ઼儈ᓖӂࣘ
ᙗˈᇎ⧠ᴰѪ䟽㾱Ⲵ㔃᷌——ণᰦ┑Ǆ
2.1.2 ⎸䍩㘵㻛䴰ᗳ⨶┑䏣࠶᷀
⹄ޣウ㺘᰾ˈӪԜௌ⅒⽮ӔჂփⲴѫ㾱ഐˈᱟ⽮ӔჂփ㜭㔉Ӫ㻛䇔ਟⲴᝏ
㿹ˈ㜭ᝏ㿹ࡠ㠚ᐡᆈ൘ⲴѹǄҏቡᱟ䈤ˈӪԜ䙊䗷⽮ӔჂփӔ⍱ˈ൘ᵜ㜭кᒦ䶎
ѪҶӔᴻ䇶৻ˈ㘼ᱟփ傼㻛䴰㾱Ⲵᝏ㿹ˈᜣ⸕䚃ᴹ⋑ᴹӪˈᴹཊቁӪᜣ઼㠚ᐡӔᖰˈ
ণ“⽮Ӕޣ㚄ᗳ⨶䴰≲”Ǆ
㲭❦“ᝏ傼”ᴹਟ㜭䇙⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ૱ᡆ૱⡼ӗ⭏ཻޤᝏˈն䘉⧠䊑൘བྷ㝁䖜ਈ
Ⲵ䗷〻ѝՊ㻛аӋഐ㍐ᖡ૽Ǆ∄ྲˈ⧠൘Ⲵ䶂ቁᒤ઼ݯㄕⲴ਼䍘ॆ⧠䊑䎺ᶕ䎺ѕ䟽ˈ
њᙗॆ⢩ᖱ䎻ᕡⲴѫ㾱ഐˈቡᱟަ⭏⍫ԕ⑨ᠿǃ⭥㝁઼⽮ӔჂփѪѝᗳǄഐ↔ˈ
ᵚᶕⲴ⎸䍩㘵ྲ᷌䙷ࡠ㜭ཏ੨ᕅ㠚ᐡ⌘࣋Ⲵӗ૱ᡆᴽ࣑ˈሶՊ∄⧠ԓӪᴤˈཻޤ
㘼фˈ䘉ཻޤਟ㜭ԓ㺘аᢩӪ⭊㠣аԓӪǄഐ↔ˈ䙊䗷⽮ӔჂփᔰኅⲴޣ⍫ࣘ
ᱟн䭉䘹ᤙǄഐѪ䪸ሩ⎸䍩㘵ᐼᵋ㻛㛟ᇊⲴ䴰≲ᔰኅ㩕䬰⍫ࣘˈᗵ❦Պ֯㩕䬰᭸᷌
ᴰབྷॆǄ
⭡кਟ⸕ˈ䙊䗷⽮ӔჂփᦅ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ৽ᓄᒦᩌ䳶ᐲ൪ᮠᦞˈሩަԧ٬㔉Ҹ㛟
ᇊˈҏቡᱟ䇙ԆԜ㿹ᗇ㠚ᐡ“㻛䴰㾱”䶎ᑨ䟽㾱ˈ㘼㩕䬰ᡀ࣏Ⲵޣ䭞ࡉᱟᇎ⧠о⎸䍩
㘵ⲴӂࣘˈഐѪᆳਟԕ┑䏣ԆԜ⋏䙊ޣ㚄ᙗⲴᗳ⨶䴰≲Ǆ䘉ṧˈ⎸䍩㘵઼૱⡼ѻ䰤
Ⲵޣ㌫ቡнӵӵᱟ㓟㋩Ⲵъ࣑ޣ㌫ˈ䘈Պ䘋а↕ਁኅǄਖཆˈ൘䙊䗷⽮ӔჂփѪ⎸
䍩㘵ᨀࠪᔪ䇞ᰦˈޣᙗҏ䶎ᑨ䟽㾱ǄӾ⭏⨶ᆖк䇢ˈᖃӪⴻࡠ㠚ᐡ⟏ᚹⲴӪᡆһ
⢙ᰦˈབྷ㝁ׯՊ䟺᭮а㻛〠Ѫ“ᤕᣡ㦧ቄ㫉”Ⲵॆᆖ⢙䍘ˈਛਾਦۜӗ㍐7Ǆᡰԕˈ
ᖃ⎸䍩㘵ⴻࡠ㠚ᐡ⟏ᚹⲴӪᡆһ⢙˄ᆇǃᖡۿᡆㅖਧ˅ˈ“ᤕᣡ㦧ቄ㫉”Պ֯׳㩕
䬰᭸᷌བྷབྷᨀॷǄ
2.2 ᝏ傼㩕䬰⁑ᔿ⹄ウⲴᗵ㾱ᙗ࠶᷀
ӺཙⲴ⎸䍩㘵ˈ䴰㾱Ⲵᱟሩ㠚ᐡ⢩↺ᙗ઼оՇн਼Ⲵᝏ㿹ˈᱟ“㻛䴰㾱”ǃ“䟽
㾱ᙗ”઼“њᙗॆ”Ⲵᝏ㿹ˈᱟ㠚ᡁԧ٬ᇎ⧠Ⲵᝏ㿹ˈᱟԆԜ઼૱⡼Ⲵӂሺ䟽઼䇔
ਟǄӾ⎸䍩㔃ᶴⴻˈӗ૱઼ᴽ࣑ѝᛵᝏ㾱㍐Ⲵ∄䟽൘䙀⑀࣐ˈ㘼⎸䍩ᵜ䓛ᡰ䘭≲
Ⲵቡᱟ㧧ᗇᗳ⨶ᛖǄᡰԕˈ⎸䍩㘵൘⌘䟽ӗ૱䍘䟿Ⲵ਼ᰦˈ䎺ᶕ䎺⌘䟽ᛵᝏⲴ

峐ᷣ天峇峋⣏傹䘬ね㫚ˣデ奱炻⮮ℜ⣳⍲⺨⽫䘬ᾉ〗Ỉ徺炻ḇᶶᶲ䗦㚱ℛˤ
7⎶⎞⁔ṏ䳈㗗ᶨ䥵匟⮼呁炻⬫傥㈹⇞ᶨṃṢᶶṾṢṌ⼨彯䦳ᷕṏ䓇䘬䃎嗹ね互ˤ⎶⎞⁔ṏ䳈傥㍐≐ṢẔ᷸Ḷ

⍪ᶶ䣦Ể㳣≐炻⬫⮡傹㟫ỻ㚱䚜㍍⼙⑵炻傹㟫ỻ㗗Ṣ傹ℭ⼙⑵䣦ỂṌ⼨デ䞍ねデ⦩偩䘬ℛ擖⋢➇炻峇峋
⢬䎮⁐⬀ね互⍵⸼ˤ
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ᛖ઼┑䏣Ǆ
൘㩕䬰⍫ࣘѝˈᰐ䇪ᱟ 4P ⨶䇪˄PlaceǃPromotionǃPriceǃProduct˅ǃ4C ⨶
䇪˄CustomerǃCostǃConvenienceǃCommunication˅ˈ䘈ᱟ 4R ⨶䇪˄Relevanceǃ
ReactionǃRelationshipǃReward˅ˈަ⁑ᔿ㲭❦䜭ᱟสҾо⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ⋏䙊ˈնᖃᡁ
Ԝ␡ޕҶ䀓ޘჂփᛵຳѝ䪸ሩҾ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵӗ૱˄ᴽ࣑˅ᵜ䍘઼⏥ˈቔަᱟ᮷ॆ⎸
䍩ǃњᙗ⎸䍩ᐢ㓿ᡀѪӗ૱઼ᴽ࣑ṨⲴᰦˈىቡՊᝏ㿹ࡠˈᝏ傼㩕䬰ࠐѾᱟሩᰒ
ᴹ㩕䬰ᙍ㔤⁑ᔿⲴа仐㾶ˈᴤᱟа⭼઼㜨ᘰⲴᔦը˄㿱㺘 1˅Ǆഐ↔ˈᝏ傼
㩕䬰ᓄ䈕ᱟԕ⎸䲔Աъ˄૱⡼˅઼⎸䍩㘵ѻ䰤Ⲵ䐍Ѫ䟽㾱ⴞḷˈӾ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᝏᇈǃ
ᝏᛵǃᙍ㘳ǃ㹼Ѫǃ㚄ᜣ઼փ傼ㅹᯩ䶒䟽ᯠᇊѹǃ䇮䇑㩕䬰ㆆ⮕ǄᖃࡽⲴ⎸䍩㹼Ѫ
䲔Ҷवਜ਼⸕䇶ǃᲪ࣋ǃᙍ㘳ㅹ⨶ᙗഐ㍐ˈԕ৺ᝏᇈǃᛵᝏǃᛵ㔚ㅹᝏᙗഐ㍐ཆˈ䘈
ᗵ享ᴹԕަᛵᝏ䴰≲઼㠚ᡁԧ٬ᇎ⧠┑䏣Ѫส⛩ⲴᛵຳӂࣘǄ

㺘 1 Ր㔏㩕䬰оᝏ傼㩕䬰∄䖳

㩕䬰䟽⛩
ሩ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䇔⸕
ሩӗ૱Ⲵᇊѹ/࠶
࠶㊫
࠶᷀ᯩ⌅

Ր㔏㩕䬰

ᝏ傼㩕䬰

у⌘Ҿ࣏㜭кⲴᙗ㜭о᭸㜭
㿶⎸䍩㘵Ѫ⨶ᙗߣㆆ㘵
ᇊѹ⤝䳈Ⲵӗ૱࠶㊫оㄎҹ
࠶᷀Ⲵǃᇊ䟿Ⲵ

у⌘Ҿ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᝏ傼
⎸䍩㘵ᱟ⨶ᙗ઼ᛵᝏⲴњփ
Ự傼о㩕䙐⎸䍩ᛵຳ
ཊⓀоཊ

ᵜ᮷ᙫ㔃ᖂ㓣ࠪ䪸ሩ㩕䬰Ⲵӄњᝏ傼ѫփᇩˈᒦᶴᡀҶᝏ傼㩕䬰䇴ԧᤷḷփ
㌫˄ྲ㺘 2 ᡰ⽪˅ˈӄབྷᝏ傼ᇩवᤜᝏᇈᝏ傼˄ᝏᇈ˅ǃᝏᛵᝏ傼˄ᝏᛵ˅ǃᙍ
㘳ᝏ傼˄ᝏᙍ˅ǃ㹼ࣘᝏ傼˄ᝏ㹼˅઼ޣ㚄ᝏ傼˄ᝏ㚄˅Ǆ䛓Ѹˈྲօሩ䘉Ӌѫփ
ᝏᇩ䘋㹼䇪䇱ᒦᇎ䱵ᴹ᭸䘀⭘˛

㺘 2 ᝏ傼㩕䬰䇴ԧᤷḷփ㌫
ᝏ ㊫࡛
傼
㩕
䬰 ᝏᇈ
䇴
ԧ

ᇩ
㿶㿹
ੜ㿹
䀖㿹
ણ㿹
௵㿹

䇴ԧᤷḷ
䙊䗷㿶㿹੨ᕅᒦ⮉տ⎸䍩㘵
䙊䗷ੜ㿹੨ᕅᒦ⮉տ⎸䍩㘵
䙊䗷䀖㿹੨ᕅᒦ⮉տ⎸䍩㘵
䙊䗷ણ㿹੨ᕅᒦ⮉տ⎸䍩㘵
䙊䗷௵㿹੨ᕅᒦ⮉տ⎸䍩㘵
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ᤷ
ḷ
փ
㌫

ᝏᛵ

ᝏᙍ

ᝏ㹼

ᝏ㚄

ੁ↓䶒㶽
ੁ䍏䶒㶽
ཆੁ↓䶒㶽
ཆੁ䍏䶒㶽
ཷ
䈡ਁ
ࡪ◰
ӗ૱о⭏⍫ӂࣘ
᭩ਈ⭏⍫ᖒᘱ
ӗ⭏㠚ᡁ䇔⸕
ᇎ⧠㹼Ѫ↓؞
Ӣޣ㌫
㗔փᖂ
⽮Պ䇶࡛
⽮Պᖡ૽

㡂ᗳǃփ䍤ǃޣᘰ
ᥛᣈǃ◰ᙂǃ⭏≄
ௌᛖǃཻޤǃ✝ᘡ
ഠトǃ䳮䗷ǃ㗎䗡
◰ਁࡋ䙐ᙗᙍ㘳ˈᕅ䎧ޤ䏓
㝡ণᇊຳ⭼ˈӗ⭏੨ᕅ
䇮䇑ᒦࡋ䙐ߢケˈ㩕䙐≋ത
⎸䍩ᡀѪ⭏⍫ᇩѻа
ഐ⎸䍩㘼᭩ਈ⭏⍫⁑ᔿ
䙊䗷ᝏ傼֯⎸䍩㘵䇔਼
֯⎸䍩㘵ᨀॷ䇔䇶ᒦ↓؞㹼Ѫ
ᝏ傼ᖡ૽ࡠ⎸䍩㘵Ӣ
ᇎ⧠⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ⽮㗔ᖂ
ᇎ⧠⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䓛ԭൠսᝏ㿹ᨀॷ
ᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵ᇎ⧠㠚ᡁˈ䇔਼㠚ᡁ

3.ᝏ傼㩕䬰⁑ර઼ሩㆆ
3.1 ᝏ傼㩕䬰 DEMATEL ⁑ර
⭡Ҿᝏ傼㩕䬰Ⲵ⢩↺ᙗˈ䘀⭘ߣㆆ䈅傼о䇴ԧᇎ傼ᇔ⌅˄DEMATEL˅8ˈ䙊
䗷⧠ަ㌫㔏ഐ㍐ᙗ䍘ᱮ㪇ᙗ઼ഐ㍐ޣ㚄ᓖ䘋㹼ᔪ⁑⹄ウ䖳ѪᚠᖃǄ
1ǃDEMATEL 䘀㇇↕僔
DEMATEL Ⲵ䘀㇇↕僔ѫ㾱वᤜᔪ・ࡍⴤ᧕ޣ㌫⸙䱥ǃ䖜ᦒѪ↓㿴ॆⴤ᧕ᖡ
૽⸙䱥ǃ㧧ᗇᙫᖡ૽Ⲵޣ㌫⸙䱥઼ᔪ・㖁㔌ޣ㚄മǄ
↕僔 1˖ᔪ・ࡍⴤ᧕ޣ㌫⸙䱥Ǆṩᦞ⎸䍩⧠ᇎᝏਇ㓿傼ˈ䘿䗷ᵾݻ⢩ӄቪᓖ
(0 ᰐᖡ૽ǃ1 վᖡ૽ǃ2 ѝᖡ૽ǃ3 儈ᖡ૽ǃ4 ᶱ儈ᖡ૽)9ˈ䖜ᦒѪഐ㍐䰤ⴤ᧕ᖡ૽
〻ᓖˈᒦᮤਸѫ㾱уᇦޡ䇶ˈণਟᔪᶴᡀ n ×n 䶎䍏٬ࡍⴤ᧕ᖡ૽⸙䱥 Kˈn Ѫਇ
䇯㘵ᙫᮠ䟿ˈyij 㺘⽪ㅜ i ഐ㍐ᖡ૽ㅜ j ഐ㍐Ⲵᖡ૽〻ᓖǄޜᔿྲл˖
1 q p
(1)
¦ yij
ng1
↕僔 2˖䖜ᦒѪ↓㿴ॆⴤ᧕ᖡ૽⸙䱥ǄӾࡍⴤ᧕ޣ㌫⸙䱥˄K ˅ਆ㹼ࡇ࣐ᙫ
K

ᴰ٬Ѫ↓㿴ॆ䖜ᦒഐᆀ˄m ˅ˈ䇙ࡍⴤ᧕ޣ㌫⸙䱥؍ᤱ਼䍘䟿䖜ᦒѪӻҾ 0̚
1 䰤ˈᴰ㓸㧧ᗇ↓㿴ॆਾⴤ᧕ޣ㌫⸙䱥˄N ˅ˈަ㹼ࡇ٬ᴰሿѪ 0ˈᴰབྷѪ 1Ǆޜ
ᔿྲл˖

8⅛䫾孽樴ᶶ孬ẟ⭆樴⭌㱽炷Decision Making Trial And Evaluation Laboratory炸崟㸸Ḷ㖍ℭ䒎䞼䨞ᷕ⽫⛐᷼㱣Ṃ⣏
⬎䘬 Battelle ⋷Ể炷Battelle Memorial Institute of Geneva炸
ˤ1971焍1976 ⸜炻ᷢḮ妋⅛䥹⬎ᶶṢ䰣ḳ≉孉↺搰⮡
⏰䍘䛇⭆䣦Ểᷕ⚈䳈ℛ俼⿏䘬ᶨ䥵➢Ḷ䞑旝䚠ℛ㔘⬎䎮孢䘬㕡㱽ˤ宍㕡㱽傥㚱㓰⏰䍘⚈⿏峐㗦叿⿏⍲⚈䳈ℛ俼
⼙⑵乻㜬ᶶ䦳⹎炻⸞㚱⇑Ḷ⮮䛇⭆䣦Ể䘬⢵㛪乻㜬䬨⊾炻⸞㍸ὃ㓡┬㕡⎹ˤ
9 Likert, Rensis. A Technique for the Measurement of Attitudes, Archives of Psychology,1932,(140):1-55.
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n
n
ª
º
m max « max ¦ kij , max ¦ kij »
˄2˅
¬ 1di dn j 1 1d j dn i 1 ¼
K
˄3˅
N
m
↕僔 3˖㧧ᗇᙫᖡ૽ޣ㌫⸙䱥Ǆⵏᇎ⽮Պѝഐ㍐ѻ䰤Ⲵᖡ૽ᱟঅ⅑ᖡ૽ˈ❦㘼ˈ

ഐ㍐ᖡ૽ҏՊਇࡠᵜ䓛৺ަԆഐ㍐Ⲵⴤ᧕о䰤᧕Ⲵ㔬ਸᖡ૽ˈᖃ u 䗮ࡠᰐ䲀⅑Ⲵᖡ
૽ᰦˈ⸙䱥ᖡ૽٬Ѫ 0ˈሶՊ䗮ࡠっᇊ⣦ᘱˈণ N

> 0@nun 㧧ᗇᙫᖡ૽ޣ㌫⸙䱥

u

˄T ˅ˈަѝ I Ѫঅս⸙䱥Ǆޜᔿྲл˖
N  N2  N3 

T

N (I  N  N 
2

 N u , u o f, N u
N

k 1

>0@nun

))( I  N )( I  N ) 1

˄4˅

N ( I  N k 1 )( I  N ) 1

N ( I  N ) 1
↕僔 4˖ᔪ・㖁㔌ޣ㌫മ˄Network relationship mapˈNRM˅
Ǆᙫᖡ૽ޣ㌫⸙䱥

˄T ˅㹼ࡇ࣐ᙫˈਟ㧧ᗇഐ㍐ᖡ૽〻ᓖѻᙫ仍 ri ˗ࡇѪഐ㍐㻛ᖡ૽〻ᓖѻᙫ仍 d i ˈ

ri  di Ѫഐ㍐ᙫᖡ૽〻ᓖˈণѝᗳᓖ˗ ri  di Ѫഐ㍐ᙗ䍘ᱮ㪇〻ᓖˈণഐᓖǄ
3.2 ㌫㔏㔃ᶴ࠶᷀
ѪҶሶ傼䇱ᝏ傼㩕䬰Ⲵᴹ᭸ᙗˈᵜ᮷䙊䗷䰞ধ䘋㹼ᇎ䇱⹄ウˈᮤ⨶ࠪޣ䇴ԧ
ᤷḷփ㌫˄ྲ㺘 2 ᡰ⽪˅ˈᒦ⭘ DEMATEL ᔪ・ᝏ傼㩕䬰䇴ԧփ㌫㌫㔏㔃ᶴ⁑ර
˄㖁㔌ޣ㌫മ˅Ǆ㺘 3 㺘᰾Ҷᖡ૽ᓖ ri Ѫഐ㍐ᖡ૽ᙗ〻ᓖˈ㻛ᖡ૽ᓖ d i Ѫഐ㍐㻛ᖡ૽
〻ᓖˈѝᗳᓖ˄ ri  di ˅Ѫഐ㍐ޣ㚄ᙗ〻ᓖˈഐᓖ˄ ri  di ˅Ѫഐ㍐ᖡ૽ᱮ㪇ᙗ〻
ᓖǄ

㺘 3 ᝏ傼㩕䬰㌫㔏㔃ᶴ⁑රᇎ䇱ᮠᦞ࠶᷀
ᶴ䶒ቲ㓗

C1

C2

ri

0.580

0.609

di

0.532

0.596

ri  di

1.111

1.206

ri  di

0.048

0.013

ḷ߶ቲ㓗

ri

di

ri  di

ri  di

C11

2.706

2.481

5.187

0.225

C12

2.022

1.828

3.849

0.194

C13

1.977

2.772

4.748

-0.795

C14

2.178

1.637

3.815

0.542

C15

2.483

1.793

4.276

0.691

C21

2.422

2.742

5.164

-0.321

C22

2.217

2.378

4.594

-0.161

C23

2.818

2.546

5.364

0.272
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C3

C4

C5

0.559

0.611

0.613

0.697

0.672

0.476

1.256

1.283

1.089

-0.137

-0.062

0.138

C24

2.074

2.012

4.086

0.062

C31

2.369

2.166

4.536

0.203

C32

1.630

2.968

4.597

-1.338

C33

2.700

3.275

5.975

-0.575

C41

2.975

2.732

5.707

0.243

C42

2.292

3.300

5.592

-1.007

C43

2.238

1.967

4.205

0.271

C44

2.134

2.767

4.901

-0.633

C51

2.195

1.856

4.051

0.339

C52

2.140

2.405

4.546

-0.265

C53

2.573

1.594

4.167

0.978

C54

2.793

1.717

4.510

1.076

3.3 ᇎ䇱㔃᷌䇘䇪
䪸ሩ㺘 3 ᇎ䇱䇑㇇㔃᷌ˈਟԕ࠶࡛ᔪ・ᶴ䶒৺߶ࡉⲴ㖁㔌ޣ㌫മˈྲമ 1̚മ 6 ᡰ
⽪Ǆ
3.3.1 ᝏ傼㩕䬰㌫㔏㔃ᶴ⁑රǄ⭡㺘 3 䇑㇇Ⲵ㔃᷌ਟԕᔪ・ᝏ傼㩕䬰ᶴ䶒㖁㔌ޣ㌫മ
˄മ 1˅
Ǆᶴ䶒 C5˄ᝏ㚄˖ޣ㚄ᝏ傼˅ᱟᙫᖡ૽Ⓚˈᖡ૽ҶަԆᝏ傼ᶴ䶒ˈ㘼ᶴ䶒
C3˄ᝏᙍ˖ᙍ㘳ᝏ傼˅ᱟᴰ㓸ਇᖡ૽ⓀˈਇࡠަԆᶴ䶒Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ⎸䍩㘵ᔰ䇔䇶
ӗ૱ˈᱟ䙊䗷ӄᝏᇈ⸕㿹ᝏ傼ˈ䘋㘼ᔪ・䎧ሩҾӗ૱Ⲵสᵜ䇔䇶Ǆᝏᇈ㓿傼
Ⲵࡪ◰ˈ㜭֯⎸䍩㘵ӗ⭏ᛵᝏˈᡆ㘵ᜣ䘋а↕ᖡ૽ަ⭏⍫Ǆᝏ傼㜭ᕅ䎧⎸䍩㘵
Ⲵޤ䏓৺ྭཷᗳˈ֯ަӗ⭏ᝏᙍǄᝏ㚄ѫ㾱ᱟ䘿䗷ᝏᇈǃᝏᛵǃᝏᙍоᝏ㹼ㅹቲ䶒ˈ
ሶњӪо૱⡼৺᮷ॆ㚄㔃ˈ䘋㘼䇙⎸䍩㘵䇔਼ӗ૱ᡆ૱⡼Ǆྲ᷌⎸䍩㘵ӗ⭏ྭᝏˈ
ӗ૱亩ݳ㍐ҏ㜭䇙⎸䍩㘵┑ᒦ᧕ਇǄ

മ1 ᝏ傼㩕䬰㌫㔏㔃ᶴ⁑ර

3.3.2 ᝏ傼ᶴ䶒߶ࡉ㔃ᶴ⁑රǄമ 2 ᱮ⽪ˈഐ㍐ C13˄ᝏ䀖˅ᱟᴰ㓸ਇᖡ૽ഐ㍐ˈᖃ
⎸䍩㘵᧕ਇᝏᇈ੨ᕅਾˈᴰਾՊ䘋㹼䀖㿹ᝏ傼ˈ㘼ަԆഋᝏᇈ⸕㿹˄ણ㿹ǃ
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ੜ㿹ǃ௵㿹ǃ㿶㿹˅ࡉӂᖡ૽Ǆ

മ2 ᝏᇈᖡ૽ޣ㌫㔃ᶴ⁑ර

3.3.3 ᝏᛵᶴ䶒߶ࡉ㔃ᶴ⁑රǄമ 3 䈤᰾ˈഐ㍐ C24˄ཆੁф䍏䶒ᛵ㔚˅ᖡ૽ҶަԆ
ᝏ傼ഐ㍐ˈ㘼ഐ㍐ C21˄ੁф↓䶒Ⲵᛵ㔚˅ࡉਇަԆഐ㍐Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆᖃ䘋㹼ᛵᝏᝏ
傼ᰦˈӗ⭏Ⲵᛵ㔚Պ⭡ཆੁ䙀⑀䖜ॆѪੁᛵ㔚Ǆྲ᷌⎸䍩㘵൘аᔰቡӗ⭏䍏䶒
ᛵ㔚ˈࡉ䴰㾱䘋㹼␡ޕǃ䍩ᰦⲴ䪸ሩᙗᝏ傼㩕䬰ਟ㜭䇙⎸䍩㘵䖜ਈᡀੁф↓䶒
Ⲵᛵ㔚Ǆ

മ3 ᛵᝏᝏ傼ᶴ䶒߶ࡉᖡ૽ޣ㌫㔃ᶴ⁑ර

3.3.4 ᙍ㘳ᝏ傼ᶴ䶒߶ࡉ㔃ᶴ⁑රǄമ 4 ᤷࠪˈഐ㍐ C31˄ཷᙍ㘳˅ᱟѫ㾱ᖡ૽ഐ
㍐ˈᖡ૽ C33˄ࡪ◰ഐ㍐˅ਾˈҏ਼ᰦᖡ૽ C32˄䈡ਁᙍ㘳˅Ǆഐ↔ˈ൘䘋㹼ᙍ㘳
ᝏ傼ᰦˈᴰ䟽㾱Ⲵᱟ㾱ݸᕅ䎧⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ૱˄ᴽ࣑˅Ⲵޤ䏓Ǆᖃޤ䏓ᡆ㘵ྭཷᗳ㻛
ᕅਁˈ䇨ཊӪՊо䓛䗩ⲴӪ䘋㹼䇘䇪ˈ䘋㹼ӂࡪ◰ᙍ㘳ਾˈᴹᰦՊ᭩ਈᰒᴹሩ䈕
ӗ૱Ⲵപᴹ㿲ᘥоᜣ⌅Ǆ
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മ4 ᙍ㘳ᝏ傼ᶴ䶒߶ࡉᖡ૽ޣ㌫㔃ᶴ⁑ර

3.3.5 㹼ࣘᝏ傼ᶴ䶒߶ࡉ㔃ᶴ⁑රǄമ 5 Ⲵ㹼ࣘᝏ傼ᶴ䶒ѝˈഐ㍐ C43˄ӗ⭏㠚ᡁ䇔
⸕˅ᱟᴰ㓸ᖡ૽Ⓚˈᖡ૽ҶަԆഐ㍐ˈ㘼ഐ㍐ C42˄⭏⍫රᘱⲴ᭩ਈ˅ࡉਇࡠަԆ
ഐ㍐Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆᡰԕˈ൘㹼ࣘᝏ傼㩕䬰䗷〻ѝˈᨀӗ૱Ⲵ↓ੁؑՊԔ⎸䍩㘵ӗ⭏
ሩӗ૱˄ᴽ࣑˅Ⲵ䇔਼ᝏˈҏቡᱟ㠚ᡁ䇔⸕ǄഐѪᴹ䇔਼ᝏˈᡰԕˈՊᴹਟ㜭䇙⎸
䍩ᡀѪ⭏⍫Ⲵа䜘ԭǄҏഐѪ䇔਼ᝏоᇎ䱵Ⲵ⭏⍫ᝏ傼ˈՊ䇙⎸䍩㘵ᴹਟ㜭ӗ⭏ᜣ
↓؞㠚ᐡ⭏⍫ѝሩ⎸䍩˄䈕ӗ૱ᡆᴽ࣑˅Ⲵⴻ⌅઼㹼Ѫˈ䘋㘼᭩ਈަ⭏⍫ᖒᘱǄ

മ5 㹼ࣘփ傼䶒߶ࡉᖡ૽ޣ㌫㔃ᶴ⁑ර

3.3.6 ޣ㚄ᝏ傼ᶴ䶒߶ࡉ㔃ᶴ⁑රǄമ 6 Ⲵޣ㚄ᝏ傼ᶴ䶒߶ࡉ㔃ᶴ⁑රѝˈഐ㍐ C53
˄⽮Պ䇶࡛˅ᱟѫ㾱ᖡ૽Ⓚˈ㘼ഐ㍐ C52˄㗔փޣ㌫˅ᱟᴰ㓸㻛ᖡ૽ⓀǄᡰԕˈ൘
ޣ㚄ᝏ傼㩕䬰䗷〻ѝˈӗ૱Պᴰ⎸֯ݸ䍩㘵ᝏਇᡆ㚄ᜣࡠަ䓛ԭൠս˄⽮Պ䇶࡛˅Ǆ
ᖃӗ૱Ⲵᇊսо䇶࡛ᇊսа㠤ᡆ䘁ᰦˈ⎸䍩㘵ቡՊᝏ傼ࡠо⽮Պ䇔਼Ⲵޣ㌫ˈᒦ
֯ѻᜣоᇦӪᡆӢ਼ޡᝏ傼Ǆ
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മ6 ޣ㌫ᝏ傼ᶴ䶒߶ࡉᖡ૽ޣ㌫㔃ᶴ⁑ර

3.4 ᝏ傼㩕䬰ሩㆆ
ṩᦞк᮷࠶᷀ਟ⸕ˈᖃࡽ⎸䍩㘵ᴰⴻ䟽Ⲵᱟ㠚䓛Ⲵণᰦ┑ᓖˈ㘼ণᰦ┑ᓖ
о⎸䍩㘵പᴹⲴӪᙗ⢩ᖱ㍗ᇶޣǄ⎸䍩㘵ᡰփ⧠Ⲵ䍚ႚǃྭཷǃ㠚䍏ǃၡҀǃ䍚
伏ǃڧフǃ㲊㦓ǃ㢢Ⅲǃ᠂ᜠǃ࿂ᗼǃழ㢟ǃڕᓧǃᙂǃᡀ䮯ǃ࠶ӛㅹӪᙗ⢩ᖱ
䜭ᱟ䴰㾱൘ᝏ傼㩕䬰ѝ〟ᶱ䘋㹼ˈⲴ⌘ޣᣃտ⎸䍩㘵ⲴӪᙗ⢩ᖱᒦަ֯׳䙊䗷ᝏ傼
ᇎ⧠┑䏣ˈᒦ䘋㹼ᴹ᭸ᕅሬˈ↓ᱟᝏ傼㩕䬰Ⲵ䮯༴Ǆᡰԕˈ൘ᝏ傼㩕䬰ᇎ䐥ѝˈᓄ
ԕ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵণᰦ┑Ѫࠪਁ⛩ˈ֯ަᇎ⧠䍝ࡽǃ䍝ѝ઼䍝ਾⲴޘ䗷〻┑Ǆާփᶕ
䇢ˈᝏ傼㩕䬰ሩㆆѫ㾱ᴹԕлࠐ⛩˖
3.4.1 ᝏᇈ┑㩕䬰ሩㆆǄᝏᇈ┑㩕䬰ণ䙊䗷┑䏣⎸䍩㘵㿶㿹ǃ௵㿹ǃ䀖㿹ǃણ
㿹઼ੜ㿹䴰≲㘼ᇎ⧠㩕䬰ⴞḷǄᆳⲴѫ㾱ⴞⲴᱟ䙊䗷ࡋ䙐⸕㿹փ傼䇙⎸䍩㘵┑ˈ
ᕅਁ⎸䍩㘵ࠪ⑨઼䍝Ҡࣘᵪˈԕ࣐ӗ૱઼ᴽ࣑Ⲵ䱴࣐٬Ǆ
㿶㿹┑㩕䬰ᱟᤷ䙊䗷㿶㿹㾱㍐ᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ㿶㿹ᝏਇˈ੨ᕅ⎸䍩㘵ሩ૱⡼
઼ӗ૱Ⲵˈ⌘ޣᒦ൘ᝏਇѝሩ㢢ǃᖒǃമǃ᮷ǃ䊼ㅹӗ⭏㖾ᝏޡ呓˗௵㿹┑㩕䬰
ᱟ䙊䗷⎸䍩㘵ௌ⅒Ⲵ≄ણˈӗ⭏оപᇊӗ૱Ⲵ३䝽о㚄ᜣǄޣ㝁䜘ᇎ傼⹄ウ䇱ᇎˈ
≄ણ઼ཆ㿲ᡰ◰⍫Ⲵ㝁䜘४ฏᱟ਼Ⲵˈᆳ઼㿶㿹ᝏᇈᱟӗ⭏ᝏᇈ㚄ᜣⲴѫሬ࣋䟿˗
䀖㿹┑㩕䬰ᱟ䇙⎸䍩㘵൘᧕䀖ӗ૱ᰦӗ⭏┑Ⲵᝏਇˈᒦ⮉л䳮ԕᘈᘰⲴǃ㖾ྭ
Ⲵ“䀖㿹ঠ䊑”˗ણ㿹┑㩕䬰൘аӋ⢩ᇊӗ૱㩕䬰ѝᗵнਟቁˈо㩕䬰⧟ຳ३䝽
Ⲵ㖾伏㜭㔉Ҹ⎸䍩㘵ਓᝏкⲴࡪ◰ˈ֯ަӗ⭏⤜⢩Ⲵ䇠ᗶ઼㚄ᜣ˗ੜ㿹ࡉᱟ䙊䗷䇮
䇑ӪᐕⲴ઼㠚❦Ⲵ丣൪ˈ֯⎸䍩㘵䞹ᗳҾ㖾࿉Ⲵ⧟ຳѻѝˈӗ⭏┑䏣ᝏǄ
3.4.2 ᛵᝏ┑㩕䬰ሩㆆǄᛵᝏ┑㩕䬰ᱟ൘㩕䬰䗷〻ѝˈ䙊䗷䀖ࣘ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᗳ
ᛵᝏ㘼ᨀॷަᛵᝏ┑ᓖ˄䴰㾱ⵏ↓Ҷ䀓⎸䍩㘵ᛵᝏ䴰≲˅ˈᒦ䪸ሩᙗൠࡋ䙐⎸䍩
㘵ᛵᝏ┑ᯩ⌅ˈ֯ަ㠚❦ൠਇࡠᝏḃˈᒦ㶽ޣࡠޕᛵᲟˈ䗮ࡠ㩕䬰ⴞⲴǄ
ᛵᝏ┑㩕䬰享䙊䗷ᝏ㿲┑㩕䬰ӻˈޕѫ㾱वᤜᴽ࣑Ⲵᛵˈ⎸䍩㘵䰤Ⲵ৻
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ᛵǃ⡡ᛵ઼Ӣᛵˈ⎸䍩㘵ሩབྷ㠚❦઼᮷ॆⲴᝏᛵˈԕ৺⡡ഭ✝ᛵㅹǄᛵᴽ࣑䙊䗷
㩕䬰Ӫઈᨀॷᴽ࣑≤ᒣ઼㠚䓛ᴽ࣑㍐ޫᇎ⧠˗⎸䍩㘵䰤Ⲵ৻ᛵǃ⡡ᛵ઼Ӣᛵ◰ਁˈ
䴰㾱൘㩕䬰䗷〻ѝˈ䙊䗷ӗ૱Ⲵ䇮䇑઼㩕䬰ᴽ࣑ᶕᇎ⧠˗ሩབྷ㠚❦઼᮷ॆⲴᝏᛵ઼
⡡ഭ✝ᛵˈ䲔Ҷ䴰൘ӗ૱䇮䇑઼㩕䬰ᴽ࣑ㅹᯩ䶒л࣏ཛཆˈ䘈䴰䙊䗷ᙍ㘳ǃ㹼ࣘǃ
᮷ॆ৺ޣ㚄┑㩕䬰⇥䖵ࣙᇎ⧠Ǆ䙊䗷㋮ᗳ䇮䇑ԕ◰ਁ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᛵᝏˈᱟᛵᝏ┑
㩕䬰ᡀ࣏Ⲵޣ䭞Ǆ
3.4.3 ᙍ㘳┑㩕䬰ሩㆆǄᙍ㘳┑㩕䬰ᱟࡋ䙐ᙗൠ䇙⎸䍩㘵㧧ᗇ䇔䇶઼䀓ߣ䰞仈
Ⲵփ傼ˈᒦ൘ᡀቡᝏѝᇎ⧠㠚ᡁ┑䏣ˈӾ㘼ᇎ⧠㩕䬰ⴞⲴǄӗ૱⏥Ⲵ⌘઼ޕӗ૱
᧘ӻǃᝏ傼ѝⲴᐗ࿉䇮䇑ˈਟԕ֯ᵜᶕঅаⲴӗ૱ᇩ䘋а↕Ѡᇼॆǃ䏓ણॆǄᴰ
䟽㾱Ⲵᱟ൘㩕䬰ѝ䙊䗷ᕅਁ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᙍ㘳ˈ䗮ࡠ㠚ᡁԧ٬փ⧠Ⲵ┑䏣Ǆ
ᙍ㘳┑㩕䬰Ⲵӻ⛩ޕѪᝏ㿲┑㩕䬰ˈሩҾᛵᝏ┑㩕䬰ˈᙍ㘳┑㩕䬰
ሩӗ૱䇮䇑઼㩕䬰Ӫઈ㍐䍘Ⲵ㾱≲ᴤ儈Ǆ䈕㩕䬰ሩㆆ䴰㾱㩕䬰Ӫઈሩ⇿аս⎸䍩㘵
Ⲵ᮷ॆ㍐ޫǃޤ䏓ᡰ൘ǃ㙼ъ⢩ᖱǃ㠚䓛⢩⛩ㅹᛵߥ㜭൘⸝ᰦ䰤ᴹ䖳Ѫ䈖㓶Ⲵ㿲
ሏ઼Ҷ䀓ˈᒦ㜭䪸ሩᙗൠᔰኅ㩕䬰⍫ࣘǄ
3.4.4 㹼ࣘ┑㩕䬰ሩㆆǄ㹼ࣘ┑㩕䬰ᱟ䙊䗷⎸䍩㘵ௌ⅒Ⲵۿڦᡆ䀂㢢ᶕ◰ਁަ
┑䏣ᝏˈ֯⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ⭏⍫ᖒᘱਁ⭏᭩ਈˈӾ㘼ᇎ⧠ӗ૱Ⲵ䬰Ǆۿڦѫ㾱ᱟ⎸䍩㘵
ⲴḀៗៜˈ䙊䗷⎸䍩֯ަៗៜᇎ⧠ˈᰐ⯁ᱟ֯⎸䍩㘵┑Ⲵᴰ֣ᯩᔿǄ䲿⵰⎸䍩
㘵㠚ᡁ䇶Ⲵ䙀⑀ᕪˈᕅޕ䀂㢢ᢞ╄⁑ᔿᰐ⯁ᱟሩ㹼ࣘ┑㩕䬰Ⲵа㢟ྭ㺕ݵǄ
䀂㢢ᢞ╄㾱㝡վ؇ᛵᲟ䇮䇑ˈ䗮ࡠ⎸䍩㘵൘㠚ᡁៗៜᯩ䶒Ⲵ┑䏣оᇎ⧠Ǆ
㹼ࣘ┑㩕䬰䴰㾱䗀ѻԕᙍ㘳┑㩕䬰ǃၡҀ┑㩕䬰৺ၡҀ┑㩕䬰Ѫ⇥ˈ
ᒦᨀࡽ䘋㹼ӗ૱㩕䬰ᯩṸ䇮䇑઼䇪䇱Ⲵสк࣐ԕᇎᯭǄ
3.4.5 ၡҀ┑㩕䬰ሩㆆǄၡҀ┑㩕䬰ᱟԕ⎸䍩㘵ⲴၡҀ┑䏣Ѫ䇹≲, ԕѪ⎸䍩㘵
ࡦ䙐ᘛҀǃᔰᗳѪࠪਁ⛩઼ᖂᇯ⛩ˈ䙊䗷֯⎸䍩㘵ᛖᶕ䗮ࡠ㩕䬰ⴞḷǄ
ሩҾḀ㊫୶૱ᡆᴽ࣑ˈၡҀਟԕᡀѪӗ૱Ⲵѫ㓯ǄၡҀ┑㩕䬰䴰ਈ㠚ਁᰐ᧗
ၡҀѪ㠚㿹ᴹ᧗ၡҀˈ൘⎸䍩ޘ䗷〻ᕅޕၡҀഐ㍐ˈ◰ਁ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ㠚ᡁ┑䏣ᝏǄၡ
Ҁ┑㩕䬰ᱟᇎ⧠ᝏ㿲ǃᛵᝏǃᙍ㘳ǃ㹼ࣘ৺᮷ॆ┑㩕䬰Ⲵ㓥䍟ᙗ㩕䬰ѫ㓯ˈᱟ
ᇎ⧠ӗ૱ᮤփ㩕䬰᭸᷌Ⲵޣ䭞ሩㆆǄ
3.4.6 ᮷ॆ┑㩕䬰ሩㆆǄ᮷ॆሩҾ⎸䍩㘵㘼䀰ˈᖰᖰՊᱮᗇ儈ㄟ઼䘌ˈ㘼䙊䗷
⤜ާॐᗳⲴ᮷ॆ┑㩕䬰ˈሶ㢪ᵟǃ᮷ᆖǃ丣Ҁㅹ儈䳵Ⲵ᮷ॆ⍫ࣘ䙊䗷㩕䬰Ἵ⎸ޕ
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䍩㘵Ⲵᗳⴞѝˈ֯ѻᝏਇࡠᇼҾ᮷ॆⲴ⤜⢩严ણˈᇎ⧠㠚ᡁ┑䏣ˈӾ㘼䗮ࡠ㩕䬰ⴞ
ⲴǄ
᮷ॆ㩕䬰䲔Ҷਁᧈӗ૱ᵜ䓛Ⲵ᮷ॆ⏥ཆˈ䟽⛩ᱟ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ᮷ॆᇎ⧠઼᮷ॆ┑
ˈਈ⭘ӗ૱ᵜ䓛Ⲵ᮷ॆᝏḃ⎸䍩㘵Ѫ䙊䗷⎸䍩㘵Ⲵࣚ࣋৫ਁ⧠ǃᔦըǃӛਇ᮷ॆǄ
Ӿᴤ␡ቲ⅑ᶕ䇢ˈ᮷ॆ┑㩕䬰ᱟᇎ⧠ӗ૱␡ᓖ᥆ᧈ઼ᇎ⧠ӗ૱ਓ⻁ᇓՐⲴ䟽㾱ᯩ
ᔿˈҏᱟษ㛢儈ㄟᇒᡧ઼ᘐ䈊ᇒᡧⲴ䟽㾱ᯩᔿǄ
3.4.7 ޣ㚄┑㩕䬰ሩㆆǄޣ㚄┑㩕䬰वਜ਼ᝏᇈǃᛵᝏǃၡҀǃ᮷ॆǃᙍ㘳઼㹼
ࣘ┑㩕䬰Ⲵ㔬ਸǄ䙊䗷⎸䍩㘵䓛ԭᡆ㗔փⲴ૱⡼ॆ㘼◰ਁަ㠚䊚ᝏ઼┑ᓖˈӾ
㘼ᇎ⧠㩕䬰ⴞⲴǄ
ޣ㚄┑㩕䬰ሩㆆᱟᝏ傼㩕䬰Ⲵ䳶ѝփ⧠઼儈ቲ⅑䘀⭘ˈ൘ᝏᇈ┑㩕䬰ǃᛵ
ᝏ┑㩕䬰ǃၡҀ┑㩕䬰ǃ᮷ॆ┑㩕䬰ǃᙍ㘳┑㩕䬰઼㹼ࣘ┑㩕䬰ㅹሩㆆ
䘀⭘ࡠаᇊ〻ᓖᒦਆᗇ㢟ྭ᭸᷌ਾᯩ㜭ᖒᡀⲴа儈ㄟ⁑ᔿǄ
4.㔃
㔃䇪
ᝏ傼㩕䬰ਟԕ䈤ᱟᖃࡽᴰ֣Ⲵ㩕䬰ᙍ䐟઼㩕䬰⁑ᔿˈᆳᱟᢺӗ૱勌⍫ॆǃ⏥
ॆǃᇊࡦॆ઼њᙗॆⲴՈ䍘ᐕާǄնᱟˈᖃؑ൘䖳儈〻ᓖкᇎ⧠Ր㚊ਸⲴᰦˈى
䲿⵰ᯠරՐ⍫ࣘᡰᑖᶕⲴᔺㄟˈᝏ傼㩕䬰ҏՊ䶒Ѥ䈨ཊഠຳǄ
俆ؑˈݸ䍛ᇼᐞ䐍Ⲵᰕ䎻ᢙབྷˈᖡ૽⵰ӗ૱Ⲵᝏ傼㩕䬰᭸᷌Ǆ〫ؑࣘ㓸ㄟ
ᤱᴹо֯⭘Ⲵнᒣㅹˈѕ䟽ᖡ૽⵰ؑ⸕ᛵᵳ઼Ր৲оᵳⲴӛᴹᡆ㹼֯ˈ䘉֯ᗇ
⎸䍩㘵൘ؑ㧧ਆ઼ؑՐ䙂Ⲵ൷㺑ᙗкᆈ൘䖳བྷ䰞仈ˈӾ㘼Պᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᇎ䱵
ᝏ傼᭸᷌Ǆ
ަ⅑ˈ⭡ҾӪԜᖰᖰਚ䘹ᤙо㠚ᐡⲴௌྭլᡆᴹⲴ⛩਼ޡ㖁㔌ㄉ⛩ᒣਠˈ䘉
ᖸᇩ᱃ሬ㠤⎸䍩㘵࠶Ѫབྷ䟿Ⲵሿ㗔փˈᖒᡀањњሿⲴ“ؑ㥗ᡯ”ˈ㘼“ؑ㥗
ᡯ”᭸ᓄˈՊሬ㠤ᝏ傼㩕䬰᭸᷌䎻ᕡǄӾ㘼ᖡ૽Ҷ㧧ਆǃՐ䙂ؑⲴᮠ䟿о䍘䟿ˈ
䘋㘼ᖡ૽ᝏ傼㩕䬰᭸᷌Ǆ
ㅜйˈؑඳ൮઼ؑ䗷࢙ˈ㠤֯ᝏ傼㩕䬰ⴞḷਇ䱫Ǆؑᢰᵟ֯ӪԜਟԕ൘
ሩ䈍ѝᇎ⧠ߣㆆ৲оˈᶕⲴѫሬؑᰕ䎻ᕡॆˈᶕ㠚н਼Ր㢲⛩Ⲵ“Րѝᗳ”
তਟԕሶؑⓀⓀнᯝൠਁ䘱Ǆ਼ᰦˈ⭡ҾњӪⲴྭཷᗳǃ㺘⧠Ⅲᵋԕ৺ᘇᝯ㋮⾎
Ⲵ᧘ࣘˈӗ⭏Ҷབྷ䟿Ⲵؑඳ൮઼䗷࢙ؑǄᡰԕˈᗵ❦Պᴹᖸཊؑᵲ丣ሩ㩕䬰
ⴞḷᖒᡀᒢᢠˈ㠤֯㩕䬰ⴞḷਇ䱫Ǆ
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ᙫѻˈՐჂ൘㵅ਈѪаޘᯠ⭏ӗ㾱㍐ˈ৲оҾᐲ൪Ⲵ䍴Ⓚ䝽㖞ᒦਁᥕ〟ᶱ
⭘Ⲵสкˈ“ᝏ傼㩕䬰”ᡀѪ䎻࣯ᐢᡀᗵ❦Ǆ൘ᝏ傼㩕䬰ᇎ䐥ѝˈཆ䜘ᝏ傼享ԕ
䜘㩕䬰Ѫสˈӗ૱Ⲵᗳ⨶ᙗᔰਁᱟ䟽⛩ˈᝏ傼ѫ仈ᱟ᰾⺞ᱟޣ䭞Ǆᝏ傼㩕䬰
Ⲵ⹄ウᱟޘჂփᰦԓሬ㠤Ⲵᯠ㩕䬰⭏ᘱѝ⧠ԓ㓿⍾ਁኅǃӗъॷ㓗઼Աъ䘀㩕㇑⨶
Ⲵᇒ㿲䴰≲Ǆ䲿⵰⹄ウⲴ␡઼ޕᝏ傼㩕䬰ᇎ䐥Ⲵᔰኅˈ⎸䍩㘵Պ䎺ᶕ䎺ਇ⳺Ҿᯟˈ
ԱъՊ䎺ᶕ䎺ਇ⳺Ҿᯟˈ⽮ՊҏՊ䎺ᶕ䎺ਇ⳺ҾᯟǄ
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Influence of Perceived Value of Mobile Advertising on the
Consumers’ Mobile Shopping Intention

Hongyan Lin, Zhankui Chen
Xiamen University of Technology, Xiamen, China

ABSTRACT
In this paper, from the perspective of perceived value, the Short Message Service
(SMS), the common form of mobile advertising, as the research object, we combined
with the value of reception theory model and uses and gratifications, explored the
influencing factors of SMS on the perceived value and its effect on the mobile
shopping
intention.
Through
the questionnaire
survey method
and
Structural Equation Model, we examined our hypothesized model. The results show
that the infotainment, product involvement and self-efficacy have the positive impacts
on the perceived value, while irritation has a negative impact on it, and the attitude
mediates the influence of perceived value on the consumers’ mobile shopping
intention. The theoretical and practical implications are also discussed in this paper.
Keywords: Short Message Service (SMS) advertising; self-efficacy; product
involvement; perceived value; mobile shopping intention
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᪈㾱
ᵜ᮷Ӿᝏ⸕ԧ٬䀂ᓖˈԕ〫ࣘᒯѝ∄䖳ᑨ㿱Ⲵ⸝ؑᴽ࣑ 606 ᒯѪ⹄
ウሩ䊑ˈ㔃ਸԧ٬᧕ਇ⁑ර઼֯⭘о┑䏣⨶䇪ˈ᧒ウ 606 ᒯᝏ⸕ԧ٬Ⲵᖡ૽ഐ
㍐৺ަሩ⭘ᡧ〫ࣘ䍝⢙ᝯⲴᖡ૽䗷〻ˈᒦ䙊䗷䰞ধ䈳ḕ⌅઼㔃ᶴᯩ〻⁑ර䘋㹼
Ҷᇎ䇱Ự傼Ǆ⹄ウ㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ؑၡҀᙗǃӗ૱⎹ޕᓖ઼㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏሩᝏ⸕ԧ٬ާ
ᴹ↓ੁᖡ૽ˈࡪ◰ᙗሩᝏ⸕ԧ٬ާᴹ䍏ੁᖡ૽ˈᘱᓖѝӻҶᝏ⸕ԧ٬ሩ⭘ᡧ〫ࣘ
䍝⢙ᝯⲴᖡ૽Ǆ䘉а㔃᷌Ⲵ⨶䇪઼ᇎ䐥ѹҏ൘᮷ѝ䘋㹼Ҷ䇘䇪Ǆ
ޣ䭞䇽˖⸝ؑᴽ࣑ᒯ˗㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏ˗ӗ૱⎹ޕᓖ˗ᝏ⸕ԧ٬˗䍝⢙ᝯ
դ䲿䇑㇇ᵪ㖁㔌ᢰᵟⲴਁኅ઼Ც㜭ᵪⲴᲞ৺ˈᡁഭ֯⭘〫ࣘӂ㚄㖁Ⲵᵪ
⭘ᡧᐢ䗮 2.36 ӯǄ䶒ሩ〫ࣘ㖁㔌ᑖᶕⲴᐘབྷᐲ൪ˈ୶ᇦᣅޕҶབྷ䟿䍴䠁ᔰኅ
〫ࣘ㩕䬰⍫ࣘˈᦞ㔏䇑 2014 ᒤ〫ࣘ⨳ޘᒯⲴᣅ䍴仍ᐢ䗮ࡠ 262.6 ӯ㖾ࡠˈݳ
2017 ᒤሶ䗮ࡠ 628 ӯ㖾〫ࣘˈݳᒯᐢᡀѪ〫ࣘ୶࣑⍫ࣘѝ੨ᕅᯠ亮ᇒ઼⮉؍
㘱亮ᇒⲴѫ㾱ᯩᔿˈሩ〫ࣘᒯⲴ⹄ウᡀѪᯩ⛩❖Ⲵ⌘ޣǄ
❦㘼ˈ〫ࣘᒯ䎺ཊ䎺ྭੇ˛ᐢᴹ⹄ウ㺘᰾ˈ䎵䍏㦧ⲴؑԔ⎸䍩㘵ᖒᡀ䍏
䶒ᛵ㔚ˈ䘋㘼ሩᒯᇩ㺘⽪ᘰ⯁ˈᒦᖒᡀሩᒯⲴᧂᯕᗳ⨶ˈᴤ࣐нᝯ䍝Ҡ
ᒯؑ⎹৺Ⲵ୶૱Ҷ ˈһᇎ䇱᰾ୟᴹㅖਸ⭘ᡧ䴰≲Ⲵ䘲ᓖᒯ㜭䗮ࡠ亴ᵏ
Ⲵᒯ᭸᷌Ǆⴞࡽˈ〫ࣘᒯⲴ⹄ウቊ༴Ҿࡍ㓗䱦⇥Ǆ䘁ᒤᶕˈഭᆖ㘵ᐢᔰ
〫ࣘ⌘ޣᴽ࣑Ⲵ⹄ޣウˈᒦਆᗇаᇊᡀ᷌ˈնᱟሩ〫ࣘᒯⲴ⹄ウতሩ䖳ቁˈ
Ӿᝏ⸕ԧ٬䀂ᓖⲴ᧒ウቡᴤफ़ѿҶˈഐ㘼൘ᡁഭᔰኅ〫ࣘᒯᝏ⸕ԧ٬৺ަሩ〫
ࣘ⭘ᡧ㹼Ѫᝯᖡ૽Ⲵ⹄ޣウᖸᴹᗵ㾱Ǆ
⽮ՊᆖⲴ⹄ޣウ㺘᰾ˈԧ٬ᱟᘱᓖǃ㹼Ѫ઼ࡔᯝⲴสˈ⎸䍩㘵䙊䗷ሩ᭟
Ԉᡀᵜ઼ᡰᗇ࡙⳺ᝏ⸕ˈᖒᡀሩᴽ࣑᭸⭘Ⲵᮤփᙗ䇴ՠǄᰒ❦ᒯᝏ⸕ԧ٬ᱟሩ
ᮤփᒯᴽ࣑Ⲵаѫ㿲䇴ԧˈഐ㘼ᆳнӵਇࡠཆ䜘ഐ㍐Ⲵᖡ૽ˈҏՊഐњփ⢩
ᖱⲴᐞᔲ㘼ӗ⭏н਼Ⲵ䇴ԧ㔃᷌ˈ䘉а⛩൘Ր㔏ᒯԧ٬⹄ウѝᐢᗇࡠ䇱ᇎǄն
ᱟˈ⧠ᴹޣҾ〫ࣘᒯⲴ⹄ウѝཊԕᢰᵟ᧕ਇ⁑ර˄Technology Acceptance Modeˈ
TAM˅Ѫสˈ⵰䟽࠶〫᷀ࣘᒯሩ⭘ᡧ䟷㓣ᝯⲴᖡ૽ˈሩҾᶕ㠚⭘ᡧⲴњփ
⢩ᖱࡉ䖳ቁ㘳㲁Ǆᵜ⹄ウᤏԕ〫ࣘᒯѝᴰѪᲞ䙽Ⲵᖒᔿ——⸝ؑᴽ࣑˄Short
ส䠁᭟ᤱ:⾿ᔪⴱᮉ㛢⽮、а㡜亩ⴞĀ〫ࣘ୶࣑⧟ຳл⸝ؑᴽ࣑ᒯⲴ⭘ᡧ䟷㓣⹄ウāˈ⾿ᔪⴱ⽮、
㿴ࡂ亩ⴞ˄2014B208˅
ˈ䰘⨶ᐕᆖ䲒儈ቲ⅑ᕅ䘋Ӫ亩ⴞ˄YSK14012R˅
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Message ServiceˈSMS˅ᒯѪ⹄ウሩ䊑ˈӾᝏ⸕ԧ٬䀂ᓖࠪਁˈԕԧ٬᧕ਇ⁑
ර˄Value-based ModelˈVAM˅઼֯⭘о┑䏣⨶䇪˄Uses and Gratification Theoriesˈ
U&G˅Ѫสˈޘ䶒㘳㲁ཆ䜘⢩ᖱⲴᖡ૽ˈ᧒ウ SMS ᒯᝏ⸕ԧ٬ሩ⭘ᡧ〫
ࣘ䍝⢙ᝯⲴᖡ૽䗷〻Ǆ䘉䟼Ⲵཆ䜘⢩ᖱ㘳㲁ؑᙗǃၡҀᙗ઼ࡪ◰ᙗ䘉йњ㻛
ᆖ㘵Პ䙽䇔ਟⲴ⢩ᖱˈ䜘⢩ᖱࡉ㘳㲁ӗ૱⎹ޕᓖ઼㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏሩњփ䇴ԧ઼ߣ
ㆆⲴᖡ૽Ǆ
1 ⨶䇪ส
1.1 SMS ᒯ
ᡰ䉃 SMS ᒯˈቡᱟሶ⢩ᇊᒯؑԕ᮷ᵜᖒᔿਁ䘱㠣⭘ᡧⲴ〫ࣘ䇮༷Ǆ
⭡Ҿަާᴹ㋮⺞ᙗǃ࠶Շᙗǃ㭃ᔦᙗǃᆈۘᙗǃᰦ᭸ᙗǃӂࣘᙗ઼վᡀᵜㅹՈ⛩ˈ
ᖸཊԱъᢺਁ䘱 SMS ᒯѪᨀ儈૱⡼⸕ᓖ઼؍ᤱ亮ᇒᘐ䈊ᓖⲴ䟽㾱᧚ᯭˈ
ᒦᐢ൘аӋഭᇦਆᗇ㢟ྭⲴ᭸᷌ˈ亴䇑ᵚᶕⲴ֯⭘䟿Պᤱ㔝࣐Ǆ٬ᗇаᨀⲴᱟˈ
㲭❦〫ࣘᒯਟԕ࠶ѪสҾݱ䇨ǃสҾ◰઼࣡สҾս㖞йн਼㊫රˈնᱟᦞ
ᡁഭᒯ⌅Ⲵᴰᯠ㿴ᇊˈ“ᵚ㓿ᖃһӪ਼нᗇੁަ〫ࣘ⭥䈍ਁ䘱ᒯ”ˈ䘉ણ
⵰Ӻਾᡁഭ SMS ᒯ䜭ᗵ享൘“สҾݱ䇨Ⲵ”ࡽᨀл㜭ਁ䘱ˈᵜ᮷ቡԕ䘉а㊫
රⲴ SMS ᒯѪ⹄ウሩ䊑ኅᔰ⹄ޣウǄ
1.2 ᝏ⸕ԧ٬
ԧ٬䙊ᑨᱟޣҾ䍘䟿઼ԧṬѻ䰤Ⲵᵳ㺑ᡆ∄⦷ˈ⭘ᡧ൘䘹ᤙߣㆆᰦՊṩᦞᮤ
փԧ٬䘋㹼㔬ਸ䇴ՠǄާփᶕ䈤ˈаᰖḀаԧ٬㻛ॆˈᆳቡᡀѪਁኅ઼㔤ᤱሩ
Ḁаһ⢙ᡆᛵߥⲴањ߶ࡉǄᒯԧ٬“ਟԕѪ⎸䍩㘵ሩ㓴㓷䙊ؑᴽ࣑┑Ⲵ
ањᤷḷ”ˈᆳᱟሩᒯᴹ᭸ᙗⲴа⍻䟿Ǆ
ᐢᴹ⹄ウѝᆖ㘵ሩᝏ⸕ԧ٬Ⲵ⨶䀓ˈѫ㾱वᤜєн਼Ⲵ㿲⛩˖ㅜа㿲⛩
䇔Ѫᝏ⸕ԧ٬ᱟањཊ㔤ᓖⲴᾲᘥˈྲ Sheth ㅹ˄1991˅ᨀࠪ⎸䍩㘵ᝏ⸕ԧ٬व
ᤜ࣏㜭ԧ٬ǃ⽮Պԧ٬ǃᛵᝏԧ٬ǃ䇔⸕ԧ٬઼ᛵᲟԧ٬ ޡ5 њ㔤ᓖ˗ㅜҼ㿲
⛩䇔Ѫᝏ⸕ԧ٬ᱟањঅ㔤ᓖᶴᘥˈ
ਟԕ䙊䗷ཊњᤷḷᶕ⍻䟿ˈ
ྲ Kim ㅹ˄2007˅
൘ሩ〫ࣘ୶࣑᧕㓣Ⲵ⹄ウѝˈӾᝏ⸕ᡀᵜ઼ᝏ⸕᭦⳺єᯩ䶒⍻ᓖᝏ⸕ԧ٬Ǆ
ᡁഭ〫ࣘ୶࣑䟷㓣઼Ր㔏ᒯԧ٬Ⲵ⹄ޣウѝˈཊᮠᢺᝏ⸕ԧ٬Ѫањ
অ㔤ᓖᶴᘥ䘋㹼⍻䟿ˈᵜ⹄ウሶᔦ㔝䘉а㿲⛩ˈ⭘ཆ䜘઼䜘ཊњᤷḷ⍻ᓖঅа
㔤ᓖⲴᝏ⸕ԧ٬Ǆ
1.3 U&G ⨶䇪
U&G ⨶䇪ᱟㄉ൘ਇՇⲴ・൪кˈ䙊䗷࠶᷀ਇՇሩჂӻⲴ֯⭘ࣘᵪ઼㧧ᗇ䴰
≲┑䏣ᶕ㘳ሏབྷՇՐ㔉Ӫ㊫ᑖᶕⲴᗳ⨶઼㹼ѪкⲴ᭸⭘Ǆ20 ц㓚 40 ᒤԓˈ
U&G ⨶䇪⹄ウ俆⅑㻛⭘ᶕ⹄ウᰐ㓯⭥ӻ䍘Ⲵᴹ᭸ᙗˈ↔ਾ㻛⭘Ҿ䀓䟺ᶕ㠚ྲ⭥
㿶ǃ⭥ᆀޜ⡼઼ᴹ㓯ӂ㚄㖁ㅹབྷՇՐჂփⲴᗳ⨶ࣘᵪǄ⧠ᴹ⹄ウа㠤ൠ
䇔ѪˈU&G ⨶䇪ѝᴰ䟽㾱઼ᴰѕ䉘Ⲵ㔤ᓖˈवᤜၡҀᙗǃؑᙗ઼ࡪ◰ Ǆ൘Ր
㔏ჂփᛵᲟлˈU&G ⨶䇪ᐢ㻛ᒯ⌋⭘Ҿ⎸䍩㘵ࣘᵪᯩ䶒Ⲵ⹄ウˈᒦਆᗇҶѠᇼ
Ⲵᡀ᷌Ǆṩᦞ U&G ⨶䇪ˈDucoffe(1996)ሩ㖁亥ᒯኅᔰҶ⹄ウˈ䇔ѪၡҀᙗǃ
ؑᙗ઼ࡪ◰ᱟᒯԧ٬Ⲵᖡ૽ഐ㍐Ǆഐ㘼ˈᵜ᮷᧒䇘൘〫ࣘ⧟ຳл SMS ᒯ
ⲴၡҀᙗǃؑᙗ઼ࡪ◰ᙗሩᝏ⸕ԧ٬Ⲵᖡ૽ᱟ U&G ⨶䇪Ⲵਸ⨶ᔦըǄ
1.4 VAM ⁑ර
ṩᦞԧ٬⨶䇪ˈKim ㅹ˄2007˅ᨀ〫ࠪࣘ⧟ຳл⭘ᡧᝏ⸕ԧ٬Ⲵᖡ૽ഐ㍐ᶕ
㠚ᡀᵜ઼᭦⳺єњᯩ䶒ˈᡀᵜᱟ⭘ᡧᝏ⸕ࡠⲴ↓ੁ᭸⭘ˈवᤜᝏ⸕ᴹ⭘ᙗ઼ၡҀ
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ᙗ˗᭦⳺ᱟ⭘ᡧᝏ⸕ࡠⲴ䍏ੁ᭸⭘ˈवᤜᝏ⸕䍩⭘઼ᢰᵟᙗǄᝏ⸕ԧ٬↓ᱟሩ䘉
єњᯩ䶒Ⲵ㔬ਸ䇴ԧǄKuo ㅹ˄2009˅Ⲵ⹄ウ㔃᷌ҏᱮ⽪ˈ〫ࣘᴽ࣑Ⲵᝏ⸕ԧ٬
ሩ⭘ᡧ䍝ਾᝯާᴹ↓ੁᖡ૽Ǆ䙊䗷䘋а↕Ⲵሩ∄࠶᷀ˈᆖ㘵Ԝ䘈ਁ⧠ VAM ⁑
ර⭊㠣∄ TAM ⁑රⲴ䀓䟺〻ᓖ䘈㾱儈Ǆ
ቭ㇑ᆖ㘵Ԝᐢ㓿⌘ࡠ〫ࣘᒯᝏ⸕ԧ٬ሩ㹼ѪᝯⲴᖡ૽ˈնቊᵚӾཆ䜘
⢩ᖱ઼䜘њփ⢩ᖱєњᯩ䶒ኅᔰሩ⭘ᡧ〫ࣘ䍝⢙ᝯᖡ૽ഐ㍐Ⲵ᧒ウǄһᇎкˈ
൘〫ࣘ୶࣑⍫ࣘࠪ⧠Ⲵᰙᵏˈᡁഭᆖ㘵⌘ࡠԧ٬᧕ਇ⁑රሩ⭘ᡧ㹼ѪᝯⲴᖡ
૽ˈઘ⏋ㅹ˄2009˅Ӿᡀᵜ઼᭦⳺єњᯩ䶒᧒ウҶᡁഭ⭘ᡧሩ〫ࣘ୶࣑᧕ਇⲴᖡ
૽ഐ㍐Ǆᵜ⹄ウሶԕ VAM ⁑රѪสˈ㘳㲁⭘ᡧᝏ⸕ࡠⲴ↓䍏᭸⭘ˈԕ৺ԆԜ
ሩ㹼ѪᝯⲴᖡ૽Ǆ
1.5 ӗ૱⎹ޕᓖо㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏ
ӗ૱⎹ޕᓖѫ㾱ᤷሩњփᶕ䈤ӗ૱Ⲵ䟽㾱〻ᓖǄᆖ㘵 Sherif ઼ Cantril ᰙ൘
1947 ᒤቡሩ⎹ޕᓖ䘋㹼Ҷ⹄ウǄⴤࡠҼॱц㓚ॱޝᒤԓˈKrugman˄1965˅ሶ
ަᕅ⎸ޕ䍩㘵㹼Ѫ⹄ウ亶ฏˈѫ㾱⭘Ҿ⭥㿶ᒯ᭸᷌Ⲵ⹄ウˈਾᶕ㻛ᒯ⌋⭘Ҿӗ
૱ԕ৺䍝ҠߣㆆѝǄ⽮Պᗳ⨶ᆖ䇔Ѫˈᴹҹ䇪Ⲵؑ൘儈⎹ޕᓖ≤ᒣлᴤާᴹ䈤
ᴽ࣋ˈ䘉ᱟഐѪ儈⎹ޕᓖᛵߥлˈӪԜᴤᴹࣘᵪ䳶ѝᡰ䴰Ⲵ䇔⸕㋮࣋৫䇴ԧḀа
㿲⛩ᡆӗ૱Ⲵԧ٬[35]Ǆഐ㘼ˈ〫ࣘ⧟ຳѝ⭘ᡧሩӗ૱⎹ޕᓖⲴ儈վˈҏՊᖡ૽ަ
ᝏ⸕ԧ٬ⲴབྷሿǄ
ṩᦞ⽮Պ䇔⸕⨶䇪ˈ㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏᱟ“ӪԜሩ㠚ᐡ㓴㓷ᡆᢗ㹼Ḁ㹼Ѫ䘋㘼䗮
ࡠᵏᵋ᭸᷌Ⲵ㜭࣋Ⲵ㠚ᡁࡔᯝ”ˈᆳᖡ૽њփⲴ㹼Ѫ䘹ᤙǃࣚ࣋〻ᓖ઼䶒ഠຳᰦ
㜭ཏඊᤱཊѵǄᖃ㻛ᓄ⭘Ҿн਼亶ฏⲴ⹄ウሩ䊑ᰦˈ㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏਟԕᴤྭൠ䀓䟺
㹼ѪᝯǄ਼ᰦˈњփሩ㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ⲴؑᗳҏߣᇊҶ⧟ຳѝⲴᵪ䙷ᡆ䱫࣋ᱟྲօ㻛
ᝏ⸕ⲴǄ⭡↔ਟ㿱ˈ〫ࣘ⧟ຳл㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏሩњփᝏ⸕ԧ٬Ⲵᖡ૽нᇩᘭ㿶Ǆ
2ˊ
ˊ⹄ウ⁑රоٷ䇮
สҾ VAM ⁑රǃU&G ⨶䇪ǃ㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏ઼ӗ૱⎹ޕᓖⲴ⹄ޣウˈᵜ᮷䇔
Ѫ SMS ᒯⲴཆ䜘⢩ᖱ઼䜘⢩ᖱ਼ޡᖡ૽ᝏ⸕ԧ٬˗ᝏ⸕ԧ٬ሩ⭘ᡧ〫ࣘ䍝
⢙ᝯⲴᖡ૽ਇࡠᘱᓖⲴѝӻˈᡁԜⲴ⹄ウ⁑රྲമ 1 ᡰ⽪Ǆ
2.1 ཆ䜘⢩ᖱ
ṩᦞᐢᴹ᮷⥞઼U&G⨶䇪ˈᵜ⹄ウⲴ⌘ޣཆ䜘⢩ᖱѫ㾱ᴹйњˈণؑᙗǃ
ၡҀᙗ઼ࡪ◰ᙗˈԆԜ㻛ᆖ㘵Ԝ৽༽ᨀ৺Ǆ൘〫ࣘᒯⲴ⹄ウѝˈ⭡Ҿ઼ؑၡ
Ҁԧ٬൘ᯠᢰᵟц⭼䟼ᱟӂ⑇䘿Ⲵˈഐ↔ˈє㘵нᗵ࠶Ѫєњᶴᘥˈਟԕᢺؑ
ᙗ઼ၡҀᙗਟԕᮤਸѪањᶴᘥˈণؑၡҀᙗǄ
ؑᙗѫ㾱ᤷᒯჂӻੁ⭘ᡧᨀѠᇼ઼ᴹ⭘ؑⲴ〻ᓖǄᒯޜਨⲴ㩕䬰
㓿⨶ੁٮҾ䙊䗷ᒯؑՐ䙂ؑǄ൘ӛਇ〫ࣘ㖁㔌ᨀⲴᴽ࣑ᰦˈ⎸䍩㘵ᵏᵋ
Ⲵᒯᇩᱟᰒ㜭ཏ䘲ਸԆԜޤ䏓ˈ৸㜭о㠚ᐡⲴௌྭ઼ޤ䏓ؑⲴޣǄᓄ
ൠˈ䙊䗷〫ࣘ䇮༷Ր䙂㔉⎸䍩㘵Ⲵؑҏ䴰㾱ᱮ⽪ᇊᙗⲴ⢩⛩ˈྲሩ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ߶
⺞ᙗˈ৺ᰦᙗ઼ᴹ⭘ᙗǄChowdhuryㅹ (2006)ਁ⧠ˈ⎸䍩㘵нՊഐѪ〫ࣘᒯ୶
ᨀਸ䘲Ⲵؑ㘼ᝏࡠ⭏≄Ǆ
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ཆ䜘⢩ᖱ
ؑၡҀᙗ

ࡪ◰ᙗ

0.14*

H1

-0.21*** H2

ᝏ⸕ԧ٬

0.42*** H5

ᘱᓖ

0.46*** H6

ᝯ

0.26*** H3
ӗ૱⎹ޕᓖ

0.15*

〫ࣘ䍝⢙

H4

㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏ
䜘⢩ᖱ
⌘: N= 356ˈ*** p < 0.001ˈ** p < 0.01ˈ* p < 0.05
മ1

SMS ᒯᝏ⸕ԧ٬ሩ⭘ᡧ〫ࣘ䍝⢙ᝯᖡ૽Ⲵ⹄ウ⁑ර

ၡҀᙗѫ㾱ᤷާᴹ┑䏣⭘ᡧ䘳䚯⧠ᇎǃ⎸䚓ǃᇑ㖾ӛਇ઼ᛵᝏ䟺᭮䴰≲Ⲵ
㜭࣋Ǆᰙᵏ⹄ウѝˈᴹޤ䏓઼ԔӪௌ⅒ⲴᒯˈՊ㔉⎸䍩㘵ሩ૱⡼Ⲵᘱᓖᑖᶕ
↓䶒ᖡ૽ǄӪԜӛਇⲴᝏ㿹ˈ൘㿲ⴻᒯⲴᮤփᘱᓖѝˈᢞ╄⵰ᴰ䟽㾱Ⲵ䀂
㢢ǄScharlㅹ (2005)Ⲵ⹄ウ㺘᰾ˈᖃᒯᨀ୶ᨀԔӪᘛⲴˈоⴞḷ㗔
ޣфؑ䟿བྷⲴSMSᒯؑᰦˈ⎸䍩㘵ᴹਟ㜭࣐ԆԜ䍝Ҡᒯ୶૱Ⲵ
മǄ⭡ҾᒯⲴᇩ˄ؑ䟿˅઼ᖒᔿ˄ၡҀᙗ˅ᱟᒯԧ٬Ⲵ䟽㾱亴⍻ഐ
ᆀˈҏᱟ؍䇱㖁㔌ᒯᴹ᭸ᙗⲴޣ䭞ˈഐ↔ˈᡁԜᨀࠪྲлٷ䇮˖
H1˖SMS ᒯⲴؑၡҀᙗ↓ੁᖡ૽ᝏ⸕ԧ٬
ࡪ◰ᙗѫ㾱ᤷᕅ䎧⎸䍩㘵ᚬᙂⲴ〻ᓖǄBauer ઼ Greyser (1968)䙊䗷ሩ㖾ഭ
⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ⹄ウˈ㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ӪԜᢩ䇴ᒯⲴѫ㾱ഐˈ਼ᒯᕅ䎧Ⲵࡪ◰઼✖ᚬ
ޣǄࡪ◰ਟԕሬ㠤ᒯ᭸᷌Ⲵа㡜ᙗ䱽վ઼㻛㿲Շᝏ⸕Ⲵԧ٬䱽վ)ˈ䘉ᱟഐ
Ѫ䜘࠶⎸䍩㘵ӽ❦ሩ〫ࣘ୶࣑ⲴᾲᘥᖸнҐᜟˈᘰ⯁〫ࣘᒯѝⲴ୶࣑ؑᱟ
ᆹޘਟ䶐Ǆ“ᖃᒯ䟷⭘Ⲵᢰᵟᜩᚬǃ߂⣟ǃמ䗡ᡆ䗷Ҿ᧗⎸䍩㘵ᰦˈ⎸䍩
㘵ᖸᴹਟ㜭ᝏ㿹䘉ᱟањнਇ⅒䗾Ⲵ઼ԔӪᙂⲴᖡ૽”Ǆ⭡Ҿ〫ࣘᒯਟԕᨀ
ԔӪ࠶ᮓ⌘࣋Ⲵؑˈᒦᡀ࣏⢥ࡦ⎸䍩㘵ˈഐ㘼㻛䇔Ѫᱟሩ〫ࣘ⭘ᡧ䳀⿱
Ⲵаץ⣟Ǆ〫ࣘ㖁㔌⧟ຳлˈਁ䘱㘵ⴤ᧕ሶ SMS ᒯਁ䘱㠣⭘ᡧⲴ⿱Ӫ
ᵪˈ⭘ᡧ൘᧕ਇᒯⲴ਼ᰦˈቡ䶒ѤަњӪؑਟ㜭㻛⋴䵢Ⲵ仾䲙ˈ䘉ᱟ⭘ᡧ
䴰㾱㘳㲁Ⲵѫ㾱ᡀᵜǄᦞ↔ˈᡁԜྲࠪڊлٷ䇮˖
H2˖SMS ᒯⲴࡪ◰ᙗ䍏ੁᖡ૽ᝏ⸕ԧ٬
2.2 䜘⢩ᖱ
䇔⸕ሩԧ٬Ⲵᖡ૽↓䙀⑀ᕅ䎧ᆖ㘵Ⲵ䟽㿶ˈ൘ᡁഭᝏ⸕ԧ٬Ⲵ⹄ޣウѝˈ
⽮Պ䇔⸕ਈ䟿Ⲵ⭘ᗇࡠҶаᇊⲴ傼䇱Ǆᵜ⹄ウᢺоᛵᲟᴹⲴޣ䇔⸕ਈ䟿——ӗ
૱⎹ޕᓖ઼㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏѪ䜘⢩ᖱˈ࠶᷀є㘵ሩᝏ⸕ԧ٬Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ
Kapferer ઼ Laurent˄1985˅䇔Ѫ⎸䍩㘵оᒯؑⲴ⋏䙊〻ᓖˈԕ৺ሩᒯ
ؑⲴ৽᱐ᯩᔿᱟ〟ᶱⲴᡆ⎸ᶱⲴˈѫ㾱ਆߣҾӪԜሩ䈕ӗ૱Ⲵ⎹ޕᓖǄDrossos
ㅹ˄2007˅䇔Ѫн਼〫ࣘᵪ⭘ᡧˈሩн਼㊫රӗ૱Ⲵ৽ᓄᆈ൘ᐞᔲᙗǄ䲿⵰ӗ
૱⎹ޕᓖ≤ᒣⲴ࣐ˈӪԜᴤᴹࣘᵪ৫⨶䀓䛓ӋケࠪⲴؑˈᒦ䇴ԧަԧ٬Ǆᦞ
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↔ˈᡁԜ᧘⍻⭘ᡧ᧕᭦ࡠ SMS ᒯਾˈާᴹ儈ӗ૱⎹ޕᓖ≤ᒣⲴ⭘ᡧˈᴤᴹࣘ
ᵪ⨶䀓ؑˈᴤᇩ᱃㻛࣍ᴽˈᝏ⸕Ⲵԧ٬ᴤ儈Ӌˈާփٷ䇮ྲл˖
H3˖ӗ૱⎹ޕᓖ↓ੁᖡ૽ᝏ⸕ԧ٬
൘ؑᢰᵟ亶ฏˈ㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏᱟ⭘ᡧሩ㠚ᐡ֯⭘ؑᢰᵟ㜭࣋Ⲵа㠚ᡁࡔ
ᯝˈᆳሩ⭘ᡧⲴ㹼Ѫ઼ᝯާᴹᱮ㪇ᖡ૽Ǆᵜ⹄ウѝ㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏᱟᤷ⭘ᡧሩ㠚ᐡ
䙊䗷〫ࣘᒯ䍝⢙㜭࣋Ⲵࡔᯝˈ⭡Ҿሩ〫ࣘ䍝⢙⧟ຳⲴᘰ⯁ᡆн⺞ᇊᙗˈਟ㜭ሬ
㠤⭘ᡧሩ〫ࣘᒯԧ٬Ⲵᘰ⯁ᡆн⺞ᇊǄᦞ↔ˈᡁԜ᧘⍻㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏоᝏ⸕ԧ٬
ѻ䰤ᆈ൘ޣޣ㌫ˈᨀࠪྲлٷ䇮˖
H4˖㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏ↓ੁᖡ૽ᝏ⸕ԧ٬
2.3 ᝏ⸕ԧ٬ǃᘱᓖо䍝⢙ᝯ
ԧ٬㻛䇔ѪᱟᘱᓖⲴањޣ䭞ߣᇊഐ㍐ˈަ൘ᘱᓖᖒᡀкⲴ䟽㾱ᙗᐢ൘㖁亥
ᒯⲴ⹄ウѝ㻛䇱᰾Ǆᘱᓖᱟᛵᝏ઼䇔⸕䇴ՠᖒᡀⲴ൘ԧ٬ሩњփⲴᖡ૽ˈሩ
ᒯⲴᘱᓖ㻛ᇊѹѪ⎸䍩㘵“ᆖՊ൘а㡜ᛵߥлˈሩᒯа䍟ᴹ࡙ᡆн࡙Ⲵᯩᔿˈ
䘋㹼എᓄⲴ᱃ᝏᙗ” ᒦሩ⎸䍩㘵㹼Ѫӗ⭏䟽བྷᖡ૽Ǆ
аࡉᒯؑ㻛䇔Ѫᱟ䈕ᒯਁᐳ୶਼⎸䍩㘵Ⲵа⅑▌൘ؑӔᦒǄѪҶ֯
ᗇӔᦒᴹ᭸ˈӾӔ᱃ৼᯩⲴ䀂ᓖ㘳㲁ᱟᖸ䟽㾱ⲴǄሩҾ⎸䍩㘵㘼䀰ˈᡀ࣏ⲴӔᦒ
ᱟ⭡ᒯԧ٬ᵜ䓛㜭㻛䇔Ѫ┑䏣ҶԆԜⲴᵏᵋᶕࡔᯝⲴǄ㕪ቁԧ٬Ⲵᒯᖸਟ
㜭ӗ⭏䍏䶒᭸ᓄˈ֯׳ሩᒯᤱ䍏䶒ᘱᓖ⎸䍩㘵ⲴᖒᡀǄᦞ↔ˈᡁԜ᧘⍻ SMS
ᒯⲴᝏ⸕ԧ٬䎺儈ˈ⭘ᡧⲴᘱᓖቡ䎺〟ᶱˈᨀࠪྲлٷ䇮˖
H5˖SMS ᒯᝏ⸕ԧ٬↓ੁᖡ૽ᘱᓖ
䍝⢙ᝯᱟ⎸䍩㘵䘹ᤙ䍝ҠḀаӗ૱Ⲵѫ㿲ੁٮ〻ᓖˈᘱᓖᱟњփ㹼Ѫᝯ
ᴰྭⲴ亴⍻ഐᆀǄᐢᴹ⹄ウ㺘᰾⎸䍩㘵ሩՐ㔏ᒯⲴᘱᓖՊᱮ㪇ᖡ૽ԆԜⲴ䍝⢙
ᝯˈ㖁㔌䍝⢙⧟ຳлᘱᓖо൘㓯䍝⢙ᝯѻ䰤ާᴹᱮ㪇ޣ㌫Ǆᦞ↔ˈᡁԜ᧘⍻
〫ࣘ⧟ຳл⭘ᡧ᧕ਇ SMS ᒯਾˈᝯ䍝Ҡᒯӗ૱ⲴᝯਇࡠᘱᓖⲴᖡ૽ˈ
ᨀࠪྲлٷ䇮˖
H6˖ᘱᓖ↓ੁᖡ૽〫ࣘ䍝⢙ᝯ
3. ⹄ウ䇮䇑
3.1 ⹄ウṧᵜ
ᡁԜ䟷⭘䰞ধ䈳ḕ⌅᭦䳶ᮠᦞˈᆳᱟᡁഭ㇑⨶⹄ウѝᴰѪᲞ䙽Ⲵᮠᦞ᭦䳶ᯩ
ᔿǄᵜ⹄ウⲴᡰᴹ䰞ধޘ䜘䟷⭘⧠൪䲿ᵪਁ᭮Ⲵᖒᔿˈޡ᭦എ䈅ধ 500 ԭˈަѝ
ᴹ᭸䰞ধ 356 ԭˈഎ᭦⦷ 71.2%Ǆṧᵜᾲߥྲ㺘 1 ᡰ⽪ˈ䘉Ӌ㻛䈳ḕ㘵Ⲵṧᵜ⢩
ᖱสᵜㅖਸ CNNIC˄2015˅ᴰᯠ㔏䇑ᮠᦞѝޣҾ㖁≁㔃ᶴⲴ᧿䘠ˈ؍䇱ᡰᗇṧ
ᵜᮠᦞㅖਸᡁԜⲴ⹄ウⴞⲴǄ
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㺘 ṧᵜ㔏䇑ᾲߥ
仈ⴞ

㊫࡛

Ӫᮠ

Ⲯ࠶∄

⭧

185

51.97%

ྣ

171

49.03%

18-25 

167

46.91%

26-30 

108

30.34%

31-35 

66

18.54%

36-39 

15

4.21%

43

12.08%

Աъઈᐕ

50

14.04%

൘ṑབྷᆖ⭏

263

73.88%

ਇᮉ㛢〻

ᵜ、⭏

331

92.98%

ᓖ

⹄ウ⭏

25

7.02%

Ӿᵚ

0

0.00%

ሿҾ 1 ᒤ

90

25.28%

1~5 ᒤ

138

38.77%

4~6 ᒤ

101

28.37%

7 ᒤԕк

27

7.58%

Ӿᵚ

22

6.18%

ᴹᰦ

53

14.89%

㓿ᑨ

281

78.93%

Ӿᵚ

27

7.58%

ሿҾ 6 њᴸ

106

29.78%

7~12 њᴸ

111

31.18%

1 ᒤԕк

112

31.46%

ᙗ࡛

ᒤ喴

᭯ᓌ/һъঅս
Ӫઈ
㙼ъ

㖁㔌䍝⢙
㓿শ

〫ࣘӂ㚄
㖁᧕ޕ

〫ࣘӂ㚄
㖁䍝⢙㓿
শ

3.2 ਈ䟿⍻䟿
Ѫ⺞⍻؍䟿ᐕާⲴ᭸ᓖ৺ؑᓖˈᵜ⹄ウⲴᡰᴹ䟿㺘䜭ᱟᡀ⟏䟿㺘ˈ൘ޣ᮷
⥞ѝᐢ㓿㻛֯⭘䗷Ǆ൘ؑᙗǃၡҀᙗǃࡪ◰ᙗǃӗ૱⎹ޕᓖǃ㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏǃᒯ
ᝏ⸕ԧ٬ǃᘱᓖ઼〫ࣘ䍝⢙ᝯㅹᾲᘥⲴᙗᇊѹ৺㺑䟿ᯩ⌅кˈ৲㘳ഭ
ཆᆖ㘵Ⲵᐢᴹᇊѹ઼ᯩ⌅Ǆ
䟿㺘൘㘫䈁䗷〻ѝ࠶ݵ㘳㲁䈝䀰Ⲵᐞᔲˈ俆⭡ݸє儈ṑⲴ㤡䈝ᮉᐸᢺഭཆ
ᡀ⟏Ⲵ㤡䈝䟿㺘㘫䈁ᡀѝ᮷ˈ⭡ਖєᶕ㠚ਖа儈ṑⲴ㤡䈝ᮉᐸᢺѝ᮷䟿㺘㘫
䈁ᡀ㤡᮷ˈ࠶ݵ㘳㲁ѝഭӪⲴ䈝䀰ҐᜟǄ൘ᔰኅ䈳ḕࡽˈо 2 ㇑⨶уъⲴᮉᐸ
઼ 2 ঊ༛⹄ウ⭏ቡ仈亩Ⲵਸ⨶ᙗ䘋㹼䇘䇪ˈ䘋а↕؞᭩Ҷ 4 њ仈亩Ⲵ᧚䗎Ǆ൘
↓ᔿ䈳ḕࡽˈѪ؍䇱䰞ধ䇮䇑Ⲵਸ⨶ᙗ઼߶⺞ᙗˈሩ䰞ধ䘋㹼Ҷ亴⍻䈅ˈṩᦞ亴
⍻䈅㘵ᨀⲴ㿱؞᭩Ҷޣ仈亩Ⲵ㺘䘠ˈਸᒦҶ䈝ѹ䘁Ⲵ 2 њ仈亩ˈ֯䰞ধ
ᴤ࣐ㅖਸѝഭӪⲴ䈝䀰ҐᜟǄ
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ؑᙗ઼ᒯᝏ⸕ԧ٬䟷⭘ Ducoffe˄1996˅Ⲵ䟿㺘ˈࡪ◰ᙗ䟷⭘ Tsang ㅹ
˄2004˅Ⲵ䟿㺘ˈ㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏ䟷⭘ Heish ㅹ˄2008˅઼ Kim ㅹ˄2011˅Ⲵ䟿㺘ˈ
ӗ૱⎹ޕᓖ䟷⭘ McQuarrie˄1992˅Ⲵ䟿㺘ˈᘱᓖ䟷⭘ Alwitt ઼ Prabhacker(1994)
Ⲵ䟿㺘ˈ〫ࣘ䍝⢙ᝯࡉ䟷⭘ Gefen˄2000˅ԕ৺ Pavlou ઼ Gefen˄2004˅Ⲵ䟿
㺘Ǆᡰᴹਈ䟿Ⲵ⍻䟿൷䟷⭘ӄ⛩ᵾݻ⢩䟿㺘Ǆ
↔ཆˈ⹄ޣウ㺘᰾ˈ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ㛼Ჟਈ䟿˄ᙗ࡛ǃᒤ喴ǃᮉ㛢〻ᓖ઼㙼ъ˅
ᱟᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵ሩᒯᝏ⸕Ⲵ䟽㾱ഐ㍐ѻаǄഐ↔ˈᵜ⹄ウሶ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ㛼Ჟਈ䟿˄ᙗ
࡛ǃᒤ喴ǃᮉ㛢〻ᓖ઼㙼ъ˅Ѫ᧗ࡦਈ䟿Ǆ
3.3 㔏䇑Ự傼
൘⁑රỰ傼ѻࡽˈ䴰㾱Ự傼ᮠᦞⲴؑᓖ઼᭸ᓖǄᙫփؑᓖ˄Cronbach’s Alpha˅
ㅹҾ 0.86ˈ㺘᰾䈕䟿㺘ᮤփкާᴹ㢟ྭⲴؑᓖǄѪҶ⺞؍䟿㺘ާᴹ䖳儈Ⲵᇩ᭸
ᓖˈᡰᴹ䟿㺘൷ᴹ᮷⥞᭟ᤱᒦ⭡уъᮉᐸᇑṨˈሩ䈝ѹҡⲴ仈亩䜭䘋㹼Ҷ؞᭩Ǆ
൘↔สкˈᡁԜሩ⁑රⲴᮤփ䘲䝽ᛵߥ䘋㹼Ự傼Ǆ䟷⭘ AMOS 19.0 ሩ䘋
㹼傼䇱ᙗഐᆀ࠶᷀˄confirmatory factor analyses, CFA˅ˈ㔃᷌ྲ㺘 2 ᡰ⽪ˈ亩
ᤏਸᤷḷ൷൘ḷ߶㤳തˈ㺘᰾ṧᵜᮠᦞоٷ䇮⁑ර䘲䝽㢟ྭǄ
䘋а↕ˈỰ傼⁑ර䜘㔃ᶴⲴ䘲䝽ᤷḷǄ㚊ਸ᭸ᓖ˄convergent validity˅㾱
≲⇿њ仈亩Ⲵḷ߶ഐᆀ䖭㦧٬˄factor loading˅䴰㾱བྷҾ 0.5ˈᶴᘥⲴᒣ൷ᯩᐞ
ᨀਆ٬˄average variance extractedˈAVE˅བྷҾ 0.5˗⇿њᶴᘥⲴ㔬ਸ᭸ᓖ˄composite
reliabilityˈC.R.˅٬䜭㾱བྷҾ 0.7Ǆѫ㾱ਈ䟿Ⲵഐᆀ䖭㦧٬ǃAVE ٬઼ C.R.٬
ྲ㺘 3 ᡰ⽪ˈӾ㺘 3 ѝਟԕⴻࠪ仈亩ާᴹ㢟ྭⲴ㚊ਸ᭸ᓖ઼㔬ਸ᭸ᓖǄ
㺘 2 傼䇱ᙗഐᆀ࠶᷀⁑රᤏਸ৲ᮠ
CMIN

DF

CMIN/DF

CFI

IFI

RMSEA

544.639

231

2.358

0.915

0.92

0.062

४࠶᭸ᓖ˄discriminate validity˅ⲴỰ傼ᯩ⌅ѝ AVE ⌅ⲴỰ傼᭸᷌ᴰ֣ˈণ
ᶴᘥ AVE ٬Ⲵᒣᯩṩаᇊ㾱བྷҾ▌൘ᶴᘥѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫ᮠˈѫ㾱ਈ䟿Ⲵ
ޣޣ㌫઼ AVE Ⲵᒣᯩṩྲ㺘 4 ᡰ⽪Ǆ
Ӿ㺘 4 ѝਟ⸕ˈሩ䀂㓯кⲴ٬൷བྷҾԫഐ㍐㹼ᡆࡇⲴ٬ˈ㺘᰾ᶴᘥާᴹ
䏣ཏⲴ४࠶᭸ᓖǄ
㺘 4 ѫ㾱ਈ䟿Ⲵ൷٬ǃᯩᐞǃޣ㌫ᮠ઼ $9( ᒣᯩṩ
 

IF

IR

PI

SE

PA

AT

ITP

ؑၡҀᙗ IF

0.88













ࡪ◰ᙗ IR

-0.17**

0.81











ӗ૱⎹ޕᓖ PI

0.15**

-0.14*

0.74









㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏ SE

0.11*

-0.17**

0.12*

0.87







ᝏ⸕ԧ٬ PA

0.24**

-0.21**

0.29**

0.28**

0.88





ᘱᓖ AT

0.29**

-0.14*

0.23**

0.21**

0.34**

0.82



䍝⢙ᝯ ITP

0.12*

-0.11*

0.13*

0.16**

0.26**

0.38**

0.84
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4. ٷ䇮Ự傼
ᵜ⹄ウ俆ݸ䟷⭘㔃ᶴᯩ〻⁑ර˄SEM˅Ự傼ٷ䇮⁑රˈ⁑රѝⲴᡰᴹਈ䟿㻛
਼ᰦỰ傼ˈ㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ٷ䇮⁑රоᮠᦞ䰤ާᴹ䖳ྭⲴ䘲䝽ᙗˈྲ㺘 5 ᡰ⽪Ǆ
ަ⅑ˈᡁԜ䟷⭘ᯩ٬Ⲵਈॆ⌅∄䖳ٷ䇮⁑රо䜘࠶ѝӻ⁑රǄ䜘࠶ѝӻ⁑
රቡᱟᢺٷ䇮⁑රѝӾᝏ⸕ԧ٬ࡠ〫ࣘ䍝⢙ᝯѻ䰤Ⲵⴤ᧕䐟ᖴ䘎᧕䎧ᶕˈ䙊䗷
∄䖳ᯩ٬ਈॆⲴᱮ㪇ᛵߥᶕࡔᯝଚа⁑රᴤѪਸ⨶ˈ∄䖳㔃᷌ྲ㺘 5 ᡰ⽪ǄӾ
㺘 5 ѝਟ⸕ˈ䜘࠶ѝӻ⁑රⲴᤷḷ⋑ᴹਈᗇ∄ٷ䇮⁑රᴤᱮ㪇˄∆χ2 (∆df) =
0.919(1)ˈp = 0.34 < 0.05˅
ˈഐ↔ˈᡁԜ䇮ᇊⲴٷ䇮⁑ර˄ণᆼޘѝӻ⁑ර ˅ᱟ
ᴰㆰ⌱⁑රǄ
㺘 . ⁑ර∄䖳
⁑ර

χ2

ٷ䇮⁑ර ᆼޘѝӻ  609.648

df

CFI

IFI

RMSEA

∆χ2 (∆df)

240

0.9

0.9

0.066

-

239

0.9

0.9

0.066

0.919(1)

䜘࠶ѝӻ⁑ර ࣐
ᝏ⸕ԧ٬о〫ࣘ䍝⢙

608.729

ᝯѻ䰤Ⲵ䐟ᖴ 

ᴰਾˈ㔃ᶴ⁑රⲴỰ傼㔃᷌᭟ᤱҶࡽ䘠ᡰᴹٷ䇮ˈਈ䟿䰤Ⲵ䐟ᖴ㌫ᮠྲമ
1 ᡰ⽪ǄؑၡҀᙗǃӗ૱⎹ޕᓖ઼㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏሩᝏ⸕ԧ٬ާᴹᱮ㪇↓ੁᖡ૽˄E1
=0.14 ˈp < 0.05˗E3 = 0.26ˈp < 0.001˗E4 = 0.15ˈp < 0.05˅
ˈH1ǃH3 ઼ H4 ᡀ
・˗ࡪ◰ᙗሩᝏ⸕ԧ٬ާᴹᱮ㪇䍏ੁᖡ૽˄E2 = - 0.21ˈ p < 0.01˅ˈH2 ᡀ・˗ᝏ
⸕ԧ٬ሩᘱᓖާᴹᱮ㪇ᖡ૽˄E5 = 0.42ˈp < 0.001˅ˈH5 ᡀ・˗ᘱᓖሩ〫ࣘ䍝⢙
ᝯⲴ↓ੁᖡ૽ᱮ㪇˄E6 = 0.46ˈp < 0.001˗˅
ˈH6 ᡀ・Ǆ
5. ⹄ウ㔃䇪оѹ
ᵜ⹄ウสҾԧ٬᧕ਇ⁑ර઼ U&G ⨶䇪ˈ䙊䗷䰞ধ䈳ḕ⌅઼㔃ᶴᯩ〻⁑රˈ
᧒ウҶสҾݱ䇨 SMS ᒯᝏ⸕ԧ٬ሩ〫ࣘ⭘ᡧ㹼ѪᝯⲴᖡ૽䗷〻ˈᡰᴹ⹄ウ
ٷ䇮䜭䙊䗷Ҷᇎ䇱Ự傼Ǆ
൘ᝏ⸕ԧ٬ࡽഐⲴ⹄ウѝˈᵜ⹄ウ俆ݸ㘳㲁Ҷཆ䜘⢩ᖱ——ؑၡҀᙗ઼ࡪ
◰ᙗሩ SMS ᒯԧ٬Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ⹄ウ㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ˈ᭦ࡠؑၡҀᙗ䖳儈Ⲵ SMS ᒯ
ˈ⭘ᡧᝏ⸕ࡠ䖳儈Ⲵ↓᭸⭘˄E1 = 0.14ˈp < 0.05˅˗䶒ሩᕅਁ⭘ᡧᚬᙂⲴ SMS
ᒯࡉԔ⭘ᡧᝏ⸕ࡠབྷ䟿Ⲵ䍏᭸⭘˄E2 = - 0.21ˈp < 0.01˅ˈ䈕㔃᷌оᐢᴹᆖ㘵
Ⲵ⹄ウ㔃᷌а㠤˄Xu ㅹˈ2009˗Liu ㅹˈ2012˅Ǆަ⅑ˈᡁԜ䘈俆⅑᧒䇘Ҷ⭘ᡧ
њփ⢩ᖱ—ӗ૱⎹ޕᓖ઼㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏⲴᖡ૽Ǆ⹄ウ㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ˈሩ SMS ᒯӗ૱
ᤱ㔝⭘Ⲵ⌘ޣᡧሩ SMS ᒯⲴᝏ⸕ԧ٬䖳儈ˈ㘼ሩ〫ࣘ䍝⢙㜭࣋Ⲵ㠚ᡁࡔᯝ䖳
儈Ⲵ⭘ᡧҏਟԕᝏ⸕ࡠ䖳儈Ⲵ SMS ᒯԧ٬˄E3 = 0.26ˈp < 0.001˗E4 = 0.15ˈ
p < 0.05˅ˈԕᖰ൘ᝏ⸕ԧ٬Ⲵ⹄ウѝ⭊ቁ㘳㲁њփ⢩ᖱሩᙫփ䇴ԧⲴᖡ૽ˈᵜ
⹄ウ㔃᷌Ѫਾ㔝⹄ޣウᨀҶ৲㘳Ǆ
൘ሩ⭘ᡧ䍝⢙ᝯⲴᖡ૽䗷〻⹄ウѝˈ⹄ウ㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ᝏ⸕ԧ٬䙊ሩ〫ࣘ䍝⢙
ᝯާᴹᱮ㪇ᖡ૽ˈᘱᓖ䎧ᆼޘѝӻ⭘˄E5 = 0.42ˈp < 0.001˗E6 = 0.46ˈp <
0.001˅Ǆ⭘ᡧሩ SMS ᒯⲴԧ٬䇴ԧՊᖡ૽ަሩ䈕ᒯഎᓄⲴ᱃ᝏᙗˈ䘉оᐢ
ᴹᆖ㘵Ⲵ㿲⛩а㠤˄Xu ㅹˈ2009˅ˈ਼ᰦˈᘱᓖሩ⭘ᡧⲴ〫ࣘ䍝⢙ᝯާᴹᱮ
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㪇ᖡ૽ˈ䘉оՐ㔏ӂ㚄㖁⧟ຳѝⲴ⹄ウ㔃䇪а㠤˄Hansen ㅹˈ2004˅ˈնᱟ൘〫
ࣘ⧟ຳѝ䘈䖳ቁᗇࡠᇎ䇱⹄ウⲴ᭟ᤱǄ
ᵜ⹄ウⲴ㔃䇪ާᴹаᇊⲴ⨶䇪઼ᇎ䐥ѹǄ⨶䇪ᯩ䶒ˈᵜ⹄ウᨀࠪᒦ傼䇱Ҷ
њփ⢩ᖱ——ӗ૱⎹ޕᓖ઼㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏሩ SMS ᒯᝏ⸕ԧ٬ާᴹᱮ㪇ᖡ૽Ⲵ㿲
⛩ˈѠᇼҶᝏ⸕ԧ٬Ⲵᐢᴹ⹄ウᇩˈਾ㔝⹄ޣウⲴᔰኅ˗਼ᰦˈᡁԜⲴ⹄ウ
㔃᷌Ӿᇎ䇱䀂ᓖ᭟ᤱҶᝏ⸕ԧ٬ሩ㹼Ѫᝯާᴹᖡ૽Ⲵ㿲⛩ˈሩҾਾ㔝ᔰኅަԆ
㹼Ѫᝯਈ䟿ྲ࠶ӛᝯㅹⲴ⹄ウᱟањᴹ᭸৲㘳Ǆᇎ䐥ᯩ䶒ˈᵜ⹄ウⲴ㔃᷌ሩ
ԱъⲴ㩕䬰ᇎ䐥ާᴹ䟽㾱ѹǄ俆ˈݸ൘ SMS ᒯⲴ䇮䇑ᯩ䶒ˈ䙊䗷࣐ؑ
ᇩⲴᴹ⭘ᙗ઼ᖒᔿⲴၡҀᙗˈᒦ߿ቁሩ⭘ᡧ䳀⿱Ⲵࡪ◰ᙗˈ㜭ཏབྷᑵᓖᨀ儈⭘
ᡧ䍝Ҡ SMS ᒯӗ૱Ⲵᝯˈᨀ儈ӗ૱䬰䟿˗ަ⅑ˈ൘ਁ䘱ሩ䊑Ⲵ䘹ᤙкˈ㾱
䘹ᤙ䛓Ӌሩ SMS ᒯӗ૱ᤱ㔝⭘Ⲵ⌘ޣᡧˈഐѪԆԜሩ SMS ᒯⲴ䇴ԧᴤ儈ˈ
ᴤᝯ䍝Ҡ SMS ᒯӗ૱Ǆ
6. ⹄ウн䏣оኅᵋ
ᵜ⹄ウቊᆈ൘аӋн䏣ˈᴹᖵ䘋а↕ᆼழǄ俆ˈݸᵜ⹄ウӵ䟷⭘аᯩ⌅—
—䰞ধ䈳ḕ⌅᭦䳶ᮠᦞˈѪҶᗇࡠᴤ࣐っ、઼ڕᆖⲴ⹄ウ㔃᷌ˈᵚᶕ㘳㲁䘹⭘ަ
Ԇᗳ⨶ᆖᯩ⌅ኅᔰ⹄ޣウ˗ަ⅑ˈᵜ⹄ウѝⲴṧᵜӵ䘹㠚䰘ᐲ৺ަઘ䗩ᐲ
Ⲵ䈳ḕᮠᦞˈфԕᆖ⭏㗔փѪѫˈ⹄ウ㔃䇪Ⲵ䘲⭘ᙗ⢩࡛ᱟ൘䶎ᐲൠ४ᱟ
❦ᡀ・䘈ᴹᖵ䘋а↕傼䇱˗ᴰਾˈᵜ⹄ウӵቡњփ⢩ᖱѝⲴӗ૱⎹ޕᓖ઼㠚ᡁ᭸
㜭ᝏሩԧ٬Ⲵᖡ૽䘋㹼Ҷ᧒ウˈަԆњփ⢩ᖱⲴ⹄ウ䘈ᴹᖵҾ䘋а↕ᔰኅǄ
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The Impact of Corporate Product Harm Crisis Response on
Consumer Satisfaction/Dissatisfaction under Ambiguous
˖The Mediating Role of Psychological Contract
Situation˖
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ABSTRACT
Corporate responses via various media might be the only factor that firms can
resort to immediately after product harm crises. For that reason, incorporating social
exchange theory, needs hierarchy theory and two-factor theory etc., this research
develops the conceptual framework that suggests the impact of product harm crisis
response on consumer satisfaction/dissatisfaction and the mediating role of
psychological contract. The research utilizes experimental method and fictitious
beverage and automobile product harm crises are created as imaginary scenario.
Regression analysis etc. is used to analyze data. The results of study one indicate
functional response negatively affects consumer dissatisfaction, and functional
response combining with emotional response positively affects satisfaction and
negatively affects dissatisfaction. The results also indicate that functional response
doesn’t affect satisfaction and purely emotional response affects neither transactional
contract nor relational contract. The results of study two indicate psychological
contract fully mediates the impact of product harm crisis response on consumer
satisfaction and dissatisfaction. The results also indicate functional response
positively affects transactional contract and doesn’t affect relational contract.
Transactional contract negatively affects dissatisfaction, but doesn’t affect satisfaction.
At the same time, functional response combining with emotional response positively
affects both relational contract and transactional contract. Relational contract is found
to affect satisfaction positively, but not to affect dissatisfaction. Furthermore, purely
emotional response affects neither transactional contract nor relational contract. The
findings of this research further enrich the literature of product harm crises and also
provide guidelines for management to deal with product harm crises.
Keywords: product harm crisis; relational contract; transactional contract;
satisfaction; dissatisfaction
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᪈㾱
ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪਁ⭏ਾ㓿⭡Ⴢփ⋏䙊Ⲵޜਨؑਟ㜭ᱟୟаޜਨণ᧗
ࡦᖡ૽ডᵪ㔃᷌Ⲵ㾱㍐Ǆ䢤Ҿ↔ˈԕ⽮ՊӔ᱃⨶䇪ǃ䴰㾱ቲ⅑䇪৺ৼഐ㍐⨶䇪ㅹ
ѪสˈᖒᡀҶสҾᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖ᵪࡦⲴӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄሩ⎸䍩㘵┑઼н┑ᖡ
૽ⲴᾲᘥṶᷦǄ⹄ウ䟷⭘ᇎ傼ᯩ⌅ˈԕ㲊ᤏⲴ侞ᯉ઼䖯䖖ӗ૱ՔᇣডᵪѪᜣ䊑൪
Ჟˈ࡙⭘എᖂ࠶᷀ㅹሩᮠᦞ䘋㹼༴⨶Ǆ⹄ウа㔃᷌㺘᰾˖࣏㜭૽ᓄ⎸ᶱᖡ૽н┑
ˈ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ〟ᶱᖡ૽┑ᒦф⎸ᶱᖡ૽ᖡ૽н┑Ǆ⹄ウа㔃᷌䘈
㺘᰾ˈ࣏㜭૽ᓄнᖡ૽┑ˈᛵᝏ૽ᓄнᖡ૽┑઼н┑Ǆ⹄ウҼ㔃᷌䘋а↕
傼䇱Ҷ⹄ウаⲴਁ⧠ˈ਼ᰦ㺘᰾ᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖ᆼޘѝӻӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄሩ┑઼н
┑Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ⹄ウҼ㔃᷌䘈㺘᰾˖࣏㜭૽ᓄ〟ᶱᖡ૽Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖ˈӔ᱃ཱྀ㓖⎸ᶱᖡ
૽н┑˗࣏㜭࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ〟ᶱᖡ૽Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖઼ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖ˈӔ᱃ཱྀ㓖〟ᶱᖡ૽┑
Ǆਖཆˈ⹄ウҼ㺘᰾ˈ࣏㜭૽ᓄнᖡ૽Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖˗ᛵᝏ૽ᓄнᖡ૽Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖઼
ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖˗Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖нᖡ૽┑˗ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖нᖡ૽н┑Ǆ⹄ウਁ⧠䘋а↕Ѡᇼ
Ҷᴹޣӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄ᮷⥞ˈ਼ᰦҏᨀ㔉㇑⨶㘵ᓄሩӗ૱Քᇣডᵪᴹ⭘Ⲵᤷ
ሬࡉǄ

ޣ䭞䇽˖ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄˈޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖ˈӔ᱃ཱྀ㓖ˈ┑ˈн┑

1ˊᕅ䀰
ӗ૱ՔᇣডᵪѪӗ૱㻛ਁ⧠ᱟᴹ㕪䲧Ⲵᡆড䲙ⲴᒯѪᇓՐһԦ˄Dawar &
Pillutlaˈ2000˅Ǆᴹޣӗ૱ՔᇣডᵪⲴањᛵຳᙗᱟ⁑㋺ᙗǄ䙊ᑨˈӗ૱Քᇣ
ডᵪⲴ㚷һᯩሩҾ㿲ሏ㘵˄ԆԜᖸཊᱟӗ૱Ⲵ⭘ᡧᡆ▌൘⭘ᡧ˅ᒦнᾊˈᖃӗ
૱Քᇣডᵪᴰࡍ⭡Ⴢփᣕ䚃Ⲵᰦˈى䘉⢩࡛Პ䙽(Laufer & Coombsˈ2006)ǄLaufer
& Coombs (2006)䇔Ѫˈቭ㇑䘉Ӌ㊫රᛵຳѝപᴹⲴ⁑㋺ᙗˈޣҾ䈱ሶਇࡠ䉤䍓ˈ
㿲ሏ㘵ӽ❦Պл㔃䇪ǄሩҾӗ૱Քᇣডᵪˈྲ᷌⎸䍩㘵䉤䍓ޜਨˈ䘉ሶ䍏䶒ൠᖡ
૽ԆԜᵚᶕ䍝ҠੁǄ䲿⵰ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪࡍᵏ䱦⇥䗷ཡᰕ⳺⁑㋺ˈሩҾԱъ⨶䀓
ᱟ઼օᰦ㿲ሏ㘵ਟ㜭㔉Աъᰐ䗷ཡ᧘ᇊᡆ䇨ᱟᴹ⭘Ⲵ˄Laufer & Gillespie et
al.ˈ2009˅
Ǆ൘䘉ᛵߥлˈ㇑⨶㘵ᗵ享ᆖҐ⨶䀓⁑㋺Ⲵӗ૱Քᇣডᵪˈᒦф䘹
ᤙ䘲ᖃⲴডᵪ૽ᓄǄ
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ডᵪ૽ᓄ˄ডᵪ⋏䙊ㆆ⮕ǃᖒ䊑ᚒ༽ㆆ⮕ǃডᵪਾؑᣛ䵢˅⹄ウᐢ㓿䎵䎺
Ṹֻ⹄ウˈ䘋ࡠޕ䇮䇑ᇎ傼ԕ㌫㔏ൠ䇴ԧӪԜྲօᝏ⸕ডᵪ૽ᓄ (Coombs &
Holladay, 2008)Ǆቭ㇑ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄѪ亮ᇒޣ㌫㇑⨶ㆆ⮕Ⲵањ䟽㾱ഐ㍐
㘼Ѫ⹄ウ㘵઼㇑⨶㘵ᡰ䇔䇶ˈᒦфത㔅䘉њѫ仈䘋㹼Ҷ⹄ޣウˈնӽ❦ᆈ൘䈨
ཊᯩ䶒䴰㾱▴Ǆᴹޣӗ૱Քᇣডᵪᇎ䇱⹄ウ㺘᰾ˈѫࣘⲴ૽ᓄㆆ⮕Պ〟ᶱᖡ૽
⎸䍩㘵ᛵ㔚৽ᓄ৺㹼Ѫੁᡆ㹼Ѫˈ㘼㻛ࣘⲴ૽ᓄㆆ⮕ࡉ৽ѻ˄Siomkosˈ1989˗
Dawar & Pillutlaˈ2000˗Siomkos & Kurzbardˈ1994˗Laufer & Coombsˈ2006˗
Chen & Ganesan et al.ˈ2009˗Souiden & Ponsˈ2009˗Vassilikopoulou & Lepetsos
et al.ˈ2009˗Vassilikopoulou Siomkos et al.ˈ2009˗Xie & Pengˈ2009˗Siomkos
& Triantafillidou et al.ˈ2010˗Zhao & Zhao et al.ˈ2011˅
ǄնᱟሩҾᶴᡀӗ૱Ք
ᇣডᵪ૽ᓄⲴާփ㾱㍐ˈ∄ྲ䎄گǃ䚃ⅹㅹˈᆳԜ࠶࡛ሩ⎸䍩㘵ᛵ㔚৺㹼Ѫੁ
ᡆ㹼ѪㅹⲴᖡ૽ᱟӰѸˈԕ৺ྲօᖡ૽ˈ䘉ᯩ䶒䴰㾱䘋а↕Ⲵ⹄ウ᧒㍒Ǆ⢩࡛ᱟ
൘ডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳлˈ䘉ᯩ䶒⹄ウᴤѪ䟽㾱Ǆ
㘳㲁ࡠк䘠ˈ࠷ޣᵜ᮷⊢ਆ⽮ՊӔ᱃⨶䇪ǃ䍴ⓀӔᦒⲴ㹼Ѫ߶ࡉǃ䴰㾱ቲ⅑
䇪ǃৼഐ㍐⨶䇪৺ᗳ⨶ᑀᡧ⨶䇪ㅹˈᮤਸডᵪ૽ᓄǃᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖ǃ⎸䍩㘵┑઼н
┑ᾲᘥˈᖒᡀҶสҾᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖ᵪࡦⲴӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄሩ⎸䍩㘵┑઼н┑
ᖡ૽ⲴᾲᘥṶᷦǄ⹄ウާփⴞⲴᴹйᯩ䶒˖
˄1˅Ự傼ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳл࣏
㜭૽ᓄ৺ᛵᝏ૽ᓄሩ⎸䍩㘵┑઼н┑Ⲵᖡ૽˗
˄2˅⽪ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵ
ຳл࣏㜭૽ᓄ৺ᛵᝏ૽ᓄሩ┑઼н┑Ⲵᖡ૽ᵪࡦˈާփቡᵜ⹄ウ㘼䀰ᱟỰ傼
ᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖Ⲵѝӻ᭸ᓄ˗˄3˅Ѫ㇑⨶㘵ᴹ᭸ᓄሩӗ૱ՔᇣডᵪᨀᤷইǄ 
ˊ᮷⥞എ亮
2ˊ
2.1 ডᵪ৺ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄ
ডᵪ૽ᓄᱟডᵪ㇑⨶Ⲵањ㿶䀂ˈ䘉њ㿶䀂㻛〠Ѫㅖਧᯩ⌅ˈഐѪᆳᕪ䈳⋏
䙊ྲօ㻛⭘ㅖਧ䍴Ⓚᶕ䈅മ؍ᣔ㓴㓷Ⲵᖒ䊑(Coombs, 1998)Ǆ㓴㓷ሩডᵪⲴ૽
ᓄᴹཊ(Siomkosˈ1989)Ǆӗ૱ՔᇣডᵪѪ㓴㓷ডᵪⲴа㊫රˈަ૽ᓄᯩ
ᔿо㓴㓷ডᵪ૽ᓄᯩᔿᆈ൘਼ޡѻ༴ˈնҏᴹᴤѪާփⲴ㺘䘠Ǆ൘ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ
ᛵຳлˈᆖ㘵Ԝ䈨ཊ⹄ウ⎹৺ࡠ㓴㓷ডᵪ૽ᓄˈᒦфᨀࠪҶӗ૱Քᇣডᵪᛵຳл
Ⲵާփ૽ᓄㆆ⮕Ǆ
Dawar & Pillutla (2000)Ӿᇎ䐥઼⨶䇪Ⲵ䀂ᓖሩӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄ૽ᓄ䘋㹼
Ҷ䱀䘠Ǆ൘ᇎ䐥ѝˈԱъ૽ᓄডᵪӾ䇔ࡠᣵ䍓ԫǃᰐᶑԦӗ૱ਜഎ઼⋏䙊Ǆ
❦㘼ˈԱъ૽ᓄབྷཊᮠᇎֻਟԕ㖞Ҿєњᶱㄟѻ䰤Ǆ⨶䇪кˈԱъ૽ᓄਟԕ㻛䇔
Ѫᱟ⋯⵰Ӿ᰾⺞᭟ᤱࡠ᰾⺞䇔ањ䘎㔝㔏аփǄ᰾⺞᭟ᤱवᤜᣵ䍓ԫˈੁ⎸
䍩㘵ᡆަԆਇᖡ૽ᯩ䚃ⅹˈ৺ḀᖒᔿⲴ㺕ྲֻˈگ㠚ᝯਜഎӗ૱઼㠚⭡ᴤᦒǄ
᰾⺞䇔वᤜ䇔䍓ԫˈ㕪ቁ㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭˈᡆ㘵ṩᵜ⋑ᴹ⋏䙊Ǆ൘䘉єњᶱㄟѻ䰤
ᱟ⁑㋺૽ᓄˈаӋ㔤ᓖ᭟ᤱˈаӋ⋑ᴹǄֻྲԱъਟ㜭䙊䗷ᒯ㺘᰾䟷ਆ㺕ᮁ᧚
ᯭˈն⋑ᴹᣵ䍓ԫˈᨀ䚃ⅹˈᡆਁ䎧ӗ૱ਜഎǄ
Siomkos(1989)䇔Ѫӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄᱟањ䘎㔝㔏аփˈᒦфᨀࠪഋާ
փ૽ᓄㆆ⮕˖䇔ǃ䶎㠚ᝯਜഎǃ㠚ᝯਜഎǃ䎵㓗ࣚ࣋ǄSiomkos ㅹᆖ㘵ਾᶕ൘
ཊњᇎ傼⹄ウѝỰ傼ԆԜᨀࠪⲴӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄሩҾ⎸䍩㘵㹼ѪੁㅹⲴᖡ
૽˄ྲ˖Siomkosˈ1989˗ Siomkos & Kurzbardˈ1994˗ Souiden & Ponsˈ2009˗
Vassilikopoulou & Lepetsos et al.ˈ2009˗Vassilikopoulou Siomkos et al.ˈ2009˗
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Siomkos & Triantafillidou et al.ˈ2010˅ǄLaufer & Coombs˄2006˅ሩ Siomkos
˄1989˅ᨀࠪⲴӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄㆆ⮕䟽ᯠ䘋㹼䈐䟺ˈ֯ަᴤާᴹа㡜ᙗǄԆԜ
ሶഋㆆ⮕ભѪ˖䇔ǃᕪࡦ䈪ǃ㠚ᝯ䈪ǃ䎵㓗ࣚ࣋Ǆ䇔⎹৺ࡠޜਨ༠
〠ԆԜⲴӗ૱⋑ᴹড䲙Ǆᕪࡦ䈪ᤷ᭯ᓌᕪࡦӗ૱ਜഎᡆަᆳ㺕ᮁࣚ࣋Ǆ㠚ᝯ
䈪वᤜޜਨ㠚ᝯਜഎӗ૱ᡆ䟷ਆ㺕ᮁࣚ࣋ˈ䲔ড䲙ˈᒦфੁ⎸䍩㘵㺘䗮࠷ޣǄ
ޜਨӵ䴰㾱ੁѫ㾱ⲴჂփᨀޣҾਜഎᡆ㺕ᮁࣚ࣋Ⲵᯠ䰫はˈ൘ᆳⲴ㖁ㄉкᕐ䍤
ؑ৺ੁᆳⲴ࠶䬰୶ਁ䘱䆖ᣕǄ䎵㓗ࣚ࣋⎹৺ࡠ㠚ᝯਜഎ࣐к䎄گ৺ᒯ⌋Ⲵ⋏䙊
⍫ࣘԕᨀॷࣚ࣋Ǆޜਨ൘⌅ᖻ㾱≲ཆˈ䙊䗷ᨀ䎄઼گ࣐⋏䙊ࣚ࣋ᶕ㺘⽪ሩҾ
ޜՇⲴ仍ཆ࠷ޣǄ
ቡӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄⲴᶴᡀ㾱㍐ᶕⴻˈডᵪ૽ᓄѫ㾱वᤜєњᯩ䶒˖аᱟޜ
ਨሩҾ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ⢙䍘㺕گᡆ䎄˗گҼᱟޜਨ䙊䗷㺘䗮䚃ⅹㅹሩҾ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᛵᝏ㺕
گǄสҾ䘉њ㿶䀂ˈਟԕᓄൠሶӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄ࠶Ѫ࣏㜭૽ᓄ઼ᛵᝏ૽ᓄǄ
࣏㜭૽ᓄ㺘᰾ޜਨ䎄گㅹ⢙䍘ᯩ䶒㺕Ⲵگᝯˈ㘼ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ㺘᰾ޜਨ䚃ⅹㅹᛵᝏ
ᯩ䶒㺕Ⲵگᝯ˄Xie & Pengˈ2009˅ǄިරⲴᛵᝏ㺕ᮁࣚ࣋वᤜޜਨሩҾ⎸䍩
㘵઼а㡜ޜՇⲴ䚃ⅹˈԕ৺ᛄ઼਼ᛵⲴ㺘䗮˄Xie & Pengˈ2009˅ǄXie & Peng
˄2009˅എ亮⹄ウ㺘᰾ˈṩᦞ⽮ՊӔ᱃⨶䇪઼ޜᒣ⨶䇪ˈ൘Ӕᦒޣ㌫ѝ䚃ⅹѪ
а䟽㾱Ⲵ⽮Պ䍴Ⓚ࠶䝽ሺ䟽Ǆ㓿⍾㺕گᱟаสᵜᖒᔿⲴ࣏㜭㺕ᮁࣚ࣋˄Xie
& Pengˈ2009˅ǄሩҾޜਨˈࠪ⧠୶ъһ᭵ਾˈа䙊ᑨⲴᇎ䐥ᱟᨀḀ䍗ᐱ
䎄گ䘋㹼㺕ᮁˈṩᦞ⎸䍩㘵ᯩ䶒ਁ⭏ҶӰѸ˄∄ྲᦏཡᡆⰋ㤖˅ˈਟԕ䟷ਆⲴᖒ
ᔿवᤜሩҾਜഎⲴӗ૱䘰Ⅾǃӗ૱Քᇣਾݽ䍩㔤؞ǃᴽ࣑ཡ䍕ਾՈᜐࡨᡆᣈᢓᡆ
⧟ຳ⊑ḃਾⲴ༴⨶ส䠁˄Xie & Pengˈ2009˅Ǆ
2.2 ᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖
ᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖ᴰࡍѪ㓴㓷㹼Ѫ⹄ウѝањᶴᘥǄᆳᱟ䳷ઈ઼㓴㓷䰤Ӕᦒޣ㌫Ⲵ
нᡀ᮷㾱㍐ˈवᤜ䳷ઈؑ㓴㓷ሩҾԆᡆྩⲴѹ࣑˄Bordia & Restubog et al.ˈ
2010˅Ǆvan den Heuvel & Schalk˄2010˅എ亮⹄ウ㺘᰾ˈᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖ᵟ䈝俆ݸ㻛
Argyris ൘ 1960 ᒤԓ֯⭘ˈ㘼 Levinson & Mandl et al.൘ 1962 ᒤ俆ݸ᰾⺞㺘䘠Ҷ
䘉њᾲᘥⲴᇊѹˈԆԜሶᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖ᇊѹѪ਼ޡᵏᵋⲴ㔃᷌Ǆṩᦞ䘉ӋᰙᵏⲴ⹄ウˈ
ᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖Ⲵєњѫ㾱⢩ᖱѪᆳԜᖸབྷ〻ᓖкᱟ᳇⽪Ⲵ઼н䀰㘼௫ⲴˈᆳԜ㓿ᑨ৽
᱐њӪ઼ޜਨѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫˄van den Heuvel & Schalkˈ2010˅Ǆᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖ⲴᖃӺᇊ
ѹоᴰࡍⲴᇊѹᐞ࡛нབྷ˄van den Heuvel & Schalkˈ2010˅ǄRousseau (1989)Ⲵ
ᇊѹᴰᒯ⌋㻛᧕ਇˈྩሶᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖ᇊѹѪ൘њӪоਖаᯩ䰤䈕њӪሩҾӂѹ࣑
ⲴؑᘥǄሩҾᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖བྷ䜘࠶Ⲵ⹄ウ㚊❖൘ቡъޣ㌫ᛵຳѝⲴѹ࣑(Rousseau,
2000)ˈᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖㻛ᾲᘥॆѪ൘䘉ޣ㌫ᛵຳл䳷ѫ઼䳷ઈ䰤਼ޡѹ࣑Ⲵњփᝏ
⸕Ǆ䘉Ӌѹ࣑ᱟ䳷ઈ઼䳷ѫ൘ԆԜޣ㌫䰤ࠪⲴӂݱ䈪Ⲵ㔃᷌ˈ㠣ቁᱟ൘䳷ઈ
Ⲵᝏ⸕ᯩ䶒(Rousseau, 1989)Ǆቭ㇑䳷ѫਟ㜭Ӿᵚࠪڊа᰾⺞⢩ᇊⲴ䈪ˈ⭡Ҿ
ਓཤ䇘䇪ǃ㓴㓷ᇎ䐥ᡆ᭯ㆆǃ䶎䀰䈝⋏䙊ㅹˈ䳷ઈᖸਟ㜭ᝏ⸕ᆳᱟаѹ࣑˄van
den Heuvel & Schalkˈ2010˅
Ǆྲ਼൘ަᆳ⽮Պޣ㌫ѝˈᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖ਆߣҾ⽮ՊӔ᱃
㿴ࡉ઼ӂᜐ㿴㤳˄norm of reciprocity˅
˄Bordia & Restubog et al.ˈ2010˅Ǆ
ቭ㇑ᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖Պ⎹৺䈡ഐ઼㔃᷌ˈMacneil˄1980˅ᡰᨀࠪⲴཱྀ㓖࠶㊫
ਟԕ⭘ᶕࡂ࠶ᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖ǄMacneil˄1980˅ᨀࠪˈᆈ൘є㊫රཱྀ㓖˖Ӕ᱃Ⲵ઼
ޣ㌫ⲴǄӔ᱃ཱྀ㓖⎹৺ࡠ൘ᯩ䰤ᴹ䲀Ⲵᒦф䙊ᑨᱟ⸝ᵏⲴ䍗ᐱॆӔ᱃ˈㄎҹᙗ
Ⲵᐕ䍴⦷઼㕪ѿ䮯ᵏⲴ䈪ᱟӔ᱃ཱྀ㓖Ⲵ⢩ᖱ˄Macneilˈ1980˅Ǆ৽ˈޣ㌫
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ཱྀ㓖⎹৺ࡠᔰ᭮ⲴǃᴤѪнާփⲴᔪ・઼؍ᤱޣ㌫Ⲵॿᇊ˄Macneilˈ1980˅Ǆ
䘉Ӌཱྀ㓖ᰒ⎹৺ࡠ䍗ᐱॆⲴҏ⎹৺ࡠ䶎䍗ᐱॆⲴӔ᱃ˈ൘ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖ѝⲴ䈡ഐިර
ൠवᤜ൘ԱъѝⲴษ䇝ǃਁኅᵪՊ઼䮯ᵏ㙼ъ⭏⏟˄Macneilˈ1980˅Ǆ
൘㩕䬰ᛵຳлˈᆖ㘵Ԝҏሩᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖ᶴᘥ䘋㹼Ҷ⹄ウǄֻྲˈKingshott
(2006)ˈቡᓄ୶઼Ҡ㘵Ⲵޣ㌫Ự傼Ҷᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖ሩؑԫ઼䈪Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈ
ᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖ᵜ䍘кᱟᝏ⸕Ⲵˈᒦфਁ⧠वᤜӂᜐⲴѹ࣑ˈᆳⴤ᧕Ⓚ㠚Ҿᓄ୶઼࠶
䬰୶䰤ޣ㌫ሬੁǄ䘉њᶴᘥҏ㺘᰾ሩҾޣ㌫Ⲵؑԫ઼䈪≤ᒣᴹањ〟ᶱⲴᖡ
૽Ǆ৸ྲˈKingshott & Pecotich(2007)⹄ウ᧒㍒൘Աъ઼亮ᇒޣ㌫ѝᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖Ⲵ
䀂㢢ԕ৺ᆳሩؑԫⲴᖡ૽Ǆ⹄ウ㺘᰾ˈᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖ᵜ䍘кᱟᝏ⸕ⲴˈᒦфवᤜⓀ㠚
ᓄ୶઼࠶䬰୶䰤ӂᜐⲴѹ࣑Ǆ
2.3 ৼഐ㍐⨶䇪о䴰㾱ቲ⅑䇪
1960 ᒤԓ Herzberg ᴹᖡ૽࣋Ⲵৼഐ㍐⨶䇪㺘᰾ˈӪ㊫ᤕᴹє㓴н਼Ⲵ䴰㾱ˈ
ᒦфᐕᛵຳⲴн਼ഐ㍐┑䏣ᡆн┑䏣䘉Ӌ䴰㾱˄Lundberg & Gudmundson et
al.ˈ2009˅Ǆㅜа㓴ഐ㍐ࡠ࠷ޣњӪสᵜⲴ⭏ᆈ䴰㾱ˈᆳԜ㻛〠Ѫڕ؍ഐ㍐
˄Lundberg & Gudmundson et al.ˈ2009˅
Ǆ䘉Ӌഐ㍐нⴤ᧕оᐕᵜ䓛ᴹˈޣն
ᱟࡠ࠷ޣത㔅ን㹼ᐕⲴᶑԦǄ䘉Ӌഐ㍐ᱟޜਨ᭯ㆆˈ∄ྲ྆࣡㌫㔏ǃ㯚≤઼Ӫ
䱵ޣ㌫Ǆṩᦞ Herzbergˈᖃ䘉Ӌഐ㍐⋑ᴹ㻛┑䏣ˈՊሬ㠤н┑Ǆ❦㘼ˈᖃ┑䏣
䘉Ӌഐ㍐ᰦˈᒦн◰࣡ᡆሬ㠤┑ˈᆳԜӵӵᱟ䱢→Ҷн┑Ǆ
ㅜҼ㓴䴰㾱ᱟᡀ䮯䴰㾱ˈᤷⲴᱟᐕᵜ䓛ᡰപᴹⲴഐ㍐ˈ∄ྲˈᆼᡀᐕⲴ
䎎䂹ǃᡀቡǃ䍓ԫǃ䘋↕઼ᐕᵜ䓛˄Lundberg & Gudmundson et al.ˈ2009˅
Ǆ
ṩᦞ Herzbergˈ䘉Ӌഐ㍐ᱟ◰࣡ഐ㍐ˈᆳ᳇⽪ӪԜࣚ࣋ᡀѪᡰᴹԆԜ㜭ཏᡀѪⲴǄ
ᒦфˈᖃ┑䏣ⲴᰦˈىᆳԜѪ◰࣡ഐ㍐Ǆṩᦞ Herzbergˈᐕᇩ˄∄ྲᴹᵪ
Պᣵ䍓ԫ઼䘋↕˅ᱟୟаⲴ࣐┑Ⲵ䙄ᖴˈᒦфഐ↔ᕪᐕࣘᵪǄ❦㘼ˈ
ᖃᡀ䮯ഐ㍐㕪ཡˈ䘉нሬ㠤н┑ˈਚᱟ⋑ᴹҶ┑Ǆ
࡙⭘ Herzberg ৼഐ㍐⨶䇪ⲴаӋ⹄ウሩަ䘋㹼Ҷ᭩㕆ԕᴤྭൠ䘲ᓄާփⲴ
⹄ウᛵຳˈ∄ྲ൘䴦ǃᆖṑǃ५䲒ᛵຳлㅹǄ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈHerzberg ৼഐ㍐⨶䇪
㧧ᗇҶᇎ䇱᭟ᤱ˄Lundberg & Gudmundson et al.ˈ2009˅
Ǆ
Maslow ሶᡰᴹⲴӪ㊫ࣚ࣋ࡂ࠶ᡀѪ┑䏣ӄ䴰㾱ѻаⲴа䈅മ˄Hagertyˈ
1999˅
Ǆㅜа䴰㾱㻛Ԇ〠Ѫ⭏⨶䴰㾱ˈ∄ྲオ≄ǃ≤ˈԕ৺䏣ཏⲴ✝䟿઼㩕ޫ
ԕ⭏ᆈǄㅜҼ䴰㾱ᱟᆹޘ䴰㾱ˈ∄ྲݽҾ᭫ࠫǃ䈻ᵰ৺ҡⲴᆹޘǄㅜй䴰
㾱ᱟᖂ઼⡡Ⲵ䴰㾱ˈवᤜᴻ৻ǃᇦᓝǃ⽮४઼ᖂᇯǄㅜഋ䴰㾱ᱟሺ䟽䴰㾱ˈ
њӪ㻛⧽㿶Ѫ᰾ᲪⲴߣㆆ㘵ǃᤕᴹḀ䓛ԭ઼ؑᗳǄㅜӄ䴰㾱ᱟ㠚ᡁᇎ⧠䴰㾱ˈ
⇿њњփ⭘࡙࠶ݵԆˋྩⲴཙ䍻઼ޤ䏓ˈԕᡀѪԆˋྩԫօ㜭ཏᡀѪⲴǄ
Ǆ
Maslow ሶ䘉Ӌ䴰㾱᤹ㅹ㓗ᧂࡇˈᆳԜ᤹പᇊ⅑ᒿᶕᇎ⧠˄Hagertyˈ1999˅
⭏ᆈ䴰㾱俆ݸ㻛┑䏣˄ᖃԆԜ㕪ཡⲴᰦࠐˈىѾᡰᴹⲴࣚ࣋⭘ᶕ┑䏣䘉ӋᴤѪส
ᵜⲴ䴰㾱˅Ǆаᰖ䘉Ӌ᧕䘁ᆼ┑ޘ䏣ˈࣚ࣋㻛࠶䝽ࡠлањㅹ㓗≤ᒣ˖ᆹޘǄа
ᰖᆹ᧕ޘ䘁┑䏣ˈࣚ࣋㻛࠶䝽ࡠлањ≤ᒣǄሩҾ⇿ањᴤ儈ቲ⅑䴰㾱ˈ⅑㊫
᧘Ǆ
Herzberg Ⲵৼഐ㍐⨶䇪о Maslow Ⲵ䴰㾱ቲ⅑⨶䇪ᱟ੫ਸⲴǄMaslow ⨶
䇪ѝվቲ⅑Ⲵ䴰㾱ˈҏቡᱟ⭏⨶䴰㾱ǃᆹޘ䴰㾱ˈᖃҾڕ؍ഐ㍐˗㘼儈ቲ⅑Ⲵ
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䴰㾱ˈҏቡᱟᖂ䴰㾱ǃሺ䟽䴰㾱৺㠚ᡁᇎ⧠䴰㾱ˈᖃҾ◰࣡ഐ㍐Ǆ
3ˊ
ˊᾲᘥṶᷦо⹄ウٷ䇮
⽮ՊӔᦒ⨶䇪ਟԕ䘭ⓟѪᴰਔ㘱Ⲵ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ⨶䇪ѻаˈᆳᨀࠪˈњփ䰤ԫօ
Ⲵӂࣘᱟа䍴ⓀӔᦒ(Homans, 1958)ǄLiao (2008)എ亮⹄ウ㺘᰾ˈо㓿⍾Ӕ᱃
н਼ˈ⽮ՊӔᦒ⎹৺ࡠᰐᖒⲴ⽮Պᡀᵜ઼࡙⳺˄∄ྲ⡡ǃሺ䟽઼⸕䇶˅
ˈᒦф⽮
ՊӔᦒн؍䇱ሶՊᴹањӂᜐⲴ㔃᷌ˈഐѪ⋑ᴹ㿴ࡉᡆॿ䇞ᶕᕅሬӂࣘǄ൘⎸䍩
ᛵຳлˈ䲔㓿⍾Ӕᦒཆˈ⎸䍩㘵䘈Պṩᦞ⎸䍩㘵փ傼ㅹ䘋㹼ᛵ㔚Ⲵǃ㹼ѪੁⲴ
ᡆ㹼ѪⲴӔᦒˈ∄ྲ┑ǃௌᛖǃؑԫǃ䈪ㅹǄ
⎸䍩㘵ሩҾӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ㓿ᑨᕪ⛸৽ᓄˈഐ↔ޜਨⲴ૽ᓄࣚ࣋㜭਼ㅹᴹ઼࣋
ᴹ᭸ᱟॱ࠶ޣ䭞ⲴǄӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄѪањ䟽㾱Ⲵ⹄ウѫ仈ˈᆖ㘵Ԝ䘋㹼Ҷ
⹄ޣウǄնᱟˈডᵪ૽ᓄⲴާփ㾱㍐ˈҏቡᱟ㓿⍾㺕گ䈪ᡆ࣏㜭૽ᓄԕ৺ᛵ
ᝏ㺕گᡆᛵᝏ૽ᓄˈᆳԜሩ⎸䍩㘵䇔⸕⍫ࣘǃᛵ㔚৽ᓄ৺㹼Ѫੁᡆ㹼ѪⲴᖡ૽
ᱟӰѸˈԕ৺ྲօᖡ૽ˈ⢩࡛ᱟ൘ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳлˈ䘉ᯩ䶒䘈ᆈ൘⹄ウ
オⲭǄ
ṩᦞ⽮ՊӔ᱃⨶䇪ˈਟԕਸ⨶ൠ䇔Ѫˈ൘ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳлˈ⎸䍩㘵
ԕ┑ᡆн┑≤ᒣᶕӔᦒᝏ⸕Ⲵ㓴㓷ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄࣚ࣋ǄสҾ↔ˈᖒᡀҶ
ᵜ⹄ウⲴᾲᘥṶᷦ A˄㿱മ 1˅Ǆ䙊䗷Ự傼㓴㓷ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ࣏㜭૽ᓄоᛵᝏ૽
ᓄሩ⎸䍩㘵┑઼н┑ᛵᝏⲴᖡ૽ˈሶѪк䘠ભ仈ᨀ↕ࡍ⍎ሏǄ

࣏㜭૽ᓄ

H1a
н┑

࣏㜭૽ᓄ

H2a

ˇ



ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ

H2b

H3a
ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ

┑ 

H3b
മ 1 ᾲᘥṶᷦ A

൘ᾲᘥṶᷦ A Ⲵสкˈ䴰㾱䘋а↕▴䘉ӔᦒⲴ൘ᵪࡦˈণ䀓䟺н
਼Ⲵডᵪ૽ᓄ㾱㍐ᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵┑઼н┑Ⲵ൘ᵪࡦǄᵜ⹄ウⲴᾲᘥṶᷦ B
˄㿱മ 2˅䇔Ѫˈᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖ѝӻҶӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄሩҾ⎸䍩㘵┑઼н┑Ⲵ
ᖡ૽ˈᡆ㘵䈤ˈᆳѪ㓴㓷ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄо⎸䍩㘵┑৺н┑ӔᦒⲴสǄ
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࣏㜭૽ᓄ

H4
Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖

H7

н┑

ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖

H8

┑ 

H5a
࣏㜭૽ᓄ


ˇ

H5b

ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ
H6a
ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ

H6b
മ 2 ᾲᘥṶᷦ B

3.1 㓴㓷૽ᓄо┑ǃн┑
Herzberg ◰࣡ৼഐ㍐⨶䇪㺘᰾ˈ൘ᐕ൪ᡰᴹєഐ㍐傡ࣘઈᐕ┑˖◰࣡
ഐ㍐઼ڕ؍ഐ㍐˄Hyun & Ohˈ2011˅Ǆྲ᷌㙼ъ⧟ຳ㕪ቁڕ؍ഐ㍐ˈਟ㜭ሬ㠤
ઈᐕᐕн┑ˈڕ؍ഐ㍐Ⲵ䀂㢢ਚᱟㆰঅൠ䱢→ઈᐕн┑˄Hyun & Ohˈ
2011˅Ǆᦒ䀰ѻˈ䘉Ӌഐ㍐нሬ㠤ᴤ儈≤ᒣⲴࣘᵪˈնᱟ⋑ᴹᆳԜˈઈᐕቡՊн
┑Ǆоڕ؍ഐ㍐н਼ˈ◰࣡ഐ㍐㜭ⵏ↓◰࣡ઈᐕࣚ࣋ᐕᒦфӛਇԆԜⲴᐕ
˄Hyun & Ohˈ2011˅
Ǆ
൘ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪਁ⭏ਾˈ㓿⍾㺕گᱟаสᵜᖒᔿⲴ࣏㜭૽ᓄǄṩᦞৼഐ㍐
⨶䇪ˈ㓿⍾㺕گᓄ䈕Ҿڕ؍ഐ㍐Ǆഐ↔ˈᆳԜнՊሬ㠤⎸䍩㘵┑ˈնᱟਟԕ
ᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵н┑Ǆ㘼ޜਨ䚃ⅹㅹ㺘䗮Աъሩ⎸䍩㘵ሺ䟽Ⲵᛵᝏ૽ᓄࡉᓄ䈕Ҿ
◰࣡ഐ㍐ˈഐ↔ˈᆳԜо⎸䍩㘵┑ޣǄնᱟṩᦞ䴰㾱ቲ⅑䇪ˈӪԜਚᴹ൘վ
ቲ⅑Ⲵ䴰㾱ᗇࡠ┑䏣ਾˈՊ䘭≲ᴤ儈ቲ⅑Ⲵ䴰㾱Ǆṩᦞ䘉њ㿲⛩ˈ┑ࠪ⧠ѻ
ࡽˈڕ؍ഐ㍐ᓄ俆ݸᗇࡠ┑䏣Ǆ
൘㩕䬰ᛵຳлˈSwan & Combs˄1976˅Ⲵ⹄ウሩк䘠㿲⛩㔉Ҹ᭟ᤱǄSwan &
Combs˄1976˅ሶӗ૱㔙᭸࠶Ѫєᯩ䶒Ǆᐕާ㔙᭸˄instrumental performance˅
ᱟᤷ䗮ࡠа㓴㔃᷌Ⲵᯩᔿˈ㘼㺘⧠㔙᭸˄expressive performance˅ࡉᤷњփ䇔Ѫ
ᱟ㔃᷌ᵜ䓛Ⲵ㔙᭸Ǆ൘䘉䟼ˈᐕާ㔙᭸ᖃҾڕ؍ഐ㍐ˈᆳо傜ᯟ㩭䴰㾱ቲ⅑䇪
ѝվ≤ᒣⲴ䴰㾱ሩᓄ˗㘼㺘⧠㔙᭸ᖃҾ◰࣡ഐ㍐ˈᆳо䴰㾱ቲ⅑䇪ѝ儈≤ᒣ
Ⲵ䴰㾱ሩᓄǄᐕާ㔙᭸оᇎփӗ૱㔙᭸㚄㌫ˈ㘼㺘⧠㔙᭸о㔙᭸Ⲵᗳ⨶≤ᒣ
㚄㌫˄Swan & Combsˈ1976˅Ǆ⹄ウޣҾᐕާ઼㺘⧠㔃᷌Ⲵਁ⧠㺘᰾ˈ┑઼
н┑о൘ᙗ䍘кн਼㊫රⲴ㔃᷌㚄㌫˄Swan & Combsˈ1976˅
Ǆ䘉Ӌ㔃᷌ᖒᡀ
ㅹ㓗ˈ൘┑ࠪ⧠ࡽˈᐕާ㾱≲ᗵ享俆┑ݸ䏣Ǆᐕާ઼㺘⧠㔃᷌Ⲵ४࡛㺘᰾ˈ⎸
䍩㘵ਟ㜭ԕоֻཆ㇑⨶㊫լⲴᯩᔿࡔᯝӗ૱ˈਚ㾱ӗ૱൘ᐕާ㔤ᓖᯩ䶒㺘⧠ྭˈ
䘉㔙᭸㻛ᘭ⮕Ǆ❦㘼ᐕާ㔙᭸Ⲵ┑䏣ᱟ䶎ᑨ䟽㾱ⲴˈഐѪᶕ㠚㺘⧠㔙᭸Ⲵ┑䏣
ࠪ⧠ࡽˈᐕާ㔙᭸ᗵ享㻛┑䏣Ǆ
ഐ↔ˈᵜ⹄ウ䇔Ѫˈ൘ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳлˈ⢙䍘㺕گㅹⲴ࣏㜭૽ᓄՊ
ᖡ૽н┑ˈնሩҾ┑ࡉнՊӗ⭏ᖡ૽Ǆṩᦞ䴰㾱ቲ⅑䇪ˈঅ㓟Ⲵᛵᝏ૽ᓄᒦ
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нՊሬ㠣⎸䍩㘵┑઼н┑Ǆ൘⢙䍘㺕گㅹ┑䏣ࡽᨀлˈޜਨ䘋㹼ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ
Պᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵┑Ǆ
สҾк䘠ˈᨀࠪྲлٷ䇮˖
H1˖ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳлˈ㓴㓷࣏㜭૽ᓄ⎸ᶱᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵н┑Ǆণˈ
⎸䍩㘵ᝏ⸕㓴㓷࣏㜭૽ᓄ≤ᒣ䎺儈ˈࡉ⎸䍩㘵н┑≤ᒣ䎺վˈࡉ৽ѻǄ
H2a˖ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳлˈ㓴㓷࣏㜭࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ⎸ᶱᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵н┑
Ǆণˈ⎸䍩㘵ᝏ⸕㓴㓷࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ≤ᒣ䎺儈ˈࡉ⎸䍩㘵н┑≤ᒣ䎺
վˈࡉ৽ѻǄ
H2b˖ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳлˈ㓴㓷࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ〟ᶱᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵
┑Ǆণˈ⎸䍩㘵ᝏ⸕㓴㓷࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ≤ᒣ䎺儈ˈࡉ⎸䍩㘵┑≤ᒣ䎺
儈ˈࡉ৽ѻǄ
H3a˖ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳлˈঅ㓟Ⲵ㓴㓷ᛵᝏ૽ᓄнᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵н┑Ǆ
H3b˖ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳлˈঅ㓟Ⲵ㓴㓷ᛵᝏ૽ᓄнᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵┑Ǆ

3.2 㓴㓷૽ᓄоᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖
ṩᦞ䍴ⓀӔᦒ⨶䇪˄resource exchange theory˅ˈӪԜᴤௌ⅒Ӕᦒ਼㊫Ⲵ䍴Ⓚ
˄Smith & Bolton et al.ˈ1999˗Chuang & Cheng et al.ˈ2012˅
Ǆṩᦞᗳ⨶ᑀᡧ
ࡉ˄mental accounting principles˅
ˈӪԜ֯⭘᳇ਜ਼Ⲵᯩ⌅ሶ䍴Ⓚ࠶䝽ࡠн਼Ⲵ
ᗳ⨶ᑀᡧ˄Smith & Bolton et al.ˈ1999˗Chuang & Cheng et al.ˈ2012˅
ǄӾ㘼ਟ
ԕ᧘ᯝˈӪԜሶ㓿⍾઼⽮Պ䍴Ⓚ࠶䝽ࡠн਼Ⲵᗳ⨶ᑀᡧ˄Smith & Bolton et al.ˈ
1999˅ǄࡽᲟ⨶䇪˄prospect theory˅ҏ㺘᰾ˈ൘њփⲴߣㆆѝˈ䍴ⓀṩᦞᆳԜⲴ
᭸⭘㻛䍻Ҹн਼Ⲵᵳ䟽˄Smith & Bolton et al.ˈ1999˅
Ǆᡰᴹ䘉Ӌ⨶䇪䜭㺘᰾ˈо
⎹৺䘌ㄟⲴ˄нլⲴ˅䍴Ⓚ∄ˈሩҾ⎹৺ࡠ䛫䘁Ⲵ˄լⲴ˅䍴ⓀӔ᱃ˈ亮
ᇒሶ䍻ҸᴤབྷⲴԧ٬Ǆ
Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖ᱟާփⲴ઼࠷ᇎⲴॿ䇞ˈᵜ䍘кᱟ⸝ᵏⲴˈ㓟㋩㓿⍾Ⲵᡆ⢙䍘Ⲵ㚊
❖ˈᒦф䴰㾱ৼᯩᴹ䲀Ⲵӻ˄ޕAggarwal & Bhargavaˈ2010˅Ǆޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖нᱟ᰾
⺞⭼ᇊⲴˈ㘼ᱟ䮯ᵏⲴ઼ᇭ⌋ⲴˈഐѪᆳԜнተ䲀Ҿ㓟㓿⍾ⲴӔ᱃ˈҏवᤜᘐ䈊
ԕᦒਆ൘㓴㓷ѝᆹޘᡆᡀ䮯ⲴᶑⅮ˄Aggarwal & Bhargavaˈ2010˅
Ǆഐ↔ˈṩᦞ
䍴ⓀӔᦒ⨶䇪ǃᗳ⨶ᑀᡧࡉǃࡽᲟ⨶䇪ԕ৺ሩҾӔ᱃ཱྀ㓖Ⲵ⭼ᇊˈ࣏㜭૽ᓄᴤ
ਟ㜭ᖡ૽Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖ˈ㘼অ㓟Ⲵᛵᝏ૽ᓄࡉнՊᖡ૽Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖Ǆ਼ṧṩᦞ䴰㾱ቲ⅑
⨶䇪ㅹ৺ሩҾޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖Ⲵ⭼ᇊㅹˈঅ㓟Ⲵᛵᝏ૽ᓄҏнՊᖡ૽ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖ˈ㘼࣏㜭
૽ᓄоᛵᝏ૽ᓄࡉ਼ޡՊሩӔ᱃ཱྀ㓖ӗ⭏ᖡ૽Ǆ
สҾк䘠ˈᨀࠪྲлٷ䇮˖
H4˖ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳлˈ㓴㓷࣏㜭૽ᓄ〟ᶱᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖Ǆ
ণˈ⎸䍩㘵ᝏ⸕࣏㜭૽ᓄ≤ᒣ䎺儈ˈࡉ⎸䍩㘵Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖≤ᒣ䎺儈ˈࡉ৽ѻǄ
H5a˖ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳлˈ㓴㓷࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ〟ᶱᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵
Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖Ǆণˈ⎸䍩㘵ᝏ⸕࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ≤ᒣ䎺儈ˈࡉ⎸䍩㘵Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖≤
ᒣ䎺儈ˈࡉ৽ѻǄ
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H5b˖ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳлˈ㓴㓷࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ〟ᶱᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵
ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖Ǆণˈ⎸䍩㘵ᝏ⸕࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ≤ᒣ䎺儈ˈࡉ⎸䍩㘵ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖≤
ᒣ䎺儈ˈࡉ৽ѻǄ
H6a˖ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳлˈঅ㓟Ⲵ㓴㓷ᛵᝏ૽ᓄнᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵Ӕ᱃ཱྀ
㓖Ǆ
H6b˖ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳлˈঅ㓟Ⲵ㓴㓷ᛵᝏ૽ᓄнᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵ޣ㌫ཱྀ
㓖Ǆ
3.3 ᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖он┑৺┑
ሩҾᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖ˈᴹєњส⨶䇪ˈণӂᜐ㿴㤳઼⽮ՊӔ᱃⨶䇪˄Aggarwal &
Bhargavaˈ2010˗Abdullah & Hamzah et al.ˈ2011˅Ǆ⽮Պ㌫㔏ӂᜐ൘؍ᤱっᇊ
઼䈪ѝᱟ䟽㾱ⲴˈഐѪӂᜐᔪ・ҶӂǃᤱѵⲴޣ㚄ˈ൘ަѝˈৼᯩᴹа㠤Ⲵ
ѹ઼࣑ᵳ࡙˄Macneilˈ1980˗Aggarwal & Bhargavaˈ2010˗Abdullah & Hamzah
et al.ˈ2011˅Ǆਖаᯩ䶒ˈ⽮ՊӔ᱃⨶䇪ٷᇊˈᖃњփ㠚ᝯᨀ㔉ਖаᯩа࡙
⳺ˈ䘉㹼Ѫሶᕅ䎧ਖаᯩаѹ࣑—䙊䗷എᣕḀ⢙ᶕ䞜ㆄ˄Macneilˈ1980˗
Aggarwal & Bhargavaˈ2010˗Abdullah & Hamzah et al.ˈ2011˅
Ǆ
Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖㻛᧿䘠Ѫ㓿⍾Ⲵǃ⸝ᵏሬੁⲴᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖˄Aggarwal & Bhargavaˈ
2010˗Chaudhry & Tekleabˈ2013˅Ǆṩᦞৼഐ㍐⨶䇪ˈ䘉ӋҾڕ؍ഐ㍐㤳⮤ˈ
ഐ↔ˈӔ᱃ཱྀ㓖Ⲵ䗮ᡀˈՊ൘н਼〻ᓖкᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵н┑ˈնᱟнՊሬ㠤⎸䍩
㘵┑Ǆ㘼ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖ࡉѪᔰ᭮Ⲵǃ䮯ᵏሬੁⲴཱྀ㓖˄Aggarwal & Bhargavaˈ2010˗
Chaudhry & Tekleabˈ2013˅Ǆṩᦞৼഐ㍐⨶䇪ˈ䘉ӋҾ◰࣡ഐ㍐㤳⮤Ǆഐ↔ˈ
ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖Ⲵ䗮ᡀˈՊ൘н਼〻ᓖкᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵┑ˈնᱟнՊᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵н┑Ǆ
สҾк䘠ˈᨀࠪྲлٷ䇮˖
H7˖ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳлˈ⎸䍩㘵Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖⎸ᶱᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵н┑Ǆ
ণˈᝏ⸕Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖≤ᒣ䎺儈ˈࡉн┑≤ᒣ䎺վˈࡉ৽ѻǄ
H8˖ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳлˈ⎸䍩㘵ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖〟ᶱᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵┑Ǆণˈ
ᝏ⸕Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖≤ᒣ䎺儈ˈࡉ┑≤ᒣ䎺儈ˈࡉ৽ѻǄ

ˊ⹄ウа
4ˊ
4.1 ᇎ傼൪Ჟ
⹄ウаⲴⴞⲴᱟࡍ↕Ự傼㓴㓷ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄሩ⎸䍩㘵┑઼н┑Ⲵ
ᖡ૽Ǆ
ᵜ⹄ウ䟷⭘ᇎ傼ᯩ⌅ˈᒦ࡙⭘㔃ᶴॆ䰞ধ᭦䳶ᮠᦞǄ⹄ウԕ㲊ᤏⲴ A ૱⡼
Ẅᆀ≱侞ᯉѝ∂һԦѪᜣ䊑൪Ჟˈ⁑㋺ᛵຳṩᦞ Laufer˄2002˅ǃLaufer & Gillespie
et al˄2005ˈ2009˅ሩӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳⲴ᧿䘠䈁㕆Ǆवਜ਼൘൪ᲟѝⲴᱟо
ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ䗷ཡޣ㚄Ⲵн਼亩ⴞؑǄ䘉ӋवᤜⲴ亩ⴞ㺘᰾ޜਨ䗷ཡǃ⎸䍩
㘵䗷ཡ৺ѝᙗ䗷ཡؑǄн਼㊫රⲴ䗷ཡؑवᤜ൘൪ᲟѝⴞⲴᱟ⁑ᤏ⁑㋺Ⲵӗ
૱Քᇣডᵪ—ডᵪ䗷ཡިරൠн᰾⺞ˈ⢩࡛ᱟᖃӗ૱Քᇣডᵪᴰࡍ㻛Ⴢփᣕ䚃Ⲵ
ᰦ˄ىLauferˈ2002˗Laufer & Gillespie et al.ˈ2005˗Laufer & Gillespie et al.ˈ
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2009˅Ǆ֯⭘ᜣ䊑൪Ჟ㘼нᱟ㾱≲ᓄㆄ㘵എᗶⵏᇎⲴһԦਟԕᑞࣙ᧗ࡦཆ⭏
ਈ䟿ˈ∄ྲӗ૱ᡆᴽ࣑㊫࡛ǃᰦ䰤ǃ૱⡼ॆㅹㅹˈഐ↔㻛䇔ѪᱟаᴤѪਟ䶐Ⲵ
ᯩ⌅ˈӾ㘼࣐⹄ウⲴ䜘᭸ᓖǄ
สҾн਼ⲴԱъ૽ᓄᯩᔿ˄࣏㜭૽ᓄǃᛵᝏ૽ᓄǃ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ˅ᖒ
ᡀйн਼Ⲵ൪Ჟˈᇎ傼䟷⭘㓴䰤䇮䇑Ǆ䘹ᤙ侞ᯉӗ૱ᱟ⭡Ҿ㻛䈅Ѫᆖ⭏ˈԆԜ
䶎ᑨ⟏ᚹ䘉Ӌӗ૱ˈᒦфਟ㜭Պ㓿ᑨ⎸䍩䘉Ӌӗ૱ˈӾ㘼࣐⹄ウⲴཆ᭸ᓖǄ਼
ᰦ侞ᯉޜਨ㓿ᑨՊ䚝ਇ൘ჂփкⲴ䍏䶒ᇓՐˈྲߌཛ᷌ഝ᷌㭜侞ᯉ⠶⛨һԦ
(2003)ǃ㔏а䎧ӁࡲһԦ(2011)ǃ䮯᱕ਟਓਟҀ㖾≱ⓀһԦ˄2011˅ㅹㅹǄ
˄ᇎ傼
൪Ჟ৺ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄ᧿䘠㿱㺘 1˅
㺘 1 ᇎ傼൪Ჟ৺ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄ᧿䘠
ᇎ傼൪Ჟ

ҼॱҍӪ൘侞⭘Ӿ䎵ᐲ䍝ҠⲴ A ૱⡼Ẅᆀ≱侞ᯉਾˈࠪ⧠Ҷн਼〻
ᓖⲴᚦᗳǃઅੀǃ㞩Ⰻǃ㞩⌫ㅹѪѫⲴѤᒺ⯷⣦ˈնᰐড䟽ᛓ㘵Ǆ
аӋᵚ㓿䇱ᇎⲴഐਟ㜭ሬ㠤Ҷ䰞仈Ⲵਁ⭏ˈྲ˖ޜਨ䟷᪈ẄᆀⲴ
᷌ഝ֯⭘Ҷᵰ㲛ࡲ˗аӋ⎸䍩㘵ሩҾḁẄӗ૱ᴹ䗷৽ᓄ˗ѪҶཊ⭏ӗ
ẄᆀˈẄᆀṁڊҶ䖜สഐ༴⨶˗аӋ⎸䍩㘵ሶẄᆀ≱઼䞂㋮侞ᯉਸ֯
⭘˗аᯠරⲴ㓨ⴂ⭘ᶕव㻵Ẅᆀ≱˗аӋ⎸䍩㘵䇔֯⭘ҶԆԜ࣎ޜ
ᇔн㓿ᑨ⍇Ⲵ⧫⪳ᶟ侞⭘䈕Ẅᆀ≱侞ᯉ˗ㅹㅹǄ
ࡠⴞࡽѪ→ˈቭ㇑ᴹᖸཊ᧘⍻ˈնሬ㠤һԦਁ⭏Ⲵ⺞࠷ഐᱟӰѸ
ӽнᾊǄ

૽ᓄ˖࣏㜭૽ᓄ

һԦਁ⭏ਾˈA ૱⡼侞ᯉޜਨ㺘⽪ডᵪഐቊнᾊˈᖵডᵪഐ
᰾⺞ਾˈޜਨՊᣵᓄⲴ⌅ᖻ䍓ԫˈ“⎸䍩㘵ᦏཡཊቁˈޜਨቡ䎄ཊ
ቁ”Ǆ਼ᰦˈޜਨ䈪Աъᯩ⎸ׯ䍩㘵䘰ᦒӗ૱ˈԕ৺ݽ䍩ᴤᦒⲴޣ
ӗ૱Ǆ

૽ᓄ˖ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ

һԦਁ⭏ਾˈA ૱⡼侞ᯉޜਨሩҾ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ૽ᓄ㺘᰾ˈᆳⵏ䈊ੁ⎸
䍩㘵㺘䗮Ҷ࠷ޣԕ৺਼ᛵˈⵏ䈊ੁ⎸䍩㘵㺘䗮Ҷⅹˈⵏ䈊ੁ⎸䍩㘵㺘
䗮ҶᛄǄ

૽ᓄ˖࣏㜭૽ᓄ

һԦਁ⭏ਾˈA ૱⡼侞ᯉޜਨ㺘⽪ডᵪഐቊнᾊˈᖵডᵪഐ
᰾⺞ਾˈޜਨՊᣵᓄⲴ⌅ᖻ䍓ԫˈ“⎸䍩㘵ᦏཡཊቁˈޜਨቡ䎄ཊ
ቁ”Ǆ਼ᰦˈޜਨ䈪Աъᯩ⎸ׯ䍩㘵䘰ᦒӗ૱ˈԕ৺ݽ䍩ᴤᦒⲴޣ
ӗ૱ǄһԦਁ⭏ਾˈA ૱⡼侞ᯉޜਨሩҾ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ૽ᓄҏ㺘᰾ˈᆳⵏ䈊
ੁ⎸䍩㘵㺘䗮Ҷ࠷ޣԕ৺਼ᛵˈⵏ䈊ੁ⎸䍩㘵㺘䗮Ҷⅹˈⵏ䈊ੁ⎸䍩
㘵㺘䗮ҶᛄǄ

ˇᛵᝏ૽ᓄ

4.2 亩ⴞ⍻䟿
ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄᶴᘥ䟷⭘Ҷ Xie & Peng˄2009˅ᡰ֯⭘Ⲵ䟿㺘ˈṩᦞ⹄ウ
ާփᛵຳˈ䘋㹼Ҷᓄ᭩㕆Ǆ࣏㜭૽ᓄޡഋњ⍻䟿亩ⴞ˄Աъሩ⎸䍩㘵䘋㹼Ҷ䎄
˗گԱъᯩ⎸ׯ䍩㘵䘰ᦒӗ૱˗Աъݽ䍩ᴤᦒⲴޣӗ૱˗ޜਨࠪڊҶሩҾӗ૱
ՔᇣডᵪᦏཡⲴ㓿⍾䎄گ䈪˅ˈᛵᝏ૽ޡᴹӄњ⍻䟿亩ⴞ˄ޜਨᐢ㓿ࠪڊҶ᰾
ᱮⲴ䚃ⅹ˗Աъⵏ䈊ੁ⎸䍩㘵㺘䗮Ҷ˗࠷ޣԱъⵏ䈊ੁ⎸䍩㘵㺘䗮Ҷ਼ᛵ˗Աъ
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ⵏ䈊ੁ⎸䍩㘵㺘䗮Ҷⅹ˗Աъⵏ䈊ੁ⎸䍩㘵㺘䗮Ҷᛄ˅Ǆডᵪ૽ᓄᶴᘥ亩ⴞ
䙊䗷 likert г⛩䟿㺘ᶕ⍻䟿(ྲ 1 Ѫ䶎ᑨн਼ˈ7 Ѫ䶎ᑨ਼)Ǆ
н┑֯⭘ Singh
& Pandya˄1991˅ᡰ䟷⭘Ⲵঅ亩ⴞ䟿㺘ᶕ⍻䟿˖൘ᛘሩ䘉њ䰞仈ڊԫօһѻࡽˈ
ᛘᙫփкⲴн┑≤ᒣྲօ˛ᓄൠˈ┑Ⲵ䟿㺘Ѫ˖൘ᛘሩ䘉њ䰞仈ڊԫօһ
ѻࡽˈᛘᙫփкⲴ┑≤ᒣྲօ˛ᶴᘥ亩ⴞ䙊䗷 likert г⛩䟿㺘ᶕ⍻䟿˖н┑
䟿㺘Ӿн┑ࡠ⋑ᴹн┑࠶Ѫгњㅹ㓗˗┑䟿㺘Ӿ⋑ᴹ┑ࡠ┑࠶Ѫгњ
ㅹ㓗Ǆ
൘൪Ჟᔰਁ઼⺞ᇊ⍻䟿亩ⴞⲴสкˈᴰ㓸ᖒᡀ㔃ᶴॆ䰞ধǄ
4.3 ࡽ⍻
ѪҶ⺞؍䰞ধѝ֯⭘Ⲵ൪Ჟ઼૽ᓄ᧗Ⲵᴹ᭸ᙗˈ䘋㹼Ҷࡽ⍻Ǆࡽ⍻व
ᤜሩডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳⲴ᧗Ự傼Ǆ࡙⭘єњ䰞仈ᶕሩ⁑㋺ᛵຳ䘋㹼Ự傼˖⎸䍩㘵侞
⭘Ẅᆀ≱ѝ∂һԦⲴഐᱟ᰾⺞Ⲵ˗⎸䍩㘵侞⭘Ẅᆀ≱ѝ∂һԦⲴഐᱟн᰾⺞
ⲴǄ䙊䗷䇯䈸ㅹⲴ⍻䈅㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈሩ⁑㋺ᛵຳⲴ᧗ᱟᡀ࣏ⲴǄ਼ṧҏሩ࣏㜭૽
ᓄǃᛵᝏ૽ᓄ৺࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵ૽ᓄ䘋㹼᧗Ự傼ˈ⍻䈅㔃᷌㺘᰾㻛䈅㜭ཏ४࠶н
਼Ⲵ૽ᓄˈᒦф㜭ཏ᰾⺞૽ᓄᡰ㾱㺘䗮Ⲵമˈ䈤᰾ሩн਼ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄⲴ
᧗ᱟᡀ࣏ⲴǄ
4.4 ѫᇎ傼
൘ѫᇎ傼ѝˈ㻛䈅ປ߉й൪Ჟ˄࣏㜭૽ᓄǃᛵᝏ૽ᓄǃ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽
ᓄ˅䰞ধѻаǄ䰞ধⲴㅜа䜘࠶वᤜ⹄ウⴞⲴㆰ㾱ӻ㓽৺ྲ᷌എㆄ䰞ধⲴᤷሬˈ
᧕лᶕᱟ A ૱⡼ӗ૱ՔᇣডᵪһԦⲴ᧿䘠ˈ❦ਾᱟޜਨሩ䈕һԦ૽ᓄ˗䲿ਾˈ
㻛䈅എㆄа㌫ࡇޣҾޣ䭞ᶴᘥ઼亩ⴞⲴ䰞仈˗ᴰਾˈ㻛䈅ᨀԆԜⲴњӪؑˈ
ᒦᨀӔ䰞ধˈ㔃ᶏᇎ傼Ǆ
4.5 ṧᵜ
ᵜ⹄ウޡഎ᭦ᴹ᭸䰞ধ 73Ǆᇎ傼൪Ჟᯩ䶒˖࣏㜭૽ᓄ൪Ჟᴹ᭸䰞ধ 23 ԭˈ
ঐ 31.5%˗ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ൪Ჟᴹ᭸䰞ধ 24ˈঐ 32.9%˗࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ൪Ჟᴹ᭸
䰞ধ 26 ԭˈঐ 35.6%Ǆᙗ࡛ᯩ䶒˖ަѝ⭧ᙗ 45 Ӫˈঐ 61.6%˗ྣᙗ 28 Ӫˈঐ
38.4%Ǆᒤ喴ᯩ䶒˖㻛䈅൷Ѫ 90 ਾǄᆖশᯩ䶒˖ᵜ⅑䈳ḕሩۿ൷Ѫ൘ṑᵜ、⭏Ǆ
4.6 㔃᷌
ሩҾഋ亩ⴞⲴ࣏㜭૽ᓄ䟿㺘ؑᓖ࠶᷀㺘᰾ Cronbach’s alpha Ѫ 0.927ˈഐᆀ࠶
᷀㔃᷌⭏ᡀҶঅаⲴഐᆀˈ䀓䟺Ҷ 89.6ˁⲴᯩᐞǄሩҾӄ亩ⴞⲴᛵᝏ૽ᓄ䟿㺘ؑ
ᓖ࠶᷀㺘᰾ Cronbach’s alpha Ѫ 0.946ˈഐᆀ࠶᷀㔃᷌⭏ᡀҶঅаⲴഐᆀˈ䀓䟺Ҷ
91.2ˁⲴᯩᐞǄ
4.6.1 ࣏㜭૽ᓄᖡ૽ⲴỰ傼
ڊഐਈ䟿н┑ሩ࣏㜭૽ᓄⲴ㓯ᙗഎᖂǄ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽ޣ㌫ᮠᒣ
ᯩѪ 0.599ˈ亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0.447ǄANOVA 㺘ѝˈF˙33.872ˈp˙0.000ˈ
㺘᰾亴⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫Ǆ࣏㜭૽ᓄⲴᵚḷ߶ॆഎᖂ㌫ᮠѪ
-1.994ˈ㺘᰾ᖃ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ 1 অսᰦˈн┑߿ቁ 1.994 њঅսǄḷ߶ॆⲴഎ
ᖂ㌫ᮠѪ-0.786ˈ㺘᰾ᖃ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ 1 њḷ߶ᐞᰦˈн┑߿ቁ 0.786 њḷ߶
ᐞǄ࣏㜭૽ᓄⲴഎᖂ㌫ᮠᱮ㪇ᙗỰ傼㔃᷌Ѫ˖ p˙0.000ˈ㔏䇑Ự傼ᱮ㪇ǄӾ㘼
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H1 ᗇࡠ᭟ᤱǄ˄䈖㓶ᛵߥ㿱㺘 2ǃ㺘 3˅

㺘 2 ANOVAb
⁑ර

ᒣᯩ઼

㠚⭡ᓖ

൷ᯩ

F

എᖂ

6.763

1

6.763

↻ᐞ

4.193

21

0.200

ᙫ䇑

10.957

22

Sig.
33.872 0.000a

a. 亴⍻ਈ䟿˖(ᑨᮠ亩)ǃ࣏㜭૽ᓄ
b. ഐਈ䟿˖н┑

㺘 3 എᖂ㌫ᮠ a
⁑ර

ᵚḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ
B

ḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ

Std. Error

Beta

(ᑨᮠ亩)

1.643

0.570

࣏㜭૽ᓄ

0.056

0.010

0.436

t

Sig.

2.883

0.005

5.609

0.000

a. ഐਈ䟿˖н┑

ڊഐਈ䟿┑ሩ࣏㜭૽ᓄⲴ㓯ᙗഎᖂǄ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽ޣ㌫ᮠᒣᯩ
Ѫ 0.015ˈ亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0.700ǄANOVA 㺘ѝˈF˙1.342ˈp˙0.260ˈ
㺘᰾亴⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤⋑ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫Ǆ˄䈖㓶ᛵߥ㿱㺘 4ǃ㺘 5˅

㺘 4 ANOVAb
⁑ර

ᒣᯩ઼

㠚⭡ᓖ

൷ᯩ

F

എᖂ

0.658

1

0.658

↻ᐞ

10.298

21

0.490

ᙫ䇑

10.957

22

Sig.
1.342 0.260a

a. 亴⍻ਈ䟿˖(ᑨᮠ亩)ǃ࣏㜭૽ᓄ
b. ഐਈ䟿˖┑
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㺘 5 എᖂ㌫ᮠ a
⁑ර

ᵚḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ
B

ḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ

Std. Error

Beta

(ᑨᮠ亩)

5.605

3.078

࣏㜭૽ᓄ

-0.622

0.537

-0.245

t

Sig.

1.821

0.083

-1.159

0.260

a. ഐਈ䟿˖┑

4.6.2 ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄᖡ૽ⲴỰ傼
ڊഐਈ䟿н┑ሩ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄⲴ㓯ᙗഎᖂǄ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽
ޣ㌫ᮠᒣᯩѪ 0.696ˈ亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0.338ǄANOVA 㺘ѝˈF˙
58.358ˈp˙0.000ˈ㺘᰾亴⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫Ǆ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵ
ᝏ૽ᓄⲴᵚḷ߶ॆഎᖂ㌫ᮠѪ-1.325ˈ㺘᰾ᖃ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ࣐ 1 অսᰦˈ
н┑߿ቁ 1.325 њঅսǄḷ߶ॆⲴഎᖂ㌫ᮠѪ-0.842ˈ㺘᰾ᖃ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ
૽ᓄ࣐ 1 њḷ߶ᐞᰦˈн┑߿ቁ 0.842 њḷ߶ᐞǄ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄⲴഎ
ᖂ㌫ᮠᱮ㪇ᙗỰ傼㔃᷌Ѫ˖ p˙0.000ˈ㔏䇑Ự傼ᱮ㪇ǄӾ㘼 H2a ᗇࡠ᭟ᤱǄ
˄䈖
㓶ᛵߥ㿱㺘 6ǃ㺘 7˅
㺘 6 ANOVAb
⁑ර

ᒣᯩ઼

㠚⭡ᓖ

൷ᯩ

F

എᖂ

6.650

1

6.650

↻ᐞ

2.735

24

0.114

ᙫ䇑

9.385

25

Sig.
58.358 0.000a

a. 亴⍻ਈ䟿˖(ᑨᮠ亩)ǃ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ
b. ഐਈ䟿˖н┑

㺘 7 എᖂ㌫ᮠ a
⁑ර

ᵚḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ
B

ḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ

Std. Error

(ᑨᮠ亩)

10.027

1.033

࣏㜭૽ᓄ

-1.325

0.173

Beta

-0.842

t

Sig.

9.709

0.000

-7.639

0.000

࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ
a. ഐਈ䟿˖н┑
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ڊഐਈ䟿┑ሩ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄⲴ㓯ᙗഎᖂǄ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽
ޣ㌫ᮠᒣᯩѪ 0.654ˈ亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0. 37854ǄANOVA 㺘ѝˈF˙
48.202ˈp˙0.000ˈ㺘᰾亴⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫Ǆ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵ
ᝏ૽ᓄⲴᵚḷ߶ॆഎᖂ㌫ᮠѪ 1.350ˈ㺘᰾ᖃ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ࣐ 1 অսᰦˈ
┑࣐ 1.350 њঅսǄḷ߶ॆⲴഎᖂ㌫ᮠѪ 0.817ˈ㺘᰾ᖃ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽
ᓄ࣐ 1 њḷ߶ᐞᰦˈ┑࣐ 0.817Ǆ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄⲴഎᖂ㌫ᮠᱮ㪇ᙗ
Ự傼㔃᷌Ѫ˖ p˙0.000ˈ㔏䇑Ự傼ᱮ㪇ǄӾ㘼 H2b ᗇࡠ᭟ᤱǄ
˄䈖㓶ᛵߥ㿱㺘 8ǃ
㺘 9˅
㺘 8 ANOVAb
⁑ර

ᒣᯩ઼

㠚⭡ᓖ

൷ᯩ

F

എᖂ

6.907

1

6.907

↻ᐞ

3.439

24

0.143

ᙫ䇑

10.346

25

Sig.
48.202 0.000a

a. 亴⍻ਈ䟿˖(ᑨᮠ亩)ǃ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ
b. ഐਈ䟿˖┑

㺘 9 എᖂ㌫ᮠ a
⁑ර

ᵚḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ
B

ḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ

Std. Error

(ᑨᮠ亩)

-2.447

1.158

࣏㜭૽ᓄ

1.350

0.194

Beta

0.817

t

Sig.

-2.113

0.045

6.943

0.000

࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ
a. ഐਈ䟿˖┑

4.6.3 ᛵᝏ૽ᓄᖡ૽ⲴỰ傼
ڊഐਈ䟿н┑ሩᛵᝏ૽ᓄⲴ㓯ᙗഎᖂǄ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽ޣ㌫ᮠᒣ
ᯩѪ-0. 018ˈ亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0. 643ǄANOVA 㺘ѝˈF˙0.593ˈp˙0.450ˈ
㺘᰾亴⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤⋑ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫ǄӾ㘼 H3a ᗇࡠ᭟ᤱǄ
˄䈖㓶ᛵߥ
㿱㺘 10ǃ㺘 11˅
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㺘 10 ANOVAb
⁑ර

ᒣᯩ઼

㠚⭡ᓖ

൷ᯩ

F

എᖂ

0.245

1

0.245

↻ᐞ

9.089

22

0.413

ᙫ䇑

9.333

23

Sig.
0.593 0.450a

a. 亴⍻ਈ䟿˖(ᑨᮠ亩)ǃᛵᝏ૽ᓄ
b. ഐਈ䟿˖н┑

㺘 11 എᖂ㌫ᮠ a
⁑ර

ᵚḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ
B

ḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ

Std. Error

Beta

(ᑨᮠ亩)

0.744

2.068

ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ

0.262

0.341

0.162

t

Sig.

0.360

0.722

0.770

0.450

a. ഐਈ䟿˖н┑

ڊഐਈ䟿┑ሩᛵᝏ૽ᓄⲴ㓯ᙗഎᖂǄ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽ޣ㌫ᮠᒣᯩ
Ѫ-0.035ˈ亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0. 586ǄANOVA 㺘ѝˈF˙0.226ˈp˙0.639ˈ
㺘᰾亴⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤⋑ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫ǄӾ㘼 H3b ᗇࡠ᭟ᤱǄ
˄䈖㓶ᛵߥ
㿱㺘 12ǃ㺘 13˅

㺘 12 ANOVAb
⁑ර

ᒣᯩ઼

㠚⭡ᓖ

൷ᯩ

F

എᖂ

0.077

1

0.077

↻ᐞ

7.548

22

0.343

ᙫ䇑

7.625

23

Sig.
0.226 0.639a

a. 亴⍻ਈ䟿˖(ᑨᮠ亩)ǃᛵᝏ૽ᓄ
b. ഐਈ䟿˖┑
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㺘 13 എᖂ㌫ᮠ a
⁑ර

ᵚḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ
B

ḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ

Std. Error

(ᑨᮠ亩)

4.731

1.885

ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ

0.148

0.311

Beta

0.101

t

Sig.

2.510

0.020

0.475

0.639

a. ഐਈ䟿˖┑

4.7 ሿ㔃
⹄ウаⲴ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈ࣏㜭૽ᓄᖡ૽н┑ˈ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄᖡ૽┑઼
н┑ˈᛵᝏ૽ᓄሩ┑઼н┑൷нӗ⭏ᖡ૽ǄӾ㘼ˈ⹄ウ䇱ᇎҶٷޣ䇮ˈ
ն䘉ަѝⲴ൘ᵪࡦᱟӰѸˈ䘈䴰㾱䘋а↕Ⲵ᧒ウˈ⹄ウҼሩ↔ᨀҶ⍎ሏǄ਼
ᰦѪҶ࣐⹄ウⲴཆ䜘᭸ᓖˈ⹄ウҼ൘ਖаӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ൪Ჟл䘋㹼Ǆ
ˊ⹄ウҼ
5ˊ
5.1 ᇎ傼൪Ჟ
⹄ウҼⲴⴞⲴᱟ൘⹄ウаⲴสкˈ䘋а↕Ự傼ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄሩ⎸䍩㘵
┑઼н┑Ⲵᖡ૽ˈ਼ᰦᴤѪ䟽㾱ൠˈỰ傼ᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖൘䘉ᖡ૽ѝⲴѝӻ⭘Ǆ
ᵜ⹄ウ䟷⭘ᇎ傼ᯩ⌅ˈᒦ࡙⭘㔃ᶴॆ䰞ধ᭦䳶ᮠᦞǄ⹄ウԕ㲊ᤏⲴ傮傦 X
ޜਨ A ૱⡼䖯䖖⎸䍩㘵ਇࡠՔᇣһԦѪᜣ䊑൪ᲟǄ䖯䖖Քᇣডᵪ৺ަᓄⲴ⁑
㋺ᛵຳṩᦞ Laufer˄2002˅৺ Laufer & Gillespie et al˄2009˅ᡰ᧿䘠Ⲵ䈁㕆Ǆव
ਜ਼൘൪ᲟѝⲴᱟоӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ䗷ཡޣ㚄Ⲵн਼亩ⴞⲴؑǄ䘉ӋवᤜⲴ亩ⴞ
㺘᰾ޜਨ䗷ཡǃ⎸䍩㘵䗷ཡ৺ѝᙗ䗷ཡؑǄн਼㊫රⲴ䗷ཡؑवᤜ൘൪Ჟѝ
ⴞⲴᱟ⁑ᤏ⁑㋺Ⲵӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ—䗷ཡިරൠн᰾⺞ˈ⢩࡛ᱟᖃӗ૱Քᇣডᵪᴰ
ࡍ㻛Ⴢփᣕ䚃Ⲵᰦ˄ىLauferˈ2002˗Laufer & Gillespie et al.ˈ2005˗Laufer &
Gillespie et al.ˈ2009˅
Ǆ
ԕлѪ X ޜਨ A ૱⡼䖯䖖ՔᇣডᵪһԦ൪Ჟ᧿䘠˖
⎸䍩㘵؍ᣔᵪᶴ䈳ḕ൘傮傦 X ޜਨ A ૱⡼䖯䖖ਾаӋ傮傦㘵㛼䜘ਇࡠՔᇣ
Ⲵᣅ䇹Ǆ൘оаӋ傮傦 A ૱⡼䖯䖖Ⲵਨᵪ䇯䈸ѝˈ⎸䍩㘵؍ᣔᵪᶴਁ⧠൘ˈа
Ӌਨᵪ⋑ᴹ䚥ᗚ䖯䖖ѝᡰ㿴ᇊⲴᤷԔǄֻྲаӋਨᵪ⋑ᴹṑ߶ԆԜⲴᓗսԕ
䈳ᮤս㖞˗н↓⺞ൠ䈳ᮤԆԜⲴᆹޘᑖ˗ሶ᷅ཤ㖞ҾԆԜⲴᓗսкˈቭ㇑䆖䘉
ṧਟ㜭ሬ㠤㛼ⰋǄ⎸䍩㘵؍ᣔᵪᶴҏਁ⧠ˈ൘傮傦 A ૱⡼䖯䖖ࡽˈаӋ⎸䍩㘵
ᴹ㛼䜘䰞仈ⲴশਢǄቭ㇑䘉Ӌਁ⧠൘ˈ䈳ḕ䜭ҏਁ⧠Ҷ䖯䖖Ⲵ䰞仈ǄᓗսⲴٮᯌ
࣏㜭нᙫᱟᴹ᭸ˈA ૱⡼䖯䖖Ⲵᯩੁⴈн䊑䘉њ㊫࡛ަᆳ䖯䖖ᯩੁⴈ䛓ṧਟ䈳
㢲ǄሩҾ䖯䖖Ⲵᓗս઼ᯩੁⴈˈX ޜਨᴰ䘁ᔰ࡙⭘ҶᯠⲴᓄ୶Ǆ⭏ӗᯠර䖯
䖖ᐕলⲴӪઈ⍱ࣘо㹼ъᤱᒣˈնᱟ䍘䟿᧗ࡦӪઈቁҾ㹼ъѝަԆਟ∄䖳Ⲵᐕ
লǄ
ࡠⴞࡽѪ→ˈቭ㇑ᴹᖸཊ᧘⍻ˈնሬ㠤һԦਁ⭏Ⲵ⺞࠷ഐӽнᾊǄ
ሩҾޜਨডᵪ૽ᓄ˄࣏㜭૽ᓄǃᛵᝏ૽ᓄǃ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ˅Ⲵ᧿䘠ˈ
਼⹄ウаǄ
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5.2 亩ⴞ⍻䟿
ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄᶴᘥⲴ⍻䟿ˈԕ৺┑઼н┑Ⲵ⍻䟿਼⹄ウаǄޣ㌫ཱྀ
㓖઼Ӕ᱃ُཱྀ䢤Ҷ Rousseau˄2000˅ሩ䘉єњᶴᘥᡰᔰਁⲴ䟿㺘ǄӔ᱃ཱྀ㓖䟷⭘
ഋњ⍻䟿亩ⴞ˄ޜਨⲴ૽ᓄ㺘᰾ˈޜਨՊࡠڊสᵜⲴޜᒣӔ᱃˗ޜਨⲴ૽ᓄ㺘᰾ˈ
ޜਨнՊѪҶ䎊䫡㘼нን㹼䎄ޜ˗گਨⲴ૽ᓄ㺘᰾ˈޜਨнՊ᧘ᗑ䍓ԫᤂ㔍ᣵ
㓿⍾䍓ԫㅹ˅˗ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖䟷⭘ӄњ⍻䟿亩ⴞ˄ޜਨⲴ૽ᓄ㺘᰾ˈޜਨՊԕ亮ᇒ࡙
⳺Ѫѝᗳ˗ޜਨⲴ૽ᓄ㺘᰾ˈޜਨՊ㠤࣋Ҿࠪ䮯ᵏⲴ䍘䟿઼ؑ䂹؍䇱˗ޜਨⲴ
૽ᓄ㺘᰾ˈޜਨՊⵏ↓ޣᗳ亮ᇒ˗ޜਨⲴ૽ᓄ㺘᰾ˈޜਨՊ䟽㿶о亮ᇒⲴ৻䈺ޣ
㌫ㅹ˅Ǆᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖єњᶴᘥ亩ⴞ൷䙊䗷 likert г⛩䟿㺘ᶕ⍻䟿˄ྲ 1 Ѫ䶎ᑨн਼
ˈ7 Ѫ䶎ᑨ਼˅Ǆ
൘൪Ჟᔰਁ઼⺞ᇊ⍻䟿亩ⴞⲴสкˈᴰ㓸ᖒᡀ㔃ᶴॆ䰞ধǄ
5.3 ࡽ⍻
ѪҶ⺞؍䰞ধѝ֯⭘Ⲵ൪Ჟ઼૽ᓄ᧗Ⲵᴹ᭸ᙗˈ䘋㹼Ҷࡽ⍻Ǆࡽ⍻व
ᤜሩডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳⲴ᧗Ự傼Ǆ࡙⭘єњ䰞仈ᶕሩ⁑㋺ᛵຳ䘋㹼Ự傼˖⎸䍩㘵傮
傦䖯䖖ਇࡠՔᇣһԦⲴഐᱟ᰾⺞Ⲵ˗⎸䍩㘵傮傦䖯䖖ਇࡠՔᇣһԦһԦⲴഐ
ᱟн᰾⺞ⲴǄ䙊䗷䇯䈸ㅹⲴ⍻䈅㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈሩ⁑㋺ᛵຳⲴ᧗ᱟᡀ࣏ⲴǄ਼ṧҏ
ሩ࣏㜭૽ᓄǃᛵᝏ૽ᓄ৺࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵ૽ᓄ䘋㹼᧗Ự傼ˈ⍻䈅㔃᷌㺘᰾㻛䈅㜭
ཏ४࠶н਼Ⲵ૽ᓄˈᒦф㜭᰾⺞૽ᓄᡰ㾱㺘䗮Ⲵമˈ䈤᰾ሩн਼ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ
૽ᓄⲴ᧗ᱟᡀ࣏ⲴǄ
5.4 ѫᇎ傼
൘ѫᇎ傼ѝˈ㻛䈅ປ߉й൪Ჟ䰞ধѻаǄ䰞ধⲴㅜа䜘࠶वᤜ⹄ウⴞⲴㆰ
㾱ӻ㓽৺ྲօഎㆄ䰞ধⲴᤷሬˈ᧕лᶕᱟ A ૱⡼ӗ૱ՔᇣডᵪһԦⲴ᧿䘠ˈ❦
ਾᱟޜਨሩҾ䈕һԦⲴ૽ᓄ˗䲿ਾˈ㻛䈅എㆄа㌫ࡇޣҾޣ䭞ᶴᘥ઼亩ⴞⲴ䰞仈˗
ᴰਾˈ㻛䈅ᨀԆԜⲴњӪؑˈᒦᨀӔ䰞ধˈ㔃ᶏᇎ傼Ǆ
5.5 ṧᵜ
ᵜ⹄ウޡഎ᭦ᴹ᭸䰞ধ 134 ԭǄᇎ傼൪Ჟ࠶㓴ᯩ䶒˖࣏㜭૽ᓄ൪Ჟᴹ᭸䰞ধ
47 ԭˈঐ 35.1%˗ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ൪Ჟᴹ᭸䰞ধ 45 ԭˈঐ 33.6%˗࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽
ᓄ൪Ჟᴹ᭸䰞ধ 42 ԭˈঐ 31.3%Ǆᙗ࡛ᯩ䶒˖ަѝ⭧ᙗ 83 Ӫˈঐ 61.9%˗ྣᙗ
51 Ӫˈঐ 38.1%Ǆᒤ喴ᯩ䶒˖㻛䈅൷Ѫ 90 ਾǄᆖশᯩ䶒˖ᵜ⅑䈳ḕሩۿ൷Ѫ൘
ṑᵜ、⭏Ǆ
5.6 㔃᷌
ሩҾഋ亩ⴞⲴ࣏㜭૽ᓄ䟿㺘ؑᓖ࠶᷀㺘᰾ Cronbach’s alpha Ѫ 0.933ˈഐᆀ࠶
᷀㔃᷌⭏ᡀҶঅаⲴഐᆀˈ䀓䟺Ҷ 88.7ˁⲴᯩᐞǄሩҾӄ亩ⴞⲴᛵᝏ૽ᓄ䟿㺘ؑ
ᓖ࠶᷀㺘᰾ Cronbach’s alpha Ѫ 0.912ˈഐᆀ࠶᷀㔃᷌⭏ᡀҶঅаⲴഐᆀˈ䀓䟺Ҷ
83.1ˁⲴᯩᐞǄሩҾഋ亩ⴞⲴӔ᱃ཱྀ㓖䟿㺘ؑᓖ࠶᷀㺘᰾ Cronbach’s alpha Ѫ
0.949ˈഐᆀ࠶᷀㔃᷌⭏ᡀҶঅаⲴഐᆀˈ䀓䟺Ҷ 90.8ˁⲴᯩᐞǄሩҾӄ亩ⴞⲴ
ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖䟿㺘ؑᓖ࠶᷀㺘᰾ Cronbach’s alpha Ѫ 0.931ˈഐᆀ࠶᷀㔃᷌⭏ᡀҶঅа
Ⲵഐᆀˈ䀓䟺Ҷ 85.9ˁⲴᯩᐞǄ
5.6.1 Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖ѝӻ᭸ᓄỰ傼
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Ѫ傼䇱Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖Ⲵѝӻ᭸ᓄˈ䘋㹼ྲлഋ䟽എᖂ˖
˄1˅н┑˙f˄࣏㜭૽ᓄ˅Ǆ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽ޣ㌫ᮠᒣᯩѪ 0.795ˈ
亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0. 287ǄANOVA 㺘᰾ˈF˙179.147ˈp˙0.000ˈ㺘᰾亴
⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫Ǆḷ߶ॆഎᖂ㌫ᮠ Beta˙-0.894, t=-13.385,
p=0.000Ǆ
˄2˅Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖˙f˄࣏㜭૽ᓄ˅Ǆ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽ޣ㌫ᮠᒣᯩѪ 0.864ˈ
亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0. 242ǄANOVA 㺘᰾ˈF˙293.121ˈp˙0.000ˈ㺘᰾亴
⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫Ǆḷ߶ॆഎᖂ㌫ᮠ Beta˙0.931, t=-17.121,
p=0.000Ǆ
˄3˅н┑˙f˄Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖˅Ǆ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽ޣ㌫ᮠᒣᯩѪ 0.860ˈ
亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0. 237ǄANOVA 㺘᰾ˈF˙283.358ˈp˙0.000ˈ㺘᰾亴
⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫Ǆḷ߶ॆഎᖂ㌫ᮠ Beta˙-0.929ˈt=-16.833ˈ
p=0.000Ǆ
˄4˅н┑˙f˄࣏㜭૽ᓄˈӔ᱃ཱྀ㓖˅Ǆ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽ޣ㌫ᮠ
ᒣᯩѪ 0.863ˈ亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0. 234ǄANOVA 㺘᰾ˈF˙146.330ˈp
˙0.000ˈ㺘᰾亴⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫Ǆ㠚ᝯ䈪Ⲵḷ߶ॆഎᖂ
㌫ᮠ Beta˙-0.218, t=-1.462ˈp=0.151˗Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖Ⲵḷ߶ॆഎᖂ㌫ᮠ Beta˙-0.726ˈ
t=-4.857ˈp=0.000Ǆ
㔃ਸԕк㔃᷌ˈṩᦞ Baron & Kenny˄1986˅ѝӻ᭸ᓄỰ傼〻ᒿˈ䈤᰾Ӕ᱃
ཱྀ㓖Ⲵѝӻ᭸ᓄᱮ㪇ˈᒦфޘ䜘ѝӻҶ࣏㜭૽ᓄሩҾн┑Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ
5.6.2 ࣏㜭૽ᓄᖡ૽ⲴỰ傼
ṩᦞ 5.6.1 Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖ѝӻ᭸ᓄỰ傼ˈӔ᱃ཱྀ㓖ሩ࣏㜭૽ᓄⲴഎᖂ࠶᷀㔃᷌㺘
᰾ˈ䘉єњਈ䟿䰤ᆈ൘᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫ˈഎᖂ㌫ᮠѪ↓ᒦф㔏䇑ᱮ㪇ˈҏቡᱟ䈤
࣏㜭૽ᓄ〟ᶱᖡ૽Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖ˈӾ㘼 H4 ᗇࡠ᭟ᤱǄ
ڊഐਈ䟿┑ሩ࣏㜭૽ᓄⲴ㓯ᙗഎᖂǄ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽ޣ㌫ᮠᒣᯩ
Ѫ 0.028ˈ亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0. 786ǄANOVA 㺘ѝˈF˙2.338ˈp˙0.133ˈ
㺘᰾亴⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤⋑ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫Ǆ˄䈖㓶ᛵߥ㿱㺘 14ǃ㺘 15˅

㺘 14 ANOVAb
⁑ර

ᒣᯩ઼

㠚⭡ᓖ

൷ᯩ

F

എᖂ

1.446

1

1.446

↻ᐞ

27.831

45

0.618

ᙫ䇑

29.277

46

Sig.
2.338 0.133a

a. 亴⍻ਈ䟿˖(ᑨᮠ亩)ǃ ࣏㜭૽ᓄ
b. ഐਈ䟿˖┑
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㺘 15 എᖂ㌫ᮠ a
⁑ර

ᵚḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ
B

ḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ

Std. Error

Beta

(ᑨᮠ亩)

3.817

1.319

࣏㜭૽ᓄ

-0.329

0.215

-0.222

t

Sig.

2.895

0.006

-1.529

0.133

a. ഐਈ䟿˖┑

ڊഐਈ䟿ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖ሩ࣏㜭૽ᓄⲴ㓯ᙗഎᖂǄ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽ޣ㌫ᮠ
ᒣᯩѪ 0.017ˈ亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0. 399ǄANOVA 㺘ѝˈF˙1.796ˈp˙
0.187ˈ㺘᰾亴⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤⋑ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫Ǆ˄䈖㓶ᛵߥ㿱㺘 16ǃ㺘
17˅

㺘 16 ANOVAb
⁑ර

ᒣᯩ઼

㠚⭡ᓖ

൷ᯩ

F

എᖂ

0.285

1

0.285

↻ᐞ

7.155

45

0.159

ᙫ䇑

7.440

46

Sig.
1.796 0.187a

a. 亴⍻ਈ䟿˖(ᑨᮠ亩)ǃ ࣏㜭૽ᓄ
b. ഐਈ䟿˖ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖

㺘 17 എᖂ㌫ᮠ a
⁑ර

ᵚḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ
B

ḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ

Std. Error

(ᑨᮠ亩)

6.492

0.669

ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖

-0.146

0.109

Beta

-0.196

t

Sig.

9.712

0.000

-1.340

0.187

a. ഐਈ䟿˖ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖

5.6.3 Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖ᖡ૽ⲴỰ傼
ṩᦞ 5.6.1 Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖ѝӻ᭸ᓄỰ傼ˈн┑ሩӔ᱃ཱྀ㓖Ⲵഎᖂ࠶᷀㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈ
䘉єњਈ䟿䰤ᆈ൘᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫ˈഎᖂ㌫ᮠѪ䍏ᒦф㔏䇑Ự傼ᱮ㪇ˈҏቡᱟ䈤
Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖⎸ᶱᖡ૽н┑ǄӾ㘼 H7 ᗇࡠ᭟ᤱǄ
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ڊഐਈ䟿┑ሩӔ᱃ཱྀ㓖Ⲵ㓯ᙗഎᖂǄ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽ޣ㌫ᮠᒣᯩ
Ѫ 0.024ˈ亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0. 682ǄANOVA 㺘ѝˈF˙0.996ˈp˙0..324ˈ
㺘᰾亴⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤⋑ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫Ǆ˄䈖㓶ᛵߥ㿱㺘 18ǃ㺘 19˅
㺘 18 ANOVAb
⁑ර

ᒣᯩ઼

㠚⭡ᓖ

൷ᯩ

F

എᖂ

0.463

1

0.463

↻ᐞ

18.608

40

0.465

ᙫ䇑

19.071

41

Sig.
0.996 0.324a

a. 亴⍻ਈ䟿˖(ᑨᮠ亩)ǃ Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖
b. ഐਈ䟿˖┑

㺘 19 എᖂ㌫ᮠ a
⁑ර

ᵚḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ
B

ḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ

Std. Error

(ᑨᮠ亩)

4.404

1.388

Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖

0.252

0.252

Beta

0.156

t

Sig.

3.173

0.003

0.998

0.324

a. ഐਈ䟿˖┑

5.6.4 ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖઼Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖ѝӻ᭸ᓄỰ傼
Ѫ傼䇱ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖൘࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄо┑ޣ㌫䰤Ⲵѝӻ᭸ᓄˈ䘋㹼ྲл
ഋ䟽എᖂ˖
˄1˅┑˙f˄࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ˅Ǆ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽ޣ㌫ᮠᒣ
ᯩѪ 0.751ˈ亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0. 340ǄANOVA 㺘᰾ˈF˙124.667ˈp˙
0.000ˈ㺘᰾亴⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫Ǆḷ߶ॆഎᖂ㌫ᮠ Beta˙
0.870ˈt=11.165ˈp=0.000Ǆ
˄2˅ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖˙f˄࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ˅Ǆ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽ޣ㌫
ᮠᒣᯩѪ 0.891ˈ亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0. 153ǄANOVA 㺘᰾ˈF˙336.890ˈ
p˙0.000ˈ㺘᰾亴⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫Ǆḷ߶ॆഎᖂ㌫ᮠ Beta
˙0.945, t=18.355, p=0.000Ǆ
˄3˅┑˙f˄ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖˅Ǆ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽ޣ㌫ᮠᒣᯩѪ 0.809ˈ
亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0. 298ǄANOVA 㺘᰾ˈF˙283.358ˈp˙0.000ˈ㺘᰾亴
⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫Ǆḷ߶ॆഎᖂ㌫ᮠ Beta˙0.902ˈt=13.237ˈ
p=0.000Ǆ
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˄4˅┑˙f˄࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄˈޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖˅Ǆ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽
ޣ㌫ᮠᒣᯩѪ 0.807ˈ亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0. 299ǄANOVA 㺘᰾ˈF˙
86.982ˈp˙0.000ˈ㺘᰾亴⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫Ǆ䎵㓗ࣚ࣋Ⲵḷ
߶ॆഎᖂ㌫ᮠ Beta˙0.161, t=.763ˈp=0. 450˗ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖Ⲵḷ߶ॆഎᖂ㌫ᮠ Beta
˙0.751ˈt=3.568ˈp=0.001Ǆ
㔃ਸԕк㔃᷌ˈṩᦞ Baron & Kenny˄1986˅ѝӻ᭸ᓄỰ傼〻ᒿˈ䈤᰾ޣ㌫
ཱྀ㓖Ⲵѝӻ᭸ᓄᱮ㪇ˈᒦфޘ䜘ѝӻҶ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄሩҾ┑Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ
Ѫ傼䇱Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖൘࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄон┑ޣ㌫䰤Ⲵѝӻ᭸ᓄˈ䘋㹼ྲ
лഋ䟽എᖂ˖
˄1˅н┑˙f˄࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ˅Ǆ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽ޣ㌫ᮠ
ᒣᯩѪ 0. 835ˈ亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0. 314ǄANOVA 㺘᰾ˈF˙208.646ˈp
˙0.000ˈ㺘᰾亴⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫Ǆḷ߶ॆഎᖂ㌫ᮠ Beta˙
-0.916, t=-14.445 p=0.000Ǆ
˄2˅Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖˙f˄࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ˅Ǆ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽ޣ㌫
ᮠᒣᯩѪ 0.885ˈ亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0. 143ǄANOVA 㺘᰾ˈF˙317.858ˈ
p˙0.000ˈ㺘᰾亴⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫Ǆḷ߶ॆഎᖂ㌫ᮠ Beta
˙0.942, t=17.829, p=0.000Ǆ
˄3˅н┑˙f˄Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖˅Ǆ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽ޣ㌫ᮠᒣᯩѪ 0. 887ˈ
亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0. 260ǄANOVA 㺘᰾ˈF˙322.487ˈp˙0.000ˈ㺘᰾亴
⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫Ǆḷ߶ॆഎᖂ㌫ᮠ Beta˙-0.943ˈt=-17.958ˈ
p=0.000Ǆ
˄4˅н┑˙f˄࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄˈӔ᱃ཱྀ㓖˅Ǆ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻
༽ޣ㌫ᮠᒣᯩѪ 0.8891ˈ亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0. 255ǄANOVA 㺘᰾ˈF
˙168.403ˈp˙0.000ˈ㺘᰾亴⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫Ǆ䎵㓗ࣚ࣋Ⲵ
ḷ߶ॆഎᖂ㌫ᮠ Beta˙-0.242, t=-1.572ˈp=0.124˗ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖Ⲵḷ߶ॆഎᖂ㌫ᮠ
Beta˙-0.715ˈt=-4.632ˈp=0.000Ǆ 
㔃ਸԕк㔃᷌ˈṩᦞ Baron & Kenny˄1986˅ѝӻ᭸ᓄỰ傼〻ᒿˈ䈤᰾ޣ㌫
ཱྀ㓖Ⲵѝӻ᭸ᓄᱮ㪇ˈᒦфޘ䜘ѝӻҶ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄሩҾн┑Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ
5.6.5 ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄᖡ૽ⲴỰ傼
ṩᦞ 5.6.4 ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖઼Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖ѝӻ᭸ᓄỰ傼ˈӔ᱃ཱྀ㓖ሩ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ
૽ᓄⲴഎᖂ࠶᷀㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈ䘉єњਈ䟿䰤ᆈ൘᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫ˈഎᖂ㌫ᮠѪ↓ᒦ
ф㔏䇑ᱮ㪇ˈҏቡᱟ䈤࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ〟ᶱᖡ૽Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖ˈӾ㘼 H5a ᗇࡠ
᭟ᤱǄޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖ሩ࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄⲴഎᖂ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈ䘉єњਈ䟿䰤ᆈ൘᰾ᱮ
Ⲵ㓯ᙗޣ㌫ˈഎᖂ㌫ᮠѪ↓ᒦф㔏䇑ᱮ㪇ˈҏቡᱟ䈤࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ〟ᶱᖡ
૽ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖ˈӾ㘼 H5b ᗇࡠ᭟ᤱǄ਼ᰦˈн┑ሩӔ᱃ཱྀ㓖Ⲵഎᖂ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈ
䘉єњਈ䟿䰤ᆈ൘᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫ˈഎᖂ㌫ᮠѪ䍏ᒦф㔏䇑ᱮ㪇ˈҏቡᱟ䈤Ӕ᱃
ཱྀ㓖⎸ᶱᖡ૽н┑ǄӾ㘼 H7 ᗇࡠ᭟ᤱǄ

5.6.6 ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖ᖡ૽ⲴỰ傼
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ṩᦞ 5.6.4 ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖઼Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖ѝӻ᭸ᓄỰ傼ˈ┑ሩޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖Ⲵഎᖂ࠶᷀
㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈ䘉єњਈ䟿䰤ᆈ൘᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫ˈഎᖂ㌫ᮠѪ↓ᒦф㔏䇑ᱮ㪇ˈҏ
ቡᱟ䈤ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖〟ᶱᖡ૽н┑ǄӾ㘼 H8 ᗇࡠ᭟ᤱǄ
ڊഐਈ䟿н┑ሩޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖Ⲵ㓯ᙗഎᖂǄ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽ޣ㌫ᮠᒣᯩ
Ѫ 0.002ˈ亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0. 772ǄANOVA 㺘ѝˈF˙1.096ˈp˙0. 301ˈ
㺘᰾亴⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤⋑ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫Ǆ˄䈖㓶ᛵߥ㿱㺘 20ǃ㺘 21˅

㺘 20 ANOVAb
⁑ර

ᒣᯩ઼

㠚⭡ᓖ

൷ᯩ

F

എᖂ

0.653

1

0.653

↻ᐞ

23.823

40

0.596

ᙫ䇑

24.476

41

Sig.
1.096 0.301a

a. 亴⍻ਈ䟿˖(ᑨᮠ亩)ǃ ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖
b. ഐਈ䟿˖н┑

㺘 21 എᖂ㌫ᮠ a
⁑ර

ᵚḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ
B

ḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ

Std. Error

(ᑨᮠ亩)

3.798

1.540

ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖

-0.289

0.276

Beta

-0.163

t

Sig.

2.466

0.018

-1.047

0.301

a. ഐਈ䟿˖н┑

5.6.7 ᛵᝏ૽ᓄሩᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖ᖡ૽ⲴỰ傼
ڊഐਈ䟿Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖ሩᛵᝏ૽ᓄⲴ㓯ᙗഎᖂǄ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽ޣ㌫ᮠ
ᒣᯩѪ-0. 010ˈ亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0. 341ǄANOVA 㺘ѝˈF˙0.576ˈp˙
0.452ˈ㺘᰾亴⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤⋑ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫ǄӾ㘼 H6a ᗇࡠ᭟ᤱǄ
˄䈖
㓶ᛵߥ㿱㺘 22ǃ㺘 23˅
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㺘 22 ANOVAb
⁑ර

ᒣᯩ઼

㠚⭡ᓖ

൷ᯩ

F

എᖂ

0.067

1

0.067

↻ᐞ

4.994

43

0.116

ᙫ䇑

5.061

44

Sig.
0.576 0.452a

a. 亴⍻ਈ䟿˖(ᑨᮠ亩)ǃᛵᝏ૽ᓄ
b. ഐਈ䟿˖Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖

㺘 23 എᖂ㌫ᮠ a
⁑ර

ᵚḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ
B

ḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ

Std. Error

Beta

(ᑨᮠ亩)

5.271

0.772

ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ

0.100

0.132

0.115

t

Sig.

6.828

0.000

0.759

0.452

a. ഐਈ䟿˖Ӕ᱃ཱྀ㓖

ڊഐਈ䟿ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖ሩᛵᝏ૽ᓄⲴ㓯ᙗഎᖂǄ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽ޣ㌫ᮠ
ᒣᯩѪ 0.017ˈ亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0. 432ǄANOVA 㺘ѝˈF˙1.779ˈp˙
0.189ˈ㺘᰾亴⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤⋑ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫ǄӾ㘼 H6b ᗇࡠ᭟ᤱǄ
˄䈖
㓶ᛵߥ㿱㺘 24ǃ㺘 25˅

㺘 24 ANOVAb
⁑ර

ᒣᯩ઼

㠚⭡ᓖ

൷ᯩ

F

എᖂ

0.332

1

0.332

↻ᐞ

8.020

43

0.187

ᙫ䇑

8.352

44

Sig.
1.779 0.189a

a. 亴⍻ਈ䟿˖(ᑨᮠ亩)ǃᛵᝏ૽ᓄ
b. ഐਈ䟿˖ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖
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㺘 25 എᖂ㌫ᮠ a
⁑ර

ᵚḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ
B

ḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ

Std. Error

Beta

(ᑨᮠ亩)

4.645

0.978

ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ

0.224

0.168

0.199

t

Sig.

4.748

0.000

1.334

0.189

a. ഐਈ䟿˖ޣ㌫ཱྀ㓖

5.6.8 ᛵᝏ૽ᓄሩ┑઼н┑ᖡ૽ⲴỰ傼
ڊഐਈ䟿н┑ሩᛵᝏ૽ᓄⲴ㓯ᙗഎᖂǄ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽ޣ㌫ᮠᒣ
ᯩѪ-0. 002ˈ亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0. 576ǄANOVA 㺘ѝˈF˙0.934ˈp˙0.339ˈ
㺘᰾亴⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤⋑ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫ǄӾ㘼 H3a ᗇࡠ᭟ᤱǄ
˄䈖㓶ᛵߥ
㿱㺘 26ǃ㺘 27˅
㺘 26 ANOVAb
⁑ර

ᒣᯩ઼

㠚⭡ᓖ

൷ᯩ

F

എᖂ

0.310

1

0.310

↻ᐞ

14.268

43

0.332

ᙫ䇑

14.578

44

Sig.
0.934 0.339a

a. 亴⍻ਈ䟿˖(ᑨᮠ亩)ǃᛵᝏ૽ᓄ
b. ഐਈ䟿˖н┑

㺘 27 എᖂ㌫ᮠ a
⁑ර

ᵚḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ
B

ḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ

Std. Error

(ᑨᮠ亩)

6.973

0.827

ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ

-0.132

0.136

Beta

-0.146

t

Sig.

8.430

0.000

-0.966

0.339

a. ഐਈ䟿˖н┑

ڊഐਈ䟿┑ሩᛵᝏ૽ᓄⲴ㓯ᙗഎᖂǄ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈഎᖂᯩ〻༽ޣ㌫ᮠᒣᯩ
Ѫ-0.006ˈ亴⍻ਈ䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ḷ߶䈟Ѫ 0. 340ǄANOVA 㺘ѝˈF˙0.754ˈp˙0.390ˈ
㺘᰾亴⍻ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿䰤⋑ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㓯ᙗޣ㌫ǄӾ㘼 H3b ᗇࡠ᭟ᤱǄ
˄䈖㓶ᛵߥ
㿱㺘 28ǃ㺘 29˅
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㺘 28 ANOVAb
⁑ර

ᒣᯩ઼

㠚⭡ᓖ

൷ᯩ

F

എᖂ

0.087

1

0.087

↻ᐞ

4.974

43

0.116

ᙫ䇑

5.061

44

Sig.
0.754 0.390a

a. 亴⍻ਈ䟿˖(ᑨᮠ亩)ǃᛵᝏ૽ᓄ
b. ഐਈ䟿˖┑

㺘 29 എᖂ㌫ᮠ a
⁑ර

ᵚḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ
B

ḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ

Std. Error

(ᑨᮠ亩)

5.248

0.702

ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ

0.102

0.118

Beta

0.131

t

Sig.

7.479

0.000

0.868

0.390

a. ഐਈ䟿˖┑

6ˊ
ˊ㔃䇪৺㇑⨶ਜ਼ѹ
ӗ ૱ ᆹ  ޘᱟ а њ ѫ 㾱 Ⲵ ⽮ Պ ǃ ᭯ ⋫ ৺ 㓿 ⍾ Ⲵ  ˄ ࠷ ޣHaas-Kotzegger &
Schlegelmilchˈ2013˅Ǆডᵪ⧠൘㻛䇔Ѫᱟ୶ъⲴᑨ㿴䜘࠶˄Kimˈ2013˅Ǆаᰖ
ডᵪਁ⭏ˈޜਨ䍒࣑ᦏཡ৺༠䂹ᦏᇣᱟнਟ䚯˄ⲴݽAssiouras & Ozgenˈ2013˗
Kimˈ2013˅Ǆӗ૱Ⲵᰕ⳺༽ᵲᙗǃࡦ䙐୶઼᭯ㆆࡦᇊ㘵ᴤԄ㓶Ⲵᇑḕǃᴤ儈㾱
≲Ⲵ⎸䍩㘵ˈ֯ᗇӗ૱ՔᇣডᵪՊᴤ࣐㓿ᑨൠਁ⭏ǃᴤཊൠѪޜՇᡰ㿱˄Dawar
& Pillutlaˈ2000˅
Ǆҏቡᱟ䈤ˈ൘ᵚᶕᖃ䮯а⇥ᰦᵏӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ⠶ਁ仁⦷
ӽਟ㜭Պࠪ⧠㔗㔝кॷᘱ࣯Ǆᵜ⹄ウ൘ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳлỰ傼ҶสҾᗳ⨶
ཱྀ㓖ᵪࡦⲴԱъডᵪ૽ᓄሩ⎸䍩㘵┑઼н┑Ⲵᖡ૽ˈ⹄ウ㔃᷌䘋а↕ѠᇼҶ
ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄޣ᮷⥞ˈ਼ᰦҏѪ㇑⨶㘵ᴹ᭸ᓄሩӗ૱ՔᇣডᵪᨀᤷইǄ
6.1 ㇑⨶ਜ਼ѹ
⹄ウ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈԱъӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄⲴн਼㾱㍐ሩҾ⎸䍩㘵┑઼н┑
ᛵᝏᴹн਼Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ࣏㜭૽ᓄᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵н┑ˈᝏ⸕࣏㜭૽ᓄ≤ᒣ䎺儈ˈࡉ⎸
䍩㘵н┑≤ᒣ䎺վˈࡉ৽ѻ˗࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵┑ˈᝏ⸕࣏
㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄ≤ᒣ䎺儈ˈࡉ⎸䍩㘵┑≤ᒣ䎺儈ˈࡉ৽ѻ˗অ㓟Ⲵᛵᝏ૽
ᓄᰒнՊᖡ૽┑ҏнՊᖡ૽н┑Ǆ䘉㺘᰾ˈ㓴㓷൘ᓄሩӗ૱Քᇣডᵪᰦˈᓄ
䈕俆ݸ䀓ߣ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵสᵜˈ࠷ޣҏቡᱟ俆ݸ㾱؍䇱สᵜⲴ㓿⍾ㅹᯩ䶒Ⲵ⢙䍘㺕
ˈگӾ㘼⎸䲔Ⲵн┑ᛵ㔚ˈնสᵜⲴ⢙䍘㺕گᒦн㜭⎸֯׳䍩㘵┑ˈѪ↔ˈ
൘↔สк䘈ᓄ䈕䘋㹼ᛵᝏ㺕گǄնᱟˈ㕪ѿ⢩䍘㺕ࡽⲴگᨀлˈᛵᝏ㺕گᰒн
㜭⎸䲔⎸䍩㘵Ⲵн┑ˈҏн㜭؍䇱⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ┑Ǆਚᴹ┑Ⲵ亮ᇒਟ㜭Պ䟽
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༽䍝Ҡޜਨӗ૱ˈ䘋㘼ਟ㜭ՊᡀѪᘐ䈊亮ᇒ˄Kotler & Kellerˈ2011˅Ǆቡӗ૱Ք
ᇣডᵪ㘼䀰ˈ┑Ⲵ亮ᇒਟ㜭൘ডᵪਁ⭏ਾ⅑ᡀѪԱъӗ૱Ⲵ䍝Ҡ㘵Ǆṩᦞ
ᵜ⹄ウ㔃᷌ˈ൘ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳлˈԱъᓄ䈕䟷⭘࣏㜭૽ᓄ࣐ᛵᝏ૽ᓄᯩ
ᔿᶕᓄሩӗ૱ՔᇣডᵪˈӾ㘼֯⎸䲔⎸䍩㘵н┑ᛵ㔚ˈ਼ᰦ׳䘋⎸䍩㘵┑Ǆ
6.2 ⨶䇪ਜ਼ѹ
ᵜ⹄ウⲴ㔃᷌䘋а↕ݵᇎҶӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄ᮷⥞Ǆ俆ˈݸᵜ⹄ウ൘ӗ૱Ք
ᇣডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳлỰ傼Ҷᶴᡀডᵪ૽ᓄⲴ㾱㍐ሩ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈডᵪ
૽ᓄⲴн਼㾱㍐˄ᛵᝏ૽ᓄǃ࣏㜭૽ᓄ˅ሩҾ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䇔⸕⍫ࣘ৺ᛵ㔚৽ᓄᴹн
਼ᖡ૽Ǆަ⅑ˈᵜ⹄ウ俆⅑൘ӗ૱ՔᇣডᵪᛵຳлỰ傼Ҷৼഐ㍐⨶䇪Ǆṩᦞৼഐ
㍐⨶䇪ˈ┑он┑ਇࡠн਼ഐ㍐Ⲵᖡ૽ˈᵜ⹄ウ൘ӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ⁑㋺ᛵຳл
ሩ↔䘋㹼Ự傼ˈᒦфሩҾ䘉њ⨶䇪㔉ҸҶ᭟ᤱǄ࣏㜭૽ᓄ㊫լҾڕ؍ഐ㍐ˈо⎸
䍩㘵н┑ޣ㚄˗࣏㜭૽ᓄ┑䏣䏣ਾˈᛵᝏ૽ᓄ㊫լҾ◰࣡ഐ㍐ˈо⎸䍩㘵┑
ޣ㚄Ǆᴰਾˈᵜ⹄ウ⽪Ҷӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄሩҾ┑઼н┑ᖡ૽Ⲵᖡ૽ᵪ
ࡦǄᵜ⹄ウሶᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖ᶴᘥ俆⅑ᓄ⭘ࡠӗ૱Քᇣডᵪᛵຳлˈаᯩ䶒⽪Ҷӗ૱
Քᇣডᵪ૽ᓄሩҾ⎸䍩㘵ᛵ㔚৽ᓄⲴᖡ૽ᵪࡦˈҏቡᱟᗳ⨶ཱྀ㓖ѝӻҶডᵪ૽ᓄ
ሩҾ⎸䍩㘵┑઼н┑Ⲵᖡ૽˗ਖаᯩ䶒ˈሶ↔ᶴᘥᤃኅࡠডᵪᛵຳлˈѠᇼ
Ҷӗ૱Քᇣডᵪ᮷⥞ˈӾ㘼Ѫᵚᶕ⹄ウᨀҶᯠⲴ㿶䀂Ǆ
ˊተ䲀ᙗ৺ᵚᶕ⹄ウᯩੁ
7ˊ
ᵜ⹄ウӽ❦ᆈ൘ተ䲀ᙗˈᵚᶕ൘аӋᯩ䶒ӽ䴰㾱䘋а↕␡⹄ޕウǄ俆ˈݸа
Ӌ䈳㢲ᡆ᧗ࡦਈ䟿⋑ᴹ㘳ሏǄᵜ⹄ウ䟷⭘ᇎ傼ᯩ⌅ˈᧂ䲔Ҷ䈨ཊਈ䟿Ⲵᖡ૽ˈ㲭
❦⺞؍Ҷ⹄ウⲴ䜘᭸ᓖˈն⹄ウⲴཆ䜘᭸ᓖՊਇࡠᖡ૽Ǆᵚᶕ⹄ウਟԕỰ傼к
䘠аӋਈ䟿Ⲵᖡ૽ˈ䘉ਟ㜭ՊᗇࡠᴤᇼᴹѹⲴ㔃䇪Ǆަ⅑ˈᵜ⹄ウ㻛䈅൷Ѫ൘
ṑᵜ、Ǆ㲭❦ᱟаᴹ᭸Ⲵ⹄ウᇎ䐥ˈնᱟ㻛䈅Ⲵᒤ喴ǃᮉ㛢ㅹӪਓ㔏䇑⢩ᖱᶴ
ᡀᒦн৽ᓄᮤփӪਓᓄᙗⲴ࠶ᐳǄᵚᶕⲴ⹄ウਟԕ䘋а↕൘н਼⎸䍩㘵㓶࠶
৺н਼Ⲵӗ૱㊫࡛л䘋㹼ˈӾ㘼ᗇࡠᴤѪޘ䶒ǃᇒ㿲Ⲵ㔃䇪Ǆ
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The Change and Innovation of STP Marketing Theory from
the Big Data Perspective

Chunrong Zhang, Shumei Duan
Changchun Guanghua Univercity, Changchun
18943939183@163.com

ABSTRACT
The development of big data technology has been taken a far-reaching influence
on traditional marketing theory. In enterprise marketing management, how to
converting big data to be basic and strategic resources, and implementation the data
driven marketing strategy, has become a focus in the study of enterprise marketing
management. This paper, based on the big data perspective, discusses the
transformation and realization form of the traditional STP marketing theory, in big
data environment. Research on the ways, that the enterprise how to transformation
marketing thinking, and how to constructing the STP marketing strategy.
Keywords: Big data, STP marketing, marketing strategy
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བྷᮠᦞ㿶䀂л STP 㩕䬰⨶䇪Ⲵਈ䶙оࡋᯠ
ᕐ㓟㦓ˈ⇥␁ẵ
䮯᱕ॾݹᆖ䲒ˈ䮯᱕
18943939183@163.com

᪈㾱
བྷᮠᦞᢰᵟⲴਁኅሩՐ㔏Ⲵᐲ൪㩕䬰⨶䇪ӗ⭏Ҷ␡䘌Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆሶབྷᮠᦞ䖜ॆ
ѪԱъ㩕䬰㇑⨶ѝสᙗǃᡈ⮕ᙗ䍴ⓀˈࡦᇊᇎᯭสҾᮠᦞ傡ࣘⲴ㩕䬰ᡈ⮕ᐢ㓿
ᡀѪԱъ㩕䬰㇑⨶⹄ウⲴ䟽⛩Ǆᵜ᮷สҾབྷᮠᦞ㿶䀂ˈ᧒᷀Ր㔏 STP 㩕䬰⨶䇪
Ⲵਈ䶙оᇎ⧠ᖒᔿ,᧒ウབྷᮠᦞ⧟ຳлˈԱъ䖜ਈ㩕䬰ᙍ㔤ᶴᔪ STP 㩕䬰ᡈ⮕Ⲵ
䙄ᖴǄ
ޣ䭞䇽˖བྷᮠᦞ˗STP 㩕䬰˗㩕䬰ᡈ⮕

1.ᕅ䀰
བྷᮠᦞѪӂ㚄㖁㹼ъᯠа䖞Ⲵᢰᵟ⎚▞ˈᐢ㓿ᡀѪᖃࡽ⨶䇪⹄ウⲴᯠ✝
⛩ˈᆳнӵਈ䶙Ҷؑᢰᵟ㹼ъᵜ䓛ˈҏሩԱъ㇑⨶⨶ᘥǃ⍱〻ǃߣㆆ⁑ᔿㅹᯩ
䶒ᑖᶕҶ␡Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆབྷᮠᦞ⧟ຳлˈԱъⲴ㓿㩕ߣㆆሶᴤཊൠੁٮҾᮠᦞⲴ᥆
ᧈо࠶᷀ˈᴹ᭸Ⲵᨀॷ㇑⨶Ⲵ、ᆖᙗǄᐲ൪㩕䬰ѪԱъ㓿㩕㇑⨶Ⲵ䟽㾱⧟㢲ˈ
нਟ䚯ݽൠՊਇࡠབྷᮠᦞⲴߢࠫˈሶབྷᮠᦞⲴ⢩ᖱоᐲ൪㩕䬰⨶䇪ᴹᵪ㔃ਸˈ᧘
ࣘབྷᮠᦞ㿶䀂лⲴ㩕䬰⨶䇪оᇎ䐥⹄ウާᴹ䟽㾱ԧ٬Ǆ
2.“བྷᮠᦞ” Ⲵ⏥ѹ઼⢩ᖱ
Āؑ⠶⛨āⲴ䈤⌅⭡ᶕᐢѵˈն䘁ᒤᶕӪԜਁᝏ㿹“བྷᮠᦞ”Ⲵᶕ࣯ࠦ⥋Ǆ
൘䗷৫Ⲵࠐᒤѝˈӂ㚄㖁Ⲵਁኅ࣐ᘛҶؑᢰᵟ൘⽮Պǃ㓿⍾ǃ⭏⍫ㅹњ亶ฏ
⑇䘿ˈ൘〫ࣘ䇑㇇ǃ⢙㚄㖁ǃӁ䇑㇇ㅹа㌫ࡇᯠޤᢰᵟⲴ᭟ᤱлˈ⽮ӔჂփǃॿ
਼ࡋ䙐ǃ㲊ᤏᴽ࣑ㅹᯠරᓄ⭘⁑ᔿᤱ㔝ᤃኅ⵰Ӫ㊫ࡋ䙐઼࡙⭘ؑⲴ㤳ത઼ᖒ
ᔿǄ㠚ӾӪ㊫ᴹঠࡧᵟԕᶕˈ䗷ᖰкॳᒤᡰᴹⲴঠࡧᶀᯉਚᖃҾ 200PBˈ㘼൘
2011 ᒤ⨳ޘᮠᦞ֯⭘䟿ᐢ䗮ࡠҶ 1.8ZB˄1ZB 㓖Ѫ 1PB Ⲵ 100 з˅ؽǄṩᦞᐲ
൪⹄ウޜਨ IDC Ⲵ㔏䇑ˈ⨳ޘᮠᆇؑ൘ᵚᶕࠐᒤሶ⧠Ӫ䮯ˈ亴䇑ࡠ 2020
ᒤᙫ䟿ሶᱟ⧠൘Ⲵ 44 ⨳ޘˈؽᮠᦞ֯⭘䟿ሶ䗮ࡠབྷ㓖 35.2 ZBǄޘ䶒สҾ઼ؑ
㖁㔌Ⲵ⭏ӗ઼ࡋᯠ⁑ᔿˈ↓൘ሶӪ㊫⽮Պᑖޕㅜй⅑ᐕъ䶙ભᰦԓǄ
2.1 བྷᮠᦞⲴ⏥ѹ
2008 ᒤ 9 ᴸˈǉ㠚❦Ǌ᧘ࠪབྷᮠᦞу䗁ˈӾӂ㚄㖁ᢰᵟǃ䎵㓗䇑㇇ǃ㖁㔌
㓿⍾ᆖǃ⧟ຳ、ᆖㅹཊᆖ、㿶䀂᧒䇘ҶབྷᮠᦞᑖᶕⲴԧ٬оᡈǄ2011 ᒤԕّ
ሬӁ䇑㇇㪇〠Ⲵ EMC ޜਨሶᒤՊѫ仈⺞ᇊѪ“Ӂ䇑㇇䙷བྷᮠᦞ”ˈ਼ᒤ 6 ᴸˈ
哖㛟䭑ǃIBM ㅹՇཊഭཆᵪᶴ㔗ਁᐳབྷᮠᦞ⹄ޣウᣕˈ2012 ᒤབྷᮠᦞᡀ
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Ѫ䗮⊳ᯟц⭼㓿⍾䇪උⲴѫ仈ѻаǄ㠣↔ˈ“བྷᮠᦞ”ᡀѪањ↓ᔿⲴᾲᘥˈ䙀↕
᱐ޜޕՇᑈˈᒦᕅਁҶа㌫ࡇਾ㔝⽮Պᖡ૽Ǆ
ⴞࡽˈሩҾབྷᮠᦞ⏥ѹ䘈⋑ᴹ䗮ᡀа㠤Ⲵ䇔䇶ˈഭཆᆖ㘵ǃ⹄ウᵪᶴ࠶࡛
Ӿᮠᦞփ䟿ǃ༽ᵲ〻ᓖǃ࠶᷀ԧ٬йњ䀂ᓖሩབྷᮠᦞ䘋㹼⭼ᇊǄ哖㛟䭑൘ަ⹄ウ
ᣕǉབྷᮠᦞ˖ࡋᯠǃㄎҹ઼⭏ӗ࣋Ⲵлањᯠ亶ฏǊѝӾᮠᦞ䳶Ⲵ“བྷփ䟿”
ޕˈሩབྷᮠᦞ䘋㹼Ҷ⭼ᇊˈᨀࠪབྷᮠᦞᱟᤷ䛓Ӌ㿴⁑བྷࡠՐ㔏Ⲵᮠᦞᓃ䖟Ԧᐕ
ާᐢ㓿ᰐ⌅䟷䳶ǃᆈۘǃ㇑⨶઼࠶᷀Ⲵᮠᦞ䳶ǄManyika ㅹሶབྷᮠᦞ⭼ᇊѪᰐ⌅
൘аᇊᰦ䰤䘀⭘Ր㔏ᮠᦞᓃ䖟Ԧሩަ䘋㹼⭏ᡀǃ㇑⨶઼༴⨶Ⲵᮠᦞ䳶ਸǄ 㘼
MacAfee ઼ Brynjolfsson ࡉӾ୶ъ㇑⨶㿶䀂䇔Ѫབྷᮠᦞᱟ“࠶᷀”Ⲵਖа㺘䘠ˈ
ᱟ᧒ራӾᮠᦞѝ㧧ਆ⸕䇶ˈᒦሶަ䖜ॆѪ୶ъՈ࣯ⲴᲪ㜭Ⲵ㇑⨶⍫ࣘǄ
2.2 བྷᮠᦞⲴ⢩ᖱ
ቭ㇑“བྷᮠᦞ”Ⲵ⏥ѹᆈ൘н਼Ⲵ㺘䘠ˈնᲞ䙽Ⲵ㿲⛩ᱟབྷᮠᦞо“⎧䟿”ᮠᦞ
઼“བྷ㿴⁑”ᮠᦞⲴᾲᘥа㜹ˈਚᱟ൘ᮠᦞփ䟿ǃᮠᦞӗ⭏䙏ᓖ઼༽ᵲᙗйњ
ᯩ䶒䘌䘌䎵ࠪҶՐ㔏Ⲵᮠᦞᖒᘱˈҏ䎵ࠪҶ⧠ᴹᢰᵟⲴ༴⨶㜭࣋ˈᒦᑖᶕҶᐘབྷ
ⲴӗъࡋᯠⲴᵪ䙷Ǆሩབྷᮠᦞ⢩ᙗⲴ⨶䀓ᐢᖒᡀ䖳Ѫ㔏аⲴ㿲⛩˖ 㿴⁑ॆ
˄Volume˅ǃཊṧॆ˄Variety˅ǃᘛ䙏ॆ˄Velocity˅ǃԧ٬ॆ˄Value˅ᱟབྷᮠ
ᦞާᴹഋ亩ިර⢩⛩ˈণ“4V”Ǆ˄1˅㿴⁑ॆǄ 60 。䫏——Flicker кՊᴹ 3125
ᕐ➗⡷кՐˈFacebook кᯠਁᐳ 70 зᶑؑˈYouTube ᴹ 200 з⅑㿲䍿——
മ⡷ǃ༠丣ǃ᮷ᆇԕ৺䘉㛼ਾ⭘ᡧⲴҐᜟ઼䖘䘩ᶴᡀҶӂ㚄㖁кⲴᮠᦞ䍴Ⓚˈᮠ
ᦞ㿴⁑нᯝᢙབྷǄ˄2˅ཊṧॆǄབྷᮠᦞ⏥ⴆⲴᮠᦞ㊫රवᤜԕᮠᦞԃᓃᡆޣ㌫
ᮠᦞᓃᖒᔿᆈ൘㔃ᶴॆᮠᦞˈҏवᤜԕ䶎㔃ᶴॆᖒᔿᆈ൘Ⲵ᮷ᆇǃമ⡷ǃ䈝丣ǃ
㿶仁ㅹᝏ⸕ᮠᦞԕ৺⽮Պ㖁㔌ᴽ࣑ᮠᦞǄ˄3˅ᘛ䙏ॆǄ൘㖁㔌ᰦԓˈՐ
⧟㢲㕙⸝ˈᮠᦞ⭏ӗ઼Ր䘁Ѿ਼↕ˈᮠᦞӗ⭏ǃ࡙⭘ǃ༴⨶ǃ࠶᷀䗷〻儈䙏⦷ˈ
֯⭘ᡧⲴᇎᰦ䴰≲ਟԕᗇࡠ┑䏣ˈᮠᦞԧ٬བྷབྷᨀॷǄ˄4˅ԧ٬ॆǄབྷᮠᦞⲴ
ᐘབྷ୶ъԧ٬ᐢ㓿ࡍ䵢ㄟٚˈ䙊䗷ሩᮠᦞ䘋㹼㋮߶Ⲵ࠶᷀ˈབྷᮠᦞᗵሶӗ⭏བྷ
⭘Ǆ
བྷᮠᦞᰦԓ STP 㩕䬰ᡈ⮕Ⲵਈ䶙
3.བྷ
㓥㿲⽮ՊⲴਁኅশ〻ˈ⇿а⅑䟽བྷⲴ、ᢰ䶙ભˈᗵሶᑖᶕᓄⲴӗъ䶙ભˈ
Ӿ㘼䙐ᡀᓄⲴᐲ൪䶙ભ઼⎸䍩䶙ભǄབྷᮠᦞᰦԓˈӪԜⲴ⭏⍫ᯩᔿǃ⭏ӗᯩᔿǃ
ᙍ㔤ᯩᔿᐢ㓿ਁ⭏Ҷᶱབྷൠ᭩ਈˈ䘉аᯩ䶒ᑖᶕҶ“བྷᮠᦞ”Ⲵᐲ൪ॆˈ਼ᰦҏᗵ
ሶᑖᶕᐲ൪ѫփǃᇒփ઼ᐲ൪ޣ㌫Ⲵ“བྷᮠᦞ”ॆǄѪҶ䘲ᓄ“བྷᮠᦞ”ᐲ൪ਁኅⲴ
䎻࣯ˈԱъⲴ㩕䬰⍫ࣘҏᗵ享䟷ਆᓄⲴ“བྷᮠᦞ”㩕䬰ᡈ⮕Ǆ
3.1 STP 㩕䬰ᡈ⮕Ⲵ⏥
STP ᱟ⧠ԓԱъᡈ⮕㩕䬰ⲴṨᗳᇩǄ
ᗧቄ·ਢᇶᯟ(Wended Smith)൘ 1956
ᒤᨀࠪҶᐲ൪㓶࠶Ⲵᾲᘥˈ㨢࡙⎖·、⢩ं䘋а↕ਁኅ઼ᆼழҶᗧቄ·ਢᇶᯟⲴ
⨶䇪ᒦᴰ㓸ᖒᡀҶᡀ⟏Ⲵ STP 㩕䬰⨶䇪Ǆ䈕⨶䇪Ⲵѫ㾱ᇩᱟ˖Աъ䶒ሩᓎབྷǃ
༽ᵲⲴᐲ൪ˈ൘䘉њᐲ൪кᆈ൘⵰н਼Ⲵ亮ᇒ䴰≲઼ྭٿǄਇࡠ䍴Ⓚᴹ䲀ᙗ઼ަ
Ԇഐ㍐Ⲵࡦ㓖ˈԫօањԱъ䜭нਟ㜭┑䏣ᐲ൪кᡰᴹ亮ᇒⲴ䴰≲ˈҏнਟ㜭൘
ᐲ൪㩕䬰Ⲵ䗷〻ѝ㓸ঐᴹ㔍ሩⲴՈ࣯Ǆ䶒ሩ◰⛸Ⲵᐲ൪ㄎҹˈԱъѪҶ≲⭏ᆈǃ
䈻ਁኅˈᗵ享䘋㹼ᐲ൪䴰≲࠶᷀ˈ䇶࡛њн਼Ⲵ亮ᇒ㗔ˈᒦфӾѝ䘹ᤙањᡆ
ࠐњѪ㠚ᐡⲴⴞḷᐲ൪Ǆ❦ਾ䘀⭘ᐲ൪㩕䬰㓴ਸˈ䳶ѝ࣋䟿┑䏣ⴞḷᐲ൪Ⲵ䴰
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≲Ǆⴞḷᐲ൪㩕䬰ᡈ⮕⭡йњ㍗ᇶ㚄㌫нਟ࠶ࢢⲴ⧟㢲ᆼᡀ˖аᱟᐲ൪㓶࠶
˄Segmenting˅ˈҼᱟ䘹ᤙⴞḷᐲ൪˄Targeting˅ˈйᱟᐲ൪ᇊս˄Positioning˅ˈ
ণ STP 㩕䬰ᡈ⮕Ǆ
3.2 བྷᮠᦞᰦԓᐲ൪㓶࠶Ⲵਈ䶙
ᐲ൪㓶࠶ᱟᤷ㩕䬰㘵䙊䗷ᐲ൪䈳⹄ˈ⎸ᦞ䍩㘵Ⲵ䴰㾱ǃⅢᵋǃ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫǃ
䍝ҠҐᜟㅹᯩ䶒ⲴᐞᔲˈᢺḀаӗ૱Ⲵᐲ൪ᮤփࡂ࠶Ѫ㤕ᒢ⎸䍩㘵㗔Ⲵᐲ൪࠶㊫
䗷〻Ǆᐲ൪㓶࠶Ⲵᇎ䍘ᱟሩ⎸䍩㘵䘋㹼࠶㊫ˈᢺާᴹḀӋ਼ޡ⢩ᖱⲴ⎸䍩㘵䢤࡛
ࠪᶕˈᒦ֯ѻᱮᙗॆˈ“㚊ਸ”൘а䎧ˈᖒᡀањњⲴ“ᆀᐲ൪”Ǆᐲ൪㓶࠶ᱟ䘹ᤙ
ⴞḷᐲ൪઼ᐲ൪ᇊսⲴส઼ࡽᨀˈሩҾԱъᐲ൪㩕䬰⍫ࣘⲴᡀ䍕ᴹ⵰㠣ޣ䟽㾱
Ⲵ⭘Ǆ
བྷᮠᦞᰦԓⲴᐲ൪㓶࠶㺘⧠ࠪ䎵㓶࠶ॆⲴ⢩⛩ǄؑᢰᵟⲴਁኅˈ֯ᗇؑ
ⲴՐ䙂ᴤѪ儈䙏ǃᦧׯǃվᡀᵜˈ䗷৫ഠᢠ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ“ؑнሩ〠”䰞仈ˈ↓൘䙀
↕߿ቁ઼⎸䲔Ǆ㠚Ⴢփ˄We Media˅Ⲵࠪ⧠ҏѪབྷՇ㿱Ⲵ㺘䗮઼ՐᨀҶ
ᴹ᭸ⲴᒣਠǄঊᇒǃᗞঊǃᗞؑǃ䍤ǃ䇪උㅹབྷ䟿⭡Პ䙊བྷՇѫሬⲴؑՐ
⍫ࣘⴋ㹼ˈӪԜ㜭ཏ᧕᭦ࡠᶕ㠚ഋ䶒ޛᯩⲴؑˈ“ѫ⍱Ⴢփ”ⲴՐ᭸᷌䙀⑀߿
ᕡˈ↓൘ᖸབྷ〻ᓖкᖡ૽ҶབྷՇ⨶䀓઼ᙍ㘳ⲴҐᜟˈབྷՇн᧕ਇ㻛ањ“㔏а
Ⲵ༠丣”⸕ሩᡆ䭉ˈ⇿ањӪ䜭൘Ӿ⤜・㧧ᗇⲴ䍴䇟ѝˈሩһ⢙ࠪڊ㠚ᐡⲴࡔ
ᯝǄ൘䘉ṧⲴ㛼Ჟлˈ⎸䍩㘵“њᙗॆ⎸䍩”Ⲵ䇶䙀↕кॷˈњփ䴰≲Ⲵ㓶࠶ॆǃ
ᐞᔲॆ䎺ᶕ䎺᰾ᱮˈ“ᐲ൪”↓൘⬖䀓ᡀањањⲴ“⺾⡷”ˈᖒᡀҶᐘབྷⲴ“䮯ቮ”Ǆ
Ӿ㘼ᑖᶕҶᐲ൪Ⲵ䎵㓶࠶ॆǄ
3.3 བྷᮠᦞᰦԓⴞḷᐲ൪䘹ᤙⲴਈ䶙
ⴞḷᐲ൪ᱟᤷԱъ൘ᐲ൪㓶࠶Ⲵสкˈ䘹ᤙ㾱䘋Ⲵޕᴰ֣㓶࠶ᐲ൪Ǆⴞḷ
ᐲ൪䘹ᤙᱟ STP ᡈ⮕ⲴㅜҼњ↕僔ˈᱟԱъ᰾⺞㠚䓛ާփᴽ࣑ሩ䊑Ⲵ䗷〻ˈޣ
㌫ࡠԱъ㩕䬰ᡈ⮕ⴞḷⲴ㩭ᇎˈҏᱟࡦᇊ㩕䬰ㆆ⮕Ⲵṩᵜࠪਁ⛩ǄሩҾԱъ㘼䀰ˈ
ᒦ䶎ᡰᴹⲴ㓶࠶ᐲ൪䜭ާᴹ਼Ⲵ੨ᕅ࣋ˈਚᴹ䛓ӋоԱъ㠚䓛Ⲵ䍴ⓀᶑԦ䘲
ᓄˈ㜭ཏਁᥕ㠚䓛Ո࣯Ⲵ㓶࠶ᐲ൪ާᴹ䖳ᕪⲴ੨ᕅ࣋ˈᱟᴰ֣Ⲵ㓶࠶ᐲ൪Ǆ
൘བྷᮠᦞᰦԓˈԱъⴞḷᐲ൪Ⲵ䘹ᤙሶ䶒ѤᴤཊⲴн⺞ᇊᙗǄᐲ൪Ⲵ⺾⡷ॆ
઼⎸䍩㘵Ⲵњᙗॆሶ֯ᗇⴞḷᐲ൪Ⲵ㿴⁑઼ᡀ䮯▌࣋䳮ԕ࠶઼᷀䇴ՠˈণ֯ᶕ
൘㓶࠶ᐲ൪ѝঐᴹՈ࣯ⲴԱъሩ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ੨ᕅ࣋ҏ䳮Ҿ䮯ᵏᢺᨑǄབྷᮠᦞⲴᐲ൪
ॆ઼ᐲ൪Ⲵབྷᮠᦞॆሶ֯ᗇᐲ൪ㄎҹᴤ࣐䘿᰾ǃ◰⛸ˈ䍝Ҡ㘵Ⲵ䇞ԧ㜭࣋ᨀ儈ˈ
▌൘ㄎҹ㘵઼ᴯԓ૱ࠪ⧠Ⲵઘᵏᴤ⸝Ǆሶ⺾⡷ॆⲴᐲ൪䟽ᯠ“㚊ਸ”ሶሩབྷᮠᦞᰦ
ԓⲴ㩕䬰ާᴹ䟽㾱ⲴѹǄ
3.4 བྷᮠᦞᰦԓԱъᐲ൪ᇊսⲴਈ䶙
ᐲ൪ᇊսቡᱟԱъṩᦞⴞḷᐲ൪к਼㊫ӗ૱Ⲵㄎҹ⣦ߥˈ䪸ሩ亮ᇒሩ䈕㊫ӗ
૱ḀӋᙗᡆ⢩ᖱⲴ䟽㿶〻ᓖˈກ䙐ᵜԱъᡆӗ૱ᕪᴹ࣋ⲴǃоՇн਼Ⲵ勌᰾њ
ᙗᡆᖒ䊑ˈᒦሶަ⭏ࣘൠՐ䙂㔉ⴞḷ亮ᇒˈ≲ᗇ亮ᇒ䇔਼Ǆᐲ൪ᇊսⲴᇎ䍘ᱟ֯
ᵜԱъоަԆԱъѕṬ४࠶ᔰᶕˈ֯亮ᇒ᰾ᱮᝏ㿹઼䇔䇶ࡠ䘉ᐞ࡛ˈӾ㘼൘亮
ᇒᗳⴞѝঐᴹ⢩↺Ⲵս㖞ˈਆᗇⴞḷᐲ൪ⲴㄎҹՈ࣯Ǆ
൘བྷᮠᦞᰦԓˈԱъᡆӗ૱ᇊսᐞᔲॆਈ䟿Ⲵ䘹ᤙሶՊਁ⭏∄䖳བྷⲴਈॆˈ
ᴮ㓿㹼ѻᴹ᭸Ⲵഐ㍐ˈྲԧṬׯᇌǃӗ૱㓿ѵ㙀⭘ǃᒯᣅޕཊǃ㖁ᓇᇶ䳶ㅹㅹˈ
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ਟ㜭䜭Պཡ৫ަᴹⲴ᭸᷌ˈ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵњᙗॆ䎻࣯㾱≲Աъᗵ享ᴤཊൠ⌘ޣԆⲴ
ⴞḷ亮ᇒˈჂփ⧟ຳⲴਈॆሩԱъᐲ൪ൠսⲴՐᨀࠪҶᯠⲴ㾱≲Ǆ
4. བྷᮠᦞ㿶䀂л STP 㩕䬰⨶䇪Ⲵࡋᯠ
࡙⭘བྷᮠᦞ䘋㹼㩕䬰ᱟᰦԓਁኅⲴᗵ❦ˈࣘབྷᮠᦞ㩕䬰ޣ䭞нᱟ൘Ҿᢰ
ᵟ㘼ᱟ൘Ҿᙍᜣ઼⨶ᘥǄᢺ STP 㩕䬰⨶䇪䮦፼Ҿབྷᮠᦞ䘉俆Ҁㄐѻкˈᗵሶ֯
ަབྷ᭮ᔲᖙǄ൘བྷᮠᦞᰦԓˈᓎབྷⲴᮠᦞ䍴ⓀѪ STP 㩕䬰⨶䇪Ⲵᓄ⭘ྐᇊҶᮠ
䟿ॆⲴสˈᕪҶ䈕⨶䇪ᓄ⭘Ⲵ、ᆖᙗˈҏᗵሶަ㢪ᵟᙗⲴਁᥕᨀॷࡠᯠⲴ儈
ᓖǄ
4.1 བྷᮠᦞ㿶䀂лⲴᐲ൪㓶࠶
བྷᮠᦞᰦԓˈสҾབྷᮠᦞⲴᐲ൪㓶࠶ˈሶᡀѪԱъᐲ൪㓶࠶Ⲵᗵ❦䙄ᖴˈ䘉
ҏᗵሶ࣐䙏ᐲ൪㓶࠶Ⲵ、ᆖॆ䘋〻Ǆሩ⎸䍩㘵ⲴҶ䀓઼ᢺᨑᱟԱъᐲ൪㓶࠶Ⲵ䟽
㾱สˈቔަᱟ൘ᐲ൪⺾⡷ॆ઼⎸䍩㘵њᙗॆⲴ䎻࣯лˈ㝡Ҷᮠᦞ࠶᷀Ⲵᐲ൪
㓶࠶ሶረ↕䳮㹼Ǆ
ԕᖰޣҾ⎸䍩㘵ᗳ⨶઼㹼ѪⲴᮠᦞབྷ䜭ᱟԕ䰞ধ䈳ḕ઼ⴤ᧕㿲ሏ⌅㧧ਆˈ䘉
ሬ㠤ᴹӋ䟽㾱ؑᰐ⌅㧧ਆᡆ㧧ਆᡀᵜ䖳儈ˈն൘ᯠⲴᮠᦞ⧟ຳлˈᡁԜࡉᴹᵪ
Պᢺᮠᦞ㚊䳶䎧ᶕǄӪԜ㹼ѪⲴᖸཊؑ䙊䗷ⴁ᧗᧒ཤǃ㖁㔌ᰕᘇㅹ䙄ᖴ㻛䇠ᖅ
лᶕˈ㲭❦䘉Ӌؑབྷ䜭ᱟ࠶ᮓⲴˈն䎺ᶕ䎺ཊⲴ“മ”ᮠᦞޜਨ㬜ࣳਁኅˈᑞ
ࣙԱъ࡙⭘ᮠᦞؑ⨶Ⲵ࠶ݵ䀓⎸䍩㘵ǃ⨶䀓୶ᵪˈণ֯Ჲᰦ“മ”н㜭㻛ޘ䜘
ࠪˈࠪⲴ䜘࠶മṸҏՊӗ⭏аᇊⲴԧ٬ˈᴹ᭸Ⲵᮠᦞ傡ࣘሶྲ਼ DNA ⍻ᒿ
аṧ৽᱐ࠪ⧠ᇎⲴ⎸䍩㘵Ǆ∄ྲˈ䐘䚃ǃ䐘䴦୶Ⲵᮠᦞ䳶ਸ䎧ᶕਟԕ৽᱐ࠪ
亮ᇒⲴᆼᮤ䍝Ҡ䗷〻ˈPOS 䖟Ԧਟԕ䟷䳶ࡠѠᇼⲴ୶૱ؑˈ〫ࣘ㓸ㄟ৽侸ࠪ亮
ᇒⲴս㖞ؑˈ⽮ӔჂփ䖟Ԧࡉਟԕⴁ⍻ࡠ亮ᇒⲴᛵ㔚ؑˈ亮ᇒⲴؑᩌራ㹼
Ѫ઼Ӕ᱃㹼Ѫ䜭Պ㻛ᆼᮤ䇠ᖅǄ䙊䗷䘉Ӌؑਟԕ࠶᷀ࠪ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵௌྭо䍝ҠҐ
ᜟˈሩԱъⲴᐲ൪㓶࠶䎧ࡠ䶎ᑨ䟽㾱Ⲵ⭘ˈᨀ儈Ҷᐲ൪㓶࠶Ⲵᇎ⭘ᙗ઼ᴹ᭸ᙗˈ
䘋㘼ᇎ⧠ሩᐲ൪Ⲵཊݳ㓶࠶ˈᒦфሩ㓶࠶ᐲ൪ࠪڊণᰦⲴࣘᘱ䈳ᮤǄ
4.2 བྷᮠᦞ㿶䀂лⲴⴞḷᐲ൪䘹ᤙ
བྷᮠᦞ㿶䀂лԱъⴞḷᐲ൪Ⲵᢺᨑᴤ࣐㋮߶Ǆ䘀⭘བྷᮠᦞ᥆ᧈᢰᵟ㜭ཏᇎ⧠
ሩ㓶࠶ᐲ൪ᴤѪ㋮⺞Ⲵ࠶઼᷀䇴ՠˈ㜭ཏᴤྭൠᢺᨑ㓶࠶ᐲ൪Ⲵ㿴⁑ǃᡀ䮯▌࣋
ԕ৺ᐲ൪Ⲵ੨ᕅ࣋Ǆֻྲˈ䘀⭘བྷᮠᦞᢰᵟˈ㜭ཏᴤᘛᦧൠⴁ⍻ㄎҹሩǃᓄ
୶ԕ৺亮ᇒⲴࣘᘱǄ
བྷᮠᦞᰦԓˈԱъⲴⴞḷᐲ൪䘹ᤙሶ䎻Ҿ“㋮߶”Ǆ㋮߶Ⲵњᙗॆ୶૱᧘ӻᐢᡀ
ѪԱъ㩕䬰ਁኅⲴᯠᯩੁˈ“བྷᮠᦞ”Ѫ㋮߶ⲴǃњᙗॆⲴ୶૱᧘ӻᨀҶਟᤱ㔝
ਁኅⲴ⊳൏઼ݵ䏣Ⲵޫ࠶Ǆؑ䟿Ⲵ伎䙏䮯ᱟ、ᢰ䘋↕Ⲵ㔃᷌ˈն㠚❦Ӫᵜ䓛
൘փ࣋ǃᲪ࣋ǃ㋮࣋ㅹᯩ䶒তᖸ䳮ᘛ䙏ᗇࡠᓄⲴᨀ儈ˈഐ↔ˈབྷᮠᦞሶሬ㠤⎸
䍩㘵⋑൘⎙♊Ⲵؑ⎧⌻ѻѝǄሩԱъ㘼䀰ˈ䎒ᗇ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᴰྭ࣎⌅ቡᱟሶ৺
ᰦǃ߶⺞ൠѪ⎸䍩㘵ᨀަᡰ䴰୶૱ⲴؑǄֻྲˈ൘⭥ᆀ୶࣑ᒣਠкӗ⭏Ⲵ亮
ᇒ⍱䟿ǃ㔃ᶴǃ⛩ࠫ⦷ǃ䍝Ҡઘᵏǃޤ䏓ㅹㅹབྷ䟿ᮠᦞˈਟԕ䙊䗷ሩབྷᮠᦞⲴᩌ
䳶ǃᮤਸ઼࠶᷀ˈሶ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ૱ણ઼⎸䍩ᝯ䘋㹼߶⺞䇶࡛ˈѪަᨀ㋮߶Ⲵǃ
њᙗॆⲴӗ૱઼ᴽ࣑ˈԕᨀ儈ԱъⲴ㩕ъ仍઼࡙⏖Ǆⴞࡽ൘⭥୶亶ฏˈӊ傜䘺ᐢ
㓿䙊䗷њᙗॆᢰᵟ᭟ᤱѪ亮ᇒ䘋㹼Ც㜭ሬ䍝ˈབྷᑵᨀॷҶ⭘ᡧ┑ᓖ઼䬰ъ
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㔙Ǆ
4.3 བྷᮠᦞ㿶䀂лⲴᐲ൪ᇊս
བྷᮠᦞሶᨀॷԱъᐲ൪ᇊսⲴ᭸઼᷌᭸⦷Ǆ䘀⭘བྷᮠᦞᢰᵟਟԕᴤѪ㋮߶Ⲵ
ᢺᨑ⎸䍩㘵ˈҶ䀓▌൘⭘ᡧ䗮ࡠѫ㾱⢩ᖱˈ࠶᷀ԆԜⲴௌྭˈᕅሬӗ૱ᡀ࣏ᇊսˈ
䎒ᗇᐲ൪Ǆབྷᮠᦞᰦԓˈᐲ൪ؑՐⲴ䙏ᓖ઼䘿᰾ᓖᱮ㪇ᨀॷˈն䘉“䙏ᓖ”ǃ
“䘿᰾ᓖ”㠣ቁ൘⸝ᰦᵏѻ൘Աъѻ䰤䘈нՊᱟޜᒣⲴˈ䘉ҏ↓ᱟབྷԱъҹ
ঐ亶བྷᮠᦞ䘉аࡦ儈⛩Ⲵ䟽㾱ഐǄ
਼ᰦˈդ䲿⵰བྷᮠᦞᰦԓޘჂփ⧟ຳⲴ⠶ਁˈԱъՐ㠚䓛ᇊսⲴᯩᔿҏӾ
“Ⴢփሬੁ”ੁ“ਇՇሬੁ”䖜ਈǄԕᖰⲴ㩕䬰⍫ࣘ享ԕჂփѪሬੁˈ䘹ᤙ⸕ᓖ儈
⍿㿸䟿བྷⲴჂփ䘋㹼ᣅ᭮ǄྲӺˈᒯѫਟԕ䙊䗷བྷᮠᦞ⸕ᲃⴞḷਇՇ䓛༴օᯩˈ
⵰⌘ޣӰѸս㖞ⲴቿᒅǄਟԕࡠڊᖃн਼⭘ᡧ਼⌘ޣаჂփⲴ਼⭼䶒ᰦˈᒯ
ᇩᴹᡰн਼ˈᇎ⧠Ҷሩ㖁≁Ⲵњᙗॆ㩕䬰Ǆ઼Ր㔏ᒯ“аॺⲴᒯ䍩㻛⎚䍩
ᦹ”∄ˈབྷᮠᦞ㩕䬰൘ᴰབྷ〻ᓖкˈ䇙ᒯѫⲴᣅ᭮ࡠڊᴹⲴ᭮⸒ˈᒦਟԕṩ
ᦞᇎᰦᙗⲴ૱⡼Ր᭸᷌৽侸ˈ৺ᰦሩᒯᣅ᭮ㆆ⮕䘋㹼䈳ᮤǄ
4.4 བྷᮠᦞ㿶䀂л STP 㩕䬰ᡈ⮕⁑රᶴᔪ
ᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖᱟ、ᆖо㢪ᵟⲴ㔃ਸˈᱟа䰘⹄ウ䙊䗷┑䏣࡛Ӫᶕ㧧Ⲵ࡙⏖Ⲵ、
ᆖо㢪ᵟǄ㩕䬰ᆖⲴ“、ᆖ”䜘࠶䎆ҾᮠᦞⲴ᭦䳶ǃ༴⨶ǃ࠶઼᷀㩕䬰ᮠᦞ
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ԕབྷᮠᦞѪᢈⲴ STP 㩕䬰ᡈ⮕⁑රᶴᔪ˄മ 1˅ˈሩԱъⲴ㩕䬰ᇎ䐥ާᴹ䟽㾱
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The Influential Mechanism of Perceived Product
Innovativeness on Customer-Based Brand Equity

Shu Chen 1, Wei Liu 2, Fuxi Yu 1
(1. School of Business, Xi’an International Studies University, Xi’an; 2. School of
Economics and Management, Northwest University, Xi’an)
Email: chenshu1944@126.com

ABSTRACT
Product innovation is an important driving force of enterprise to obtain
competitive advantage, but the success rate of new product is very low, how should
enterprises innovation ability is easier to let consumers to accept has become
important practical problems in front of every enterprise. Different from previous
research, this paper explores the influence on consumers’ purchase behavior from the
consumer perspective. Based on the information economics theory and innovation
diffusion theory, this paper explores the influential mechanism of Perceived Product
Innovativeness (PPI) on new product purchase intention through an empirical study.
The results show different dimensions of PPI have different impact on consumers,
Perceived Newness (PN) has inverted U-shaped influence on product liking, which
mediates PN and purchase intention; Perceived Meaningfulness (PM) has a positive
influence on product liking, which play a partial intermediary role between PM
purchase intention; consumer innovativeness proves to be a moderator variable
between product liking and purchase intention. The findings can not only improve the
related theory of PPI, but also help to promote new product diffusion for tech
enterprises.
Keywords: Perceived Product Innovativeness; Perceived Newness; Perceived
Meaningfulness; product liking; purchase intention; consumer innovativeness
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Աъ䈕ྲօࡋᯠᴤᇩ᱃䇙亮ᇒ᧕ਇ——ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠሩ
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䱸ဍ 1ˈࡈՏ 2ˈҾᇼௌ 1
˄1.㾯ᆹཆഭ䈝བྷᆖ ୶ᆖ䲒ˈ㾯ᆹ˗2.㾯ेབྷᆖ 㓿⍾㇑⨶ᆖ䲒ˈ㾯ᆹ˅
Email: chenshu1944@126.com

᪈㾱
ӗ૱ࡋᯠᱟԱъ㧧ਆㄎҹՈ࣯Ⲵ䟽㾱᧘ࣘ࣋ˈնᯠӗ૱ᡀ࣏⦷তᖸվˈԱъ
䈕ྲօࡋᯠᴤᇩ᱃䇙⎸䍩㘵᧕ਇᐢᡀѪ᩶൘⇿ањԱъ䶒ࡽⲴ䟽བྷ⧠ᇎ䰞仈Ǆ
оԕᖰ⹄ウн਼ˈᵜ᮷Ӿ⎸䍩㘵㿶䀂᧒䇘ӗ૱ࡋᯠሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡ㹼ѪⲴᖡ૽
⭘ˈԕؑ㓿⍾ᆖ⨶䇪઼ࡋᯠᢙᮓ⨶䇪ѪสˈᶴᔪҶᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠሩᯠӗ૱䍝
ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽ᵪࡦ⁑රˈᒦԕ、ᢰ㊫ӗ૱Ѫֻˈ䙊䗷Ѫᵏ 15 ઘᇎ傼傼䇱Ҷᡰᶴ
ᔪ⁑රⲴਸ⨶ᙗǄᇎ䇱㔃᷌㺘᰾˖ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠⲴн਼㔤ᓖሩ⎸䍩㘵ӗ⭏н਼Ⲵ
ᖡ૽ˈަѝᝏ⸕ᯠ仆ᙗоӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖѻ䰤ᆈ൘ قU රޣ㌫ˈӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖ൘ᝏ⸕
ᯠ仆ᙗоᯠӗ૱䍝Ҡᝯѻ䰤ਁᥕᆼޘѝӻ⭘˗ᝏ⸕ࡋᯠѹࡉՊ↓ੁᖡ૽ӗ
૱ௌ⡡ᓖˈӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖ൘є㘵ѻ䰤ਁᥕ䜘࠶ѝӻ⭘ˈф⎸䍩㘵ࡋᯠᙗ൘ӗ૱ௌ
⡡ᓖо䍝Ҡᝯѻ䰤䎧↓ੁ䈳㢲⭘Ǆᵜ᮷⹄ウнӵਟԕ䘋а↕ᆼழᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋ
ᯠⲴ⨶ޣ䇪ˈᴹࣙҾᤷሬԱъᴹ᭸ൠ䘋㹼ᯠӗ૱᧘ᒯ઼ᢙᮓǄ
ޣ䭞䇽˖ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠ˗ᝏ⸕ᯠ仆ᙗ˗ᝏ⸕ࡋᯠѹ˗ӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖ˗䍝Ҡ
ᝯ˗⎸䍩㘵ࡋᯠᙗ

1. ᕅ䀰
൘◰⛸Ⲵᐲ൪ㄎҹ⧟ຳлˈӗ૱ࡋᯠᱟԱъ㧧ਆㄎҹՈ࣯Ⲵ䟽㾱᧘ࣘ࣋Ǆ⇿
ᒤ䇨ཊԱъ䜭Պᣅޕབྷ䟿䍴䠁䘋㹼ӗ૱⹄ਁˈնᱟᯠӗ૱ᡀ࣏⦷তᖸվǄᦞ㔏䇑ˈ
1/3 ԕкⲴᯠӗ૱൘ӗ૱ᕅޕ䱦⇥ཡ䍕ˈᴽ࣑㹼ъ⇿ᒤᯠᴽ࣑ᕅޕཡ䍕Ⲵ∄ֻㄏ
儈䗮 95%ԕк(Stevens ઼ Dimitriadis, 2005)ˈ㘼фᯠӗ૱ᔰਁཡ䍕Ⲵ∄⦷䘈⧠
䙀ᒤкॷⲴ䎻࣯(Goode ㅹ, 2013)Ǆ䙐ᡀᯠӗ૱䖳儈ཡ䍕⦷Ⲵањ䟽㾱ഐᱟ㩕䬰
㘵ሩӗ૱ࡋᯠᙗⲴ䇔䇶ᒦн㜭㻛⎸䍩㘵ᡰ᧕ਇ(Calantone ㅹ, 2006)Ǆ䛓ѸˈԱъ
䈕ྲօࡋᯠᴤᇩ᱃䇙⎸䍩㘵᧕ਇᐢᡀѪ᩶൘⇿ањԱъ䶒ࡽⲴ䟽བྷ⧠ᇎ䰞仈Ǆ
ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠᙗ(Perceived product innovativeness) ᱟ㔗⎸䍩㘵ࡋᯠᙗѻਾӾ⎸䍩
㘵㿶䀂⹄ウࡋᯠⲴਖа䟽㾱ᾲᘥˈᤷⲴᱟ⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ૱ᡆᴽ࣑ࡋᯠⲴѫ㿲ᝏ⸕Ǆ
оԱъᇒ㿲㿶䀂Ⲵࡋᯠ⹄ウн਼ˈ䈕亶ฏ⹄ウᕪ䈳ԕ亮ᇒѪࡋᯠࡔᯝⲴѫփˈ㾱
≲Աъㄉ൘⎸䍩㘵㿶䀂кᇑ㿶ӗ૱ᡆᴽ࣑ⲴࡋᯠᙗǄ↔ᾲᘥа㓿ᨀࠪˈቡਇࡠҶ
㾯ᯩᆖ㘵Ⲵᒯ⌋ˈ⌘ޣᒦ䙀⑀ᡀѪࡋᯠ⹄ウѝⲴањ⤜・࠶᭟ˈ㘼ᡁഭ⹄ޣウ
䘈䶎ᑨቁǄᆖ㘵ԜᲞ䙽䇔ѪˈоՐ㔏Աъቲ䶒Ⲵࡋᯠᙗਈ䟿∄ˈᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠ
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ᙗሩᯠӗ૱ᔰਁ㔙᭸઼Աъࡋᯠ㔙᭸ㅹާᴹᴤᕪⲴ䀓䟺઼࣋亴⍻࣋(Kunz ㅹ,
2011)Ǆ
аⴤԕᶕˈᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠᙗᖡ૽⭘⹄ウ䜭ᱟ䈕亶ฏ⹄ウⲴ䟽⛩ᇩǄ⧠ᴹ
⹄ウѫ㾱⌘ޣҶᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠᙗሩ⢩ᇊӗ૱䍝Ҡᘱᓖ઼䍝Ҡ㹼ѪⲴᖡ૽[8]ˈն⹄
ウ㔃䇪ᒦн㔏аǄᴹⲴ⹄ウ䇔Ѫᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠᙗо亮ᇒ┑(Raju઼ Lonial,
2001)ǃ䍝Ҡᝯ(O’Cass઼Carison, 2012)〟ᶱˈޣҏᴹ⹄ウࡉਁ⧠ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋ
ᯠՊ䍏ੁᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵ᘱᓖᡆ㹼Ѫ(Kulviwatㅹ, 2007)ǄSzymanskiㅹ(2007)൘ޣҾӗ
૱ࡋᯠ⭘㔃᷌Ⲵаㇷ࠶ݳ᷀⹄ウѝᤷࠪˈ䙐ᡀ⹄ウ㔃䇪ӂ⸋Ⲵѫ㾱ഐ൘
Ҿⴞࡽᆖ⭼ሩᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠᙗᾲᘥ⭼ᇊ઼⍻䟿кⲴᐞᔲᙗԕ৺㕪ѿ㘳㲁ᛵຳഐ
㍐Ǆ䢤Ҿ↔ˈᵜ᮷ᦞᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠᇊѹ઼Vogt(2013)ޣҾᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠ䗷〻Ⲵ
࠶᷀ˈӾᝏ⸕ᯠ仆ᙗ઼ᝏ⸕ࡋᯠѹєњ㔤ᓖ㺘ᖱᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠˈфᕅޕѝӻ઼
䈳㢲ਈ䟿ˈᶴᔪҶᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠᝯⲴ⭘ᵪࡦ⁑රˈᒦ䙊䗷Ѫᵏ
15ઘᇎ傼傼䇱Ҷᡰᶴᔪ⁑රⲴਸ⨶ᙗǄᵜ᮷⹄ウнӵਟԕ䘋а↕ᆼழᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋ
ᯠⲴ⨶ޣ䇪ˈᴹࣙҾᤷሬԱъᴹ᭸ൠ䘋㹼ᯠӗ૱᧘ᒯ઼ᢙᮓǄ
2. ᮷⥞എ亮
2.1 ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠ
ޣҾᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠⲴਜ਼ѹᴰᰙਟԕ䘭ⓟࡠBoozㅹ(1982)Ⲵ⹄ウˈԆԜ൘ሩᯠ
ӗ૱࠶㊫Ⲵ⹄ウѝቡᨀࠪᓄӾ亮ᇒ઼ޜਨєњ䀂ᓖᶕ䇴ՠӗ૱ࡋᯠᙗǄն↔ਾ
ᖃ䮯Ⲵа⇥ᰦ䰤ˈሩ亮ᇒ䀂ᓖⲴӗ૱ࡋᯠᙗⲴ䇴ՠ䜭ᱟ䟷⭘Աъ䜘䇴ՠⲴᯩ
⌅ˈᒦ䶎ⵏ↓ѹкӾ⎸䍩㘵䀂ᓖ䇴ՠӗ૱ࡋᯠᙗǄDanneel઼Kleinschmidt(2001)
䪸ሩࡋᯠ亶ฏ⹄ウ㔃䇪на㠤઼ሩӗ૱ࡋᯠᙗᾲᘥ⭼ᇊ⁑㋺Ⲵ䰞仈ˈ⅑ᨀࠪᇎ
䇱⹄ウѝᓄ᰾⺞४࠶Աъ㿶䀂઼⎸䍩㘵㿶䀂Ⲵӗ૱ࡋᯠᙗˈᒦф䇔Ѫਾ㘵ᓄᡀѪ
ᵚᶕࡋᯠ⹄ウⲴ⌘ޣ䟽⛩Ǆ൘ԆԜⲴّ䇞лˈRogers(2003)ᴰᰙᨀࠪҶᝏ⸕ӗ૱
ࡋᯠ(perceived product innovativeness)ᾲᘥˈᒦሶަᇊѹѪ⎸䍩㘵ሩḀњӗ૱൘ᯠ
仆ᙗ઼ᇎ⭘ᙗᯩ䶒४࡛Ҿަᆳ਼㊫ӗ૱〻ᓖⲴѫ㿲ࡔᯝǄ㊫լൠˈZolfgharian઼
Paswan(2009)൘ᴽ࣑㹼ъᛵຳлᨀࠪҶᝏ⸕ᴽ࣑ࡋᯠᾲᘥˈ⭘ԕ㺑䟿⎸䍩㘵ሩᴽ
࣑ࡋᯠ〻ᓖⲴᝏ⸕Ǆ⭡Ҿަᵜ䍘਼ˈᐢᴹ⹄ウѫ㾱⌘ޣᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠˈ㘼ሩᝏ
⸕ᴽ࣑ࡋᯠ᧒䇘䖳ቁǄоԱъ㿶䀂Ⲵࡋᯠᾲᘥн਼ˈᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠᕪ䈳ԕ⎸䍩㘵
ѪࡋᯠࡔᯝⲴѫփˈӾ⎸䍩㘵㿶䀂䇴ՠӗ૱ⲴࡋᯠᙗǄᆳᔰࡋҶࡋᯠ⹄ウⲴᯠ㿶
䀂 ˈ ᱟ 㔗 ⎸ 䍩 㘵 ࡋ ᯠ (consumer as innovators) ઼ ⎸ 䍩 㘵 ࡋ ᯠ ᙗ (consumer
innovativeness)ѻਾӾ⎸䍩㘵㿶䀂⹄ウࡋᯠⲴ“ㅜй䐟㓿”Ǆ
❦㘼ˈ䢤Ҿ⧠ᴹ⹄ウሩྲօ⭼ᇊᯠӗ૱ѝⲴ“ᯠ”ᆈ൘䖳བྷ࠶↗(Danneels઼
Kleinschmidt, 2001)ˈሬ㠤Ҷᆖ⭼ሩᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠⲴ⍻䟿кᆈ൘ᐞᔲᙗǄֻྲˈ
ᴹⲴᆖ㘵䟷⭘অ仈亩ⴤ᧕⍻䟿ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠ (Dahl઼Hoeffler, 2004; Radford઼
Bloch, 2011)ˈྲ“䇔Ѫ䈕ӗ૱ሩҾᐲ൪ѝަᆳ਼㊫ӗ૱Ⲵࡋᯠ〻ᓖ”˗ҏᴹᆖ
㘵Ӿࡋᯠᙗྲ⤜⢩ᙗǃᐞᔲᙗǃࡋ䙐ᙗ઼ᯠ仆ᙗㅹᯩ䶒⍻䟿ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠ
(Goodeㅹ, 2013)˗䘈ᴹᆖ㘵䇔Ѫᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠᙗᱟањཊ㔤ਈ䟿ˈֻྲˈChitturi
ㅹ(2007)ᢺᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠࡂ࠶Ѫᝏ⸕࣏㜭ࡋᯠ઼ᝏ⸕ཆ㿲ࡋᯠєњ㔤ᓖ˗օ࣏᭯
઼᮷ᶠ˄2011˅ᦞRogers(1995)ᨀࠪⲴӄњᯩ䶒Ⲵᯠӗ૱ᙗˈሶᝏ⸕ӗ૱
ࡋᯠࡂ࠶Ѫᝏ⸕ሩՈ࣯ǃᝏ⸕༽ᵲᙗǃᝏ⸕ެᇩᙗǃᝏ⸕ਟ䈅傼ᙗ઼ᝏ⸕ਟ㿲
ሏᙗӄњ㔤ᓖǄ⹄ޣウ㺘᰾ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠᒦ䶎ањণᰦ㹼Ѫˈ㘼ᱟवਜ਼а㌫ࡇ
⍫ࣘⲴ༽ᵲ䗷〻Ǆᵜ᮷ᦞᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠᇊѹ઼Vogt(2013)ޣҾᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠ䗷
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〻Ⲵ࠶᷀ˈ䟷㓣Rogers(2003)઼Stock઼Zacharias (2013)Ⲵ⹄ウᡀ᷌ˈӾᝏ⸕ᯠ仆
ᙗ઼ᝏ⸕ࡋᯠѹєњ㔤ᓖ㺘ᖱᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠǄ
2.2 ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠⲴᖡ૽⭘
⧠ᴹᖡ૽⭘⹄ウѫ㾱Ӿᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠሩ⎸䍩㘵ᘱᓖ઼㹼Ѫєњᯩ䶒ኅᔰǄ
Ր㔏Ⲵᢰᵟᢙᮓ⨶䇪䇔Ѫˈྲ᷌⎸䍩㘵䇶ࡠࡋᯠˈԆԜሶՊሩަ㺘⧠ࠪᴤ〟ᶱ
Ⲵᘱᓖˈфᴤᝯ᧕ਇ䈕ӗ૱Ǆ❦㘼ˈ⧠ᴹᇎ䇱⹄ウ㔃䇪㺘᰾ˈᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠᰒ
ਟ㜭ሩ⎸䍩㘵ᘱᓖ઼㹼Ѫӗ⭏〟ᶱᖡ૽ˈҏਟ㜭䙐ᡀ䍏䶒ᖡ૽ˈ䘈ਟ㜭ᆈ൘༽ᵲ
Ⲵ䶎㓯ᙗޣ㌫ǄֻྲˈRaju ઼ Lonial(2001)ᤷࠪˈสҾ⎸䍩㘵㿶䀂㘼䶎Աъ㿶䀂
Ⲵࡋᯠ㜭ཏ᭩ழԱъᴽ࣑≤ᒣˈᨀॷ亮ᇒ┑ᓖǄ㪻ᓹ䳴ㅹ(2013)⹄ウਁ⧠ᝏ⸕
ӗ૱ࡋᯠᙗᱟ䙊䗷ᔪᶴ૱⡼ර઼૱⡼ݸ䘋ᙗ㺘ᖱ䘋㘼֯⎸䍩㘵ሩ૱⡼ӗ⭏〟
ᶱⲴᘱᓖǄKulviwat ㅹ(2007)⹄ウਁ⧠⎸䍩㘵൘ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠ䗷〻ѝᰒਟ㜭㺘⧠
ࠪཷǃ઼ཻޤ儈ޤㅹ〟ᶱᛵ㔚ˈҏਟ㜭㺘⧠ࠪ✖ᚬǃᣵᘗ઼ᇣᙅㅹ䍏䶒ᛵ㔚Ǆ
Meyers-Levy ઼ Tybout(1989)࡙⭘മᔿ⨶䇪㘳ሏᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠо⎸䍩㘵ྭٿѻ䰤
Ⲵޣ㌫ˈ㔃᷌㺘᰾ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠо⎸䍩㘵ޣⲴྭٿ㌫ قU රǄO’Cass ઼
Carison(2012)䙊䗷ሩ 370 սާᴹ㖁䍝㓿傼Ⲵ⎸䍩㘵䈳ḕਁ⧠ˈᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠᙗՊ
ⴤ᧕ᖡ૽亮ᇒݹ亮㖁ㄉ⅑ᮠˈᨀॷ亮ᇒ䍝Ҡᝯˈ߿ቁަ䖜ᦒ㹼ѪǄZolfgharian
઼ Paswan(2009)䘋а↕ਁ⧠ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠо䍝Ҡᝯѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫Պਇࡠӗ૱
ᙗ઼⎸䍩㘵њᙗ⢩ᖱⲴᖡ૽ˈᒦфˈᖃᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠ䖳儈ᰦˈ䘈Պ׳䘋亮ᇒ䰤ਓ
⻁ՐǄMukherjee ઼ Hoyer(2011)⹄ウਁ⧠ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠՊ࣐⎸䍩㘵䍏䶒ᆖҐ
ᡀᵜ᧘⨶ˈ֯ᗇ⎸䍩㘵нᝯቍ䈅ᯠӗ૱Ǆ
㔬кˈቭ㇑䘉Ӌ⹄ウ᧒㍒Ҷᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠⲴᖡ૽⭘ˈնӽᆈ൘йᯩ䶒Ⲵተ
䲀ᙗ˖˄1˅ⴞࡽ⹄ウѫ㾱⌘ޣҶᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠሩ⎸䍩㘵ᘱᓖⲴᖡ૽ˈ㘼ⴤ᧕⹄
ウᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠо⎸䍩㘵㹼Ѫѻ䰤ޣ㌫Ⲵ䘈ᖸቁ˗˄2˅⧠ᴹ⹄ウѫ㾱⌘ޣҶᝏ
⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠሩ㔃᷌ਈ䟿˄ྲ⎸䍩㘵ᘱᓖǃྭٿǃ䍝Ҡᝯ઼૱⡼ㅹ˅Ⲵⴤ᧕ᖡ
૽⭘ˈᖸቁ⹄ウ᧒䇘ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠሩ㔃᷌ਈ䟿Ⲵާփ⭘ᵪࡦ઼ᖡ૽䐟ᖴˈ
фᖸቁӾ⨶䇪䀂ᓖ䀓䟺ᆈ൘༽ᵲᖡ૽Ⲵഐ˗˄3˅⧠ᴹ⹄ウ൘㘳ሏᖡ૽⭘ᰦˈ
བྷ䜭Ӿঅа㔤ᓖ㺑䟿ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠˈ䘉ᒦн䏣ԕփ⧠ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠⲴᆼᮤᇩˈ
ҏн䏣ԕ⽪ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠሩ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ༽ᵲ⭘ᵪࡦǄ
3. ᾲᘥ⁑රо⹄ウٷ䇮
3.1 ᾲᘥ⁑ර
ᵜ᮷䇔Ѫሬ㠤ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠо⎸䍩㘵㹼Ѫѻ䰤ᆈ൘༽ᵲޣ㌫Ⲵഐ൘Ҿ˖
˄1˅ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠᱟањཊ㔤ਈ䟿ˈަн਼㔤ᓖਟ㜭Պሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫӗ⭏
н਼Ⲵᖡ૽˗˄2˅ᯠӗ૱䍝Ҡᱟањ༽ᵲⲴ䗷〻ˈᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠᒦнՊⴤ᧕
⭘Ҿᯠӗ૱䍝Ҡᝯˈ㘼ᱟ䙊䗷ḀӋѝӻਈ䟿䰤᧕ᖡ૽ᯠӗ૱䍝Ҡᝯ˗˄3˅
䶒ሩ਼аᯠӗ૱ˈн਼⎸䍩㘵ᡰࡋⲴࠪڊᯠᙗ৽ᓄਟ㜭ᆈ൘⵰ᱮ㪇ᐞᔲˈഐ↔
䴰㾱⎸⌘ޣ䍩㘵њփ⢩ᖱሩє㘵ޣ㌫Ⲵᖡ૽ǄสҾ↔ˈᵜ᮷ ᦞRogers(2003)Ⲵ
⹄ウᡀ᷌ˈ䟷⭘ᝏ⸕ᯠ仆ᙗ઼ᝏ⸕ࡋᯠѹєњ㔤ᓖᶕ㺘ᖱᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠˈᒦ
ᦞᘱᓖ⨶䇪ѝⲴ“䇔⸕-ᛵᝏ-㹼Ѫ”ṶᷦˈᶴᔪҶᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠሩᯠӗ૱䍝Ҡᝯ
Ⲵ⭘ᵪࡦ⁑ර˄ྲമ 1 ᡰ⽪˅Ǆ
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ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠ
⎸䍩㘵ࡋᯠᙗ
ᝏ⸕ᯠ仆ᙗ
ӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖ

䍝Ҡᝯ

ᝏ⸕ࡋᯠѹ

മ 1 ᾲᘥ⁑ර

3.2 ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠоӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖ
൘⎸䍩㘵㹼Ѫ᮷⥞ѝˈӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖ(Product Liking)ᱟ㺘ᖱ⎸䍩㘵ᘱᓖⲴ䟽㾱
ਈ䟿ˈᖃ⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖ䎺儈ᰦˈԆԜሩӗ૱ᘱᓖҏቡՊ䎺〟ᶱǄؑ㓿⍾
ᆖ⨶䇪ਟԕѪᡁԜ䀓䟺ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠоӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖѻ䰤Ⲵ༽ᵲޣ㌫ᨀ䟽㾱Ⲵ
⨶䇪สǄ䈕⨶䇪䇔Ѫˈаᯩ䶒ˈ⎸䍩㘵Պᦞؑਧᑞࣙަࠪڊӗ૱䇴ՠˈ
ަѝӗ૱ࡋᯠᙗቡᱟаᴹ᭸ⲴؑਧǄᆳ൘аᇊ〻ᓖкᱮ⽪Ҷޜਨᡰ⭏ӗⲴӗ૱
㜭ཏ┑䏣⎸䍩㘵䴰≲Ⲵ㜭࣋(Fang, 2008)Ǆ⎸䍩㘵ᡰᝏਇࡠⲴؑਧᕪᓖՊ〟ᶱᖡ
૽⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ૱亴ᵏ᭸⭘Ⲵ䇴ՠ(Shankar ㅹ, 2003)ˈ㘼亴ᵏ᭸⭘ࡉՊ䘋а↕ᨀॷ
ӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖǄਖаᯩ䶒ˈҠআৼᯩѻ䰤Ⲵؑ࠶䝽ᯩᔿҏ㜭ཏᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡߣ
ㆆ⍫ࣘǄ൘䙊ᑨᛵߥлˈ⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ૱ⲴҶ䀓ᱟнᆼˈⲴޘ䘉ؑнሩ〠Պ
࣐⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡӗ૱Ⲵн⺞ᇊᙗ(Kirmani ઼ Rao, 2000)Ǆᖃ⎸䍩㘵䇴ՠ༽ᵲᙗӗ૱
᭸⭘ᰦˈ䘉н⺞ᇊᙗՊᴤ儈(Hoeffler, 2003)Ǆ⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ૱н⺞ᇊᙗ䎺儈ˈԆ
Ԝؑ䈕ӗ૱┑䏣ަ䴰≲Ⲵ㜭࣋Պ䎺վ(Magnusson ㅹ, 2003˅ˈ䘋㘼Պሩӗ૱ௌ
⡡ᓖ䙐ᡀн࡙ᖡ૽Ǆ⭡↔ਟ㿱ˈؑ㓿⍾ᆖਟԕѪᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠⲴᖡ૽৺▌൘ᵪ
ࡦᨀ⨶䇪䀓䟺Ǆл䶒࠶࡛Ӿᝏ⸕ᯠ仆ᙗ઼ᝏ⸕ࡋᯠѹєњᯩ䶒䱀䘠ᝏ⸕ӗ૱
ࡋᯠоӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫Ǆ
˄1˅ᝏ⸕ᯠ仆ᙗоӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖ
ᝏ⸕ᯠ仆ᙗᤷⲴᱟḀ ӗ૱ о ⧠ ᴹ ㄎ ҹ ᙗ ӗ ૱Ⲵᐞ࡛〻ᓖ (Szymanski ㅹ ,
2007)Ǆ↓ྲӪԜሩᯠһ⢙Ⲵ৽ᓄаṧˈᝏ⸕ᯠ仆ᙗоᯠӗ૱䇴ՠѻ䰤ޣ㌫ҏ䖳
Ѫ༽ᵲǄа䜘࠶ᆖ㘵䇔Ѫᝏ⸕ᯠ仆ᙗՊ〟ᶱᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵ሩᯠӗ૱Ⲵ䇴ՠǄֻྲˈ
Fuchs઼Diamantopoulos(2012)䇔Ѫᯠӗ૱㧧ᗇ⎸䍩㘵ௌ⡡Ⲵޣ䭞൘Ҿ㜭ཏо⧠
ᴹӗ૱ᴹ᭸ൠ४࠶ˈ∄䖳᭩䘋රӗ૱ˈケᙗࡋᯠӗ૱ᴤᇩ᱃੨ᕅ⎸䍩㘵⌘
઼ޤ䏓ǄWangㅹ(2008)⹄ウ㺘᰾ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ᯠ仆ᙗՊ〟ᶱᖡ૽ᯠӗ૱䟷⭘ᝯǄ
Truongㅹ(2013)ԕᢰᵟ㊫ӗ૱Ѫֻˈ䙊䗷ᇎ傼⌅⹄ウਁ⧠ӗ૱ཆ㿲䇮䇑䎺ᯠ仆ˈ
⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ૱ᝏ⸕ԧ٬Պ䎺བྷˈሩӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖՊ䎺儈Ǆ䘈ᴹаӋᆖ㘵ሩ↔ᨀࠪҶ
н਼Ⲵ㿲⛩ˈԆԜ䇔Ѫᝏ⸕ᯠ仆ᙗՊ䍏ੁᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ૱Ⲵ䇴ՠǄֻྲˈ
Langerak઼Hultink(2006)䙊䗷ሩᯠ㾯ޠ233սᐕъ૱ࡦ䙐୶䈳ḕਁ⧠ˈ᭩䘋ර઼ӗ
૱㓯ᔦըරӗ૱ᱟᴰਇ⎸䍩㘵⅒䗾ⲴǄMoldovanㅹ(2011)䙊䗷ᇎ傼⌅઼൘㓯ਓ⻁
ؑ࠶᷀ˈ⹄ウਁ⧠ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ᯠ仆ᙗਚՊ࣐⎸䍩㘵ѻ䰤ਓ⻁ؑⲴՐᮠ䟿ˈ
նሩਓ⻁᭸ԧᒦ⋑ᴹᖡ૽ǄStock઼Zacharias(2013)䪸ሩ⭥ᆀǃᵪỠǃᴽ࣑ǃ䖟Ԧ
/ؑᢰᵟǃޡޜһъㅹ㹼ъⲴ180ս㓴㓷ᇒᡧ䈳ḕˈ⹄ウਁ⧠ᝏ⸕ӗ૱亩ⴞᯠ仆
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ᙗՊ䍏ੁᖡ૽亮ᇒᘐ䈊Ǆ
аӋᆖ㘵䘈Ӿ䇔⸕䀂ᓖ䀓䟺ሬ㠤є㘵ѻ䰤ᆈ൘༽ᵲޣ㌫ⲴഐǄSelingerㅹ
(2006)䇔Ѫ⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ૱ᯠ仆ᙗ䇴ՠⲴ༽ᵲᙗⓀҾԆԜᱟ㜭ཏᴹ᭸⺞ᇊ䇔⸕
৲➗㌫ˈྲ᷌ԆԜ㜭ཏᖸ⺞ᇊൠࡠӗ૱Ⲵ㊫࡛ᖂˈᝏ⸕ᯠ仆ᙗՊ〟ᶱᖡ૽⎸
䍩㘵ሩӗ૱Ⲵ৽ˈྭٿѻˈࡉՊሩ⎸䍩㘵ྭٿӗ⭏䍏䶒ᖡ૽ǄGoodeㅹ(2013)⹄
ウҏ䇱ᇎˈᖃ⎸䍩㘵н㜭⺞ᇊӗ૱㊫࡛ᖂᰦˈᯠ仆Ⲵཆ㿲䇮䇑ሶ䍏䶒ᖡ૽⎸䍩
㘵ሩӗ૱Ⲵ䇴ՠǄสҾԕк࠶᷀ˈᵜ᮷䇔Ѫˈᝏ⸕ᯠ仆ᙗሩ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵྭٿᖡ૽
⭘ᆈ൘ањᤀ⛩ˈ䎧ࡍˈ䲿⵰ӗ૱ᯠ仆ᙗⲴ࣐ˈሶ◰䎧⎸䍩㘵ྭཷᗳˈ䘋㘼ሩ
ަ㺘⧠ࠪ〟ᶱⲴᘱᓖˈᖃᯠ仆〻ᓖ䗮ࡠ䘲ѝ〻ᓖᰦˈ⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ૱Ⲵྭٿ䗮ࡠᴰ
儈٬ˈ↔ᰦ䘋а↕࣐ᯠ仆ᙗᰦˈቡՊ䎵ࠪ⎸䍩㘵⧠ᴹⲴ䇔⸕㤳⮤ˈׯՊࠪڊ
н䇔ਟ䈕ӗ૱ࡋᯠⲴࡔᯝˈሩަ㺘⧠ࠪ䍏䶒ᘱᓖǄ⭡↔ˈᵜ᮷ᨀࠪԕлٷ䇮˖
H1˖ᝏ⸕ᯠ仆ᙗоӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖѻ䰤⧠قUරޣ㌫
˄2˅ᝏ⸕ࡋᯠѹоӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖ
ᝏ⸕ࡋᯠѹᱟᤷ⎸䍩㘵ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠⲴਟਆ઼ਟ㹼ᙗ〻ᓖ(Im઼Workman,
2004)Ǆᖃ⎸䍩㘵൘䘉Ӌ㔤ᓖкᢃ࠶䖳儈ᰦˈᝏ⸕ࡋᯠѹ䎺儈ˈ⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ૱
Ⲵ৽ᓄҏՊ䎺〟ᶱǄHsiehㅹ(2008)䇔Ѫӗ૱ѹ㺘᰾Աъ㜭ཏ䐏䲿ᐲ൪ѝᢰᵟਁ
ኅⲴ↕Հ઼䎻࣯ˈᴤྭൠ┑䏣⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䴰≲ǄᐢᴹⲴ࠶ݳ᷀㔃᷌ҏ䜭᭟ᤱࡋᯠ
ѹоᯠӗ૱ъ㔙ѻ䰤ᆈ൘〟ᶱޣ㌫(Szymanskiㅹ, 2007)ǄLuo઼Bhattachaarya
(2006)⹄ウਁ⧠⎸䍩㘵Պሩᝏ⸕ࡋᯠѹ䖳儈Ⲵӗ૱㺘⧠ࠪᴤ〟ᶱⲴᘱᓖǄImㅹ
(2013)൘㘳ሏഒ䱏ࣘᘱᙗоᯠӗ૱ㄎҹՈ࣯ѻ䰤ޣ㌫ᰦˈਁ⧠ᯠӗ૱ࡋᯠѹо
㩕䬰ᡈ⮕ࡋᯠѹՊ↓ੁᖡ૽ӗ૱ㄎҹՈ࣯ǄสҾԕк࠶᷀ˈᵜ᮷ᨀࠪྲлٷ䇮˖
H2˖ᝏ⸕ࡋᯠѹՊ↓ੁᖡ૽ӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖ
3.3 ӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖо䍝Ҡᝯ
⨶ᦞᙗ㹼Ѫ⨶䇪ˈ⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ૱ⲴᘱᓖՊ〟ᶱᖡ૽ަ䍝ҠᝯǄҏቡᱟ䈤ˈ
⎸䍩㘵ሩᯠӗ૱ᘱᓖ䎺〟ᶱˈ䍝Ҡᝯҏቡ䎺ᕪǄDavisㅹ(1989)䇔Ѫྲ᷌⎸䍩㘵
ؑԆԜ֯⭘ࡋᯠ㜭ཏᑖᶕᴤ〟ᶱⲴ㔃᷌˄䍏䶒㔃᷌ণׯᆈ൘ˈҏᖸሿ˅ˈԆԜ
ቡՊᴤᝯ᧕ਇ䈕ࡋᯠǄWu઼Ho(2014)ԕiPhoneᵪѪֻˈ⹄ウਁ⧠ᝏ⸕ԧ٬
Պ〟ᶱᖡ૽亮ᇒ䍝ҠᝯǄ㪋・㗔઼ᶠ˄2009˅⹄ウਁ⧠⎸䍩㘵ሩ䖜สഐ伏૱
Ⲵ䍝ҠᝯՊਇࡠަњփ⢩ᖱǃࡍᘱᓖ৺䇔⸕≤ᒣⲴᖡ૽Ǆᵾᘇ伎˄2007˅ԕ
⑨㘵Ѫ⹄ウሩ䊑ˈ㔃᷌ਁ⧠ᘛҀⲴᛵᝏ৽ᓄሩߢࣘᙗ䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽ᴰབྷǄ
㲭❦⧠ᴹ᮷⥞ѝⴤ᧕⌘ޣӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖо䍝Ҡᝯѻ䰤ޣ㌫Ⲵ⹄ウᒦнཊˈն
ᱟབྷ䟿⹄ウ䇱ᇎ⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ૱ⲴᘱᓖՊ〟ᶱᖡ૽ަሩ䈕ӗ૱Ⲵ䍝ҠᝯǄ⭡↔ˈ
ᵜ᮷ᨀࠪԕлٷ䇮˖
H3˖ӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖՊ↓ੁᖡ૽䍝Ҡᝯ
3.4 ӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖⲴѝӻ⭘
ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠѪ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵаѫ㿲䇴ՠˈ൘аᇊ〻ᓖк৽᱐ҶḀӗ૱൘⎸
䍩㘵ᗳⴞѝⲴԧ٬ǄGrewalㅹ(1998)⹄ウ㺘᰾䲿⵰亮ᇒᝏ⸕ԧ٬Ⲵ࣐ˈ亮ᇒ┑
ᓖҏՊᓄᨀॷˈ䘋㘼Պሩަ䍝Ҡᝯӗ⭏〟ᶱᖡ૽ǄCroninㅹ(2000)൘࠶᷀
ᝏ⸕ԧ٬ǃ亮ᇒ┑઼䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫй㘵ѻ䰤ޣ㌫ᰦˈҏᤷࠪ亮ᇒᝏ⸕ԧ٬Պ䙊䗷亮
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ᇒ┑䰤᧕ᖡ૽亮ᇒ㹼ѪੁǄEggertоUlaga(2002)൘ԆԜⲴ⹄ウѝˈ∄䖳Ҷ亮
ᇒᝏ⸕ԧ٬ሩ㹼ѪᝯⲴⴤ᧕ᖡ૽⭘⁑ර઼亮ᇒᝏ⸕ԧ٬ǃ亮ᇒ┑઼亮ᇒ㹼
Ѫᝯй㘵ޣ㌫⁑රˈ㔃᷌ਁ⧠ሶ亮ᇒ┑Ѫѝӻ⭘Ⲵ䰤᧕ᖡ૽⭘⁑රⲴ
ᤏਸᓖ㾱∄ⴤ᧕ᖡ૽⭘⁑රᴤྭǄ㖇ࣷㅹ˄2013˅൘㘳ሏӗ૱ࡋᯠᙗሩᯠӗ૱
䟷㓣ᘱᓖ઼䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽ᰦˈҏਁ⧠ӗ૱ࡋᯠᙗՊ↓ੁᖡ૽ᯠӗ૱䟷㓣ᘱᓖ઼
䍝Ҡᝯˈфᯠӗ૱䟷㓣ᘱᓖ൘ӗ૱ࡋᯠᙗо䍝Ҡᝯѻ䰤䎧ᆼޘѝӻ⭘Ǆ⎸
䍩㘵ሩᯠӗ૱Ⲵ䍝Ҡ䗷〻䖳Ѫ༽ᵲˈ䴰㾱⳺࡙ྭڊо仾䲙ѻ䰤Ⲵᒣ㺑Ǆഐ↔ˈᵜ
᮷䇔Ѫˈᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠՊ䙊䗷ḀӋѝӻਈ䟿䰤᧕ᖡ૽䍝ҠᝯǄ⭡↔ˈᵜ᮷ᨀࠪ
ྲлٷ䇮˖
H4˖ӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖ൘ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠо䍝Ҡᝯѻ䰤䎧ѝӻ⭘
H4a˖ӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖ൘ᝏ⸕ᯠ仆ᙗо䍝Ҡᝯѻ䰤䎧ѝӻ⭘
H4b˖ӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖ൘ᝏ⸕ࡋᯠѹо䍝Ҡᝯѻ䰤䎧ѝӻ⭘
3.5 ⎸䍩㘵ࡋᯠᙗⲴ䈳㢲⭘
⎸䍩㘵ࡋᯠᙗѪањփ⢩䍘ˈ৽᱐Ҷн਼⎸䍩㘵൘᧕ਇᯠ㿲ᘥᡆቍ䈅ᯠ
һ⢙кⲴᐞᔲǄ㲭❦ࡋᯠ㘵൘ᮤњ⎸䍩㗔փѝᡰঐ∄䟽ᒦн儈ˈնত൘ᯠӗ૱ᢙ
ᮓѝਁᥕѝ䟽㾱Ⲵ⭘Ǆ⹄ウ㺘᰾ᖃ⎸䍩㘵ࡋᯠᙗ䎺儈ᰦˈԆԜⲴ仾䲙ੁٮՊ䎺
儈(Beldonaㅹ, 2004)ˈᴤᝯᣵ㿱亶㻆Ⲵ䀂㢢(Shoham઼Ruvio, 2008)ˈᴤᝯ
䖳ᰙൠ࣐ޕᯠӗ૱䍝ҠⲴ㹼ࡇǄࡋᯠᢙᮓ⨶䇪ҏ᭟ᤱˈާᴹ䖳儈ࡋᯠᙗⲴњփ
ᴤਟ㜭ሩᯠᢰᵟ㺘⧠ࠪ〟ᶱⲴᘱᓖˈф䟷⭘ᯠᢰᵟⲴᝯҏᴤ儈ǄLeonard-Barton
઼Deschamps(1998)䇔Ѫ儈ᓖࡋᯠᙗњփᴤਟ㜭֯⭘Ḁ亩ᢰᵟˈ㘼ࡋᯠᙗ≤ᒣ䖳
վњփࡉнཚਟ㜭᧕ਇ઼֯⭘ᯠᢰᵟǄO'Cass઼Fenech(2003)䇔Ѫ儈ᓖࡋᯠᙗњ
փᴤਟ㜭ሩᯠᢰᵟ㺘⧠ࠪ〟ᶱⲴᘱᓖǄቭ㇑ⴞࡽབྷ䜘࠶⹄ウᱟሶ⎸䍩㘵ࡋᯠᙗ
Ѫ㠚ਈ䟿ˈ㘳ሏަоᯠӗ૱䟷⭘㹼Ѫѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫ˈնҏᴹቁ䟿⹄ウ⌘ޣҶ⎸䍩㘵
ࡋᯠᙗ൘䍝Ҡᘱᓖ઼䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫᝯѻ䰤Ⲵ䈳㢲⭘ǄֻྲˈBeldonaㅹ(2004)⹄ウ
ਁ⧠ᖃ⎸䍩㘵њփࡋᯠᙗ䎺儈ᰦˈ⎸䍩㘵ᘱᓖо൘㓯䍝⢙㹼Ѫᝯѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫Պ
ᕪ⛸ǄLeeㅹ(2007)สҾ⨶ᙗ㹼Ѫ⨶䇪ˈ⹄ウਁ⧠⎸䍩㘵ࡋᯠᙗ㜭ཏ࣐ᕪ⎸䍩㘵
ሩ൘㓯䍝⢙Ⲵᘱᓖ઼㹼ѪᝯⲴᖡ૽ˈ߿ᕡ⽮Պ㿴㤳ሩ⎸䍩㘵㹼ѪᝯⲴᖡ૽Ǆ
สҾԕк࠶᷀ˈᵜ᮷䇔Ѫˈ儈ᓖࡋᯠᙗⲴ⎸䍩㘵൘䍝Ҡᯠӗ૱ᰦਇަᘱᓖᖡ૽ᴤ
Ѫᕪ⛸ˈ㘼ࡋᯠᙗ䖳վⲴ⎸䍩㘵ࡉᴤཊൠ䎆ޣ㗔փⲴ㿱ᶕ䱽վᯠӗ૱⎸䍩
Ⲵ仾䲙Ǆ⭡↔ˈᵜ᮷ᨀࠪྲлٷ䇮˖
H5˖⎸䍩㘵ࡋᯠᙗՊ൘ӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖ઼䍝Ҡᝯѻ䰤䎧↓ੁ䈳㢲⭘
4. ⹄ウᯩ⌅
4.1 ⹄ウ䇮䇑оᮠᦞ᭦䳶
ѪҶᴤྭൠ⁑ᤏ⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡ઼䘹ᤙᯠӗ૱Ⲵᛵຳˈᵜ⹄ウ䟷⭘ᇎ傼⌅䘋㹼ᮠ
ᦞ᭦䳶ˈᇎ傼ઘᵏѪ 15 ઘǄ䢤Ҿᇎ傼ઘᵏ䖳䮯ˈѪ⺞؍ᇎ傼䍘䟿ˈᵜ⹄ウ䟷⭘
࡙ׯᣭṧⲴᯩ⌅ˈ䘹ᤙⲴᇎ傼ሩ䊑ᱟ㾯ᆹཆഭ䈝བྷᆖ઼㾯ेབྷᆖєᡰ儈ṑ൘
2014 ᒤ 9 ᴸࡠ 2015 ᒤ 1 ᴸᡰᔰ䇮Ⲵє䰘䘹؞䈮〻кⲴ 212 սᵜ、⭏Ǆ䘹ᤙ䘹؞
䈮〻кⲴᆖ⭏Ѫᇎ傼ሩ䊑ѫ㾱ᱟࠪҾԕлєњᯩ䶒Ⲵ㘳㲁˖
˄1˅∄䖳ᗵ؞䈮
〻ˈ䈕㊫䈮〻кⲴᆖ⭏уъǃᒤ㓗࠶ᐳᴤᒯ⌋ˈ㜭ཏቭਟ㜭ൠ┑䏣ᇎ傼ሩ䊑Ⲵᐞ
ᔲᙗ˗
˄2˅ᆖṑሩ䈕㊫䈮〻ҏᴹᆖ࠶઼ᡀ㔙Ⲵ㘳Ṩˈᆖ⭏к䈮䖳〟ᶱˈ㜭ཏ؍
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䇱൘䖳䮯Ⲵᇎ傼ઘᵏᇎ傼ሩ䊑ⲴっᇊᙗǄ
ާփⲴᇎ傼ᯩ⌅ᱟ˖⇿ઘ൘䈮าкੁ㻛䈅⧠ањᯠӗ૱ˈ㻛䈅൘ᇎ傼
ӪઈⲴᤷሬлˈ䰵䈫ᆼᯠӗ૱Ⲵӻ㓽઼മ⡷ਾˈṩᦞ㠚ᐡሩᯠӗ૱Ⲵ⨶䀓઼ᝏਇ
എㆄᓄⲴ䰞仈Ǆᵜ⹄ウ䘹ᤙ൘䈮าк˄㘼䶎䙊䗷ਁ䘱䬮᧕䈮ਾປ߉˅䘋㹼ᇎ傼ˈ
ѫ㾱ᱟѪҶ⺞؍ᇎ傼䍘䟿Ǆ䟷⭘䈕ᇎ傼ᯩ⌅ˈᇎ傼Ӫઈ䘈ਟԕṩᦞ⹄ウ䇮䇑ᴹ
᭸ൠ㓴㓷㻛䈅ᆼᡀ亩ᇎ傼↕僔ˈᒦ৺ᰦൠ䀓ㆄ㻛䈅ᨀࠪⲴ⯁䰞Ǆ
ᵜ⹄ウᡰ䘹ᤙ 15 ᇎ傼ӗ૱ޘ䜘ᶕ㠚᱃䗵ਁ⧠仁䚃ˈ䈕㖁ㄉᱟању䰘ਁ
ᐳഭཆᯠӗ૱Ⲵᒣਠˈ䈕ᒣਠ⇿ཙ䜭Պ䶒ੁޜՇਁᐳаⅮԕкⲴᯠӗ૱ˈަਁ
ᐳⲴӗ૱㊫䙽৺ᇦ⭥ǃ伏૱ǃ⭏⍫⭘૱㊫ㅹཊњᯩ䶒ǄሩҾᯠӗ૱Ⲵ䘹ᤙˈᵜ
⹄ウ䚥ᗚҶԕлഋњࡉ˖
˄1˅䘹ᤙᇎ傼ӗ૱Ⲵ俆㾱ࡉቡᱟ䈕ӗ૱ᱟԕᵜ⹄
ウᇎ傼ሩ䊑ѪⴞḷਇՇˈྲ᷌нᱟˈࡉн㜭Ѫᇎ傼ӗ૱˗
˄2˅ᡰ䘹ᤙⲴӗ૱䜭
ᱟ൘ᇎ傼ࡽаઘѻਁᐳⲴᯠӗ૱ˈԕ⺞؍㻛䈅ᱟㅜа⅑㿱ࡠ䈕ӗ૱˗
˄3˅ᵜ⹄
ウᡰ䘹ᤙⲴᇎ傼ӗ૱㊫ᒯ⌋ˈवᤜ䫡वǃᲪ㜭ㅄǃᛵຳ⚟઼➗ᵪㅹཊњӗ૱
㊫ˈ䘉ṧਟԕ൘аᇊ〻ᓖк؍䇱ᡰ䘹ᤙӗ૱൘ᯠ仆ᙗ઼ࡋᯠѹкⲴᐞᔲᙗ˗
˄4˅ѪҶׯҾ㻛䈅ሩ䘉Ӌӗ૱Ⲵᯠ仆ᙗ઼ࡋᯠѹࠪڊᴹ᭸Ⲵ䇴ՠˈᡰ䘹ᤙⲴ
ӗ૱ѫ㾱ᱟ࣏㜭ᙗ䖳ᕪⲴ、ᢰ㊫ӗ૱Ǆ
൘ᮤњᇎ傼䗷〻ѝˈᴹ 138 ս㻛䈅৲оҶ 10 ⅑ᇎ傼ˈᴹ 74 ս㻛䈅৲оҶ 6
⅑ᇎ傼Ǆ㓿䗷Ѫᵏ 15 ઘⲴᇎ傼ˈޡ᭦䳶ࡠҶ 1826 ԭ䰞ধˈࡐ䲔ᰐ᭸䰞ধ 241
ԭˈᴰ㓸ᗇࡠᴹ᭸Ⲵ䈳ḕ䰞ধѪ 1585 ԭˈ䰞ধⲴᴹ᭸എ᭦⦷Ѫ 86.9%Ǆ
4.2 ਈ䟿⍻䟿
ᵜ᮷ᡰᴹਈ䟿Ⲵ⍻䟿൷ԕഭཆᡀ⟏䟿㺘Ѫสˈ㘫䈁ᆼᡀਾ䈒઼৲㘳Ҷ 3
ս㩕䬰亶ฏⲴᮉᦸ઼ 5 㩕䬰уъⲴঊ༛⭏Ⲵ㿱ˈᒦṩᦞަ㿱ሩޣਈ䟿Ⲵ
⍻䟿亩ⴞ䘋㹼ҶаᇊⲴ؞᭩ˈᖒᡀҶࡍⲴ䈳⹄䰞ধǄ㍗᧕⵰ˈ৸ԕ㾯ᆹཆഭ䈝
བྷᆖ 60 ᐲ൪㩕䬰уъⲴᵜ、⭏Ѫ䈳⹄ሩ䊑ˈ䘋㹼Ҷሿ㤳തⲴ亴⍻䈅Ǆᒦṩᦞ
㻛䈅ᨀࠪⲴޣҾᇎ傼䗷〻䇮䇑ǃᇎ傼ᛵᲟ⁑ᤏ઼䰞ধѝާփ䰞亩䇮㖞ㅹᯩ䶒ᆈ൘
Ⲵ䰞仈ˈ䘋㹼Ҷ䙀а؞᭩ˈᴰ㓸ᖒᡀᵜ⹄ウ↓ᔿ䈳ḕ䰞ধǄ䰞ধѝᡰᴹਈ䟿⍻䟿
൷䟷⭘ Likert7 ⛩䟿㺘ˈ1 㺘⽪ᆼޘн਼ˈ7 㺘⽪ᆼ਼ޘǄާփ㘼䀰ˈᝏ⸕ӗ
૱ࡋᯠᙗⲴ⍻䟿৲㘳Ҷ Stock ઼ Zacharias(2013)Ⲵ⹄ウᡀ᷌ˈӾᝏ⸕ᯠ仆ᙗ઼ᝏ
⸕ࡋᯠѹєњ㔤ᓖ䘋㹼⍻䟿ˈ ޡ8 њ仈亩Ǆӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖ৲㘳Ҷ Radford ઼
Bloch(2011)઼ Truong ㅹ(2013)Ⲵ⹄ウᡀ᷌ˈ ޡ3 њ仈亩Ǆ䍝Ҡᝯ৲㘳Ҷ Chen
઼ Kim(2013)ǃ઼ Huang ㅹ(2014)Ⲵ⹄ウᡀ᷌ˈ ޡ3 њ仈亩Ǆ⎸䍩㘵ࡋᯠᙗ৲㘳
Ҷ Goldsmith ઼ Hofacker(1991)Ⲵ⹄ウᡀ᷌ˈ ޡ6 њ仈亩Ǆ
ਖཆˈѪҶݻᴽ਼ⓀٿᐞⲴ䰞仈ˈᵜ᮷䟷⭘䲿ᵪ亪ᒿᧂࡇ㠚ਈ䟿઼ഐਈ䟿Ⲵ
仈亩ˈᒦ⭘ᰐޣ仈亩ሶ㠚ਈ䟿оഐਈ䟿࠶ᔰˈф൘ᮤњ䰞ধ䇮䇑к䟷⭘Ҷн਼Ⲵ
䟿㺘എㆄᖒᔿˈণḀӋਈ䟿䟷⭘ḷ߶Ⲵ Likert 䟿㺘ˈḀӋਈ䟿ࡉ㾱≲㻛䈅ሶਸ䘲
Ⲵᮠᆇປ߉ࡠᓄⲴᯩṬѝǄᒦфˈᇎ傼䗷〻ѝ⇿䳄 2-3 ઘՊሩ⍻䟿仈亩Ⲵ亪ᒿ
䘋㹼а⅑䟽ᯠ䈳ᮤˈᒦᦒаӋᰐޣ仈亩Ǆ
5. ᇎ䇱㔃᷌࠶᷀
5.1 ؑᓖ઼᭸ᓖỰ傼
൘↓ᔿᮠᦞ࠶᷀ѻࡽˈᵜ᮷䟷⭘ Harman ⲴঅഐᆀỰ⍻ᯩ⌅Ự傼Ҷ਼ޡᯩ⌅
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ٿᐞǄ㔃᷌ਁ⧠ᵚ䘋㹼䖜Ⲵᛵߥлᗇࡠㅜањѫᡀ࠶Ⲵᯩᐞ䍑⥞⦷Ѫ 28.51%ˈ
ᒦᵚঐࡠབྷཊᮠˈ䈤᰾਼ޡᯩ⌅ٿᐞнѕ䟽ˈㅖਸ⹄ウ㾱≲Ǆ
ᵜ᮷࡙⭘ SPSS19.0 ઼ Lisera8.7 㔏䇑䖟Ԧሩؑᓖǃ㚊ਸ᭸ᓖ઼४࠶᭸ᓖ䘋㹼
ҶỰ傼ǄؑᓖỰ傼䙊䗷䇑㇇ Cronbach’ s α ㌫ᮠᇎ⧠ˈᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠᙗ(PPI)ǃӗ
૱ௌ⡡ᓖ(PL)ǃ⎸䍩㘵ࡋᯠᙗ(CI)઼䍝Ҡᝯ(PI)ഋњਈ䟿Ⲵ α ㌫ᮠ࠶࡛Ѫ 0.881ǃ
0.864ǃ0.901 ઼ 0.905ˈ൷䎵䗷 0.7ˈ䈤᰾䰞ধ⍻䟿ާᴹ䖳儈ⲴਟؑᓖǄᡰᴹ⍻䟿
ᤷḷ䜭䙊䗷Ҷ Bartlett ⨳ᖒỰ傼ˈഐᆀ䖭㦧䜭བྷҾ 0.7ˈPPIǃPLǃCI ઼ PI 㜭䀓
䟺ⲴᯩᐞⲮ࠶∄࠶࡛Ѫ 65.76%ǃ75.72%ǃ62.66%઼ 70.50%ˈ൷བྷҾ 60%ˈ䈤᰾
䟿㺘ާᴹ䖳ྭⲴ㚊ਸ᭸ᓖǄਖཆˈᝏ⸕ᯠ仆ᙗ(PN)ǃᝏ⸕ࡋᯠѹ(PM)ǃPLǃ
CI ઼ PI Ⲵ AVE ᒣᯩṩ࠶࡛Ѫ 0.714ǃ0.762ǃ0.783ǃ0.815ǃ0.809ˈ൷བྷҾоަ
Ԇਈ䟿Ⲵޣ㌫ᮠˈ䈤᰾ާᴹ䖳ྭⲴ४࠶᭸ᓖ˄ྲ㺘 1 ᡰ⽪˅
Ǆ
5.2 ࠶ޣ᷀
㺘 1 㔉ࠪҶᮠᦞⲴ᧿䘠ᙗ㔏䇑࠶᷀㔃᷌Ǆа㡜㘼䀰ˈޣ㌫ᮠ൘ 0.75 ԕк
ࡉਟ㜭ᆈ൘ཊ䟽ޡ㓯ᙗˈ㘼ᵜ⹄ウޣ㌫ᮠᴰ儈٬ 0.469ˈഐ↔ˈਟԕࡍ↕ࡔᯝ
ᵜ⹄ウਈ䟿ѻ䰤нᆈ൘ཊ䟽ޡ㓯ᙗ䰞仈Ǆᵜ᮷䘋а↕䙊䗷䇑㇇⇿ањਈ䟿Ⲵᯩ
ᐞ㟘㛰ഐᆀ(VIF)ᶕᧂ䲔ཊ䟽ޡ㓯ᙗ䰞仈ˈ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈVIF ٬ᴰ儈Ⲵਈ䟿ᱟӗ૱
ௌ⡡ᓖˈަ٬Ѫ 1.925ˈ䘌վҾ 10Ǆഐ↔ˈᵜ᮷䇔Ѫਈ䟿ѻ䰤нᆈ൘ཊ䟽ޡ㓯
ᙗ⧠䊑Ǆ
㺘 1 ਈ䟿ѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫ᮠ
൷٬

ḷ߶ᐞ

1

1.ᝏ⸕ᯠ仆ᙗ

4.83

0.991

0.714

2.ᝏ⸕ࡋᯠѹ

4.88

1.077

0.247

3.ӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖ

4.62

1.058

0.309

4.䍝Ҡᝯ

4.36

1.302

0.235

0.218

0.469

5.⎸䍩㘵ࡋᯠᙗ

3.15

0.893

0.220

0.221

0.066

2

γγ

γγ

3

4

5

0.762
γγ

0.293

γγ

0.783
γγ

γγ

0.809
0.272

0.815

⌘˖γγγ൘ 0.001 ≤ᒣ˄ৼ˅חᱮ㪇ˈޣγγ൘ 0.01 ≤ᒣ˄ৼ˅חкᱮ㪇ˈޣγ൘ 0.05 ≤ᒣк˄ৼ
˅חᱮ㪇˄ޣл਼˅
Ǆ

5.3 എᖂ࠶᷀
ᵜ᮷࡙⭘ SPSS19.0 䖟Ԧሩᾲᘥ⁑ර䘋㹼ҶഎᖂỰ傼ˈഎᖂ࠶᷀㔃᷌ྲ㺘 2
ᡰ⽪ǄѪҶ䚯ݽ㠚ਈ䟿оӔ৹҈〟亩ਟ㜭ӗ⭏Ⲵཊ䟽ޡ㓯ᙗ䰞仈ˈᵜ᮷俆ݸሩ
ਈ䟿䘋㹼Ҷᮠᦞѝᗳॆ༴⨶Ǆ⁑ර 1a 㺘᰾ᝏ⸕ᯠ仆ᙗоӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖѻ䰤⧠ق
U රޣ㌫(β=-0.044, p˘0.001)ˈӾ㘼傼䇱Ҷ H1Ǆ⁑ර 1b 㺘᰾ᝏ⸕ࡋᯠѹՊሩ
ӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖӗ⭏ᱮ㪇Ⲵ↓ੁᖡ૽(β=0.381, p˘0.001)ˈH2 ҏࡠҶ᭟ᤱǄ⁑ර 2a
傼䇱Ҷӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖՊሩ䍝Ҡᝯӗ⭏ᱮ㪇Ⲵ↓ੁᖡ૽(β=0.401, p˘0.001)ˈӾ㘼
傼䇱Ҷ H3Ǆ⁑ර 2b ൘⁑ර 2a Ⲵสк࣐ޕҶᝏ⸕ᯠ仆ᙗⲴᒣᯩ亩ˈᮠᦞ࠶᷀
㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ˈӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖሩ䍝Ҡᝯᖡ૽ӽᱮ㪇ˈնᝏ⸕ᯠ仆ᙗⲴᒣᯩ亩ࡉሩ䍝Ҡ
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ᝯᖡ૽нᱮ㪇Ǆ⁑ර 1aǃ⁑ර 2a ઼⁑ර 2b ਼ޡ傼䇱Ҷӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖ൘ᝏ⸕ᯠ
仆ᙗ઼䍝Ҡᝯѻ䰤ਁᥕᆼޘѝӻ⭘ˈӾ㘼傼䇱Ҷ H4aǄ
⁑ර 2c ൘⁑ර 2a Ⲵสк࣐ޕᝏ⸕ࡋᯠѹˈ㔃᷌㺘᰾ᝏ⸕ࡋᯠѹ઼ӗ
૱ௌ⡡ᓖ൷Պሩ䍝Ҡᝯӗ⭏ᱮ㪇Ⲵ↓ੁᖡ૽(β=0.321, p˘0.05˗β=0.433, p˘
0.001)ˈ⁑ර 1bǃ⁑ර 2a ઼⁑ර 2c ਼ޡ傼䇱Ҷӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖ൘ᝏ⸕ࡋᯠѹ઼䍝
Ҡᝯѻ䰤ਁᥕ䜘࠶ѝӻ⭘ˈӾ㘼䜘࠶᭟ᤱҶ H4bǄ⁑ර 2d ൘⁑ර 2a Ⲵส
к࣐кҶ PL×CIˈᮠᦞ࠶᷀㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈPL×CI 亩Ⲵഎᖂ㌫ᮠѪ 0.132ˈф൘ 0.001
≤ᒣкᱮ㪇ˈӾ㘼傼䇱Ҷ H5Ǆྲ㺘 2 ᡰ⽪ˈ࣐ޕ䈳㢲ਈ䟿⎸䍩㘵ࡋᯠᙗਾˈᤏ
ਸᤷᮠ R2 䜭ᴹн਼〻ᓖⲴ࣐ˈ䈤᰾൘ӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖо䍝Ҡᝯѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫ѝ࣐
⎸ޕ䍩㘵ࡋᯠᙗѪ䈳㢲ਈ䟿ᱟਸ⨶ⲴǄ
㺘 2 എᖂ࠶᷀㔃᷌
PL

PI

⁑ර 1a

⁑ර 1b

⁑ර 2a

⁑ර 2b

⁑ර 2c

⁑ර 2d

constant

3.543

1.303

1.130

1.137

0.289

1.112

PN2

-0.044

γγγ

-0.011
γγγ

PM

γ

0.381

0.321
γγγ

PL

0.401

0.404

γγγ

γγγ

0.433

γγ

0.277

γγγ

PL×CI

0.132

DW ٬

1.718

1.872

1.865

1.865

1.932

1.790

R2

0.161

0.481

0.324

0.324

0.420

0.452

䈳ᮤਾⲴ
R2

0.159

0.480

0.323

0.322

0.419

0.447

F٬

12.166

γγγ

γγγ

59.285

γγγ

30.542

γγγ

25.494

γγγ

41.675

γγγ

58.087

6. 㔃䇪о䇘䇪
ᵜ᮷䟷⭘ᇎ傼⌅ˈ࡙⭘ཊݳഎᖂ࠶᷀ᯩ⌅ˈᇎ䇱࠶᷀Ҷᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠሩᯠӗ
૱䍝ҠᝯⲴ⭘ᵪࡦˈѫ㾱ᖒᡀҶԕлⲴ⹄ウ㔃䇪˖
˄1˅ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠнՊⴤ
᧕⭘Ҿᯠӗ૱䍝Ҡᝯˈ㘼ᱟ䙊䗷ӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖ䰤᧕ᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵ሩᯠӗ૱Ⲵ䍝Ҡ
ᝯǄ
˄2˅ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠѪањ༽ᵲⲴཊ㔤ᓖᾲᘥˈн਼㔤ᓖሩ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᖡ૽
⭘ҏᱟᴹᐞᔲⲴˈަѝᝏ⸕ᯠ仆ᙗоӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖѻ䰤ᆈ൘ قU රޣ㌫ˈӗ૱
ௌ⡡ᓖ൘ᝏ⸕ᯠ仆ᙗоᯠӗ૱䍝Ҡᝯѻ䰤ਁᥕᆼޘѝӻ⭘˗ᝏ⸕ࡋᯠѹࡉ
Պ↓ੁᖡ૽ӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖˈӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖ൘є㘵ѻ䰤ਁᥕ䜘࠶ѝӻ⭘Ǆ
˄3˅⎸䍩㘵
ࡋᯠᙗ൘ӗ૱ௌ⡡ᓖо䍝Ҡᝯѻ䰤䎧↓ੁ䈳㢲⭘ˈҏቡᱟ䈤ˈࡋᯠᙗ䎺儈Ⲵ
⎸䍩㘵൘䍝Ҡᯠӗ૱ᰦਇަᘱᓖᖡ૽ᴤѪᕪ⛸Ǆ
ᵜ᮷⹄ウ㔃䇪нӵѠᇼҶᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠⲴ⹄ޣウˈ᰾⺞Ҷަሩ⎸䍩㘵㹼Ѫ
Ⲵᖡ૽䐟ᖴ৺⭘ᵪࡦˈҏѪԱъᨀॷᯠӗ૱ᔰਁ㔙᭸ާᴹаᇊⲴ⧠ᇎᤷሬ
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ѹǄ˄1˅Աъ൘ࡋᯠᇎ䐥ѝᗵ享⎸⌘ޣ䍩㘵ሩࡋᯠⲴѫ㿲ᝏ⸕Ǆᐢᴹ⹄ウཊ⅑
ᤷࠪᢰᵟ亶ฏуᇦ઼⎸䍩㘵ⴻᖵࡋᯠⲴᯩᔿᱟн਼Ⲵ[8]Ǆഐ↔ˈԱън㜭ӵӵ
ཤ䘋㹼ᢰᵟࡋᯠˈ䘈㾱⹄ウ⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ૱ࡋᯠⲴѫ㿲ᝏ⸕ˈє㘵Ⲵॿ਼䝽ਸ㜭
⺞ࡋ؍ᯠԧ٬Ⲵᴹ᭸ᇎ⧠Ǆ
˄2˅Ѫ⺞⎸؍䍩㘵ሩᯠӗ૱ⲴˈྭٿԱъᓄ䟷ਆаᇊ
᧚ᯭࣚ࣋ᢺӗ૱ᯠ仆ᓖ᧗ࡦ൘ⴞḷ⎸䍩㘵ᡰ㜭᧕ਇⲴ“䘲ѝ”≤ᒣкˈྲ൘ᇓՐᯩ
⌅к㶽ޕ㊫∄ǃᗳ⨶⁑ᤏㅹᯩᔿˈԕׯ䇙⎸䍩㘵ᴤྭൠ⨶䀓ᯠӗ૱Ⲵ࣏⭘ˈ䱽վ
ഐᯠ仆ᓖ䖳儈㘼ӗ⭏Ⲵн⺞ᇊᙗǄ
˄3˅Աъ൘ᯠӗ૱ᔰਁѝᓄ䙊䗷䈖㓶Ⲵᐲ൪䈳
⹄ǃޕᡧ㿲ሏ઼а㓯䬰Ӫઈ৽侸ㅹཊ䙄ᖴҶ䀓⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ૱䴰≲઼ؑ⢩
ᖱˈԕ֯ׯᯠӗ૱ᴤㅖਸ⎸䍩㘵ⲴᵏᵋǄ
˄4˅њփࡋᯠᙗ䖳儈Ⲵ⎸䍩㘵ᶱᴹਟ㜭
ᱟᯠӗ૱Ⲵᰙᵏ䍝Ҡ㘵઼Ր㘵ˈԱъ൘ᯠӗ૱᧘ᒯѝᓄṬཆ↔⌘ޣ㊫⎸䍩㗔
փˈᒦ䙊䗷ԆԜᑖ઼ࣘᖡ૽ᴤཊⲴ⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡ઼֯⭘䈕ӗ૱Ǆ
䴰㾱ᤷࠪⲴᱟˈᵜ⹄ウ䘈ᆈ൘аᇊⲴн䏣˖俆ˈݸᵜ᮷Ӿ⎸䍩㘵㹼Ѫ䀂ᓖ᧒
䇘ᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠᖡ૽⭘ᰦˈӵ⌘ޣҶᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠሩᯠӗ૱䍝ҠᝯⲴ⭘ᵪ
ࡦˈᵚᶕ⹄ウ䘈䴰䘋а↕␡᧒ޕ䇘ަሩ⎸䍩㘵ⲴަԆ㹼ѪᯩᔿⲴᖡ૽⭘ˈྲਓ
⻁㹼ѪㅹǄަ⅑ˈᵜ⹄ウӵԕ、ᢰ㊫ӗ૱Ѫֻ䘋㹼Ҷ䈳ḕ઼ᇎ䇱⹄ウˈ਼ᰦ൘䈳
ḕṧᵜⲴ䘹ᤙᯩ䶒ҏᴹаᇊⲴൠฏተ䲀ˈᵚᶕ⹄ウ䴰㔃ਸн਼Ⲵ⹄ウሩ䊑ኅᔰˈ
ᕅޕᴤཊⲴӗ૱㊫࡛˄ྲӛҀරӗ૱ǃᴽ࣑ㅹ˅䘋а↕㘳ሏᝏ⸕ӗ૱ࡋᯠⲴᖡ૽
⭘ˈԕᨀ儈⹄ウⲴཆ䜘᭸ᓖǄ⅑ˈᵜ⹄ウѫ㾱⌘ޣҶ⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ૱ࡋᯠⲴᝏ
⸕ˈᵚᶕ⹄ウ䘈䴰᧒䇘㓴㓷ቲ䶒ˈᡆԱъⲴަԆࡋᯠᖒᔿྲൿᙗࡋᯠǃᔰਁᙗ
ࡋᯠǃ᧒㍒ᙗࡋᯠǃ⁑ԯᙗࡋᯠㅹᯩ䶒Ⲵᝏ⸕ࡋᯠᙗ䰞仈Ǆ
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The Mechanism Analysis of Building WeChat Business
Platform

Weimin Huang
(Xi 'an institute of xijing, huangweimin518@163.com)

ABSTRACT
One of the greatest feature of the Internet era, is to promote the development of
the social innovation speed, make the business model is undergoing a profound
revolution of thoroughly remould oneself, the deep revolution made drab and
weakness of the traditional business model out gradually, has taken on a diversified
development trend of flowers bloom, is becoming to promote industrial upgrading,
promote innovation drive the development of new sources of power. Especially
WeChat appear, not only become the new way for influence and change people access
to information, but also gradually show a huge commercial potential and evolved into
a kind of zhuo for effective commercial operation of the new platform. Related theory,
based on the platform of WeChat specific analysis of the core value of business
platform, and how to build a perfect WeChat business platform mechanism after
thinking, think WeChat as containing the bilateral market platform ecosystem, its
internal are born with a user community development, will naturally traction of the
development of the other users benign circulation mechanism, this mechanism has a
powerful business transactions. Therefore, this article aims to explore how to build a
perfect WeChat business platform mechanism, so as to make the WeChat circle can
fully like online shopping, shopping for online shopping, consumer better and activist,
become people's consumption norm and important marketing channel.
Keywords: WeChat; Consumption norm; Marketing channels; mechanism
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ᶴᔪᗞؑ୶ъᒣਠⲴᵪࡦ᧒᷀

哴㔤≁
㾯Ӝᆖ䲒㇑⨶ᐕ〻㌫ˈ䲅㾯㾯ᆹ

᪈㾱
ӂ㚄㖁ᰦԓᴰབྷⲴ⢩ᖱѻаˈቡᱟ᧘䘋Ҷ⽮ՊࡋᯠⲴਁኅ䙏ᓖˈ֯ᗇ୶ъ䘀
⁑ᔿ↓൘ਁ⭏⵰а൪㝡㛾ᦒ僘Ⲵ␡䶙ભǄ䘉൪␡䶙ભ֯ᗇঅ䈳ѿ࣋ⲴՐ㔏
୶ъ⁑ᔿ䙀⑀᩶㝡Ҷഠຳˈ⧠ࠪҶаⲮ㣡ҹ㢣Ⲵཊਁॆݳኅ䎻࣯ˈ↓൘ᡀѪ
᧘䘋ӗъՈॆॷ㓗ˈ᧘䘋ࡋᯠ傡ࣘਁኅⲴᯠࣘ࣋ⓀǄ⢩࡛ᱟᗞؑⲴࠪ⧠ˈнӵᡀ
Ѫᖡ૽о᭩ਈӪԜ㧧ਆؑⲴᯠᯩᔿˈ㘼фҏ䙀⑀ኅ䵢ࠪᐘབྷⲴ୶ъ▌࣋ˈ╄ਈ
ᡀѪҶаঃѪᴹ᭸Ⲵ୶ъ䘀㹼ᯠᒣਠǄ
ᵜ᮷㔃ਸᒣਠ⨶ޣ䇪ˈ䙊䗷ሩᗞؑ୶ъᒣਠṨᗳԧ٬Ⲵާփ࠶᷀ˈԕ৺ྲ
օᶴᔪањᆼழⲴᗞؑ୶ъᒣਠᵪࡦⲴᙍ㘳ѻਾ,䇔ѪᗞؑѪवਜ਼ৼ䗩⭘ᡧᐲ
൪Ⲵᒣਠ⭏ᘱ㌫㔏ˈަ䜘ཙ⭏ާᴹањ⭘ᡧ㗔փਁኅ༞བྷˈՊ㠚❦⢥ᕅਖаᯩ
⭘ᡧ㗔ਁኅ༞བྷⲴ㢟ᙗᗚ⧟ᵪࡦˈ㘼䘉њᵪࡦާᴹᕪབྷⲴ୶ъӔ᱃࣏㜭Ǆഐ↔ˈ
ᵜ᮷൘᧒䇘ྲօᴹ᭸ᶴᔪањᆼழⲴᗞؑ୶ъᒣਠᵪࡦˈӾ㘼֯ᗇᗞؑസ䍝⢙
ᆼޘ㜭ཏо㖁䍝аṧˈ䇙㖁㔌≁Շᴤྭൠ䍝⢙ǃ⎸䍩о㔤ᵳˈᡀѪӪԜⲴ⎸䍩ᑨ
ᘱо䟽㾱Ⲵ㩕䬰䚃Ǆ
ޣ䭞䇽˖ᗞؑ˗⎸䍩ᑨᘱ˗㩕䬰䚃˗ᵪࡦ

1.ᗞؑਁኅⲴ䎻࣯࠶᷀
䘁ᒤᶕˈ䲿⵰〫ࣘ⽮ӔჂփⲴᘛ䙏ਁኅˈӪԜ᧕䀖ؑⲴ䙄ᖴ൘нᯝ㟘㛰ˈ
୶ъ䘀㹼⁑ᔿҏ൘䗵䙏ਈॆˈަ㩕䬰⇥Ⲵ䀖䀂нᯝᔦըǄᐲ൪Ⲵ䘉ᐘབྷਈॆˈ
֯ᗇՐ㔏ӂ㚄㖁୶ъ䘀㹼⁑ᔿˈ䎺ᶕ䎺н㜭┑䏣Աъᰕ⳺ᢙབྷⲴ⭏ӗ䴰≲ˈԕ৺
≁Շᰕ⳺䮯Ⲵ⎸䍩㾱≲ǄԱъо⎸䍩㘵ᡰާᴹⲴࢄˈݹሬ㠤Ր㔏ӂ㚄㖁୶
ъ⁑ᔿᐢᣃнտԱъо⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᗳˈ⽮Պᖡ૽࣋൘нᯝл━ˈ䲧ޕҶ儈ᡀᵜⲴ䘀
㩕ഠຳˈަ୶ъൠս䚝ਇࡠᐘབྷⲴᡈǄ㘼䲿⵰〫ࣘӂ㚄㖁Ⲵᘛ䙏ਁኅˈԕ৺〫
ࣘᲪ㜭㓸ㄟⲴнᯝᲞ৺ˈ䎺ᶕ䎺ཊⲴ〫ࣘᓄ⭘䖟Ԧᓄ䘀㘼⭏ˈঐᦞҶᒯབྷ⭘ᡧⲴ
⺾⡷ॆᰦ䰤Ǆ㖾ഭǉ㓭㓖ᰦᣕǊᴮ᮷ᤷࠪˈᗞؑⲴ⭘ᡧ䮯䙏ᓖ䎵䗷Ҷ Facebook,
䘉ҏ䇙䘉Ⅾᓄ⭘൘ྲӺ⨳ޘᴰབྷⲴᲪ㜭ᵪᐲ൪ঐᴹҶ㔏⋫ൠսǄᦞޣ䍴ᯉ㔏
䇑ˈᡚ→ 2014 ᒤ 6 ᴸˈѝഭⲴᵪ㖁≁㿴⁑俆⅑䎵䎺ҶՐ㔏 PC 㖁≁Ⲵ㿴⁑ˈ
֯ᗇӪԜሩҾᵪⲴ䎆ˈᐢ㓿བྷབྷ䎵䎺ҶՐ㔏 PC ㄟⲴ⽮ՊॆჂփcǄഐ↔ˈ
〫ࣘӂ㚄㖁нӵᡀѪҶᖡ૽ӪԜ㧧ਆؑⲴаᯠᯩᔿˈ㘼ф䙀⑀ኅ䵢ࠪҶᐘབྷ
Ⲵ୶ъ▌࣋ˈа⅑᭩ਈҶӪԜⲴ⎸䍩Ґᜟˈ֯ᗇ䇨ཊ㖁㔌≁Շ䙀⑀࡙⭘ᗞؑസ
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䍝⢙ˈᢺަѪа㠚ᐡᰕᑨ⭏⍫ѝᰐ䲀䎆Ⲵ⎸䍩ᑨᘱˈԕ৺䟽㾱Ⲵ䍝⢙䚃ˈ
ᖒᡀҶާᴹࡋᯠѹⲴᯠර୶ъ䘀⁑ᔿǄ
2011 ᒤ 1 ᴸˈ㞮䇟ޜਨ൘㓿ཊᒤ䗋औ⹄ਁѻਾˈ䲶䟽᧘ࠪаⅮާᴹ䶙ભᙗ
ѹⲴণᰦ䙊䇟䖟Ԧ——ᗞؑǄᗞؑᱟаᤜཊᐕާⲴᒣਠරӗ૱ˈѫ㾱ԕ
〫ࣘㄟѪ䖭փˈަՐਇ㘵䀂㢢㓿ᑨӂᦒˈՐᯩᔿѫ㾱ᴹйˈণӪ䱵Րǃ㗔
փՐ઼བྷՇՐǄᗞؑ㠚䈎⭏ѻᰕ䎧ˈׯᣒݸঐᴹҶ〫ࣘӂ㚄㖁ণᰦ䙊䇟亶ฏ
Ⲵаᯩᐲ൪ˈᒦঐᦞ⵰Ѯ䏣䖫䟽Ⲵս㖞ˈ㔉〫ࣘӂ㚄㖁ਁኅᑖᶕҶа൪␡Ⲵ୶
ъ䶙ભǄഐѪᗞؑᱟᴰާᵚᶕᙗⲴ⽮ՊॆჂփᒣਠˈнӵާ༷ჂփՐⲴᙗˈ
㘼фᴤާ୶ъᴽ࣑ⲴᙗǄቔަᱟᗞؑѪаᴤᘛ䙏Ⲵণᰦ⽮ӔᐕާˈؑՐ
ࡠ䗮⦷สᵜкѪ 100%ˈӾ㘼֯ᖃӺ୶ъ⽮Պ⋏䙊оӔ⍱ਈᗇᴤ࣐⚥⍫ǃᴤ࣐
Ც㜭ǃᴤ࣐ᦧׯǄᙫѻˈᗞؑ䘉аާᴹᕪབྷ⽮Ӕ㢢ᖙⲴ〫ࣘӂ㚄㖁ᯠӗ૱ˈ↓൘
䙀⑀ᢃ୶ъؑՐⲴՐ㔏Ṭተ,᭩ਈ⵰ᖃл⽮ՊⲴӪԜ⭏⍫ᯩᔿǃ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫǃ
⎸䍩ᗳ⨶о୶ъ᮷ॆǄ
а㡜ᶕ䈤ˈᗞؑоՐ㔏Ⲵ⸝ؑӂࣘ⋏䙊ᯩᔿ∄ˈ㺘⧠ࠪҶᴤཊⲴᲪ㜭ᙗǃ
⚥⍫ᙗǃᒯ⌋ᙗо㢲ⴱ䍴䍩ㅹ⢩⛩ˈഐ㘼൘Ⲵᰕᑨ⭏⍫ѝˈᗞؑᆼޘᡀѪҶެ亮
ཊ࣏㜭ⲴаⅮӪԜᰐ䲀䎆Ⲵ䙊䇟ᐕާǄᗞؑ䘉Ⅾ䙊䇟䖟ԦⲴᴰབྷ⢩⛩ˈቡᱟ
ᆼޘ䱴Ҿᵪкˈнӵާᴹ᭟ᤱਁ䘱䈝丣⎸ǃ㿶仁ǃമ⡷ǃ᮷ᆇㅹ࣏㜭ˈ㘼
фާᴹཊྭ৻਼ᰦ䘋㹼㗔㙺Ⲵᕪབྷ⽮Պ⋏䙊࣏㜭ˈаѮᢃ䙊ҶՐ㔏⭥ؑ䙊䇟઼
〫ࣘӂ㚄㖁Ⲵ⭼䲀ˈᶱབྷ┑䏣ҶӪԜӔᦒᇲሎоӂࣘӔ⍱Ⲵ䴰≲Ǆ⢩࡛ᱟ䲿⵰ᗞ
ؑ⭘ᡧ㗔փⲴᰕ⳺ᓎབྷˈ“ᴻ৻സ”ᡀѪӪԜᰕᑨ⭏⍫ǃӔ৻ӂࣘⲴ䟽㾱ᒣਠǄֻ
ྲˈ“ᢛаᢛǃ᩷а᩷”ᐢᡀѪӪԜᰕᑨ⭏⍫ѝⲴаᯩᔿˈ↓൘ᆅ㛢઼㹽⭏⵰ᐘ
བྷⲴᐲ൪୶ᵪˈᔰࡋࠪаޘᯠⲴ୶ъ㩕䬰⨶ᘥǄ⎸䍩㘵ਚ㾱ᨑᵪˈᢛаᢛ
Ҽ㔤⸱⌘ޣᗞؑޜՇ䍖ਧˈቡ㜭䏣нࠪᡧൠҶ䀓୶ъᴰᯠࣘᘱǄഐ㘼нቁъ
Ӫ༛㓧㓧㺘⽪ˈ൘ᵚᶕᐲ൪Ⲵਁኅѝˈᗞؑ൘䎒ᗇᒯབྷ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵྭᝏᯩ䶒ˈަ
ѹᱟ䶎ࠑⲴǄ
↓ᱟ⭡Ҿᗞؑнᆈ൘䐍䲀ࡦˈ⭘ᡧ൘⌘ᗞؑਾˈਟоઘത਼ṧ⌘Ⲵ“ᴻ
৻”ᖒᡀ㚄㌫ˈ⭘ᡧӂ䇒䰵㠚ᐡᡰ䴰ؑˈ㘼୶ᇦࡉਟ䙊䗷ᨀ⭘ᡧᡰ䴰ؑˈ
བྷ࣋᧘ᒯ㠚ᐡⲴӗ૱ˈӾ㘼ᇎ⧠Ҷ⛩ሩ⛩Ⲵ㩕䬰ǄֻྲˈՈᤃӂࣘⲴᗞؑ㩕䬰ˈ
वᤜᗞؑᒣਠสᇩᩝᔪǃᗞᇈ㖁ᔰਁǃ㩕䬰࣏㜭ᢙኅ˗ਖཆ䘈ᴹаӋᗞؑՊ
ઈˈԕ৺䪸ሩн਼㹼ъˈྲᗞ佀侞ǃᗞཆআǃᗞᡯӗǃᗞ⊭䖖ǃᗞ⭥୶ǃᗞႊ
ᒶǃᗞ䞂ᓇǃᗞᴽ࣑ㅹњᙗॆ㩕䬰࣏㜭Ⲵᔰਁˈᶱབྷൠ׳䘋Ҷᐲ൪⎸䍩Ⲵ㑱㦓ˈ
֯ᗇ⎸䍩㘵᧕ਇ୶ъؑⲴ䚃ҏ䎺ᶕ䎺ཊˈॆݳᴹ࡙ᨀ儈Ҷ⎸䍩㘵ྲօ࠶䗘୶
ъؑⲴ㜭࣋ˈ䘉ṧҏቡ㾱≲୶ᇦԱъ൘Ր୶ъؑѝˈࣚ࣋⤜ࡠڊ⢩ᯠ仆ˈ
᧘䱸ࠪᯠǄᙫѻˈᗞؑ㩕䬰䘉ᯠර୶ъ䘀㹼⁑ᔿˈᱟ㖁㔌㓿⍾ᰦԓ㩕䬰⁑ᔿⲴ
аࡋᯠˈᱟդ䲿⵰ᗞؑ⚛✝㘼ޤ䎧Ⲵа㖁㔌㩕䬰ᯠᯩᔿ,ާᴹᖸ儈Ⲵ୶ъᔰ
ਁԧ٬Ǆ
ᦞѝഭӂ㚄㖁ؑѝᗳⲴ⹄ウˈⴤ㠣 2014 ᒤ 5 ᴸˈབྷ㓖ᴹ 65%Ⲵѝഭ㖁≁
֯⭘ᗞؑdǄ ѝഭ⽮、䲒ਁᐳⲴ ǉ2014 ᒤᯠჂփ㬍ⳞҖǊᤷࠪˈⴞࡽᗞؑ⭘
ᡧᐢ䗮 6 ӯˈ㾶ⴆ ⨳ޘ200 ཊњഭᇦ઼ൠ४ˈഭཆᴸ⍫䏳⭘ᡧ䎵䗷 2.7 ӯǄ
䈳ḕᱮ⽪ˈ֯⭘ ⦷ ᴰ 儈 ⲴӪ 㗔 Ѫ 24 ԕлˈঐ∄ 33.7%Ǆ᭦ޕ㔃ᶴѝঐ
∄ᴰ儈Ⲵᱟᴸ᭦ ޕ3000 ݳ㠣 5000 Ⲵݳѝӗ䱦ቲˈঐ∄ 32.0%ǄӾᗞؑⲴ⭘ᡧ
㔃ᶴⴻˈѫփѪ⽮ՊབྷՇ⎸䍩ѫփˈ⎸䍩▌࣋䖳བྷˈ䘲ᇌᔰኅᲞ䘲ᙗⲴབྷՇ㩕䬰
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⍫ࣘǄṩᦞѝഭჂӻᐲ൪Ⲵ“ӯ᭸ᓄ”ѻ䈤ˈᖃḀњჂӻ⭘ᡧ㿴⁑䗮ࡠҶ 1 ӯԕк
Ⲵᰦˈى䈕ჂӻቡሶՊ䗾ᶕਁኅⲴ䟽㾱䖜ᣈ⛩Ǆᇎ䱵кˈᵚᶕ⽮ՊⲴㄎҹˈн
ᱟՐ㔏ѹкⲴӗ૱ㄎҹˈнᱟ㩕䬰䚃Ⲵㄎҹˈ㘼ᱟ䍴ⓀᮤਸⲴㄎҹˈᱟ㓸
ㄟ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵㄎҹˈ䈱㜭ᤱᴹᴤཊⲴՈ䍘䍴ⓀˈᤱᴹᒯབྷⲴ⎸䍩㘵⭘ᡧˈн㇑Ԇ⎸
䍩ӰѸӗ૱ˈ⎸䍩ӰѸṧⲴᴽ࣑ˈ䜭㜭ཏ࡙Ⲵᰦˈى㜭ཏ؍䇱Ⲵ࡙⳺ˈ
㜭ཏ൘◰⛸Ⲵᐲ൪ㄎҹѝ・Ҿн䍕ѻൠǄ
ᙫѻˈ䘁ᒤᶕˈ䲿⵰ᗞؑ㔗᧘ࠪҶᔰ᭮ᒣਠǃҼ㔤⸱ᴽ࣑оޡޜ䍖ਧѻਾˈ
䙀↕࣐䙏Ҷᶴᔪ〫ࣘӂ㚄㖁୶ъᒣਠⲴ↕Հˈ䙀⑀ᖒᡀҶањӪо⢙ǃ⢙о⢙Ⲵ
⽮Պ⋏䙊ѫส䈳ˈ֯ᗇ〫ࣘӂ㚄㖁ᔰ䘋ޕҶањ୶ъᒣਠॆ䘀㩕Ⲵ䟽㾱ਁኅ䱦
⇥Ǆ㘼ᗞؑⲴࠪ⧠ˈнӵ֯ᗇ⎸䍩㘵֯⭘ჂփⲴᰦ䰤ᴤ࣐⺾⡷ॆˈ㘼фަ⌘࣋
ҏ㻛ᖒᖒ㢢㢢ⲴჂփ઼ؑᡰ⬌࠶ˈ䘉ᰐ⯁Ѫ⽮ՊᨀҶањ፝ᯠⲴ୶ъਁኅཱྀ
ᵪǄഐ↔ˈӪԜ൘⭘࡙࠶ݵᗞؑ୶ъᒣਠˈᔪ・ᓎབྷ⭘ᡧ㗔փⲴ਼ᰦˈҏ֯ᗇྲ
օᶴᔪањᆼழⲴᗞؑ୶ъᒣਠ䘀㹼ᵪࡦⲴ᧒㍒࣯൘ᗵ㹼Ǆ
2.ᗞ
ᗞؑⲴՈ࣓࣯о⢩ᖱ࠶᷀
ᗞؑ୶ъᒣਠѫ㾱փ⧠൘ԕᆹঃ㌫㔏ǃ㤩᷌㌫㔏Ⲵᵪˈᡆ㘵ᒣᶯ⭥㝁ѝⲴ
〫ࣘᇒᡧㄟ䘋㹼Ⲵ४ฏᇊս㩕䬰ˈ୶ᇦа㡜䙊䗷ᗞؑޜՇᒣਠˈ㔃ਸ䖜ӻ⦷ᗞؑ
Պઈ㇑⨶㌫㔏ኅ⽪୶ᇦᗞᇈ㖁ǃᗞՊઈǃᗞ᧘䘱ǃᗞ᭟Ԉǃᗞ⍫ࣘˈ⧠ᐢᖒᡀ
Ҷаѫ⍱Ⲵ㓯к㓯лᗞؑӂࣘ୶ъᯠᒣਠǄ⢩࡛ᱟᗞ࡙ؑ⭘㠚䓛ⲴࡋᯠǃᲪភ
о䙏ᓖㅹ⢩⛩ˈ䙀↕⑇ޕᒦ᭩ਈ⵰ӪԜⲴᙍ㔤ǃ㿲ᘥо⭏⍫ҐᜟˈᔰࡋҶањᯠ
Ⲵ⽮Պॆ୶࣑⧟ຳо㩕䬰⁑ᔿˈ亶ᕅ⵰⽮Պ㓿⍾ਁኅⲴ▞⍱о䎻࣯Ǆⴞࡽˈᐲ൪
к䴰⭘Ⲵᗞؑ㩕䬰⁑ᔿѫ㾱ᴹྲлӄ˖ަаˈ㥹ṩᒯᔿᗞؑ㩕䬰⁑ᔿ˗ަҼˈ
૱⡼⍫ࣘᔿᗞؑ㩕䬰⁑ᔿ˗ަйˈ020 ᣈᢓᔿⲴᗞؑ㩕䬰⁑ᔿ˗ަഋˈ⽮Ӕ࠶ӛ
ᗞؑ㩕䬰⁑ᔿ˗ަӄˈӂࣘ㩕䬰ᔿᗞؑ⁑ᔿǄ↔ཆˈᗞؑѪаѫ⍱Ⲵ㓯к㓯
лӂࣘ୶ъᯠᒣਠˈᡰާᴹⲴ䮯༴оՈ⛩ᖂ㓣䎧ᶕˈѫ㾱փ⧠൘ԕлࠐ⛩˖
ㅜаˈᗞؑӂࣘ୶ъᒣਠˈ൘ᵜ䍘кᱟа⛩ሩ⛩Ⲵ㋮߶㩕䬰ᯩᔿˈᒦާᴹ
ս㖞ㆮⲴՈ࣯Ǆᗞؑᤕᴹᓎབྷ⭘ᡧ㗔ˈਟُ〫ࣙࣘ㓸ㄟǃཙ❦⽮Ӕ઼ս㖞ᇊս
ㅹՈ࣯ˈ֯⇿њ୶ъؑ䜭ਟ᧘䘱ࡠˈᆼޘ㜭䇙⇿њњփ䜭ᴹᵪՊ᧕᭦ࡠ䘉њ୶
ъؑˈ㔗㘼ᑞࣙ୶ᇦᇎ⧠⛩ሩ⛩Ⲵ㋮߶ॆ㩕䬰ˈᶱབྷᨀ儈Ҷ㩕䬰᭸⦷Ǆ↔ཆˈ
୶ᇦਟ⭘“⭘࡙࠶ݵᡧㆮẓ”ݽ䍩ᒯˈѪ㠚ᐡ୶ڊъᇓՐˈ㘼䱴䘁ᗞؑ⭘ᡧ↔
ᰦቡ㜭ⴻࡠ୶ᇦؑǄྲҼ㔤⸱ˈ⭘ᡧਟ䙊䗷ᢛ᧿䇶࡛Ҽ㔤⸱䓛ԭˈᶕ࣐ᴻ৻ǃ
⌘ޣԱъ䍖ਧǄԱъࡉਟ䇮ᇊ㠚ᐡ૱⡼ⲴҼ㔤⸱ˈ⭘ᣈᢓ઼Ոᜐᶕ੨ᕅ⭘ᡧˈ⌘ޣ
Ӿ㘼ᔰᤃ O2O Ⲵ㩕䬰⁑ᔿǄ䙊䗷ᗞؑᔰ᭮ᒣਠˈᓄ⭘ᔰਁ㘵ᰒਟ᧕ޕㅜйᯩᓄ
⭘ˈҏਟሶᓄ⭘Ⲵ LOGO ᭮ޕᗞؑ䱴Ԧḿˈ֯⭘ᡧਟᯩׯ൘Պ䈍ѝˈ䈳⭘ㅜй
ᯩᓄ⭘䘋㹼ᇩ䘹ᤙо࠶ӛǄֻྲˈ㖾ѭ䈤Ⲵ⭘ᡧਟሶ㠚ᐡ൘㖾ѭ䈤ѝⲴᇩ࠶
ӛࡠᗞؑѝˈਟ֯аԦ㖾ѭ䈤Ⲵ୶૱ᗇࡠнᯝՐˈ䘋㘼ᇎ⧠ਓ⻁㩕䬰Ǆ㘼൘ᗞ
ؑޜՇᒣਠкˈ⇿Ӫ䜭ਟ⭘ањ QQ ਧ⸱ˈᢃ䙐㠚ᐡⲴᗞؑޜՇ䍖ਧˈᒦ൘ᗞؑ
ᒣਠкᇎ⧠˗ㅜҼˈ ᆼޘᱟᇎᰦ᧘䘱ˈᱟааሩаⲴ㩕䬰⁑ᔿǄ൘〫ࣘӂ㚄
㖁ਁኅ䗷〻ѝˈᗞঊ㩕䬰ǃӪӪ㩕䬰㲭❦∄ᗞؑӂࣘ୶ъᒣਠݸа↕ਁኅҶ䎧ᶕˈ
նѪਾ䎧ѻ⿰Ⲵᗞؑӂࣘ୶ъᒣਠˈࡉᴤާᴹ䖳ᕪⲴᇎᰦᙗǄഐѪ൘ᗞঊ㩕䬰
઼ӪӪ㩕䬰кਁᐳ୶ъؑᱟ㻛ࣘⲴˈ⭘ᡧᆼޘнᱟᇎᰦ൘㓯ˈ㘼ቡᱟഐ⭘ᡧᖸ
ਟ㜭н㜭৺ᰦ⍿㿸ᗞঊ઼ӪӪ亥䶒ˈᡰԕቡᆼޘཡ৫Ҷ൘ㅜаᰦ䰤ˈᴹ᭸㧧ਆ
୶ъؑⲴᴰ֣ᰦᵪˈ㘼䛓Ӌ䗷ᰦⲴ୶ъؑҏሶ⋑൘㥛㥛Ⲵᗞঊؑ⎧⌻
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ѝǄ㘼ᗞؑӂࣘ୶ъᒣਠࡉн਼ˈᗞؑӂࣘ୶ъᒣਠਟԕᇎᰦ൘㓯ˈ䙊䗷ᗞؑ᧘
䘱Ⲵ୶ъؑࡠ䗮ᵪਾˈ⭘ᡧՊ൘ㅜаᰦ䰤ᗇࡠᵪⲴᨀ䟂ˈ䘉ቡ؍䇱Ҷ୶ъ
ؑⲴᰦ᭸ᙗǄ↔ཆˈ䛓ሩ୶ъؑⲴᇎᰦ᧘䘱ˈቡྭۿᴻ৻䰤ⲴؑӔ⍱о
⋏䙊ˈᖃሩᯩਁ䗷ᶕؑᰦˈቡ㜭৺ᰦḕⴻԆⲴؑˈᒦф⇿⅑ਚ㜭ḕⴻԆаӪ
Ⲵؑˈ䘉ቡਟᴹ᭸؍䇱оᨀ儈⭘ᡧ൘ḕⴻ୶ъؑᰦⲴу⌘ᓖ˗ㅜйˈާᴹⲮ
࠶ѻⲮⲴ୶ъؑࡠ䗮⦷ˈ࣏㜭ᖒᔿཊཊṧǄ䙊䗷ަԆⲴᵪᒣਠˈྲᗞঊо
ӪӪ䘋㹼㩕䬰ˈ㲭❦ਇՇ㘵∄䖳ᒯ⌋ˈնᱟࡠ䗮⦷ࡉᆼޘн儈ˈ୶ъؑᖸᇩ᱃
㻛⋑൘㥛㥛Ⲵؑ⎧⌻ѝˈ㘼ᗞؑӂࣘ୶ъᒣਠ䘉аሩаⲴ㩕䬰ᯠᯩᔿˈࡉ
ਟᴹ᭸؍䇱⇿њ⭘ᡧ䜭㜭ⴻࡠԆⲴؑˈӾ㘼ᇎ⧠Ⲯ࠶ѻⲮⲴࡠ䗮⦷Ǆ↔ཆˈᗞ
ؑᡰާᴹⲴ┲⍱⬦ǃㆮḿǃᇈᯩ䍖ਧǃޡޜᒣਠㅹѠᇼⲴ⽮Ӕ࣏㜭ˈѪ୶ᇦԱ
ъⲴ㩕䬰ᨀҶ⚥⍫ཊਈⲴ䚃ˈ֯ᗇ୶ᇦԱъᆼޘਟṩᦞ㠚䓛Ⲵ⢩⛩઼䍒࣋ᛵ
ߥˈ䘹ᤙ䘲ਸ㠚ᐡⲴ㩕䬰ᯩᔿ˗ㅜഋˈާᴹ⭘ᡧѫሬⲴ⨶ᘥˈ୶ъؑՐާᴹ
儈᧕ਇ⦷Ǆᗞؑӂࣘ୶ъᒣਠⲴᴰབྷ⢩ᖱˈቡᱟᆼޘสҾ⭘ᡧⲴ䇨ਟˈ䲔䶎⭘ᡧ
ѫࣘ䙊䗷ᢛ᧿Ҽ㔤⸱ᡆ㘵䗃ޕᑀਧⲴᯩᔿˈᶕ࣐૱⡼Ⲵᇈᯩᗞؑˈࡉߣнਟ
㜭᭦ࡠᶕ㠚䘉њ૱⡼ⲴԫօᗞؑؑˈᡰԕᗞؑⲴ㊹э䍘䟿䘌儈ҾᗞঊⲴ㊹э䍘
䟿Ǆഐ㘼ਚ㾱ᗞؑӂࣘ୶ъᒣਠਁ䘱ؑⲴ仁⅑н㾱ཚ儈ˈਁ䘱Ⲵؑᇩ䶎ᑨ
ᗇᖃˈቡᴹਟ㜭㧧ᗇᒯ⌋Ⲵᘐ䈊ᇒᡧǄ↔ཆˈᦞ᭯ᓌޣ䜘䰘Ⲵ㔏䇑ˈ⭡Ҿᵪ
⭘ᡧнᯝ࣐ˈⴞࡽᗞؑ⭘ᡧᐢ䗮 3 ӯཊѻՇǄ䘉ѸᓎབྷⲴ⭘ᡧᮠ䟿ˈ㔉ᗞؑࡋ
ᯠᨀҶᖸྭൠਁኅオ䰤ˈҏᱟᗞؑӂࣘ୶ъᒣਠⲴ䟽བྷՈ࣯Ǆᗞؑ⧠ᐢᡀѪᡆ
㘵ሶ䎵䗷㊫լᵪ⸝઼ؑ⭥ᆀ䛞ԦⲴѫ⍱ؑ᧕᭦ᐕާˈަᡰާᴹⲴᒯ⌋ᙗ઼Პ
৺ᙗ⢩ᖱˈᡀѪҶӂࣘ୶ъᒣਠⲴඊᇎสǄ⢩࡛ᱟ⭡ҾޜՇ䍖ਧⲴ㊹эˈ䜭ᱟ
ѫࣘ䇒䰵㘼ᶕˈഐ㘼୶ъؑҏᱟѫࣘ㧧ਆˈᆼޘнᆈ൘ඳ൮ؑ䚝㠤ඊߣᣥ䀖
Ⲵᛵߥਁ⭏˗ㅜӄˈާᴹᓎབྷⲴᇒᡧᮠ䟿ˈ䘀㹼ᡀᵜ䖳վˈާᴹ儈ࡠ䗮⦷о儈ᴍ
Ⲵ⦷ݹ⢩ᙗˈާᴹཊⲴॆݳ㩕䬰⢩ᖱǄՐ㔏Ⲵ୶ъ㩕䬰⁑ᔿˈа㡜䴰㾱ُࣙབྷՇ
Ⴢփᡆᔰኅ㩭ൠ⍫ࣘˈഐ㘼୶ъ㩕䬰᧘ᒯⲴᡀᵜᶱ儈Ǆ㘼ᗞؑӂࣘ୶ъᒣਠᵜ䓛
ቡᱟݽ䍩֯⭘Ⲵˈഐ㘼ഒ䱏㓴ᔪǃ୶ъ䘀㩕ǃⴁ᧗㇑⨶Ⲵ䘀㹼ᡀᵜҏቡሩ䖳վǄ
↔ཆˈࡠ䗮⦷઼ᴍ⦷ݹᱟ㺑䟿୶ъ㩕䬰᭸᷌ᖸ䟽㾱Ⲵєњᤷḷˈ㘼ᵪ⸝઼ؑ䛞
Ԧ㗔ਁᶱᇩ᱃䚝ࡠ㻛ቿ㭭ˈа㡜ᗞؑޜՇਧ㗔ᡰਁⲴ⇿аᶑؑᇩˈ䜭㜭ཏ
100%ࡠ䗮ᡰᴹ⭘ᡧǄᗞؑӂࣘ୶ъᒣਠ䘈ާᴹ᩷а᩷ǃ┲⍱⬦ǃ䱴䘁ⲴӪǃҼ
㔤⸱ǃᴻ৻സㅹ⢩↺࣏㜭ˈ㘼䘉Ӌ⢩↺࣏㜭ˈ䜭㜭ཏᡀѪ⇿њԱъ㩕䬰ⲴᯠᯩᔿǄ
䘉ཊⲴॆݳ㩕䬰ᯩᔿо⽮Պ≋തˈࡉਟԕᴹ᭸䘁઼⭘ᡧⲴᛵᝏоᗳ⨶䐍ˈ
֯㩕䬰⍫ࣘᯩᔿਈᗇᴤ࣐⭏ࣘˈᴤ࣐ᴹ䏓ˈᴤ࣐࡙Ҿ୶ъ㩕䬰⍫ࣘⲴᒯ⌋ᔰኅ˗
ㅜ⭘ˈޝᡧާᴹ䖳ᕪⲴ哿㋈ᙗо儈㋮߶ᓖˈ֯ᗇ CRM ࡙ׯǄᗞؑӂࣘ୶ъᒣਠ
ᆼޘᱟᔪ・൘ӂؑⲴสкˈᱟᴻ৻䰤ⲴӔ⍱оˈ⌘ޣഐ㘼ሩҾ᧘䘱Ⲵؑᇩ
ᴤᇩ᱃㻛᧕ਇˈ֯ᗇՐо᧘ᒯⲴ᭸᷌䶎ᑨྭˈ⢩࡛ᱟׯҾᘐ䈊⭘ᡧੁԆӪ᧘㦀
࠶ӛˈа㡜哿㋈ᙗ䖳ᕪǄቔަᗞؑޜՇᒣਠྲ᷌ᱟ⭘ᡧѫ࣐ࣘⲴˈ哿㋈ᙗࡉᴤ
ᕪˈ⍱ཡ⦷ᶱվǄ↔ཆˈᗞؑӂࣘ୶ъᒣਠⲴ⭘ᡧˈ䜭ᱟᔪ・൘䇨ਟᔿѫࣘ䇒䰵
สкˈഐ㘼⇿њ⭘ᡧ䜭ᱟ୶ᇦ▌൘ᇒᡧˈ᧘䘱Ⲵ୶ъؑҏᶱ᱃㻛᧕ਇǄ⢩࡛
ᱟ⭘ᡧ൘⌘ޣᗞؑӂࣘ୶ъᒣਠᰦˈ୶ᇦቡਟᴹ᭸㧧ਆࡠ⭘ᡧⲴᙗ࡛ǃᒤ喴ǃ४
ฏㅹޣ䍴ᯉˈ䘉ṧቡ㜭ṩᦞ⭘ᡧⲴ䘉Ӌޣ䍴ᯉˈ᤹➗⎸䍩䴰≲ᣅ᭮н਼Ⲵ୶
ъؑǄⴞࡽˈᗞؑޜՇਧ࠶Ѫ䇒䰵ਧ઼ᴽ࣑ਧˈቔަᴽ࣑ਧ䘲ਸ ڊCRMǄ⭡
Ҿ䙊䗷ᗞؑᒣਠਟԕ㧧ᗇᖸཊ⭘ᡧ䍴ᯉˈᡰԕ䶎ᑨׯҾᔪ・ᇒᡧޣ㌫㇑⨶ˈѪਾ
㔝Ⲵᗞؑ㩕䬰᧘ᒯྭڊҶ߶༷Ǆ
ᖃ❦ˈԫօһ⢙䜭ᱟа࠶ѪҼⲴˈᴹ࡙ቡᴹᔺˈᴹՈ࣯ቡᴹ㕪⛩он䏣ˈᱟ
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аᢺৼ࠳ࢁǄᗞؑӂࣘ୶ъᒣਠ䈎⭏Ҿ㖁㔌⽮Ӕ儈䙏ਁኅⲴᰦԓˈ⭡Ҿ䈕ਁኅ䘈
༴Ҿ䎧↕䱦⇥ˈᡰԕቡㅹ਼Ҿ␈ᇍ⭥୶䎧↕䱦⇥аṧˈӽ❦ᆈ൘аӋн䏣о䇨ཊ
ᔺㄟˈ㺘䶒Ⲵ㑱㦓᧙ⴆнҶ㛼ਾⲴডᵪˈ䘉ҏᱟѪӰѸᗞؑӂࣘ୶ъᒣਠ൘䖜ਁ
⍫ࣘҏᰦᑨਇࡠᧂᯕⲴṩᵜഐǄሬ㠤䘉Ӌ䰞仈ӗ⭏Ⲵഐˈ࠶᷀оᖂ㓣ԕᶕˈ
ѫ㾱փ⧠Ѫԕлࠐ⛩˖
ㅜаˈᱟ਼䍘ॆⲴㄎҹ䎺ᶕ䎺ѕ䟽ˈ֯ᗇ୶ᇦԱъ䘛࠷ᜣ䙊䗷ჱ᧕䘋㹼㩕䬰ˈ
նඳ൮ؑ⭡Ҿ㻛䗷࠶ൠ③ḃˈ࣐ѻ୶ᇦԱъ仁㑱Ր䙂аӋᰐ㙺ǃ㑱ᵲⲴ୶ъؑ
ˈሬ㠤⭘ᡧӗ⭏Ҷᗳ⨶ᧂᯕˈ䙐ᡀҶ䍏䶒Ⲵ୶ъᖡ૽Ǆ൘䘉ᛵߥлˈ୶ᇦԱ
ъ㾱ᜣоਇՇ㘵ᔪ・઼ⶖⲴᝏᛵቡ∄䖳н⧠ᇎ˗ㅜҼˈ⭘ᡧⲴփ傼ᝏ䖳վǄᗞؑ
Ⲵ⭘ᡧа㡜䜭ᱟ䶂ᒤӪˈ㘼䎺ᶕ䎺ཊⲴ୶ᇦԱъ൘ᇎᯭᗞؑ㩕䬰ᰦˈ⭡Ҿ䗷ᓖ✝
ᛵˈ㔉⭘ᡧᑖᶕ䇨ཊᒢᢠˈ࣐ѻᰐ⌅┑䏣亮ᇒⲴњᙗ䴰≲ˈਟ㜭ቡ߿ቁҶ⭘ᡧо
୶ᇦԱъⲴӂࣘˈ֯ᗇ⭘ᡧⲴփ傼ᝏл䱽˗ㅜйˈᰐ⌅ᴹ᭸؍䇱⭘ᡧⲴ䳀⿱ᆹޘǄ
⭡Ҿᗞؑ㠚䓛࣏㜭ˈྲᴻ৻സǃҼ㔤⸱䜭ᆈ൘ᆹޘ䳀ᛓˈᡰԕᖸᴹਟ㜭൘֯⭘ѝˈ
֯⭘ᡧн㓿ቡ䘿䵢ҶњӪؑˈྲ᷌㇑⨶нழˈ䘉ӋњӪؑᆼޘՊ㻛н⌅࠶
ᆀ࣐ԕ࡙⭘ˈ⭘ԕՐн㢟ؑˈᕅਁ⣟㖚Ǆ䘉ᗵ❦֯⭘ᡧᰐ⌅⺞ᇊ㖁ㄉⲴ
ᆹޘᙗˈṩᵜᰐ⌅ሩ୶ъؑࡔ⺞↓ࠪڊᯝˈᖸਟ㜭ሬ㠤⭘ᡧкᖃਇ僇ˈ䚝ਇ
ᦏཡ˗ㅜഋˈ䇔䇱аⴤᆈ൘䰞仈Ǆа㡜ޜՇਧ㾱≲䇔䇱ᰦˈ䴰ᴹ㩕ъᢗ➗ㅹ䇱
Ԧᡆ㘵 1000 њ㊹эˈն⧠൘བྷᇦ൘ᴻ৻സᡰ㿱ࡠⲴབྷཊᮠᱟњӪᗞؑਧˈᆼޘ
⋑ᴹᵳေᙗˈᡰԕᰦᑨн㻛ᒯ⌋᧕ਇǄ
䙊䗷ሩԕкᗞؑާᴹⲴՈ࣓࣯ˈԕ৺ᗞؑṨᗳԧ٬Ⲵާփ࠶᷀ˈਟᗇࠪ䘉ṧ
ањ㔃䇪ˈণᗞؑ䖳ѻՐ㔏 PC ㄟⲴ⽮ՊॆჂփˈަᴰབྷ⢩ᖱˈቡᱟ䇙ӪԜⲴ⽮
Պޣ㌫Ӿ“ᕡޣ㌫”䖜ੁѪ“ᕪޣ㌫”ˈ䙊䗷ྭ৻ൠሬޕᖒᡀҶањᴻ৻സˈԕ৺ᓎ
ᵲⲴ“൘㓯”⽮Պ㖁㔌ˈሶӪԜ൘⧠ᇎ⭏⍫ѝⲴӪ䱵ޣ㌫ᔦըࡠҶ㲊ᤏц⭼ѝǄഐ
㘼ᗞؑѪवਜ਼ৼ䗩⭘ᡧᐲ൪Ⲵᒣਠ⭏ᘱ㌫㔏ˈަ䜘ཙ⭏ާᴹањ⭘ᡧ㗔փਁ
ኅ༞བྷˈՊ㠚❦⢥ᕅਖаᯩ⭘ᡧ㗔ਁኅ༞བྷⲴ㢟ᙗᗚ⧟ᵪࡦˈ㘼䘉њᵪࡦާᴹᕪ
བྷⲴ୶ъӔ᱃࣏㜭ǄⴞࡽˈᗞؑⲴࠪ⧠Ѫ⭼୶ᇦǃ㩕䬰Ӫ༛൘ᗞؑкኅᔰ୶ъ
Րˈ䘋㹼Ӕ᱃ӂࣘㅹ୶ъ㹼ѪˈᨀҶᐘབྷⲴᜣ䊑оਁኅオ䰤ˈᑖᶕҶᰐ䲀Ⲵ
࡙୶ᵪǄ
3.ᶴ
ᶴᔪᗞؑ୶ъᒣਠᵪࡦⲴᙍ㘳
൘〫ࣘӂ㚄㖁ᰦԓˈሶањᐢᴹⲴ࡙ᯩᔿˈἽࡠޕањޘᯠⲴჂփѻѝˈ
ᰒᴹ䇨ཊⲴ㓿傼ਟᗚˈҏᴹ䈨ཊⲴ䴰㾱᧒㍒ѻ༴Ǆᇎ䱵кˈᗞؑᴰᴹԧ٬Ⲵь㾯ˈ
䲔Ҷ㙺ཙⲴ࣏㜭ѻཆˈቡᱟᴻ৻സҶǄ↓ᱟ᥆ᧈࡠҶ䘉а⛩ˈᗞؑ㩕䬰আ䍗൘
ᴻ৻സ䟼ྲ↔Ⲵ⯟⣲ˈ֯ަнӵᤕᴹҶᐘབྷⲴ⽮Պԧ٬оՐԧ٬ˈ਼ᰦҏ㮤ਜ਼
⵰ᶱަਟ㿲Ⲵ୶ъԧ٬Ǆⴞࡽˈᗞؑ㲭❦ᐢᔰᣅޕҶᐲ൪Ⲵࡋᯠᔰਁˈ↕ޕҶ
୶ъਁኅⲴশਢ䘋〻ˈնަ୶ъᒣਠⲴᵪࡦᒦн᰾Რˈф䶒Ѥ⵰ᐲ൪㩕䬰ࡋᯠⲴ
⬦亸ǄᗞؑѪањԕণᰦ䙊䇟࣏㜭ѪṨᗳˈѫ㾱㶽ਸवᤜҶ⽮Պᒣਠǃᔰ᭮ᒣ
ਠǃ⑨ᠿᒣਠǃޡޜᒣਠо⭥ᆀ୶࣑ᒣਠㅹ൘Ⲵӄབྷъ࣑⁑ඇˈ㘼൘䘉ӄབྷъ
࣑⁑ඇѝˈྲօᶴᔪањᆼழⲴ୶ъᒣਠᵪࡦˈࠪڊ㠚ᐡ⤜ᴹⲴ⢩㢢ᙗˈࡉᱟᗞ
ؑᱟ㜭ཏᇎ⧠ਟᤱ㔝ਁኅⲴޣ䭞ᙗ㾱㍐ˈഐ㘼⹄ウྲօᶴᔪањᆼழⲴᗞؑ୶
ъᒣਠᵪࡦˈާᴹ䟽བྷⲴ⨶䇪ԧ٬о⧠ᇎѹǄ
ᵪࡦ⌋ᤷањ㌫㔏ѝˈ㾱㍐ѻ䰤ӂ⭘Ⲵ䗷〻о࣏㜭Ǆ൘〫ࣘӂ㚄㖁ਁ
ኅѝˈ⭘ᡧสᮠᒯˈᡀ䮯ᘛˈᱟᗞؑⲴ൘㾱㍐ˈ㘼ᗞؑቡᱟ⭘ᶕ㩕䬰Ⲵ䘉а䎻
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࣯ˈᡀѪᶴᔪᗞؑ୶ъᒣਠᵪࡦⲴᕪབྷࣘ࣋ǄᶴᔪᆼழⲴᗞؑ୶ъᒣਠᵪࡦˈ൘
Ҿ䙊䗷Ո㜌࣓⊠Ⲵㄎҹˈ⵰࣋᧘䘋ᡁഭӗъՈॆॷ㓗ˈ⵰࣋᧘䘋ᡁഭࡋᯠ傡ࣘਁ
ኅˈнᯝᨀ儈ԱъⲴᴽ࣑᭸⦷ˈѪ㓿⍾⽮ՊⲴ␡ਁޕኅ᧒ራᯠⲴ䮯⛩ˈѪ䘋а
↕᭩ழ≁⭏ᢃлสǄഐ㘼↔Ѯਟԕкॷࡠഭᇦࡋᯠǃ᧒㍒ᯠⲴ㓿⍾䮯⛩Ⲵቲ
䶒о儈ᓖᶕᙍ㘳ˈާᴹ䟽བྷⲴ⧠ᇎѹо勌᰾Ⲵ᭯⋫ⴞⲴǄᗞؑѪ䟽㾱Ⲵ⽮Ӕ
ᒣਠˈⴞࡽ൘ӂ㚄㖁ᐲ൪ѝ⌘ޣᓖᴰ儈ˈާᴹ䖳儈Ⲵᐲ൪ԧ٬઼ᐘབྷⲴӗ૱㩕䬰
▌࣋Ǆ㲭❦ՇཊⲴԱъ㓧㓧ቍ䈅ᔰኅᗞؑ㩕䬰ˈնⴞࡽԱъᗞؑ㩕䬰䘈ӵ⮉ڌ൘
ࡍ㓗᧒㍒䱦⇥ˈᆼޘнާ༷㿴ࡂᙗ઼ᡈ⮕ᙗˈ⢩࡛ᱟ䴰㾱ᶴᔪањᆼழⲴᗞؑ୶
ъᒣਠ䘀㹼ᵪࡦǄ
ⴞࡽˈᗞُؑࠝ⵰ᓎབྷⲴ⭘ᡧ㗔ˈᐢᔰኅⲴ୶ъॆ亶ฏˈѫ㾱वᤜ٬
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Opinion Leadership Evolution in Consumer Advice Network
- The Role of Expectancy Cues and Network Structure

Minxue Huang, Qiyuan Wang*, Bangming Xiao, Dianwen Wang,
Economics and Management School, Wuhan University, Wuhan, China
*Email: don_wang@whu.edu.cn

ABSTRACT
Opinion leaders are influential nodes in networks, possessing more links than
others. While previous research mainly focuses on identification and consequences of
opinion leaders, surprisingly rare research addresses their emergence. To resolve this
question, we divide the networks in which opinion leaders thrive into two categories,
namely social networks and consumer advice network. Compare with social networks
(e.g. Wechat), consumer advice networks (e.g. Meilishuo, Mogujie) have more
prominent properties of information sharing and acquisition with network links
reflecting information flow instead of interpersonal relations. Based on this context,
we investigated the effect of information generating and network structure on link
formation and opinion leadership emergence. Empirical analysis derived from
13-year-long network evolution data indicates that (1) information generating and
sharing can positively improve the probability of link formation and thus the
accumulation of links, resulting in higher opinion leadership; (2) high-quality
negative information exerts stronger influence than positive information; (3) network
structure variables, such as preferential attachment, structural equivalence, reciprocity
and similarity are also good predictors of link formation; (4) the magnitude of effect
brought by information generating and network structure varies for opinion leaders
and non-opinion leaders.
Keywords: opinion leader; consumer advice network; expectancy; network
structure
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аᾲᘥⲴ⹄ウҏ䎺ᶕ䎺␡⹄ޣˈޕウѫ㾱䳶ѝ൘䇶࡛⽮Պ㖁㔌ѝⲴ㿱亶㻆ԕ
৺㿱亶㻆ՊᑖᶕӰѸṧⲴᖡ૽Ǆ൘䇶࡛㿱亶㻆ᯩ䶒ˈԕᖰ⹄ウѫ㾱⌘ޣҶ൘
⽮Պ㖁㔌ѝ䛓Ӌ⭘ᡧᱟާᴹᖡ૽࣋Ⲵˈ䘉Ӌԕ৺ᖡ૽㘵о㻛ᖡ૽㘵ѻ䰤Ⲵӂࣘޣ
㌫˄Trusov and Bodapatiˈ2010˅ˈ㘼൘㿱亶㻆ӗ⭏ᖡ૽ᯩ䶒Ⲵ⹄ウ䶎ᑨཊˈ
∄ྲ㿱亶㻆ሩᯠӗ૱ᢙᮓⲴ⭘˄Iyengar and Van den Bulteˈ2010˅ǃሩᯠᢰ
ᵟ䟷㓣Ⲵᖡ૽˄Miller and Mobarakˈ2014˅ǃሩ⽮Պ㿲⛩ᖒᡀⲴ⭘˄Watts and
Doddsˈ2007˅ㅹㅹǄ❦㘼ˈሩҾ㿱亶㻆ᵜ䓛ᱟྲօᖒᡀⲴˈҏቡᱟᆳⲴࡽഐ
তቁᴹ⌘ޣǄ䰞仈ᱟˈ൘⽮Պ㖁㔌ѝ㿱亶㻆ᒦнᱟӾᶕቡᴹⲴˈ㘼ᱟᆈ൘ањ
ӾᴹࡠᰐǃӾሿࡠབྷⲴࣘᘱ╄ॆ䗷〻ˈྲ᷌н㜭␡⨶ޕ䀓㿱亶㻆Ⲵᖒᡀᵪ⨶ˈ
Աъቡᖸ䳮࡙⭘㿱亶㻆ᔰኅᡰ䉃Ⲵ⽮Պॆ㩕䬰Ǆ
ѪӰѸѻࡽⲴ᮷⥞䖳ቁ⎹৺ࡠ㿱亶㻆Ⲵᖒᡀᵪࡦ⹄ウ˛ањᖸ䟽㾱Ⲵ
ഐᱟˈ൘ԕᖰ᮷⥞ѝ⹄ウⲴ㖁㔌ᱟао⧠ᇎ⭏⍫㍗ᇶ㚄㌫Ⲵ⽮Ӕ㖁㔌ˈ㖁㔌
ޣ㌫ᖰᖰᱟ⧠ᇎӪ䱵ޣ㌫৽᱐˄ֻྲᗞؑ˅ˈ㿱亶㻆ᖡ૽࣋ⲴབྷሿᱟњӪⲴ䍴
Ⓚ⾰䍻઼⽮Պൠսㅹ⭏ഐ㍐ᡰߣᇊⲴˈަ╄ॆ䗷〻∄䖳㕃ធ˄ Myers and
Robertsonˈ1972˅ˈഐ↔ᖸ䳮㿲ሏ઼⹄ウ㿱亶㻆Ⲵᖒᡀᵪ⨶Ǆնᱟ൘ӂ㚄㖁
⧟ຳлˈᆈ൘ਖа㊫㖁㔌ˈ൘䘉㖁㔌ѝ㖁㔌ޣ㌫нᱟӪ䱵ޣ㌫Ⲵ৽᱐ˈ㘼ѫ
㾱ԓ㺘ҶؑⲴ⍱ࣘˈ൘ᵜ᮷ѝᡁԜሶަᇊѹѪ⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌˄㖾ѭ䈤ǃ㱁㧷㺇ǃ
ᗞঊ˅Ǆ䘉㝡⧠ᇎӪ䱵ޣ㌫Ⲵ⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌ާᴹᘛ䙏╄ਈⲴ⢩ᙗˈ൘䘉ṧⲴ
㖁㔌ѝ㿱亶㻆Ⲵᖒᡀᴤཊᱟо⭘ᡧ൘㖁㔌ѝⲴ⍫ࣘ㍗ᇶྲֻˈⲴޣᗞঊѝᖸ
ཊ䶐ࡋ䙐ᴹ䏓ᇩ㘼ᡀѪ“㖁㓒”Ⲵ“བྷ V”˄Kossinets and Wattsˈ2006˗Palla et
al.ˈ2007˅Ǆ
ѪҶ䘋а↕⨶䀓㿱亶㻆Ⲵᖒᡀ䘉а䰞仈ˈᵜ᮷俆ݸሩн਼Ⲵ㖁㔌ᖒᘱ䘋㹼
Ҷࡂ࠶ˈᨀࠪҶ⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌䘉аᾲᘥˈケࠪҶ䈒㖁㔌ѝ⭏Ӫޣ㌫઼ؑሬੁ
Ⲵ⢩⛩Ǆ൘⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌Ⲵ㛼Ჟлˈᵜ᮷ᨀࠪҶє㊫ᖡ૽㿱亶㻆ᖒᡀⲴഐ㍐ˈ
࠶࡛ᱟสҾ亴ᵏⲴ㖁㔌㢲⛩Ⲵؑࡋ䙐઼㖁㔌㔃ᶴˈؑࡋ䙐ケࠪⲴᱟ㿱亶㻆
Ѫ㖁㔌ѝؑⲴᨀ㘵ˈަᨀؑⲴ䟿઼䍘㜭᧘ࣘޣ㌫Ⲵᔪ・ˈ੨ᕅ“㊹э”˗
㘼㖁㔌㔃ᶴⲴᖡ૽ࡉࠨᱮⲴᱟєњ㢲⛩⧠ᴹ㔃ᶴޣ㌫ሩᯠޣ㌫ᔪ・Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆᴰ
ਾˈᵜ᮷࡙⭘ⵏᇎ㖁㔌╄ॆᮠᦞሩ㿱亶㻆Ⲵᖒᡀ઼к䘠ഐ㍐Ⲵᖡ૽䘋㹼Ҷᇎ䇱
࠶᷀Ǆ
2. ⹄ޣウ઼⹄ウٷ䇮
2.1. ⹄ޣウ˖㿱亶㻆Ⲵ䇶࡛৺ަᖡ૽
㿱亶㻆Ѫ⽮Պ㖁㔌ѝᴹᖡ૽࣋Ⲵ㢲⛩ˈሩҾ㖁㔌ަԆᡀઈⲴ㹼Ѫ઼㖁㔌
ᮤփਈॆާᴹ䟽㾱⭘ˈᡰԕԕᖰሩҾ㿱亶㻆Ⲵ⹄ウ⌘ޣ䖳ཊⲴᱟ㿱亶㻆൘
㖁㔌ѝⲴ䇶઼࡛㿱亶㻆ᑖᶕⲴᖡ૽ǄሩҾ㿱亶㻆Ⲵ䇶࡛㘼䀰ˈѫ㾱ᱟ䶐Ḁ
Ӌᤷḷᶕࡔᯝ㖁㔌㢲⛩Ⲵᖡ૽࣋ˈᖡ૽࣋䖳བྷⲴࡉ㻛䇔Ѫᱟ㿱亶㻆˗㘼ሩҾ
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㿱亶㻆Ⲵᖡ૽ˈԕᖰᆖ㘵ѫ㾱⹄ウⲴᱟ㿱亶㻆Ⲵ㹼ѪሩަԆӪⲴ⽪㤳઼ᑖࣘ
⭘Ǆ
㿱亶㻆Ⲵ䇶࡛Ǆа㡜㘼䀰ˈ㿱亶㻆वਜ਼йњቲ⅑˖俆ˈݸ㿱亶㻆ާᴹ
аӋӪṬкⲴ⢩䍘ˈֻྲᱟ䇙ӪؑᴽⲴˈ⭊㠣ᱟ┑ݵ兵࣋Ⲵ˗ަ⅑ˈ㿱亶㻆ᗵ
享൘ḀаᡆḀӋᯩ䶒ާᴹѠᇼⲴуъ⸕䇶ˈᡀѪ䘉ᯩ䶒Ⲵуᇦ˗ᴰਾˈоަԆ㖁
㔌㢲⛩∄ˈ㿱亶㻆ᤕᴹᴤཊⲴ㖁㔌ޣ㌫˄Goldenberg et al.ˈ2009˅Ǆᱮ❦ˈ
൘䇶࡛㿱亶㻆Ⲵᰦࡽˈىєᙗᱟᖸ䳮㻛㿲⍻ࡠⲴˈԆԜᱟ㿱亶㻆ᡰާᴹ
Ⲵ൘⢩䍘Ǆ㘼ㅜйᙗˈҏቡᱟ㖁㔌ޣ㌫Ⲵᮠ䟿ࡉᖸᇩ᱃㿲⍻ǃ䇑䟿઼ࡂ࠶ˈ
ഐ↔ҏ㻛⭘Ҿᖸཊ⹄ウѪࡂ࠶㿱亶㻆Ⲵḷ߶Ǆ൘⺞ᇊ㿱亶㻆ᰦˈԕᖰ⭘ࡠ
Ⲵޣ㌫वᤜ㖁㔌ѝ㢲⛩Ⲵᓖ˄degree˅ǃ⧠ᇎѝⲴᴻ৻ޣ㌫ǃ䈒৲㘳ޣ㌫ㅹㅹ
˄Goldenberg et al.ˈ2009˗Iyengar and Van den Bulteˈ2011˅Ǆ⭘䘉ᯩ⌅⺞ᇊ
䇶࡛㿱亶㻆Ⲵਸ⨶ᙗ൘Ҿˈ㲭❦㖁㔌ޣ㌫Ⲵᮠ䟿ਚ৽᱐Ҷ㿱亶㻆Ⲵањᯩ
䶒ˈնᱟ൘བྷ䜘࠶ᛵߥлˈަᆳєњᯩ䶒оަⲴޣᙗᱟ䶎ᑨ儈Ⲵˈ䛓Ӌ൘⽮Պ
㖁㔌ѝঐᦞབྷ䟿㖁㔌ޣ㌫Ⲵ㢲⛩ҏᱟ㖁㔌ѝᴰᴹ༠ᵋ઼㜭࣋Ⲵ㢲⛩Ǆ䲔↔ѻཆˈ
аӋ⹄ウѝ䘈⭘ࡠҶ㠚ᡁᣕ˄self-reported˅Ⲵᯩ⌅䇶࡛㿱亶㻆ˈণ㻛⹄ウ
ሩ䊑ሩ㠚ᐡ൘㗔փѝཊབྷ〻ᓖкᱟ㿱亶㻆ࠪڊ䇴ԧ˗䘈ᴹаӋᆖ㘵ࡉᱟӾ㖁㔌
㢲⛩Ⲵᇎ䱵ᖡ૽࣋ࠪਁˈ䇑㇇ࠪᡰᴹ㢲⛩Ⲵᖡ૽࣋ˈ䘹ਆаᇊ∄ֻⲴᴰ儈ᖡ૽࣋
Ⲵ㢲⛩Ѫ㿱亶㻆 (Trusov and Bodapatiˈ2010˗Aral and Walkerˈ2012)Ǆ
㿱亶㻆ᑖᶕⲴᖡ૽Ǆ൘⽮Պ㖁㔌ѝˈ㿱亶㻆ᴰѪᱮ㪇Ⲵ⭘ᱟ᧘ࣘࡋᯠ
Ⲵᢙᮓ઼䟷⭘Ǆ䘉ѫ㾱ᱟഐѪྲ᷌㿱亶㻆䟷⭘ҶḀ亩ᯠӗ૱ᡆᯠᢰᵟˈቡՊ䎧
ࡠ䟽㾱Ⲵ⽪㤳ᑖࣘ⭘ˈ䘋㘼ࡪ◰ަԆ㖁㔌ᡀઈҏ䟷⭘䈕亩ࡋᯠ( Iyengar and
Van den Bulteˈ2011˗Watts and Doddˈ2007˗Van den Bulte and Joshiˈ2007˗
Goldenberg et al.ˈ2009)Ǆ䴰㾱ᤷࠪⲴᱟˈ㿱亶㻆ሩ⽮Պ㖁㔌ѝަԆӪᡰᑖᶕ
Ⲵᖡ૽ѫ㾱ᱟ䙊䗷㖁㔌ޣ㌫ᶕᇎ⧠Ⲵˈণਚᴹо㿱亶㻆ᔪ・Ҷޣ㌫Պਇࡠަ
ᖡ૽ˈֻྲ⽮Պ㖁㔌ѝⲴ⽮ՊᆖҐ˄social learning˅ቡᱟоѝᗳ㢲⛩สҾо㿱
亶㻆Ⲵޣ㌫䘋㘼ᆖҐަ㹼Ѫˈྲᢙᮓ⁑රѝⲴ䰘⁑ර˄threshold model˅
Ⲵสᵜٷ䇮ҏᱟสҾѝᗳ㢲⛩оަԆ㢲⛩Ⲵ㖁㔌ޣ㌫Ǆ⭡↔ਟԕⴻࠪˈ㖁㔌ޣ㌫
нӵӵᱟ䇶࡛㿱亶㻆Ⲵ䟽㾱ḷ߶ˈҏᱟ㿱亶㻆ᖡ૽࣋Ⲵส઼ᵜ䍘փ⧠Ǆ
(Ho and Dempseyˈ2010)Ǆ䲔↔ѻཆˈ䘈ᴹަԆᆖ㘵⹄ウҶ㿱亶㻆ሩҾޜՇ㠶
䇪⎼⧠Ⲵ⭘ˈ䘉㊫⹄ウ䇔Ѫ⽮Պ㠶䇪ⲴՐᆈ൘є䱦⇥⢩ᖱˈ㿱亶㻆Պ俆ݸ
᧕ਇḀӋ㠶䇪㿲⛩ˈ䘋㘼Ր㔉ᴤᒯ⌋Ⲵ⽮ՊབྷՇˈഐ↔㿱亶㻆ާᴹᕅሬ⽮Պ
㠶䇪Ⲵ䟽㾱⭘(Watts and Doddsˈ2007)Ǆ
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㺘1

㿱亶㻆᮷⥞㔬䘠

㘵

ᒤԭ

㖁㔌㊫ර

ѫ㾱ਁ⧠

Trusov M.et al

2010

⽮Ӕ㖁㔌

⽮Ӕ㖁㔌⭘ᡧ 20%Ⲵྭ৻ሩަᆈ൘ᖡ૽

Aral S.& Walker D.

2012

⽮Ӕ㖁䐟

Bulte C.et al

2007

ԯⵏ㖁㔌

Watts D.& Dodds P.

2007

ԯⵏ㖁㔌

Goldenberg J. et al

2010

⽮Ӕ㖁㔌

Iyengar R.et al

2011

⽮Ӕ㖁㔌

㿱亶㻆Ⲵ
䇶࡛

⭧ᙗ∄ྣᙗᴤᴹᖡ૽࣋ˈ㿱亶㻆о䶎
㿱亶㻆∄н᱃ਇࡠᖡ૽
㿱亶㻆઼⁑ԯ㘵㓴ਸⲴᐲ൪㔃ᶴ䙐ᡀ
Ҷᢙᮓᴢ㓯ᰙ䎧Ⲵ⌒䉧
⽮Պ㠶䇪Ⲵ⎼⧠ѫ㾱ᱟਇབྷ㿴⁑᱃ਇᖡ
૽㗔փⲴ傡ࣘˈ㘼нᱟ㿱亶㻆

㿱亶㻆Ⲵ
ᖡ૽

㿱亶㻆࠶Ѫࡋᯠර઼䐏䲿රєˈࡋᯠ
රᨀ儈ᢙᮓ䙏ᓖˈ䐏䲿රᢙབྷᙫփᐲ൪
㿱亶㻆Ⲵᯠӗ૱⭘䟿઼ަԆӪሩ㿱
亶㻆Ⲵᝏ⸕᧘ࣘҶᯠӗ૱ᢙᮓ

䍴ᯉᶕⓀ˖ᵜ᮷㘵ṩᦞ᮷⥞⹄ウᮤ⨶

㔬кਟԕⴻࠪˈ㖁㔌ޣ㌫ᱟ४࡛㿱亶㻆઼䶎㿱亶㻆Ⲵ䟽㾱ˈᦞҏᱟ
㿱亶㻆ሩަԆ㖁㔌㢲⛩ӗ⭏ᖡ૽Ⲵ䟽㾱䙄ᖴǄ㘼൘⽮Պ㖁㔌ѝˈቔަᱟ൘㲊ᤏ⽮
Պ㖁㔌ѝˈ㿱亶㻆䘉㖁㔌ޣ㌫Ⲵ㍟〟઼ᖡ૽࣋Ⲵ䙂нᱟа䒤㘼ቡⲴˈᴹа
њнᯝ╄ॆⲴ䗷〻˄Kossinets and Wattsˈ2006˗Palla et al.ˈ2007˅Ǆ䛓ѸଚӋ
ഐ㍐൘䘉њ䗷〻ѝਁᥕҶ䟽㾱⭘ˈᖡ૽Ҷ㿱亶㻆ޣ㌫Ⲵᶴᔪˈԕᖰ⹄ウᒦ⋑
ᴹ㔉о᰾⺞എㆄǄ ሩ Ҿ㖁㔌ޣ㌫Ⲵᖒᡀ ˈ ԕᖰⲴ⹄ウཊӾ䬮 䐟 亴⍻˄ link
prediction˅Ⲵ䀂ᓖᶕ㘳㲁ˈণṩᦞḀӋᤷḷ䇑㇇ᡰᴹ▌൘ޣ㌫൘ᵚᶕᶴᔪⲴᾲ⦷ˈ
ᒦфṩᦞᾲ⦷䘋㹼ᧂᒿˈ䛓Ӌᾲ⦷ᴰ儈Ⲵ▌൘ޣ㌫㻛䇔ѪᴰՈਟ㜭ᔪ・ˈ㘼⭘Ҿ
䇑㇇ⲴᤷḷཊѪ㔃ᶴᙗᤷḷˈֻྲ㔃ᶴլᙗǃ㖁㔌䰝वㅹ˄Lü and Zhouˈ2011)Ǆ
❦㘼ሩҾԱъ㘼䀰ˈቔަᱟԱъ൘䘋㹼⽮ՊॆჂփ㩕䬰ᰦˈ䴰㾱⸕䚃Աъ㠚䓛㜭
ཏ䙊䗷ଚӋࣚ࣋ᶕ੨ᕅ㊹эˈ⌘ޣ࣐㠚䓛ᖡ૽࣋Ǆഐ↔ˈᡁԜ䴰㾱Ӿ㿱亶㻆
ᵜ䓛Ⲵ㿶䀂ᶕഎㆄ䘉а䰞仈ˈণ㿱亶㻆ᵜ䓛ڊҶӰѸӾ㘼㧧ᗇҶབྷ䟿Ⲵ“㊹
э”Ǆ
2.2. ⹄ウ㛼Ჟ˖⎸䍩㘵䈒㖁㔌઼㿱亶㻆Ⲵᖒᡀ
ԕᖰ䪸ሩ㿱亶㻆Ⲵབྷ䜘࠶⹄ウ䜭ᱟԕ⽮Ӕ㖁㔌Ѫสˈ㖁㔌ޣ㌫৽᱐ҶҶ
⧠ᇎⲴ⽮Պޣ㌫ˈޣ㌫ৼᯩ൘⧠ᇎ⭏⍫ѝӂ䇔䇶ˈ㖁㔌ޣ㌫Ⲵᔪ・ࡉᱟѪҶ┑
䏣⽮ՊӔӂ઼ᛵᝏ᭟ᤱⲴ䴰㾱(Myers and Robertsonˈ1972˗Borgatti and Mehraˈ
2009)Ǆ൘䘉ṧⲴ⧟ຳлˈ㿱亶㻆Ⲵᖒᡀᖰᖰ䎆ҾަᴹⲴ⽮Պ䍴Ⓚ઼⽮Պ
ൠսˈֻྲ൘ањ㓴㓷ѝⲴ㿱亶㻆ᖰᖰᱟ㙼ս䖳儈Ⲵ亶ሬˈ㘼൘ањ⽮४ѝⲴ
㿱亶㻆ࡉᱟ⽮४ѝ䍴শ䖳儈Ⲵᡀઈˈഐ↔䘉⭏Ⲵഐ㍐ߣᇊҶ⽮Պ㖁㔌ѝⲴ
㿱亶㻆ⲴᖒᡀǄᒦф⭡Ҿ⽮Պ㔃ᶴਈॆ∄䖳㕃ធˈ䘋㘼ҏ䙐ᡀҶ፼ޕᔿⲴ㿱
亶㻆∄䖳っᇊ(Childersˈ1986)Ǆ
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նᱟ൘ӂ㚄㖁㲊ᤏ⧟ຳлˈ䘈ᆈ൘⵰о⽮Ӕ㖁㔌ᴹ⵰ᐘབྷᐞᔲⲴ㖁㔌ˈ൘䘉
䟼ᡁԜሶަᇊѹѪ⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌˄advice network˅Ǆ䈒㖁㔌䘉а㖁㔌ᾲᘥᴰ
ࡍᶕⓀҾ㓴㓷㹼Ѫᆖˈަ᧿䘠Ⲵᱟ㓴㓷ᡀઈѻ䰤ⲴؑӔ⍱ޣ㌫ˈഐ㘼㻛ਛڊ
䈒㖁㔌(Stokman and Doreianˈ1997)ǄоՐ㔏⽮Ӕ㖁㔌∄ˈ⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌ᴰབྷ
Ⲵ⢩⛩൘Ҿަ㖁㔌ޣ㌫ᱟо⧠ᇎ⭏⍫࠶Ⲵˈ㖁㔌ᡀઈާᴹ९ᙗˈѻ䰤ӂн
䇔䇶ˈᱟа⭏Ӫޣ㌫ǄᴤѪ䟽㾱Ⲵᱟˈ൘⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌ѝˈޣ㌫Ⲵᶴᔪѫ㾱н
ᱟѪҶ┑䏣⽮ՊӔӂⲴ䴰㾱ˈ㘼ᴤཊⲴᱟ䙊䗷㖁㔌ޣ㌫㧧ਆᴹԧ٬Ⲵؑˈഐ↔
ޣ㌫ᵜ䍘кᱟа⍱ޣ㌫˄flow˅ˈԓ㺘ҶؑⲴ⍱ࣘ(Borgatti and Mehraˈ2009)Ǆ
ⴞࡽᐢ㓿ᆈ൘ᖸཊ䘉ṧⲴ㖁㔌ˈᴹ㓯лԱъ㠚ѫᢃ䙐Ⲵ൘㓯⽮४ˈྲሿ㊣䇪උ˗
䘈ᴹ൘㓯⎸䍩ᒣਠ㠚ࡋⲴ⽮Ӕ㖁㔌ˈྲ␈ᇍѝⲴᶕᖰǃ␈ᇍᑞ⍮˗䘈ᴹ⤜・Ⲵㅜ
йᯩ䍝⢙࠶ӛ㖁ㄉˈྲ㖾ѭ䈤ǃ㱁㧷㺇ㅹǄ൘䘉Ӌ㖁㔌ѝˈ㖁㔌ᡀઈ䙊ᑨާᴹ९
ᙗˈ㖁㔌ᡀઈ൘⧠ᇎ⭏⍫ѝⲴ䀂㢢઼⽮Պ䍴Ⓚᰐ⌅ᑖࡠޕ൘㓯⽮४ѝǄᒦф㖁
㔌ᡀઈҏ✝㺧Ҿ൘䘉९Ⲵᯩᔿл࠶ӛ㠚ᐡⲴ䍝⢙઼⭏⍫㓿傼ˈоަԆᡀઈ䘋
㹼Ӕ⍱ˈ〟ᶱ৲оࡠᮤњ㖁㔌⽮४ѝǄ਼ᰦˈ⎸䍩㘵ҏՊѫ࣐ࣘࡠޕ䘉ṧⲴ䈒
㖁㔌ѝˈᩌ㍒ޣҾӗ૱઼ᴽ࣑Ⲵ UGC ؑˈӾ㘼Ѫ㠚ᐡⲴ⎸䍩ߣㆆᨀ᭟ᤱ
(Chevalier and Mayzlinˈ2007˗Ludwig et al.ˈ2013)Ǆ
㺘2

є㖁㔌∄䖳

䍴ᯉᶕⓀ˖ᵜ᮷㘵⹄ウᮤ⨶

⽮Ӕ㖁㔌

⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌

䘎᧕㊫ර

⽮Պޣ㌫ˈྲᴻ৻ǃ㹰㕈ㅹ

⍱ޣ㌫ˈޣ㌫ԓ㺘ҶؑⲴ⍱ࣘ

ޣ㌫ৼᯩ

ӂ䇔䇶ˈ⟏Ӫޣ㌫

ӂн䇔䇶ˈ⭏Ӫޣ㌫

ޣ㌫っᇊᙗ

ޣ㌫䖳Ѫっᇊˈਈॆ䖳ሿ

ޣ㌫ਈࣘ䖳བྷ

㖁㔌⍫ࣘ

⽮ՊӔӂˈؑ࠶ӛ

ؑ࠶ӛ

ᡀઈ䴰≲

┑䏣⽮Ӕ䴰㾱ˈ㧧ᗇᛵᝏ᭟ᤱ

┑䏣ؑ䴰≲

ӗ⭏Ⲵᖡ૽

㿴㤳ᙗᖡ૽ˈؑᙗᖡ૽

ؑᙗᖡ૽

ֻᆀ

ᗞؑǃQQǃFacebook ㅹ

㖾ѭ䈤ǃ㱁㧷㺇ǃᶕᖰㅹ

ᡰԕˈ൘⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌ѝˈ㿱亶㻆ᇎ䱵кᣵҶؑᨀ㘵Ⲵ䀂㢢Ǆ䘉ݵ
࠶փ⧠Ҷ㿱亶㻆ⲴㅜҼњ㔤ᓖˈҏቡᱟ൘ḀӋᯩ䶒ˈ㿱亶㻆ᓄ䈕ާᴹᴤཊⲴ
уъ⸕䇶Ǆֻྲᖃ⎸䍩㘵䶒Ѥᯠӗ૱ᰦˈՊራоᯠӗ૱Ⲵޣ㿱亶㻆ˈራ≲
уъ㿱Ǆ൘Ր㔏Ⲵ⽮Ӕ㖁㔌ѝˈ䘉䈒ޣ㌫㺘⧠Ѫ䶒ሩ䶒ⲴӔ䈸ᡆ㘵䙊䗷ަ
ԆᯩᔿⲴᇎ䱵⋏䙊˄Iyengar and Van den Bulteˈ2011˅Ǆ൘⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌ѝˈ⎸
䍩㘵ࡉՊⴤ᧕ᩌ㍒ޣӗ૱Ⲵ䇴䇪ˈԕ৺㖁㔌ѝⲴ㿱亶㻆Ǆֻྲ൘␈ᇍҾ 2010
ᒤᔰਁк㓯Ⲵ␈ྣ䛾ˈቡᱟањިරⲴԕ⎸䍩㿱亶㻆Ѫѫ㾱Ր䖭փⲴ⎸䍩ؑ
࠶ӛ㖁㔌ˈ䘉Ӌ㿱亶㻆൘㖁㔌ѝ࠶ӛӗ૱઼ᴽ࣑Ⲵؑˈᒦ䘋㹼᧘㦀ˈ㘼
ѪᲞ䙊⎸䍩㘵ҏՊѫࣘ৫ራᴹԧ٬ⲴؑǄᡰԕӾѝн䳮ⴻࠪˈ൘⎸䍩䈒㖁
㔌ѝˈؑⲴࡋ䙐઼㔉ᱟ㿱亶㻆ԧ٬ᡰ൘ˈҏᱟަᖒᡀⲴṨᗳ㾱㍐˗ਚᴹᖃ
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㿱亶㻆㜭ཏᨀབྷ䟿ᴹ⭘ⲴؑᰦˈަԆ㢲⛩Պሩަˈ⌘ޣᡀѪ㿱亶㻆Ⲵ
“㊹э”ǄӾ⨶䇪кᶕⴻˈ䘉փ⧠Ⲵᱟ㖁㔌㢲⛩⭏ᡀᇩ઼㖁㔌ޣ㌫ᔪ・Ⲵӂࣘˈ
㖁㔌㢲⛩䍑⥞Ⲵᇩ䎺ཊˈቡ䎺㜭ཏ੨ᕅԆӪо㠚ᐡᔪ・ޣ㌫˗㘼㊹⌘ޣэ䎺ཊˈ
䎺㜭ཏ◰ਁ㖁㔌㢲⛩䍑⥞ᇩ (Lu et al.ˈ2013˗Shriver et al.ˈ2013˗Goes et al.ˈ
2014)Ǆᡰԕ൘⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌ѝˈؑᱟ㖁㔌ⲴṨᗳˈ㖁㔌ᡀઈ৲оࡠ㖁㔌⽮४
ⲴⴞⲴᱟѪҶ㧧ਆᴹ⭘Ⲵؑˈ㘼䛓Ӌ㜭ཏᨀѠᇼᴹ⭘ؑⲴ⭘ᡧᴤ㜭ཏ੨ᕅ
࡛ӪⲴˈ⌘ޣᡀѪ㖁㔌ѝ㿱亶㻆ˈ⭡↔㘼ӗ⭏Ҷ㿱亶㻆઼ؑѻ䰤Ⲵᗚ⧟Ǆ

㿱亶㻆

䍑⥞ؑ

࣐㊹э

㧧ᗇ䇔ਟ

മ 1 㿱亶㻆оؑ࠶ӛ

2.3. 㖁㔌ޣ㌫Ⲵᶴᔪ⁑ᔿ˖亴ᵏ㓯㍒о㖁㔌㔃ᶴ
亴ᵏ㓯㍒

ྲࡽᡰ䘠ˈ൘⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌ѝ㿱亶㻆Ⲵᖒᡀቡᱟޣ㌫Ⲵᶴᔪ઼㍟〟ˈ䛓Ѹ
Ӿ⨶䇪кᶕ䈤㖁㔌㢲⛩ѪӰѸՊоԆӪᶴᔪޣ㌫˛൘ԕᖰޣҾ⽮Պ㖁㔌Ⲵ⹄
ウѝˈ㖁㔌㢲⛩㻛䇔Ѫᱟ䍴Ⓚᡆ࡙⳺˄benefit˅ⲴᶕⓀˈ㘼䘉䍴Ⓚ৸ਟԕ㻛ަ
Ԇ 㢲 ⛩ 䙊 䗷  ޣ㌫ Ⲵ ᶴ ᔪ ᡰ ࡙ ⭘ ˄ Bala, V. and Goyal ˈ 2000 ˗ Goyal and
Vega-Redondo 2005˅ǄֻྲḀӪ൘ањ㓴㓷ѝᱟᖸᴹൠսⲴˈ䛓Ѹ䘉њ㓴㓷ѝ
ⲴަԆᡀઈቡਟԕ䙊䗷оѻᔪ・ޣ㌫ˈӾ㘼ᴹਟ㜭࡙⭘䘉њӪᡰᦼᨑⲴ䍴ⓀǄֻ
ྲˈ൘ᡁԜᡰ⹄ウⲴ⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌ѝˈ㖁㔌ޣ㌫ᶴᔪᑖᶕⲴྭ༴ᱟਟԕӾԆӪ䛓
䟼㧧ᗇޣҾӗ૱઼ᴽ࣑Ⲵؑˈᑞࣙ㖁㔌㢲⛩⎸䲔䍝Ҡ䗷〻ѝⲴؑнሩ〠Ǆᡰ
ԕ൘㖁㔌㢲⛩㘳㲁㾱н㾱ᔪ・ޣ㌫ᰦˈԆՊสҾሩޣ㌫ᡰᑖᶕ䍴ⓀⲴ亴ᵏᶕࠪڊ
ߣㆆ˄Schmidt 1973˅Ǆ൘⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌ѝˈ䘉亴ᵏѫ㾱ᱟ䪸ሩؑˈྲ᷌㖁
㔌㢲⛩䇔Ѫ䘉ᶑ㖁㔌ޣ㌫㜭ཏ㔉ަᑖᶕѠᇼ㘼ᴹԧ٬Ⲵؑˈ䛓Ѹަᶴᔪޣ㌫Ⲵ
ਟ㜭ᙗቡ∄䖳བྷǄ
ഐ↔൘⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌ѝˈӾ⌘ޣ㢲⛩Ⲵ䀂ᓖⴻˈԆԜѻᡰԕ䘹ᤙަ⌘ޣԆ㢲
⛩ˈᱟഐѪԆԜਟԕӾ㠚ᐡᡰⲴ⌘ޣ㢲⛩䛓䟼㧧ᗇᡰ䴰㾱Ⲵᴹԧ٬ⲴؑǄ㘼Ӿ
㻛⌘ޣ㢲⛩Ⲵ䀂ᓖⴻˈԆԜѻᡰԕ㧧ᗇҶަԆӪⲴˈ⌘ޣᱟഐѪԆԜᡀѪҶањ
ᴹԧ٬ⲴؑⓀˈ㜭ཏ䏣ཏᴹ䍘䟿Ⲵؑᶕ੨ᕅ䘉Ӌ“㊹э”Ǆ䘉ؑ䍑⥞઼㖁
㔌ޣ㌫ᶴᔪⲴӂࣘᐢ㓿ᗇࡠҶаӋᇎ䇱⹄ウⲴ傼䇱ˈа㡜㘼䀰⭘ᡧⲴᡰਁᐳⲴ
ᇩ䎺ཊˈоѻᔪ・ޣ㌫ⲴަԆ⭘ᡧҏ䎺ཊ˗ᒦф৽䗷ᶕˈᴤཊⲴޣ㌫ҏՊ◰࣡㖁
㔌ᇩⲴࡋ䙐(Shriver et al.ˈ2013˗Goes et al.ˈ2014)Ǆᴤ䘋а↕ᶕ䈤ˈаӋ㖁㔌
⭘ᡧѻᡰԕՊѫࣘൠᰐگൠੁ㖁㔌⽮४ѝ䍑⥞ؑˈаᯩ䶒ᱟഐѪᴹӋӪਟԕӾ
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䘉ؑ࠶ӛ㹼Ѫᵜ䓛㧧ᗇҀ䏓˗ਖаᯩ䶒ˈؑ࠶ӛҏᱟ㖁㔌⭘ᡧ൘⽮४ѝ䘋
㹼㠚ᡁᖒ䊑ᶴᔪⲴ䟽㾱⇥ˈ䘉ӋؑᖰᖰՊ࣐ԆԜ൘⽮४ѝ༠䂹˄reputation˅
઼ᖡ૽࣋ (Wasko and Farajˈ2005)ǄֻྲḀӋᯠ⎚ᗞঊ㥹ṩ⭘ᡧ൘ᡀѪ“བྷ V”ѻ
ࡽˈԆԜᒦнާᴹ⸕ᓖˈնᱟ䙊䗷ᨀབྷ䟿Ⲵᴹԧ٬ⲴࡋᙗᇩˈԆԜҏᡀ
࣏ൠ〟㍟ҶҾ㠚ᐡⲴ㊹э㗔փˈᡀѪ䘉њ㗔փⲴ㿱亶㻆Ǆਟ㿱⭘ᡧਁᐳⲴؑ
ᱟ੨ᕅަԆӪⲴ⌘ޣ䟽㾱ഐˈഐ↔ᡁԜٷ䇮:
˖㖁㔌⭘ᡧਁᐳⲴᇩ䎺ཊˈоѻᔪ・ޣ㌫Ⲵቡ䎺ཊˈቡ䎺ᴹਟ㜭ᡀѪ㿱
H1a˖
亶㻆Ǆ
䲔ҶؑⲴᮠ䟿ሩޣ㌫Ⲵᶴᔪӗ⭏ᖡ૽ཆˈؑⲴ䍘䟿ՊнՊҏᆈ൘аᇊⲴ
⭘˛ԕᖰሩ⭘ᡧࡋ䙐ᇩⲴ⹄ウ㺘᰾нӵᇩⲴᮠ䟿ᖸ䟽㾱ˈᇩⲴާփ⢩
ᖱҏ਼ṧާᴹᖸབྷⲴᖡ૽࣋ˈֻྲ㖁к䇴䇪Ⲵ᮷ᵜ⢩ᖱՊሩ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝Ҡߣㆆӗ
⭏ᱮ㪇ᖡ૽ˈ䘉Ӌ᮷ᵜ⢩ᖱवᤜ᭸ԧ˄valence˅ǃ䈝䀰仾Ṭ˄linguistic style˅ǃ
ᛵ㔚˄sentimentality˅ㅹ(Ludwig et al.ˈ2013)Ǆަѝ⹄ウ䖳ཊⲴᱟ㖁㔌䇴䇪Ⲵ᭸
ԧᡰᑖᶕⲴᖡ૽ˈChevalier and Mayzlin˄2007˅ሩӊ傜䘺Ⲵ⹄ウ㺘᰾䍏䶒Ⲵ㖁
㔌䇴䇪Պᱮ㪇ൠ߿ቁ⎸䍩㘵ሩ୶૱Ⲵ䍝Ҡˈᒦф䍏䶒Ⲵ䇴䇪ᖡ૽࣋ᖰᖰ∄↓䶒Ⲵ
䇴䇪ᴤབྷǄӾᗳ⨶ᆖᯩ䶒Ⲵᵪࡦᶕⴻˈᢩ䇴ᙗⲴǃ䍏䶒Ⲵ䀰䇪ᖰᖰՊ㻛ᝏ⸕Ѫᴤ
㚚᰾ǃᴤᴹ⸕䇶ԕ৺ᴤᴹ⭘(Moe and Trusovˈ2011)ǄԕᖰⲴ⹄ウᛵຳѫ㾱ᱟ䪸
ሩ㖁㔌䍝⢙ˈഐ↔䍏䶒Ⲵᇩਟ㜭ሩ⎸䍩㘵䇴ԧ୶૱ᴤѪ䟽㾱Ǆ൘䘉䟼ᡁԜ㘳㲁
ᱟ㖁㔌ޣ㌫Ⲵᔪ・ˈᡰԕᇩⲴ↓䶒ᡆ䍏䶒ਟ㜭䜭Պӗ⭏ⲴаᇊⲴᖡ૽ˈഐѪަ
ԓ㺘Ҷа㿲⛩Ⲵ勌᰾〻ᓖǄഐ↔ᡁԜٷ䇮˖
H1b˖㖁㔌⭘ᡧਁᐳᇩⲴ㿲⛩䎺勌᰾ˈоѻᔪ・ޣ㌫Ⲵቡ䎺ཊˈቡ䎺ᴹਟ㜭ᡀ
Ѫ㿱亶㻆Ǆ
㖁㔌㔃ᶴ
ԕᖰ᮷⥞ѝሩҾ㖁㔌ޣ㌫ⲴᶴᔪཊӾ㖁㔌㔃ᶴ䀂ᓖᶕ㘳㲁ˈণ࡙⭘ᖃࡽ㖁㔌
㔃ᶴਈ䟿ᶕ亴⍻ᵚᶕ▌൘ޣ㌫Ⲵਟ㜭ᙗˈӾ㘼ራࠪ䛓Ӌ൘ᵚᶕᴰᴹਟ㜭ᔪ・Ⲵ
㖁㔌ޣ㌫Ǆ䘉⹄ウ㿶䀂ሩҾᡁԜ⨶䀓㖁㔌ޣ㌫Ⲵ╄ॆ䶎ᑨ䟽㾱ˈնᱟሩҾԱъ
㘼䀰ˈቔަᱟᖃԱъ㾱ѫࣘൠᶕ੨ᕅ“㊹э”ˈᨀ儈㠚䓛ᖡ૽࣋ᰦˈ䘉Ӌ㖁㔌㔃ᶴ
ਈ䟿ᱮ❦ᖸ䳮എㆄԱъⲴ䰞仈ˈഐѪԱъᰐ⌅ӪѪൠ৫᭩ਈ㖁㔌㔃ᶴǄնᱟѪ
፼ޕ㖁㔌㔃ᶴⲴ㢲⛩൘ᶴᔪޣ㌫ᰦᗵ❦Պਇࡠަઘത㖁㔌㔃ᶴ⢩⛩Ⲵᖡ૽ˈ䘉
ᖡ૽ᱟᇒ㿲ᆈ൘ⲴˈᡰԕᡁԜ൘࠶᷀㖁㔌ޣ㌫ᶴᔪᰦҏሶԕᖰ᮷⥞ѝᨀࠪⲴ㖁㔌
㔃ᶴਈ䟿㓣࠶ޕ᷀㤳⮤ˈ䘉Ӌਈ䟿ѫ㾱वᤜྭٿ䘎᧕˄preferential attachment˅ǃ
լᙗ˄similarity˅ǃ㔃ᶴㅹԧ˄structural equivalence˅઼ӂᜐᙗ˄reciprocity˅
˄ည䬞ㅹˈ2013˗ᶘ䴷ᆱㅹˈ2013˅Ǆ
ྭٿ䘎᧕᧿䘠Ⲵᱟ൘⽮Պ㖁㔌ѝ䛓Ӌާᴹᴤཊޣ㌫Ⲵ㖁㔌㢲⛩ᴤ㜭੨ᕅަ
Ԇ㢲⛩оѻᔪ・ޣ㌫ˈ㊫լҾ“ᕪ㘵ᕪǃᕡ㘵ᕡ”Ǆ䘉⧠䊑ᐢ㓿൘ᖸཊн਼
Ⲵ㖁㔌ѝᗇࡠ䇱ᇎˈֻྲᆖ㘵ਸ㖁㔌ǃӂ㚄㖁㖁ㄉㅹ˄Barabási 2012˗Barabási
and Albert 1999˅Ǆࠪ⧠ྭٿ䘎᧕䘉⧠䊑Ⲵѫ㾱ഐᱟഐѪ㖁㔌㢲⛩൘ᶴᔪޣ
㌫ᰦՊᩌራ㖁㔌ѝⲴ᰾ᱏ㢲⛩˄star˅ˈо䘉ṧⲴ᰾ᱏ㢲⛩ᶴᔪޣ㌫ᡰᑖᶕⲴԧ
٬㾱儈ҾоᲞ䙊㢲⛩ᶴᔪޣ㌫ᡰᑖᶕⲴԧ٬ˈ㘼㖁㔌ޣ㌫ᮠ䟿ⲴཊሑࡉᡀѪҶࡔ
ᯝ᰾ᱏ㢲⛩Ⲵ䟽㾱ḷ⌘˄Goeree et al.ˈ2009˅Ǆ㔃ਸࡠ㿱亶㻆Ⲵᖒᡀˈ䘉ٿ
ྭ䘎᧕Ⲵ⧠䊑լѾᴤѪᲞ䙽ˈֻྲᡁԜ൘࣐ࡠޕḀњ㖁㔌ѝᰦ˄ྲᯠ⎚ᗞঊ˅ˈ
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俆ݸ䜭Պᩌራ䛓Ӌᴰ⸕Ⲵᴰᴹᖡ૽࣋Ⲵ (Wasko and Faraˈ2005)Ǆഐ↔ᡁԜٷ
䇮˖
H2a˖
˖㖁㔌⭘ᡧⲴᐢᴹޣ㌫䎺ཊˈоѻᔪ・ᯠⲴޣ㌫Ⲵቡ䎺ཊˈ㿱亶㻆≤ᒣҏ
䎺儈Ǆ
䲔↔ѻཆˈ㖁㔌ᡀઈѻ䰤Ⲵլᙗ˄similarity˅ҏՊᡀѪ亴ᵏᖒᡀⲴ䟽㾱ഐ
㍐Ǆ㖁㔌ᡀઈՊ⭡Ҿ༴ҾլⲴ㖁㔌ս㖞㘼ӗ⭏൘н਼㔤ᓖⲴլᙗˈֻྲ㹼Ѫǃ
㿲ᘥㅹ(Cpherson et al.ˈ2001 )˗਼ᰦ䘉լᙗҏՊᑖᶕᡀઈѻ䰤Ⲵؑԫˈᖰᖰ
լⲴ㖁㔌ᡀઈѻ䰤ᴤᇩ᱃ਁ⭏Ӕӂ઼ᔪ・ޣ㌫Ǆ൘⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌ѝˈ㖁㔌⭘ᡧ
䎺լˈ䛓Ѹ䈤᰾⭘ᡧѻ䰤൘㖁㔌㹼Ѫкᴹᖸཊྲֻˈ⛩਼ޡԆԜᴹ⵰լⲴޤ
䏓⛩ˈഐ↔㖁㔌⭘ᡧᴤᴹਟ㜭ӾլⲴަԆ⭘ᡧѝ㧧ᗇަᝏޤ䏓ⲴؑǄഐ↔ᡁ
Ԝٷ䇮˖
H2b˖㖁㔌⭘ᡧѻ䰤Ⲵլᙗ䎺儈ˈᔪ・ޣ㌫Ⲵਟ㜭ᙗҏ䎺བྷǄ
㔃ᶴㅹԧ䘉аᾲᘥࡉ᧿䘠Ⲵᱟєњ㖁㔌㢲⛩൘㖁㔌㔃ᶴкⲴլᙗˈާփⲴ
䈤ቡᱟєњᡀઈоଚӋަⲴ਼ޡԆ㖁㔌ᡀઈ䘎᧕(Burtˈ1987)Ǆ㔃ᶴкⲴㅹԧ
৽᱐Ҷ㖁㔌㔃ᶴⲴ䰝व⢩ᖱ˄network closure˅ˈҏቡᱟ㖁㔌㢲⛩ѻ䰤㍗ᇶ䘎ˈ
䘉ṧⲴ㖁㔌㔃ᶴнӵᴹ࡙ҾؑⲴՐˈ਼ᰦҏ㜭ཏ᧘ࣘ㖁㔌ѝؑԫⲴᖒᡀˈ׳
䘋ޣ㌫Ⲵᔪ・(Yang et al.ˈ2011˗Burtˈ1992)Ǆഐ↔ᡁԜٷ䇮˖
H2c˖㖁㔌㢲⛩䰤Ⲵ㔃ᶴㅹԧՊ᧘ࣘ㖁㔌ޣ㌫Ⲵᔪ・ˈӾ㘼ᑖᶕᴤ儈Ⲵ㿱亶㻆
≤ᒣǄ
ӂᜐᙗᱟ⽮Պޣ㌫ⲴสᵜࡉѻаǄӂᜐᙗણ⵰Ѫሩ৻ྭ㹼ѪⲴഎᓄˈ
ӪԜՊ∄а㡜ӪѪⲴᴤ࣐৻ྭ˗৽Ⲵˈ൘എᓄ᭼ሩ㹼ѪᰦˈҏՊᘱᓖᴤ࣐ᚦ࣓ˈ
ࡽ㘵ਛ〟ڊᶱⲴӂᜐᙗ˄positive reciprocity˅ˈਾ㘵ਛ⎸ڊᶱⲴӂᜐᙗ˄negative
reciprocity˅(Ernst and Gächterˈ2000)Ǆ൘⽮Պ㖁㔌ѝˈቔަᱟ൘ᴹੁ㖁㔌˄directed
network˅ѝˈֻྲᗞঊǃTwitter ㅹˈՊᆈ൘а䘎᧕ӂᜐᙗ˄link reciprocity˅
(Wasserman and Faustˈ1994)ˈ䘉ᱟӂᜐᙗ൘⽮Պ㖁㔌ѝᴰⴤ᧕Ⲵ㺘⧠ѻаǄާ
փᶕ䈤ሩҾ㢲⛩ ઼㢲⛩ ˈྲ᷌㢲⛩ о㢲⛩ ᔪ・Ҷ䘎᧕ˈ䛓Ѹ䘉Պབྷ㢲⛩
о㢲⛩ ᔪ・ޣ㌫Ⲵਟ㜭ᙗ(Garlaschelli and Loffredoˈ2004)Ǆᦞ↔ᡁԜᗇࠪԕ
лٷ䇮ˈ
H2d˖㖁㔌㢲⛩䰤ⲴӂᜐᙗՊ᧘ࣘ㖁㔌ޣ㌫Ⲵᔪ・ˈӾ㘼ᑖᶕᴤ儈Ⲵ㿱亶㻆≤
ᒣǄ

ᵜ᮷ᙫփٷ䇮⹄ウ⁑රྲл˖
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മ 2 㿱亶㻆ᖒᡀ⁑ර
ਁᐳᇩⲴᮠ䟿
亴ᵏ㓯㍒
ਁᐳᇩ㿲⛩Ⲵ勌᰾〻ᓖ

ྭٿ䘎᧕

㖁㔌ޣ㌫ᶴᔪ઼
㿱亶㻆ᖒᡀ

㔃ᶴㅹԧ
㖁㔌㔃ᶴ
լᙗ
ӂᜐᙗ

3. ⹄ウ䇮䇑
3.1. ⹄ウሩ䊑
ѪҶ傼䇱ᵜ᮷ᡰᨀࠪⲴٷ䇮ˈᡁԜ䘹ਆҶ epinion.com 䘉а㖁ㄉѪᡁԜⲴ
⹄ウ㛼Ჟˈ䈕㖁ㄉ⭡㖾ഭ eBay ޜਨࡋ࣎ˈ㖁ㄉ⌘Պઈਟԕ൘ަк䶒९ਁ㺘
ޣҾ୶૱઼ᴽ࣑Ⲵ䇴䇪ˈ㖁ㄉⲴᙗ䍘㊫լҾѝഭⲴ㱁㧷㺇ǃ㖾ѭ䈤㊫լⲴ䍝
⢙࠶ӛ㖁ㄉˈഐ↔ަ⢩ᖱㅖਸᡁԜሩ⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌ⲴᇊѹǄ䈕㖁ㄉⲴ⭘ᡧਟԕޣ
⌘ަԆ⭘ᡧˈҏਟԕ㻛ަԆ⭘ᡧ⌘ޣˈ⌘ޣਾቡਟԕՈަࡠⴻݸᡰ⭘⌘ޣᡧਁ㺘
Ⲵ䇴䇪ˈᡰԕሩҾ䈕㖁ㄉⲴ⭘ᡧ㘼䀰ˈ৲оަѝⲴѫ㾱ⴞⲴᱟѪҶ㧧ਆޣҾӗ૱
઼ᴽ࣑ⲴؑޣǄ
ᮠᦞ᭦䳶
ѪҶ⹄ウ㖁ѝޣ㌫ᔪ・઼㿱亶㻆Ⲵᖒᡀ䗷〻ˈᡁԜ䴰㾱䘹ਆаᇊⲴ㖁㔌⭘
ᡧˈ❦ਾ㿲ሏԆԜѻ䰤㖁㔌ޣ㌫Ⲵᔪ・Ǆ൘䘉ṧⲴᙍ䐟лˈᡁԜ俆┊⭘࡙ݸ䴚⨳
Ⲵᯩ⌅Ӿ Epinion.com Ⲵ㖁ㄉѝᣭਆаᇊᮠ䟿Ⲵ㢲⛩ˈᖒᡀᴹ 7000 њ⭘ᡧⲴ⭘
ᡧṧᵜᓃ˗❦ਾӾѝ䲿ᵪᣭਆ 200 њ⭘ᡧˈᖒᡀᡁԜⲴ⹄ウሩ䊑˗ᴰਾᣃਆ䘉
200 њ⭘ᡧⲴޣ㌫ᔪ・ǃ㖁к⍫઼ࣘަԆؑǄ
ᡁԜⲴᮠᦞ᭦䳶ᰦ䰤ᱟ 2014 ᒤ 3 ᴸˈᮠᦞਟԕ䘭ⓟࡠ 2001 ᒤ 1 ᴸˈഐ↔ᮠ
ᦞⲴᰦ䰤䐘ᓖ㓖Ѫ 13 ᒤǄᰦ䰤䐘ᓖ䖳䮯Ⲵᰦ䰤ᒿࡇᮠᦞѪᡁԜ࠶᷀ޣ㌫ᔪ・⁑
ᔿᨀҶѠᇼⲴᮠᦞ⛩ˈ਼ᰦҏ؍䇱Ҷ⹄ウ㔃䇪Ⲵっڕᙗˈ䘉ሩҾ⹄ウ⽮Պ㖁㔌
ޣ㌫Ⲵᖒᡀਈॆ㠣ޣ䟽㾱Ǆᮠᦞᣃਆᆼᡀਾˈࢄ䲔ањᰐ᭸⭘ᡧ࢙л 199 њᴹ᭸
⭘ᡧǄ⇿њ㖁㔌⭘ᡧ⨶䇪к䜭ਟԕоަԆ⭘ᡧᔪ・ 198 ᶑޣ㌫Ǆᡰԕᙫփᶕ䈤ˈ
ᡁԜⲴ⹄ウሩ䊑ᱟ䘉 199*198=39402 ᶑ▌൘ޣ㌫ˈ⹄ウ䰞仈ᱟ䘉Ӌ▌൘ޣ㌫ᱟ
ᔪ・ˈԕ৺䛓Ӌഐ㍐Պᖡ૽ޣ㌫Ⲵᔪ・Ǆ
3.2. ਈ䟿ᶴᔪ
ᦞᡰ᭦䳶ⲴᮠᦞᡁԜᶴᔪҶањ䶒ᶯᮠᦞˈ⭡Ҿᮠᦞ䐘ᓖᰦ䰤䖳䮯ˈᡰԕ
ᡁԜሶ⇿ᶑ㿲⍻Ⲵᰦ䰤䐘ᓖ䇮Ѫањ㠚❦ᆓᓖǄᮠᦞѝⲴᓄਈ䟿Ѫޣ㌫ᔪ・Ⲵ⣦
ᘱˈྲ᷌൘䈕ᆓᓖޣ㌫ᵚᔪ・ˈ䈕ਈ䟿ਆ٬Ѫ 0ˈྲ᷌൘䈕ᆓᓖᔪ・ˈਆ٬Ѫ 1Ǆ
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ᮠᦞⲴਖа䜘࠶Ѫ㠚ਈ䟿ˈл䶒䈖㓶ӻ㓽㠚ਈ䟿ᶴᔪ䗷〻ǄѪҶḷ䇠ᯩڊ⧠ˈׯ
ྲлٷᇊ˖⭘ G(V, E)㺘⽪ᡰ⹄ウⲴ㖁㔌ˈަѝ V 㺘⽪㖁㔌ѝⲴ㢲⛩ˈE 㢲⛩ᐢ
ᆈ൘Ⲵޣ㌫Ǆ⧠㘳㲁Ḁа▌൘ޣ㌫˄vi , v j ) ˈަѝ vi ᱟ⌘ޣ㢲⛩ˈv j ᱟ㻛⌘ޣ㢲⛩˖
1. 亴ᵏ㓯㍒Ǆ൘ࡽ䶒Ⲵ࠶᷀ѝˈ㖁㔌⭘ᡧ൘⌘ޣ㿱亶㻆ˈᔪ・ޣ㌫ᰦѫ
㾱ᱟਇؑᙗᖡ૽ˈ䘉ѫ㾱वਜ਼єњᯩ䶒ˈањᱟ㿱亶㻆ਖаᯩਁᐳؑⲴᮠ
䟿ˈਖањᱟؑѝ㿲⛩Ⲵ勌᰾〻ᓖǄ൘ Epinion 㖁ㄉкˈሩҾ⇿ањ⭘ᡧᡰਁ
ᐳⲴ䇴䇪䜭ᴹ䇠ᖅˈഐ↔䘉䟼ᡁԜ⭘䇴䇪Ⲵᮠ䟿㺘⽪㖁㔌⭘ᡧਁᐳؑⲴᮠ䟿Ǆ
↔ཆˈ⭘ᡧⲴ⇿ᶑ䇴䇪䜭Պ൘ањӄ࠶䟿㺘ሩӗ૱઼ᴽ࣑䘋㹼ᢃ࠶ˈа࠶㺘⽪ᴰ
н┑ˈӄ࠶㺘⽪ᴰ┑ˈᡰԕᡁԜ⭘ᢃ࠶ᶕԓ㺘ؑ㿲⛩Ⲵ勌᰾〻ᓖˈᡁԜ࠶
࡛䇑㇇ࠪᢃ࠶ㅹҾӄ࠶઼ሿҾㅹҾє࠶Ⲵ䇴䇪ᮠ䟿ˈԕ↔ᶕԓ㺘↓䶒㿲⛩઼䍏䶒
㿲⛩ˈᒦሩᢃ࠶≲ᒣ൷ˈᶕԓ㺘ؑⲴᮤփ㿲⛩ੁٿǄ
2. 㖁㔌㔃ᶴǄ䲔↔ѻཆˈᡁԜ䘈ሶԕᖰ᮷⥞ѝᨀࠪⲴᖡ૽ޣ㌫ᔪ・Ⲵ㖁㔌
㔃ᶴਈ䟿㓣࠶ޕ᷀Ǆ俆ݸᱟྭٿ䘎᧕ˈ䘉аᾲᘥ৽᱐Ⲵᱟ㖁㔌㢲⛩ᐢᴹⲴޣ㌫ᮠ
䟿䎺ཊˈ䛓ѸަԆ㢲⛩оѻᔪ・ޣ㌫Ⲵਟ㜭ᙗҏቡ䎺བྷˈഐ↔⋯⭘ԕᖰⲴ⹄ウᯩ
⌅ˈ䘉䟼ᡁԜ⭘㖁㔌㢲⛩Ⲵᓖ˄degree˅ᶕ㺘⽪ᐢᴹޣ㌫Ⲵᮠ䟿ˈᶕ৽᱐ྭٿ䘎
᧕䘉аഐ㍐ᑖᶕⲴᖡ૽Ǆ
ަ⅑ˈሩҾլᙗˈԕᖰⲴ᮷⥞ཊ⭘Ӫਓ㔏䇑ਈ䟿ㅹᤷḷᶕ䇑㇇㢲⛩ѻ䰤Ⲵ
լᙗˈֻྲᙗ࡛ǃᒤ喴ㅹǄնᱟ൘ᡁԜ⋑ᴹ䘉Ӌᮠᦞˈн䗷൘ Epinion.com ѝˈ
㖁ㄉሶਁᐳⲴ䇴䇪᤹➗ӗ૱㊫࡛䘋㹼Ҷ࠶㊫ˈᴹⲴ⭘ᡧ൘ḀӋ㊫࡛䇴䇪ᮠ䟿ᴤ
ཊˈ䘉৽᱐Ҷަޤ䏓⛩Ǆഐ↔ᡁԜ䇑㇇Ҷєњ⭘ᡧѻ䰤൘н਼ӗ૱㊫࡛кਁᐳ䇴
䇪ᮠ䟿Ⲵ⅗∿䐍ˈԕ↔ᶕ⍻䟿լᙗǄ
ᶕ䈤ˈྲ᷌Ҽ
ᴰਾᱟ㖁㔌㢲⛩ѻ䰤Ⲵ㔃ᶴㅹԧ઼ӂᜐᙗǄሩҾ㖁㔌㢲⛩
㘵ᴹ⵰㔃ᶴㅹԧˈ䛓Ѹણ⵰єњ㢲⛩о਼ⲴަԆ㢲⛩䘎᧕Ǆ㘼㖁㔌Ⲵӂᜐ
ᙗᱟᤷєњ㢲⛩ѻ䰤аᯩᔪ・оਖаᯩⲴޣ㌫Պ׳䘋৽ੁޣ㌫ⲴᖒᡀǄަާփ㺘
⽪ ྲ л ˈ  ٷ䇮 㖁 㔌 ѝ о Ḁ а ⛩ v(v V ) ⴤ ᧕ 䘎 ᧕ Ⲵ ⛩ Ѫ N (v) ˈ ަ ѝ
N ( v)

^

w w ф
V ( ,v w

) ` ˈԔ d ( N (v)) Ѫо v ⴤ᧕䘎᧕Ⲵ⛩Ⲵᮠ䟿ˈᡰԕ㔃ᶴ

ㅹԧቡਟԕ㺘⽪Ѫ˖
(1)

t 㺘⽪ᰦ䰤Ǆ㘼ሩҾӂᜐᙗ㘼䀰
(2)

3. ᧗ࡦਈ䟿ǄѪҶ᧗ࡦަԆਟ㜭⏶Ⲵਈ䟿ˈᡁԜቭਟ㜭ཊⲴሶަԆਟ㜭
ᖡ૽ࡠ⎸䍩㘵䈒ޣ㌫ᔪ・Ⲵਈ䟿㓣ޕ㘳㲁㤳തǄާփᶕ䈤वਜ਼ԕлਈ䟿˖俆ݸ
ᱟ⌘ޣ㢲⛩Ⲵ⍫䏳ᓖˈഐѪᴤ⍫䏳Ⲵ㢲⛩ᵜ䓛ቡᴤᴹਟ㜭ᔪ・ޣ㌫ˈ䈕⍫䏳ᓖᡁ
Ԝ⭘єњਈ䟿㺘⽪ˈањᱟ⌘ޣ㢲⛩Ⲵ⌘ޣᙫᮠˈਖањᱟ⌘ޣ㢲⛩൘ t ᰦⲴ
⌘ޣᙫᮠ˗ަ⅑⌘ޣ㘵Ⲵ㠚䓛ᡰާᴹⲴؑ≤ᒣˈҏቡᱟ⌘ޣ㢲⛩൘ t ᰦᡰਁ
ᐳⲴ䇴䇪ᮠ䟿ˈ䘉৽᱐Ҷ⌘ޣ㢲⛩Ⲵሩуъ⸕䇶Ⲵޤ䏓Ǆ
㔬ਸԕкˈᡁԜ㔉ࠪҶњਈ䟿Ⲵਜ਼ѹ઼䇑㇇ᯩ⌅˖
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㺘3
ਈ䟿〠

ਈ䟿㔬䘠
ਈ䟿䇑㇇ᯩ⌅

ྲ᷌䈕▌൘ޣ㌫⋑ᴹ൘ t ᰦᔪ・ˈਆ٬Ѫ 0˗৽ѻˈ
ਆ٬Ѫ 1
ሩ㻛⌘ޣ㢲⛩൘ t ᰦⲴ䇴䇪ᮠ䘋㹼࣐ᙫ
ሶ㻛⌘ޣ㢲⛩൘ t ᰦⲴ䇴䇪ᢃ࠶≲ᒣ൷ᮠ
亴ᵏ㓯
㍒

ሶ㻛⌘ޣ㢲⛩൘ t ᰦⲴ䇴䇪ᢃ࠶ሿҾ 2 Ⲵᮠ䟿࣐ᙫ
ሶ㻛⌘ޣ㢲⛩൘ t ᰦⲴ䇴䇪ᢃ࠶ㅹҾ 5 Ⲵᮠ䟿࣐ᙫ
ሶ㻛⌘ޣ㢲⛩ᡚ→ t ᰦⲴ⌘ޣᮠ࣐ᙫ

㖁㔌㔃
ᶴ

⌘ޣ㢲⛩઼㻛⌘ޣ㢲⛩䇴䇪ᮠ䟿൘н਼㊫࡛кⲴ⅗∿
䐍
㔃ᶴㅹԧ
ӂᜐᙗ

о⌘ޣ㢲⛩઼㻛⌘ޣ㢲⛩਼ޡᔪ・ޣ㌫Ⲵ㢲⛩ᮠ䟿
ྲ᷌㻛⌘ޣ㢲⛩ᐢ⌘ޣ⌘ޣ㢲⛩ˈਆ٬Ѫ 1˗৽ѻˈਆ
٬Ѫ 0
ሶ⌘ޣ㢲⛩ᡚ→ t ᰦⲴ⌘ޣᮠ࣐ᙫ

᧗ࡦਈ
䟿

ሶ⌘ޣ㢲⛩൘ t ᰦⲴ⌘ޣᮠ࣐ᙫ
ሶ⌘ޣ㢲⛩൘ t ᰦਁᐳⲴ䇴䇪ᮠ࣐ᙫ

4. ᇎ䇱࠶᷀
4.1. ⁑ර
⭡ҾᡁԜ㾱⹄ウⲴᱟ▌൘Ⲵޣ㌫ᱟᔪ・ˈᒦф㠚ਈ䟿৸ᱟ䲿ᰦ䰤нᯝਈॆ
ⲴˈᡰԕՐ㔏Ⲵ㓯ᙗ⁑රᡆ logit ⁑රᖸ䳮ᓄ⭘ˈഐ↔ᡁԜѫ㾱֯⭘Ҷ⭏ᆈ⁑ර
˄survival model˅Ǆ⭏ᆈ࠶᷀ᴰࡍѫ㾱⭘Ҿ⭏⢙५ᆖ઼ਟ䶐ᙗ࠶᷀ˈⲴ⌘ޣᱟḀ
а⢩ᇊһԦ˄event˅ਁ⭏ᰦ䰤Ⲵ䮯⸝ˈ൘ᵜ᮷ѝһԦࡉᱟᤷ㖁㔌ޣ㌫Ⲵᔪ・Ǆ
䘉а⁑ර⭡Ҿ൘༴⨶ᰦ䰤ਈ䟿ᰦⲴՈ䎺ᙗˈਾᶕ㻛ᒯ⌋䘀⭘ࡠަԆ亶ฏˈֻྲ⣟
㖚ᆖǃ㓿⍾ᆖǃ⽮ՊᆖㅹㅹǄ⭏ᆈ࠶᷀൘㩕䬰亶ฏҏᴹᒯ⌋Ⲵᓄ⭘ˈཊ⭘ᶕ࠶᷀
⎸䍩㘵ߣㆆ઼ӗ૱ᢙᮓ(Sinha and Chandrashekaranˈ1992˗Seetharaman and
chintaguntasourceˈ2003)Ǆ
⭏ᆈ࠶᷀ѝᓄ⭘∄䖳ᒯ⌋Ⲵᱟ Cox Proportional Hazard Model˄Cox PHM˅ˈ
ᵜ᮷ҏѫ㾱⭘䘉⁑රᖒᔿˈަѫ㾱ᖒᔿྲл˖
(3)
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䘉䟼 hi (t , X i ) ԓ㺘⹄ウሩ䊑 i ൘ᰦ䰤 t-1 һԦ˄event˅ᵚਁ⭏ˈ㘼൘ᰦ䰤 t ਁ
⭏ⲴᶑԦᾲ⦷ˈh0 (t ) ԓ㺘һԦ൘ᰦ䰤 t ਁ⭏Ⲵส߶ᾲ⦷ˈ㊫լҾ㓯ᙗ⁑රѝⲴᑨ
ᮠ亩Ǆ X it ԓ㺘ᖡ૽һԦਁ⭏ᾲ⦷བྷሿⲴॿਈ䟿ੁ䟿ˈ൘ᵜ᮷ѝѫ㾱ᱟᤷѝᗳ㓯
㍒ǃཆത㓯㍒ǃޣ㌫㿴㤳઼᧗ࡦਈ䟿ˈ ᱟॿਈ䟿ሩᓄⲴᖵՠ৲ᮠǄ exp(E X it ) 㺘
⽪ਈ䟿ሩһԦਁ⭏ᾲ⦷Ⲵᖡ૽ˈྲ᷌ਆ٬བྷҾ 1ˈ㺘⽪ਈ䟿Պᨀ儈һԦਁ⭏Ⲵਟ
㜭ᙗˈྲ᷌ਆ٬ሿҾ 1ˈ㺘⽪ਈ䟿Պ䱽վһԦਁ⭏Ⲵਟ㜭ᙗǄ
4.2. а㡜ޣ㌫ᔪ・
俆ݸᡁԜሩ㿱亶㻆ᖒᡀ䗷〻ѝޣ㌫ᔪ・Ⲵа㡜⁑ᔿ䘋㹼Ҷ࠶᷀ǄѪҶᴤ࣐
ⴤ㿲Ⲵኅ⽪㖁㔌ѝޣ㌫Ⲵᖒᡀ䗷〻ˈᡁԜሶᮤњ㖁㔌╄䘋䙊䗷㖁㔌മᯩᔿ⧠ࠪ
ᶕǄᡁԜሶ㖁㔌Ⲵ╄䘋࠶ᡀҶഋњ䱦⇥ˈণ㖁㔌ᔪ・ࡍᵏ˄2001 ᒤ˅ˈ❦ਾ⇿
ഋᒤ⧠а⅑Ǆ㲭❦䘉ਚᱟањ㋇⮕Ⲵኅ⽪ˈնᱟӾമѝ䘈ᱟਟԕᗇࠪаӋㆰঅ
Ⲵ㿲ሏ㔃䇪˖䲿⵰ᯠⲴ㢲⛩нᯝ࣐ޕ㖁㔌ԕ৺ᯠⲴޣ㌫Ⲵᖒᡀˈ㖁㔌⧠ࠪࣘᘱ
ਈॆⲴ䗷〻˗↔ཆਟԕⴻࠪമѝ㖁㔌ޣ㌫Ⲵᖒᡀᱟн൷रⲴˈণᴹⲴ㢲⛩ᔪ・Ⲵ
ޣ㌫ཊˈᴹⲴ㢲⛩ޣ㌫ᔪ・ⲴቁǄᡁԜ৸ሶ㖁㔌⭘ᡧⲴ㖁㔌ޣ㌫ޕᓖ˄in-degree˅
䘋㹼ҶㆰঅⲴ仁⦷㔏䇑ǄӾ仁ᮠ࠶ᐳമѝਟԕⴻࠪˈṧᵜѝⲴ 199 њ⭘ᡧѝˈབྷ
䜘࠶ᔪ・Ⲵޣ㌫ᮠ䟿䜭ሿҾ 10ˈਚᴹቁ䜘࠶⭘ᡧᔪ・Ҷབྷ䟿Ⲵޣ㌫ˈᡀѪ䘉њ
㖁㔌⽮४ѝⲴ㿱亶㻆Ǆ㘼ᡁԜⲴ⹄ウ䰞仈ቡᱟѪӰѸᱟ䘉Ӌ⭘ᡧᡀѪ㿱亶
㻆Ǆ
2

1

ᡚ→ 2001 ᒤ 12 ᴸ

ᡚ→ 2005 ᒤ 12 ᴸ

4

3

ᡚ→ 2009 ᒤ 12 ᴸ

ᡚ→ 2014 ᒤ 12 ᴸ
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മ 3 2001-2014 ᒤ㖁㔌╄ॆ৺ᴰ㓸㖁㔌ᓖ࠶ᐳമ1

ѪҶ䘋а↕䟿ॆൠ࠶᷀ᮠᦞˈᡁԜสҾ⭏ᆈ⁑රሩᮠᦞ䳶䘋㹼ҶഎᖂǄᵜ᮷
֯⭘Ҷ R 䖟Ԧ˄⡸ᵜ 3.1.0˅ሩਈ䟿Ⲵ㌫ᮠ䘋㹼ՠ䇑ˈ֯⭘Ⲵ䖟ԦवѪ“KMSurv”
઼“survival”ˈалᱟᗇࠪⲴਈ䟿ሩ⎸䍩㘵䈒ޣ㌫ᔪ・Ⲵᖡ૽ǄᡁԜ俆ݸՠ
䇑Ⲵᱟ KM ⭏ᆈᴢ㓯മˈ䈕⭏ᆈᴢ㓯৽᱐Ⲵᱟ⹄ウሩ䊑㍟䇑“⭏ᆈ”ᾲ⦷ˈ⭏ᆈ㺘
⽪һԦᵚਁ⭏Ǆᡚ→ᡁԜᮠᦞ᭦䳶ˈ൘ 39402 ᶑ▌൘ޣ㌫ѝˈᔪ・Ҷ 847 ᶑˈᔪ
・Ⲵ∄⦷Ѫ 2.15%ǄӾമѝਟԕⴻࠪˈ䲿⵰ᰦ䰤Ⲵ᧘〫ˈ㍟䇑⭏ᆈ⦷⧠нᯝл
䱽Ⲵ䎻࣯ˈҏቡᱟ▌൘ޣ㌫ᔪ・Ⲵ㍟䇑ਟ㜭ᙗ䎺ᶕ䎺བྷǄնᱟ䘉л䱽Ⲵ䎻࣯ᱟ
нᯝ߿ሿⲴˈ䘉ણ⵰ Epinion.com ѝⲴ⭘ᡧޣ㌫བྷ䜘࠶ᱟ൘⭘ᡧ⌘ਾⲴ⸝ᰦ
䰤ᔪ・ⲴǄṩᦞ䘉ṧањޣ㌫ᔪ・䗷〻ˈ൘ᮤњ⹄ウⲴᰦ䰤⇥ᵛቮՠ䇑㍟䇑⭏
ᆈᾲ⦷Ѫ 97.5%ˈণޣ㌫㍟䇑ᔪ・Ⲵᾲ⦷Ѫ 1-97.5%=2.5%Ǆ

1.00

0.99

䴖守䔆⬿䍮

total$type
守䴖守䔆⬿䍮
95%何 Ὲ ⌡ 旛 ᷱ 䔳
95%何 Ὲ ⌡ 旛 ᷲ 䔳

0.98
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㗝旛
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മ 4 ޣ㌫ᔪ・ᾲ⦷ՠ䇑

1ѪҶኅ⽪ᯩˈׯᡚਆҶቁ䟿ᓖབྷҾ

250 Ⲵ⭘ᡧ
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᧕⵰ᡁԜሩᖡ૽ޣ㌫ᔪ・Ⲵ㠚ਈ䟿Ⲵ㌫ᮠ䘋㹼Ҷՠ䇑ˈалᱟՠ䇑㔃᷌˖
㺘4

ѫ㾱৲ᮠՠ䇑

⁑ර 1
ਈ䟿

ՠ䇑㌫ᮠ

⁑ර 2
hazard

ՠ䇑㌫ᮠ

∄⦷

0.0048**

1.006

亴
ᵏ
㓯
㍒

0.0091***

1.010

⁑ර 3
hazard

ՠ䇑㌫ᮠ

∄⦷

0.0017

1.002

-0.0303

0.970

0.0479**

1.049

0.0099***

1.010

0.0089***

1.009

hazard
∄⦷

-0.0029

0.997

-0.0276

0.973

-0.0195

0.981

0.0197**

1.020

0.0099***

1.010

-0.0000*** 1.000

㖁
㔌

-0.0000*** 1.000

-0.0000***

1.000

0.0010***
0.0062***
4.2000***

0.0009**
0.0059***
4.2500***

1.001
1.006
70.072

-0.0007

0.999

0.0069***

1.007

0.0064**

1.006

㔃
ᶴ

լᙗ
㔃ᶴㅹԧ
ӂᜐᙗ

1.001
1.017
66.49

᧗
ࡦ
ਈ
䟿

p٬
㿲⍻䟿
event 䟿

0
1027861
847

0
1027861
847

0.0017***
0.0186***

1.002
1.019

0.0002

1.000

0.0046***

1.005

0.0101***

1.010

0
1027861
440

⌘˖*ǃ**ǃ***࠶࡛㺘⽪൘ 0.1ǃ0.05ǃ0.001 Ⲵ㖞ؑ≤ᒣкᱮ㪇

൘⁑රаѝᡁԜ俆ݸ㘳㲁Ҷ䇴䇪ᑖᶕⲴᖡ૽ˈӾഎᖂ㔃᷌ਟԕⴻࠪ䇴䇪ᮠ䟿
ሩҾޣ㌫Ⲵᔪ・ᴹᱮ㪇Ⲵ↓ੁᖡ૽˄hazard rate=1.006ˈP<0.05˅ˈ䘉䈤᰾䛓Ӌਁ
ᐳᴤཊ䇴䇪Ⲵ㢲⛩Պ੨ᕅᴤཊⲴӪоѻᔪ・ޣ㌫ˈഐ↔ٷ䇮 1a ᗇࡠҶ᭟ᤱǄӾ
㖁㔌㔃ᶴᶕⴻˈᐢ㓿ᔪ・Ⲵޣ㌫ՊᑖᶕᯠⲴޣ㌫Ⲵᔪ・˄hazard rate=1.010ˈ
P<0.001˅ˈ䘉о 2a ᱟа㠤Ⲵˈণ㖁㔌ޣ㌫Ⲵᔪ・ᆈ൘ྭٿ䘎᧕˄preferential
attachment˅Ⲵ⢩⛩Ǆնᱟ൘ሶޣ㌫ᮠ䟿৫ᒣᯩ亩ਾˈ㌫ᮠਈѪҶ䍏ᮠˈ䘉䈤᰾
䘉ᖡ૽ᒦнᱟ㓯ᙗⲴˈ㘼ᱟ⧠䗩䱵䙂߿Ⲵ᭸᷌Ǆ䲔↔ѻཆ⭘ˈᡧѻ䰤Ⲵլ
ᙗҏሩޣ㌫Ⲵᔪ・ӗ⭏Ҷ↓ੁⲴᖡ૽˄hazard rate=1.001ˈP<0.001˅ˈ䘉䈤᰾є
њլⲴ㢲⛩ѻ䰤ᴤᴹਟ㜭ᔪ・㖁㔌ޣ㌫ˈഐ↔㿱亶㻆Ⲵ“㊹э”а㡜䜭Պоަ
ᤕᴹլⲴޤ䏓ǄӾޣ㌫㿴㤳Ⲵ䀂ᓖᶕⴻˈ㔃ᶴㅹԧѻ䰤Ⲵ㢲⛩ѻ䰤ᴤᴹਟ㜭ᔪ
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・ޣ㌫˄hazard rate=1.017ˈP<0.001˅ˈ䘉փ⧠Ҷ㖁㔌㔃ᶴкⲴ䟽ਸሩҾ㖁㔌ޣ
㌫ᔪ・Ⲵ׳䘋⭘Ǆᒦф㖁㔌ޣ㌫Ⲵӂᜐᙗሩ㖁㔌ޣ㌫Ⲵᔪ・ާᴹᖸབྷⲴᖡ૽
˄hazard rate=66.49ˈP<0.001˅ˈަᖡ૽࣋䘌䘌བྷҾަԆഐ㍐Ⲵ⭘ˈ䘉䈤᰾ྲ
᷌㢲⛩ A ⌘ޣҶ㢲⛩ Bˈ䛓Ѹ㢲⛩ B ࡉ䶎ᑨᴹਟ㜭⌘ޣ㢲⛩ AǄѪҶỰ傼䘉
ӂᜐᙗᖡ૽࣋䗷儈ᱟՊሩ⹄ウ㔃᷌ᑖᶕٿᐞˈᡁԜ൘ਾ䶒ሩࡍ⅑ޣ㌫ᔪ・䘋㹼
ҶっڕᙗỰ傼Ǆ
൘⁑රҼѝˈᡁԜ䘋а↕࠶᷀Ҷ㖁㔌㢲⛩䇴䇪Ⲵާփ⢩ᖱˈᒦфሶ᧗ࡦਈ䟿
㓣ޕഎᖂǄ൘ሩ䇴䇪Ⲵ⢩ᖱ࠶᷀ᯩ䶒ˈᡁԜѫ㾱㘳㲁Ҷᇩѝᡰ㺘䗮㿲⛩Ⲵ勌᰾
〻ᓖˈ䘉ѫ㾱৽᱐൘㖁㔌⭘ᡧᡰਁ㺘Ⲵ⇿њ䇴䇪ѝⲴ䇴࠶ˈ䘉䟼ᡁԜᢺᢃ࠶ሿҾ
ㅹҾ 2 ࠶Ⲵ䇴䇪㿶Ѫ㺘䗮Ⲵᱟ䍏䶒Ⲵ㿲⛩ˈᢃ࠶ㅹҾ 5 ࠶Ⲵ䇴䇪㿶Ѫ㺘䗮Ⲵᱟ↓
䶒Ⲵ㿲⛩ǄӾ࠶᷀㔃᷌ᶕⴻˈᰐ䇪ᱟ䍏䶒䘈ᱟ↓䶒ᇩሩҾޣ㌫ᔪ・Ⲵ䜭ᴹᱮ㪇
Ⲵᖡ૽ˈᒦф䍏䶒ᇩᡰᑖᶕⲴᖡ૽㾱བྷҾ↓䶒Ⲵᇩ ˄hazard rate ᢃ࠶
≤2=1.049> hazard rate ᢃ࠶=5=1.010˅ˈ䘉оԕᖰⲴ⹄ウᱟа㠤ⲴǄᒦфሶ䘉є
њਈ䟿㓣࠶ޕ᷀ਾˈ䇴䇪ᙫ䟿䘉аਈ䟿ਈѪнᱮ㪇ˈ䘉䈤᰾䇴䇪Ⲵᖡ૽ᆼޘਟԕ
࠶䀓Ѫ↓䶒઼䍏䶒єњᯩ䶒ˈ䛓Ӌ㿲⛩ٿѝᙗⲴ䇴䇪ᖡ૽䶎ᑨሿǄᒦфሶ᧗ࡦਈ
䟿㓣ޕഎᖂਾˈԕк䘉Ӌ㌫ᮠⲴབྷሿ઼ᱮ㪇ᙗ䜭⋑ᴹ䖳བྷਈॆǄ
൘⁑රйѝˈᡁԜሩԕкⲴ࠶᷀㔃᷌䘋㹼ҶっڕᙗỰ傼ǄഐѪ䙊䗷࠶᷀ਁ⧠ˈ
ޣ㌫ⲴӂᜐᙗՊሩޣ㌫Ⲵᖒᡀ䙐ᡀᖸབྷⲴᖡ૽ˈѪҶỰ傼䘉аഐ㍐ᱟՊሩ࠶᷀
㔃᷌ᑖᶕٿᐞˈᡁԜ൘⁑රйѝਚ࠶᷀Ҷࡍ⅑ޣ㌫Ⲵᔪ・ˈҏቡᱟ䈤ޣ㌫ৼᯩѻ
ࡽᵚᔪ・ԫօޣ㌫ˈ䘉ṧቡнᆈ൘ӂᜐᙗⲴ⭘ǄӾ࠶᷀㔃᷌ᶕⴻˈ൘⁑රаǃ
⁑රҼѝᗇࠪⲴ㔃䇪൘⁑රйѝབྷ䜘࠶ᡀ・Ǆ
4.3. 㿱亶㻆о䶎㿱亶㻆Ⲵሩ∄࠶᷀
Ӿа㡜Ⲵޣ㌫ᔪ・Ⲵ࠶᷀ਟԕⴻࠪˈ䲔Ҷԕᖰ᮷⥞ѝᨀࡠⲴаӋ㖁㔌㔃ᶴਈ
䟿Պሩޣ㌫ᶴᔪӗ⭏ᖡ૽ˈ㖁㔌㢲⛩Ⲵਁᐳᇩ઼ؑ䍑⥞ҏՊ੨ᕅަԆ㢲⛩ᶕ
⌘ޣ㠚ᐡˈ䘉࠶ݵ䈤᰾Ҷ൘⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌ѝˈ㿱亶㻆ਟԕ䙊䗷ᨀѠᇼᴹ⭘Ⲵ
ؑᶕ੨ᕅ⌘ޣǃ࣐㊹эǄѪҶ䘋а↕䇱᰾㢲⛩Ⲵਁᐳᇩ઼㿱亶㻆ᖒᡀⲴ
ޣ㌫ˈᡁԜሩ㿱亶㻆઼䶎㿱亶㻆䘋㹼Ҷሩ∄࠶᷀Ǆ
俆ݸᡁԜṩᦞԕᖰ᮷⥞ᡰᨀࠪⲴḷ߶ˈሩ㖁㔌㢲⛩䘋㹼Ҷࡂ࠶ˈ࠶Ѫ㿱亶
㻆઼䶎㿱亶㻆є㊫ǄޣҾ⽮Պ㖁㔌ѝ㿱亶㻆ᡆѝᗳӪ⢙Ⲵ⺞ᇊˈн਼Ⲵ᮷⥞
ᨀࠪҶн਼Ⲵḷ߶ˈTrusov M. et al˄2010˅ᤷࠪ㖁㔌ѝᖡ૽࣋ᧂ൘ࡽ 20%Ⲵ㖁
㔌㢲⛩ᱟᴹᖡ૽࣋ⲴӪ⢙ˈGoldenberg J. et al˄2009˅ࡉ䇮ᇊᓖ(degree)Ѫḷ߶٬
Ⲵйњḷ߶ᐞѻк(>mean+3*sd)Ⲵ㢲⛩Ѫѝᗳ㢲⛩Ǆ൘䘉䟼ˈᡁԜ ➗Trusov M.
ㅹⲴᯩ⌅ˈ䇮ᇊᓖᧂ൘ࡽ 20%Ⲵ㢲⛩Ѫ㿱亶㻆ˈ䘉ṧޡᴹ 39 њ㢲⛩Ҿ㿱
亶㻆ˈ160 њ㢲⛩Ҿ䶎㿱亶㻆Ǆ
᧕⵰ˈᡁԜሩ㿱亶㻆઼䶎㿱亶㻆䇴䇪Ⲵᐞᔲԕ৺ަо㖁㔌ޣ㌫㍟〟Ⲵ㚄
㌫䘋㹼Ҷ࠶᷀ǄѪҶⴤ㿲ኅ⽪ਁᐳᇩᮠ䟿઼ޣ㌫ᶴᔪѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫ˈᡁԜ࠶࡛
䘹Ҷањ㿱亶㻆㢲⛩઼䶎㿱亶㻆㢲⛩ˈሶ㢲⛩Ӿ⌘ᔰਾ⇿њᆓᓖ࣐Ⲵ
ޣ㌫ᮠ䟿
˄ޣ㌫䟿˅઼䇴䇪ᮠ䟿䘋㹼Ҷ㔏䇑Ǆ
ަѝ㿱亶㻆㢲⛩ ID Ѫ“Majenta”ˈ
䶎㿱亶㻆㢲⛩ ID Ѫ“Steven9988”ˈєњ⭘ᡧ൷Ҿ 2001 ᒤ 2 ᴸ⌘ˈᴰ㓸
“Majenta”㊹эᮠ䟿Ѫ 472ˈ“Steven9988”㊹эᮠ䟿Ѫ 76ǄӾḡ⣦മਟԕⴻࠪˈ൘
ᰦ䰤㔤ᓖкˈ㖁㔌㢲⛩অսᰦ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫䟿оަ䇴䇪ᮠ䟿ᆈ൘䶎ᑨ᰾ᱮⲴޣ
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ޣ㌫ˈ䇴䇪ᮠ䟿Ⲵ࣐դ䲿⵰ޣ㌫ᮠ䟿Ⲵ࣐ˈᒦф䇴䇪䘈Պᆈ൘аᇊⲴ┎ਾ᭸
ᓄˈণᖃᵏⲴ䇴䇪ՊᑖᶕлаᵏⲴޣ㌫Ǆሶᡰᴹ㢲⛩Ⲵᮠᦞ㓣࠶ޕ᷀ਾˈᡁԜਁ
⧠䇴䇪ᮠ䟿઼ޣ㌫䟿Ⲵޣ㌫ᮠѪ 0.49˄p<0.001˅ˈ䇴䇪ᮠ䟿઼┎ਾаᵏⲴ
ޣ㌫䟿ޣ㌫ᮠҏ䗮ࡠ 0.41˄p<0.001˅Ǆ

Majenta

Steven9988

50
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മ 5 ਁᑆᮠ䟿઼ޣ㌫䟿

ӾкമҏਟԕⴻࠪሩҾ㿱亶㻆㘼䀰ˈަ䇴䇪ᮠ䟿㾱᰾ᱮཊҾ䶎㿱亶㻆Ǆ
ѪҶỰ傼㿱亶㻆઼䶎㿱亶㻆Ⲵ䇴䇪㹼Ѫѻ䰤ᱟᴹᱮ㪇ᐞᔲˈᡁԜሩ䘉є㊫
㢲⛩⇿њᆓᓖⲴ䇴䇪ᮠ䟿䘋㹼Ҷᯩᐞ࠶᷀ˈӾᯩᐞ࠶᷀㔃᷌ਟԕⴻࠪ㿱亶㻆⇿
њᆓᓖⲴ䇴䇪ᮠ䟿㾱ᱮ㪇ⲴཊҾ䶎㿱亶㻆Ⲵਁᑆᮠ䟿˄M 㿱亶㻆=2.98> M
䶎㿱亶㻆=0.78ˈp<0.001˅Ǆ
3

✮‣

2

1

0
杅ヶ妨桭塽

䱢−
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മ 6 㿱亶㻆о䶎㿱亶㻆ਁᑆᮠ䟿ሩ∄
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❦ਾᡁԜሩ㿱亶㻆઼䶎㿱亶㻆є㊫㢲⛩Ⲵޣ㌫ᶴᔪ⁑ᔿᐞᔲ䘋㹼Ҷ࠶
᷀ˈ䘉䟼ᡁԜᱟሶᡰᴹ▌൘ޣ㌫᤹➗㻛⌘ޣ㢲⛩ᱟᱟ㿱亶㻆䘈ᱟ䶎㿱亶㻆࠶
Ѫє㊫ˈ࠶࡛䘋㹼⭏ᆈ࠶᷀ˈԕ↔ᶕỰ傼ᖡ૽ޣ㌫ᔪ・Ⲵഐ㍐൘䘉є㊫㢲⛩ޣ㌫
ᶴᔪѝᆈ൘Ⲵᐞᔲˈԕлᱟ࠶᷀㔃᷌˖
Ӿ⭏ᆈ⁑රⲴഎᖂ࠶᷀ᶕⴻˈᙫփᶕ䈤ਁ㺘䇴䇪ሩޣ㌫ᶴᔪⲴᖡ૽˄ؑᙗ
ᖡ૽˅㿱亶㻆㾱ᕪҾ䶎㿱亶㻆ˈ㘼㖁㔌㔃ᶴሩޣ㌫ᶴᔪⲴᖡ૽䶎㿱亶㻆㾱
ᕪҾ㿱亶㻆Ǆ
ሩҾؑᙗᖡ૽㘼䀰ˈ1&2 ࠶䇴䇪઼ 5 ࠶䇴䇪ᮠ䟿ሩҾ㿱亶㻆Ⲵޣ㌫ᔪ・
㿱亶㻆
൷ᴹ〟ᶱᖡ૽˄hazard rate 㿱亶㻆
ᢃ࠶dˎ =1.054ˈhazard rate ᢃ࠶˙ˑ =1.008ˈp<0.01˅ˈն

ᱟሩҾ䶎㿱亶㻆㘼䀰ˈਚᴹ 5 ࠶䇴䇪ᮠ䟿ሩҾ㿱亶㻆Ⲵޣ㌫ᔪ・ᴹ〟ᶱᖡ૽
˄hazard rate 䶎㿱亶㻆
ᢃ࠶˙ˑ =1.022ˈp<0.01˅Ǆ
ሩҾ㖁㔌ᖡ૽㘼䀰ˈլᙗሩҾ㿱亶㻆ޣ㌫ᶴᔪ⋑ᴹᱮ㪇ᖡ૽ˈնᱟሩҾ
䶎㿱亶㻆ᴹᱮ㪇ᖡ૽˄hazard rate 䶎㿱亶㻆
=1.001ˈp<0.001˅˗㔃ᶴㅹԧሩҾ
լᙗ
㿱亶㻆઼䶎㿱亶㻆ޣ㌫ᶴᔪ൷ᴹ〟ᶱᱮ㪇ᖡ૽ˈնᱟ䶎㿱亶㻆ᖡ૽㌫ᮠབྷҾ
䶎㿱亶㻆
㿱亶㻆˄hazard rate 㔃ᶴㅹԧ
=1.016ˈhazard rate 㿱亶㻆
=1.004˅
լᙗ

㺘5
ਈ䟿

亴ᵏ㓯㍒

㿱亶㻆о䶎㿱亶㻆ޣ㌫ᶴᔪሩ∄
㿱亶㻆

䶎㿱亶㻆

ՠ䇑㌫ᮠ

hazard ∄⦷

ՠ䇑㌫ᮠ

hazard ∄⦷

-2.63e-03

0.997

3.64e-03

1.004

-9.42e-03

0.991

-3.05e-02

0.970

5.24e-02**

1.054

-1.62e-02

0.984

7.85e-03**

1.008

2.20e-02***

1.022

7.71e-03***

1.008

8.48e-03***

1.009

-6.54e-06***

1.000

-7.31e-06***

1.000

5.15e-04
4.22e-03***
3.74e+00***

1.001
1.004
42.166

1.42e-03***
1.55e-02***
—2

1.001
1.016
—

㖁㔌㔃ᶴ
լᙗ
㔃ᶴㅹԧ
ӂᜐᙗ

⌘˖*ǃ**ǃ***࠶࡛㺘⽪൘ 0.1ǃ0.05ǃ0.001 Ⲵ㖞ؑ≤ᒣкᱮ㪇

2

⭡Ҿ൘䶎㿱亶㻆ѝˈഐᆈ൘ӂᜐᙗᖡ૽Ⲵ▌൘ޣ㌫䖳ቁˈᡰԕᰐ⌅ՠ䇑
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ᒦфӾн਼㊫ර㢲⛩䜘ᶕⴻˈሩҾ㿱亶㻆㘼䀰ˈ䍏䶒䇴䇪ሩҾޣ㌫ᶴᔪ
㿱亶㻆
ާᴹᴤབྷⲴᖡ૽࣋˄hazard rate 㿱亶㻆
ᢃ࠶dˎ =1.054ˈhazard rate ᢃ࠶˙ˑ =1.008˅˗㘼ሩҾ

䶎㿱亶㻆㘼䀰ˈ↓䶒䇴䇪ሩҾޣ㌫ᶴᔪᖡ૽࣋ᴤབྷ˄hazard rate 䶎㿱亶㻆
=0.984ˈ
ᢃ࠶dˎ
hazard rate 䶎㿱亶㻆
ᢃ࠶˙ˑ =1.022˅
Ӿк䶒Ⲵ࠶᷀㔃᷌ਟԕⴻࠪˈ䍏䶒䇴䇪ሩҾ㿱亶㻆Ⲵޣ㌫ᶴᔪਁᥕҶѫ㾱
⭘ˈնᱟሩҾ䶎㿱亶㻆Ⲵޣ㌫ᶴᔪত⋑ᴹᱮ㪇ᖡ૽ˈ䛓Ѹ䘉є㢲⛩ਁᐳⲴ
䍏䶒䇴䇪ᱟнᱟᵜ䓛ᆈ൘ᐞᔲ˛ഐ↔ᴰਾᡁԜሩ㿱亶㻆઼䶎㿱亶㻆䍏䶒
䇴䇪Ⲵ᮷ᵜ䍘䟿䘋㹼Ҷ࠶᷀Ǆ৲➗ԕᖰ᮷⥞ˈᡁԜѫ㾱㘳㲁Ҷ᮷ᵜⲴޘ䶒ᙗ
˄comprehensiveness˅઼᮷ᵜⲴਟ䈫ᙗ˄readability˅˄Lu et al. 2013˅Ǆ᮷ᵜⲴ
ޘ䶒ᙗ⭘⇿њ᮷ᵜѝਕᆀⲴњᮠ㺘⽪ˈഐ↔ਟԕٷ䇮᮷ᵜޘ䶒ᙗਆ٬䎺儈ˈ䛓Ѹ
᮷ᵜѝᡰवਜ਼Ⲵؑҏቡ䎺ཊǄ㘼᮷ᵜⲴਟ䈫ᙗࡉ㺘⽪Ѫ˖

䘉䟼Ⲵ䳮䇽Ѫवਜ਼йњ৺ԕк丣㢲Ⲵ䇽≷ǄӾ࠶᷀Ⲵ㔃᷌ⴻ㿱亶㻆㢲⛩ᡰ
ਁ㺘ᑆᆀⲴ᮷ᵜ䍘䟿㾱ᱮ㪇Ⲵ儈Ҿ䶎㿱亶㻆Ⲵᑆᆀˈ䘉ѫ㾱㺘⧠൘ᑆᆀⲴޘ䶒
ᙗᴤ儈˄M 㿱亶㻆=18.5> M 䶎㿱亶㻆=15.5ˈp<0.001˅ˈਟ䈫ᙗᴤᕪ˄M 㿱亶㻆=17.1> M 䶎㿱
=14.4ˈp<0.01˅Ǆ

亶㻆

15

⅏杉『

⏖寢『

15

10

10

5

5

0

0

杅ヶ妨桭塽

䱢❲

ヶ妨桭塽

杅ヶ妨桭塽

䱢❲

ヶ妨桭塽

മ 7 㿱亶㻆о䶎㿱亶㻆䍏䶒ᑆᆀ᮷ᵜ䍘䟿ሩ∄

4.4. ᮠᦞ࠶᷀ሿ㔃
สҾԕкᮠᦞ࠶᷀ˈᡁԜਟԕⴻࠪ൘⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌ѝ㖁㔌㢲⛩ਁᐳᇩǃ䍑
⥞ؑሩҾ੨ᕅޣ㌫ᶴᔪ䎧઼㿱亶㻆ⲴᖒᡀࡠҶ㠣ޣ䟽㾱Ⲵ⭘Ǆ䘉⭘俆
ݸ㺘⧠൘ˈ䛓Ӌਁᐳ䇴䇪䎺ཊⲴ㖁㔌㢲⛩ᴤ੨ᕅަԆ㢲⛩ሩަˈ⌘ޣᨀॷަᖡ૽
࣋˗ᒦфӾᰦ䰤ᒿࡇⲴ䀂ᓖⴻˈ㖁㔌㢲⛩ਁᐳᇩⲴᮠ䟿઼ަޣ㌫Ⲵ㍟䇑ᆈ൘᰾
ᱮⲴޣޣ㌫ˈ㘼ާᴹᴤཊޣ㌫Ⲵ㿱亶㻆∄䶎㿱亶㻆ਁᐳҶᴤཊⲴᇩˈ䘉
࠶ݵ䈤᰾Ҷ൘⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌ѝˈ㖁㔌㢲⛩Ⲵᇩࡋ䙐ᱟ㿱亶㻆ᖒᡀⲴ䟽㾱ࡽഐ
ਈ䟿Ǆ䲔↔ѻཆˈ∄Ҿѝ・ᡆ↓䶒Ⲵᇩˈ儈䍘䟿Ⲵ䍏䶒ᇩሩҾޣ㌫Ⲵᶴᔪ
ᖡ૽࣋ᴤབྷˈ䘉ᖡ૽ᵪࡦ൘㿱亶㻆к㺘⧠ᗇᴤѪᱮ㪇Ǆ䙊䗷䘋а↕࠶᷀ਟԕ
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ⴻࠪˈѻᡰԕ䍏䶒ᇩሩҾ㿱亶㻆ޣ㌫㍟䇑⭘ᴤབྷˈᱟഐѪ㿱亶㻆ᡰਁ
ᇩᵜ䓛䍘䟿䖳儈ˈؑᴤޘ䶒ˈਟ䈫ᙗᴤ儈ˈᡰԕ⭘ᴤབྷǄ
㘼оԕᖰⲴ⹄ウа㠤ˈᡁԜਁ⧠㖁㔌㔃ᶴሩҾ▌൘㖁㔌ޣ㌫ⲴᶴᔪҏਁᥕҶ
аᇊⲴ⭘ˈֻྲ㖁㔌㔃ᶴⲴ䟽ਸǃ㢲⛩⢩ᖱⲴլᙗԕ৺㢲⛩ѻ䰤Ⲵӂᜐᙗ㜭
ཏᱮ㪇Ⲵᨀॷєњ㢲⛩ѻ䰤ޣ㌫ᶴᔪⲴᾲ⦷ˈᒦфӂᜐᙗⲴᖡ૽㾱ᱮ㪇ൠབྷҾަ
Ԇᖡ૽ഐ㍐Ǆ㘼൘ᡁԜⲴ㖁㔌ѝˈྭٿ䘎᧕䘉ṧаޣ㌫ӗ⭏⁑ᔿҏ਼ṧᆈ൘ˈ
ҏቡᱟᐢᴹⲴޣ㌫䎺ཊˈ䛓Ѹᔪ・ᯠⲴޣ㌫Ⲵਟ㜭ᙗҏቡ䎺བྷǄ
5. 㔃᷌䇘䇪о㇑⨶⽪
5.1. ⨶䇪ԧ٬
俆ˈݸᵜ᮷ѠᇼҶ⽮Պ㖁㔌Ⲵ⹄ウˈሶ⽮Պ㖁㔌ࡂ࠶ѪՐ㔏Ⲵ⽮Ӕ㖁㔌઼⎸
䍩䈒㖁㔌є㊫ˈҼ㘵ᴰᵜ䍘Ⲵ४࡛൘Ҿ⽮Ӕ㖁㔌Ⲵ㖁㔌ޣ㌫ᱟа⽮Պ፼ޣޕ
㌫ˈ৽᱐ҶӪԜ൘ⵏᇎ⭏⍫ѝⲴ㚄㌫ˈഐ㘼ᱟаᕪޣ㌫˗նᱟ⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌ѝ
Ⲵޣ㌫ᱟа㲊ᤏޣ㌫ˈ⤜・Ҿ⧠ᇎ⭏⍫㘼ᆈ൘ˈഐ㘼ᱟᕡޣ㌫Ǆᒦф൘⽮Ӕ㖁
㔌ѝˈ㖁㔌㢲⛩ᔪ・ޣ㌫ѫ㾱ᱟѪҶ䘋㹼⽮ՊӔӂˈ䘋㘼㧧ᗇᛵᝏ᭟ᤱˈ㘼൘⎸
䍩䈒㖁㔌ѝˈ㖁㔌ޣ㌫Ⲵᔪ・ѫ㾱ᱟѪҶ㧧ਆؑˈ㖁㔌ޣ㌫䖭ⲴᱟؑⲴ
⍱ࣘǄ
ަ⅑ˈᵜ᮷䘈␡⽮⭫ޕՊ㖁㔌ѝⲴޣ㌫ᶴᔪˈኅ⧠Ҷ㖁㔌ⲴᖒᡀᵪࡦǄ㖁
㔌ޣ㌫ᱟ⽮Պ㖁㔌ᆈ൘Ⲵสˈᒦф㖁㔌ޣ㌫ᱟањнᯝ╄ॆⲴ䗷〻ˈ㘼൘н਼
Ⲵ㖁㔌ѝˈޣ㌫Ⲵᖒᡀᴹަ൘Ⲵ䙫䗁ǄሩҾ⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌㘼䀰ˈ㖁㔌Ⲵޣ㌫
ᣵҶؑ㧧ਆⲴ⭘ˈഐ↔㖁㔌⭘ᡧᴰᴹਟ㜭઼䛓Ӌ㜭ᨀѠᇼؑⲴӪᶕᔪ・
ޣ㌫ˈ䘋㘼ᇎ⧠ޣ㌫Ⲵԧ٬Ǆ
⅑ˈᵜ⹄ウ䘈ѠᇼҶᡁԜሩ㿱亶㻆Ⲵ䇔⸕ǄสҾᐢᴹⲴ⹄ウˈᡁԜ᧒ウ
Ҷ൘⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌ѝ㿱亶㻆ᵜ䓛ᱟྲօᖒᡀⲴǄᡁԜਁ⧠䛓Ӌᴰ㜭ᨀѠᇼ㘼
ᴹԧ٬ؑⲴ㖁㔌㢲⛩ᴰᴹਟ㜭ᡀѪ㿱亶㻆ˈ䎺ᴹਟ㜭ᨀݵ䏣ؑⲴ㖁㔌㢲
⛩ˈࡉ䎺ᴹਟ㜭㻛ˈ⌘ޣ䘋㘼ᖡ૽࣋ҏቡ䎺བྷǄ䲔↔ѻཆˈ㖁㔌㔃ᶴҏՊሩ㿱
亶㻆Ⲵᖒᡀӗ⭏ᖡ૽Ǆ
ᴰਾˈᡁԜ䘈ѠᇼҶሩҾ⭘ᡧӗ⭏ᇩⲴ⹄ウˈԕᖰሩҾ⭘ᡧӗ⭏ᇩⲴ⹄
ウᴤཊⲴᱟަ⌘ޣሩ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝ҠߣㆆⲴᖡ૽Ǆ㘼ᡁԜⲴ⹄ウᱮ⽪ˈ⭘ᡧӗ⭏
ᇩሩҾ㖁㔌ޣ㌫Ⲵᔪ・઼㿱亶㻆Ⲵᖒᡀ਼ṧՊӗ⭏⭘Ǆᇎ䱵кˈ൘⽮Պ㖁㔌
ѝ⭘ᡧӗ⭏ᇩᱟа䟽㾱Ⲵؑ䖭փˈ䛓Ӌᨀབྷ䟿⭘ᡧӗ⭏ᇩⲴ㖁㔌㢲⛩
ᣵ⵰ؑ㔉Ⲵ䀂㢢ˈᱟ䟽㾱ⲴؑⓀǄ
5.2. Աъ⽪
ӂ㚄㖁Ӿ Web1.0 䘋 ޕ2.0ˈ⧠൘৸䘋〫ࣘޕӂ㚄㖁ᰦԓˈ⎸䍩㘵㹼ѪⲴ
SoLoMo ॆˈণ⽮Ӕॆ˄Social˅ǃս㖞ॆ˄Location˅઼〫ࣘॆ˄Mobile˅ˈ᧘
ࣘ⵰⎸䍩ߣㆆⲴ⽮Պॆˈᴹ 70%Ⲵ⎸䍩㘵䎆㖁㔌ਓ⻁ؑѪؑᶕⓀ઼ߣㆆ
৲㘳ǄѪ↔ˈᖸཊԱъӾՐ㔏Ⲵᒯ׳䬰⁑ᔿ䖜ੁสҾ⽮ӔჂփⲴਓ⻁Ր⁑ᔿˈ
ഐ↔Աъ䴰㾱␡⨶䀓⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌Ⲵ╄ॆᵪࡦ઼⍎ሏ㿱亶㻆ᖒᡀᵪࡦǄ
俆ˈݸਟቭᰙൠо▌൘⎸䍩㿱亶㻆ᔪ・ؑԫޣ㌫ˈ࡙⭘㿱亶㻆Ⲵ⽮Պᖡ
૽࣋ᢙབྷԱъՐ᭸᷌Ǆ⎸䍩㿱亶㻆аᰖᖒᡀᖸབྷᖡ૽࣋ਾˈቡՊ∄䖳⤜・઼
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㺘⧠ࠪуᇦᙗˈ䘉ᰦⲴԱъᖸ䳮оަᔪ・ޣ㌫઼ӻޕᖡ૽䘉Ӌ㿱亶㻆Ⲵؑ㺘
䗮ˈᴹᰦ⭊㠣ሩԱъⲴؑ㺘䗮ࠪ䍘⯁઼䍏䶒䇴ԧՐǄ䘉ቡ㾱≲Աъቭᰙ䙊䗷
⽮Պ㖁㔌࠶᷀㜭ཏ䇶࡛ࠪ▌൘⎸䍩㿱亶㻆ˈᨀࡽоަᔪ・ӂ઼ࣘؑԫޣ㌫Ǆ∄
ྲሿ㊣ᵪнᯝӾ⽮४⍫䏳ᡀઈѝ㚈ԫަѪ䇪උ⡸ѫਁᥕަᖡ૽࣋ˈ⭊㠣ᤋ㚈
ԆԜѪޜਨⲴ䜘ઈᐕǄ
ަ⅑ˈԱъਟԕӾ⎸䍩㘵䀂ᓖษޫ㠚ᐡԓ⨶Ⲵ㿱亶㻆Ǆ㿱亶㻆ᴹަᖒᡀ
ᵪࡦˈԱъᆼޘਟԕᵜ⹄ウ⽪Ⲵᖒᡀ㿴ᖻᶕษޫ㠚ᐡⲴ㿱亶㻆ˈⴞࡽᖸཊԱ
ъ൘ᯠ⎚ᗞঊᡆ㘵ᗞؑޜՇਧˈ䙊䗷ᨀѠᇼ㘼ᴹ䏓Ⲵؑᶕ੨ᕅ㊹э⌘ᒦᔪ
・⌘ޣǄ∄ྲˈሿ㊣ᵪሶޜਨ㪓һ䮯䴧ߋѪޜਨ㿱亶㻆ԓ䀰Ӫˈᒦᡀ・у
䰘ഒ䱏ᶕ䘀ަ㊹э䍖ਧⲴᰕᑨؑਁᐳ઼㊹эӂࣘǄ
⅑ˈԱъᓄ䈕䘲ᓄ⽮ՊॆჂփ⢩ᖱˈ᤹➗㿱亶㻆Ⲵ䴰≲ᨀਸ䘲Ⲵؑˈ
ُࣙަᖡ૽࣋ᶕѪԱъⲴ㩕䬰⍫ࣘᴽ࣑Ǆ㿱亶㻆Ѫ⎸䍩䈒㖁㔌ѝ䟽㾱Ⲵؑ
ⓀˈަਁᐳⲴؑሩަԆ㖁㔌ᡀઈᆈ൘䟽㾱ᖡ૽ǄⴞࡽԱъ㓿ᑨՊُࣙ䘉Ӌ
㿱亶㻆ᶕѪԱъڊᇓՐˈֻྲ䶐ᗞঊབྷ V ᶕ䖜ਁԱъᗞঊǄնᱟ䘉Ӌ⌅ڊ䜭
⮕ᱮ⭏⺜ˈᒦфᡀ᭸ᴹ䲀Ǆ↓⺞Ⲵ⌅ڊᓄ䈕ᱟԱъҶ䀓㿱亶㻆⌘ޣӰѸṧⲴؑ
ˈӾ㘼ਟԕѫࣘᨀᓄⲴؑˈُࣙ㿱亶㻆Ⲵ࣋䟿䘋㹼ؑⲴᢙᮓˈᢙབྷ
ԱъⲴᖡ૽Ǆ䘉Ӿ᧗ࡦ㿱亶㻆ࡠਈѪᴽ࣑㿱亶㻆Ⲵ䖜ਈ㜭ཏ䇙㿱亶㻆ਁ
ᐳⲴؑᴤ㜭䗾ਸަ㊹эⲴਓણˈ㠚❦᭸᷌һॺ࣏ؽǄ∄ྲˈሿ㊣ᴹу䰘ࡋഒ
䱏ˈԕ⽮ՊॆჂփᖒᔿሩޜਨ䘋㹼᭵һᙗࡋˈԕ┑䏣㿱亶㻆ՐؑᇩⲴ
䴰≲Ǆ
ᴰਾˈԱъਟԕُࣙ⽮ՊॆჂփ㩕䙐Ҿ㠚ᐡⲴ⎸䍩㘵㖁㔌ˈᔪ・ԱъⲴ㊹
эഒǄ㿱亶㻆Ⲵᖒᡀᵜ䍘кᶕⴻᇎ䱵кᱟањസᆀⲴᶴᔪˈᤕᴹޤ਼ޡ䏓Ⲵа
㗔Ӫത㔅ḀӋᴹᖡ૽࣋Ⲵ㿱亶㻆ᔪ・ⲴҾ㠚ᐡⲴസᆀˈᱟ㖁㔌⁑ඇॆⲴփ
⧠Ǆ㘼Աъਟԕ࡙⭘䘉Ӌ㖁㔌⭘ᡧⲴ⤜⢩䴰≲઼㹼Ѫ⁑ᔿˈᔪ・䱴Ҿ㠚䓛૱⡼
Ⲵ㖁㔌സᆀǄֻྲⴞࡽሿ㊣ᶴᔪሿ㊣㊹э⽮४ቡᱟаസᆀⲴᶴᔪˈሿ㊣ሶ㠚ᐡ
Ⲵᘐ䈊亮ᇒ䳶ਸ䎧ᶕˈ㓣ࡠޕሿ㊣䇪උѝˈᔪ・ањԕሿ㊣⎸䍩㘵ѪѫⲴ㖁㔌ˈ
аᯩ䶒ਟԕᐙപަ亮ᇒ㗔ˈਖаᯩ䶒৸ਟԕُࣙ䘉а㖁㔌ᶕᢙᮓԱъⲴ㩕䬰ؑ
ˈᢃ䙐Աъ૱⡼Ǆ
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Service Quality Gap Model is Applied in Order to Improve
the Teaching Quality in Private University

Junli Zhang
Xijing University
Email˖dali0321@163.com

ABSTRACT
Teaching quality is the lifeline of the survival and development of Private
Universityˈto strengthen the management of teaching quality is always the top
priority in the work of Private University. As the teaching of University has four basic
characteristics of serviceˈin this paper, we construct the teaching quality gap model of
Private University from the service quality gap model of service management. By this
way, Private University can improve the quality of students' perception of the teaching
service by reducing the 4 big gaps in the process of teaching management, and
promote the improvement of the teaching quality of itself.
Keywords: Service quality gap model˗Private University’s teaching; Perceived
service quality
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᪈㾱
ᮉᆖ䍘䟿ᱟ≁࣎儈ṑ⭏ᆈоਁኅⲴ⭏ભ㓯,࣐ᕪᮉᆖ䍘䟿㇑⨶㓸ᱟ≁࣎儈
ṑᐕⲴ䟽ѝѻ䟽Ǆ⭡Ҿ儈ṑᮉᆖާᴹᴽ࣑Ⲵഋབྷสᵜ⢩ᖱˈᵜ᮷ُ䢤ᴽ࣑㇑⨶
亶ฏⲴᴽ࣑䍘䟿ᐞ䐍⁑ර,ᶴᔪ≁࣎儈ṑᮉᆖ䍘䟿ᐞ䐍⁑ර,≁࣎儈ṑਟԕ䙊䗷㕙
߿ᮉᆖ㇑⨶䗷〻ѝⲴ 4 བྷᐞ䐍ᨀ儈ᆖ⭏ᝏ⸕Ⲵᮉᆖᴽ࣑䍘䟿≤ᒣ,䘋㘼׳䘋≁࣎
儈ṑᮉᆖ䍘䟿Ⲵᨀ儈Ǆ
ޣ䭞䇽˖ᴽ࣑䍘䟿ᐞ䐍⁑ර˗≁࣎儈ṑᮉᆖ˗ᝏ⸕ᴽ࣑䍘䟿

ᰙ൘ 2007 ᒤѝഭᮉ㛢ᣕ࠺ਁ䗷㪇≁࣎儈ṑ䲒䮯Ⲵ㖢᮷ㄐ——䎠⏥ᔿ
ਁኅ䚃䐟ˈ䘉ḷᘇ⵰≁࣎儈ṑ൘ᯠᖒ࣯лⲴᡈ⮕䘹ᤙǄ⏥ᔿਁኅ⁑ᔿⲴᵜ䍘ᱟ
ਁ࠶ݵᥕ≁࣎儈ṑⲴ࣎ᆖѫփ䇶ˈ䚥ᗚ、ᆖਁኅ㿲ˈᇎ⧠≁࣎儈ṑⲴਟᤱ㔝ਁ
ኅǄަѝ᰾⺞≁࣎儈ṑⲴ俆㾱ԫ࣑ᱟᨀ儈ᮉ㛢䍘䟿Ǆᵜ᮷ᤏሶᴽ࣑㇑⨶亶ฏⲴᴽ
࣑䍘䟿ᐞ䐍⁑රᓄ⭘ࡠ≁࣎儈ṑᮉᆖ䍘䟿㇑⨶ѝᶕ, ᐼᵋ㜭Ѫᨀ儈≁࣎儈ṑᮉ
ᆖ䍘䟿≤ᒣᨀᯠᙍ䐟Ǆ
1ˊ≁࣎儈ṑᮉᆖᴽ࣑⢩ᙗ࠶᷀
ᴽ࣑ᱟаᵜ䍘кᰐᖒⲴ⍫ࣘᡆ䗷〻ˈᆳ൘ᴽ࣑ᨀ㘵о亮ᇒⲴӂࣘ䗷〻ѝ
਼↕⭏ӗ઼⎸䍩Ǆབྷཊᮠ⹄ウ㘵䇔Ѫᴽ࣑ާᴹഋབྷสᵜ⢩ᖱˈаᱟᰐᖒᙗˈ儈ṑ
ᮉᆖᱟ⭡а㌫ࡇᮉᆖ⍫ࣘᶴᡀⲴ䗷〻ˈᰐ⌅ⴤ㿲ኅ⽪ᡆ⋏䙊ˈ䇴ԧഠ䳮ˈа㡜䜭
ᱟԕѫ㿲ᯩᔿᝏ⸕˗Ҽᱟᐞᔲᙗˈ儈ṑᮉᆖ⍫ࣘਇཊഐ㍐ᖡ૽ˈᮉᆖ䗷〻઼ᮉ
ᆖ㔃᷌нっᇊǃ᱃ਈˈྲօ؍䇱ᮉᆖ䍘䟿㓸ྲаᱟഠ䳮Ⲵᡈ˗йᱟнਟ࠶
ᙗˈ儈ṑᮉᆖѝᆖ⭏Ѫа䍴Ⓚ㾱㍐Ӣ㠚৲оˈоᆖ⭏Ⲵ㢟ྭӂࣘᱟᮉᆖѝ٬
ᗇⲴ⌘ޣһᛵ˗ഋᱟнਟۘᆈᙗˈ⧠൪ᮉᆖн㜭ᨀࡽ䳶ѝ⭏ӗ઼ۘᆈˈྲ᷌ᮉᐸ
㺘⧠н֣нਟ䟽ᶕǄ儈ṑᮉᆖ⍫ࣘާᴹᴽ࣑Ⲵഋབྷสᵜ⢩ᖱˈሶᴽ࣑㇑⨶亶ฏⲴ
ᴽ࣑䍘䟿ᐞ䐍⁑රᓄ⭘ࡠ≁࣎儈ṑᮉᆖ䍘䟿㇑⨶ѝާᴹ䘲⭘ᙗǄ
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2. ≁࣎儈ṑᮉᆖᴽ࣑䍘䟿ᐞ䐍⁑ර

മ 1 ≁࣎儈ṑᮉᆖᴽ࣑䍘䟿ᐞ䐍⁑ර
ᴽ࣑䍘䟿ᐞ䐍⁑රᱟ1985ᒤ⭡Parasuraman,Zeithamal and Berry[1]൘ǉᴽ࣑䍘
䟿Ⲵᾲᘥ⁑ᔿ৺ަሩᵚᶕ⹄ウⲴѹǊа᮷ѝ俆⅑ᨀࠪˈ䈕⁑රѪᴽ࣑㓴㓷᭩
䘋ᴽ࣑䍘䟿઼㩕䬰ⲴสᵜṶᷦˈᴹࣙҾ࠶᷀ᴽ࣑䍘䟿䰞仈ӗ⭏Ⲵഐᒦᑞࣙ㇑⨶
㘵Ҷ䀓ྲօ᭩䘋ᴽ࣑䍘䟿Ǆᆳᱟⴞࡽᓄ⭘ᴰᒯǃᴰިරⲴаᴽ࣑䍘䟿࠶᷀⁑රǄ
൘മ1ѝˈᆖ⭏ᐞ䐍˄ᐞ䐍5˅ᱟᆖ⭏Ⲵᵏᵋᴽ઼࣑ᝏ⸕ᴽ࣑ѻ䰤Ⲵᐞ䐍ˈ䘉
ᆖ⭏ᯩ䶒Ⲵᐞ䐍ᱟ⭡ᆖṑᯩ䶒Ⲵ4њᐞ䐍ᕅ䎧ᒦߣᇊⲴǄᐞ䐍1ᱟᆖ⭏ᵏᵋо≁
࣎儈ṑ㇑⨶Ӫઈ䇔䇶ѻ䰤Ⲵᐞ䐍ˈ䙐ᡀ䘉аᐞ䐍Ⲵѫ㾱ഐ൘Ҿ≁࣎儈ṑ䘈⋑ᴹ
Პ䙽䟽㿶ᆖ⭏ᵏᵋᡆ㲭䟽㿶նнާ༷䇔⸕ᆖ⭏Ⲵྭٿ㜭࣋Ǆᐞ䐍2ᱟ≁࣎儈ṑ㇑
⨶ӪઈⲴ䇔䇶оަࡦᇊⲴᮉᆖ䇮䇑(ḷ߶)ѻ䰤Ⲵᐞ䐍ˈӗ⭏䘉а䰞仈Ⲵഐ䳶ѝ
Ҿᮉᆖ㇑⨶Ӫઈሩᮉᆖᴽ࣑㿴㤳˄ḷ߶˅Ⲵ䟽㿶нཏǄᐞ䐍3ᱟ≁࣎儈ṑᮉᆖ䍘
䟿㿴㤳оᨀⲴᮉᆖ䍘䟿ѻ䰤Ⲵᐞ䐍ˈ䜘࠶≁࣎儈ṑࡦᇊⲴᮉᆖᴽ࣑㿴㤳˄ḷ߶˅
䗷Ҿ㤋ˈᮉᐸ䳮ԕ䗮ࡠ˗৽ᴹⲴ≁࣎儈ṑࡦᇊⲴᮉᆖᴽ࣑㿴㤳˄ḷ߶˅䗷Ҿ
ᇭᶮˈሩᮉᐸ઼ᆖ⭏䜭㕪ѿ੨ᕅ࣋Ǆᐞ䐍4ᱟ≁࣎儈ṑᨀⲴᮉᆖ䍘䟿о⋏䙊ѻ
䰤Ⲵᐞ䐍ˈሩ≁࣎儈ṑ㘼䀰ˈ䘉њᐞ䐍Ⲵഐѫ㾱փ⧠൘ཆ⋏䙊Ⲵ㝡㢲ˈᤋ⭏
ᇓՐᱟ≁࣎儈ṑ䟽㾱Ⲵ⍫ࣘˈᤋ⭏䜘䰘ྲ᷌н㜭ᢺሩᆖ⭏Ⲵ䈪৺ᰦՐ䙂㔉ᮉᆖ
㿴㤳ࡦᇊ䜘䰘ˈ䈪Պഐ㕪ѿ䜘᭟ᤱ㘼䳮ԕˈ⧠ށ䘉⧠䊑ⴞࡽ൘≁࣎儈ṑⲴ
⋏䙊ᇓՐѝ∄䖳ᑨ㿱Ǆ
3. ≁࣎儈ṑᮉᆖᴽ࣑䍘䟿ᐞ䐍᭩䘋䙄ᖴ
≁࣎儈ṑਟԕ䙊䗷㕙ሿᮉᆖᐕѝⲴഋᐞ䐍ԕ䗮ࡠ᭩ழᮉᆖ䍘䟿ⲴⴞⲴˈ
ྲമ2ᡰ⽪˖
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മ2˖≁࣎儈ṑᮉᆖ䍘䟿ᐞ䐍ᕕਸⴞḷ

3.1 ߶⺞Ҷ䀓ᆖ⭏ᵏᵋⲴ᧚ᯭ
ᖃԓབྷᆖ⭏ᴰケࠪⲴ⢩⛩ᱟ䴰≲ཊṧॆ઼њᙗॆˈ䘉㔉≁࣎儈ṑⲴᮉᆖ㇑⨶
ᑖᶕᖸབྷⲴᡈˈᕕਸᐞ䐍1Ⲵѫ㾱䙄ᖴᱟҶ䀓ᆖ⭏ሩᮉᆖ䍘䟿ⲴᵏᵋˈਟԕӾ
єᯩ䶒ޕǄаᱟ㌫㔏ᔰኅᆖ⭏Ⲵ䴰≲䈳ḕǄ∄ྲᯠ⭏ޕᆖˈ䲔Ҷᯠ⭏ᇦ䮯ᣕ
Պ઼ሩᯠ⭏Ⲵޕᆖᮉ㛢ԕཆˈ䘈ਟԕᤱ㔝ᔰኅᯠ⭏ᆖҐ䴰≲䈳ḕǄ2013ᒤˈ㾯ᆹ
а≁࣎儈ṑ䟷ਆ䰞ধ䈳ḕሩᵜṑ9њᮉᆖ㌫˄䜘ǃ䲒˅28њуъ3000ᆖ⭏䘋㹼
Ҷᵜ、⭏ᮉᆖᛵߥ䈳ḕˈ㔏䇑㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ˈᆖ⭏ሩᵜ、ᮉᆖⲴ┑ᓖᮤփк┑
઼䖳┑⣦ᘱǄ൘䘉ṧⲴ䈳ḕѝˈ䲔Ҷ؍䇱ؑⲴⵏᇎԕཆˈޣ䭞ᱟ⌘ޣᆖ⭏ሩ
ᮉᆖн┑Ⲵൠᯩˈ䇔ⵏٮੜᆖ⭏ሩᮉᆖ⍫ࣘⲴᣡᙘˈᆖ⭏Ⲵᣡᙘѻ༴ᚠᚠᱟᡁ
Ԝᨀ儈ᮉᆖ䍘䟿ⲴᵪՊǄҼᱟ؍䇱亪Ⲵੁк⋏䙊䚃Ǆੁк⋏䙊ᱟҶ䀓ᆖ⭏ᵏ
ᵋⲴᴹ᭸ᯩᔿˈᴹⲴ≁࣎儈ṑу䰘䇮㖞ṑ䮯᧕ᖵᰕˈṑ䮯Ӣ㠚᧕ᖵˈ⇿⅑䘹ᤙн
਼䲒㌫Ⲵн਼уъᆖ⭏ԓ㺘൘佀䗩ਲ਼䗩㙺ˈ൘ᆼޘ᭮ᶮⲴ≋തлҶ䀓ᆖ⭏ሩᮉ
ᆖ⍫ࣘⲴ㾱≲Ǆ
3.2 ֯ࡦᇊⲴᮉᆖ㿴㤳˄ḷ߶˅փ⧠ᆖ⭏ᵏᵋⲴ᧚ᯭ
≁࣎儈ṑᲞ䙽⇿ઘਜᔰа⅑ᮉᆖᐕֻՊˈа㡜⭡࠶㇑ᮉᆖᐕⲴṑ亶ሬǃ
ᮉ࣑༴ǃᮉᆖ㌫˄䜘ǃ䲒˅࠶㇑ᮉᆖᐕⲴ䍏䍓Ӫǃᮉᆖ䖵ࣙ䜘䰘䍏䍓Ӫㅹ৲
࣐ˈӔ⍱ᙫ㔃ᮉᆖᐕ㓿傼ˈ䳶փ⹄䇘ᮉᆖᐕѝᆈ൘Ⲵ䰞仈ˈራ≲䀓ߣ᧚ᯭ઼
࣎⌅Ǆ䘉ṧⲴѮ᧚ਟԕ࣐ᕪᮉᆖ㇑⨶ˈնᱟ㜭ཏᨀ儈ᮉᆖ䍘䟿˛≁࣎儈ṑࡦᇊ
Ⲵᮉᆖ㿴㤳˄ḷ߶˅ᓄ䈕ᔪ・൘࠶ݵҶ䀓ᆖ⭏䴰≲ⲴสѻкǄ䘉ṧ㜭؍䇱ᮉ
ᆖ㿴㤳˄ḷ߶˅Ⲵਟ㹼ᙗ઼ᴹ᭸ᙗˈѻਾᱟѕṬⲴᢗ㹼Ǆԕᆖ⭏Ѫѝᗳᱟࡦᇊ
ᆖ⭏傡ࣘⲴᮉᆖ㿴㤳˄ḷ߶˅Ⲵࠪਁ⛩ˈᖃᮉᆖ㿴㤳нާփᡆ䟷⭘Ⲵḷ߶н㜭৽
᱐ᆖ⭏ᵏᵋᰦˈᆖ⭏ᝏਇࡠⲴᴽ࣑ቡᖸਟ㜭䶎ᑨ㌏㌅[2]Ǆ≁࣎儈ṑሩ↔䜭ᴹа
㠤㿲⛩ˈᐞ࡛փ⧠൘ᢗ㹼ѝǄ
3.3 ֯ᮉᆖᇎ㔙䗮ࡠᮉᆖ㿴㤳˄ḷ߶˅Ⲵ᧚ᯭ
ᮉᆖᇎ㔙㾱䗮ࡠᮉᆖ㿴㤳˄ḷ߶˅փ⧠൘ᮉᐸⲴ㜭࣋ǃᆖṑⲴ䇮઼༷ᢰᵟ᭟
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ᤱйᯩ䶒ǄᮉᐸⲴ㜭࣋ᱟޣ䭞ˈᡰԕ俆ݸ㾱䇙ᮉᐸ䇔ਟ઼⨶䀓ᮉᆖ㿴㤳˄ḷ߶˅ˈ
ቭ䟿䇙ᮉᐸሩᮉᆖ㿴㤳Ⲵ⨶䀓߶⺞ǃа㠤Ǆަ⅑ᱟሩᮉᐸ㜭࣋Ⲵษޫˈሩᮉᐸ䘋
㹼ษ䇝俆ᖃަߢˈᖸཊ≁࣎儈ṑᕪ䈳ᮉᐸ䱏ԽⲴ“ৼᐸර”ˈ啃࣡ᮉᐸࡠԱъ䭫⛬
ᇎҐˈቔަᱟࡠа㓯৫փ傼Ǆ⧠൘䎺ᶕ䎺ཊⲴ≁࣎儈ṑ䟽㿶ሩᮉᐸⲴษ䇝ˈнᜌ
䟽䠁ษޫᮉᐸ䱏ԽǄ਼ᰦ㾱ᆼழሩᮉᐸⲴ㇑⨶ࡦᓖˈⴞࡽњ≁࣎儈ṑ䜭ᢺ㇑⨶
Ⲵ䟽ᗳ᭮൘ᮉᐸ䓛кˈ䲔Ҷнᯝ㿴㤳㇑⨶ѻཆˈሩᮉᐸⲴ◰࣡࣎⌅ҏ൘нᯝ䈳ᮤǄ
ᙫѻˈ≁࣎儈ṑ↓൘䟷ਆ࣎⌅ᨀ儈ᮉᐸ䱏ԽⲴᮤփ㍐䍘Ǆ⹄ウ㺘᰾ᴹ䇨ཊޣ
䭞ഐ㍐н࡙Ҿᕕਸ↔ᐞ䐍ˈ䘉Ӌഐ㍐वᤜઈᐕн㜭߶⺞⨶䀓㠚ᐡ൘ᆖṑᢞ╄Ⲵ䀂
㢢ˈᮉᐸн㜭༴⨶ྭоᆖ⭏Ⲵޣ㌫ˈᆖṑнਸ⨶Ⲵ྆ࡦᓖ઼нᆼ༷Ⲵᢰᵟㅹ[3]Ǆ
3.4 ֯ᮉᆖ䍘䟿䈪ㅖਸᮉᆖᇎ㔙Ⲵ᧚ᯭ
ᮉᆖ䍘䟿䈪ㅖਸᮉᆖᇎ㔙Ⲵޣ䭞ᱟཆ⋏䙊Ⲵ᭸᷌ˈੁཆⲴ⋏䙊ᖡ૽
ᯠ⭏઼ᇦ䮯Ⲵᵏᵋ≤ᒣˈੁⲴ⋏䙊ᖡ૽൘ṑᆖ⭏ሩᮉᆖ䍘䟿Ⲵ䇴ԧǄ㾱֯ᮉᆖ
䍘䟿䈪ㅖਸᮉᆖᇎ㔙ቡ㾱䈊ؑᇓՐˈ䚯ݽ䗷ᓖ䈪Ǆ儈ṑⲴਓ⻁઼ᖒ䊑⭡߶⺞
Ⲵᇊս઼࣎ᆖⲴ⢩㢢઼≤ᒣߣᇊˈ㔍нᱟᶕ㠚㠚ᡁⲴཨབྷǄᰐ䇪ᱟᤋ⭏ᇓՐ䘈ᱟ
ሩ⋏䙊ˈཨབྷⲴ䈪Պሬ㠤ᆖ⭏ᴤ儈Ⲵᵏᵋˈᴰ㓸Ⲵ㔃᷌ᱟᐞ䐍䎺ᶕ䎺བྷǄ


৲㘳᮷⥞
⬖⪎ቄgAg⌭эᴬቄˈ⧋ѭg҄g∄⢩㓣.ᴽ࣑㩕䬰[M].ᕐ䠁ᡀˈⲭ䮯㲩䈁.ेӜ˖ᵪỠᐕ
ъࠪ⡸⽮ˈ2013,p.33
2.ᆉ亪࡙. สҾᴽ࣑䍘䟿ᐞ䐍⁑රⲴ儈ㅹᮉ㛢ᴽ࣑䍘䟿᭩䘋⹄ウ[J].⧠ԓᮉ㛢㇑⨶. 2011ᒤㅜ5
ᵏ,p.62-64
3.ᴮ䳴ߋ. ᴽ࣑䍘䟿ᐞ䐍⁑ර৺ަ൘儈ṑᮉᆖ䍘䟿㇑⨶ѝⲴᓄ⭘[J]. JOURNAL OF NATIONAL
ACADEMY OF EDUCATION ADMINISTRATIONˈ2007,p.61-63
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Study on the Communication Content and Influence of
Microblog Used by Liquor Enterprises based on Content
Research
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ABSTRACT
With the development of mobile Internet technology, the contact of consumer
and brand has the characteristics of diversity and fragmentation. Many liquor
enterprises have opened the official microblog to expand the contact path. While,
there is no theory guidance availed for practical campaign for liquor Enterprises. This
research conducts an empirical study based on the communication content of liquor
Enterprises microblog and examines the difference among strategies. The results
showed that, there is difference in communication frequency and effect among
enterprises: Yang he and Wu liangye do better. There is an apparent preference of
microblog content for liquor enterprises, the most is community construction, and the
least is action guidance. Although many liquor companies prefer community
construction twitter, compared to the other two kinds of twitter, its communication
effect is the worst, and the best is information providing. Therefore, liquor enterprises
should release more twitters about information providing and increase the information
value, so as to improve the communication Influence.
Keywords: Official Microblog; Communication Content Strategy; Microblog
Influence
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สҾᇩ࠶᷀Ⲵⲭ䞂Աъᗞঊ⋏䙊ᇩ㊫රо᭸᷌⹄ウ1

⇥Ṳˈ։Տ㨽ˈ㯋ڕᒣˈᆏᖖੋ
1.ᡀ䜭ѝ५㦟བྷᆖ㇑⨶ᆖ䲒ˈᡀ䜭˗2.ഋᐍབྷᆖ୶ᆖ䲒ˈᡀ䜭˗3.ᇌᇮᆖ䲒㓿⍾
о㇑⨶ᆖ䲒ˈᇌᇮ˗4.ཊՖཊབྷᆖ㓿⍾ᆖ䲒ˈକॾ
*䙊䇟㘵 Email˖1639359@qq.com

᪈㾱
䲿⵰〫ࣘӂ㚄ᢰᵟⲴਁኅˈ⎸䍩㘵о૱⡼Ⲵ᧕䀖⧠ཊṧॆо⺾⡷ॆⲴ⢩
ᖱˈՇཊⲭ䞂Աъ亪ᓄ⧟ຳਈॆˈ㓧㓧ᔰ䙊ᇈᯩᗞঊˈᤃኅ૱⡼о⎸䍩㘵ѻ䰤⋏
䙊䐟ᖴǄ❦㘼ˈⲭ䞂ԱъⲴᗞঊ⋏䙊ᇎ䐥⍫ࣘ㕪ѿ⨶䇪ᤷሬǄᵜ⹄ウԕⲭ䞂Աъ
ᇈᯩᗞঊѪ⹄ウሩ䊑ˈ䘀⭘ᇩ࠶᷀⌅ˈ᧒㍒ⲭ䞂Աъᗞঊ⋏䙊ᇩ㊫රо᭸᷌
ᐞᔲǄ⹄ウ㔃᷌ᱮ⽪˖н਼ԱъⲴᗞঊ⋏䙊仁⦷઼⋏䙊᭸᷌ᆈ൘ᐞᔲˈ⊏㣿⌻⋣
઼ӄ㋞⏢Ⲵ⋏䙊仁⦷઼᭸᷌䖳ྭ˗ⲭ䞂Աъᇈᯩᗞঊ൘⋏䙊ᇩкᆈ൘ˈྭٿᴤ
䶂ⶀҾਁᐳޣ㌫ᔪᶴරᗞঊˈަ⅑ᱟ㹼Ѫᕅሬරˈ⅑ᱟؑᨀර˗Ӿᗞঊ㊫
රⲴ⋏䙊᭸᷌ⴻˈቭ㇑ޣ㌫ᔪᶴරᗞঊ仁ᮠᴰ儈ˈն⋏䙊᭸᷌তᴰᐞˈؑᨀ
රᗞঊᴰՈˈ㹼ѪᕅሬරትѝǄഐ↔ˈԱъᇈᯩᗞঊᓄ࣐ؑᨀරᗞঊˈѪ
㊹э⭘ᡧᨀᴤཊؑԧ٬ˈᨀ儈ᇈᯩᗞঊⲴ⋏䙊᭸᷌Ǆ
ޣ䭞䇽˖ᇈᯩᗞঊ˗⋏䙊ᇩ㊫ර˗⋏䙊᭸᷌

ᗞঊㅹᯠჂփ䍻ҸԱъ䶒ੁ⎸䍩㘵䘋㹼૱⡼⋏䙊Ⲵᯠ䚃˄ᶘᆖᡀǃ ˈߠޠ
2014 ˅ˈ䎺ᶕ䎺ཊⲴԱъᔰ䙊ᇈᯩᗞঊˈᇎ⧠૱⡼о⎸䍩㘵ѻ䰤Ⲵሩ䈍ˈԕᨀॷ
૱⡼༠䂹˄Eberle ㅹˈ2010˅2ˈ᭩ழ㩕䬰㔙᭸˄Tayal ㅹˈ2009˅3Ǆ
ǉ2014 ᒤѝ
ഭԱъᯠჂփⲭⳞҖǊᱮ⽪ˈѝഭ 500 ᕪԱъ઼ѝཞԱъѝˈޡᴹ 211 ᇦᔰ䙊Ҷ
ᗞঊˈ189 ᇦᔰ䙊ҶᗞؑǄ䗷৫ॱᒤˈⲭ䞂Աъѫ㾱䙊䗷⭥㿶Ⴢփо⎸䍩㘵䘋㹼
⋏䙊ˈ⋏䙊ᖒᔿԕᒯѪѫǄ❦㘼ˈ䲿⵰〫ࣘӂ㚄ᢰᵟⲴਁኅˈPCǃᵪঐᦞ
Ҷ⎸䍩㘵བྷ䟿ᰦ䰤ˈ⎸䍩㘵о૱⡼Ⲵ᧕䀖⧠ཊṧॆо⺾⡷ॆⲴ⢩ᖱˈՇཊⲭ䞂
Աъ亪ᓄ⧟ຳਈॆˈ㓧㓧ᔰ䙊ᇈᯩᗞঊˈᤃኅ૱⡼о⎸䍩㘵ѻ䰤⋏䙊䐟ᖴˈᇎ⧠
о⎸䍩㘵ⲴণᰦӂࣘǄ
1

ⲭ䞂Աъᇈᯩᗞঊ⋏䙊ᇩᴹଚӋ㊫ර˛н਼㊫රᇩ⋏䙊᭸᷌ᱟᆈ൘
ᵜ⹄ウਇഭ
ഭᇦ㠚❦、ᆖส䠁䶒к亩ⴞǉԱъ⽮Պ䍓ԫ㹼Ѫሩс䰫૱⡼ᖒ䊑Ⲵ༽؞ᵪ⨶৺ㆆ⮕փ㌫⹄ウǊ
˄亩ⴞᢩ߶ਧ˖71372189˅
˗ഋᐍⴱᮉ㛢ᐍ䞂ਁኅ⹄ウѝᗳสൠ亩ⴞǉ⸕ᐍ䞂ԱъԱъ૱⡼ᡈ⮕∄䖳
࠶᷀оՈॆ⹄ウ˖૱⡼㓴ਸоᇊս㿶䀂Ǌ
˄&-<˅䍴ࣙ

1
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ᱮ㪇ᐞᔲ˛ԕк䰞仈ⲴഎㆄˈሩҾⲭ䞂Աъᗞঊᇩਁᐳߣㆆԕ৺ᨀॷ૱⡼⋏䙊
᭸᷌ާᴹ䟽㾱ԧ٬Ǆ᮷⥞⹄ウᱮ⽪ˈഭཆᆖ㘵ᐢሩᗞঊ⋏䙊ᇩ઼᭸᷌ᔰኅҶ
⹄ޣウ˄Lin˂Penaˈ2010˅4˗Lovejoy ㅹˈ2012˗։Տ㨽ㅹˈ20155˗ᶘᆖᡀ
ㅹˈ20141˗㯋ڕᒣㅹ6ˈ2013˗ᑨӊᒣㅹ7ˈ2011˅ˈ❦㘼ቊᵚሩⲭ䞂㹼ъ䘋㹼᧒
㍒Ǆ⭡Ҿн਼㹼ъⲴ૱⡼ᗞঊᆈ൘᰾ᱮⲴᇩਁᐳ˄ྭٿᶘᆖᡀㅹˈ2014˅
ˈᇎ
⭘ᙗӗ૱઼ӛҀᙗӗ૱൘Աъᗞঊӂࣘᇩㆆ⮕৺᭸᷌кᆈ൘ᱮ㪇ᐞᔲ˄։Տ㨽
ㅹˈ2015˅ˈഐ↔ˈⲭ䞂Աъ൘ᗞঊ⋏䙊ᇎ䐥ѝн㜭ⴤ᧕䘀⭘ᐢᴹ⹄ウ㔃䇪Ǆᵜ
⹄ウԕѝഭ⸕ⲭ䞂૱⡼Ѫ⹄ウሩ䊑ˈԕؑ⋏䙊⨶䇪Ѫสˈԕǉ2014 ᒤѝ
ഭ 50 བྷⲭ䞂ޜਨᧂǊѪˈᦞ䘹ਆҶӄ㋞⏢ǃ㤵ਠǃ⌨ᐎ㘱テǃ⊏㣿⌻⋣ǃ
䛾䞂ǃࢁই᱕ǃԉ▝䞂ъǃ⋡⡼㠽ᗇǃ㺑≤㘱ⲭᒢㅹ 9 ᇦⲭ䞂Աъᇈᯩᗞঊ䘋㹼
ᇩ࠶᷀ˈ⹄ウ㔃ਸ Lin˂Pena(2010˅8ǃLovejoy ㅹ(2012)9ǃᶘᆖᡀㅹ˄2014˅
ሩԱъᗞঊ⋏䙊ㆆ⮕Ⲵ⹄ウᡀ᷌ˈ⺞ᇊҶⲭ䞂㹼ъᇈᯩᗞঊᇩⲴ࠶㊫Ṷᷦˈ᧒
䇘ⲭ䞂Աъ૱⡼ᗞঊ⋏䙊ᇩ㊫රǃྭٿ৺᭸᷌Ǆ

1. ᮷⥞എ亮
1.1 ᗞঊ⋏䙊ᇩ⹄ウ
ᗞঊᱟаสҾӂ㚄㖁Ⲵ⽮Ӕᐕާˈݱ䇨⭘ᡧѻ䰤Ӕᦒ⸝ㇷᇩˈྲਕᆀǃ
മ઼ۿ㿶仁䬮᧕ㅹ˄Kaplan ˂ Haenleinˈ 2010)10ˈᇎ⧠ؑⲴᇎᰦ࠶ӛǄᆖ㘵
ԜӾн਼䀂ᓖሩᗞঊ⋏䙊ᇩ䘋㹼Ҷ࠶㊫ǄLin&Pena สҾ䍍ቄ˄Bale˅ᨀࠪⲴ
ӂࣘ䗷〻࠶᷀⌅ˈሩ⭥㿶㖁㔌ᗞঊ䘋㹼ᇩ࠶᷀Ⲵสкˈሶᗞঊᇩ࠶Ѫԫ࣑
ර઼ؑ⽮Ӕᛵᝏරؑˈфԫ࣑රᗞঊؑ䖳⽮ӔරؑᴤཊǄᡁഭᆖ㘵䰛ᒨǃ
ᑨӊᒣ˄201111˅
ˈ։Տ㨽ǃ⾆ᰝㅹ˄2015˅൷䟷⭘Ҷ䈕࠶㊫ḷ߶ǄLovejoy&Saxton
˄2012˅ሩ䶎㩕࡙ᙗ㓴㓷Ⲵᗞঊᇩ䘋㹼Ҷ⹄ウˈᒦᨀࠪҶ ICA (Informationˈ
CommunicationˈAction)࠶㊫Ṷᷦˈሶᗞঊ࠶Ѫؑᨀරǃޣ㌫ᔪᶴර઼㹼Ѫ
ᕅሬරǄؑᨀරᱟᤷоԱъࣘᘱǃ❖⛩һԦԕ৺࡙⳺ޣ㘵ؑⲴޣ˗ޣ
㌫ᔪᶴර৸࠶Ѫㆄ䉒о䰞ىǃᰦһᯠ䰫ǃഎ༽ޜՇ䰞仈৺ᨀ䰞ӂࣘഋњᆀ㊫ˈަ
ⴞⲴᱟо㊹э䘋㹼ᛵᝏ⋏䙊ԕᶴᔪ઼㔤ᣔޣ㌫˗㹼Ѫᕅሬ㊫ؑवᤜ⍫ࣘᇓՐǃ
ᦀⅮબǃ䬰ӗ૱ǃᘇᝯ㘵ᤋएǃᣅ⾘ǃ⑨䈤઼ّሬԕ৺ᦀⅮһ亩ㅹгњᆀ㊫Ǆ
䈕࠶㊫ᯩᔿᗇࡠҶᶘᆖㅹ˄2014˅Ⲵ⋯⭘઼ᤃኅˈሩн਼㹼ъⲴᗞঊ⋏䙊ᇩ
䘋㹼Ҷ㓶࠶Ǆ
1.2 ᗞঊ⋏䙊᭸᷌⹄ウ
ᗞঊ⋏䙊᭸᷌ᱟ㺑䟿⋏䙊ᇩᱟਸ⨶Ⲵḷ߶ˈҏᱟỰ傼⋏䙊ㆆ⮕ᱟᴹ᭸
ⲴᦞǄ䛓Ѹྲօ⍻䟿ᗞঊ⋏䙊᭸᷌˛ᆖ㘵Ԝѫ㾱ӾสҾ⎸䍩ѫ㿲Ⲵᝏ⸕઼สҾ
㹼ѪᮠᦞⲴ࠶᷀䘋㹼㺑䟿Ǆ䰛ᒨˈᑨӊᒣ˄2011˅สҾᯠ⎚ᗞঊˈ䘋㹼ṩ࠶᷀ˈ
⹄ウᱮ⽪ᗞঊӂࣘㆆ⮕ሩ૱⡼ޣ㌫ާᴹ↓䶒ᖡ૽Ǆഐ↔ˈਟሶ૱⡼ޣ㌫Ѫ㺑䟿
ᗞঊ⋏䙊᭸᷌ⲴᤷḷǄ䠁≨⭏ㅹ˄2011˅⹄ウਁ⧠ˈԱъᗞঊ㩕䬰ᖡ૽࣋᭸᷌о
ਁᐳᗞঊᮠ䟿઼㊹эᮠ䟿↓ޣǄ㯋ڕᒣㅹ˄2013˅ሶ䖜ਁᮠ઼䇴䇪ᮠѪ㺑䟿
ᗞঊ⋏䙊᭸᷌Ⲵᤷḷˈ⹄ウਁ⧠⭥୶Աъᗞঊ૱⡼Րㆆ⮕ᖡ૽ᗞঊ⋏䙊᭸᷌Ǆ
↔ཆˈ։Տ㨽ㅹ˄2015˅ҏ⭘䖜ਁᮠ઼䇴䇪ᮠ㺑䟿ᗞঊ⋏䙊᭸᷌ˈ⹄ウਁ⧠ˈᇎ
⭘ᙗӗ૱઼ӛҀᙗӗ૱൘Աъᗞঊ⋏䙊ᇩㆆ⮕৺᭸᷌кᆈ൘ᐞᔲǄᶘᆖᡀㅹ
˄2014˅Ӗ䘹ᤙ䖜ਁᮠ઼䇴䇪ᮠ䇴ԧᗞঊ⋏䙊᭸᷌ˈ⹄ウਁ⧠˖㹼Ѫᕅሬරᗞঊ
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ᴰᇩ᱃㧧ᗇᴤ儈Ⲵ䖜ਁ઼䇴䇪ᵪՊˈޣ㌫ᶴᔪර⅑ѻˈؑᨀරᴰվǄ⭡Ҿᗞ
ঊ⋏䙊ᇩՊᕅ䎧㊹эⲴ⌘ޣǃ䖜ਁо⛩䎎㹼ѪˈфՇཊᆖ⵰䜭䟷⭘䈕ᤷḷ⍻䟿
⋏䙊᭸᷌ˈᡰԕᵜ⹄ウҏ䟷⭘⌘ޣᮠǃ䖜ਁᮠ઼⛩䎎ᮠѪᗞঊ⋏䙊᭸᷌䇴ԧᤷ
ḷǄ

2. ⹄ウ䇮䇑
2.1 ṧᵜ䘹ਆоᮠᦞ᭦䳶
ᵜ⹄ウԕǉ2014 ᒤѝഭ 50 བྷⲭ䞂ޜਨᧂǊѪสˈ䘹ਆҶᧂ㹼ῌѝⲴި
රⲭ䞂૱⡼ˈवᤜӄ㋞⏢ǃ㤵ਠǃ⌨ᐎ㘱テǃ⊏㣿⌻⋣ǃ䛾䞂ǃࢁই᱕ǃԉ▝䞂
ъǃ⋡⡼㠽ᗇǃ㺑≤㘱ⲭᒢㅹ 9 ᇦⲭ䞂Աъ൘ᯠ⎚ⲴᇈᯩᗞঊѪᮠᦞ䟷䳶ᒣਠˈ
ԕ؍䇱ṧᵜ䘹ᤙⲴ、ᆖᙗǄ⭡Ҿᗞঊਁᐳа⇥ᰦ䰤ਾ䖜ਁᮠ઼䇴䇪ᮠՊっᇊ
˄㯋ڕᒣǃ։Տ㨽ǃ⢋≨䶙ˈ2013˅
ˈഐ↔ˈᵜ⹄ウᩌ䳶ҶԕкԱъ 3 њᴸࡽⲴ
ᗞঊᮠᦞˈণ 2015 ᒤ 3 ᴸ 1 ᰕ㠣 2015 ᒤ 3 ᴸ 25 ᰕѻ䰤Ⲵ 9 ᇦԱъᡰᴹᇈᯩᗞ
ঊᮠᦞˈवᤜᗞঊᇩǃᗞঊ䖜ਁᮠǃ䇴䇪ᮠ઼⛩䎎ᮠˈޡ䇑 772 ᶑᗞঊᮠᦞǄ
2.2 ⹄ウᯩ⌅
ᵜ⹄ウ䟷⭘ᇩ࠶᷀⌅ሩ 9 ᇦⲭ䞂Աъ 722 ᶑᗞঊᮠᦞ䘋㹼ޘṧᵜ࠶᷀Ǆṩ
ᦞⲭ䞂Աъᗞঊᇩˈ㔃ਸ Lin˂Pena(2010˅ሩҾ Twitter ѝ⭥㿶㖁㔌૱⡼⋏䙊
Ⲵᡀ᷌ˈLovejoy ㅹ(2012)ޣҾ䶎࡙㓴㓷ᗞঊᇩⲴ࠶᷀ˈԕ৺ᶘᆖᡀㅹሩн
਼㹼ъ૱⡼ᗞঊⲴ⹄ウᡀ᷌ˈᖒᡀҶⲭ䞂㹼ъᇈᯩᗞঊ⋏䙊ᇩ࠶㊫Ṷᷦˈᒦሩ
㕆⸱㊫࡛䘋㹼Ҷᙗᇊѹˈ䈖㿱㺘 1Ǆ

㺘 1˖ⲭ䞂Աъᇈᯩᗞঊ⋏䙊ᇩ࠶㊫Ṷᷦ
ᗞঊ⋏䙊㊫ර

ؑ

ᨀ

ර

ޣ
㌫
ᔪ
ᶴ
ර

ᇩᇎֻ

Աъؑ

Աъ⨶ᘥǃ㇑⨶ቲǃ
ਸՉդㅹࣘᘱ

䰞ىᝏ䉒

㢲ᰕᡆᰕᑨ䰞ˈى
㺘䗮ሩ㊹эⲴᝏ
䉒ǃ⾍⾿઼⡡ㅹ

ᯠ䰫䏓һ

ᇎһᯠ䰫ǃᒭ唈ㅁ
䈍ㅹ

ᇊѹ
 #ӄᦼḌ䈤һݯ#Ǐӄ㋞⏢⢥⡡Ҁ
Ҁഒˈࣙ᧘૱⡼ഭ䱵ॆǐ᱕㢲ᵏ䰤ˈ
ӄ㋞⏢↓ᔿᡀѪ㤡ഭ⡡ҀҀഒഭ䱵
俆ᑝਸՉդʽѪ≁᯿ԱъⲴԓ
㺘ˈӄᦼḌᐼᵋُѝഭՈ䍘ⲭ䞂о㾯
ᯩਔި丣ҀⲴ㶽ਸˈ◰ਁབྷᇦࡠ૱
ቍⲭ䞂઼㙶ੜц⭼㓗ਔި丣Ҁ䰤Ⲵ
઼䉀ᒣ㺑ˈ᧘ࣘ䞂᮷ॆо丣Ҁ㢪ᵟⲴ
㑱㦓ʽ↔⅑⢥н਼ࠑ૽ଖʽ
ੜа俆ⅼˈнѪᖻᴹཊၹ䖜ˈਚѪ
䗾ਸᗳᛵˈ߉а⇥᮷ᆇˈнѪ䇙䈱䈫
៲ˈਚѪа䇠ᖅǄսᰙᆹ[ᗳ][䱣
]ݹ
2015 ѝഭഭ䱵䞂ъঊ㿸Պণሶ൘⌨
ᐎᐲѮ࣎Ǆ䞂ᇒԜˈ䘈нᘛᢃྭ㹼
䗷ᶕ૱ቍ㖾䞂.
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৽侸എ༽

ᨀ䰞ӂࣘ

⸕䇶ଢ⨶

ӗ૱ᡆ૱
⡼᧘ᒯ

㹼
Ѫ
ᕅ
ሬ
ර

৲оᴹ྆

ᤋ୶ᡆᤋ
㚈ؑ

⽮Պ䍓ԫ

䪸ሩ㊹эⲴᨀ䰞䘋 എ༽@ሿ䞂⡸᭦㯿:ӱ㘵㿱ӱ[౫౫]
㹼৽侸
//@ሿ䞂⡸᭦㯿:ᶌᓧᴰѪᴹ
 #䞹䟼⚟ⴻ㿱# “᰾᰾ᱟ䘎ᵪಘ
ᨀࠪ䰞仈ˈ㊹э Ӫ䜭៲ᗇⲴһᛵˈӪԜতѪօᙫᱟᘈ
䇘䇪
䇠Ǆ” ᳆᳆Ⲵབྷⲭ(●—●)ˈ⡡кҶ
ੇ˛[⡡] O ᗞঊ㿶仁
Ǐᴰ֣л䞂㨌ѻҼ˖ǐ߹⎧ᑖǃ俉
㧷⋩㨌ㅹǄ䞂㋮ᴹ࡙ቯ⭘ˈབྷ䟿侞
䞂о仁㑱ᧂቯਟࠪ⧠䫮ǃ䫐ǃ䭱ㅹᰐ
⭏⍫ᑨ䇶ǃ、ᆖ⸕
ᵪⴀⲴђཡˈ㘼㺘⧠䞨ѝ∂ǃ䞂㋮ѝ
䇶ǃӪ⭏ଢ⨶
∂ㅹ⯷⣦Ǆ㤕㜭ਲ਼Ӌ߹⎧ᑖǃ俉㧷
⋩㨌ㅹˈᰒਟっᇊ≤ǃ⭥䀓䍘઼䞨⻡
ᒣ㺑ˈ৸ਟ䱢→䞂㋮ѝ∂Ǆ
#䞂ӄѻ#Ǐӄ㋞⏢·䠁ᇤǐ؇
䈍䈤“ᆀ䝽֣Ӫˈ㖾䞂䎐㤡䳴”ˈӄ
ᦼḌӺݯ⢩ᑖᶕуѪ“ᡀ࣏Ӫ༛”
᧘ᒯӗ૱ᡆᇓՐ૱ ᢃ䙐Ⲵ儈ㄟ᮷ॆ䞂——ӄ㋞⏢䠁
⡼
ᇤʽᆳ⎃㕙ਔテ㋮ॾˈ㠫䘹ӄ㋞
ⵏ䞯ˈ侞ѻ⡭ᗳᙑ⾎ˈഎણ։俉伈ⓒǄ
ӄᦼḌнᗇн〠䎎ަѪ䞂ѝ⧽૱ˈ⛩
┤䰤ቭᱮ䰘仾㤳ʽ
 #㺑≤㘱ⲭᒢ ྭ⽬䰩ݳᇥ#10 ⛩
ਁᐳ⍫ࣘؑˈ㊹ ᮤⲴ䉌䶒ᶕ௭ʽ㜭ਲ਼⋑ᴹ 㜭䐣⋑
э৲оণᴹ㧧྆ᵪ ᴹ㞯 ᴹ⋣⋑ᴹ≤ 䎠䐟нਾᛄ˄ᢃҼ
Պ
ᆇၡҀ亩ⴞ˅બⲴሿՉդ⥌⚟
䉌ˈ30 ݳ䈍䍩ㅹᛘଖʽ
⋡⡼㠽ᗇ䞂ъ 2015 ᒤ᱕ᆓ㌆䞂Ӕ᱃
Պ ⍭䈸ൠ൰˖ᡀ䜭ᐲ↖⾐ןབྷ㺇 83
ራ≲୶ъਸՉ
ਧ˖ཚᡀᇮ侶 ᰦ䰤˖2015 ᒤ 3 ᴸ 21
դˈᤋ㚈Ӫ
ᰕ—2015 ᒤ 3 ᴸ 26 ᰕ 㚄㌫Ӫ˖ᕐ
 ⭏ݸ㚄㌫⭥䈍˖15982593388
#俆䘹ௌ䞂ޝᒤཤ#Ѫㅜӄቺ᰾ᱏ
≁ޜ亱྆ⴋިᇤୟаᤷᇊ⭘䞂ˈ⌨
ਁᐳԱъⲴ⳺ޜ⍫
ᐎ㘱テǏޝᒤཤǐሶ㔗㔝ࣙ⡡എᇦˈ
ࣘؑˈّሬ㊹э
䲚դˈ䇙ᇦᴤ᳆ǄҾ↔਼ᰦҏᐼᵋ
৲о⳺ޜ⍫ࣘ
ਧਜᴤཊⲴԱъᡆњӪ࣐⳺ޜࡠޕ
һъѝᶕǄ

ᵜ⹄ウ䟷ਆᧂԆᙗ࠶㊫㕆⸱ᯩᔿˈ䚰䈧єঊ༛ᆼᡀ㕆⸱ᐕǄ俆ˈݸṩᦞ
⹄ウભ仈ࡦᇊ㕆⸱ᤷইˈवᤜ⹄ウⴞḷˈᗞঊ⋏䙊ᇩ㊫රⲴᇊѹ৺ᙗᇊѹǃ
㊫࡛䍻٬о㕆⸱㿴ࡉㅹǄަ⅑ˈษ䇝є㕆⸱ઈˈ֯ަ⨶࠶ݵ䀓ᗞঊ⋏䙊ᇩⲴ
ᇊѹ৺ᙗᇊѹǄㅜйˈ亴㕆⸱Ǆ䈧㕆⸱Ӫઈ䘋㹼亴㕆⸱ˈ⎸䲔࠶↗ˈⴤ㠣亴
㕆⸱ؑᓖ䗮ࡠ 0.85 ԕк12Ǆ⭡Ҿ Ir ؑᓖ㌫ᮠ㜭ཏݻᴽа㠤ᙗⲮ࠶∄ᆈ൘Ⲵ❦ڦа
㠤ᙗ䰞仈ᑖᶕⲴٿᐞˈᵜ⹄ウ䟷⭘ Perreault and Leigh(1989)ᨀࠪⲴ Ir ՠ䇑㕆⸱㔃
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᷌Ⲵؑᓖ13Ǆㅜഋˈ↓ᔿ㕆⸱ˈ䈧є㕆⸱Ӫઈ䘋㹼↓ᔿ㕆⸱ˈᒦ䇴ՠ㕆⸱㔃᷌
ⲴؑᓖǄѪҶ䚯ݽ㕆⸱Ӫઈഐ⯢ٖ㘼ሬ㠤Ⲵ㕆⸱䭉䈟ˈ㾱≲㕆⸱Ӫઈᐕ 1 ሿᰦ
ਾՁ 10 ࠶䫏ˈф⇿ཙⲴ㕆⸱ᰦ䰤н䎵䗷 4 ሿᰦǄᵜ⹄ウѝˈ⭡Ҿ䟷ਆⲴє䱦
⇥㕆⸱ˈ㕆⸱㔃᷌ⲴؑᓖᴰվѪ 89%ˈᴰ儈Ѫ 92%ˈ䎵䗷Ҷ 85%Ⲵ䰸䲀ˈഐ↔ˈ
ᵜ⹄ウާᴹ䖳儈ⲴؑᓖǄ

3.ᮠ
ᮠᦞ࠶᷀о㔃᷌
3.1 ᧿䘠ᙗ࠶᷀
3.1.1 ⲭ䞂Աъᇈᯩᗞঊ⋏䙊仁⦷࠶᷀
᧿䘠ᙗ㔏䇑㔃᷌ਁ⧠ˈ൘ 9 ᇦԱъѝˈࢁই᱕䙊䗷ᗞঊ䘋㹼⋏䙊Ⲵ仁⦷ᴰ儈ˈ
Ѫ 156 ⅑˗ަ⅑ᱟ㤵ਠˈ⋏䙊仁⦷Ѫ 130 ⅑˗⅑ᱟ㺑≤㘱ⲭᒢ઼⋡⡼㠽ᗇˈ⋏
䙊仁⦷࠶࡛Ѫ 123 ⅑઼ 116 ⅑˗⊏㣿⌻⋣઼䛾䞂Ⲵ⋏䙊仁⦷ᴰվˈ࠶࡛Ѫ 25 ⅑
઼ 6 ⅑ǄӾ⋏䙊᭸᷌ⴻˈ⊏㣿⌻⋣઼ӄ㋞⏢Ⲵ⋏䙊᭸᷌ሩ䖳ྭˈ⊏㣿⌻⋣ᇈᯩ
ᗞঊᒣ൷䖜ਁᮠǃ䇴䇪ᮠ઼⛩䎎ᮠ࠶࡛Ѫ 184.83ˈ17.83 ઼ 15.08˗ӄ㋞⏢ᇈᯩᗞ
ঊᒣ൷䖜ਁᮠǃ䇴䇪ᮠ઼⛩䎎ᮠ࠶࡛Ѫ 82.14ˈ30.20ˈ22.35Ǆ⋡⡼㠽ᗇǃ⌨ᐎ㘱
テǃഋᐍԉ▝઼䛾䞂Ⲵ⋏䙊᭸᷌ሩ䖳ᐞǄ
㺘 2˖ⲭ䞂૱⡼ᗞঊ⋏䙊仁⦷
仁⦷
૱⡼〠
ࢁই᱕
㤵ਠ
㺑≤㘱ⲭᒢ
⋡⡼㠽ᗇ
ӄ㋞⏢
⌨ᐎ㘱テ
ഋᐍԉ▝
⊏㣿⌻⋣
䛾䞂
ਸ䇑

156
130
123
116
94
74
48
25
6
772

Ⲯ࠶∄

ᒣ൷䖜ਁᮠ

20.2
16.8
15.9
15.0
12.2
9.6
6.2
3.1
0.8
100

3.06
31.42
11.28
0.69
82.14
0.69
0.17
184.83
0.50
23.80

ᒣ൷䇴䇪
ᮠ
5.10
35.68
12.02
0.86
30.20
0.43
0.23
17.83
1.50
13.39

ᒣ൷⛩䎎
ᮠ
4.42
8.52
2.99
0.99
22.35
1.30
0.58
15.08
2.33
6.33

3.1.2 ⲭ䞂Աъᇈᯩᗞঊ⋏䙊ᇩ࠶ྭٿ᷀
ⲭ䞂ԱъⲴᇈᯩᗞঊਁᐳᇩᆈ൘ྭٿǄ൘ 9 ᇦṧᵜԱъѝˈޣ㌫ᔪᶴරᗞ
ঊᴤਇⲭ䞂Աъ䶂ⶀˈަ⅑ᱟ㹼Ѫᕅሬරˈ⅑ᱟؑᨀරǄަѝˈ㺑≤㘱ⲭ
ᒢǃ㤵ਠ઼ӄ㋞⏢ᇈᯩᗞঊѝˈй㊫රⲴ૱⡼ᗞঊ࠶ᐳ䖳Ѫ൷㺑ˈަԆ 6 ᇦԱ
ъᴤ࣐ޣ⌘ޣ㌫ᔪᶴරᗞঊˈྲ㺘 3 ᡰ⽪Ǆ
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㺘3 ޜਨ〠* ᗞঊ㊫ර Ӕ৹ࡦ㺘
ᗞঊ㊫ර
1
2
3
22
61
40
㺑≤㘱ⲭᒢ
ࢁই᱕
1
147
8
⊏㣿⌻⋣
2
18
5
䛾䞂
0
5
1
⌨ᐎ㘱テ
4
68
2
ޜਨ〠
㤵ਠ
47
65
18
⋡⡼㠽ᗇ
7
103
6
ӄ㋞⏢
19
50
25
ѝഭഋᐍԉ▝䞂
1
46
1
ল
103
563
106
ਸ䇑
⌘˖1Ѫؑᨀර˗2Ѫޣ㌫ᔪᶴර˗3Ѫ㹼ѪᕅሬරǄ

ਸ䇑
123
156
25
6
74
130
116
94
48
772

Ӿਁᐳ㊫ර㊫ⴻˈⲭ䞂Աъ㚊❖Ҿޣ㌫ᔪᶴරᗞঊⲴਁᐳˈঐᙫᗞঊᮠ䟿Ⲵ
73%ˈؑᨀර઼㹼ѪᕅሬරⲴਁᐳ∄ֻᖃǄ൘ޣ㌫ᔪᶴරѝˈ⸕䇶ଢ⨶ᡰ
ঐⲴ∄⦷Ѫ儈ˈѪᙫփⲴ 39.3%%˗ަ⅑ᱟᯠ䰫䏓һˈѪᙫփⲴ 15%˗ᨀ䰞ӂࣘ
઼䰞ىᝏ䉒Ⲵਁᐳ∄ֻᖃˈ৽侸എ༽Ⲵঐ∄ᴰቁǄ൘㹼Ѫᕅሬරᗞঊѝˈӗ૱
ᡆ૱⡼᧘ᒯᡰঐⲴ∄⦷ᴰ儈ˈѪᙫփⲴ 9.7%˗ަ⅑Ѫ৲оᴹ྆ˈঐᙫփⲴ 3.2%Ǆ

㺘 4˖ⲭ䞂Աъᇈᯩᗞঊ⋏䙊㊫ර৺᭸᷌
ᗞঊ⋏䙊ᇩ࠶㊫

㊫ර㓶࠶

ؑᨀර
ޣ㌫ᔪᶴර
䰞ىᝏ䉒
ᯠ䰫䏓һ
৽侸എ༽
ᨀ䰞ӂࣘ
⸕䇶ଢ⨶
㹼Ѫᕅሬර
ӗ૱ᡆ૱⡼᧘
ᒯ
৲оᴹ྆
ᤋ୶ؑ
⽮Պ䍓ԫ
ਸ䇑

仁ᮠ
104
563
60
116
13
71
303
106
75
25
2
4
772

仁⦷
˄%˅
˅
13.3
73
7.8
15
1.7
9.2
39.3
13.7
9.7
3.2
0.3
0.5
100%
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3.2 ࢄ䲔ཷᔲ٬
ཷᔲ٬ᱟ⭡ਁڦഐ㍐ᒢᢠӗ⭏ˈ֯ᗇᮠ٬ਁ⭏䶎↓ᑨਈॆˈӾ㘼ሬ㠤⹄ウ㔃
᷌ਁ⭏ٿᐞǄਟ䟷⭘єᯩ⌅ࢄ䲔ཷᔲ٬˖ㅜаᱟ“൷٬± 3 ؽḷ߶ᐞ”ˈণབྷ
ҾᡆሿҾ“൷٬± 3 ؽḷ߶ᐞ”Ⲵ٬㻛ࡔᇊѪཷᔲ٬˗ ㅜҼᱟⴂᖒമˈ䇔Ѫ 1.5
ؽഋ࠶䐍ԕཆⲴᮠᦞѪཷᔲ٬Ǆ⭡Ҿԕкєᯩ⌅ᴹॳ⿻ˈᵜ⹄ウ㔬ਸк䘠є
ᯩ⌅ࢄ䲔㓴䖜ਁᮠǃ䇴䇪ᮠ઼⛩䎎ᮠⲴཷᔲ٬Ǆᖃ䖜ਁᮠǃ䇴䇪ᮠ઼⛩䎎ᮠ
Ⲵ㓴ᮠᦞ൷ࠪ⧠བྷҾ“൷٬+ 3 ؽḷ߶ᐞ”઼ 1. 5 ؽഋ࠶ս䐍ԕཆⲴᮠ٬ˈфḷ
߶ᐞ䖳བྷˈሶࡔᇊ䈕㊫ᮠᦞѪཷᔲ٬Ǆ⭡Ҿн਼㊫රᗞঊ⋏䙊ᇩӗ⭏Ⲵ䖜ਁᮠǃ
䇴䇪ᮠ઼⛩䎎ᮠਟ㜭ᆈ൘ᐞᔲˈѪҶ؍䇱൷٬Ⲵっᇊᙗˈᵜ⹄ウሶ࠶࡛ࢄ䲔㓴
䖜ਁᮠǃ䇴䇪ᮠ઼⛩䎎ᮠⲴཷᔲ٬Ǆࢄ䲔ཷᔲ٬ਾˈⲭ䞂Աъᗞঊн਼⋏䙊ᇩ
㊫රⲴ䖜ਁᮠǃ䇴䇪ᮠ઼⛩䎎ᮠⲴ᧿䘠ᙗ㔏䇑࠶᷀ሩ∄ྲ㺘 5 ᡰ⽪ǄӾ㺘 5 ਟԕ
ⴻࠪˈࢄ䲔ཷᔲ٬ਾ㓴䖜ਁᮠǃ䇴䇪ᮠ઼⛩䎎ᮠⲴ൷٬ǃḷ߶ᐞ઼ޘ䐍൷ࠪ⧠
Ҷབྷᑵл䱽ˈ㺘᰾ࢄ䲔ཷᔲ٬᭸᷌᰾ᱮǄ

㺘5˖
˖ᨀࠪཷᔲ٬ࡽਾ᧿䘠ᙗ㔏䇑㺘
ᗞঊᇩ㊫ර
ࢄ䲔ཷᔲ٬
䖜ਁ
䇴䇪
ࡽ
42.49
23.96
൷٬
ਾ
40.92
23.25
ࡽ
103
103
N
ؑᨀ
ਾ
102
102
ර
ࡽ
64.785
21.439
ḷ߶ᐞ
ਾ
63.121
20.270
ࡽ
294
97
ޘ䐍
ਾ
294
81
ࡽ
17.94
8.88
൷٬
ਾ
16.90
8.08
ࡽ
563
563
N
ޣ㌫ᔪᶴ
ਾ
556
556
ර
ࡽ
58.077
15.197
ḷ߶ᐞ
ਾ
57.569
12.467
ࡽ
464
158
ޘ䐍
ਾ
464
72
ࡽ
36.78
27.02
൷٬
ਾ
29.90
19.92
ࡽ
106
106
N
㹼Ѫᕅሬ
ਾ
105
105
ර
ࡽ
80.669
75.711
ḷ߶ᐞ
ਾ
38.639
19.999
ࡽ
760
772
ਾ
272
96

⛩䎎
12.13
11.85
103
102
15.727
15.557
74
74
4.62
4.43
563
556
5.454
5.193
27
26
9.78
9.44
106
105
11.426
10.912
92
92
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3.3 ᯩᐞ࠶᷀
ᵜ⹄ウ䟷⭘অഐ㍐ᯩᐞ࠶᷀᧒㍒ഋᐍⲭ䞂Աъᇈ㖁ᗞঊ⋏䙊㊫රሩ䖜ਁᮠǃ
䇴䇪ᮠ઼⛩䎎ᮠⲴᖡ૽Ǆ俆ˈݸሩй㓴ᮠᦞ䘋㹼ᯩᐞ喀ᙗỰ傼ǄỰ傼㔃᷌ᱮ⽪˖
䖜ਁᮠǃ䇴䇪ᮠ઼⛩䎎ᮠⲴ Levene 㔏䇑䟿࠶࡛Ѫ 4.531ˈ36.193ˈ54.310ˈP ٬
൷ሿҾ 0.05ˈণ㓴ᮠᦞᯩᐞн喀Ǆަ⅑ˈԕᗞঊ⋏䙊㊫රѪ㠚ਈ䟿ˈԕ䖜ਁᮠǃ
䇴䇪ᮠ઼⛩䎎ᮠѪഐਈ䟿ڊঅഐ㍐ᯩᐞ࠶᷀ˈ࠶᷀㔃᷌ྲ㺘 6 ᡰ⽪ˈ䖜ਁᮠǃ䇴
䇪ᮠ઼⛩䎎ᮠⲴ p ٬൷ሿҾ 0.05ˈ㺘᰾˖൘ 95%Ⲵ㖞ؑ≤ᒣкˈн਼㊫රᗞঊˈ
⋏䙊᭸᷌ᆈ൘ᱮ㪇ᐞᔲǄ

䖜ਁ

䇴䇪

⛩䎎

㓴䰤
㓴
ᙫᮠ
㓴䰤
㓴
ᙫᮠ
㓴䰤
㓴
ᙫᮠ

㺘6˖
˖অഐ㍐ᯩᐞ࠶᷀
ᒣᯩ઼
df
൷ᯩ
56862.088
2 28431.044
2397702.342
760
3154.872
2454564.430
762
27930.602
2 13965.301
169419.920
760
222.921
197350.522
762
6068.901
2
3034.451
51817.405
760
68.181
57886.307
762

F
9.012

ᱮ㪇ᙗ
.000

62.647

.000

44.506

.000

⭡Ҿᯩᐞн喀ˈᡰԕཊ䟽∄䖳Ⲵ㔏䇑ᯩ⌅ᓄ䟷⭘ Tamhane Ự傼䘋㹼㓴䰤࠶
᷀ˈ࠶᷀㔃᷌ྲ㺘 7 ᡰ⽪˖н਼㊫රᗞঊሩ䖜ਁᮠǃ䇴䇪ᮠ઼⛩䎎ᮠⲴᖡ૽ᱟа
㠤ⲴǄ൘䖜ਁᮠᯩ䶒ˈؑᨀරᱮ㪇儈Ҿޣ㌫ᔪᶴර˄Mean ؑᨀර=42.08ˈ
Mean ޣ㌫ᔪᶴර=17.93ˈP=0.002˅˗ؑᨀරо㹼Ѫᕅሬරнᆈ൘ᱮ㪇ᐞᔲ˄Mean
˗㹼ѪᕅሬරӖᱮ㪇儈Ҿޣ㌫ᔪᶴර
ؑᨀර=42.08ˈMean 㹼Ѫᕅሬර=37.17ˈP=0.404˅
(Mean 㹼Ѫᕅሬර=37.17ˈMean ޣ㌫ᔪᶴර=17.93ˈP=0.010)Ǆ൘䇴䇪ᮠᯩ䶒˖ؑᨀර
ᱮ㪇儈Ҿޣ㌫ᔪᶴර˄Mean ؑᨀර=23.73ˈMean ޣ㌫ᔪᶴර=8.88ˈP=0.000˅˗ؑᨀ
රо㹼Ѫᕅሬරнᆈ൘ᱮ㪇ᐞᔲ˄Mean ؑᨀර=23.73ˈMean 㹼Ѫᕅሬර=27.30ˈ
P=0.665˅˗㹼ѪᕅሬරӖᱮ㪇儈Ҿޣ㌫ᔪᶴර(Mean 㹼Ѫᕅሬර=27.30ˈMean ޣ㌫ᔪᶴර
=8.88ˈP=0.000)Ǆ൘䇴䇪ᮠᯩ䶒˖ؑᨀරᱮ㪇儈Ҿޣ㌫ᔪᶴර˄Mean ؑᨀ
˗ؑᨀරо㹼Ѫᕅሬරнᆈ൘ᱮ㪇ᐞᔲ
ර 12.02ˈMean ޣ㌫ᔪᶴර=4.62ˈP=0.000˅
˄Mean ؑᨀර=12.02ˈMean 㹼Ѫᕅሬර=6.33ˈP=0.558˅˗㹼ѪᕅሬරӖᱮ㪇儈Ҿޣ㌫
ᔪᶴර(Mean 㹼Ѫᕅሬර=6.33ˈMean ޣ㌫ᔪᶴර=4.62ˈP=0.000)Ǆ⭡↔ਟ㿱ˈؑᨀර
ᗞঊ઼㹼ѪᕅሬරᗞঊⲴ⋏䙊᭸᷌൷儈Ҿޣ㌫ᔪᶴරˈ㘼ؑᨀරо㹼Ѫᕅሬ
රᗞঊⲴ⋏䙊᭸᷌нᆈ൘ᱮ㪇ᐞᔲǄ
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㺘7˖
˖ཊ䟽∄䖳
ഐਈ䟿
(I) ᗞ (J)
൷٬ᐞ ḷ߶䈟 ᱮ㪇ᙗ 95% 㖞ؑ४䰤
ঊ㊫ ᗞঊ
(I-J)
л䲀
к䲀
ර
㊫ර
2
23.630*
6.665
.002
7.52
39.74
1
3
10.303
7.270
.404
-7.23
27.84
Tamhan
1
-23.630*
6.665
.002 -39.74
-7.52
䖜ਁᮠ
2
*
e
3
-13.327
4.511
.010 -24.19
-2.46
1
-10.303
7.270
.404 -27.84
7.23
3
*
2
13.327
4.511
.010
2.46
24.19
*
2
14.947
2.069
.000
9.94
19.96
1
3
2.875
2.799
.665
-3.86
9.61
*
Tamhan
1
-14.947
2.069
.000 -19.96
-9.94
䇴䇪ᮠ
2
*
e
3
-12.072
2.029
.000 -16.99
-7.16
1
-2.875
2.799
.665
-9.61
3.86
3
*
2
12.072
2.029
.000
7.16
16.99
2
7.320*
1.545
.000
3.57
11.07
1
3
2.209
1.867
.558
-2.29
6.71
*
Tamhan
1
-7.320
1.545
.000 -11.07
-3.57
⛩䎎ᮠ
2
*
e
3
-5.110
1.094
.000
-7.76
-2.46
1
-2.209
1.867
.558
-6.71
2.29
3
*
2
5.110
1.094
.000
2.46
7.76
*. ൷٬ᐞⲴᱮ㪇ᙗ≤ᒣѪ 0.05Ǆ1Ѫؑᨀර˗2Ѫޣ㌫ᔪᶴර˗3Ѫ㹼Ѫᕅ
ሬරǄ
4.⹄
⹄ウ㔃䇪৺㇑⨶ᓄ⭘
ᵜ⹄ウԕؑ⋏䙊⨶䇪Ѫสˈԕⲭ䞂Աъᇈ㖁ᗞঊѪ⹄ウሩ䊑ˈ䟷⭘ᇩ
࠶᷀⌅ˈᶴᔪҶⲭ䞂Աъᇈᯩᗞঊ⋏䙊ᇩ㊫ර࠶㊫Ṷᷦˈ൘↔สк᧒㍒ᯠᑨ
ᘱлᯠჂփ⋏䙊ㆆ⮕о᭸᷌ᐞᔲǄ⹄ウ㔃䇪ྲл˖ㅜаˈн਼Աъᇈᯩᗞঊ⋏䙊
仁⦷઼⋏䙊᭸᷌ᆈ൘ᐞᔲˈ⊏㣿⌻⋣઼ӄ㋞⏢Ⲵ⋏䙊仁⦷઼᭸᷌䖳ྭǄㅜҼˈⲭ
䞂Աъᇈᯩᗞঊ⋏䙊ᇩᆈ൘ⲭ˖ྭٿ䞂Աъ䶂ⶀҾਁᐳޣ㌫ᔪᶴරᗞঊˈަ⅑
ᱟ㹼Ѫᕅሬරˈ⅑ᱟؑᨀරǄㅜйˈӾᗞঊ⋏䙊᭸᷌ᶕⴻˈ㲭❦Շཊⲭ䞂
Աъޣਁੁٮ㌫ᔪᶴරᗞঊˈ❦㘼ˈሩҾަԆє㊫ᗞঊˈަ⋏䙊᭸᷌তᴰᐞǄ
⹄ウ㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ˈؑᨀරᗞঊ⋏䙊᭸᷌ᴰՈˈ㹼Ѫᕅሬර⅑ѻǄ䈕⹄ウ㔃䇪о
ᶘᆖᡀˈ˄ߠޠ2014˅Ⲵ⹄ウᆈ൘㛼ˈަ⹄ウਁ⧠ˈ㹼Ѫᕅሬරᗞঊᴰᇩ᱃㧧
ᗇᴤ儈Ⲵ䖜ਁ઼䇴䇪ᵪՊˈޣ㌫ᶴᔪර⅑ѻˈؑᨀරᴰվǄ⹄ウ㔃䇪на㠤
Ⲵഐਟ㜭ᱟ⹄ウሩ䊑ᡰⲴӗ૱㊫࡛н਼ˈণᇎ⭘ᙗӗ૱઼ӛҀᙗӗ૱൘Աъ
ᗞঊ⋏䙊ᇩㆆ⮕৺᭸᷌кᆈ൘ᐞᔲ˄։Տ㨽ǃ⾆ᰝㅹˈ2014˅Ǆ
䲿⵰ᯠჂփⲴ㑱㦓઼ⲭ䞂ᯠᑨᘱⲴᤱ㔝ˈⲭ䞂Աъᓄᤃኅ૱⡼о⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ⋏
䙊䚃ˈӾԕᖰѫ㾱ُࣙҾՐ㔏Ⴢփ——⭥㿶ᒯᶕᢃࣘ⎸䍩㘵ˈᤃኅ㠣䘀⭘ᯠ
Ⴢփ䚃ᇎ⧠૱⡼о⎸䍩㘵ѻ䰤Ⲵӂ㚄Ǆ俆ⲭˈݸ䞂Աъᓄ࣐ᕪо⎸䍩㘵ⲴᯠჂ
փӂࣘˈᨀॷᇈᯩᗞঊ⋏䙊仁⦷ˈ੨ᕅ㊹эⲴˈ⌘ޣ䈳ࣘ㊹эⲴ㠚Ⴢփ⭘ˈᇎ
⧠૱⡼ؑⲴՐᢙᮓˈӾ㘼ᨀॷ૱⡼ᖡ૽࣋Ǆަ⅑ˈⲭ䞂Աъ൘䘋㹼ᗞঊ⋏䙊
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ᰦˈᓄᨀ儈ؑᨀර઼㹼ѪᕅሬරᗞঊⲴਁᐳ仁⦷ˈӾ㘼࣐⎸䍩㘵оԱъǃ
૱⡼઼ӗ૱Ⲵ᧕䀖ˈ䚯ݽԱъഐח䟽Ҿޣ㌫ᔪᶴරᗞঊ㘼ӗ⭏Ⲵঅ䈳ᙗˈфᕡॆ
Ҷ૱⡼о⎸䍩㘵ѻ䰤Ⲵ䘎᧕Ǆ⅑ˈ䲿⵰ᗞؑⲴᒯ⌋ᓄ⭘ˈԕ৺⋏䙊ᇩⲴ␡ޕ
ᙗ઼ཊṧᙗˈԱъਟᔪ・ᗞؑޜՇਧˈѪоᇈᯩᗞঊ⋏䙊Ⲵ㺕׳ˈݵ䘋⎸䍩㘵
ᴤޘ䶒ⲴҶ䀓૱⡼Ǆ
ᵜ⹄ウӵ᧒ウҶ⸕ⲭ䞂ԱъⲴᇈᯩᗞঊ⋏䙊㊫රǃ઼ྭٿ᭸᷌ᐞᔲˈ૱⡼
༠䂹ǃ૱⡼䍴ӗㅹԱъ⢩ᖱਈ䟿ሩⲭ䞂Աъᗞঊ⋏䙊᭸᷌ᱟӗ⭏ᖡ૽ˈԕ৺ӗ
⭏ӰѸᯩੁⲴᖡ૽ˈᴹᖵҾ䘋а↕傼䇱Ǆ
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Exploration and Research of Way for Constructing
Marketing Course Diversified Assessment System

Yajuan Sun
Management Engineering Department, Xijing Institute, Xi'an
Corresponding Author Email˖723240327@qq.com

ABSTRACT
Due to the teacher’s old-fashioned assessment concept and lack of motivation of
reform and innovation involved in course assessment, existing assessment method of
Marketing course has some problems such as paying great attention to knowledge but
looking down on skills, paying attention to result but looking down on process, and
single assessment method and assessment subject. For the course diversified
assessment system constructed based on constructivism theory, multi-intelligence
theory, and postmodernism theory, after researching of learning target of course, it
concludes assessment content, and introduces diversified assessment method and
assessment subject so as to carry out multi-dimensional assessment for students.
Experience has proved that to adopt course diversified assessment can evaluate students’
learning effect comprehensively, justly and objectively.
Keywords: Marketing, diversified assessment, assessment system
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ᶴᔪǉᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖǊ䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫Ⲵ䐟ᖴ᧒᷀

ᆉӊ၏
㾯Ӝᆖ䲒 ㇑⨶ᐕ〻㌫ˈ㾯ᆹ
䙊䇟㘵 Email˖723240327@qq.com

᪈㾱
ᮉᐸ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧ⨶ᘥ㩭ਾˈ৲о䈮〻㘳Ṩ᭩䶙ࡋᯠ㕪ѿࣘ࣋ˈሬ㠤ǉᐲ൪㩕䬰
ᆖǊ䈮〻⧠ᴹⲴ㘳Ṩᯩᔿᆈ൘䟽⸕䇶䖫ᢰ㜭ˈ䟽㔃᷌䖫䗷〻ˈ㘳Ṩᯩᔿо䇴ԧѫ
փঅаㅹ䰞仈ǄสҾᔪᶴѫѹ⨶䇪ǃཊݳᲪ㜭⨶䇪઼ਾ⧠ԓѫѹ⨶䇪ᶴᔪⲴ䈮〻
ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫ˈ൘᧒ウ䈮〻ⲴᆖҐⴞḷਾˈᖂ㓣ࠪ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧᇩˈᕅޕཊ
Ⲵݳ㘳Ṩᯩᔿо䇴ԧѫփˈሩᆖ⭏䘋㹼ཊ㔤Ⲵ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧǄᇎ䐥䇱᰾ˈ䟷ਆ䈮〻ཊ
ॆݳ㘳Ṩ㜭ሩᆖ⭏ᆖҐ᭸᷌䘋㹼ᴤ࣐ޘ䶒ǃ↓ޜǃᇒ㿲Ⲵ䇴ԧǄ
ޣ䭞䇽˖ᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖ˗ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ˗䇴ԧփ㌫
ส䠁亩ⴞ˖ᵜ᮷㌫䲅㾯ⴱᮉ㛢、ᆖ“ॱҼӄ”㿴ࡂ䈮仈˄䈮仈㕆ਧ˖
SGH140900˅
ǃ㾯Ӝᆖ㓗ᮉ᭩亩ⴞ˄亩ⴞ㕆ਧ˖J2013BY05˅Ⲵ⹄ウᡀ᷌Ǆ

1. ᶴᔪǉᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖǊ䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫Ⲵѹ
ޛॱⲴފቺйѝޘՊ䙊䗷ⲴǉѝޡѝཞޣҾޘ䶒␡ॆ᭩䶙㤕ᒢ䟽བྷ䰞仈Ⲵߣ
ᇊǊᨀࠪ㾱␡ॆᮉ㛢亶ฏⲴ㔬ਸ᭩䶙ˈᕪᆖ⭏⽮Պ䍓ԫᝏǃࡋᯠ㋮⾎оᇎ䐥㜭
࣋ˈѪѝഭ儈ㅹᮉ㛢Ⲵޘ䶒ਁኅᤷ᰾Ҷࡽ䘋ⲴᯩੁǄǉᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖǊᱟᐲ൪㩕䬰
уъⲴṨᗳส䈮ˈҏᱟ㇑⨶㊫уъѝа䰘ᓄ⭘ᙗᖸᕪⲴᆖ、Ǆ❦㘼ˈ䈮〻⧠ᴹ
Ⲵ㘳Ṩ⁑ᔿˈᐢ䘌䘌н㜭䘲ᓄ␡ॆᮉ㛢亶ฏ㔬ਸ᭩䶙Ⲵ䴰≲ˈ䳮ԕ䗮ࡠᐲ൪㓿⍾
ሩҾӪⲴ⢩ᇊ䴰≲Ǆഐ↔ˈ൘ᮉᆖᇎ䐥ѝ䴰㾱བྷ㛶᭩䶙䘉䰘䈮〻⧠ᴹⲴ㘳Ṩ⁑
ᔿˈԕษޫᇼᴹࡋᯠ㋮⾎оᇎ䐥㜭࣋ǃ䘲ᓄᐲ൪㓿⍾ਁኅⲴ儈㍐䍘ӪǄᖃࡽˈ
䈕䈮〻㘳Ṩ⁑ᔿ᭩䶙ⲴṨᗳ䰞仈ˈᱟ൘⧠ᴹ㘳Ṩ⁑ᔿⲴสкᶴᔪањ、ᆖǃޜ
↓ǃޘ䶒Ⲵཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫ˈ◰ਁᆖ⭏ᆖҐⲴ〟ᶱᙗˈ׳䘋ᆖ⭏Ⲵޘ䶒ਁኅˈ
᧘ࣘᮉᐸᔰኅᮉᆖ᭩䶙ˈᨀ儈ᮉᆖ䍘䟿Ǆᶴᔪ䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫Ⲵѹˈ
ѫ㾱փ⧠൘ԕлࠐ⛩Ǆ
ㅜаˈᴹ࡙Ҿษޫоਁᥕᆖ⭏ᆖҐⲴѫࣘᙗǄᶴᔪоᇎᯭǉᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖǊ䈮
〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫ˈਟԕ㔃ਸᮉᆖⴞḷоᆖ⭏ᆖҐᇎ䐥Ⲵ㔃᷌ˈሩҾᆖ⭏Ⲵ
ᆖҐ᭸઼᷌ᆖҐ䍘䟿䘋㹼ཊ䀂ᓖǃཊቲ⅑Ⲵ䇴ԧǄ俆ˈݸᇎᯭཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ
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㌫ˈਟԕ࠶ݵҶ䀓ᆖ⭏ሩ䈮〻สᵜ⨶䇪⸕䇶৺ަᓄ⭘Ⲵᦼᨑᛵߥˈ৺ᰦਁ⧠ᆖ⭏
൘ᆖҐ䗷〻ѝᆈ൘Ⲵ䰞仈он䏣ˈӾ㘼ᕅሬᆖ⭏㠚ਁⲴ᭩ழᆖҐᯩ⌅ˈᨀ儈ᆖҐ
᭸⦷Ǆަ⅑ˈᇎᯭཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫ˈਟԕ֯ᆖ⭏৺ᰦࡠ⌘ޣ㠚ᐡоަԆ਼ᆖ
൘䈮〻ᆖҐ䗷〻ѝᆈ൘Ⲵᐞ䐍ˈᖒᡀᆖ⭏ѻ䰤ӂ∄ⲴᆖҐ≋തǄᴰਾˈᇎᯭ
ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫ˈਟԕ◰ਁᆖ⭏Ⲵࡋᯠᙍ㔤ˈᨀ儈ަᆖҐⲴ〟ᶱᙗоѫࣘᙗˈ
䗮ࡠษޫᆖ⭏ਁ⧠䰞仈ǃ࠶᷀䰞仈о䀓ߣ䰞仈Ⲵ㜭࣋ˈнᯝ◰ਁᆖ⭏Ⲵ≲⸕Ⅲᵋ
оᆖҐޤ䏓ˈӾ㘼䈳ࣘᆖ⭏ᆖҐⲴ〟ᶱᙗ઼ѫࣘᙗˈᕪᆖ⭏㠚ѫᆖҐⲴ㜭࣋о
ؑᗳǄㅜҼˈᴹ࡙Ҿษޫоᨀ儈ᆖ⭏Ⲵ㔬ਸ㍐䍘Ǆᶴᔪоᇎᯭǉᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖǊ䈮
〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫ˈਟԕሩᆖ⭏Ⲵуъ⸕䇶ǃสᵜ㍐䍘ǃᇎ䐥ᢰ㜭ǃࡋᯠ㜭
࣋ˈԕ৺Ӫ᮷㍐ޫㅹ㘳Ṩ㾱㍐䘋㹼ޘ䶒Ⲵ䇴ԧǄ䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ⁑ᔿⲴᴰབྷ⢩⛩ˈ
ቡᱟнӵ䟽㿶ሩᆖ⭏уъ⸕䇶઼ᢰ㜭Ⲵ㘳Ṩˈҏ䟽㿶ሩᆖ⭏ᆖҐ䗷〻оᯩ⌅Ⲵ㘳
Ṩˈ਼ᰦ䟽㿶ሩᆖ⭏ᛵᝏǃᘱᓖоԧ٬㿲Ⲵ㘳ṨǄ൘ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧ䗷〻ѝ䇙ᆖ
⭏ᝏਇǃ⨶䀓оᦼᨑ⸕䇶ӗ⭏઼ਁኅⲴ䗷〻ˈษޫᆖ⭏ࡋᯠᙍ㔤Ґᜟˈ֯ᆖ⭏Ⲵ
᭦䳶о༴⨶ؑⲴ㜭࣋ˈ㧧ਆуъᯠ⸕䇶Ⲵ㜭࣋ˈਁ⧠ǃ࠶᷀о䀓ߣ䰞仈Ⲵ㜭࣋ˈ
ԕ৺䈝䀰᮷ᆇ㺘䗮ǃഒ䱏ॿ⋏䙊Ⲵ㜭࣋ㅹᗇࡠ䭫⛬઼ᨀ儈ˈӾ㘼ษޫоᨀ儈ᆖ
⭏Ⲵ㔬ਸ㍐䍘Ǆ
ㅜйˈᴹ࡙Ҿ᧘ࣘᮉᆖ᭩䶙Ⲵޘ䶒␡ॆоࡋᯠǄᶴᔪоᇎᯭǉᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖǊ
䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫ˈਟԕ䎧ࡠ᧘ࣘᮉᆖ᭩䶙Ⲵޘ䶒␡ॆоࡋᯠⲴ〟ᶱ⭘Ǆ
൘ᮤњᮉᆖᇎ䐥ѝˈ䈮〻㘳Ṩᱟᮉᆖփ㌫ѝⲴ䟽㾱⧟㢲઼׳䘋ᮉᆖਁኅⲴ䟽㾱
⇥ˈᱟᕅሬᮉᐸᆼᡀᮉᆖᇩˈᇎ⧠ᮉᆖⴞḷⲴ“ᤷᥕἂ”ˈᱟањਟԕ⢥аਁ㘼
ࣘޘ䓛Ⲵޣ䭞⧟㢲Ǆањާᴹ、ᆖᙗⲴ䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫ˈਟԕᴹ᭸ൠỰ
傼ᮉоᆖⲴ䍘䟿ˈ৽᱐ᆼᡀᮉᆖⴞḷǃᇩǃᯩ⌅઼᭸᷌ㅹᯩ䶒Ⲵ㔬ਸؑˈਟ
ԕሩަԆᮉᆖ⧟㢲䎧ࡠ㓢Ѯⴞᕐǃһॺ࣏Ⲵؽ᭸᷌ˈӾ㘼ᴹ࡙Ҿ᧘ࣘᮉᆖ᭩䶙Ⲵ
ޘ䶒␡ॆоࡋᯠǄ
ㅜഋˈᴹ࡙ҾᨀॷᮉᐸⲴᮉᆖ≤ᒣо、⹄㜭࣋Ǆᶴᔪоᇎᯭǉᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖǊ
䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫ˈਟԕ֯׳ᮉᐸ〟ᶱ⹄ウ䈮〻⢩⛩઼ᮉᆖ㿴ᖻˈ㠚ਁൠ
ᴤᯠᮉᆖᇩˈ᭩䘋ᮉᆖᯩ⌅ˈⵏ↓ਁᥕԕ㘳׳ᮉⲴ〟ᶱ⭘ǄѪᮉᆖᇎ䐥ѝ
Ⲵѫሬˈᮉᐸ৲о䈮〻㘳Ṩ⁑ᔿⲴ᭩䶙оࡋᯠˈᗵ❦㾱ާᴹݸ䘋Ⲵᮉ㛢⨶ᘥˈ↓
⺞ࡦ䇒᭩䶙ᯩṸоࡋᯠࡉˈ䘉ቡ㾱≲ᮉᐸሩᮉᆖ⧠䊑઼㿴ᖻ䘋㹼䟽ᯠ䇔䇶઼᧒
㍒Ǆഐ↔ˈᶴᔪоᇎᯭ䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫Ⲵ䗷〻ˈҏᱟᇎ⧠ᮉᐸ㠚䓛ᮉ㛢
㿲ᘥ䖜ਈⲴ䗷〻Ǆ਼ᰦˈᶴᔪоᇎᯭཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫ˈਟԕ֯ᗇᮉᐸ৺ᰦҶ
䀓ᮉᆖѝᆈ൘Ⲵ䰞仈он䏣ˈ֯׳ᮉᐸнᯝ৽ᙍ㠚ᐡⲴᮉᆖᐕˈ䇔ⵏ⹄ウᮉᆖ
㿴ᖻˈӾ㘼нᯝᨀॷᮉᐸⲴᮉᆖ≤ᒣо、⹄㜭࣋Ǆ
2. ǉᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖǊ䈮〻⧠ᴹ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧ⁑ᔿᆈ൘Ⲵ䰞仈оᡀഐ࠶᷀
2.1 ᆈ൘Ⲵ䰞仈
㔃ਸㅄ㘵ཊᒤⲴᮉᆖ㓿傼ˈ䙊䗷ሩǉᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖǊ䈮〻⧠ᴹ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧ⁑ᔿⲴ
࠶᷀ˈަᆈ൘Ⲵ䰞仈ᖂ㓣䎧ᶕѫ㾱㺘⧠Ѫԕлࠐњᯩ䶒Ǆ
ㅜаˈ㘳Ṩᇩ⌘䟽⸕䇶оᢰ㜭ˈᘭ㿶㔬ਸ㍐䍘Ǆ䈮〻⧠ᴹⲴ㘳Ṩ⁑ᔿˈ∄
䖳ٿ䟽ሩуъ⸕䇶оᢰ㜭Ⲵ㘳Ṩˈ㘼ᘭ㿶ሩᆖ⭏ᆖҐᘱᓖǃҐᜟ઼〟ᶱᙗⲴ䇴ԧˈ
ᴤᘭ㿶Ҷሩᆖ⭏ࡋᯠ䇶઼ᙍ㔤ҐᜟⲴ䇴ԧˈ⢩࡛ᱟ൘㘳Ṩᇎ䐥ѝᘭ㿶Ҷሩᆖ⭏
Ӫ᮷㋮⾎઼ᛵᝏᲪភⲴ㔬ਸҶ䀓Ǆǉᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖǊᱟа䰘㔬ਸᙗǃᓄ⭘ᙗ઼ᢰᐗ
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ᙗ䶎ᑨᕪⲴ䈮〻ˈަ䈮〻㘳Ṩ⁑ᔿᓄ䈕ケࠪሩᆖ⭏ᇎ䐥㜭࣋ǃࡋᯠ㜭࣋ǃӪ᮷㍐
ޫԕ৺㔬ਸ㍐䍘ⲴษޫǄ
ㅜҼˈ㘳Ṩᯩᔿঅаˈ㕪ѿཊᯩᔿⲴ㔬ਸᓄ⭘Ǆⴞࡽˈ䈮〻Ⲵ㘳Ṩᯩᔿঅа䰞仈∄䖳
ケࠪǄᦞ䈳ḕˈᡁഭབྷ䜘࠶儈ṑǉᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖǊ䈮〻㘳Ṩᯩᔿˈᱟ䟷ਆঅаⲴ䈅ধᡆ䇪᮷ᖒ
ᔿ˗ቁ䜘࠶儈ṑࡉ㾱≲ᆖ⭏ᓄ⭘ᡰᆖⲴ⨶䇪⸕䇶ˈ㔃ਸ⽮Պ✝⛩㩕䬰һԦˈᮤ⨶㕆߉Ṹֻˈ
ᒦ᤹аᇊⲴḷ߶ሩṸֻ㔉Ҹ䇴ԧ㘳Ṩ˗ۿ䈮า╄䇢ǃᇎൠ㘳ሏǃࡋ㿶仁ǃᛵຳ⁑ᤏㅹ䈮〻
㘳Ṩᯩᔿᴤᱟቁ⭘˗㘼㔃ਸԕкཊ㘳Ṩᯩᔿሩᆖ⭏䘋㹼㔬ਸ㘳ṨⲴ儈ṑᴤᱟሕሕᰐࠐǄ❦
㘼ˈ⇿㘳Ṩᯩᔿ䜭ާᴹՈ㕪⛩ˈᡰԕঅ⤜䟷⭘Ḁ㘳Ṩᯩᔿˈᒦн㜭ሩᆖ⭏ⲴᆖҐ᭸઼᷌
䍘䟿䘋㹼、ᆖǃ↓ޜǃޘ䶒Ⲵ䇴ԧǄ

ㅜйˈ䟽㔃᷌ᙗ㘳Ṩˈ䖫䗷〻ᙗ㘳ṨǄ
ǉᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖǊ䈮〻⧠ᴹⲴ㘳Ṩ⁑ᔿˈ
∄䖳⌘䟽㓸㔃ᙗ䇴ԧˈ㘼ᘭ㿶ሩᆖ⭏ᆖҐ䗷〻Ⲵޘ〻ᙗ䇴ԧǄ⧠ᴹⲴ㘳Ṩ⁑ᔿᴰ
ިරⲴ⌅ڊᱟᒣᰦᡀ㔙ঐ 30%ˈᵏᵛᡀ㔙ঐ 70%ˈᒣᰦᡀ㔙а㡜वᤜ䈮า㘳औ઼
䈮ਾъє䜘࠶ˈ㘼ᵏᵛᡀ㔙ԕ䰝ধ㘳䈅ᖒᔿᴰѪᑨ㿱Ǆ䘉㘳Ṩ⁑ᔿሩᆖ⭏ᆖ
Ґ䗷〻Ⲵ䇴ԧѫ㾱փ⧠൘ᒣᰦᡀ㔙䜘࠶ˈ㘼❦ӵࠝ䈮า㘳औ઼䈮ਾъєᯩᔿ
ᖸ䳮ሩᆖ⭏ᆖҐ䗷〻ѝⲴ⸕䇶ǃᢰ㜭ǃᘱᓖǃᛵᝏǃᯩ⌅ㅹ㾱㍐ˈ䘋㹼、ᆖǃޜ
↓оޘ䶒Ⲵᇒ㿲䇴ԧˈҏሬ㠤ᮉᐸн㜭৺ᰦǃࣘᘱⲴҶ䀓ᆖ⭏ਁኅѝⲴ䴰≲઼њ
ᙗॆⲴ䴰≲ˈн㜭䘲ᰦൠሩᮉᆖㆆ⮕о↕僔䘋㹼䈳ᮤˈᴰ㓸ᖡ૽Ҷᮉᆖ᭸᷌Ǆ਼
ᰦˈҏ֯ᗇᆖ⭏н㜭৺ᰦҶ䀓㠚ᐡᆖҐѝⲴ䘋↕ǃՈ࣯он䏣ˈҏᗵ❦Պᖡ૽ࡠ
ᆖҐⲴ᭸᷌Ǆഐ↔ˈ⧠ᴹ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧ⁑ᔿˈᘭ㿶ሩᆖ⭏ᆖҐ䗷〻Ⲵ䇴ԧˈᖸ䳮ሩᆖ
⭏Ⲵޘ䶒ਁኅˈⵏ↓䎧ࡠа䇺ᯝǃ◰઼࣡ᕪॆⲴ〟ᶱ⭘Ǆ
ㅜഋˈ䇴ԧѫփঅаˈ㕪ѿཊѫփⲴ਼ޡ৲оǄ൘ǉᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖǊ䈮〻⧠
ᴹⲴ㘳Ṩ⁑ᔿѝˈ⭡ҾඊᤱⲴᱟаᮉᐸᱟѫփˈᆖ⭏ᱟᇒփⲴᮉᆖ⨶ᘥˈᡰԕ
֯ᗇᆖ⭏൘㘳Ṩ䇴ԧѝࠐѾ⋑ᴹԫօ䈍䈝ᵳǄ䘉অੁⲴ䇴ԧ⁑ᔿˈнӵᣁࡦҶ
ᆖ⭏Ⲵ৲о䇶ˈ㘼фҏн࡙Ҿᆖ⭏ሩަᆖҐ䗷〻䘋㹼എ亮ǃ৽ᙍ઼䇴ԧˈᴤн
࡙Ҿᆖ⭏䇔䇶㠚ᡁǃ䇴ԧ㠚ᡁǃ৽ⴱ㠚ᡁ઼㓖ᶏ㠚ᡁ㜭࣋ⲴษޫǄ਼ᰦˈ⭡Ҿ䇴
ԧѫփ㕪ѿᆖ⭏ǃԱъуᇦǃ਼㹼ᮉᐸㅹⲴཊᯩ৲оˈ䘉অаⲴ䇴ԧѫփˈᖸ
䳮؍䇱䇴ԧ䗷〻Ⲵ、ᆖᙗǃ↓ޜᙗ઼ޘ䶒ᙗˈн࡙Ҿሩᆖ⭏䘋㹼ཊ䀂ᓖǃཊቲ⅑
Ⲵ㠚ᡁ䇴ԧˈሬ㠤ᆖ⭏㠚ᡁਁኅਇ䱫઼㠚ѫᔪᶴ㜭࣋Ⲵн䏣Ǆ
2.2 ᡀഐ࠶᷀
⧠ᴹ䈮〻㘳Ṩ⁑ᔿѻᡰԕՊᆈ൘ԕк䰞仈ˈ㔃ਸ᮷⥞䍴ᯉˈㅄ㘵䇔Ѫѫ㾱ᴹ
єབྷഐǄ
ㅜаˈ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧ⨶ᘥՐ㔏㩭ਾǄ൘Ր㔏ᮉ㛢⨶ᘥⲴᖡ૽лˈ䮯ᵏԕᶕ൘ᮉᆖ
ᇎ䐥䗷〻ѝˈᮉᐸ㠚㿹ᡆн㠚㿹ൠᖒᡀҶа䟽⨶䇪⸕䇶Րᦸǃ䖫ᇎ䐥㜭઼࣋ࡋ
ᯠ㋮⾎ษޫⲴᙍ㔤ᇊ࣯оᮉᆖ⁑ᔿˈሬ㠤䈮〻㘳Ṩˈᖰᖰ㻛ⴻᡀ㘳䇴ᆖ⭏ᆖҐᡀ
㔙Ⲵѫ㾱ᐕާ઼䟽㾱⇥Ǆഐ↔ˈᮉᐸ䶎ᑨ䟽㿶㘳ṨⲴޜᒣᙗ઼ḷ߶ॆˈ㘼ሩ䈮
〻Ⲵᮉᆖⴞḷ઼ᮉᆖ㾱≲㕪ቁ␡᧒Ⲵޕ䇘ˈᘭ㿶ӪษޫⲴṩᵜⴞḷǃ䈮〻ᮉᆖ
Ⲵสᵜ㾱≲о㘳Ṩᇩ৺ᖒᔿᱟа㠤Ǆ൘䘉㘳Ṩ⨶ᘥⲴᤷሬлˈᆖ⭏ᴤ⌘䟽
ᴰ㓸Ⲵ㘳Ṩ㔃᷌㘼ᘭ㿶䗷〻ⲴᆖҐ઼㔬ਸ㍐䍘Ⲵᨀॷˈ㕪ѿᆖҐⲴѫࣘᙗ઼〟ᶱ
ᙗǄᮉᐸᓄ࠶ݵ䇔䇶ࡠ䈮〻㘳Ṩ൘ᆖ⭏ᆖҐ䗷〻ѝⲴᕅ亶⭘ˈᢺ䈮〻㘳ṨѪ
ษޫޘ䶒ਁኅⲴӪⲴ䟽㾱⇥઼ᯩᔿⲴቲ䶒кᶕᙍ㘳Ǆഐ↔ˈǉᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖǊ䈮
〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ᭩䶙㾱ṁ・ԕӪѪᵜⲴࡉˈ䟷⭘、ᆖⲴ㘳Ṩᯩᔿཊ䀂ᓖǃཊቲ⅑
ൠሩᆖ⭏ᆖҐ䗷〻䘋㹼ޘ䶒ǃᇒ㿲Ⲵ䇴ԧǄ
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ㅜҼˈཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ᭩䶙оࡋᯠⲴࣘ࣋н䏣Ǆ൘ཊᒤⲴᮉᆖᇎ䐥ѝˈᮉᐸሩԕ
ᵏᵛ䰝ধ㘳䈅Ѫ䈮〻㘳ṨⲴᯩᔿᰙᐢҐᜟ઼⟏ᚹˈྲ᷌ᢺԕᵏᵛ䰝ধ㘳䈅Ѫѫ
Ⲵ㘳Ṩᯩᔿˈ䖜ਈѪवਜ਼䈮〻䇪᮷ǃሿ㓴䇘䇪ǃ䈮า╄䇢∄䎋ǃ䈳ḕᣕǃᇎൠ
㘳ሏǃࡋ㿶仁ㅹཊᯩᔿⲴཊॆݳ㘳ṨˈᮉᐸⲴᐕ䟿ᗵ❦བྷᑵ࣐ˈ਼ᰦҏ
ሩᮉᐸⲴᮉᆖ㜭઼࣋≤ᒣᖒᡀањᡈǄ❦㘼ˈᐕ䟿Ⲵ࣐ˈᐕᣕ䞜എᣕ⦷
Ⲵнሩㅹˈԕ৺䶒ሩаӋᯠⲴᡈˈᗵ❦Պሬ㠤ᮉᐸᐕ〟ᶱᙗ઼ѫࣘᙗⲴл䱽Ǆ
㘳Ṩᯩᔿоᐕ㯚䞜Ⲵ㝡㢲ˈԕ৺䶒ሩⲴᯠᡈˈྲ᷌⋑ᴹ᭯ㆆᙗⲴ؍䳌ˈቡՊ
ᖸᇩ᱃֯ᗇᮉᐸᖒᡀа“ཊаһнྲቁаһ”Ⲵᙍᜣˈ൘ᇎ䱵ᐕѝᢺ⟏ᚹⲴǃ
ㆰঅⲴ㘳ṨᯩᔿѪ俆䘹Ǆ
3. ᶴᔪǉᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖǊ䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫Ⲵสᵜᙍ䐟
3.1 ᶴᔪཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫Ⲵ⨶䇪ส
ㅜаˈᔪᶴѫѹ⨶䇪Ǆᔪᶴѫѹҏ䈁㔃ᶴѫѹˈަᴰᰙᨀࠪ㘵ਟ䘭ⓟ㠣⪎
༛ⲴⳞӊᶠǄᔪᶴѫѹ⨶䇪ᱟ䇔⸕ᆖҐ⨶䇪Ⲵањ䟽㾱࠶᭟ˈ㾱≲ԕᆖ⭏Ѫѝᗳˈ
ᕪ䈳ᆖҐᱟањѫࣘⲴ䗷〻ˈ䟽㿶ᆖ⭏ሩ⸕䇶Ⲵѫࣘ᧒㍒ǃѫࣘਁ⧠઼ሩᡰᆖ⸕
䇶ѹⲴѫࣘᶴᔪǄᔪᶴѫѹ䇔Ѫˈ⸕䇶нᱟ䙊䗷ᮉᐸՐᦸᗇࡠˈ㘼ᱟᆖҐ㘵൘
аᇊⲴᛵຳণ⽮Պ᮷ॆ㛼ᲟлˈُࣙަԆӪ˄वᤜᮉᐸ઼ᆖҐՉդ˅Ⲵᑞࣙˈ࡙
⭘ᗵ㾱ⲴᆖҐ䍴ᯉˈ䙊䗷ѹᔪᶴⲴᯩᔿ㘼㧧ᗇǄᦞ䘉а⨶䇪ˈᡁԜ൘ᶴᔪ䈮
〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫ᰦˈᓄԕᆖ⭏Ѫѝᗳˈ࠶ݵ䈳ࣘᆖ⭏৲оཊॆݳ㘳ṨⲴ〟
ᶱᙗоѫࣘᙗˈ䇙ᆖ⭏ᡀѪ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧⲴѫփˈᕪ䈳ᆖ⭏ѻ䰤ǃᐸ⭏ѻ䰤Ⲵॿо
Ӕ⍱ˈ䙊䗷㔉ᆖ⭏ࡋ䇮ḀⵏᇎⲴ㘳Ṩᛵຳˈᶕ䇴ԧᆖ⭏ᱟྲօᔪᶴ⸕䇶ⲴǄ
ㅜҼˈཊݳᲪ㜭⨶䇪ǄཊݳᲪ㜭⨶䇪ᱟ⭡㖾ഭབྷᆖᮉᦸ䴽ॾᗧ·࣐ᗧ㓣
Ҿ 1983 ᒤᨀࠪǄཊݳᲪ㜭⨶䇪䇔ѪӪⲴᲪ㜭ᱟཊ⇿ˈⲴݳњӪ䜭ާᴹޛᲪ㜭ˈ
ণ䈝䀰Ც㜭ǃᮠ⨶䙫䗁Ც㜭ǃ丣ҀᲪ㜭ǃオ䰤Ც㜭ǃ䓛փ䘀ࣘᲪ㜭ǃӪ䱵Ც㜭ǃ
ⴱᲪ㜭઼㠚❦Ც㜭ǄӪⲴᲪ㜭нᱟঅаⲴˈ㘼ᱟཊˈⲴݳ㘼ф䘉ޛᲪ㜭൘⇿
њӪ䓛кⲴ㺘⧠〻ᓖ઼ᖒᔿнቭ਼ˈ⇿њӪ䜭ᴹਟਁኅⲴ▌࣋ˈ⇿њӪ▌࣋
㺘⧠Ⲵ亶ฏᒦнаᇊ਼ǄӪоӪѻ䰤ˈнᆈ൘䈱∄䈱ᴤ㚚᰾Ⲵ䰞仈ˈਚᆈ൘䈱
൘ଚњ亶ฏǃଚњᯩ䶒ᴤ䮯Ⲵ䰞仈Ǆᦞ䘉а⨶䇪ˈᡁԜ൘ᶴᔪ䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳
Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫ᰦ㾱ԕӪѪᵜˈᓄ࠶ݵ䇔䇶ࡠ⇿њᆖ⭏䜭ᴹަᕪ࣯Ც㜭઼ᕡ࣯Ც㜭ˈ
⌘ޣᆖ⭏Ⲵᐞᔲᙗ઼н൷㺑ᙗˈ䙊䗷䇮䇑ཊⲴॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧᯩᔿˈ䇙⇿њᆖ⭏Ⲵ
Ո࣯Ც㜭փ⧠ࠪᶕˈࡠ㠚ᐡⲴՈ⛩оਁኅ▌㜭ˈ᰾⺞㠚ᐡࣚ࣋Ⲵᯩੁˈփ傼ᡀ
࣏ⲴҀ䏓Ǆ
ㅜйˈਾ⧠ԓѫѹ⨶䇪Ǆਾ⧠ԓѫѹᱟ 20 ц㓚 60ǃ70 ᒤԓˈ൘㾯ᯩഭᇦᔰ
ᒯ⌋ࠪ⧠Ⲵа৽ሩᡆ⧠↓؞ԓѫѹⲴ⽮Պ᮷ॆᙍ▞Ǆ䘉аਈ䶙▞⍱␡ൠᖡ
૽⵰᮷ᆖǃ㢪ᵟǃଢᆖㅹ⽮Պ᮷ॆ઼䇶ᖒᘱ䈨ཊ亶ฏǄਾ⧠ԓᮉ㛢ᙍᜣ䱥㩕
ᆖ⍮᷇・ˈ㿲⛩ᔲˈᴹᰦ⭊㠣ӂߢケˈնᱟԆԜ৽ሩ਼аˈጷቊᐞᔲ઼ཊݳ
Ⲵѫᕐᱟ㔏аⲴǄਾ⧠ԓѫѹᮉ㛢ᙍᜣ᩶㝡Ҷ⧠ԓѫѹሩᮉ㛢ᡰᑖᶕⲴᔺㄟˈᕪ
䈳ሺ䟽њᙗˈᕪ䈳ᆖ⭏ѻ䰤Ⲵᐞᔲᙗˈ䟽㿶ӪⲴࡋ䙐ᙗⲴਁᥕˈᕪ䈳㾱䍘⯁Ր㔏
ᮉ㛢ѝаӋⵏ⨶Ǆᦞ䘉а⨶䇪ˈᡁԜ൘ᶴᔪ䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫ᰦˈᓄṁ
・ཊⲴॆݳ䇴ԧᵪࡦˈ⌘䟽ᆖ⭏Ⲵࡋ䙐ᙗ઼ᐞᔲᙗˈ䙊䗷ཊᯩᔿˈሩᆖ⭏䘋㹼
ཊ䀂ᓖⲴ䇴ԧǄ਼ᰦˈᓄ᪂ᔳḷ߶ǃっᇊǃሱ䰝઼ㆰঅⲴ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧḷ߶ˈᔪ・⁑
㋺ǃࣘᘱǃᔰ઼᭮༽ᵲⲴ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧḷ߶ˈ֯ཊॆݳ䇴ԧᡀѪ׳䘋⇿ањᆖ⭏㠚⭡ǃ
࠶ݵǃњᙗਁኅⲴᴹ᭸⇥Ǆ
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3.2 ᶴᔪཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫Ⲵสᵜᙍ䐟
ㅄ㘵สҾᶴᔪѫѹ⨶䇪ǃཊݳᲪ㜭⨶䇪઼ਾ⧠ԓѫѹ⨶䇪ᡰᶴᔪǉᐲ൪㩕
䬰ᆖǊ䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫ˈнᱟሩ⧠ᴹ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧ⁑ᔿⲴㆰঅᇊˈ㘼ᱟа
ਸ⨶Ⲵ䎵䎺оࡋᯠǄㅄ㘵ᨀࠪⲴᡰ䉃ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩᯠ⁑ᔿˈѫ㾱ᱟᤷሩ䈮〻Ⲵ㘳
Ṩᯩᔿ䘋㹼аཊ㔤ᓖǃཊቲ⅑Ⲵ㘳ḕᇑṨǄཊॆݳ㘳ṨᒦнᱟㆰঅⲴሶ䰝ধ㘳
䈅᭩Ѫᔰধ㘳䈅ǃॺᔰॺ䰝㘳䈅ǃ䈮〻䇪᮷ǃਓ䈅ᡆ䈳ḕᣕㅹަԆঅаⲴ㘳Ṩ
ᖒᔿˈ㘼ᱟ䟷ਆཊ⅑㍟䇑࣐࠶Ⲵᯩ⌅ˈᕪ䈳ሩᆖ⭏䘋㹼ཊ㔤ᓖǃཊቲ⅑Ⲵޘᯩս
㘳Ṩˈᨀّ㔬ਸᙗˈഐ㘼ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫Ⲵᴰབྷ⢩⛩ˈቡᱟփ⧠൘䇴ԧԧ٬ˈ
䇴ԧᇩǃ䇴ԧᯩᔿ઼䇴ԧѫփⲴཊॆݳǄᙫѻˈᶴᔪ䈮〻Ⲵཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ
㌫ˈቡᱟ㾱൘␡⹄ޕウо࠶᷀䘉䰘䈮〻Ⲵᵜ䍘⢩ᖱਾˈᖂ㓣ࠪаӋ䟽㾱Ⲵ㘳Ṩ䇴
ԧᇩˈᕅޕཊⲴॆݳ䇴ԧѫփˈ䟷⭘、ᆖǃᴹ᭸Ⲵ䇴ԧᯩ⌅ǃᯩᔿо⇥ˈ䇮
䇑ާᴹਟᙗⲴ䇴࠶ḷ߶઼䇴࠶ᵳ䟽ˈཊ㔤ᓖǃཊቲ⅑Ⲵሩᆖ⭏ᆖҐ䗷〻䘋㹼
ޘ䶒ǃ↓ޜǃᇒ㿲Ⲵ䇴ԧǄᖃ❦ˈ㾱ᜣᴰ㓸ᇎ⧠䘉аⴞḷˈᗵ享䇔ⵏྭڊԕлࠐ
⛩Ǆ
ㅜаˈ䇴ԧᇩཊॆݳǄ൘ࡦᇊ䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫Ⲵ䇴ԧᇩᰦˈн
㜭ӵӵተ䲀Ҿሩ䈕ᆖ、⸕䇶оᢰ㜭Ⲵа㡜⨶䀓оㆰঅᦼᨑˈ䘈㾱䟽⛩⌘ޣᆖ⭏Ⲵ
ᆖҐ䗷〻оᯩ⌅ˈᴤ㾱ޘ䶒⌘ޣᆖ⭏ᛵᝏǃᘱᓖоԧ٬㿲Ⲵᖒᡀ઼ਁኅǄާփᶕ
䇢ˈ䈕㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫Ⲵᇩˈѫ㾱वᤜуъ⸕䇶㘳Ṩǃสᵜ㍐䍘㘳Ṩǃᇎ䐥ᢰ㜭
㘳Ṩǃࡋᯠ㜭࣋㘳Ṩԕ৺Ӫ᮷㍐ޫ㘳Ṩㅹสᵜ㾱⛩Ǆа㡜ᶕ䈤ˈуъ⸕䇶ѫ㾱ᱟ
㘳Ṩᆖ⭏ሩสᵜ⨶䇪Ⲵᦼᨑᛵߥˈ㘼สᵜ㍐䍘ࡉᱟ㘳Ṩᆖ⭏ᆖҐⲴᘱᓖǃᆖҐҐ
ᜟǃᆖҐѫࣘᙗㅹˈᇎ䐥ᢰ㜭ࡉᱟ㘳Ṩᆖ⭏ሩ㩕䬰ᢰ㜭Ⲵᦼᨑᛵߥǃ࠶᷀о䀓ߣ
䰞仈Ⲵ㜭࣋ǃ䈝䀰᮷ᆇ㺘䗮㜭࣋ˈԕ৺ഒ䱏ॿⲴ㜭࣋ㅹˈࡋᯠ㜭࣋ࡉᱟ㘳Ṩᆖ
⭏ᔰኅᐕⲴࡋᯠ䇶ǃࡋᯠᙍ㔤ҐᜟㅹˈӪ᮷㍐ޫࡉᱟ㘳Ṩᆖ⭏൘䈮〻ᆖҐ䗷
〻ѝᡰ㺘⧠ࠪᶕⲴӪ᮷㋮⾎઼ᛵᝏᲪភǄ
ㅜҼˈ䇴ԧᯩᔿཊॆݳǄа㡜ᶕ䈤ˈ䇴ԧᯩᔿ᧒䇘ⲴᱟѪᇎ⧠ሩᆖ⭏䈮〻ཊ
ॆݳ㘳Ṩ䘉аⴞḷ㘼䟷ਆⲴᯩ⌅઼⇥Ǆ⧠ᴹⲴ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧ⁑ᔿੁٮҾ㓸㔃ᙗ䇴ԧˈ
ަᴰབྷⲴн䏣ቡᱟᘭ㿶Ҷᖒᡀᙗ䇴ԧǃ㺘⧠ᙗ䇴ԧ઼ਁኅᙗ䇴ԧǄ㓸㔃ᙗ䇴ԧ䟽
㿶㘳ṨⲴ⬴࡛о䘹ᤄ࣏㜭ˈֻྲ䰝ধ㘳䈅ˈ൘Ӫ䇴ԧṨ䘹ᤄᯩ䶒㲭❦ާᴹḷ߶
ॆǃ㔏аॆǃᡀᵜվǃ᱃ㅹՈ⛩ˈն৸ഐᆖ⭏⎸ᶱǃ㻛ࣘⲴ䘲ᓄ㘼価ਇҹ䇞Ǆ
∄ѻлˈᖒᡀᙗ䇴ԧǃ㺘⧠ᙗ䇴ԧ઼ਁኅᙗ䇴ԧˈᴤཊൠ㋵ਸҶ㘳ṨⲴ䇺ᯝǃ
ሬੁ઼◰࣡ㅹѫ㾱࣏㜭ˈ䙊䗷䈮〻䇪᮷ǃሿ㓴䇘䇪ǃ䈮า╄䇢∄䎋ǃ䈳ḕᣕǃ
ᇎൠ㘳ሏǃࡋ㿶仁ㅹާփᯩ⌅ˈᇎ⧠ሩᆖ⭏ᆖъ㺘⧠Ⲵ৺ᰦᙗǃᤱ㔝ᙗ઼㌫㔏
Ⲵ৽侸ᙗǄѪҶнᯝ࣐䇴ԧⲴؑᓖˈ൘䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫ѝˈ䘈ᓄ儈ᓖ
䟽㿶ཊ䇴ԧᯩᔿⲴ㔬ਸᙗᓄ⭘ˈ֯䈮〻㘳Ṩ䇴ԧӾሱ䰝䎠ੁᔰ᭮ˈӾঅа䎠ੁ
ཊˈݳᡀѪ׳䘋ᆖ⭏ޘ䶒ਁኅˈᨀ儈ᮉᆖ䍘䟿ˈ᧘ࣘᮉᆖ᭩䶙Ⲵ䟽㾱⇥Ǆ
ㅜйˈ䇴ԧѫփཊॆݳǄ൘ᮉᆖᇎ䐥ѝˈ䇴ԧѫփѫ㾱᧒䇘Ⲵᱟ䈱ሩᆖ⭏Ⲵ
䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ㔃᷌䘋㹼ԧ٬ࡔᯝⲴ䰞仈Ǆṩᦞ䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩᯠ⁑ᔿⲴสᵜ㾱
≲ˈнӵ䇴ԧⲴᇩᱟཊˈⲴݳ䇴ԧⲴ䀂ᓖᱟཊ㔤Ⲵˈ㘼ф䇴ԧⲴѫփҏᓄ䈕ᱟ
ཊˈⲴݳഐѪн਼䇴ԧѫփⲴԧ٬ਆੁ઼䇴ԧ࣏㜭н਼ˈᴹ࡙Ҿਆ䮯㺕⸝Ǆ
а㡜ᶕ䈤ˈ䇴ԧѫփⲴԧ٬ਆੁ઼䇴ԧ࣏㜭ˈᱟ䇴ԧѫփ൘⢩ᇊᮉᆖᛵᲟлสҾ
ᆖ⭏Ⲵ⸕䇶ǃ㜭࣋ǃᘱᓖǃԧ٬㿲ㅹؑⲴ৽侸ᡰⲴࠪڊаԧ٬ࡔᯝǄㅄ㘵ᡰ
ّሬⲴཊॆݳ䇴ԧѫփˈѫ㾱वᤜᆖ⭏㠚䇴ǃᆖ⭏ӂ䇴ǃԫ䈮ᮉᐸǃ਼㹼ᮉᐸ઼
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ԱъуᇦㅹǄᆖ⭏㠚䇴ᱟᆖ⭏ሩ㠚ᐡᆖҐ᭸᷌Ⲵѫ㿲䇴ԧ˗ᆖ⭏ӂ䇴ᱟ਼ᆖѻ䰤
ሩ਼դⲴᆖҐᘱᓖǃᆖҐ᭸᷌ǃਸ㋮⾎ㅹ䘋㹼䇴ԧ˗ԫ䈮ᮉᐸ䇴ԧᱟᮉᐸሩᆖ
⭏൘ᆖҐ䗷〻ѝ㺘⧠ࠪᶕⲴᆖҐᘱᓖǃᆖҐѫࣘᙗǃ䈝䀰᮷ᆇ㺘䗮㜭࣋ǃᇎ䐥ᢰ
㜭઼ࡋᯠ㜭࣋ㅹ䘋㹼䇴ԧ˗਼㹼ᮉᐸ઼Աъуᇦѫ㾱ᱟሩᆖ⭏Ⲵ㔬ਸᛵߥ䘋㹼䇴
ԧǄ䙊䗷к䘠㗔փਁ਼ޡᥕ⭘ˈнӵਟԕ߿ቁ㘳ṨⲴѫ㿲ᙗ઼䲿ᙗˈ㘼ф䘈
ਟԕሩᆖ⭏ᆼᡀⲴᆖъˈࡠڊ䖳Ѫᇒ㿲ǃޘ䶒઼Ⲵ↓ޜ䇴ԧǄ
4. ᆼழǉᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖǊ䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫ⲴสᵜṶᷦ
ᶴᔪањ、ᆖⲴ䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫ˈᱟ␡ॆ᭩䶙Ր㔏䈮〻㘳Ṩ䇴ԧ⁑
ᔿⲴสǄഐ↔ˈᗵ享㾱нᯝᆼழ䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫ˈྭڊԕлࠐњᯩ䶒
ⲴᐕǄ
ㅜаˈᆼழཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫ⲴสᵜṶᷦǄ䙊䗷ཊњᮉᆖઘᵏⲴᇎ䐥ˈㅄ
㘵䙀↕ࡦᇊҶањᙗо৲оᙗ䖳ᕪⲴ䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫Ṷᷦˈ㿱㺘 1Ǆ
ᆳሶ䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫䇮㖞Ѫᒣᰦᡀ㔙ǃᇎ䐥ᡀ㔙઼ᵏᵛᡀ㔙йབྷ䜘࠶ˈ
ᆖ⭏䈕䈮〻Ⲵᙫ䇴ᡀ㔙=ᒣᰦᡀ㔙×30%+ᇎ䐥ᡀ㔙×40%+ᵏᵛᡀ㔙×30%Ǆᒣᰦᡀ
㔙⭡䈮าࠪऔǃ䈮า㓚ᖻǃᆖҐ〟ᶱᙗ৺ᒣᰦъഋњ䜘࠶ᶴᡀ˗ᇎ䐥ᡀ㔙⭡㕆
߉Ṹֻǃ╄䇢∄䎋ǃ㩕䬰ㆆࡂᯩṸǃᇎൠ㘳ሏ઼ࡋ㿶仁ㅹӄњ䜘࠶㓴ᡀ˗ᵏᵛ
ᡀ㔙⭡䰝ধ㘳䈅ањ䜘࠶ᶴᡀǄӾ㘼ˈሶǉᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖǊ⧠ᴹⲴ㘳Ṩ⁑ᔿ᭩䶙Ѫ
ཊ㘳Ṩᯩᔿ㔃ਸⲴ䗷〻රཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫Ǆᮉᐸᓄ൘ㅜа⅑к䈮ᰦˈੁ
ᆖ⭏ޜᐳᵜ䈮〻Ⲵཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫ˈ䇙ᆖ⭏ᴹањᗳ⨶߶઼༷㹼ࣘᯩੁǄ
㺘 1 ǉᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖǊ䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫
䇴ԧᤷḷ

ᒣᰦᡀ㔙

䇴ԧഐᆀ

䈮
า
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औ

䈮
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㓚
ᖻ
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Ґ
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∄䟽
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20

30

ঐᙫᡀ㔙
Ⲵ∄䟽

30

ᵏᵛ
ᡀ㔙

ᇎ䐥ᡀ㔙

ᒣ
ᰦ

ъ

㕆
߉
Ṹ
ֻ

20

20

╄
䇢
∄
䎋

㩕
䬰
ㆆ
ࡂ
ᯩ
Ṹ

ᇎ
ൠ
㘳
ሏ

20

20

20

40

ࡋ

㿶
仁
20

䰝
ধ
㘳
䈅

100
30

ㅜҼˈᆼழᒣᰦᡀ㔙Ⲵ㘳ṨสᵜṶᷦǄᒣᰦᡀ㔙䜘࠶Ⲵ㘳Ṩᤷḷǃ䇴࠶ᵳ䟽ǃ
䇴࠶ḷ߶৺䇴ԧѫփ㿱㺘 2Ǆа㡜ᶕ䈤ˈ䈮า㘳औ㘳ṨⲴⴞⲴˈѫ㾱ᱟⶓ׳ᆖ⭏
᤹ᰦࠪऔˈޫᡀ㢟ྭⲴᆖҐᘱᓖ઼ᆖҐҐᜟǄഐ↔ˈањѕṬⲴ䈮า㓚ᖻ㘳Ṩˈ
ਟԕᴹ᭸ൠ䚯ݽᆖ⭏к䈮⧙ᵪǃ㙺ཙǃⶑ㿹ǃ䲿ࠪޕㅹ㹼Ѫˈᨀ儈ᆖ⭏䈮า
Ⲵ⌘࣋ˈ؍䇱䈮า↓ᑨⲴᮉᆖ〙ᒿ༴Ҿ㢟ྭⲴ⣦ᘱǄᆖҐ〟ᶱᙗѫ㾱ᱟᦞᆖ
⭏൘䈮าкⲴӂࣘ㺘⧠䘋㹼㘳Ṩˈ䘉аᤷḷ䇮㖞Ⲵࠪਁ⛩ˈѫ㾱ᱟѪҶ◰ਁᆖ⭏
ᆖҐⲴѫࣘᙗˈ൘䈮าкᖒᡀањᆖ⭏ҹ ݸਾਁ䀰Ⲵᵪࡦˈ਼ᰦҏᑞࣙᮉᐸ৺
ᰦҶ䀓ᆖ⭏ⲴᆖҐᛵߥˈԕׯ䘲ᰦ䈳ᮤᮉᆖㆆ⮕઼ᯩ⌅ǄᒣᰦъⲴ㘳Ṩˈࡉѫ
㾱ᱟⴁⶓᆖ⭏ޫᡀᆸᰦⲴྭҐᜟˈᒦ㘳ሏᆖ⭏Ⲵ⤜ࡋᙗᙍ㔤Ǆᒣᰦᡀ㔙Ⲵഋњ䜘
࠶ˈ൷ѫ㾱⭡ԫ䈮ᮉᐸ䘋㹼䇴ԧǄ
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㺘 2 ᒣᰦᡀ㔙㘳Ṩ
䇴ԧᤷḷ

ᵳ䟽ˋ%

䈮า㘳औ

30

䈮า㓚ᖻ

20

к䈮ڊо䈮าᰐⲴޣһᛵ⇿⅑ᢓ 1 ࠶Ǆ

ᆖҐ〟ᶱᙗ

30

〟ᶱ৲оᐸ⭏ӂࣘˈ⇿⅑䇑 1 ࠶Ǆ

ᒣᰦъ
༷

⌘

20

䇴࠶ḷ߶
ᰧ䈮а⅑ᢓ 2 ࠶˗䘏ࡠǃᰙ䘰⇿⅑ᢓ 1
࠶˗㕪औй࠶ѻаᒣᰦᡀ㔙Ѫ 0 ࠶Ǆ

᤹ᰦᆼᡀъˈᴹњӪ⤜・Ⲵ㿱䀓˗ᒣ
ᰦъй࠶ѻаᵚᆼᡀᒣᰦᡀ㔙Ѫ 0
࠶Ǆ
ᒣᰦᡀ㔙⭡ԫ䈮ᮉᐸ䘋㹼䇴ԧ

ㅜйˈᆼழᇎ䐥ᡀ㔙㘳ṨⲴสᵜṶᷦǄᇎ䐥ᡀ㔙䜘࠶Ⲵ㘳Ṩᤷḷǃ䇴࠶ᵳ䟽ǃ
䇴࠶ḷ߶৺䇴ԧѫփ㿱㺘 3Ǆṩᦞㅄ㘵Ⲵᮉᆖ㓿傼ˈᇎ䐥ᡀ㔙䟽൘㘳Ṩᆖ⭏Ⲵᇎ
䐥ᢰ㜭઼ࡋᯠ㜭࣋ˈᡰ䘹ਆⲴ䇴ԧᤷḷѫ㾱ケࠪҶ䘉䰘䈮〻Ⲵᓄ⭘ᙗǃᢰ㜭ᙗ઼
ᙗǄᇎ䐥ᡀ㔙Ⲵ㘳Ṩ㾱ԕሿ㓴Ⲵᖒᔿ䘋㹼ˈّሬਸᆖҐˈ㾱≲ሿ㓴ሶ㠚
ᐡⲴᡰᴹᡀ᷌൘⨝ޘ䘋㹼ኅ⽪ˈᰘ൘᧘ࣘᐸ⭏䰤ǃᆖ⭏䰤ⲴཊੁӔ⍱о⋏䙊ˈ൘
ؑⲴ৽侸ѝˈ䙀⑀䭫⛬઼ᨀ儈ᆖ⭏Ⲵ⍎ሏ઼࣋࠶᷀࣋ˈ׳䘋ᆖ⭏ഒ䱏ॿ
㜭઼࣋Ӫ᮷㍐ޫⲴᨀॷˈ֯׳ᆖ⭏ᡀѪ⸕䇶ᔪᶴⲴѫࣘ㘵Ǆ
൘㕆߉Ṹֻᰦˈ㾱≲ᆖ⭏䘹ᤙᖃࡽⲴ⽮Պ✝⛩㩕䬰һԦˈ㔃ਸᡰᆖ⸕䇶ˈ㕆
߉ањ䈮〻Ṹֻᒦ䝽ᴹ PPTˈ਼ᰦ㾱൘⨝䘋㹼䇢䀓Ǆ㾱≲ᆖ⭏൘Ṹֻ㕆߉ᰦˈ
㾱⌘䟽ࡋᙗˈ䟽⛩ᱟ㘳ḕᆖ⭏䘀⭘ᡰᆖ⸕䇶䀓ߣᇎ䱵䰞仈Ⲵ㜭࣋Ǆ╄䇢∄䎋а
㡜䘹ᤙᆖ⭏ޣᗳⲴ䈍仈ˈԕ⨝㓗Ѫঅսᔰኅˈ䟽⛩ᱟ㘳ḕᆖ⭏Ⲵ䈝䀰᮷ᆇ㺘䗮㜭
࣋Ǆ㩕䬰ㆆࡂᯩṸ㾱≲ᆖ⭏・䏣ҾḀⵏᇎⲴᛵຳˈ㔃ਸᡰᆖ⸕䇶ˈ䇮䇑а྇ᆼ
ᮤⲴᯩṸˈᒦ㾱൘⨝㓗䜘䘋㹼ኅ⽪ˈ䟽⛩ᱟ㘳ḕᆖ⭏Ⲵ䈝䀰᮷ᆇ㺘䗮㜭࣋ǃ䀓
ߣᇎ䱵䰞仈Ⲵ㜭઼࣋ࡋᯠ㜭࣋Ǆᇎൠ㘳ሏ㾱≲ᆖ⭏Ӣ䓛৲оⵏᇎ㩕䬰⍫ࣘˈ㔃ਸ
ᡰᆖ⸕䇶߉аㇷ 1000 ᆇԕкⲴ㿲ਾᝏˈᒦ㾱≲ᆖ⭏㠣ቁᨀ 1 ᕐᵜӪ৲о⍫
ࣘⲴ➗ޣ⡷ˈ䟽⛩ᱟ㘳ḕᆖ⭏Ⲵᙍ䗘㜭઼࣋᮷ᆇ㺘䗮㜭࣋Ǆࡋ㿶仁㾱≲ᆖ⭏
ࡦа⇥ 5—10 ࠶䫏ⲴᇓՐ⡷ˈኅ⽪ሿ㓴Ⲵᖒ䊑ˈ䟽⛩ᱟ㘳ḕᆖ⭏Ⲵࡋᯠ㜭࣋Ǆ
ᇎ䐥ᡀ㔙䜘࠶Ⲵ䇴ԧѫփ⭡ԫ䈮ᮉᐸǃᆖ⭏ǃ਼㹼ᮉᐸ઼Աъуᇦ਼ޡᶴᡀǄѪ
ᶌ㔍ሿ㓴ᡀઈᩝׯ䖖Ⲵ⧠䊑ˈ⇿њᡀઈⲴ⇿⅑ᇎ䐥ᡀ㔙൷⭡ሿ㓴ᡀ㔙઼㓴䍑
⥞ᡀ㔙є䜘࠶ᶴᡀˈф㓴䍑⥞ᖃѝⲴ㓴ӂ䇴ᡀ㔙ᗵ享ᱟᴹᐞᔲⲴˈнݱ䇨བྷ
ᇦ㓴ӂ䇴ᡀ㔙䜭аṧⲴ⧠䊑ࠪ⧠Ǆ

㺘 3 ᇎ䐥ᡀ㔙㘳Ṩ
䇴ԧᤷḷ

ᵳ䟽ˋ%

㕆߉Ṹֻ

20

╄䇢∄䎋

20

㩕䬰ㆆࡂ
ᯩṸ

20

䇴࠶ḷ߶
仾䟷ঐ 40%ˈሩሿ㓴㺘⧠䘋㹼䇴࠶Ǆ
ᇩঐ 60%ˈሩሿ㓴䘹仈ǃᇩǃࡋᯠᙗㅹ䘋㹼䇴࠶Ǆ
仾䟷ঐ 40%ˈሩሿ㓴㺘⧠䘋㹼䇴࠶Ǆ
ᇩঐ 60%ˈሩሿ㓴䘹仈ǃᇩǃࡋᯠᙗㅹ䘋㹼䇴࠶Ǆ
仾䟷ঐ 40%ˈሩሿ㓴㺘⧠䘋㹼䇴࠶Ǆ
ᇩঐ 60%ˈሩሿ㓴䘹仈ǃᇩǃࡋᯠᙗㅹ䘋㹼䇴࠶Ǆ
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ᇎൠ㘳ሏ

20

ࡋ㿶仁

20

༷

⌘

仾䟷ঐ 40%ˈሩሿ㓴㺘⧠䘋㹼䇴࠶Ǆ
ᇩঐ 60%ˈሩሿ㓴䘹仈ǃᇩǃࡋᯠᙗㅹ䘋㹼䇴࠶Ǆ
仾䟷ঐ 40%ˈሩሿ㓴㺘⧠䘋㹼䇴࠶Ǆ
ᇩঐ 60%ˈሩሿ㓴䘹仈ǃᇩǃࡋᯠᙗㅹ䘋㹼䇴࠶Ǆ

ሿ㓴ᡀ㔙⭡ԫ䈮ᮉᐸ˄30%˅
ǃަᆳሿ㓴˄20%˅
ǃԱъуᇦ˄30%˅઼਼㹼ᮉ
ᐸ˄20%˅਼ޡ䇴ᇊǄሿ㓴ᡀઈᡀ㔙⭡ሿ㓴ᡀ㔙˄50%˅઼㓴䍑⥞˄50%˅
є䜘࠶ᶴᡀǄ㓴䍑⥞ᡀ㔙⭡ᆖ⭏㠚䇴˄40%˅઼㓴ӂ䇴˄60%˅є䜘࠶
ᶴᡀǄ

ㅜഋˈᆼழᵏᵛᡀ㔙㘳ṨⲴสᵜṶᷦǄᵏᵛᡀ㔙䜘࠶Ⲵ㘳Ṩᤷḷǃ䇴࠶ᵳ䟽ǃ
䇴࠶ḷ߶৺䇴ԧѫփ㿱㺘 4Ǆᵏᵛᡀ㔙㘳ṨѪ㘳ṨⲴ䟽㾱⇥ˈᗵ享䟷ਆ䰝ধ
㘳䈅Ⲵᖒᔿˈਟԕ⭡অ䘹仈ǃཊ䘹仈ǃㆰㆄ仈ǃṸֻ࠶᷀仈઼ࡋㆆࡂ仈ㅹཊ
仈ර㓴ᡀˈ䟽⛩ᱟ㾱㘳ḕᆖ⭏ሩ⨶䇪⸕䇶઼ᢰ㜭Ⲵᦼᨑ〻ᓖǄǉᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖǊᱟ
а䰘ᓄ⭘ᙗǃᢰ㜭ර઼ᙗ䶎ᑨᕪⲴ䈮〻ˈᖸཊѫ㿲仈ᖰᖰа仈ཊ䀓ˈㆄṸާ
ᴹ⁑㋺ᙗǄഐ㘼ˈᮉᐸ൘㕆߉ㆄṸⲴᰦˈىሩѫ㿲仈ቭ䟿н㾱䇮㖞ᜏаⲴḷ߶ㆄ
Ṹˈݱ䇨ᆖ⭏ሩ਼а䰞仈ᴹн਼Ⲵ㿱䀓ˈ啃࣡о؍ᣔᆖ⭏Ⲵਁᮓᙗᙍ㔤ˈ㾱ሩᆖ
⭏ㆄṸᖃѝᴹԧ٬Ⲵ䜘࠶ҸԕⲴ࠶ݵ㛟ᇊǄ
㺘 4 ᵏᵛᡀ㔙䇴࠶ḷ߶
䇴ԧᤷḷ

ᵳ䟽ˋ%

䇴࠶ḷ߶

䰝ধ㘳䈅

100

ሩสᵜ⸕䇶઼ᢰ㜭Ⲵᦼᨑ〻ᓖǄ

༷

⌘

ᒣᰦᡀ㔙⭡ԫ䈮ᮉᐸ䘋㹼䇴ԧ

5. ᶴᔪǉᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖǊ䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫Ⲵ؍䳌᧚ᯭ
ѪҶਆᗇ䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫Ⲵ亴ᵏ᭸᷌ˈᆼழǉᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖǊ䈮〻ཊ
ॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫ⲴสᵜṶᷦˈ䴰㾱䟷ਆԕлⲴаӋ؍䳌᧚ᯭǄ
ㅜаˈᖒᡀањཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ᭩䶙㇑⨶㿴ㄐࡦᓖǄ䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫ˈ
ྲ᷌ᜣ㾱ਆᗇ亴ᵏⲴ᭸᷌ˈࡉ䴰㾱ᆖṑ㇑⨶䜘䰘Ӿᆿ㿲ቲ䶒䘋㹼㿴ࡂ઼䇮䇑ˈ൘
ࡦᓖк⺞؍ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ᭩䶙Ⲵ亪࡙ᔰኅǄᆖṑ㇑⨶䜘䰘ᓄᔪ・ᆼழⲴᮉᆖ㇑⨶઼
䍘䟿ⴁ᧗ᵪࡦ,֯ཊॆݳ㘳ṨᐕⲴњ⧟㢲、ᆖ㿴㤳ǃਟᙗᕪˈᇩ᱃ᢺᨑǄ
㘳Ṩᵪࡦᓄԕᨀॷᆖ⭏Ⲵ㔬ਸ㜭࣋ѪⴞḷˈѪᮉᆖ䍘䟿Ⲵっ↕ᨀ儈઼ษޫާᴹࡋ
ᯠ㋮⾎ⲴӪᴽ࣑Ǆ਼ᰦˈ䙊䗷ਜᔰᮉᆖֻՊǃᮉᐸᓗ䈸Պǃᮉ⹄ᇔу仈Պ䇞ㅹ
ཊᖒᔿˈਧਜޣᮉᐸ㔏аᙍᜣǃᨀ儈䇔䇶ǃ〟ᶱ᧒㍒ㅖਸᇎ䱵ǃਟᙗᕪ
Ⲵ䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫Ǆ
ㅜҼˈᨀ儈ᮉᐸᮉҖ㛢ӪⲴ䍓ԫ䇶ǄᮉᆖᱟᮉᐸⲴ俆㾱ԫ࣑ˈጷቊ、ᆖǃ
㋮䙊ъ࣑ǃᴤᯠ㿲ᘥ઼᭩䶙ࡋᯠᱟᮉᐸⲴᗵ༷㍐䍘Ǆ൘ᮉᆖ䗷〻ѝˈᮉᐸ㾱ᕪ
㠚䓛Ⲵ䍓ԫ䇶ˈ㾱࠶ݵ䇔䇶ࡠཊॆݳ㘳Ṩᱟᨀॷ䈮〻㘳Ṩ≤ᒣⲴᯩ⌅ѻаˈᱟ
ᨀॷབྷᆖ⭏㔬ਸ㜭࣋Ⲵ䙄ᖴѻаˈҏᱟᨀॷᮉᐸ㠚䓛ъ࣑≤ᒣоъ࣑㜭࣋䚃ѻ
аǄ⢩࡛ᱟᮉᐸ㾱࠶ݵ䇔䇶ࡠཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ⁑ᔿоՐ㔏㘳Ṩ⁑ᔿⲴᐞᔲᙗˈഐ㘼൘
⇿ањ㘳Ṩ⁑ඇⲴࡦᇊ䗷〻ѝˈ㾱ާփࡠ⇿а亩㘳Ṩᇩ઼ḷ߶Ⲵࡦᇊˈ㾱ሩ⇿
а㘳Ṩ䗷〻䘋㹼ᴹ᭸Ⲵⴁ᧗ˈ䘉а࠷䜭䴰㾱ᮉᐸԄ㓶Ⲵᯏ䝼Ǆഐ↔ˈ㾱≲ᮉᐸᢺ
ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ᭩䶙᭮൘ᮉᆖᐕⲴ䟽㾱ս㖞ˈ㾱≲ᮉᐸ৲оࡠާփ⧟㢲Ⲵࡦᇊоᇎ
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ᯭⲴᮤњ䗷〻ˈ⭡Ҿ䘉ཊቲ⅑Ⲵ㘳Ṩᯩᔿᗵ❦࣐ᮉᐸⲴᐕ䟿ˈ䘉ቡ㾱≲ᮉ
ᐸᨀ儈㠚䓛ᮉҖ㛢ӪⲴ䍓ԫ䇶ˈᨀّᰐ⿱ཹ⥞Ǆ
ㅜйˈᔪ・ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ᭩䶙Ⲵ◰࣡ᵪࡦǄ᧘㹼䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧ᭩䶙ˈᶱ
བྷൠ࣐ҶᮉᐸⲴᐕ䟿ˈഐѪ⇿њ㘳Ṩ⧟㢲䜭䴰㾱ᮉᐸ㋮ᗳ䇮䇑ˈᡰԕ䶎ᑨ⎸
㙇㋮࣋ˈᗵ❦ሬ㠤䜘࠶ᮉᐸሩ᧒㍒䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳ṨⲴ✝ᛵн儈Ǆᆖṑ㇑⨶䜘䰘ᓄ
ᔪ・ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ᭩䶙Ⲵ◰࣡ᵪࡦˈ啃࣡ᮉᐸⲴࡋ䙐ᙗ⍫ࣘˈ㩕䙐аᮉᐸᮒҾࡋ
ᯠǃࣷҾࡋᯠ઼нᯝࡋᯠⲴ⧟ຳ઼≋തǄֻྲˈਟԕ䇮・ޣҾཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ᭩䶙⹄
ウ䈮仈у亩ส䠁ˈ䍴ࣙ〟ᶱ৲оཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ᭩䶙ⲴᮉᐸǄሩҾཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ᭩䶙᭸
᷌ケࠪⲴՈ⿰ᮉᐸˈަᡀ᷌⭊㠣ਟԕ㿶Ѫṑ㓗ᮉᆖᡀ᷌྆ˈ㔉Ҹ䘲ᖃⲴ⢙䍘྆࣡Ǆ
ਖཆˈ൘啃࣡ᮉᐸࡋᯠⲴ਼ᰦˈ䘈䴰㾱൘ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ᭩䶙Ⲵ䗷〻ѝᔪ・ᇩ䭉ᵪࡦˈ
ণݱ䇨ᮉᐸ൘ཊॆݳ㘳ṨⲴ᭩䶙ѝ⣟䭉઼䗵䙏᭩↓䭉䈟Ⲵᵪࡦˈਁ࠶ݵᥕᮉᐸⲴ
〟ᶱᙗ઼ࡋ䙐ᙗˈ֯᭩䶙ާᴹ䮯ѵн㺠Ⲵࣘ࣋Ⓚ⋹Ǆ
ㅜഋˈ〟ᶱᙫ㔃о᧘ᒯཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ᭩䶙㓿傼Ǆᆖṑ㇑⨶䜘䰘ᓄ䐏䑚䈕䈮〻ཊ
ॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫Ⲵ᭸᷌ˈ⇿ᆖᵏᵛਟԕ䙊䗷ਜᔰᆖ⭏઼਼㹼ᮉᐸᓗ䈸Պㅹᖒᔿˈ
ሩཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫䘋㹼䇴ՠˈ৺ᰦᙫ㔃ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫൘ᇎᯭ䗷〻ѝਆ
ᗇⲴᡀ㔙઼ᆈ൘Ⲵ䰞仈ˈᒦሩާᴹԓ㺘ᙗⲴཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ䇴ԧփ㌫৺ᰦ᧘ᒯˈ֯ᗇ
ަᆳլ䈮〻ᙗ䍘Ⲵᮉᐸӂُ䢤઼ᆖҐǄ
6. 㔃䈝
ཊᒤⲴᮉᆖ᧒㍒о⹄ウᇎ䐥֯ㅄ㘵䇔䇶ࡠˈǉᐲ൪㩕䬰ᆖǊ䈮〻ཊॆݳ㘳Ṩ
䇴ԧփ㌫ˈ㜭ཏᴹ᭸◰ਁᆖ⭏ᆖҐⲴ〟ᶱᙗˈ㜭ཏⵏ↓ᨀ儈ᆖ⭏Ⲵᇎ䐥㜭࣋ǃࡋ
ᯠ㋮⾎઼㔬ਸ㍐䍘ˈӾ㘼׳䘋ᆖ⭏Ⲵޘ䶒ਁኅǄ਼ᰦˈཊॆݳ䇴ԧփ㌫Ⲵᇎᯭˈ
ҏሶՊሩᨀॷᮉᐸⲴᮉᆖ≤ᒣǃ׳䘋ᮉᆖ᭩䶙ǃᨀ儈ᮉᆖ䍘䟿ާᴹ䖳བྷⲴ᧘ࣘ
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ABSTRACT
Based on knowledge-based view, we integrate the organizational learning theory,
knowledge integration theory to construct a theoretical model of the relationship
between marketing capability and innovation performance. High-tech enterprises in
China are taken for the empirical samples. We use multiple regression analysis to test
the model. Empirical studies confirm that marketing capabilities play an intermediary
role in the relationship across marketing learning, marketing integration and marketing
management. The field of marketing theory and knowledge management theory are
enriched.
Keywords: Knowledge-based View (KBV); Marketing Capabilities; Innovation
Performance
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᪈㾱
Ӿ⸕䇶ส㿲ࠪਁˈ㶽ਸ㓴㓷ᆖҐǃ⸕䇶ᮤਸ⨶䇪ˈᶴᔪҶ⸕䇶ส㿲㿶䀂
л㩕䬰㜭࣋оࡋᯠ㔙᭸Ⲵ⨶䇪⁑රˈԕᡁഭ儈ᯠᢰᵟԱъѪᇎ䇱ṧᵜˈ㓿䗷ṧᵜ
᭦䳶ˈ䟷⭘ཊݳഎᖂ࠶᷀ሩ⁑ර䘋㹼Ҷ傼䇱Ǆ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈ㩕䬰㜭࣋൘㩕䬰ᆖҐǃ
㩕䬰ᮤਸ৺㩕䬰㇑⨶оࡋᯠ㔙᭸䰤䎧ࡠҶѝӻ⭘Ǆ⹄ウᰘ൘Ѡᇼ㩕䬰㜭࣋Ⲵ⹄
ウ亶ฏˈ᧘ࣘ㩕䬰⨶䇪о⸕䇶㇑⨶⨶䇪Ⲵ㶽ਸоਁኅˈѪᡁഭԱъᶴᔪ㩕䬰㜭࣋
৺ᨀॷㄎҹՈ࣯ᨀ࠷ᇎਟ㹼Ⲵ⨶䇪᭟᫁о⧠ᇎُ䢤Ǆ
ޣ䭞䇽˖⸕䇶ส㿲˗㩕䬰㜭࣋˗ࡋᯠ㔙᭸

1.ᕅ䀰
䮯ᵏԕᶕˈ⨶䇪⭼઼Աъ⭼аⴤ䜭൘᧒≲Աъྲօ㜭㧧ਆㄎҹ㜭઼࣋ᨀॷ
ㄎҹՈ࣯ˈ൘ԱъⲴᡰᴹ䍴Ⓚ઼㜭࣋ѝˈ㩕䬰㜭࣋㻛䇔ѪᱟᴰѪ䟽㾱Ⲵ㜭࣋ѻаǄ
ਚᴹ䛓Ӌ䙊䗷ᴹ᭸䘀⭘ᐲ൪㩕䬰㜭࣋ࡋ䙐ࠪՈᔲ亮ᇒԧ٬ⲴԱъ, 㜭൘◰⛸
Ⲵㄎҹѝ・Ҿн䍕ѻൠ[1]Ǆ
ṩᦞBarney(1991) [2]Ⲵ㿲⛩ˈ䍴Ⓚਚᴹާ༷ഋњ⢩ᖱˈਟ㜭ѪԱъᑖᶕᤱ
㔝ⲴㄎҹՈ࣯ˈवᤜԧ٬ᙗǃ〰㕪ᙗǃнਟᆼ⁑ޘԯᙗ઼нਟㅹ᭸ᴯԓᙗˈࡉˈ
ᡰާ༷ⲴㄎҹՈ࣯ቡՊᖸᘛ⎸ཡǄԱъᡰާ༷Ⲵ⤜⢩⸕䇶ˈྲ⭏ӗᙗ⸕䇶ǃࡦᓖ
ᙗ⸕䇶઼㇑⨶ᙗ⸕䇶ㅹˈㅖਸк䘠⢩ᖱˈ⸕䇶ส㿲(Knowledge-Based View)ׯ
⭡䍴Ⓚส⨶䇪䘋а↕ਁኅ㘼ᶕǄ⭡↔㩕䬰㜭࣋㻛⭼ᇊѪ䘀⭘䳶փ⸕䇶ǃᢰ㜭઼
ԱъⲴ䍴ⓀҾⲴޣᐲ൪䴰≲㘼ᶕ࣐Աъԧ٬Ǆ൘ㄎҹ䎺ᶕ䎺◰⛸Ⲵᐲ൪ѝˈ
Աъਚᴹ൘ࣘᘱ⧟ຳѝᢺᨑ઼ਁኅ㩕䬰㜭࣋ˈ㜭䘲ᓄᘛ䙏ਈॆⲴᐲ൪⧟ຳˈᒦ
∄ㄎҹሩ㧧ᗇᴤྭⲴԱъ㔙᭸઼ㄎҹՈ࣯[1][3]Ǆ㩕䬰㜭࣋ਚᴹสҾњӪо㓴㓷
ⲴᆖҐˈ㜭нᯝਁኅǄԱъ䙊䗷㩕䬰⸕䇶ⲴᆖҐਟԕᦼᨑޣҾࣘᘱ⧟ຳⲴؑˈ
ሩҾԱъࡦᇊᡈ⮕ˈᨀॷԱъ㔙᭸ާᴹ䟽㾱Ⲵѹˈቔަᱟࡋᯠ㔙᭸Ⲵᨀॷˈн
ӵ㜭ᑞࣙԱъ᰾⺞ࡋᯠⴞḷˈᕪॆࡋᯠ⋏䙊ˈ㩕䬰⸕䇶䘈ਟԕ৲оࡋᯠ䗷〻[4]Ǆ
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⧠ᴹ⹄ウᐢᤷࠪ㩕䬰㜭࣋ሩࡋᯠ㔙᭸Ⲵ䟽㾱ᙗˈ䲿⵰⸕䇶ส㿲Ⲵᨀࠪ৺ࣘ
ᘱ⧟ຳⲴਈॆˈ䈕⹄ウᴹᡰਁኅо␡ॆˈ❦㘼ˈ൘㩕䬰оࡋᯠ㔙᭸ޣ㌫⹄ウѝˈ
Ӿ㩕䬰“⸕䇶ส㿲”ࠪਁˈޣҾ“⸕䇶㿶䀂Ⲵ㩕䬰-㔙᭸”䘉а⭘ᵪࡦⲴ⹄ウ䖳
ቁˈቔަ㕪ѿሩᡁഭ儈ᯠᢰᵟԱъࡋᯠ㔙᭸Ⲵ⹄ޣウˈҏቡᰐ⌅ᴤ࣐␡ޕ䇘䇪
䘉Ӌਈ䟿оࡋᯠ㔙᭸Ⲵޣ㌫ˈഐ↔н㜭ѪԱъᨀॷ㩕䬰㜭࣋оࡋᯠՈ࣯ᨀᴹ᭸
ُ䢤ǄสҾ↔ˈᵜ⹄ウሶ“⸕䇶ส㿲”о㩕䬰㜭࣋Ⲵਁኅ㔃ਸˈ␡᧒ޕ㍒䘉Ӌ
ਈ䟿䰤ޣ㌫ˈѠᇼ㩕䬰㜭࣋Ⲵ⹄ウ亶ฏˈ᧘ࣘ㩕䬰⨶䇪о⸕䇶㇑⨶⨶䇪Ⲵ㶽ਸо
ਁኅǄ
⨶䇪ส৺⹄ウٷ䇮
2.⨶
2.1 ⨶䇪ส
2.1.1 㩕䬰“⸕䇶ส㿲”
⸕䇶ส㿲˄KBV˅ޤ䎧Ҿ20ц㓚90ᒤԓˈ䈕⨶䇪䇔ѪˈԱъⲴㄎҹ࣋ⓀҾ
ሩ⸕䇶Ⲵ੨᭦ǃࡋ䙐઼ᓄ⭘ˈԱъ㜭࣋Ⲵᵜ䍘ᱟ⸕䇶ᮤਸ[5]ˈԱъᱟ⭡ᔲ䍘ᙗⲴ
⸕䇶㓴ᡀˈ⸕䇶䍴ⓀⲴᔲ䍘ᙗ䙐ᡀԱъ䰤㔙᭸Ⲵᐞᔲ[6]Ǆ䲿⵰ᐲ൪⧟ຳਈࣘᙗ
བྷˈԱъ䶒ѤⲴཆ䜘⧟ຳнᯝਈॆˈቔަ൘ࡋᯠ࣋䖳བྷⲴᛵߥлˈԱъᓄާ༷
䘲ᰦᆖҐǃᴤᯠ⸕䇶ǃਁኅ㜭࣋Ⲵᢰᐗоੁ[7]Ǆ㩕䬰“⸕䇶ส㿲”ᱟᔪ・൘ሩ
㩕䬰⸕䇶ᙗⲴ␡⨶ޕ䀓઼ᢺᨑสкⲴˈᵜ᮷䇔Ѫ㩕䬰ᱟᔪ・൘⸕䇶สкⲴ
㩕䬰ˈ㩕䬰ᯠⲴᵜ䍘ᙗᱟަ⸕䇶ᙗˈ⋑ᴹᡆ㕪ѿสҾ⸕䇶Ⲵᖡ૽ˈ㩕䬰㜭࣋
Ⲵᡀ䮯઼ਁኅቡՊ┎ڌнࡽǃቡн㜭؍ᤱ㩕䬰㜭࣋ⲴՈ࣯ˈ䘉ቡᱟ㩕䬰Ⲵ“⸕䇶
ส㿲” (Knowledge-Based View of Marketing)ˈྲമ1ᡰ⽪ǄᖃԱъ㩕䬰Ӫઈнᯝ
ᓄ⭘㩕䬰⸕䇶ᡆᢰ㜭ᶕᴽ࣑Ҿ㩕䬰ߣㆆ઼⍫ࣘᰦˈสҾ⸕䇶Ⲵ㩕䬰䙊䗷⸕䇶ᆖҐ
䗷〻ቡᖒᡀҶǄᵜ᮷⸕ᦞ䇶ส㿲ˈሶ㩕䬰“⸕䇶ส㿲”࠶Ѫйњ䜘࠶˖㩕䬰
ᆖҐˈ㩕䬰ᮤਸˈ㩕䬰㇑⨶Ǆ
㩕䬰Ā⸕䇶ส㿲ā
˄Knowledge-Based View of
Marketing˅
Աъ⸕䇶ส㿲
Knowledge-based
View

㩕䬰⨶䇪
Marketing Theory

മ 1 㩕䬰“⸕䇶ส㿲”

˄1˅㩕䬰ᆖҐ
Zollo (2002)[8]㚄㌫㓴㓷ᆖҐⲴᾲᘥˈᤷࠪࣘᘱ㜭࣋ⓀҾа㌫㔏ⲴǃっᇊⲴ
㓴㓷ᆖҐᵪࡦˈᆳᕪ䈳ࣘᘱ㜭࣋Ⲵᶴᔪᓄ䈕ާᴹᆖҐᙗ઼䘎㔝ᙗˈഐѪㄎҹՈ࣯
ⲴᶕⓀՊ䲿⵰ᰦ䰤ਈॆˈ㓴㓷䴰㾱䙊䗷ᆖҐⲴ䗷〻൘ㄎҹѻѝᩌራᯠ⸕䇶ˈᴤᯠ
⸕䇶䍴ӗ㔃ᶴˈກ䙐ާᴹ䘲ᓄᙗⲴ㓴㓷ᜟֻǄ㓴㓷ᆖҐ⨶䇪[9]ǃࣘᘱ㜭࣋⨶䇪[10]
ㅹ䇔Ѫ⸕䇶(ᡆ㓴㓷ᆖҐ)ሩҾԱъ൘ࣘᘱⲴ⧟ຳѝᇎ⧠ᤱ㔝ᐲ൪ㄎҹՈ࣯ਁᥕ
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⵰䟽㾱⭘Ǆ൘ᐲ൪䴰≲઼ᢰᵟਁኅнᯝ࣐䙏ਈॆⲴࣘᘱ⧟ຳлˈਚᴹඊᤱᤱ㔝
ᆖҐˈ⌘䟽⸕䇶ⲴՐ䙂оޡӛˈ㜭׳䘋儈ᯠᢰᵟԱъⲴࡋᯠⲴ㜭࣋ˈ㧧ਆᒦ؍
ᤱᐲ൪ㄎҹՈ࣯[11]ǄStata(1989)[12]Ⲵ⹄ウҏ㺘᰾ˈ㓴㓷ᆖҐᱟࡋᯠਁ⭏Ⲵสᵜ䗷
〻ˈ⢩࡛ᱟ൘⸕䇶ᇶ䳶ර㹼ъѝǄ
ഐ↔ˈ䙊䗷㓴㓷ᆖҐԱъਟԕॿ䈳㓴㓷ཆ䜘⧟ຳѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫ˈ؍ᤱᆳԜѻ
䰤ⲴࣘᘱᇌᙗˈӾ㘼ਟԕ䗮ࡠ䱽վডᵪˈᢺᨑᵪՊⲴ࣏᭸Ǆ㩕䬰ᆖҐᱟ㓴㓷ᆖ
Ґ㜭࣋Ⲵ䟽㾱㓴ᡀ䜘࠶ˈᱟа亩ᴹ⢩ᇊѹⲴ㓴㓷ᆖҐ㜭࣋ˈṩᦞGarvin(1993)
[13]
ሩ㓴㓷ᆖҐᇩⲴ⭼ᇊˈᵜ⹄ウ䇔Ѫ㩕䬰ᆖҐ⍫ࣘवᤜ㌫㔏ൠ䀓ߣ䰞仈ǃ䈅傼ǃ
Ӿ㠚ᐡⲴ䗷৫о㓿傼ѝᆖҐˈੁԆӪᆖҐԕ৺׳䘋㓴㓷Ⲵ⸕䇶ᢙᮓㅹӄ亩ᇩˈ
ᒦфԱъᗵ享਼ᰦ䘋㹼࡙⭘ᆖҐ઼᧒㍒ᆖҐєᯩᔿǄ
˄2˅㩕䬰ᮤਸ
Grant(1996) [6]䇔Ѫ൘㜭࣋Ⲵᔪᶴᯩ䶒ˈ“ᮤਸ”ᱟањޣ䭞ǄԱъ㩕䬰⍫ࣘᱟ
ሩԱъᡰ䶒ѤⲴ⧟ຳഐ㍐઼Աъ㠚䓛㩕䬰ഐ㍐Ⲵ㌫㔏ᮤਸ䗷〻Ǆ㩕䬰⍫ࣘⲴ
ᮤਸᙗⲴ⢩⛩ˈаᯩ䶒㺘⧠Ѫሩཆᮤਸˈѫ㾱ᤷԱъѪҶ䘲ᓄ⧟ຳⲴਈॆˈӾ࡙
⳺ޣ㘵䓛к䇶࡛⸕䇶ǃㆋ䘹⸕䇶ǃ੨᭦⸕䇶ᒦᓄ⭘ࡠԱъⲴ㩕䬰ߣㆆ઼ᇎ䐥ѝ
Ⲵ䗷〻ˈѫ㾱वᤜ㩕䬰о亮ᇒˈᓄ୶Ⲵᮤਸ˗ਖаᯩ䶒㺘⧠ѪሩⲴᮤਸˈѫ
㾱ᤷ㙼㜭䰤ᮤਸˈ䜘䰘ѻ䰤Ⲵᮤਸоॿ਼ᱟаᆈ൘ҾԱъ⧟ຳѝⲴਁ⭏൘єњ
ᡆཊњ㓴㓷ᵪᶴѻ䰤Ⲵа㌫ࡇ㹼Ѫˈᱟа⽮Պ㹼Ѫ㌫㔏ˈҏᱟᐲ൪ሬੁᇩѝ
нਟᡆ㕪Ⲵ䟽㾱㓴ᡀ䜘࠶ˈᡀ࣏Ⲵ㩕䬰⍫ࣘ䴰㾱ࣘᘱൠᮤਸᐲ൪㩕䬰ǃ⹄ਁ઼ࡦ
䙐ㅹཊ亩㙼㜭, ഐ↔ˈ䐘㙼㜭ᮤਸ(Cross-Functional Integration, CFI )㻛䇔Ѫᱟᨀ
儈ӗ૱ᔰਁ㔙᭸Ⲵޣ䭞ഐ㍐[14]ǄԱъ䜘䰘䰤䗮ᡀа㠤ˈՐޡӛᐲ൪ؑˈޡ
਼㠤࣋Ҿ┑䏣ⴞḷᐲ൪Ⲵ䴰㾱ˈԱъⲴ㩕䬰㜭࣋㜭ᤱ㔝ਁኅǄ䜘䰘䰤Ⲵॿ਼ᓖ
䎺儈ˈ᭸᷌䎺ྭˈԱъ䎺㜭࠶ݵ㘳㲁㩕䬰䇑ࡂоަԆ㙼㜭䇑ࡂⲴӂ३䝽оॿ䈳ˈ
䎺㜭ࡠڊ4Ps䰤৺ަоԱъᡈ⮕ѻ䰤Ⲵॿ䈳ˈӾ㘼ᇎ⧠ԱъⲴ㩕䬰ⴞⲴˈ㧧ᗇᐲ
൪ㄎҹՈ࣯Ǆ
˄3˅㩕䬰㇑⨶
Anttila. M(1987) [15]ᴹޣ㩕䬰㜭࣋Ⲵ⹄ウѝу䰘ᨀࡠҶ㩕䬰㜭࣋о㩕䬰㇑⨶
Ⲵޣ㌫,Ԇ䇔Ѫሩ㩕䬰㙼㜭Ⲵ㇑⨶ᶴᡀҶՐ㔏ⲴԱъ㩕䬰㜭࣋ⲴṨᗳǄ㩕䬰㇑⨶
൘สҾԱъⲴᡈ⮕ᐲ൪ᯩṸ઼ㄎҹՈ࣯ᯩ䶒ˈᖒᡀҶа྇䈖㓶Ⲵ亮ᇒ㓶࠶઼ӗ૱
ᇊսⲴ࣎⌅ˈ䘉Ӌ䜭ྐᇊҶ㩕䬰㿴ࡂⲴสǄ㩕䬰㇑⨶䘈փ⧠Ҿ䈨ྲ㩕䬰䇑ࡂ઼
〻ᒿⲴ㓴㓷䍴ӗѝˈަѝṩᵜⲴ䰞仈ᱟ㇑⨶㌫㔏ྲօ਼о㩕䬰Ⲵޣ䇑ࡂǃ〻ᒿǃ
㹼઼ࣘ᧗ࡦཱྀਸǄ↔ਾˈVorhies(2005) [16]Ⲵ⹄ウѝᤷࠪ㩕䬰㇑⨶㚊❖൘亮ᇒ㧧
ᗇ㇑⨶ˈ㩕䬰䇑ࡂⲴ㇑⨶(䘉ᱟԱъ㔃ਸ㠚䓛䍴Ⓚоᡰ൘ᐲ൪ˈᤏᇊᴰՈ३䝽Ⲵ
ᐲ൪ᡈ⮕Ⲵ㜭࣋)ԕ৺ॿ䈳Աъ䜘䴰㾱ᢗ㹼㩕䬰䇑ࡂⲴн਼㾱㍐ˈ❦ਾ䙊䗷㩕
䬰Ⲵᢗ㹼䗷〻ˈሶ㩕䬰ᡈ⮕ᴹⴞⲴൠ䖜ᦒᡀਟᇎ⧠Ⲵ䍴Ⓚ䝽㖞Ǆ
Greenley˄2005˅[17] ሶ㩕䬰㇑⨶㜭࣋ѪҶ⭡Աъ㘼ཆ㜭࣋Ⲵᆀ㔤ᓖǄ
Vorhies˄2005˅[16]൘⹄ウᐲ൪ሬੁˈ㩕䬰㜭࣋о㔙᭸䰤ޣ㌫ᰦˈ਼ṧ䟷⭘Ҷ㩕䬰
䇑ࡂˈণԱъާᴹᖒᡀ㩕䬰ᡈ⮕ˈ㜭ཏՈॆԱъ䍴Ⓚоᐲ൪ѻ䰤Ⲵ३䝽઼㩕䬰ᢗ
㹼ˈণԱъሶ亴ᵏⲴ㩕䬰ᡈ⮕䖜ॆᡀ⧠ᇎⲴ䍴ⓀǄ㔬ਸк䘠㿲⛩ˈᵜ⹄ウ䇔Ѫ㩕
䬰㇑⨶㜭࣋ˈ⏥ⴆҶ㩕䬰䇑ࡂⲴࡦᇊоᇎᯭˈ㩕䬰䍴ⓀⲴ䝽㖞ˈ㩕䬰㓴㓷ˈ㩕䬰
⍫ࣘሩҾᐲ൪Ⲵᘛ䙏৽ᓄˈԕ৺ԱъሩҾ㩕䬰㔙᭸ⲴⴁⶓǄ
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2.1.2㩕
㩕䬰㜭࣋
ഭཆᆖ㘵ሩҾ㩕䬰㜭࣋Ⲵ⭼ᇊԕ৺㔃ᶴ㔤ᓖࡂ࠶ѫ㾱࠶ѪสҾ䍴ⓀⲴ㩕䬰
㜭࣋ᆖ⍮઼สҾ⸕䇶Ⲵ㩕䬰㜭࣋ᆖ⍮˖ㅜа㊫㔤ᓖᱟสҾDayሩ㩕䬰㜭࣋Ⲵ࠶㊫ˈ
䇔Ѫ㩕䬰㜭࣋ᱟᐲ൪ሬੁⲴ㓴㓷㧧ᗇㄎҹՈ࣯ᡰᗵ享ާ༷Ⲵ㜭࣋ˈнਟ㜭ࡇѮࠪ
ᡰᴹਟ㜭Ⲵ㩕䬰㜭࣋ˈഐѪ⇿њ㹼ъⲴㄎҹᐲ൪Ⲵ⢩䍘ǃ䗷৫Ⲵ䈪ԕ৺ሩᵚᶕ
䴰≲Ⲵ亴ᵏ䜭н਼[18]Ǆնਟԕሶަབྷ㠤࠶Ѫ⭡ཆ㘼Ⲵ㜭࣋ǃ⭡㘼ཆⲴ㜭઼࣋
ཆ㔃ਸⲴ㜭࣋ˈަਾྲGreenley˄1995˅[17]࣐ޕҶ㖁㔌㜭࣋䘉а㔤ᓖǄHooley
˄1999˅ᨀࠪⲴ㩕䬰㜭࣋Ⲵ࠶ቲ⁑රⲴ㔃ᶴ㔤ᓖˈवᤜ㩕䬰᮷ॆˈ㩕䬰ᡈ⮕о㩕
䬰䘀㩕йњ㔤ᓖ[19]ˈFahy˄2000˅[20]Ⲵ㩕䬰㜭࣋㔤ᓖᶴᡀоHooleyⲴᙍ䐟а㠤Ǆ
ㅜҼ㊫ᱟӾสҾ⸕䇶〟㍟઼䖜ॆⲴ䀂ᓖˈӾ㩕䬰㜭࣋Ⲵᖒᡀԕ৺㩕䬰Ⲵޣ䭞㙼㜭
ᶕᶴᘥ㩕䬰㜭࣋ǄԕVorhies˄1998˅[21]ˈO’Driscoll˄2003˅[22]Ѫԓ㺘ᆖ㘵Ԝ䇔
Ѫ㾱㺑䟿ԱъⲴ㩕䬰㜭࣋ˈޣ䭞Ⲵቡᱟ㾱ᓖ䟿ԱъᡰᤕᴹⲴ⤜⢩Ⲵ㩕䬰䘀㩕ޣ䭞
䗷〻Ǆ䘉Ӌ㓴㓷㜭࣋ᱟ㓴㓷൘ⴞḷᐲ൪ਆᗇᗵ㾱Ⲵൠսᒦᴰ㓸㧧ਆㄎҹՈ࣯Ⲵ
䴰㾱ǄԆԜᇎ䇱Ҷ䛓Ӌ∄ㄎҹሩᤕᴹᴤࠪ㢢㩕䬰㜭࣋ⲴԱъ൘ᡀ䮯ᙗˈᐲ൪ᇊ
սԕ৺㧧࡙ᙗᯩ䶒ՊᴹᴤྭⲴ㺘⧠Ǆ䲿⵰㩕䬰⨶䇪Ⲵ᧘╄ˈᆖ㘵Ԝሩ㩕䬰Ⲵޣ䭞
䗷〻ӗ⭏Ҷн਼Ⲵ⨶䀓ˈ൘ޣ㌫㩕䬰㤳ᔿлሶޣ㌫㩕䬰㜭઼࣋⸕䇶㇑⨶㜭࣋Ѫ
䟽㾱Ⲵ㩕䬰㙼㜭⧟㢲[23]Ǆᵜ᮷ሶ㩕䬰㜭࣋ᇊѹѪሩҾ፼Ҿӗ૱ᔰਁ㇑⨶ǃᓄ
䬮㇑⨶઼亮ᇒޣ㌫㇑⨶Ⲵ㩕䬰ޣ䭞䗷〻ˈᒦᦞสҾ⸕䇶㿲㿶䀂л㩕䬰㜭࣋⹄ウ
ᡀ᷌ˈӾ㩕䬰㜭࣋Ⲵᖒᡀԕ৺㩕䬰Ⲵޣ䭞㙼㜭ᶕ䀓ᶴ㩕䬰㜭࣋Ǆ
2.1.3ࡋᯠ㔙᭸
ࡋᯠ㻛䇔Ѫᱟ㓴㓷ᆖҐⲴ࢟ӗ૱ˈഐ↔㓴㓷ᆖҐоࡋᯠ㔙᭸ᓄᖃᴹ⵰䖳ᕪⲴ
ޣ㌫Ǆᰙᵏᴹޣ㓴㓷ᆖҐ㔃᷌Ⲵ⍻䟿ਈ䟿ˈवᤜу࡙ᮠ䟿ᡆ㘵R&D䍩⭘ㅹˈഐ↔ˈ
⹄ウ㘵ᐢ㓿ᔰ⌘ޣሩҾ㓴㓷ᆖҐᡰሬ㠤Ⲵࡋᯠ㔙᭸Ǆᴹࡋޣᯠ䗷〻Ⲵ䇔䇶ˈᓄ
䈕਼ᰦࡠ⌘ޣᯠ⸕䇶Ⲵ㧧ਆǃᢙᮓ઼࡙⭘ㅹа㌫ࡇ䗷〻ǄSong˄2005˅[14]ᨀࠪ㩕
䬰ࡋᯠᱟԱъᡈ⮕ࡋᯠⲴа䜘࠶ˈᆳᱟ؍䇱Աъ㜭Ѫᇒᡧࡋ䙐ᯠⲴԧ٬ǃ䎵䎺ㄎ
ҹሩԕ৺ѪԱъ࡙⳺ޣ㘵ࡋ䙐ᯠ䍒ᇼⲴа㜭࣋ǄᶘՏ˄2011˅[24]൘↔ส
к䘋а↕ᤷࠪˈ㩕䬰ࡋᯠᱟѪҶᴤᴹ᭸Ⲵ䇶઼࡛४࠶ࠪ▌൘Ⲵⴞḷᐲ൪ˈӾ㘼ԕ
ᴤྭⲴᯩᔿѪ⢩ᇊⴞḷᐲ൪Ⲵ亮ᇒᨀᴽ࣑ǄԱъ䙊䗷䟽ᯠ㓴ਸ㩕䬰㾱㍐ˈᔪ・
䎧ㄎҹ࣋ᴤᕪⲴᐲ൪㩕䬰㌫㔏ˈ᧘ࠪᯠӗ૱ǃᔰ䗏ᯠᐲ൪ˈӾ㘼ᢺᨑᐲ൪Ⲵ▌൘
࡙ᵪՊˈ㧧ਆ୶ъ࡙⳺Ǆഐ↔ˈࡋᯠ㔙᭸㜭ཏ㺑䟿㩕䬰ࡋᯠⲴᵜ䍘䗃ࠪˈᵜ⹄
ウ䟷⭘䘋ޕᯠъ࣑亶ฏᮠ䟿ǃ䟷⭘ᯠᢰᵟǃ᧘ࠪᯠӗ૱ㅹᤷḷᶕ㺑䟿ԱъⲴࡋᯠ
㔙᭸Ǆ
2.2⹄ウٷ䇮
2.2.1㩕䬰ᆖҐоࡋᯠ㔙᭸Ⲵޣ㌫
㓴㓷ᆖҐᱟԱъ؍ᤱㄎҹՈ࣯৺׳䘋ԱъࡋᯠⲴ䙄ᖴ[9]ˈਟ֯ањԱъ⸕䇶
нᯝ㧧ᗇᡆࡋᯠᒦՐҾޘ㓴㓷ˈᱟփ⧠൘ӗ૱ǃᴽ઼࣑փ㌫ѝⲴ㜭࣋[25]Ǆ㩕䬰
ᆖҐᱟ㓴㓷ᆖҐⲴ䟽㾱䜘࠶ˈᱟ⢩ᇊѹкⲴ㓴㓷ᆖҐǄ䪸ሩཆ䜘⸕䇶ⲴᆖҐˈ
㓴㓷䙊䗷ሩཆ䜘Ⲵ㩕䬰⸕䇶䘋㹼੨ਆǃᆖҐˈਟԕᦼᨑޣҾࣘᘱ⧟ຳⲴؑˈᑞ
ࣙԱъ᰾⺞ࡋᯠⴞḷˈӾ㘼֯Աъᔰਁᴹᐲ൪Ⲵӗ૱ˈᨀॷԱъࡋᯠ㔙᭸˗䪸ሩ
䜘㩕䬰⸕䇶ⲴᆖҐˈ䲔Ҷᕪ䈳㧧ਆᯠⲴཆ䜘㩕䬰⸕䇶ཆˈ䘈ᗵ享ሶѻ䖜ॆѪ㓴
㓷Ⲵ⸕䇶ˈ㜭㻛㓴㓷ᡰ࡙⭘ǄGrant (1996)[6]ᤷࠪˈ㓴㓷Ⲵ㩕䬰㜭࣋ᱟสҾ㓴㓷
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ѝњփⲴуъ⸕䇶ˈഐ㘼㓴㓷ⲴᆖҐ઼⸕䇶Ⲵ〟㍟⧠ࠪаӾสቲࡠ儈ቲⲴ䗷
〻ˈ⎹৺ሩ㓴㓷䳀ᙗ㩕䬰⸕䇶ǃᱮᙗ㩕䬰⸕䇶઼ཆ䜘㓴㓷⸕䇶Ⲵ〟㍟Ǆ൘Աъ
ઈᐕᡰᤕᴹⲴ䳀ᙗ㩕䬰⸕䇶ᤱ㔝䀓ߣ㩕䬰䰞仈Ⲵ䗷〻ѝˈ䜘ઈᐕǃཆ䜘ઈᐕ
ӂѻ䰤仁㑱Ӕ⍱о⋏䙊ˈਟԕнᯝᖒᡀ䇨ཊᴹޣᵜԱъ⢩ᴹⲴ㩕䬰⨶䇪ǃᐲ൪ؑ
઼㩕䬰䗷〻ⲴᯠⲴ⨶䀓ˈӾ㘼֯䳀ᙗ㩕䬰⸕䇶кॷѪवਜ਼ઈᐕњӪᓄ⭘ᗳᗇⲴ
䳀ᙗ㩕䬰⸕䇶ˈ䘋㘼ᖡ૽Աъᯠӗ૱ᔰਁⲴ䗷〻ˈѻਾׯ䘋ࡠޕᯠа䖞Ⲵ㩕䬰⸕
䇶Ⲵ䖜ॆᗚ⧟Ǆ਼ᰦˈ䜘ઈᐕ൘оཆ䜘㓴㓷䘋㹼㩕䬰Ⲵ䗷〻ѝˈᢺ㠚ᐡⲴ㩕䬰
⸕䇶Ր㔉ཆ䜘㓴㓷ˈ࣐Ҷཆ䜘㓴㓷ሩԱъⲴؑⲴҶ䀓ˈ਼ᰦҏ׳䘋ҶԱъ
Ⲵ૱⡼ᖒ䊑ᨀॷˈ࣐Ҷᐲ൪ሩԱъࡋᯠᯩ䶒Ⲵ䇔਼ǄVorhies˄1998˅[21]䪸ሩ677
ᇦ㖾ഭṧᵜԱъ䘋㹼࠶᷀ˈᇎ䇱ᱮ⽪ˈᤕᴹ儈㩕䬰ᆖҐ㜭࣋ⲴԱъ㜭∄ㄎҹሩ
ᴤᴹ᭸ൠ㧧ᗇᐲ൪ԭ仍Ⲵ䮯ˈ㧧ᗇ⨶ᜣⲴᐲ൪ᇊսԕ৺ᴤ儈Ⲵ㧧࡙ᙗǄഐ↔ˈ
ᵜ⹄ウᨀࠪٷ䇮H1a˖
H1a: 㩕䬰ᆖҐሩԱъࡋᯠ㔙᭸ᴹ〟ᶱⲴ↓ੁᖡ૽
2.2.2 㩕䬰ᮤਸоࡋᯠ㔙᭸Ⲵޣ㌫
བྷ䟿ᴹޣӗ૱⹄ਁⲴ⹄ウ㺘᰾ˈӗ૱⹄ਁⲴᡀ࣏ޣ䭞൘Ҿࣘᘱൠᮤਸ䇮䇑ǃ
ࡦ䙐઼㩕䬰ㅹཊ亩㙼㜭ˈഐ↔ˈ㩕䬰ᮤਸ㻛䇔Ѫᱟᨀ儈ӗ૱ᔰਁ㔙᭸Ⲵޣ䭞ഐ㍐Ǆ
ࡋᯠᖰᖰ㜭൘䐘㙼㜭ਸѝਁ⭏ˈสҾᖬ↔н਼Ⲵ㛼Ჟᴤᇩ᱃ⴻࠪሩᯩ⸕䇶Ⲵн
਼⭘䙄ˈਟԕ᭩ழ㙼㜭ѻ䰤ⲴӔ⍱ˈ࣐䙏ӗ૱ᔰਁઘᵏˈ䱽վӗ૱ᔰਁⲴн
⺞ᇊᙗˈ࣐ࡋᯠⲴᵪՊˈᱟߣᇊᯠӗ૱ᡀ࣏Ⲵ䟽㾱ഐ㍐ǄLangerak˄2003˅[26]
⹄ウҶᐲ൪ሬੁо㓴㓷㔙᭸ѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫ˈਁ⧠൘ᐲ൪ሬੁⲴйњ㓴ᡀ㾱㍐ѝˈ亮
ᇒሬੁ઼ㄎҹሬੁ֯׳ԱъѪ㧧ᗇᐞᔲॆՈ࣯㘼ᮤਸ䍴Ⓚˈ㘼㙼㜭䰤ॿ䈳ࡉᴹ࡙
ҾԱъ㧧ᗇվᡀᵜՈ࣯ˈᕪॆࡋᯠ⋏䙊ˈ㔗㘼䘋亮ᇒᝏ⸕Ⲵ᭦⳺Ǆ䙊䗷㩕䬰ᮤ
ਸˈн਼ᶕⓀǃн਼ቲ⅑ǃн਼㔃ᶴ઼ᇩⲴ㩕䬰⸕䇶ˈᇎ⧠ᔪᶴˈӾ㘼ᴹࣙ
ҾԱъᨀॷࡋᯠ᭸⦷ˈᢺᨑਈॆѝⲴᵪՊǄ➺Տ˄2005˅[27]൘ሩ儈ᯠᢰᵟԱъⲴ
㩕䬰㜭࣋⹄ウѝˈ䟷⭘㩕䬰ˉ⹄ਁཱྀਸᓖᶕ᧿䘠൘ᯠӗ૱⹄ਁ䗷〻ѝˈᐲ൪㩕䬰
䜘䰘઼⹄ウᔰਁ䜘䰘⋏䙊ਸⲴᖒᔿ઼〻ᓖˈ䙊䗷ሩ150ᇦԱъᇎ䇱࠶᷀ˈ䇱᰾
Ҷ㩕䬰ˉ⹄ਁཱྀਸᓖሩᯠӗ૱ᔰਁ㔙᭸Ⲵᖡ૽ˈӾ㘼ᖡ૽ҶԱъ㔙᭸Ǆഐ↔ˈᵜ
⹄ウᨀࠪٷ䇮H1b:
H1b˖㩕䬰ᮤਸሩԱъࡋᯠ㔙᭸ᴹ〟ᶱⲴ↓ੁᖡ૽
2.3 㩕䬰㇑⨶оࡋᯠ㔙᭸Ⲵޣ㌫
ࡋᯠ㔙᭸нӵवᤜӗ૱ǃᐕ㢪ㅹˈ䘈वᤜ㇑⨶ࡋᯠǄVorhies(2005)[16]൘⹄ウ
ѝᤷࠪ㩕䬰㇑⨶㚊❖൘亮ᇒ㧧ᗇ㇑⨶ˈ㩕䬰䇑ࡂⲴ㇑⨶ԕ৺ॿ䈳Աъ䜘䴰㾱ᢗ
㹼㩕䬰䇑ࡂⲴн਼㾱㍐Ǆ㩕䬰㇑⨶䙊䗷㧧ᗇ亮ᇒ⸕䇶ˈӾ㘼ᨀ儈亮ᇒ৲оࡋᯠ䗷
〻Ⲵ〻ᓖ˗䙊䗷㩕䬰䇑ࡂ㇑⨶ˈԱъ㔃ਸ㠚䓛䍴Ⓚоᡰ൘ᐲ൪ˈᤏᇊᴰՈ३䝽Ⲵ
ᐲ൪ᡈ⮕Ⲵ㜭࣋˗䙊䗷㩕䬰Ⲵᢗ㹼䗷〻ˈሶ㩕䬰ᡈ⮕ᴹⴞⲴൠ䖜ᦒᡀਟࡋ䙐ԧ٬
Ⲵ䍴Ⓚ䝽㖞Ǆ䙊䗷ሩ◣བྷ࡙ӊⲴࡦ䙐ԱъⲴᇎ䇱࠶᷀ˈ䇱᰾Ҷާᴹ儈᭸㩕䬰㇑⨶
Ⲵᐲ൪傡ࣘරԱъ㾱∄ԆԜⲴㄎҹሩᴹᴤྭⲴ㔙᭸㺘⧠ˈ䈕㔃䇪о Hunt
&MorganⲴ⹄ウ㔃䇪ঠ䇱Ǆഐ↔ˈᵜ⹄ウᨀࠪٷ䇮H1c:
H1c˖㩕䬰㇑⨶㜭࣋ሩԱъࡋᯠ㔙᭸ᴹ〟ᶱⲴ↓ੁᖡ૽
2.4 㩕䬰㜭࣋Ⲵѝӻ⭘
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ԱъⲴࡋᯠӗ૱ǃᢰᵟ㜭ᡀ࣏ᇎ⧠ᐲ൪ॆǃ୶ъॆˈⴤ᧕ᖡ૽ԱъࡋᯠⲴ
ᡀ䍕ˈ㘼㩕䬰㜭࣋൘୶ъॆ䗷〻ѝਁᥕ⵰䟽㾱⭘ǄֻྲˈJay˄2004˅[28]䙊䗷
࠶઼᷀䇪䇱ˈᤷࠪԱъ㩕䬰㜭࣋ሩ㓴㓷ࡋᯠ઼䎒ᗇᤱ㔝ㄎҹՈ࣯ᴹ⵰ᶱަ䟽㾱Ⲵ
ᖡ૽ˈᤕᴹ⢩↺㩕䬰㜭࣋ⲴޜਨՊ൘ⴞḷᐲ൪кࡋ䙐∄ㄎҹሩᴤ儈Ⲵԧ٬˗Jay
˄2003˅[29]ᤷࠪ㩕䬰㜭࣋ሩޜਨԕࡋᯠѪสⲴㄎҹㆆ⮕ᴹ↓ੁᖡ૽˗丙亪ᒣㅹ
˄2006˅[1]䇔Ѫ䙊䗷ࡋ䙐઼ӔԈՈᔲⲴ亮ᇒԧ٬ˈᐲ൪㩕䬰㜭࣋ਟԕ֯Աъ䙊䗷
ᴤྭൠ┑䏣亮ᇒⲴ䴰㾱㧧ᗇঃ䎺㔙᭸Ǆԕкᆖ㘵Ⲵ⹄ウ䜭䇱᰾ˈ㩕䬰㜭࣋ሩࡋᯠ
㔙᭸ᴹᱮ㪇Ⲵ↓ੁᖡ૽Ǆ৽ѻˈ㤕Աъ㩕䬰㜭࣋վлˈ䲿ѻᑖᶕⲴቡᱟ㩕䬰ᡀᵜ
Ⲵ࣐ˈ㩕䬰ᡀᵜ⭊㠣儈Ҿ⭏ӗᡀᵜᮠࡉˈؽՊሬ㠤൘ࡋᯠӗ૱ᐲ൪ॆᰦᴹᴤབྷ
仾䲙Ǆ⭡↔ˈᵜ⹄ウᨀࠪҶྲлٷ䇮˖
˖㩕䬰㜭࣋൘㩕䬰ᆖҐоࡋᯠ㔙᭸ѻ䰤䎧Ⲵѝӻ⭘
H2a˖
H2b˖㩕䬰㜭࣋൘㩕䬰ᮤਸоࡋᯠ㔙᭸ѻ䰤䎧ѝӻ⭘
H2c˖㩕䬰㜭࣋൘ᐲ൪⸕䇶㇑⨶㜭࣋оࡋᯠ㔙᭸ѻ䰤䎧ѝӻ⭘
㔬кˈᨀࠪᵜ⹄ウⲴ⨶䇪ٷ䇮⁑රྲമ 2 ᡰ⽪Ǆ

മ 2 ޣ㌫ٷ䇮⁑රമ

3.⹄ウ䇮䇑
3.1 ⹄ウṧᵜ
ᵜ⹄ウѫ㾱䪸ሩ儈ᯠᢰᵟԱъ䘋㹼Ⲵᇎ䇱⹄ウˈᡰԕ䈳ḕⲴ㤳തѫ㾱䳶ѝ൘
㾯ᆹǃेӜǃইӜǃਸ㛕ǃ␡ൣⲴ儈ᯠᢰᵟӗъᔰਁ४Ǆ⭡Ҿ⹄ウᇩᱟ䪸ሩԱ
ъⲴ㩕䬰㜭࣋оࡋᯠ㔙᭸䰤ޣ㌫ˈഐ↔䈳ḕሩ䊑䘹ᤙѪ儈ᯠᢰᵟԱъⲴѝ儈ቲ㓿
⨶Ǆ䈳ḕᯩ⌅ѫ㾱䟷⭘Ҷ䶒䇯䈳ḕо䛞Ԧ䈳ḕǄ䶒䇯ѫ㾱䳶ѝ൘㾯ᆹˈेӜ઼␡
ൣⲴ儈ᯠ४Աъ䘋㹼Ǆ⭡㓿䗷ษ䇝Ⲵ⺅༛⹄ウ⭏ᣵԫ䈳ḕ㘵ˈ䈳ḕ㘵൘һݸо儈
ᯠ४Ⲵѫ㇑䜘䰘⋏䙊䗷ਾˈ⭡ѫ㇑䜘䰘ӻ㓽ˈӢ㠚ᤌ䇯ԱъⲴ㻛䈳ḕ㘵ˈ↔㊫䰞
ধঐޘ䜘ਁࠪ䰞ধⲴ15.0%ˈ⭡Ҿ↔㊫䰞ধ䈳ḕሩ䊑᰾⺞ˈᒦᴹуӪ䍏䍓ˈഐ㘼
䰞ধഎ᭦⦷Ѫ100%˗䛞ᇴ䈳ḕѫ㾱䙊䗷EmailⲴᯩᔿ൘㾯ेᐕъབྷᆖṑ৻സ䘋㹼ˈ
↔⅑䈳ḕᗇࡠṑ৻ՊⲴབྷ࣋ॿࣙо᭟ᤱˈѪҶᨀ儈䰞ধⲴഎ᭦⦷ˈ䜭Պᴹ㓿䗷ษ
䇝Ⲵ⺅༛⹄ウ⭏䍏䍓䰞ধⲴਁ᭮оഎ᭦઼䰞ধⲴ䰞仈䀓ㆄˈ↔㊫䰞ধঐޘ䜘ਁࠪ
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䰞ধⲴ85.0%ˈഎ᭦⦷25.5%Ǆਁ᭮䰞ধ300ԭˈᴹ᭸䰞ধ104ԭˈഎ᭦⦷Ѫ36.7%Ǆ
3.2 ਈ䟿⍻䟿
Ѫ⺞⍻؍䟿ᐕާⲴ᭸ᓖ৺ؑᓖˈᵜ⹄ウቭ䟿䟷⭘⧠ᴹ᮷⥞ᐢ֯⭘䗷Ⲵ䟿㺘ˈ
ṩᦞᵜ⹄ウⲴⴞⲴ࣐ԕ䘲ᖃ؞᭩ˈ൘䰞ধ↓ᔿᇊはо䈳ḕѻࡽˈݸṩᦞ亴䈅㘵ᨀ
Ⲵ㿱ሩ䰞ধ䘋㹼Ҷ؞䇒ˈԕ䇴ՠ䰞ধ䇮䇑৺⭘䇽кⲴᚠᖃᙗǄ
㩕䬰ᆖҐˈᶕⓀҾGold˄2001˅[30]Ⲵ⹄ウˈवᤜ“ޜਨઈᐕѻ䰤㓿ᑨⲴӂ
ᆖҐ઼Ӕ⍱㓿傼”ㅹ6њ仈亩ˈ䈕䟿㺘൘ᵜ⹄ウѝⲴؑᓖ㌫ᮠCronbach’s AlphaѪ
0.847˗㩕䬰ᮤਸᶕⓀҾFredrik Von Corswant et al.(2002)[31]⹄ウˈवᤜ“⹄ਁ䜘䰘
઼㩕䬰䜘䰘⹄਼ޡウ亮ᇒⲴ䴰㾱“ㅹ6њ仈亩ˈ䈕䟿㺘൘ᵜ⹄ウѝⲴؑᓖ㌫ᮠ
Cronbach’s AlphaѪ0.835˗㩕䬰㇑⨶ᶕ㠚Vorhies˄2005˅[16]ˈⲴ⹄ウˈवᤜ“ޜਨ
㜭ᴹ᭸ൠ䝽㖞㩕䬰䍴Ⓚ”ㅹ3њ仈亩ˈ䈕䟿㺘൘ᵜ⹄ウѝⲴؑᓖ㌫ᮠCronbach’s
AlphaѪ0.813˗㩕䬰㜭࣋䟷⭘ҶVorhies˄1998ˈ2005˅[16][21]Ⲵ9њ仈亩ˈѫ㾱वᤜ
ሩᇊԧǃ׳䬰ǃӗ૱ᔰਁǃ࠶䬰䚃৺ᐲ൪⹄ウㅹᯩ䶒⍻䟿ˈ䈕䟿㺘൘ᵜ⹄ウѝ
Ⲵؑᓖ㌫ᮠCronbach’s AlphaѪ0.944˗ࡋᯠ㔙᭸ᶕⓀҾHomburg et al.(2000)[32]⍻
亩ˈѫ㾱वᤜ“ޜਨ䟷⭘Ⲵᯠᢰᵟᡆᯠ⍱〻਼㹼ъѝ༴ҾՈ࣯”ㅹ4њ仈亩ˈ䈕䟿
㺘൘ᵜ⹄ウѝⲴؑᓖ㌫ᮠCronbach’s AlphaѪ0.864Ǆԕк仈亩Ⲵؑᓖ㌫ᮠ൷བྷҾ
㇑⨶ᆖ⹄ウѝᑨ⭘Ⲵ0.70ˈ䘉㺘᰾䟿㺘ާᴹ㢟ྭⲴؑᓖǄ⹄ウ䰞ধ䟷⭘5㓗ᵾݻ⢩
䟿㺘ˈ䈒䰞㻛䇯㘵Ⲵᇎ䱵ᛵߥᱟоᡰ᧿䘠ⲴㅖਸˈㆄṸӾ1“ṩᵜнㅖਸ”ࡠ
5“ᆼޘㅖਸ”Ǆ
4.ᮠᦞ࠶઼᷀㔃᷌
4.1 ਈ䟿ѻ䰤Ⲵ४࠶᭸ᓖⲴ傼䇱ᙗഐ㍐࠶᷀
䪸ሩ㩕䬰ᆖҐǃ⸕䇶ᮤਸ઼㩕䬰㇑⨶㜭࣋ˈ᤹➗亴ݸ䇮ᇊⲴ㔤ᓖ䘋㹼傼䇱ᙗ
ഐᆀ࠶᷀ˈᵜ⹄ウ䟷⭘ AMOS 17.0 ሩޣ䭞ਈ䟿䘋㹼傼䇱ᙗഐ㍐࠶᷀˄confirmatory
factor analyses, CFA˅࠶᷀ˈєєਸᒦᡰᖒᡀⲴєഐᆀ⁑රо⁑ර∄ˈ㔃
᷌ྲ㺘 1 ᡰ⽪ˈ⇿⅑ਸᒦഐᆀˈ֯ᗇ㠚⭡ᓖ df ࣐ 3ˈ㘼ᯩ٬࣐䜭൘ 446.74
ԕкˈ൷བྷҾ 11.3 ⲴѤ⭼٬˄11.3 Ѫ df=3,D =0.01 ᰦⲴᯩ٬˅
ˈ䈤᰾ݸ䇮ᇊ
йഐᆀ⁑රާᴹ㢟ྭ४࠶᭸ᓖǄ

㺘 1 йഐᆀ䟿㺘Ⲵ४࠶᭸ᓖ࠶᷀㔃᷌
⁑රᯩ٬ dfᇞᯩ٬
⁑ර˄йഐᆀ˅2171.95
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㩕䬰ᆖҐо㩕䬰ᮤਸਸᒦ

3179.68

492

1007.73

㩕䬰ᆖҐо㩕䬰㇑⨶ਸᒦ

3699.83

492

1527.88

㩕䬰ᮤਸо㩕䬰㇑⨶ਸᒦ

2882.55

492

710.60
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4.2 ᧿䘠ᙗ㔏䇑઼࠶ޣ᷀
㺘 2 ѫ㾱ਈ䟿Ⲵ൷٬ǃḷ߶ᐞ઼ޣޣ㌫

ਈ䟿

ᒣ൷٬

ḷ߶ᐞ

1

1. ޜਨ㿴⁑ a

2.35

1.62

1.00

2. ᒤ൷㩕ъ᭦ ޕb

2.73

1.59

0.78**

1.00

3. 㓴㓷ቲ㓗 c

3. 21

1.14

-0.13

-0.10

1.00

4. 㩕䬰ᆖҐ

3.56

0.74

0.20

0.17

-0.35

1.00

5. 㩕䬰ᮤਸ

3.48

0.78

0.11

0.05

-0.16

0.68**

1.00

6. 㩕䬰㇑⨶

3.65

0.82

0.24

0.20

-0.14

0.66**

0.64**

1.00

7. 㩕䬰㜭࣋

3.56

0.67

0.26

0.09

-0.20

0.68**

0.76**

0.76**

1.00

8. ࡋᯠ㔙᭸

3.29

0.86

0.20

0.10

-0.24

0.55**

0.58**

0.40**

0.59**

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1.00

⌘˖n = 104; ** p < 0.01ˈ* p < 0.05
a ޜਨ㿴⁑˖1.100

b

Ӫԕл 2.101-500 Ӫ 3.501-1000 Ӫ 4.1001-2000 Ӫ 5.2001-5000 Ӫ 6.5000 Ӫԕк˗

ᒤ൷㩕ъ᭦˖ޕ1.1000 зԕл 2.1001 з-5000 з 3.5001 з-1 ӯ 4.1 ӯ-5 ӯ 5.5 ӯԕк˗

c 㓴㓷ቲ㓗˖1.Პ䙊ઈᐕ

2.สቲ㇑⨶/ᢰᵟӪઈ 3.ѝቲ㇑⨶/ᢰᵟӪઈ 4.儈ቲ㇑⨶/ᢰᵟӪઈ 5.ᙫ㓿⨶ 6.㪓һ䮯.

㺘2ᙫ㔃Ҷਈ䟿Ⲵᒣ൷٬ǃḷ߶ᐞԕ৺ޣ㌫ᮠǄӾ㺘2ਟԕⴻࠪ㩕䬰ᆖҐо
㩕䬰㜭࣋˄r=0.68,p<0.01˅ǃࡋᯠ㔙᭸˄r=0.55,p<0.01˅⧠ࠪⲴ↓ޣޣ㌫˗㩕
䬰ᮤਸо㩕䬰㜭࣋˄r=0.76,p<0.01˅ǃࡋᯠ㔙᭸˄r=0.58,p<0.01˅⧠ࠪⲴ↓ޣ
ޣ㌫˗㩕䬰㇑⨶࠶࡛о㩕䬰㜭࣋˄r=0.76,p<0.01˅
ǃࡋᯠ㔙᭸˄r=0.40,p<0.01˅
⧠ࠪ↓ޣޣ㌫Ǆ਼ᰦˈ㩕䬰㜭࣋оࡋᯠ㔙᭸˄r=0.59,p<0.01˅⧠ࠪ↓ޣޣ
㌫Ǆ
↔ཆˈޜਨ㿴⁑ǃᒤ൷㩕ъ᭦઼ޕ㓴㓷ቲ㓗࠶࡛о㩕䬰ᆖҐǃ㩕䬰ᮤਸԕ৺
㩕䬰㇑⨶䜭⋑ᴹᱮ㪇Ⲵޣޣ㌫ˈ䘉㺘᰾㩕䬰ᆖҐǃ㩕䬰ᮤਸԕ৺㩕䬰㇑⨶൘н
਼ޜਨ㿴⁑ǃᒤ൷㩕ъ᭦઼ޕ㓴㓷ቲ㓗ⲴઈᐕѝᐞᔲнབྷǄ
4.3 ٷ䇮傼䇱
ᵜ⹄ウѫ㾱䟷⭘ཊݳഎᖂⲴᯩ⌅ᶕ䘋㹼ٷ䇮Ⲵ傼䇱Ǆ
ѫ᭸ᓄ˖H1aǃH1b઼H1cᨀࠪ㩕䬰ᆖҐǃ㩕䬰ᮤਸ઼㩕䬰㇑⨶ሩԱъࡋᯠ㔙
᭸ᴹ↓ੁᖡ૽ǄѪҶ傼䇱䘉єњٷ䇮ˈᡁԜ俆ݸሶࡋᯠ㔙᭸䇮Ѫഐਈ䟿ˈަ⅑࣐
ࡦ᧗ޕਈ䟿 (ޜਨ㿴⁑ǃԱъᒤ൷㩕ъ᭦઼ޕ㓴㓷ቲ㓗)ˈᴰਾሶ㠚ਈ䟿 (㩕䬰ᆖ
Ґǃ㩕䬰ᮤਸ઼㩕䬰㇑⨶) ࠶࡛᭮ޕഎᖂᯩ〻ǄӾ㺘3ቲ⅑എᖂⲴ㔃᷌ѝਟ⸕ˈ㩕
䬰ᆖҐ˄M6, β= 0.53ˈp< 0.01˅ǃ㩕䬰ᮤਸ˄M7, β= 0.53ˈp< 0.01˅઼㩕䬰㇑⨶
˄M8, β= 0.35ˈp< 0.05˅ሩԱъⲴࡋᯠ㔙᭸ᴹᱮ㪇Ⲵ↓ੁᖡ૽Ǆഐ↔ˈٷ䇮H1aǃ
H1b઼H1cᗇࡠҶ⹄ウᮠᦞⲴ᭟ᤱǄ
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ѝӻ᭸ᓄ˖৲➗Baron઼Kenny(1986)Ⲵ࠶᷀↕僔ˈ䘀⭘ቲ⅑എᖂ⌅Ự傼㩕䬰
㜭࣋࠶࡛൘㩕䬰ᆖҐǃ㩕䬰ᮤਸ઼㩕䬰㇑⨶оԱъࡋᯠ㔙᭸ѻ䰤ᡰ䎧Ⲵѝӻ⭘Ǆ
⭡㺘3ᡁԜਟ⸕ˈ㩕䬰ᆖҐ˄M6, β= 0.53ˈp< 0.01˅ǃ㩕䬰ᮤਸ˄M7, β= 0.53ˈp<
0.01˅઼㩕䬰㇑⨶˄M8, β= 0.35ˈp< 0.05˅ሩࡋᯠ㔙᭸䜭ާᴹᱮ㪇Ⲵ↓ੁᖡ૽Ǆ
਼ᰦˈ㩕䬰㜭࣋ሩࡋᯠ㔙᭸˄M9, β= 0.55, p< 0.01˅ҏާᴹᱮ㪇Ⲵ↓ੁᖡ૽Ǆ൘
࣐ޕҶѝӻਈ䟿㩕䬰㜭࣋ਾˈ㩕䬰ᮤਸ˄M11, β= 0.32˅઼㩕䬰㇑⨶˄M12, β= 0.13˅
ሩࡋᯠ㔙᭸Ⲵᖡ૽ਈѪнᱮ㪇ˈ㩕䬰ᆖҐ˄M10, β= 0.32ˈp< 0.05˅ሩࡋᯠ㔙᭸
Ⲵᖡ૽ӽᴹᱮ㪇↓ੁᖡ૽ˈ㘼㩕䬰㜭࣋ӽሩࡋᯠ㔙᭸ާᴹᱮ㪇Ⲵ↓ੁᖡ૽Ǆ⭡↔ˈ
ᡁԜਟԕᗇࠪ˖㩕䬰㜭࣋࠶࡛൘㩕䬰ᆖҐǃ㩕䬰ᮤਸ઼㩕䬰㇑⨶оࡋᯠ㔙᭸ѻ䰤
ᡰ䎧Ⲵѝӻ⭘ˈ᭟ᤱҶH2aǃH2b઼H2cǄަѝˈ㩕䬰㜭࣋൘㩕䬰ᆖҐоࡋᯠ㔙
᭸ѻ䰤ᡰ䎧䜘࠶ѝӻ⭘ˈ൘㩕䬰ᮤਸǃ㩕䬰㇑⨶оࡋᯠ㔙᭸ѻ䰤ᡰ䎧ᆼޘѝӻ
⭘Ǆ
㺘 3 ٷ䇮Ự傼㔃᷌
㩕䬰㜭࣋

ࡋᯠ㔙᭸

⁑ර1

⁑ර2

⁑ර3

⁑ර4 ⁑ර5 ⁑ර6

⁑ර7 ⁑ර8 ⁑ර9 ⁑ර10 ⁑ර11 ⁑ර12

ޜਨ㿴⁑

0.45*

0.34*

0.33*

0.31*

0.30

0.20

0.21

0.23

0.05

0.10

0.11

0.03

ᒤ൷㩕ъ᭦ޕ

-0.27

-0.29

-0.20

-0.31*

-0.16

-0.17

-0.10

-0.17

-0.01

-0.08

-0.04

0.03

㓴㓷ቲ㓗

-0.17

-0.16

-0.06

-0.09

-0.22

-0.22

-0.14

-0.18

-0.13

-0.16

-0.12

-0.12

᧗ࡦਈ䟿

㠚ਈ䟿
㩕䬰ᆖҐ

0.66**

㩕䬰ᮤਸ

0.53**
0.73**

㩕䬰㇑⨶

0.32*
0.53**

0.74**

0.32
0.35*

0.13

ѝӻਈ䟿
㩕䬰㜭࣋
R2

0.13

F٬

2.29

ᇞR2

0.13

0.42

ᇞF

42.98**

42.98

0.54

0.63

0.63

0.32

13.97** 20.36** 20.12** 1.76
0.51

0.51

0.10

0.37
6.90**
0.27

0.37

0.21

0.55**

0.32*

0.30*

0.66**

0.37

0.42

0.41

0.37

7.01** 3.19* 6.75** 6.56** 6.29** 5.45**
0.28

0.11

0.27

0.05

65.32** 64.49** 1.76 20.19** 20.62** 6.84* 19.68** 3.67*

0.03

0.16

2.49* 11.60**

⌘˖n = 104; ** p < 0.01ˈ* p < 0.05

5.㔃䇪оተ䲀
ᵜ⹄ウԕ⸕䇶ส㿲Ѫ࠷ޕ㿶䀂ˈ൘ሩ㩕䬰㜭࣋࠶᷀สкˈ㶽ਸ㓴㓷ᆖҐ
⨶䇪ǃ⸕䇶ᮤਸ䇪ˈᶴᔪҶ㩕䬰“⸕䇶ส㿲”л㩕䬰㜭࣋оࡋᯠ㔙᭸ޣ㌫Ⲵ⨶䇪
⁑රˈᒦԕѝഭ儈ᯠᢰᵟԱъѪᇎ䇱ṧᵜˈ㓿䗷ṧᵜ᭦䳶ˈᮠᦞ࠶᷀ˈ䟷⭘ཊݳ
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എᖂ࠶᷀⁑රᯩ⌅ሩ⨶䇪⁑ර䘋㹼Ҷ傼䇱Ǆ㔃᷌ྲ㺘2઼㺘3ᡰ⽪ˈỰ傼㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈ
6њٷ䇮䜭㧧ᗇҶ᭟ᤱˈӾᮤփк֯ᗇ⨶䇪⁑ර㧧ᗇ傼䇱Ǆᵜ⹄ウ䙊䗷ᇎ䇱⹄ウˈ
䇱ᇎ㩕䬰ᆖҐǃ㩕䬰ᮤਸ৺㩕䬰㇑⨶ሩ儈ᯠᢰᵟԱъࡋᯠ㔙᭸ᴹ↓ੁⲴᱮ㪇ᖡ૽ˈ
㘼㩕䬰㜭࣋൘“⸕䇶ส㿲”Ⲵ傡ࣘഐ㍐оࡋᯠ㔙᭸䰤䎧ࡠҶѝӻ⭘Ǆᵜ⹄ウ䙊
䗷ሩ⸕䇶㿶䀂лⲴ㩕䬰㜭࣋傡ࣘഐ㍐оࡋᯠ㔙᭸Ⲵޣ㌫࠶᷀ˈ䀓᷀Ҷ“⸕䇶ส
㿲”лⲴ㩕䬰㜭࣋о儈ᯠᢰᵟԱъࡋᯠ㔙᭸ⲴᵪࡦˈѠᇼ㩕䬰㜭࣋Ⲵ⹄ウ亶ฏˈ
᧘ࣘ㩕䬰⨶䇪о⸕䇶㇑⨶⨶䇪Ⲵ㶽ਸоਁኅǄѪԱъᶴᔪ㩕䬰㜭࣋৺ᨀॷㄎҹՈ
࣯ᨀҶ࠷ᇎਟ㹼Ⲵᙍ䐟о৲㘳Ǆ
㲭❦ᵜ᮷൘⹄ウ䇮䇑к࣋≲ㅖਸ、ᆖⲴࡉˈնӽਇࡠᇎ䇱ᮠᦞǃ⹄ウ⁑ර
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A Study of Consumption Circles

Di Zhang 1, Dahai Dong 12
1. School of Management, Dalian University of Technology, Dalian
2. China Business Executives Academy, Dalian
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ABSTRACT
Circles are the products of Chinese people in social activities which constitute the
social structure with local characteristics. The study of the consumption circles is the key
to understand the group behavior in China and to promote marketing theory localization.
At first, the author defines the concept of the consumption circle under the marketing
research field, analyzing their differences and relations with the concept of consumption
community. Four stages of circles consumption including preparation, decision, joint
consumption, evaluation, and four kinds of interactions including physical interaction,
information interaction, GuanXi interaction and emotional interaction are proposed, based
on the theory of Group Dynamics, Social Interaction and GuanXi theory, Combine with
the existing consumer research and analysis on the groups level, the utility of social
interaction is divided into five dimensions: resource sharing, consensus, resonance, social
linking and group memory. Finally, the results of circle consumption are presented that
forming ritual consumption, group preference congruence and group polarization.
Keywords: Consumption circles; consumption process; social interactions; interactive
utility
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᪈㾱
സᆀᱟѝഭӪ⽮Պ⍫ࣘⲴӗ⢙ˈᱟާᴹᵜ൏⢩㢢Ⲵ⽮Պ㔃ᶴǄ᧒㍒⎸䍩സᆀⲴ
⎸䍩㹼ࣘᵪ⨶ᱟ⨶䀓ѝഭӪ㗔փ⎸䍩㹼Ѫ઼᧘䘋㩕䬰ᆖᵜ൏ॆⲴޣ䭞䰞仈Ǆᵜ᮷俆
ݸሩ⎸䍩സᆀⲴᾲᘥ䘋㹼㩕䬰⹄ウ亶ฏлⲴ⭼ᇊˈ䗘᷀ަо⎸䍩⽮㗔Ⲵ㚄㌫о४࡛Ǆ
ԕ㗔փࣘ࣋ᆖǃ⽮Պӂࣘ⨶䇪઼Ӫᛵޣ㌫⨶䇪Ѫสˈ࠶᷀സᆀ⎸䍩⍫ࣘⲴഋњ䱦
⇥˄߶༷䱦⇥ǃߣㆆ䱦⇥ǃ⎸਼ޡ䍩䱦⇥઼䇴ԧ䱦⇥˅઼ഋӂࣘᇩ˄⢙⨶ӂࣘǃ
ؑӂࣘǃӪᛵӂ઼ࣘᛵᝏӂࣘ˅Ǆ㔃ਸ⧠ᴹ⹄ウ࠶᷀สҾ㗔փቲ䶒ⲴӪ䱵ӂࣘᖒ
ᡀⲴ᭸⭘ˈवᤜ䍴Ⓚޡӛǃޡ䇶᭸⭘ǃᛵᝏޡ呓ǃ⽮Պ䘎᧕ԕ৺䳶փ䇠ᗶǄᴰਾ㔉
ࠪസᆀ⎸䍩㹼ࣘⲴ⭘㔃᷌ˈণᖒᡀᜟֻ⎸䍩ǃ㗔փྭٿа㠤઼㗔փᘱᓖᶱॆǄ
ޣ䭞䇽˖⎸䍩സᆀ˗⎸䍩䗷〻˗⽮Պӂࣘ˗ӂࣘ᭸⭘

1. ᕅ䀰
⽮ӔჂփⲴ䗵䙏ਁኅ֯⎸䍩㘵䰤Ⲵޣ㌫オࡽ㍗ᇶ䎧ᶕˈ࣐⽮ޕ㗔ǃᗞؑ㗔ᡀѪ
⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ⧠ԓ⭏⍫ᯩᔿˈ⇿њӪ䜭ᡆཊᡆቁൠ৲о㗔փ⎸䍩⍫ࣘǄቔަ൘ѝഭᵜ൏ˈ
ᰕᑨ⭏⍫ѝ䲿༴ਟ㿱⎸䍩㘵㔃դ㘼㹼ˈӾ䍝⢙ǃ佀侞ǃڕ䓛䘀ࣘǃՁ䰢ၡҀˈࡠ
ᴰ䘁ޤ䎧Ⲵ⎧ཆഒ䍝ǃ࣎ޜᇔഒ䍝ㅹˈѝഭӪլѾ✝㺧Ҿ൘⎸䍩䗷〻ѝоԆӪ䘋㹼
ӂࣘˈ⭊㠣ᖬ↔䰤ޣ㌫䎺ᱟ㍗ᇶˈ⎸䍩⍫ࣘ䎺ᱟ仁㑱ˈᖒᡀањњ⎸䍩സᆀǄ
䘉Ӌ⎸䍩സᆀн਼Ҿ㾯ᯩՐ㔏⹄ウѝⲴ⎸䍩⽮㗔ˈウަഐˈᡁԜнᗇнӾѝ
ഭ᮷ॆⲴṩᵜкⓟⓀǄѝഭӪⴻᖵ઼༴⨶Ӫ䱵ޣ㌫Ⲵᯩᔿо㾯ᯩ⎸䍩㘵ᴹ⵰ᵜ䍘к
Ⲵн਼ˈസᆀቡᱟॾӪ⽮ՊӪ䱵ޣ㌫Ⲵᇎփ㺘⧠Ǆസᆀ൘ѝഭ䈝ຳѝᱟањ༽ᵲⲴ
ᾲᘥˈസᆀਟԕᖸབྷᖸᣭ䊑ˈྲ਼һസ˗ҏਟԕᖸሿᖸާփˈ∄ྲањ㕆䗁䜘˗സ
ᆀਟԕо࡙ᴹྲˈޣᙫ㻱⨝˗ҏਟԕо࡙ᰐྲˈޣ㧛䘶ѻӔǄ਼ањњփਟԕ
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Ҿн਼Ⲵസᆀˈ൘Ḁаᰦ䰤Ḁаൠ⛩оḀањസᆀਁ⭏аᇊ㚄㌫˄䍩ᆍ䙊ˈ
1948˅Ǆ䛓Ѹˈ㓿ᑨਁ⭏⎸䍩㚄㌫ⲴസᆀᱟӰѸṧⲴസᆀ˛⎸䍩സᆀо⎸䍩⽮㗔ᴹ
օᔲ਼˛
⎸䍩㘵ᱟ㩕䬰Ⲵ䎧⛩઼㓸⛩ˈ㻛䘎᧕䎧ᶕⲴ⎸䍩㘵↓൘᭩ਈ୶ъц⭼˄Kotlerˈ
2011˅Ǆ䎺ᶕ䎺ཊⲴᆖ㘵ᤷࠪᯠᰦԓⲴ㩕䬰Ṩᗳ䰞仈ᱟྲօ䎵䎺Ր㔏⹄ウѝԕњփ
Ѫ࠶᷀䗩⭼ˈ䟽㿶⎸䍩Ⲵ⽮Պᙗᯩ䶒ˈྲӪ䱵ޣ㌫ሩ⎸䍩㹼ѪⲴᖡ૽ˈӾ㘼ᴤྭൠ
Ҷ䀓⎸䍩㹼Ѫ˄Covaˈ1997˗Bagozziˈ2000˗Kuenzel & Mustersˈ2007˅Ǆⴞࡽ
൘亮ᇒ䰤Ӫ䱵ޣ㌫Ⲵ⹄ウ亶ฏˈᆖ㘵Ԝ㚊❖Ҿᴽ࣑⧠൪Ⲵ䱼⭏亮ᇒ䰤ӂࣘ㹼Ѫ⹄ウ
˄Harris et al.ˈ2000˗Libai et al.ˈ2010˗Grove & Fiskˈ1997˗Nichollsˈ2005,2007˗
㪻Ⴇㅹˈ2011˅ˈӪ䱵ޣ㌫ሩ૱⡼ྭٿǃ૱⡼փ傼ǃߢࣘᙗ䍝ҠⲴᖡ૽⹄ウ
˄Reinger et al.ˈ1984˗Moore et al.ˈ2002˗Kuenzel & Mustersˈ2007˗ᗀዊㅹˈ
2010˗ᶘᗧ䬻ㅹˈ2014˗Luoˈ2005˅ˈԕ৺สҾӪ䱵ޣ㌫Ⲵ⎸䍩⽮Պᙗ㔃᷌⹄ウ
˄Holtˈ1997˗Gainerˈ1995˗Arnould & Priceˈ1993˗McKechnie & Tynanˈ2006˗
Jafari et al.ˈ2013˅Ǆ䚇Ⲵᱟˈഭᆖ㘵ሩ⎸䍩സᆀ䘉аᵜ൏ᑨ㿱ⲴสҾӪ䱵ޣ
㌫Ⲵ㗔փ⎸䍩⧠䊑勌ᴹˈ⌘ޣസᆀѝ⎸䍩㘵䰤ྲօ䘋㹼Ӫ䱵Ӕᖰˈ䘉ӋӪ䱵Ӕᖰሩ
⎸䍩Ⲵ䗷〻઼㔃᷌ᴹօᖡ૽˛䴰㾱ӾᯠⲴ⨶䇪㿶䀂ᶕ䀓䟺䘉а⧠ᇎ䰞仈Ǆ
ᵜ᮷⵰Ҿ㗔փቲ䶒ˈԕ⎸䍩സᆀѪ⹄ウሩ䊑ˈ䙊䗷⧠ᴹ⹄ޣウⲴợ⨶ˈ᧒
䇘⎸䍩സᆀⲴ⏥ˈሩ⎸䍩സᆀ઼⎸䍩⽮㗔䘉єњᾲᘥ䘋㹼४࠶ˈᒦԕ㗔փࣘ࣋ᆖǃ
⽮Պӂࣘ⨶䇪઼Ӫᛵޣ㌫⨶䇪Ѫสˈ䀓᷀സᆀⲴ⎸䍩㹼Ѫˈ࠶᷀സᆀ⎸䍩䗷〻Ⲵ
4 њ䱦⇥઼䘉а䗷〻ѝਁ⭏Ⲵ⽮ՊӂࣘǄ䘋㘼ԕӂࣘⲴ㿶䀂㘳ሏ⎸䍩㘵ѻ䰤Ⲵӂ
⭘ᡰӗ⭏Ⲵ᭸⭘઼㗔փቲ䶒Ⲵ⎸䍩㔃᷌ˈ䐣ࠪњփ࠶᷀ቲ䶒ѫ⍱㿲⛩઼⨶䇪Ⲵተ
䲀˄ྲӗ૱࡙⳺ᴰབྷॆ˅ˈᴤྭൠ⨶䀓઼࠶᷀⎸䍩㘵ྲօӾ㗔փ㹼ѪⲴփ傼ѝ㧧ᗇ
᭸⭘ԕ৺ӗ⭏ᘱᓖǄ⧠ᴹ⹄ウҏ㺘᰾ˈസᆀॆ/⽮㗔ॆᱟᶴᡀᵚᶕ㩕䬰Ⲵйབྷส
ѻаˈሩസᆀ᭸⭘Ⲵ⹄ウਟԕѪ㗔փ⎸䍩㹼Ѫ⹄ウ઼Աъԧ٬ѫᕐࡋᯠᨀаᯠ
仆Ⲵ㿶䀂˄、⢩ंˈ2011˅Ǆ
2. സᆀⲴ⏥
2.1 സᆀⲴᾲᘥ⭼ᇊ
аᨀࡠസᆀˈഭӪབྷཊᗳ亶⾎ՊˈᆳᱟॾӪ⽮ՊⲴส㔃ᶴˈ൘ѝഭⲴՐ㔏᮷
ॆѝާᴹ䟽㾱ൠսˈਟԕ䈤ᴹѝഭӪⲴൠᯩቡᴹസᆀǄᆖ㘵ԜӾ⽮Պᆖ઼㇑⨶ᆖㅹ
н਼㿶䀂ሩസᆀࠪڊҶᇊѹǄǉ䈤᮷䀓ᆇǊሶസᆀ∄௫Ѫ“аՉӪѪҶਓ依ਲ਼㘼
㵧㕙൘а䎧”Ǆǉ≹䈝བྷ䇽ިǊሩസᆀⲴ䀓䟺ᱟ“䳶փⲴ㤳തᡆ⭏⍫Ⲵ㤳ത”Ǆᕐڕ
呿˄2006˅䇔Ѫസᆀа䈤ˈ൘Ⲯဃ㘼䀰ਚᱟњ⭏⍫㤳തⲴᾲᘥ,㘼൘᭯⋫亶ฏࡉᱟ
⍮㌫Ǆ⦻ྲ呿˄2009˅䇔Ѫസᆀᱟާᴹ਼࡙⳺ᡆ਼ᡀ࠶Ⲵ㗔㩭ˈӪԜԕаᇊⲴ
լᙗ㔃ਸ൘а䎧ˈ∄ྲ㙼ъǃޤ䏓ǃ⢩䮯ǃњᙗǃᒤ喴ǃᛵᝏㅹǄ㛆ᆖઘ˄2006˅
ሶസᆀᇊѹѪ⭡ᘇੁǃ䏓ણǃᒤ喴⭊㠣ትտൠ⛩䜭∄䖳䘁ⲴӪ㠚ࣘᖒᡀⲴഒփǄ
൘㇑⨶ᆖ亶ฏˈ㓴㓷ѝⲴസᆀ⧠䊑ҏᡀѪ䘁ࠐᒤⲴ⛩❖⌘ޣǄằ䫗ᒣ˄1998˅ਁ⧠
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സᆀᱟ⭼Ҿ↓ᔿ㓴㓷о䶎ᔿ㓴㓷ѻ䰤Ⲵа㓴㓷⧠䊑ˈᱟ亶ሬሩ䜘࠶лⲴ⢩↺ؑ
ԫо➗ޣ㘼ᔪ・䎧Ⲵ⢩↺ޣ㌫Ǆ㭑ᆱՏ˄2008˅䇔Ѫസᆀቡᱟ“⍮㌫”ǃ“ᄑ㌫”ǃ
“ሿഒփ”ㅹ㓴㓷⧠䊑Ǆ㖇ᇦᗧ˄2012˅Ӿ“ᛵຳѝᗳ”Ⲵ䀂ᓖሶᐕ൪ฏⲴസᆀᇊѹ
Ѫ“ањሩሱ䰝Ⲵ઼ሿ㿴⁑Ⲵ㹼ࣘ䳶ˈަ䜘ᡀઈ䘋㹼⵰ᕪ⛸ⲴᛵᝏӔᦒ઼ᐕާ
ӔᦒǄᆳᱟањӾњӪ㠚ᡁѝᗳ㖁ਁኅ㘼ᶕⲴ䶎↓ᔿഒփ”Ǆ
к䘠н਼亶ฏⲴᆖ㘵൘ሩസᆀᇊѹᰦח䟽⛩ᴹᡰн਼ˈ⧠ᴹⲴസᆀᇊѹ৽਼ޡ
᱐ࠪസᆀᾲᘥⲴйњቲ䶒Ǆㅜаˈസᆀᱟањ㤳തǄѝഭӪ⭏⍫ᡆᐕ൘ањњസ
ᆀ䟼ˈസᆀ䟼ᱟњփ⟏ᚹⲴӪ઼һˈ䘉㤳തⲴᖒᡀਟ㜭⭡Ҿཆ൘ഐ㍐∄ྲ਼ањ
ᶁ㩭ǃትտ⽮४ˈҏਟ㜭ᱟ⭡Ҿ㙼ъǃޤ䏓ㅹњփഐ㍐∄ྲ਼ањ⨝㓗ǃ⽮ഒǄᢺ
സᆀѪањ㤳ത⨶䀓ᰦˈസᆀⲴᾲᘥਟԕ䶎ᑨབྷˈањ㹼ъǃањ᭯ފ䜭ਟԕ〠
ѻѪസᆀˈۿၡҀസǃᆖᵟസǄㅜҼˈസᆀᱟޣ㌫Ⲵ㔃ਸփǄസᆀѝᴹӢޣ㌫ǃ
ᴻ৻ޣ㌫ǃ਼ᆖޣ㌫ǃкл㓗ޣ㌫ǃ਼һޣ㌫ㅹˈњփྲօⴻᖵ䘉Ӌޣ㌫ׯ䀖৺ѝ
ഭ᮷ॆⲴṩᵜǄ哴ݹഭ˄2010˅ᤷࠪѝഭӪⲴޣ㌫ਟ࠶Ѫᐕާᙗޣ㌫ǃਸᙗޣ㌫ǃ
ᛵᝏᙗޣ㌫ˈн਼Ⲵޣ㌫ሩԕн਼ⲴӪ䱵⌅ࡉǄањസᆀਟԕवਜ਼ཊᕪᓖᔲⲴ
Ӫ䱵ޣ㌫ˈഐ㘼സᆀѝᖰᖰ৸Պࠪ⧠㤕ᒢԕᕪޣ㌫ѪสⲴሿസᆀǄㅜйˈസᆀᱟ
ањ㹼ࣘ䳶Ǆᒦнᱟᴹޣ㌫ቡਟԕᖂѪањസᆀˈ⋑ᴹӔᖰ㹼ࣘⲴޣ㌫䳶ਸਚ㜭〠
ѻѪ⽮Պ㔃ᶴˈ∄ྲᡁԜᖸ䳮ሶнᑨ䎠ࣘⲴӢᡊⴻ㠚ᐡസᆀ䟼ⲴӪˈ㘼ᵜн⟏
ᚹⲴӪ䙊䗷аᇊⲴ⽮Պ⍫ࣘ᧕䀖ਟ㜭ᡀѪ㠚ᐡӪǄസᆀᡀઈ䙊䗷аᇊⲴ㹼ࣘ䘋㹼ᝏ
ᛵӔᦒ઼ᐕާӔᦒˈӾ㘼㔤ᤱᡆ࣐ᕪᡀઈ䰤ޣ㌫ᕪᓖˈᖒᡀሩസᆀⲴ䇔਼Ǆн਼ᆖ
㘵ቡ㠚⹄ウ亶ฏᕪ䈳ҶസᆀⲴḀњቲ䶒ˈᵜ᮷ࡉ㚊❖സᆀѝⲴ⎸䍩㹼Ѫˈ㔬ਸസ
ᆀᾲᘥⲴйњቲ䶒ˈᨀࠪᵜ⹄ウѝ⎸䍩സᆀ˄л〠സᆀ˅Ⲵᇊѹ˖ᤷާᴹլޤ䏓ǃ
⢩䮯ǃ䓛ԭㅹ⢩ᖱⲴˈ㓿ᑨ䘋㹼઼ؑᛵᝏӔ⍱ᒦ䘋㹼⎸䍩㹼ࣘⲴᕪޣ㌫㗔փǄ
2.2 സᆀо⎸䍩⽮㗔Ⲵޣ㌫
സᆀ઼⎸䍩⽮㗔䜭ᱟ⭡⎸䍩㘵䰤ޣ㌫ᶴᡀⲴ㗔փˈᴹᗵ㾱ሩҼ㘵䰤Ⲵ㚄㌫о४
࡛䘋㹼䗘᷀Ǆᵜ᮷Ӿᖒᔿ䙫䗁Ⲵ䀂ᓖሩ䘉єњᾲᘥ䘋㹼ợ⨶ˈԕ䀓䟺സᆀо⎸䍩⽮
㗔єњᾲᘥᡰ৽᱐Ⲵн਼ᵜ䍘Ǆᖒᔿ䙫䗁ሩᾲᘥⲴ⭼ᇊᱟሶ㻛⭼ᇊⲴᾲᘥवᤜ൘ަ
ᾲᘥѻѝˈᒦ⽪ަо䈕ᾲᘥлަԆᾲᘥ䰤Ⲵᐞ࡛˄ণᐞ˅˄㪓བྷ⎧ˈ˅Ǆ
ഐ↔ˈᡁԜᓄ俆⌘ޣݸസᆀо⎸䍩⽮㗔Ⲵᾲᘥˈ⌘ޣᆳԜⲴᐞǄ
⎸䍩⽮㗔Ⲵᾲᘥᱟ⽮㗔ˈ⽮㗔˄community˅ᴰࡍԕൠฏѪสᖒᡀˈᤷት
տ൘Ḁа⢩ᇊൠฏѝⲴа㗔Ӫˈަ⭏⍫ത㔅ᰕᑨⲴӂࣘ⁑ᔿ䘋㹼㓴㓷˄⌒Პ亯ˈ
2007˅ǄHillery˄1955˅ᨀࠪࡔᯝ⽮㗔Ⲵйњḷ߶˖ൠ४ˈ৽᱐⽮㗔ᖒᡀⲴ㤳ത˗
⽮Պӂࣘˈ৽᱐⽮㗔ᡀઈਁኅӪ䱵ޣ㌫Ⲵᯩᔿ˗ࠍ㚊࣋ˈ৽᱐ᡀઈሩ⽮㗔ⲴᖂᝏǄ
സᆀⲴᾲᘥᱟሿ㗔փˈሿ㗔փᱟᡀઈᖬ↔䰤䘋㹼ⴤ᧕ӂࣘᒦާᴹᛵᝏ㚄㌫Ⲵሿ㿴
⁑㗔փ˄㊣ቄᯟˈ1988˅Ǆ൘ᾲᘥкˈ⎸䍩⽮㗔઼സᆀ৽᱐ࠪ 3 Ⲵ਼ޡᙗ˖
1.സᆀ઼⎸䍩⽮㗔ᱟ⢩ᇊ㤳തⲴ㹼ࣘ㗔փ˗2.ԕ⽮ՊӂࣘѪสਁኅࠪаᇊⲴ⽮
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Պޣ㌫઼ᛵᝏ㚄㔃ˈ㘼нᱟঅ㓟Ⲵњփ䳶ਸ˗3.ާᴹаᇊⲴࠍ㚊࣋Ǆਖаᯩ䶒ˈ⽮
㗔оሿ㗔փⲴᐞᔲփ⧠Ҷ⎸䍩⽮㗔оസᆀ൘ᾲᘥቲ䶒кⲴᐞᔲǄሿ㗔փᴤᕪ䈳ᡀ
ઈ䰤Ⲵᝏᛵ䘎ᑖ઼ᗳ⨶㚄㌫ˈᒦфӪᮠа㡜䖳ቁ˄㊣ቄᯟˈ1988˅Ǆ⽮㗔Ⲵ䍴Ⓚ⍱
ࣘ㔃ᶴवᤜᱏ⣦ǃ⊐⣦ǃ㖁⣦й˖ᱏ⣦⽮㗔ѝⲴ⎸䍩㘵ࡉത㔅Ḁа⢩↺Ӫ⢙ᖒᡀ
㊫լ㊹эⲴ㓴㓷ˈ⭡Ḁа亶㻆ᔿӪ⢙ᕅሬˈ䍴ⓀੁḀаѝᗳ⍱ࣘˈᡀઈ䰤Ⲵ䍴Ⓚ⍱
ࣘࡉ䶎ᑨቁ˗⊐⣦⽮㗔ྲ਼ањފ⍮ˈԆԜᴹ⵰ؑⲴ਼ޡԠնᱟᡀઈ䰤ᖸቁӂࣘˈ
ഐ↔䍴ⓀⲴ⍱ੁॱ࠶࠶ᮓˈ⋑ᴹᖒᡀ㔃ᶴˈ∄ྲሩḀа⎸䍩ԧ٬㿲ᡆḀа૱⡼ᤱᴹ
਼ᘱᓖⲴ⎸䍩㘵Պᖒᡀањ⊐⣦⽮㗔˗㖁⣦⽮㗔Ⲵᡀઈ䰤ᆈ൘䖳ᕪⲴӂࣘޣ㌫ˈ
ԆԜ䙊䗷н਼Ⲵᯩᔿᖡ૽ᖬ↔˄Fournierˈ2009˅ǄоѻሩⲴˈሿ㗔փⲴ䍴Ⓚ⍱
ࣘ㔃ᶴᱟ㖁⣦ˈᡀઈ䰤ᖬ↔ᱟᕪޣ㌫Ǆ
൘ᐞⲴ४࡛䗘᷀ѝˈᵜ᮷Ӿ⎸䍩⽮㗔઼സᆀⲴ⢩ᖱޕ䘋㹼ሩ∄Ǆ⎸䍩⽮㗔
ᱟӪԜ൘ߣᇊ⎸䍩ӰѸԕ৺ྲօ⎸䍩Ⲵ䗷〻ѝᖒᡀⲴ㗔փ˄Boorstinˈ1974˅ˈӪ
ԜޡӛሩḀ㊫ӗ૱ǃ૱⡼ǃ⎸䍩㹼Ѫᡆ⎸䍩⨶ᘥⲴ䈪˄Cova & Covaˈ2002˗
Schouten & McAlexanderˈ1995˅Ǆ ᵜ᮷俆ُݸ䢤 Thomas˄2013˅ ᙫ㔃Ⲵ⎸䍩⽮
㗔Ⲵ⢩ᖱ㔤ᓖˈሶ⎸䍩⽮㗔઼⎸䍩സᆀ䘋㹼аа∄䖳ˈྲ㺘 1Ǆ
㺘 1˖⎸䍩⽮㗔о⎸䍩സᆀ⢩ᖱሩ∄
⢩ᖱ㔤ᓖ
㚊❖⛩

⎸䍩⽮㗔
ԕ૱⡼Ѫѝᗳ˖
㩘ᐳ⊭䖖⽮㗔˄Muñiz & O’Guinnˈ
2001˅
ԕ㹼ࣘѪѝᗳ˖
ߢ⎚⽮㗔˄Cannifordˈ2011˅
ԕ⨶ᘥѪѝᗳ˖
✝ᛵ⭧Ӫ⽮㗔˄Kozinetsˈ2002˅

㹼ࣘઘᵏ˖㹼Ѫ
ᆈ൘Ⲵᰦ䰤䮯ᓖ

Ѥᰦර˖ᘛ䰚᯿˄Barnesˈ2006˅˗
ᤱѵර˖㤩᷌⢋亯⽮㗔˄Muñiz &
Schauˈ2005˅˗
վ䰘ර˖㖁㔌⌘ণਟ৲о
˄Mathwick et al.ˈ2008˅
儈䰘ර˖䴧ᵪ䖖ءҀ䜘ˈ䴰㾱བྷ
䟿䍴䠁ᣅ˄ޕSchouten &
McAlexanderˈ1995˅
ᧂཆර˖؍ᰦᦧ䖖৻Պˈḷῌ〰ᴹᙗ
֯ᯠᡀઈ䖳䳮㧧ᗇ⽮㗔Ⲵ
↓ᔿൠս˄Averyˈ2007˅
ਧਜර˖〟ᶱਁኅ⎸䍩㗔փǃ啃࣡ᯠ
ᡀઈ࣐˄ޕSchau et al.ˈ2009˅

䘋ޕෂ˖ ৲о
ⲴᴰվᶑԦ઼㗔
փ⅒䗾㹼Ѫ
˄Schau et al.ˈ
2009˅

Ӕᖰ䚃˖৲о
㘵Ⲵӂࣘᱟ㓯л

㚊ਸර˖┲⍱⽮㗔ˈ䘋㹼䳶փ㹼ࣘ
˄Arnould & Priceˈ1993˅

⎸䍩സᆀ
ᛵᝏޣ㌫˖സᆀԕᡀઈ䰤Ⲵᛵ
ᝏѪѝᗳˈ䙊䗷Ḁа“㕈”∄
ྲ૱սǃޤ䏓ǃњᙗㅹ㔃ਸ൘
а䎧ˈസᆀⲴᖒᡀо㔤ᤱสҾ
ᡀઈ䰤ᛵᝏоؑⲴ⋏䙊ˈസ
ᡀઈሩസᆀⲴ䍴Ⓚ䎆ࡉѫ
㾱㺘⧠Ѫሩᛵᝏǃ⽮Պ䍴ⓀⲴ
䴰㾱Ǆ
ᤱѵර˖സᆀᡀઈ䰤ޣ㌫っ
ᇊˈ㺘⧠ࠪ䮯ᵏⲴ㹼ࣘઘᵏ
䰘⁑㋺˖ѝഭ⽮ՊⲴസᆀࡉ
⋑ᴹᲠⲴ䗩⭼ˈസᆀᡀઈᒦ
н⺞ᇊˈҏ⋑ᴹപᇊⲴᡀઈ䍴
Ṭ˄㖇ᇦᗧˈ2012˅Ǆസᆀ䟼
н䇪ᵳ࡙оѹ࣑ˈ㘼ᱟ䇪Ӕᛵ
䇢ޣ㌫Ǆ䲿⵰ޣ㌫Ⲵ䘌䘁ਈ
ॆˈസᆀⲴ䗩⭼ਟਈॆ㠚ྲǄ
∄ྲѝഭӪⲴ“㠚ᇦӪ”ਟԕव
㖇ԫօ㾱ޕ㠚ᐡⲴസᆀǃԕ
㺘Ӣ✝Ⲵሩ䊑ˈ㠚ᇦӪⲴ㤳ത
ਟഐᰦഐൠ㘼ը㕙˄䍩ᆍ䙊ˈ
1948˅Ǆ
㚊ਸර˖㠚ᐡӪˈ⎸Ⲵ਼ޡ䍩
㹼ࣘˈྲ㚊佀ǃՁ䰢䘀ࣘ
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ሿ㤳ത㚊ਸⲴ䘈
ᱟ㓯к࠶ᮓⲴᡆ
ᱟҼ㘵ਸⲴ
˄Wind et al.ˈ
2002˅
ᐲ൪ሬੁ˖оԱ
ъⲴޣ㌫ᱟਸ
Ⲵǃѝ・Ⲵᡆᱟ
ሩ・Ⲵ

ᔲ䍘ᙗ˖⽮㗔൘
ަᡀઈ䀂㢢઼䍴
Ⓚࡋ䙐ᯩ䶒㺘⧠
ࠪⲴਈॆ〻ᓖ

࠶ᮓර˖㲊ᤏ⽮㗔ˈਚ䙊䗷㖁㔌⧟ຳ
ӂࣘ
ਸර˖ᚽ傜ءҀ䜘ˈᰒᴹ㓯лⲴ䳶
ਸ㹼ࣘҏᴹ㓯кⲴ㖁㔌ӂࣘ
˄Luedicke et al.ˈ2010˅
ॿ਼ර˖䴧ᵪ䖖ءҀ䜘оԱъത㔅
㠚Ⲵⴞḷᔰኅཊਸ˄Schouten
& McAlexanderˈ1995˅˗ഒ䍝ᖰᖰ
䴰㾱оⴞḷԱъ䘋㹼ਸˈᡆ㘵ഒ䍝
㖁ㄉⲴㅜйᯩᴽ࣑
ѝ・ර˖ ҠҖءҀ䜘ˈᡀઈ䍝ҠԱъ
ⲴമҖˈնᱟԱъᖸቁ৲оءҀ䜘Ⲵ
ҠҖ⍫ࣘ˄Longˈ2003˅
ሩ・ර˖ߌъ᭟ᤱ⽮㗔ˈ৽ሩѫ⍱୶
ъᇎփⲴ୶ъ㹼ࣘ˄Thompson &
CoskunerBalliˈ2007˅
਼䍘ර˖唁⽮Պԓ㺘Ҷ਼䍘ර⽮㗔ˈ
ࡦᒦᧂᯕᐞᔲॆ˄Venkateshˈ
1997˅
ᔲ䍘ර˖䐁↕⽮㗔ѝⲴཊᡀઈ䀂
㢢ˈवᤜуъ㘵ǃъ։㘵ǃ䘀ࣘ⭘૱
୶ᇦㅹ˄Thomasˈ2013˅

࠶ᮓර˖⑨ᠿޜՊˈ㲊ᤏ⧟ຳ
ѝⲴሿ㗔փ
ਸර˖ᴻ৻䰤ᰒ䘋㹼䶒ሩ䶒
Ⲵ⎸䍩㹼ࣘˈҏ䙊䗷ᗞؑ㗔ㅹ
⽮Ӕᯩᔿ䘋㹼㓯кⲴ⽮Պӂࣘ
ॿ਼ර˖䛫ትഒ䍝ˈоḀаᔪ
ᶀ୶䘋㹼ਸ
ѝ・ර˖ᴻ৻䛺⑨ˈԱъᰐ⌅
⎹ޕ
ሩ・ර˖സᆀᣥࡦˈԕസᆀѪ
অսሩḀаӗ૱ᡆԱъ㺘᰾৽
ሩ・൪ˈ䙊ᑨԕ䍏䶒ਓ⻁Ր
ᖒᡀ

਼䍘ර˖լⲴ㙼ъǃᙗṬㅹ
⢩ᖱᖒᡀ਼䍘රസᆀ
ᔲ䍘ර˖н਼Ⲵ㙼ъǃൠսᖒ
ᡀസᆀѝᡀઈ䀂㢢ǃ䍴Ⓚཊṧ
ॆ〻ᓖⲴн਼

䙊䗷∄䖳ᡁԜਁ⧠ˈസᆀ઼⎸䍩⽮㗔൘㚊❖⛩ǃ㹼ࣘઘᵏ઼䘋ޕෂйњ⢩ᖱ
кᱟᴹᐞᔲⲴˈ㘼൘Ӕᖰ䚃ǃᐲ൪ሬੁ઼ᔲ䍘ᙗ䘉йњ⢩ᖱкᱟլⲴǄ❦㘼ӵ
Ӿ⎸䍩⽮㗔Ⲵ⢩ᖱ㔤ᓖк∄䖳സᆀо⎸䍩⽮㗔ⲴᐞᔲᱟнཏⲴˈസᆀṩἽҾѝഭՐ
㔏᮷ॆѻѝˈަ㠚䓛䘈ᆈ൘ࠐ⛩ᵜ൏Ⲵ᮷ॆ⢩ᖱ˖
സᆀⲴ䜘㔃ᶴᱟᐞᒿṬተˈ⽮㗔Ⲵ䜘㔃ᶴᱟഒփṬተǄ൘⽮㗔ѝ࠶ᆀⲴ
ൠսㅹˈњփн㜭ץ⣟ഒփⲴᵳ࡙ˈഒփҏн㜭ᣩ➎њӪⲴᵳ࡙ˈਚ㜭൘њӪᡰ
ᝯӔࠪⲴа࠶ᵳ࡙к᧗ࡦњӪǄ㘼സᆀѝⲴњӪоަԆ࠶ᆀᖒᡀⲴ⽮Պޣ㌫ᒦ䶎
ྲഒփѝⲴޣ㌫㡜ᒣㅹˈ㘼ᱟྲ਼≤Ⲵ⌒㓩а㡜ˈаസസ᧘ࠪ৫ˈ᧘䘌ˈҏ
᧘㮴ˈ䘉ׯᱟസᆀ䜘ⲴᐞᒿṬተ˄䍩ᆍ䙊ˈ1948˅Ǆԕᇦᓝ䘉аሿസᆀѪֻˈ
ḀњњփоᇦᓝᡀઈⲴޣ㌫ਟԕवਜ਼⡦ᆀǃཛǃݴᕏǃ㗱ႯㅹՇཊޣ㌫ˈн਼Ⲵ
ޣ㌫ሩҾњփ㘼䀰ᒦнᒣㅹˈ㘼ᱟᴹӢᴹ⮿ˈ↔䉃ᐞᒿǄằ╡Ⓩ⭏ݸ䇔Ѫ䘉ޣ
㌫ׯᱟ݂ᇦᆖ䈤ѝⲴ“Ֆ”ˈњփ᤹➗สҾ“Ֆ”ሩ⿱Ӫޣ㌫䘋㹼ᧂᒿˈ䘋㘼᤹➗ޣ㌫
ᒿࡇሩ㠚ᐡ൘സᆀѝⲴս㖞䘋㹼ᇊսԕ৺ᓄ䚥Ӿօ㹼Ѫ㿴㤳˄ằ╡Ⓩˈ1987˗〖
⩤ˈ2008˅Ǆ
സᆀⲴӔᖰ⌅ࡉ䚥ᗚ⢩↺ѫѹˈ⽮㗔ⲴӔᖰࡉ䚥ᗚᲞ䙽ѫѹǄTrompenaars ઼
Hampden-Turner˄1997˅४࠶ҶᲞ䙽ѫѹ઼⢩↺ѫѹє᮷ॆਆੁǄᲞ䙽ѫѹ᮷ॆ
ਆੁᤷᰐ䇪օᛵຳѝˈӪԜ䜭ᴹ᰾⺞࠶䗘ᱟ䶎Ⲵḷ߶Ǆ⢩↺ѫѹ᮷ॆਆੁࡉᤷӪ
Ԝᴤޣᗳ㠚ᐡоԆӪⲴޣ㌫ˈᕪ䈳⢩↺ᛵຳоֻཆᛵߥǄKing˄1985˅ǃօ৻ᲆㅹ
˄1991˅ԕ৺ᶘഭ᷒˄1993˅ሶѝഭӪⲴ䘉⢩↺ѫѹਆੁ〠ѻѪ“ޣ㌫ਆੁ”Ǆޣ
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㌫ਆੁлⲴѝഭӪⴻ䟽സ䟼സཆѻ࠶ˈሩᖵസӪ㠚ᴹн਼Ⲵ༴һḷ߶Ǆ哴ݹഭ
˄2010˅Ⲵ“Ӫᛵо䶒ᆀ”⨶䇪⁑රᤷࠪѝഭӪоԆӪӂࣘᰦⲴйӔᖰ⌅ࡉˈ࠶࡛
ᱟ“䴰≲⌅ࡉ”ǃ“Ӫᛵ⌅ࡉ”઼“ޜᒣ⌅ࡉ”ˈ⭘ԕᓄሩн਼Ӣ⮿〻ᓖⲴޣ㌫Ǆᶘѝ㣣
઼䎥ᘇ㼅˄1997˅ᨀࠪѝഭӪ൘Ӫ䱵ӔᖰѝⲴ“ਸᛵਸ⨶”⌅ࡉˈṩᦞн਼Ⲵᛵຳ䚥
ᗚᐕާᙗӔᦒ⌅ࡉ઼ᛵᝏᙗӔ⍱⌅ࡉǄᒦфѝഭ⎸䍩㘵൘ӂᜐ⌅ࡉѻкᴤᕪ䈳“ᣕ”
Ⲵ⌅ࡉˈԕ֯ޣ㌫൘⽮Պ䍴Ⓚ˄ྲᚙᜐǃᑞࣙǃ䶒ᆀǃ⽬⢙ㅹ˅о㓿⍾䍴ⓀⲴ㔉о
ਆєᯩ䶒䗮ࡠḀᯩᔿкⲴᒣ㺑˄ᵡ⪎⧢ˈ1987˗䠁㘰สˈ1981˗ᶘѝ㣣ˈ1999˅ˈ
Ӿ㘼㔤ᤱᴤ䮯ѵⲴޣ㌫Ǆ䙊䗷ԕк∄䖳ˈᡁԜᗇࠪ⎸䍩⽮㗔઼⎸䍩സᆀ൘ᾲᘥо
ᐞкⲴ㚄㌫о४࡛ˈ㿱മ 1Ǆ

മ ˖⎸䍩സᆀо⎸䍩⽮㗔Ⲵ४࡛о㚄㌫

3. സᆀⲴ⎸䍩㹼ࣘ
സᆀᡀઈ䙊䗷аᇊⲴ⎸䍩㹼ࣘ㔤㌫ᡆ࣐ᕪസᆀѝⲴ⽮Պޣ㌫ˈӾ㘼㧧ᗇっᇊⲴ
ᛵᝏ䍴Ⓚ઼ᐕާ䍴ⓀǄസᆀⲴ⎸䍩㹼ࣘѪа㗔փቲ䶒Ⲵ㹼ࣘˈ䈕㗔փ䘋㹼⎸䍩
㹼ࣘⲴ൘ࣘ࣋ᱟӰѸǃ⎸䍩㘵ѻ䰤ྲօӂ⋏䙊ǃӂᖡ૽ᱟ⽪സᆀ⎸䍩㹼Ѫ
ᵪࡦⲴޣ䭞Ǆ㗔փࣘ࣋䇪઼⽮Պӂࣘ⨶䇪ሩҾ࠶᷀സᆀⲴ⎸䍩㹼ࣘ䗷〻ާᴹُ䢤
ѹǄਖаᯩ䶒ˈസᆀⲴ⎸䍩㹼ࣘ䘈สҾ䜘Ⲵ㗔փ㿴㤳ˈ㗔փ㿴㤳ᱟ⺞ᇊ઼䈳ᮤӪ
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Ԝ਼ޡ⍫ࣘԕ৺ӂޣ㌫Ⲵสᵜࡉ˄䜁ᲃ᰾ˈ1997˅Ǆ൘ӂᜐ⌅ࡉⲴสкˈസ
ᆀⲴ㗔փ㿴㤳ᴹ⵰勌᰾Ⲵᵜ൏⢩ᖱˈ㗔փࣘ࣋䇪о⽮Պӂࣘ⨶䇪н䏣ԕ࠶ݵ䀓䟺ѝ
ഭᛵຳлസᆀ⎸䍩Ⲵ㹼ࣘᵪࡦˈ䴰㾱ᕅޕᵜ൏Ӫ䱵ӂࣘⲴ⹄ޣウ——Ӫᛵоޣ㌫
⨶䇪ˈሩസᆀ⎸䍩㹼ࣘ䘋а↕䱀䟺ǄᴰਾሩสҾസᆀⲴ⎸䍩փ傼䗷〻઼ӂࣘ᭸⭘
䘋㹼࠶᷀Ǆ
3.1 സᆀ⎸䍩㹼ࣘⲴ㗔փࣘ࣋
1.㗔փࣘ࣋Ǆ
“ࣘ࣋”൘ǉᯠॾᆇިǊѝⲴ䀓䟺ᱟ“᧘ࣘᐕǃһъㅹࡽ䘋઼ਁኅⲴ࣋䟿”Ǆ㗔
փࣘ࣋ࡉᱟⓀ㠚㗔փ䜘Ⲵа㜭䟿ˈ䘉㜭䟿ߣᇊҶ㗔փ㹼ࣘⲴࡽ䘋оਁኅǄं
䇔Ѫ㗔փਟԕ⨶䀓Ѫњփᡰ൘Ⲵ“൪”ˈ䘉њ“൪”ᱟњփ䘋㹼⍫ࣘⲴᛵຳˈᒦф
“൪”ᒦ䶎ᱟཊњњփ࣐Ⲵ㔃᷌ˈ㘼ᱟᡀઈ䰤ӂᆈǃӂᖡ૽лⲴ൘ޣ㌫ˈ
↔ᰦњփ㹼Ѫоަ൘অ⤜ᛵຳѝⲴ㹼ѪᴹᡰᐞᔲǄഐ↔ˈњփⲴ㹼ѪⲴ᭩ਈਟԕ䙊
䗷㗔փⲴ᭩ਈᆼᡀˈ䙊䗷⹄ウ㗔փѝᡀઈ䰤Ⲵӂ⭘ԕ৺ᡀઈޣ㌫ˈԕ㗔փⲴ࣋
䟿ⲴሩњփⲴ㹼Ѫᇎᯭᖡ૽ˈᒦф൘㗔փⲴ≤ᒣк᭩ਈњփⲴᘱᓖᡆ㹼Ѫ∄অ⤜䙀
њ᭩ਈњփᴤᴹ᭸᷌ǄKlisurich ᴮሩ↔ڊ䗷ањᇎ傼ˈ࠶࡛⭘㗔փߣㆆ઼њ࡛࣍䈤
єн਼Ⲵᯩᔿᶕ࣍֯аӋ⇽Ӣ㔉ᆙᆀᴽ⭘劬㛍⋩ˈ㔃᷌ᱮ⽪㻛䈅ᒣ൷֯⭘劬㛍⋩
Ⲵ〻ᓖ൘㗔փߣㆆ≤ᒣкⲴ᭸᷌ࠐѾᱟњփ䈤ᴽ≤ᒣк᭸᷌ⲴаؽǄ㗔փࣘ࣋ᆖ䘈
䇔Ѫˈ㗔փᡀઈ䰤ⲴӔӂ⭘нնᖡ૽њփⲴ㹼Ѫˈ䘈㗔փⲴᮤփ㹼ࣘǃਁኅǃ㔙
᭸Ǆ〟ᶱⲴӔӂ⭘׳䘋㗔փᡀઈⲴ৻䈺ǃؑԫㅹޣ㌫ˈӗ⭏↓ੁⲴ㗔փࣘ࣋Ǆ㗔
փࣘ࣋ਟ᤹➗ሩ㗔փਁኅⲴн਼⭘ࡂ࠶Ѫ傡ࣘ࣋ǃࠍ㚊࣋ǃ㙇ᮓ࣋˖傡ࣘ࣋ᱟ◰
࣡㗔փ㹼ࣘਁኅⲴ࣋䟿ˈ∄ྲ䘭≲ǃޤ䏓ㅹ˗ࠍ㚊࣋ᱟ؍䇱㗔փっᇊⲴ࣋䟿ˈ∄ྲ
ᡀઈ䰤Ⲵᝏᛵ䘎ᑖᡆ䓛ԭ䘎ᑖ˗㙇ᮓ࣋ᱟ䱫⺽㗔փ㹼ࣘⲴ࣋䟿ˈ∄ྲ㿱ߢケǄ䘉
йഐ㍐ӂ⭘лⲴਸ࣋ᖒᡀҶ㗔փਁኅⲴᴰ㓸ࣘ࣋˄儈㿹ᮧㅹˈ1991˅Ǆ
㗔փࣘ࣋ᆖᕪ䈳㗔փ㹼Ѫн㜭ԕ㘳ሏњփⲴᗳ⨶䳶ਸⲴ䀂ᓖ䘋㹼⹄ウ,ᴰ❦㗔
փⲴ㹼ࣘ൘ᴰ㓸кӽᱟ⭡њփᢗ㹼ⲴǄᨀࠪ“൪䇪”ˈ䘉ᱟᗳ⨶ᆖѝⲴሩ䇪Ǆ਼ᰦ
ंѫᕐ㗔փнԓ㺘ཊҾњփⲴ઼,㗔փӵӵᱟާᴹ㠚䓛Ⲵ⢩ᙗ,߶⺞Ⲵᶕ䈤,㗔փᱟ
н਼ҾњփⲴ઼Ǆԕ㗔փࣘ࣋ᆖⲴ㿲⛩ˈ⎸䍩സᆀׯᱟањ“൪”ˈ䘉њ“൪”ѝⲴ⎸
䍩㹼Ѫоњփঅ⤜ᛵຳлⲴ㹼ѪᱟሩⲴˈᖡ૽њփⲴׯᱟസᆀѝᡀઈ䰤Ⲵӂ
⭘઼ӂᆈⲴޣ㌫Ǆ
2.⽮ՊӂࣘǄ
⽮Պӂࣘ⨶䇪Ѫᗞ㿲⽮ՊᆖⲴԓ㺘ᙗ⍱⍮ˈѫᕐԕᗞ㿲ⲴӪ䱵ӂࣘޣ㌫࠶᷀
⽮Պ⧠䊑ˈ䇔Ѫӂࣘቡᱟᖃࠐњњփ਼ᰦ൘൪ᰦӂᖡ૽ᖬ↔Ⲵ㹼Ѫ˄Goffmanˈ
1959˅Ǆ⽮Պᆖᇦ㊣ᗧᕪ䈳ˈ⽮ՊӂࣘԕཊᯩᔿᶴᡀҶӪ㊫ᆈ൘Ⲵѫ㾱䜘࠶ˈњ
փ൘ӂࣘѝнᯝൠᖡ૽ԆӪ਼ᰦҏਇԆӪⲴᖡ૽˄ᡤ㔤.⌒Პ䈪㪇ˈ2007˅Ǆ䙊䗷
ӂࣘ㘼ᔪ・Ⲵ“ӂࣘԚᔿ䬮”ᱟ⽮Պ㔃ᶴⲴᶴᔪสˈӂࣘѝⲴӪԜ䘋㹼᮷ॆ䍴ᵜ઼
ᛵᝏⲴӔᦒˈ᮷ॆ䍴ᵜवᤜ䗷ᖰⲴሩ䈍ǃуъ⸕䇶ǃൠսǃᵋㅹǄᛵᝏ㜭䟿ᱟӪ
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Ԝ〟ᶱ㹼ࣘⲴ䟽㾱傡ࣘ࣋ˈᱟњփ┑ݵ㠚ؑо✝ᛵⲴᝏਇǄ൘䘉аӔᦒ䗷〻ѝˈӪ
ԜӵഐѪ਼ޡ൘൪㘼ӂᖡ૽ˈᒦሩተཆӪ⭫സˈ᰾⺞৲оⲴᱟ䈱ˈӗ⭏ޣⲴ਼ޡ
⌘❖⛩ˈ䘋㘼ᕪ⛸Ⲵփ傼ࡠޡӛⲴᛵᝏ⣦ᘱӾ㘼ӗ⭏ޡ呓ǄӂࣘⲴ㔃᷌ᱟᖒᡀ㗔փ
ഒ㔃ˈњփ㧧ᗇᛵᝏ㜭䟿ˈԓ㺘㗔փⲴㅖਧ઼㗔փ㿴㤳˄Collinsˈ2009˅Ǆḟ᷇ᯟ
䇔ѪˈӪ㊫㹼ѪⲴ⢩ᖱᡆ䇨ᱟԕᛵᝏ㜭䟿ѪਆੁⲴˈণӪԜ䎻ੁҾ䛓ӋሩҾⴞࡽ
䍴Ⓚ㧧ᗇᴰ儈Ⲵᛵᝏ㜭䟿എᣕⲴӂࣘǄ
਼ޡ൘൪
оተཆӪⲴ⭼䲀



Ⲵ਼ޡ㹼ࣘᡆһԦ



⛩⌘ޣ਼ޡ

㗔փഒ㔃
䳶փཻޤ

њփᛵᝏ㜭䟿
⽮Պޣ㌫ㅖਧ
㗔փ㿴㤳

ᛵᝏޡṓ

ᛵᝏࡪ◰

മ 2˖Collins ӂࣘԚᔿⲴа㡜⁑ර

㗔փࣘ࣋䇪઼⽮Պӂࣘ⨶䇪Ⲵ⵰⛩䜭ᱟᡀઈ䰤Ⲵӂ⭘ሩњփ㹼Ѫ઼㗔փ
㹼ѪⲴˈѪസᆀᡀઈⲴ⎸䍩㹼ࣘᨀҶ⨶䇪᭟᫁Ǆ俆ˈݸസᆀᡀઈ䰤Ⲵӂ⭘Պ
ᖡ૽њփⲴ⎸䍩䗷〻઼⎸䍩㔃᷌˗ަ⅑ˈസᆀⲴ㗔փࣘ࣋ᱟཊഐ㍐Ⲵਸ࣋ˈवᤜ
◰࣡ᙗഐ㍐ǃっᇊᙗഐ㍐઼⎸ᶱᙗഐ㍐˗ᴰਾˈӂࣘԚᔿ⁑රӾᗞ㿲ӂࣘⲴ䀂ᓖ䀓
䟺Ҷസᆀᡀઈӂ⭘Ⲵ䗷〻ˈസᆀᡀઈ䰤൘⎸䍩䘉аⲴ਼ޡ㹼ࣘѝ䘋㹼ӂࣘⲴ㾱
㍐वᤜᡀઈ਼ޡ൘൪ǃሩസ/സཆᐞᔲⲴᝏ⸕ǃҶ䀓സᆀᡀઈԜⲴᡰ⸕ᡰᜣǃᛵ
ᝏ⣦ᘱⲴޡӛˈസᆀᡀઈӂࣘ㔃᷌ᱟ㗔փࣘ࣋वᤜ㗔փഒ㔃оᛵᝏ㜭䟿ǃ⽮Պޣ㌫
ㅖਧ઼㗔փ㿴㤳Ǆ
3.2 സᆀ⎸䍩㹼ࣘⲴӂࣘ䗷〻
1.㗔փ⎸䍩㹼ࣘⲴ䗷〻
㗔փ⎸䍩Ⲵ䗷〻Ӿߣㆆࡽࡠ⎸䍩ਾਟԕࡂ࠶Ѫ 4 њ䱦⇥ˈ߶༷䱦⇥
˄preparation˅,ߣㆆ䱦⇥˄decision˅ˈ⎸਼ޡ䍩䱦⇥˄joint consumption˅ˈ䇴ԧ䱦
⇥˄evaluation˅˄Marchandˈ2014˅Ǆ൘߶༷䱦⇥ˈ㗔փࡍ↕ᖒᡀḀ⎸䍩ⴞḷˈ
㗔փⲴḀњᡀઈᡆ㘵Ḁњᆀ㗔ᩌ䳶઼࠶ӛ⎸ޣ䍩亩ⴞⲴؑᒦਜ䳶ަԆᡀઈ࣐
ޕ㹼ࣘǄ㗔փᡀઈԜṩᦞᐢᴹⲴؑ∄ྲ㖁㔌ਓ⻁ǃуъ䇴䇪ㅹሩ㗔փ㹼ࣘⲴᰦ䰤
઼ൠ⛩䘋㹼㿴ࡂˈ䘉а㿴ࡂሶ䲀ࡦ⎸䍩ᇩⲴ䘹ᤙ㤳തǄ൘ߣㆆ䱦⇥ˈ㗔փᡀઈ㚊
❖Ҿਟᇎ㹼Ⲵࠐњ༷䘹ᯩṸˈߣㆆ㘵ᰒਟԕᱟ㗔փⲴḀњᡀઈˈҏਟԕᱟᡀઈԜ
Ⲵ㚄ਸߣㆆǄֻྲሩҾ䘋㹼㚊佀Ⲵ 6 Ӫ㗔փˈ3 սࡠݸ䗮佀Ⲵᡀઈਟ㜭Պߣᇊᮤ
њ㗔փⲴ⭘佀ᇩǄሩҾᯩṸⲴ䘹ᤙˈਟ㜭䚥ᗚ┑ᴰབྷॆࡉҏਟ㜭䚥ᗚн┑
ᴰሿॆࡉ˄Bettman et al.ˈ1998˅
Ǆ൘⎸਼ޡ䍩䱦⇥ˈ㗔փᡀઈ䰤ӂᖡ૽Ǆ∄ྲ
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ᖃаսᡀઈнௌ⅒Ḁ伏⢙ˈަԆᡀઈሩ䈕伏⢙Ⲵௌ⡡ሶ߿ᕡǄ൘䇴ԧ䱦⇥ˈᡀઈ
ሩ⎸䍩ሩ䊑ণḀӗ૱઼ᮤփⲴ⎸䍩փ傼䘋㹼њփቲ䶒઼㗔փቲ䶒Ⲵ䇴ԧˈӾ㘼ᖒᡀ
㗔փ┑Ǆሩᮤփ⎸䍩փ傼Ⲵ䇴ԧ㤳തᱟᶴᡀ䈕㗔փ⎸䍩ᛵຳⲴᡰᴹһ⢙ˈवᤜ൘
⎸਼ޡ䍩ѝࡋ䙐⽮Պԧ٬ⲴަԆ㗔փᡀઈǄֻྲḀ⅑⎸਼ޡ䍩Ⲵӗ૱а㡜ˈնᱟ㗔
փᡀઈ਼ޡᓖ䗷Ⲵᰦ䰤઼փ傼֯ᮤփ⎸䍩㧧ᗇҶ䖳儈䇴ԧǄമ 3 ⽪Ҷ㗔փ⎸䍩䗷
〻ⲴᾲᘥṶᷦǄ



㗔փ䰞仈

㗔փ⎸䍩䱦⇥





䀂㢢
࠶䝽
߶༷䱦⇥





ྭٿ
亴⍻
ߣㆆ䱦⇥





ྭٿ
㔬ਸ



⎸਼ޡ䍩䱦⇥












ߢケ

䇴ԧ䱦⇥
ӂ
ᖡ૽

䈳㢲ഐ㍐
㗔փ⢩ᖱ㗔փᡀઈ⢩ᖱ

മ 3˖㗔փ⎸䍩䗷〻ⲴᾲᘥṶᷦ

Marchand˄2014˅൘㗔փ⎸䍩Ⲵ 4 њ䱦⇥кᨀࠪ㗔փ൘䘉а䗷〻ѝ䶒ѤⲴ 5 њ
䰞仈˖ᡀઈ䀂㢢࠶䝽ǃྭٿ亴⍻ǃྭٿ㔬ਸǃߢケ઼ӂᖡ૽Ǆᡀઈ䀂㢢࠶䝽㺘⧠
Ѫؑᩌ䳶Ⲵ࠶ᐕǃ⎸䍩ߣㆆⲴ䘹ᤙㅹˈањ㗔փⲴߣㆆਟԕ䙊䗷ԓ⨶ߣㆆ
˄agent decision˅઼㚄ਸߣㆆ˄cooperative decision˅ᶕᇎ⧠ǄሩҾަԆ㗔փᡀઈⲴ
ྭٿ亴⍻ᱟഠ䳮ⲴˈቔަᱟሩҾӢᇶޣ㌫Ⲵ㗔փᶕ䈤ˈ䘉ᱟഐѪњփՊн㠚㿹ൠሶ
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㠚䓛ⲴௌྭᣅሴࡠՉդ䓛кˈᒦф儈ՠሩՉդⲴྭٿҶ䀓〻ᓖǃ䗷Ҿ䎆ᐢᴹⲴؑ
˄Lerouge & Warlopˈ2006˅Ǆնᱟᖃᡀઈ㚊䳶൘а䎧Ⲵᰦˈىњփਟԕ䙊䗷ؑ
৽侸ᆖҐࡠަԆᡀઈⲴؑྭٿˈӾ㘼ᴤྭൠ亴⍻ԆӪⲴ˄ྭٿWestˈ1996˅Ǆٿ
ྭ㔬ਸᱟሩ㗔փᡀઈⲴྭٿᵳ䟽ߣᇊ䰞仈ˈн਼ᯩᔿⲴྭٿ㔬ਸՊሬ㠤н਼〻ᓖⲴ
㗔փ┑ᓖˈᒦфⴞࡽᰐ⌅ࡔᯝ㗔փᡀઈᴤੁٮҾ┑ᴰབྷॆⲴ㔬ਸᯩᔿ䘈ᱟн┑
ᴰሿॆⲴ㔬ਸᯩᔿǄߢケᱟྭٿᵳ䟽н൷Ⲵ㔃᷌ˈ㗔փᡀઈⲴњᙗ⢩䍘ᱟᖡ૽ߢ
ケⲴ䟽㾱ഐ㍐Ǆ࡙ԆѫѹⲴᡀઈ䙊ᑨԕӢ⽮Պ㹼ࣘᕪॆ⽮Պ㚄㌫ᒦ׳䘋ᡀઈ䰤Ⲵӂ
ᜐ㹼Ѫ˄Belkˈ2010˅Ǆᖃᡀઈ䜭Ѫ࡙ᐡѫѹ㘵ਾ㘵䜭Ѫ࡙Ԇѫѹ㘵ˈߢケׯᗵ❦
ਁ⭏Ǆ㗔փⲴߢケ䀓ߣᯩᔿ਼ᰦ৽᱐ࠪӗ૱䘹ᤙоӪ䱵ޣ㌫൘㗔փѝⲴ䟽㾱〻ᓖǄ
൘Ӫ䱵ޣ㌫䟽㾱ᓖ䖳儈Ⲵ㗔փѝˈ䀓ߣߢケⲴᯩᔿѪㆆ⮕䈳ᮤ˄adjustment strategy˅
઼ㆆ⮕࿕ॿ˄compromise strategy˅Ǆӂᖡ૽൘㗔փ⎸䍩Ⲵᮤփ䗷〻ѝਁ⭏⭘Ǆ
ᡀઈ䰤亴ՠԆӪⲴྭٿǃ㺘䗮㠚ᡁˈྭٿᒦфᴹ䇶Ⲵᡆᰐ䇶Ⲵᖡ૽ԆӪⲴˈྭٿ
ҏ᧕ਇᶕ㠚ԆӪⲴᖡ૽ǄоԆӪⲴ਼ޡ㓿শՊᕅ䎧оঅ⤜⎸䍩ᰦн਼Ⲵᝏਇо䇴ԧǄ
оԆӪޡӛփ傼䘈Պᕅ䎧สҾᛵ㔚ᝏḃ䗷〻Ⲵ䇴ԧ䎻਼઼ᶱॆ⧠䊑˄Bohlmann et
al.ˈ2006˗Ramanathan & McGillˈ2007˅Ǆ
2.സᆀ⎸䍩㹼ࣘⲴӂࣘ㊫ර
൘⎸䍩亶ฏˈHarris ㅹ(2000)⌘ޣҶ⎸䍩㘵ѻ䰤਼ޡ൘൪ⲴⲴӂࣘ㹼Ѫˈ䇔Ѫ
“亮ᇒ䰤ӂࣘ”˄Customer-to-customer Interaction˅䘉аᵟ䈝ᱟᤷ⎸䍩㘵䶒ሩ䶒Ⲵ⧠
൪˄on-site˅ӂࣘˈަԆᖒᔿѝⲴ亮ᇒ䰤ӂࣘ∄ྲ㲊ᤏ⽮४ǃ૱⡼⽮४ㅹ䶎⧠൪
˄off-site˅ӂࣘࡉн൘䘉аᾲᘥѻǄLibai ㅹ˄2010˅䇔Ѫ亮ᇒ䰤ؑⲴӔᦒᶴ
ᡀӂࣘ䗷〻ˈ䘉а䗷〻Պ᭩ਈ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ઼ྭٿ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫˈᒦሶ亮ᇒ䰤ӂ᤹ࣘ➗㧧ਆ
ؑⲴᯩᔿࡂ࠶Ѫ㿲ሏᔿᆖҐ઼ਓཤᔿᆖҐǄަѝਓཤᔿӂࣘ৸वਜ਼Ҷӄ㊫රˈ
оӗ૱Ⲵޣǃо䈒䰞Ⲵޣǃо⍱〻Ⲵޣǃ䓛փкⲴᑞࣙԕ৺ަԆ˄Baronˈ
1996˅ǄMeyer & Westerbarkey(1994)ᢺ亮ᇒ䰤ӂࣘ㹼Ѫ४࠶Ѫ⢙⨶ⲴǃᲪ࣋Ⲵ઼ᛵ
ᝏⲴӂࣘǄGrove ઼ Fisk˄1997˅⭘ޣ䭞һԦ⌅ሩ㖾ഭѫ仈ޜഝѝⲴ⎸䍩㘵㗔փӂ
ࣘ㹼Ѫ䘋㹼⹄ウˈሶ亮ᇒ䰤ӂࣘ㹼Ѫ࠶ѪҶ⽬Ԛᙗӂ઼ࣘ⽮Ӕᙗӂࣘˈ⽬Ԛᙗӂࣘ
ᤷоѪӪ༴цⲴ㿴㤳Ⲵޣ㹼Ѫˈ⽮Ӕᙗӂࣘᤷоᛵᝏǃ৻䈺Ⲵޣ㹼ѪǄ
Nicholls˄2005˅ሩᴽ࣑ᛵຳлⲴ亮ᇒ䰤ӂࣘ䘋㹼Ҷ࠶㊫ˈवᤜᰦ䰤Ⲵޡӛǃオ䰤
ⲴޡӛǃਓཤӔ⍱ǃؑӔᦒǃ⢙⨶кⲴᑞࣙԕ৺৽亮ᇒ㹼Ѫޝњ㊫රǄ㪻Ⴇǃ㜑
↓᰾(2011)ሶѝഭ⑨ᇒ䰤Ⲵӂࣘ㹼Ѫࡂ࠶Ѫӄ㊫ˈสᵜ⽬Ԛǃ⑨㿴㤳ǃ䈝䀰⋏䙊ǃ
ᑞࣙ㹼Ѫ઼ަԆǄᶘᗧ䬻ㅹ˄2014˅ԕ“㖾ഭྣᆙ”૱⡼փ傼ṸֻѪ⹄ウሩ䊑ˈ᧒䇘
Ҷᇦᓝᡀઈ䰤൘⎸䍩䗷〻ѝⲴӂࣘ㹼ѪˈᨀࠪҶ৲оᙗӂࣘǃ࠶ӛᙗӂࣘǃ⸕䇶ᙗ
ӂࣘǃࡋ䙐ᙗӂࣘㅹഋӂࣘ㹼ѪǄ
ⴞࡽޣҾ亮ᇒ䰤ӂࣘⲴ⹄ウӽത㔅ᴽ࣑⧠൪䱼⭏亮ᇒ䰤Ⲵӂࣘ㹼Ѫˈнᶴᡀӂ
ࣘԚᔿᖒᡀⲴᶑԦˈᰐ⌅ᖒᡀ⎸䍩㗔փᕪ⛸Ⲵ㗔փ䇔਼઼ޡӛⲴᛵᝏ⣦ᘱˈҏቡ
ᰐ⌅⭏ᡀ㗔փࣘ࣋䘋㘼ሩњփ㹼Ѫӗ⭏ᖡ૽ˈഐ↔സᆀѝⲴ亮ᇒ䰤ӂࣘ∄䱼⭏亮ᇒ
䰤Ⲵӂࣘާᴹᴤ␡Ⲵቲ⅑Ǆ↔ཆˈസᆀᡀઈ䰤Ⲵӂࣘਇᵜ൏᮷ॆⲴᖡ૽ˈо䱼⭏亮
ᇒ䰤ⲴӂࣘᇩᴹᡰᐞᔲǄᶘѝ㣣ㅹ˄1997˅ᨀࠪⲴ“ਸᛵਸ⨶”⌅ࡉቡᱟ൘Ӫ䱵ӂ
ࣘⲴࡔᯝ઼㹼Ѫѝˈᰒ亮৺ᛵⲴᯩ䶒৸亮৺⨶ᗇᯩ䶒Ǆ൘ᐕާቲ䶒Ⲵӂࣘѝˈ༴Ҿ
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ӂࣘᛵຳѝⲴњփԕን㹼䈕ᛵຳᡰᓄቭⲴ䀂㢢㹼ѪѪѹ࣑Ѫ㹼ࣘ⌅ࡉˈ䇢≲ѹ࣑ѻ
“ᛵ”Ⲵሩㅹ઼߶ᰦⲴӂᣕǄ൘ᛵᝏቲ䶒Ⲵӂࣘѝˈਸ“⨶”ᤷѹ࣑Ⲵ“Ӫᛵ”ˈᱟ᤹ሩ
⽮Պޣ㌫Ⲵࡔᯝ㘼䇢≲Ⲵ“ᓄ䈕”ѻᛵˈਸ“ᛵ”ᱟᤷ㠚ਁⲴⵏ᥊ѻᛵˈ䙊ᑨԕӂᑞ
ࣙᶕ㺘䗮ˈᒦфн≲ሩㅹ઼߶ᰦⲴӂᣕǄ哴ݹഭ˄2010˅ᔪ・“Ӫᛵо䶒ᆀ”⁑රԕ
㘳䟿ѝഭӪྲօоޣ㌫ѝⲴӪԜ䘋㹼ӂࣘˈᒦሶӪ䱵ޣ㌫࠶Ѫ“ᛵᝏᙗޣ㌫”ǃ“
ਸᙗޣ㌫”઼“ᐕާᙗޣ㌫”Ǆ൘о“ᛵᝏᙗޣ㌫”઼“ਸᙗޣ㌫”ⲴԆӪ䘋㹼ӂࣘᰦˈ
ᗵ享亮৺ᝏᛵⲴ࠶䟿ˈ㘼൘о“ᐕާᙗޣ㌫”ⲴԆӪ䘋㹼ӂࣘᰦˈࡉӾһ⨶ᙗ㹼ࣘǄ
സᆀᱟᕪޣ㌫Ⲵ䳶ਸˈᰒਟ㜭वਜ਼“ᛵᝏᙗޣ㌫”ˈҏਟ㜭वਜ਼“ਸᙗޣ㌫”Ǆസᆀ
ᡀઈⲴᛵᝏӔᦒᰒᴹ“ᓄᴹѻᛵ”ⲴӪᛵˈҏᴹ“㠚ਁѻᛵ”ⲴᝏᛵǄ䠁㘰ส˄1981˅
䇔ѪӪᛵᱟ“нᱟ䠁䫡ѻ䠁䫡”ˈਟԕ䙊䗷⽬⢙ǃ䶒ᆀǃᚙᜐǃᑞࣙㅹ䘋㹼〟㍟઼䟿
ॆˈᒦф䲿ᰦᦒށᡀަԆн਼Ⲵ䍴ⓀǄᝏᛵࡉᱟ൘ӪᛵӔᦒѻкᡰ㺘䗮ⲴࠪҾ㠚ᝯ
Ⲵⵏᇎᛵᝏˈᒦн≲ӪᛵⲴഎᣕǄ
㔬кˈᵜ᮷ُ䢤ᐢᴹ⹄ウሶസᆀѝ⎸䍩㘵䰤Ⲵӂࣘ㹼Ѫࡂ࠶Ѫ˖⢙⨶ᙗӂࣘˈ
਼ޡ൘൪ᖒᡀҶസᡀઈሩᰦ䰤઼オ䰤Ⲵޡӛ˗ؑᙗӂࣘˈሩ⎸䍩ؑޣǃ⸕
䇶઼ᘱᓖⲴӔ⍱֯ᡀઈҶ䀓ᴤཊⲴӗ૱ؑǃ⍱㹼䎻࣯ԕ৺Ҷ䀓ᖬ↔Ⲵ⎸䍩㿲ᘥǃ
⎸䍩Ґᜟ˗Ӫᛵᙗӂࣘˈ⎸䍩䗷〻ѝ䙊䗷ӂᑞࣙǃ㔉䶒ᆀǃ䶒ᆀㅹᴹ“Ӫᛵણ”
Ⲵ㹼Ѫ㺘䗮Ӫᛵԕ৺䘋㹼ӪᛵӔᦒ˗ᛵᝏᙗӂࣘˈ䙊䗷ޡӛⲴⵏᇎᛵᝏӂ◰ਁ⎸
䍩䗷〻ѝⲴᛵᝏ⣦ᘱǄ
3.3 സᆀ⎸䍩㹼ࣘⲴӂࣘ᭸⭘
փ傼㿲⛩лⲴ⎸䍩ԧ٬⨶䇪ᕪ䈳⎸䍩㘵൘⎸䍩䗷〻ѝ㧧ᗇⲴӛਇ઼ᛵ㔚кⲴ
৽ᓄˈᱟ⎸䍩㘵ѫ㿲кⲴ㋮⾎⧠䊑˄Holbrookˈ1999˗Woodruffˈ1997˅Ǆᴰ䘁Ⲵ
⹄ウ㺘᰾ˈ䙊䗷㠚⭡᭟䝽䍒ᇼ㧧ᗇⲴӪ⭏փ傼∄㧧ᗇᴹᖒⲴ⢙䍘ԧ٬ᴤᘛҀǄփ傼
ᴤᇩ᱃оԆӪ࠶਼ޡӛˈ㘼ᴹᖒ⢙䍘ᴤཊѪঅ⤜֯⭘ˈᒦфоԆӪⲴ਼ޡփ傼∄њ
փঅ⤜Ⲵփ傼ᡆ⢙䍘⎸䍩ᴤ䇙Ӫᴹᒨ⾿ᝏ˄Peter & Harryˈ2013˅
ǄHolbrook˄1994˅
䇔Ѫ⎸䍩ᵜ䓛वਜ਼єቲ㔃ᶴˈⴤ᧕ሩᇒ㿲⎸䍩ሩ䊑Ⲵ㹼઼ࣘሶ⎸䍩ሩ䊑ѪѪ❖
⛩䍴Ⓚ䘋㹼Ӫ䱵ӔᖰⲴ㹼ࣘǄഐ↔⎸䍩㘵ሩԧ٬Ⲵࡔᯝ⭡ӗ૱ᵜ䓛ᢙኅࡠо⎸䍩
Ⲵޣᮤњփ傼䗷〻ǄᡰᴹⲴӗ૱઼ᴽ࣑䜭ਟԕ䙊䗷⎸䍩փ傼ࡋ䙐ԧ٬ˈԧ٬ᰒнᆈ
൘Ҿӗ૱ѝӖ䶎ᆈ൘Ҿ૱⡼ѝˈ㘼ᱟᶕⓀҾ⎸䍩փ傼Ⲵ䗷〻˄Holbrookˈ1996˅Ǆ
Ӫ䱵ӂࣘࡉᱟࡋ䙐䶎ࠑփ傼Ⲵ䟽㾱䀖ਁഐ㍐˄Abrahamsˈ1986˗Arnould & Priceˈ
1993˅Ǆസᆀ⎸䍩ᱟањ㗔փӂࣘⲴ⎸䍩䗷〻ˈ⎸䍩㘵ሩҾ⎸䍩ԧ٬Ⲵᝏ⸕䲔Ҷӗ
૱ᙗⲴ㺘⧠ཆˈ䘈ᶕⓀҾњӪሩസᆀᮤփ⍫ࣘⲴփ傼Ǆഐ↔ˈസᆀ⎸䍩Ⲵӂࣘ䗷
〻ՊѪӂࣘѫփᑖᶕཊ᭸⭘Ǆ
1.䍴ⓀޡӛǄസᆀᡀઈ䙊䗷ሩ⎸䍩⍫ࣘⲴ਼ޡ৲оǃ⎸䍩ؑ৺⸕䇶Ⲵӂ࠶
ӛǃ⎸䍩䗷〻ѝⲴӂᑞࣙ㘼ᖒᡀཊ䍴ⓀⲴޡӛǄሩ⎸䍩Ⲵ਼ޡ৲о൘⎸䍩䗷〻
ѝ㺘⧠Ѫሩオ䰤઼ᰦ䰤Ⲵޡӛ˄Nichollsˈ2005˅
Ǆ䘉ޡӛՊѪњփᑖᶕ仍ཆⲴ᭸
⭘ˈ∄ྲᖃᴹᴻ৻Ⲵ䲚դ൘ᮉᇔ㠚ҐᰦՊ∄⤜㠚ᆖҐᝏ㿹к⋑䛓Ѹᷟ⠕˄Glaeser et
al.ˈ1999˅Ǆ⎸䍩㘵нնਟԕӾަԆᡀઈ䛓䟼㧧ᗇ⎸Ⲵޣ䍩ؑо⸕䇶ˈ਼ᰦҏ
ੁԆӪ࠶ӛ㠚ᐡⲴ⸕䇶Ǆസᆀᡀઈሩ⽮Պ䍴Ⓚҏਟԕޡӛˈ൘⎸䍩䗷〻ѝӂᑞࣙˈ
ቭਟ㜭Ѫᖬ↔ᨀаӋྲ∄ˈ࡙ׯ䙊䗷њӪޣ㌫Ѫസᆀ㹼ࣘᨀ൪ᡰǃԧṬᣈᢓㅹǄ
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৲о⎸਼ޡ䍩ⲴᡀઈᵏᵋԆӪᱟҀҾ࠶ӛоӂᑞᘉⲴˈ䘉ਟԕ֯ԆԜሩᖬ↔Ⲵޣ
㌫ᝏࡠ┑ˈӾ㘼㧧ᗇԔӪ┑Ⲵ⎸䍩փ傼˄Arnould & Priceˈ1993˅ǄሩҾസᆀ
ᡀઈ㘼䀰ˈޡӛؑ䍴Ⓚ઼⽮Պ䍴ⓀнӵՊሩᖬ↔ޣ㌫ᝏࡠ┑ˈ਼ᰦᱟസӪⲴ
ѹ࣑ҏᱟаӪᛵᖰᶕǄ
2.ޡ䇶᭸⭘Ǆസᆀᡀઈ䰤䙊䗷Ҷ䀓ᖬ↔Ⲵ⎸䍩㓿傼ǃ⎸䍩㿲ᘥ઼⎸䍩Ґᜟˈ
ӂᖡ૽ǃӂ᧕ਇ㘼ሩ䰞仈⨶䀓䗮ᡀа㠤ˈӾ㘼ӗ⭏оԆӪ⎸਼ޡ䍩ᰦⲴ“ᘇ਼䚃
ਸ”Ǆ⎸䍩㘵⭘⢩ᇊⲴ䀓䟺ᙗṶᷦ༴⨶Ḁа⎸䍩փ傼ˈྲ਼ӪԜ֯⭘ᑨ㿴ⲴṶᷦᓄ
ሩᰕᑨ⍫ࣘ˄Berger & Luckmannˈ1967;Goffmanˈ1974˅Ǆ䇨ཊⲴ⎸䍩ሩ䊑ᆈ൘Ҿ
⢩↺Ⲵ⽮Պ亶ฏѝˈ䘉а⽮Պ亶ฏՐ䙂㔉⎸䍩㘵ሩ⎸ޣ䍩ሩ䊑ᱟӰѸԕ৺ྲ
օ䇴ࡔⲴ਼ޡᇊѹǄHolt˄1995˅ሩἂ⨳䘉а亶ฏⲴ⎸䍩⹄ウਁ⧠ˈἂ⨳ц⭼Ⲵ䀓
䟺ᙗṶᷦнӵ⭡↓ᔿ㿴ࡉᶴᡀˈ㘼ᱟ⭡ᴤ䟽㾱ⲴҐ؇ǃҐᜟǃ仾Ṭㅹ㾱㍐ᶴᡀˈ䘉
Ѫ৲о㘵ԜᨀҶⲴ਼ޡ䘿㿶䮌઼㹼ࣘ⁑ᶯˈӾ㘼ሩަ⎸䍩ᛵຳǃ䀂㢢ǃ㹼Ѫࠪ
⨶䀓ǄസᆀᶴᡀҶањ⢩↺Ⲵ⎸䍩亶ฏˈസᆀᡀઈ൘⎸䍩⍫ࣘѝ㺘䗮㠚ᡁ਼ྭٿᰦ
ᆖҐަԆᡀઈⲴؑྭٿˈᒦ䙊ӂᖡ૽ᖒᡀаᇊ〻ᓖкլⲴ⎸䍩㿲ᘥ઼⎸䍩Ґ
ᜟˈӾ㘼൘⎸䍩䗷〻ѝӗ⭏ḀӋ਼ޡ䇹≲Ǆ䘉Ⲵ਼ޡ䇔⸕ਟԕ൘ᖸབྷ〻ᓖк䚯ݽ
њփഐؑⲴнሩ〠㘼ሩ⎸䍩փ傼㕪ѿؑᗳˈ⭊㠣䍏䶒Ⲵ㹼ࣘ䙊䗷਼դ৲о㘼֯њ
փሩ㹼ࣘⲴ䇴ԧ䖜ੁ↓䶒˄Glaeser et al.ˈ1999˅
Ǆᒦф䱽վ㗔փ⎸䍩䗷〻ѝ⭡Ҿٿ
ྭна㠤ᑖᶕⲴ䜘ߢケǄ
3.ᛵᝏޡ呓Ǆ൘⎸䍩Ⲵӂࣘ䗷〻ѝസᆀᡀઈӂᝏḃՊᕅ䎧ⲴᡀઈլⲴᛵᝏ
ᡆᛵ㔚Ⲵᕪॆ৽ᓄǄ
ǉㆰ᰾ᗳ⨶ᆖ䗎ިǊሩᛵᝏޡ呓Ⲵᇊѹᱟ“൘ԆӪᛵᝏ㺘⧠ᡆ䙐
ᡀԆӪᛵᝏਈॆⲴᛵຳⲴࡪ◰⭘лˈᡰᕅ䎧Ⲵᛵᝏᡆᛵ㔚к਼ᡆլⲴ৽ᓄٮ
ੁ”Ǆ਼ޡ㹼ࣘⲴ㗔փᴤҶ䀓ᖬ↔Ⲵᡰڊᡰᝏˈഐ㘼ᴤᕪ⛸Ⲵփ傼ࡠަޡӛⲴᛵᝏˈ
ቡ⅒ۿબⲴӪ㗔Պਈᗇᴤ࣐⣲⛸ǃᵍᤌⲴ৲о㘵ᴤ࣐ᮜˈ䘉ᱟаѫփ䰤ᙗⷜ䰤
Ⲵᗞ㿲ᛵຳⲴӗ⢙˄Collinsˈ2009˅ǄӪ䱵䰤Ⲵᛵᝏޡ呓Ѫ⎸䍩㘵ᑖᶕᯠⲴ⎸䍩փ
傼ǄArnould ㅹ˄1993˅ᨀࠪ䶎ࠑփ傼Ⲵ⨶ᘥˈণ൘⎸䍩䗷〻ѝ㧧ᗇ儈ᕪᓖⲴᛵᝏ
઼ӛҀփ傼ˈᒦᤷࠪӪ䱵ӂࣘᱟᕅਁ䶎ࠑփ傼Ⲵޣ䭞ǄCaprariello ㅹ˄2013˅ᤷࠪ
оԆӪ਼ޡ㓿শⲴᛵᝏ֯Ӫᴤ࣐ᘛҀǄޣ㚄ර㠚ᡁᔪᶴᴤ࣐࡙Ҿᛵᝏޡ呓઼ᰐ䇶
ⲴӂᜐӔᖰ˄Coburnˈ2001˅ǄCova˄1997˅䇔Ѫњփቲ䶒Ⲵ⎸䍩оӗ૱Ⲵ࣏㜭о
ㅖਧѹˈޣ㗔փቲ䶒Ⲵ⎸䍩ࡉо⎸䍩㖾ᆖ઼⽮Պޣ㌫ޣǄ⎸䍩㖾ᆖᤷփ傼ࡠ
Ⲵ⭏⍫ᛵᝏǃᛵ㔚઼ޡӛⲴ◰ᛵ˄Maffesoliˈ1990˅
Ǆ
4.⽮Պ䘎᧕Ǆസᆀ⎸䍩⍫ࣘᕪҶᡀઈ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫ᕪᓖǃ㧧ᗇᴤཊ⽮Պ䘎᧕Ǆሩ
Ҿ㗔փቲ䶒Ⲵ⎸䍩ˈᇎ⧠њփ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫䘎᧕∄ᇒ㿲Ⲵ⎸䍩ሩ䊑ᵜ䓛ᴤ࣐䟽㾱ˈ䘉ᱟ
ഐѪ⧠ԓ⽮ՊⲴ⎸䍩㘵ᐢ䖳ቁ䙊䗷⎸䍩ⴤ᧕ራ≲⭏⍫Ⲵѹˈ㘼ᱟ䙊䗷⎸䍩ᖒᡀо
ԆӪᡆަԆ㗔փⲴཊ⽮Պޣ㌫ᶕሩަ⭏⍫䍻Ҹѹ˄Covaˈ1997˗Peñaloza &
Venkateshˈ2006˅Ǆ⎸䍩֯⎸䍩㘵оԆӪᔪ・⽮Պ䘎᧕ᒦᖒᡀሩ⎸䍩㗔փⲴᖂᝏ
˄Hamilton & Hewerˈ2010˅ǄJafari ㅹ˄2013˅䇔Ѫ൘Ⲵ਼ޡ᮷ॆ⎸䍩ѝྲ৲㿲ঊ
⢙侶ˈ䙊䗷оԆӪ࠶ӛޤ䏓઼⎸䍩փ傼Պ׳䘋ᯠޣ㌫Ⲵᔪ・઼ᰒᴹ⽮Պޣ㌫Ⲵ࣐ᕪǄ
а亩䈳ḕᱮ⽪ᖃԓѝഭᐲት≁ѝˈᴹ⽮ӔᝯⲴঐ 40.2%ˈᖸᝯ䘋㹼⽮Ӕ⍫ࣘ
Ⲵঐ 33.5%ˈє㘵ޡঐ 73.7%ˈᱮ⽪ࠪѝഭ⎸䍩㘵ሩਁኅ⽮Պޣ㌫Ⲵᕪ⛸䴰≲˄ᆻ
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ॾㅹˈ1997˅ǄѝഭӪ䴰㾱സᆀˈസᆀⲴ⎸䍩⍫ࣘѪњփ࣐ᕪҶസᆀѝᴹⲴޣ㌫
ᕪᓖǄਖаᯩ䶒ˈസᆀާᴹ⑇䘿ᙗˈ⎸䍩⍫ࣘਟԕѪസᆀⲴᢙབྷࡋ䙐ᶑԦˈᔪ・ᯠ
Ⲵ⽮Պ䘎᧕Ǆ
5.䳶փ䇠ᗶǄ䙊䗷оസᆀᡀઈⲴ਼ޡփ傼ᖒᡀ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䇠ᗶᛵຳˈ֯⎸䍩⍫ࣘ
ѝⲴӗ૱૱⡼ǃᴽ࣑ǃ⧟ຳㅹᤱѵൠᆈ൘Ҿ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䇠ᗶѝˈᖒᡀሩӗ૱/ᴽ࣑Ⲵ
⢩↺ᛵᝏˈ⭊㠣䍻ҸḀ⎸䍩⍫ࣘԕ䊑ᖱസᆀޣ㌫ⲴѹǄPine ઼ Gilmore˄1999˅
Ⲵ⹄ウਁ⧠⎸਼ޡ䍩ᱟࡋ䙐փ傼Ⲵ䟽㾱㹼ࣘˈਚᴹ亮ᇒ৲оӂࣘⲴփ傼㜭ᤱѵൠ
ᆈ൘Ҿ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䇠ᗶѝǄᡁԜ㓿ᑨⴻࡠḀњ૱⡼ᡆӗ૱Պᜣ䎧аӋӪ઼һˈሩоԆ
Ӫ਼ޡ䘋㹼⎸䍩Ⲵሩ䊑䍻Ҹ仍ཆⲴѹ˄Simonˈ2010˅ˈ∄ྲⴻࡠ䚯仾ຈՊᜣ䎧
བྷབྷሿሿⲴ਼ᆖ㚊ՊˈḀњᑨ৫Ⲵ侶ՊᡀѪањസᆀ䟼Ⲵ“㘱ൠᯩ”Ǆസᆀሩӗ
૱Ⲵ⎸਼ޡ䍩оௌ⡡֯ӗ૱㻛✉кസᆀ਼ޡ䇠ᗶⲴḷ䇠ˈᡀѪԓ㺘സᆀӢᇶᝏᛵⲴ
ㅖਧǄ਼ᰦˈӪ䱵ޣ㌫Ⲵᕪᓖн਼ሩ૱⡼ᢃкⲴ✉ঠ〻ᓖҏн਼Ǆሩ㹰㕈ޣ㌫Ⲵᛵ
ᝏоؑԫՊ֯њփሩᇦᓝ֯⭘Ⲵ૱⡼਼ṧӗ⭏ؑԫ઼ᛵᝏ˄ᗀዊㅹˈ2010˅Ǆሩസ
ᆀⲴᖂᝏ䎺ᕪ⛸ˈസᆀ⎸䍩Ⲵ૱⡼ሩ૱⡼֯⭘ᖡ૽䎺བྷ˄Escalas et al.ˈ2003˅
Ǆ
䍏䶒ⲴӪ䱵ޣ㌫਼ṧሩӗ૱ӗ⭏✉ঠˈFournier˄1998˅⹄ウҶྣᙗⲴӪ䱵ޣ㌫о
⢩ᇊ૱⡼䰤Ⲵޣ㌫ˈྲሩࡽཛௌ⅒Ⲵ૱⡼ᢃкӪ䱵ޣ㌫Ⲵ✉ঠӾ㘼ᧂᯕ䈕૱⡼Ǆ
സᆀ⎸䍩㹼ࣘⲴ㔃᷌
4.സ
4.1 ⎸䍩ᜟֻ
ᖃаӋ⎸䍩⍫ࣘ൘സѝ㓿ᑨᙗᡆઘᵏᙗⲴ䘋㹼ˈׯᖒᡀҶ⎸䍩ᜟֻᡆ〠⎸䍩Ԛ
ᔿ˄consumption ritual˅ˈ䘉Ӌ⍫ࣘۿԚᔿаṧ䍻Ҹ⎸䍩㘵ԕ⭏⍫ѹ˄Rookˈ
1985˅Ǆ⎸䍩ᜟֻᰒᴹњփ䘋㹼Ⲵ⎸䍩ᜟֻˈ∄ྲᆼᡀḀњԫ࣑ਾ䘋㹼а⅑অ⤜Ⲵ
ᒶ⾍ᙗ䍝⢙˗ҏᴹ㗔փ䘋㹼Ⲵ⎸䍩ᜟֻˈ∄ྲᴻ৻䰤Ⲵ⭏ᰕᒶ⾍ㅹǄṩᦞ Rook
˄1985˅ሩ⎸䍩ᜟֻ㔤ᓖⲴࡂ࠶ˈਟ᤹➗⎸䍩㹼ѪᶕⓀⲴн਼ˈਟሶസᆀѝⲴᜟֻ
⎸䍩㹼Ѫ࠶Ѫޝ㊫˖кⱮ㊫ˈྲ䍼ঊǃ㖁⑨˗ᇑ㖾㊫ˈྲⴻ⭥ᖡǃ৲㿲ঊ⢙侶˗䙊
䗷Ԛᔿ㊫ˈ൘Ӫ⭏䱦⇥Ⲵ䓛ԭ䖜ᦒㅹޣਓ㘼䘋㹼Ⲵ⎸ޣ䍩ˈྲ∅ъᒶ⾍ǃ⭏ᰕᒶ
⾍˗仾؇㊫ˈྲ㢲ᰕⲴ⎸䍩⍫ࣘ˗ᆖҐ㊫ˈྲ࣎ޜᇔ㚊佀ǃ㚄䈺ՊㅹǄGainer
˄1995˅ԕ㿲ⴻ㢪ᵟ㺘╄Ⲵ⎸䍩㘵Ѫ⹄ウሩ䊑ˈਁ⧠ᇇᮉॿՊሶ਼ޡ㿲䍿⍫ࣘѪ
㗔փⲴа亩ᜟֻǄJafari ㅹ˄2013˅Ⲵ⹄ウਁ⧠൘৲㿲ঊ⢙侶Ⲵ䗷〻ѝˈᇦᓝᡀ
ઈ䇔ѪⲴ਼ޡփ傼઼Ӕ⍱ѪᇦᓝᨀҶӂҶ䀓ⲴᒣਠˈӾ㘼ሶ৲㿲ঊ⢙侶Ѫᇦ
ᓝⲴа亩ᜟֻ⍫ࣘǄ
4.2 ྭٿа㠤ᙗ
സᆀᡀઈ൘⎸Ⲵ਼ޡ䍩㓿শлᖰᖰՊᖒᡀሩḀњ૱⡼ǃᴽ࣑ㅹⲴྭٿ਼ޡǄ
Reinger et al.˄1984˅⹄ウҶ⽮Պ㖁㔌ሩ૱⡼֯⭘Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ⹄ウሩ䊑ᱟ⭡ྣᆖ⭏㓴
ᡀⲴ㚄䈺Պˈ⎹৺ࡠᒯ⌋Ⲵޣ㌫㊫රˈྲᇔ৻ǃ∇䛫Ⲵ䛫ትǃ䖳䘌४ฏⲴ䛫ትǃ䘀
ࣘՉդㅹˈ⹄ウѝ䘹⭘Ⲵӗ૱ࡉ㾶ⴆҶ儈ǃѝǃվধޕᓖ≤ᒣⲴӗ૱ˈवᤜ⍇ਁ≤ǃ
⢉㞿ǃ⍇⏔ࡲǃᵲᘇǃᣛ㩘ǃ㺘઼⢋Ԅ㼔Ǆ⹄ウ䲔ਁ⧠ሩޡޜӗ૱ᆈ൘㗔փᡀઈ
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Ⲵ૱⡼а㠤ᙗ——о Assael˄1981˅ǃBearden ઼ Etzel˄1982˅Ⲵ⹄ウ㔃䇪а㠤ˈ
䘈ਁ⧠䘉а㠤ᙗሩ⿱Ӫӗ૱਼ṧᆈ൘ˈ਼ᰦᤷࠪ૱⡼а㠤ᙗਆߣҾєഐ㍐ˈ࠶
࡛ᱟӗ૱㊫ර઼സᆀ˄Clique˅/㗔փ㊫රǄᇦᓝޣ㌫ѝ⽮ՊӂࣘⲴ᮷ॆՐ䙂ሩ⎸䍩
㹼ѪⲴᖡ૽ҏਇࡠᆖ㘵Ⲵ⌘ޣǄMoore et al.˄2002˅ԕ⇽ྣޣ㌫Ѫሩ䊑⹄ウҶ⽮Պ
㖁㔌ѝᕪޣ㌫ሩᰕ⭘૱⎸䍩Ⲵᖡ૽ˈ⹄ウ㺘᰾ྣݯਟԕ亴⍻⇽Ӣሩӗ૱㊫࡛ѝ 69%
Ⲵ૱⡼ˈྭٿᒦф⇽ྣ䰤Ⲵ૱⡼Ⲵྭٿ३䝽ᓖ䗮 60%Ǆ
4.3 㗔փᘱᓖᶱॆ
㗔փᶱॆ⨶䇪䇔Ѫ㗔փ∄њփᴤᇩ᱃ࠪڊᶱㄟⲴ㹼Ѫ઼䇴ԧ˄Lamm & Myersˈ
1978˅Ǆ㗔փᡀઈ䙊ᑨሩ⎸䍩㹼ࣘⲴ䇴ԧ䘋㹼䈳ᮤˈ֯㠚䓛Ⲵ䇴ԧоަԆᡀઈⲴ䇴
ԧᴤѪ᧕䘁˄Ramanathan & McGillˈ2007˅ǄBarsade˄2002˅䇔Ѫ⎸䍩䗷〻ѝᡀઈ
䰤Ⲵਓཤ䇴ԧՊᖡ૽ަԆᡀઈሩ⎸䍩ԧ٬Ⲵᝏ⸕Ǆ䘉ᱟഐѪᡀઈᙫᱟᐼᵋ㠚ᐡሩҾ
⎸਼ޡ䍩Ⲵ䇴ԧ൘㗔փᱟ“↓⺞Ⲵ”˄Raghunathan & Corfmanˈ2006˅ǄBohlmann
ㅹ˄2006˅Ⲵ⹄ウਁ⧠㓿䗷㗔փ䇘䇪ਾˈњփሩ䈕㗔փ⎸䍩ߣㆆⲴᘱᓖᴤ࣐ᶱㄟˈ
ӗ⭏Ҷ┑ᢙབྷⲴ⧠䊑Ǆ⭡ҾᡀઈⲴ䇴ԧՊੁབྷཊᮠᡀઈⲴ䇴ԧ≤ᒣ〫ࣘˈՊӗ⭏
є㔃᷌Ǆаᱟ㗔փᡀઈⲴ䇴ԧᱟլⲴˈҼᱟ㗔փ䇴ԧՊੁєᶱ〫ࣘˈᵜ↓
ੁⲴ䇴ԧՊᴤ࣐ᕪ⛸ˈ㘼䍏ੁⲴ䇴ԧՊᴤ࣐䍏䶒Ǆ
㔃䈝
5.㔃
സᆀᱟާᴹᵜ൏⢩㢢Ⲵ⽮Պ㔃ᶴˈҏᱟѝഭӪ䘋㹼㗔փ⎸䍩⍫ࣘⲴ䟽㾱ᖒᔿǄ
⎸䍩സᆀᴹ࡛Ҿ⎸䍩⽮㗔ˈާᴹᕪޣ㌫㗔փǃᐞᒿṬተǃӔᖰࡉ⢩↺ㅹ⢩ᖱǄസ
ᆀ⎸䍩㹼ࣘवᤜ߶༷ǃߣㆆǃ⎸਼ޡ䍩ǃ䇴ԧഋњ䱦⇥Ǆ䘉а⎸䍩䗷〻਼ᰦᱟസᆀ
ᡀઈ䘋㹼⽮ՊӂࣘǃӪᛵᖰᶕⲴ䗷〻ˈ䘉а䗷〻वਜ਼Ҷ⢙⨶ӂࣘǃؑӂࣘǃӪᛵ
ӂࣘǃᛵᝏӂࣘഋӂࣘᇩǄസᆀⲴӪ䱵ӂࣘѪ㗔փቲ䶒Ⲵ⎸䍩⍫ࣘࡋ䙐ҶᯠⲴ
փ傼ˈᵜ᮷䙊䗷᮷⥞ᖂ㓣ࠪ 5 സᆀ⎸䍩Ⲵӂࣘ᭸⭘ˈ࠶࡛ᱟ䍴Ⓚޡӛǃޡ䇶᭸⭘ǃ
ᛵᝏޡ呓ǃ⽮Պ䘎᧕઼䳶փ䇠ᗶǄӾӗ⭏䗷〻ᶕⴻˈ䘉 5 ᭸⭘ᱟ䙊䗷സᆀᡀઈⲴ
ӂࣘ㔉⎸䍩㘵ᑖᶕⲴ⎸䍩փ傼ˈ䘉о⎸䍩㘵њփ䘋㹼⎸䍩⍫ࣘᡰ㧧ᗇⲴ⎸䍩փ傼ᆼ
ޘн਼ˈഐ↔സᆀ⎸䍩Ⲵӂࣘ᭸⭘оњփቲ䶒⹄ウѝ亮ᇒ㧧ᗇⲴԧ٬ᱟሩ⤜・Ⲵ
єњᶴᘥǄӾ⎸䍩㘵㹼ѪⲴᙫփ⨶䇪Ṷᷦᶕⴻˈ㗔փഐ㍐аⴤ㻛䇔Ѫᱟཆ䜘ᖡ૽ഐ
㍐ѻаˈח䟽Ҿн਼㗔փⲴ࣏㜭ሩҾ⎸䍩㹼ѪⲴⴤ᧕ᖡ૽ˈ㘼䶎њփо㗔փӂ
⭘ᒦሩ㗔փ৽ࠪڊᓄⲴ䗷〻ˈ∄ྲ㗔փⲴؑޡӛ⎹ׯ৺њփⲴ䜘ᆖҐǄӾ䘉њ
ѹкᶕ䈤ˈസᆀ⎸䍩⍫ࣘⲴӂࣘ䗷〻ᱟᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵㗔փ㹼ѪⲴ䜘ᖡ૽ഐ㍐Ǆᵜ
᮷ӾӂࣘⲴ㿶䀂ԕ⎸䍩സᆀѪ⹄ウሩ䊑ˈሩ∄Ҷ⎸䍩സᆀо⎸䍩⽮㗔䰤Ⲵ४࡛о㚄
㌫ˈ࠶᷀സᆀ⎸䍩㹼ࣘⲴ䗷〻оӂࣘ᭸⭘ˈሶ㗔փӂࣘ㿶Ѫᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵㹼ѪⲴ䜘
ਈ䟿ˈሩ⎸䍩㘵㹼Ѫ⹄ウⲴส⨶䇪ࡋࠪڊᯠᙗ䍑⥞ˈҏѪԱъⲴԧ٬ѫᕐࡋᯠᨀ
Ҷᇎ䐥ᯩੁǄн䏣Ⲵᱟˈᵜ᮷ѝሩസᆀⲴӂࣘ᭸⭘о㹼Ѫ㔃᷌Ⲵ⹄ウቊ༴Ҿ⨶䇪
䱦⇥ˈ⋑ᴹ㓿䗷ᇎ䇱Ự傼ˈᴹᖵҾ൘ᵚᶕⲴ⹄ウѝ䘋а↕傼䇱Ǆ
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Influence of Incentive Factors on Online Customer Purchase
Behavior

Xuemei Zhang
Zhongnan University of Economics and Law, Wuhan
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ABSTRACT
In recent years, with the rise of Internet especially e-commerce, more and more
people choose online shopping. Different sites in order to attract consumers to buy, take
a different user incentive. Results of scholars around the consumer purchase decision
research are huge, but from the perspective of online consumer incentives to research
purchase decisions have yet to be perfected. Based on the analysis of domestic and
foreign-related theory, this paper establishes incentive factors affecting online
consumer model, by way of empirical research to explore the mechanism of
motivational factors affecting online consumer purchase decisions, in ordering to
determine the relationship between online consumer purchasing decisions and means
used to promote incentives, This paper is divided into three parts: Firstly, review and
summarizes the relevant literature and theoretical results at home and abroad; Secondly,
establish a model of incentive factors affecting online consumer and implement the
survey; Finally, analyze the questionnaire results, and put forward suggestions for ecommerce businesses on how to use marketing strategies to motivate consumers.
Keywords: Incentive theory; Users incentives; consumer purchasing decisions;
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2.1 ◰࣡⨶䇪Ⲵ⹄ޣウ
2.1.1 ◰࣡Ⲵ⏥
◰࣡൘ѝ᮷ѝᱟ◰ਁǃ啃࣡Ⲵᙍˈ൘㤡᮷ѝ“motivate”ᴹєњਜ਼ѹˈаᱟ
ᨀ䈡ሬǃ傡֯㹼ѪⲴࣘᵪˈҼᱟ⭘⢩࡛Ⲵ䇮䇑◰ਁǃ䈳ࣘḀ〟ᶱᙗǄ◰࣡Ⲵ
ഐ㍐ਟԕᱟњփⲴ൘ⴞḷҏਟԕᱟཆ൘Ⲵࡪ◰ഐ㍐Ǆᵜ᮷⹄ウⲴᱟ◰࣡ഐ㍐ሩ
㖁㔌⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠߣㆆⲴᖡ૽ˈᵜ᮷ѝⲴ◰࣡ഐ㍐ᤷⲴᱟӂ㚄㖁кⲴԱъѪ㖁к⎸
䍩㘵䇮䇑Ⲵ㖁㔌㩕䬰᧚ᯭˈ䘉Ӌ᧚ᯭⲴⴞⲴᱟ֯⎸䍩㘵൘ԱъⲴ㖁ㄉᡆ㘵њ
փ୶ᇦⲴ㖁㔌ᓇ䬪ѝ䍝Ҡᓄӗ૱ˈᡆ㘵৲оަ㓴㓷Ⲵ㩕䬰⍫ࣘˈᡆ㘵ᱟѪҶ㔤
ᣔо亮ᇒⲴޣ㌫Ǆࡈ↓ઘ˄1996˅ᤷࠪˈᴹ࣡◰ޣഐ㍐Ⲵ⹄ウˈ㠣ቁ㾱㘳㲁ഋњ
ᯩ䶒Ⲵᇩˈаᱟ⭡ӰѸ◰ਁ◰࣡ሩ䊑Ⲵ㹼ѪˈҼᱟᘾṧᕅሬⲴ䘉㹼Ѫˈйᱟ
ྲօ᧗ࡦ㹼ѪⲴᑵᓖˈഋᱟྲօ֯䘉㹼Ѫާᴹᤱ㔝ᙗǄӵӵሶ◰࣡᧚ᯭ⡷䶒ൠ
⨶䀓Ѫ࡙⳺䈡ሬᱟн߶⺞Ⲵǃн㜭⭘ᶕᤷሬᇎ䐥ⲴǄ
2.1.2 ◰࣡⨶䇪
ᯟ䠁㓣Ⲵᕪॆ⨶䇪˄Skinner's reinforcement theory˅ᱟ⨶䀓㹼ѪᡆሩӪⲴӪ㹼
Ѫ䘋㹼Ⲵ↓؞䟽㾱ᆖ䈤ˈ↔⨶䇪䇔ѪӪՊ䟽༽ሩ㠚ᐡᴹ࡙ਾ᷌Ⲵ㹼Ѫˈ਼ᰦ߿ቁ
н࡙ਾ᷌Ⲵ㹼ѪǄᡰԕ䙊䗷↓ᕪॆᡆ䍏ᕪॆᶕᖡ૽ӪⲴ㹼Ѫᱟаᑨ㿱Ⲵᯩ⌅Ǆ
[3]䘉ᕪॆ⭘൘ᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠߣㆆѝⲴ⭘ቡᱟˈа⅑䍝Ҡ㹼ѪѻਾˈҸԕ
аᇊⲴ྆࣡ˈᡆ㘵ᱟ䍒࣑྆࣡ᡆ㘵ᱟᴽ࣑྆࣡ˈ䛓Ѹ⎸䍩㘵ᴹਟ㜭ӗ⭏䟽༽䍝Ҡ
䘉㹼Ѫˈ䘉⨶䇪Ⲵٷ䇮ᱟ⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠߣㆆⲴഐᶕ㠚ཆ䜘ࡪ◰Ǆ
“ⴞḷ䇮ᇊ⨶䇪”˄Goal Setting Theory )ᱟ⡡ᗧ·⍋(ݻEdwin A. Locke) Ҿ
1967 ᒤᨀࠪⲴˈᕪ䈳Ӫⴞḷᵜ䓛Ⲵ◰࣡⭘ˈӪⲴࣘᵪ䲿⵰ⴞḷӗ⭏ˈᒦᖡ૽㹼
Ѫˈ൘ሶ㠚ᐡⲴ㹼Ѫ㔃᷌оⴞḷ∄䖳Ⲵ䗷〻ѝ䈳ᮤ㠚ᐡⲴ㹼ѪǄⴞḷᵜ䓛Ⲵᙗ
䍘઼ઘതਈ䟿䜭ᱟᖡ૽ⴞḷ◰࣡Ⲵ᭸᷌䟽㾱Ⲵഐ㍐Ǆⴞḷ䇮㖞⨶䇪㺘⧠൘⎸䍩㘵
䍝Ҡߣㆆѝቡᱟ⎸䍩㘵ᵜ䓛Ⲵ㖁䍝Ⅲᵋˈ⭡Ҿ㖁㔌䍝⢙ާᴹᦧׯᙗǃփ傼㢟ྭㅹ
⢩⛩ˈᴹӋ⎸䍩㘵䶎ᑨӛਇ㖁䍝ᑖᶕⲴᘛҀԕ৺⭏⍫䍘䟿Ⲵ᭩ழˈ䘉㊫⎸䍩㘵ቡ
ᱟਇњփⴞḷ傡֯䘋㹼㖁㔌䍝⢙Ⲵ⎸䍩㘵Ǆ
ᵏᵋ⨶䇪⭡े㖾㪇ᗳ⨶ᆖᇦ઼㹼Ѫ、ᆖᇦ㔤ݻᢈ·ᕇ励˄Victor HˊVroom˅
Ҿ 1964 ᒤ൘ǉᐕо◰࣡ǊѝᨀࠪǄᵏᵋ⨶䇪䇔Ѫ◰࣡˄motivation˅ਆߣҾ㹼
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ࣘ㔃᷌Ⲵԧ٬䇴ԧ˄ণ“᭸ԧ”valence˅઼ަሩᓄⲴᵏᵋ٬˄expectancy˅Ⲵ҈〟Ǆ
⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᵏᵋ٬䎺儈ˈ◰࣡ഐ㍐䎺㜭傡֯ǃ䈡ሬ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫˈӗ⭏㢟ྭ◰
࣡Ⲵ᭸᷌Ǆ
2.2 ⎸䍩㘵㖁㔌䍝Ҡߣㆆ⹄ޣウ
2.2.1 ⎸䍩㘵㖁㔌䍝Ҡߣㆆ⨶ޣ䇪
ӾҼॱц㓚ॱޛᒤԓѝᵏᔰˈޣҾњփ֯⭘ؑᢰᵟⲴᝯ઼㹼ѪⲴ⹄
ウᴹᖸཊǄަѝᴰ㪇Ⲵᴹ⭡ Davis ㅹᨀࠪⲴᢰᵟ᧕ਇ⁑ර˄TAM˅Ǆ൘ᢰᵟ᧕
ਇ⁑රѝєњᴰ䟽㾱Ⲵߣᇊഐ㍐ᱟ˖ᝏ⸕ᴹ⭘ᙗ˄Perceived Usefulness˅઼ᝏ⸕
᱃⭘ᙗ˄Perceived Ease of Use˅
Ǆᝏ⸕ᴹ⭘ᙗᤷⲴᱟ⎸䍩㘵ᝏ㿹ࡠ䘉њᢰᵟሩ㠚
ᐡᴹ⭘Ⲵ〻ᓖˈᝏ⸕᱃⭘ᙗᤷⲴᱟ⎸䍩㘵ᝏ⸕ࡠⲴ֯⭘䘉њᢰᵟഠ䳮〻ᓖˈԕ৺
ᡀᵜᱟ䎵ࠪ᭦⳺Ⲵ〻ᓖǄᝏ⸕ᴹ⭘ᙗ઼ᝏ⸕᱃⭘ᙗᖡ૽֯⭘㌫㔏Ⲵᘱᓖˈ֯⭘
ᘱᓖᖡ૽֯⭘㌫㔏Ⲵ㹼Ѫੁˈ㹼Ѫੁᴰ㓸ᖡ૽֯⭘㹼ѪǄഐ↔ᵜ᮷⭘䍝Ҡ
ᝯᶕ⍻䟿䍝ҠߣㆆǄ䍝Ҡᝯ䟿㺘ྲ㺘 1 ᡰ⽪˖
㺘 1 㖁㔌⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡᝯ䟿㺘
⍻䟿亩ⴞ
ᡁՊ㖁㔌䍝⢙
ྲ᷌䴰㾱䍝⢙ˈᡁՊ䘹ᤙ㖁㔌䍝⢙
ᡁ亴ᵏᡁԕਾՊ䘋㹼㖁㔌䍝⢙

৲㘳᮷⥞
Chen Y H, Barnes S.
˄2007˅

2.2.2 ⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡߣㆆ䗷〻
оՐ㔏㩕䬰⧟ຳаṧˈ㖁к⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠⲴߣㆆ䗷〻ҏᱟ⎸䍩㘵䉘ൠ䇴ԧḀ
аӗ૱ǃ૱⡼ᡆᴽ࣑Ⲵᙗᒦ䘋㹼䘹ᤙǃ䍝Ҡ㜭┑䏣ަḀ⢩ᇊ䴰㾱Ⲵӗ૱Ⲵ䗷
〻Ǆ䘉њ䗷〻а㡜वᤜ⺞䇔䴰㾱ǃؑᩌ䳶ǃ䇴ՠ䘹ᤙǃࠪڊ䍝Ҡߣㆆ઼䍝ਾ䇴
ԧӄњ䱦⇥Ǆަѝ⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡ䴰≲а㡜ᱟ⭡єࡪ◰ᕅ䎧ˈণ䜘ࡪ◰઼ཆ⭼ࡪ
◰Ǆ⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡߣㆆᱟ⎸䍩㘵㓿䗷༽ᵲᙍ㔤⍫ࣘਾࠪⲴߣㆆˈᖡ૽䍝ҠߣㆆⲴ
ഐ㍐ҏᖸཊˈྲњӪⲴᙗṬǃޤ䏓ǃ≄䍘ǃ⭏⍫Ґᜟǃ᭦≤ޕᒣǃ⭏⍫ᯩᔿㅹѫ
փ䜘ࡪ◰ഐ㍐ˈԕ৺୶૱׳䬰ᯩᔿǃ䍝⢙㖁ㄉ׳䬰᭯ㆆㅹཆ䜘ࡪ◰ഐ㍐Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ
䱸ភ઼ᵾ䘌ᘇ˄2006˅ѫ㾱Ӿњփ઼⧟ຳഐ㍐єᯩ䶒᧒䇘ᖡ૽㖁㔌⎸䍩㘵䍝
ҠߣㆆⲴഐ㍐Ǆަѝᖡ૽㖁㔌⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠߣㆆⲴњփഐ㍐ѫ㾱ᴹᘱᓖǃᛵ㔚ǃᝏ
⸕仾䲙ㅹˈ↔ཆ䘈䇪䘠Ҷ䍝⢙ሬੁԕ৺⎸䍩㘵ሩ䳀⿱⌘ޣ〻ᓖㅹഐ㍐ҏሩ㖁㔌⎸
䍩㘵䍝Ҡߣㆆӗ⭏ᖡ૽Ǆ
⦻ጷˈᵾаߋˈਦᕪ˄2007˅⹄ウҶᝏ⸕ԧ٬ˈᗇࠪᝏ⸕࡙⳺ǃᝏ⸕ᡀᵜ઼
ᝏ⸕仾䲙਼ޡᖡ૽ᝏ⸕ԧ٬ˈ䘋а↕ᖡ૽㖁㔌⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠᝯǄ
Swaminathan & Lepkowska˄1999˅⹄ウҶ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝Ҡሬੁሩ㖁㔌䍝Ҡߣㆆ
Ⲵᖡ૽ˈᗇࠪ㔃䇪ᱟ࡙ׯᙗሬੁᴤੁٮҾ㖁㔌䍝Ҡ઼⎸䍩ˈ㘼ၡҀሬੁⲴ⎸䍩㘵
䍝Ҡ䖳ቁǄ
ᵡॾՏ઼⎲㦓ᓝ˄2006˅ሶ䍝⢙ሬੁѪ䈳㢲⭘⹄ウҶ䍝⢙࡙⳺ഐ㍐ˈሶ
䍝⢙ሬੁ࠶Ѫփ傼ሬੁ઼䍝ҠሬੁǄփ傼ሬੁሶ䍝⢙ⴻᡀаӛਇˈ䍝ҠሬੁⲴ
亮ᇒⲴⴞⲴᱟѪҶ䍝ҠǄ
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Li , Kuo & Rusell˄1999˅ሶ⎸䍩㘵㖁㔌䍝⢙࠶Ѫഋሬੁˈ࠶࡛ᱟၡҀሬ
ੁǃփ傼ሬੁǃ࡙ׯሬੁ઼㓿⍾ሬੁǄ
ྲ㺘 3 ᱟሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡߣㆆњփഐ㍐ᯩ䶒ޣ᮷⥞Ⲵᙫ㔃ˈਟԕⴻࠪˈ䲔Ҷ
⎸䍩㘵ᝏ⸕ԧ٬ǃᘱᓖǃᛵ㔚ㅹѫ㿲ഐ㍐ཆˈњփഐ㍐ѝⲴ䍝⢙ሬੁаⴤ㻛Ѫ
⹄ウⲴањ䟽㾱ᯩ䶒Ǆ䍝⢙ሬੁ࠶㊫Ⲵᦞᱟ⎸䍩㘵ሩ䍝⢙Ⲵ࣏㜭䴰≲˄ᵡॾՏˈ
⎲㦓ᓝ 2006˅ǄӾ㺘 3 ѝ䘈ਟԕⴻࠪޣҾ䍝⢙ሬੁⲴ࠶㊫ᴹᖸཊˈնᙫⲴᶕ䈤
ၡҀሬੁ઼փ傼ሬੁⲴ⎸䍩㘵䜭ሶ㖁㔌䍝⢙ⴻᡀаӛਇˈ㘼ਖа䜘࠶⎸䍩㘵ࡉ
ᱟѪҶӛਇ㖁㔌䍝⢙Ⲵ࡙ׯᶑԦ㘼нᱟ㖁䍝ᵜ䓛ˈഐ↔ˈ൘㔬ਸࡽӪ⹄ウⲴส
кᵜ⹄ウሶ⎸䍩㘵࠶ѪၡҀሬੁ઼࡙ׯሬੁєǄ
㺘 2 㖁㔌⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡߣㆆњփഐ㍐⹄ޣウ
㠚ਈ䟿
ഐਈ䟿
৲㘳᮷⥞
ᘱᓖǃᛵ㔚ǃᝏ⸕仾䲙ǃ䍝⢙
䱸ភ઼ᵾ䘌ᘇ
ሬੁǃሩ䳀⿱Ⲵ⌘ޣ
˄2006˅
ᝏ⸕࡙⳺ǃᝏ⸕ᡀᵜ઼ᝏ⸕仾
⦻ጷˈᵾаߋˈਦ
䲙ᖒᡀⲴᝏ⸕ԧ٬
ᕪ˄2007˅
㖁㔌⎸䍩㘵䍝
࡙ׯሬੁǃၡҀሬੁ
Swaminathan
&
Ҡᝯ
Lepkowska˄1999˅
ၡҀሬੁǃփ傼ሬੁǃ࡙ׯሬ
Li , Kuo & Rusell
ੁǃ㓿⍾ሬੁ
˄1999˅
䍝⢙࡙⳺˄ަѝ䍝⢙Ⲵփ傼ሬ
ᵡॾՏˈ⎲㦓ᓝ
ੁ઼䍝ҠሬੁѪ䈳㢲ਈ䟿˅
˄2006˅
㔃ਸ Swaminathan ઼ Li H ㅹᡰ⭘Ⲵ⎸䍩㘵㖁㔌䍝Ҡሬੁ䟿㺘ࡦᇊࠪᵜ⹄ウ
Ⲵ㖁㔌⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡሬੁ䟿㺘ྲ㺘 2 ᡰ⽪˖
㺘 3 㖁㔌⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡሬੁ䟿㺘
䍝⢙ሬੁ
ၡҀሬੁ

⍻䟿亩ⴞ
1.㖁䍝ሩᡁᶕ䈤ᱟᘛⲴփ傼
2.ᡁௌ⅒൘䍝⢙㖁ㄉк䙋
3.ᡁ㖁䍝ᰦӾнᝏ㿹ᰐ㙺

৲㘳᮷⥞
Li H, Kuo C, Rusell M G˄1999˅

࡙ׯሬੁ

1.ᡁௌ⅒㖁䍝ᱟഐѪ㔃䍖ᰦн⭘ᧂᖸ
䮯Ⲵ䱏
2.䍝⢙㢲ⴱᰦ䰤ሩᡁᖸ䟽㾱
3.ᡁௌ⅒䍝⢙нਇᰦ䰤䲀ࡦ
ᵜ᮷䇔Ѫ䍝⢙ሬੁՊᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵ሩ◰࣡ഐ㍐Ⲵˈ⌘ޣ䘋㘼ᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡߣ
ㆆǄ
2.2.3 ◰࣡ഐ㍐ሩ㖁㔌⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡߣㆆᖡ૽Ⲵ⹄ウ⧠⣦
Ӿഭཆᴹ࣡◰ޣᵪࡦⲴ⹄ウ⧠⣦ᶕⴻˈ◰࣡ᵪࡦⲴ䇮䇑ѫ㾱䪸ሩᘾṧᨀ儈
㓴㓷ઈᐕⲴᐕ᭸⦷ǃᨀ儈ᐕⲴ〟ᶱᙗǄᵜ᮷䇔Ѫˈቡ◰࣡Ⲵᵜᶕ䇢ˈ◰
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࣡ᵪࡦнӵਟԕᖡ૽Աъ䜘Ӫઈˈҏਟԕ⭘ᶕ㇑⨶亮ᇒǄ൘⭥ᆀ୶࣑亶ฏˈᴹ
й◰࣡㊫ර㻛䇔Ѫਟԕ啃࣡⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡˈণ䍒࣑◰࣡ǃ࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡ǃᴽ࣑◰࣡Ǆ
ķ

˄1˅䍒࣑◰࣡
䍒࣑◰࣡ᤷⲴᱟ㔉Ҹ⎸䍩㘵䍒࣑кⲴՈᜐˈ∄ྲ㖁ㄉᡆ୶ᇦᨀᢃᣈ׳䬰ǃ
ݽ䘀䍩ǃ䘱Ոᜐࡨǃ〟࠶୶ᦒށ૱ǃ┑аᇊ䠁仍䘄⧠䠁ㅹǄ䍒࣑◰࣡ਟԕ߿ቁ⎸
䍩㘵Ⲵ䠁䫡ᡀᵜǄ
㛆ᶱ઼ᵾഭḻ˄2008˅⹄ウ䗷〟࠶ㆆ⮕ሩ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫᱟᆈ൘ᖡ૽ˈ
ԕ৺〟࠶ㆆ⮕ሩԧṬㆆ⮕Ⲵᴯԓ⭘ˈ䇱ᇎҶ〟࠶ㆆ⮕Ⲵਟ㹼ᙗˈᒦф䘋а↕ᗇ
ࠪҶ〟࠶ㆆ⮕оԧṬㆆ⮕ⲴᴯԓᕩᙗǄĸᵜ᮷ѝ〟࠶ㆆ⮕Ѫа䮯ᵏሬੁⲴ◰
࣡᭯ㆆ,⭘ᡧ䙊䗷䍝⢙ǃ⽮४ਁ䀰ㅹਟԕ㍟〟〟࠶ˈ㍟〟〟࠶ਟԕᦒ䍝୶૱ǃᨀॷ
⭘ᡧㅹ㓗ǃ㧧ᗇᴤྭⲴᴽ࣑ㅹǄ
䇨㧩൘⹄ウ〟࠶䇑ࡂሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫᰦሶ〟࠶࠶Ѫй㊫රˈᑨ㿴රǃ׳
䬰ර઼ᛵᝏරǄᑨ㿴ර〟࠶ᱟᒣᑨ䍝Ҡᡰ㧧〟࠶ˈ䘉ㆆ⮕㜭ཏ׳䘋亮ᇒ䍝Ҡ䟿
кॷ˗׳䬰ර〟࠶ᱟ൘׳䬰⍫ࣘᰦ㧧ᗇⲴ〟࠶ˈ䙊ᑨ㾱䍝┑аᇊ䠁仍ᡆԦᮠˈ䘉
ㆆ⮕нն൘㩕䬰⍫ࣘ䘋㹼ᰦ׳䘋亮ᇒ䍝Ҡˈ൘㩕䬰⍫ࣘ㔃ᶏਾ਼ṧ׳䘋亮ᇒ䍝
Ҡ˗ᛵᝏර〟࠶ሩ亮ᇒⲴ䍝Ҡᴹᱮ㪇׳䘋⭘ˈᛵᝏර〟࠶Ⲵ㧧ᗇнᱟสҾ⎸䍩
㘵Ⲵ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫˈ㘼ᱟަᵜ䓛փ䍘ˈ⎸䍩㘵൘㧧ᗇ仍ཆⲴᛵᝏ〟࠶ਾՊӗ⭏ᛵᝏк
ⲴᛖǄĹ
䎥ѭ઼㖇ӊ˄2008˅ሩ㖁㔌׳䬰ᯩᔿⲴ⹄ウѝᕅ⎸ޕ䍩㘵䍝⢙㓿傼Ѫѝӻ
ਈ䟿ˈ䇔Ѫн਼䍝⢙㓿傼Ⲵ⎸䍩㘵ሩн਼׳䬰⍫ࣘ᧕ਇᓖн਼Ǆ
ഭཆሩҾՈᜐࡨ׳䬰ᴹ᭸ᙗᖡ૽ഐ㍐Ⲵ⹄ウӾкц㓚ॱޛᒤԓᔰˈሶᖡ૽
ഐ㍐བྷփ࠶Ѫйњᯩ䶒ˈаᱟՈᜐࡨᵜ䓛ⲴᙗˈҼᱟՈᜐࡨਟԕ䍝ҠⲴӗ૱㊫
රˈйᱟ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ⢩ᖱǄ
Z. John Zhang ൘ǉThe Optimal Choice of Promotional Vehicles: Front-Loaded
or Rear-Loaded Incentives?Ǌ⭘ੁࡽ׳䬰઼ੁਾ׳䬰⭼ᇊн਼׳䬰ᯩᔿⲴⴞḷሬ
ੁˈণᱟণᰦⲴ˄ੁࡽ˅䘈ᱟᔦ䘏˄ੁਾ˅Ⲵԧ٬׳䬰ᯩᔿˈᗇࠪ㔃䇪ᱟ˖൘ራ
≲ਈॆⲴᐲ൪ѝੁࡽ׳䬰ᨀ儈䬰䟿ˈնੁਾ׳䬰䱽վᡀᵜǄ
˄2˅࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡
࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡ᤷ൘㖁ㄉᡆ㖁㔌୶ᇦ䍝Ҡ୶૱Ⲵ࡙ׯᙗǄ㖁㔌֯䍝⢙нਇᰦオⲴ
䲀ࡦǄ㖁ㄉⲴ࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡वᤜ㖁ㄉ⭘ᡧ⭼䶒Ⲵ䇮䇑ㆰ⌱ˈᇩ᱃ᩌ㍒ࡠᜣ㾱Ⲵ୶૱
ؑˈ䍝⢙ⲴӔӂ⍱〻ㆰঅ᱃៲Ǆ
ḕ䠁⾕઼⦻・⭏˄2006˅䙊䗷ᇎ䇱⹄ウᗇࠪ㔃䇪ˈ⎸䍩㘵ᝏ⸕ࡠⲴ䍝⢙㖁ㄉ
Ⲵ儈࡙ׯᙗ㜭ᨀ儈亮ᇒ┑ᓖǄഭཆⲴ⹄ウҏᴹ䇱ᦞ䇱᰾㖁㔌䍝⢙㘵ᴹ࡙ׯሬੁ

ķ
Clow K E. Integrated advertising, promotion, and marketing communications [M]. Pearson Education India,
2007.

㛆ᶱ, ᵾഭḻ. 䶎ԧṬㆆ⮕о⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫ―ԕՊઈ〟࠶ࡦѪֻ[J]. ㏃☏ᆨᆓ࠺, 2009,
8(4): 1435-1454.
Ĺ
䇨㧩. 〟࠶䇑ࡂሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫᖡ૽Ⲵᇎ䇱⹄ウ[D].к⎧ཆഭ䈝བྷᆖ,2013
ĸ
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˄Donthu and Garcia,1999; Korgaonkar and Wolin, 1999˅
˄3˅ᴽ࣑◰࣡
ᴽ࣑◰࣡ᤷ㖁ㄉᡆ㘵㖁㔌୶ᇦᨀՈ䍘ᡆ㘵њᙗॆⲴᴽ࣑ˈ֯⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝⢙փ
傼䗮ࡠᴰՈⲴ⣦ᘱˈӾ㘼◰࣡⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠⲴа㊫◰࣡᧚ᯭǄֻྲ୶ᇦ㢟ྭⲴ⋏䙊
ᘱᓖǃњᙗॆӗ૱᧘㦀ǃ䗮ࡠаᇊㅹ㓗Ⲵ⎸䍩㘵ਟԕӛਇᐞ࡛ՈᖵㅹㅹǄ
ᕐ・⧞˄2001˅ሩᘐ䈊亮ᇒ྆࣡䇑ࡂ⹄ⲴࠪڊウᗇࠪⲴ㔃䇪ᱟˈ྆࣡䇑ࡂࡍ
ᱮᡀ᭸ⲴᰦˈىㄎҹሩቡՊ䐏⵰⁑ԯˈሬ㠤ԱъԈࠪҶᡀᵜতн㜭ᗇࡠᓄⲴ
ㄎҹՈ࣯ǄԱъᓄሶ䟽⛩᭮൘ᴽ࣑㩕䬰к䶒ˈ䙊䗷ᨀᴹԧ٬Ⲵᴽ࣑ᶕᨀॷ亮ᇒ
ᘐ䈊Ǆ
ਢ䳵ሩњᙗॆӗ૱᧘㦀Ⲵ⹄ウ䇱ᇎн਼᧘㦀ᰦᵪ઼᧘㦀ؑᶕⓀሩ⎸䍩
㘵䍝⢙ߣㆆᴹᖡ૽Ǆ
ṩᦞޣ᮷⥞Ⲵ䟿㺘ˈ㔃ਸᵜ⹄ウⲴ䇮䇑ˈй◰࣡㊫රⲴ⍻䟿䟿㺘ྲ㺘 3
ᡰ⽪˖

㺘 4 й◰࣡㊫රⲴ⍻䟿
ਈ䟿
䍒࣑◰࣡

࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡

ᴽ࣑◰࣡

ԓ⸱
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

⍻䟿亩ⴞ
㖁кᢃᣈ⍫ࣘሩᡁᖸᴹ੨ᕅ࣋
㖁к䱽ԧ⍫ࣘሩᡁᖸᴹ੨ᕅ࣋
ݽ䘀䍩⍫ࣘሩᡁᖸᴹ੨ᕅ࣋
㖁кՈᜐࡨሩᡁᖸᴹ੨ᕅ࣋
㖁кᩝ⍫ࣘሩᡁᖸᴹ੨ᕅ࣋
㖁㔌䍝⢙нਇᰦ䰤䲀ࡦ
㖁㔌䍝⢙нਇൠ⛩䲀ࡦ
൘㖁ㄉкᩌ㍒ӗ૱ᖸᯩׯ
൘䍝⢙㖁ㄉк䇒䍝୶૱Ⲵ↕僔ㆰঅ
㖁㔌䍝⢙ਟԕ㢲ⴱᰦ䰤઼㋮࣋
㧧ᗇ㖁㔌ӗ૱Ⲵᴰᯠؑᖸᯩׯ
㖁ㄉ઼㖁㔌୶ᇦᨀⲴⲴ䍝⢙᧘㦀
ㅖਸᡁⲴ䴰㾱
㖁ㄉᡆ㖁㔌୶ᇦՊṩᦞᡁњӪ䴰㾱
㔉ᡁਸ䘲Ⲵᒯؑ
㖁㔌ᡆ㖁㔌୶ᇦ֯ᡁ㿹ᗇӛਇҶ
VIP ᴽ࣑
㖁ㄉᡆ㖁㔌୶ᇦѪᡁᨀᇊࡦ˄њ
ᙗॆ˅ᴽ࣑
㖁ㄉᡆ㖁㔌୶ᇦ㓿ᑨਁ㔉ᡁᴰᯠⲴ
ӗ૱ؑ

৲㘳᮷⥞
Close & KukarKinney (2009), 䎥
ѭˈ㖇ӊ˄2008˅

Chung & Shin
(2008), Roy M C,
Dewit O, Aubert B
A˄2001˅ ,⦻ᕪˈ
䱸㦓 ˄2009˅
ḕ䠁⾕ˈ⦻・⭏
˄2006˅
ˈChang &
Chen (2008), Clow
K E˄2007˅
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3.1 ⹄ウٷ䇮
3.1.1 ◰࣡ഐ㍐о㖁㔌⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡᝯ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫
⭥ᆀ୶࣑㖁ㄉѪ䮯ᵏ⮉տ亮ᇒᡆ㘵⸝ᵏ੨ᕅ亮ᇒᡰ֯⭘Ⲵ◰࣡⇥Պ
ᖡ૽㖁㔌⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡߣㆆˈᵜ᮷ሶ◰࣡⇥࠶Ѫйˈ䍒࣑◰࣡ǃ࡙ׯᙗ઼ᴽ
࣑◰࣡Ǆ൘⎸䍩㘵ࠪڊ䍝Ҡߣㆆᰦˈѫ㾱㘳㲁ⲴᱟԈࠪᡀᵜ઼ᗇࡠⲴ᭦⳺ˈ䍒
࣑кⲴՈᜐǃᣈᢓਟԕ੨ᕅ⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡ˗ަ⅑ˈӪԜ㖁к䍝⢙䲔Ҷਟԕӛਇׯ
ᇌⲴԧṬཆˈᯩׯǃᘛᦧҏᱟ㖁㔌䍝⢙ⲴՈ࣯ѻа˗ᴰਾˈᨀՈ䍘ᡆ㘵њᙗ
ॆⲴᴽ࣑ˈ㔉亮ᇒᨀ㢟ྭⲴփ傼ˈᕪᐞᔲᙗˈ㜭ᴤྭൠ੨ᕅ઼⮉տ亮ᇒǄ
ഐ↔ˈᵜ᮷ሩ◰࣡ഐ㍐ሩ㖁㔌⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠᝯⲴޣ㌫ᨀࠪԕлٷ䇮˖
H1: 䍒࣑◰࣡↓ੁᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯ
H2˖࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡↓ੁᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯ
H3˖ᴽ࣑◰࣡↓ੁᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯ
3.1.2.䍝⢙ሬੁⲴѝӻ⭘
䈳㢲ਈ䟿䘹ਆⲴᱟ䍝⢙ሬੁˈၡҀሬੁণ⎸䍩㘵㖁к䍝⢙ᱟࠪҾሩ㖁䍝Ⲵ
ޤ䏓ᡆ㘵ѪҶӛਇ⭏⍫ˈ࡙ׯሬੁণ⎸䍩㘵㖁䍝ⲴⴞⲴᱟѪҶᯩ઼ׯ㢲㓖ᰦ
䰤ǄၡҀሬੁⲴ⎸䍩㘵Պሩ㖁к׳䬰ؑཊޣᗳаӋˈԆԜ㣡ᖸཊᰦ䰤઼㋮࣋
൘㖁к䙋ˈሩ⇿Ԧ୶૱䘋㹼∄ԧˈ䍒࣑◰࣡ǃᴽ࣑◰࣡ਟ㜭ሩ䘉㊫⎸䍩㘵ᴤ࣐
ᴹ᭸ˈ࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡ਟ㜭ሩ䘉㊫⎸䍩㘵⋑ᴹཚཊ੨ᕅ࣋Ǆሩ࡙ׯሬੁⲴ⎸䍩㘵ᶕ
䈤ˈ࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡ᴤ࣐ᴹ᭸ˈ䍒࣑◰઼࣡ᴽ࣑◰࣡Ⲵ᭸᷌վаӋǄഐ↔ˈᵜ᮷ሩ
䍝⢙ሬੁⲴ䈳㢲⭘ᨀࠪԕлٷ䇮˖
H4a: ၡҀሬੁ൘䍒࣑◰࣡ሩᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯ䎧↓ੁ⭘
H4b˖ၡҀሬੁ൘࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡ሩᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯ䎧䍏ੁ⭘
H4c˖ၡҀሬੁ൘ᴽ࣑◰࣡ሩᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯ䎧↓ੁ⭘
H5a: ࡙ׯሬੁ൘䍒࣑◰࣡ሩᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯ䎧䍏ੁ⭘
H5b˖࡙ׯሬੁ൘࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡ሩᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯ䎧↓ੁ⭘
H5c˖࡙ׯሬੁ൘ᴽ࣑◰࣡ሩᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯ䎧䍏ੁ⭘
3.2 ⁑රᶴᔪ
ṩᦞᵜ᮷⹄ウٷ䇮ˈᵜ⹄ウⲴާփṶᷦ㿱മ 1 ᡰ⽪˖
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◰࣡ഐ㍐
㖁㔌⎸䍩㘵
䍝Ҡᝯ

1.䍒࣑◰࣡
2.࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡
3.ᴽ࣑◰࣡

䍝⢙ሬੁ˖
1.ၡҀሬੁ
2.࡙ׯሬੁ



മ1

◰࣡ഐ㍐ሩ㖁㔌⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡߣㆆᖡ૽⁑ර


4.⹄ウ䇮䇑
4.1 䰞ধ䇮䇑
䰞ধѫ㾱वᤜйњ䜘࠶ˈㅜањ䜘࠶Ⲵѫ㾱ⴞⲴҶ䀓䈳ḕṧᵜ㗔փк㖁઼㖁
䍝Ⲵสᵜᛵߥ˗ㅜҼ䜘࠶⭘ᵾݻ⢩г㓗䟿㺘Ⲵᖒᔿ⍻䟿⎸䍩㘵൘㖁к䍝⢙ᰦⲴᘱ
ᓖˈ䟿㺘ѝ 1=ᆼޘн਼ǃ2=н਼ǃ3=สᵜн਼ǃ4=н⺞ᇊǃ5=สᵜ਼ǃ
6=਼ǃ7=ᆼ਼ޘ˗ㅜй䜘࠶ᩌ䳶ਇ䇯㘵Ⲵสᵜ䍴ᯉǄ
4.2 ṧᵜ䘹ᤙоᮠᦞ᭦䳶
ᵜ⹄ウѫ㾱⹄ウሩ䊑䘹ਆѫ㾱ᱟ൘ṑ৺∅ънѵⲴབྷᆖ⭏˄ᵜ、ǃу、ǃ⹄
ウ⭏˅
Ǆ䘹ਆ䘉㗔ӪᱟഐѪ˖俆ˈݸབྷᆖ⭏ᱟᡁഭ㖁≁Ⲵѫ㾱㗔փѻаˈфབྷཊ
ᴹ㖁䍝Ⲵ㓿শˈާᴹᲞ䙽ᙗ˗ަ⅑ˈབྷᆖ⭏ާᴹ⸕Ⲵޣ䇶≤ᒣˈ㜭ᖸᘛ⨶䀓䰞
ধⲴᇩˈ؍䇱Ҷ䰞ধⲴᴹ᭸ᙗ˗ᴰਾˈབྷᆖ⭏ṧᵜਆṧ∄䖳ᯩׯǄ
䈳ḕ䰞ধ䟷ਆ൘㓯ਁ᭮৺എ᭦ᯩᔿˈُࣙ䈳⹄㖁ㄉ䰞ধᱏ൘㓯ࡦ⭥ᆀ䰞ধˈ
㖁кਁ᭮৺ປ߉Ǆᵜ⅑䈳⹄䟷ਆҶԕлⲴ᧚ᯭ؍䇱䈳ḕᡰᗇࡠⲴᮠᦞⵏᇎǃᴹ᭸˖
俆ݸᱟ؍䇱䰞ধਁ᭮ሩ䊑᰾⺞ᴹ᭸˗ަ⅑ࡔ࡛㧧ᗇⲴṧᵜᮠᦞⲴⵏᇎᙗ(ྲ䇮㖞
䲀ࡦ䟽༽ IP ൠ൰ປ߉䚯ݽ䟽༽ປ߉ǃሩ਼ањ䟿㺘䜭䘹অа䘹亩Ⲵ䰞ধҸԕࢄ
䲔ㅹ)Ǆ↔⅑䈳⹄䗷〻Ӿ 2013 ᒤ 12 ᴸᔰˈࡠ 2014 ᒤ 1 ᴸ㔃ᶏˈশᰦ 1 њཊ
ᴸˈᙫޡ᭦䳶ࡠ䈳ḕ䰞ধ 130 ԭˈ
ަѝᴹ᭸䰞ধ 118 ԭˈ
ᴹ᭸䰞ধഎ᭦⦷Ѫ 90.7%Ǆ
4. ᮠᦞ࠶᷀
4.1 ᧿䘠ᙗ㔏䇑࠶᷀
ྲ㺘 4 ᡰ⽪ˈӾṧᵜⲴสᵜ䍴ᯉᶕⴻˈᵜ⅑䈳⹄ѝ⭧ྣ∄ֻ∄䖳൷㺑ˈ⭧ᙗ
ঐ 43.22%ˈྣᙗঐ 56.78%˗ᒤ喴ѫ㾱࠶ᐳ൘ 18-24 ѻ䰤˗Ӿᆖশᶕⴻˈᵜ、
ঐ㔍བྷཊᮠ˗ᴸਟ᭟䝽᭦ޕ൘ 800-1200 ݳѻ䰤ትཊ˄33.9%˅ˈަ⅑ᱟ 1200-2000
˄16.95%˅઼ 500-800˄13.56%˅
Ǆᵜ⅑䈳ḕṧᵜㅖਸᵏᵋˈ㜭ᨀ⹄Ⲵ⺞߶ウᶀ
ᯉǄ
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㺘 5 ᴹ᭸ṧᵜⲴสᵜؑ㔏䇑㺘
Ӫਓ㔏䇑ਈ䟿
ᙗ࡛

亩ⴞ

仁⦷

Ⲯ࠶∄

A ⭧

51

43.22%

Bྣ

67

56.78%

A 18 ԕл

3

2.54%

B 18-24 

100

84.75%

C 25-30 

12

10.17%

D 31-40 

2

1.69%

E 40 ԕк

1

0.85%

A ࡍѝ৺ԕл

1

0.85%

B 儈ѝ˄ਜ਼ѝу˅

5

4.24%

൘䈫ᡆᐢ䈫ᴰ C བྷу
D ᵜ、
儈ᆖս

10

8.47%

92

77.97%

E ⺅༛

8

6.78%

F ঊ༛

2

1.69%

A 300 ݳԕл

12

10.17%

B 300-500

14

11.86%

16

13.56%

40

33.9%

E 1200-2000

20

16.95%

F 2000 ݳԕк

16

13.56%

ᒤ喴

ᴸਟ᭟䝽᭦ ޕC 500-800
D 800-1200

ṧᵜӪ㗔㖁䍝Ⲵสᵜᛵߥྲ㺘 5 ᡰ⽪ˈӾ㺘ѝਟԕⴻࠪˈ⇿ཙ֯⭘ӂ㚄㖁Ⲵ
ᰦ䰤 5 ሿᰦԕкⲴᴰཊˈঐ 29.66%ˈަ⅑ᱟ 3-5 ሿᰦ˄26.7%˅ˈਟ㿱ṧᵜ㗔փ
֯⭘ӂ㚄㖁䖳仁㑱˗46.61%аᒤ㖁к䍝⢙Ⲵ⅑ᮠ䎵䗷ॱ⅑ˈਟ㿱ṧᵜ㗔փ㖁к
䍝⢙㓿傼Ѡᇼ˗Ӿ⇿⅑㖁к䍝⢙Ⲵ䠁仍ᶕⴻˈ58.47%ⲴӪ䘹ᤙⲴᱟ 1-100ˈަ⅑
ᱟ 101-300˄25.42%˅Ǆ
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㺘 6 ṧᵜ㖁㔌䍝⢙สᵜᛵߥ㔏䇑㺘
㔏䇑䟿

࠶㊫

仁⦷

0.5 ሿᰦԕл

Ⲯ࠶∄

7

5.93%

7

5.93%

38

32.2%

31

26.7%

5 ሿᰦԕк

35

29.66%

0⅑

8

6.78%

16

13.56%

26

22.03%

13

11.02%

10 ⅑ԕк

55

46.61%

0ݳ

6

5.08%

1-100 ݳ
⇿⅑㖁к䍝⢙
101-300 ݳ
Ⲵ䠁仍
301-500 ݳ

69

58.47%

30

25.42%

8

6.78%

500 ݳԕк

5

4.24%

0.5-1 ሿᰦ
⇿ཙ֯⭘ӂ㚄
1-3 ሿᰦ
㖁ᰦ䰤
3-5 ሿᰦ

1-3 ⅑
аᒤ㖁к䍝⢙
4-6 ⅑
Ⲵ⅑ᮠ
7-9 ⅑

4.2 ؑᓖ࠶᷀о᭸ᓖ࠶᷀
4.2.1. ؑᓖ࠶᷀
ؑᓖ˄Reliability˅ণਟ䶐ᙗˈণ⭘਼ṧⲴᯩ⌅ሩḀаሩ䊑৽༽⍻䟿ᰦᡰᗇ㔃
᷌Ⲵа㠤ᙗ〻ᓖǄྲ㺘 6 ᡰ⽪ˈ䟷⭘ݻᵇᐤ㌫ᮠ˄Cronbach`s α˅⍻䟿ˈᡰᴹ
⍻䟿亩ⴞⲴ٬䜭䜭儈Ҿ 0.7ˈ㺘⽪ਟԕ᧕ਇ䘉Ӌ䟿㺘Ǆ
㺘7 䟿㺘ਟ䶐ᙗ㔏䇑
Cronbach's
Alpha
䍒࣑◰࣡䟿㺘ਟ䶐ᙗ㔏䇑

.874

5

࣡◰࡙ׯ䟿㺘ਟ䶐ᙗ㔏䇑

.980

6

ᴽ࣑◰࣡䟿㺘ਟ䶐ᙗ㔏䇑

.974

5

ၡҀሬੁ䟿㺘ਟ䶐ᙗ㔏䇑

.950

3

࡙ׯሬੁ䟿㺘ਟ䶐ᙗ㔏䇑

.877

3

䍝Ҡᝯ䟿㺘ਟ䶐ᙗ㔏䇑

.941

3

4.2.2.᭸ᓖ࠶᷀
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᭸ᓖ˄Validity˅ণᴹ᭸ᙗˈᤷ⍻䟿ᐕާᡆ⇥㜭ཏ߶⺞⍻ࠪᡰ䴰⍻䟿Ⲵһ
⢙Ⲵ〻ᓖǄྲ㺘7ᡰ⽪ˈKMO٬བྷҾ0.7ˈ䈤᰾⍻䟿㔃᷌䘲ਸڊഐᆀ࠶᷀ˈ
BartlettⲴ⨳ᖒỰ傼ⲴP<0.001ˈ䈤᰾࠶᷀ṧᵜ䟿ᱟ䏣ཏⲴǄ
㺘8 KMO ઼ Bartlett ⲴỰ傼
ਆṧ䏣ཏᓖⲴ Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin ᓖ䟿Ǆ
Bartlett Ⲵ⨳ᖒᓖỰ傼

.891

䘁լᯩ

2390.470

df

300

Sig.

.000

4.3 ࠶ޣ᷀
䙊䗷ሩޝሩਈ䟿ѻ䰤Ⳟቄ䘺ޣᙗỰ傼ˈỰ傼㔃᷌ྲ㺘8ᡰ⽪ˈӾ㺘ѝਟԕⴻ
ࠪˈ䍒࣑◰࣡ǃ࡙ׯᙗ◰઼࣡ᴽ࣑◰࣡䜭о䍝Ҡᝯᡀᱮ㪇Ⲵ↓ަˈޣѝ࡙ׯ
ᙗ◰࣡о䍝ҠᝯⲴޣ〻ᓖᴰ儈Ǆ
㺘9 ޣᙗỰ傼
䍒࣑◰
࣡
䍒࣑◰࣡

Pearson ޣᙗ

࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡ ᴽ࣑◰࣡ ၡҀሬੁ ࡙ׯሬੁ
1

ᱮ㪇ᙗ˄অ˅ח
N

118

.471

**

.000

.000

118

118

118

118

118

1

**

**

**

.759**

ᱮ㪇ᙗ˄অ˅ח

.000

N

118

118

**

**

ၡҀሬੁ

࡙ׯሬੁ

䍝Ҡᝯ

.484

**

.537

.537

.000

.000

118

118

118

118

1

**

**

.528**

.000

.000

.000

118

118

118

1

**

.630**

.000

.000

.000

N

118

118

118

**

**

**

.662

.708

.000

.000
.554

.662

.000

ᱮ㪇ᙗ˄অ˅ח
Pearson ޣᙗ

.501**

.000

࣡

Pearson ޣᙗ

.440

䍝Ҡᝯ

**

.000

Pearson ޣᙗ

ᴽ࣑◰࣡

.554

**

.000

࡙ׯᙗ◰

.471

.484

**

.742

.742

.593

.731

ᱮ㪇ᙗ˄অ˅ח

.000

.000

.000

N

118

118

118

118

118

118

**

**

**

**

1

.690**

Pearson ޣᙗ

.440

.708

.593

.731

ᱮ㪇ᙗ˄অ˅ח

.000

.000

.000

.000

N

118

118

118

118

118

118

**

**

**

**

**

1

Pearson ޣᙗ

.501

.759

.528

.630

.000
.690

ᱮ㪇ᙗ˄অ˅ח

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

N

118

118

118

118

118

118

**. ൘ .01 ≤ᒣ˄অ˅חкᱮ㪇ޣǄ

4.4 എᖂ࠶᷀
4.4.1.◰࣡ഐ㍐ሩ䍝ҠᝯⲴഎᖂ࠶᷀
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ྲ㺘9ᡰ⽪ˈ⭘SPSSഎᖂ࠶᷀ᡰᗇⲴF٬Ѫ59.923ˈPǇ0.001ˈਟ㿱എᖂ⁑ර
ᱮ㪇Ǆ
㺘10 Anovab
⁑ර
1

ᒣᯩ઼

൷ᯩ

df

F

എᖂ

119.517

3

39.839

↻ᐞ

75.791

114

.665

ᙫ䇑

195.308

117

Sig.

59.923

.000a

a. 亴⍻ਈ䟿: (ᑨ䟿), ᴽ࣑◰࣡, 䍒࣑◰࣡, ࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡Ǆ
b. ഐਈ䟿: 䍝Ҡᝯ

ྲ㺘 10 ᡰ⽪ˈ䍒࣑◰઼࡙࣡ׯᙗ◰࣡Ⲵ T ٬䜭䗮ࡠҶᱮ㪇≤ᒣ˄PǇ0.05˅ˈ
䶎ḷ߶ॆഎᖂ㌫ᮠ࠶࡛ᱟ 0.151 ઼ 0.655ǄӾ㺘 10 ѝ䘈ਟԕⴻࠪˈᴽ࣑◰࣡Ⲵ T
٬⋑ᴹ䗮ࡠᱮ㪇≤ᒣˈᡰԕᴽ࣑◰࣡എᖂ㌫ᮠнᱮ㪇Ǆഐ↔ H1˄䍒࣑◰࣡↓ੁ
ᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯ˅઼ H2˄࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡↓ੁᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯ˅ᡀ・ˈ㘼ᵜ᮷
ᮠᦞн᭟ᤱ H3˄ᴽ࣑◰࣡↓ੁᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯ˅
Ǆഎᖂᯩ〻Ⲵᡚ䐍Ѫ 0.734ˈ
ަ PǇ0.05ˈ䗮ࡠҶᱮ㪇≤ᒣǄ
ᵜ⅑എᖂ࠶᷀ᗇࡠⲴཊݳഎᖂᯩ〻Ѫ˖
䍝Ҡᝯ=0.734+0.151*䍒࣑◰࣡+0.655*࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡
㺘11 ㌫ᮠa
䶎ḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ
⁑ර
1

ḷ߶㌫ᮠ

ḷ߶ 䈟ᐞ

B
(ᑨ䟿)

.734

.351

䍒࣑◰࣡

.151

.070

࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡

.655

ᴽ࣑◰࣡

.133

䈅⭘⡸

t

Sig.

2.089

.039

.149

2.138

.035

.076

.625

8.649

.000

.080

.120

1.650

.102

a. ഐਈ䟿: 䍝Ҡᝯ
⁑ර≷ᙫ
⁑ර
1

R
.782a

R ᯩ
.612

䈳ᮤ R

ḷ߶ ՠ䇑Ⲵ䈟

ᯩ

ᐞ
.602

.81537

a. 亴⍻ਈ䟿: (ᑨ䟿), ᴽ࣑◰࣡, 䍒࣑◰࣡, ࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡Ǆ

4.4.2.䍝
䍝⢙ሬੁⲴ䈳㢲⭘
䍝⢙ሬੁⲴⲴ⭼ᇊᱟ⭘ၡҀሬੁⲴᗇ࠶߿৫࡙ׯሬੁⲴᗇ࠶ˈ↓ᮠ㺘⽪ၡҀ
ሬੁˈ䍏ᮠ㺘⽪࡙ׯሬੁǄሶᮤњṧᵜṩᦞၡҀሬੁ઼࡙ׯሬੁ࠶㓴ˈ0 㺘⽪ၡ
Ҁሬੁˈ1 㺘⽪࡙ׯሬੁǄ䇙ਾ࠶࡛ሩ䍒࣑◰࣡ǃ࡙ׯᙗ◰઼࣡ᴽ࣑◰࣡ڊഎ
ᖂ࠶᷀Ǆ൘ၡҀሬੁⲴ⁑රѝˈ䍒࣑◰࣡ǃ࡙ׯᙗ◰઼࣡ᴽ࣑◰࣡ሩ䍝ҠᝯⲴ
ᖡ૽䜭ᱟ↓ੁᱮ㪇Ⲵˈަѝ䍒࣑◰઼࣡ᴽ࣑◰࣡Ⲵ䶎ḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠᴹᡰ࣐ˈ࡙ׯ
ᙗ◰࣡Ⲵ䶎ḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ߿ቁҶˈഐ↔ٷ䇮 H4a(ၡҀሬੁ൘䍒࣑◰࣡ሩᖡ૽㖁㔌
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䍝Ҡᝯ䎧↓ੁ⭘)ǃٷ䇮 H4b˄ၡҀሬੁ൘࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡ሩᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯ
䎧䍏ੁ⭘˅ǃٷ䇮 H4c(ၡҀሬੁ൘ᴽ࣑◰࣡ሩᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯ䎧↓ੁ⭘)
൷ᡀ・˗൘࡙ׯሬੁ⁑රѝˈਚᴹ࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡ሩ䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽ᱟᱮ㪇Ⲵфᱟ↓
ੁⲴˈф࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡Ⲵ䶎ḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠਈሿҶˈഐ↔ᵜ⹄ウн᭟ᤱ H5a˄࡙ׯሬੁ
൘䍒࣑◰࣡ሩᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯ䎧䍏ੁ⭘˅
ǃH5b˄࡙ׯሬੁ൘࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡ሩᖡ
૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯ䎧↓ੁ⭘˅
ǃH5c˄࡙ׯሬੁ൘ᴽ࣑◰࣡ሩᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯ䎧
䍏ੁ⭘˅
Ǆ
㺘12 䍝⢙ሬੁⲴ䈳㢲⭘
䶎ḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ
䍝⢙ሬੁ࠶㊫ ⁑ර
.00

1

1.00

1

ḷ߶㌫ᮠ

ḷ߶ 䈟ᐞ

B
(ᑨ䟿)

.155

.408

䍒࣑◰࣡

.247

.105

࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡

.512

ᴽ࣑◰࣡

䈅⭘⡸

t

Sig.
.379

.706

.228

2.346

.022

.114

.472

4.477

.000

.293

.116

.255

2.538

.014

2.523

.654

3.858

.000

䍒࣑◰࣡

.038

.089

.050

.432

.667

࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡

.541

.109

.592

4.977

.000

ᴽ࣑◰࣡

.002

.111

.002

.017

.986

(ᑨ䟿)

a. ഐਈ䟿: 䍝Ҡᝯ

4.5 ⹄ウሿ㔃
ᵜ⅑⹄ウ俆ݸ䙊䗷᧿䘠ᙗ㔏䇑᧿䘠ҶṧᵜⲴสᵜᛵߥˈ᧕⵰⭘ؑᓖ࠶઼᷀᭸
ᓖ࠶᷀࠶࡛傼䇱Ҷ䟿㺘Ⲵਟ䶐ᙗ઼ᴹ᭸ᙗǄ❦ਾ䟷⭘࠶ޣ᷀ሩٷ䇮䘋㹼ࡍ↕傼
䇱ˈѻਾ䙊䗷ཊݳഎᖂ࠶᷀傼䇱Ҷᵜ᮷Ⲵй◰࣡ഐ㍐˄䍒࣑◰࣡ǃ࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡ǃ
ᴽ࣑◰࣡˅ሩ㖁㔌⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠᝯⲴᱮ㪇ᖡ૽ˈỰ傼Ҷ䍝⢙ሬੁⲴ䈳㢲⭘Ǆٷ
䇮Ự傼㔃᷌ྲ㺘12ᡰ⽪
㺘13 ٷ䇮Ự傼ᛵߥ≷ᙫ㺘
ٷ䇮
H1
H2
H3
H4a
H4b
H4c
H5a
H5b
H5c

ٷ䇮ޣ㌫
䍒࣑◰࣡↓ੁᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯ
࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡↓ੁᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯ
ᴽ࣑◰࣡↓ੁᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯ
ၡҀሬੁ൘䍒࣑◰࣡ሩᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯᖡ૽ѝ䎧↓ੁ⭘
ၡҀሬੁ൘࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡ሩᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯᖡ૽ѝ䎧䍏ੁ
⭘
ၡҀሬੁ൘ᴽ࣑◰࣡ሩᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯᖡ૽ѝ䎧↓ੁ⭘
࡙ׯሬੁ൘䍒࣑◰࣡ሩᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯᖡ૽ѝ䎧䍏ੁ⭘
࡙ׯሬੁ൘࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡ሩᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯᖡ૽ѝ䎧↓ੁ
⭘
࡙ׯሬੁ൘ᴽ࣑◰࣡ሩᖡ૽㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯᖡ૽ѝ䎧䍏ੁ⭘

Ự傼㔃᷌
ᡀ・
ᡀ・
нᡀ・
ᡀ・
ᡀ・
ᡀ・
нᡀ・
нᡀ・
нᡀ・

6.⹄ウ㔃䇪ᔪ䇞৺ኅᵋ
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6.1 ⹄ウѫ㾱㔃䇪
6.1.1.䍒࣑◰࣡ǃ࡙ׯᙗ◰઼࣡ᴽ࣑◰࣡й◰࣡ഐ㍐䜭о㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯᡀ
ᱮ㪇Ⲵ↓ޣǄަѝ࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡ሩ㖁㔌䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽ᴰᱮ㪇ˈަ⅑ᱟ䍒࣑◰࣡ˈ
ᴽ࣑◰࣡ሩ㖁㔌䍝Ҡᝯ⋑ᴹᱮ㪇ᖡ૽Ǆṩᦞ傜ᯟ⍋Ⲵ䴰≲ቲ⅑⨶䇪ˈ⎸䍩㘵ਚ
ᴹ┑䏣ҶᓅቲⲴ䴰㾱ˈᴤ儈ቲ⅑Ⲵ䴰㾱ሩԆԜᴹ੨ᕅ࣋Ǆᴽ࣑◰࣡ሩ䍝Ҡᝯ
Ⲵᖡ૽нᱮ㪇ˈ䈤᰾⧠䱦⇥ѝഭ⎸䍩㘵བྷཊ༴Ҿ䖳վቲ⅑Ⲵ⎸䍩䴰≲ˈԆԜ㖁㔌
䍝⢙㾱≲࡙ׯǃԧṬׯᇌˈ㜌䗷Ո䍘ǃњᙗॆⲴᴽ࣑ˈ䘉а㔃䇪ҏоѝഭ㖁≁ᮤ
փ㍐䍘ㅖਸǄ㘼൘࡙ׯᙗ◰࣡о䍒࣑◰࣡Ⲵ∄䖳ѝˈ⎸䍩㘵ᴤੁٮҾˈ࣡◰࡙ׯ
䘉њҏн䳮⨶䀓Ǆ㖁кⲴᢃᣈǃՈᜐࡨⲴ⍫ࣘ㓧㑱༽ᵲǃ㿴ࡉཊˈ⎸䍩㘵ᖸ䳮ᗇ
ࡠⵏ↓Ⲵᇎᜐˈ䲔䶎ⵏⲴᱟ⢙㖾ԧᓹⲴᣈᢓՈᜐ⍫ࣘˈ⎸䍩㘵ሩ䘉㊫⍫ࣘ䘈ᱟᗳ
ᆈᡂ༷ⲴǄ㘼⎸֯࣡◰࡙ׯ䍩㘵㖁㔌䍝⢙ਈᗇ亪ˈ䘉ᱟⵏ↓Ⲵᇎᜐˈ࣐Ҷ⎸
䍩㘵Ⲵྭᝏ઼ؑԫᓖˈᡰԕሩ⎸䍩㘵ᴹ∄䖳བྷⲴ੨ᕅ࣋Ǆ
6.1.2.㖁㔌䍝⢙ሬੁᱟ◰࣡ഐ㍐ሩ㖁㔌䍝⢙ᝯᖡ૽Ⲵ䟽㾱䈳㢲ഐ㍐ˈᵜ᮷
⹄ウⲴ㔃䇪᭟ᤱ㖁㔌䍝⢙ⲴၡҀሬੁሩ䍒࣑◰઼࣡ᴽ࣑◰࣡䎧↓ੁⲴ䈳㢲⭘ˈ
ၡҀሬੁሩ࣡◰࡙ׯ䎧䍏ੁⲴ䈳㢲⭘ǄၡҀሬੁⲴ⎸䍩㘵䇔Ѫ㖁㔌䍝⢙ᱟᘛ
Ⲵփ傼ˈᒦфнՊഐѪ䮯ᰦ䰤൘䍝⢙㖁ㄉ⍿㿸୶૱㘼ᝏࡠᰐ㙺ˈ↔㊫Ӫ㗔ሩ୶૱
ᢃᣈ⍫ࣘⲴ⌘ޣਟ㜭ᙗᴤབྷˈሩҾ୶ᇦⲴњᙗॆ᧘㦀ҏᴹᖸ儈Ⲵޤ䏓ˈ䘉Ӌ⢩䍘
ሬ㠤Ҷ䍒࣑◰઼࣡ᴽ࣑◰࣡᭸᷌ⲴᕪǄ৽ˈ⭡ҾሩⲴ࡙ׯ㾱≲⋑䛓Ѹ儈ˈၡ
ҀሬੁⲴ⎸䍩㘵ሩ᧚Ⲵ࣡◰࡙ׯᯭᝏᓖҏቡ⋑ᴹ䛓Ѹᕪ⛸Ǆ
6.2 Աъᔪ䇞৺ሩㆆ
6.2.1.ழҾ⭘◰࣡᧚ᯭྭڊ亮ᇒᕅሬˈᨀ儈䍝Ҡ⦷Ǆ㖁кⲴ୶૱㊫Ⅾᔿ㑱
ཊˈ⎸䍩㘵䶒ѤⲴ䘹ᤙᖸཊˈ֯⭘◰࣡ㆆ⮕ⲴⴞⲴᱟѪҶ◰ਁ亮ᇒⲴ䍝ҠࣘᵪǄ
䍒࣑◰࣡ሩ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᖡ૽ᴰѪⴤ᧕ˈᱟᨀ儈⸝ᵏ䬰䍗䟿Ⲵа㩕䬰⇥Ǆ䟷⭘
ᢃᣈՈᜐǃव䛞ǃਁՈᜐࡨㅹᯩᔿ㜭ཏ׳䘋ሩԧṬᝏⲴ⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠǄ㖁㔌ሩᰦ
䰤઼オ䰤Ⲵケˈ֯ᗇ䲿ᰦ䲿ൠ䍝⢙ᡀѪਟ㜭ˈӾһ⭥ᆀ୶࣑ⲴԱъ㾱ቭަᡰ㜭
ൠ䇙⎸䍩㘵䍝⢙ᴤ࣐Ⲵ࡙ׯǄ䍝⢙⍱〻䇮䇑ㆰঅ᱃៲ǃᘛ䙏ᆼ༷Ⲵ⢙⍱䝽䘱ㅹׯ
࡙◰࣡ㅹˈ䜭ᱟ൘н਼〻ᓖкࡪ◰⎸䍩㘵лঅǄᴽ࣑◰࣡㲭❦н㜭ᱮ㪇׳䘋⎸䍩
㘵䍝Ҡˈնᱟ؍䇱㢟ྭⲴᴽ࣑ҏᱟ઼䍝Ҡᝯ↓ྭ⭘࡙ˈⲴޣᴽ࣑◰࣡㔉⎸䍩
㘵ᨀᜣнࡠⲴௌˈ∄ྲṩᦞ⍿㿸䇠ᖅ᧘㦀ᜣতнࡠⲴ୶૱ǃѪ亮ᇒᇊ
ࡦӗ૱ǃ㙀ᗳ䀓ߣᇒᡧᣅ䇹ㅹǄԱъᓄ䈕࠶ݵ䇶ࡠ◰࣡᧚ᯭⲴ䟽㾱ᙗˈӾ亮ᇒ
䘋ޕ㖁ㄉᔰˈቡਇࡠ㢟ྭⲴփ傼Ⲵᕅሬ઼◰࣡Ⲵࡪ◰ˈ׳ᡀ亮ᇒ䍝ҠˈӾ
㘼ᨀ儈⭘ᡧ㋈ᙗǃᘐ䈊ᓖㅹǄ
6.2.2.ṩᦞ亮ᇒ㊫රਸ⨶ᇎᯭ◰࣡ㆆ⮕ˈሩҾн਼䍝⢙ሬੁⲴ⎸䍩㘵ᶕ䈤ˈн
਼Ⲵ◰࣡᧚ᯭ᭸᷌н਼ǄၡҀሬੁⲴ⎸䍩㘵㿹ᗇ㖁䍝ᱟаԦ䖫ᶮ৸ᘛⲴһᛵˈ
ԆԜҀ㣡ᰦ䰤∄ԧǃሩᇊࡦॆⲴ᧘㦀઼ؑᴽ࣑ᴤѪᝏˈ৽䍝⢙Ⲵ࡙ׯᙗ
ሩԆԜᶕ䈤нᱟᖸབྷⲴ◰࣡ഐ㍐Ǆ㘼࡙ׯሬੁⲴ⎸䍩㘵∄䖳ⴻ䟽㖁䍝ᑖ㔉ԆԜⲴ
 ࡙ׯփ傼ˈᢃᣈǃݽ䘀䍩ǃՈᜐࡨǃᇊࡦॆᴽ࣑ሩԆԜᶕ䈤੨ᕅ࣋нབྷǄሩԱ
ъᶕ䈤㾱ᇎ⧠㋮߶㩕䬰ˈ֯㩕䬰⇥䗮ࡠᴰՈⲴ᭸᷌ˈቡ䴰㾱ṩᦞн਼Ⲵ㊫රⲴ
亮ᇒᇎᯭн਼Ⲵ◰࣡⇥Ǆ
6.3 ⹄ウተ䲀৺ኅᵋ
6.3.1.⹄ウተ䲀
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Shi He: The Conception of the Essence of Marketing from Yi
Jing and Reflections on it

Lijun Jia, Yanshu Li
Business school, East China Normal University, Shanghai
jsnjjij@163.com

ABSTRACT
Since the coming of post-modern society, reflections on marketing development
brought along by both ecological counterattack and social democratic progress are
increasingly deepening, whereas traditional marketing strategies focusing on profit
maximization are losing their society and reason. The present paper, from the Oriental
perspective, begins with Shi He, the conception of the essence of marketing in Yi Jing,
based on adequate interpretation of the language system of Yi Jing, discusses the ideology
on the essence of marketing in Yi Jing, expecting to provide a practicable Oriental
perspective for the present marketing transformation.
Keywords: Yi Jing, the essence of marketing, Shi He
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噬嗑：易经营销本质观的阐释与当代反思
贾利军 1， 李晏墅 2
单位 1. 华东师范大学商学院，上海
单位 2.南京师范大学泰州学院, 南京
*通讯作者 Email：jsnjjlj@163.com
摘要
当人类步入后现代社会，生态反制和社会民主进程发展所带来的营销发展反思
日益深入，传统的以利润最大化为核心的营销发展战略正在逐步失去其社会和理性。
本文立足东方视角，从易文化中关于营销本质的概念——噬嗑出发，依据“道一象
一器”的解析方向，在充分解读易经语言系统特点的基础上，通过“两两重之”和
“兼三才而两之”的复合逻辑推理，探讨蕴含于易经文化中的营销本质思想，以期
给当代的营销转型提供一个可行的东方视角。
关键词：易经；营销本质；噬嗑

1. 营销本真：噬嗑
关于营销的本质，易经中作这样的表述：“包牺氏没，神农氏作，……，日中
为市，致天下之民，聚天下之货，交易而退，各得其所，盖取诸噬嗑(春秋《易
经·系辞下》)”。
以上是易经中以人类的市场行为为范例，具体展示中国古代先贤“制器尚象”
过程的一段文字。所谓制器尚象，即“以制器者尚其象”，也称“观象制器”，是易
经中圣人为圣四道之一（“易有圣人之道四焉：以言者尚其辞，以动者尚其变，以
制器者尚其象，以卜筮者尚其占”）。所谓象，易经中说：“圣人有以见天下之赜，
而拟诸其形容，象其物宜，是故谓之象”。简而言之，这句话的意思就是：先贤们
在发现天地之间奥秘之后，采用了一种表达方式来阐述奥秘本身及其本质，这就是
象。所以不难理解，易经中的象有点类似现代科学中已经被证明了的科学理论。而
关于“器”，系辞中说：“形而上者谓之道，形而下者谓之器”。也就是说，天地宇
宙间，道是超越一切具象、形状的事物的本真，而一切有形、具象的都可以称之为
器。因此，器可以是一件具体的器皿，如“守圉之器（墨子《墨子·公输》）”也可
以是一种制度、商业模式等，如“摹其法器无不驯，从其事政无不理（陈子昂《申
州司马王府君墓志》）”。
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事实上，在中国传统易文化中，“道”、“象”和“器”是在人类社会实践中一
以贯之的三个概念、范畴，即“天垂象，见吉凶，圣人象之”，“见乃谓之象，形乃
谓之器”。在这样一个范畴体系中，“道”指代的是宇宙大道、终极真理；“象”是
圣人（大约可以理解为西方科学范式中的科学巨匠，如爱因斯坦）根据自己对道的
理解而对她的符号文字描述；而“器”则是依据象进行的社会实践活动成果，如上
所述，它可以是具体的物质实体，也可以是一套制度，甚至可以是一种行为方式等
等。只要是尚象遵道的成果都可以称之为器。所以，综合以上三者的基本涵义，我
们不难理解，所谓制器尚象所阐释的是“道一象一器”这样一组范畴产生联系的具
体路径，即人们根据象来组织具体的社会实践。因为象反映的是道，制器尚象就能
做到人类社会实践符合宇宙大道的基本方向。所以清代大思想家王夫之认为：“制
器尚象，非徒上古之圣作为然，凡天下后世所制之器亦皆暗合阴阳刚柔虚实错综之
象，其不合于象者，虽一时之俗尚，必不利于用而速敝，人特未之察尔” [1]。
2. 噬嗑释义
如上所述，在易文化中，人们认为营销的本质是“噬嗑”，噬嗑就是能够反映
天下市场本源的象。故而，神农氏之所以能够开廛立市，“致天下之民，聚天下之
货，交易而退，各得其所”，就是因为他根据噬嗑制器尚象的结果。
关于【噬嗑】的符号文字表征如下：

（离上震下），噬嗑：亨，利用狱。

要全面理解“噬嗑”所蕴含的意义，首先有必要了解易经的符号逻辑。
易文化的语言表达采用了一种与西方科学语言表达迥然不同的表达方式，这种
巨大的差异性不仅是在形式上，而且是在内涵上。就科学规律、宇宙大道的语言表
达方面，中国古代先贤认为“道可道，非恒道。名可名，非恒名”。明确指出了客
观真理、宇宙大道内涵丰富性与普通的人类语言的表达能力之间存在着巨大的鸿沟。
因此，客观真理的语言表达是不得已而为之的事情，所谓“道本无言，圣人强言”。
为了尽可能弥合“可道之道”与“道”本身之间的距离，中国古代先贤创造性的发
明了一种独特的语言系统。在这套语言系统中包含了以下几个互为关联的基本概念：
象、爻、卦、辞。
所谓象，《易·系辞上》中说，“圣人有以见天下赜，而拟诸其形容，象其物宜，
是故谓之象。”这段话的意思是：中国古代先贤找到了用以表达深奥、复杂天道的
方式，这种方式就是“象”。“象”可以弥补通行的语言文字表达能力的缺陷，即
[1]

王夫之：
《周易外传》
，[上海]中华书局 1977 年版。
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“书不尽言，言不尽意。是故圣人立象以尽意” [2]。“象”之所以可以尽意，就在
于她能“拟诸形容，象其物宜”。而这个“拟诸形容，象其物宜”用当代系统论的
术语来说就是将一个复杂系统模型化。但是系统的模型化其实并不简单，特别是像
宇宙大道这样一个至高无上的复杂系统，其模型化一方面要体现对系统本身的重构，
只有这样才能反映客观规律；与此同时，她又必须简约，以利于复杂系统信息的精
约，唯有此才用可能让人理解、传播。也就是说，这象要上通天道，下理人情。只
有这样才能担当起传播大道，推广客观规律的功能。
为此，中国古代先贤首先发明了用以表征客观世界任何系统都必然存在的矛盾
两方面的符号：

和

，前者称为阳爻，表征阳刚、健壮等属性或事物；后者

称为阴爻，用以表征阴柔、绵软等属性或事物。而阴阳两爻的重合图案“—”就代
表道，正所谓“一阴一阳谓之道”。至此，阴阳两爻就已经构成了一个最精简的模
型系统，就相当于二进制中的 0 和 1。
由于阴阳变化构成了宇宙万物、生生不息。中国古代先贤就此建立起更系统的
模型系统。“古者包牺氏之王天下也，仰则观象于天，俯则观法于地，观鸟兽之文
与地之宜，近取诸身，远取诸物，于是始作八卦，以通神明之德，以类万物之情。”
也就是说，中国古代先贤在爻的基础上进一步丰富，制作了卦用来依天道传情达意。
卦由爻构成，每三爻构成一卦，如乾卦为

就是由三个阳爻构成。由三爻构成的

叫八卦，又称经卦，具有特定的象征意义。而每两卦构成一个别卦，共有六十四卦，
各有其象征意义。至此，一套简约而又意含丰富的语言系统已经基本建立。
为了普通人可以有理解这套语言系统的入口，古代先贤又在这套符号表征系统
上加上了一个附属部分——辞，也称系辞。系辞是对这套高度精约的符号表征系统
的基本的、开放式的文本解释，以利于人们学习和理解。这样，一个完整的科学语
言体系就建立了。对于这套系统《易·系辞上》作如此描述：“圣人立象尽意，设
卦以尽情伪，系辞焉以尽其言”。
这样一套语言系统的优点首先在于这种语言体系在表达意义过程中的确定性和
开放性。这种属性主要体现在两个方面：第一是体现在以爻、卦为代表的符号体系
上。众所周知，在易经的符号体系中无论是爻还是卦都有一个基本的明确的意义甚
至指代物。如

性质非常清晰，指代阳刚的方面，而

则相反；而八卦则更为

明确，如乾的象征物为天，坤的象征物为地。与此同时，爻卦符号体系又具备鲜明

[2]

陈梦雷：
《周易浅述》
，[北京]九州出版社 2004 年版。
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的开放性的特征，阴阳二爻可以象征世间一切对应属性的事物，而八卦乃至六十四
卦除了确定的象征物之外还可以指征一切类同的事物。与此仿佛，这种特性还表现
在这套语言系统的符号和文字的融合上。用符号来表征丰富的内涵，用文字来确立
基本的理解方向，这样文字和符号形成一种仿佛与智者对话式的语言系统：对应的
读者被领进门又被释以足够的自由，而最终的理解程度取决于个人的悟性。这样，
确定性以利于人们去初步学习她理解她，开放性又同时有利于于人们去丰富她、发
展她。从这个意义上来说，这样的语言系统具备了像当代人机对话系统那样的智能
性和动态性。
这套语言系统的第二个明显特征就在于她的精约性与丰富性的完美结合。精约
性主要是指这种语言系统中，语言元素的精确和简约，精确性主要体现在采用的语
言符号和其想表达的内涵存在着内在的逻辑性，这样的语言就不完全是一种人造语
言，必须依托相应的母体文化才能解读。简约性主要体现在这种符号体系要素的数
量和形式规则的简洁明了，整个易经的符号体系基本构成要素只有一个

和

。

八卦和六十四卦又分别是由爻的三叠及卦的双叠而成。这样有利于学习者的识记，
不会因复杂的人造规则浪费太多的时间和限制了研究者的主观能动性。丰富性则体
现在其海量的信息和多元的功用，海量的信息已经众所周知的事实，这里不再赘述。
而多元的功用则强调这样语言符号体系具有很强的建构性的特点，她不仅可以传达
信息，它同时也可以启发思考，同时它也表达规则。
就噬嗑而言，爻为阳爻

和阴爻

，卦象为

，系辞为“噬嗑：亨，利

用狱”。依据道—象—辞的意义统摄逻辑，理解噬嗑最核心的环节在于对卦象

的

理解。噬嗑为易经别卦中的第二十一卦。对于他的理解必须依赖对易经卦象建构逻
辑的理解和认同。易经卦象的建构逻辑非常丰富，是一种典型的多元复合逻辑建构，
即同一个卦象他的构成却同时包含了不同的建构逻辑。在线性思维中这是混乱的做
法，但它却是现实世界的真实表征。这就好像同一个人，对父母而言，他是儿子；
对于子女而言，他是父亲；对于老板，他是下属；对于下属，他是上司……而对其
本质的把握就在于对这些关系的整合中，所以马克思才会说，人是社会关系的总和。
就噬嗑卦象的建构而言，至少包含了两种最基本的建构逻辑，我们分别释义如
下：
逻辑一：两两重之
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这个逻辑就是用两个经卦相互叠加形成一个别卦的建构过程。就噬嗑而言，这
个卦象分别由离卦

和震卦

上下相重而成。因此，在这个逻辑关系中理解噬嗑

就是要理解离卦和震卦各自的意义以及他们相重的涵义。如上所述，易经的终极目
的在于对道或宇宙终极真理的反映，而一个个卦象则是在这样一个意旨统摄下的对
具体事物表现背后本质规律的拟象，即“易者象也，象也者，像也”，如表 1 [1]。
表1

易经卦象表

卦形

挂名

象征物

乾

天

坤

地

震

雷

巽

风

坎

水

离

火

艮

山

兑

泽

在这样一个意义系统中，震卦表征的是以雷为代表的一类现象和事物，离卦则
表征的是以火为代表的一类现象和事物。离卦与震卦的两两重之并非人的主观随意
而为，而是以经卦拟象为基础，进一步表达卦象所代表的类属物之间相互关系的实
质。就噬嗑而言，离上震下的卦象首先就可以表征雷电之后得见彩虹的历程，如图
1：

图1

[1]

离上震下的卦象示意图

张善文：
《周易入门》
，[上海]华东师范大学出版社 2004 年版。
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事实上，包括八卦拟象在内的中国传统语言文字都会使用的以物状物的表意逻
辑，即是以具体人或事物之间的真实组合来表述一种现象后的本质。这种表意的好
处在于能够剔除人为的语言文字意义赋值，从而有可能取得超越时空的意义恒常性。
例如以成语秉烛夜游中的秉字为例，秉字在甲骨文中为

，左边是禾苗的象形，

右边是手的象形。而秉字最初也就是表达的人们手持禾苗准备插秧的动作 [2]。这样
的组合使字的意义一目了然，而且只要插秧生产劳动不消亡，字意就不会因造字人
的消亡而无法解读。而噬嗑中的震下离上组合就是与此类同的表意逻辑，只要我们
经历过雷电交加之后，最终看见彩虹横亘蓝天的美好景象，就一定会自然而然理解
噬嗑所表征的是一种经过斗争、博弈或互动而最终达到和谐境地的这样一个历程的
本质。事实上噬嗑也可以表征公平的诉讼行为，即卦辞所说的“亨，利用狱”，它
甚至也表征男女之间的性生活的和谐。
逻辑二：兼三才而两之
所谓“兼三才而两之”语出“《易》之为书也，广大悉备，有天道焉，有地道
焉，有人道焉。兼三才而两之，故六。六者，非它也，三才之道也”。这说的是易
经别卦的另一种建构逻辑，即用天、地、人这样一个三维结构来表征世间万物，小
至微尘，大到宇宙，莫不如此！天指代一个有机系统中的最高规制系统，即“大哉
乾元，万物资始，乃统天（《易经·彖传》）”。地指代一个有机系统中的最大的涵养
系统，即“至哉坤元，万物滋生，乃顺承天。坤厚载物，德合无疆（《易经·彖
传》）”。而人则指代是这个系统中最活跃的部分，整个系统因其而变化发展。这样，
天地人就构成了一个稳定而又不乏变化发展的系统。就像一个父权社会中的家庭，
父亲可以代表天，母亲可以代表地，而子女则代表人。母亲养育子女，父亲给家庭
提供保障，而子女逐渐长大成人后，这个家庭又开始分化发展！在现实中，在不同
层级下，天、地、人有着具体的指征。所以易经中说“乾为天，为圜，为君，为父、
为玉、为金、为寒、为冰、为大赤⋯⋯”就是这个道理。
在易经的别卦体系中，每一个卦象自下而上起的一二爻代表地，三四爻代表人，
五六爻代表天。而其中，由两爻构成的符号系统又是易经符号体系四象的具体代表。
所谓四象即太阴

、少阳

、太阳

和少阴

。在易文化体系中，四象可以表

征四季、四方等等，但四象最核心的是表征在于它对世间万物，．，从无到有复归于
无的这样一个发展历程的描述，如图 2。
[2]

朱骏声：
《说文通训定声》
，[上海]中华书局 1984 年版。
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图2

万物四象迁衍图

其中，太阴是事物的孕育阶段，即无中生有阶段；少阳是万物初发生阶段；太
阳反映的是事物高速发展状态；少阴指的是万物有序稳定发展状态。少阴之后，复
归于太阴，这个太阴与最初的太阴还是有所区别的，它是这个阶段的结束，也是下
一个阶段的孕育期。所以，尽管性质还是相同，但内容已经千差万别了。
所以，综上所述，根据三才结构涵义以及各自构成部分所处的四象状态，我们
大致可以判断这个系统处于什么样的态势。就噬嗑而言，当它作为人类市场营销实
践制器尚象的源头时，就人类的营销系统而言，“天”所对应的是人类的生产能力，
因为生产能力决定了销售和消费的上限。没有谁可以超越特定历史时期的生产能力
而去销售或者消费；“人”所对应的是消费需求或消费者，一切营销活动都是围绕
他而展开；“地”所对应的是市场供给能力，所有的消费都直接是在既定市场供给
能力上的消费。这样，人类营销实践中的三才就被具象化为生产能力（天）、市场
供给能力（地）、消费者（人），如图 3。

图3

市场三才图
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根据这样一个人类营销实践的三才系统中，噬嗑反映出的是天即生产供给处于
少阳

阶段，地即市场供给处于少阴

阶段。那么

阶段，人即消费者或消费需求处于少阳

所反映的就是生产与消费需求相对匹配，市场供给能力绰绰有余

的人类营销实践的这样一个态势，这无疑是一个非常好的态势。
不过需要强调的是，易经之所以扑朔迷离、众说纷纭、莫衷一是，就在于易经
卦象是一种多元复合建构。研究者往往从某一个建构逻辑出发，形成了横看成岭侧
成峰的局面。因此要把握一个卦象的本真要旨应从全面全息的角度出发才行。就噬
嗑而言，它的本真至少应该是逻辑一和逻辑二复合的意旨所在，如图 4。

图4

噬嗑本意图

3. 和谐：噬嗑本意所指
从上述对三才逻辑和两重逻辑的解读中我们不难发现，不同的逻辑从不同的角
度却是反映了一个共通的方向——和谐。所以，宋代大哲学家、思想家朱熹是这样
解读噬嗑的：“日中為市，上明下動。又藉噬為市，嗑為合也。噬嗑即市合也”。而
清代易学专家刘沅则进一步解释为：“市井交易，始有間而终相合，噬嗑象”。
这种和谐在中国古人看来，首先是消费者与销售者之间关系的和谐，这主要表
现在平等交易和商业利润的合理性上。关于平等交易，我国传统市场交易的基本原
则是“和而利”，即平等互利。价格欺诈违背这个原则，扰乱市场秩序，故为历代
政府所禁止。西周市场管理机构“禁伪而除诈”，即包括禁止价格欺诈。唐宋明清
诸朝法律规定，凡买卖双方意见不同，一方仗势强买强卖的；联合垄断价格，卖物
时抬价，买物时压价的；与他人串通，迷惑欺骗对方以谋取利益的，都要处以杖
（笞）刑，情节严重者按盗窃罪论处 [1]。关于合理商业利润，中国的商业鼻祖范蠡

[1]古人是如何调控物价的[EB/OL].(2010-1-16)http://www.zhineikaixin.com/blog/1/3675/.
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早在春秋时期就指出“夫粜，二十病农，九十病末，末病则财不出，农病则草不辟
矣。上不过八十，下不减三十，则农末俱利（《史记·货殖列传》卷一百二十九、
列传第六十九）”，强调合理利润对商业双方的共赢效应。同时代的思想家、政治家
晏婴则进一步强调了超出合理利润的危害性，“蕴利生孽”，“足欲，亡无日矣（《左
传·鲁昭公十年》）”。
其次，这种和谐还表现在财富在整个社会里的合理分配以及商业利益对社会正
义的影响。这也是贯彻整个中国传统社会的义利之争。关于这一点儒家学派的创始
人孔丘早就明确指出，“富与贵，是人之所欲也”，“不以其道得之，不处也（《论
语·里仁》）”。对于整个社会而言，他认为“邦有道，贫且贱焉，耻也；邦无道，
富且贵焉，耻也（《论语·泰伯》）”。
不仅如此，这种和谐还体现在人类消费行为与生态环境的关系之中。《梁惠王》
中，孟子说：“不违农时，谷不可胜食也；数罟不入湾池，鱼鳖不可胜食也；斧斤
以时入山林，材木不可胜用也。谷与鱼不可胜食，材木不可胜用，是使民养生丧死
无憾也”，说的就是人类的消费要取用有度，顺应自然，给大自然以休养生息的时
间。只有这样，任何自然才能够相得益彰！《淮南子》中规定春天：“禁伐木、毋覆
巢、杀胎夭、毋鹿、毋卵、毋聚众置城郭，掩骼埋龇”就是这样一个典型的例子。
综上，在中国传统易文化中，营销的本质上是促进个体幸福、社会公正及生态
和谐的三维一体的人类社会实践！
4. 反思：营销本真的当代回归
人类的交换行为从最初偶然的物物交换发展到今天，业已成为一种社会存在的
方式——市场经济社会。这其间的历程就是人类的市场营销实践从一种单纯的社会
必要功能日益饱满成熟成为一种社会本身，而这也是一个营销本质逐步显露的过程。
当人类营销实践仅仅作为某一项社会功能时，它的本质属性更多地显现在其作
为社会系统要素的层面上。这个时期，是社会的属性笼罩统御其要素的营销属性。
在早期的农业社会里，由于人类物质财富的生产速率总是跟不上人类自身再生产的
速率。整个社会的总体财富生产与人类的消费需求相比一直处于一种捉襟见肘的窘
境。为此，社会基本属性要求整个社会当务之急在于配置更多的人力、物力去扩大
生产，增加产出，以便于缓解当时代这样一个最基本也是最深刻的社会矛盾。而商
业虽有流通物品之功能，却有分散劳动力的实情。所以晋代傅玄曾说“其人（商人）
可甚贱，而其业不可废（《晋书·傅玄传》）”。在这个时期，所谓“商人甚贱”是
一个社会价值判断，主要是因为商人从表面看，不仅不从事生产劳动反而消费粮食，
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而这一点又是当时代最难容忍的特征。因为在那个历史时期，“士有当年而不耕者，
则天下或受其饥矣；女有当年而不织者，则天下或受其寒矣” [1]。与此同时，“其
业不可废”则是一种社会功能需要。因为商人“负任担何，服牛轺马，以周四方，
以其所有，易其所无，市贱鬻贵（《国语·齐语》）”。所以，商业的固有功能实现了
整个社会产品的正常流转，而由于生产力水平落后所造成的社会主要矛盾却使得这
种功能被牢牢限制在整个社会属性的规制之中。或者说，人类营销本质属性的显像
空间还是非常狭窄的。因此，这个时期沉淀下来的并传之后世市场理论或营销思想
仅仅是这样一个历史时期对营销本质的局部反映，它更多地反映了其作为社会必要
功能要件的属性。
在此后漫长的人类社会里，或因风调雨顺，或因吏治腐败，整个社会的总产出
起起伏伏，商人或商业的地位也就波动于其中，但就其社会功能要素的本质从没有
改变过。因为漫长的农业社会里尽管生产力水平也在增长，与现代社会不同，传统
农业社会不是以提高生活水准来回应总产出的扩张，而是代之以人口数量的增加 [1]。
所以，没有技术上的重大变化，总量产出的这种增长不可能发生 [2]，但这种情况在
工业革命后发生了本质性的改变。在工业革命以前，吃饭始终是头等大事 [3]。而工
业革命以后，社会生产力获得了惊人的发展。当英国工业革命基本完成的时候，马
克思和恩格斯说过这样一段话：“资产阶级在它的不到一百年的阶级统治中所创造
的生产力，比过去一切世代创造的全部生产力还要多，还要大 [4]。可以说，工业革
命以后，人类社会第一次在技术层面上能够彻底缓解因人口增长导致消费增长带来
的窘境。特别值得一提的是，由于机器加入生产，局部时空中，产品能够被以爆发
的形式生产出来。这个时候，产品分销的压力陡然增大，社会现实赋予了商业或人
类营销实践更大的合理性空间。在这样一个空间的扩展过程中，商业或人类营销实
践从一种单纯的社会功能逐步转变成为一种社会经济发展的主要推动力量，因为生
产已经不再是瓶颈，分销才是商品得以实现社会价值的关键所在。整个社会逐步由
生产性社会向消费性社会转变。关于这一点，美国社会学家艾文在《意识的首领中》
这样描述：“在今天的西方世界中谁是意识的首领？不是政治家，不是无冕之王—
—新闻记者们，在今天的西方世界中没有第二个意识形态，只有一个意识形态，就
是消费。而他的首领不是政治家，不是记者，而是商人”。这个时期，商业理论，
人类营销思想异常繁荣发展起来。需要指出的是，由于工业革命发轫于西方社会，
[1]

吕不韦：
《吕氏春秋》
，任明、昌明译注，[太原]山西古籍出版社 1999 版。
Robert E, Lucas Jr. :《工业革命：过去与未来》
，[济南]《东岳论丛》2006 年第 1 期。
[2] Robert E, Lucas Jr. :《工业革命：过去与未来》
，[济南]《东岳论丛》2006 年第 1 期。
[3] 侯建新：
《工业革命前英国农业生产与消费再评析》
，[北京]《世界历史》2006 年第 4 期。
[4] 马克思、恩格斯：
《共产党宣言》
，
《马克思恩格斯选集》第 1 卷，[北京]人民出版社 1995 年版，第 256 页。
[1]
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上述的整个商业地位的转换历程也首先完成于于西方社会，这种历史背景下沉淀出
的营销理论也大多为西方营销学者、实践者的思想、语录。而这些思想、语录也伴
随着工业化的全球推进的以在全球范围内丰富和发展起来。而这个时期的营销理论
则更多地突出了其作为社会发展主要推动力量的属性。故而，这个时期商人的形象
是高大的，消费是光鲜的。
不过，人类社会不会在任何一个时代面前裹足不前。伴随着工业化社会在全球
的蔓延和发展，人类又迎来了“后工业化社会”或者叫“后现代社会”时代。尽管
时至今日，上述概念还没有获得一个各个学科公认的内涵，但其作为对现代文明、
工业化社会的反思是毋庸置疑的。而此时的人类营销实践也已经完成了从社会发展
的主要推动力量进化成为一种社会存在的方式——市场经济社会的历程。这个时候，
人类营销本真的显露业已获得了最大的释放空间，人类营销实践理应迈上一个新的
高度。然而令人遗憾的是，此时的人类营销实践却依然惯性地秉承其作为社会发展
主要推动力量时期的理论、思想。商业利润最大化、消费至上主义乃至奢侈型消费
仍然在世界范围内，尤其是正在进行工业化和刚完成工业化的国家里大行其道，甚
至成为社会风尚。由此而引发的各种社会危机和生态危机日益沉重。尽管这种惯性
的滞后也是人类以往发展历史中的常态，但紧迫的生态危机倒逼，却使得这种历史
上的常态进步模式失去了往日的容忍阈限，人类营销实践的反思迫在眉睫！
从社会存续的必要要素，再到社会发展的进步力量，直至今日成为一种社会存
在的方式，人类营销实践业已获得了释放其本真的最广阔空间。中国古人说：“大
象希形”。营销本真的回归已然在情理之中。
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ABSTRACT
This research examines the interaction of social exclusion and power state on
conspicuous consumption. Based on the compensation motivation of consumption and
the power approaching/inhibition theory, we propose that individuals of low power
states feel less self-efficacy than those of high power states when they were in social
exclusion, Given that conspicuous consumption can compensate their self-efficacy, the
former prefers conspicuous consumption, whereas the latter prefers conspicuous
consumption in social exclusion, and social inclusion was not significant. Two studies
was conducted to confirm our hypothesis, specifically, Study 1 confirms hypothesis 1,
that is, individuals of low power state prefer more conspicuous consumption when they
are in social exclusion than in social inclusion, and confirm hypothesis 2 that the
interaction of power and social exclusion on conspicuous consumption is mediated by
self-efficacy, through manipulating social exclusion and power state, study 2 also
confirms hypothesis 1 and 2, but it measures power state through the sense of power
scale. The authors conclude with a discussion of implications for research and practice.
Keywords: social exclusion; compensation motivation; power state; self-efficacy;
power approaching/inhibition theory; conspicuous consumption
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᪈㾱
ቭ㇑ሩᖡ૽⛛㘰⎸䍩Ⲵ傡ࣘഐ㍐Ⲵ⹄ウ䙀ᒤ࣐ˈնᖸቁᴹӾ⽮Պᧂᯕ䀂ᓖ
⹄ウ⛛㘰⎸䍩䰞仈Ǆᵜ᮷ቡӾ⽮Պᧂᯕ䀂ᓖ৫⹄ウ⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩䰞仈ǄสҾᵳ࣋䎻
䘁/ᣁࡦ⨶䇪઼⎸䍩㺕ࣘگᵪˈᨀࠪн਼ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱл˄儈ᡆվ˅Ⲵ⎸䍩㘵ਇࡠ⽮Պ
ᧂᯕᰦሩ⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩ྭٿнаṧⲴٷ䇮ˈᒦф䙊䗷єњᇎ傼䇱᰾ᡁԜⲴٷ䇮Ǆާ
փቡᱟˈᇎ傼а傼䇱Ҷٷ䇮 1ˈণ⽮Պᧂᯕоᵳ࣋⣦ᘱᱟӂ⭘Ҿ⛛㘰⎸䍩ˈ
ҏቡᱟվᵳ࣋⣦ᘱⲴњփਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕᰦˈ∄൘⽮Պवᇩᰦˈᴤ⛛ྭٿ㘰⎸䍩˗
㘼儈ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱⲴњփࡉн㇑ᱟ൘⽮Պᧂᯕ䘈ᱟ⽮Պवᇩᰦሩ⛛㘰⎸䍩⋑ᴹᱮ㪇
ⲴྭٿᐞᔲǄ਼ᰦᇎ傼Ҽ䙊䗷н਼Ⲵᇎ傼᧗ᯩᔿ䘋а↕傼䇱ٷ䇮 1ˈ਼ᰦҏ傼
䇱Ҷٷ䇮 2ˈণ⽮Պᧂᯕоᵳ࣋⣦ᘱሩ⛛㘰⎸䍩Ⲵӂ⭘ᵪࡦˈҏণ㠚ᡁ᭸㜭
䎧⵰ѝӻⲴ⭘Ǆ᮷ㄐᴰਾᡁԜ᧒䇘Ҷᵜ᮷Ⲵ⨶䇪ѹ઼ᇎ䐥⽪Ǆ
ޣ䭞䇽˖⽮Պᧂᯕ˗ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱ˗⛛㘰⎸䍩˗ᵳ࣋䎻䘁/ᣁࡦ⨶䇪˗㺕ࣘگᵪ

1. ᕅ䀰
⛛㘰⎸䍩൘ᡁԜᰕᑨ⭏⍫ѝᰐᡰн൘ˈᴰ㜭փ⧠⛛㘰⎸䍩㹼ѪⲴިරቡᱟྒ
ָ૱⎸䍩˄Einhornˈ2014˅
ˈ㘼фᐢ㓿␡ࡠޕᐲ൪ᇎ䐥ѝǄ∄ྲ൘ѝഭᐲ൪ˈ䘁
ॱᒤᶕྒָ૱⎸䍩ᙫ仍䜭ᱟԕ 10%ԕк䮯ˈѝഭᐢᡀѪָྒ⨳ޘ૱⎸䍩ᴰᘛ
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䮯ഭ(HuangHe & MuJing, 2011)ǄӺཙབྷཊᮠྒָ૱䴦୶˄ྲྒָᵪ㓿䬰
୶(Staff, 2014)˅䜭Պ䇹ᡁԜˈԆԜᴰᴹԧ٬Ⲵ亮ᇒᱟᶕ㠚ѝഭˈቭ㇑ѝഭ᭯ᓌ
৽㞀઼ᢃࠫ䘱⽬䰞仈ˈѝഭ亮ᇒӽ❦ᱟָྒ⨳ޘ૱ⲴᴰབྷⲴ䍝Ҡ㘵Ǆ2013 ᒤѝ
ഭབྷ䱶Ⲵྒָ૱⎸䍩ঐ⨳ޘᙫ䍝Ҡ仍Ⲵ 29%(Bain & Company, 2014)ǄѪӰѸ⎸
䍩㘵˄ྲѝഭ⎸䍩㘵˅ሩ⛛㘰⎸䍩ᴹྲ↔Ⲵٿ⡡˛䘉ቡᱟᵜ᮷ᡰ㾱⹄ウⲴ䰞仈ˈ
ҏণᡁԜӾ䘁ᒤᶕ൘⎸䍩㘵㹼Ѫ⹄ウ亶ฏ䙀⑀ᕅ䎧⽮Ⲵ⌘ޣՊᧂᯕ䀂ᓖ䘋㹼⹄
ウǄ
ቭ㇑ሩ䀓䟺⛛㘰⎸䍩Ⲵ⹄ウᴹᖸཊˈ∄ྲ≲ڦ䇹≲(De Fraja, 2009; Lens et al.,
2012; Sundie et al., 2011; Wang & Griskevicius, 2014)ˈ༠ᵋⲴ䴰㾱(Amaldoss & Jain,
2005)ˈൠս䇹≲(Lens et al., 2012; Mazzocco et al., 2012; Ordabayeva & Chandon,
2011)ㅹˈնӾ⽮Պᧂᯕ㿶䀂᧒䇘⛛㘰⎸䍩䰞仈Ⲵ⹄ウᖸቁˈ㘼ф⽮Պᧂᯕሩ⎸
䍩㘵㹼Ѫᖡ૽Ⲵ⹄ウҏ൘䘁ᒤᶕ䙀⑀㻛⽮ྲˈ⌘ޣՊᧂᯕሬ㠤ᘰᰗӗ૱ྭٿ
(Loveland et al., 2010)ˈሩ⤜⢩ӗ૱( ྭٿEcho et al., 2014)ˈሩ⑤ᵋྒָ૱ྭٿ
˄Ward and Dahl’s ,2014˅ㅹǄ਼ᰦ Lee & Shrum(2012)Ⲵ⹄ウ㺘᰾ˈᖃӪԜਇࡠ
⽮ՊᧂᯕᰦˈᴹӋњփ⛛ྭٿ㘰ᙗ⎸䍩,㘼ᴹаӋњփ⋑ᴹ⛛㘰⎸䍩Ⲵˈྭٿ㘼ф
ԆԜҏ䇔ѪԆԜⲴ⹄ウᆈ൘н䏣ҏণ⽮Պᧂᯕо⛛㘰⎸䍩ѻ䰤ᱟᆈ൘䗩⭼ᶑԦˈ
䘉Ӌ䗩⭼䴰㾱ᴤཊⲴ⹄ウˈᵜ᮷ᢙݵԆԜⲴ⹄ウˈҏণ࣐ањ䗩⭼ᶑԦˈҏቡ
ᱟᵳ࣋⣦ᘱѪ䈳㢲ਈ䟿䘋㹼⹄ウǄ
ᐢ㓿ᴹ⹄ウ㺘᰾ˈᖃњփਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕᰦˈн਼ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱ˄儈ᡆվ˅Ⲵњփ
৽ᓄՊн਼(Narayanan, Tai, & Kinias, 2013)ˈ਼ᰦ⎸䍩㘵ᑖ⵰н਼Ⲵᵳ࣋⣦ᘱ৫
৲о⎸䍩ᱟа䶎ᑨᲞ䙽Ⲵ⧠䊑ˈ㘼ф⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᵳ࣋⣦ᘱਟԕ᭩ਈ઼ກ䙐⎸䍩Ⲵ
㹼Ѫ(Rucker, Galinsky, & Dubois, 2012)Ǆഐ㘼ᡁԜ䘹ᤙᵳ࣋⣦ᘱѪ⽮Պᧂᯕሩ
⛛㘰⎸䍩ᖡ૽Ⲵ䈳㢲ਈ䟿ǄสҾᵳ࣋׳䘋/ᣁࡦ⨶䇪˄Keltner, Gruenfeld, &
Anderson, 2003)઼⎸䍩㺕ࣘگᵪ(Rucker & Galinsky, 2009)ˈᡁԜᨀࠪⲴสᵜ㿲⛩
ᱟ⽮Պᧂᯕоᵳ࣋⣦ᘱሩ⛛㘰⎸䍩ᆈ൘Ӕӂᖡ૽ˈާփⲴ䈤ቡᱟˈᖃਇࡠ⽮Պᧂ
ᯕ˄ሩҾ⽮Պवᇩ˅ᰦˈ༴Ҿվᵳ࣋⣦ᘱⲴњփˈ⭡Ҿ㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ਇࡠေ㛱ˈф
⛛㘰⎸䍩ਟԕࠨᱮ㠚ᡁˈṩᦞ㺕ࣘگᵪ䴰㾱ˈᴤ⛛ྭٿ㘰ᙗ⎸䍩˗㘼儈ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱ
лⲴњփ൘⽮Պᧂᯕ઼⽮ՊवᇩᛵᲟᰦሩ⛛㘰⎸䍩ᒦ⋑ᴹᱮ㪇ᐞᔲǄ
ᵜ᮷Ⲵ䍑⥞൘Ҿєњᯩ䶒ˈаᯩ䶒ᱟѠᇼҶ⽮Պᧂᯕ൘⎸䍩㘵㹼Ѫ亶ฏⲴ⹄
ウˈ⢩࡛ᱟ൘⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩ᯩ䶒⹄ウˈᨀࠪҶн਼ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱⲴӪ൘⽮Պᧂᯕᛵߥл
ሩ⛛㘰ᙗӗ૱ྭٿн਼˗ਖаᯩ䶒ˈݵᇎҶ Jaehoon & Shrum˄2012)Ⲵ⹄ウˈҏ
ণ⽮Պᧂᯕሩ⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩Ⲵᖡ૽ᱟᆈ൘䗩⭼Ⲵˈণн਼Ⲵ⎸䍩Ⲵњփᗳ⨶˄ᵳ࣋
⣦ᘱ˅Պᴹᡰн਼Ǆᵜ᮷ਾ䶒Ⲵᇩѫ㾱ᱟ⨶䇪㛼Ჟ઼єњњᇎ傼ᶕ傼䇱ᡁԜⲴ
ٷ䇮ˈᴰਾᱟ᮷ㄐⲴ⨶䇪⽪઼ᇎ䐥⽪Ǆ
1. ⨶䇪㛼Ჟ
1.1 ⽮Պᧂᯕ
⽮Պᧂᯕ൘ᰕᑨ⭏⍫ѝᱟ䶎ᑨᲞ䙽Ⲵˈ∄ྲӪ䱵ޣ㌫㻛ᤂ㔍ǃ㻛ḀњءҀ䜘
ᤂ㔍઼ᐕ⭣䈧㻛ᤂ㔍ㅹ(Dommer, Swaminathan, & Ahluwalia, 2013; Duclos, Wan,
& Jiang, 2013; Wen, Jing, & Ying, 2014; Loveland, Smeesters, & Mandel, 2010; Mead
et al., 2011)ˈ㘼фҏᴹᖃཊⲴ᮷⥞⹄ウ⽮ՊᧂᯕՊ㔉ӪԜᑖᶕӰѸṧⲴ㔃᷌ˈ
∄ྲ⽮ՊᧂᯕՊሩӪԜⲴ䓛ᗳڕᓧӗ⭏ᖸབྷⲴডᇣ(DeWall & Baumeister, 2006)ˈ
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Պሬ㠤ᴤཊ᭫ࠫᙗ(Jean et al., 2001)ˈ߿ቁӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ(Jean et al., 2007)ㅹㅹǄ⭡
Ҿ⽮Պᧂᯕᇊѹᴹᖸཊˈᵜ᮷䟷⭘Ⲵᱟ Kipling, Cheung, & Choi (2000)Ⲵᇊѹˈ
ণ⽮Պᧂᯕᱟа㻛ަԆњӪᡆ㗔փᆔ・ǃ䘌ᡆᧂᯕⲴ⣦ᘱǄ
⽮Պᧂᯕ൘⎸䍩㘵㹼Ѫ⹄ウ亶ฏҏᱟᴰ䘁䘉Ӌᒤਁኅ䎧ᶕⲴˈྲ Loveland
et al.(2010)ਁ⧠ᖃӪԜਇࡠ⽮ՊᧂᯕᰦˈᖰᖰᴤྭٿᘰᰗⲴӗ૱ˈ䘉Ӌӗ૱∄ྲ
ᴮ㓿⍱㹼Ⲵ⭥ᖡǃ⭥㿶㢲ⴞǃ伏⢙઼᪙ᢈ䖖ㅹ˗ Mead et al.(2011)䇔Ѫᖃ⎸䍩㘵
ਇࡠ⽮ՊᧂᯕᰦˈቡՊ䘹ᤙ⎸䍩䊑ᖱ㗔փᡀઈⲴӗ૱˗Dommer et al.(2013)Ⲵ⹄
ウѝ㺘᰾ˈ⎸䍩㘵ਇࡠ⽮ՊᧂᯕᰦՊ⭘н਼Ⲵ૱⡼Ⲵӗ૱֯㠚ᐡլҾ৲➗㗔փ˗
Duclos et al.(2013)䇔Ѫਇࡠ⽮ՊᧂᯕⲴ⎸䍩㘵ᖰᖰՊ䘭≲ᴤབྷ仾䲙઼ᴤཊ▌൘
࡙Ⲵ䍒࣑ᵪՊ˗Echo et al.(2014)ᴰ䘁৸ਁ⧠ˈᖃ⎸䍩㘵ਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕᰦˈྲ᷌ਁ
⧠⽮ՊᧂᯕᰦっᇊⲴˈ∄ྲ≁᯿кⲴᧂᯕˈ䛓ѸԆԜቡՊྭٿ䘹ᤙ⤜⢩ᙗӗ૱Ǆ
ਖཆ䘈 Jaehoon & Shrum (2012)Ⲵ⹄ウ㺘᰾ˈ⽮Պᧂᯕሩ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩ᴹ
ᖡ૽ˈ᮷ѝᢺ⽮Պᧂᯕ࠶ᘭ㿶ᙗ⽮Պᧂᯕ઼᭵ᙗ⽮Պᧂᯕˈн਼Ⲵ⽮Պᧂᯕሬ
㠤Ⲵ⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩н਼ˈնᱟᒦ⋑ᴹ䈤ᾊ⽮Պᧂᯕሩ⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩ᖡ૽Ⲵ䗩⭼ᶑԦˈ
фҏᱟ᮷ѝᨀࡠⲴ⹄ウⲴн䏣Ǆᵜ᮷ቡᱟ䀓ߣ⽮Պᧂᯕሩ⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩ᖡ૽Ⲵ䗩⭼
䰞仈ˈণӾ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ൘ᗳ⨶⣦ᘱ䀂ᓖҏণᵳ࣋⣦ᘱ䘋㹼⹄ウˈ䇔Ѫн਼ᵳ࣋⣦
ᘱлⲴ⎸䍩㘵ਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕᰦሩ⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩ⲴྭٿᱟнаṧⲴǄ
1.1 ⽮Պᧂᯕо⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩
⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩ᱟа㜭ཏ㺘᰾䓛ԭˈᒦф㜭ཏᕅ䎧ӪԜ⌘઼ᨀ儈㠚ᡁ㛟ᇊǃ
⽮Պ䓛ԭⲴа⎸䍩ᯩᔿˈҏᱟа㠚ᡁ㚊❖ˈ⛛㘰ᙗ㹼Ѫ(Griskevicius et al.,
2007; Veblen, 1973)ˈ䘉䇙ԆӪ⌘ᯩᔿҏቡᱟ࣐᧗ࡦ࡛Ӫ(Rucker & Galinsky,
2008; Rucker & Galinsky, 2009)઼Ր䗮㔉࡛ӪԆᱟ䈱(Schau & Gilly, 2003; Wong,
Hogg, & Vanharanta, 2012)ˈṩᦞ Molden et al., 2009)Ⲵ㿲⛩ˈ⽮Պᧂᯕਟԕ࠶Ѫ
㻛ᘭ㿶ᧂᯕ઼㻛ᤂ㔍ᧂᯕˈԆԜє㘵Ⲵ४࡛ᱟࡽ㘵ᱟᴤཊਜ਼㫴ᙗ઼䰤᧕ᙗˈ㘼ਾ
㘵ᱟᴤཊ᰾⺞ᙗ઼ⴤ᧕ᙗˈᖃ㻛ᘭ㿶ᙗᧂᯕᰦˈӪԜᝏ㿹ࡠᴤཊ㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ਇࡠေ
㛱ˈ∄ྲᵳ઼࣋᧗ࡦ㜭࣋л䱽ㅹˈ䱽վҶᕅ䎧࡛Ӫ⌘Ⲵ㜭࣋ˈࡊྭ⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩
ਟԕ┑䏣䘉ᕅ䎧⌘䴰㾱ˈഐ㘼 Jaehoon & Shrum ˄2012)䇔Ѫᖃ㻛ᘭ㿶⽮Պ
ᧂᯕᰦˈ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ㠚ᡁ᭸㜭䴰㾱ᝏਇࡠေ㛱ˈഐ↔⎸䍩㘵ሶՊᨀ儈⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩Ǆ
1.1 ⽮Պᧂᯕоᵳ࣋ⲴӔӂ⭘
ᵳ࣋㓿ᑨ㻛ᇊѹѪᴹ᧗ࡦԆӪǃ䍴Ⓚ઼㔃᷌Ⲵ㜭࣋(Keltner et al., 2003)ˈ䘉
൘ᡁԜⲴ⽮Պ⧟ຳѝᱟᴰѪᲞ䙽Ⲵᗳ⨶࣋䟿ˈ⇿њঅ⤜Ⲵњփᴹн਼Ⲵ൘ᵳ࣋
ᝏ㿹(Cameron & Jennifer, 2002)ˈ਼ᰦн਼ѤᰦᛵᲟҏՊ֯׳њփᴹн਼Ⲵᵳ࣋
ᝏ઼ᰐᵳᝏ(Keltner et al., 2003)ˈ∄ྲ㻛㘱ᶯભԔᡆ㡚⨝ਆ⎸䜭Պ䇙њփӗ⭏ᰐ
ᵳᝏˈ৽Ѫ㘱ᶯભԔઈᐕҏՊᕅ䎧ᵳ࣋ᝏǄᵳ࣋ᱟаᴹ䍴Ⓚ᧗ࡦԆӪⲴ㜭
࣋ˈ൘䘉䟼ᡁԜ䟷⭘ French & Raven ˄1959)Ⲵᇊѹˈᵳ࣋ᱟа㜭ཏᖡ૽ԆӪ
Ⲵ㜭࣋ᡆ㘵ሩ㻛ԆӪᖡ૽Ⲵ⯛ݽ㜭࣋Ǆᵳ࣋⣦ᘱᱟаਇࡠᵳ࣋ᖡ૽Ⲵᗳ⨶㔃᷌ˈ
ྲњӪ᧗ࡦ䭉㿹ᝏ⸕ǃ㜭࣋ᝏ⸕઼ㄎҹᝏ⸕ㅹ(Fast et al., 2009)ˈ儈ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱᱟᤷ
њփᢺ㠚ᡁ᭮㖞൘ᴤ䟽㾱Ⲵൠս઼ԧ٬Ⲵᛵᖒл˄ྲᴹ㜭࣋Ⲵᝏ㿹˅(Rucker et
al., 2012)ˈ਼ᰦ儈ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱⲴӪᖰᖰнՊ䛓Ѹཊ࡛⌘ޣӪⲴᝏਇ(Keltner et al.,
2003)ˈṩᦞᵳ࣋䎻䘁/ᣁࡦ⨶䇪(Cameron & Jennifer , 2002; Keltner et al., 2003)ˈ
ণ儈Ⲵᵳ࣋ᝏ㿹Պሬ㠤䎻ੁᙗ༴⨶˄ѫࣘᙗ˅઼ᕅਁ䎻ੁ˄ѫࣘ˅Ⲵޣᛵᝏ઼
㹼Ѫ䎻ੁˈᴹᴤཊⲴ〟ᶱᛵ㔚઼ᛵᝏˈഐ㘼ਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕᰦˈ儈ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱⲴ⎸䍩
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㘵ቡѫࣘӾ⌘ޣ㠚ᐡᵜ䓛ѫࣘ䖜ੁ࡛⌘ޣӪˈራ≲ᴤྭⲴ⽮ՊӪ䱵ޣ㌫
(Narayanan et al., 2013)ˈ਼ᰦ儈ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱⲴњփᵜ䓛ቡᴹᖸ儈Ⲵ᭸㜭ˈഐ㘼нՊ
䙊䗷⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩ᶕᨀ儈㠚ᡁ˗о↔৽ˈվᵳ࣋⣦ᘱⲴњփՊᖰᖰᴤཊ઼⌘ޣ൘
࡛ӪⲴᝏਇ(Keltner et al., 2003)ˈṩᦞᵳ࣋䎻䘁/ᣁࡦ⨶䇪(Cameron & Jennifer ,
2002; Keltner et al., 2003)ˈվᵳ࣋ᝏ㿹Պᣁࡦ༴⨶˄㻛ࣘ༴⨶˅઼ሬ㠤о䘳䚯
Ⲵޣᛵᝏ઼㹼Ѫਆੁˈ⭡↔ਟԕ᧘ࠪˈᖃ⎸䍩㘵༴Ҿվᵳ࣋⣦ᘱᒦਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕ
ᰦˈሩ㻛ᧂᯕᛵᖒᴤᝏˈᝏ㿹ࡠᴤཊⲴ⎸ᶱᛵ㔚઼ᴤཊⲴᰐ࣋ᝏ˄ণ⋑ᴹ᧗ࡦ
㜭࣋˅ˈѪҶ䚯ݽ䘉њ⎸ᶱᛵ㔚ˈṩᦞ㺕ࣘگᵪˈ⎸䍩㘵ቡՊᴹࣘᵪⲴ৫䘋㹼㺕
⎸گ䍩ԕ߿ቁ䘉⎸ᶱᛵ㔚઼ᰐ࣋ᝏ(Rucker & Galinsky, 2008; Rucker & Galinsky,
2009)ˈࡽ䶒ᡁԜ䈤䗷⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩ᱟа㜭ཏ㺘᰾䓛ԭˈᒦф㜭ཏᕅ䎧ӪԜ⌘
઼ᨀ儈㠚ᡁ㛟ᇊǃ⽮Պ䓛ԭⲴа⎸䍩ᯩᔿˈҏᱟа㠚ᡁ㚊❖ˈ⛛㘰ᙗ㹼Ѫ
മ䇙࡛Ӫᕅ䎧ሩ⌘Ⲵᯩᔿ(Griskevicius et al., 2007; Veblen, 1973)ˈഐ㘼ԆԜѪ
Ҷ߿ቁ䘉⎸ᶱᛵ㔚઼ᰐ࣋ᝏሬ㠤ሩ⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩ᴹᴤཊⲴޤ䏓઼ᴤཊⲴ〟ᶱᙗˈ
ഐ㘼ᡁԜᨀࠪԕлٷ䇮˖
ٷ䇮 1˖⽮Պᧂᯕоᵳ࣋⣦ᘱሩ⛛㘰⎸䍩ᴹ⵰Ӕӂ⭘Ⲵᖡ૽ˈާփቡᱟˈ
ᖃਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕᰦ˄∄⽮Պवᇩ˅ˈվⲴᵳ࣋⣦ᘱⲴњփᴤ⛛ྭٿ㘰⎸䍩ˈ㘼
儈Ⲵᵳ࣋⣦ᘱⲴњփࡉࡉሩ⛛㘰⎸䍩⋑ᴹᱮ㪇ྭٿਈॆǄ
1.1 ᵳ઼࣋⽮ՊᧂᯕӔӂ⭘Ⲵ൘ᵪࡦ
ṩᦞ Jaehoon & Shrum (2012)㿲⛩ˈᖃ⎸䍩㘵ਇࡠᘭ㿶ᙗ⽮Պᧂᯕᰦˈᖰᖰ
Պေ㛱ࡠ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ㠚ᡁ᭸㜭䴰㾱˄᧗ࡦ઼ѹ⭏ᆈ˅ˈ䘉᭸㜭䴰㾱ҏቡᱟа
᧗ࡦ઼ᴹѹ⭏⍫ⲴⲴа䴰㾱(Kipling et al., 2000; 2007)ˈ൘儈ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱлˈњ
փᖰᖰᴹᴤཊᴤྭ᧗ࡦᝏǃᴤྭ〟ᶱᛵ㔚઼ᛵᝏˈҏнՊཚཊ࡛⌘ޣӪⲴᝏਇ
(Keltner et al., 2003)ˈ⭡Ҿ㠚ᡁᝏ㿹ྭˈഐ↔ᖃਇࡠ⽮ՊᧂᯕᰦˈਚՊӾᴤཊ㠚
ᡁ⌘ޣ䖜ੁ࡛⌘ޣӪˈራ≲ᴤཊ⽮Պ㚄㌫(Narayanan et al., 2013)ˈҏнՊሩ᭸㜭
䴰㾱ᶴᡀေ㛱ˈ৽㘼ˈվᵳ࣋⣦ᘱⲴњփᴤཊ࡛⌘ޣӪⲴᝏਇˈᴤཊⲴ⎸ᶱᛵ㔚
઼ᛵᝏˈᴤཊေ㛱Ⲵᝏᙗ(Keltner et al., 2003)ˈഐ㘼㠚ᡁ᭸㜭䴰㾱ေ㛱ᝏਇ⢩
࡛བྷˈṩᦞ㺕ࣘگᵪ⎸䍩(Rucker & Galinsky, 2009)ˈѪҶ߿ቁ䘉⎸ᶱᛵ㔚ǃᰐ
࣋ᝏ઼㧧ᗇᴤཊⲴ᭸㜭ˈ⎸䍩㘵ഐ㘼ᴤ࣐Պѫࣘ〟ᶱራ≲࡛ӪⲴ⌘ˈᴤཊⲴᨀ
儈㠚ᡁ᭸㜭䴰㾱ˈӾ㘼ᴤ⛛ྭٿ㘰ᙗ⎸䍩ˈᡰԕᵜ᮷ᨀࠪԕлٷ䇮˖
ٷ䇮 2˖⽮Պᧂᯕоᵳ࣋⣦ᘱӔӂᖡ૽⛛㘰⎸䍩ᱟ⭡㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᕅ䎧Ⲵˈҏণ
㠚ᡁ᭸㜭䎧⵰ѝӻ⭘Ǆ
1. ᇎ傼а
ᇎ傼аⲴѫ㾱ⴞⲴᱟ傼䇱ٷ䇮 1ˈণਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕᰦ˄∄⽮Պवᇩ˅
ˈվⲴ
ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱⲴ⎸䍩㘵ˈᖰᖰᴤ⛛ྭٿ㘰ᙗ⎸䍩ˈ㘼儈Ⲵᵳ࣋⣦ᘱлࡉнՊሩ⛛㘰ᙗ
⎸䍩ᴹᱮ㪇Ⲵᖡ૽ǄѪҶᱟᇎ⧠䘉њⴞⲴˈᡁԜ䈧৲о㘵ڊањһԦഎᗶˈԕׯ
᧗ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱⲴ儈վ(Rucker, Dubois, & Galinsky, 2011)ˈਖཆᡁԜ֯⭘⽮ӔჂփ
Ⲵᯩ⌅ᶕ᧗⽮Պᧂᯕ(NfpSynergy, 2009)ˈ਼ᰦᡁԜ䟷⭘ Jaehoon & Shrum˄2012)
Ⲵᯩ⌅䘋㹼⍻䟿⛛㘰⎸䍩ྭٿǄ↓ྲࡽ䶒Ⲵ⨶䇪᧘ሬˈᡁԜ亴⍻վᵳ࣋⣦ᘱлф
ਇࡠ⽮ՊᧂᯕⲴ৲о㘵ˈሩҾ儈ᵳ࣋Ⲵ৲о㘵ˈᴤ⛛ྭٿ㘰ᙗ⎸䍩Ǆ
1.1 ৲о㘵ǃ䇮䇑઼䗷〻
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ᶕ㠚ѝഭѝ䜘ൠ४ⲴḀњབྷᆖⲴᵜ、⭏઼⹄ウ⭏Ⲵ 156 Ӫ˄ྣ⭏ 82 Ӫ˅㔉
Ҹ 5 ⽬ݳ⢙㺕گ৲оҶ䘉њᇎ傼Ǆ৲о㘵㻛䲿ᵪ࠶䝽ࡠањ 2˄ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱ˖儈 vs.
վ˅×2˄⽮Պᧂᯕ⣦ᘱ˖ᧂᯕ(exclusion)vs.वᇩ˄inclusion˅
˅Ⲵ㓴䰤䇮䇑Ǆ
ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱ᧗Ǆ࡙⭘Rucker et al.˄2011)᧗ᯩ⌅ˈ䇹৲о㘵ˈԆԜ↓൘
৲оањӪⲴ䇠ᗶⲴ⹄ウˈ㘼фԆԜⲴԫ࣑ᱟഎᗶ઼߉лањ⢩࡛Ⲵһᛵˈ䘉њ
һᛵቡᱟԆԜ᭟䝽ਖཆањӪⲴһᛵ˄ҏণ儈ᵳ࣋ᛵᖒ˅ᡆ㘵ަԆӪ᭟䝽ԆԜ㠚
ᐡⲴһᛵ˄ҏণվᵳ࣋ᛵᖒ˅
Ǆާփᛵຳᱟ˖儈ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱᱟˈ“䈧ᛘഎᗶаԦᛘ⢩
࡛㜭ᖡ૽ԆӪⲴһᛵ˄ྲᛘᱟ㘱ᶯᖡ૽⵰ઈᐕ˅
ˈ䘉ᖡ૽वᤜ˖1˅ԆӪⲴ㜭࣋
㻛ᛘᖡ૽ࡠᰐ⌅ਁᥕ˗2˅ԆԜᰐ⌅Ӿᛘ䘉䟼ᗇࡠԆԜᜣ㾱Ⲵ˖3˅ᛘᆼޘਟԕ䇴
ԧԆԜˈ㘼ԆԜࡉ⋑ᴹᵪՊ䇴ԧᛘǄ䈧ᛘԄ㓶ᜣᜣˈ䘉ᱟаԦӰѸһᛵ˛৸ᱟӰ
ѸṧⲴањ䗷〻˛ᛘⲴᝏਇྲօ˛”ˈվᵳ࣋⣦ᘱᱟˈ“䈧ᛘഎᗶаԦԆӪ⢩࡛ᖡ
૽ᛘⲴһᛵ˄ྲᛘᱟઈᐕˈ㘱ᶯᖡ૽⵰ᛘ˅
ˈ䘉ᖡ૽वᤜ˖1˅ᛘⲴ㜭࣋㻛ԆӪ
ᖡ૽ࡠᰐ⌅ਁᥕ˗2˅ᛘᰐ⌅ӾԆӪ䛓䟼ᗇࡠᛘᜣ㾱Ⲵ˖3˅ԆӪᆼޘਟԕ䇴ԧᛘˈ
㘼ᛘࡉ⋑ᴹᵪՊ䇴ԧԆӪǄ䈧ᛘԄ㓶ᜣᜣˈ䘉ᱟаԦӰѸһᛵ˛৸ᱟӰѸṧⲴа
њ䗷〻˛ᛘⲴᝏਇྲօ˛”Ǆ᧕лᶕ৲о㘵ሩ᧗Ự傼Ⲵ৽ᓄ䰞仈ˈ㻛䰞৺ԆԜ
൘н਼ᛵຳлˈԆԜᝏ㿹ਇࡠሩһᛵ㔃᷌৸ᖡ૽Ⲵ〻ᓖ˄1=ᆼ⋑ޘᴹᖡ૽˗7=䶎
ᑨᴹᖡ૽˅
Ǆ
⽮Պᧂᯕ᧗ǄᡁԜ䟷⭘Echo et al.˄2014)ᇎ傼᧗ᯩ⌅ˈ⽮Պᧂᯕ⣦ᘱⲴ
ᧂᯕ઼व⏥Ⲵ᧗ᱟ൘൘㓯Ⲵ⽮Ӕ㖁㔌ᛵᲟл䘋㹼ⲴǄ৲о㘵㻛㾱≲䰵䈫а⇥൘
㖁㔌кӔᴻ৻Ⲵ᭵һˈ਼ᰦᕅሬ৲о㘵ሶԆԜ㠚ᐡᕅࡠޕᛵᲟ䀂㢢ѝ৫ˈԕ㜭䇙
ԆԜⵏ↓ᜣ䊑ࡠ઼ᝏ㿹ࡠᇎ傼ᛵᲟǄާփⲴ᭵һᛵᲟᱟ˖ྲٷᛘ䶎ᑨௌ⅒к㖁ˈ
ҏ䶎ᑨௌ⅒֯⭘ᗞঊǃQQǃᗞؑ䘉Ӌ⽮Ӕ㖁㔌Ǆᴹа⅑ˈ൘⽮Ӕ㖁㔌⍿㿸䗷〻
ѝˈᛘྭнᇩ᱃ࡠйњᘇ਼䚃ਸⲴӪˈҏ䶎ᑨ⑤ᵋ䐏ԆԜӔᴻ৻ˈҾᱟᛘੁ䘉
йњӪਁࠪаԭ㠚ᡁӻ㓽઼ྭ৻䈧≲ˈࠐཙਾˈᛘ᭦ࡠԆԜⲴ৽侸Ǆ൘⽮Պᧂᯕ
ᛵຳлˈ䘉йњӪ䜭਼ᰦᤂ㔍ҶԆԜⲴྭ৻⭣䈧˗㘼൘⽮Պव⏥ᛵᲟлˈ䘉йњ
Ӫ䜭਼ᰦ᧕ਇҶԆԜⲴྭ৻⭣䈧Ǆᆼᡀ䰵䈫Ҷ䘉њ᭵һਾˈ৲о㘵㻛㾱≲᧿䘠Ԇ
Ԝ൘㓿শ䘉њ᭵һᛵᲟлⲴᗳᛵ৫ˈ䘉ṧ䘋а↕ᕪॆ䘉њᇎ傼Ⲵ᧗(Rucker et
al., 2011)Ǆ᧕лᶕ৲о㘵ሩ᧗Ự傼Ⲵ৽ᓄ䰞仈ˈ䰞৺ԆԜ൘᭵һѝ⧠Ⲵᛵຳ
лˈԆԜᝏ㿹ਇࡠᧂᯕ/ᘭ㿶Ⲵ〻ᓖ˄1=䶎ᑨн਼˗7=䶎ᑨ਼(Kipling et al.,
2000)˅઼㺘᰾ԆԜᗳᛵ“ᝏ㿹儈”ޤ䟿㺘˄1=䶎ᑨн਼˗7=䶎ᑨ਼˅
Ǆ
⛛㘰⎸䍩⍻䟿Ǆ䟷⭘Jaehoon & Shrum˄2012)Ⲵᯩ⌅䘋㹼⍻䟿ˈާփᱟ“ྲٷ
ᛘ⭏ڊ䎊Ҷаㅄ100зӪ≁ᐱˈ䈧䰞ᛘ൘ԕл亩ⴞѝ䘹ᤙᝯ㣡䍩Ⲵ∄ֻ˄ḷ
ቪᴰਣ䗩ḷ⌘Ⲵᱟᝯ㣡䍩Ⲵᴰ儈٬˄100з˅˅”ˈ䘹ᤙ䎺儈ˈԓ㺘⛛㘰⎸䍩ٿ
ྭ䎺བྷˈ❦ਾӄњ亩ⴞ˄⊭䖖ǃ㺘ǃᵪǃ䈧ᴻ৻㚊佀઼⅗⍢㹼˅Ⲵᒣ൷٬
Ѫ⛛㘰⎸䍩Ⲵ⍻䟿Ǆ
1.1 㔃᷌
᧗Ự傼Ǆ৲о㘵ሩᵳ࣋⣦ᘱⲴ᧗Ự傼৽ᓄˈ↓ྲᵏᵋ䛓ṧˈ儈ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱ
᧗Ⲵ৲о㘵ᝏਇࡠሩ㔃᷌Ⲵᖡ૽〻ᓖ˄M儈 = 4.64˅∄վᵳ࣋᧗л˄Mվ =
3.78 ,F = 11.94ˈp = 0.0011˅ᴤ儈ˈ䇱ᇎҶᡁԜⲴ᧗ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱᱟᴹ᭸ⲴǄ਼ᰦ
৲о㘵ሩ⽮ՊᧂᯕⲴ᧗Ự傼Ⲵєњ䰞仈৽ᓄҏн䭉ˈҏᱟ↓ྲ亴ᯉ䛓ṧˈ৲о
㘵ਇࡠᧂᯕ˄ণ㻛਼ᰦᤂ㔍˅
˄∄਼ᰦ᧕ਇ˅ᝏ㿹ᴤཊᧂཆ˄Mᧂᯕ = 3.81 vs.
Mवᇩ = 2.64 ,F = 24.62, p = 0.000˅,䇱ᇎҶᡁԜሩ⽮Պᧂᯕ᧗Ⲵᴹ᭸ᙗǄ
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⛛㘰⎸䍩ǄѪҶ傼䇱ᡁԜⲴٷ䇮ˈণվᵳ࣋⣦ᘱл⎸䍩㘵ਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕᰦᴤ
⛛ྭٿ㘰⎸䍩˄ٷ䇮1˅
ˈᡁԜሩ⽮Պᧂᯕ઼ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱ䘋㹼ᯩᐞ࠶᷀ˈ⽮Պᧂᯕሩ
⛛㘰⎸䍩ᱟᆈ൘ᱮ㪇᭸ᓄⲴ˄F = 9.68ˈP < 0.002˅
ˈҏণњփਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕᱟᴤ
⛛ྭٿ㘰⎸䍩ˈ䘉оJaehoon & Shrum˄2012)Ⲵ⹄ウ㔃᷌ᱟа㠤Ǆྲമ1ᡰ⽪ˈ਼
ᰦ⽮Պᧂᯕ઼ᵳ࣋ⲴӔӂᖡ૽⛛㘰⎸䍩ᱟᴹᱮ㪇ᖡ૽Ⲵ˄F = 4.72ˈp < 0.03˅
ˈ਼
ᰦ৲о㘵൘վᵳ࣋⣦ᘱлਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕᰦ˄∄⽮Պवᇩ˅ሩ⛛㘰⎸䍩ᴹᱮ㪇᭸
ᓄ˄Mवᇩ = 5.41 vs. Mᧂᯕ = 7.03ˈp < 0.05˅㘼儈ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱлˈਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕᰦ⋑
ᴹᱮ㪇ᖡ૽˄Mवᇩ = 5.92 vs. Mᧂᯕ = 6.21ˈp > 0.62˅ˈ傼䇱ҶᡁԜٷ䇮1ˈվᵳ࣋
⣦ᘱл˄ሩҾ儈ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱ˅ਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕᰦᴤ⛛ྭٿ㘰⎸䍩Ǆ
മ1 ⽮Պᧂᯕоᵳ࣋⣦ᘱሩ⛛㘰⎸䍩Ⲵᖡ૽˄ᇎ傼1˅
8
7
⛛㘰⎸䍩ྭٿ

6
5
4

䣦Ể⊭⭡
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1.1 䇘䇪
ᇎ傼аᨀ↕ࡍ䇱ᦞ䇱᰾Ҷ⎸䍩㘵൘ਇࡠ⽮ՊᧂᯕⲴᰦྲˈى᷌⎸䍩㘵ᵳ࣋
⣦ᘱվˈ䛓ѸԆቡᴤ⛛ྭٿ㘰ᙗ⎸䍩ণ൘⊭䖖⎸䍩к䘹ᤙ㣡䍩ᴤཊˈ㘼ྲ᷌ᱟᵳ
࣋⣦ᘱ儈Ⲵ⎸䍩㘵৽㘼൘⊭䖖⎸䍩䘹ᤙ㣡䍩кᴤቁˈഐ㘼傼䇱ҶᡁԜⲴٷ䇮1ˈ
ণվⲴᵳ࣋⣦ᘱⲴ⎸䍩㘵ਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕᰦˈᖰᖰᴤ⛛ྭٿ㘰ᙗ⎸䍩ˈ㘼儈Ⲵᵳ࣋
⣦ᘱлࡉнՊሩ⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩ᴹᱮ㪇Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ
1. ᇎ傼Ҽ
ᇎ傼ҼⲴѫ㾱ⴞⲴᱟ䘋а↕傼䇱ٷ䇮 1ˈҏণվⲴᵳ࣋⣦ᘱⲴ⎸䍩㘵ਇࡠ⽮
Պᧂᯕᰦˈᖰᖰᴤ⛛ྭٿ㘰ᙗ⎸䍩ˈ㘼儈Ⲵᵳ࣋⣦ᘱлࡉнՊሩ⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩ᴹᱮ
㪇Ⲵᖡ૽ˈ਼ᰦ傼䇱ٷ䇮 2 䘉Ӕӂᖡ૽ᱟ䙊䗷㠚ᡁ᭸㜭⭘ⲴǄоᇎ傼ан਼
ⲴᱟᡁԜ䟷⭘Ҷн਼Ⲵ⛛㘰⎸䍩⍻䟿Ⲵᯩᔿˈণ֯⭘儈ẓ䶻ᆀⲴ૱⡼ḷᘇབྷሿ⍻
䟿⛛㘰⎸䍩(Rucker & Galinsky, 2009)Ǆ
1.1 ৲о㘵ǃ䇮䇑઼䗷〻
ᶕ㠚ѝഭབྷ䱶ൠⲴњփ൘㖁к৲оҶ䘉њᇎ傼ˈ
ᙫӪᮠ 228 Ӫ
˄ྣ 102 Ӫ˅
㔉Ҹ 5 ݳ䫡㺕گ৲оҶ䘉њᇎ傼ˈަѝᴹ 5 Ӫㆄ仈нᆼᮤᡆ㘵⋑ᴹⴻᾊ仈ⴞ㻛
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ᧂ䲔ᦹˈ࢙л 223 Ӫ৲о㘵ᴹ᭸ᆼᡀҶᇎ傼ˈ৲о㘵㻛䲿ᵪ࠶䝽ࡠањ 2˄ᵳ࣋
⣦ᘱ˖儈 vs.վ˅×2˄⽮Պᧂᯕ⣦ᘱ˖ᧂᯕ vs.वᇩ˅Ⲵ㓴䰤䇮䇑Ǆ
ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱ᧗Ǆоᇎ傼ааṧˈ࡙⭘Rucker et al.˄2011)᧗ᯩ⌅ˈ䇹৲
о㘵ˈԆԜ↓൘৲оањӪⲴ䇠ᗶⲴ⹄ウˈ㘼фԆԜⲴԫ࣑ᱟഎᗶ઼߉лањ⢩
࡛Ⲵһᛵˈ䘉њһᛵቡᱟԆԜ᭟䝽ਖཆањӪⲴһᛵ˄ҏণ儈ᵳ࣋ᛵᖒ˅ᡆ㘵ަ
ԆӪ᭟䝽ԆԜ㠚ᐡⲴһᛵ˄ҏণվᵳ࣋ᛵᖒ˅Ǆ᧕лᶕ৲о㘵ሩ᧗Ự傼Ⲵ৽ᓄ
䰞仈ˈ㻛䰞৺ԆԜ൘н਼ᛵຳлˈԆԜᝏ㿹ਇࡠሩһᛵ㔃᷌৸ᖡ૽Ⲵ〻ᓖ˄1=ᆼ
⋑ޘᴹᖡ૽˗7=䶎ᑨᴹᖡ૽˅Ǆ
⽮Պᧂᯕ᧗Ǆоᇎ傼ааṧˈᡁԜ䟷⭘Echo et al.˄2014)ᇎ傼᧗ᯩ⌅ˈ
⽮Պᧂᯕ⣦ᘱⲴᧂᯕ઼व⏥Ⲵ᧗ᱟ൘൘㓯Ⲵ⽮Ӕ㖁㔌ᛵᲟл䘋㹼ⲴǄ৲о㘵㻛
㾱≲䰵䈫а⇥൘㖁㔌кӔᴻ৻Ⲵ᭵һˈ਼ᰦᕅሬ৲о㘵ሶԆԜ㠚ᐡᕅࡠޕᛵᲟ䀂
㢢ѝ৫˄ᧂᯕоवᇩᛵᲟ˅ˈԕ㜭䇙ԆԜⵏ↓ᜣ䊑ࡠ઼ᝏ㿹ࡠᇎ傼ᛵᲟǄᆼᡀ䰵
䈫Ҷ䘉њ᭵һਾˈ৲о㘵㻛㾱≲᧿䘠ԆԜ൘㓿শ䘉њ᭵һᛵᲟлⲴᗳᛵ৫ˈ䘉ṧ
䘋а↕ᕪॆ䘉њᇎ傼Ⲵ᧗(Rucker et al., 2011)Ǆ᧕лᶕ৲о㘵ሩ᧗Ự傼Ⲵ৽
ᓄ䰞仈ˈ䰞৺ԆԜ൘᭵һѝ⧠ⲴᛵຳлˈԆԜᝏ㿹ਇࡠᧂᯕ/ᘭ㿶Ⲵ〻ᓖ˄1=䶎
ᑨн਼˗7=䶎ᑨ਼(Kipling et al., 2000)˅઼㺘᰾ԆԜᗳᛵ“ᝏ㿹儈”ޤ䟿㺘˄1=
䶎ᑨн਼˗7=䶎ᑨ਼˅Ǆ
⛛㘰⎸䍩⍻䟿Ǆ䙊䗷䈧≲৲о㘵ᜣ䊑ԆԜ↓൘䍝Ҡаৼ儈ẓⲴ䶻ᆀˈ❦ਾ⭘
䟿㺘Rucker & Galinsky˄2009)⍻ࠪԆԜሩ⛛㘰ᙗ૱⡼ḷᘇⲴˈྭٿ䘉ᱟањ9࠶
䟿㺘ᴹഋњ亩ⴞˈപᇊѪਟ㿶ॆ/нਟ㿶ॆˈབྷ/ሿˈ⌘/н⌘ˈᱮ/нᱮˈ
ഋњ亩ⴞ㻛ᒣ൷ਾਸᡀањ㔬ਸ࠶ᮠˈ儈Ⲵ࠶ᮠણ⵰ᴤ⛛ྭٿ㘰ᙗ⎸䍩Ǆ
㠚ᡁ᭸㜭⍻䟿ǄᡁԜ䟷⭘ 10 њ亩ⴞа㡜㠚ᡁ᭸㜭䟿㺘(Bosscher et al., 1998)˄㿱
䱴ᖅ 3˅
ˈ䘉ᱟањঅ㔤ᓖⲴ䟿㺘ˈ䜘а㠤ਟ䶐ؑᓖѪ 0.87ˈ㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏ䎺վ
㺘᰾ਇࡠⲴ㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ေ㛱䎺བྷǄ
1.1

㔃᷌

᧗Ự傼Ǆ৲о㘵ሩᵳ࣋⣦ᘱⲴ᧗Ự傼৽ᓄˈ↓ྲᵏᵋ䛓ṧˈ儈ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱ
᧗Ⲵ৲о㘵ᝏਇࡠሩ㔃᷌Ⲵᖡ૽〻ᓖ˄M儈 = 5.06˅∄վᵳ࣋᧗л˄Mվ =
4.69 ,p = 0.032˅ᴤ儈ˈ䇱ᇎҶᡁԜሩᵳ࣋儈վ᧗ᱟᴹ᭸ⲴǄ਼ᰦ↓ྲᡁԜᡰ亴
ᯉ䛓ṧˈ৲о㘵ਇࡠᧂᯕ˄ণ㻛਼ᰦᤂ㔍˅
˄∄਼ᰦ᧕ਇ˅ᝏ㿹ᴤཊᧂཆ˄Mᧂ
ᯕ = 4.77 vs. Mवᇩ = 3.11 ,F = 49.86,p = 0.000˅,䇱ᇎҶᡁԜሩ⽮Պᧂᯕ᧗Ⲵᴹ᭸
ᙗǄ
⛛㘰⎸䍩ǄѪҶ傼䇱ᡁԜⲴٷ䇮1ˈণվᵳ࣋⣦ᘱл⎸䍩㘵ਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕᰦ
ᴤ⛛ྭٿ㘰⎸䍩˄ٷ䇮1˅
ˈᡁԜሩ⽮Պᧂᯕ઼ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱ䘋㹼ᯩᐞ࠶᷀ˈ⽮Պᧂᯕ
ሩ⛛㘰⎸䍩ᱟᆈ൘ᱮ㪇Ⲵ᭸ᓄ˄F = 4.47ˈp < 0.04˅
˄њփਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕᱟᴤྭٿ
⛛㘰⎸䍩˅䘉њ㔃᷌оࡽӪ⹄ウᱟа㠤Ⲵˈ਼ᰦ⽮Պᧂᯕ઼ᵳ࣋ⲴӔӂᖡ૽⛛㘰
⎸䍩ᱟᴹᱮ㪇ᖡ૽Ⲵ˄F = 3.992ˈp = 0.047 < 0.05˅
ˈ਼ᰦ৲о㘵൘վᵳ࣋⣦ᘱл
ਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕᰦ⛛㘰⎸䍩ᴹᱮ㪇᭸ᓄ˄Mवᇩ = 4.30 vs. Mᧂᯕ = 5.72ˈp < 0.04˅
㘼儈ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱлˈਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕᰦ⋑ᴹᱮ㪇ᖡ૽˄Mवᇩ = 4.85 vs. Mᧂᯕ = 4.89ˈ
p > 0.935˅
ˈྲമ2ᡰ⽪ˈ䘉њ㔃᷌㺘᰾ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱ઼⽮Պᧂᯕᱟӂ⭘Ҿ⛛㘰⎸
䍩Ⲵˈ傼䇱ҶᡁԜٷ䇮1ˈվᵳ࣋⣦ᘱл˄ሩҾ儈ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱ˅ਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕᰦ
ᴤ⛛ྭٿ㘰⎸䍩Ǆ
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㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ǄṩᦞᡁԜ᧘ᯝˈվᵳ࣋⣦ᘱл˄∄儈ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱ˅⎸䍩㘵ਇࡠ⽮
Պᧂᯕᰦ㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏՊᴤվˈᡁԜሩ⽮Պᧂᯕǃᵳ࣋⣦ᘱ઼㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏ㔬ਸᤷᮠ
ڊᯩᐞ࠶᷀ˈ㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ˈ৲о㘵൘վᵳ࣋⣦ᘱлਇࡠ⽮ՊᧂᯕᰦⲴ㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏ˄M
वᇩ = 2.85 vs. Mᧂᯕ = 2.28ˈp < 0.000˅∄儈ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱл㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏ˄Mवᇩ = 2.99
vs. Mᧂᯕ = 2.83ˈp > 0.1˅ᴹᱮ㪇᭸ᓄˈྲമ7ᡰ⽪ˈ䘉њ㔃᷌㺘᰾ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱ઼⽮
Պᧂᯕᱟӂ⭘Ⲵˈҏণ൘վᵳ࣋⣦ᘱл˄∄儈ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱ˅
ˈਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕ
ᰦ㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏᴤվǄ
䈳㢲ѝӻ࠶᷀Ǆᇎ傼ഋ䘋а↕ޘ䶒Ự傼ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱ઼⽮Պᧂᯕӂ⭘Ҿ⛛㘰
⎸䍩ᱟᱟ䙊䗷㠚ᡁ᭸㜭Ⲵ⭘ᖡ૽ǄᡁԜ䟷⭘ (Hayes, ˄2013)ˈmodel 7),⭘ᤄ
䶤⌅ӗ⭏5000њṧᵜᶕ䇴ՠഎᖂ⁑රǄ䘉њ࠶᷀㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ˈ൘ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱ઼⽮Պᧂ
ᯕӔӂⲴѝӻ⁑රѝˈᵳ࣋о⽮Պᧂᯕሩ⛛㘰⎸䍩Ⲵᖡ૽ᱟ㻛㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏѝӻҶ
˄B = -1.6043ˈt = -5.2396ˈp = 0.0000 <0.05˅ˈ਼ᰦ൘վᵳ࣋⣦ᘱлˈ⽮Պᧂᯕ
䙊䗷㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏᖡ૽⛛㘰⎸䍩Ⲵ䰤᧕⭘ᱟᱮ㪇Ⲵ˄95%ˈB = 9154ˈCI = 0.5042
㠣1.494ˈCI४䰤нवᤜ䴦˅ˈ㘼൘儈ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱлнᱮ㪇˄95%ˈB = 2464ˈCI =
-0.0267㠣0.5812ˈ४䰤वᤜ䴦˅ˈ㺘᰾⽮Պᧂᯕоᵳ࣋⣦ᘱӔӂ⭘Ҿ⛛㘰⎸䍩
ᱟ䙊䗷㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏᖡ૽Ⲵˈ傼䇱Ҷٷ䇮2Ǆ
1.1 䇘䇪
ᇎ傼Ҽнն䘋а↕⹄ウҶٷ䇮 1ˈণ⎸䍩㘵൘ਇࡠ⽮ՊᧂᯕⲴᰦ⎸ˈى䍩㘵
༴൘վᵳ࣋⣦ᘱᰦˈ㺘⧠ࠪᴤᕪ⛸Ⲵ㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ေ㛱ˈণ㠚ᡁ᭸㜭⍻䟿ᗇ࠶䎺վˈ
ᴤ⛛ྭٿ㘰ᙗ⎸䍩˗㘼ྲ᷌ᱟᵳ࣋ᝏ㿹儈Ⲵ⎸䍩㘵൘㠚ᡁ᭸㜭ᝏ⍻䟿Პ䙽ᗇࡠᖸ
儈Ⲵ࠶ᮠˈ䘹ᤙ⛛㘰⎸䍩ҏ䖳վˈ㘼ф傼䇱ҶᡁԜⲴٷ䇮 2ˈ൘վᵳ࣋⣦ᘱлˈ
⎸䍩㘵ਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕᰦሩ⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩Ⲵྭٿᱟ䙊䗷㠚ᡁ᭸㜭䴰㾱㘼ᕅ䎧ⲴǄ
1.㔬ਸ䇘䇪
1.1 ሿ㔃
ӪԜ൘н਼Ⲵᵳ࣋⣦ᘱлਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕᰦሩ⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩Ⲵྭٿᱟн਼Ⲵˈާփᶕ䈤ቡᱟˈ
ᖃਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕ˄∄⽮Պवᇩ˅ᰦˈվᵳ࣋⣦ᘱлⲴњփˈՊᴤ⛛ྭٿ㘰ᙗ⎸䍩ˈ㘼ሩҾ
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儈ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱⲴњփᶕ䈤ˈࡉ⋑ᴹᱮ㪇ᐞᔲਈॆǄᵜ᮷䙊䗷єњњᇎ傼ᶕ傼䇱ҶᡁԜⲴٷ䇮ˈ
ަѝᇎ傼а傼䇱Ҷٷ䇮 1ˈণᖃњփਇࡠ⽮Պᧂᯕ˄∄⽮Պवᇩ˅ᰦˈվᵳ࣋⣦ᘱⲴњփ
ᴤ⛛ྭٿ㘰ᙗ⎸䍩ˈ㘼儈ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱлⲴњփࡉ⋑ᴹ㺘⧠ࠪ⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩Ⲵ˗ྭٿᇎ傼Ҽ䘋а↕
傼䇱ٷ䇮 1ˈ਼ᰦ傼䇱Ҷٷ䇮 2 ҏণٷ䇮 1 Ⲵѝӻᵪࡦˈণ㠚ᡁ᭸㜭Ⲵѝӻ⭘Ǆ

1.1 ⨶䇪⽪
ᵜ᮷俆ݸѠᇼॆҶ⽮Պᧂᯕ⨶䇪Ⲵ⹄ウˈԕࡽབྷ䟿Ⲵ⹄ウ䜭ᱟ䳶ѝ൘⽮Պᆖˈ
ࣘ⢙ᆖˈ⽮Պᗳ⨶ᆖㅹк䘋㹼⹄ウˈᵜ᮷൘⎸䍩㘵㹼Ѫ亶ฏ䘋㹼⹄ウˈ䘉ҏᱟᴰ
䘁䘉ࠐᒤ൘䘉њ亶ฏᕅ䎧Ҷ⽮ྲˈ⌘ޣՊᧂᯕሩ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᖡ૽ᴹ⎸䍩仾䲙ྭٿ
(Duclos et al., 2013)ˈ⤜⢩ᙗӗ૱䘹ᤙ(Echo et al., 2014)ㅹˈᵜ᮷⹄ウⲴ⽮Պᧂᯕ
ሩ⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩Ⲵᖡ૽ˈ䘋а↕ᢙኅҶ⽮Պᧂᯕ⨶䇪൘⎸䍩㘵㹼Ѫ亶ฏⲴᓄ⭘Ǆަ
⅑ˈоࡽӪሩᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩Ⲵࡽഐਈ䟿˄ྲᵳ࣋(Rucker & Galinsky,
2009)ˈ⢙䍘ѫѹ(Velov, Gojkovic, & Duric, 2014)ˈ≲(ڦWang & Griskevicius, 2014)
ㅹⲴ⹄ウн਼Ⲵᱟˈᵜ᮷Ӿ⽮ՊᧂᯕѪࡽഐਈ䟿䘋㹼⹄ウˈѠᇼҶሩ⛛㘰ᙗ⎸
䍩ᖡ૽Ⲵ⹄ウǄަ⅑ˈᵜ᮷䘈Ӿњփᗳ⨶䀂ᓖ⹄ウҶ⽮Պᧂᯕሩ⎸䍩㘵⛛㘰ᙗ
⎸䍩Ⲵᖡ૽Ⲵ䗩⭼ᶑԦˈҏণњփⲴᵳ࣋⣦ᘱⲴн਼лˈ⽮Պᧂᯕሩ⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩
Ⲵᖡ૽Պᴹн਼ˈާփⲴ䈤ቡᱟਚ㾱վᵳ࣋⣦ᘱлⲴњփ൘ਇࡠ⽮ՊᧂᯕᰦՊ
⛛ྭٿ㘰ᙗ⎸䍩ˈ㘼儈ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱлࡉ⋑ᴹ䛓Ѹᱮ㪇Ǆᴰਾᵜ᮷䘈⹄ウҶн਼ᵳ࣋
⣦ᘱл⽮Պᧂᯕሩ⛛㘰ᙗ⎸䍩Ⲵ൘ᵪࡦˈҏቡᱟн਼ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱл⽮Պᧂᯕሩ⛛
㘰ᙗ⎸䍩ᖡ૽ᱟ䙊䗷ᖡ૽њփⲴ㠚ᡁ᭸㜭㘼ਁ⭏ⲴǄ
1.1 ᇎ䐥⽪
ᡁԜⲴ⹄ウ㔃᷌ᴹ⵰ᖸཊᇎ䐥ᤷሬѹⲴǄ俆ˈݸ൘㓿䬰ྒָ૱ᰦˈਟԕ㘳
㲁ࡠ⽮ՊᧂᯕⲴ䰞仈ˈྲ᷌ྒָ૱䬰Ӫઈਟԕṩᦞн਼ᵳ࣋⣦ᘱⲴ⎸䍩㘵᧗
н਼Ⲵ⽮Պᧂᯕᝏˈ䘉ṧҏਟԕሬ㠤ྒָ૱⎸䍩ˈᖃ❦䘉䴰㾱ṩᦞᡁԜⲴ⨶䇪ᤷ
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ABSTRACT
Brand experience is certified to have important influence on consumers’
purchase attention. Brakus et al. (2009）have construct a brand experience scale that
includes four dimensions: sensory, affective, intellectual, and behavioral, which has
been broadly used in empirical researches. But empirical researches exploring the
quantitative relationship between four dimensions and purchase attention respectively
has still been scarce. The famous sneaker brand-New Balance, which is derived from
USA, is prevalent in China recently, especially among young undergraduates. The
present study tries to adopt the typical linear discriminant analysis method to set up
discriminant function for the relationship between brand experience and purchase
attention, to quantify the influences of the four dimensions of brand experience on
purchase attention. The present study chooses the sneaker brand-New Balance and
young undergraduates as the research subject. Randomly distribute the questionnaire
to 480 undergraduates and 330 pieces are collected back, among which 309 pieces are
qualified. Reliability analysis results certify that the questionnaire is reliable. And
CFA is conducted to check the validity, which is qualified. Discriminant analysis finds
a discriminant function of purchase attention and four dimensions of brand experience.
The function indicates that behavioral experience plays the key role affecting
purchase attention among all the four dimensions. The results hint practitioners to
evoke consumers producing nice behavioral experience, which will likely tend to
purchase.
Keywords: Brand Experience, Purchase Attention, Discriminant Analysis, Sneaker

Brand, New Balance
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摘要
品牌体验被认为对消费者的购买意愿有重大影响，Brakus 等学者（2009）所
开发的品牌体验量表分为 4 个维度和 12 个题项，已被引入国内，但各维度对购
买意愿的量化关系仍缺乏实证研究。美国运动鞋品牌 New Balance 近年来风靡国
内，尤其是大学生群体。本研究试图从品牌体验的视角，建立判别函数，量化 4
个维度对购买意愿的影响。经随机抽样 480 名在校大学生进行问卷调研，回收问
卷 330 份，其中有效问卷共 309 份。经检验，运动鞋品牌情境嵌入的品牌体验量
表，其信度及效度可靠。进而，本研究建立了品牌体验影响购买意愿的判别函数，
其中行动体验的影响最大，提示当品牌能引导消费者的行为方式时，消费者最有
可能产生购买意愿。
关键词：品牌体验；购买意愿；判别分析；运动鞋品牌 New Balance

1.

引言

在体验经济时代中，由于营销近视症或单向度的影响，传统的基于产品、价
格、分销和促销四要素的营销组合模式, 已经很难适应体验经济的发展要求。体
验营销这一新型营销模式应运而生。在体验营销中，顾客寻找和购买品牌时所感
受到品牌有关的特殊刺激，对于他们的影响甚至大于来自于产品的功能的选择
(Brakus, Schmitt, Zarantonello, 2009)。有学者认为品牌体验贯穿于消费体验过程
的各个阶段，它来自于消费者对品牌及其属性的了解和熟悉程度，与产品或服务
的体验相比，是一种基于顾客体验，但更抽象、更高层次的体验形式，有着更深
层次的意义和影响(Alba & Hutchinson, 1987; Bennett, Härtel, & McColl-Kennedy,
2005)。因此，在品牌体验过程中，品牌的价值已超越术语、名称、标记、符号
又或者是它们的组合运用的存在，其价值内涵随社会经济形态而不断进化为带有
复合功能性价值、象征性价值和体验性价值的统一有机体。而作为企业最关注的
问题——消费者最终的购买意愿，通过品牌体验对消费者的购买意愿影响会如何
呢？企业怎么在关注产品和服务的基础上，通过改善品牌体验的哪些方面来强化
消费者的购买意愿，最终提高自身市场竞争力呢？这就是本研究所关注的问题。
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本研究选取了美国运动鞋品牌 New Balance 和在校大学生群体来进行品牌
体验影响消费者购买意愿的实证研究。基于近年来的社会观察，美国运动鞋品牌
New Balance 在中国非常流行。独特的产品设计基础上，依靠独特的品牌与产品
设计、品牌植入的意见领袖的活动、大众的口碑传播，令到消费者对其有较深刻
的品牌体验。在校大学生群体，年轻爱时尚，平常穿运动鞋的比例高。New Balance
品牌运动鞋是他们所熟悉和喜爱的运动鞋品牌。因此，本研究选取在校大学生群
体作为调查对象。
本研究运用品牌体验量表对 309 名大学生进行问卷调研。以购买 New
Balance 品牌运动鞋的购买意愿为例，通过对 4 个品牌体验维度进行调查研究，
得出大学生的运动鞋品牌体验的判别函数。本研究为大学生的品牌体验对运动鞋
购买意愿的影响提供判断参考，从而为企业的品牌体验管理实践提供决策参考。
2.

文献综述

消费者对强调体验的品牌形象情有独钟(Schmitt & Simonson,1997)。因此，
品牌不再只是将产品与普通产品区分开来的识别物和注明所有权与质量保证的
标志,而是体验的提供者(Schmitt,1999)。对于由品牌带来的体验最终由 Schmitt
与 Brakus 等学者(2009)定义为“消费者在品牌的设计与形象、包装、沟通与环境
的激发下，所产生的主观的内在反应（感觉、情绪、认知）和行为反应”。学者
Bennett，Härtel，McColl-Kennedy(2005)等认为品牌体验可分成外部信息获取和
内部价值感受，而 Terblanche 和 Boshoff(2006)则从体验引起的相关刺激的类型来
划分品牌体验的维度,包括：产品价值、商店内部环境、产品分类多样性、客户
抱怨；Oswald(2006)则从体验形成的等级递进程度划分将品牌体验提升至价值关
系层面，包括：物理属性介入力矩、情感介入力矩、价值主张介入力矩。而 Brakus，
Schmitt，Zarantonello(2009)将品牌体验划分为四个维度，包括感官体验，即创造
顾客知觉体验；情感体验，即诱发顾客内在的感情和情绪；行为体验，即引导生
活方式和处事方式；智力体验，即对顾客智力启迪和创造认知。这一维度划分方
式已被学术界广泛采用，因此本研究亦使用此量表对大学生的品牌体验进行测
量。
国 内 外学 者发 现品 牌体 验 对消 费者 的购 买意 愿 有着 重要 影响 ， Ha 和
Perks(2005)指出各种品牌体验影响品牌信任、对品牌熟悉度和消费者满意产生重
要的影响。Brakus，Schmitt，Zarantonello (2009)也表示品牌体验直接影响以及通
过品牌个性关系间接影响消费者满意度和忠诚度。我国学者钱佳和吴作民(2008)
以及吴水龙、刘长琳、卢泰宏(2009)均认为品牌忠诚受到品牌体验的显著影响。
而消费者的购买意愿会受到消费者对于品牌的态度影响，购买意愿又会最终
影响购买行为。因为根据预测消费者行为最权威的理论之一的计划行为理论
(Theory of Planned Behavior，简称 TPB)，消费者的行为态度是个体对执行某特定
行为喜爱或不喜爱程度的评估，而行为态度是决定行为意向的主要变量之一，态
度越积极、行为意向就越大(Ajzen, 1991)。
因此，本研究认为消费者的品牌体验影响消费者对品牌的态度，从而影响消
费者的购买意愿，进行影响消费者的购买行为。
品牌体验对消费者购买意愿存在着显著的影响，但对这种影响仍缺乏量化实
证研究，尚未见到以判别分析方法，建立以品牌体验各维度数据来判别消费者购
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买意愿的量化实证探索。
3.

研究方法

本研究主要探讨品牌体验对购买意愿之间的关系。研究采用 Brakus，
Schmitt，Zarantonello(2009)的成熟的品牌体验量表，由 12 个测量项目组成，采
用里克特 5 级量表，其中（1=非常不同意，5=非常同意），分数高低与品牌体验
成正向关系，分数越高，消费者对品牌体验的感受程度越高。并对问卷题项稍作
品牌情境嵌入，要求被试以美国 New Balance 运动鞋品牌为对象，回忆对该品牌
的品牌体验并填写问卷。
研究样本均来自于珠海地区在校大学生。样本收集具体过程为随机选取学生
进行问卷发放，并要求被访者现场填写后回收。共发出问卷 480 份，回收问卷
330 份，回收率为 73.3%；删除无效或填答不完整问卷，共剔除无效问卷 21 份，
回收到的有效问卷总计 309 份，回收率达到 68.6%。
有效问卷中被调查对象的性别分别为男性共 143 人（46.3%），女性 166 人
（53.7%）。问卷中再对 New Balance 运动鞋品牌的购买意愿采取直接提问的方
式，其中有意愿购买的为 71 人（22.9%），无意愿购买的为 238 人（77.1%）。
4.

资料分析与结论

本研究采用 SPSS 21.0 以及 Amos 21.0 作为主要资料分析工具，研究方法包
括因子分析、判别分析。
4.1 信度
为检验本量表的有效性，了解被调查者对问卷的回答是否符合量表设计的初
衷，本研究利用 Cronbach's Alpha 值，对量表的信度进行了检验。检验结果显示，
“感官体验”、“情感体验”、“行动体验”和“思考体验”四个维度的 Cronbach's Alpha
值分别为 0.74、0.84、0.86 和 0.75，均满足大于 0.7 的最低接受标准，表示较高
的内部一致性，可以认为问卷可靠性较强，说明本研究所采用的量表信度良好
(Nunnally, 1978)。
4.2 效度
为了检验本量表的效度，再进行了验证性因子分析（CFA）。利用验证性因
子分析来检验品牌体验量表的收敛效度，各维度下的所有题项的标准化负载系数
都在 0.70 至 0.91 之间，满足 0.7 的最低接受标准，且在 P<0.001 条件下呈现统
计显著性(Nunnally, 1978)。模型其他拟合指针（X2=110.22，d.f.=47，CFI =0.94，
TLI =0.91，GFI =0.94，和 RMSEA =0.07）都符合相关要求，即 x2／d.f.值为 2.35，
处于 2 至 5 之间；CFI、GFI 等拟合指标都在 0.91 至 0.94 之间，满足 0.9 的最低
接受标准；RMSEA 和 RMR 分别为 0.07 和 0.03，分别满足 0.08 和 0.05 的最低
接受标准(Fornell & Larcker, 1981)。说明本研究采用的品牌体验测量量表具有较
好的收敛效度。
4.3 变量有效性检验
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不管采用何种方法建立预测模型,其基本前提是所选用的各个预测变量能够
有效地分离总体,即对因变量具有一定的区分能力,否则预测的目的便难以实现。
为此，对于有购买意愿和无购买意愿的消费者群体在 4 个品牌体验的维度上的均
值差异进行检验,各维度的均值和标准偏差及显著性检验结果见表 1。
感官体验

情感体验

行动体验

思考体验

4.04

3.55

3.88

3.48

(0.52)

(0.57)

(0.62)

(0.63)

3.80

3.35

3.57

3.20

(0.60)

(0.60)

(0.62)

(0.68)

-3.04***

-2.43***

-3.73***

-3.09***

有购买意愿

无购买意愿

T

表 1 变数有效性 T 检验

注：* p <0.05, ** p <0.01，*** p <0.001

从表 1 中可见,有购买意愿和无购买意愿群体在 4 种品牌维度上均存在显著
差异。与本研究理论的预期相符，有购买意愿群体的品牌体验各个维度的均值均
高于无购买意愿群体。
4.4 判别分析
判别分析就是根据已知类别的事物的性质，利用某种技术建立函数式，然后
对未知类别的事物进行判断以便将它归入到已知的类别中。建立购买意愿的判别
函数对企业的品牌体验不仅有理论上的指导作用，更有实际工作的指导作用。利
用判别函数，可以对消费者是否会进行购买进行判断（Lattin, Carroll & Green,
2003）。
使用 SPSS 21 统计软件的判别分析功能对样本数据进行了运算，结果表明有
一个判别函数，判别函数的特征值=0.338，特征值越大，表明该函数越具有区别
力。Wilks＇Lambda 检验判别函数的相伴概率为 0.000，达到显著水平。Standardized
Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients 表格显示了判别函数的标准化系数。
由此可以得到判别函数为:F=0.356X1+0.052X2+0.613X3+0.347X4，从此判别函数
可知，接受调查的大学生对运动鞋品牌 New Balance 的购买意愿受品牌体验影响
的关键因素按照大小排列是：行动体验(0.613)、感官体验(0.356)、思考体验
(0.347)、情感体验(0.052)。
Classification Function Coefficients 表显示了两组 Fisher 线性判别函数，每组
都有一组相应的系数，将每一个观察值代入两个 Fisher 线性判别函数，所得函数
值较大的，则该观察值属于该组。
F0=7.004X1+3.130X2+4.937X3+1.112X4-29.868
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F1=7.359X1+3.080X2+5.511X3+1.412X4-34.226
表 2 显示，该判断方程对研究对象是否共享的准确判断率达到 76.4%。
表 2 分类结果
购买意愿
步骤一

预测值

0
1
实际值
0
166
72
1
1
70
百分比
0
69.7%
30.3%
1
1.4%
98.6%
总正确率：（166+70）/ 309 = 76.4%

合计
238
71
100%
100%

4.5 结论
通过文献分析与判别分析，本研究发现品牌体验对消费者购买意愿有着重要
影响，其中行动体验最为明显，也就是说当品牌能引导消费者的生活方式以及其
处事方式时，消费者最有可能产生购买意愿。
本研究中通过建立判别函数，有效判别消费者购买意愿，总有效率达到
76.4%，其中对有购买意愿的预测准确性达到 98.6%。因此，我们相信品牌体验
对购买意愿有积极的影响。但对于无购买意愿的被访对象，品牌体验对其影响则
较弱。本研究发现行动体验对购买意向影响较大，而在无购买意向的被访对象中
感官体验对其影响较大。
5.研究局限性与建议
本研究仅限于静态数据收集的定量分析方法，对消费者的品牌体验对购买意
愿进行分析。但消费者的购买意愿还受其他因素，如动态的朋友评价等影响，建
议后续研究可采用定性研究方法或三角研究法，找出朋友评价等因素对品牌体验
与购买意愿关系的影响，更好地解释品牌体验对购买意愿的影响机制。
本研究发现品牌体验对无购买意愿的被访对象的影响有限，特别是在行动体
验上。我们认为被访对象购买意愿受到行动体验影响较大，而无购买意愿的被访
对象对该品牌的体验仅仅停留在感官体验上，而行动体验则有所欠缺。因此，我
们建议企业应关注消费者行动体验的需求，将消费者从传统的品牌感官体验转到
品牌行动体验中去。
品牌作为企业重要的无形资产和顾客识别或归属的价值符号, 其价值内涵
随着经济形态的演进而不断变化。在体验经济时代，品牌复合化为功能性价值、
象征性价值和体验性价值的有机统一体。品牌体验作为体验经济时代品牌与消费
者接触的桥梁，其战略价值对企业来说不言而喻。因此，企业不仅要注重产品或
服务功能性品牌与象征性品牌的建构与铸就, 更要注重体验性品牌的再造与延
伸。
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ABSTRACT
This research focuses on shoppers’ intention to go on shopping after their
impulse purchase with their friend. The study experiments show that, when shopping
with friend, the shopper’s intention to go on shopping is influenced by his/her friend’s
relative purchasing quantity and his own normative evaluation on impulse purchase.
Firstly, the relative purchasing amount of his friend plays an important role, i.e. when
friend buys more (vs. less), the shopper will have higher intention to continue
shopping. Secondly, when the shopper’s normative evaluation on impulsive purchase
is positive (vs. negative), he/she has a stronger intention to go on shopping,. Therefore,
this study contributes to extending the research on the immediate consequence of
accompanied impulsive buying behavior, and it also answers the question as to what
partners a shopper goes shopping together with will make him/her buy less. It also has
some significant guidance for retailers in their interactive field selling skills.
Keywords: Impulsive Purchase, Accompanied Shopping, Store Visit Duration,
Normative Evaluation
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૽ˈ਼ᰦ⎸䍩㘵ሩߢࣘ䍝ҠⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠՊ䈳㢲䘉ṧⲴᖡ૽Ǆ俆ݸ,ᵜ⹄ウਁ⧠ᴻ
৻䍝⢙䟿о㠚ᐡ䍝⢙䟿Ⲵᐞ䐍ሩ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯᴹѫ᭸ᓄˈᖃਁ⧠ᴻ৻∄㠚ᐡҠᗇ
ཊᰦ˄ሩᴻ৻∄㠚ᐡҠᗇᴤቁ㘼䀰˅ˈᜐ亮㘵㔗㔝䙋Ⲵᝯ㾱ᱮ㪇ᴤ儈Ǆަ⅑ˈ
ѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅ሩߢࣘ䍝ҠⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠⲴ䈳㢲⭘࠶єњᯩ䶒ˈᖃ⎸䍩㘵ሩߢࣘ
䍝ҠⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠᱟ〟ᶱᰦˈሩ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯӗ⭏׳䘋᭸ᓄˈ㘼ᖃ⎸䍩㘵ሩߢࣘ䍝
ҠⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠᱟ⎸ᶱᰦˈሩ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯӗ⭏ᣁࡦ᭸ᓄǄҏቡᱟ䈤ˈՊӗ⭏↓↓
ਐ࣐ˈ䍏䍏ਐ࣐ˈ↓䍏˄䍏↓˅ᣥ⎸Ⲵ⧠䊑Ǆᙫѻˈѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅ᤱ〟ᶱⲴ㿴
ࡦ䇴ՠᒦфਁ⧠ᴻ৻∄“㠚ᐡ”Ҡᗇᴤཊᰦˈ㺘⧠ࠪᴰ儈Ⲵ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯ˗㘼ѫփ
˄ᜐ亮㘵˅ᤱ⎸ᶱⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠᒦфਁ⧠ᴻ৻∄“㠚ᐡ”Ҡᗇᴤቁᰦˈ㺘⧠ࠪᴰվⲴ
㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯǄ
ᵜ⹄ウ൘⨶䇪䍑⥞ᯩ䶒ˈᵜ᮷⹄ウҶ਼դⲴ䍝⢙䟿ሩߢࣘ䍝⢙㘵Ⲵ㔗㔝䙇⮉
ᝯⲴᖡ૽ˈѠᇼҶޣҾ䲚դ䍝⢙ᛵຳⲴߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫ⹄ウˈҏѠᇼҶޣҾ䍝Ҡ
㹼ѪⲴণᰦ“ਾ᷌”⹄ウǄӾᜐ亮㘵㹼Ѫ䀓᷀৺㇑⨶ᓄ⭘ᯩ䶒ᶕⴻˈᵜ᮷Ⲵ⹄ウ
⽪Ҷᖃєњᤱ〟ᶱ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠⲴӪа䎧䙋㺇ᰦˈቡۿᔰҶа൪䍝ҠᤱѵᡈˈԆԜ
Պӂᖡ૽ˈ൘୶൪а䙋䙋ˈ┑䖭㘼ᖂǄ䘉ҏણ⵰ˈањሩߢࣘ䍝Ҡᤱ〟ᶱ
ᘱᓖⲴӪˈྲ᷌ᜣ䙊䗷㕙⸝൘୶൪Ⲵ䙇⮉ᰦ䰤ᶕ᧗ࡦ㠚ᐡⲴ䍝Ҡ䟿Ⲵ䈍ˈ㾱䘹ᤙ
аսᒣᰦ㺘⧠ࠪߢࣘᙗ䍝⢙㹼ѪվⲴᴻ৻˄䙊ᑨ䘉ṧⲴᴻ৻Ⲵ⢩ᖱᱟˈԆԜᴹ䖳
վⲴߢࣘ䍝Ҡ⢩䍘ˈሩߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠҏᱟ䍏Ⲵ˅㔃դ䙋㺇ˈቡਟԕᴹ
᭸㕙⸝㠚ᐡ൘୶൪䙇⮉Ⲵᰦ䰤Ǆ
᮷⥞㔬䘠઼⹄ウٷ䇮
ᵜ᮷⹄ウⲴᱟ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪᇎᯭѻਾⲴ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯˈ⹄ウ᮷⥞Ӿߢࣘᙗ䍝ҠⲴ
⹄ޣウࠪਁˈ㔃ਸ਼դ⹄ウⲴ⨶䇪,㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ⨶䇪ᶕᔪ・ٷ䇮䙫䗁ˈ਼ᰦ䇘䇪
Ҷ䍝⢙⧟ຳⲴ䎧≤ᒣሩߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡӗ⭏Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ
2. ᮷⥞㔬䘠઼⹄ウٷ䇮
2.1 ߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫ⹄ウᡀ᷌৺н䏣
ߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡ˄Impulsive Buying/Purchaseˈਾ䶒ㆰ〠 IP˅൘ᜐ亮㘵㹼Ѫ˄shopper
behavior˅⹄ウ亶ฏ㠚 20 ц㓚 50 ᒤԓ䎧ਇࡠˈ⌘ޣѻਾаⴤᱟޣҾᜐ亮㘵㹼Ѫ
⹄ウⲴ✝⛩Ǆ൘ᰙᵏ⹄ウѝˈ䇔Ѫߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡᱟа䶎䇑ࡂ䍝Ҡˈѫ㾱ᱟഐѪ“䶎
䇑ࡂ䍝Ҡ”൘⧠൪⹄ウѝᴤ࣐ᇩ᱃䇶࡛ˈ⹄ウ㘵ԜӾ૱㊫ǃ䱸ࡇǃӪਓ㔏䇑⢩ᖱ
઼⭏⍫ᯩᔿњ䀂ᓖ᧒㍒Ҷ䘉“䶎䇑ࡂⲴߢࣘ䍝Ҡ”ᖡ૽ഐ㍐[4],[5]Ǆ70 ᒤԓ㠣
80 ᒤԓⲴ⹄ウ䙀⑀ሶߢࣘ䍝Ҡǃ䶎䇑ࡂ䍝ҠǃҐᜟᙗ䍝Ҡㅹ㹼Ѫ४࠶ᔰᶕˈRook
˄1987˅Ⲵ⹄ウਟԕ〠Ѫߢࣘᙗ⢙㹼ѪⲴ䟼〻⻁ˈ䘉亩⹄ウѪߢࣘ䍝Ҡᇊѹ⺞ᇊ
Ҷ 3 њ᱃Ҿ⨶䀓Ⲵ⢩⛩——䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫ䶎䇑ࡂǃ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫ䳮ԕ᧗ࡦǃ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫդ䲿
⵰ᛵᝏഎᓄǄⴞࡽ⹄ウ亶ฏᴰᲞ䙽䟷⭘Ⲵߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪⲴᇊѹҏᶕ㠚Ҿ䘉њ⹄
ウ˖ᖃ⎸䍩㘵փ傼ࡠаケ❦Ⲵǃᑨᑨᱟᕪ⛸઼ᤱѵⲴᜣ㾱・ণ䍝ҠḀ୶૱Ⲵ
⑤ᵋᰦˈߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫቡਁ⭏ҶǄߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡާᴹ༽ᵲⲴӛҀ⢩䍘ˈᴹᰦ䘈Պ
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ࡪ◰ӗ⭏ᛵ㔚ߢケ[3]Ǆ
ߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪⲴᖒᡀᵪࡦǃᖡ૽ഐ㍐઼㹼Ѫਾ᷌ˈ൘ѻਾⲴҼॱ։ᒤᰦ䰤
䟼ᗇࡠҶ∄䖳⹄Ⲵ࠶ݵウǄަѝˈᖡ૽ഐ㍐઼ᖒᡀᵪࡦⲴ⹄ウቔѪ࠶ݵǄ
ߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡ 㹼ѪⲴᖡ ૽ഐ㍐⹄ウ ˈਟԕᢙ བྷࡠߢࣘᙗ ⎸䍩˄ impulsive
consumption˅઼ߢࣘᙗ⎸䍩ߣㆆ˄impulsive choice˅ˈ䘉Ӌ⹄ウสᵜк䜭Ӿ㠚ᡁ
᧗ࡦޕ[1][6][7][8][9]ˈࡠࡽ㖞ⲴഐǄਟԕᾲᤜᡀњӪቲ䶒Ⲵᗳ⨶о⭏⨶ഐ㍐ǃ
䴦⧠൪ቲ䶒Ⲵ⧟ຳഐ㍐઼⽮Պቲ䶒Ⲵ᮷ॆഐ㍐йњᯩ䶒Ǆ
ᗳ⨶о⭏⨶ഐ㍐वᤜњӪⲴߢࣘ⢩䍘[10]ǃ㠚ᡁᾲᘥ[2][11]ǃњӪራ≲ཊṧॆⲴ
〻ᓖ[12]ǃ䍝⢙ⲴӛҀԧ٬˄hedonic value˅ሬੁ[13]ǃњӪᛵ㔚[14]ǃ⽮Պޣ㌫Ⲵ㕪
ཡᝏ[15]ˈ⭊㠣ᱟ侞伏ᕅ䎧Ⲵ㹰⏢ѝ㢢≘䞨Ⲵਜ਼䟿ਈॆ[9]Ǆ⹄ウ䘈ਁ⧠ާᴹߢࣘᙗ
䍝Ҡ㹼ѪⲴӪԜᑨᑨާᴹҀҾ᭩ਈˈࣷҾ᧕ਇᡈ઼㕪ѿ䍓ԫᗳⲴᙗṬ[16][17]Ǆ
䴦⧠൪Ⲵ⧟ຳഐ㍐⹄ウ∄䖳ੁٿҾᓄ⭘㊫⹄ウˈ⹄ウ㘵ਁ⧠䴦⧟ຳՊо
⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᛵ㔚઼৲оᓖᴹ㚄㌫ˈྲаӋޣ⡡ǃᐼᵋǃᙗᝏǃᴹ䏓Ⲵᛵ㔚Պդ䲿а
ᇊ〻ᓖⲴ䍝Ҡᝯ઼ᤕᴹᝯˈ⭊㠣ᴹᰦՊ᭩ਈ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝Ҡ䇑ࡂˈӗ⭏ߢࣘ䍝
Ҡ㹼Ѫ[18]Ǆ⹄Ⲵޣウਁ⧠वᦒ୶ᓇս㖞઼䙋㺇ᰦᵪ[19]ǃ୶૱Ⲵ࣏㜭ᙗ䇹≲[13]ǃ
䴦ԧṬㆆ⮕[20]ǃ䴦㛼Ჟ丣Ҁ[21]ǃ୶૱䱸ࡇᯩᔿ[22]ǃ䴦⧠൪䬰Ӫઈ[23]ㅹ
ഐ㍐䜭Պᕅਁ儈ߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪǄ䴦⧟ຳᱟߢࣘ䍝ҠⲴањॱ࠶䟽㾱Ⲵഐ㍐ˈᴹ
䲀Ⲵオ䰤⧟ຳо⤜⢩Ⲵ䍝⢙ᶑԦ਼ޡ㓴ᡀҶ䴦⧟ຳˈᆳѫ㾱वᤜ䴦ᓇⲴ㛼Ჟ
丣Ҁǃ୶૱䱸ࡇᯩᔿǃ≄ણǃᓇ׳䬰⍫ࣘǃԧṬǃᓇ⌱⧟ຳǃᓇ䬪ᇶᓖо
ᓇ䬰Ӫઈㅹ[24]Ǆ
൘ޣҾ⧠൪Ⲵᖡ૽ഐ㍐ѝˈᴹањ∄䖳䳶ѝⲴ䐟ᖴᱟ䴦⧠൪㾱㍐ሩᜐ亮㘵
Ⲵ䎧˄arousal˅≤ᒣн਼ˈӾ㘼ᖡ૽Ҷᜐ亮㘵Ⲵ㹼ѪǄ൘н਼䴦䎧≤ᒣлˈ
⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䙇⮉ᝯᱟн਼Ⲵˈ儈䎧≤ᒣˈྲ㡂㕃Ⲵ丣ҀǃᣈᢓՈᜐ⍫ࣘǃ৻ྭ
Ⲵᓇ䬰ӪઈㅹՊ֯⎸䍩㘵ӗ⭏〟ᶱᛵ㔚ˈᴤҀ䙇⮉൘୶൪ˈ⭊㠣Ҿਁ⭏ߢ
ࣘ䍝ҠǄ䘉ҏᖡ૽ࡠҶवᤜᵜ⹄ウ൘Ⲵਾ㔝⹄ウˈ⎹৺ӪԜⲴߢࣘ䍝Ҡߣㆆᰦˈ
ሶ䎧˄arousal˅≤ᒣѪ䟽㾱Ⲵ᧗ࡦਈ䟿ᶕ㘳㲁Ǆ
⽮Պቲ䶒Ⲵᖡ૽ഐ㍐वᤜ⽮Պ㓿⍾ൠսⲴᖡ૽[25]; 䲚դ㘵㊫රⲴᖡ૽[26]ˈޘ
⨳᮷ॆഐ㍐ྲ PDB˄ᵳ࣋䐍ؑᘥ˅[27]˗ൠฏ᮷ॆ⢩ᖱྲ“䶒ᆀ”Ⲵᖡ૽[28]ㅹǄ
൘ߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪⲴᖒᡀᵪࡦᯩ䶒ˈRook & Fisher ˄1995˅Ⲵ⹄ウᴰѪส
ˈԆᔪ・Ҷԕߢࣘᙗ⢩䍘Ѫ㠚ਈ䟿ˈԕߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪѪᓄਈ䟿ˈԕߢࣘ䍝Ҡ
Ⲵ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ˄NEˈnormative evaluation˅Ѫ䈳㢲ਈ䟿Ⲵสᵜ⨶䇪⁑රˈᒦ䇮䇑Ҷ
ᇎ傼ᛵຳоਈ䟿⍻䟿ᯩ⌅[3]Ǆਾ㔝Ⲵሩߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪⲴᵪࡦ⹄ウสᵜк䜭൘↔
สкᢙኅ␡ॆˈवᤜӾᗳ⨶઼㹼ѪⲴа㠤ᙗ䀂ᓖ䘋㹼ᵪࡦⲴᢙኅ⹄ウ [29]˗ሶ
ᛵ㔚࣐ࣘߢޕᙗ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪⲴᖒᡀᵪࡦѝ[30]˗ሶᴤཊ൪Ჟഐ㍐о䍝⢙䗷〻ᮤਸ൘
а䎧ˈ㔈ࡦҶߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫᖒᡀᵪࡦ[31]Ǆ
ሩҾᖡ૽ഐ㍐઼ᖒᡀᵪࡦ⹄ウˈߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫਾ᷌ᯩ䶒Ⲵ⹄ウᮠ䟿ቡ∄
䖳ቁаӋǄᜐ亮㘵Պ൘ߢࣘ䍝Ҡѻਾ㓿傼а・ণⲴௌᛖ઼┑䏣 [32]˗⎸ᶱⲴਾ
᷌वᤜ❖㲁ǃ⯊઼ਾᛄㅹ䍏䶒ᛵ㔚[3],[5],[33]ˈRook & Fisher (1995)䇔Ѫ䘉Ӌ䍏䶒
ᛵ㔚ᴤཊᶕ㠚⽮Պ࣋[10]ǄሩҾণᰦਾ᷌ˈ⧠ᴹ⹄ウᴤ䳶ѝҾߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡ㹼
ѪՊ㔉⎸䍩㘵ᗳ⨶ᑖᶕⲴ䮯ᵏ⎸ᶱᖡ૽ˈྲߢࣘᙗ䍝ҠՊ䇙ӪԜᝏਇࡠ㠚ᐡ㠚ࡦ
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࣋Ⲵл䱽ˈӾ㘼䱽վ㠚ؑᗳо㠚ሺᝏǄྲˈᵾՏՏㅹ˄2006˅ԕ৺䰾ᐗѭ˄2006˅
⹄ウਁ⧠к⅑ߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪᑖᶕⲴ䍏䶒ਾ᷌䗮ࡠаᇊ〻ᓖᰦˈла⅑Ⲵ䍝Ҡߢࣘ
ᙗ઼䇔⸕䇴ԧ䜭Պਇࡠ䖳བྷⲴᖡ૽[34],[35]Ǆ
ᡰԕˈഎ亮䘁 30 ᒤⲴߢࣘ䍝Ҡޣ᮷⥞ˈᴹєњ⧠䊑٬ᗇˈ⌘ޣㅜањ⧠
䊑ᱟߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪⲴ⹄ウཊᮠ䳶ѝ൘“ࡽഐ”઼“䗷〻”кˈሩҾ“ਾ᷌”Ⲵ⹄ウቔަ
ᱟߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪᑖᶕⲴণᰦᛵ㔚փ傼઼ߣㆆⲴ⹄ウᴹ䲀˗ㅜҼњ⧠䊑ᱟˈᐢᴹⲴ
ߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫ⹄ウሩ䲚դ䍝⢙ᛵຳлˈ਼դⲴ㹼Ѫᖡ૽ᛵߥ᧒ウᶱቁǄ
2.2 а㠤ᙗ⨶䇪઼䍝⢙ѝⲴ਼դᖡ૽
ቭ㇑䲚դ䍝⢙ᱟᰕᑨ⭏⍫ѝѫ㾱Ⲵ䍝⢙⁑ᔿˈնᱟˈ⹄ウᜐ亮㘵Ⲵߢࣘ䍝Ҡ
㹼Ѫྲօਇަ਼դᖡ૽Ⲵ⹄ウতнཊǄ
䛓ӋӾњփቲ䶒ࢆ᷀ᗳ⨶ਈ䟿Ⲵ⹄ウѝˈྲњӪᵳ࡙䐍˄PDB˅઼㠚ᡁᶴ
ᔪ˄self-construal˅ㅹᗳ⨶ਈ䟿ሩߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪⲴᖡ૽ᐢ㓿ਟԕ᧘⨶൘䲚դ䍝
⢙ѝˈ⭡Ҿ਼դⲴࠪ⧠ˈ⹄ウሩ䊑Ⲵߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪߣㆆՊਇࡠн਼Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ⎹৺
਼դ䘉аਈ䟿ᰦˈ䙊ᑨ⭘єњ㔤ᓖᶕ㺘ᖱ——਼դᖡ૽࣋˄ᡆњӪ᱃ਇᖡ૽〻ᓖ˅
оӢᇶ〻ᓖ[36][37]ˈ䘉ᱟᤷˈ਼դާᴹཊབྷⲴ⽮Պᖡ૽࣋৫੨ᕅԆӪ䘭䲿ԆⲴ㹼
Ѫ˄৺⹄ウሩ䊑њӪ⢩䍘ѝޣҾᱟᇩ᱃ਇࡠᖡ૽Ⲵ〻ᓖ˅ˈԕ৺઼਼դⲴޣ
㌫ᱟӢᇶ˄䙊ᑨփ⧠൘н਼㊫රⲴ਼դкˈྲᇦӪᡆ਼һ˅Ǆ䘉Ӌ⹄ウⲴѫ㾱
⨶䇪สᱟ⎸䍩㹼ѪՊਇ⽮Պ㿴㤳Ⲵᖡ૽[38]Ǆ∄ྲ䈤ˈ൘䍝⢙⧟ຳѝˈ਼դⲴ
ᆈ൘ቡྲањݸ傼㓿傼ˈ⎸䍩㘵ᖸᴹਟ㜭਼ؑդⲴⴻ⌅о㹼Ѫ˗਼ṧⲴˈ⎸䍩
㘵ҏᴹਟ㜭ሶԆӪⲴ㹼ѪѪ㠚ᐡ⎸䍩ࡽⲴањࡔᯝḷ߶Ǆ
ቭ㇑ Rook(1987)൘ᵚᶕਁኅᯩੁѝᤷࠪᴹᗵ㾱⹄ウ⽮Պᙗ⧟ຳлߢࣘᙗ䍝
Ҡ㹼Ѫоঅ⤜㹼ࣘᛵຳлⲴн਼[3]ˈնਾ㔝ޣҾߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪⲴ⹄ウ൘䲚դ䍝
⢙ᯩ䶒勌ᴹケˈਚᱟ൘аӋ⹄ウѝѪ“࢟ӗ૱”ࠪ⧠Ǆⴤ᧕ԕ䲚դ䍝⢙Ѫᛵຳ
Ⲵ⹄ウ䶎ᑨቁˈֻྲ Luo (2005)ˈԆਁ⧠ӵᨀ⽪ᴻ৻Ⲵࠪ⧠ˈቡՊሩᜐ亮㘵Ⲵߢ
ࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫӗ⭏ᖡ૽˖ᴻ৻Ⲵࠪ⧠Պ࣐ߢࣘⅢᵋ˄impulsive urge˅઼㹼Ѫ
(impulsive buying)ˈ㘼ᇦӪⲴࠪࡉՊ߿ቁߢࣘᙗᝏ⸕઼㹼Ѫˈᒦфᜐ亮㘵ᵜӪ᱃
ਇᖡ૽ᓖ䎺儈ˈਇ਼դⲴᖡ૽䎺བྷ[26]Ǆᵡ㗺˄2011˅ԕѝഭᆖ⭏Ѫ㻛䈅ˈ䟽༽
Ҷ䘉њ㔃䇪[39]Ǆ༿᮷㦹˄2009˅ሶ“ᴻ৻ᔪ䇞”Ѫᒢᢠഐ㍐൘⁑රѝˈնᒦ⋑ᴹ
␡᧒ޕ䇘[40]Ǆ
䘉ӋѪᮠᴹ䲀Ⲵ⹄ウˈަ㿶䀂ᱟᴻ৻˄ᡆᇦӪ/ԆӪ˅Ⲵࠪ⧠ሩߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼
ѪⲴ׳䘋ᡆᱟᣁࡦ⭘ˈ㘼нᱟ਼դⲴ䍝⢙㹼Ѫሩᜐ亮㘵Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆᵜ᮷Ⲵ⹄ウˈ
ቡᱟӾԕਾањ䀂ᓖѪ࠷⹄ˈޕウ਼դⲴ㹼Ѫሩᇎᯭߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪⲴᜐ亮㘵Ⲵ㹼
Ѫ˄䙇⮉ᝯ˅Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆᵜ⹄ウӾᒣ㺑⨶䇪઼а㠤ᙗ⨶䇪Ⲵ䀂ᓖᶕ䇘䇪਼դⲴ䍝
Ҡ㹼Ѫሩᜐ亮㘵ߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡਾ䙇⮉ᝯⲴᖡ૽Ǆ
ᵜ᮷䇔Ѫˈ䲚դ䍝⢙䘉њ൪Ჟˈ⎹৺єњӪ˄㠚ᐡ઼ᴻ৻˅઼а亩һ⢙˄ߢ
ࣘ䍝Ҡ˅ˈṩᦞᒣ㺑⨶䇪ˈণ“P-O-X”⁑ᔿˈP ԓ㺘ањѫփˈO ԓ㺘ਖањѫ
փˈX ԓ㺘ሩ䊑ǄPǃOǃX йᡀԭⲴӂ⭘㓴ᡀањ䇔⸕൪ˈሩѫփᶕ䈤ˈ
䘉њ䇔⸕൪ᴹᰦᱟᒣ㺑઼っᇊⲴ˄മ 2 ѝķĸĹĺⲴᛵߥ˅ˈ∄ྲ˖єњњփ
ሩ䈕ሩ䊑Ⲵᘱᓖ䜭ᱟ↓Ⲵᡆ䜭ᱟ䍏ⲴǄᴹᰦ৸ᱟнᒣ㺑ǃнっᇊⲴ˄മ 2 ѝĻ
ļĽľⲴᛵߥ˅ˈ∄ྲањњփሩ䈕ሩ䊑Ⲵⴻ⌅ᱟ↓䶒Ⲵˈ㘼ਖањփሩ䈕ሩ䊑
Ⲵⴻ⌅ᱟ䍏䶒ⲴǄнᒣ㺑ⲴᛵߥлˈӪ䱵ޣ㌫Պਈᗇ㍗ᕐˈњփѪᆀоਖањփ
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؍ᤱ㢟ྭⲴޣ㌫ˈቡՊ䟷ਆ᭩ਈ㠚ᐡⲴ㹼Ѫ˄ᡆᘱᓖ˅Ⲵᯩ⌅ᶕ؍ᤱᒣ㺑Ǆ

മ1

Heider(1958)ᒣ㺑⨶䇪

ٷ䇮 P ԓ㺘ᜐ亮㘵ˈO ԓ㺘਼դˈྲ᷌ԆԜᱟᴻ৻ˈP ઼ O Ⲵޣ㌫ቡᱟ+˗
X ԓ㺘ߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫˈᖃᜐ亮㘵ⴻࡠᴻ৻઼㠚ᐡҠⲴᮠ䟿а㠤ˈҏቡᱟമ 1 ѝⲴ
ķᡆĸⲴ⣦ᘱˈ↔ᰦᜐ亮㘵ǃᴻ৻ǃ㹼Ѫй㘵ᱟᒣ㺑Ⲵ˗ᖃ਼դⲴ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫо㠚
ᐡна㠤˄वᤜ਼դҠᗇᴤཊ઼Ҡᗇᴤቁ˅ᰦˈᖃҾമ 1 ѝⲴĻᡆļˈ᳇⽪Ҷ
ҼӪ൘ሩߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪⲴ䇔⸕઼㹼Ѫкᴹ࠶↗ˈ↔ᰦⲴ“й䀂ޣ㌫”ቡ༴Ҿཡ㺑
⣦ᘱˈԆՊ䟷ਆаӋ㹼Ѫᶕ䘭≲っᇊа㠤Ⲵޣ㌫㔃ᶴˈণ㔗㔝䙋˄Ҡ˅䘈ᱟ㓸→Ǆ
ҏቡᱟ䈤ˈᖃᴻ৻∄㠚ᐡҠᗇᴤቁᰦ˄ᖃҾкമĻⲴ⣦ᘱ˅ˈѫփ P Պᜣ
㾱߿ቁ㠚ᐡⲴ䍝Ҡᶕਆᗇоᴻ৻Ⲵа㠤ǄնһᇎᛵߥᱟԆᐢ㓿нਟ㜭䘰䍗Ҷˈୟ
аਟ㜭Ⲵڊᱟ㓸→䙋㺇ˈҏቡᱟ䈤ˈᴻ৻Ҡᗇᴤቁሩ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯᑖᶕᣁࡦᖡ૽Ǆ
ᖃᴻ৻∄㠚ᐡҠᗇᴤཊᰦ˄ᖃҾкമļⲴ⣦ᘱ˅ˈѫփ䘭≲ᒣ㺑Ⲵᯩ⌅ቡᱟ
࣐䍝Ҡˈ䘉ሩ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯᑖᶕ〟ᶱⲴᖡ૽Ǆ
ഐ↔ˈᵜ᮷ᨀࠪٷ䇮 1˖
ٷ䇮 1˖䲚դ䍝⢙ᛵຳлˈᴻ৻Ⲵ䍝Ҡ䟿оᜐ亮㘵Ⲵߢࣘ䍝Ҡ䟿Ⲵሩཊቁˈ
Պሩᜐ亮㘵Ⲵ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯӗ⭏ᖡ૽Ǆᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿ᴤཊᰦˈᜐ亮㘵Ⲵ㔗㔝䙇⮉
ᝯᱮ㪇儈Ҿᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿ᴤቁᰦǄ
2.3 њӪ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠሩ䙇⮉ᝯⲴᖡ૽
㿴ࡦ䇴ՠᱟᤷӪԜሩаӋᜣ⌅ǃᝏਇǃ㹼Ѫᡆ㹼Ѫᡰӗ⭏Ⲵ㔃᷌㔉ҸⲴаӋ
ḷ߶[41][42]ˈ㘼⎸䍩㘵ሩߢࣘ䍝⢙Ⲵ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠᱟᤷ⎸䍩㘵њӪሩߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫ᧕
ਇ〻ᓖⲴаࡔᯝˈ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠՊ䈳㢲⎸䍩㘵Ⲵߢࣘ䍝Ҡ⢩⛩о䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫ [10]Ǆ൘
60 ᒤԓ㠣 70 ᒤԓᰦˈߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫ㻛䇔Ѫᱟⴞ⸝ݹ⍵Ⲵ㹼Ѫ[43][44]ˈӪԜ䇔Ѫߢ
ࣘ䍝ҠՊդ䲿⵰њӪ㓿⍾ഠ䳮ǃ⎸ᶱⲴњӪ㠚ሺо⽮Պ৽᱐ǃ䱽վ䍝⢙Ⲵ┑䏣ᝏ
[3]
Ǆ䲿⵰㓿⍾Ⲵ䘋↕оᰦԓⲴਁኅˈӪԜ䙀⑀㿶ߢࣘ䍝⢙Ѫаਟ䗘࡛Ⲵ㹼Ѫˈ
ᴹ⵰〟ᶱ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠⲴ⎸䍩㘵ᴤᝯ᧕ਇߢࣘ䍝ҠˈԆԜⲴ䍝⢙অᴹᴤབྷⲴ⚥⍫
ᙗˈᒦф൘䍝⢙Ⲵ䗷〻ѝՊ⎼⧠ࠪаӋн൘䍝⢙䇑ࡂⲴ䍝Ҡᝯˈ൘ᇎᯭߢࣘ
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䍝ҠਾˈԆԜՊӾ䘉ߢࣘⲴ㹼Ѫѝᝏਇࡠௌᛖ[45][46]Ǆ
Rook & Fisher (1995)䇔ѪњӪ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ࠶Ѫ〟ᶱⲴо⎸ᶱєњᯩੁˈ〟ᶱⲴ
㿴ࡦ䇴ՠՊ֯⎸䍩㘵ᴤᝯ᧕ਇߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪˈᒦӾѝ㧧ᗇᛖⲴᛵ㔚ˈӾ㘼ᴹ
䎻࣯ᇎᯭᴤཊⲴߢࣘ䍝Ҡ˗৽ˈ⎸ᶱⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠՊ֯⎸䍩㘵൘ᇎᯭߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼
Ѫਾ䎦ࡠᝊ㹒ǃ⯟⣲ǃ⎚䍩઼нᡀ⟏ㅹ⎸ᶱᛵ㔚[10]Ǆ
൘к䘠ޣҾཡ㺑⣦ᘱⲴ༴⨶ѝˈᵜ⹄ウਁ⧠ˈᖃᴻ৻䍝ҠаṧཊⲴᰦ“ˈىй
䀂ޣ㌫”༴Ҿᒣ㺑ˈᜐ亮㘵н䴰㾱൘䘋㹼ᱟ㔗㔝ᰦࣘ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠǄᡰԕˈᴹٷ
䇮 2˖
ٷ䇮 2˖䲚դ䍝⢙ᛵຳлˈᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿઼ѫփаṧཊᰦˈ〟ᶱⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠо
⎸ᶱⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ㓴൘㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯкᰐᐞᔲǄ
൘к䘠ޣҾཡ㺑⣦ᘱⲴ༴⨶ѝˈᵜ⹄ウਁ⧠ˈᖃѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅ਁ⧠਼դо
㠚ᐡⲴ䍝Ҡᮠ䟿на㠤ᰦˈՊ䘋㹼ޣҾ㔗㔝䘈ᱟ㓸→ⲴߣㆆǄഐѪ䘉њߣㆆᱟߢ
ࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫѻਾ・ণӗ⭏Ⲵˈᡰԕᵜ⹄ウ䇔Ѫ㔗㔝䙇⮉Ⲵᝯ਼ṧਇࡠޣҾߢࣘ
䍝Ҡ㹼ѪⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠⲴᖡ૽Ǆ
൘䲚դ䍝⢙ᛵຳлˈ༴Ҿཡ㺑⣦ᘱⲴᜐ亮㘵Պࣘ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠᶕߣᇊ㠚ᐡ㔗㔝
䙇⮉ᱟᴹᗵ㾱Ǆ↔ᰦ࠶єᛵᖒ䇘䇪Ǆㅜаᱟᴻ৻Ҡᗇᴤቁ˖ṩᦞٷ䇮 1ˈ
ᜐ亮㘵ՊੁٮҾ㓸→䙋㺇Ǆնᱟˈ↔ᰦྲ᷌㿴ࡦ䇴ՠᱟ〟ᶱⲴˈቡ㺘⽪ᜐ亮㘵ሩ
ߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪⲴ㛟ᇊˈ䘉ᘱᓖо“㓸→䙋㺇”Ⲵੁߢケ˗৽ˈྲ᷌㿴ࡦ䇴
ՠᱟ⎸ᶱⲴˈቡ㺘⽪ሩᐢ㓿ߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪⲴᇊˈ䘉ᘱᓖо“㓸→䙋㺇”Ⲵа㠤Ǆ
ᡰԕˈ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠᖡ૽Ҷ“ᱟ㾱㓸→䙋㺇˛” 䘉њ䰞仈ⲴㆄṸˈ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ⎸ᶱ˄
∄㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟ᶱ˅ˈ㓸→䙋㺇Ⲵᝯᴤ儈Ǆ
ਖаᛵᖒᱟᴻ৻Ҡᗇᴤཊˈṩᦞٷ䇮 1ˈᜐ亮㘵ՊੁٮҾ䙊䗷㔗㔝䙇⮉ᶕ
࣐䍝Ҡԕ؍ᤱоᴻ৻Ⲵа㠤Ǆок᮷䱸䘠㊫լˈ൘ߣᇊ“ᱟ㾱㔗㔝䙋”ᰦˈᜐ
亮㘵Ⲵ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ਼ṧ䎧ࡠҶ䟽㾱⭘˖ྲ᷌㿴ࡦ䇴ՠᱟ〟ᶱⲴˈቡ׳䘋“㔗㔝䙇
⮉”Ⲵߣᇊ˗ྲ᷌㿴ࡦ䇴ՠᱟ⎸ᶱⲴˈቡᣁࡦ“㔗㔝䙇⮉”ⲴߣᇊǄᡰԕˈ㿴ࡦ䇴
ՠᖡ૽Ҷ“ᱟ㾱㔗㔝䙋˛”䘉њ䰞仈ⲴㆄṸǄᖃ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟ᶱˈሶሩ㔗㔝䙇⮉
ᝯᴹਐ࣐⭘ˈ⎸ᶱⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠሩ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯᴹᣁࡦ⭘Ǆᵜ⹄ウሶᴻ৻Ⲵᖡ
૽о㿴ࡦ䇴ՠⲴᖡ૽ᙫ㔃ྲ㺘 1˖
㺘1

ᴻ৻䍝Ҡᮠ䟿о㿴ࡦ䇴ՠሩߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫਾᱟ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯⲴᖡ૽
ٷ䇮 1
ѫփᤱ〟ᶱⲴ ѫփᤱ⎸ᶱⲴ
㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯ
㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ
㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ

ᱟᒣ㺑

ᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿

нᒣ㺑

ᴻ৻Ҡᗇᴤቁ

վ

׳䘋+˄C1˅

ᣁࡦ-˄C2˅

нᒣ㺑

ᴻ৻Ҡᗇᴤཊ

儈

׳䘋+˄C3˅

ᣁࡦ-˄C4˅

ᒣ㺑

ᴻ৻Ҡаṧཊ

ѝ

нࣘ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ˄H2˅

⌘˖C1ˈC2ˈC3ˈC4 㺘⽪н਼㓴Ⲵ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯ
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⭡Ҿ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠⲴ׳䘋઼ᣁࡦ⭘ˈሩҾ਼анᒣ㺑⣦ᘱⲴᜐ亮㘵ˈᴹٷ䇮
3a ઼ 3b˖
ٷ䇮 3˖൘䲚դ䍝⢙ᛵຳлˈᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿઼ѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅на㠤ᰦˈѫփ
ሩߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ˄〟ᶱ vs ⎸ᶱ˅ሶՊሩ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯӗ⭏ᖡ૽˄׳
䘋 vs ᣁࡦ˅
ٷ䇮 3a: ൘䲚դ䍝⢙ᛵຳлˈᴻ৻䍝Ҡ∄ѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅ཊᰦˈ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟
ᶱⲴѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅∄㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ⎸ᶱⲴѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅ᴹᴤ儈Ⲵ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯ˄C3
ᱮ㪇儈Ҿ C2˅˗
ٷ䇮 3b: ൘䲚դ䍝⢙ᛵຳлˈᴻ৻䍝Ҡ∄ѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅ቁᰦˈ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟
ᶱⲴѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅∄㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ⎸ᶱⲴѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅ᴹᴤ儈Ⲵ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯ˄C1
ᱮ㪇儈Ҿ C4˅˗
ਖањ䀂ᓖˈ⭡Ҿ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠⲴ׳䘋઼ᣁࡦ⭘оᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿Ⲵѫ᭸ᓄӗ⭏ਐ
࣐ˈ㓴䰤∄䖳Պⴻࡠ↓↓Ⲵਐ࣐ᴤབྷˈ↓䍏Ⲵਐ࣐ሬ㠤ᰐᐞᔲˈ㘼䍏䍏ਐ࣐ሬ㠤
ᴤሿǄᡰԕˈ৸ਟԕᗇٷ䇮 3c ઼ 3d˖
ٷ䇮 3c˖䲚դ䍝⢙ᛵຳлˈѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟ᶱфᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿∄
ѫփᴤཊ㓴Ⲵ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯ儈Ҿѫփ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ⎸ᶱфᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿∄ѫփᴤቁ㓴
(ণ C2 ᱮ㪇儈Ҿ C3)Ǆ
ٷ䇮 3d˖䲚դ䍝⢙ᛵຳлˈᖃѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟ᶱфᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿
∄ѫփᴤቁ㓴Ⲵ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯоѫփ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ⎸ᶱфᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿∄ѫփᴤཊ㓴
Ⲵᰐᐞᔲ˄ণ C3 о C4 ᰐᐞᔲ˅Ǆ
ᵜ᮷᧕лᶕሶᣕवᤜ亴ᇎ傼൘Ⲵᇎ傼䇮䇑৺ަ㔃᷌ᶕ傼䇱ԕкᡰᨀࠪ
Ⲵ⨶䇪ٷ䇮Ǆާփᇎ傼䇮䇑ˈṩᦞ Rook & Fisher (1995)Ⲵᯩ⌅[10]ˈ䟷⭘ᛵຳ⁑
ᤏᣅሴ⌅䘋㹼ᇎ傼ᶕ䱽վ⽮Պᵏ䇨ᙗǄ亴ᇎ傼傼䇱ᵜ⹄ウᡰ䇮䇑Ⲵѫփᇎ傼ᛵຳ
ѝˈޣҾഐਈ䟿䇮䇑Ⲵᴹ᭸ᙗǄѫᇎ傼ሶ࠶࡛傼䇱ٷ䇮 1ǃٷ䇮 2 ઼ٷ䇮 3Ǆ
3. ᇎ傼઼ᮠᦞ࠶᷀
ᵜ⹄ウ⎹৺⍻䟿ߢࣘ䍝ҠⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ઼㹼Ѫˈԕ৺ᖃᯭ਼࣐դ㹼Ѫࡪ◰ᰦⲴ
㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯˈ᧗ࡦ⎸䍩㘵൘䍝ҠᰦⲴ䎧≤ᒣǄަṨᗳ⹄ウ䇮䇑ᱟߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼
ѪਾⲴণᰦਾ᷌ˈᡰԕᇎ傼Ⲵ䟷⭘ߢࣘ䍝Ҡ⹄ウⲴᑨ⭘䇮䇑ˈᶕ㠚 Rook & Fisher
˄1995)Ǆ
3.1 亴ᇎ傼
ᵜ⹄ウ䇮䇑Ҷ䍝Ҡᛵຳˈ൘䍝Ҡᛵຳѝᵜ⹄ウⲴᇎ傼䟷⭘ҶㅜйӪ〠“ሿ
⦻”ˈ㘼⋑ᴹ֯⭘“”ˈ৲➗ Rook & Fisher˄1995˅Ⲵˈ⌅ڊ䘉ᣅሴ⌅䙊䗷ᛵ
ຳᜣ䊑ਟԕᴹ᭸䱽վ⽮Պᵏ䇨ᙗ˄social desirability˅ሩ㻛䈅Ⲵᖡ૽ˈഐѪߢࣘ䍝
ҠᱟањՊሬ㠤࡛Ӫሩ㠚ᐡⴻ⌅Ⲵ䈍仈Ǆᵜ⹄ウӵሩᛵຳѝⲴ䍗ᐱҶ䈳ᮤˈᛵ
ຳྲл˖
“ሿ⦻ᱟањ 21 Ⲵབྷᆖ⭏ˈᴹаԭᇎҐⲴᐕˈ䘈ᴹєཙਁᇎҐᐕ䍴ˈ⧠
൘䘈ᴹ 100 ⧠ݳ䠁ԕнᰦѻ䴰Ǆ䘉њઘᵛሿ⦻㾱৫৲࣐ањᡧཆ⍫ࣘˈѪ↔䴰
㾱ҠаӋ伏⢙઼аৼ؍᳆㻌Ǆл⨝ਾˈሿ⦻઼ањྭᴻ৻㓖৫䙋㺇Ҡ؍᳆㻌Ǆ
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ԆԜ䎠䘋୶൪クờ൘૱⡼уḌ䰤Ǆሿ⦻઼ᴻ৻ⴻࡠҶаԦ↓൘׳䬰ⲴਸѾ
ᗳⲴ∋㺓ˈᢃᣈਾԧṬᱟ 300 ݳǄⴞࡽሿ⦻䓛кਚᑖҶ 100 ⧠ݳ䠁ˈ䘈ᴹаᕐ
⋑ᴹ։仍նਟԕ䘿᭟Ⲵؑ⭘Ǆ”
䇮䇑ѝⲴѫ䀂䟷⭘Ҷ“ሿ⦻”䘉аᙗ࡛ѝᙗ〠બˈԕ؍䇱ᙗ࡛ѻ䰤ᣅሴᰐᐞ
ᔲǄ䍝⢙ᇩ઼䍴䠁㓖ᶏṩᦞѝഭⲴᛵຳҶ䈳ᮤǄᵜ⹄ウ࣐ҶޣҾ䲚դᛵຳ
Ⲵ䱸䘠ˈ“઼ањྭᴻ৻”ˈҏ࣐Ҷ䇽䈝“л⨝ਾˈ㓖䙋㺇”ᶕᕡॆԫ࣑ሩ䍝⢙
ሬੁⲴᖡ૽Ǆ
ަѝߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫṩᦞᛵຳˈ䘹亩ᓄᱟ˖1ǃਚҠ؍᳆㻌˗2ǃҠҶ؍᳆
㻌ˈᖸᜣҠⴻкⲴ∋㺓ˈնᴰਾ䘈ᱟߣᇊнҠ˗3ǃߣᇊ᭮ᔳ؍᳆㻌˗4ǃ֯⭘ؑ
⭘䘿᭟ˈ਼ᰦҠл؍᳆㻌઼∋㺓˗5ǃ֯⭘ؑ⭘䘿᭟ˈ਼ᰦҠл؍᳆㻌઼∋
㺓ˈᒦфҠҶՁ䰢㼔઼оѻᩝ䝽Ⲵк㺓Ǆᵜ⹄ウ䰞㻛䈅ˈ“ٷ䇮ᱟሿ⦻ˈՊ
ᘾѸ䘹ᤙ˛”䘹亩Ӿ 1 ࡠ 5 㺘⽪ߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫ〻ᓖⲴ⅑кॷǄ
ᵜ⹄ウ䘋㹼Ҷ 33 њ㻛䈅Ⲵ亴ᇎ傼ˈ⭘ᵾݻ⢩ 10 㓗䟿㺘ˈӾ 1 ࡠ 10 ԓ㺘н
਼ㅹ㓗Ⲵߢࣘᙗ〻ᓖˈ䈧㻛䈅࠶࡛ሩ䘉ӄњ䍝ҠߣㆆⲴߢࣘᙗ〻ᓖ䘋㹼ᢃ࠶Ǆ
㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ˈӄњ䘹亩Ⲵᒣ൷ᮠ࠶࡛ྲлᡰ⽪˖“ਚҠ؍᳆㻌”ߢࣘ〻ᓖᴰվ
˄M=1.36˅˗ “ҠҶ ؍᳆㻌ˈᖸᜣҠⴻк Ⲵ∋㺓ˈնᴰਾ䘈ᱟ ߣᇊнҠ ”
˄M=3.18˅˗“ߣᇊ᭮ᔳ؍᳆㻌” ˄M=5.88˅˗“֯⭘ؑ⭘䘿᭟ˈ਼ᰦҠл؍
᳆㻌઼∋㺓” ˄M=6.55˅˗“֯⭘ؑ⭘䘿᭟ˈ਼ᰦҠл؍᳆㻌઼∋㺓ˈᒦф䘈
ҠҶᶑՁ䰢㼔઼оѻᩝ䝽Ⲵк㺓” ˄M=8.73˅Ǆ⭘ԕ㺑䟿ߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪⲴӄ
њ䘹亩ᧂᒿ 1-5 ԓ㺘⵰ߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫ〻ᓖ˄䟿˅Ӿվࡠ儈Ǆ
٬ᗇ⌘Ⲵᱟˈ“ߣᇊ᭮ᔳ؍᳆㻌”㾱∄“ҠҶ؍᳆㻌ˈᖸᜣҠⴻкⲴ∋㺓ˈ
նᴰਾ䘈ᱟߣᇊнҠ”ᴤߢࣘǄ䘉ᱟഐѪ൪ᲟⲴ᧿䘠ѝˈሿ⦻ᱟᢃ㇇৫Ҡ㻌ᆀⲴˈ
аӋ㻛䈅㘵ਟ㜭ᢺሿ⦻᭩ਈᴹ䍝Ҡ䇑ࡂ㿶Ѫа䖳儈ߢࣘⲴ㺘⧠Ǆᡆ㘵ਟԕ䀓
䟺Ѫˈ㻛䈅㘵⨶䀓“ߣᇊ᭮ᔳ؍᳆㻌”䘉а亩ણ⵰“ߣᇊ৫Ҡ∋㺓ˈ㘼нҠ؍᳆
㻌”ˈ㘼нᱟ“ӰѸ䜭⋑Ҡ”[10]Ǆ
3.2 ѫᇎ傼
ѫᇎ傼Ѫ 2˄㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟ᶱ vs ⎸ᶱ˅* 3˄ᴻ৻䍝Ҡᮠ䟿ᴤཊ vs ᴤቁ vs а
ṧཊ˅Ǆަѝˈ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠᱟ䙊䗷⍻䟿࠶㓴ˈ㘼ᴻ৻䍝Ҡᮠ䟿ᱟᇎ傼䇮ᇊⲴǄᇎ傼
ሩ䊑Ѫк⎧єᡰ儈ṑⲴ൘ṑᆖ⭏ˈᴹ᭸䰞ধ 293 ԭǄᇎ傼㓴࠶ᐳྲ㺘 2˖
㺘 2 ᇎ傼࠶㓴ṧᵜᮠ䟿
㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟ᶱ

㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ⎸ᶱ

ᴻ৻∄ᡁҠᗇཊ

46

48

ᴻ৻∄ᡁҠᗇቁ

48

53

ᴻ৻઼ᡁҠᗇаṧཊ

46

52

ᔪ・䎧Ⲵ䴦㾱㍐ᴹᖸཊˈवᤜ丣Ҁǃ仌㢢ǃ୶ᓇᐳ㖞઼୶૱䱸ࡇ [47]Ǆ
ഐ↔ˈ⹄ウሿ㓴ᩴࡦҶа⇥㢲ᰕⲴⲮ䍗୶ᓇᇎᲟ˄⹄ウሿ㓴⋑ᴹ䟷⭘䎵ᐲⲴᛵຳ
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ᱟѪҶ䚯ݽԫ࣑ሬੁ䍝⢙ࡺᕡ䎧᭸᷌˅ˈ䝽ԕ丣ҀѪᇎ傼Ⲵ䎧ᶀᯉǄ⹄ウ
ሩ䊑൘㓖ᇊⲴᰦ䰤ࡠᮉᇔ৲࣐ᇎ傼ˈ⸕ᇎ傼ⴞⲴᱟѪҶ䇴ՠḀ୶൪Ⲵ䴦≄≋
ᱟਇ⅒䗾Ǆ
㻛䈅൘ 10 ࠶䫏ᰦ䰤ᆼᡀޕ൪䗷〻ˈֻྲˈᇎ傼ᱟ 14˖00 ᔰˈᵜ⹄ウቡ
㾱≲㻛䈅൘ 13˖50-14˖00 ᵏ䰤䘋ޕᮉᇔˈᇎ䱵ᇎ傼ᔰⲴᰦ䰤ᱟ 14˖02Ǆᖃ㻛
䈅䱶㔝䘋ޕᮉᇔᰦˈቡਟԕⴻࡠ⹄ウሿ㓴һⲴ༷߶ݸа⇥Ⲯ䍗ᓇⲴᖅˈᖅᰦ
䮯Ѫ 2 ࠶ 20 。ˈᗚ⧟᭮Ǆ14˖02 ࠶ˈ㻛䈅ᔰປ߉㓨ࡦ䰞ধˈ൘ަປ߉ᵏ䰤ˈ
ᖅӽ൘᭮ˈᮤњ䰞ধປ߉བྷᾲ䴰㾱 10 ࠶䫏Ǆ
൘䰞ধᔰⲴㅜа䜘࠶ˈᵜ⹄ウ⍻䟿Ҷ㻛䈅Ⲵ䎧≤ᒣǄ᧕⵰ˈ㻛䈅ሶ䈫ࡠ
ྲ亴ᇎ傼䇮䇑ⲴޣҾ䲚դ䍝⢙Ⲵᛵຳ䇮䇑ǄᛵᲟ᧿䘠ѻਾˈ⍻䟿⅑वᤜߢࣘᙗ
䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫˈߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ઼⸕ᴻ৻㹼ѪਾⲴ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯǄަѝߢࣘᙗ
䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫṩᦞ亴ᇎ傼䇮䇑ˈ䘹亩Ӿ 1 ࡠ 5 㺘⽪ߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫ〻ᓖⲴ⅑кॷǄᴰ
ਾˈѪҶબᓄᴰࡍ䇹ࡍ䈅Ⲵ⹄ウⴞⲴˈ䰞ধ䇙㻛䈅߉Ҷሩ䘉ᇦⲮ䍗ᓇ䴦⧟ຳ
Ⲵ䇴ԧ䰞仈ˈ䰞仈ᱟᔰ᭮Ⲵˈ⋑ᴹᰦ䰤䲀ࡦˈປᆼቡਟԕ㔃ᶏᇎ傼ᔰǄ
ަѝˈሩҾᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿Ⲵйᛵߥᵜ⹄ウڊҶ㓴䰤䇮䇑ˈйᛵຳ࠶࡛ᱟ˖
㓴 Aˈᴻ৻Ⲵ䍝Ҡ䟿Ⲵ∄ሿ⦻ᴤཊǄᵜ⹄ウ൘⍻䟿䙇⮉ᝯࡽˈ䇹㻛䈅“ᴻ
৻нӵҠҶ؍᳆㻌ǃ∋㺓ǃՁ䰢㼔઼к㺓ˈ䘈ਖཆࡧҠҶаԦᢃᣈⲴ㺜㺛Ǆ”
↔ᰦˈ㓴 A Ⲵᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿∄ሿ⦻ਟ䘹ᤙ㹼ѪⲴᴰ儈㓗 5 䘈ཊҶаԦ୶૱Ǆ
㓴 Bˈᴻ৻Ⲵ䍝Ҡ䟿∄ሿ⦻ᴤቁǄᵜ⹄ウ൘⍻䟿䙇⮉ᝯѻࡽˈ䇹㻛䈅ˈ
“ᴻ৻ਚҠҶৼᢃᣈⲴᲞ䙊ỹ㻌Ǆ”ഐѪ㻛䈅Ⲵߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫᴰվ〻ᓖᱟ“ਚҠ؍
᳆㻌”ˈᴻ৻ҠⲴᱟᲞ䙊ỹ㻌ˈ㘼фᱟᢃᣈⲴˈᡰԕ↔ᰦᴻ৻Ⲵ䍝Ҡ䟿ቡ䶎ᑨվǄ
㓴 Cˈᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿Ⲵ઼㠚ᐡаṧཊǄᵜ⹄ウ൘⍻䟿䙇⮉ᝯѻࡽˈ䇹㻛䈅ˈ
“ᴻ৻Ⲵ䍝Ҡ䟿оሿ⦻Ⲵ䘹ᤙа㠤Ǆ” 䘉ṧ㓴 C ቡԓ⨶ᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿઼ሿ⦻ᱟа㠤
ⲴǄ
3.3 ਈ䟿⍻䟿
ᵜ⹄ウ䴰㾱⍻䟿㿴ࡦ䇴ՠǃ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯˈ਼ᰦሩ㻛䈅Ⲵ䎧≤ᒣ䘋㹼Ҷ᧗
ࡦǄ
ߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠо Rook & Fisher (1995)Ⲵ⍻䟿а㠤˄䲔Ҷ䍝Ҡᇩṩ
ᦞᵜ⹄ウⲴᛵຳ䈳ᮤ˅ˈ ൘䰞ধѝ䰞㻛䈅“ٷ䇮ሿ⦻ٷ䇮ᴰਾሿ⦻֯⭘ؑ⭘䘿
᭟ˈ਼ᰦҠлҶ؍᳆㻌ǃ∋㺓ǃՁ䰢㼔઼к㻵ˈሩሿ⦻Ⲵ㹼Ѫօ䇴ԧ˛”ˈ
䟿㺘वਜ਼ॱњ⍻亩˄ަѝᴹ 3 亩൘䰞ধѝѪ৽㖞⍻亩˅ˈ⭘ᵾݻ⢩ 7 ᶱ䟿㺘˖ྭ
Ⲵ˄Good)- ൿⲴ˄Bad˅; ⨶ᙗⲴ˄Rational)- ⯟⣲Ⲵ˄Crazy˅; ᭦㧧亷ѠⲴ
˄ Productive ˅ - ⎚ 䍩 Ⲵ ˄ Wasteful ˅ ; ੨ ᕅ ᡁ Ⲵ ˄ Attractive ˅ - н ੨ ᕅ ᡁ Ⲵ
˄Unattractive˅; ᰾ᲪⲴ(Smart)- ᝊ㹒Ⲵ˄Stupid˅; ਟ᧕ਇⲴ(Acceptable)- нਟ
᧕ਇⲴ˄Unacceptable˅; ឧមⲴ(Generous)- 㠚⿱Ⲵ˄Selfish˅; ᇑⲴ(Sober)- ㋺
⎲Ⲵ˄Silly˅; ᡀ⟏Ⲵ(Mature)- ᒬおⲴ˄ Childish˅; ↓⺞Ⲵ (Right)-䭉䈟Ⲵ
˄Wrong˅Ǆ
㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯᵜ⹄ウ֯⭘Ҷањ⍻亩ˈ“䇔Ѫሿ⦻↔ᰦᱟ䘈ᴹޤ䏓㔗㔝
䙋䙋ˈⴻⴻ䘈ᴹ⋑ᴹௌ⅒Ⲵ୶૱˛”ˈ㻛䈅൘ 1-7 Ⲵᵾݻ⢩гᶱ䟿㺘к䘹ᤙ“䶎ᑨ
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ᴹޤ䏓㔗㔝䙋-ᆼ⋑ޘᴹޤ䏓㔗㔝䙋”Ǆ
㻛䈅Ⲵ䎧≤ᒣ˄Kaltcheva &Weitzˈ2006˅Ǆаޡवਜ਼ 5 њ⍻亩˄ަѝㅜ
4 亩Ѫ৽㖞⍻亩˅˖ᶮ傠Ⲵ˄relaxed˅-ޤ㠤儈ᰲⲴ˄stimulated˅˗ᒣ䶉Ⲵ(calm)˄Ⲵཻޤexcited˅˗ᰐ㋮ᢃ䟷Ⲵ˄sluggish˅-◰ࣘⲴ˄Frenzied˅˗⾎㓿㍗㔧Ⲵ˄Jittery˅
-৽ᓄ䘏䫍Ⲵ˄Dull˅˗᰿᰿ⅢⶑⲴ˄Sleepy˅-㋮⾎ᣆᬎⲴ˄wide awake˅Ǆ
3.4 ᮠᦞ࠶᷀
3.4.1 䟿㺘ؑ᭸ᓖ઼䎧᧗ࡦỰ傼
䰞ধѝޡᴹєњ 7 㓗ᵾݻ⢩䟿㺘ˈ࠶࡛⍻䟿ߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ઼䎧≤ᒣ
єњਈ䟿Ǆ
ߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ䟿㺘 10 њ仈亩Ⲵݻᵇᐤ α ٬Ѫ 0.899ˈնᱟަѝㅜг
亩˄ሿ≄Ⲵ-བྷᯩⲴ˅Ⲵṑ↓亩ᙫ䇑ޣᙗ䶎ᑨվˈਚᴹ 0.153Ǆˈᡰԕˈᴰਾ࠶
᷀⭘Ⲵ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠਈ䟿वਜ਼ 9 њ仈亩ˈݻᵇᐤ α ٬Ѫ 0.916ˈKMO ٬Ѫ 0.935
˄p=0.000<0.001)ˈഐᆀ࠶᷀ᱮ⽪ਚᴹањ㔤ᓖˈ㍟〟ᯩᐞ䀓䟺⦷Ѫ 60.438%Ǆ
ᵜ⹄ウਆ 9 њ仈亩Ⲵ൷٬Ѫᮠᦞ࠶᷀ᰦ⭘Ⲵ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ٬Ǆ
䎧≤ᒣ䟿㺘वਜ਼ 5 њ仈亩ˈݻᵇᐤ α ٬Ѫ 0.814ˈKMO=0.803˄p<0.001)ˈ
ഐᆀ࠶᷀ᱮ⽪ਚᴹањ㔤ᓖˈ㍟〟ᯩᐞ䀓䟺⦷Ѫ 59.527%ˈᵜ⹄ウ 5 њ⍻亩Ⲵ൷
٬  Ѫ  䎧 ≤ ᒣ ˄ arousal ˅ ٬ Ǆ  䎧 ≤ ᒣ ൘ 6 њ 㓴 䰤 ᰐ ᐞ ᔲ ˈ
F(1,292)=0.770,P=0.572Ǆ
3.4.2 ᮠᦞ࠶઼᷀ٷ䇮Ự傼
ٷ䇮 1 ⲴỰ傼ˈԕ䍝Ҡ䟿н਼Ѫ࠶㓴˄ᴻ৻∄ᡁቁ vs ᴻ৻઼ᡁаṧཊ vs ᴻ
৻∄ᡁཊ˅ˈANOVA ࠶᷀ᱮ⽪ˈᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿∄ᡁཊᰦ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯᱮ㪇儈Ҿᴻ
৻䍝Ҡ䟿∄ᡁቁᰦⲴ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯ˄M ᴻ৻Ҡᴤཊ=4.73ˈM ᴻ৻Ҡᴤቁ=4.05ˈp=0.003,
F=8.853˅ˈٷ䇮 1 ᗇ䇱Ǆ㔃᷌ྲമ 2 ᡰ⽪˖

മ 2˖㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯ㓴䰤∄䖳˄ᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿Ⲵѫ᭸ᓄˈ3 㓴˅

˄M ᴻ৻Ҡᴤཊ=4.73>M ᴻ৻Ҡᴤቁ=4.05ˈp=0.003, F˄1,292˅=8.853˅
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㿴ࡦ䇴ՠⲴ䈳㢲᭸ᓄỰ傼ˈ൘ᴹⲴ࠶㓴สкˈṩᦞ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠⲴ൷٬ 4.68
࠶㓴儈оվˈሶ㻛䈅࠶ᡀ 6 㓴ˈণᴻ৻∄ᡁቁф㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟ᶱǃᴻ৻∄ᡁቁф㿴
ࡦ䇴ՠ⎸ᶱǃᴻ৻઼ᡁаṧཊф㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟ᶱǃᴻ৻઼ᡁаṧཊф㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ⎸ᶱǃ
ᴻ৻∄ᡁཊф㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟ᶱǃᴻ৻∄ᡁཊф㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ⎸ᶱǄ
᧕⵰䘋㹼ٷ䇮 2 ઼ٷ䇮 3 ⲴỰ傼ˈ
ഋ㓴㻛䈅Ⲵ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯᮠᦞྲ㺘 2 ᡰ⽪˖
㺘 2 ᴻ৻䍝Ҡᮠ䟿ཊ vs ቁ vs аṧо㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟ᶱ vs ⎸ᶱ࠶㓴Ⲵ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯ

㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟ᶱ

㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ⎸ᶱ

ᴻ৻∄ᡁҠᗇཊ

5.17

4.310

ᴻ৻∄ᡁҠᗇቁ

4.38

3.750

ᴻ৻઼ᡁҠᗇаṧཊ

4.48

4.230

ٷⴻݸ䇮 2 ⲴỰ傼ˈޝ㓴Ⲵ㓴䰤∄䖳 ANOVA ࠶᷀㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ˈᖃᴻ৻઼“ᡁ”
аṧཊᰦˈ〟ᶱⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ㓴઼⎸ᶱⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ㓴䘋㹼∄䖳ˈ൘㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯк
㓴䰤ᰐᐞ˄M ᴻ৻઼ᡁаṧཊф㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟ᶱ=4.48ˈM ᴻ৻઼ᡁаṧཊф㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ⎸ᶱ=4.23ˈ p=0.440˅Ǆ䈤
᰾൘ᒣ㺑⣦ᘱлˈ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠሩᱟ䙇⮉ᝯ⋑ᴹᖡ૽ˈᜐ亮㘵⋑ᴹࣘ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ
ᶕߣㆆǄ
᧕⵰䘋㹼ٷ䇮 3a ઼ 3b ⲴỰ傼ˈޝ㓴Ⲵ㓴䰤∄䖳 ANOVA ࠶᷀㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ˈ
൘ᴻ৻∄ᡁҠᗇཊⲴᛵຳлˈ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟ᶱⲴѫփ∄㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ⎸ᶱⲴѫփᴹᴤ儈
Ⲵ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯ˄M ᴻ৻∄ᡁཊф㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟ᶱ=5.17>M ᴻ৻∄ᡁཊф㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟ᶱ=4.31ˈP=.009˅,ٷ䇮
3a ᡀ・˗൘ᴻ৻∄ᡁҠᗇቁⲴᛵຳлˈ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟ᶱⲴѫփҏ∄㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ⎸ᶱ
Ⲵѫփᴹᴤ儈Ⲵ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯ˄M ᴻ৻∄ᡁቁф㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟ᶱ=4.38>M ᴻ৻∄ᡁቁф㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟ᶱ=3.75ˈ
P=.05˅ˈٷ䇮 3b ᗇࡠ傼䇱Ǆ
᧕⵰䘋㹼ٷ䇮 3c ઼ 3d ⲴỰ傼ˈޝ㓴Ⲵ㓴䰤∄䖳 ANOVA ࠶᷀㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ˈ
⭡Ҿ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠⲴ⭘оᴻ৻䍝Ҡᮠ䟿Ⲵᖡ૽ᯩੁа㠤ˈӗ⭏ਐ࣐ˈѫփ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ
〟ᶱфᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿∄ᡁཊ㓴Ⲵ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯᱮ㪇儈Ҿѫփ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ⎸ᶱфᴻ৻
䍝Ҡ䟿∄ѫփᴤቁⲴ㓴˄M ᴻ৻∄ᡁཊф㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟ᶱ=5.17>M ᴻ৻∄ᡁቁф㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ⎸ᶱ=3.75ˈP=.000˅,
ٷ䇮 3c ᡀ・Ǆⴻѫփ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟ᶱфᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿∄ѫփᴤቁ㓴Ⲵ㔗㔝䙇⮉
ᝯˈоѫփ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ⎸ᶱфᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿∄ѫփᴤཊ㓴∄䖳ˈ⭡Ҿ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠⲴ
⭘оᴻ৻䍝Ҡᮠ䟿Ⲵᖡ૽ᯩੁ৽ˈӗ⭏ᣥ⎸ˈ䘉є㓴Ⲵ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯᰐᐞᔲ˄M
ᴻ৻∄ᡁቁф㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟ᶱ=4.38ˈM ᴻ৻∄ᡁཊф㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ⎸ᶱ=4.13ˈP=0.847˅,ٷ䇮 3d ᡀ・Ǆ
ٷ䇮 3 Ⲵޘ䜘ഋњٷ䇮ᗇࡠ傼䇱ˈ∄䖳ഋњ㓴ˈԆԜⲴ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯྲമ 3
ᡰ⽪˖
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മ 3˖㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯ㓴䰤∄䖳˄нᒣ㺑⣦ᘱлˈ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠⲴ䈳㢲᭸ᓄ˅

3.5 ᇎ傼ሿ㔃
ᵜ⹄ウⲴᇎ傼ᮠᦞˈ傼䇱Ҷᡰᴹٷ䇮Ǆ俆ˈݸᵜ⹄ウਁ⧠ˈ൘䲚դ䍝⢙ᛵຳ
лˈѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅Ⲵߢࣘ䍝Ҡ䟿઼ᴻ৻∄䖳ྲ᷌ᴹᐞᔲˈՊᖡ૽ᜐ亮㘵Ⲵ㔗㔝
䙇⮉ᝯ˖ᖃᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿∄ѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅ཊᰦˈՊࡪ◰ᜐ亮㘵ᨀ儈㔗㔝䙇⮉
ᝯǄᵜ⹄ウ〠Ѫᴻ৻ሩ䍝Ҡ䟿Ⲵѫ᭸ᓄǄ
ަ⅑ˈᖃᴻ৻Ⲵ䍝Ҡ䟿оѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅а㠤ˈ“й䀂ޣ㌫“˄ᴻ৻ǃᡁǃ䍝
Ҡ㹼Ѫ˅ᒣ㺑ᰦˈ〟ᶱ઼⎸ᶱⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ㓴൘㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯк㓴䰤ᰐᐞǄᵜ⹄ウ
䇔Ѫ↔ᰦˈѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅нራ≲ᯠⲴؑᶕᔪ・ᒣ㺑ˈнࣘ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠᶕ৲о
ߣㆆǄ
ㅜйˈᖃᴻ৻Ⲵ䍝Ҡ䟿оѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅наṧ˄ᴤཊᡆ㘵ᴤቁ˅ˈ“й䀂
ޣ㌫“˄ᴻ৻ǃᡁǃ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫ˅ཡ㺑ᰦˈᜐ亮㘵Պࣘ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠˈ䈳㢲к䘠䍝Ҡ
䟿ᐞᔲо㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯⲴޣ㌫Ǆާփ㘼䀰ˈᜐ亮㘵〟ᶱⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠՊ׳䘋㔗㔝䙇
⮉ᝯˈ⎸ᶱⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠՊᣁࡦ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯǄᡰԕˈᵜ⹄ウਟԕ㿲ሏࡠ㿴ࡦ䇴
ՠ〟ᶱᰦӗ⭏↓↓ਐ࣐᭸ᓄˈণᴻ৻䍝Ҡ∄ѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅ཊфѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅
㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟ᶱᰦ˗ҏਟԕ㿲ሏࡠ䍏䍏ਐ࣐᭸ᓄˈণᴻ৻䍝Ҡ∄ѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅ቁ
фѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ⎸ᶱᰦ˗䘈㜭㿲ሏࡠ↓䍏Ⲵᣥ⎸᭸ᓄˈণᴻ৻䍝Ҡ∄
ѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅ቁфѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ⎸ᶱᰦˈᡆ㘵ᴻ৻䍝Ҡ∄ѫփ˄ᜐ
亮㘵˅ཊфѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ〟ᶱᰦǄҏቡᱟ䈤ˈ↓↓ਐ࣐㓴Ⲵ㔗㔝䙇⮉
ᝯՊᱮ㪇儈Ҿ䍏䍏ਐ࣐㓴˗㘼↓䍏ᣥ⎸Ⲵє㓴䰤䙇⮉ᝯ⋑ᴹᐞᔲǄ
4. 䇘䇪ǃ㇑⨶ᔪ䇞оᵚᶕ⹄ウᯩੁ
4.1 ⹄ウᙫ㔃
ޣҾ䲚դ䍝⢙઼ণᰦਾ᷌Ⲵ⹄ウˈࡠⴞࡽѪ→ˈᱟߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫ⹄ウ᮷⥞
ѝ∄䖳㮴ᕡⲴ䜘࠶Ǆ䘉њ⹄ウᰒᤃኅҶሩ䲚դ䍝⢙ᛵຳлⲴߢࣘᙗ㹼Ѫ⹄ウˈ৸
ᤃኅҶޣҾߢࣘᙗ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪⲴণᰦਾ᷌⹄ウǄ
ᵜ⹄ウⲴ㔃䇪ᱟˈᜐ亮㘵㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯሶਇࡠᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿ཊቁⲴᖡ૽ˈ㘼⎸
䍩㘵њӪⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠՊ䈳㢲䘉ᖡ૽ޣ㌫Ǆ俆ˈݸᵜ⹄ウਁ⧠ˈᜐ亮㘵Ⲵ㔗㔝䙇
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⮉ᝯ᤹ᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿∄㠚ᐡᴤཊǃᴻ৻઼㠚ᐡҠᗇаṧཊǃᴻ৻∄㠚ᐡҠᗇቁй
ᛵຳ⅑л䱽Ǆަѝˈᜐ亮㘵Ⲵ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯ൘ᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿∄㠚ᐡᴤཊⲴᛵຳ
лᱮ㪇ᴤ儈˄∄ᴻ৻∄㠚ᐡҠᗇቁ˅Ǆٷ䇮 1 Ⲵ傼䇱䇱ᇎҶ䘉ᴻ৻ሩ䍝Ҡ
䟿Ⲵѫ᭸ᓄⲴᆈ൘ǄѻᡰԕՊᆈ൘䘉аѫ᭸ᓄˈᵜ⹄ウ䇔Ѫ⭘ᒣ㺑⨶䇪䀓䟺˖ᖃ
ӪԜ઼ᴻ৻൘а䎧ᰦˈᐼᵋ൘ᡁǃᴻ৻ǃһ⢙й㘵ѻ䰤؍ᤱᒣ㺑⣦ᘱˈҏቡᱟᐼ
ᵋᡁ઼ᴻ৻ሩḀԦһ㺘⧠ࠪᘱᓖ઼㹼ѪкⲴа㠤ᙗǄᵜ⹄ウഐ↔䀓䟺䲚դ䍝⢙ѝ
ѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅ᇎᯭҶߢࣘ䍝Ҡਾˈᗇ⸕਼դо㠚ᐡ䍝Ҡᗇаṧཊˈ“й䀂ޣ㌫”
ᒣ㺑ˈᜐ亮㘵нՊࣘ؞㺕᧚ᯭǄնᱟˈᖃ“й䀂ޣ㌫”Ⲵᒣ㺑аᰖ㻛ൿᰦˈণ
ᴻ৻∄ѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅ҠᗇᴤཊᡆᴤቁᰦˈѫփቡੁٮҾ䟷ਆ᧚ᯭᶕ؞㺕ԕ䗮ᡀ
ᯠⲴᒣ㺑Ǆ㔗㔝䙇⮉ቡᱟа؞㺕᧚ᯭˈഐѪ㔗㔝䙇⮉ቡણ⵰㔉㠚ᐡ㔗㔝䍝Ҡ
ⲴᵪՊˈ䘉ṧਟԕ⭘ᶕ᭩ਈ“ᴻ৻∄ᡁҠᗇཊ”Ⲵ⣦ᘱˈ䗮ࡠ“Ҡᗇаṧཊ”Ⲵᒣ㺑
ຳ⭼Ǆ৽ˈ㓸→䙇⮉˄ҏቡᱟᣁࡦ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯ˅ҏᱟа؞㺕᧚ᯭˈ䘉ṧਟ
ԕ䱫→“ᴻ৻∄ᡁҠᗇቁ”Ⲵ⧠䊑࣐Ǆഐ↔ˈቡࠪ⧠Ҷᴻ৻Ҡᗇᴤቁˈਟԕᴹ᭸
ᣁࡦѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅䙇⮉ᝯⲴ⧠䊑Ǆ
ަ⅑ˈ⭡Ҿ༴Ҿᒣ㺑⣦ᘱˈᖃ㻛䰞ࡠᱟᝯ䙇⮉ᰦˈਇަԆഐ㍐Ⲵᖡ૽
˄ྲ䎧⣦ᘱ˅ˈѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅нՊራ≲ᯠⲴؑ˄㹼Ѫ઼ᘱᓖ˅ᶕ؍ᤱᒣ㺑ˈ
ᡰԕѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅ሩߢࣘ䍝ҠⲴ䇴ԧ˄㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ˅ᱟ〟ᶱ䘈ᱟ⎸ᶱሩ㔗㔝䙇⮉
ᝯ⋑ᴹᖡ૽Ǆٷ䇮 2 Ⲵ傼䇱䇱ᇎҶ䘉а⛩Ǆ
ㅜйˈᵜ⹄ウ䘈ਁ⧠ˈᖃ⎸䍩㘵㔃դ䙋㺇ᰦˈ൘ཡ㺑⣦ᘱ˄ᴻ৻∄ᡁҠᗇᴤ
ཊ vs ᴻ৻∄ᡁҠᗇᴤቁ˅ˈ䲔Ҷᴻ৻ሩ䍝Ҡ䟿ሩ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯᴹѫ᭸ᓄˈѫ
փ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅ሩߢࣘ䍝ҠⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠՊᴹ䈳㢲⭘Ǆ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠᱟ〟ᶱᰦˈՊ׳䘋
ѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅Ⲵ㔗㔝䙇⮉Ⲵᝯˈᖃᴻ৻∄ᜐ亮㘵Ҡᴤཊᰦˈ〟ᶱⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ
ቡՊ֯䘉њӪᴤ䇔਼䟷ਆ“㔗㔝Ҡ”Ⲵᯩ⌅ᶕ䘭䎦ᴻ৻Ⲵ䍝Ҡ䟿ˈ㕙ሿоᴻ৻ѻ䰤
Ⲵᐞ䐍ˈӾ㘼ӗ⭏↓↓ਐ࣐᭸ᓄ˗ᖃᴻ৻∄ᜐ亮㘵Ҡᗇቁᰦˈ〟ᶱⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠՊ
׳䘋䙇⮉ˈնᱟоᴻ৻ሩ䍝Ҡ䟿ቁⲴᣁࡦ⭘৽ˈቡՊӗ⭏↓䍏ᣥ⎸᭸ᓄǄ
㘼ᖃ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠᱟ⎸ᶱᰦˈሩ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᝯ䎧ࡠᣁࡦ⭘ˈ਼⨶Պӗ⭏䍏
䍏ਐ࣐᭸ᓄ઼↓䍏ᣥ⎸᭸ᓄǄ
ᙫ㔃䘉Ӌ㔃䇪ˈྲ᷌ѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅ᜣ㾱ᣁࡦ䙋㺇ᰦⲴ䍝⢙䟿ˈᴰѫ㾱Ⲵᱟ
䘹ᤙаսՊ∄ԆҠᗇቁⲴ਼դа䎧䙋㺇ˈṩᦞ Rook & Fisher˄1995˅Ⲵ⹄ウˈ
䘉ᴻ৻䙊ᑨާᴹ∄䖳վⲴߢࣘ⢩䍘ˈᖃ❦ԆԜⲴᰕᑨ䍝⢙㹼ѪҏՊ㺘⧠ࠪ䖳վ
Ⲵߢࣘ䍝Ҡ≤ᒣǄ਼ᰦˈྲ᷌䘉њᴻ৻ˈሩߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠ৸ᱟ⎸ᶱⲴˈ
Ԇ/ྩ䇔Ѫߢࣘ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪᱟൿⲴǃ⯟⣲Ⲵǃ⎚䍩Ⲵǃᝊ㹒Ⲵǃнਟ᧕ਇⲴᒬお㹼
Ѫˈ⭊㠣ᱟ䭉䈟Ⲵˈ䘉Պӗ⭏ᴹ᭸Ⲵ䍏䍏ਐ࣐᭸ᓄǄѫփ˄ᜐ亮㘵˅ਟԕᴹ᭸䚯
ݽᡀѪᵜ᮷ᔰㇷᕅ⭘Ⲵ⭥ᖡѝⲴ“䍝⢙⣲”Ǆ
4.2 ㇑⨶ᔪ䇞
ᵜ᮷Ⲵਁ⧠ሩҾ䴦ъ㓿⨶ԕ৺ӾъӪઈާᴹ⧠ᇎⲴᓄ⭘ѹǄ俆ݸ䴦ъ
㓿⨶Ӫ൘㩕ъઈкษ䇝ѝˈᓄ䈕ሶྲօѪ㔃դ䍝⢙Ⲵᜐ亮㘵ᴽ࣑Ѫа亩ษ䇝
Ⲵ䟽⛩ˈ㾱⨶䀓ྭ৻㔃դ䙋㺇ᰦˈḀ䀂ᓖ䇢ԯᱟа൪“䍝⢙ㄎ䎋”ǄሩҾ൘䴦
ᓇа㓯ᐕⲴ㩕ъઈ㘼䀰ˈᖃ䙷㿱㔃դ䍝⢙Ⲵᜐ亮㘵Ⲵᰦˈى㩕ъઈнն㾱ሶ
㋮࣋᭮൘ⴞḷᜐ亮㘵䓛кˈҏ㾱ެ亮㿲ሏԆ/ྩⲴ਼դⲴሩ䍝⢙䟿ˈਟԕ࡙⭘
䍝⢙䟿Ⲵሩཊቁࡪ◰ᜐ亮㘵Ⲵ㔗㔝䙇⮉ᡆ䍝⢙㹼ѪǄ
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∄ྲᖃ㔃դⲴᜐ亮㘵䘋ޕᓇˈ㩕ъઈᓄ䈕⌘ޣଚаսᴤᴹਟ㜭ҹਆࡠᵪՊ
ኅ⽪୶૱ᡆӔ⍱䈤ᴽ˛ṩᦞᵜ⹄ウⲴ㔃䇪ˈྲ᷌䘋ᶕⲴᱟаሩྭᴻ৻ˈ㩕ъઈ
ਟԕ俆⌘ޣݸ䛓њ䍝Ҡ䟿ቁаӋⲴᜐ亮㘵ˈഐѪ䍝Ҡ䟿нྲྩ/ԆⲴᴻ৻ཊᰦˈ
ቁⲴ䛓սᜐ亮㘵ਟ㜭䙇⮉ᝯᴤᕪаӋˈҏᴤᇩ᱃ӾԆ/ྩ䛓䟼ᗇࡠӔ⍱઼ኅ⽪
୶૱ⲴᵪՊ˗䘋а↕ൠˈҠⲴቁⲴᜐ亮㘵ਟ㜭ҏᴤᇩ᱃㻛䈤ᴽ䍝ҠаӋь㾯ˈഐ
Ѫ䘉սⴞḷᜐ亮㘵Ⲵᗳ䟼ੁٮоԆ/ྩⲴᴻ৻䍝Ҡ䟿䗮ࡠа㠤Ǆ
∄ྲˈᖃаሩྭ৻䘋ᓇᰦˈྲ᷌㩕䬰ઈᐢ㓿⺞ᇊަѝаսⲴᒤ喴ǃ㛔㢢ǃ
ᇑ㖾ⴻ䎧ᶕ∄䖳ㅖਸ୶ᓇⲴᇊսˈᱟⴞḷ亮ᇒˈ䛓Ѹ㩕ъઈᓄ䈕⌘аӋӰѸ
˛䲔Ҷ㾱㿲ሏԆ/ྩԜⲴሩ䍝Ҡ䟿Ⲵཊቁˈṩᦞ䘉њ⹄ウˈ㩕ъઈ䘈ਟԕ৲
о㿴ࡦ䇴ՠⲴᖒᡀˈ䙊䗷ᔪ・〟ᶱⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠˈᶕᔦ䮯ᓇ䙇⮉ᰦ䰤ˈҹਆኅ⽪
୶૱઼䈤ᴽǄ
൘䴦ᓇⲴᒯ˄ᒣ䶒ᒯᡆ㘵⭥㿶ᒯѝ˅ˈ䴦ᓇ㓿⨶Ӫਟԕ㘳㲁൘ᒯ
ѝ᧿䘠ᴻ৻㔃դ䍝⢙Ⲵᛵᖒˈᒦф⌘䙊䗷єսᴻ৻ӂѪሩᯩⲴ䍝⢙ᨀࠪᔪ
䇞ˈᔪ・〟ᶱⲴ㿴ࡦ䇴ՠˈ③ḃ㔃դ䍝⢙Ⲵᛖ啃࣡⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ㔃դ䍝⢙㹼ѪǄ
4.3 н䏣оᵚᶕ⹄ウᯩੁ
ᵜ⹄ウਆ⭘Ⲵᱟߢࣘ䍝Ҡ⹄ウѝ∄䖳ᑨ⭘Ⲵᇎ傼䇮䇑Ⲵаˈᕅ㠚 Rook &
Fisher˄1995˅ǄһᇎкˈޣҾ⹄ウߢࣘ䍝Ҡ/⎸䍩Ⲵ⹄ウ䇮䇑䘈ᴹަԆࠐҏ䶎
ᑨިරˈֻྲ Vohs & Faber(2007)Ⲵ䍝⢙亴㇇࠶䝽ᯩ⌅[6]ˈᡆᱟнڕᓧ伏૱Ⲵ伏
⭘䟿[15]ˈᶕ䟽༽ᡆᤃኅ䘉њ㔃᷌Ǆ
ਖཆˈሩҾᵜ⹄ウᡰਁ⧠Ⲵ⧠䊑Ⲵ䗩⭼ˈ⹄ウҏᴹᖵ䘋а↕␡ޕǄֻྲˈྲ
࣐᷌ԕ᧗ࡦ㻛䈅Ⲵ䍝⢙ሬੁ˄࣏㜭ර Utilitarian vs.ӛҀර Hedonic˅ˈሶᶕⲴ⹄
ウਟԕ䘋а↕४࠶൘н਼ሬੁᛵຳлˈᵜ᮷Ⲵ㔃䇪ᱟ䘈ᡀ・Ǆ䘋а↕Ⲵ⹄ウˈ
䘈ਟԕ㘳㲁䲚դ㘵Ⲵн਼Ǆ൘䲚դᛵຳⲴ䇮䇑ᯩ䶒ˈԕᖰⲴ⹄ウਁ⧠ᇦӪ䲚դо
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How the Service Recovery of Negative Online Reviews Affect
Customers' Purchase Intention - Based on the Platform of
Taobao

Ruich Chen, Vicky Ding
182# Nanhu Avenue, East Lake High-tech Development Zone, Wuhan, Hubei
Email: ebding@163.com

ABSTRACT
Online reviews are important factors that affect consumers’ purchase intention.
However, on the Internet, positive comments and negative comments about products
or services are exist at the same time. Previous research has shown that negative
reviews may damage the brand image and reduce the consumer's purchase intention.
Therefore, how to effectively eliminate the negative effects brought by negative
reviews, has become an important research topic. At present, domestic research in this
area is not so much, and largely based on the perspective of service failure. Based on
related literature and theory, we use the situation simulation test to explore the
question that how the service recovery of negative online reviews affect customers'
purchase intention from the perspective of service recovery bystanders.
Refer to the types of service recovery offline, this article explores the question
that how the service recovery of negative online reviews affect customers' purchase
intention, and consider the commodity type as a moderator variable. Innovation point
of this article is: the main body of the research is the customers who come to the store
first time. It would be helpful to improve the conversion rate of C2C shops and they
can learn how to manage user comments.
In this paper, the study found that: (1) the effects on consumer purchase intention
of different service recovery of negative reviews have significant differences; (2) the
commodity type is not an effective regulating variable; (3) if we take the measure of
apologize and explanation, the purchase intention of consumers is highest.
Finally, combined with the results of empirical research, from the perspective of
electricity enterprises, this paper puts forward some measures and management advice
for negative reviews.
Keywords: Negative reviews; service recovery; purchase intention; types of good
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ъⲴ⭘ᡧ䇴䇪㇑⨶ާᴹаᇊⲴᑞࣙˈ㇑⨶㘵ਟԕُ䢤᮷ѝ䟷ਆⲴᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭ䘋
㹼ᐞ䇴㇑⨶Ǆ
᮷⥞എ亮
2.᮷
2.1 䍏䶒䇴䇪ޣ᮷⥞
䲿⵰㖁㔌䍝⢙Ⲵਁኅˈ⎸䍩㘵䎺ᶕ䎺仁㑱ൠ൘㖁㔌к᭦䳶ؑǄ୶ᇦ൘࡙⭘
↓䶒ਓ⻁䘋㹼ਓ⻁㩕䬰ᰦˈ਼ᰦҏਇࡠҶ䍏䶒ਓ⻁Ⲵ⎸ᶱᖡ૽ǄBone˄1995˅
઼ Mizerski˄1982˅⹄ウਁ⧠ˈ䍏䶒ਓ⻁ሩ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᖡ૽䘌䘌བྷҾ↓䶒ਓ⻁Ⲵᖡ
૽ķǄChevalier ㅹ˄2003˅ԕ Amazon ઼ Barnsand 㖁ㄉѪֻˈ⹄ウਁ⧠ˈ亮ᇒሩ
ҾҖ㉽䇴࠶Ⲵᨀ儈㜭࣐ᓄⲴ䬰䟿ˈᒦф䍏䶒䇴ԧⲴᖡ૽བྷҾ↓䶒䇴ԧĸǄ
նᱟˈሩҾн਼㊫රⲴӗ૱ˈ㖁㔌ਓ⻁Ⲵᖡ૽н਼Ǆ⹄ウਁ⧠ˈփ傼㊫ӗ૱ᴤ᱃
ਇࡠ㖁㔌ਓ⻁Ⲵᖡ૽˄Yongˈ2006˅
Ǆ਼ᰦˈ䍏䶒㖁㔌ਓ⻁ሩփ傼૱Ⲵ䍝Ҡ㘵ᡰ
ӗ⭏Ⲵᖡ૽∄ሩᩌ㍒૱Ⲵ䍝Ҡ㘵ᡰӗ⭏Ⲵᖡ૽㾱བྷ˄C Park & TM Leeˈ2009˅ĹǄ
2.2 ᴽ࣑㺕ᮁޣ᮷⥞
㣜ޠᆖ㘵Ṭᵇ励ᯟ˄Gronroos˅Ҿ 1988 ᒤᨀࠪҶᴽ࣑㺕ᮁⲴᾲᘥˈԆ䇔Ѫ

ķ

Mizerski R W. An attribution explanation of the disproportionate influence of unfavorable information. Journal

of Consumer Research, 1982: 301-310.

Chevalier J et al. The Effect of Word of Mouth on Sales: Online Book. 2003.
Park C et al. Information direction, website reputation and eWOM effect: A moderating role of product type.

ĸ
Ĺ

Journal of Business Research, 2009, 62(1): 61-67.
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ᴽ࣑㺕ᮁᱟԱъ൘ᴽ࣑ཡ䈟ਁ⭏ਾˈѪ⎸䲔⎸䍩㘵ᣡᙘ䟷ਆⲴ৽ᓄ઼㹼ࣘķǄ↔
ਾˈՇཊᆖ㘵ሩҾᴽ࣑㺕ᮁⲴᾲᘥԕ৺㔤ᓖ䘋㹼Ҷ䇨ཊ⹄ウǄ2001 ᒤˈᆖ㘵世
⾿⾕㔬ਸҶഭཆՇཊᆖ㘵䪸ሩᴽ࣑㺕ᮁᇊѹⲴ⹄ウ㔃䇪ˈ䇔Ѫᴽ࣑㺕ᮁᱟᴽ࣑
ᨀ㘵൘ਁ⭏ᴽ࣑ཡ䈟Ⲵᰦىᡰ䟷ਆⲴаѫ઼ࣘ৺ᰦⲴ᧚ᯭˈӾ㘼ቭਟ㜭ൠ䱽
վ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵн┑઼⭡↔ᑖᶕⲴ䍏䶒ᖡ૽Ǆ㘼ޣҾᴽ࣑㺕ᮁⲴ㔤ᓖˈⴞࡽ᧕ਇ䖳
ᒯⲴ⨶䇪ᱟ SmithˈBolton & Wagner˄1999˅ᨀࠪⲴഋњ㔤ᓖ˖㺕ᮁѫࣘᙗǃᴹ
ᖒ㺕گǃ૽ᓄ䙏ᓖ઼䚃ⅹĸǄ਼ᰦˈBitner˄1990˅⹄ウਁ⧠ˈᴹ᭸Ⲵᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚
ᯭवᤜ䇔ǃ䀓䟺ǃ䚃ⅹ઼䎄گĹǄ
ᵜ᮷ѫ㾱ُ䢤 Bitner˄1990˅ޣҾᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭ㔤ᓖⲴ⹄ウ㔃᷌ˈ䟷ਆ䚃ⅹǃ
䀓䟺઼ᴹᖒ㺕گѪй䪸ሩ㖁к䍏䶒䇴䇪Ⲵᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭǄ
2.3 ᮷⥞䇴䘠
㲭❦Շཊᆖ㘵ᐢ㓿ሩᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ䘋㹼Ҷ䖳ཊⲴ⹄ウˈնᱟˈᖸཊ⹄ウ䜭ᱟ൘㓯
лⲴᇎփ⧟ຳѝ䘋㹼ⲴˈޣҾ㖁㔌⧟ຳлⲴᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭⲴ⹄ウ䖳ቁǄ਼ᰦˈޣ
Ҿྲօᴹ᭸ൠ⎸䲔䍏䶒䇴ԧᑖᶕⲴ⎸ᶱᖡ૽Ⲵᇎ䇱⹄ウ䖳ቁˈⴞࡽӽ⋑ᴹ᰾⺞Ⲵ
䀓ߣᯩ⌅Ǆф⹄ウ㘵བྷཊӾᴽ࣑ཡ䍕㘵Ⲵ䀂ᓖሩ䍏䶒䇴䇪Ⲵᖡ૽࣐ԕ⹄ウˈӾᴽ
࣑㺕ᮁⲴᯱ㿲㘵ᶕ䘋㹼⹄ウᱟ䖳ቁⲴǄഐ↔ˈᵜ᮷൘ࡽӪ⹄ウⲴสкˈ᧒ウ䪸
ሩ䍏䶒䇴ԧˈ䟷ਆн਼Ⲵᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽ˈᒦ㘳㲁୶૱㊫
රѪ䈳㢲ਈ䟿Ǆ
⹄ウ⁑ර઼ٷ䇮
3.⹄
৲➗ࡽӪ⹄ウⲴᴽ࣑㺕ᮁⲴ㔤ᓖˈᡁԜሶ㓯к䍏䶒䇴䇪Ⲵᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭࡂ࠶
Ѫԕлйњ㔤ᓖ˖䚃ⅹǃ䀓䟺઼ᴹᖒ㺕گǄ⭡Ҿ䇴䇪എ༽ᱟ൘⎸䍩㘵ᐢ䇴䇪Ⲵᛵ
ߥл䘋㹼ˈഐ↔ᡁԜн㘳㲁㺕ᮁѫࣘᙗ㔤ᓖǄ൘↔สкˈ᤹➗ቲቲ䙂䘋Ⲵࡉˈ
ᡁԜٷ䇮䍏䶒䇴䇪എ༽㊫ර˖A1 䚃ⅹ˗A2 䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺˗A3 䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+ᴹᖒ㺕
گǄᴹᖒ㺕گ䘹ᤙҶ୶ᇦ∄䖳ᇩ᱃ᇎᯭⲴݽ䘰ᦒ䍗䘀䍩Ǆ
㘳㲁ࡠн਼Ⲵ୶૱㊫රˈሩҾ䍏䶒䇴䇪എ༽Ⲵ㾱≲ਟ㜭ᴹᡰн਼ˈᡁԜ൘ᩌ
㍒૱઼փ傼૱ѝ䘹ᤙҶаӗ૱Ѫԓ㺘ˈሶ୶૱㊫රѪ䈳㢲ਈ䟿Ǆ
൘㘳㲁ԕкഐ㍐ⲴᛵߥлˈᡁԜᔪ・Ҷྲമ 1 ᡰ⽪Ⲵ⹄ウ⁑රǄ

Gronroos C. Service quality: the six criteria of good perceived service quality. Review of business, 1988, 9(3).
Smith A K et al. A model of customer satisfaction with service encounters involving failure and recovery.

ķ
ĸ

Journal of marketing research, 1999: 356-372.

Bitner M J. Evaluating service encounters: the effects of physical surroundings and employee responses. The

Ĺ

Journal of Marketing, 1990: 69-82.
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୶૱㊫ර˖
ᩌ㍒૱ VS փ傼૱

䍏䶒䇴䇪Ⲵᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭ
A1˖䚃ⅹ

⍿㿸㘵
䍝Ҡᝯ

A2˖䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺
A3˖䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+ᴹᖒ㺕

മ1

⹄ウ⁑ර

൘↔⹄ウ⁑රสкˈᡁԜᨀࠪԕлࠐٷ䇮˖
H1˖н਼Ⲵ䍏䶒䇴䇪ᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽ާᴹᱮ㪇ᐞᔲ˗
H2˖йᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭлˈ䍝ҠᝯⲴᕪᓖ⭡ᕪࡠᕡᱟ˖䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+ᴹᖒ
㺕>گ䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺>䚃ⅹ˗
H3˖୶૱㊫රᱟањᴹ᭸Ⲵ䈳㢲ਈ䟿ˈণ୶૱㊫රሩҾ⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡᝯާ
ᴹᱮ㪇Ⲵᖡ૽⭘Ǆ
4.⹄ウ䇮䇑
4.1 ᇎ傼ᛵຳ䇮䇑
ᵜ᮷䟷⭘ᛵຳ⁑ᤏⲴᇎ傼⌅ᶕ傼䇱к䘠ٷ䇮ˈᇎ傼䇮䇑Ѫ 3˄䍏䶒䇴䇪Ⲵ
ᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭ˖䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+ᴹᖒ㺕 گVS 䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺 VS 䚃ⅹ˅×2˄୶૱㊫ර˖
ᩌ㍒૱ VS փ傼૱˅ ޡ6 ᇎ傼ᶑԦǄᡰᴹ䰞ধ䟷⭘㖁кഎ᭦ᯩᔿˈ䙊䗷䰞ধᱏ
㖁ㄉޡഎ᭦ᴹ᭸䰞ধ 346 ԭǄ
4.2 ਈ䟿᧗ࡦ
4.2.1 ୶૱㊫රⲴ䘹ᤙ
ṩᦞ 2013 ᒤ 3 ᴸˈѝഭӂ㚄㖁㔌ؑѝᗳ˄CNNIC˅ਁᐳⲴǉ2012 ᒤѝഭ
㖁㔌䍝⢙ᐲ൪⹄ウᣕǊ
ˈᴽ㻵䶻ᑭǃᰕ⭘Ⲯ䍗৺ 3C ӗ૱ᱟѝഭ㖁䍝⭘ᡧⲴѫ
㾱⎸䍩亶ฏǄ2012 ᒤˈ81.8%Ⲵ⭘ᡧ൘㖁к䍝Ҡ䗷ᴽ㻵䶻ᑭˈ㘼ḷ߶ॆⲴӗ૱ྲ
3C ӗ૱⭡Ҿ㖁䍝ԧṬՈ࣯ᴹ䖳儈Ⲵ䍝Ҡ⦷Ǆഐ↔ˈᵜ᮷䘹ᤙᴽ侠઼ 3C ӗ૱䘉є
㊫ާᴹ䖳儈䍝Ҡ⦷Ⲵӗ૱Ѫփ傼૱઼ᩌ㍒૱㊫࡛Ǆ
ѻਾُ䢤Ҷал␈ᇍᧂ㹼ῌ˄http://top.taobao.com/˅кⲴ✝䬰୶૱ˈ൘ᴽ侠
㊫࡛л䘹ᤙᖃл䖳Ѫ⍱㹼Ⲵ䘎փⶑ㺓ˈԧṬ 50-70 ˈݳѪᇎ傼ѝⲴփ傼૱˄㿱
മ 1 ᡰ⽪˅Ǆ਼ᰦˈ䘹ᤙҶԧṬоѻᖃ䠁༛亯 GT101G2˄16G˅
ˈԧṬ 45-65 ˈݳ
Ѫᇎ傼ѝⲴᩌ㍒૱˄㿱മ 2 ᡰ⽪˅
Ǆ
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മ 2 2013 ᒤ 12 ᴸ␈ᇍ䬰✝䰘ⶑ㺓ᧂ㹼ῌ

മ 3 2013 ᒤ 12 ᴸ␈ᇍ䬰✝䰘 U ⴈᧂ㹼ῌ

4.2.2 䍏䶒䇴䇪৺ަ㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭⲴᇩ᧿䘠
䙊䗷⍿㿸␈ᇍ㖁ㄉк⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍏䶒䇴䇪ԕ৺୶ᇦⲴഎ༽ˈ䘹ࠪє୶૱ѝ䖳
Ѫާᴹԓ㺘ᙗⲴ䍏䶒䇴䇪ˈ㔃ਸᵜ᮷⹄ウ㾱≲ˈ䇮ᇊҶ䍏䶒䇴䇪Ⲵᇩᒦሩ䈕䇴
䇪䇮ᇊҶйн਼Ⲵᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧿䘠Ǆᴰ㓸⺞ᇊҶ䍏䶒䇴䇪Ⲵᇩ৺ަഎ༽˄ྲ㺘
1 ᡰ⽪˅Ǆ
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㺘1
୶૱
㊫ර

䍏䶒䇴䇪

䍏䶒䇴䇪৺ަ㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭⲴᇩ᧿䘠㺘
ᴽ࣑㺕
ᮁ᧚ᯭ

ᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭᇩ᧿䘠

䚃ⅹ

Ӣ~⋑㜭ᨀ䇙ᛘ┑Ⲵӗ૱ˈᡁԜз࠶ᣡⅹǄ䉒䉒ᛘⲴ᭟ᤱʽ
Ӣ~⋑㜭ᨀ䇙ᛘ┑Ⲵӗ૱ˈᡁԜз࠶ᣡⅹǄ
U ⴈਁ䍗ࡽᡁԜ䜭ᱟᴹуӪỰḕⲴˈࡂⰅᓄ䈕ᱟ⢙⍱䙐ᡀⲴˈ㲭❦ྲ
↔ˈ䘈ᱟз࠶ᣡⅹǄ

䚃ⅹ+

Uⴈ

U ⴈ䍘䟿
ⵏᗳа㡜
㡜ˈ㺘
䶒ᴹа䚃
ࡂⰅˈ᧕
ਓ༴ᖸ
ᶮˈᇎ䱵
ᆈਚᴹ
14.7G...

䀓䟺

㠣ҾᆈⲴ䰞仈ˈഐѪ U ⴈࡦ䙐୶ᱟԕ 1000 Ѫᦒ㇇অսⲴˈণ 1GB
˙1000MB ˗㘼䇑㇇ᵪᱟ⭘ 1024 Ѫᦒ㇇অսⲴˈণ 1GB˙1024MB Ǆ䘉
ṧ䇑㇇ᵪ䇶࡛ࠪⲴ䰚ᆈᇩ䟿ቡ㾱ሿҾ U ⴈ⭏ӗলḷ〠Ⲵᆈᇩ䟿ˈᇎ䱵
֯⭘ᇩ䟿㓖Ѫḷ⽪ᇩ䟿Ⲵ 90%ˈҾ↓ᑨˈᛘਟԕ⭥䈍䈒䠁༛亯ᇈᯩǄ
䉒䉒ᛘⲴ᭟ᤱʽ
Ӣ~⋑㜭ᨀ䇙ᛘ┑Ⲵӗ૱ˈᡁԜз࠶ᣡⅹǄ

䚃ⅹ+
䀓䟺+
ᴹᖒ㺕
گ

U ⴈਁ䍗ࡽᡁԜ䜭ᱟᴹуӪỰḕⲴˈࡂⰅᓄ䈕ᱟ⢙⍱䙐ᡀⲴˈ㲭❦ྲ
↔ˈ䘈ᱟз࠶ᣡⅹǄ㠣ҾᆈⲴ䰞仈ˈഐѪ U ⴈࡦ䙐୶ᱟԕ 1000 Ѫᦒ㇇
অսⲴˈণ 1GB˙1000MB ˗㘼䇑㇇ᵪᱟ⭘ 1024 Ѫᦒ㇇অսⲴˈণ 1GB
˙1024MB Ǆ䘉ṧ䇑㇇ᵪ䇶࡛ࠪⲴ䰚ᆈᇩ䟿ቡ㾱ሿҾ U ⴈ⭏ӗলḷ〠Ⲵ
ᆈᇩ䟿ˈᇎ䱵֯⭘ᇩ䟿㓖Ѫḷ⽪ᇩ䟿Ⲵ 90%ˈҾ↓ᑨˈᛘਟԕ⭥䈍
䈒䠁༛亯ᇈᯩǄ
ྲ᷌Ӣ䘈ᱟн┑Ⲵ䈍ˈਟԕ䘹ᤙ䘰ᦒ䍗ˈᡁԜਟԕᨀ䘰ᦒ䍗Ⲵᶕ
എ䘀䍩Ǆ䉒䉒ᛘⲴ᭟ᤱʽ

䚃ⅹ

Ӣ~⋑㜭ᨀ䇙ᛘ┑Ⲵӗ૱ˈᡁԜз࠶ᣡⅹǄ䉒䉒ᛘⲴ᭟ᤱʽ
Ӣ~⋑㜭ᨀ䇙ᛘ┑Ⲵӗ૱ˈᡁԜз࠶ᣡⅹǄ

䚃ⅹ+

ⶑ㺓

ⶑ㺓䍘䟿
ⵏᗳа㡜
㡜ˈн
ӵᦹ∋ˈ
䘈ᔰ㓯ˈ
㺓ᴽᝏ㿹
ҏᥪ㮴…

䀓䟺

ᡰᴹⲴ⧺⪊㔂ࡦ૱䜭ᴹቲ⎞∋ˈнᱟᦹ∋㘼ᱟ㻱࢚Ⲵᰦى੨䱴൘к䶒
Ⲵˈа㡜⍇є⅑ቡՊྭⲴଖ~~㠣Ҿᔰ㓯Ⲵ䰞仈ˈഐѪѻࡽഭᒶਁ䍗䟿∄䖳
བྷˈӪнཏˈỰḕⲴнཏԄ㓶ˈᇎ൘ᖸᣡⅹǄ⧺⪊㔂ⶑ㺓ᖸ؍᳆Ⲵˈ㘼
фڦᇦⲴ㺓㺓н∄ަᆳᇦⲴ㮴ྕ~䉒䉒ᛘⲴ᭟ᤱʽ
Ӣ~⋑㜭ᨀ䇙ᛘ┑Ⲵӗ૱ˈᡁԜз࠶ᣡⅹǄ

䚃ⅹ+
䀓䟺+
ᴹᖒ㺕
گ

ᡰᴹⲴ⧺⪊㔂ࡦ૱䜭ᴹቲ⎞∋ˈнᱟᦹ∋㘼ᱟ㻱࢚Ⲵᰦى੨䱴൘к䶒
Ⲵˈа㡜⍇є⅑ቡՊྭⲴଖ~~㠣Ҿᔰ㓯Ⲵ䰞仈ˈഐѪѻࡽഭᒶਁ䍗䟿∄䖳
བྷˈӪнཏˈỰḕⲴнཏԄ㓶ˈᇎ൘ᖸᣡⅹǄ⧺⪊㔂ⶑ㺓ᖸ؍᳆Ⲵˈ㘼
фڦᇦⲴ㺓㺓н∄ަᆳᇦⲴ㮴ྕ~
ྲ᷌Ӣᜣ㾱а⛩Ⲵਟԕᡁᇦ਼ⅮⲴ⌅ޠ㔂ⶑ㺓ྕ~⌅ޠ㔂ⶑ㺓Պ
⛩ˈ㘼ф⌅ޠ㔂ഐѪ∋⎞ˈ━ݹՊቁǄᡁԜਟԕᨀᦒ䍗Ⲵᶕഎ䘀䍩ྕ
~~䉒䉒ᛘⲴ᭟ᤱʽ

4.3 ഐਈ䟿Ⲵ⍻䟿
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ᵜ᮷⹄ウѝⲴഐਈ䟿Ѫ䍝Ҡᝯˈྲ㺘 2 ᡰ⽪ˈ⍻䟿䟿㺘⭡йњ仈亩㓴ᡀ˖
“ᡁՊ൘䈕ᓇ䍝Ҡ䈕ӗ૱”ǃ“ᡁՊ㘳㲁൘䈕ᓇ䍝ҠަԆӗ૱”ǃ“ྲ᷌䓛䗩ᴹᴻ৻
㾱䍝Ҡ䈕ӗ૱ˈᡁՊ᧘㦀䈕ᓇ”Ǆᇎ傼䙊䗷г࠶䟿㺘⍻䟿ᇎ傼㘵Ⲵᘱᓖˈሩй亩
ᗇ࠶䘋㹼઼࣐ˈᗇ࠶䎺儈ˈ䈤᰾ᇎ傼㘵Ⲵ䍝Ҡᝯ䎺儈Ǆ

㺘2

ഐਈ䟿䍝Ҡᝯ⍻䟿䟿㺘

ഐਈ䟿

仈亩

ᶕⓀ

ᡁՊ൘䈕ᓇ䍝Ҡ䈕ӗ૱
䍝Ҡᝯ

Dodds et al(1991)ǃ

ᡁՊ㘳㲁൘䈕ᓇ䍝ҠަԆӗ૱

䜁Ⴇ˄2010˅
ྲ᷌䓛䗩ᴹᴻ৻㾱䍝Ҡ䈕ӗ૱ˈᡁՊ᧘㦀䈕ᓇ

5.ᮠᦞ࠶᷀
5.1 ṧᵜ᧿䘠ᙗ࠶᷀
䙊䗷㖁к䰞ধⲴਁ઼᭮എ᭦ˈᴰ㓸᭦എᴹ᭸䰞ধ 346 ԭˈަѝӗ૱ᱟ U ⴈ
Ⲵ䰞ধޡᴹ 187 ԭˈӗ૱ᱟⶑ㺓Ⲵ䰞ধޡᴹ 159 ԭǄ㻛䈳ḕ㘵Ⲵ⭧ྣ∄ֻ࠶࡛Ѫ
39%઼ 61%ˈสᵜṧᵜᛵߥ㿱㺘 3 ᡰ⽪Ǆ
㺘3
สᵜ䍴ᯉ

࠶亩

仁⅑

仁⦷
⦷˄%˅
˅

⭧

135

39

ྣ

211

61

15 ৺ԕл

6

2

16~25 

304

88

26~35 

32

9

36 ৺ԕк

4

1

བྷу৺ԕл

48

14

བྷᆖᵜ、

251

72

⺅༛৺ԕк

47

14

ᙗ࡛

ᒤ喴

ᆖশ

ṧᵜสᵜᛵߥ㺘

5.2 ؑᓖ࠶᷀
൘࡙⭘ SPSS ሩᮠᦞ䘋㹼䘋а↕Ⲵ࠶᷀ѻࡽˈѪ؍䇱ᮠᦞⲴਟؑᓖˈ俆ݸ㾱
ሩഐਈ䟿
䍝Ҡᝯ䘋㹼ؑᓖỰ傼Ǆ
ྲ㺘 4 ᡰ⽪ˈ
ഐਈ䟿䍝ҠᝯⲴ Cronbach α Ѫ 0.807ˈ
Cronbach α བྷҾ 0.8 䈤᰾ᶴᡀഐਈ䟿Ⲵ䟿㺘ؑᓖ䖳儈ˈਟԕ࡙⭘䈕ᮠᦞ䘋㹼ਾ㔝
Ⲵ࠶᷀Ǆ

686

㺘4

ؑᓖ࠶᷀㔃᷌㺘
亩ᮠ

Cronbach's Alpha
.807

3

5.3 ѫ᭸ᓄỰ傼
俆⭘ˈݸঅഐ㍐ᯩᐞ࠶᷀ᯩ⌅Ự傼䍏䶒䇴䇪Ⲵᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡ
ᝯⲴᖡ૽ˈỰ傼㔃᷌ྲ㺘 5ǃ㺘 6 ᡰ⽪Ǆྲ㺘 5 ᡰ⽪ˈ㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭѪ䚃ⅹᰦˈM 䍝
Ҡᝯ = 11.23ˈ㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭѪ䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺ᰦ, M 䍝Ҡᝯ = 13.03ˈ㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭѪ䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+
ᴹᖒ㺕گᰦˈM 䍝Ҡᝯ = 12.62ǄӾമ 4 ᡁԜਟԕᾊൠⴻࠪˈ㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭѪ䚃ⅹ+
䀓䟺ᰦˈ⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡᝯᴰ儈ˈ䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+ᴹᖒ㺕⅑گѻˈ䚃ⅹᴤ⅑ѻǄ਼ᰦˈ
⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝Ҡᝯ൘н਼Ⲵᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭлᴹᱮ㪇ᐞᔲ˄F=5.272ˈp=0.006˅
˄ྲ
㺘 6 ᡰ⽪˅Ǆ
㺘5

н਼ᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭл䍝ҠᝯⲴ൷٬
൷٬

N

ḷ߶ᐞ

ḷ߶䈟

䚃ⅹ

123

11.23

4.973

.448

䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺

105

13.03

4.108

.401

䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+㺕گ

118

12.62

4.136

.381

ᙫᮠ

346

12.25

4.499

.242

മ4

н਼ᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭл䍝ҠᝯⲴ൷٬

687

㺘6

䍏䶒䇴䇪Ⲵᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽Ⲵᯩᐞ࠶᷀
ᒣᯩ઼

df

൷ᯩ

F
5.272

㓴䰤

208.245

2

104.122

㓴

6774.379

343

19.750

ᙫᮠ

6982.624

345

ᱮ㪇ᙗ
.006

൘↔ᛵߥлˈᡁԜ䙊䗷һਾỰ傼Ⲵཊ䟽∄䖳ᶕ䘋а↕࠶᷀алн਼Ⲵᴽ࣑㺕
ᮁ᧚ᯭሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽ᐞᔲǄ
ྲ㺘7ᡰ⽪ˈᡁԜਟԕਁ⧠ˈ䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺ᶑԦл⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝Ҡᝯ儈Ҿ䚃ⅹᶑ
Ԧлˈфє㘵ሩ䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽ާᴹᱮ㪇ᐞᔲ˄p=0.009˅˗䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+ᴹᖒ㺕
گᶑԦл⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝Ҡᝯ儈Ҿ䚃ⅹᶑԦлˈնє㘵ሩ䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽нާᴹᱮ
㪇ᐞᔲ˄p=0.056˅Ǆ䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺ᶑԦл⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝Ҡᝯ儈Ҿ䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+㺕ˈگ
նє㘵ሩ䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽нާᴹᱮ㪇ᐞᔲ˄p=0.842˅ǄӾѝਁ⧠ˈй㺕ᮁ᧚
ᯭѝˈ䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺ᶑԦл⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝Ҡᝯᴰ儈Ǆ

㺘7

Tamhane

й䍏䶒䇴䇪Ⲵᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽ᐞᔲ

(I) 㓴࡛

(J) 㓴࡛

䚃ⅹ

䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺

䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺

൷٬ᐞ (I-J)

ḷ߶䈟

ᱮ㪇ᙗ

-1.801*

.601

.009

䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+㺕گ

-1.391

.588

.056

䚃ⅹ

1.801*

.601

.009

.410

.553

.842

1.391

.588

.056

-.410

.553

.842

䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+㺕گ
䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+㺕 گ䚃ⅹ
䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺

5.4 ୶૱㊫රⲴ䈳㢲᭸ᓄỰ傼
᧕лᶕˈᡁԜሶᮠᦞ࠶Ѫєབྷ㓴ˈа㓴ᮠᦞⲴӗ૱ᱟ U ⴈˈਖа㓴ᮠᦞⲴ
ӗ૱ᱟⶑ㺓ǄU ⴈ㓴ޡᴹ 187 ԭᮠᦞˈⶑ㺓㓴ޡᴹ 159 ԭᮠᦞǄ᧒ウн਼୶૱㊫
රлˈйᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽Ǆ
ྲ㺘 8 ᡰ⽪ˈ⎸䍩㘵䇑ࡂ䍝ҠⲴӗ૱ᱟ U ⴈᰦˈM 䍝Ҡᝯ = 12.66ˈ⎸䍩㘵
䇑ࡂ䍝ҠⲴӗ૱ᱟⶑ㺓ᰦˈM 䍝Ҡᝯ = 11.77Ǆնᱟˈӗ૱㊫රн਼ᰦˈйᴽ
࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭлˈ䇑ࡂ䍝Ҡ U ⴈⲴ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝Ҡᝯ䜭儈Ҿ䇑ࡂ䍝Ҡⶑ㺓Ⲵ⎸䍩
㘵˄ྲമ 5 ᡰ⽪˅
Ǆ਼ᰦˈྲ㺘 9 ᡰ⽪ˈᡁԜਁ⧠ˈ୶૱㊫රሩ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝Ҡ
ᝯൠᖡ૽нާᴹᱮ㪇Ⲵᐞᔲ˄F=3.390ˈp= 0.066˅
Ǆ
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㺘 8 н਼୶૱㊫රл⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠᝯⲴ൷٬
൷٬Ⲵ 95% 㖞ؑ४䰤
൷٬

N

ḷ߶ᐞ

ḷ߶䈟

л䲀

к䲀

Uⴈ

187

12.66

4.540

.332

12.00

13.31

ⶑ㺓

159

11.77

4.415

.350

11.08

12.46

ᙫᮠ

346

12.25

4.499

.242

11.77

12.72

മ5

ӗ૱㊫රн਼ᰦˈйᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭл⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠᝯⲴ൷٬

㺘9

୶૱㊫රሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽Ⲵᯩᐞ࠶᷀
ᒣᯩ઼

൷ᯩ

df

㓴䰤

68.138

1

68.138

㓴

6914.486

344

20.100

ᙫᮠ

6982.624

345

F
3.390

ᱮ㪇ᙗ
.066

൘∄䖳Ҷ⎸䍩㘵䇑ࡂ䍝Ҡӗ૱ᱟ U ⴈ઼ⶑ㺓єᛵߥлˈަ䍝ҠᝯⲴਈ
ॆᛵߥ઼ᱮ㪇ᙗ࠶᷀ˈᡁԜ䇔Ѫˈ୶૱㊫රнᱟањᴹ᭸Ⲵ䈳㢲ਈ䟿Ǆ㲭❦ྲ↔ˈ
ᡁԜӽ❦㾱᧒ウє୶૱㊫රлˈйᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭⲴᖡ૽ᐞᔲǄᡁԜሶᮠᦞ࠶
Ѫєབྷ㓴ˈа㓴ᮠᦞⲴӗ૱ᱟ U ⴈˈਖа㓴ᮠᦞⲴӗ૱ᱟⶑ㺓ǄU ⴈ㓴ޡᴹ 187
ԭᮠᦞˈⶑ㺓㓴ޡᴹ 159 ԭᮠᦞǄ
5.4.1 U ⴈ㓴ᮠᦞ࠶᷀

689

俆ݸሩ U ⴈ㓴Ⲵᮠᦞ䘋㹼অഐ㍐࠶᷀Ǆᖃӗ૱ᱟ U ⴈᰦˈ䟷ਆ䚃ⅹ᧚ᯭлˈ
M 䍝Ҡᝯ = 12.25˗䟷ਆ䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺᧚ᯭᰦˈM 䍝Ҡᝯ = 13.19˗䟷ਆ䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+
ᴹᖒ㺕گᰦˈM 䍝Ҡᝯ = 12.66Ǆᖃ⎸䍩㘵䇑ࡂ䍝ҠⲴӗ૱ᱟ U ⴈᰦˈަ䍝Ҡ
ᝯⲴ൷٬ਈॆоᙫփᮠᦞਈॆа㠤Ǆ䟷ਆ䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺Ⲵ᧚ᯭᰦˈ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝Ҡ
ᝯᴰ儈ˈ䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+ᴹᖒ㺕⅑گѻˈ䚃ⅹᛵߥлᴤ⅑ѻǄ

㺘10

н਼ᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭл䍝ҠᝯⲴ൷٬˄ӗ૱ѪUⴈ˅
൷٬Ⲵ 95% 㖞ؑ४䰤
൷٬

N

ḷ߶ᐞ

ḷ߶䈟

л䲀

к䲀

䚃ⅹ

71

12.25

5.151

.611

11.03

13.47

䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺

54

13.19

4.112

.560

12.06

14.31

䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+㺕گ

62

12.66

4.157

.528

11.61

13.72

187

12.66

4.540

.332

12.00

13.31

ᙫᮠ

նᱟˈ䙊䗷ᯩᐞ࠶᷀ˈᡁԜਁ⧠ˈᖃ⎸䍩㘵䇑ࡂ䍝ҠⲴӗ૱ᱟ U ⴈᰦˈ㓴
䰤ᱟ⋑ᴹᱮ㪇ᙗᐞᔲⲴ˄F=0.643ˈp=0.527˅ˈণ䈕ᛵߥлйᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭሩ
⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽нާᴹᱮ㪇ᐞᔲ˄㿱㺘 11˅
Ǆ

㺘11

䍏䶒䇴䇪Ⲵᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽Ⲵᯩᐞ࠶᷀˄ӗ૱ѪU
ⴈ˅
ᒣᯩ઼

൷ᯩ

df

㓴䰤

26.624

2

13.312

㓴

3807.472

184

20.693

ᙫᮠ

3834.096

186

ᱮ㪇ᙗ

F
.643

.527

5.4.2 ⶑ㺓㓴ᮠᦞ࠶᷀
᧕лᶕሩⶑ㺓㓴Ⲵᮠᦞ䘋㹼অഐ㍐࠶᷀Ǆᖃӗ૱ᱟⶑ㺓ᰦˈ䟷ਆ䚃ⅹ᧚ᯭлˈ
M 䍝Ҡᝯ = 9.83˗䟷ਆ䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺᧚ᯭᰦˈM 䍝Ҡᝯ = 12.86˗䟷ਆ䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+ᴹᖒ
㺕گᰦˈM 䍝Ҡᝯ = 12.57Ǆᖃ⎸䍩㘵䇑ࡂ䍝ҠⲴӗ૱ᱟⶑ㺓ᰦˈަ䍝ҠᝯⲴ൷
٬ਈॆоᙫփᮠᦞਈॆа㠤Ǆ䟷ਆ䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺Ⲵ᧚ᯭᰦˈ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝Ҡᝯᴰ儈ˈ
䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+ᴹᖒ㺕⅑گѻˈ䚃ⅹᛵߥлᴤ⅑ѻǄ䘉о U ⴈ㓴ᮠᦞⲴਈॆ䎻࣯ᱟ
а㠤ⲴǄ
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㺘 12 н਼ᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭл䍝ҠᝯⲴ൷٬˄ӗ૱Ѫⶑ㺓˅
൷٬Ⲵ 95% 㖞ؑ४䰤
൷٬

N

ḷ߶ᐞ

ḷ߶䈟

л䲀

к䲀

䚃ⅹ

52

9.83

4.391

.609

8.60

11.05

䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺

51

12.86

4.138

.579

11.70

14.03

䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+㺕گ

56

12.57

4.151

.555

11.46

13.68

159

11.77

4.415

.350

11.08

12.46

ᙫᮠ

਼ᰦˈ䙊䗷ᯩᐞ࠶᷀ˈᡁԜਁ⧠ˈᖃ⎸䍩㘵䇑ࡂ䍝ҠⲴӗ૱ᱟⶑ㺓ᰦˈ㓴䰤
ާᴹᱮ㪇ᙗᐞᔲ˄F=8.205,p=0.000˅ˈণ䈕ᛵߥлйᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝
ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽ާᴹᱮ㪇ᐞᔲǄ
㺘13 䍏䶒䇴䇪Ⲵᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽Ⲵᯩᐞ࠶᷀˄ӗ
૱Ѫⶑ㺓˅
ᒣᯩ઼

df

൷ᯩ

F
8.205

㓴䰤

293.194

2

146.597

㓴

2787.196

156

17.867

ᙫᮠ

3080.390

158

ᱮ㪇ᙗ
.000

൘↔ᛵߥлˈᡁԜሩⶑ㺓㓴Ⲵᮠᦞ䘋㹼䘋а↕ⲴһਾỰ傼Ǆ㔃᷌ਁ⧠˄㿱㺘
12ᡰ⽪˅ˈ䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺ᶑԦл⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝Ҡᝯ儈Ҿ䚃ⅹᶑԦлˈфє㘵ሩ䍝Ҡ
ᝯⲴᖡ૽ާᴹᱮ㪇ᐞᔲ˄p=0.002˅
˗䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+ᴹᖒ㺕گᶑԦл⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝Ҡ
ᝯ儈Ҿ䚃ⅹᶑԦлˈնє㘵ሩ䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽нާᴹᱮ㪇ᐞᔲ˄p=0.004˅
Ǆ䚃ⅹ
+䀓䟺ᶑԦл⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝Ҡᝯ儈Ҿ䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+㺕ˈگնє㘵ሩ䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽
нާᴹᱮ㪇ᐞᔲ˄p=0.939˅Ǆ
㺘14 й䍏䶒䇴䇪Ⲵᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽ᐞᔲ˄ӗ૱Ѫⶑ
㺓˅

Scheffe

(I) 䰞ধ䘹ᤙ

(J) 䰞ধ䘹ᤙ

䚃ⅹ

䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺

-3.036*

.833

.002

䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+㺕گ

-2.745*

.814

.004

3.036*

.833

.002

.291

.818

.939

2.745*

.814

.004

-.291

.818

.939

䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺

䚃ⅹ
䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+㺕گ

䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+㺕گ

䚃ⅹ
䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺

൷٬ᐞ (I-J)

ḷ߶䈟ᐞ

ᱮ㪇ᙗ

൘∄䖳Ҷ⎸䍩㘵䇑ࡂ䍝Ҡӗ૱ᱟ U ⴈ઼ⶑ㺓єᛵߥлˈަ䍝ҠᝯⲴਈ
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ॆᛵߥ઼ᱮ㪇ᙗ࠶᷀ˈᡁԜ䇔Ѫˈ୶૱㊫ර㲭❦нᱟањᴹ᭸Ⲵ䈳㢲ਈ䟿ˈնަ
ሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡᝯާᴹаᇊᖡ૽Ǆ
5.5 ᮠᦞ࠶᷀㔃᷌
䙊䗷ԕкᮠᦞ࠶᷀ˈᡁԜਟԕਁ⧠ˈ俆ˈݸйᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭሩҾ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ
䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽ާᴹᱮ㪇ᐞᔲˈٷ䇮 H1 ᡀ・˗ަ⅑ˈйᛵߥл䍝Ҡᝯ⭡ᕪ
ࡠᕡ࠶࡛ᱟ䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺>䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+ᴹᖒ㺕>گ䚃ⅹˈٷ䇮 H2 нᡀ・˗ᴰਾˈ㲭
❦୶૱㊫රሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡᝯᖡ૽ᴹᐞᔲˈնнཏᱮ㪇ˈ᭵୶૱㊫රнᱟањᴹ
᭸Ⲵ䈳㢲ਈ䟿ˈٷ䇮 H3 нᡀ・Ǆ
⹄ウ㔃䇪оᔪ䇞
6.⹄
6.1 ѫ㾱⹄ウ㔃䇪
6.1.1 н਼Ⲵ䍏䶒䇴䇪ᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽ާᴹᱮ㪇ᐞ
ᔲǄ
йᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭሩҾ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽ާᴹᱮ㪇ᐞᔲˈйᛵߥл
䍝Ҡᝯ⭡ᕪࡠᕡ࠶࡛ᱟ䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺>䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+ᴹᖒ㺕>گ䚃ⅹǄ
䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺ᛵߥл⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝Ҡᝯ儈Ҿ䚃ⅹᱟഐѪަѝᴹањᖂഐ䗷〻Ǆ
୶ᇦሩᴽ࣑ཡ䈟Ⲵഐ࣐ԕ䀓䟺ˈራ≲䈵䀓Ǆ൘↔䗷〻ѝˈ⎸䍩㘵ᴹਟ㜭ሩ୶ᇦ
㺘⽪䈵䀓ˈ਼ᰦሩ䶎୶ᇦ䙐ᡀⲴᦏཡՊᴹ仾䲙䱽վⲴ䇶Ǆ∄ྲ䈤⭡Ҿᘛ䙂䗷〻
ሬ㠤Ⲵव㻵ᦏൿㅹˈ⎸䍩㘵Պ㿹ᗇᦒаᇦᘛ䙂ޜਨণਟ䚯ݽǄ
㘼䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺+㺕گᶑԦл⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝ҠᝯվҾ䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺ᶑԦлˈഐѪᵜ
᮷䘹ᤙⲴᴹᖒ㺕گᱟݽ䘰ᦒ䍗䘀䍩ǄሩҾ⎸䍩㘵ᶕ䈤ˈӾ⎸䍩㘵࡙ᗇⲴ䀂ᓖᶕ䈤ˈ
䘰ᦒ䍗нնᰐ⌅㧧ᗇ䏣ཏⲴ㓿⍾઼ᗳ⨶㺕৽ˈگ㘼㾱ᣵᴤཊⲴᰦ䰤઼㋮࣋ᡀ
ᵜǄ㘼ф൘ 7 ཙᰐ⨶⭡䘰䍗ᡀѪаᲞ䙽“᭯ㆆ”Ⲵᛵߥлˈ䘰ᦒ䍗㺕گᰐ⌅փ⧠
୶ᇦ䏣ཏⲴ䈊ˈ⎸䍩㘵ᖸਟ㜭䇔Ѫ୶ᇦ൘䘳䚯䍓ԫǄ਼ᰦˈᵜ᮷䘹ᤙⲴ୶
૱ԧ٬Ѫ 40~70 ୶ˈݳ૱ԧ٬н儈ˈሩҾ⎸䍩㘵ᶕ䈤ˈ䘰ᦒ䍗Ⲵᡀᵜᴹਟ㜭儈Ҿ
୶૱ԧ٬Ǆ
6.1.2 ୶૱㊫රнᱟањᴹ᭸Ⲵ䈳㢲ਈ䟿Ǆ
ᵜ᮷䘹ਆⲴ⹄ウᒣਠᱟ C2C ᒣਠˈ⹄ウ㘵䇔ѪˈC2C ᒣਠкⲴ⎸䍩㘵઼୶
ᇦѻ䰤㕪ѿаᇊⲴؑԫ؍䳌ˈ㲭❦␈ᇍ䪸ሩ↔ᴹᓄⲴ䈨ྲ䍝Ҡ䘀䍩䲙ˈ7 ཙᰐ
⨶⭡䘰䍗ˈ㔉ᐞ䇴ㅹ᧚ᯭǄն⎸䍩㘵ӽ❦䶒Ѥ୶૱䍘䟿ཚᐞˈ䘰ᦒ䍗䘀䍩⭡䈱
ᣵˈ⭣䇹ᰦ䰤ཚ䮯ˈ୶ᇦⲴ僊ᢠㅹ仾䲙Ǆ䘉а⛩ˈᰐ䇪⎸䍩㘵䇑ࡂ䍝ҠⲴӗ૱ᱟ
օ㊫රˈ䜭ᰐ⌅䚯ݽǄഐ↔ˈণ֯⎸䍩㘵䇑ࡂ䍝ҠⲴӗ૱㊫රн਼ˈ䜭䴰㾱䙊
䗷ަԆ䙄ᖴ৫㧧ਆᴤཊӗ૱ؑˈԕᑞࣙަ䘋㹼䍝ҠߣㆆǄᡰԕˈ୶૱㊫රሩҾ
⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽нާᴹᱮ㪇⭘Ǆ
6.1.3 йᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭлˈ䇑ࡂ䍝Ҡ U ⴈⲴ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝Ҡᝯ䜭儈Ҿ䇑ࡂ
䍝Ҡⶑ㺓Ⲵ⎸䍩㘵Ǆ
н㇑⎸䍩㘵䇑ࡂ䍝ҠⲴӗ૱ᱟ U ⴈ䘈ᱟⶑ㺓ˈަ䍝ҠᝯⲴਈॆ䎻࣯䜭ᱟ
а㠤Ⲵˈն䇑ࡂ䍝Ҡ U ⴈⲴ⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡᝯ㓸儈Ҿ䇑ࡂ䍝Ҡⶑ㺓Ⲵ⎸䍩㘵Ǆ
䘉ᱟഐѪ⎸䍩㘵ᴤᇩ᱃ᦼᨑᩌ㍒૱Ⲵؑޣˈ䖳ᇩ᱃ሩᩌ㍒૱Ⲵ䍘䟿઼ⵏڊٷ
ࠪࡔᯝˈަ䍝Ҡᝯਇ䍏䶒䇴ԧⲴᖡ૽䖳ሿǄ㘼䇑ࡂ䍝Ҡփ傼૱Ⲵ⭘ᡧˈᖰᖰᰐ
⌅ޘ䶒Ⲵᦼᨑփ傼૱Ⲵؑˈ䴰㾱䙊䗷䇴ԧᶕ㧧ਆ㠚ᐡ䴰㾱Ⲵؑˈ㿴䚯仾䲙ˈ
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ᡰԕ䇑ࡂ䍝Ҡփ傼૱Ⲵ⭘ᡧᴤᇩ᱃ਇࡠ䍏䶒䇴ԧⲴᖡ૽Ǆ
6.2 㩕䬰ᔪ䇞
俆୶ˈݸᇦᓄ䈕〟ᶱൠሩ䍏䶒䇴ԧ䘋㹼㺕ᮁᒦ࣐ԕ㿴㤳ॆǄᰐ䇪୶ᇦ㓿㩕Ⲵ
ᱟᩌ㍒૱䘈ᱟփ傼૱ˈᴹ᭸Ⲵᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭ䜭Պᨀ儈⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝ҠᝯǄⴞࡽˈ
C2C ᒣਠкⲴབྷ䜘࠶୶ᇦሩ䍏䶒䇴ԧ䟷ਆᘭ㿶нѪⲴㆆ⮕ˈ㲭❦ᴹ䜘࠶୶ᇦ䪸
ሩ䍏䶒䇴ԧࠪڊ㺕ᮁˈնަഎ༽ᇩ઼䈝≄нཏ㿴㤳Ǆ
ަ⅑ˈ䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺Ⲵᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭਟԕᴹ᭸ᨀ儈⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝ҠᝯǄйᴽ
࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭѝˈ䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺Ⲵᴽ࣑㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭлˈ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝Ҡᝯᴰ儈Ǆ൘䶒ሩ
䍏䶒䇴ԧᰦˈ୶ᇦਟԕѫࣘ䇔ⵏൠੁ⎸䍩㘵䀓䟺ᴽ࣑ཡ䍕ਁ⭏Ⲵ⭡ᒦ䘋㹼ᖂ
ഐǄ䙊䗷䚃ⅹ+䀓䟺Ⲵᯩᔿˈ㧧ਆ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ⨶䀓઼䈵ˈᨀ儈⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝ҠᝯǄ
ᴰਾˈ“ݽ䘰ᦒ䍗䛞䍩”ሩҾ⎸䍩㘵ᶕ䈤ˈᒦнᱟаॱ࠶ާᴹ੨ᕅ઼࣋ԧ٬
Ⲵ㺕گᯩᔿǄѪҶᨀ儈ᴽ࣑㺕ᮁⲴ᭸᷌ˈ୶ᇦਟԕ㘳㲁ቍ䈅ަԆᴹᖒ㺕گᯩᔿǄ
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б呿伎ˊ%& ⭥ᆀ୶࣑⧟ຳлᴽ࣑㺕ᮁሩ亮ᇒ䟽༽䍝ҠੁⲴᖡ૽⹄ウˊ⎉⊏ᐕ୶བྷᆖ⺅༛
ᆖս䇪᮷ˈˊ
ᶌᔪࡊˈ㤳⿰ᡀˊᴽ࣑㺕ᮁѝᛵ㔚ሩ㺕ᮁਾ亮ᇒ┑઼㹼ѪⲴᖡ૽üüสҾᛵ㔚ᝏḃ㿶䀂Ⲵ
⹄ウˊ㇑⨶ц⭼ˈˈ  ˖ˊ
㜑Ⴇˊ㖁㔌ਓ⻁ሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡᝯᖡ૽⹄ウüüԕᵪӗ૱Ѫֻˊ⊏㾯䍒㓿བྷᆖ⺅༛ᆖս䇪
᮷ˈˊ
ᆓ᮷䶉ˊ㖁㔌⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡᝯᖡ૽ഐ㍐⹄ウኡьབྷᆖ⺅༛ᆖս䇪᮷ˈˊ
䠁・ঠˊ㖁㔌ਓ⻁ؑሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠߣㆆⲴᖡ૽˖ањᇎ傼⹄ウˊ㓿⍾㇑⨶ˈˈ  ˖
ˊ
ᵾᆿˊ䍏䶒൘㓯䇴䇪৺ަ㺕ᮁ᧚ᯭሩ亮ᇒ䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽ˊьॾབྷᆖঊ༛ᆖս䇪᮷ˈˊ
㘏ѭᆄˊ㖁ᓇ൘㓯䇴䇪ሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠᝯⲴᖡ૽⹄ウˊьे䍒㓿བྷᆖ⺅༛ᆖս䇪᮷ˈˊ
⦻ጷˊ㖁㔌⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡᝯᖡ૽ഐ㍐⁑ර⹄ウˊቄ┘ᐕъབྷᆖঊ༛ᆖս䇪᮷ˈˊ
ᵡᲃ䵎ˊสҾ⽮Ӕ㖁ㄉⲴ㖁㔌ਓ⻁ሩ⎸䍩㘵䍝ҠˊইӜ⨶ᐕབྷᆖ⺅༛ᆖս䇪᮷ˈˊ
ᕐᜐˊ䍏䶒㖁㔌ਓ⻁ሩ㖁㔌⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡߣㆆᖡ૽Ⲵᇎ䇱⹄ウˊ䗭ᆱབྷᆖ⺅༛ᆖս䇪᮷ˈˊ
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Eating and Drinking in Sell Expenses: Is It Relationship
Marketing, Perks or Corruption?

Xiongyuan Wang (Corresponding Author), Jinping Zhang, Chunqi Liu
Accounting School, Zhongnan University of Economics and Law, Wuhan
Corresponding Author Email˖wangxiongyuan72@163.com

ABSTRACT
We examine the effect of relationship marketing reflected in eating and drinking
items in selling expenses on firm value by using and processing data in the 2007-2013
financial statement footnotes. Under the context of China’s Guanxi culture and
transitional economy regime, the lack of formal institution makes relationship a
necessity of doing business, and eating and drinking is a reflection of relationship
because courtesy demands reciprocity. Consistent with this logic, our results do show
that relationship marketing can increases firm value by substituting formal marketing
channels playing a role of establishing supplier/customer relationship, forming its
own social capital and obtaining precious customer resources. Further, the
relationship marketing’s substitute effect for formal marketing channel is more
prominent in conditions that the customer is more concentrated, the product market’s
competition is fiercer, and the corporate governance is better. Our empirical results
add to the extant research which using survey or field methods exploring the effect of
relationship marketing on firm performance. More important, our exploration of the
substitute effect of relationship marketing on formal marketing channel to an extent,
fills the gap that the rare papers test the relative importance between the two.
Keywords: Relationship marketing, supply chain management, eating & drinking,
firm value
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䬰䍩⭘ѝⲴਲ਼்⧙Ҁ˖ޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ǃ൘㙼⎸䍩ᣁᡆ㞀䍕˛
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᪈㾱
࡙⭘ 2007-2013 ᒤᒤᣕ䱴⌘ѝ䬰䍩⭘ޣ᰾㓶亩ⴞˈᵜ᮷ᇎ䇱Ự傼Ҷਲ਼்
⧙Ҁ㛼ਾⲴޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ሩޜਨԧ٬Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ⹄ウ㔃䇪㺘᰾˖൘ѝഭޣ㌫᮷ॆ઼䖜
ර㓿⍾փࡦлˈ↓ᔿᵪࡦⲴ㕪ѿ֯ᗇ䬰䍩⭘ѝਲ਼்⧙ҀᡀѪкᐲޜਨᔪ・ᇒᡧ
ޣ㌫ǃᖒᡀ⽮Պ䍴ᵜⲴᗵ䴰Ǆн਼Ҿ㺘ቲ“㠼ቆкⲴ㞀䍕”ˈ䬰䍩⭘ѝਲ਼்⧙Ҁ
㛼ਾⲴޣ㌫㩕䬰㜭ཏᴯԓᐲ൪ර㩕䬰㧧ਆᇒᡧ䍴Ⓚˈᨀ儈㓿㩕㔙᭸ˈ䘋㘼࣐ޜ
ਨԧ٬Ǆ䘋а↕࠶᷀㺘᰾ˈޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ሩᐲ൪ර㩕䬰䚃Ⲵᴯԓ⭘൘кᐲޜਨ
Ⲵᇒᡧ䳶ѝᓖ䖳儈ǃӗ૱ᐲ൪ㄎҹ䖳◰⛸ԕ৺ޜਨ⋫⨶䖳ྭᰦᴤᕪ⛸Ǆُࣙѝഭ
Ⲵޣ㌫᮷ॆ⏥ˈᵜ᮷Ⲵབྷṧᵜഎᖂ㔃᷌ሩᐢᴹสҾ䰞ধ䈳ḕᡆᇎൠ䈳⹄Ⲵޣ㌫
ර㩕䬰᮷⥞䘋㹼Ҷᴹ⳺㺕ݵǄ↔ཆˈ勌ᴹ᮷⥞ሩޣ㌫ර㩕䬰оᐲ൪ර㩕䬰䚃Ⲵ
ሩ䟽㾱ᙗኅᔰ᧒䇘ˈ㘼ᵜ᮷ሩн਼ᛵຳлє㘵ᴯԓޣ㌫Ⲵ⹄ウ൘Ḁ〻ᓖкᕕ
㺕Ҷ䈕オ㕪ˈᴹ࡙ҾӪԜሩޣ㌫ර㩕䬰䚃ᖒᡀᴤ࣐、ᆖǃޘ䶒Ⲵ䇔䇶Ǆ
ޣ䭞䇽˖ޣ㌫ර㩕䬰˗ᐲ൪ර㩕䬰˗ਲ਼்⧙Ҁ˗ޜਨԧ٬

1. ᕅ䀰
൘ᡁഭᖃࡽޛ亩㿴ᇊѕ㠼ቆкⲴ㞀䍕Ⲵ㛼ᲟлˈԱъᔰኅъ࣑⍫ࣘѝⲴਲ਼
்⧙Ҁㅹ᭟ࠪᡀѪ⨶䇪⭼Ⲵ⛩❖⌘ޣǄӾ൘㙼⎸䍩ᡆ㘵㞀䍕᮷⥞䀂ᓖˈԱъⲴਲ਼
்⧙Ҁ㹼Ѫެᴹ“؍ᣔ䍩”˄Protection Money˅઼“⏖━ࡲ”˄Grease Money˅Ⲵৼ
䟽࣏㜭ˈᴹ࡙Ҿ㢲㓖㓴㓷Ӕ᱃ᡀᵜ઼ᨀ儈㓿⨶Ӫൠսоᵳေԕ৺㓴㓷᭸⦷
˄Yermackˈ2006˅ˈնҏਟ㜭ᱟԱъ儈㇑᧐ཪԱъԧ٬Ⲵ㹼ѪˈᱟԱъ┕⭘㠚⭡
⧠䠁⍱ǃ䗷ᓖᣅ䍴઼ᇭᶮ㇑⨶ㅹ䍴Ⓚ䝽㖞վ᭸Ⲵа㺘⧠˄Grossman et al.ˈ1980˅
Ǆ
❦㘼ˈ䲔Ҷᰙᵏ⹄ウਁ⧠ਲ਼்⧙ҀՊሬ㠤Աъԧ٬߿ቁཆˈབྷ䜘࠶Ⲵ㓿傼䇱ᦞ㺘
᰾ਲ਼்⧙Ҁަᇎᨀ儈Ҷޜਨԧ٬Ǆ∄ྲ Cai et al.˄2011˅⹄ウਁ⧠ˈԱъᤋᖵ䍩
઼ᐞ䍩᭟ࠪ ETC 㜭ཏᑞࣙԱъ㧧ᗇᴤྭⲴ᭯ᓌᴽ࣑ˈ਼ᰦ䱽վԱъⲴᇎ䱵〾
⦷઼㇑⨶᭟ࠪǄ哴⧆・઼ᵾඔᵋ˄2013˅⹄ウਁ⧠ˈᤋᖵ䍩᭟ࠪ䎺ཊˈԱъ㧧ᗇ
Ⲵ᭯ᓌ䇒অ઼ഭᴹԱъ䇒অҏ䎺ཊǄTing and Nie˄2014˅ᒤⲴ⹄ウ㺘᰾ˈ≁㩕
Աъ䙊䗷ੁൠᯩ᭯ᓌᇈઈ㹼䍯ˈ㜭ཏ߿ቁൠᯩ᭯ᓌⲴ㹼᭯㇑ࡦˈ㧧ᗇ൘᭯ᓌ䍴Ⓚ
Ӿ㘼㧧࡙Ǆ❦㘼൘䘉Ӌ᮷⥞ѝˈCai et al.˄2011˅
ǃ哴⧆・оᵾඔᵋ˄2013˅ԕ৺
Jiang and Nie˄2014˅ԕޜਨ“㇑⨶䍩⭘”、ⴞѝⲴ“ᤋᖵ䍩”઼“ᐞ䍩”ᤷԓޜਨ
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ਲ਼்⧙Ҁ䍩⭘ᒦሶަѪޜਨ㞀䍕Ⲵᤷḷˈ䱸ߜॾǃ䱸ؑݳозॾ᷇˄2005˅ࡉ
ሶ㇑⨶䍩⭘ѝⲴ“࣎ޜ䍩ǃᐞ䍩ǃъ࣑ᤋᖵ䍩ǃ䙊䇟䍩ǃࠪഭษ䇝䍩ǃ㪓һՊ
䍩ǃሿ䖖䍩઼Պ䇞䍩”㿶Ѫ൘㙼⎸䍩ˈ㘼 Ou-YangˈShu and Wong˄2015˅Ⲵ⹄
ウѝˈѪ䚯ݽԱъሶਲ਼்⧙Ҁ䍩⭘൘“䬰䍩⭘”о“㇑⨶䍩⭘”、ⴞлⲴӪѪ㓥ˈ
ަሶ䬰䍩⭘о㇑⨶䍩⭘ѝⲴਲ਼்⧙Ҁ䍩⭘㿶Ѫ൘㙼⎸䍩ˈնԆԜⲴ⹄ウ൷ਁ⧠
ਲ਼்⧙Ҁާᴹ〟ᶱѹǄ
ն㇑⨶䍩⭘ѝⲴਲ਼்⧙Ҁާᴹᴤ༽ᵲⲴⴞⲴᙗˈоԱъъ㔙Ⲵޣ㚄ᙗ䶎ᑨ䰤
᧕ˈণ֯ᮠᦞк⧠ࠪḀޣޣ㌫ҏՊ䇙Ӫᝏ㿹нཏⴤ᧕ˈ㘼䬰䍩⭘ѝⲴਲ਼
்⧙ҀⲴⴞⲴᙗᴤᕪˈоԱъъ㔙Ⲵޣ㚄ᴤⴤ᧕ˈ㜭Რ㿲ሏࡠ䬰䍩⭘ѝⲴਲ਼
்⧙ҀሩԱъԧ٬Ⲵ᭸ᓄˈഐ↔ᵜ᮷⌘ޣ䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶ѝⲴਲ਼்⧙Ҁ䍩⭘Ǆ㘼ф
㩕䬰᮷⥞䇔Ѫ䬰䍩⭘Ⲵਲ਼்⧙Ҁҏާᴹє䶒ᙗǄаᯩ䶒ˈ࡙⭘ޣ㌫䘋㹼Ӕ᱃ᑖ
ᶕⲴк䘠ਲ਼்ㅹ䚃ᗧ䰞仈֯ᗇޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ᴤཊൠ㻛㿶Ѫ䳮ⲫབྷาѻ䳵Ⲵ“ᓨ؇”
⇥˄ᵾ仆♿ˈ2008˅Ǆ䈧ਲ਼ǃ䈧⧙ǃ䘱⽬ǃ㔉എᢓㅹ⚠㢢㩕䬰ᯩᔿᱟԱъ䬰
ӗ૱Ⲵᑨ⭘⇥˄ᖝ㥌оᒴ䍥ߋˈ2012˅ˈնҏਟ㜭ᚦॆ㹼ъㄎҹ⧟ຳˈн࡙Ҿ
Աъ䮯ᵏਁኅ˄䜝㢣䵎оᒴ䍥ߋˈ2006˅Ǆ਼ᰦᓄ୶оᇒᡧѻ䰤Ⲵ䘉䶎↓ᔿ
Ⲵ⽮Պ㚄㌫֯ራ』㹼Ѫ઼㞀䍕㹼ѪᡀѪਟ㜭˄䗩⠅ᶠош⎧䳴ˈ2000˅
Ǆ⭡ҾԱ
ъᡰᴹ㘵઼㓿㩕㘵ѻ䰤Ⲵԓ⨶䰞仈ˈสҾ⿱Ӫ࡙⳺ᴰབྷॆٷ䈤ˈ䬰䜘䰘ઈᐕҏ
ਟ㜭൘↔䗷〻ѝ࡙⭘㠚䓛ᵳ઼࣋ൠս᭛ਆ᧗ࡦᵳ⿱࡙ˈሶ↔䗷〻ѝⲴਲ਼்Ѫަ
൘㙼⎸䍩˄䱸ߜॾǃ䱸ؑݳозॾ᷇ˈ2005˅Ǆਖаᯩ䶒ˈ࡙⭘ޣ㌫䘋㹼㩕䬰ᱟ
ѝഭӪ䱵ޣ㌫⍫ࣘੁᐲ൪㓿⍾⍫ࣘ⑇䘿Ⲵа㠚❦ਆੁˈާᴹᗵ❦ᙗ˄ᒴ䍥ߋо
ᑝ䝹≁ˈ2003˅Ǆѝഭԕ“ӪՖᵚ㓿ˈԕӢ⮿Ѫ㓜”Ⲵޣ㌫᮷ॆ֯ᗇѝഭⲴᐲ൪㩕
䬰аᔰቡᱟޣ㌫ර㩕䬰Ǆ㲭❦ѝഭⲴӪ䱵ޣ㌫⍫ࣘнᆼޘㅹ਼Ҿޣ㌫㩕䬰ˈն
ᱟԱъ䰤䙊䗷ޣ㌫оӔ᱃ᯩᔪ・ਸᰦˈᡁԜቡᖸ䳮н〠ަѪޣ㌫ර㩕䬰˄ᒴ䍥
ߋоᑝ䝹≁ˈ2003˅
ǄӔᖰᱟޣ㌫⭏ᡀǃ㔤ᤱоਁኅⲴ䟽㾱ഐ㍐ѻа˄Ҁഭᆹǃ
⦻ᲃ䵎о⊚ᯠᔪˈ2002˅ˈ㘼ѝഭӪ൘Ӕᖰ䗷〻ѝ䇢ウ⽬ቊᖰᶕˈᇤ䈧઼侸䎐ᱟ
ѝഭӪѪ⭏ڊ㘼“Ӕᴻ৻Ⲵ” ߣݸᶑԦ˄哴⧆・оᵾඔᵋˈ2013˅
Ǆഐ↔ਲ਼்⧙
Ҁ৸ᰐਟ䶎ˈሩԱъԧ٬ҏਟ㜭ᆈ൘〟ᶱ᭸ᓄǄ
䬰䍩⭘ѝⲴਲ਼்⧙Ҁ㛼ਾᱟ䬪ᕐ⎚䍩ǃ൘㙼⎸䍩ㅹ“㠼ቆкⲴ㞀䍕”䘈ᱟ
“⽬亪Ӫᛵ”лޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ᖒᡀⲴᗵ享˛ᵜ᮷࡙⭘ 2007-2013 ᒤ䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶ᮠ
ᦞⲴ㔃᷌㺘᰾˖
˄1˅ਲ਼்⧙Ҁㅹޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘ᴹࣙҾᨀ儈кᐲޜਨъ㔙ˈնਇ
㞀䍕ᡆ൘㙼⎸䍩ഐ㍐Ⲵ䍏䶒ᖡ૽ˈަ䗩䱵᭸ᓄ㾱ᕡҾᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘˗
˄2˅ޣ㌫
ර䬰䍩⭘оᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘ާᴹᴯԓ᭸ᓄˈ㘼ф䘉ᴯԓ᭸ᓄѫ㾱ᆈ൘Ҿ儈ᇒ
ᡧ䳶ѝᓖǃ儈ӗ૱ᐲ൪ㄎҹԕ৺ޜਨ⋫⨶≤ᒣ䖳ྭ㓴Ǆ䘉ણ⵰ਲ਼்⧙ҀѪ㓴
㓷䰤а䶎↓ᔿ㚄㌫˄Penningsˈ1981˗Ulrich and Barneyˈ1984˅ˈᱟޜਨ᧘䬰
ӗ૱ǃ㧧ਆ〰㕪䍴Ⓚᒦ⭡↔㧧࡙Ⲵа䟽㾱⽮Պ䍴ᵜ˄䗩⠅ᶠош⎧䳴ˈ2000˅ˈ
൘ѝഭޣ㌫᮷ॆ઼䖜ර㓿⍾փࡦлˈ↓ᔿᵪࡦⲴ㕪ѿ֯ᗇ䬰䍩⭘ѝਲ਼்⧙Ҁᡀ
Ѫкᐲޜਨᔪ・ᇒᡧޣ㌫ǃᖒᡀ⽮Պ䍴ᵜⲴᗵ䴰Ǆн਼Ҿ㺘ቲ“㠼ቆкⲴ㞀䍕”ˈ
䬰䍩⭘ѝਲ਼்⧙Ҁ㛼ਾⲴޣ㌫㩕䬰㜭ཏᴯԓᐲ൪ර㩕䬰㧧ਆᇒᡧ䍴Ⓚˈᨀ儈㓿
㩕㔙᭸ˈ䘋㘼࣐ޜਨԧ٬Ǆ
ᵜ᮷Ⲵਟ㜭䍑⥞൘Ҿ˖
˄1˅สҾᓄ䬮䀂ᓖˈᵜ᮷ԕ䬰䍩⭘ѝⲴਲ਼்⧙Ҁ
ᮠᦞˈⴤ᧕㘳ሏޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ሩޜਨъ㔙Ⲵᖡ૽ˈѠᇼҶޣ㌫ර㩕䬰Ⲵޣᇎ䇱⹄
ウǄ㲭❦ᴹнቁ᮷ㄐ⹄ウޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ሩޜਨъ㔙Ⲵᖡ૽ˈնᱟަབྷ䜭䟷⭘䰞ধ䈳
ḕǃᇎൠ䈳⹄ㅹᯩᔿ˄Crosbyˈ1990˗ Abramsonˈ1997˗Schoderˈ2004˗Sin et
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al.ˈ2005˗ᒴ䍥ߋǃᵾ⧲оፄᲃ᰾ˈ2008˅ˈ㕪ቁޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ᴹ᭸Ⲵᇊ䟿㺑䟿ᯩ
⌅ˈ䘋㘼ሬ㠤⹄ウ㔃᷌㕪ѿᴹ࣋Ⲵབྷṧᵜᇎ䇱᭟᫁ǃሩᇎ䐥ᤷሬѹᴹ䲀˄ᵾ仆
♿ˈ2008˅Ǆᒴ䍥ߋоᑝ䝹≁˄2003˅䇔ѪѝഭⲴޣ㌫㩕䬰о㾯ᯩޣ㌫㩕䬰ᴹ⵰
н਼Ⲵ䎧Ⓚ઼᮷ॆ⏥ˈ㔃ਸѝഭⲴ᮷ॆѝⲴޣ㌫㹼Ѫ䘋㹼⹄ウˈᴹࣙҾ䀓ߣޣ
㌫ර㩕䬰ѝⲴᙗ䰞仈Ǆᵜ᮷Ⲵ⹄ウ൘ḀḀ〻ᓖкબᓄҶк䘠⹄ウᯩੁˈᨀ
Ҷޣ㌫ර㩕䬰Ⲵޣབྷṧᵜᇎ䇱㔃᷌Ǆ
˄2˅ሩн਼ㄎҹ⧟ຳл㩕䬰ㆆ⮕䘹ᤙ৺
ޣ㌫ሬੁ㩕䬰оᐲ൪ሬੁ㩕䬰ሩ䟽㾱Ⲵ⹄ウᴤᱟࠔ∋哏䀂˄Sin et al.ˈ2005˅
Ǆ
ᵜ᮷ਁ⧠ˈ൘ѝഭⲴ᮷ॆ㛼Ჟ৺䖜ර㓿⍾ᶑԦлˈޣ㌫ර㩕䬰оᒯǃᇓՐㅹᐲ
൪㩕䬰ᆈ൘ᴯԓ᭸ᓄˈᴹࣙҾӪԜ、ᆖǃޘ䶒Ⲵ䇔䇶ޣ㌫㩕䬰Ǆ
˄3˅ᴰਾˈᵜ᮷
ѠᇼҶ൘㙼⎸䍩৺㞀䍕Ⲵޣ᮷⥞Ǆн਼Ҿ㇑⨶䍩⭘ѝਲ਼்⧙Ҁ㛼ਾⲴ൘㙼⎸䍩
৺㞀䍕ˈ䬰䍩⭘ѝⲴਲ਼்⧙Ҁᴤཊൠᱟ⽬亪ӪᛵлⲴ⽮Պ䍴ᵜ〟㍟Ǆ

2. ᮷⥞എ亮оٷ䇮ᨀࠪ
2.1 ᮷⥞എ亮
2.1.1 ᴹޣޣ㌫ර㩕䬰оᐲ൪ර㩕䬰ᯩ䶒Ⲵ᮷⥞
ᐲ൪㩕䬰ᱟ⎸䍩㘵઼ᓄ㘵ᇎ⧠୶૱ӔᦒⲴѝӻ˄㖇Ժ·ྕቄᗧˈ1957˅ˈ
ҏᱟؑৼੁ⋏䙊Ⲵ䗷〻˄㭑㣿⩣ˈ1998˅Ǆ൘ԕ亮ᇒѪѝᗳⲴ䎵ᕪㄎҹᰦԓˈ
亮ᇒਈᗇᴤࢄǃᴤᡀ⟏ǃᴤуъ઼ᴤᴹᵳ࣋˄丙亪ᒣǃ⦻≨䍥ˈ2006˅ˈԱъ
⭏ᆈ㜭࣋ਆߣҾަሩ亮ᇒⲴᘛ䙏৽ᓄ㜭࣋ˈഐ↔ᐲ൪㩕䬰ᱟԱъᡈ⮕Ṩᗳᒦ䎧⵰
ሬੁ⭘˄ᆉѭ䖹ˈ2002˅
Ǆ⧠ԓᐲ൪㩕䬰ᴹєབྷ⁑ᔿ˖ޣ㌫ර㩕䬰઼ᐲ൪ර㩕
䬰Ǆᐲ൪ර㩕䬰䇔Ѫˈޜਨᓄṩᦞᰒᇊⴞḷᐲ൪кⲴ亮ᇒ䴰≲ᆹᧂަᡰᴹъ࣑⍫
ࣘˈ਼ᰦᓄ࠶ݵ䇶࡛⌅ᖻǃ㹼ъ㿴ᇊ৺ᶑⅮㅹ㓿⍾⧟ຳਟ㜭ᑖᶕⲴ䲀ࡦ˄Gronroosˈ
1989˅Ǆ㘼ޣ㌫ර㩕䬰䇔Ѫˈ亮ᇒ┑ᓖ൘ᖸབྷ〻ᓖк䎆Ҿ亮ᇒоޜਨઈᐕѻ
䰤Ⲵӂࣘޣ㌫ˈԱъᓄ䈕оަᇒᡧਁኅ䮯ᵏਸޣ㌫ԕ㧧ਆ઼㔤ᤱㄎҹՈ࣯
˄Berryˈ1983˗Berry and Parasuramanˈ1993˗Gronroosˈ1999˅
Ǆ
ᐢᴹ᮷⥞䇱ᇎᐲ൪ර㩕䬰㜭ᨀॷޜਨъ㔙˄Jaworski and Kohliˈ1993˗Ngai
and Ellisˈ1998˅
ˈቭ㇑Աъᐢ䇔䇶ࡠޣ㌫ሬੁ㩕䬰ሩᨀ儈ޜਨㄎҹՈ࣯Ⲵ䟽㾱ᙗ
˄PerrienǃFiliatrault and Riardˈ1992˅ˈᒦሶᇒᡧ-ᓄ୶ޣ㌫㿶Ѫޜਨᡈ⮕ⲴṨ
ᗳ˄Sin et al.ˈ2005˅
ˈնӵᴹ䰞ধ䈳ḕǃᇎൠ䈳⹄Ⲵ㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ሩޜਨ
ъ㔙ާᴹ↓ੁᖡ૽˄Crosbyˈ1990˗Abramsonˈ1997˗Schoderˈ2004˗ᒴ䍥ߋǃ
ᵾ⧲оፄᲃ᰾ˈ2008˅
ˈ㘼㕪ѿᴹ࣋Ⲵབྷṧᵜ䇱ᦞ᭟᫁˄Lee and Lauˈ2000˗ᵾ
仆♿ˈ2008˅Ǆᒴ䍥ߋоᑝ䝹≁˄2003˅䇔ѪѝഭⲴޣ㌫ර㩕䬰о㾯ᯩᴹ⵰н਼
Ⲵ䎧Ⓚ઼᮷ॆ⏥ˈ㔃ਸѝഭ᮷ॆѝⲴޣ㌫㹼Ѫ䘋㹼⹄ウˈᴹࣙҾ䀓ߣޣ㌫ර㩕
䬰ѝⲴᙗ䰞仈ˈ↔ཆ䬰䍩⭘ѝⲴਲ਼்⧙Ҁާᴹ㔤ᣔ⢩ᇊᇒᡧޣ㌫Ⲵ⢩ᙗˈ
ҏ㜭ᴤྭᤷԓޣ㌫ර㩕䬰Ǆ
2.1.2 ᴹޣԱъ൘㙼⎸䍩ᯩ䶒Ⲵ᮷⥞
൘㙼⎸䍩ᱟԱъ儈㇑൘༴⨶ᰕᑨһ࣑ѝⲴਸ⌅ᗵ㾱᭟ࠪˈ儈㇑ᴹᵳ൘аᇊ㤳
തṩᦞ㠚䓛᭸⭘བྷሿ᭟䝽䘉Ӌ䍩⭘ǄRajan and Wulf˄2006˅ԕ৺ Yermack˄2006˅
䇔Ѫ൘㙼⎸䍩ާᴹྲл⢩ᖱ:˄1˅о儈㇑Ⲵᐕ઼㙼ս˄˗ޣ2˅㜭ᨀॷ儈㇑
Ⲵ᭸⭘ˈሩ儈㇑ާᴹ◰࣡⭘˗˄3˅ਟ㜭ᨀॷޜਨԧ٬նᒦнᗵ❦˗˄4˅ਁ⭏
Ⲵᮠ䟿ǃⴞⲴǃᰦ⛩䖳ѪᕩᙗˈфнਇࡦҾ᰾⽪Ⲵཱྀ㓖˗˄5˅փ⧠Ҷ儈㇑њӪ
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Ⲵѫ㿲ᝯǃޤ䏓о⽮Պ䍴ᵜǄ൘ѝഭˈ䱸ߜॾㅹ˄2005˅ⴤ᧕ሶᒤᣕ䱴⌘“᭟
ԈⲴަԆо㓿㩕⍫ࣘᴹ⧠Ⲵޣ䠁⍱䟿亩ⴞ”ѝⲴ“࣎ޜ䍩ǃᐞ䍩ǃъ࣑ᤋᖵ䍩ǃ
䙊䇟䍩ǃࠪഭษ䇝䍩ǃ㪓һՊ䍩ǃሿ䖖䍩઼Պ䇞䍩”ㅹޛ亩ᇩ㿶Ѫ൘㙼⎸䍩Ǆ
ޣҾ൘㙼⎸䍩Ⲵ㓿⍾ਾ᷌ˈᴹєᡚ❦н਼Ⲵ⨶䀓Ǆԓ⨶㿲䇔Ѫˈ൘㙼⎸䍩ᱟԱ
ъ儈㇑᧐ཪԱъԧ٬Ⲵ㹼ѪˈᱟԱъ┕⭘㠚⭡⧠䠁⍱ǃ䗷ᓖᣅ䍴઼ᇭᶮ㇑⨶ㅹ䍴
Ⓚ䝽㖞վ᭸Ⲵа㺘⧠ˈՊሬ㠤Աъԧ٬䱽վǄ㘼᭸⦷㿲ࡉ䇔ѪˈԱъ൘㙼⎸䍩
ᴹ࡙Ҿ㢲㓖㓴㓷Ӕ᱃ᡀᵜˈᨀ儈㓿⨶Ӫൠսоᵳေԕ৺㓴㓷᭸⦷Ǆާփ㘼䀰ˈ൘
㙼⎸䍩ᡆ㘵㞀䍕㹼Ѫެᴹ“؍ᣔ䍩”˄Protection Money˅઼“⏖━ࡲ”˄Grease Money˅
Ⲵৼ䟽࣏㜭ˈԱъ䙊䗷൘㙼⎸䍩ᡆ㞀䍕㹼Ѫо᭯ᓌᔪ・㢟ྭޣ㌫ˈ֯ަݽਇ᭯ᓌ
ᇈઈⲴ᧐ཪˈᡆⴤ᧕Ӿ᭯ᓌ㧧ਆḀӋ䍴Ⓚ˄Beck and Maherˈ1986˗ᵾᦧ⪌о哴
ᆷѠˈ2010)ˈ∄ྲ㧧ᗇᴤཊⲴ〾᭦Ոᜐ˄᮷䬻ㅹˈ2009˅ǃ䍒᭯㺕䍤˄㖇ފ
䇪оୀ⋹ˈ2009˗։᰾Ṳㅹˈ2010˗ᕐᶠㅹˈ2013˅ǃ᭯ᓌⴤ᧕ᣅ䍴˄䱸㢣㢣
о㖇ފ䇪ˈ2012˗Weinschenkˈ2013˅ǃ᭯ᓌ䇒অ˄哴⧆・оᵾඔᵋˈ2013˅Ǆ
ѝഭഭᴹԱъ൘㙼⎸䍩ާᴹ⢩↺ᙗǄ൘儈ᓖ䳶ᵳⲴ㓿⍾փࡦлˈഭᴹԱъᱟ
ഭᇦ㓿⍾ᵳ઼࣋㓿⍾ѫփ㔃ਸⲴӗ⢙ˈഭᴹԱъُࣙ㹼᭯㓴㓷ǃ㹼᭯४ฏ઼㹼᭯
䳦ޣ㌫ˈᦼᨑ⵰Ӫ࣋ǃ⢙࣋৺䍒࣋ˈԕ㹼᭯ᤷԔѪ㓿⍾䘀㹼Ⲵ⇥ˈ֯ᗇഭ
ᴹԱъ儈㇑䱴ᴹ㹼᭯ᵳ࣋ˈᴹ⵰о᭯ᓌᇈઈа㠤Ⲵ㹼᭯㓗࡛Ǆ਼ᰦѪഭᴹԱъ
ⲴਇᢈӪˈഭԱ儈㇑৸ᦼᨑ⵰⭏ӗ㓿㩕ߣㆆᵳˈᤕᴹ᧗ࡦᵳ࣋1ǄഭᴹԱъ儈㇑
㞀䍕ѫ㾱वᤜ˖аᱟо᭯ᓌᇈઈⲴޡޜᵳ࣋ᴹⲴޣ䘍㿴㹼ѪˈҼᱟо㻛䍻Ҹޡᴹ
䍴Ⓚ֯⭘ᵳⲴഭᴹԱъԓ⨶ӪⲴ䚃ᗧ仾䲙ᴹⲴޣ䘍㿴㹼Ѫ˄ⴋᆷ᰾ˈ2000˅
Ǆഭ
ᴹԱъ儈㇑㞀䍕Ⲵањ䟽㾱㺘⧠ᖒᔿѪ䗷ᓖ൘㙼⎸䍩ˈާփ㺘⧠Ѫ䍝㖞䊚ॾ࣎ޜ
⭘૱ǃޜⅮ儈⎸䍩ᡆ᭟ԈњӪ⭏⍫䍩⭘ǃ䎵ḷ߶ᣕ䬰ㅹ˄哴㗔ភˈ2006˅
Ǆᖃഭ
ᴹԱъ儈㇑㕪ѿ㙼ъࡽᲟ◰࣡ˈ൘ޜਨ㛑ьⴁⶓǃ㯚䞜ཱྀ㓖ㅹ㕪սᰦ儈㇑൘㙼⎸
䍩≤ᒣᱮ㪇кॷ˄зॾ઼᷇䱸ؑˈݳ2012˅ˈ㘼ф൘㯚䞜㻛㇑ࡦ㛼Ჟлˈ൘㙼⎸
䍩ᡀѪഭᴹԱъ儈㇑㯚䞜Ⲵᴹ᭸㺕˄ݵ䱸ߜॾㅹˈ2005˗䱸ؑݳㅹˈ2009˅Ǆഐ
↔ഭᴹԱъ൘㙼⎸䍩ਟ㜭ᱟੁк㓗ᵳ࣋ራ』ᡰ䍩ˈᴤཊᱟ儈㇑㠚䓛ԓ⨶䰞仈ᡆ⭘
Ҿ㠚䓛⾿࡙Ⲵփ⧠Ǆ
ѝഭ≁㩕ԱъⲴ൘㙼⎸䍩䘕ᔲҾഭᴹԱъǄ᭯ᓌᦼᨑ⵰ൠᯩ㹼᭯ᇑᢩǃ൏ൠ
ᖱ⭘ǃ䍧Ⅾᣵ؍ǃ᭯ㆆՈᜐㅹ䟽㾱䍴Ⓚ˄Szelenyiˈ1983˗ઘ哾ᆹˈ2008˅
ˈഭᴹ
ԱъѪ᭯ᓌᇎ䱵᧗ࡦഐ㘼ሩ≁㩕Աъާᴹཙ❦Ⲵ䍴ⓀՈ࣯ǄѪҶᗇࡠ䘉Ӌ䍴Ⓚˈ
㧧ᗇоഭᴹԱъᐞнཊⲴਁኅᵪՊˈ≁㩕Աъਟ㜭Պੁᦼᨑᵳ઼࣋䍴ⓀⲴ᭯ᓌᇈ
ઈራ』˄ઘ哾ᆹ઼䲦႗ˈ2009˅
Ǆ↔ཆˈѝഭ㓿⍾ᒦᵚ࠶ݵ㠚⭡ˈ㇑ࡦоපᯝᲞ
䙽ᆈ൘ˈ≁㩕Աъ䙊䗷ੁ᭯ᓌᇈઈራ』ԕᢃⴁ㇑䲀ࡦˈ❦㘼ഭᴹԱън䴰
㾱䘉Ѹ˄ڊTing and Nieˈ2014˅
Ǆ≁㩕Աъሩ᭯ᓌᇈઈⲴ“ራ』”䍩⭘ѫ㾱㺘⧠Ѫ
Աъ䍏ᣵⲴਲ਼ǃ்ǃ⧙ǃҀ䍩⭘઼ᐞ䍩ˈ䘉Ӌ䍩⭘ҏᱟԱъ儈㇑䘋㹼൘㙼⎸䍩
Ⲵаᯩᔿ˄Cai et al.ˈ2011˅
Ǆഐ↔≁㩕Աъ൘㙼⎸䍩㲭❦ҏᴹ㠚䓛ԓ⨶䰞仈ᡆ
⭘Ҿ㠚䓛⾿࡙Ⲵᡀ࠶ˈնᴤཊᱟੁк㓗ᵳ࣋ራ』ᡰ䍩Ǆ
2.2 ٷ䇮Ⲵᨀࠪ
2.2.1 䬰䍩⭘ѝⲴਲ਼்⧙ҀᱟᴹࣙҾᨀ儈ޜਨъ㔙˛

1ഭ䍴င㖁ㄉкࡇࠪⲴ

 ᇦཞԱᖅѝࡽ  ᇦԱъĀаᢺāཊѪĀ࢟䜘㓗āˈԆԜа㡜⭡ѝ㓴䜘ਁ᮷င
ԫˈഭ䍴ငॿࣙ㘳ሏˈᒦфਟԕᇎ⧠оފ᭯ᵪⲴޣᒢ䜘ሩ䈳ˈĀ儈㇑ޕԅǃ儈ᇈл⎧āⲴ⧠䊑ኑ㿱н勌Ǆ
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ѝഭӪⲴᆈ൘փ⧠൘ޣ㌫ѻѝˈӾޣ㌫㘼䶎ަᆳ䙄ᖴ৲о⽮ՊᱟѝഭӪⲴ⭏
⍫ᵜ䓛˄丙ᏽоᑝ䝹≁ˈ2001˅ǄоњӪаṧˈԱъҏᆈ൘⵰ᖒᡀ઼࡙⭘ޣ㌫Ⲵ
⧠䊑ˈԕ⽮ُࣙׯՊ㖁㔌㧧ਆ〰㕪䍴Ⓚ˄Abramson and Aiˈ1997˗ညሿ⏋ǃᕐ⭠
оᑝ䝹≁ˈ2008˅ԕ৺㧧ᗇᴤྭⲴ㓿㩕᭸᷌˄⸣⿰ঠˈ1998˅ˈ䘉㧧ᗇ〰㕪䍴
ⓀⲴ㜭࣋ᖒᡀԱъⲴ⽮Պ䍴ᵜᱟԱъᗵ㾱Ⲵ䍒ᇼ˄䗩⠅ᶠош⎧䳴ˈ2000˅Ǆᇒ
ᡧᱟԱъᴰ䟽㾱Ⲵ〰㕪䍴Ⓚѻа˄哴⧆・ǃᵾඔᵋˈ2013˅ǄสҾᓄ䬮Ⲵ䍴Ⓚ
䎆⨶䇪䇔ѪˈԱъѪ㧧ਆ䍴Ⓚ䴰оཆ⭼䘋㹼Ӕᦒᡆ㘵Ӕ᱃ˈф൘䶒Ѥ⧟ຳн⺞
ᇊᰦˈԱъ䰤ਟ䙊䗷ᔪ・ޣ㌫㔤ᤱっᇊˈӾ㘼ᖒᡀӂ࡙ӂᜐⲴᓄ䬮ޣ㌫˄ߟ⇵
о䜁䶉䶉ˈ2008˗Emersonˈ1962˗Pfeffer and Nowakˈ1976˅ǄԱъоᇒᡧᖒᡀ
Ⲵ⁚ੁ㚄㌫ˈнӵਟѪ䀓ߣ䍴Ⓚ⸝㕪઼ケਁһԦⲴᴰਾ؍䇱ˈ䘈ਟԕѪ⋏䙊
ؑⲴ䚃˄䗩⠅ᶠош⎧䳴ˈ2000˅
ˈᴹ࡙ҾԱъоަ㩕䬰Չդѻ䰤਼ޡ䀓ߣ
䰞仈˄ᒴ䍥ߋǃᵾ⧲оፄᲃ᰾ˈ2008˅
ˈ䱽վӔ᱃ᡀᵜ䘋㘼࣐࡙⏖Ǆ㘼⧠ᴹส
Ҿ䰞ধ䈳ḕⲴ㔃䇪ҏ㺘᰾ޣ㌫ሬੁ㩕䬰ত㜭᭩ழޜਨъ㔙ˈ࣐ޜਨԧ٬
˄Crosby et al.ˈ1990˗Abramson et al.ˈ1997˗Sin et al .ˈ2005˗ᒴ䍥ߋǃᵾ⧲
оፄᲃ᰾ˈ2008˅Ǆ
նޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ҏਟ㜭ሩޜਨъ㔙ӗ⭏䍏ੁᖡ૽ǄสҾѝഭ᮷ॆⲴޣ㌫ර㩕䬰
ᴤཊൠоᴹ䚃ᗧ䰞仈Ⲵ䈧ਲ਼ǃ䈧⧙ǃ䘱⽬ǃ㔉എᢓㅹ⚠㢢㩕䬰Ӕ㓷൘а䎧˄ᒴ䍥
ߋˈ1997˅Ǆ䘉ሶᚦॆ㹼ъㄎҹ⧟ຳˈн࡙ҾԱъ䮯ᵏਁኅ˄䜝㢣䵎оᒴ䍥ߋˈ
2006˅
Ǆ਼ᰦˈਲ਼்оޜⅮ⎸䍩ǃ㞀䍕ㅹᆇᑨа䎧ࠪ⧠ǄCaiǃFang and Xu˄2013˅
㔃ਸц⭼䬦㹼઼ѝഭഭᇦ㔏䇑ተޣ䈳ḕᮠᦞˈԕѝഭޜਨ㇑⨶䍩⭘、ⴞл“ᤋ
ᖵ䍩”ǃ“ᐞ䍩”˄Entertainment and travel costsˈETC˅㺑䟿ޜਨ㞀䍕ˈਁ⧠ ETC
ᱮ㪇䱽վҶԕޘ㾱㍐⭏ӗ⦷㺑䟿Ⲵޜਨъ㔙Ǆ਼ṧˈ哴⧆・оᵾඔᵋ˄2013˅ԕ
㇑⨶䍩⭘ᤋᖵ䍩᭟ࠪ㺑䟿ޜਨ㞀䍕⍫ࣘⲴ⹄ウਁ⧠ˈᤋᖵ䍩⺞ᇎ㻛Աъ⭘н↓
ᖃㄎҹⲴ⇥ˈᒦԕ↔㧧ਆ᭯ᓌ৺ഭᴹԱъ䇒অǄ㘼 Jiang and Nie˄2014˅࡙⭘
ᴰ儈Ӫ≁⌅䲒ޜਨⲴⴱ㓗㞀䍕ᮠᦞỰ傼ަሩԱъ࡙Ⲵᖡ૽ˈ㔃᷌ਁ⧠ˈ㞀䍕㲭
❦㜭ཏѪ≁ԱᑖᶕᴤྭⲴ࡙㜭࣋ˈնሩҾഭԱতᰐᱮ㪇ᖡ૽Ǆ↔ཆˈᓄ୶о
ᇒᡧѻ䰤Ⲵ䘉䶎↓ᔿⲴ⽮Պ㚄㌫֯ራ』㹼Ѫ઼㞀䍕㹼ѪᡀѪਟ㜭˄䗩⠅ᶠош
⎧䳴ˈ2000˅Ǆ⭡ҾԱъᡰᴹ㘵઼㓿㩕㘵ѻ䰤Ⲵԓ⨶䰞仈ˈสҾ⿱Ӫ࡙⳺ᴰབྷॆ
ٷ䈤ˈ䬰䜘䰘ઈᐕҏਟ㜭൘↔䗷〻ѝ࡙⭘㠚䓛ᵳ઼࣋ൠս᭛ਆ⿱࡙Ǆ
նо㇑⨶䍩⭘ѝⲴਲ਼்⧙Ҁ᭟ࠪᒦнⴤ᧕ᖡ૽ޜਨн਼ˈ㘼䬰䍩⭘ѝⲴਲ਼
்⧙ҀࡉᴤཊⲴᱟѪ⭏ڊ㘼“Ӕᴻ৻”ਁ⭏Ⲵᇤ䈧о侸䎐˄哴⧆・оᵾඔᵋˈ
2013˅ˈᴤਟ㜭о᭦ᤲ᧕ⴤޕ䫙Ǆ㘼䘉ⴤ᧕ޣ㌫֯ᗇ䗷ᓖⲴ൘㙼⎸䍩ᡆ㘵㞀䍕
䳮ԕ㯿䓛ˈӾ㘼สᵜ؍䳌Ҷ䬰᭟ԈⲴሩ㓟⌱ᙗ৺ަሩԱъъ㔙Ⲵ׳䘋⭘Ǆ
❦㘼нਟ䇔ⲴᱟˈሩҾᐲ൪ර㩕䬰ˈޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ᴤ䳀㭭фާᴹнਟ亴⍻ᙗˈ
ަѝнਟ䚯ݽൠՊ᧪ᵲ൘㙼⎸䍩⭊㠣㞀䍕ˈ䘋㘼ਟ㜭߿ᦏަሩъ㔙Ⲵ׳䘋᭸ᓄǄ
ޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ሩޜਨԧ٬ާᴹ׳䘋᭸ᓄˈն
สҾк䘠࠶᷀ˈᨀࠪᵜ᮷ٷ䇮 1˖ޣ
ަ䗩䱵᭸⳺㾱ᕡҾᐲ൪ර㩕䬰Ǆ
2.2.1 ޣ㌫ර㩕䬰оᐲ൪ර㩕䬰Ⲵᴯԓޣ㌫
൘ᐲ൪ර㩕䬰䚃лˈ䚃ᡀઈѻ䰤ⲴӔᦒԕᇎ⢙Ѫสˈ䘉Ӕ᱃ࠐѾн
⎹৺Ӫ䱵ޣ㌫ˈ⋏䙊ᱟ㙼㜭ᙗⲴˈަⴞⲴӵӵᱟѪҶӔ᱃˄䜝㢣䵎оᒴ䍥ߋˈ2006˅
Ǆ
ⴞࡽᡁഭ↓൘㓿শࡦᓖ䖜රˈሬ㠤ᐲ൪ѝ㕪ѿᆼ༷Ⲵ↓ᔿࡦᓖᙗᆹᧂ˄ᵾ䐟䐟ˈ
1998˅ˈ㘼㕪ѿ↓ᔿࡦᓖᆹᧂⲴ⧟ຳ֯ᗇԱъ൘㓿⍾⍫ࣘѝᗵᇊ㾱ራ≲Ḁᴯԓ
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⢙Ҹԕᕕ㺕ˈ㘼ᴰᯩׯǃᴰᇩ᱃Ⲵᴯԓ⢙ণᱟ䶎↓ᔿⲴ⽮Պ㖁㔌˄ᵾ䐟䐟ˈ1997˅Ǆ
ޣ㌫ර㩕䬰↓ᱟа㓴㓷䰤䶎↓ᔿ㚄㌫˄Penningsˈ1981˗Ulrich and Barneyˈ1984˅
ˈ
ᱟޜਨ᧘䬰ӗ૱ǃ㧧ਆ〰㕪䍴Ⓚᒦ⭡↔㧧࡙Ⲵа䟽㾱⽮Պ䍴ᵜ˄䗩⠅ᶠош⎧
䳴ˈ2000˅Ǆ㘼ѝഭޣ㌫ሬੁරⲴ⽮Պ᮷ॆ⧟ຳл˄ᖝ㥌ǃᒴ䍥ߋоઘ㥥ˈ2012˅
ˈ
Ӫ䱵ޣ㌫ᱟԱъ৲о⽮Պǃ㧧ਆ〰㕪䍴ⓀⲴаᗵ享˄ᒴ䍥ߋоᑝ䝹≁ˈ2003˅
Ǆ
ޣ㌫ර㩕䬰㜭ཏᕕ㺕ᐲ൪ර㩕䬰䚃Ⲵн䏣ˈᴯԓᐲ൪ර㩕䬰䚃㧧ᗇᇒᡧ䍴Ⓚˈ
ᴤྭൠᇎ⧠Ҡআৼᯩ䰤Ӕᦒ˄䗩⠅ᶠоᕐ᮷ᆿˈ2001˅Ǆഐ↔ޣ㌫ර㩕䬰оᐲ൪
ර㩕䬰ᆈ൘ᴯԓ᭸ᓄǄ
↔ཆˈḀӋ㹼ъਟ㜭ᴤ䘲ᓄҾޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ᡆ㘵ᐲ൪ර㩕䬰Ǆ䱸ࣷ˄2011˅䇔
Ѫ䙊ؑӗ૱਼䍘ᙗᕪǃᐞᔲᙗᕡⲴ⢩⛩ሬ㠤ަㄎҹཊԕ૱⡼ㄎҹѪѫˈഐޣԱ
ъཊԕᣕ㓨ǃ⭥㿶ǃ㖁㔌ㅹჂփ⇥䘋㹼૱⡼ᇓՐˈԕᢙབྷԱъ⸕ᓖǃᨀॷԱ
ъᖒ䊑Ǆഐ↔ˈᐲ൪ᙗ㩕䬰䚃ሩ䈕㹼ъᢙབྷᐲ൪ԭ仍ᴤ࣐䟽㾱Ǆо↔н਼ˈ
Manchanda et al.˄2008˅⹄ウਁ⧠ˈ५⭏ᡆ㦟ࡲᐸሩᯠ㦟૱Ⲵ䟷⭘઼֯⭘ާᴹཆ
䜘“Րḃ᭸ᓄ”ˈণ५⭏ᡆ㦟ࡲᐸ㠚䓛ሩ㦟૱᭸⭘Ⲵ䇔ਟ઼᧘㦀ᖡ૽㦟૱Ⲵ䬰Ǆ
ഐ↔५㦟ޜਨᑨ䙊䗷䴦ǃ䘱ṧᡆⴤ᧕᧕䀖ㅹᯩᔿሩ⢩ᇊⴞḷ५⭏䘋㹼㩕䬰Ǆ
ሩަᆳ㹼ъˈ५㦟ъⲴ㩕䬰ሩ䊑ሩ᰾⺞ǃф䳶ѝˈ㘼о५⭏ѻ䰤“ޣ㌫”Ⲵ༴⨶
ᖡ૽ӗ૱᧘ᒯǄ
նн਼㩕䬰䚃ሩޜਨъ㔙Ⲵሩ䟽㾱ᙗӖн਼ˈഐ↔ޜਨᓄ䈕ṩᦞᡰ༴ཆ
䜘⧟ຳ䘹ᤙн਼ሬੁⲴ㩕䬰ᯩᔿǄ俆ˈݸ儈ᇒᡧ䳶ѝᓖણ⵰ޜਨ䬰仍䎆Ҿ
ቁ䟿ޣ䭞ᇒᡧˈ਼ᰦ⭡Ҿཡ৫ѫ㾱ᇒᡧሶ㔉ޜਨᑖᶕᴤབྷᦏཡ˄Banerjee and
Dasguptaˈ2008˅ˈޜਨӖ䶒Ѥ䖳儈Ⲵ䖜ᦒᡀᵜǄṩᦞ䍴Ⓚ䎆⨶䇪ˈ䎆ර઼
н⺞ᇊᙗᱟ㓴㓷䰤ᔪ・ޣ㌫Ⲵޣ䭞ࣘഐǄᖃӔ᱃Չդ᧗ࡦሩޜਨ㘼䀰䟽㾱Ⲵ䍴Ⓚ
ᰦˈަሶᖡ૽ޜਨⲴᡈ⮕䘹ᤙ˄El-Ansary and Sternˈ1972˗Pfeffer and Salancikˈ
1978˅
ˈഐ↔ޜਨᓄṩᦞᇒᡧሩᵜޜਨⲴ䟽㾱ᙗ䘹ᤙн਼ⲴӔ᱃ᯩᔿ˄Abramson
et al.ˈ1997˅
ǄTurner˄1985˅઼ Kalwani and Narayandas˄1995˅䇔Ѫˈᖃޜਨ
ᇒᡧѪቁ䟿ޣ䭞㗔փᰦˈަབྷ仍ъ࣑䟿ᴤ࣐٬ᗇԱъѪѻԈࠪ䎵仍ࣚ࣋ˈ↔ᰦޜ
ਨᓄՈݸ䘹ᤙޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ᯩᔿǄ↔ཆˈChristyˈOliver and Penn˄1996˅Ӗਁ⧠ˈ
ᖃޜਨ䶒Ѥ䖳儈䖜ᦒᡀᵜᰦˈަ㩕䬰ㆆ⮕ᴤᓄ䈕⌘䟽ޣ㌫ⲴษޫǄ㔬кˈᵜ᮷䇔
ѪᖃޜਨⲴᇒᡧ䳶ѝᓖ䖳儈ᰦˈޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ሩᐲ൪ර㩕䬰䚃Ⲵᴯԓ⭘ᴤᕪ⛸Ǆ
ަ⅑ˈ䲔ᇒᡧཆˈㄎҹሩҏᱟޜਨ䟽㾱Ⲵཆ䜘ᖡ૽ഐ㍐ǄSin et al.˄2005˅
䇔Ѫˈޣ㌫ර㩕䬰оᐲ൪ර㩕䬰Ⲵሩ䟽㾱ᙗਆߣҾޜਨ㓿㩕ᡰ༴Ⲵㄎҹ⧟ຳǄ
൘ޜਨㄎҹ⧟ຳਈᗇᴤ࣐ࣘᘱ઼㤋ⲴᶑԦлˈޜਨо亮ᇒǃᓄ୶ǃᡈ⮕Չդ
ㅹ ѻ 䰤 ᖒ ᡀ Ⲵ  ޣ㌫ 㖁 㔌 䎺 䟽 㾱 ˈ ᴹ ࣙ Ҿ ᨀ ॷ  ޜਨ 㔙 ᭸ ˄ Eisenhardt and
Schoonhovenˈ1996˅Ǆဌ㘠ⲫ˄2009˅Ӗਁ⧠ˈ▌൘ㄎҹ㘵Ⲵ䘋ޕǃᴯԓᡆㄎҹ
㹼ъⲴਁኅㅹᑖᶕⲴ㹼ъ㔃ᶴਈࣘᙗˈ൘ᖸབྷ〻ᓖк࣐ҶࡋъԱъሩᵚᶕਁኅ
ᯩੁⲴࡔᯝཡ䈟仾䲙ᒦ䱽վަਟ᧗⢙䍘䍴ⓀⲴ࡙⭘᭸⦷ˈሶࡪ◰ࡋъԱъᨀ儈ަ
ሩ㇑⨶㘵⽮Պ䍴ᵜⲴ䘀⭘ǄCrosby et al.˄1990˅䇔Ѫˈࣘᘱǃн⺞ᇊᙗⲴ⧟ຳᖡ
૽ᵚᶕⲴᐲ൪䴰≲઼㔉ˈ↔ᰦᴹ᭸ൠޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ᴤ࣐䟽㾱Ǆഐ↔ˈᵜ᮷䇔Ѫᖃ
ޜਨᡰ༴ӗ૱ᐲ൪ㄎҹ䖳◰⛸ᰦˈޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ሩᐲ൪ර㩕䬰䚃Ⲵᴯԓ᭸ᓄᴤᕪ
⛸Ǆ
ᴰਾˈሩᇒᡧǃ㹼ъㅹཆ䜘ഐ㍐ˈѪޜਨ䜘Ⲵ⋫⨶ഐ㍐Ӗᖡ૽ޣ㌫ර
㩕䬰оᐲ൪ර㩕䬰䚃ѻ䰤Ⲵᴯԓ᭸ᓄǄާփ㘼䀰ˈޜਨሩޣ㌫ර㩕䬰䚃Ⲵ᧗
ࡦᴤཊൠ䎆ᡀઈ㠚Ⲵ㠚ᡁ᧗ࡦ˄ᒴ䍥ߋǃᵾ⧲оፄᲃ᰾ˈ2008˅Ǆሩ㠚ᡁ㹼
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Ѫ઼䜘ᵪࡦ䘋㹼ᤱ㔝ⴁⶓ઼᧗ࡦᱟޜਨ᭩ழަоᇒᡧѻ䰤ޣ㌫Ⲵᗵ䴰˄Sin et
al.ˈ2005˅
Ǆ൘ޜਨ⋫⨶䖳ᕡⲴᛵߥлˈ儈㇑࡙⭘㙼սᖃ䜘⋫⨶ཡ᭸ᰦˈสҾ
ޣ㌫Ⲵᇒᡧ-ᓄ୶Ӕ᱃ਟ㜭ᡀѪ儈㇑ԕ⢪⢢ޜਨ䍴Ⓚ䈻ਆ⿱࡙Ⲵ⇥ǄྲѪ䗮
ࡠ㔙᭸㘳ṨˈޣӪઈᴹࣘᵪੁᇒᡧᨀྭ“༴”ԕᇎ⧠⸝ᵏ䬰ⴞḷˈতᘭ㿶Ҷ
ሩ䮯ᵏӔ᱃ޣ㌫Ⲵษ㛢˄Abramson et al.ˈ1997˅ˈ֯ޣ㌫ᡀѪа⅑ᙗӔ᱃ⲴᐕާǄ
↔ཆᓄ୶оᇒᡧѻ䰤Ⲵ䶎↓ᔿ⽮Պ㚄㌫ˈ֯ᗇޣ㌫ਟ㜭ᡀѪ儈㇑ራ』઼㞀䍕Ⲵ
ᑼᆀ˄䗩⠅ᶠǃш⎧䳴ˈ2000˅
ˈѪޜⅮ⎸䍩ᨀҶ֯ˈ࡙ׯᗇޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ᵚ㜭
ਁᥕަᇎ䍘᭸ᓄǄഐ↔ˈᵜ᮷䇔Ѫᖃޜਨ䜘⋫⨶䖳ᆼழᰦˈޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ሩᐲ൪
ර㩕䬰䚃Ⲵ ᴯԓ᭸ᓄᴤᕪ⛸Ǆ
ޣ㌫ර㩕䬰оᐲ൪ර㩕䬰ާᴹᴯԓ᭸ᓄˈ
สҾк䘠࠶᷀ˈᨀࠪᵜ᮷ٷ䇮 2˖ޣ
㘼фޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ሩᐲ൪ර㩕䬰Ⲵᴯԓ⭘൘ᇒᡧ䳶ѝᓖ䖳儈ǃӗ૱ᐲ൪ㄎҹ䖳
◰⛸ԕ৺ޜਨ⋫⨶䖳ྭᰦᴤᕪ⛸Ǆ
3. 䬰䍩⭘࠶㊫ǃ䍩⭘᰾㓶ᣛ䵢৺ަ䠁仍ᛵߥ࠶᷀
3.1 䬰䍩⭘࠶㊫
ᡁԜሶ䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶亩ⴞѝⲴ“࣎ޜ䍩ǃӔ䙊ᐞ䍩ǃՊ䇞䍩ǃᤋᖵ䍩ǃᐲ
൪㩕䬰䍩ǃъ࣑㓿䍩ǃ⢙ᯉ৺ԃۘ䍩઼ԓ⨶৺ѝӻ䍩”ㅹ䍩⭘㿶Ѫޣ㌫ර䬰䍩
⭘˄ROM˅ˈሶ䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶亩ⴞѝ“ᒯ䍩ǃᇓՐኅ㿸䍩ǃ׳䬰ǃᣈᢓ䍩ԕ৺
ᐲ൪ᔰᤃ䍩”㿶Ѫᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘˄MO˅ˈሶ䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶亩ⴞѝ“ᐕ䍴㯚䞜ǃӄ
䲙а䠁ǃ』䍱䍩ǃ䘀䗃䍩ǃव㻵䍩ǃ㻵ন䍩ǃ؍䲙䍩ǃ୶૱㔤؞৺ਾᴽ࣑䍩ǃ
Ự⍻㔤؞䍩ǃᣈᰗ᩺䬰䍩ԕ৺ަԆ”㿶Ѫᰕᑨ㔤ᣔර䬰䍩⭘˄Others˅Ǆ਼ᰦˈ
⭡Ҿ Cai et al.˄2011˅
ǃ哴⧆・оᵾඔᵋ˄2013˅ԕ৺ Jiang and Nie˄2014˅൷ޣ
⌘㇑⨶䍩⭘ѝⲴਲ਼்⧙Ҁ˄ETC˅ᤷԓޜਨਲ਼்⧙Ҁ䍩⭘ˈᒦ䇔Ѫަᴰਟ㜭৽᱐
ޜਨ㞀䍕ᛵߥˈഐ↔ᡁԜ䘋а↕ሶޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘˄ROM˅४࠶Ѫਲ਼்⧙Ҁ ETC
о䶎ਲ਼்⧙Ҁ NoneETCˈަѝ ETC वᤜ“ᐞ䍩ǃӔ䙊䍩ǃՊ䇞䍩ǃᤋᖵ䍩ǃ
ъ࣑㓿䍩”ǄᡁԜࠪڊк䘠४࠶ⲴᦞѪ˖
˄1˅䱸ߜॾǃ䱸ؑݳозॾ᷇˄2005˅
ሶᒤᣕ䱴⌘“᭟ԈⲴަԆо㓿㩕⍫ࣘᴹ⧠Ⲵޣ䠁⍱䟿亩ⴞ”ѝⲴ“࣎ޜ䍩ǃᐞ䍩ǃ
ъ࣑ᤋᖵ䍩ǃ䙊䇟䍩ǃࠪഭษ䇝䍩ǃ㪓һՊ䍩ǃሿ䖖䍩઼Պ䇞䍩”ㅹޛ亩ᇩ㿶
Ѫ൘㙼⎸䍩˗˄2˅Cai et al.˄2011˅
ǃ哴⧆・оᵾඔᵋ˄2013˅ԕ৺ Jiang and Nie
˄2014˅⭘㇑⨶䍩⭘ѝⲴਲ਼்⧙Ҁ˄ETC˅ᤷԓޜਨ㞀䍕ᛵߥˈ㘼фഭᇦޛ亩㿴
ᇊ䟽⛩㇑ᶏԱъⲴਲ਼்⧙Ҁ㹼Ѫ˗
˄3˅Ⴢփᣕ䚃⎹৺Ⲵ䍩⭘㊫࡛Ǆ
㺘1
а㓗᰾
㓶

Ҽ㓗᰾㓶

й㓗᰾㓶

ᐕ䍴㯚䞜

ᐕ䍴ǃ㯚䞜ǃ㯚䠁ǃ㙼ᐕᐕ䍩઼ᮉ㛢㓿䍩ǃࣣ࣑ǃࣣ؍
⽮Պ؍䲙ǃ५⯇؍䲙ǃ⭏㛢؍䲙ǃᐕՔ؍䲙ǃࣣࣘ؍䲙ㅹ৺տ
ᡯ〟ޜ䠁
』䠁ǃ』䍱䍩ǃᡯ』≤⭥䍩
⢙⍱䍩ǃ䘀䗃䍩ǃ䘀䍩ǃ䘀ᵲ䍩
㻵ন䍩ǃव㻵䍩ǃव㻵㻵ন䍩
䍒ӗ؍䲙ǃ୶૱؍䲙ǃ䘋ࠪਓ؍䲙ǃ؍䲙䍩
୶૱㔤؞ǃӗ૱㔤؞ǃ䍘䟿йव䍩ǃ䍘䟿؍䇱ǃਾᴽ࣑ǃ؍
˄؞䘄˅؞

ӄ䲙а䠁
ᰕᑨ㔤
ᣔර䬰
䍩⭘
others

䬰䍩⭘˄RSell˅࠶㊫༴⨶㺘

』䍱䍩
䘀䗃䍩
व㻵䍩ǃ㻵ন䍩
؍䲙䍩
୶૱㔤؞৺ਾᴽ
࣑䍩
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Ự⍻㔤؞䍩
ᣈᰗ᩺䬰䍩
ަԆ

ET
C

ᐞ䍩ǃӔ䙊
䍩
Պ䇞䍩
ᤋᖵ䍩
ъ࣑㓿䍩

ޣ㌫ර
䬰䍩
⭘
ROM

ᐲ൪ර
䬰䍩
⭘
MO

࣎ޜ䍩ǃ≤⭥
䍩
䛞⭥䙊ؑ䍩
䖖㡩֯⭘䍩
䬰ᴽ࣑䍩
Non ᤋᣅḷ䍩
eET
䘋ࠪਓ৺ᵲ
C
䍩
ԃۘ䍩
⢙ᯉ䍩
֓䠁৺ԓ⨶䍩
䈒৺ѝӻ䍩
ᒯ䍩ǃᇓՐ䍩
ኅ㿸䍩
׳䬰䍩
ᐲ൪㩕䬰䍩

㔤؞䍩ǃ⨶؞䍩ǃ㔤ᣔ䍩ǃỰ⍻䍩ǃỰ傼䍩
ᣈᰗ৺᩺䬰䍩
䬰䍩⭘Ⲵ“ަԆ”亩ԕ৺ᵚᖂޕк䘠࠶㊫ѝⲴࠪ⧠仁⦷䖳ቁ
Ⲵᵲ亩
ᐞ䍩ǃᐞ䍩ǃӔ䍩ǃӔ䙊䍩
Պ䇞䍩ǃՊ࣑䍩
ъ࣑ᤋᖵ䍩ǃъ࣑Ӕ䱵䍩ǃᓄ䞜䍩ǃޣޜ䍩ǃъ࣑Ӕᖰ䍩
ъ࣑䍩ǃъ࣑㓿䍩ǃ䬰䍩ǃ䬰ᵪᶴ㓿䍩ǃ࣎һ༴䍩⭘ǃ䬰
ޣ䍩⭘ǃ୶࣑⍫ࣘ䍩ǃ䬰㇑⨶䍩ǃӔ᱃䍩ǃࠪഭ㓿䍩ǃ
ࠪഭ㔝䍩
࣎ޜ䍩ǃ≤䍩ǃ⭥䍩ǃ≤⭥䍩
⭥䈍䍩ǃ䛞ᇴ䛞⭥䍩ǃ䙊䇟㖁㔌䍩ǃ⭥ؑ䍩ǃ⭥䇟䍩
䖖䖶֯⭘䍩ǃ⊭䖖䍩⭘ǃ䖖䖶䍩ǃ䖖䖶Ӕ䙊䍩
䬰ᴽ࣑䍩ǃӗ૱ᴽ࣑ǃ䍗ᴽ࣑䍩ǃъ࣑ᴽ࣑䍩
ᤋᣅḷ䍩⭘ǃᤋ୶䍩
䘋ࠪਓޣ䍩⭘ǃᵲ䍩ǃᣕޣǃ䙊ޣǃ⎧ޣ䍩
ԃۘ䍩ǃԃᓃ䍩ǃۘ㯿؍㇑䍩ǃ؍㇑䍩ǃߧ㯿䍩ǃߜۘ䍩
⢙ᯉ⎸㙇ǃվ٬᱃㙇૱ǃᶀᯉ䍩ǃ୶૱˄ӗ૱˅ᦏ㙇
䬰ԓ⨶䍩⭘৺֓䠁ǃ֓䠁৺ᴽ࣑䍩
䈒䍩ǃ⢙ъᴽ࣑䍩ǃᢰᵟᴽ࣑䍩ǃؑᴽ࣑䍩ǃѝӻ䍩
ᒯ䍩ǃᒯᇓ䍩ǃ૱⡼ᇓՐ᧘ᒯ䍩ǃъ࣑ᇓՐ䍩ǃ䎎ࣙ䍩
ኅ㿸䍩ǃ৲ኅ䍩ǃՊኅ䍩ǃኅՊ䍩ǃṧ૱䍩
⎸׳䍩ǃ׳䬰㓿䍩ǃ䬰ᣈᢓǃ䬰䘄࡙ǃ䎐䘱ǃ䎐૱
ᐲ൪᧘ᒯǃᔰᤃǃᤃኅǃ㔤ᣔ䍩ǃ㩕䬰䍩ǃ୶䎵䍩ǃ䘋൪䍩ǃ
ㆆࡂ䍩ǃъ࣑䈳⹄䍩

ᡁԜѫ㾱ṩᦞޜᔰჂփᣕ䚃Ⲵ୶ъ䍯䍲Ṹֻᶕ䇔ᇊޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘㊫࡛Ǆާ
փ㘼䀰˖
˄1˅ইᔰབྷᆖ⌅ᆖ䲒 2009 ᒤⲴ䈳ḕᱮ⽪ˈཊᮠ୶ъ䍯䍲ԕᢰᵟᴽ࣑䍩ǃ
䈒䍩ǃ亮䰞䍩ǃཆࠪ㘳ሏǃ䎎ࣙъ⹄䇘Պㅹਸ⌅ᖒᔿࠪ⧠Ǆ˄2˅2013 ᒤ㪋
ޠ㍐ਢݻ㹼䍯Ṹѝˈޜਨ䙊䗷᭟Ԉᐞ䍩ǃ䇢䈮䍩ǃᆹᧂ⑨ㅹᯩᔿ䍯䍲оՊ५
࣑Ӫઈˈ❦ਾሶޣ䍩⭘࠶࡛ԕ“⹄䇘Պ䍩⭘”ㅹ、ⴞ൘䍒࣑㌫㔏ѝᣕ䍖Ǆ
˄3˅2001
ᒤᇍ⌱˄ѝഭ˅ᴹ䲀ޜਨ㠤࠭བྷᓄ୶ˈ㾱≲ѕহᤂ㔍䎐䘱⽬૱ǃၡҀӔ䱵ㅹ
нᖃ୶ъ㹼ѪǄ
˄4˅2011 ᒤᴍ ⲴݹIBM 䍯䍲һԦѝˈIBM 䙊䗷ѝ䰤୶ੁᇒᡧᨀ
㊫എᢓǄ
˄5˅Ѡ⭠૱⡼⊭䖖㓿䬰୶ՈੁݸѠ⭠䠁㶽᧘㦀⊭䖖䍧Ⅾъ࣑ˈ㘼Ѡ
⭠䠁㶽ࡉԕ“㔝䍩”ᡆ“ᴽ࣑䍩”ㅹѹ㔉Ԉ䍒⢙Ǆ
˄6˅ޜਨ᭟ԈⲴԃۘ䍩⎹৺ޜ
ਨሩԃۘᯩⲴ㹼䍯ˈҏՊ⎹৺ࡠઈᐕ䜘Ⲵ“㹼コ”㹼ѪǄᦞ↔ᡁԜ䇔ᇊҶޣ㌫ර
䬰䍩⭘Ⲵ㓶࠶㊫࡛Ǆ
ቭ㇑⧠ᴹ᮷⥞㺘᰾ˈণ֯ᱟ ETC 䘉ᴰᴹਟ㜭৽᱐㞀䍕Ⲵ亩ⴞሩъ㔙ҏᴹ
↓ੁᖡ૽ˈնᡁԜ൘ሩ䬰䍩⭘㓶࠶ᰦӽᴹєњสᵜࡔᯝ˖
˄1˅㞀䍕Ⲵਟ㜭ᙗབྷ
ሿǄޣ㌫ර㩕䬰 ROM ѝⲴ ETC 㞀䍕Ⲵਟ㜭ᙗᴰབྷˈNoneETC ⅑ѻˈᐲ൪ර㩕
䬰 MO 㞀䍕Ⲵਟ㜭ᙗሩ䖳ሿˈ㘼ᰕᑨ㔤ᣔර䬰䍩⭘㞀䍕Ⲵਟ㜭ᙗᴰሿǄ
˄2˅
ޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ᴤਟ㜭ᱟ㔤ᣔ⢩ᇊᇒᡧޣ㌫䗷〻ѝⲴ㙇䍩ˈ㘼ᐲ൪ර㩕䬰ࡉᱟԱъ䪸
ሩ䶎⢩ᇊᇒᡧⲴ㙇䍩ˈ䘉є㘵൷оԱъ䬰ⴤ᧕㇑⨶Ǆሩ㘼䀰ˈᰕᑨ㔤ᣔර䬰
䍩⭘оᇒᡧᰐⴤ᧕ޣ㚄ˈоԱъ䬰ҏᰐⴤ᧕㚄㌫Ǆ
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3.2 䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶ᣛ䵢৺ަ䠁仍ᣛ䵢ᛵߥ࠶᷀
ǉᒤᓖᣕⲴᇩоṬᔿǊሩҾ䬰䍩⭘Ⲵᣛ䵢㾱≲ਚᱟᨀࡠ“㤕ᣕᵏ
ޜਨ䬰䍩⭘਼∄ਈࣘ 30%ԕкⲴᓄᖃ䈤᰾ਈॆഐ”ˈഐ↔䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶亩ⴞ
Ⲵᣛ䵢Ҿ㠚ᝯᙗᣛ䵢Ǆ㺘 2 ࡇ⽪Ҷ䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶ᣛ䵢ᛵߥˈᮠᦞᱮ⽪˖
˄1˅ᙫ
փкˈᣛ䵢䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶亩ⴞⲴޜਨ䙀ᒤкॷ䎻࣯ˈӾ 2007 ᒤⲴ 3.42%кॷ
ࡠ 2013 ᒤⲴ 90.38%˗
˄2˅2010 ᒤࡽᶱቁᮠޜਨᝯᣛ䵢䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶ˈ䘉оࡦ
ᓖ⋑ᴹ㾱≲ᴹˈޣҏਟ㜭о䬰䍩⭘ѝਟ㜭ᆈ൘Ḁ䇟ᴹˈޣ2010 ᒤᣛ䵢䬰
䍩⭘᰾㓶Ⲵޜਨᮠ䟿བྷᑵᓖ䮯ˈն↔ᒤᒤᓖᣕᣛ䵢㾱≲ᒦᰐᇎ䍘᭩ਈˈᡁ
Ԝ䇔Ѫ䘉ਟ㜭о“2010 ᒤ 3 ᴸ 23 ᰕഭ࣑䲒ᑨ࣑Պ䇞ߣᇊሶഐࠪޜഭ㓿䍩ǃ࣑ޜ
䖖䍝㖞৺䘀㹼䍩ǃ࣑ޜᤋᖵ䍩ㅹ᭟ࠪᛵߥ㓣ޕᣕᇩᒦੁ⽮Պޜᔰ”ᴹޣǄ
˄3˅
൘н਼䇱ࡨӔ᱃ᡰкᐲޜਨⲴᣛ䵢ᛵߥ〽ᴹᐞᔲˈሩк⎧䇱ࡨӔ᱃ᡰˈ൘␡ൣ
䇱ࡨӔ᱃ᡰкᐲⲴޜਨⲴᣛ䵢∄ֻᴤབྷˈ↔ཆˈ൘␡ൣ䇱ࡨӔ᱃ᡰкᐲⲴࡋъᶯ
∄䶎ࡋъᶯޜਨⲴᣛ䵢∄ֻӖ⮕བྷǄ↓ഐྲ↔ˈᡁԜ൘ਾ᮷എᖂᰦՊ᧗ࡦ 2010
ᒤᒤᓖଁਈ䟿ԕ৺Ӕ᱃ᡰଁਈ䟿Ǆ
㺘2

␡Ӕ
ᡰѫ
ᶯ
␡Ӕ
ᡰࡋ
ъᶯ
кӔ
ᡰ

ਸ䇑

Պ䇑ᒤᓖ
ᣛ䵢ޣ㌫㩕䬰
Ⲵޜਨᮠ䟿
ᣛ䵢ޣ㌫㩕䬰
Ⲵޜਨ∄ֻ
ᣛ䵢ޣ㌫㩕䬰
Ⲵޜਨᮠ䟿
ᣛ䵢ޣ㌫㩕䬰
Ⲵޜਨ∄ֻ
ᣛ䵢ޣ㌫㩕䬰
Ⲵޜਨᮠ䟿
ᣛ䵢ޣ㌫㩕䬰
Ⲵޜਨ∄ֻ
ᣛ䵢ޣ㌫㩕䬰
Ⲵޜਨᮠ䟿
ᣛ䵢ޣ㌫㩕䬰
Ⲵޜਨ∄ֻ

䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶亩ⴞᣛ䵢ᛵߥ

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

ਸ䇑

34

52

47

999

1247

1407

1464

5250

4.89%

6.95%

5.29%

82.22%

87.94%

92.20%

93.55%

65.16%

N.A.

N.A.

2

169

270

344

365

1,150

N.A.

N.A.

3.45%

89.89%

92.15%

96.90%

96.31%

90.34%

19

19

26

704

757

792

809

3,126

2.23%

2.22%

3.01%

78.92%

82.02%

83.90%

85.16%

49.78%

53

71

73

1703

2004

2199

2273

8376

3.42%

4.43%

4.17%

80.83%

85.60%

89.03%

90.38%

58.42%

㺘 3 ࡇ⽪Ҷ䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶Ⲵ࠶ᒤᓖ࠶㹼ъ᧿䘠㔃᷌Ǆ㺘 3 Panel A ࠶ᒤᓖ᧿
䘠㔃᷌ᱮ⽪˖Ӿ䬰䍩⭘㔍ሩ䠁仍㘼䀰ˈਇഭᇦޜᔰйޜ㓿䍩᭯ㆆⲴᖡ૽ˈ2010
ᒤᰐ䇪ᱟޣ㌫ර઼ᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘൷ᴹ᰾ᱮл䱽ˈ䘉ᰒਟ㜭ᱟޜਨᇒ㿲к䬰䍩
⭘䖳վⲴ㔃᷌ˈ৸ਟ㜭ᱟޜਨӪѪ᧗Ⲵ㔃᷌Ǆ2010 ᒤਾє㊫䬰䍩⭘൷ሿ
ᑵкॷ䎻࣯ˈ䘉䈤᰾ᖃࡽᐲ൪⧟ຳлˈԱъ䴰㾱ᴤབྷⲴ᧘䬰࣋ᓖ઼᧘䬰⇥ˈ
㜭᧘ࣘԱъਁኅǄӾ䬰䍩⭘ঐ㩕ъ᭦ֻ∄Ⲵޕ㘼䀰ˈޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘㓖Ѫ 2%ˈ
ᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘㓖Ѫ 1%ˈᙫփк䖳Ѫᒣっˈնҏ䈤᰾ᡁഭкᐲޜਨ⭘Ҿӗ૱᧘
ᒯⲴᙫփ࣋ᓖ䖳վǄ਼ᰦޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘ঐ∄儈Ҿᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘ঐ∄ˈҏ䈤᰾
൘ѝഭ䘉ޣ㌫ර⽮Պޣ㌫ර䬰ঐᴹ䖳Ѫ䟽㾱ⲴൠսǄ↔ཆˈ䬰䍩⭘㔍ሩ٬
Ⲵḷ߶ᐞ䶎ᑨབྷ㘼䬰䍩⭘ঐ∄Ⲵḷ߶ᐞ㓖 0.03ˈ䘉ҏ䈤᰾䟷⭘䬰䍩⭘ঐ∄䇑
䟿⁑ᔿᴤ䘲ਸഎᖂˈ䬰䍩⭘㔍ሩ٬ԕ৺䬰䍩⭘ঐ∄Ⲵ൷٬൷བྷҾѝսᮠˈ䈤
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᰾䬰䍩⭘ᮠᦞᙫփкਣˈٿቁᮠ儈䬰䍩⭘ޜਨ㠤֯ṧᵜ൷٬⥋ˈഐ↔ሩṧ
ᵜڊᶱ٬༴⨶䶎ᑨ䟽㾱Ǆ
㺘3
亩ⴞ

ޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘оᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘࠶ᒤᓖǃ㹼ъ᧿䘠ᙗ㔏䇑
ޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘˄ROM˅
ᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘˄MO˅
ঐ㩕ъ᭦∄Ⲵޕ
ঐ㩕ъ᭦∄Ⲵޕ
㔍ሩ䠁仍˄з˅ݳ
㔍ሩ䠁仍˄з˅ݳ
ֻ
ֻ
ѝ
ѝ
ḷ
ѝ
ѝ
ḷ߶
൷
൷
ḷ߶
൷
ḷ߶
൷٬
ս
ս
߶
ս
ս
ᐞ
٬
٬
ᐞ
٬
ᐞ
ᮠ
ᮠ
ᐞ
ᮠ
ᮠ

࠶ᒤᓖ᧿䘠
2007

3840

2008

6479

2009

6514

2010

4536

2011

5121

2012

5407

2013

5845

࠶㹼ъ᧿䘠
ߌǃ᷇ǃ⢗ǃ
2229
⑄ъ
1392
䟷ᧈъ
0

529.
2
589.
7
534.
9
903.
3
986.
3
108
9
117
5
555.
7
169
7
107
6

1140
1
3230
9
3164
3
2051
7
3042
9
3084
1
3165
3
4927
3796
9
1029
9

755
8
524
2
635
7
332
5
336
8
361
4
405
6

157.
7
149.
9
112.
5
133.
0
148.
1
157.
8
165.
1

3642
7
2165
2
2993
2
1686
0
1532
4
1586
3
1704
6

0.01

202
6

214.
4

0.00

0.02

149

0.02

0.01

0.03

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.03

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.03

0.01

0.00

0.01

ࡦ䙐ъ

3889

⭥࣋ǃ➔≄
৺≤Ⲵ⭏઼
ᓄъ

789.5

280.
4

1858

0.00

0.00

0.01

ᔪㆁъ

3505

106
8

6549

0.00

0.00

0.00

Ӕ䙊䘀䗃ǃ
ԃۘъ

3224
4
1067
1

0.01

0.00

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.03

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.02

2596

0.01

0.01

0.02

2558

0.02

0.01

0.02

5321

0.02

0.01

0.03

ؑᢰᵟъ
ᢩਁ઼䴦
䍨᱃

8662

ᡯൠӗъ

5102

⽮Պᴽ࣑ъ

1460

Րо᮷ॆ
ӗъ

2042

㔬ਸ㊫

2835

362
123
4
208
0
966.
7
441.
6
885.
7
652.
7

1000
00
7305
6
2066
0
1225
6

0.01

0.00

0.03

0.01

0.00

0.03

0.01

0.00

0.03

0.01

0.00

0.03

0.01

0.00

0.03

0.01

0.00

0.03

0.01

0.00

0.03

5899

0.01

0.00

0.01

0

393.4

0.00

0.00

0.00

403
7

129.
5

1817
2

0.01

0.00

0.03

154.
3

0.09

404.4

0.00

0.00

0.00

2979

0.00

0.00

0.00

3962

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.01

0.00

0.02

0.01

0.00

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.01

5593

0.01

0.00

0.02

5155

0.02

0.01

0.04

8236

0.01

0.00

0.03

140
3
109
1
301
4
445
5
943
8
194
6
258
0
319
5

307.
4
16.9
3
113.
1
106
0
237
5
365.
3
628.
9
614

1952
5
1312
1
2121
3

㺘 3 Panel B ࠶㹼ъ᧿䘠㔃᷌ᱮ⽪˖˄1˅ᙫփкˈᖃཊⲴ㹼ъޣ㌫ර䬰
䍩⭘བྷҾᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘ˈ䜘࠶㹼ъⲴᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘㲭❦ᴤ儈նަޣ㌫ර䬰
䍩⭘ҏнվˈ䘉䈤᰾൘ѝഭ䘉ṧⲴޣ㌫ර⽮Պˈޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ᱟ䶎ᑨ䟽㾱Ⲵ㩕䬰ᯩ
ᔿˈ㘼ф൘ḀӋ㹼ъᴤ࣐䟽㾱Ǆ
˄2˅䟷ᧈъޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘൷٬儈䗮 13920 зݳ
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㘼ᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘൷٬ਚᴹ 149 зˈݳӔ䙊䘀䗃৺ԃۘъޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘൷٬儈
䗮 32244 зݳ㘼ᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘൷٬ਚᴹ 154.3 зˈݳ䘉䈤᰾൘䟷ᧈԕ৺Ӕ䙊ㅹ
පᯝᙗ㹼ъˈޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ᱟᴰѫ㾱Ⲵ㩕䬰⇥Ǆ
˄3˅ᡯൠӗǃ⽮Պᴽ࣑ǃ᮷ॆՐ
ǃࡦ䙐ԕ৺㔬ਸъⲴᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘〽儈Ҿޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘ˈ䈤᰾䘉Ӌㄎҹᙗ
㹼ъԕᐲ൪䬰⇥Ѫѫն਼ṧޣ⌘ޣ㌫ර㩕䬰⁑ᔿǄ˄4˅⭥࣋ǃ➔≄ԕ৺≤ǃ
ؑᢰᵟԕ৺ᢩਁ䴦ъⲴޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘〽儈Ҿᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘ˈ䈤᰾䘉Ӌ㹼
ъԕޣ㌫ර㩕䬰⁑ᔿѪѫф䖵ԕᐲ൪㩕䬰⁑ᔿǄ䘉Ӌ࠶᷀㺘᰾ˈᡁഭкᐲޜਨ਼
ṧ䟽㿶ᐲ൪ර㩕䬰⁑ᔿоޣ㌫ර㩕䬰⁑ᔿˈ㘼фᖸཊᛵߥлˈޣ㌫ර㩕䬰⁑ᔿ䘈
ᱟѫሬˈ䘉ҏ䈤᰾ᡁԜкᐲޜਨ䬰䍩⭘ᮠᦞ࠶ᐳާᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㹼ъ⢩ᖱǄ
3.3 䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶ᣛ䵢৺ަ䠁仍Ⲵᖡ૽ഐ㍐࠶᷀
䛓ѸウㄏӰѸഐ㍐ߣᇊҶ䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶Ⲵᣛ䵢৺ަ䠁仍˛৲➗ୀ䏳ߋǃᆻ
⌻ǃ䠁・ঠǃᐖᲦᲦ˄2012˅ԕ৺ Ou-YangˈShu and Wong˄2015˅Ⲵ⹄ウˈᡁ
Ԝ䇮・Ҷ䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶亩ⴞᣛ䵢Ⲵ Probit ⁑රԕ৺䬰䍩⭘䠁仍ᖡ૽ഐ㍐Ⲵ
OLS എᖂ⁑රǄ
㺘 4 ㅜ˄1˅
ࡇᱟሩᱟᣛ䵢䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶Ⲵഎᖂ㔃᷌ˈ
ᮠᦞᱮ⽪˖
˄1˅
Year2010
ᱮ㪇↓ˈޣ䈤᰾ 2010 ᒤਾ䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶ᣛ䵢∄ֻᱮ㪇ᨀ儈ˈ䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶亩
ⴞᣛ䵢᭦ࡠḀࡦᓖᙗഐ㍐Ⲵᱮ㪇ᖡ૽˗˄2˅SH_SE ᱮ㪇䍏ˈޣ䈤᰾кӔᡰ
ޜਨᣛ䵢䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶Ⲵ∄ֻᱮ㪇վҾ␡Ӕᡰޜਨ˗
˄3˅Saleratio_Five ᱮ㪇䍏
ˈޣ䈤᰾ࡽӄབྷᇒᡧঐ∄䎺儈ˈᣛ䵢䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶Ⲵਟ㜭ᙗ䎺ሿǄᇒ㿲кˈᖃᇒ
ᡧሩ䳶ѝᰦˈ䬰䍩⭘⎹৺Ⲵᇩሩㆰঅˈਟᣛ䵢Ⲵᇩሩ䖳ቁǄѫ㿲кˈ
ᖃ䬰䍩⭘ѫ㾱䪸ሩѫ㾱ᇒᡧᰦˈᣛ䵢䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶ሶ䶒Ѥ䖳儈ⲴуᴹॆᡀᵜǄ
˄4˅䍴ӗ䍏٪⦷ Lev ᱮ㪇↓ˈޣ䈤᰾ᖃԱъ䍏٪⦷䖳儈ᰦˈ䴰㾱ᴹᴤ᰾ᱮⲴ
ؑᣛ䵢ԕ⎸䲔ਟ㜭Ⲵ䍘⯁˗
˄5˅ᐲԧⲴ㠚❦ሩᮠ LnMKV ԕ৺䍖䶒ԧ٬оᐲԧ
∄Ⲵ㠚❦ሩᮠ LnB2M ᱮ㪇䍏ˈޣ䈤᰾ᖃԱъᇎ࣋䖳ᕪǃਁኅ࣯ཤ䖳ྭᰦˈᣛ
䵢ᴤཊؑԕ㧧ਆཆ⭼䇔ਟⲴࣘᵪл䱽˗˄6˅㇑⨶ቲᤱ㛑∄ֻ Rshares_Mana ᱮ
㪇↓ˈޣ䈤᰾ԓ⨶䰞仈Ⲵ߿ቁՊᨀ儈㇑⨶ቲᣛ䵢䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶Ⲵࣘᵪ˗
˄7˅ࡽ
й儈㇑㯚䞜ঐᙫ䍴ӗ∄ֻ Remuneration ᱮ㪇䍏ˈޣ䈤᰾ᖃ㇑⨶㘵㔉Ҹ㠚ᐡ
ᴤ儈㯚䞜ᒦ⧠Ḁ⿱࡙ࣘᵪᰦᣛ䵢䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶Ⲵਟ㜭ᙗл䱽Ǆṩᦞ↔എᖂˈ
ᡁԜਟԕՠ䇑ࠪ䘶㊣ᯟ㌫ᮠ˄IMR˅
ˈᒦ൘ަԆഎᖂѝ᧗ࡦ IMR ԕ᧗ࡦᵜ᮷ṧᵜ
ਟ㜭ᆈ൘Ⲵ䘹ᤙᙗٿᐞ䰞仈Ǆ
㺘 4 ㅜ˄2˅㠣˄4˅ࡇᱟሩ䬰䍩⭘৺ަ᰾㓶Ⲵഎᖂ㔃᷌ˈᮠᦞᱮ⽪˖
˄1˅
Saleratio_Five ᱮ㪇䍏ˈޣ䈤᰾ࡽӄབྷᇒᡧঐ∄䎺儈ˈ㊫䬰䍩⭘䎺ቁ˗
˄2˅
ൿ䍖߶༷ঐᙫ䍴ӗ∄ֻ ReservesAR ሩ䬰䍩⭘ᙫ仍ԕ৺ޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘ ROM
ᱮ㪇↓ˈޣ䈤᰾ᖃԱъੁ⢩ᇊᇒᡧԕᓄ᭦䍖Ⅾᯩᔿᶱ࣋᧘䬰୶૱ᰦˈнӵᑖᶕ
䬰䍩⭘Ⲵ࣐ҏሬ㠤Աъൿ䍖߶༷ਟ㜭ᙗ࣐˗
˄3˅ޣ㚄Ӕ᱃䠁仍ঐᙫ䍴ӗⲴ
∄ֻ RPT ሩ䬰䍩⭘ᙫ仍ԕ৺ޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘ ROM ᱮ㪇䍏ˈޣ䈤᰾䜘ޣ
㚄Ӕ᱃䱽վҶԱъሩཆ᧘䬰୶૱Ⲵࣚ࣋䘋㘼䱽վҶ䬰䍩⭘˗
˄4˅䍖䶒ԧ٬оᐲ
ԧ∄Ⲵ㠚❦ሩᮠ LnB2M ᱮ㪇䍏ˈޣ䈤᰾ᡀ䮯ᙗ䎺ᐞⲴԱъˈ䎺䴰㾱ࣚ࣋
৫᧘䬰୶૱˗
˄5˅⧠䠁৺⧠䠁ㅹԧ⢙ঐᙫ䍴ӗⲴ∄ֻ Cash_Avail ᱮ㪇↓ˈޣ
䈤᰾Աъ⧠䠁⍱䎺ཊ䎺ᴹਟ㜭࣐བྷ୶૱᧘䬰࣋ᓖǄ↔ཆˈᡁԜ䘈ਟԕ㿲ሏࡠޣ㌫
ර䬰䍩⭘઼ᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘Ⲵᖡ૽ഐ㍐ᴹӋᐞᔲˈ䘉Ѫ᧗ࡦਾ᮷എᖂѝⲴ⭏
ᙗྐᇊҶ㢟ྭⲴสǄ
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㺘4

䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶ᣛ䵢৺ަ䠁仍ᖡ૽ഐ㍐࠶᷀
ޣ㌫ර
ᱟᣛ䵢䬰䍩⭘
VARIABLES
䬰䍩
᰾㓶
⭘ ROM
˄1˅
˄2˅
Year2000
3.462***
ᱟ 2010 ᒤਾଁਈ䟿
(41.99)
GME
0.230***
ᱟࡋъᶯଁਈ䟿
(2.78)
SH_SE
-0.112***
ᱟкӔᡰкᐲଁਈ䟿
(-2.62)
Saleratio_Fi
-0.020**
-0.791***
ࡽӄབྷᇒᡧ䬰ঐ∄
ve
*
(-8.80)
Unique

ӗ૱⤜⢩ᙗণᰐᖒ䍴ӗ∄
ֻ

HHI

ӗ૱ᐲ൪ㄎҹ ণ䎛㣜ഐ
ᗧᤷᮠ

ᐲ൪ර䬰
䍩⭘
MO
˄3˅

-0.017***

䬰䍩
⭘ᙫ仍
RSell
˄4˅

-0.084*
**
(-17.80
)

(-11.54)

(-8.81)

-0.011*

-0.001

-0.026

(-1.87)

(-0.19)

(-1.56)

0.605

-0.002

-0.003

-0.012

(1.38)

(-0.27)

(-0.45)

(-0.75)

-1.732**

0.008

-0.010

0.066*

(-2.03)

(0.54)

(-0.67)

-0.070*

-0.001**

-0.001

(-1.73)

(-2.14)

(-1.25)

(1.69)
-0.007*
**
(-3.55)

0.113*

-0.001

-0.000

-0.002

(1.87)

(-1.23)

(-0.29)

0.067

-0.000

-0.002***

(1.39)

(-0.44)
-0.007**
*
(-4.03)
-0.002**
*
(-4.67)
-0.005**
*
(-7.61)
-0.000
(-0.82)

(-3.04)

(-0.72)
-0.007*
**
(-3.68)
-0.027*
**
(-6.00)
-0.004*
**
(-3.75)
-0.014*
**
(-7.88)
-0.000
(-0.48)

[1]

ReservesA
R

ൿ䍖߶༷ঐᙫ䍴ӗⲴ∄ֻ

RPT

ޣ㚄Ӕ᱃䠁仍ঐᙫ䍴ӗⲴ
∄ֻ

Lawsuitdu
m
SOE

Lev

ᱟਁ⭏⌅ᖻ䇹䇬ଁਈ䟿

ഭᴹ㛑ᵳᙗ䍘ଁਈ䟿

䍴ӗ䍏٪⦷

0.104
(1.01)

LnMKV

ᐲԧⲴ㠚❦ሩᮠ

-0.096***
(-3.98)

LnB2M

䍖䶒ԧ٬оᐲԧ∄Ⲵ㠚❦
ሩᮠ

-0.038
(-0.86)

FirmAge

ޜਨᡀ・ᰦ䰤

Cash_Avail

⧠䠁৺⧠䠁ㅹԧ⢙ঐᙫ䍴
ӗⲴ∄ֻ

PCM
Ratio_Shar
es

ӗ૱ԧṬ䗩䱵

ㅜаབྷ㛑ьᤱ㛑∄ֻ

-0.005***
(-2.69)
-0.000
(-0.38)
-0.004***
(-6.12)
0.000
(0.35)

0.029*
**

-0.030

0.008***

0.009***

(-0.20)

(3.81)

(3.95)

0.055

-0.002

-0.008***

(0.40)

(-0.97)

(-3.32)

(5.11)
-0.050*
**
(-8.23)

0.002

-0.000

0.000

0.000

(1.59)

(-0.70)

(1.21)

(0.18)
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Rshares_M
ana
FundHD

㇑⨶ቲᤱ㛑∄ֻ

ส䠁ᤱ㛑∄ֻ

0.000**

0.003

0.001

(2.03)

(1.41)

(0.53)

0.002

0.000**

0.000***

(1.15)

(2.57)

(6.12)

0.014*
**
(2.79)
0.000*
**
(5.57)

Remunerati
on

ࡽй儈㇑㯚䞜ঐᙫ䍴ӗ
∄ֻ

-129.854***

0.985**

-0.732

2.049

RInde_Dir

⤜・㪓һঐ∄

(-4.78)
0.065
(0.59)

(2.14)
-0.002
(-1.28)

(-1.47)
-0.002
(-1.23)

(1.64)
-0.005
(-1.15)

Dual

㪓һ䮯оᙫ㓿⨶ᱟє㙼
ਸа

0.042

0.001*

-0.001*

0.001

BoardSize

㪓һӪᮠⲴ㠚❦ሩᮠ

(0.87)
-0.064
(-0.61)

Ownership

᧗ࡦᵳ

(1.82)
0.003**
(2.03)
-0.000**
(-2.06)

(-1.71)
0.000
(0.22)
0.000
(1.18)

(0.64)
0.004
(0.97)
-0.000
(-0.25)

Deviation

᧗ࡦᵳо⧠䠁⍱ᵳ࠶〻
ᓖ

-0.000**

0.000

-0.000

(-2.35)

(0.96)

-0.005**

-0.005**

(-2.37)

(-2.50)

0.007

0.009*

(1.46)
0.029
(1.40)
7,361
0.303

(1.68)
-0.013
(-0.60)
7,361
0.361

(-0.62)
-0.022*
**
(-4.15)
0.033*
*
(2.44)
0.068
(1.21)
7,361
0.415

ᱟ㻛 ST

ST

IMR

䘶㊣ቄᯟ㌫ᮠ
Constant
Observations
Pseudo R2/Adjusted R2

0.216
(0.39)
11,044
0.597

4. ⁑රᔪ・઼᧿䘠ᙗ㔏䇑
4.1 ṧᵜ䘹ᤙ
2007-2013 ᒤ䰤ޡᴹ 14044 њ䬰䍩⭘ޜਨᒤᓖ㿲⍻٬ˈަѝ 2007-2009 ᒤ
䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶ᮠᦞ⭡ᐕᩌ䳶ˈޡ䇑 210 њᣛ䵢Ҷ䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶Ⲵޜਨᒤᓖ㿲⍻
٬ˈ2010-2013 ᒤ䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶亩ⴞਆ㠚 CSMAR ᮠᦞᓃˈޡ䇑 8359 њᣛ䵢Ҷ䬰
䍩⭘᰾㓶亩ⴞ৺䠁仍Ⲵޜਨᒤᓖ㿲⍻٬ˈ↔ཆᴹ 5475 њᵚᣛ䵢䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶
亩ⴞⲴޜਨᒤᓖ㿲⍻٬ǄѪ䘋а↕࠶᷀ޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘оᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘ˈᡁԜ
൘ 8569 њᣛ䵢Ҷ䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶亩ⴞⲴṧᵜⲴสкˈࡐ䲔 178 њᵚᣛ䵢ԫօа
亩ޣ㌫රᡆᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶Ⲵޜਨᒤᓖ㿲⍻٬ˈ15 њ䠁㶽㹼ъޜਨᒤᓖ㿲
⍻٬ˈޡ㧧ᗇ 8376 њᣛ䵢ޣ㌫ර઼ᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶ṧᵜ㿲⍻٬Ǆ൘ 14044
њޜਨᒤᓖ㿲⍻٬Ⲵสкˈ䘋а↕ࢄ䲔 2641 њޜਨੁࡽӄབྷᇒᡧ䬰ঐ∄㕪
ཡǃ359 њަԆ᧗ࡦਈ䟿㕪ཡⲴޜਨᒤᓖ㿲ሏ٬ˈᴰ㓸ᗇࡠ 11044 њᴹ᭸⹄ウṧ
ᵜǄ਼ᰦˈ⭡Ҿᱟᣛ䵢䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶Ҿ㠚ᝯᙗؑᣛ䵢ˈਟ㜭ሬ㠤ṧᵜ䘹ᤙ
ᴹˈٿᡁԜ䟷⭘ Heckman є䱦⇥എᖂᯩ⌅࣐ԕ᧗ࡦˈަѝ㺘 4 ᱟᣛ䵢䬰䍩
⭘᰾㓶Ⲵഎᖂ↓ᱟㅜа䱦⇥എᖂˈᡁԜṩᦞ㺘 4 എᖂᯩ〻䇑㇇ࠪ⇿њṧᵜⲴ䘶㊣
ቄ∄⦷˄Inverse Mills Ratioˈԕлㆰ〠 IMR˅ᒦᑖޕਾ᮷ㅜҼ䱦⇥䘋㹼എᖂԕ
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᧗ࡦṧᵜ㠚䘹ᤙ䰞仈Ǆ൘㘳ሏޣ㌫ර㩕䬰㓿⍾ਾ᷌䜘࠶ˈᡁԜӵԕޣ㌫ර㩕䬰઼
ᐲ൪ර㩕䬰ᆈ൘䜘࠶Ѫᆀṧᵜˈ਼ᰦ㾱≲ IMR н㕪ཡˈ↔㊫ṧᵜਸ䇑Ѫ 7361
њǄ
4.2 ⁑රоਈ䟿䇮䇑
৲➗ࡈ㹼оᵾሿ㦓˄2008˅ԕ৺ Ou-YangˈShu and Wong˄2015˅Ⲵˈ⌅ڊ
䇮・ᯩ〻˄1˅⭘ҾỰ傼ᵜ᮷ٷ䇮 1ˈ亴ᵏ RSell ᡆ ROM ᡆ MO Ⲵ㌫ᮠ β1 ᱮ㪇
Ѫ↓ˈ਼ᰦ䇮・ᯩ〻˄2˅⭘ҾỰ傼ᵜ᮷ٷ䇮 2ˈ亴ᵏ ROM*MO ⲴӔ҈亩㌫ᮠ
β2 ᱮ㪇Ѫ䍏Ǆ
Perform=β0+β1RSell or ROM or MO or ETC+β2IMR+β3Control+ε
˄1˅
Perform =β0+β1ROM+β2ROM*MO+β3MO+β4Control+ε

˄2˅

ަѝˈPerform Ѫޜਨԧ٬ˈѫ㾱⭘ᢈᇮ Q 㺑䟿ˈ
਼ᰦ⭘ᙫ䍴ӗ᭦⳺⦷
˄ROAˈ
࡙߰⏖/ᵏᵛᙫ䍴ӗ˅ԕ৺〾ࡽ࡙⏖⦷˄SaleMarginˈ〾ࡽ࡙⏖ঐᙫ䍴ӗ∄ֻ˅
ڊっڕᙗỰ傼ǄRSell Ѫ䬰䍩⭘ᙫ仍ঐ㩕ъ᭦∄Ⲵޕ䟽˗ROM 㺑䟿ޣ㌫ර䬰
䍩⭘ˈণ࣎ޜ䍩ǃӔ䙊ᐞ䍩ǃՊ䇞䍩ǃᤋᖵ䍩ǃᐲ൪㩕䬰䍩ǃъ࣑㓿䍩ǃ⢙ᯉ
৺ԃۘ䍩઼ԓ⨶৺ѝӻ䍩ㅹ䍩⭘ঐ㩕ъ᭦˗ֻ∄ⲴޕMO 㺑䟿ᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘ˈ
ণᒯ䍩ǃᇓՐኅ㿸䍩ǃ⎸׳ǃᣈᢓ䍩ԕ৺ᐲ൪ᔰᤃ䍩ㅹ䍩⭘ঐ㩕ъ᭦ֻ∄ⲴޕǄ
↔ཆˈRMI ṩᦞ㺘 3 എᖂᯩ〻ᗇࡠⲴ䘶㊣ᯟ㌫ᮠˈ⭘ԕ᧗ࡦṧᵜ㠚䘹ᤙ䰞仈ˈ
ᡰᴹ⁑රѝ൷᧗ࡦ㹼ъǃᒤᓖଁਈ䟿Ǆ
Control Ѫа㓴᧗ࡦਈ䟿ˈާփवᤜ˖ࡽӄབྷᇒᡧ䬰ঐ∄˄Saleratio_Five˅ˈ
ӗ૱ᐲ൪ㄎҹ˄HHI˅ˈӗ૱⤜⢩ᙗ˄Unique˅ˈഭᴹԱъᙗ䍘˄SOE˅ˈޜਨ㿴
⁑˄Size˅ˈޜਨ䍏٪⦷˄Lev˅ˈ⤜・㪓һঐ∄˄RInde_Dir˅ˈ㪓һ䮯оᙫ㓿⨶ᱟ
ਸҼѪа˄Dual˅ˈ㪓һǃⴁһǃ儈㇑㯚䞜ᙫ仍ঐ㩕ъ᭦˄ֻ∄ޕRPay˅ˈ㇑
⨶ቲᤱ㛑∄ֻ˄Rshares_Mana˅ˈㅜаབྷ㛑ьᤱ㛑∄ֻ˄Ratio_Shares˅ˈㅜаབྷ
㛑ьᤱ㛑∄ֻⲴᒣᯩ˄Ratio_Shares2˅ˈᵪᶴᣅ䍴㘵ᤱ㛑∄ֻ˄Int_Own˅ˈޜਨ
ᇎ䱵〾⦷˄Taxrate˅ˈ䍴ᵜ᭟ࠪঐᙫ䍴ӗ∄ֻ˄Growth˅
ˈ㇑⨶䍩⭘ঐ㩕ъ᭦∄ޕ
ֻ˄RAdministr˅Ǆ
4.3 ޣਈ䟿᧿䘠ᙗ㔏䇑
㺘 5 ᱟ䲔䬰ᯩ䍩⭘ཆⲴަԆѫ㾱ਈ䟿Ⲵ᧿䘠ᙗ㔏䇑࠶᷀Ǆ㔃᷌ᱮ⽪˖
˄1˅
৽᱐ъ㔙Ⲵйњᤷḷ ROAǃQ ԕ৺ SaleMargin ൷٬Ѫ↓фоѝսᮠᐞᰐࠐˈ
ḷ߶ᐞнབྷˈ䈤᰾ъ㔙ᤷḷᮠᦞᛵߥ䖳ྭфᖸਟ㜭о䬰䍩⭘↓ˈޣоࡽ᮷亴
ᵏสᵜа㠤˗
˄2˅ᡁഭкᐲޜਨࡽӄབྷᇒᡧ䬰ঐ∄ Saleratio_Five ൷٬Ѫ 29%ˈ
ᴰሿ٬Ѫ 2%ˈᴰབྷ٬Ѫ 99%ˈ࠶ᐳᐞᔲ䖳བྷǄᡁԜ䇔Ѫᇒᡧ䬰ঐ∄䎺儈ˈ䶒
ੁн⢩ᇊᇒᡧⲴᐲ൪ර㩕䬰䎺ቁ㘼䶒ੁ⢩ᇊᇒᡧⲴޣ㌫ර㩕䬰䎺ཊˈնᖃᇒᡧ䬰
ঐ∄儈㘼фᇒᡧޣ㌫っᇊᰦˈ䶒ੁ⢩ᇊབྷᇒᡧⲴޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ҏᴹл䱽ਟ㜭Ǆަ
Ԇ᧗ࡦਈ䟿ᮠᦞ࠶ᐳสᵜਸ⨶ˈ䲀Ҿㇷᑵˈ↔༴наа䎈䘠Ǆ
㺘5

ޣਈ䟿᧿䘠ᙗ㔏䇑
ᴰሿ٬
ѝսᮠ

Variable

൷٬

ᴰབྷ٬

ḷ߶ᐞ

ROA

0.0400

-0.180

0.0400

0.210

0.0500

Q

2.450

0.370

1.970

9.870

1.610

SaleMargin

0.12

-0.45

0.1

0.68

0.14
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Saleratio_Five

0.290

0.0200

0.230

0.990

0.210

Size

21.73

19.30

21.57

25.51

1.230

Int_Own

36.03

0

35.65

86.79

23.71

RAdministr

0.100

0.0100

0.0800

0.550

0.0800

SOE

0.470

0

0

1

0.500

Lev

0.440

0.0400

0.440

1.640

0.210

RInde_Dir

0.590

0.330

0.560

1

0.190

Dual

0.220

0

0

1

0.420

Ratio_Shares

36.99

8.800

35.76

76.07

15.29

HHI

0.110

0.0200

0.0800

0.820

0.120

㺘 6 ᱟޣ㌫ᮠ࠶᷀㺘Ǆᮠᦞᱮ⽪˖
˄1˅䬰䍩⭘ᤷḷ ROM о MO ൷ой
њъ㔙ᤷḷᱮ㪇↓ˈޣ䈤᰾ᙫփк䬰䍩⭘൷ሩԱъъ㔙ާᴹ׳䘋⭘ˈնӾ
എ ᖂ ㌫ ᮠ к ⴻ ˈ ᐲ ൪ ර 㩕 䬰 Ⲵ 䗩 䱵 ᭸ ᓄ ᴤ བྷ ˗˄ 2 ˅ ࡽ ӄ བྷ ᇒ ᡧ 䬰  ঐ ∄
Saleratio_Five о䬰䍩⭘䍏ˈޣо ROA ᱮ㪇䍏ˈޣо Q ԕ৺ SaleMargin
ᱮ㪇↓ˈޣ䈤᰾ᙫփкѫ㾱ᇒᡧⲴᆈ൘ᴹࣙҾ䱽վ䬰䍩⭘઼っᇊԱъ᭦⳺ˈ
նнаᇊ㜭ᨀ儈Աъ䍴ӗ࡙⏖⦷Ǆ䘉ਟ㜭ᱟഐѪ䬰ᣅⲴޕᡀ᭸ᱮ⧠ާᴹ┎ਾᙗˈ
ҏᴹਟ㜭ᱟ䬰ᣅޕ䗷ᓖⲴ㕈᭵Ǆ

ROA
ROA

**
0.709*

0.171*

n

**

**

Saleratio_

-0.037

0.115*

0.041**

Five

***

**

*

0.109*

0.186*

0.088**

**

**

*

0.143*

0.172*

0.100**

**

**

*

-0.051

0.151*

-0.022*

***

**

*

MO
Unique
HHI
SOE
Dual

Unique

HHI

SOE

1

SaleMargi

ROM

MO

1
0.239*

Q

Q

㺘 6 ޣ㌫ᮠ㺘
SaleMar Saleratio_
ROM
gin
Five

0.016

0.024*
*

1

0.027**

-0.151

-0.153

-0.109*

***

***

**

0.057*

0.080*

0.044**

**

**

*

1
-0.125***
-0.157***
-0.001
0.103***
-0.050***
0.036***

1
0.283*
**
0ˊ000

1
0.031*
**

-0.034

-0.042

***

***

-0.131
***
0.094*
**

1
-0.004

1

-0.072

0.032*

0.01

***

**

1

-0.041

-0.0

-0.308

***

06

***

-0.004

1

5. എᖂ㔃᷌࠶᷀
5.1 䬰䍩⭘оޜਨԧ٬
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㺘 7 Ѫ䬰䍩⭘оᢈᇮ Q Ⲵഎᖂ㔃᷌Ǆ㺘 7 ㅜ˄1˅ࡇ㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ˈ䬰䍩⭘
ᙫ仍оᢈᇮ Q ᱮ㪇↓ˈޣ䈤᰾ቭ㇑䬰䍩⭘ѝҏਟ㜭ᆈ൘㞀䍕ᡆ㘵൘㙼⎸䍩
ᡀ࠶ˈնᙫփкᐲ൪ሩԱъ䬰ᣅޕ㔉ҸҶ↓䶒䇴ԧˈ䬰䍩⭘ᮤփкᴹࣙҾᨀ
儈Աъԧ٬Ǆ㺘 7 ㅜ˄2˅㠣˄4˅ࡇ㘳ሏҶ䬰䍩⭘᰾㓶ሩᢈᇮ Q Ⲵᖡ૽ˈᮠ
ᦞᱮ⽪˖ޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘ ROMǃᐲ൪ᙗ䬰䍩⭘ MO ԕ৺ਲ਼்⧙Ҁ ETC ൷оᢈ
ᇮ Q ᱮ㪇↓ˈޣ䘉䈤᰾ণ֯ᱟঅ㓟Ⲵਲ਼்⧙Ҁ᭟ࠪҏሩԱъԧ٬ާᴹ׳䘋
⭘ˈӾ㘼䇱ᇎҶޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ᆈ൘Ҿޣ㌫ර⽮ՊⲴਸ⨶ᙗоᗵ㾱ᙗ˗նӾഎᖂ㌫ᮠ
кⴻˈਲ਼்⧙Ҁ ETC ሩᢈᇮ Q Ⲵ䗩䱵᭸ᓄሿҾޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘ ROM ф䜭ሿҾ
ᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘ MOˈ䘉ҏ䈤᰾ሩҾᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘ˈޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘ѝ⺞ᇎ
ᆈ൘㞀䍕ᡆ㘵൘㙼⎸䍩 нਸ⨶ᡀ࠶Ӿ㘼㠤֯ަ᭸ᓄ߿ᦏǄ㺘 7 ㅜ˄5˅ࡇ਼ᰦ᧗
ࡦޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘оᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘ˈ㔃᷌ӽ❦ᱮ⽪ˈє㘵ሩᢈᇮ Q ާᴹᱮ㪇
↓ੁᖡ૽ˈ㘼фᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘Ⲵ䗩䱵᭸ᓄ㾱儈Ҿޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘Ǆնޣ㌫ᮠ
㺘ᱮ⽪ᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘оޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘ᱮ㪇↓਼ˈޣᰦ᭮ޕਟ㜭ӗ⭏ޡ㓯ᙗǄ
ᡁԜ৲➗ EunˈWang and Xiao˄2015˅Ⲵˈ⌅ڊሶޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘ሩᐲ൪ර䬰
䍩⭘ӂ䘋㹼എᖂᒦ䇑㇇ࠪ↻ᐞ ResMO ԕ৺ ResROMˈᒦሶа䬰䍩⭘оਖ
а䬰䍩⭘Ⲵ↻ᐞ਼ᰦ᭮⁑ޕරˈԕ䚯਼ݽᰦ᭮ޕਟ㜭ӗ⭏Ⲵޡ㓯ᙗˈ㺘 7
ㅜ˄6˅о˄7˅Ⲵ㔃᷌оㅜ˄5˅ࡇⲴ㔃᷌儈ᓖа㠤Ǆ
㺘7

䬰䍩⭘оᢈᇮ Q

VARIABLES

䬰䍩
⭘ᙫ仍
RSell

ޣ㌫ර
䬰䍩
⭘ ROM

ᐲ൪ර
䬰䍩
⭘ MO

ਲ਼்⧙
Ҁ ETC

˄1˅
1.817***
(7.01)

˄2˅

˄3˅

˄4˅

RSell
ROM ᡆ
ResROM

2.600***

4.227***

2.600***

(4.82)

(3.89)

(6.26)

(3.89)

5.457***

5.209***

5.209***

5.875***

(9.15)

(8.70)

(8.70)

(9.71)

0.202**
(2.30)

0.202**
(2.30)

0.202**
(2.30)

4.658***

4.658***

4.658***

(13.52)

(13.52)

(13.52)

-0.413**

-0.413**

-0.413**

(-2.38)
-0.122**
*
(-3.22)
-0.527**
*

(-2.38)

(-2.38)

-0.122***

-0.122***

(-3.22)

(-3.22)

-0.527***

-0.527***

ETC
Saleratio_Five

0.221**
(2.47)

0.137
(1.56)

0.155*
(1.78)

Unique

4.666***

4.677***

4.639***

(13.50)

(13.51)

(13.45)

-0.439**

-0.442**

-0.411**

(-2.52)
-0.132**
*
(-3.47)
-0.523**
*

(-2.54)
-0.141**
*
(-3.71)
-0.528**
*

(-2.37)
-0.124**
*
(-3.26)
-0.532**
*

SOE

Size

˄6˅

᧗ࡦᐲ൪
ර䬰䍩
⭘ MO ઼
ޣ㌫ර䬰
䍩⭘Ⲵ
↻ᐞ
ResROM
˄7˅

᧗ࡦޣ㌫ර
䬰䍩⭘
ROM ઼ᐲ
൪ර䬰䍩
⭘Ⲵ↻ᐞ
ResMO

3.217***

MO ᡆ
ResMO

HHI

᧗ࡦޣ
㌫ර䬰
䍩⭘
ROM ઼
ᐲ൪ර
䬰䍩
⭘ MO
˄5˅

2.581*
*
(2.09)
0.106
(1.20)
4.666*
**
(13.46)
-0.442*
*
(-2.53)
-0.144*
**
(-3.79)
-0.530*
**
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(-27.04)

(-27.28)

(-27.65)

-0.556**
*
(-6.64)
0.019
(0.53)

-0.583**
*
(-6.96)
0.015
(0.43)

-0.578**
*
(-6.95)
0.028
(0.77)

0.908***

0.968***

0.901***

(3.16)

(3.37)

(3.15)

0.164***

0.174***

0.165***

(6.30)

(6.65)

(6.33)

0.195**

0.215**

0.221**

(2.05)

(2.25)

(2.32)

Ratio_Shares2

0.000***

0.000***

0.000***

Ratio_Shares

(3.39)
-0.017**
*
(-3.62)

(3.37)
-0.017**
*
(-3.57)

(3.30)
-0.017**
*
(-3.62)

0.015***

0.016***

0.015***

(20.21)

(20.34)

(20.21)

Taxrate

-0.240**

-0.250**

-0.256**

Growth

(-2.38)
0.060
(0.21)

(-2.47)
0.088
(0.31)

(-2.54)
0.078
(0.27)

RAdministr

1.700***

1.857***

1.843***

(7.68)

(8.46)

(8.48)

1.166***

1.157***

1.169***

(6.60)
᧗ࡦ
10.101**
*
(7.36)
7,341
0.380
40.44

(6.54)
᧗ࡦ
10.158**
*
(7.38)
7,341
0.378
40.07

(6.64)
᧗ࡦ
10.322**
*
(7.54)
7,341
0.383
40.94

Lev
Dual
Rinde_Dir

Rpay
Rshares_Man
a

Int_Own

IMR
㹼ъ,ᒤᓖ
Constant
Observations
Adjusted R2
F

(-27.29
)
-0.607*
**
(-7.22)
0.017
(0.46)
0.945*
**
(3.28)
0.174*
**
(6.66)
0.218*
*
(2.28)
0.000*
**
(3.33)
-0.017*
**
(-3.57)
0.016*
**
(20.43)
-0.256*
*
(-2.53)
0.061
(0.21)
1.940*
**
(8.82)
1.157*
**
(6.52)
᧗ࡦ
7.636*
**
(5.55)
7,341
0.376
39.80

(-27.38)

(-27.38)

(-27.38)

-0.545***

-0.545***

(-6.52)
0.024
(0.67)

(-6.52)
0.024
(0.67)

0.934***

0.934***

0.934***

(3.26)

(3.26)

(3.26)

0.164***

0.164***

0.164***

(6.32)

(6.32)

(6.32)

0.209**

0.209**

0.209**

(2.21)

(2.21)

(2.21)

0.000***

0.000***

0.000***

(3.30)
-0.017**
*
(-3.57)

(3.30)

(3.30)

-0.017***

-0.017***

(-3.57)

(-3.57)

0.015***

0.015***

0.015***

(20.04)

(20.04)

(20.04)

-0.247**

-0.247**

-0.247**

(-2.46)
0.109
(0.38)

(-2.46)
0.109
(0.38)

(-2.46)
0.109
(0.38)

1.730***

1.730***

1.730***

(7.90)

(7.90)

(7.90)

1.179***

1.179***

1.179***

(6.70)
᧗ࡦ
10.141**
*
(7.41)
7,341
0.384
40.79

(6.70)
᧗ࡦ

(6.70)
᧗ࡦ
10.176**
*
(7.44)
7,341
0.384
40.79

-0.545**
*
(-6.52)
0.024
(0.67)

10.175***
(7.43)
7,341
0.384
40.79

նк䘠㔃᷌ਟ㜭ਇࡠ䬰䍩⭘оᢈᇮ Q ਟ㜭ᆈ൘Ⲵ⭏ᙗ䰞仈Ⲵᖡ૽ˈഐ
Ѫъ㔙ྭⲴԱъਟ㜭㜭࣋ᣅ䍴Ҿ㩕䬰ъ࣑ǄᡁԜ䟷ਆйᯩᔿ᧗ࡦ⭏ᙗ˖
˄1˅
৲➗ KalinˈJacobˈThomas and Zhang˄2015˅Ⲵˈ⌅ڊ൘എᖂ⁑රѝ᧗ࡦ㻛䀓
䟺ਈ䟿┎ਾ亩ԕቭ䟿߿ቁ䚇┿ਈ䟿ᕅ㠤Ⲵ⭏ᙗ䰞仈˗
˄2˅৲➗ୀ䏳ߋǃᆻ⌻ǃ
䠁・ঠоᐖᲦᲦ˄2012˅Ⲵˈ⌅ڊሶ ROM о MO ┎ਾаᵏ˗
˄3˅CaiǃFang and
Xu˄2013˅䇔Ѫˈޜਨᡰ൘㹼ъф⌘ൠ਼ⲴᡰᴹޜਨⲴޣ㌫ර㩕䬰Ⲵѝս
ᮠԓ㺘 “ਲ਼்⧙Ҁ”Ⲵᵜൠ≋തˈՊᖡ૽ޜਨⲴ“ਲ਼்⧙Ҁ”᭟ࠪˈնнՊⴤ᧕ᖡ
૽ޜਨъ㔙ˈഐ↔ਟѪޜਨ“ਲ਼்⧙Ҁ”᭟ࠪⲴᐕާਈ䟿Ǆ৲➗к䘠ˈ⌅ڊᡁԜ
ሶޜਨ⌘ᡰ൘ൠǃ਼а㹼ъⲴޣ㌫ර㩕䬰˄ᐲ൪ර㩕䬰˅ⲴѝսᮠѪޣ㌫ර
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㩕䬰˄ᐲ൪ර㩕䬰˅Ⲵᐕާਈ䟿ˈᒦ䟷⭘ᢙኅⲴ 2SLS˄2SLS лⲴ GMM എᖂ˅
䘋㹼എᖂԕ᧗ࡦਟ㜭Ⲵ⭏ᙗǄᙫփкˈ䟷ਆк䘠ᯩᔿ᧗ࡦ⭏ᙗਾⲴഎᖂ㔃᷌
о㺘 7 儈ᓖа㠤ˈ䲀ҾㇷᑵˈᡁԜਚࡇ⽪ 2SLS лⲴ GMM എᖂ㔃᷌Ǆ㺘 8 ᱮ⽪˖
൘᧗ࡦᒤᓖ઼ᐲଁਈ䟿Ⲵᛵߥлˈㅜа䱦⇥Ⲵഎᖂᱮ⽪ˈROM(MO)Ⲵᐕާਈ
䟿 ROM_IV˄MO_IV˅о ROM(MO)ᆈ൘ᱮ㪇↓ޣޣ㌫ˈ㺘᰾䈕ᐕާਈ䟿তо
ROM˄MO˅儈ᓖޣǄ൘↔สкˈሶㅜа䱦⇥ᗇࡠⲴ ROM(MO)ՠ䇑٬ᕅޕ
ㅜҼ䱦⇥ሩᢈᇮ Q 䘋㹼എᖂǄഎᖂ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘оᐲ൪ර䬰䍩
⭘ሩᢈᇮ Q ӽާᴹ׳䘋᭸ᓄˈ㘼фᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘Ⲵ䗩䱵᭸ᓄ儈Ҿޣ㌫ර䬰
䍩⭘Ǆն൘᧗ࡦᒤᓖ઼㹼ъଁਈ䟿Ⲵᛵߥлˈᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘ሩᢈᇮ Q ӽާᴹ
׳䘋᭸ᓄˈᖃޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ሩᢈᇮ Q Ⲵ׳䘋⭘ᖃᗞᕡˈ䘉䈤᰾ޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ਟ
㜭ާᴹᱮ㪇Ⲵ㹼ъ⢩ᖱǄ

VARIAB
ROM_IV

ROM
˄1˅
0.923
(90.69

MO_IV
ROM
M
Saleratio_
Unique
HHI
SOE
Size
Le
Dual
RInde_Dir
Pay_avera
Rshares_
Ratio_Sha
Ratio_Sha
Int_Own

-0.010
(-9.78
-0.007
(-1.48
-0.005
(-3.12
-0.001
(-2.73
-0.001
(-2.42
-0.006
(-6.00
0.000
(0.17)
-0.006
(-1.69
-0.000
(-0.69
0.002
(1.79)
-0.000
(-0.19
-0.000
(-0.64
0.000

㺘 8 䬰䍩⭘ሩᢈᇮ Q Ⲵ 2SLS GMM Ⲵഎᖂ㔃᷌
᧗ࡦᒤᓖ઼ᐲଁਈ䟿
᧗ࡦᒤᓖ઼㹼ъଁਈ䟿
ㅜа䱦
ㅜа䱦
ㅜҼ䱦⇥
ㅜҼ䱦⇥
MO
Q
Q
Q ROM
MO
Q
Q
Q
˄2˅ ˄3˅ ˄4˅ ˄5˅ ˄6˅ ˄7˅ ˄8˅ ˄9˅ ˄10˅
0.919
(89.70
0.953
0.912
(93.29
(89.39
5.013
2.987
2.605
2.128
(5.16)
(2.93)
(2.00)
(1.58)
6.752 6.058
4.570 4.437
(6.86) (5.84)
(4.20) (4.04)
-0.009 0.353 0.387 0.433 -0.010 -0.008 0.117 0.134 0.173
(-7.65 (3.86) (4.26) (4.71) (-9.26 (-7.11 (1.14) (1.36) (1.70)
0.010 4.495 4.327 4.336 -0.008 0.005 4.656 4.624 4.640
(2.05) (8.33) (8.11) (8.11) (-1.94 (1.02) (9.29) (9.35) (9.36)
-0.004 0.001 -0.014 0.016 -0.001 -0.000 -0.446 -0.420 -0.421
(-2.64 (0.01) (-0.11 (0.12) (-0.67 (-0.18 (-1.91 (-1.80 (-1.80
-0.002 -0.146 -0.134 -0.126 -0.001 -0.001 -0.143 -0.128 -0.126
(-2.69 (-3.53 (-3.23 (-3.05 (-1.29 (-2.03 (-3.66 (-3.26 (-3.23
-0.000 -0.509 -0.517 -0.512 -0.001 -0.000 -0.526 -0.529 -0.525
(-0.00 (-20.6 (-20.9 (-20.7 (-3.76 (-0.63 (-21.4 (-21.5 (-21.3
-0.003 -0.709 -0.690 -0.651 -0.007 -0.003 -0.598 -0.592 -0.565
(-2.20 (-5.75 (-5.65 (-5.29 (-6.52 (-2.32 (-5.24 (-5.28 (-4.96
-0.001 0.045 0.063 0.056 0.000 -0.001 0.017 0.027 0.024
(-1.05 (1.11) (1.57) (1.38) (0.32) (-1.34 (0.45) (0.72) (0.64)
-0.004 1.067 0.974 1.028 -0.005 -0.003 0.958 0.900 0.926
(-0.88 (3.87) (3.50) (3.71) (-1.53 (-0.76 (3.66) (3.43) (3.53)
0.001 0.207 0.194 0.192 0.000 0.001 0.170 0.163 0.162
(1.88) (6.56) (6.10) (6.07) (0.72) (3.10) (6.10) (5.83) (5.82)
0.001 0.215 0.268 0.254 0.003 0.002 0.209 0.214 0.205
(0.98) (2.02) (2.54) (2.40) (2.40) (1.31) (2.08) (2.16) (2.05)
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(3.12) (2.50) (2.49) (2.50) (-0.16 (2.89) (3.12) (3.07) (3.06)
-0.000 -0.016 -0.016 -0.016 -0.000 -0.000 -0.016 -0.017 -0.016
(-2.57 (-2.98 (-3.11 (-3.05 (-0.66 (-2.18 (-3.41 (-3.46 (-3.41
0.000 0.016 0.016 0.015 0.000 0.000 0.016 0.016 0.015
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Taxrate
Growth
RAdminis
IMR
㹼

ᒤ
Co
Observati
Adjusted

(3.27)
-0.002
(-1.46
-0.005
(-1.41
0.031
(11.39
0.002
(1.23)

(3.40)
-0.001
(-0.91
0.000
(0.11)
0.024
(8.00)
-0.001
(-0.73

(18.67
-0.233
(-2.53
-0.054
(-0.17
1.900
(5.58)
0.338
(2.37)

(18.53
-0.274
(-2.94
-0.089
(-0.28
1.991
(5.94)
0.332
(2.33)

(18.29
-0.261
(-2.80
-0.024
(-0.08
1.846
(5.38)
0.361
(2.52)

᧗ࡦ
᧗ࡦ
0.026
(2.10)
7,341
0.663

᧗ࡦ
᧗ࡦ
-0.004
(-0.32
7,341
0.670

᧗ࡦ
᧗ࡦ
9.983
(16.61
7,341
0.385

᧗ࡦ
᧗ࡦ
10.43
(17.49
7,341
0.393

᧗ࡦ
᧗ࡦ
10.23
(17.06
7,341
0.394

(3.96)
-0.002
(-1.73
-0.004
(-1.07
0.033
(12.41
0.001
(0.61)
᧗ࡦ

(3.55)
-0.001
(-1.00
0.002
(0.54)
0.022
(7.52)
0.001
(0.24)
᧗ࡦ

(18.51
-0.247
(-2.62
0.046
(0.15)
1.895
(5.47)
1.185
(5.10)
᧗ࡦ

(18.65
-0.251
(-2.68
0.040
(0.13)
1.879
(5.56)
1.196
(5.14)
᧗ࡦ

(18.32
-0.244
(-2.60
0.066
(0.22)
1.784
(5.13)
1.205
(5.15)
᧗ࡦ

᧗ࡦ
0.027
(4.88)
7,341
0.668

᧗ࡦ
-0.003
(-0.54
7,341
0.675

᧗ࡦ
10.48
(19.98
7,341
0.376

᧗ࡦ
10.64
(20.50
7,341
0.381

᧗ࡦ
10.50
(19.99
7,341
0.383

ѪỰ傼ᵜ᮷㔃䇪ⲴっڕᙗˈᡁԜ䘈䘋а↕᭩ਈҶਈ䟿Ⲵ䇑䟿ᯩᔿǄާփ㘼䀰˖
˄1˅㘳㲁ࡠн਼㹼ъкᐲޜਨ䬰䍩⭘ਟ㜭ᆈ൘ᱮ㪇ᐞᔲˈᡁԜ䟷⭘㹼ъᒣ൷
٬ሩޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘оᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘࠶࡛䘋㹼䈳ᮤԕ⎸䲔㹼ъഐ㍐Ⲵᖡ૽˗
˄2˅
ԕᙫ䍴ӗ᭦⳺⦷˄ROA˅ǃ〾ࡽ࡙⏖⦷˄SaleMargin˅ㅹъ㔙ᤷḷѪޜਨԧ
٬Ⲵᴯԓਈ䟿Ǆᙫփкˈ䘋㹼к䘠༴⨶ਾⲴ㔃᷌о㺘 7 ᆼޘа㠤ˈ䲀Ҿㇷᑵˈᡁ
Ԝਚࡇ⽪䬰䍩⭘о ROA എᖂⲴ㔃᷌Ǆ㺘 9 Ⲵᮠᦞᱮ⽪˖ᙫփкޣ㌫ර䬰䍩
⭘оᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘ሩޜਨъ㔙ӽާᴹ׳䘋᭸ᓄˈնᱟޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘ሩ ROA
Ⲵ䗩䱵᭸ᓄ৽㘼ᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘ǄᡁԜ䇔Ѫਟ㜭Ⲵ䀓䟺ᱟˈᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘ሩ䬰
Ⲵ⭘ާᴹ┎ਾᙗон⺞ᇊᙗˈ㘼ޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘ሩ䬰ާᴹⴤ᧕ᖡ૽ˈഐ㘼
ሬ㠤ޣ㌫ර䬰䍩⭘Ⲵ⸝ᵏъ㔙᭸ᓄ㾱⭡Ҿᐲ൪ර䬰䍩⭘Ǆ
㺘9

VARIABLES

䬰䍩
⭘ᙫ仍
RSell

ޣ㌫ර䬰
䍩⭘
ROM

˄2˅

RSell

˄1˅
0.171*
**
(11.88)

ROM ᡆ
ResROM

䬰䍩⭘оޜਨъ㔙 ROA
᧗ࡦޣ
㌫ර䬰
ᐲ൪ර
䍩⭘
ਲ਼்⧙
ROM ઼
䬰䍩
Ҁ ETC
⭘ MO
ᐲ൪ර
䬰䍩
⭘ MO
˄3˅
˄4˅
˄5˅

0.558***

0.285***

0.409***

0.285***

(7.02)

(6.90)

(9.91)

(6.90)

0.302***

0.302***

0.377***

(9.19)

(9.19)

(11.44)

-0.000
(-0.07)
-0.078**

-0.000
(-0.07)
-0.078***

-0.000
(-0.07)
-0.078***

MO ᡆ
ResMO

0.345***
(8.42)

ETC
Saleratio_Five
Unique

0.002
(0.68)
-0.077*

˄6˅

᧗ࡦᐲ൪
ර䬰䍩
⭘ MO ઼
ޣ㌫ර䬰
䍩⭘Ⲵ
↻ᐞ
ResROM
˄7˅

᧗ࡦޣ㌫ර
䬰䍩⭘
ROM ઼ᐲ
൪ර䬰䍩
⭘Ⲵ↻ᐞ
ResMO

-0.003
(-0.85)
-0.075***

-0.003
(-0.89)
-0.076**

0.338*
**
(10.39)
-0.003
(-1.01)
-0.081*
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**
(-6.14)
-0.001
(-0.21)
-0.011*
**
(-7.68)
0.011*
**
(17.22)
-0.114*
**
(-37.93
)
-0.002
(-1.23)
-0.006*
**
(-6.36)
-0.607*
**
(-4.52)

HHI
SOE

Size

Lev

Dual
RDividw

RPayw
Rshares_Man
a
RAdministr
IMR
㹼ъ,ᒤᓖ
Constant
Observations
Adjusted R2
F

*

**

*

(-8.11)

(-6.05)
-0.002
(-0.33)
-0.011**
*
(-8.01)

(-6.23)
-0.001
(-0.09)
-0.011**
*
(-7.69)

0.012***

0.012***

(17.29)

(17.26)
-0.115**
*

(-5.99)
-0.002
(-0.35)

(-38.36)

(-38.32)

-0.002
(-1.23)

(-5.56)

-0.002
(-1.28)
-0.006**
*
(-6.35)
-0.728**
*
(-5.43)

(-6.48)
-0.000
(-0.06)
-0.011*
**
(-7.77)
0.011*
**
(16.50)
-0.114*
**
(-38.06
)
-0.001
(-0.81)
-0.006*
**
(-6.15)
-0.739*
**
(-5.53)

0.005

0.005

0.006*

0.006*

0.006*

0.006*

0.006*

(1.58)
0.119*
**
(5.31)
-0.001
(-0.23)
᧗ࡦ
-0.031
(-0.63)
7,361
0.283
27.65

(1.55)

(1.77)

(1.89)

(1.89)

(1.89)

0.163***

0.162***

0.142***

0.142***

0.142***

(7.37)
0.000
(0.07)
᧗ࡦ
-0.060
(-1.20)
7,361
0.274
26.48

(7.40)
-0.000
(-0.02)
᧗ࡦ
-0.054
(-1.08)
7,361
0.276
26.75

(1.78)
0.169*
**
(7.79)
0.000
(0.02)
᧗ࡦ
-0.022
(-0.45)
7,361
0.280
27.22

(6.48)
-0.000
(-0.04)
᧗ࡦ
-0.030
(-0.60)
7,361
0.284
27.58

(6.48)
-0.000
(-0.04)
᧗ࡦ
-0.029
(-0.58)
7,361
0.284
27.58

(6.48)
-0.000
(-0.04)
᧗ࡦ
-0.028
(-0.56)
7,361
0.284
27.58

-0.011***

-0.116***

-0.006***
(-6.33)
-0.746***

(-6.23)
-0.001
(-0.09)

(-6.23)
-0.001
(-0.09)

-0.011***

-0.011***

(-7.69)

(-7.69)

0.011***

0.011***

0.011***

(16.99)
-0.114**
*

(16.99)

(16.99)

-0.114***

-0.114***

(-37.91)

(-37.91)

(-37.91)

-0.001
(-1.01)
-0.006**
*
(-6.23)
-0.687**
*
(-5.15)

-0.001
(-1.01)

-0.001
(-1.01)

-0.006***

-0.006***

(-6.23)

(-6.23)

-0.687***

-0.687***

(-5.15)

(-5.15)

5.2 ޣ㌫ර㩕䬰оᐲ൪ර㩕䬰Ⲵᴯԓ᭸ᓄ
㺘 10 ࡇ⽪Ҷᯩ〻˄2˅Ⲵഎᖂ㔃᷌Ǆ㺘 10 ㅜ˄1˅ࡇⲴᮠᦞᱮ⽪˖ROM ઼
MO ⲴӔ҈亩ሩᢈᇮ Q Ⲵഎᖂ㌫ᮠᱮ㪇Ѫ䍏ˈ㺘᰾ޣ㌫ර㩕䬰оᐲ൪ර㩕䬰Ѫє
ਟ࣐ޜਨԧ٬Ⲵᴯԓᙗ㩕䬰䚃ˈޣ㌫ර㩕䬰оᐲ൪ර㩕䬰⺞ᇎᆈ൘ᴯԓ᭸
ᓄǄ਼ᰦˈԕ䬰䍩⭘ѝਲ਼்⧙Ҁ亩ⴞᤷԓⲴޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ሩᐲ൪ර㩕䬰Ⲵᴯԓ
⭘ҏ㜭ཏӾח䶒䈤᰾ˈਲ਼்⧙Ҁㅹ䍩⭘⺞ᇎнᱟ㺘ቲⲴ“㠼ቆкⲴ㞀䍕”ˈ㘼ᱟа
⭏ᖰᶕᐕާǄ
VARIAB
LES

ޣ㌫
ර㩕
䬰о
ᐲ൪
ර㩕
䬰Ⲵ
Ӕ҈

㺘 10 ޣ㌫ර㩕䬰оᐲ൪ර㩕䬰Ⲵᴯԓ᭸ᓄ
ࡽӄབྷᇒᡧ䳶ѝ
ӗ૱ᐲ൪ㄎҹ
є㙼ެԫ
ᓖ
儈
վ
ᕪ
ᕡ
䶎ެԫ
ެԫ
˄2˅

˄3˅

˄4˅

˄5˅

˄6˅

˄7˅

ㅜаབྷ㛑ьᤱ㛑
儈

վ

˄8˅

˄9˅
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亩
ROM

ROM*M
O

MO

Saleratio_
Five

Unique

3.553*
**

5.605*
**

0.872

5.864**
*

-0.945

4.948*
**

1.877

7.115**
*

0.95

(4.62)

-5.1

-0.8

-6.8

(-0.58)

-5.57

-1.23

-6.7

-0.88

-38.22
7**

-95.700
***

-17.29
9

-103.09
5***

10.379

-75.571
***

-38.74
7

-123.27
5***

0.874

(-2.51)

(-3.84)

(-0.84)

(-5.58)

-0.33

(-4.45)

(-1.01)

(-5.47)

-0.04

6.961*
**

7.034*
**

8.415*
**

10.669*
**

4.711*
**

8.661*
**

5.515*
*

11.588*
**

3.744*
**

(7.57)

-4.85

-7.01

-8.92

-3.21

-8.6

-2.44

-9.05

-2.78

*

0.529**
*

0.638*
**

0.535*
**

0.676*
**

0.469**
*

0.668*
**

(2.52)

-3.96

-5.2

-5.52

-3.31

-3.86

-5.21

0.222*

4.650*

4.696*
**

2.373*
**

3.064**
*

4.022*
**

3.137*
**

5.750*
**

4.229**
*

3.155*
**

-8.78

-4.78

-5.79

-8.07

-8.03

-6.42

-8.53

-6.06

0.008

-0.33

0.007

-1.035
**

-0.095

-0.422
*

(-2.39)

-0.03

(-1.48)

-0.04

(-2.52)

(-0.37)

(-1.69)

-0.123
***

-0.203*
**

-0.086
*

-0.174*
**

-0.180
***

-0.145*
**

-0.15

-0.202*
**

-0.108
**

(-3.24)

(-3.22)

(-1.84)

(-3.46)

(-3.10)

(-3.58)

(-1.37)

(-3.83)

(-1.97)

-0.525

-0.573*
**

-0.392
***

-0.492*
**

-0.416
***

-0.471*
**

-0.433
***

-0.378*
**

-0.522
***

(-17.46
)

(-14.8
5)

(-16.75)

(-13.9
1)

(-20.74
)

(-8.28)

(-13.02)

(-17.6
8)

***

-0.593*
**

-1.192
***

-0.922*
**

-0.813
***

-0.836*
**

-1.113
***

-1.033*
**

-0.679
***

(-6.53)

(-4.22)

(-9.71)

(-7.33)

(-5.87)

(-8.05)

(-5.26)

(-5.08)

0.023

-0.018

-0.031

-0.025

-0.031

(0.63)

(-0.31)

(-0.66)

(-0.52)

(-0.55)

(-7.86)
-0.138*
**
(-2.64)

0.923*
**

0.999*
*

0.688*

0.177

2.018*
**

0.755*
*

1.437*
*

1.281**
*

0.693

(3.22)

-2.14

-1.92

-0.48

-4.49

-2.27

-2.43

-3.43

-1.56

0.160*
**

0.158*
**

0.201*
**

0.161**
*

0.240*
**

0.190*
**

0.237*
**

0.202**
*

0.165*
**

(6.16)

-3.75

-6.06

-4.5

-6.2

-6.51

-3.82

-5.49

-4.4

0.153

0.598*
**

0.248*

0.580*
**

0.365*
**

0.376*
*

0.406**
*

0.358*
*

(2.14)

-0.99

-4.63

-1.95

-3.61

-2.93

-2.11

-3.16

-2.31

0.000*

0.000*
*

0.000*
**

0.000**
*

0.000*
**

0.000*
**

0.000*
**

0.000**
*

-0.000
***

**
(13.50
)

HHI

SOE

Size

-0.414
**

***
(-27.2
4)

Lev

Dual

RInde_Di
r

RPay

Rshares_
Mana

Ratio_Sh
ares2

-0.545

0.203*
*

**

0.06
-1.13
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-2.16

-3.91

-3.06

-3.37

-2.72

-3.14

-3.94

(-3.19)

-0.015*

-0.023
***

-0.019*
**

-0.022
***

-0.011*
*

-0.039
***

(-3.55)

(-1.93)

(-3.85)

(-3.13)

(-3.06)

(-2.16)

(-3.51)

0.015*

0.012*
**

0.016*
**

0.016**
*

0.013*
**

0.013*
**

0.017*
**

0.011**
*

0.019*
**

-9.96

-16.59

-15.27

-11.53

-14.81

-10.04

-10.67

-15.16

-0.132

-0.169

-0.231

0.061

-0.084

-0.296

-0.146

-0.083

(-2.45)

(-0.83)

0.111

-0.067

(0.39)

(-0.15)

(-1.23)
0.914*
*
-2.38

(-1.60)

-0.4

(-0.75)

(-1.12)

(-0.97)

(-0.57)

0.374

0.129

0.063

0.511

0.332

0.21

-0.95

-0.3

-0.19

-0.83

-0.82

-0.5

1.699*
**

1.167*
**

0.614*

0.559*

1.837*
**

1.062*
**

0.76

0.699*

1.277*
**

(7.75)

-3.12

-1.69

-1.7

-4.4

-3.72

-1.32

-1.73

-3.76

1.195*
**

0.921*
**

-0.213

0.22

-0.027

0.203

0.798

0.177

0.234

(6.78)

-3.55

(-0.87)

-0.53

(-0.12)

-1.07

-1.45

-0.68

-0.91

10.107
***

10.683
***

10.081
***

12.647*
**

7.865*
**

9.439*
**

11.099
***

7.774**
*

11.168
***

(7.39)

-7.73

-7.82

-7.87

-5.74

-8.02

-6.76

-6.26

-8.55

᧗ࡦ

᧗ࡦ

᧗ࡦ

᧗ࡦ

᧗ࡦ

᧗ࡦ

᧗ࡦ

᧗ࡦ

᧗ࡦ

7,341

2,693

3,149

3,050

2,792

4,410

1,432

2,912

2,930

0.384

0.425

0.472

0.482

0.42

0.447

0.441

0.466

0.447

40.52

21.31

28.81

36.93

21.2

36.34

13.67

26.7

24.45

(3.28)
Ratio_Sh
ares

Int_Own

-0.016
***

**
(19.99
)

Taxrate

Growth

RAdmini
str

IMR

Constant

㹼ъˈᒤ
ᓖ
Observati
ons
Adjusted
R2
F

-0.246
**

㺘 10 ㅜ˄2˅㠣˄3˅ࡇࡇ⽪Ҷᇒᡧ䳶ѝᓖሩк䘠ᴯԓ᭸ᓄⲴᖡ૽Ǆ㤕ޜਨ
ੁަࡽӄབྷᇒᡧⲴ䬰䠁仍ঐަᙫ䬰䠁仍Ⲵ∄ֻ䎵䗷㹼ъѝսᮠˈᡁԜ䇔Ѫަ
ᇒᡧ䳶ѝᓖ䖳儈ˈࡉ䖳վˈᒦԕ↔ሩᯩ〻˄2˅䘋㹼࠶㓴എᖂǄᮠᦞᱮ⽪˖൘
ᇒᡧ䳶ѝᓖ䖳儈㓴ˈROM о MO ⲴӔ҈亩൘ 1%≤ᒣкᱮ㪇Ѫ䍏˗㘼ᇒᡧ䳶ѝ
ᓖ䖳վ㓴ˈROM*MO ᒦнᱮ㪇ˈ㺘᰾ޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ሩᐲ൪ර㩕䬰䚃Ⲵᴯԓ᭸ᓄ
൘ޜਨⲴᇒᡧ䳶ѝᓖ䖳儈ᰦᴤ᰾ᱮǄ
㺘 10 ㅜ˄4˅㠣˄5˅ࡇࡇ⽪Ҷӗ૱ᐲ൪ㄎҹሩк䘠ᴯԓ᭸ᓄⲴᖡ૽ǄᡁԜ
৲➗ဌԈ⿰˄2010˅Ⲵˈ⌅ڊԕޜਨᡰ൘㹼ъ䎛㣜䗮ቄᤷᮠ HHI 㺑䟿ӗ૱ᐲ൪
ㄎҹˈ㤕 HHI བྷҾޘṧᵜѝսᮠࡉѪӗ૱ᐲ൪䖳ᕡ㓴ˈ৽ѻࡉѪӗ૱ᐲ൪ㄎҹ
䖳ᕪ㓴ˈᒦԕ↔ሩᯩ〻˄2˅䘋㹼࠶㓴എᖂǄᮠᦞᱮ⽪˖൘ӗ૱ᐲ൪ㄎҹ䖳ᕪ㓴ˈ
ROM о MO ⲴӔ҈亩ᱮ㪇Ѫ䍏˗㘼ӗ૱ᐲ൪䖳ᕡ㓴ˈROM о MO ⲴӔ҈亩н
ᱮ㪇ˈ㺘᰾ޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ሩᐲ൪ර㩕䬰Ⲵᴯԓ᭸ᓄ൘ӗ૱ᐲ൪ㄎҹ䖳ᕪᰦᆈ൘Ǆ
㺘 10 ㅜ˄6˅㠣˄9˅ࡇࡇ⽪Ҷޜਨ⋫⨶ሩк䘠ᴯԓ᭸ᓄⲴᖡ૽Ǆᵜ᮷ԕ CEO
о㪓һ䮯ᱟє㙼ެԫǃㅜаབྷ㛑ьᤱ㛑∄ֻ㺑䟿ޜਨ⋫⨶Ǆሩ㘼䀰ˈCEO
о㪓һ䮯є㙼࠶ǃㅜаབྷ㛑ьᤱ㛑∄ֻ䎵䗷㹼ъѝսᮠᰦˈޜਨ⋫⨶≤ᒣ䖳儈ˈ
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৽ѻޜਨ⋫⨶≤ᒣ䖳ᐞˈᒦԕ↔ሩᯩ〻˄2˅䘋㹼࠶㓴എᖂǄᮠᦞᱮ⽪˖൘㪓һ
䮯о CEO є㙼࠶ǃㅜаབྷ㛑ьᤱ㛑∄ֻ䖳儈㓴ˈޣ㌫ර㩕䬰оᐲ൪ර㩕䬰Ⲵ
Ӕ҈亩㌫ᮠᱮ㪇Ѫ䍏ˈն㪓һ䮯о CEO є㙼ެԫǃㅜаབྷ㛑ьᤱ㛑∄ֻ䖳վ㓴ˈ
є㘵ⲴӔ҈亩㌫ᮠ൷нᱮ㪇ˈӾ㘼䈤᰾ޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ሩᐲ൪ර㩕䬰Ⲵᴯԓ᭸ᓄ൘ޜ
ਨ⋫⨶䖳ྭᰦᴤᕪ⛸Ǆ

6. 㔃䇪оተ䲀ᙗ
ᵜ᮷ѫ㾱ُࣙ䬰䍩⭘ѝਲ਼்⧙Ҁ亩ⴞ᧒䇘ޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ሩޜਨԧ٬Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ
ާփ㘼䀰ˈሩҾ㺘ቲⲴ“㠼ቆкⲴ㞀䍕”ˈ䬰䍩⭘ѝਲ਼்⧙Ҁ㛼ਾԓ㺘Ⲵᱟޣ
㌫ර㩕䬰䚃ˈᱟޜਨᖒᡀ⽮Պ䍴ᵜⲴᗵ享Ǆ㘼൘ѝഭⲴޣ㌫᮷ॆ઼䖜ර㓿⍾㛼
Ჟлˈޣ㌫ර㩕䬰㜭ཏᴯԓᐲ൪ර㩕䬰䚃㧧ᗇᇒᡧ䍴Ⓚˈᴹ࡙Ҿᨀॷޜਨ㔙᭸ǃ
࣐ޜਨԧ٬Ǆ↔ཆˈޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ሩᐲ൪ර㩕䬰䚃Ⲵᴯԓ⭘൘ᇒᡧ䳶ѝᓖ䖳
儈ǃӗ૱ᐲ൪䖳◰⛸ԕ৺ޜਨ⋫⨶䖳ྭᰦᴤᕪ⛸ˈഐ↔ˈޜਨᓄṩᦞ㠚䓛⢩ᖱ䘹
ᤙਸ䘲Ⲵ㩕䬰䚃Ǆ㔃ਸѝഭⲴ᮷ॆ㛼Ჟˈᵜ᮷࡙⭘䬰䍩⭘ѝⲴਲ਼்⧙Ҁ䍩⭘
ሩޣ㌫ර㩕䬰䘋㹼䟿ॆᒦ㘳ሏަሩޜਨԧ٬Ⲵᖡ૽ˈ俆⅑䘋㹼ҶབྷṧᵜⲴᇎ䇱Ự
傼ˈᴹ࡙ҾӪԜሩޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ᖒᡀ、ᆖǃޘ䶒Ⲵ䇔䇶Ǆᖃ❦ˈᵜ᮷ቊᆈ൘ተ䲀ᙗǄ
ྲޜਨⲴ࡙⳺ޣ㘵䲔ᇒᡧཆˈ䘈ᴹ᭯ᓌǃ٪ᵳӪㅹަԆ䍴ᵜᐲ൪৲о㘵ˈԆԜ
㜭ཏ䇶࡛䬰䍩⭘ѝਲ਼்⧙Ҁ㛼ਾⲴޣ㌫ර㩕䬰ᑖᶕⲴԧ٬࣐ੇ˛ሩ↔ᵜ᮷
ᒦᵚ䘋㹼䘋а↕᧒䇘ˈᵚᶕⲴ⹄ウਟ⋯↔ᯩੁኅᔰǄ
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A Review of the Relationship between Information
Intervention and Residents' Habitual Energy Conservation
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ABSTRACT
In the field of residents' energy conservation, guiding the habitual energy saving
behavior is more sustainable, information intervention as a means to guide residents
of energy conservation is increasingly important. In this paper, the concept and
connotation of residents' habitual energy conservation were sorted out, and the
research on the relationship between antecedent strategies or consequence strategies
and residents' habitual energy conservation is reviewed and summarized
systematically. It is found that commitment and goal setting, information publicity,
demonstration and energy audit have positive effect on residents' habitual energy
conservation, and the effect of feedback is controversial. At present, experiments
combine multiple interventions in general use, lack of experimental design of a single
measure. Clearing information intervention measures, subdividing residents' energysaving behavior and combining experiments with China's national conditions should
be the direction of further research.
Keywords: residents' energy conservation, habitual energy conservation,
information intervention
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᪈㾱
൘ት≁㢲㜭亶ฏˈᕅሬҐᜟᙗ㢲㜭㹼Ѫᴤާᴹ䮯ᵏᙗˈؑᒢ亴Ѫᕅሬት
≁㢲㜭㹼ѪⲴ⇥ᰕ⳺䟽㾱Ǆᵜ᮷ሩት≁Ґᜟᙗ㢲㜭㹼ѪⲴᾲᘥ৺⏥䘋㹼ợ
⨶ˈሩһࡽᒢ亴઼һਾᒢ亴оት≁Ґᜟᙗ㢲㜭㹼Ѫޣ㌫⹄ウ䘋㹼Ҷ㌫㔏Ⲵ᮷⥞ợ
⨶઼㔬䘠Ǆ⹄ウਁ⧠ˈ䈪৺ⴞḷ䇮㖞ǃؑᇓՐǃ⽪㤳઼㜭Ⓚᇑ䇑ሩት≁Ґᜟ
ᙗ㢲㜭㹼Ѫᴹ↓ੁ䈳㢲⭘ˈؑ৽侸Ⲵ᭸᷌ᆈ൘ҹ䇞˗ⴞࡽᇎ傼䙊ᑨሶཊᒢ
亴᧚ᯭ㔃ਸ֯⭘ˈ㕪ѿᇎᯭঅа᧚ᯭⲴᇎ傼䇮䇑Ǆ᰾⺞ؑᒢ亴Ⲵާփ᧚ᯭǃ㓶
࠶ት≁㢲㜭㹼Ѫǃ㔃ਸѝഭഭᛵ䘋㹼ᇎ䇱ᇎ傼ᱟ䘋а↕Ⲵ⹄ウᯩੁǄ
ޣ䭞䇽˖ት≁㢲㜭˗Ґᜟᙗ㢲㜭˗ؑᒢ亴
1. ᕅ䀰
㜭Ⓚ⎸䍩㹼Ѫᒯ⌋ਁ⭏Ҿᐕъ⭏ӗǃ≁⭘ǃ୶⭘ǃߌъԕ৺Ӕ䙊䘀䗃ㅹ亶ฏˈ
ት≁⭘㜭Ѫ㜭Ⓚ⎸䍩ⲴㅜҼབྷѫփˈӵ⅑Ҿᐕъ䜘䰘 [1] Ǆ❦㘼ˈⴞࡽаӋഭ
ᇦⲴ㜭Ⓚ᭯ㆆѫ㾱⵰Ҿᐕъ亶ฏˈᘭ⮕Ҷት≁ᰕᑨ⎸䍩亶ฏⲴ㢲㜭Ǆǉ㜭Ⓚਁ
ኅᡈ⮕㹼ࣘ䇑ࡂ˄2014-2020 ᒤ˅Ǌᨀࠪ㾱ᔰኅ≁ޘ㢲㜭㹼ࣘˈ࣐ᕪᇓՐᮉ㛢ˈᲞ
৺㢲㜭⸕䇶ˈ᧘ᒯ㢲㜭ᯠᢰᵟǃᯠӗ૱ˈབྷ࣋ᨀّ㔯㢢⭏⍫ᯩᔿˈᕅሬት≁、ᆖ
ਸ ⨶⭘㜭ˈ֯㢲㓖⭘㜭ᡀѪ⽮ޘՊⲴ㠚㿹㹼ࣘǄṩᦞᇦᓝ⭏ӗ⨶䇪ˈ㜭Ⓚ㻛㿶Ѫ
ᨀ ᇦᓝᴽ࣑ⲴᣅˈޕѪҶ࣐⭏⍫㡂䘲ᙗᒦ㢲ⴱᰦ䰤ˈᇦᓝᖰᖰ䗷ᓖ⎸䍩㜭
Ⓚˈ㘼н㇑ԆԜⲴ㹼Ѫᱟᴹ᭸⦷ˈᱟՊሩ⧟ຳ䙐ᡀᖡ૽Ǆ㘼㜭Ⓚᴹ᭸֯⭘Ⲵ
ޣ䭞 ᱟ㾱֯׳ት≁ਸ⨶⭘㜭ǃ䘲ᓖ⭘㜭ˈቭਟ㜭൘нᖡ૽⭏ӗ⭏⍫Ⲵࡽᨀл㢲㓖
㜭Ⓚˈഐ↔ት≁ᱟ㢲㜭ԕ৺䟷⭘օ㢲㜭᧚ᯭⲴ䘹ᤙ㹼Ѫᱟ㜭Ⓚ䴰≲㇑⨶ѝ
ᴰޣ䭞Ⲵ㜭Ⓚ⎸䍩䘹ᤙ㹼ѪǄ
ት≁㢲㜭㹼ѪवᤜҐᜟᙗ㢲㜭㹼Ѫ˄Habitual Action˅઼䍝Ҡᙗ㢲㜭㹼
Ѫ˄Purchasing Activities˅˄Stewart Barrˈ2005˅[3]ǄҐᜟᙗ㢲㜭㹼Ѫѫ㾱䙊䗷ⴤ
᧕Ⲵ䈳ᮤ㹼Ѫǃ㕙߿⭘㜭䟿ㅹᯩᔿ߿ቁᰕᑨ⭘㜭ˈѫ㾱ᯩᔿᱟ᭩ਈ઼䈳ᮤњӪⲴ
㹼ѪҐᜟ઼⭏⍫ᯩᔿ˗䍝Ҡᙗ㢲㜭㹼ѪᱟѪҶ䮯ᵏⲴ㢲㜭㘼䟷ਆⲴ᧚ᯭˈྲᆹ㻵
䳄ᶀᯉǃ䍝Ҡ㢲㜭⭥ಘㅹˈ↔㊫㹼Ѫᖰᖰ䴰㾱䘋㹼䍴䠁ᣅޕǄᕅሬҐᜟᙗ㢲㜭
㹼Ѫᴤާᴹ䮯ᵏᙗˈᵜ᮷ѫ㾱⹄ウҐᜟᙗ㢲㜭㹼ѪǄ
䈨ཊᆖ㘵ሩት≁㢲㜭㹼Ѫ䘋㹼Ҷᒢ亴⹄ウˈ䇔Ѫ㹼Ѫᒢ亴ਟԕᴹ᭸ൠᖡ૽㜭
Ⓚ㹼Ѫ઼㜭Ⓚ⸕䇶[4,5]ǄLitvine ઼ Wüstenhagen˄2011˅[4]䇔ѪԧṬнᱟᖡ૽㔯㢢
⭥࣋䘹ᤙⲴୟаഐ㍐ˈѪ㹼Ѫᝯѫ㾱ᖡ૽ഐ㍐Ⲵؑᒢ亴ਟԕᱮ㪇࣐㔯㢢
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⧟⎸Ⲵ࣋⭥؍䍩䟿Ǆؑᒢ亴ਟ࠶Ѫһࡽᒢ亴઼һਾᒢ亴ˈһࡽᒢ亴वᤜᨀ
ޣᔪ䇞઼ؑˈᔰኅ㜭Ⓚ⎸䍩ᇑ䇑ˈһਾᒢ亴वᤜሩ㔃᷌䘋㹼৽侸˄Youngˈ1993˅
[6]
ǄAbrahamse ㅹ˄2005˅[7]䇔Ѫ઼྆࣡ؑ৽侸∄ؑᇓՐᴤᱮ㪇ሬ㠤㹼Ѫ᭩
ਈ઼㜭Ⓚ㢲㓖Ǆؑ৽侸ѫ㾱ᱟ䙊䗷ሩት≁㜭Ⓚ⎸䍩㔃᷌Ⲵ䇠ᖅǃ৽侸઼ᨀ⽪ᶕ
ᑞࣙት≁ᴤ᰾⺞ൠ䇔䇶㠚ᐡ㜭Ⓚ⎸䍩ⲴާփᛵߥˈӾ㘼䎧ࡠᨀ䟂ǃᕅሬት≁߿ቁ
㜭㙇ǃᨀ儈⭘㜭᭸⦷Ⲵ⭘Ǆ઼ؑؑᴹ᭸࡙⭘䙄ᖴⲴ㕪ѿՊ䱫⺽㢲㜭㹼ѪⲴ
ᇎᯭ[8]ǄHan ㅹ˄2013˅[9]䇔Ѫؑᒢ亴᭯ㆆሩҾн਼㊫රⲴ㢲㜭Ӫ㗔⭘н਼ˈ
ᓄࡦᇊޘ䶒㔬ਸⲴᒢ亴᧚ᯭԕ䗮ࡠᕅሬ㢲㜭ⲴⴞⲴǄ
ؑᒢ亴Ѫᕅሬት≁㢲㜭㹼ѪⲴ⇥ᰕ⳺䟽㾱Ǆഐ↔ˈᵜ᮷ሩؑᒢ亴о
ት≁Ґᜟᙗ㢲㜭㹼Ѫޣ㌫⹄ウ䘋㹼Ҷ㌫㔏Ⲵ᮷⥞ợ⨶઼㔬䘠ˈᒦᨀࠪਟ␡ᓖ⹄ウ
ⲴᯩੁǄ
2. ት≁Ґᜟᙗ㢲㜭㹼ѪⲴᾲᘥ৺⏥
㾱⭼ᇊት≁㢲㜭㹼Ѫˈ俆ݸ㾱ሩት≁㜭Ⓚ⎸䍩㹼Ѫ˄ Residential Energy
Consumption Behavior˅ᴹᲠⲴҶ䀓Ǆት≁㜭Ⓚ⎸䍩㹼Ѫҏ㻛〠Ѫት≁㜭Ⓚ㹼
Ѫ˄Residential Energy Behavior˅ǃት≁㜭Ⓚ֯⭘㹼Ѫ˄Residential Energy Use
˅ǃ ᇦᓝ㜭Ⓚ֯⭘㹼Ѫ˄Household Energy Use˅ㅹǄት≁㜭Ⓚ⎸䍩㹼Ѫਟࡂ
࠶Ѫ䘹 ᤙᙗ㜭Ⓚ⎸䍩㹼Ѫ઼Ґᜟᙗ㜭Ⓚ⎸䍩㹼Ѫє㊫ˈࡽ㘵ާᴹ䘹ᤙᙗ઼а⅑
ᙗⲴ⢩ ⛩ˈਾ㘵ާᴹҐᜟᙗ઼䟽༽ᙗⲴ⢩⛩ǄҐᜟᙗ㜭Ⓚ⎸䍩㹼Ѫާփवᤜᇦ
ᓝ㜭Ⓚ㹼Ѫǃޡޜ൪ᡰ㜭Ⓚ㹼Ѫ઼Ӕ䙊㜭Ⓚ㹼Ѫй㊫ˈѫ㾱वᤜѪਆ᳆ǃ➗᰾
৺佀侞઼Ձ䰢ၡҀ⭘䙄Ⲵᇦ⭘⭥ಘⲴ֯⭘㹼Ѫˈԕ৺⭘䙄ⲴӔ䙊㹼Ѫˈ
ྲѪ䙊औǃ䟷䍝ǃՁ䰢ၡҀ઼ᓖٷㅹਁ⭏ⲴӔ䙊㹼Ѫ˄䱸࡙亪ˈ2009[10]˅Ǆ
䇨ཊᆖ㘵ሩት≁㢲㜭㹼Ѫ˄Residents Energy Conservation Behavior˅Ⲵᾲᘥ
઼㊫ර䘋㹼Ҷ⭼ᇊˈབྷ䜘࠶ᱟӾ⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡ㹼Ѫ઼֯⭘㹼ѪⲴ㿶䀂ˈ䘀⭘є࠶⌅
ሩት≁㢲㜭㹼Ѫ䘋㹼࠶㊫ǄBarr ㅹ˄2005[3]ሶަ࠶ѪҐᜟᙗ㢲㜭㹼Ѫ઼䍝Ҡᙗ
㢲㜭㹼ѪǄҐᜟᙗ㢲㜭㹼Ѫоት≁ᰕᑨҐᜟ઼⭏⍫ᯩᔿᴹˈޣ䙊䗷߿ቁ㜭Ⓚ⎚䍩
઼᭩ਈ㹼Ѫᶕ㢲㜭ˈवᤜޣ䰝オᡯ䰤Ⲵ⭘㜭䇮༷ǃਆ᳆ᰦޣ䰝デᡧǃ✗≤༦н㾱
㻵┑ㅹ˗䍝Ҡᙗ㢲㜭㹼Ѫ䙊ᑨᱟ䮯ᵏⲴਈॆˈ䴰㾱䍴䠁ᣅ઼ޕᢰᵟ᭟ᤱˈवᤜᆹ
㻵ৼቲ䳄✝⧫⪳ǃ䍝Ҡ儈᭸㜭䇮༷ǃ֯⭘㢲㜭⚟ㅹǄ
3. ؑᒢ亴ሩት≁Ґᜟᙗ㢲㜭㹼ѪⲴᖡ૽
ᖡ૽ት≁㢲㜭㹼ѪⲴഐ㍐ѫ㾱वᤜᗳ⨶ഐ㍐˄ᘱᓖǃԧ٬㿲ǃ⧟ຳ⸕䇶ǃѫ
㿲㿴㤳ǃ㡂䘲ྭٿㅹ˅ǃᛵຳഐ㍐˄ӗ૱ᙗǃᒢ亴᭯ㆆǃ⽮Պ㿴㤳ㅹ˅઼⽮ Պ
Ӫਓᆖഐ㍐˄ᙗ࡛ǃᒤ喴ǃᮉ㛢〻ᓖǃ㙼ъǃ᭦ޕǃᇦᓝ⢩ᖱㅹ˅Ǆަѝˈᛵຳ
ഐ㍐൘ት≁㢲㜭㹼ѪⲴޫᡀ઼ᇎᯭ䗷〻ѝ䎧䟽㾱⭘ [9]Ǆᛵຳഐ㍐ѝⲴᒢ亴᭯
ㆆਟ࠶Ѫһࡽᒢ亴ǃһਾᒢ亴઼㔃ᶴᒢ亴ˈһࡽᒢ亴वᤜ䈪৺ⴞḷ䇮㖞ǃؑ
ᇓՐǃ⽪㤳ǃਟ㧧ᗇӗ૱ㅹˈһਾᒢ亴वᤜؑ৽侸ǃ㓿⍾྆࣡ˈ㔃ᶴᒢ亴ᤷ㓿
⍾ǃ⌅ᖻ᭯ㆆ˄Q. Hanˈ2013[9]˅Ǆ㤕ሶᒢ亴᭯ㆆ᤹➗㓿⍾ᒢ亴઼ؑᒢ亴ᶕ
࠶㊫ˈؑᒢ亴वਜ਼һࡽᒢ亴઼һਾᒢ亴ˈһࡽᒢ亴वᤜ䈪৺ⴞḷ䇮㖞ǃؑ
ᇓ Րǃ⽪㤳ˈһਾᒢ亴ᤷؑ৽侸˄Abrahamseˈ2005[7]˅Ǆؑ⇥ሩት≁Ⲵ
㜭Ⓚ⸕䇶ǃᘱᓖǃѫ㿲㿴㤳ㅹᯩ䶒ᴹᖡ૽ˈ䘋㘼׳䘋ት≁㠚ਁⲴ᭩ਈ㜭Ⓚ⎸䍩
㹼Ѫˈӗ⭏⭘ធˈնᤱ㔝ᰦ䰤䮯˄ᆉዙˈ2013[11]˅Ǆ
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3.1 һࡽᒢ亴
һࡽᒢ亴䙊䗷ᖡ૽ት≁㢲㜭Ⲵ▌൘ਈ䟿˄ྲ㢲㜭⸕䇶ㅹ˅ˈ䘋㘼ᖡ૽㢲㜭㹼
Ѫ[7]Ǆ൘ࡽӪ⹄ウⲴสкˈᵜ᮷ሶһࡽᒢ亴࠶Ѫ䈪৺ⴞḷ䇮㖞ǃؑᇓՐǃ
⽪㤳ǃ㜭Ⓚᇑ䇑ഋ㊫Ǆ
亴ݸ䇮ᇊ㜭Ⓚ⎸䍩ⴞḷᇎ䱵кᱟ㔉Ҹа䈪ˈࡍᵏⲴ䈪ሩਾ㔝㹼Ѫ㜭ӗ
⭏ а   㔁 ᭸ ᓄ [12] Ǆ ⴞ ḷ 䇮 㖞 䙊 ᑨ ઼ ؑ  ৽ 侸 ㅹ ᒢ 亴 ᧚ ᯭ 㔃 ਸ ֯ ⭘ Ǆ
McCalley˄2002˅[13]എ亮Ҷᆖ㘵Ⲵ⹄ޣウˈᨀࠪ“ⴞḷ-৽侸”ޣ㌫ˈ䘉ޣ
㌫ᤷࠪྲ ᷌нݸ䇮㖞㢲㜭ⴞḷˈࡉؑ৽侸ሩት≁㢲㜭нӗ⭏ᖡ૽Ǆ਼ᰦˈ
McCalley ሩ 100 սት≁䘋㹼Ҷ⁑ᤏ⍇ᇎ傼ˈᒦሶ㻛䈅Ⲵ⽮Պԧ٬ਆੁ࠶Ѫ㠚
䓛࡙⳺Ո⽮ ઼ݸՊ࡙⳺ՈݸєǄᇎ傼ᱮ⽪ˈⴞḷ䇮㖞઼ؑ৽侸㔃ਸ֯⭘∄
ӵ䇮㖞ⴞḷᰦ᭸ ᷌ᴤ֣Ǆ↔ཆˈ⽮Պԧ٬ਆੁ઼ⴞḷ䇮ᇊ⁑ᔿӂ⭘ˈ㠚䓛࡙
⳺ՈⲴݸት≁㠚 ᐡ䇮ᇊⴞḷᴤᴹ࡙Ҿ㢲㜭ˈ⽮Պ࡙⳺ՈⲴݸњփ᧕ਇᤷᇊⴞḷᰦ
㺘⧠ᴤྭǄᇎ傼 䘈ਁ⧠ˈᖃ㻛䈅㠚ᐡ䘹ᤙ㢲㜭ⴞḷᰦˈᇎ䱵㢲㜭䟿оⴞḷ㢲㜭
䟿ᰐޣޣ㌫Ǆ
ؑᇓՐᱟ㢲㜭㹼ѪⲴањ䟽㾱Ⲵާᴹ↓ੁ⭘Ⲵഐ㍐ਈ䟿[14]ǄOuyang
ㅹ˄2009˅[15]䙊䗷ሩᶝᐎት≁㢲㜭▌࣋Ⲵሩ∄ᇎ傼ᗇࠪˈᴹ䪸ሩᙗⲴ㢲㜭ᮉ㛢
ਟԕ ᭩䘋ት≁ᇦᓝ⭏⍫Ⲵ⭘㜭㹼Ѫˈᒣ൷ᰕᑨ⭘⭥㢲㓖 10%Ǆն Abrahamse ㅹ
˄2005˅ [13] 䇔Ѫؑਟԕᨀ儈⸕䇶≤ᒣˈնнᱟ㢲㜭Ⲵᗵ㾱ഐ㍐ǄQ. Han
˄2013˅ [9] Ⲵ䰞ধ䈳ḕҏᱮ⽪ˈؑᇓՐሩ㢲㜭㹼ѪⲴᖡ૽нᱮ㪇ǄLane ㅹ
˄2014˅ [16] ሩ㖾ഭ йњᆖṑᆖ⭏Ⲵ∄䖳⹄ウਁ⧠ˈ⧟ຳ⸕䇶≤ᒣ઼ᆖṑⲴ⧟
ຳ᮷ॆㅹഐ㍐ሩ⧟ຳ᭯ ㆆ઼ᮉ㛢䇑ࡂᴹᱮ㪇ᖡ૽ˈഐ↔ˈѪ؍䇱᭯ㆆ᧚ᯭᴹ᭸ᇎ
ᯭˈ⸕Ⲵޣ䇶ᇓՐ઼᮷ॆษޫᗵнਟቁǄ
ᖃ⽪㤳ᇩ᱃⨶䀓ǃޣᙗ儈ǃᴹѹᒦфᴹ྆࣡᧚ᯭᰦˈ⽪㤳㻛ት≁⁑ԯⲴ
ਟ㜭ᙗབྷ[8] ǄDarby ㅹ˄2006˅[17] 䙊䗷ሩ㤡ഭ㢲㜭⽮४Ⲵᇎ䇱⹄ウਁ⧠ˈ䙊
䗷ᔰ ኅ⽮४⍫઼ࣘṁ・ި㤳ㅹ⽮ՊᆖҐ⇥ሩ᭩ਈት≁㜭Ⓚ⎸䍩㹼Ѫާᴹᱮ㪇
Ⲵ ⭘ˈնᱟᇎᯭ䘉Ӌ⇥Ⲵᡀᵜҏ∄䖳儈ǄGoldblatt ㅹ˄2005˅ [18]䇔Ѫ㜭
Ⓚᇑ䇑䖟Ԧ㜭ཏ֯ት≁ᴤᴹ᭸ൠ㢲㜭ǄSteg˄2008˅[19]Ⲵ⹄ウ㺘᰾ˈᔰኅᇦᓝ
㜭Ⓚᇑ䇑亩ⴞ઼ᨀ㜭Ⓚ⎸㙇ḷ䇶㜭ཏ傡ࣘት ≁㢲㓖㜭Ⓚǃ䘹ᤙ⌱㜭ⓀˈӾ
㘼ᇎ⧠㜭ⓀⲴ⌱ॆ䖜ॆ.
3.2 һਾᒢ亴
һਾᒢ亴ѫ㾱ᤷؑ৽侸ˈؑ৽侸ѫ㾱ᱟ䙊䗷ሩት≁㜭Ⓚ⎸䍩㔃᷌Ⲵ䇠
ᖅǃ৽侸઼ᨀ⽪ᶕᑞࣙት≁ᴤ᰾⺞ൠ䇔䇶㠚ᐡ㜭Ⓚ⎸䍩ⲴާփᛵߥˈӾ㘼䎧ࡠᨀ
䟂ǃᕅሬት≁߿ቁ㜭㙇ǃᨀ儈⭘㜭᭸⦷Ⲵ⭘[20]Ǆؑ৽侸Ⲵࡽᨀᱟ〟ᶱᡆ⎸ᶱ
Ⲵ㜭㙇㔃᷌Պᖡ૽ት≁Ⲵ㜭Ⓚ֯⭘㹼ѪǄ
Han˄2013˅[9]Ⲵ䰞ধ䈳ḕ㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ˈؑ৽侸ሩት≁㢲㜭㹼Ѫᴹ↓ੁᖡ૽Ǆ
ؑ৽侸᤹➗仁⦷ਟ࠶Ѫ䘎㔝৽侸ǃᰕᑨ৽侸ǃ⇿ઘ઼⇿ᴸⲴ৽侸ˈؑ৽侸䎺
仁㑱ሩҐᜟᙗ㢲㜭㹼ѪⲴ↓ੁᖡ૽䎺བྷˈ৽侸࣋ᓖ઼᭸ᓖሩ㢲㜭㹼Ѫᝯ⭘Ҿ
㢲㜭㹼ѪⲴ䐟ᖴ⧠↓ੁ䈳㢲᭸ᓄ˄ዣႧˈ2014[21]˅Ǆؑ৽侸᤹ᇩਟ࠶Ѫњ
փ৽侸઼ሩ∄৽侸ˈሩ∄৽侸䲔Ҷᨀት≁㠚䓛⭘㜭ؑˈ䘈ᨀ䟽㾱ᡆޣት
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≁ⲴҐᜟᙗ⭘㜭㹼Ѫؑˈ䘉ਟ㜭֯ት≁ᝏ㿹ࡠㄎҹǃ⽮Պሩ∄઼⽮Պ࣋ˈ䘋
㘼ᴹ᭸׳䘋㢲㜭㹼ѪⲴӗ⭏˄Abrahamseˈ2005[7]˅Ǆ
❦㘼ˈBuchanan˄2015˅[22]ㅹᆖ㘵䇔Ѫˈ䙊䗷ᆹ㻵Ც㜭⭥㺘ᇦᓝᱮ⽪ಘ䘋㹼
ؑ৽侸ਟ㜭нՊӗ⭏亴ᵏⲴ㢲㜭߿ᧂѮ᧚˗ྲ᷌㾱֯Ც㜭⭥㺘৽侸ᴹ᭸䱽վ㜭
㙇ˈ䴰㾱ᔰਁ઼⍻䈅㘳㲁⭘ᡧ৲оⲴ৽侸㻵㖞Ǆ↔ཆˈChen ㅹ˄2012˅[5]ᨀࠪ
ҶสҾӂ㚄㖁Ⲵ䈤ᴽ৽侸⁑රˈ䙊䗷൘ᔪㆁ⢙ᆹ㻵ਟ㿶ⲴӔӂᔿ㲊ᤏ䇮༷ˈሩ
⭘㜭ᇦᓝ䘋㹼৽侸䈤ᴽˈᒦ䙊䗷䘋а↕Ⲵ䰞ধ䈳ḕਁ⧠䈤ᴽ৽侸ਟԕᴹ᭸ൠ׳䘋
⭥࣋㢲ⴱⴞḷⲴᇎ⧠Ǆ
4 ⹄ウ䇴䘠
ޣҾؑᒢ亴ሩት≁Ґᜟᙗ㢲㜭㹼ѪⲴᖡ૽⹄ウˈഭᆖ㘵Ӿ䈪৺ⴞḷ䇮
㖞ǃؑᇓՐǃ⽪㤳ǃ㜭Ⓚᇑ䇑઼ؑ৽侸ㅹᯩ䶒䘋㹼Ҷ䇨ཊᇎ䇱⹄ウǄഭཆᆖ
㘵བྷཊᱟ䟷⭘ᤋएᘇᝯት≁ᒦ䘋㹼ᇎ傼⹄ウⲴᯩ⌅ˈ᧒䇘ؑᒢ亴᧚ᯭሩት
≁Ґᜟᙗ㢲㜭㹼ѪⲴᖡ૽ᵪ⨶৺ᖡ૽࣋ᓖǄഭᆖ㘵བྷཊᱟሩഭཆᆖ㘵Ⲵ⹄ウᡀ
᷌䘋㹼ᙫ㔃ˈᡆᮤਸ⽮Պ㔃ᶴ㊫ਈ䟿઼⽮Պᗳ⨶㊫ਈ䟿ᔪ・㔬ਸ⁑රˈ൘㔬ਸර
ѝሶؑᒢ亴Ѫት≁㢲㜭ᝯࡠ㢲㜭㹼Ѫ䗷〻Ⲵ䈳㢲ਈ䟿ˈ䙊䗷䇯䈸઼䰞ধ Ⲵ
ᯩ⌅䘋㹼⹄ウˈ㘼ޣҾؑᒢ亴ᡆት≁Ґᜟᙗ㢲㜭㹼ѪⲴ䪸ሩᙗⲴ⹄ウ䘈ᖸ㕪 ѿǄ
Ӿ⹄ウᇩᶕⴻˈ䈪৺ⴞḷ䇮㖞ǃؑᇓՐǃ⽪㤳઼㜭Ⓚᇑ䇑ሩት≁Ґᜟ
ᙗ㢲㜭㹼ѪⲴᖡ૽ᗇࡠҶ∄䖳ᒯ⌋Ⲵ䇔ਟǄⴞḷ䇮㖞ᱟؑ৽侸ᴹ᭸Ⲵࡽᨀˈᒦ
фⴞḷ䇮㖞઼ؑ৽侸㔃ਸ֯⭘ᰦ᭸᷌ᴤ֣Ǆ਼ṧˈؑᇓՐ㔃ਸަԆᒢ亴᧚ᯭ
ਾᴤᴹ᭸Ǆ⽪㤳઼㜭Ⓚᇑ䇑ሩት≁Ґᜟᙗ㢲㜭㹼Ѫᴹ↓ੁ䈳㢲⭘Ǆؑ৽侸Ⲵ
᭸᷌ᆈ൘ҹ䇞ˈ䜘࠶ᆖ㘵䇔Ѫؑ৽侸䎺仁㑱ˈሩҐᜟᙗ㢲㜭㹼ѪⲴ↓ੁᖡ૽䎺
བྷˈަԆᆖ㘵ࡉ䇔Ѫਚᴹ֯⭘⭘ᡧ৲оⲴ৽侸㻵㖞㜭ሩ㢲㜭㹼Ѫӗ⭏ᖡ૽Ǆⴞ
ࡽⲴᇎ傼䙊ᑨᱟሶཊᒢ亴᧚ᯭ㔃ਸ֯⭘ˈ㕪ѿ䟷ਆঅа᧚ᯭⲴᇎ傼䇮䇑ˈ൘䘉
ᛵߥлˈഐ㍐Ⲵᴹ᭸〻ᓖ৺Ӕӂ⭘ᖸ䳮⍻䟿ˈф䈳ḕṧᵜᖰᖰተ䲀൘ањ
ᐲˈ֯ᗇ⹄ウ㔃䇪Ⲵ䘲⭘㤳തਇࡠ䲀ࡦǄ
5 㔃䇪
ᵜ᮷ợ⨶Ҷት≁Ґᜟᙗ㢲㜭㹼ѪⲴᾲᘥˈሩؑᒢ亴оት≁Ґᜟᙗ㢲㜭㹼Ѫ
Ⲵޣ㌫Ⲵѫ㾱᮷⥞䘋㹼Ҷഎ亮઼䘠䇴Ǆቭ㇑⧠ᴹ⹄ウᐢ㓿⎹৺ࡠ䈨ཊᯩ䶒ˈնҏ
ᆈ൘ྲлቊ䴰᭩䘋઼ᆼழⲴൠᯩ˖
˄1˅⭡Ҿ㜭Ⓚ⎸䍩㹼Ѫѝ䍝Ҡ䘹ᤙ㹼Ѫоᰕᑨ֯⭘㹼Ѫާᴹн਼Ⲵ㹼Ѫ⢩
ᖱˈት≁㢲㜭㹼ѪⲴ࠶㊫઼⭼ᇊ䘈䖳Ѫ⁑㋺ˈ⹄ウⲴ⨶䇪สᐞᔲ䖳བྷǄ
˄2˅䜘࠶⹄ウѝᒦᵚ᰾⺞ᤷࠪؑᒢ亴Ⲵާփ᧚ᯭˈྲؑᇓՐᱟ㜭Ⓚ䰞
仈ؑ䘈ᱟ㢲㜭⸕䇶ؑˈҏᵚ४࠶ؑᒢ亴ሩҐᜟᙗ㢲㜭㹼Ѫ઼䍝Ҡᙗ㢲㜭㹼
ѪⲴн਼ᖡ૽ˈ֯ᗇ⹄ウ㔃䇪⁑㋺нǄ
˄3˅ⴞࡽⲴᇎ傼䙊ᑨᱟሶཊᒢ亴᧚ᯭ㔃ਸ֯⭘ˈ㕪ѿ䟷ਆঅа᧚ᯭⲴᇎ
傼䇮䇑ˈᡆ㘵ᇎ傼䇮䇑аᒢ亴᧚ᯭˈնᇎ䱵ᇎ傼䗷〻ѝަԆⲴᒢ亴᧚ᯭᵚ㜭ᗇ
ࡠᴹ᭸᧗ࡦˈ䘉֯ᗇഐ㍐Ⲵᴹ᭸〻ᓖ৺ӂ⭘ᖸ䳮⍻䟿Ǆ
˄4˅㘳㲁ࡠѝഭо㾯ᯩഭᇦ൘㓿⍾ਁኅ䱦⇥ǃᐲॆ≤ᒣǃት≁⭏⍫Ґᜟǃ
⭏⍫ᯩᔿǃ⎸䍩ԧ٬㿲ǃ⎸䍩ྭٿㅹᯩ䶒൷ᆈ൘䖳བྷᐞᔲˈ㾯ᯩഭᇦⲴᇎ䇱㔃䇪
ሩ⹄ウᡁഭᐲት≁㢲㜭㹼Ѫӵ㜭Ѫ৲㘳ˈнаᇊ൘ѝഭ❦ᴹ᭸ˈ࣐ѻ䈨ཊ
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ABSTRACT
With the increasing of white collar, more and more people are in favour of light
luxury brands. For the relationship with the original light luxury brands among the
main brandˈthere are two different strategies exist. A strategy is to establish a strong
connection between the light-luxury brand and the master brand, which reflects the
strong correlation degree. Another strategy is to keep the light of the independence of
luxury brands, maintaining relations only in a very few aspects of kinship relations
with flagship brands, most features are self-reliant. So, for the luxury brand in terms
of light, in the end how to establish a relationship between the flagship brand with it,
it is close or alienate? This study demonstrates correlation degree of light luxury
brand and flagship brand of consumer preferencesˈwhich shows the first increase then
declining, which reflects an inverted U-shaped relationship.
Keywords: Light luxury, mainline, sister-line, relevancy
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᪈㾱
䲿⵰ⲭ亶䱦ቲⲴޤ䎧ˈ䎺ᶕ䎺ཊӪ䶂ⶀ䖫ྒָ૱⡼ǄሩҾ䖫ྒָ૱⡼оᴹ
Ⲵѫ૱⡼ѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫ᯩ䶒তᆈ൘єн਼Ⲵᡈ⮕Ǆаᡈ⮕ᱟᢺ䖫ྒָ૱⡼о
ᴹѫ૱⡼ѻ䰤ᔪ・ᖸᕪⲴ䘎᧕ޣ㌫ˈӾ㘼փ⧠ࠪ䖳ᕪⲴޣ㚄ᓖǄਖаᡈ⮕ࡉᱟ
؍ᤱ䖫ྒָ૱⡼Ⲵ⤜・ᙗˈਚ൘㹰㕈ޣ㌫ㅹᶱቁᮠᯩ䶒оᰇ㡠૱⡼؍ᤱޣ㌫ˈབྷ
䜘࠶⢩ᖱࡉᱟ㠚࣋ᴤ⭏Ǆ䛓ѸˈሩҾ䖫ྒָ૱⡼ᶕ䇢ˈࡠᓅྲօᔪ・਼ᰇ㡠૱⡼
ѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫ˈᱟӢ䘁ྭ䘈ᱟ⮿䘌ྭ˛䙊䗷ᵜ᮷⹄ウ䇱᰾䖫ྒָ૱⡼оᰇ㡠૱
⡼Ⲵޣ㚄ᓖሩ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵݸࠪ⧠ྭٿ࣐ਾ߿ቁⲴ⧠䊑ˈӾ㘼փ⧠ࠪањ قU
රޣ㌫Ǆ
ޣ䭞䇽˖䖫ྒָ૱˗ѫ㓯˗࢟㓯˗ޣ㚄ᓖ
1. ᕅ䀰
䲿⵰ⲭ亶䱦ቲⲴፋ䎧ˈӪԜሩҾԧṬн㇇⢩࡛ᰲ䍥ն৸ާ༷аᇊ૱⡼ᖡ૽࣋
Ⲵ䖫ྒָ૱ᛵᴹ⤜䫏Ǆ䇨ཊབྷབྷ㞅ྒָ૱⡼㓧㓧᧘ࠪ㠚Ⲵ䖫ྒָ૱Ǆ❦㘼ˈሩ
Ҿ䖫ྒָ૱⡼оᴹⲴѫ૱⡼ѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫ᯩ䶒তᆈ൘єн਼Ⲵᡈ⮕Ǆаᡈ⮕
ᱟᢺ䖫ྒָ૱⡼оᴹѫ૱⡼ѻ䰤ᔪ・ᖸᕪⲴ䘎᧕ޣ㌫ˈӾ㘼փ⧠ࠪ䖳ᕪⲴޣ㚄
ᓖǄֻྲ 1994 ᒤˈD&G Ѫ Dolce&Gabbana Ⲵ࢟㓯૱⡼俆⅑䶒цˈ㔍нՊᜣ
ࡠ 17 ᒤѻਾ㠚ᐡቡ㾱൘“㣡ᆓ”ѝ䴦Ǆ㓥㿲ࠐᆓ䇮䇑ˈDolce & Gabbana ઼ D&G
ѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫ⵏᱟ࢚нᯝǃ⨶䘈ҡǄ2010 ᱕༿ Dolce & Gabbana བྷ⭘唁ⲭ䪸㓷ǃ㮮
эⲴ䘿㿶ˈࡠҶ 2010 ⿻ߜˈD&G ҏѫᢃ∋㓯䪸㓷ˈ࣐к䖫㮴Ⲵ䴚㓪㼉ӗ⭏䘿㿶
᭸᷌ˈᴤᴹањ㌫ࡇᱟ伈䙨Ⲵ唁ⲭ䝽Ǆ↔ཆˈD&G ԕ৺ Dolce&Gabbana 〠ᶱ
Ѫ䘁ˈᖰᖰ䇙⎸䍩㘵䘧ᜁˈ㘼ㆰ⌱Ⲵ D&G լѾᴤ㜭䇙⎸䍩㘵䇠տǄ㲭❦ D&G
൘ 2011 ᒤᇓᐳᒦޕѫ㓯ˈնᱟ⋑ᴹӪ㜭䍘⯁ D&G ሩ Dolce&Gabbana ޜਨъ㔙
Ⲵࠪڊ䍑⥞Ǆޜᔰᮠᦞᱮ⽪ˈᡚ㠣 2009 ᒤ 3 ᴸˈD&G Ⲵъ㔙䗮ࡠҶޜਨᙫ᭦ޕ
Ⲵ 45%ˈѪ 2.22 ӯ㖾䠁ˈ࢟㓯Ⲵਁኅ⭊㠣䎵䎺Ҷѫ㓯Ǆਖаᡈ⮕ࡉᱟ؍ᤱ䖫
ส䠁亩ⴞ˖ᵜ᮷ਇᮉ㛢䜘Ӫ᮷⽮Պ、ᆖ⹄ウ䶂ᒤส䠁亩ⴞĀ૱⡼ᵳ⳺о亮ᇒ┑ሩԱъԧ٬Ⲵᖡ૽ᵪࡦ
⹄ウā
˄亩ⴞ㕆ਧ˖11YJC630088˅
ǃഭᇦ㠚❦、ᆖส䠁ĀCSR ⍫ࣘѝⲴޜਨ՚ழ˖ᾲᘥ৺䟿㺘ᔰਁā
˄亩ⴞ
㕆ਧ˖71202099˅
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ྒָ૱⡼Ⲵ⤜・ᙗˈਚ൘㹰㕈ޣ㌫ㅹᶱቁᮠᯩ䶒оᰇ㡠૱⡼؍ᤱޣ㌫ˈབྷ䜘࠶⢩
ᖱࡉᱟ㠚࣋ᴤ⭏Ǆֻྲ Prada ઼ Miu Miu ቡᡀ࣏ൠ䙊䗷ᲠⲴѫ࢟૱⡼ࡂᇊˈᆼ
㖾ൠኅ⽪ҶѪྒָ૱о䖫ྒָ૱⡼Ⲵєᡚ❦н਼Ⲵ⎸䍩փ傼ˈᡀѪྒָ૱⡼
䘋ޕ䖫ྒָ亶ฏⲴި㤳ǄPrada ઼ Miu Miu 䲔㹰㕈ޣ㌫Ⲵ㛼Ჟѻཆˈ䇮䇑仾Ṭ઼
ⴞḷᇊսӪ㗔ᆼޘн਼Ǆ㓥㿲 Prada ઼ Miu Miu 䘁ࠐᆓⲴᯠⅮ䇮䇑ˈࠐѾ⋑ᴹԫ
օޣ㚄Ǆ
䛓ѸˈሩҾ䖫ྒָ૱⡼ᶕ䇢ˈࡠᓅྲօᔪ・਼ᰇ㡠૱⡼ѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫ˈᱟӢ
䘁ྭ䘈ᱟ⮿䘌ྭ˛⧠ᴹ᮷⥞ሩ↔⭊ቁ䘋㹼␡⹄ޕウǄᵜ᮷䈅മ䙊䗷⽮Պ∄䖳⨶
䇪ᶕ᧒㍒䖫ྒָ૱⡼оᰇ㡠૱⡼ѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫Ǆ
2 ᮷⥞㔬䘠
2.1 䖫ྒָ૱
䖫ྒָ૱ᱟ൘⽮Պ㓿⍾儈䙏ਁኅˈѝӗ䱦㓗࣋䟿䙀⑀༞བྷѝӾྒָ૱㹽⭏ࠪ
ᶕⲴǄ䲿⵰㓿⍾нᯝਁኅˈָྒ⨳ޘ૱⎸䍩↓䙀⑀䎠ੁӢ≁ॆ䐟㓯ˈྒָ૱Ⲵᾲ
ᘥҏнᯝⲴᢙኅǄ䖫ྒָ૱Ⲵᾲᘥࡉᱟ䘁ᒤᶕ䲿⵰བྷՇᐲ൪Ⲵࡠᶕ㘼ӗ⭏Ǆ俉ླྀ
ݯᴮ䈤䗷˖ᖃᗵ䴰૱┑䏣нҶӪ㊫ˈ⡼ቡᡀҶᗵ䴰૱Ǆᡰ䉃䖫ྒָ૱ˈᤷⲴᱟ
ӻҾՐ㔏ྒָ૱оབྷՇ୶૱ѻ䰤Ⲵӗ૱Ǆᖸཊᆖ㘵ҏ〠ѻѪ“ᯠྒָ૱”Ǆ㖾ഭᆖ
㘵䗸ݻቄ·㾯ቄᕇᯟඖ(2005 )൘ǉྒॾˈ↓൘⍱㹼ǊаҖѝˈሩ䖫ྒָ૱ᱟ䘉ṧ
ᇊѹⲴ˖“ᯠྒָ૱ᱟᤷ䘉ṧаӋӗ૱઼ᴽ࣑ˈᆳԜ∄਼㊫୶૱ѝⲴަԆӗ૱઼
ᴽ࣑䍘䟿ᴤྭˈ૱ણᴤ儈ˈҏᴤ䇙⎸䍩㘵ᗳ傠⾎ᖰˈ䘉Ӌ୶૱ԧṬн㨢ˈնᱟ䘈
н㠣Ҿᰲ䍥Ⲵ䇙Ӫਟᵋ㘼нਟ৺”(㾯ቄᕇᯟඖ䗸ݻቄ et al., 2005)Ǆ
ㆰ㘼䀰ѻˈ䖫ྒָ૱ቡᱟ∄ѻлᴹ䖳ཊа䜘࠶Ӫ㜭᭟Ԉᗇ䎧Ⲵྒָ૱ˈᆳ
Ⲵ૱䍘ՈҾབྷՇ୶૱ˈԧṬվҾՐ㔏ྒָ૱Ǆণㅖਸ⨶ᙗ⎸䍩ˈ৸㜭┑䏣ӪԜⲴ
ᛵᝏ䇹≲Ǆަѝ Prada Ⲵ࢟㓯 miu miuˈDolce&Gabbana Ⲵ࢟㓯 D&G Ⲵਁኅਟԕ
оѫ㓯ტ㖾˗ᱏᐤݻ侶ǃ䘚༛ቬҀഝҏ䎠ੁҶᒣ≁ॆǄ٬ᗇаᨀⲴᱟˈ䖫ྒ
ָ૱Ⲵ䖫ᱟሩⲴˈഐӪ㘼ᔲⲴǄ䖫ྒָ૱Ⲵ䖫а㡜ᱟሩབྷ㞅ྒָ૱⡼㘼䀰Ⲵˈ
䘉Ӌབྷ㞅ྒָ૱⡼ⲴԧṬվࡉазˈ儈ࡉॱࠐзˈ㘼䖫ྒָ૱⡼ⲴԧṬа㡜нՊ
䎵䗷азǄਖаᯩ䶒䖫ྒָ૱⡼Ⲵ䖫ᱟഐӪ㘼ᔲⲴˈሩҾањ᭦ ޕ3 зྣⲴݳᙗˈ
ྩ⇿ᴸਟ㜭Պ൘ DKNY ᴹ䖳བྷⲴ⎸䍩ˈնҏՊѪаਚ PRADA Ⳟव㘼“ं㍗㞠
ᑖ”Ǆ㘼ሩҾањᴸ᭦ ޕ5000 Ⲵྣᙗ㘼䀰ˈ
৫俉Ҡањᐱ 3000 ᐖਣⲴ Michael
kors ववˈ䘉ቡᱟྒָǄ
2.2 ⽮Պ∄䖳⨶䇪
⽮Պ∄䖳⨶䇪ᱟ㖾ഭ⽮Պᗳ⨶ᆖᇦ Leon Festinger˄1954˅ᨀࠪᶕⲴᶴᙍˈ
ᱟ⇿њњփ൘㕪ѿᇒ㿲Ⲵᛵߥлˈ࡙⭘ԆӪѪ∄䖳Ⲵቪᓖˈᶕ䘋㹼㠚ᡁ䇴ԧ
(Festinger, 1954)Ǆ൘ੁкⲴ⽮Պ∄䖳ѝˈ䐏䛓Ӌᴤ⽮ՊॆⲴӪ∄䖳˗൘ੁлⲴ⽮
Պ∄䖳ѝˈ䘶ੁ∄䖳Ǆަ⨶䇪สᵜ㿲⛩ᱟ˖ӪӪ䜭㠚㿹ᡆн㠚㿹ൠᜣ㾱Ҷ䀓㠚
ᐡⲴൠսྲօˈ㠚ᐡⲴ㜭࣋ྲօˈ㠚ᐡⲴ≤ᒣྲօǄ㘼ањӪਚᴹ൘⽮Պѝˈ䙊
䗷оԆӪ䘋㹼∄䖳ˈ㜭ⵏ↓䇔䇶ࡠ㠚ᐡ઼ԆӪ˗ਚᴹ“൘⽮ՊⲴ㜹㔌ѝ䘋㹼∄
䖳”ˈ㜭䇔䇶ࡠ㠚ᐡⲴԧ٬઼㜭࣋ˈሩ㠚ᐡࠪ↓⺞Ⲵ䇴ԧǄ⽮Պ∄䖳㜭ཏ֯
ӪᾊൠҶ䀓㠚ᐡ઼ԆӪˈࠪ㠚ᐡ઼࡛Ӫѻ䰤ᆈ൘Ⲵᐞ䐍ˈਁ⧠㠚ᐡⲴ䮯༴ˈ
ࠪ㠚ᐡⲴн䏣Ǆ
ѫ㾱࠶йњᯩ䶒䘋㹼⹄ウǄаᱟ㠚ᡁ䇴ԧо⽮Պ∄䖳Ⲵࣘᵪˈаᱟон
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਼ⲴӪ∄䖳ˈ䘈ᴹ㗔փ䰤∄䖳Ǆ
⇿њӪ䜭ާᴹᜣ㾱ᾊൠ䇴ԧ㠚ᐡⲴ㿱઼㜭࣋ⲴࣘᵪǄᖃᴹ䇴ԧ㠚ᐡ㿱
઼㜭࣋Ⲵ⢙䍘Ⲵǃᇒ㿲Ⲵ⇥Ⲵᰦˈىቡ俆⭘֯ݸ䘉⇥Ǆྲ᷌䘉⇥н䎧
⭘ˈቡՊ䙊䗷оԆӪ䘋㹼∄䖳ᶕࡔ᰾㠚ᐡⲴ㿱઼㜭࣋ǄഐѪণ֯൘䇴ՠⲴᰦ
ىᴹањᾊⲴḷ߶ˈնᱟҏᰐ⌅ԕ↔ḷ߶ᶕ䇴ՠ㠚ᐡⲴ㿱઼㜭࣋Ǆֻྲˈ൘
㿱ᯩ䶒ˈᡈҹᱟਟԕ䚯ˈݽ䘉њᱟᰐӾ㘳䇱ⲴǄ൘㜭࣋ᯩ䶒ˈ䇙⍻䈅ࠪҶ
䐁аⲮ㊣⭘Ҷཊ䮯ᰦ䰤৸㜭ᘾṧˈ⋑ᴹањሩ∄䘈ᱟᰐ⌅⸕䚃㠚ᐡⲴ㜭࣋༴ҾӰ
Ѹ≤ᒣǄਖаᯩ䶒ˈḀᯩ䶒Ⲵ㿱઼㜭࣋оањӪⲴ䟽㾱ᙗ䎺儈ˈᡆоަᴹ⵰ᴤ
ⴤ᧕Ⲵޣ㌫ˈ䛓ѸԆ৫䘋㹼䈕ᯩ䶒㿱઼㜭࣋Ⲵ䇴ՠⲴࣘᵪቡ䎺ᕪǄྲ᷌䘉Ӌ
㿱઼㜭࣋䇴ՠሩԆ㘼䀰∛ᰐѹˈ䛓䇴ՠ㔃᷌ሩԆҏ⋑ᴹཚབྷⲴ੨ᕅ࣋Ǆަ⅑ˈ
൘㕪ѿ⢙䍘ᙗ઼⽮ՊᙗⲴ∄䖳ᰦˈ㿱઼㜭࣋䇴ՠᱟ⌒ࣘⲴᖸᇩ᱃᭩ਈⲴǄ⹄ウ
Ⲵᮠᦞ㺘᰾“ᵏᵋቲ⅑”䲿⵰㺘⧠Ⲵ⌒ࣘ㘼⌒ࣘǄྲ᷌ањӪⲴᡀ㔙∄ࡽа⅑Ⲵ
ྭˈԆՊ䇔ѪѻࡽᖸྭⲴ㺘⧠нᱟྭⲴ㺘⧠ˈԆⲴ“ᵏᵋቲ⅑”Պᨀ儈Ǆྲ᷌Ԇ
Ⲵ㺘⧠л䱽ҶˈԆⲴ“ᵏᵋቲ⅑”ҏՊл䱽Ǆቭ㇑൘Ԇ൘ԫ࣑ѝᴹањྭⲴ㺘⧠ˈ
նᱟԆሩ㠚ᐡ㺘⧠Ⲵ䇴ՠ䘈ᱟՊ㔗㔝⌒ࣘⲴǄᡰԕањӪӵӵо㠚ᐡࡽਾⲴ㺘⧠
䘋㹼∄䖳ᱟнཏⲴǄֻྲˈаᒤࡽᡁਚ㜭᭟Ԉ䎧ањєⲮⲴݳᰐववˈᡁⲴⴞ
ḷᱟаᒤਾ㔉㠚ᐡ㖞ањєॳ Ⲵݳcoach ववˈаᒤਾ䘉њⴞḷᇎ⧠Ҷˈ❦ਾ
৸Ѫ㠚ᐡᇊҶањєзݳववⲴⴞḷǄնᱟᡁн⸕䚃ˈ൘ᡁ⭘ coach ववⲴᰦˈى
ᡁⲴᴻ৻ᐢ㓿⭘кҶкз Ⲵݳprada ववǄ
ㅜҼᯩ䶒ቡᱟӪ䶒ሩн਼∄䖳ሩ䊑ᰦⲴ䘹ᤙ઼ᘱᓖǄ൘䶒Ѥа㌫ࡇ৲➗ሩ䊑
ᰦˈӪՊྭٿҾ䘹ᤙҾ㠚ᐡᯩ䶒䜭լⲴӪѪ৲➗ሩ䊑Ǆྲ᷌ᴹ䛓Ѹањ䐏
㠚ᐡⲴ㿱઼㜭࣋к䜭䘁ⲴӪˈ㘼㠚ᐡ৸䐏Ԇᆈ൘儈վѻ࠶ˈ䛓Ѹቡᖸ㠚❦Պ
ሩ㠚ᐡⲴ㜭઼࣋ᜣ⌅䜭ࠪањᖸ⺞ᇊⲴ䇴ՠǄቡྭ∄ањо㠚ᐡ਼аᰦᵏ䘋ޕ
਼аᇦޜਨᐕⲴӪˈєњᐕ喴਼ˈնᱟሩᯩъ㔙᰾ᱮ∄ᡁྭǄԕԆⲴ᭦ޕਟ
ԕ᭟Ԉ䎧ањйॳⳞⲴݳवˈ㘼ᡁਚ㜭᭟ԈަєॳⲴݳǄ൘ੁкⲴ⽮Պ∄䖳ѝˈ
䐏䛓Ӌ䓛ԭൠս∄㠚ᐡ儈ⲴӪ∄ڊ䖳ˈሩ∄㠚ᐡоަⲴ਼ѻ༴ˈമ䘁оԆ
ԜⲴ䐍˗൘ੁлⲴ⽮Պ∄䖳ѝˈ䘶ੁ∄䖳ˈҏቡᱟമ䐏䛓Ӌ⽮Պൠս∄㠚
ᐡվⲴӪ؍ᤱ䐍Ǆֻྲˈ㤡ഭ⦻ླク⵰ Dolce&Gabbana Ⲵ㺓ᴽˈጷᤌྩնᱟ
᭦ޕ৸ᴹ䲀ⲴањྷྣቡՊ䘹ᤙ D&Gˈ䈅മ䱽վ㠚ᐡо⦻ླⲴ૱ણᐞ䐍Ǆնᱟ
ᖃањкਨⴻ㿱㠚ᐡⲴл⵰ D&G ⲴⳞवᰦˈԆҏ䇨ቡнՊ䘹ᤙоѻ䛓Ѹ
䘁Ⲵ૱⡼ Dolce&Gabbana˗ྲ᷌лⲴᱟ Miu Miu ⲴⳞवˈ䛓кਨҏ䇨нՊ᭮
ᔳ㠚ᐡаⴤᗳ⡡Ⲵ૱⡼ pradaǄഐ↔ˈ㜭࣋∄䖳㜭֯׳Ӫ䘋↕ˈᵍ⵰㠚ᐡⲴ∄䖳
ሩ䊑ਁኅǄ
ㅜйᯩ䶒ᱟ㗔փⲴ∄䖳Ǆ⇿њӪ䜭䶒ሩ⵰о㠚ᐡᇶ࠷Ⲵޣањሿഒփˈ
ҏਟԕ䈤ᱟ⽮ӔസǄ൘䘉њ⽮Ӕസ䟼ˈབྷᇦ䜭ᡆཊᡆቁൠ䶒Ѥ⵰“਼аᙗ࣋”ˈ
ণоഒփަԆӪ؍ᤱаṧⲴ࣋ˈн㜭ᆼޘоՇн਼Ǆو㤕ᡁⲴ਼һ䜭⭘кҶ
Miu Miu ⲴⳞवˈᡁቡՊᝏࡠᴹ࣋ˈᐼᵋ䐏ԆԜ؍ᤱа㠤Ǆ
ㅜഋᯩ䶒ᱟ㗔փ䰤Ⲵ∄䖳ǄᴰᕅӪ⌘Ⲵ㓴ሶՊᱟ㓴䰤਼аᙗ࣋ⲴᶕⓀǄ
ྲ᷌ањ㓴൘Ḁᯩ䶒⢩࡛ケࠪˈ䛓Ѹ䘉њ㓴ሶՊᡀѪ㓴䰤∄䖳ⲴḷᵶǄањ㗔փ
ᴤੁٮҾ᭩ਈ㻛ᆳ੨ᕅⲴӪˈᖃ䘉Ӌ㻛੨ᕅⲴӪਁ⧠䘉њ㗔փབྷཊᮠӪо㠚ᐡ㿲
⛩н਼ᰦՊᴤੁٮҾ᭩ਈ㠚ᐡⲴ㿲⛩Ǆ൘儈ᓖ੨ᕅӪⲴ㗔փ䟼ՊᴹᴤཊⲴӔ⍱ˈ
䈅മ৫ᖡ૽࡛ӪǄྲ᷌ањӪԕ㠚ᐡᗳԚⲴ㗔փѪ∄䖳ḷᵶˈ䛓Ѹ䘉њӪቡՊ
ሶ㠚ᐡⲴ㹼Ѫ㜭࣋о䘉њ㗔փ䘋㹼∄䖳ˈᖃ㠚ᐡⲴ㹼Ѫн৺䈕㗔փᰦቡՊ㿹ᗇ㠚
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ᐡ㺘⧠ᗇᖸᐞˈቭ㇑ԆⲴ㜭࣋ᇎ䱵кᒦ䶎ྲ↔ᐞǄањ⵰ coach ᨀवⲴⲭ亶
䱦ቲሶ㠚ᐡоһъᴹᡀⲴ䠁亶∄ᗵᇊՊᝏࡠཡ㩭ˈնᱟᇎ䱵кⲭ亶䱦⇥Ⲵ᭦ޕ
≤ᒣሩ㘼䀰ҏᱟᥪਟ㿲ⲴǄ
⽮Պ∄䖳⨶䇪Ⲵєњ䟽㾱ᙍᜣˈণ⽮Պ∄䖳⨶䇪䇔ѪӪԜ਼ᰦᆈ൘єሩ
・Ⲵ∄䖳ࣘᵪ˖аᱟ⽮Պ䇔਼˄Social Identity˅˗Ҽᱟ⤜⢩ᙗ˄Uniqueness˅(Chan
et al., 2012)Ǆᡆ㘵〠Ѫሩ∄᭸ᓄ˄Contrast˅઼਼ॆ᭸ᓄ˄Assimilation˅(Mandel
et al., 2006)Ǆᡰ䉃⽮Պ䇔਼ࣘᵪˈቡᱟӪԜᐼᵋ㔤ᤱަоḀа㗔փⲴޣ㌫ˈ䇙ަ
ԆӪᝏ㿹ࡠ㠚ᐡҾḀњ㗔փⲴаઈǄֻྲӪԜᐼᵋ䇙࡛Ӫ㿹ᗇ㠚ᐡᱟњѝഭ
Ӫˈଚᙅᱟ〫≁ࡠҶഭཆˈҏн㾱䇙ӪԜ㿹ᗇቡᱟཆഭӪҶˈӽ❦ᱟѝഭӪⲴа
࠶ᆀǄሩҾ⎸䍩㘵㘼䀰ˈቡᱟ⎸䍩㘵ᐼᵋᡀѪḀа⽮Պ㗔փⲴаઈǄֻྲ⎸䍩㘵
ᐼᵋᡀѪѝӗ䱦ቲⲴаઈˈ㘼нᝯ㻛ӪԜ〠Ѫ“ⲭᇼ㖾”ᡆ“儈ᇼᐵ”ǄสҾ⽮Պ
䇔਼ࣘᵪⲴ⎸䍩㘵а㡜ՊੁٮҾ൘⽮Պ∄䖳Ⲵᰦى䟷⭘਼ॆ᭸ᓄˈণަᡰᡰѪ
䜭ㅖਸަᡰ༴㗔փⲴ↓ᑨ㹼ѪǄ䛓ѸሩҾ䖫ྒָ૱ᶕሶˈ⭡Ҿа㡜䍝Ҡ䖫ྒָ૱
⡼ⲴҾⲭ亶䱦ቲˈԆԜнᐼᵋ㻛ⴻڊᱟ“ᇼҼԓ”ᡆᱟ“ᇈҼԓ”Ǆഐ↔ˈԆԜᐼ
ᵋ䖫ྒָ૱⡼Ⲵᙗㅖਸⲭ亶䱦ቲⲴ⢩ᙗˈӾ㘼оᰇ㡠૱⡼४࡛ˈ㺘⧠ࠪ“⮿
䘌”Ⲵ⢩ᙗǄഐѪᰇ㡠૱⡼а㡜䇔ѪᱟҾ“ᇼҼԓ”ㅹ⎸䍩㗔փⲴǄ
ਖаᯩ䶒ˈ⎸䍩㘵ҏާᴹ⤜⢩ᙗ˄Uniqueness˅ࣘᵪǄ䘉ࣘᵪ⎸֯׳䍩㘵
൘䘋㹼⽮Պ∄䖳Ⲵᰦˈى㾱փ⧠ࠪަо㗔փަԆᡀઈᴹᡰн਼ˈ㺘⧠ࠪаᇊ〻
ᓖⲴՈ䎺ᝏǄ⭡䘉ࣘᵪᡰᕅ䎧Ⲵ⽮Պ∄䖳ቡᱟሩ∄᭸ᓄ˄Contrast˅ˈণ⎸䍩㘵
ᐼᵋ㺘⧠ࠪо㗔փަԆᡀઈⲴн਼ѻ༴Ǆ䘉ṧаᶕˈԆԜ൘䍝Ҡ䖫ྒָ૱⡼Ⲵ
ᰦى৸ᐼᵋ䖫ྒָ૱㜭ཏੁᰇ㡠૱⡼䶐ᤒа⛩ˈӾ㘼փ⧠ࠪаᇊ〻ᓖⲴՈ䎺ᙗǄ
㔬кᡰ䘠ˈ⎸䍩㘵ᰒᐼᵋ䖫ྒָ૱оᴹᰇ㡠ྒָ૱⡼ᴹаᇊⲴޣ㚄ᙗˈҏᐼᵋ
оަ؍ᤱаᇊᗇ⤜・ᙗǄӾ㘼ᗇࠪٷ䇮 1˖
ٷ䇮 1˖䖫ྒָ૱⡼оᰇ㡠૱⡼Ⲵޣ㚄ᓖሩ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵݸࠪ⧠ྭٿ࣐ਾ߿
ቁⲴ⧠䊑ˈӾ㘼փ⧠ࠪањ قU රޣ㌫Ǆ
2.3 㠚ሺ˄Self-Esteem˅Ⲵ⭘
ᡁԜ⸕䚃ӗ૱нӵӵᱟӗ૱ˈ䘈ਟԕѪаḷᘇ઼䊑ᖱՐ䙂ࠪаؑǄ
ഐ↔ˈӪ䍝Ҡӗ૱ᰦՊሶ㠚ᐡⲴঠ䊑ᡆ࡛Ӫሩ㠚ᐡⲴⴻ⌅оӗ૱Ⲵ䱴࣐ԧ٬㚄㌫
䎧ᶕǄ⎸䍩㘵Պ֯⭘ӗ૱৫䘁઼᪷оޣ৲➗㗔փѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫(Berger &
Heath, 2008; Escalas & Bettman, 2005; Kuksov & Xie, 2012; Muniz & Thomas, 2001;
White & Dahl, 2006)˗ੁ࡛ӪՐ䗮ԆԜ⤜ᴹⲴᙗᡆ㘵䈤ᱟн਼ѻ༴(Berger &
Heath, 2007; Miller, 2009; Sirgy, 1982)˗䇙㠚ᐡⲴՈ㜌ѻ༴ᴤ㜌Ҿо㠚ᐡᇶ࠷ޣ
ⲴӪ(Berger et al., 1972; Rucker et al., 2012)Ǆ
а㡜ᶕ䇢ˈ⽮Պ∄䖳㾱ਁ⭏⭘ˈѫ㾱ᱟ⎸䍩㘵ᝯ䘋㹼∄䖳Ǆնྲ᷌⎸䍩
㘵нᝯ䘋㹼⽮Պ∄䖳ˈࡉྒָ૱⡼Ⲵ⭘ቡՊ߿ᕡǄа㡜ᶕ䇢ˈ㠚ሺᝏᕪ⛸Ⲵ
⎸䍩㘵ˈᴤᝯ䘋㹼∄䖳ˈ㘼㠚ሺᝏ∄䖳ᕡⲴ⎸䍩㘵ˈࡉнᝯ䘋㹼⽮Պ∄䖳ˈ
ഐ㘼ྒָ૱⡼Ⲵ⭘ቡՊл䱽Ǆл䶒ᡁԜ࠶йᛵߥᶕӻ㓽ал⽮Պ∄䖳Ǆ
ㅜаᱟ⎸䍩㘵䴰㾱⤜⢩ᙗ઼䟷⭘৲➗㗔փⲴᰦىǄ൘བྷ䟿Ⲵ㩕䬰᮷⥞ѝˈ
བྷཊᮠ䘉ᯩ䶒Ⲵ⹄ウ䇠ᖅҶ⎸䍩㘵ሩ⤜⢩ᙗⲴ䴰㾱઼㗔փ৲➗᭸⳺ሩަⲴᖡ૽
(Balachander et al., 2009; Joshi et al., 2009)Ǆ㗔փ৲➗᭸⳺⎹৺ࡠ⎸䍩㘵ሩ䘁઼
᪷оަԆ㗔փ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫Ⲵ䴰㾱(Escalas et al., 2005)Ǆ৽ˈሩ⤜⢩ᙗⲴ䴰㾱о
઼᪷ަԆӪⲴޣ㌫ᴹ(ޣSnyder & Fromkin, 1980)Ǆֻྲˈᖃᡁሶᴸ㯚ࠐзⲴ㗔
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փоᡁ˄ᴸ㯚 5000˅∄ˈᡁቡՊᜣᯩ䇮⌅䘁оԆԜѻ䰤Ⲵ䐍ˈ䈅മ䙊䗷
լᓖᶱ儈Ⲵӗ૱ᶕ㕙ሿⴻ䎧ᶕоԆԜѻ䰤Ⲵ䐍Ǆ䘉њᛵߥлྒָ૱⡼Ⲵ⭘
ቡᴤᕪǄնᱟو㤕ᡁሶᴸ㯚оᡁнклⲴ㗔փ∄䖳ˈ䛓Ѹ䘉ᰦˈىᡁቡᐼᵋо
ԆԜ؍ᤱаᇊⲴ䐍ࠨᱮ㠚ᐡⲴ⤜⢩ᙗǄ䘉ᰦָྒى૱⡼Ⲵ⭘ቡ߿ᕡǄ
ㅜҼᱟ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ㠚ሺ⭘䎧ѫሬ⭘ⲴᰦىǄ䘉ᛵߥⲴањᖸ䟽㾱Ⲵн
਼⛩ᱟ⋑ᴹ⎹৺ࡠ㗔փ᭸ᓄǄ䘉ᛵߥоㅜан਼ᱟ䘉䟼ᱟ㗔փⲴањњփ
ሩањњփⲴ∄䖳ˈࡽ䶒ᡰӻ㓽Ⲵᱟ㗔փ䰤Ⲵањњփሩањᡆཊњ㗔փⲴ∄
䖳Ǆ㲭❦਼а⽮Պ䱦ቲⲴ㗔փՊᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ㹼ѪˈնᱟަԆ⹄ウ㺘᰾⎸䍩㘵ٮ
ੁҾሶ㠚ᐡⲴ⎸䍩䘹ᤙ઼ަԆ⎸䍩㘵䘋㹼ሩ∄ (Ackerman et al., 2000; Dahl et al.,
2012; Hyman, 1942; Van de Ven et al., 2011)Ǆ↔ཆˈ㗔փՊഐѪ⽮Պൠս㘼ਁ
⭏ㄎҹˈ㗔փⲴњփѪҶਆᗇ㗔փ䖳儈Ⲵൠսˈ䙊ᑨՊ䙊䗷㺘⧠ᴤѪঃ䎺Ⲵ
㜭࣋ǃ㔙᭸ㅹᶕਆᗇሩҾԆӪᴤྭⲴൠս (Anderson & Kilduff, 2009; Charles et
al., 2009)Ǆ਼ᰦ⧠ᴹ⹄ウ䇱ᇎˈᰲ䍥Ⲵ㙀⭘૱ਟԕᑞࣙ⎸䍩㘵㔤ᤱԆⲴ㠚ሺᗳ
(Leary & Kowalski, 1990)ˈ䘉ṧ֯ڊԆӾ䛓ӋӵӵਚਟԕҠᗇ䎧ѫ⍱བྷՇⲴⳞव
ⲴӪ䓛к◰ਁԆⲴ㠚ሺᝏˈࠨᱮࠪަ儈䍥ⲴൠսǄ
ㅜйᱟሩ㧧ᗇ㗔փ䍴ṬⲴ䴰≲઼њᙗॆᐞᔲǄањӪᰒ䴰㾱㧧ᗇ㗔փ䍴Ṭ
˄ণо㠚ᐡᡰ൘Ⲵ㗔փ؍ᤱа㠤˅ˈ৸ᴹњᙗॆⲴᐞᔲⲴ䴰≲ˈ䘉є㘵Պ਼ޡ
⭘ᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䍝Ҡ㹼ѪǄֻྲ൘ањᡰᴹӪ䜭⭘⌅࡙䖯䖖Ⲵ㗔փ䟼ˈᡁѪҶ
оԆԜ؍ᤱа㠤ˈᡰԕᡁҏ䘹ᤙҶо⌅࡙аṧᰲ䍥Ⲵ䖯䖖ˈնᱟᡁ⋑ᴹ䘹ᤙ⌅
࡙䘉њ⡼ᆀˈ㘼ᱟ䘹ᤙҶ⢩ᯟ䘉њ⡼ᆀоԆԜ؍ᤱᐞᔲǄӾ㘼ᗇࠪٷ䇮 2˖
ٷ䇮 2˖㠚ሺⲴ⭘Պ䈳㢲䖫ྒָ૱ሩޣ㚄ᓖоྭٿѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫Ǆ
3 ⹄ウᯩ⌅
3.1 ࡽ⍻
ᵜ᮷ࡽ⍻䱦⇥ѫ㾱ᱟѪҶ㧧ᗇ⭘Ҿᇎ傼Ⲵ䖫ྒָ૱⡼㓴ਸǄ㓿䗷ࡽ⍻ˈߣᇊ
䘹ᤙ 8 ሩ૱⡼Ѫᇎ傼ࡪ◰ᶀᯉǄޛ㓴૱⡼ᴹєሩ㻛ᖂ㊫Ѫվޣ㚄ᓖˈйሩ儈ޣ
㚄ᓖˈйሩѝޣ㚄ᓖ˄㺘 1˅
Ǆᖂ㊫ѻਾሩަ䘋㹼⤜・ṧᵜ t Ự傼ˈỰ傼㔃᷌ᱮ⽪
䘉࠶㊫㜭ཏᱮ㪇४࠶й㓴н਼ޣ㚄ᓖⲴ૱⡼˄㺘 2˅
ǄӾ㺘 2 ਟԕⴻࠪˈй㓴
࠶㊫Ⲵ P ٬൷ሿҾ 0.001ˈ䈤᰾䘉й㓴ѻ䰤ᆈ൘ᱮ㪇ᐞᔲǄ

㺘 1 ૱⡼ޣ㚄ᓖᙫ㔃
૱⡼㓴
miu miu&prada
Versus&Versace
D&G ઼ Dolce&Gabbana
Marc by Marc Jacobs ઼ Marc Jacobs
DKNY ઼ Donna Karan New York
McQ ઼ Alexander McQueen
Emporio Armani ઼ Giorgio Armani
see by chloe ઼ chloe

ޣ㚄ᓖ
4.1
2.9
5.37
4.97
4.87
4.23
4.8
4.73

ᖂ㊫
վޣ㚄ᓖ
儈ޣ㚄ᓖ

ѝޣ㚄ᓖ
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㺘2 н਼ޣ㚄ᓖⲴtỰ傼
ഐਈ䟿: ޣ㚄ᓖ
(I) ޣ㚄ᓖ䇴
㓗

(J) ޣ㚄ᓖ䇴
㓗

൷٬ᐞ
(I-J)

ḷ߶䈟

-1.71667*
-2.46667*
1.71667*
-.75000*
2.46667*
.75000*

2.00
3.00
1.00
Sidak 2.00
3.00
1.00
3.00
2.00
*. ൷٬ᐞⲴᱮ㪇ᙗ≤ᒣѪ 0.05Ǆ
1.00

ᱮ㪇ᙗ

.05640
.07384
.05640
.05640
.07384
.05640

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

95% 㖞ؑ४䰤
л䲀
к䲀
-1.8523
-1.5810
-2.6442
-2.2891
1.5810
1.8523
-.8856
-.6144
2.2891
2.6442
.6144
.8856

3.2 ↓ᔿᇎ傼
ᵜ᮷᧕лᶕ䘋㹼↓ᔿᇎ傼Ǆᇎ傼䲿ᵪ䘹ᤙᒯᐎḀབྷᆖҼᒤ㓗ᆖ⭏䘋㹼Ǆᙫޡ
100 ᆖ⭏ˈަѝˈ⭧⭏ 54 Ӫˈྣ⭏ 46 ӪǄᇎ傼俆ݸ䇙ᆖ⭏ሩޛ㓴૱⡼Ⲵޣ㚄
ᙗ䘋㹼ᢃ࠶ˈ1 Ѫᴰվ࠶ˈ7 Ѫᴰ儈࠶Ǆ❦ਾ㾱≲㻛䈅ሩ⇿њ䖫ྒָ૱⡼Ⲵྭٿ
䘋㹼ᢃ࠶ˈ䟷⭘ᵾݻ⢩ 7 ⛩䟿㺘Ǆ᧕лᶕˈᱟ㠚ሺ䟿㺘Ⲵ⍻傼Ǆ㠚ሺ䟿㺘䟷⭘
Rosenberg˄1965˅Ⲵ䟿㺘ˈᙫ ޡ10 њ仈亩ˈަѝᴰਾйњ仈亩ᱟ৽ੁᨀ䰞
(Rosenberg, 1965)Ǆ൘䘋㹼࠶᷀ᰦᢺ䘉йњ仈亩Ⲵ࠶ᮠ䘋㹼↓ੁᦒ㇇Ǆᴰਾᱟ
㻛䈅ⲴӪਓਈ䟿Ⲵ䰞仈Ǆ
3.3 ᮠᦞ࠶᷀
俆ݸሩᮠᦞ䘋㹼㓥Ự傼ˈỰ傼㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ˈվޣ㚄ᓖⲴ൷٬Ѫ 3.34ˈѝޣ㚄
ᓖⲴ൷٬Ѫ 3.97ˈ儈ޣ㚄ᓖⲴ൷٬Ѫ 4.47ˈP ٬ሿҾ 0.001ˈ䈤᰾й㓴૱⡼ᆈ൘
ᱮ㪇ᐞᔲˈ㓥Ự傼ᡀ࣏Ǆ᧕лᶕሩਈ䟿䘋㹼অഐ㍐ᯩᐞ࠶᷀Ǆ㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ྒָ૱
⡼оѫ૱⡼ѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㚄ᓖՊᱮ㪇ᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵ሩྒָ૱⡼Ⲵ˄ྭٿ㺘 3˅
ǄӾ㺘 3
ਟԕⴻࠪˈޣ㚄ᓖⲴ㌫ᮠѪ 23.448ˈP ٬Ѫ 0.01ˈሿҾ 0.05ˈ䈤᰾૱⡼ޣ㚄ᓖՊ
↓ੁᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ૱⡼ྭٿǄնᱟ䘉ᖡ૽Պ䲿⵰ޣ㚄ᓖⲴ࣐㘼䙂߿ˈӾ㘼
⧠ قU රޣ㌫˄മ 1˅
Ǆٷ䇮 1 ᗇࡠ傼䇱Ǆ
㺘3 ѫփ䰤᭸ᓄⲴỰ傼
ഐਈ䟿: brandpref
Ⓚ
III රᒣᯩ
઼
23.448a
ṑ↓⁑ර
13081.612
ᡚ䐍
23.448
ޣ㚄ᓖ
2000.472
䈟ᐞ
16406.000
ᙫ䇑
ṑ↓Ⲵᙫ
2023.920
䇑
a. R ᯩ = .012˄䈳ᮤ R

df

൷ᯩ

F

Sig.

2
1
2
797
800

11.724
13081.612
11.724
2.510

4.671
5211.791
4.671

.010
.000
.010

799
ᯩ = .009˅
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䇪᮷᧕лᶕ䘋㹼㠚ሺⲴ䈳㢲᭸ᓄỰ傼Ǆ㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ˈ㠚ሺ⋑ᴹ㜭ཏሩޣ㚄ᓖ઼
૱⡼ྭٿѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫ӗ⭏䈳㢲᭸ᓄ˄㺘 4˅
Ǆަ㌫ᮠѪ-0.039ˈP ٬Ѫ 0.461ˈབྷ
Ҿ 0.05ˈ䈤᰾䈳㢲᭸ᓄнᱮ㪇ǄӾ㘼ٷ䇮 2 ⋑ᴹᗇࡠ傼䇱Ǆ

⁑ර

(ᑨ䟿)
㠚ሺ
1
ޣ㚄ᓖ
㠚ሺ×ޣ㚄ᓖ
a. ഐਈ䟿: ૱⡼ྭٿ

㺘4 㠚ሺⲴ䈳㢲᭸ᓄa
䶎ḷ߶ॆ㌫ᮠ
ḷ߶㌫ᮠ
B
ḷ߶ 䈟
䈅⭘⡸
ᐞ
4.233
.055
.176
.057
.108
.420
.055
.266
-.039
.053
-.026

t

Sig.

77.538
3.109
7.607
-.737

.000
.002
.000
.461

4 㔃䇪઼䇘䇪
4.1 ѫ㾱㔃䇪
ྒָ૱㩕䬰୶(ࡦ䙐୶ᡆԓ⨶୶)઼ޜՇᖰᖰⴤ㿹ᔿൠ䇔ѪˈሩҾѝഭ⎸䍩㘵
ᶕ䈤ˈ࢟㓯૱⡼оѫ㓯૱⡼؍ᤱ儈ᓖⲴޣ㚄ᙗˈُࠝѫ㓯૱⡼Ⲵ⸕ᓖ࢟㓯૱⡼
Ⲵሩվԧቡ㜭ᴰབྷ〻ᓖൠ੨ᕅ⎸䍩㘵Ǆնᱟᵜ᮷⹄ウਁ⧠ˈ⎸䍩㘵ሩ࢟㓯૱⡼
Ⲵྭٿањ قU රⲴޣ㌫Ǆᵜ᮷ѫ㾱ᴹй⛩⨶䇪ࡋᯠԧ٬Ǆ
ㅜаˈᖃѫ࢟㓯૱⡼Ⲵޣ㚄ᓖнᯝкॷᰦˈ⎸䍩㘵ሩ࢟㓯ྒָ૱⡼Ⲵྭٿн
ᯝᨀ儈Ǆ⭡↔ਟԕ᧘䇪ࠪ⎸䍩㘵ᐼᵋ䙊䗷ᡰ䘹ᤙⲴ࢟㓯૱⡼䘁оѫ㓯૱⡼ѻ䰤
Ⲵޣ㌫ˈ࢟㓯૱⡼ਟԕُࠝѫ㓯૱⡼Ⲵ⸕ᓖǃ㖾䂹ᓖ“⋮ал”ݹǄ
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ㅜҼˈᖃѫ࢟㓯૱⡼Ⲵޣ㚄ᓖࡠ䗮ањᴰ儈⛩ᰦˈ⎸䍩㘵ሩ࢟㓯ྒָ૱⡼Ⲵ
ྭٿቡՊ䲿⵰ޣ㚄ᓖⲴнᯝ࣐㘼л䱽ǄаણⲴᨀ儈ѫ࢟㓯૱⡼Ⲵޣ㚄ᓖᒦн䳮
࣐⎸䍩㘵Ⲵˈྭٿᖃ࢟㓯૱⡼оѫ㓯૱⡼Ⲵޣ㚄ᓖཚ儈ᰦˈ䛓Ѹ࢟㓯૱⡼ቡՊ
ཡ৫Ҷ㠚䓛Ⲵ⢩㢢ˈਈᡀҶѫ㓯૱⡼Ⲵ“㘫⡸”Ǆ
ㅜйˈ㠚ሺ⋑ᴹ㜭ཏሩޣ㚄ᓖ઼૱⡼ྭٿѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫ӗ⭏䈳㢲᭸ᓄǄҏቡᱟ
䈤⎸䍩㘵нᝯ䘋㹼⽮Պ∄䖳ˈྒָ૱Ⲵ૱⡼᭸ᓄ߿ᕡǄ⎸䍩㘵䘹ᤙⲴ䖫ྒָ૱
⡼ᒦ䶎ѪҶоަԆӪᡆ㗔փ䘋㹼⽮Պ∄䖳ˈ䈅മ൘㗔փѝ㧧ᗇ䍴Ṭᣁᡆᱟ؍ᤱ⤜
⢩ⲴњᙗǄ
4.2 㩕䬰ᡈ⮕ѹ
ሩҾྒָ૱㩕䬰୶(ࡦ䙐୶ᡆԓ⨶୶)㘼䀰ˈྲօ䇮䇑ѫ࢟㓯૱⡼Ⲵޣ㚄ᓖᱟ
ањ䟽㾱ⲴߣㆆѻаǄᖃӪԜⴤ㿹кਚሶྒָ૱о“ᬰ∄”ㅹ㹼Ѫᗳ⨶㚄㌫൘а䎧
ᰦˈ㠚❦㘼❦ൠՊੁٮҾ䇔Ѫ࢟㓯૱⡼оѫ㓯૱⡼Ⲵޣ㚄ᓖ䎺ᇶ࠷ˈӪԜⲴ䍝Ҡ
ᝯቡ䎺བྷǄ䘉ㆰঅⲴǃӵࠝⴤ㿹Ⲵ䇔䇶ᐢн㜭ᑞࣙྒָ૱㩕䬰୶൘ѝഭᐲ൪
ࡦᇊࠪ、ᆖǃ㋮߶Ⲵ㩕䬰ᡈ⮕ҶǄᵜ᮷ᐢ㓿䇱᰾Ҷ㠚ሺ⋑ᴹ㜭ཏሩޣ㚄ᓖ઼૱⡼
ྭٿѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫ӗ⭏䈳㢲᭸ᓄˈѫ࢟㓯૱⡼Ⲵޣ㚄ᓖо⎸䍩㘵ሩ࢟㓯૱⡼Ⲵྭٿ
ᆈ൘ᖡ૽ˈӾ㘼Ѫྒָ૱㩕䬰୶ᨀ䶎ᑨᴹԧ٬Ⲵ㩕䬰ᡈ⮕⽪Ǆ
ㅜаˈབྷ㞅ྒָ૱⡼㾱᧘ࠪ࢟㓯㾱䉘㘳㲁ѫ࢟㓯૱⡼ѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫ˈᖃѫ࢟
㓯૱⡼ѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㚄ᓖ䖳վᰦˈ⎸䍩㘵ሩަ࢟㓯૱⡼Ⲵྭٿ䖳վǄ⎸䍩㘵ਟ㜭ṩ
н⸕䚃䈕࢟㓯૱⡼ᱟབྷ㞅ྒָ૱⡼Ⲵ࢟㓯ˈ⎸䍩㘵Պሶ࢟㓯૱⡼⤜・ࠪᶕˈ䇔Ѫ
䈕࢟㓯૱⡼ӵӵᱟањ⤜・Ⲵ૱⡼Ǆ䛓Ѹ䈕࢟㓯૱⡼ቡ䳮ԕُࣙѫ㓯૱⡼Ⲵ
Ո࣯ᶕ੨ᕅ⎸䍩㘵Ǆ
ㅜҼˈᒦ䶎儈ޣ㚄ᓖⲴѫ࢟㓯૱⡼ቡ㜭ُࠝѫ㓯૱⡼ⲴՈ࣯ᗇࡠ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䶂
ⶀǄ࢟㓯䖫ྒ૱⡼ྲ᷌оѫ㓯ྒָ૱⡼ޣ㚄ᓖ儈Ⲵ䈍ˈ⎸䍩㘵ሩ࢟㓯૱⡼Ⲵྭٿ
ҏᱟሩ䖳վⲴǄᖃ࢟㓯૱⡼оѫ㓯૱⡼ޣ㚄ᓖᶱ儈ˈҏቡᱟ䈤ᰐ䇪૱⡼ᖒ䊑ǃ
䇮䇑仾Ṭㅹ䜭䶎ᑨլᰦˈቡՊཡ৫Ҷ࢟㓯ᓄᴹⲴ⢩㢢ˈㅹҾᱟѫ㓯૱⡼Ⲵ“㘫
⡸”ǄᡁؑབྷཊᮠӪ䜭нᐼᵋ㠚ᐡ㣡кॳݳҠഎᶕⲴवव㻛䍤к“㘫⡸”Ⲵḷㆮ
ʽ
ㅜйˈ䭉䈟ൠ䇮䇑ѫ࢟㓯૱⡼ѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫ਟ㜭Պ䱫⺽ѫ㓯૱⡼ⲴਁኅǄሶ࢟
㓯૱⡼䇮䇑ᡀоѫ㓯૱⡼ᴹ儈ᓖⲴᇶ࠷ޣ㌫Ⲵ䈍нӵᰐ⌅ᨀ儈⎸䍩㘵Ⲵˈྭٿ㘼
ф䘈ਟ㜭Պ䙐ᡀ৽᭸᷌Ǆаᶕˈޣ㚄ᓖᶱ儈ᛵߥлˈᰐ䇪ᱟ૱⡼ᆇˈ૱⡼ᖒ䊑ˈ
૱⡼Ⲵ䇮䇑仾Ṭ䜭䴧਼Ⲵ䈍ˈӪԜቡՊሩൠᴤྭٿҾԧṬሩ䖳վⲴ࢟㓯䖫ྒ
૱⡼ˈӾ㘼䱽վሩѫ㓯૱⡼Ⲵ⎸䍩ˈ亷ᴹௗᇮཪѫѻ࣯ǄҼᶕˈབྷ㞅ѫ㓯૱⡼〟
㍟Ҷаᢩᴹ䖳儈૱⡼ᘐ䈊ᓖⲴ⎸䍩㘵ˈԆԜ䈅മ䙊䗷ሩྒָ૱Ⲵ⎸䍩ᶕᖠᱮ㠚ᐡ
Ⲵ䓛ԭൠսˈᖃᴹ䖳ཊӪ䜭ਟԕ⎸䍩ᗇ䎧оѫ㓯૱⡼ᴹ儈ޣ㚄ᓖⲴ࢟㓯ӗ૱ᰦˈ
ቡՊ䱽վ䘉ӋӪሩབྷ㞅ѫ㓯Ⲵᘐ䈊ᓖˈԆԜՊ䇔Ѫ䈕૱⡼ᰐ⌅൘Ӫ㗔ѝᱮ⽪Ԇ
ԜⲴ䓛ԭൠսǄ
4.3 ᵚᶕⲴ⹄ウᯩੁ
ㅜаˈ⹄ウ⎸䍩㘵ⲴަԆᗳ⨶⢩䍘ഐ㍐൘૱⡼ḷ䇶ᱮ㪇ᓖᖡ૽᭸ᓄкⲴᐞ
ᔲǄᵜ᮷ਚ⹄ウҶ㠚ሺⲴ⭘ˈ㘼ф㠚ሺⲴ⭘ᱟ䎧нࡠ䈳㢲⭘ⲴǄ䛓Ѹ൘ޣ
㚄ᓖоྭٿѻ䰤ᱟᆈ൘ަԆᗳ⨶ഐ㍐Ѫਈ䟿˛ਾ㔝⹄ウ䘈ਟԕ⹄ウ⎸䍩
㘵њᙗǃ⎸䍩㘵㠚ᡁ᧗ࡦᝏㅹഐ㍐ሩྒָ૱䍝Ҡ䙐ᡀⲴᖡ૽Ǆ
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ㅜҼˈ⹄ウ૱ޣ㚄ᓖⲴަԆ㔤ᓖǄᵜ᮷⹄ウѫ࢟㓯૱⡼Ⲵޣ㚄ᓖˈ൘䇮䇑䰞
ধᰦѫ㾱⧠ࠪᶕⲴᱟѫ࢟㓯Ⲵ૱⡼〠઼ѫ࢟૱⡼Ⲵ୶ḷǄ❦㘼䇴ᇊѫ࢟㓯ѻ
䰤Ⲵޣ㚄ᓖ䘈ᓄ䈕वਜ਼Ҽ㘵Ⲵ૱⡼ᖒ䊑ǃ䇮䇑仾Ṭㅹഐ㍐Ǆնᱟ㾱㔉䘉Ӌഐ㍐ᇊ
ѹањḷ߶ࡉᴹ⛩ഠ䳮䴰㾱䘋㹼␡⹄ޕウǄ
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The Effect of Benefit Focus and Temporal Framing on
Pro-social Behavior Intention

Nan Ye*, Lisong Hou, Chunhua Xu
(Department of Marketing, Jiangsu Normal University, Xuzhou)
*Corresponding Author Email˖nye@jsnu.edu.cn

ABSTRACT
Pro-social behavior has gradually become one of research hotspots. Researches
of the scholars have focused mainly on why and how to develop pro-social behaviors.
However, the research conclusions for people are more motivated for altruistic or
selfish motives, as well as to the altruistic and selfish advertising persuasion are still
inconsistent. From the perspective of behavioral outcome of pro-social behavior,
applying experimental research method, this research conducted two experiments in
east China and demonstrated the main effect of benefit focus (benefit-to-self versus
benefit-to-others) and its interaction effect with temporal framing on pro-social
behavior intention were significant. The results show that when the appeal focuses on
the benefits of pro-social behavior outcome, individuals would show more intentions
to the benefit-to-others appeal rather than benefit-to-self appeal. Furthermore, when
the benefit focus is framed temporally, both the appeal emphasizing benefit-to-others
immediately and the appeal highlighting benefit-to-self in the future would be more
effective to stimulate higher intentions for pro-social behavior. The theoretical
contributions and practical implications are then discussed.
Keywords: Pro-social Behavior, Benefit appeal, Benefit-to-self, Benefit-to-others,
Temporal Framing
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ӰѸՊӗ⭏Ӣ⽮Պ㹼Ѫԕ৺ྲօษޫӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫㅹᯩ䶒Ǆ❦㘼ˈሩҾӪԜᱟᴤཊ
ൠࠪҾ࡙Ԇࣘᵪ䘈ᱟ࡙ᐡࣘᵪǃԕ৺ሩ࡙Ԇ઼࡙ᐡᒯⲴ䈤ᴽ࣋ㅹ⹄ウ㔃䇪ቊн
а㠤ǄสҾ↔ˈᵜ᮷Ӿᕪ䈳㹼Ѫ㔃᷌䘉а⹄ウ㿶䀂ࠪਁˈ䘀⭘ᇎ傼⹄ウᯩ⌅ˈ䙊
䗷єњᇎ傼ˈ傼䇱ҶӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ㔃᷌Ⲵн਼࡙⳺䇹≲৺ަоᰦ䰤ṶᷦⲴӔӂ⭘
ሩӢ⽮Պ㹼ѪߣㆆⲴᖡ૽Ǆ⹄ウ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈᕪ䈳ሩԆӪᴹ࡙Ⲵ䇹≲∄ᕪ䈳ሩ㠚ᐡ
ᴹ࡙ᴤ㜭◰ਁӪԜⲴӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫੁ˗䘋а↕ᕅޕᰦ䰤Ṷᷦᶕ㺘ᖱӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ㔃
᷌ਾˈᕪ䈳・ণሩԆӪᴹ࡙ԕ৺ᕪ䈳ሶᶕሩ㠚ᐡᴹ࡙Ⲵ䇹≲ˈՊᱮ㪇ᕪӪԜⲴ
Ӣ⽮Պ㹼ѪੁǄᴰਾˈ᮷ㄐ᧒䇘Ҷ䘉а⹄ウ൘⨶䇪к઼ᇎ䐥ѝⲴ䍑⥞৺ѹǄ
ޣ䭞䇽˖Ӣ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ˗࡙⳺䇹≲˗ሩᐡᴹ࡙˗ሩԆӪᴹ࡙˗ᰦ䰤Ṷᷦ
*ᵜ⹄ウਇࡠ⊏㣿ᐸ㤳བྷᆖ“Ոঊ”、⹄ࣘส䠁˄13XWR013˅䍴ࣙǄ

1 ᕅ䀰
Ӣ⽮Պ㹼Ѫᱟᤷа࠷ሩԆӪᴹ⳺ᡆሩ⽮Պᴹ〟ᶱᖡ૽Ⲵ㹼ѪˈवᤜࣙӪǃ࠶
ӛǃਸǃᦀ䎐ǃޣᗳǃӂࣙㅹ[1]Ǆᆖ㘵ԜޣҾӢ⽮Պ㹼ѪⲴ᧒䇘ѫ㾱䳶ѝ൘Ӫ
ԜѪӰѸՊӗ⭏Ӣ⽮Պ㹼Ѫԕ৺ྲօษޫӢ⽮Պ㹼ѪㅹˈሩҾӪԜᱟᴤཊൠࠪҾ
࡙Ԇࣘᵪ䘈ᱟᴤཊൠࠪҾ࡙ᐡⲴࣘᵪ㘼ᢗᡰ䇽[2,3]ˈᒦф㩕䬰ᆖ㘵ሩ࡙Ԇ઼࡙
ᐡᒯ䈤ᴽ࣋Ⲵ⹄ウᗇࡠҶна㠤Ⲵ㔃䇪[4,5]ǄสҾ↔ˈᵜ᮷Ӿᕪ䈳㹼Ѫ㔃᷌䘉
а⹄ウ㿶䀂ࠪਁˈ䘀⭘⎸䍩㘵㹼Ѫ⹄ウᯩ⌅ˈԕੁ५⯇⹄ウᵪᶴᦀ䎐Ѫֻˈ⹄ウ
Ӣ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ㔃᷌Ⲵ࡙⳺䇹≲˄ሩᐡᴹ࡙ VS.ሩԆӪᴹ࡙˅ሩӪԜӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫੁ
Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ↔ཆˈ⭡Ҿᰦ䰤ṶᷦሩӪԜⲴӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫߣㆆᴹᱮ㪇ᖡ૽[6]ˈᵜ᮷䘋а
↕ൠ⹄ウӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ㔃᷌Ⲵ࡙⳺䇹≲˄ሩᐡᴹ࡙ VS.ሩԆӪᴹ࡙˅о㹼Ѫ㔃᷌ᰦ
䰤Ṷᷦ˄・ণ VS.䮯䘌˅ⲴӔӂ᭸ᓄሩӪԜӢ⽮Պ㹼ѪੁⲴᖡ૽ˈᒦ亴ᵏ˖ᕪ
䈳ሩԆӪᴹ࡙Ⲵ㹼Ѫ㔃᷌∄ᕪ䈳ሩᐡᴹ࡙Ⲵ㔃᷌ᴤ㜭ᴹ᭸ൠ◰ਁӪԜⲴӢ⽮Պ
㹼Ѫ˗㘼фˈᖃሩᐡᴹ࡙˄VS.ሩԆӪᴹ࡙˅Ⲵ㔃᷌㻛㺘ᖱѪ・ণṶᷦ˄VS.䮯䘌
Ṷᷦ˅ᰦˈӪԜⲴӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫੁᱮ㪇ᕪǄ
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2 ᮷⥞എ亮৺ٷ䇮ᨀࠪ
2.1 ሩᐡᴹ࡙ VS.ሩԆӪᴹ࡙
ޣҾњփӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ࡙ᐡ䘈ᱟ࡙ԆⲴ⹄ウҹ䇪⭡ᶕᐢѵǄаӋ⹄ウ䇔Ѫˈԕ
њӪ࡙⳺Ѫ䇹≲ሩ◰ਁ〟ᶱⲴ⽮Պ㹼Ѫᴤᴹ᭸Ǆ“࡙ᐡѫѹ”⨶䇪ᤷࠪˈ⽮Պњփ
Ⲵа࠷㹼ѪᓄᱟњӪ࡙⳺ሬੁⲴˈфᑨᑨ䈅മ֯㠚ᐡⲴ࡙⳺઼ԧ٬ᴰབྷॆǄ↓ᱟ
ഐѪ⽮ՊњփሩњӪ࡙⳺ᴤᝏޤ䏓ˈഐ↔ˈྲ᷌ᒯѝᕪ䈳Ⲵᱟሩᐡᴹ࡙ˈ䛓Ѹ
њփሶᴹ䖳儈ⲴӢ⽮ՊᝯǄо↔а㠤ˈṩᦞ⽮ՊӔᦒ⨶䇪ˈӪԜⲴӢ⽮Պ
㹼Ѫˈᇎ䍘кᱟ൘ᵳ㺑㠚ᐡӾѝᗇࡠⲴ࡙⳺৺ԈࠪⲴᡀᵜਾˈ֯њӪቭਟ㜭ൠ
ᗇࡠᴰབྷ࡙⳺Ⲵ਼ᰦ৸ቭਟ㜭ቁൠԈࠪᡀᵜⲴ⽮ՊӔᦒ䗷〻ǄᖃӢ⽮Պ㹼ѪⲴ㔃
᷌֯њӪ㧧࡙䎵䗷ᡰԈᡀᵜᰦˈᕪ䈳ሩᐡᴹ࡙ⲴᒯሩҾ࣐ӪԜⲴӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ
ੁቔަᴹ᭸[7]Ǆণ֯ӪԜᜣ㾱ᑞࣙԆӪˈӪԜҏՊ⣩䊛৫н৫䟷ਆ㹼ࣘˈ䲔䶎
ԆԜ㜭䇱᰾䘉аࣙӪ㹼ѪᱟᴽӾҾԆԜ㠚ᐡⲴ࡙⳺˗㘼фˈ⭡Ҿᕪ䈳㠚ᐡⲴ࡙⳺
ѪӪԜⲴ࡙Ԇ㹼ѪᨀҶаቲ“ᗳ⨶ཆ㺓”ˈഐ↔ˈሩᐡᴹ࡙Ⲵᒯ∄ሩԆӪᴹ࡙
Ⲵᒯᴤާ੨ᕅ࣋[8]Ǆቡᦀ䎐㹼Ѫ㘼䀰ˈ㲭❦ᦀ䎐ᒯᑨᑨᕪ䈳“࡙Ԇ”ˈնᱟᕪ
䈳њփ㠚䓛࡙⳺Ⲵᒯਟ㜭ሩᨀ儈▌൘ᦀ䎐㘵Ⲵᦀ䎐ੁᴤᴹ᭸[9]Ǆ
৽ˈਖаӋ⹄ウࡉ䇔Ѫˈᕪ䈳ሩԆӪᴹ࡙∄ሩᐡᴹ࡙ᴤ㜭ᴹ᭸ൠ㧧ᗇᦀ䎐
㘵Ⲵ᭟ᤱǄՐ㔏ⲴࣙӪǃᦀ䎐ㅹӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ⨶䇪བྷཊᱟสҾ“࡙Ԇѫѹ”⨶䇪[10]Ǆ
⿹ᤱ࡙ԆѫѹⲴњӪؑԫօ࡙⳺䜭ᓄ䈕൘ᮤњ⽮Պк㻛൷रൠ࠶䝽ˈ㘼ф⽮Պ
⾿࡙ᓄޘ䶒ᨀॷˈഐ㘼ᴤᝯሶ㠚ᐡⲴ࡙⳺ᤷੁԆӪǄṩᦞ⽮Պ㿴㤳⨶䇪ˈ⽮
Պ䍓ԫ㿴㤳֯׳ӪԜ㻛ᵏᖵ৫ᑞࣙ䴰㾱ᑞࣙⲴӪˈҏቡᱟ䈤ˈ⽮Պ䴰㾱ᆳⲴ
ᡀઈԜ㘳㲁њӪⲴ㠚࡙৺ӛҀⲴࣘᵪˈᴤ䴰㾱ᡀઈԜ৫ѪԆӪᨀᑞ઼ࣙᨤ
ࣙˈ㘼нᗵ㾱㘳㲁㔉㠚ᐡᑖᶕⲴ࡙⳺ [11]Ǆቡᦀ䎐㹼Ѫ㘼䀰ˈԕԆӪ࡙⳺Ѫѝ
ᗳⲴᒯ∄ԕ㠚ᐡ࡙⳺ѪѝᗳⲴᒯᴤ㜭傡ࣘޜՇⲴ〟ᶱᦀ䎐৽ᓄ [12]Ǆ
⧠ᴹ᮷⥞⹄ウ䗷ཊൠᕪ䈳ҶӢ⽮Պ㹼ѪⲴࣘᵪˈ㘼ᘭ⮕Ҷањ䟽㾱Ⲵ㿶䀂ˈ
ণᕪ䈳㹼Ѫ㔃᷌ሩӪԜӢ⽮Պ㹼ѪᝯⲴᖡ૽Ǆᕪ䈳“ሩᐡᴹ࡙”Ⲵ㔃᷌ˈᱟ⌘ޣ
ӪԜ㠚ᐡ㜭ཏӾӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ㔃᷌ѝ㧧ᗇаᇊⲴ࡙⳺ᡆྭ༴˗ֻྲˈᦀ䎐㘵ੁḀ㛯
ⱔ⹄ウॿՊᦀⅮਾˈਟԕӾ䈕ॿՊ㧧ᗇᴰᯠⲴ⹄ޣウᡀ᷌Ѫഎᣕˈԕ؍ᣔ㠚
ᐡⲴڕᓧǄሩൠˈᕪ䈳“ሩԆӪᴹ࡙”Ⲵ㔃᷌ˈᱟ⌘ޣԆӪਟԕӾӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ㔃
᷌ѝ㧧ᗇаᇊⲴ࡙⳺ᡆྭ༴˗ֻྲˈᦀ䎐㘵ੁ㛯ⱔ⹄ウॿՊᦀⅮਾˈᐼᵋ䈕ॿՊ
⹄ウࠪᴤཊⲴᡀ᷌ԕ⋫ᴤཊⲴ㛯ⱔᛓ㘵ǄӾ䘉а䀂ᓖⴻˈӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ㔃᷌ᕪ
䈳“ሩԆӪᴹ࡙”∄ᕪ䈳“ሩᐡᴹ࡙”ᓄᴤᴹ䈤ᴽ࣋Ǆഐ↔ˈ൘ᡁഭˈྲ᷌Ӣ⽮Պ㹼
Ѫ㔃᷌ᕪ䈳ⲴᱟሩԆӪᴹ࡙ˈ䛓Ѹњփሶᴹ䖳儈ⲴӢ⽮Պ㹼ѪᝯǄ⭡↔ᨀࠪٷ
䇮˖
H1˖ᕪ䈳Ӣ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ㔃᷌“ሩԆӪᴹ࡙”∄ᕪ䈳“ሩ㠚ᐡᴹ࡙”ᰦˈՊ࣐ӪԜ
ⲴӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫᝯ˗৽ѻࡉ߿ቁǄ
2.2 ᰦ䰤Ṷᷦ
ᰦ䰤䀓䟺≤ᒣ⨶䇪ᤷࠪˈᰦ䰤䐍Ⲵᝏ⸕㌫㔏ൠ᭩ਈ⵰ᵚᶕһԦ㻛䀓䟺
Ⲵᯩᔿˈ䘋㘼ᖡ૽о䛓ӋᵚᶕһԦⲴޣ䇴ԧ઼䘹ᤙ [13]ǄᖃһԦ㻛㺘ᖱѪн
਼ᰦ䰤ṶᷦᰦˈӪԜՊᖒᡀн਼Ⲵᰦ䰤䐍ѳ㠣ᗳ⨶䐍ᝏ⸕ˈ䘋㘼ሩ਼ṧ
ⲴһԦӗ⭏н਼ࡔᯝˈᴰ㓸㺘⧠ࠪн਼Ⲵߣㆆ㔃઼᷌㹼Ѫ৽ᓄǄChandran઼
Menon˄2004˅傼䇱Ҷ䘉а᭸ᓄˈ⹄ウᱮ⽪ˈ䘁Ⲵᰦ䰤Ṷᷦ˄⇿ཙ˅∄䘌Ⲵ
ᰦ䰤Ṷᷦ˄⇿ᒤ˅֯ڕᓧ仾䲙ᱮᗇᴤ䘁фᴤާփˈӾ㘼࣐㠚ᡁ仾䲙ᝏ⸕ǃ
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њփ㹼Ѫੁԕ৺仾䲙Ր䗮᭸᷌ㅹ [14]Ǆഭཆᴹޣᰦ䰤ṶᷦⲴ᮷⥞㺘᰾ˈᰦ䰤
Ṷᷦᱟањ䟽㾱Ⲵ䈳㢲ਈ䟿ˈн਼ᰦ䰤Ṷᷦ㺘ᖱⲴһԦᡆ㹼Ѫ㔃᷌ሩҾн਼
Ⲵњփᘱᓖ৺㹼Ѫᴹн਼Ⲵᖡ૽ǄֻྲˈStrathmanㅹ˄1994˅傼䇱Ҷн਼ᰦ
䰤Ṷᷦ˄・ণᡆ䮯ᵏ˅ሩ㘳㲁ᵚᶕ㔃᷌н਼ⲴњփޣҾ࣐བྷ⸣⋩ᔰ䟷Ⲵᘱᓖ
ᴹᱮ㪇ᖡ૽ˈ⹄ウ㺘᰾ˈሩᵚᶕ㘳㲁䖳ቁⲴӪੁٮҾ㺘ᖱѪ・ণ࡙⳺Ⲵ㔃᷌ˈ
㘼ሩᵚᶕ㘳㲁䖳ཊⲴӪੁٮҾ㺘ᖱѪ䮯䘌࡙⳺Ⲵ㔃᷌ [15]ǄOrbellㅹ˄2010˅ԕ
ⴤ㛐ⱼㆋḕ㹼ѪߣㆆѪֻˈ⹄ウҶᰦ䰤Ṷᷦ䙊䗷ሩњփⲴᘱᓖ৺⸕㿹㹼Ѫ᧗
ࡦⲴᖡ૽䘋㘼ሬ㠤н਼Ⲵߣㆆ㔃᷌ [16]Ǆնᆖ㘵Ԝ൘Ӣ⽮Պ㹼Ѫᯩ䶒Ⲵ⹄ウᶱ
ቁǄ᮷⥞⹄ウ㺘᰾ˈⴞࡽਚᴹChang઼Lee˄2009˅൘ழᒯᴹ᭸ᙗⲴ⹄ウ
ѝ᰾⺞ᨀࠪҶᰦ䰤ṶᷦⲴ⭘ˈ⹄ウ㺘᰾ˈ⸝ᵏᰦ䰤Ṷᷦਟԕᕪᑖᴹ䍏䶒
മⲴۿ䍏䶒ṶᷦؑⲴழᒯᖡ૽࣋ˈ㘼䮯ᵏᰦ䰤Ṷᷦਟԕᕪਜ਼ᴹ〟ᶱ
മ↓Ⲵۿ䶒ṶᷦؑⲴழᒯᖡ૽࣋ [6]ǄWhite઼Peloza˄2009˅Ⲵа亩⹄ウ
ᤷࠪˈᖃӪԜᜣ㾱ᨀ儈㠚ᐡⲴޜՇᖒ䊑ᰦˈⴻࡠԕԆӪ࡙⳺ѪѝᗳⲴएᦀᒯਾˈ
ᖰᖰՊᦀᴤཊⲴ䫡㔉ழᵪᶴ˗㘼ᨀ儈ޜՇᖒ䊑ᱟᦀ䎐㘵ᜣ㾱・ণᗇࡠⲴа࡙
⳺ˈ⭡↔ࠪⲴᦀ䎐৽ᓄᱟࠪҾњӪ࡙⳺ᡆሩ㠚ᐡᴹྭ༴Ⲵ㘳㲁 [5]Ǆ䘉൘ަԆ
Ⲵ⹄ウѝҏᗇࡠ䇱ᇎˈণᖃӪԜ൘ޜՇ൪ਸ㻛㿲ⴻᰦˈሩԆӪᴹ࡙Ⲵᒯ֯ᗇᦀ
䎐㘵ᦀᴤཊⲴ䫡[17]Ǆਖаᯩ䶒ˈWhite઼Peloza˄2009˅Ⲵ਼ањ⹄ウҏᤷࠪˈ
ᖃ⿱л䟼䘋㹼ᦀ䎐ᰦˈ⭡Ҿ⎸䲔Ҷᜣ㾱ᗇࡠ〟ᶱⲴޜՇᖒ䊑䘉аণᰦ࡙⳺ˈഐ㘼
ᕪ䈳њӪ࡙⳺Ⲵᒯ䈤ᴽ࣋ᴤᕪǄ਼ṧˈӪԜ൘ⴻࡠᕪ䈳ሩᐡᴹ࡙ⲴᒯਾˈՊ
ѪҶԕਾ㜭֯⭘ழᵪᶴⲴ䍴Ⓚ䘉а䮯䘌Ⲵ࡙⳺㘼ᴤᝯᦀ䎐[18]Ǆ
สҾ↔ˈᕅޕᰦ䰤Ṷᷦᶕ㺘ᖱӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ㔃᷌ˈ⭡↔䘋а↕᧒᷀Ӣ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ
㔃᷌Ⲵ࡙⳺㿶䀂ᖡ૽њփӢ⽮Պ㹼ѪߣㆆⲴᰦ䰤ᗳ⨶ᵪࡦˈӾ㘼ᕪสҾ㔃᷌Ⲵ
Ӣ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ傡ࣘㆆ⮕Ⲵᴹ᭸ᙗˈᨀ儈ӪԜӢ⽮Պ㹼ѪᝯǄ⭡↔᧘⍻ˈᖃӢ⽮Պ
㹼Ѫ㔃᷌ሩᐡᴹ࡙ᡆሩԆӪᴹ࡙㻛㺘ᖱѪн਼Ⲵᰦ䰤Ṷᷦ˄・ণVS.䮯䘌˅ᰦˈ
ሩӪԜⲴӢ⽮Պ㹼ѪᴹаᇊⲴӔӂ⭘ˈণ˖
H2˖ᕪ䈳Ӣ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ㔃᷌“ሩԆӪᴹ࡙”ˈ൘䘁Ⲵᰦ䰤Ṷᷦлᴤ㜭ᴹ᭸ൠ
ᕪњӪⲴӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫᝯ˗㘼ᕪ䈳“ሩᐡᴹ࡙”ˈ൘䘌Ⲵᰦ䰤ṶᷦлՊᴹ᭸ᕪњ
ӪⲴӢ⽮Պ㹼ѪᝯǄ
3 ⹄ウа˖н਼࡙⳺䇹≲˄࡙ᐡ vs.࡙Ԇ˅Ⲵᖡ૽
3.1 ᇎ傼䇮䇑о㻛䈅
ᵜ⹄ウѪањঅഐ㍐ৼ≤ᒣ˄࡙⳺䇹≲˖ሩᐡᴹ࡙ VS.ሩԆӪᴹ࡙˅Ⲵ㓴䰤
ᇎ傼䇮䇑ˈᰘ൘⹄ウสҾӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ㔃᷌Ⲵн਼࡙⳺䇹≲ሩӪԜӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫੁ
Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ㻛䈅Ѫॾьаᡰ儈ṑⲴ 40 ᵜ、⭏˄⭧⭏ 29 Ӫˈྣ⭏ 11 Ӫˈᒤ喴൘
19 ࡠ 23 ѻ䰤˅
ˈԆԜᱟӾ㩕䬰䈮าкᤋएⲴ㠚ᝯ৲оⲴབྷҼᆖ⭏ˈ㻛䲿ᵪ࠶
䝽Ѫє㓴ˈ⇿㓴 20 ӪǄ
3.2 ᇎ傼ᶀᯉ৺〻ᒿ
ᇎ傼ѝˈᡁԜ俆⸕ݸ㻛䈅˖“ᛘྭˈ䶎ᑨᝏ䉒ᛘⲴ৲оʽᛘণሶⴻࡠⲴᱟ
аࡉޣҾᦀ䎐Ⲵᛵຳᒯˈ䈧ᛘ൘䇔ⵏ䰵䈫ਾṩᦞᛘⲴㅜа৽ᓄປ߉䰞ধʽ”❦
ਾሶᇎ傼ᶀᯉ৺䰞ধ࠶࡛ਁ᭮㔉є㓴Ⲵ৲о㘵Ǆ䈕ᇎ傼֯⭘Ⲵᱟањ५⯇⹄ウᦀ
䎐ᛵຳˈ䙊䗷ᛵຳⲴ᮷ᆇ᧿䘠ሶᦀ䎐㔃᷌Ⲵ࡙⳺㿶䀂࠶࡛䳶ѝ൘“ሩᐡᴹ࡙”઼
“ሩԆӪᴹ࡙”Ǆ“ሩᐡᴹ࡙”㓴㻛䈅ⴻࡠⲴᶀᯉᕪ䈳Ⲵᱟሩᦀ䎐㘵њӪⲴ࡙⳺ˈަ
ѝࠪ⧠ⲴᆇཊѪ“ᛘ”ǃ“㠚ᐡ”ˈྲ“ᛘਟԕ৺ᰦ⸕ᲃ५⯇⹄ウᡀ᷌ؑ”ǃ“؍䇱
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㠚ᐡ઼ᇦӪⲴڕᓧ”ㅹ˗“ሩԆӪᴹ࡙”㓴㻛䈅ⴻࡠⲴᶀᯉᕪ䈳Ⲵᱟሩ㻛ᦀ䎐㘵Ⲵ
࡙⳺ˈަѝࠪ⧠ⲴᆇཊѪ“ᛓ㘵”ǃ“ԆӪ”ˈྲ“ᛓ㘵ਟԕ৺ᰦ⸕ᲃ५⯇⹄ウᡀ
᷌ؑ”ǃ“؍䇱ԆӪⲴڕᓧ”ㅹǄ
ѻᡰԕ䘹ᤙ५⯇⹄ウ䘉аᦀ䎐ᛵຳˈᱟഐѪ⹄ウࡽ⍻ѝਁ⧠ੁ५⯇⹄ウᵪᶴ
ᦀ䎐ᱟањሩ⇿њӪ䜭ᴹѹⲴᦀ䎐㕈⭡Ǆ᤹➗ White ઼ Peloza˄2009˅⹄ウ 1
Ⲵ[⌅ڊ5]ˈሩ࡙⳺䇹≲䘋㹼Ҷᇎ傼ࡽ⍻ˈ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈሩҾ“ሩᐡᴹ࡙”ԕ৺“ሩԆ
Ӫᴹ࡙”Ⲵᱟᡀ࣏Ⲵ˄Ms=5.02 ઼ 3.15˗t(29)=13.37ˈp<.01˅
ˈণ㻛䈅ⴻࡠ“ሩ
ᐡᴹ࡙”Ⲵ䈤䗎ਾˈᱮ㪇ൠ䇔Ѫᱟሩ㠚ᐡᴹ࡙⳺㘼нᱟሩԆӪᴹ࡙ⲴǄ
ᇎ傼ѝˈሩഐਈ䟿“ᦀ䎐ੁ”Ⲵ⍻䟿֯⭘Ⲵᱟ 4 њ仈亩ǃ7 ⛩ᔿᵾݻ⢩䟿㺘
˄1 䶎ᑨн਼ˈ7 䶎ᑨ਼˅
˖ᡁᝯᦀ䎐㔉५ᆖ⹄ウငઈՊ˗ᡁᢃ㇇ᦀ䎐㔉५
ᆖ⹄ウငઈՊ˗ᡁᖸᴹਟ㜭ᦀ䎐㔉५ᆖ⹄ウငઈՊ˗ᡁᖸᘛቡՊᦀ䎐㔉५ᆖ⹄ウ
ငઈՊ˄α=.90˅
Ǆ਼ᰦˈᡁԜ䘈䇙㻛䈅ٷ䇮㠚ᐡᴹਟ㠚⭡᭟䝽Ⲵ 1000 ˈݳ䰞৺
ᝯӾѝᦀ䎐ཊቁ䫡Ǆ❦ਾˈ㻛䈅ᆼᡀҶỰ傼䰞亩˄ሩᐡᴹ࡙/ሩԆӪᴹ࡙˅
ˈ
ᴰਾປ߉ҶњӪؑ˄ྲˈᙗ࡛ǃᒤ喴ǃᇦᓝᒤ᭦ޕㅹ˅Ǆᴰਾˈ⸕䈕⹄ウѝ
Ⲵᛵຳᱟ㲊ᶴⲴˈӵѪᆖᵟ⹄ウᡰ⭘ˈᒦ⅑ᝏ䉒㻛䈅Ⲵ৲оǄ
3.3 㔃᷌࠶᷀
ᇎ傼 1 ѝᴹаԭ䰞ধഐ⋑ᴹᆼᮤປ߉㘼㿶Ѫᰐ᭸Ǆ俆ˈݸሩ“ሩᐡᴹ࡙”ԕ৺
“ሩԆӪᴹ࡙”䘋㹼Ự傼ˈ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈ䈕ᱟᡀ࣏Ⲵ˄Ms=4.99 ઼ 3.24˗
t(37)=9.45ˈp<.01˅
Ǆ❦ਾˈѪҶỰ傼ٷ䇮 1ˈᡁԜ䘋㹼Ҷањ 2×1˄࡙⳺䇹≲˖
ሩᐡᴹ࡙ VS.ሩԆӪᴹ࡙˅ሩᦀ䎐ੁ˄ᦀ䎐䠁仍˅Ⲵঅഐ㍐ᯩᐞ࠶᷀Ǆ㔃᷌㺘
᰾ˈᦀ䎐㔃᷌Ⲵ࡙⳺㿶䀂ሩᦀ䎐ੁᴹᱮ㪇ᖡ૽˄F(1ˈ37)=7.24ˈp=.011˅˗Ӿ
ᦀ䎐䠁仍ᶕⴻˈ㔃᷌ҏᱮ㪇˄F(1ˈ37)=5.73ˈp=.022˅Ǆྲ亴⍻аṧˈᕪ䈳ᦀ䎐
㔃᷌“ሩԆӪᴹ࡙”˄M=4.37˗147.37 “∄˅ݳሩᐡᴹ࡙”˄M=3.20˗73.75 Ⲵ˅ݳ
एᦀᒯᴤ㜭ᴹ᭸◰ਁӪԜⲴᦀ䎐ੁˈྲ㺘 1 ᡰ⽪Ǆഐ↔ˈᖃӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ㔃᷌
ᕪ䈳ሩԆӪᴹ࡙ᰦˈ∄ᕪ䈳ሩ㠚ᐡᴹ࡙ᴤ㜭࣐ӪԜⲴӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫᝯˈٷ䇮 1
ᗇࡠ᭟ᤱǄ
㺘 1 н਼࡙⳺䇹≲˄࡙ᐡ vs.࡙Ԇ˅ሩᦀ䎐ੁⲴᖡ૽ᯩᐞ࠶᷀
ᒣᯩ઼
ᦀ䎐ੁ

൷ᯩ

df

㓴䰤

13.302

1

13.302

㓴

67.996

37

1.838

ᙫᮠ

81.298

38

ᦀ䎐ᮠ仍

㓴䰤

52807.060

1

52807.060

˄ᴹ 1000 ݳਟ᭟䝽˅

㓴

341312.171

37

9224.653

ᙫᮠ

394119.231

38

F

ᱮ㪇ᙗ

7.238

.011

5.725

.022

4 ⹄ウҼ˖࡙⳺䇹≲оᰦ䰤ṶᷦⲴӔӂ⭘
4.1 ᇎ傼䇮䇑о㻛䈅
ᇎ傼 2 ᱟањ 2˄࡙⳺䇹≲˖ሩᐡᴹ࡙ VS.ሩԆӪᴹ࡙˅×2˄ᰦ䰤Ṷᷦ˖・
ণ VS.䮯䘌˅Ⲵৼഐ㍐ৼ≤ᒣ㓴䰤ᇎ傼䇮䇑ˈⴞⲴᱟ᧒ウӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ㔃᷌Ⲵн਼
࡙⳺䇹≲он਼ᰦ䰤ṶᷦⲴӔӂ⭘ሩӪԜӢ⽮Պ㹼ѪੁⲴᖡ૽Ǆ㻛䈅Ѫॾь
аᡰ儈ṑⲴ 120 ᵜ、⭏˄⭧⭏ 88 Ӫˈྣ⭏ 32 Ӫˈᒣ൷ᒤ喴Ѫ 20.39 ˅
ˈԆ
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ԜᱟӾབྷᆖ㤡䈝䈮าкᤋएⲴ㠚ᝯ৲оⲴབྷҼᆖ⭏ˈ㻛䲿ᵪ࠶䝽Ѫഋ㓴ˈ⇿㓴
30 ӪǄ
4.2 ᇎ傼৺〻ᒿ
㊫լҾᇎ傼 1 ѝሩ“࡙⳺㿶䀂”Ⲵࡽ⍻ˈᡁԜሩ“ᰦ䰤Ṷᷦ”Ⲵҏ䘋㹼
Ҷࡽ⍻ˈ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈ⭘“・ণ”ԕ৺“ሶᶕ”ㅹሩᰦ䰤ṶᷦⲴᱟᡀ࣏Ⲵ˄Ms=4.57
઼ 3.03˗t(29)=7.51ˈp<.01˅
ˈণ㻛䈅ⴻࡠ“・ণ”ⲴṶᷦ䈤䗎ਾˈᱮ㪇ൠ䇔Ѫᱟᕪ
䈳ⲴণሶᗇࡠⲴ࡙⳺㘼нᱟሶᶕǄ
оᇎ傼 1 〻ᒿаṧˈᡁԜ൘ਁᐳᤷሬ䈝ਾ࠶࡛ᢺᇎ傼ᶀᯉ઼䰞ধਁ᭮㔉ഋ㓴
㻛䈅Ǆ਼ṧԕ५⯇⹄ウᦀ䎐Ѫֻˈ“ሩᐡᴹ࡙”઼“ሩԆӪᴹ࡙”Ⲵྲ⹄ウ 1ˈ
н䎈䘠˗ُ䢤ԕᖰⲴᰦ䰤Ṷᷦ᮷⥞ѝⲴˈ⌅ڊᡁԜሶᦀ䎐㔃᷌“ሩᐡᴹ࡙”ǃ“ሩ
ԆӪᴹ࡙”࠶࡛㺘ᖱѪ“・ণ”઼“䮯䘌”Ⲵ࡙⳺ᡆྭ༴Ǆ൘・ণⲴᰦ䰤Ṷᷦлˈᒯ
ѝᕪ䈳ᦀ䎐ਾᖸᘛՊ㔉ᦀ䎐㘵ᡆਇᦀ㘵ᑖᶕⲴ࡙⳺ˈ֯⭘Ⲵᆇྲ“・ণ”ǃ“ᖸ
ᘛ”ㅹ˗൘䮯䘌Ⲵᰦ䰤Ṷᷦлˈᒯѝᕪ䈳ᦀ䎐ਾሶᶕՊ㔉ᦀ䎐㘵ᡆਇᦀ㘵ᑖᶕ
Ⲵ࡙⳺ˈ֯⭘Ⲵᆇྲ“ሶᶕ”ǃ“ԕਾ”ㅹǄ
㓴㻛䈅ⴻᆼᓄⲴ㲊ᶴएᦀᒯਾˈᆼᡀҶ亴⍻ਈ䟿——“ᦀ䎐ੁ”
˄α=.89˅
ǃ“ᦀ䎐䠁仍”ԕ৺њӪสᵜؑⲴ⍻䟿৺䰞仈Ǆ⭡ҾњӪؑⲴᖡ૽н
ᱮ㪇ˈഐ㘼ਾ㔝н࣐ԕ࠶᷀Ǆᴰਾˈ⸕㻛䈅䈕⹄ウӵѪᆖᵟ⹄ウᡰ⭘ˈᒦ
⅑ᝏ䉒ԆԜⲴ৲оǄ
4.3 㔃᷌࠶᷀
俆ˈݸᡁԜ䘋㹼ҶỰ傼ˈ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈሩ“ሩᐡᴹ࡙”ԕ৺“ሩԆӪᴹ࡙”Ⲵ
ᱟᡀ࣏Ⲵ˄Ms=5.11 ઼ 3.47˗t(119)=8.62ˈp<.01˅
ˈሩ“・ণ”৺“䮯䘌”ᰦ䰤
ṶᷦⲴỰ傼ҏᱟᡀ࣏Ⲵ˄Ms=5.02 ઼ 3.15˗t(119)=13.37ˈp<.01˅Ǆަ⅑ˈѪ
Ự傼ٷ䇮 2ˈᡁԜ䘋㹼Ҷањ 2˄࡙⳺䇹≲˖ሩᐡᴹ࡙ VS.ሩԆӪᴹ࡙˅×2˄ᰦ
䰤Ṷᷦ˖・ণ VS.䮯䘌˅ሩᦀ䎐ੁԕ৺ᦀ䎐䠁仍Ⲵᯩᐞ࠶᷀ˈ㔃᷌㿱㺘 2Ǆ
㺘2

࡙⳺䇹≲оᰦ䰤ṶᷦӔӂሩᦀ䎐ੁⲴᖡ૽ᯩᐞ࠶᷀
ᒣᯩ઼

ᦀ䎐ੁ

൷ᯩ

df

㓴䰤

16.752

3

5.584

㓴

233.871

116

2.016

ᙫᮠ

250.623

119

ᦀ䎐ᮠ仍

㓴䰤

87152.176

3

29050.725

˄ᴹ 1000 ݳਟ᭟䝽˅

㓴

1296726.990

116

11178.681

ᙫᮠ

1383879.167

119

F

ᱮ㪇ᙗ

2.770

.045

2.599

.050

ᇎ傼㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈᦀ䎐㔃᷌Ⲵн਼࡙⳺䇹≲оᰦ䰤Ṷᷦሩᦀ䎐ੁᴹॱ࠶ᱮ㪇
ⲴӔӂ⭘˄F(3ˈ116)=2.77ˈp=.045˅
˗Ӿᦀ䎐䠁仍ᶕⴻˈӔӂ⭘਼ṧҏᱮ㪇
˄F(3ˈ116)=2.60ˈp=.05˅Ǆ↓ྲࡽ䶒ᡰ亴⍻ˈᕪ䈳ᦀ䎐㔃᷌“ሩԆӪᴹ࡙”൘“・
ণ”Ⲵᰦ䰤Ṷᷦл˄M=3.93˗123.75 ∄˅ݳ൘“䮯䘌”Ⲵᰦ䰤Ṷᷦл˄M=3.59˗99.31
ˈ˅ݳᴤ㜭ᴹ᭸ᕪӪԜⲴᦀ䎐ੁ˗㘼ᕪ䈳ᦀ䎐㔃᷌“ሩ㠚ᐡᴹ࡙”൘“䮯䘌”Ⲵ
ᰦ䰤Ṷᷦл˄M=4.36˗161.61 ∄˅ݳ൘“・ণ”Ⲵᰦ䰤Ṷᷦл˄M=3.37˗92.86 ˅ݳ
ˈ
ᴤ㜭ᴹ᭸ൠ◰ਁӪԜⲴᦀ䎐ੁǄഐ↔ˈᖃӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ㔃᷌ᕪ䈳“・ণሩԆӪᴹ
࡙”ᰦˈ∄ᕪ䈳“ሶᶕሩԆӪᴹ࡙”ᴤ㜭ᕪӪԜⲴӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫᝯ˗৽ˈᖃӢ
⽮Պ㹼Ѫ㔃᷌ᕪ䈳“ሶᶕሩ㠚ᐡᴹ࡙”ᰦˈ∄ᕪ䈳“・ণሩ㠚ᐡᴹ࡙”ᴤ㜭ᕪӪԜ
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ⲴӢ⽮Պ㹼ѪᝯǄᡰԕˈٷ䇮 2 ᗇࡠ᭟ᤱǄ
5 㔃䇪о䇘䇪
ழᦀ䎐ᱟިරⲴӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫˈ⹄ウ1઼⹄ウ2Ⲵ㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ˈሩԆӪᴹ࡙Ⲵ䇹
≲∄ሩ㠚ᐡᴹ࡙Ⲵ䇹≲ᴤ㜭੨ᕅӪԜ䘋㹼Ӣ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ˗ྲ᷌㘳㲁࡙⳺Ⲵᰦ䰤Ṷ
ᷦˈ䛓Ѹˈ䮯䘌ⴻᶕሩ㠚ᐡᴹ࡙Ⲵ䇹≲ԕ৺ᕪ䈳㜭ሩԆӪ・ণᑖᶕྭ༴Ⲵ䇹≲䜭
ሶ㜭ᴹ᭸ൠ◰ਁӪԜⲴӢ⽮Պ㹼ѪǄቔަᱟᕪ䈳Ӣ⽮Պ㹼ѪⲴ㔃᷌൘ሶᶕ㜭֯㠚
ᐡਇ⳺ᰦˈњփⲴӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫᝯᴤᕪ⛸Ǆ
Ӿ⨶䇪кⴻˈаᯩ䶒ˈ䘉а㔃䇪о⽮ՊӔᦒ⨶䇪Ⲵ㿲⛩ᴹᡰլ[7]ˈҏণӪ
Ԝᖰᖰᱟᵳ㺑ҶԈࠪоᡰᗇਾˈ䟷ਆሶᶕሩ㠚ᐡᴹ࡙ⲴӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ˗ਖаᯩ䶒ˈ
⭡Ҿਇࡠ⽮Պ䍓ԫⲴ㿴㤳 [11]ˈӪԜᝯн㘳㲁њӪ࡙⳺㘼䟷ਆሩԆӪ・ণᴹ
ᑞ઼ࣙᨤࣙⲴӢ⽮Պ㹼ѪǄ
൘ᇎ䐥ѝˈ൘ᡁഭᶴᔪ઼䉀⽮ՊⲴ䗷〻ѝˈ傡ࣘӪԜⲴӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫॱ࠶䟽㾱Ǆ
Ր㔏Ⲵㆆ⮕བྷཊᱟӾࣘᵪࠪਁˈ㘼ӾӢ⽮Պ㹼Ѫ㔃᷌ᶕⴻˈ㲭❦অ㓟ᕪ䈳ሩԆӪ
ᴹ࡙∄ᕪ䈳ሩ㠚ᐡᴹ࡙ᴤ㜭傡ࣘӪԜⲴ㹼Ѫੁˈնᱟˈ㤕ᕅޕᰦ䰤Ṷᷦሩ㔃᷌
䘋㹼㺘ᖱˈࡉᕪ䈳䮯䘌ሩᐡᴹ࡙ԕ৺ᕪ䈳・ণሩԆӪᴹ࡙䜭㜭ᴹ᭸傡ࣘӪԜⲴӢ
⽮Պ㹼ѪੁǄ䘉аਁ⧠нӵѪᡁഭᒯ⌋◰ਁޜՇӢ⽮Պ㹼ѪⲴޡޜᒯᨀҶ
ᯠⲴ㿶䀂ˈҏѪழᵪᶴࡦᇊᴹ᭸Ⲵएᦀㆆ⮕ԕ◰ਁᴤཊⲴᦀ䎐㹼ѪᨀҶᴹ⳺
ⲴᤷሬǄ
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ABSTRACT
The order of commodity display is an important clue for consumers’ expectation
of the goods they purchase. Then why neat display (compared to messy one) of the
commodity usually creates better consumer expectation? Based on the pollution effect
in the existing research, this study brings forward the existence and conditions of “the
picture effect", i.e. when the goods are neatly displayed (relative to messily),
consumers usually become more positive, thus leading to a more significant
expectation from them. This means that the consumer attitudes play as a mediator in
“the picture effect”. However, the picture effect does not always work, for the
importance of the product appearance plays a regulatory role. If consumers think the
product appearance is not important, the picture effect does not occur, which means
either messy or neat display of the commodity does not create any different picture
effect or expectation from consumers, and only when the product appearance is
important, does the picture effect occur. So on the basis of the pollution of the order of
commodity display and pollutions of consumers, this study proves that the "picture
effect" exists, making a theoretical contribution to the study of the display of the
commodity. And in application, the study gives more support to “the necessity of tally”
in the site management of retailing, and further answers the question as to what kind
of goods need more effort and time to be kept in good order in their displays.
Keywords: Product display, product evaluation; cue utilization theory;
advertisement attitude ; retailing management
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᪈㾱
୶૱䱸ࡇⲴ〙ᒿᱟ⎸䍩㘵䘋㹼୶૱䇴ԧⲴ䟽㾱㓯㍒ˈѪӰѸᮤ喀Ⲵ䱸ࡇ˄
䖳ҾҡⲴ䱸ࡇ˅Պᴤᴹ࡙Ҿ⎸䍩㘵ሩ୶૱㔉ࠪᴤ儈Ⲵ䍘䟿亴ՠ˛䲔Ҷ⧠ᴹᡀ᷌
ѝᐢ㓿ਁ⧠Ⲵ⊑ḃ᭸ᓄˈᵜ⹄ウᨀࠪҶ“⭫䶒᭸ᓄ”Ⲵᆈ൘ᵪࡦ৺ᶑԦǄᖃ୶૱䱸
ࡇᮤ喀˄ሩҾҡ˅ᰦˈ⎸䍩㘵ሩ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒Ⲵᘱᓖᴤ࣐〟ᶱ↓䶒ˈ㔗㘼ሬ㠤⎸
䍩㘵ሩӗ૱䍘䟿Ⲵ亴ՠ䇴ԧҏᱮ㪇ᴤ儈ˈ䘉ቡᱟᵜ⹄ウᇊѹⲴ“⭫䶒᭸ᓄ”Ǆަѝˈ
⎸䍩㘵ሩ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒Ⲵᘱᓖ൘⭫䶒᭸ᓄѝ䎧ࡠᆼޘѝӻ⭘Ǆնᱟˈ⭫䶒᭸ᓄᒦн
ᙫᱟՊਁ⭏ˈӗ૱ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗ䎧ࡠ䈳㢲⭘Ǆᖃ⎸䍩㘵䇔Ѫӗ૱Ⲵཆ㿲н䟽㾱ᰦˈ
⭫䶒᭸ᓄнਁ⭏ˈণҡоᮤ喀Ⲵ䱸ࡇнՊᕅ䎧⎸䍩㘵ሩ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒Ⲵᘱᓖᐞ࡛ˈ
ҏнՊᕅ䎧⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ૱䍘䟿亴ՠ䇴ԧⲴᐞᔲ˗㘼ᖃӗ૱Ⲵཆ㿲䟽㾱ᰦˈ⭫䶒᭸
ᓄՊਁ⭏Ǆᵜ᮷ѝˈᡁԜ䇮䇑Ҷєњᇎ傼ᶕ傼䇱ԕкᡰᨀࠪⲴٷ䇮Ǆ䘉њ⹄ウ
൘䱸ࡇ〙ᒿⲴӗ૱⊑ḃ᭸ᓄ઼⎸䍩㘵⊑ḃ᭸ᓄѻཆˈ䇱᰾Ҷ“⭫䶒᭸ᓄ”Ⲵᆈ൘ˈ
ሩᴹ୶ޣ૱䱸ࡇⲴ⹄ウᴹ⨶䇪䍑⥞Ǆ൘ᓄ⭘ᯩ䶒ˈ䘉њ⹄ウ㔉Ҹ䴦⧠൪㇑⨶ޣ
Ҿ“⨶䍗Ⲵᗵ㾱ᙗ”ᴤཊⲴ᭟ᤱˈᒦ䘋а↕എㆄҶ䪸ሩӰѸṧⲴ୶૱ᴤᓄ䈕㣡ᰦ䰤
ᮤ⨶ˈ؍ᤱ୶૱䱸ࡇⲴᮤ喀ᴹᒿǄ
ޣ䭞䇽˖䱸ࡇ〙ᒿ˗୶૱䇴ԧ˗㓯㍒࡙⭘⨶䇪˗ᒯᘱᓖ˗䴦㇑⨶

1. ᕅ䀰
2015 ᒤˈॾՖཙྤ൘㖇傜ᔰኅҶањ⢩↺Ⲵ“࠶ㄉᔿኅ㿸”Ǆ䇮䇑ᐸࠪҶ
10 њ㖇傜Ⲵ〈ᇶᲟ⛩ˈ൘⣴ᆹ၌⎤൪ǃ൘മҖ侶ǃ൘ޥỠᇔǃ൘ਔ⍎イ䟼……
᩶к㠚ᇦⲴ儈㓗ᇊࡦ䮯㼉ˈੁ亮ᇒኅ⽪ॾՖཙྤⲴ䖹❼ǄॾՖཙྤԕަ⤜⢩Ⲵ୶
૱ኅ⽪ᯩᔿབྷབྷᨀ儈Ҷ⎸䍩㘵ሩҾኅ⽪૱Ⲵԧ٬ᝏ⸕ˈ䎒ᗇҶ亮ᇒⲴа㠤ྭ䇴Ǆ
୶૱ኅ⽪ᱟ䴦୶о亮ᇒ䘋㹼Ӕ⍱Ⲵ䟽㾱ᐕާˈ儈䗮 90%Ⲵ䱸ࡇؑ㓿⭡㿶
㿹Ր䙂㔉⎸䍩㘵䘋㹼༴⨶˄Edwards & Shackley, 1992˅Ǆ⹄ウਁ⧠ˈ⎸䍩㘵䶎ᑨ
ᝯӾ୶૱䱸ࡇѝ㧧ᗇؑޣˈᒦࠪޣ䇴ՠоߣㆆǄഐ↔ˈ䴦୶ᴹᗵ㾱
⹄ウ઼нᯝ᭩䘋䱸ࡇˈ֯ަኅ⽪Ⲵؑቭਟ㜭ൠㅖਸ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵؑ䇔⸕㿴ᖻˈ㻛
⎸䍩㘵“⎸ॆ”˄Davies & Ward,2002˅Ǆ
“୶૱ኅ⽪”˄merchandise display˅Ⲵањ䟽㾱ᇩ䳶ѝ൘“୶૱䱸ࡇ˄layout˅
䘉а䈍仈кˈᆳᱟᤷ୶૱൘୶ᓇ䟼䙊䗷ᖒᔿⲴ䍗ᷦኅ⽪㔉⎸䍩㘵ǄѪа
䳀ᖒ㓯㍒ˈ୶૱䱸ࡇՊᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ૱䍘䟿Ⲵ亴ՠ䇴ԧǄ൘ᴹ୶ޣ૱䱸ࡇⲴ⹄
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ウѝˈᴰᑨ㿱Ⲵቡᱟ୶૱䱸ࡇ〙ᒿ˄order˅ˈণᮤ喀䘈ᱟҡǄҡᱟаᑨ
㿱Ⲵআ൪⧠䊑ˈ㺘⧠Ѫ䍗ᷦкⲴ୶૱⋑ᴹᮤ喀ൠ⸱᭮ˈ㺘⧠ࠪᰐᒿǃᮓҡᡆ㘵ᱟ
н൘ᓄ䈕൘Ⲵս㖞кˈަഐᱟ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵᩜ઼ࣘ/ᡆᓇઈⲴ⮿ᘭ˄Castro, Morales
& Nowlisˈ2013)Ǆ
ᡁԜ䇔Ѫˈ୶૱䱸ࡇ˄ᮤ喀 vs.ҡ˅Պ䙊䗷“⭫䶒᭸ᓄ”ᶕᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ
૱Ⲵ䇴ԧˈণ୶૱䱸ࡇҡ˄ሩҾ䱸ࡇᮤ喀˅Պሬ㠤⎸䍩㘵ሩ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒Ⲵ䍏䶒
䇴ԧ˄䇔⸕઼ᘱᓖ˅ˈӾ㘼ሩ䱸ࡇⲴ୶૱ӗ⭏䖳վⲴ䍘䟿亴ՠ䇴ԧǄᡁԜⲴ⹄ウ
൘᧗ࡦҶ⊑ḃ᭸ᓄ઼✝䬰᧘ᯝਾˈ䇱ᇎҶ“⭫䶒᭸ᓄ”Ⲵᆈ൘ˈণ⎸䍩㘵ሩ䱸ࡇ⭫
䶒Ⲵᘱᓖ䎧ࡠᆼޘѝӻ⭘Ǆᴤ䘋а↕ˈᡁԜᤷࠪ“⭫䶒᭸ᓄ”ਁ⭏ⲴᶑԦᱟⴞḷ
୶૱Ⲵཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗ䇔⸕䖳儈Ǆҏቡᱟ䈤ˈਚᴹᖃ⎸䍩㘵䇔Ѫӗ૱Ⲵཆ㿲ᖸ䟽㾱ᰦˈ
୶૱䱸ࡇⲴ⭫䶒ՊᡀѪ亴ࡔ୶૱䍘䟿Ⲵ㓯㍒˄quality predictor˅ˈ䱸ࡇⲴ“⭫䶒
᭸ᓄ”Պਁ⭏˗৽ˈᖃⴞḷ୶૱Ⲵཆ㿲н䟽㾱ᰦˈ䱸ࡇⲴ⭫䶒᭸ᓄнՊӗ⭏Ǆ
ᡁԜؑˈ䘉њ⹄ウሩᖸཊ୶૱Ⲵ䱸ࡇ㇑⨶ᴹᤷሬѹǄᴹӋ୶૱ˈྲ㢲ᰕ
㻵侠⭘૱ǃᇦት㻵侠⭘૱ǃᴽ㻵侠⢙ㅹˈަཆ㿲ᱟ⎸䍩㘵ࡔᯝӗ૱䍘䟿Ⲵ䟽㾱
ᦞˈ䘉Ӌ୶૱Ⲵ⨶䍗ቡਈᗇ⢩࡛ᴹᗵ㾱Ǆ䘈ᴹӋ୶૱ˈަཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗഐަ֯⭘ⴞ
Ⲵ㘼ਁ⭏ਈॆǄҏቡᱟ䈤ˈণ֯ᱟаӋᇎ⭘࣏㜭ѪѫⲴ୶૱ˈᵜᶕཆ㿲ᒦн䟽㾱ˈ
նᱟ൘ḀӋᛵຳлˈӪԜՊሶަཆ㿲Ѫ䟽㾱Ⲵԧ٬㔤ᓖᶕ㘳㲁ˈྲа⅑ᙗ佀ᐳ
൘㢲ᰕ⭘ҾᤋᖵᇒӪᰦˈ୶૱ཆ㿲Ⲵ䟽㾱ᙗቡ㾱∄ᒣᰦ㠚ᐡᇦ⭘ᰦᴤབྷ˗৸ྲа
Ӌ୶૱Ⲵཆव㻵ᶕᱟՊђᔳⲴа⅑ᙗव㻵ˈ㘼⎸䍩㘵ᢃ㇇⭘ᶕѪ᭦㓣⭘ާᰦˈ
䘉Ӌ୶૱Ⲵཆ㿲ҏՊਈᗇ䟽㾱䎧ᶕǄสҾᡁԜⲴ⹄ウˈሩҾ䘉Ӌཆ㿲䟽㾱Ⲵ୶૱ˈ
䴦୶൘䱸ࡇᰦ㾱⢩࡛ަ⌘ޣ䱸ࡇⲴṧ䶒ᮤ喀〻ᓖˈ啃઼࣡ⶓ׳㩕ъઈཊ㣡ᰦ䰤
⨶䍗ˈ䇙୶૱䱸ࡇᮤփᱮᗇᮤ喀ᴹ〙ᒿˈቡՊᴹ᭸ᨀॷ⎸䍩㘵ሩ䘉Ӌ୶૱䍘䟿Ⲵ
䇴ԧˈӾ㘼ՊᴹࣙҾ࣐䘉Ӌ୶૱Ⲵ䬰䟿Ǆ

2. ⨶䇪㔬䘠оٷ䇮ᨀࠪ
2.1 ୶૱䱸ࡇо㓯㍒࡙⭘⨶䇪
ṩᦞ㓯㍒࡙⭘⨶䇪(Olson 1972; Olson and Jacoby 1973)ˈ୶૱ѝवਜ਼ᴹа㌫
ࡇⲴ㓯㍒ਟԕ൘⎸䍩㘵ߣᇊ䍝ҠᰦѪ䍘䟿Ⲵ“ḷᘇ”˄surrogate˅Ǆ୶૱㓯㍒ˈ
ਟԕ࠶Ѫཆ䜘઼䜘є㊫(Olson 1972; Olson and Jacoby 1973)Ǆަѝ䜘㓯㍒
˄intrinsic cues˅ᱟᤷӗ૱Ⲵᡀԭǃᶀ䍘ㅹнՊ൘䬰⧟㢲᭩ਈⲴӗ૱ᙗ
˄attributes˅,ཆ䜘㓯㍒(extrinsic cues)ᱟᤷԧṬǃ૱⡼〠ǃव㻵ㅹਟԕ൘䬰⧟
㢲䈳ᮤⲴᙗǄ୶૱䱸ࡇⲴṧᔿ઼⣦ᘱˈቡᱟаཆ䜘㓯㍒Ǆ
һᇎкˈ୶૱䱸ࡇ〙ᒿᒦнᱟањᯠⲴ䈍仈ǄѪаཆ䜘㓯㍒ˈ䗷৫Ⲵ⹄
ウѝˈ䱸ࡇᮤ喀˄ᡆҡ˅ሩ୶૱䇴ԧӗ⭏⎸ᶱ⭘Ⲵᵪࡦѫ㾱䳶ѝ൘ӗ૱⊑ḃ
˄product contamination˅᭸ᓄǃ⎸䍩㘵⊑ḃ˄consumer contamination˅᭸ᓄ઼㕪
䍗Ⲵ✝䬰᧘ᯝ˄ޣҾ✝䬰Ⲵ⹄ウ䙊ᑨᢺҡ઼㕪䍗⧠䊑ᵲ൘а䎧˅йњ䐟ᖴкˈ
ަѝ⊑ḃ᭸ᓄ˄वᤜ⎸䍩㘵⊑ḃ᭸ᓄ઼ӗ૱⊑ḃ᭸ᓄ˅ᱟѫ㾱ᵪࡦǄӗ૱⊑ḃ᭸
ᓄ˄Castro, Morales & Nowlisˈ2013)ᱟᤷӗ૱ਇࡠҶ䛫᱃ᕅਁᚦᗳᛵ㔚Ⲵӗ૱
Ⲵᖡ૽ˈሬ㠤⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ૱Ⲵ䍘䟿ࡔᯝл䱽Ǆֻྲˈሶ᭮൘ছ⭏ᐮᯱⲴ侬ᒢᑨ䇙
Ӫ㿹ᗇнᒢ߰нᜣਲ਼ˈަഐቡᱟഐѪ侬ᒢ᭦ࡠҶছ⭏ᐮ䘉аӗ૱Ⲵ⊑ḃˈ䘉њ
䶎ᑨᇩ᱃⨶䀓Ǆ⎸䍩㘵⊑ḃ䘉њᾲᘥ⭡ Argo,Dahl & Morales(2006)ᨀࠪˈণ⎸䍩
㘵ഐḀ㓯㍒᧘ᯝ୶૱ᐢ㓿㻛ަԆӪ䀖᪨䗷㘼ӗ⭏䍏䶒ᛵ㔚˄ᚦᗳ˅,Ӿ㘼䱽վ
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ሩ䈕୶૱Ⲵ䇴ԧ઼䍝ҠᝯǄ൘ԆԜⲴ⹄ウѝˈᕅਁ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䀖᪨᧘ᯝⲴ㓯㍒ѻ
аቡᱟҡ——ᆳՊ֯⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ૱䍘䟿ࠪᴤվ˄ሩҾᮤ喀Ⲵ䱸ࡇ˅ⲴࡔᯝǄ
նᱟˈ⊑ḃ᭸ᓄ䙊ᑨ䘲⭘Ҿ伏૱㊫୶૱ᡆᰐव㻵Ⲵ୶૱ǄCastro, Morales &
Nowlis(2013)൘⹄ウⲴ䇘䇪䜘࠶ᨀࠪˈሩҾ䶎伏૱㊫Ⲵ୶૱઼/ᡆᴹव㻵Ⲵ୶૱ˈ
⎸䍩㘵⊑ḃ᭸ᓄਟ㜭ᒦнᱮ㪇ˈնᱟԆԜᒦ⋑ᴹቡ䘉а䈍仈␡ウǄ
նᱟˈᡁԜ䇔ѪˈሩҾ䶎伏૱ᡆᴹव㻵Ⲵӗ૱ˈҡ䱸ࡇሩ୶૱䇴ԧⲴ⎸ᶱ
⭘ӽ❦ᆈ൘ǄᡁԜⲴ⹄ウԕ㓯㍒࡙⭘⨶䇪Ѫสˈ䇔Ѫᮤ喀ᴹᒿⲴ䱸ࡇ˄ሩ
ҾҡᰐᒿⲴ䱸ࡇ˅ᡰᨀޣⲴҾ୶૱Ⲵᮤ喀ᴹᒿⲴ㿶㿹㓯㍒Պሩ୶૱䍘䟿Ⲵ亴
ՠ䇴ԧӗ⭏〟ᶱⲴᖡ૽Ǆᦞ↔ˈᡁԜᨀࠪྲлٷ䇮 1ˈ
ٷ䇮 1˖䱸ࡇ〙ᒿⲴн਼˄ᮤ喀 vs ҡ˅Պᖡ૽ӪԜⲴ୶૱䇴ԧˈᮤ喀䱸
ࡇⲴ୶૱䇴ԧ儈Ҿҡ䱸ࡇⲴ୶૱䇴ԧǄ

2.2 ⎸䍩㘵ሩ୶૱䱸ࡇ⭫䶒Ⲵᘱᓖо䱸ࡇ୶૱Ⲵ䍘䟿亴ՠ䇴ԧ
ሩҾ䶎伏૱ˈྲ᷌нᱟഐѪ⎸⊑ḃ᭸ᓄˈᒦф᧗ࡦտ㕪䍗ˈҡⲴӗ૱䱸ࡇ
〙ᒿӽ❦ਟԕᕅ䎧୶૱䇴ԧⲴл䱽ˈ䛓Ѹ䘉ᖡ૽ᱟ䙊䗷ӰѸᵪࡦӗ⭏Ⲵ˛л
䶒ᡁԜሶ㊫∄ᒯ⹄ウѝⲴৼ䟽ѝӻ⁑ර(Moore & Lutz 2000)ᶕ䇪䇱䱸ࡇ⭫䶒
᭸ᓄⲴ⭘ᵪࡦǄ
൘䴦⧠൪㇑⨶亶ฏˈаӋޣҾ୶ᓇ₡デⲴ⹄ウᓄ⭘ᒯᘱᓖ⨶䇪ᶕ䇪䇱䱸
ࡇ⭫䶒᭸ᓄӗ⭏ⲴᵪࡦǄSen, Sankar,Lauren & Sucharita˄2002˅ᤷࠪˈṩᦞ㓯㍒
࡙⭘⨶䇪ˈ₡デ䱸ࡇቡۿᱟаᑵᒯ⭫䶒ˈᑞࣙᔪ・ᒦ㔤ᤱ䴦୶൘ӪԜᗳѝⲴ
ᖒ䊑ˈᖡ૽ҶӪԜሩ䴦୶Ⲵ䇔⸕઼㹼ѪǄӪԜሩ୶૱₡デ䱸ࡇⲴௌྭˈՊᖡ૽
ަሩᡰ䱸ࡇ୶૱Ⲵௌྭˈ䘈Պᖡ૽ަሩ୶ᓇᖒ䊑ⲴௌྭˈӾ㘼ߣᇊ㠚ᐡ㘵ᱟ䘋
୶ޕᓇǄ
ޣҾ₡デ઼䱸ࡇⲴ⹄ウ䇹ᡁԜˈ൘୶૱Ⲵ䱸ࡇ〙ᒿо୶૱䇴ԧⲴޣ㌫䐟ᖴ
кˈਟ㜭ᆈ൘⵰“⭫䶒᭸ᓄ”Ǆҏቡᱟ䈤ˈྭⲴ䱸ࡇਟԕ֯䱸ࡇ⭫䶒ᴤᴹ੨ᕅ࣋ˈ
ਟԕ⭏ࣘՐ䙂ޣҾ୶૱઼ᴽ࣑Ⲵ֯⭘ؑˈӾ㘼Պᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵䍝Ҡ୶૱ᡆᴽ࣑Ⲵ
ߣᇊǄᡁԜ〠ѻѪ“୶૱䱸ࡇⲴ⭫䶒᭸ᓄ”Ǆ䘉⭫䶒᭸ᓄᵜ䍘кቡ䊑ӪԜⴻࡠа
ᑵᒯਾˈᒯሩ⎸䍩㘵㹼Ѫᡰӗ⭏Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ䘉ቡ⎹৺ࡠањ䰞仈˖ᒯ᭸᷌ᱟ
ྲօӗ⭏Ⲵ˛ҏቡᱟ䈤ˈᒯࡪ◰ԕօ䐟ᖴᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵ሩᒯѝ୶૱Ⲵ䇴ԧ
˛
ޣҾᒯࡪ◰ྲօ䎧⭘Ⲵ⹄ウѝˈৼ䟽ѝӻ⁑රаⴤ䜭ᱟޜ䇔Ⲵᒯ᭸᷌
⁑ර(Moore & Lutz 2000)Ǆৼ䟽ѝӻ⁑ර䇔Ѫᒯࡪ◰Պ䙊䗷ਇՇሩᒯⲴ䇔⸕
઼ᘱᓖⲴৼ䟽ѝӻˈᖡ૽ਇՇሩᒯѝⲴ୶૱˄૱⡼˅Ⲵ䇴ԧǄབྷ䟿ޣҾᒯྲ
օ䎧⭘Ⲵ⹄ウ䜭สҾ䘉а⨶䇪ˈ䇔ѪਇՇⲴᒯᘱᓖᱟަ൘㿲ⴻᒯਾሩҾᒯ
Ⲵᮤփ㿱(Gardner, Mitchen &Russo,1985)ˈᱟаᤱ㔝ᙗⲴௌ⅒ᡆнௌ⅒Ⲵ
ᘱᓖ,Պᖡ૽ਇՇⲴ㹼Ѫ(ੁٮLutz,MacKenzie & Belch,1983:MacKenzie,Lutz
&Belch,1986˗Lafferty & Goldsmith,1999)Ǆㆰ㘼䀰ѻˈਇՇሩᒯⲴ䇔⸕઼ᘱᓖ
ᱟᒯࡪ◰઼ਇՇሩᒯѝ૱⡼˄୶૱˅ⲴᘱᓖⲴѝӻਈ䟿Ǆ
ُ䢤ᒯᘱᓖѝӻ⨶䇪ˈᡁԜᨀࠪ˖䱸ࡇ⭫䶒ᘱᓖᱟ୶૱䱸ࡇ〙ᒿሩ୶૱䇴
ԧӗ૱ᖡ૽Ⲵѝӻਈ䟿˄ྲമ 1 ᡰ⽪˅Ǆ
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മ 1˖୶૱䱸ࡇⲴ⭫䶒᭸ᓄ˄䱸ࡇ⭫䶒ᘱᓖѝӻ⭘˅

മ 1 Ⲵᙍᱟ䈤ˈᖃ⎸䍩㘵ⴻࡠᮤ喀˄vs ҡ˅Ⲵ䱸ࡇᰦˈሶӗ⭏〟ᶱ↓
䶒Ⲵ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒䇴ԧˈӾ㘼Պӗ⭏〟ᶱ↓䶒Ⲵ୶૱䍘䟿䇴ԧˈণٷ䇮 2˖
ٷ䇮 2˖൘୶૱䱸ࡇҡ˄vs ᮤ喀˅䙐ᡀ୶૱䇴ԧл䱽Ⲵ᭸ᓄѝˈ⎸䍩㘵ሩ
ӗ૱䱸ࡇ⭫䶒Ⲵᘱᓖᱟѝӻਈ䟿Ǆ
൘䴦⧠൪㇑⨶亶ฏˈаӋޣҾ୶ᓇ₡デⲴ⹄ウᓄ⭘ᒯᘱᓖ⨶䇪ᶕ䇪䇱䱸
ࡇ⭫䶒᭸ᓄӗ⭏ⲴᵪࡦǄSen, Sankar,Lauren & Sucharita ˄2002˅ᤷࠪˈṩᦞ㓯
㍒࡙⭘⨶䇪ˈ୶૱䱸ࡇቡྭ䊑ᱟаᑵ⭫ˈ䱸ࡇⲴ୶૱ᱟ⭫䶒ѝⲴѫ㾱ᇩˈྭⲴ
䱸ࡇਟԕ֯䱸ࡇ⭫䶒ᴤᴹ੨ᕅ࣋ˈਟԕ⭏ࣘՐ䙂ޣҾ୶૱ؑˈ䘋㘼ᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵
ሩ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒ѝⲴѫ㾱ᇩ——୶૱Ⲵ䇴ԧǄᡁԜ〠ѻѪ“୶૱䱸ࡇⲴ⭫䶒᭸ᓄ”Ǆ

2.3 ӗ૱ཆ㿲Ⲵ䟽㾱ᙗሩ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒᭸ᓄⲴ䈳㢲⭘
ᵜ⹄ウᱟ㾱傼䇱ҡⲴ୶૱䱸ࡇ˄ሩҾᮤ喀Ⲵ୶૱䱸ࡇ˅Պ֯ӪԜሩ䱸ࡇ
⭫䶒Ⲵᘱᓖᴤ⎸ᶱˈ䘋㘼ሬ㠤ӪԜሩᡰ䱸ࡇ୶૱Ⲵ䍘䟿䇴ԧл䱽ˈᡁԜሶ䘉᭸
ᓄᇊѹѪ“୶૱䱸ࡇⲴ⭫䶒᭸ᓄ”Ǆնᱟˈ䘉њ᭸ᓄሩԫօ୶૱䜭ᱟᆈ൘Ⲵੇ˛
ᵜ᮷ѝˈᡁԜ⹄ウⲴ୶૱䱸ࡇⲴ⭫䶒᭸ᓄⲴѫ㾱⨶䇪ᦞᱟ㓯㍒࡙⭘⨶䇪ˈ
㘼㓯㍒ᱟՊ㻛ᕅਁˈ㓯㍒Ⲵ亴⍻ᙗᱟ䟽㾱ⲴᶑԦǄ୶૱㓯㍒Ⲵ亴⍻ᙗࡉᱟᤷ⎸
䍩㘵䇔Ѫ䈕㓯㍒о୶૱䍘䟿Ⲵޣ〻ᓖˈҏቡᱟ䈤⎸䍩㘵䇔Ѫ䈕㓯㍒ሶѪԆᑖᶕ
↓⺞䘹ᤙⲴਟ䶐ᙗ〻ᓖ(Dick, Chakravarti, and Biehal 1990)Ǆ䛓Ѹˈҏቡᱟ䈤ˈᖃ
䱸ࡇ⭫䶒䇴ԧᱟањ䟽㾱Ⲵ亴⍻୶૱䍘䟿Ⲵ䇴ԧ㓯㍒ᰦˈ䱸ࡇⲴ⭫䶒᭸ᓄՊਁ
⭏Ǆ୶૱䱸ࡇ⭫䶒Ⲵᝏ㿹ྭൿˈӰѸᰦىሩ⎸䍩㘵䇴ԧ୶૱䍘䟿㘼䀰ᱟᴹ亴⍻ᙗ
Ⲵ˛
Law, Wong & Yip ˄2012˅ਁ⧠ˈྲ᷌аԦ୶૱䳶࣏㜭˄functional˅઼ᇑ㖾
(aesthetical)䴰≲Ҿаփˈ∄অ㓟Ⲵ࣏㜭ᙗ୶૱㘼䀰ˈ୶૱Ⲵཆ㿲ᱟ੨ᕅӪ൘
↔㊫୶૱Ⲵ䍘䟿䇴ࡔѝⲴ䟽㾱ᙗቡՊкॷǄ⭡Ҿ䱸ࡇⲴ⭫䶒ѝवਜ਼ᴹ୶૱Ⲵཆ㿲
ኅ⽪ˈᡰԕˈᖃӗ૱Ⲵཆ㿲൘୶૱䇴ԧѝⲴ亴⍻ᙗᨀ儈Ⲵ䈍ˈ䱸ࡇⲴ⭫䶒Ѫ㓯
㍒Ⲵ䟽㾱ᙗቡ䎺བྷǄㆰ䀰ѻˈሩҾ㓟㋩Ⲵ࣏㜭ᙗӗ૱ˈӪԜሩҾᴹᇑ㖾㾱≲Ⲵ
ӗ૱Ⲵ䍝ҠߣㆆѝՊ㘳㲁ᴤཊⲴཆ㿲䇴ԧǄ
ᡰԕˈᡁԜ䇔ѪˈᖃᡁԜ᭩ਈањᵜᴹᇑ㖾䴰≲Ⲵ୶૱Ⲵ֯⭘ᛵຳˈ֯ަ
ᇑ㖾䴰≲⎸ཡ˄ᡆ䱽վ˅ˈ㘼࣏㜭䴰㾱кॷ˄ᡆѫሬ˅ᰦˈ୶૱䱸ࡇⲴ⭫䶒᭸ᓄ
ቡՊ⎸ཡ˄ᡆਈᕡ˅ˈ↔ᰦˈ⎸䍩㘵Ⲵ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒䇴ԧ઼ӗ૱Ⲵ䇴ԧ൷нՊ᭩ਈˈ
ഐ↔ᴹٷ䇮 3Ǆ
ٷ䇮 3:ӗ૱ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗᱟ୶૱䱸ࡇ⭫䶒᭸ᓄⲴ䈳㢲ਈ䟿ˈ൘୶૱ཆ㿲䟽㾱
ᰦˈ䱸ࡇᮤ喀˄vs ҡ˅ሩ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒䇴ԧሶᴹᱮ㪇ᨀॷ⭘ˈ䘋㘼ᴹᴤ儈Ⲵ୶
૱䇴ԧ˄ٷ䇮 3.1 ઼ 3.3˅˗㘼ᖃ୶૱ཆ㿲н䟽㾱ᰦˈ䱸ࡇ〙ᒿ˄ᮤ喀 vs ҡ˅
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ሩ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒䇴ԧ઼୶૱䇴ԧ䜭нՊӗ⭏ᖡ૽˄ٷ䇮 3.2 ઼ 3.4˅Ǆ
H3.1 ᖃӗ૱ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᰦˈᮤ喀㓴Ⲵ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒䇴ԧᱮ㪇儈Ҿҡ㓴Ǆ
H3.2 ᖃӗ૱ཆ㿲н䟽㾱ᰦˈᮤ喀㓴Ⲵ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒䇴ԧ઼ҡ㓴ᰐᱮ㪇ᐞᔲǄ
H3.3 ᖃӗ૱ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᰦˈᮤ喀㓴Ⲵ୶૱䇴ԧᱮ㪇儈Ҿҡ㓴Ǆ
H3.4 ᖃӗ૱ཆ㿲н䟽㾱ᰦˈᮤ喀㓴Ⲵ୶૱䇴ԧ઼ҡ㓴ᰐᱮ㪇ᐞᔲǄ

3. ⹄ウ䇮䇑о࠶᷀㔃᷌
ᵜ᮷ѝˈᡁԜ䇮䇑Ҷєњᇎ傼ᶕ傼䇱ԕкᡰᨀࠪⲴٷ䇮Ǆᇎ傼аᡁԜԕѝഭ
㔃Ѫᇎ傼ᶀᯉˈᇎ傼Ҽԕᢁݻ⡼Ѫᇎ傼ᶀᯉǄєњᇎ傼൷Ѫ 2˄ӗ૱ཆ㿲䟽
㾱ᙗ˖䟽㾱 vs н䟽㾱˅*2˄ӗ૱䱸ࡇ〙ᒿ˖ᮤ喀 vs ҡ˅Ⲵ㓴䰤ᇎ傼䇮䇑Ǆ
ᡁԜ∄䖳Ҷ⎸䍩㘵ሩҾཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗн਼Ⲵ୶૱ǃ൘н਼䱸ࡇ〙ᒿл˄ᮤ喀 vs 
ҡ˅ˈሩ䱸ࡇ୶૱Ⲵ䇴ԧǃሩ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒Ⲵᘱᓖǃ䱸ࡇ〙ᒿᝏ⸕ǃ↓䶒઼䍏䶒ᛵ㔚ǃ
ᚦᗳᝏǃӗ૱ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗᝏ⸕ǃӗ૱䬰〻ᓖᝏ⸕৺ᇎ傼⎹ޕᓖㅹਈ䟿ˈᐼᵋ㜭
ཏ傼䇱ᡁԜⲴٷ䇮Ǆ

3.1 ᇎ傼а˖䍝Ҡѝഭ㔃
ᇎ傼аѝˈᡁԜ䘹ᤙѝഭ㔃Ѫᇎ傼ᶀᯉǄѝഭ㔃Ⲵ䙊ᑨ֯⭘൪Ჟ䜭ᱟ㻵侠
⭘ˈᡁԜٷ䇮ˈ↔ᰦѝഭ㔃Ⲵཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗՊ∄䖳儈ǄᡁԜ⭘䀓ᮉᦸ㕆㔃ѝഭ㔃
Ⲵ൪Ჟ㓥ˈ֯ᗇѝഭ㔃Ⲵཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗ〻ᓖл䱽Ǆᇎ傼ѝˈᡁԜ⍻䟿Ҷ㻛䈅Ⲵ䱸
ࡇ⭫䶒ᘱᓖ઼ӗ૱䍘䟿䇴ԧˈ䇱᰾Ҷ୶૱Ⲵ䱸ࡇ〙ᒿሩ୶૱䇴ԧⲴᖡ૽ˈ৺䱸ࡇ
⭫䶒ᘱᓖⲴѝӻ⭘˄⭫䶒᭸ᓄ˅ˈ਼ᰦ傼䇱ӗ૱Ⲵཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗᱟ㜭䈳㢲⭫䶒
᭸ᓄˈ傼䇱Ҷᡰᴹٷ䇮Ǆᇎ傼ޘ〻൘ᇎ傼ᇔкᵪ䙊䗷 Quatrics 㖁ㄉк䇮䇑Ⲵ䰞ধ
ᆼᡀǄ
3.1.1 亴ᇎ傼
亴ᇎ傼Ⲵ㻛䈅ᶕ㠚к⎧ᐲḀ儈ṑⲴ 76 ൘ṑབྷᆖ⭏ˈ㻛䈅㻛䲿ᵪ࠶ᡀє㓴Ǆ
൘ⴻࡠѝഭ㔃മ⡷ਾˈа㓴㻛䈅എㆄ“ᖃ䍝Ҡѝഭ㔃ᱟѪҶ㻵侠ᡯ䰤ᰦˈ䇔
Ѫѝഭ㔃Ⲵཆ㿲㖾ᝏ䟽㾱ੇ˛”ਖа㓴എㆄ“ᖃ䍝Ҡѝഭ㔃ᱟ൘ᐕ䈮к䀓
ԕᮉᦸѝഭ㔃㕆㔃⌅ᰦˈ䇔Ѫѝഭ㔃Ⲵཆ㿲㖾ᝏ䟽㾱ੇ˛” 䈕⍻亩֯⭘ᵾݻ⢩
9 ࠶䟿㺘ˈ1 㺘⽪䶎ᑨн䟽㾱ˈ9 㺘⽪䶎ᑨ䟽㾱Ǆ
ᮠᦞ࠶᷀ᱮ⽪ˈ㻵侠⍮ሩᡯ䰤ᰦѝഭ㔃ཆ㿲Ⲵ䟽㾱ᙗ˄M=7.84˅㾱ᱮ㪇儈Ҿ
⭘Ҿ䀓ᮉᦸ㕆㔃⭘Ⲵѝഭ㔃˄M=6.40˅˄F(1,76) = 11.30, p<0.01˅ˈᡁԜሩཆ
㿲䟽㾱ᙗⲴ㓥ᱟᡀ࣏ⲴǄഐ↔൘ᇎ傼аⲴ࠶㓴䇮䇑ѝˈ㻵侠⍮ሩ⭘Ⲵѝഭ㔃൪
Ჟ㓴ԓ㺘儈ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗ㓴ˈ㘼䀓ᮉᦸѝഭ㔃㕆㓷൪Ჟ㓴ԓ㺘վཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗ㓴Ǆ
3.1.2 ѫᇎ傼:ᇎ傼䗷〻
ѫᇎ傼Ⲵ㻛䈅ᱟᶕ㠚к⎧ᐲḀ儈ṑⲴ 141 ൘ṑབྷᆖ⭏˄⭧ᙗঐ 18.44%˗ྣ
ᙗ 81.56%˅ˈ㻛䈅㻛⸕ᶕ৲࣐ᇎ傼ሶՊ㧧ᗇ⽬૱Ǆᡰᴹ㻛䈅㻛䲿ᵪ࠶ࡠ 4 њ
ᇎ傼㓴——㻵侠ѝഭ㔃ᮤ喀㓴ǃ㻵侠ѝഭ㔃ҡ㓴ǃ䀓ѝഭ㔃ᮤ喀㓴઼䀓ѝ
ഭ㔃ҡ㓴৲оᇎ傼Ǆ⇿㓴৲о㘵൷൘ᇎ傼ࣙ⨶Ⲵᕅሬлᴹ〙ᒿൠ䘋ޕᇎ傼ᇔˈ
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⇿Ӫ൘аਠ⤜・Ⲵ䇑㇇ᵪࡽˈ⭡ѫ䈅䇢䀓ᇎ傼⌘һ亩ᒦᇓᐳᇎ傼ᔰǄ
ᇎ傼ᔰਾˈ৲о㘵ݸ൘⭥㝁ቿᒅк䈫ࡠᇎ傼ᛵຳ亥ˈ࠶࡛㻛⸕ᱟ䟷䍝㻵
侠⨝㓗⍮ሩ⭘Ⲵѝഭ㔃˄儈ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗ㓴˅ᡆ㘵ᱟ䍝Ҡ⭘Ҿ䀓ਾᮉᦸ㕆㔃⭘Ⲵ
ѝഭ㔃˄վཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗ㓴˅Ǆ৲о㘵䰵䈫ᆼ∅ਾ㠚㹼⛩ࠫ䘋ޕла亥ˈⴻࡠаᕐ
ѝഭ㔃Ⲵ䱸ࡇമ⡷Ǆമ⡷кⲴѝഭ㔃䱸ࡇ൘ањ䮯ᯩᖒⲴᮤ⨶㈞Ṷ䟼Ǆ਼ᰦˈѪ
Ҷ᧗ࡦ⎸䍩㘵⊑ḃ᭸ᓄˈ⇿њѝഭ㔃䜭Պ㻛㻵൘ањ䘿᰾ກᯉ㺻ѝ˄ྲമ 2˅Ǆ

മ 2:ᇎ傼аⲴѝഭ㔃䱸ࡇᮤ喀 vs ҡ

㻛䈅㠚㹼ߣᇊ⍿㿸മ⡷Ⲵᰦ䰤ˈ❦ਾᔰഎㆄ䰞仈Ǆ䰞ধо䱸ࡇമ⡷൘਼а
亥䟼ˈ㻛䈅ਟԕ䙊䗷кл㘫┊ቿᒅᶕᆼᡀ䰞ধǄޘ䜘㻛䈅എㆄᆼ∅ਾˈ൘ᇎ傼ࣙ
⨶Ⲵᕅሬлᔰᇎ傼ᇔˈࡽᖰਖཆⲴᡯ䰤亶ਆ৲࣐ᇎ傼Ⲵሿ⽬૱Ǆ
3.1.3 ਈ䟿⍻䟿
ѝӻਈ䟿˖㻛䈅൘ⴻࡠѝഭ㔃Ⲵമ⡷ਾˈ䴰㾱എㆄԆԜሩҾ୶૱䱸ࡇ⭫䶒Ⲵ
ᘱᓖǄ䈕䟿㺘ᕅ㠚 Homer˄1995˅ѝⲴᒯᘱᓖ䟿㺘ˈѪҶ䘲ᓄᡁԜⲴ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒
᭸ᓄˈ൘᧚䇽к䘋㹼Ҷ䈳ᮤ˄ᢺᒯ᭩ᡀҶ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒˅Ǆ䟿㺘ᴹєњ㔤ᓖˈ࠶࡛
ᱟ䇔⸕(cognition)઼ᘱᓖ(attitude)ˈ ޡ10 њ⍻亩,࠶࡛ᱟ“н٬ᗇؑ䎆Ⲵ/٬ᗇؑ䎆
Ⲵ”ˈ“㕪ѿؑⲴ/ؑѠᇼⲴ”ˈ“ᰐ䏓Ⲵ/ᴹ䏓Ⲵ”ˈ“䇮䇑ᤉ࣓Ⲵ/䇮䇑㋮㢟Ⲵ”ˈ
“䳮ԕ⨶䀓Ⲵ/ᇩ᱃⨶䀓Ⲵ”ˈ“ཨབྷⲴ/䍤࠷Ⲵ”ˈ“䳮ԕᕅ䎧⌘Ⲵ/ᇩ᱃ᕅ䎧⌘Ⲵ”ˈ
“ԔӪнᛖⲴ/ԔӪᛖⲴ”ˈ“н䇘Ӫௌ⅒Ⲵ/䇘Ӫௌ⅒Ⲵ”ˈ“Პ䙊Ⲵ/⢩࡛Ⲵ”ˈ䟷
⭘ҍ⛩䟼ݻ⢩˄Likert˅䟿㺘⍻䟿Ǆ৲➗ Homer(1995)Ⲵ༴⨶ˈ䘉 10 њ仈亩Ⲵᒣ
൷٬Ѫ“䱸ࡇ⭫䶒ᘱᓖᤷᮠ”˄α=0.909)Ǆ
ഐਈ䟿˖୶૱䇴ԧ˄Argoˈ2006˅ˈवᤜ“䍘䟿䶎ᑨվ/䍘䟿䶎ᑨ儈”ˈ“䶎ᑨ
ᐞ/䶎ᑨྭ”ˈ“䶎ᑨнѝ/䶎ᑨѝ”ˈ“䶎ᑨнௌ⡡/䶎ᑨௌ⡡”ˈ“ԔӪнௌ⅒/
ԔӪௌ⅒”ӄњ⍻亩ˈ䟷⭘䟼ݻ⢩ҍ࠶䟿㺘⍻䟿⍻䟿ˈӄњ⍻亩Ⲵᒣ൷٬ᶴᡀ୶
૱䇴ԧᤷᮠ˄α=0.944˅Ǆ
㓥Ự傼˄ᮤ喀 vs ҡ˅˖൘എㆄᆼӗ૱䱸ࡇ⭫䶒ᘱᓖ઼୶૱䇴ԧਾˈ㻛
䈅⅑ⴻࡠ൘ᇎ傼ᔰᰦⴻࡠⲴѝഭ㔃Ⲵ➗⡷ˈ❦ਾഎㆄ“ᛘ㿹ᗇᮤփкˈᛘⴻ
ࡠⲴѝഭ㔃䱸ࡇᱟᘾṧ˛”Ǆ䟷⭘䟼ݻ⢩ҍ࠶䟿㺘⍻䟿ˈ1 㺘⽪ᖸҡˈ9 㺘⽪
ᖸᮤ喀Ǆ
᧗ࡦਈ䟿˖ᛵ㔚˄Zhu & Argoˈ2013˅˖࠶Ѫ〟ᶱᛵ㔚˄α=0.878˅઼⎸ᶱ
ᛵ㔚˄α=0.887˅˗ᇎ傼ᣅޕ〻ᓖ˄α=0.886˄Zhu ઼ Argoˈ2013˅઼ⴻࡠѝഭ㔃
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➗⡷ᰦⲴᚦᗳᝏ˄α=0.885˄Argoˈ2006˅Ǆᡰᴹ⍻亩൷䟷⭘ҍ⛩䟼ݻ⢩䟿㺘⍻
䟿Ǆ
ᴰਾˈ䰞ধ᭦䳶Ҷᙗ࡛ǃᒤ喴ǃ⇿ᴸ᭟䝽᭦ǃᇎ傼ⴞⲴ⥌⍻ㅹњӪؑǄ
3.1.4 ᮠᦞ࠶᷀
ӗ૱ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗⲴ㓥Ự傼˖৲о㘵ሩᇎ傼⧠Ⲵമ⡷Ⲵ䱸ࡇ〙ᒿᝏ⸕䘋㹼
䇴࠶ˈ1-9 ᢃ࠶ˈ࠶٬䎺儈ԓ㺘ѝഭ㔃Ⲵ䱸ࡇ䎺ᮤ喀Ǆঅഐ㍐ᯩᐞ࠶᷀Ⲵ㔃᷌ᱮ
⽪ˈሩҾ儈ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗⲴ୶૱˄㻵侠⍮ሩ⭘Ⲵѝഭ㔃˅ˈҡ㓴ሩ〙ᒿⲴᝏ⸕˄M
ҡ=2.86˅ᱮ㪇˄F(1,68)=42.094, p < 0.001˅վҾᮤ喀㓴˄M ᮤ喀=5.66˅˗਼ṧൠˈ
ሩҾվཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗⲴ୶૱˄䀓ᮉᦸ㕆㔃⭘Ⲵѝഭ㔃˅ˈҡ㓴ሩ〙ᒿⲴᝏ⸕˄M
ҡ=3.85˅ҏᱮ㪇˄F(1,73)=22.059 ˈp < 0.001˅վҾᮤ喀㓴˄M ᮤ喀=5.76˅Ǆє
н਼ᛵຳлˈҡ㓴ሩ䱸ࡇ〙ᒿⲴᝏ⸕൷ᱮ㪇վҾᮤ喀㓴ˈ㓥ᡀ࣏Ǆ
“䱸ࡇ⭫䶒ᘱᓖ”Ⲵ㓴䰤ᐞᔲỰ傼˄ྲമ 3˅˖ԕ䱸ࡇ〙ᒿѪ࠶㓴˄ᮤ喀 vs
ҡ˅ˈ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒ᘱᓖⲴঅഐ㍐ᯩᐞ࠶᷀㔃᷌ᱮ⽪˖ᖃ୶૱ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᰦ˄ণሩҾ
㻵侠⍮ሩ⭘Ⲵѝഭ㔃˅ˈᮤ喀㓴Ⲵ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒ᘱᓖ儈˄M ᮤ喀=4.74˅ˈҡ㓴Ⲵ䱸
ࡇ⭫䶒䇴ԧվ˄M ҡ=3.34˅ˈ㓴䰤ᐞᔲᱮ㪇˄F˄1,68˅=16.789 p<0.001˅ˈٷ
䇮 3.1 ᗇ䇱˗ᖃ୶૱ཆ㿲н䟽㾱ᰦ˄ণሩҾ䀓ᮉᦸ㕆㔃⭘Ⲵѝഭ㔃˅ˈᮤ喀㓴
Ⲵ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒ᘱᓖѪ˄M ᮤ喀=4.93˅ˈҡ㓴Ⲵ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒䇴ԧѪ˄M ҡ=4.50˅ˈ㓴
䰤ᰐᱮ㪇ᐞᔲ˄F˄1,73˅=2.119, p=0.150˅ˈٷ䇮 3.2 ᗇࡠ傼䇱Ǆ

മ 3˖ѝഭ㔃䱸ࡇ⭫䶒ᘱᓖ㓴䰤∄䖳

୶૱䇴ԧⲴ㓴䰤ᐞᔲỰ傼˄ྲമ 4˅˖਼ṧԕ䱸ࡇ〙ᒿѪ࠶㓴˄ᮤ喀 vs 
ҡ˅ˈӗ૱䍘䟿䇴ԧⲴঅഐ㍐ᯩᐞ࠶᷀㔃᷌ᱮ⽪˖ᖃ୶૱ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᰦ˄ণሩҾ㻵
侠⍮ሩ⭘Ⲵѝഭ㔃˅ˈᮤ喀㓴Ⲵ୶૱䇴ԧ儈˄M ᮤ喀=4.86˅ˈҡ㓴Ⲵ୶૱䇴ԧ
վ˄ M ҡ=3.47˅,㓴䰤ᐞᔲᱮ㪇˄F(1,68)=13.969, p < 0.001˅ˈٷ䇮 3.3 ᗇ䇱˗
ᖃ୶૱ཆ㿲н䟽㾱ᰦ˄ণሩҾ䀓ᮉᦸ㕆㔃⭘Ⲵѝഭ㔃˅ˈᮤ喀㓴Ⲵ୶૱䇴ԧѪ
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˄M ᮤ喀=4.78˅ˈҡ㓴Ⲵ୶૱䇴ԧѪ˄ M ҡ=4.38˅,㓴䰤ᰐᱮ㪇ᐞᔲ˄F(1,73)
= 1.334(p=0.252)˅ˈٷ䇮 3.4 ᗇ䇱Ǆ

മ 4˖ ѝഭ㔃୶૱䇴ԧ㓴䰤∄䖳

“䱸ࡇ⭫䶒ᘱᓖ”Ⲵѝӻ᭸ᓄỰ傼˖৲➗ Hayes(2013)ᨀࠪⲴ㻛䈳㢲Ⲵѝӻ࠶
᷀⁑ර˄Model 4˅ˈ֯⭘ Bootstrapping ⌅ሩٷ䇮 2 ᨀࠪⲴѝӻ⁑ර䘋㹼࠶᷀ˈ
Bootstrapping ⅑ᮠ䘹ᤙ 5000ˈਆ 95%㖞ؑ४䰤Ǆަѝ㠚ਈ䟿Ѫ䱸ࡇ〙ᒿ˗⭫䶒
ᘱᓖѪѝӻਈ䟿˗୶૱䇴ԧѪഐਈ䟿Ǆ俆⭫ˈݸ䶒䇴ԧⲴѝӻ⭘൘儈ӗ૱ཆ㿲
䟽㾱ᙗ㓴˄㻵侠ѝഭ㔃㓴˅ᱟᱮ㪇ⲴˈBootstrapping Ự傼Ⲵ㖞ؑ४䰤нवਜ਼ 0
˄LLCI=-1.8502 ,ULCI=-.5686˅ˈ᭸ᓄབྷሿѪ-1.1252 ˗↔ཆˈ᧗ࡦҶѝӻਈ䟿
⭫䶒ᘱᓖਾˈ㠚ਈ䟿䱸ࡇ〙ᒿሩഐਈ䟿୶૱䇴ԧⲴᖡ૽нᱮ㪇ˈBootstrapping Ự
傼Ⲵ㖞ؑ४䰤˄LLCI=-.8411,ULCI=.2999˅वਜ਼ 0Ǆഐ↔ˈ⭫䶒ᘱᓖ൘䱸ࡇ〙ᒿ
˄ᮤ喀 vs ҡ˅ሩ୶૱䇴ԧӗ⭏ᖡ૽ѝਁᥕҶѝӻ⭘ˈфᱟୟаⲴѝӻਈ䟿ˈ
ٷ䇮 2 ᗇ䇱Ǆնᱟˈ⭫䶒䇴ԧⲴѝӻ⭘൘վӗ૱ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗ㓴˄ᮉᦸѝഭ㔃㓴˅
Ⲵнᱮ㪇ⲴˈBootstrapping Ự傼Ⲵ㖞ؑ४䰤वਜ਼ 0Ǆ
൘ᇎ傼䗷〻ѝᡁԜሩ৲о㘵Ⲵᛵ㔚ǃ⎹ޕᓖǃᚦᗳᛵ㔚䘋㹼Ҷ⍻䟿ˈᡁԜሶ
〟ᶱᛵ㔚ǃ⎸ᶱᛵ㔚ǃ⎹ޕᓖǃᚦᗳᛵ㔚ǃᙗ࡛ㅹ᧗ࡦਈ䟿࠶࡛࣐⁑ޕර䘋㹼ཊ
ݳᯩᐞ࠶᷀ˈ㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ˈѫ᭸ᓄᰗᱮ㪇˄F˄1,68˅=6.397ˈp=0.014˅Ǆ
3.1.5 ሿ㔃о䇘䇪
ᇎ傼аⲴ࠶᷀㔃᷌᭟ᤱҶᡁԜⲴٷ䇮ˈ൘୶૱Ⲵཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗ儈ᰦ˄ণ䍝Ҡѝ
ഭ㔃ᱟѪҶ㻵侠⍮ሩᰦ˅ˈ୶૱䱸ࡇ〙ᒿ˄ᮤ喀 vs ҡ˅Պሩ୶૱䇴ԧӗ⭏ᖡ
૽˖ᮤ喀䱸ࡇᛵຳлˈ⎸䍩㘵ሩ୶૱Ⲵ䇴ԧᱮ㪇儈Ҿҡ䱸ࡇⲴᛵຳǄ਼ᰦˈ䱸
ࡇⲴ“⭫䶒᭸ᓄ”ᗇࡠ傼䇱ˈ⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ૱䱸ࡇ⭫䶒Ⲵᘱᓖ൘“⭫䶒᭸ᓄ”ѝᴹᆼޘ
ѝӻ⭘Ǆնᱟˈ൘୶૱ཆ㿲Ⲵ䟽㾱ᙗվᰦ˄ণ䍝Ҡѝഭ㔃ⲴⴞⲴᱟ⭘ᶕ䀓ᮉ
ᦸ㕆㔃ᯩ⌅ᰦ˅ˈ⎸䍩㘵ሩ୶૱Ⲵ䇴ԧ൘ᮤ喀઼ҡ㓴䰤⋑ᴹᐞᔲǄഐ↔ˈᡁԜ
傼䇱Ҷ“⭫䶒᭸ᓄ”Ⲵ䗩⭼ˈণ൘୶૱ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᰦˈ䱸ࡇᮤ喀˄vs ҡ˅ሩ୶૱
䇴ԧᴤᴹ࡙˗㘼ᖃ୶૱ཆ㿲н䟽㾱ᰦˈ䱸ࡇ〙ᒿ˄ᮤ喀 vs ҡ˅ሩ୶૱䇴ԧᰐ
ᱮ㪇⭘Ǆ
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ᡁԜ⌘ࡠˈቭ㇑ᡁԜ൘ᇎ傼ѝ⭘ᒢ߰䘿᰾Ⲵव㻵㺻᧗ࡦҶ⎸䍩㘵⊑ḃ᭸ᓄ
˄Argo,Dahl & Morales,2006˅ˈնᱟ CastroˈMorals & Nowlis(2013)Ⲵ⹄ウ䘈ᨀ
ࡠҶᰐᒿ䱸ࡇਟ㜭Պᆈ൘䬰᭸ᓄǄ൘ CastroˈMorals & Nowlis(2013)Ⲵ⹄ウѝ
ᡰਁ⧠Ⲵ䬰᭸ᓄⲴӗ⭏ҏо㕪䍗˄not fully stocked˅ᴹޣ,ഐѪ൘ԆԜⲴᇎ傼ѝˈ
୶૱᩶᭮ᰐᒿⲴ਼ᰦդ䲿㕪䍗˄⭊㠣ਚ࢙лаԦҶ˅ˈ൘ਈ䟿⍻䟿઼ᮠᦞ࠶᷀ᰦˈ
䜭⋑ᴹ࠶㕪䍗оҡⲴ᭸ᓄǄ൘⧠ᇎѝˈҡⲴ䱸ࡇ⺞ᇎՊᕅਁޣҾᖸཊӪ䀖
᪨䈕୶૱䗷Ⲵ᧘ᯝ˄Argo,Dahl & Morales,2006˅ˈ䇙⎸䍩㘵㿹ᗇᖸཊӪሩ䘉њ୶
૱ᝏޤ䏓ˈᆈ൘䬰᧘ᯝⲴਟ㜭Ǆնᱟˈҏᴹਟ㜭ᖃҡᒦнդ䲿㕪䍗ᰦˈ⎸䍩
㘵Պ䇔ѪਚᱟᴹᖸཊӪࣘ䗷䘉њ୶૱ˈնᒦ⋑ᴹҠ䎠ˈ䬰᧘ᯝਟ㜭нᆈ൘Ǆ䘉
ᱟаሩᯩੁ৽Ⲵ᧘⍻Ǆ❦㘼ˈᡁԜᒦ⋑ᴹ൘ᇎ傼а⍻䟿䘉䬰᧘ᯝᱟᆈ൘Ǆ
ѪҶᕕ㺕ᇎ傼аѝᡁԜ⋑ᴹ⍻䟿䬰ᝏ⸕Ⲵ㕪䲧ˈ਼ᰦҏѪҶ傼䇱ᇎ傼аⲴ㔃䇪
っڕᙗˈᡁԜ൘ᇎ傼Ҽѝ⍻䟿Ҷ䬰ᝏ⸕Ǆ
ਖཆˈ൘ᇎ傼аѝˈᡁԜ䘹ਆҶѝഭ㔃ѪᡁԜⲴᇎ傼ᶀᯉǄ䙊ᑨᛵߥлˈ
ѝഭ㔃ᱟа㻵侠රⲴ୶૱ˈަӗ૱ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗ∄䖳儈Ǆ൘ᇎ傼аѝˈᡁԜ䙊䗷
㓥ˈ֯ᗇѝഭ㔃ਈѪаཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗ∄䖳ⲴⲴ୶૱ᶕỰ傼“⭫䶒᭸ᓄ”Ⲵ䗩⭼Ǆ
䛓Ѹˈྲ᷌ᡁԜ֯⭘а൘ᰕᑨ⭏⍫ѝཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗ∄䖳վⲴӗ૱ѪᡁԜⲴᇎ傼
ᶀᯉˈ䙊䗷㓥֯ަӗ૱ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗਈ儈ˈ“⭫䶒᭸ᓄ”ᱟӽ❦ᆈ൘˛ഐ↔ˈ
൘ᇎ傼ҼѝˈᡁԜᴤᦒҶᇎ傼ᶀᯉᶕ䘋а↕傼䇱ᇎ傼а㔃䇪ⲴっڕᙗǄ

3.2 ᇎ傼Ҽ˖䍝Ҡᢁݻ⡼
൘ᇎ傼ҼѝˈᡁԜᴤᦒҶᇎ傼ᶀᯉˈ䘹ᤙҶᰕᑨ֯⭘ѝӗ૱ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗ∄䖳
վⲴ࣏㜭ᙗӗ૱——ᢁݻ⡼Ǆ䙊䗷൪Ჟ䇮䇑ˈᡁԜሩᢁݻ⡼Ⲵཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗ䘋㹼
㓥˄䟽㾱 vs н䟽㾱˅ˈަѝઘᵛልᇔᢃ⡼Ⲵ൪ᲟҾᢁݻ⡼ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗվⲴ㓴ˈ
ڊᡀᑭᆀ৲࣐⍮ሩҾᢁݻ⡼ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗ儈Ⲵ㓴ǄᡁԜᐼᵋਟԕ䙊䗷ࣘᢁݻ⡼
Ⲵཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗᶕ䟽༽ᇎ傼аⲴ㔃䇪ˈ਼ᰦ䙊䗷⍻䟿䬰ᝏ⸕ˈᶕᧂ䲔䬰᧘ᯝ᭸
ᓄǄ
ᇎ傼Ҽ਼ṧᱟањ 2˄ӗ૱ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗ˖䟽㾱 vs н䟽㾱˅*2˄ӗ૱䱸ࡇ〙ᒿ˖
ᮤ喀 vs ҡ˅Ⲵ㓴䰤ᇎ傼䇮䇑ˈަѝ⍮ሩڊᑭᆀ⭘Ⲵᢁݻ⡼㓴Ѫ儈ӗ૱ཆ㿲䟽
㾱ᙗ㓴ˈઘᵛልᇔᢃ⡼Ⲵᢁݻ⡼㓴Ѫվӗ૱ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗ㓴Ǆᇎ傼൘ᇎ傼ᇔⲴ⭥㝁
к䘋㹼ˈ㻛䈅䙊䗷ປ߉൘ Quatrics 㖁ㄉк䇮䇑Ⲵ䰞ধᆼᡀǄ
3.2.1 亴ᇎ傼
亴ᇎ傼Ⲵ㻛䈅ᶕ㠚к⎧ᐲḀ儈ṑⲴ 139 ൘ṑᵜ、⭏ˈ㻛䈅㻛䲿ᵪ࠶ᡀє㓴ˈ
ަѝ⍮ሩкڊᑭᆀⲴᢁݻ⡼㓴ᴹ 73 ԭ䰞ধˈઘᵛልᇔᢃ⡼Ⲵᢁݻ⡼㓴ᴹ 66 ԭ䰞
ধˈ⭧ᙗঐ∄ 35.3%ˈྣᙗঐ∄ 64.7%Ǆ
єᛵຳⲴᢁݻ⡼ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗӽ❦ᱟᱟ㓴䰤∄䖳䇮䇑ˈ䲿ᵪ䘹ਆєњᛵຳѝ
Ⲵањ⧠㔉㻛䈅Ǆަѝˈ⍮ሩڊᑭᆀⲴᢁݻ⡼㓴⧠Ⲵᛵຳ᧿䘠Ѫ˖“ሶ৲
࣐ањ PartyˈParty 㾱≲࡙⭘ᢁݻ⡼ᐕڊа亦ᑭᆀǄᡰԕˈ⧠൘䴰㾱৫䎵ᐲ
䍝Ҡᢁݻ⡼”˗ઘᵛልᇔᢃ⡼Ⲵᢁݻ⡼㓴⧠ⲴᛵຳѪ˖“ᔰᆖⲴㅜањઘᵛˈል
ᇔ਼ᆖԜѤᰦ䎧ᢃ⡼Ǆᡰԕˈ⧠൘䴰㾱৫䎵ᐲ䍝Ҡᢁݻ⡼“Ǆᇎ傼ᤷሬ䈝㾱
≲㻛䈅ṩᦞᡰ㔉Ⲵᛵຳ䘋㹼ᜣ䊑ˈ❦ਾഎㆄԕлഋњ䰞仈˖“൘䘉ṧⲴᛵߥлˈ
䇔Ѫᢁݻ⡼Ⲵཆ㿲㖾ᝏ䟽㾱ੇ˛-1 ԓ㺘‘䶎ᑨн䟽㾱’ˈ9 ԓ㺘‘䶎ᑨ䟽㾱’”ǃ“൘
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䘉ṧⲴᛵߥлˈᢁݻ⡼ᱟ㻵侠ර୶૱ˈᛘ䇔਼ੇ˛-1 ԓ㺘‘䶎ᑨн਼’ˈ9 ԓ㺘
‘䶎ᑨ਼’”ǃ“൘䘉ṧⲴᛵߥлˈᢁݻ⡼ᱟᇎ⭘ර୶૱ˈᛘ䇔਼ੇ˛-1 ԓ㺘‘ 䶎
ᑨн਼’ˈ9 ԓ㺘‘䶎ᑨ਼’”઼“൘䘉ṧⲴᛵߥлˈ䇔Ѫᢁݻ⡼ᱟӰѸ㊫රⲴ
୶૱˛-1 ԓ㺘‘ ᇎ⭘ර’ˈ9 ԓ㺘‘ 㻵侠ර’”Ǆ
ᮠᦞ࠶᷀ᱮ⽪ˈ㻛䈅䇔Ѫˈڊᑭᆀ㓴Ⲵᢁݻ⡼ཆ㿲㖾ᝏ䟽㾱ᙗᱮ㪇儈Ҿᢃ⡼
㓴˄M ڊᑭᆀ=6.85 vs M ᢃ⡼=3.64ˈp<0.001˅ˈ䇔਼ᢁݻ⡼ᱟ㻵侠ර୶૱Ⲵ〻ᓖᱮ
㪇儈Ҿᢃ⡼㓴˄M ڊᑭᆀ=6.14 vs M ᢃ⡼=2.92ˈp<0.001˅ˈ䇔਼ᢁݻ⡼ᱟᇎ⭘ර୶
૱Ⲵ〻ᓖᱮ㪇վҾᢃ⡼㓴˄M ڊᑭᆀ=4.67 vs M ᢃ⡼=7.53ˈp<0.001˅ˈᒦфڊᑭᆀ
㓴оᢃ⡼㓴ሩᢁݻ⡼Ⲵ୶૱㊫ර䇔䇶ᴹᱮ㪇ᐞᔲ˄M ڊᑭᆀ=5.93 vs M ᢃ⡼=2.63ˈ
p<0.001˅ˈަѝڊᑭᆀ㓴ᴤ࣐䇔Ѫᢁݻ⡼ᱟ㻵侠ර୶૱ˈᢃ⡼㓴ᴤ࣐䇔Ѫᢁݻ
⡼ᱟᇎ⭘ර୶૱Ǆ
ഐ↔൘ᇎ傼ҼⲴѫᇎ傼ѝˈᡁԜ֯⭘⍮ሩڊᑭᆀⲴᢁݻ⡼ᛵຳ㓴ԓ㺘ཆ㿲ᱟ
䟽㾱Ⲵˈ㘼ઘᵛልᇔᢃ⡼Ⲵᢁݻ⡼ᛵຳ㓴ԓ㺘ཆ㿲н䟽㾱Ǆ
3.2.2 ѫᇎ傼˖ᇎ傼䗷〻
ᇎ傼ҼⲴѫᇎ傼㻛䈅ᱟᶕ㠚к⎧ᐲḀ儈ṑⲴ 155 ൘ṑᵜ、བྷᆖ⭏ˈԆԜਟ
ԕ䙊䗷৲࣐ᇎ傼㧧ᗇ䈮〻ᡀ㔙ѝⲴᆖᵟ৲о࠶Ǆ155 㻛䈅ѝˈ⭧ᙗঐ 32.90%˗
ྣᙗ 67.10%Ǆᡰᴹ㻛䈅㻛䲿ᵪ࠶ࡠ 4 њᇎ傼㓴——ڊᑭᆀ⭘ᢁݻ⡼ᮤ喀㓴ǃڊ
ᑭᆀ⭘ᢁݻ⡼ҡ㓴ǃᢃ⡼⭘ᢁݻ⡼ᮤ喀㓴઼ᢃ⡼⭘ᢁݻ⡼ҡ㓴৲оᇎ傼Ǆ⇿
㓴৲о㘵൷൘ᇎ傼ࣙ⨶Ⲵᕅሬлᴹ〙ᒿൠ䘋ޕᇎ傼ᇔᒦ⇿Ӫ൘аਠ䇑㇇ᵪࡽˈ
⭡ѫ䈅䇢䀓ᇎ傼⌘һ亩ᒦᇓᐳᇎ傼ᔰǄ
ᇎ傼ᔰˈ㻛䈅ݸ൘⭥㝁ቿᒅк䈫ࡠᇎ傼ᛵຳ亥ˈ㻛⸕ᱟࡽᖰ䱴䘁Ⲵаᇦ
ѝㅹ㿴⁑Ⲵ䎵ᐲ䍝Ҡᢁݻ⡼ˈ䍝ҠⲴⴞⲴᱟ“ᔰᆖⲴㅜањઘᵛˈልᇔ਼ᆖԜѤ
ᰦ䎧ᢃ⡼”˄ཆ㿲䟽㾱㓴˅ᡆ㘵ᱟ“ሶ৲࣐ањ PartyˈParty 㾱≲࡙⭘ᢁݻ⡼
ᐕڊа亦ᑭᆀ”˄ཆ㿲н䟽㾱㓴˅Ǆ৲о㘵䰵䈫ᆼ∅ਾ㠚㹼⛩ࠫ䘋ޕла亥ˈ
ⴻࡠаᕐᢁݻ⡼䱸ࡇമ⡷Ǆമ⡷кᢁݻ⡼ѝ䱸ࡇ൘ањ䮯ᯩᖒⲴᷦᆀѝˈᢁݻ⡼
⋑ᴹ૱⡼〠Ǆ਼ᰦˈѪҶ᧗ࡦ⎸䍩㘵⊑ḃ᭸ᓄˈᢁݻ⡼Ⲵ䘿᰾ཆव㻵൷ᵚ䲔
˄ྲമ 5˅Ǆ

മ 5:ᇎ傼ҼⲴᢁݻ⡼䱸ࡇᮤ喀 vs ҡ

㻛䈅㠚㹼ߣᇊ⍿㿸ᰦ䰤ˈ❦ਾ᤹“㔗㔝”᤹䭞䘋ޕла亥ᔰഎㆄ䰞仈ˈഎㆄ
䗷〻ѝԆԜнਟԕ൘䰞仈઼䱸ࡇമ⡷ѻ䰤࠷ᦒǄ൘ᴰਾ䘋㹼䱸ࡇ〙ᒿⲴ᧗ࡦỰ傼
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ࡽˈ䰞ধՊࠪ⽪алѻࡽⴻ䗷Ⲵ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒Ǆ䰞仈എㆄᆼ∅ਾ㻛䈅൘ᇎ傼ࣙ⨶Ⲵ
ᕅሬлᆹ䶉ൠᔰᇎ傼ᇔˈᒦࡽᖰਖཆⲴᡯ䰤亶ਆሿ⽬૱Ǆ
3.2.3 ਈ䟿⍻䟿
ᇎ傼Ҽवਜ਼Ҷᇎ傼аѝᡰ⍻䟿Ⲵᡰᴹਈ䟿ˈѪҶᧂ䲔䬰᧘ᯝ᭸ᓄˈᡁԜ࣐
⍻Ҷ䬰ᝏ⸕䘉њਈ䟿ˈ䟿㺘ᕅ㠚 Parker˄2011˅ˈ ޡ1 њ仈亩˖“䇔Ѫ䘉ṧ
Ⲵᢁݻ⡼䱸ࡇᱟ˖”ˈᵜ⍻亩䟷⭘ҍ⛩䟼ݻ⢩䟿㺘⍻䟿ˈ1 ԓ㺘‘ॱ࠶н䬰’ˈ9
ԓ㺘‘ॱ࠶䬰’Ǆ
3.2.4 ᮠᦞ࠶᷀
ӗ૱ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗⲴ㓥Ự傼˖㻛䈅ሩᛵຳѝᡰ䍝ҠⲴᢁݻ⡼Ⲵཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗ䘋
㹼䇴࠶ˈ1 㺘⽪䶎ᑨн䟽㾱ˈ9 㺘⽪䶎ᑨ䟽㾱ˈঅഐ㍐ᯩᐞ࠶᷀Ⲵ㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ˈ⍮
ሩڊᑭᆀ⭘Ⲵᢁݻ⡼㓴઼ઘᵛልᇔᢃ⡼⭘Ⲵᢁݻ⡼㓴ᴹᱮ㪇ᐞᔲ˄M ڊᑭᆀ=7.16
vs M ᢃ⡼=6.60ˈF(1ˈ154)=3.980ˈp=0.050˅ˈণ⍮ሩڊᑭᆀ㓴䇔Ѫᢁݻ⡼Ⲵཆ㿲
䟽㾱ᙗ∄ઘᵛልᇔᢃ⡼㓴儈Ǆ
䱸ࡇ〙ᒿⲴ㓥Ự傼˖৲о㘵ሩᇎ傼ѝ୶૱䱸ࡇⲴ〙ᒿᝏ⸕䘋㹼䇴࠶ˈ1-9
ᢃ࠶ˈᗇ࠶䎺儈䎺ᮤ喀Ǆঅഐ㍐ᯩᐞ࠶᷀Ⲵ㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ˈሩҾཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗ儈Ⲵ୶૱
㓴˄⍮ሩڊᑭᆀⲴᢁݻ⡼㓴˅ˈҡ㓴ሩӗ૱䱸ࡇ〙ᒿⲴᝏ⸕վ˄M ҡ=2.87˅ˈ
ᮤ喀㓴ሩӗ૱䱸ࡇ〙ᒿⲴᝏ⸕儈˄M ᮤ喀=8.06˅ˈ㓴䰤ᐞᔲᱮ㪇 ˄F(1,73)=334.137,
p < 0.001˅˗ሩҾཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗվⲴ୶૱㓴˄ልᇔᢃ⡼Ⲵᢁݻ⡼㓴˅ˈҡ㓴ሩӗ
૱䱸ࡇ〙ᒿⲴᝏ⸕վ˄M ҡ=3.11˅ˈᮤ喀㓴ሩӗ૱䱸ࡇ〙ᒿⲴᝏ⸕儈˄M ᮤ喀=7.34˅ˈ
㓴䰤ᐞᔲᱮ㪇 ˄F(1,82)=102.518 ˈp < 0.001˅Ǆᡰԕˈ൘єཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗⲴ䈧
ሶлˈҡ㓴ሩӗ૱䱸ࡇ〙ᒿⲴᝏ⸕䜭㾱ᱮ㪇վҾᮤ喀㓴ˈ㓥ᡀ࣏Ǆ
“䱸ࡇ⭫䶒ᘱᓖ”Ⲵ㓴䰤ᐞᔲỰ傼˄ྲമ 6˅˖ԕ䱸ࡇ〙ᒿѪ࠶㓴˄ᮤ喀 vs
ҡ˅ˈ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒䇴ԧⲴঅഐ㍐ᯩᐞ࠶᷀ᱮ⽪ˈ儈ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗ˄ণ⍮ሩڊᑭᆀ⭘
Ⲵᢁݻ⡼㓴˅ᮤ喀㓴˄M ᮤ喀=5.27˅Ⲵ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒䇴ԧᱮ㪇儈Ҿҡ㓴˄M ҡ=4.49ˈ
F˄1,73˅=5.294ˈp=0.024˅ˈٷ䇮 3.1 ᗇ䇱˗վཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗ˄ልᇔᢃ⡼⭘Ⲵᢁ
ݻ⡼㓴˅ᮤ喀㓴Ⲵ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒ᘱᓖѪ˄M ᮤ喀=4.81˅ˈҡ㓴Ⲵ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒ᘱᓖѪ˄M
ҡ=4.50˅ˈᮤ喀㓴оҡ㓴ᰐᱮ㪇㓴䰤ᐞᔲ˄F˄1,82˅=0.796, p=0.375˅ˈٷ
䇮 3.2 ᗇࡠ傼䇱Ǆ

മ 6˖ᢁݻ⡼䱸ࡇ⭫䶒ᘱᓖ㓴䰤∄䖳
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୶૱䇴ԧⲴ㓴䰤ᐞᔲỰ傼˄ྲമ 7˅˖ԕ䱸ࡇ〙ᒿѪ࠶㓴˄ᮤ喀 vs ҡ˅ˈ
୶૱䇴ԧⲴঅഐ㍐ᯩᐞ࠶᷀ᱮ⽪˖ሩҾ⍮ሩڊᑭᆀⲴᇎ傼ᛵᲟˈᮤ喀㓴Ⲵ୶૱䇴
ԧ儈˄M ᮤ喀=5.54˅ˈҡ㓴Ⲵ୶૱䇴ԧվ˄ M ҡ=4.41˅,㓴䰤ᐞᔲᱮ㪇
˄F(1,73)=8.634, p = 0.004˅ˈٷ䇮 3.3 ᗇ䇱˗ሩҾልᇔᢃᢁݻ⡼Ⲵᇎ傼ᛵᲟˈᮤ
喀㓴Ⲵ୶૱䇴ԧѪ˄M ᮤ喀=5.05˅ˈҡ㓴Ⲵ୶૱䇴ԧѪ˄ M ҡ=4.42˅,㓴䰤
ᰐᱮ㪇ᐞᔲ˄F(1,82) = 3.176ˈp=0.079˅ˈٷ䇮 3.4 ᗇ䇱Ǆ

മ 7˖ᢁݻ⡼୶૱䇴ԧ㓴䰤∄䖳

䱸ࡇ⭫䶒ᘱᓖⲴѝӻ᭸ᓄỰ傼˖৲➗ Hayes(2013)ᨀࠪⲴ㻛䈳㢲Ⲵѝӻ࠶᷀
⁑ර˄Model 4˅ˈ֯⭘ Bootstrapping ⌅ሩٷ䇮 2 ᨀࠪⲴѝӻ⁑ර䘋㹼࠶᷀ˈ
Bootstrapping ⅑ᮠ䘹ᤙ 5000ˈਆ 95%㖞ؑ४䰤Ǆަѝሶ㠚ਈ䟿Ѫ䱸ࡇ〙ᒿ˗䱸
ࡇ⭫䶒ᘱᓖѪѝӻਈ䟿˗୶૱䇴ԧѪഐਈ䟿Ǆ俆⭫ˈݸ䶒ᘱᓖⲴѝӻ⭘൘⍮ሩ
ڊᑭᆀᢁݻ⡼㓴ѝᱟᱮ㪇ⲴˈBootstrapping Ự傼Ⲵ㖞ؑ४䰤нवਜ਼ 0
˄LLCI=-1.1735,ULCI=-.1158˅ˈ᭸ᓄབྷሿѪ-.6386 ˗↔ཆˈ᧗ࡦҶѝӻਈ䟿
䱸ࡇ⭫䶒䇴ԧਾˈ㠚ਈ䟿䱸ࡇ〙ᒿሩഐਈ䟿୶૱䇴ԧⲴᖡ૽нᱮ㪇ˈ
Bootstrapping Ự傼Ⲵ㖞ؑ४䰤˄LLCI=-1.0399,ULCI=.0629˅वਜ਼ 0Ǆഐ↔ˈ䱸ࡇ
⭫䶒ᘱᓖ൘䱸ࡇ〙ᒿ˄ᮤ喀 vs ҡ˅ሩ୶૱䇴ԧӗ⭏ᖡ૽ѝਁᥕҶѝӻ⭘ˈ
фᱟୟаⲴѝӻਈ䟿ˈٷ䇮 2 ᗇ䇱Ǆ
൘ᇎ傼䗷〻ѝᡁԜሩ৲о㘵Ⲵᛵ㔚ǃ⎹ޕᓖǃᚦᗳᛵ㔚䘋㹼Ҷ⍻䟿ˈሶ〟ᶱ
ᛵ㔚ǃ⎸ᶱᛵ㔚ǃ⎹ޕᓖǃᚦᗳᛵ㔚ǃᙗ࡛ㅹ᧗ࡦਈ䟿࠶࡛࣐⁑ޕර䘋㹼ཊݳᯩ
ᐞ࠶᷀ˈ㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ˈѫ᭸ᓄᰗᱮ㪇˄F˄1,73˅=13.778ˈp < 0.001˅Ǆ
䘋а↕ˈᡁԜ∄䖳Ҷᮤ喀оҡ䱸ࡇлˈ㻛䈅ሩ䬰᧘ᯝⲴᐞᔲǄԕ䱸ࡇ〙
ᒿѪ࠶㓴˄ᮤ喀 vs ҡ˅ˈ୶૱䇴ԧⲴঅഐ㍐ᯩᐞ࠶᷀㔃᷌ᱮ⽪ˈ⍮ሩڊᑭ
ᆀᮤ喀㓴Ⲵ䬰᧘ᯝ˄M ᮤ喀=5.17˅оҡ㓴Ⲵ䬰᧘ᯝ˄ M ҡ=4.84˅⋑ᴹᱮ
㪇Ⲵ㓴䰤ᐞᔲ˄F(1,72)=0.855, p =0.358˅˗ልᇔᢃ⡼ᢁݻ⡼ᮤ喀㓴Ⲵ䬰᧘ᯝ˄M
ᮤ喀=5.25˅оҡ㓴Ⲵ䬰᧘ᯝ˄ M ҡ=4.87˅ҏ⋑ᴹᱮ㪇Ⲵ㓴䰤ᐞᔲ˄F(1,81)
=0.853ˈp=0.359˅Ǆ⭡↔䇱᰾Ҷˈྲ᷌䱸ࡇ⋑ᴹ᰾ᱮⲴ㕪䍗ˈҡ઼ᮤ喀᩶᭮
нՊӗ⭏䬰᧘ᯝкⲴᐞᔲǄ
3.2.5 ᇎ傼Ҽሿ㔃
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ᇎ傼Ҽᡀ࣏䟽༽Ҷᇎ傼аⲴ⹄ウ㔃䇪ˈ᭟ᤱҶᡁԜⲴᡰᴹٷ䇮Ǆ൘୶૱ཆ㿲
䟽㾱ᙗ儈Ⲵᰦ୶ˈى૱䱸ࡇ〙ᒿ˄ᮤ喀 vs ҡ˅Պሩ୶૱䇴ԧӗ⭏ᖡ૽ˈᮤ喀
䱸ࡇл⎸䍩㘵ሩ୶૱Ⲵ䇴ԧሶᱮ㪇儈Ҿҡ䱸ࡇˈ⎸䍩㘵ሩӗ૱䱸ࡇ⭫䶒Ⲵᘱᓖ
ᴹᆼޘѝӻ⭘ˈᡁԜᨀࠪⲴ䱸ࡇⲴ“⭫䶒᭸ᓄ”ᗇࡠ傼䇱Ǆ൘୶૱ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗվ
Ⲵᰦ⭫“ˈى䶒᭸ᓄ”нਁ⭏Ǆᇎ傼Ҽ䘈ᧂ䲔Ҷн㕪䍗Ⲵҡ䱸ࡇᆈ൘䬰᧘ᯝⲴ
ਟ㜭ᙗǄ

4. ᙫ㔃о䇘䇪
ޣҾ䱸ࡇ〙ᒿሩ୶૱䇴ԧⲴᖡ૽ˈѻࡽⲴ⹄ウ䜭ԕ㓯㍒࡙⭘⨶䇪Ѫࠪਁ⛩ˈ
สҾ“䱸ࡇᱟӗ૱䍘䟿䇴ԧⲴ䟽㾱㓯㍒”䘉аٷ䇮ˈн਼Ⲵ⹄ウӾӗ૱⊑ḃ
˄Morales & Fitzsimon,2007˅઼⎸䍩㘵⊑ḃ˄Argo, Dahl & Morales,2006˅Ⲵ䀂ᓖ
എㆄҶѪӰѸҡⲴ䱸ࡇ˄ሩҾᮤ喀Ⲵ䱸ࡇ˅Պሬ㠤ᴤվⲴ୶૱䍘䟿䇴ԧǄ਼
ṧ䘈ᱟᔪ・൘㓯㍒࡙⭘⨶䇪кˈᵜ᮷Ⲵ䘉亩⹄ウࡉ傼䇱Ҷ䱸ࡇⲴਖа᭸ᓄ
——“⭫䶒᭸ᓄ”Ⲵᆈ൘Ǆ
4.1 ⨶䇪䍑⥞
ᡁԜⲴ⹄ウ俆⅑ᨀࠪ䱸ࡇⲴ“⭫䶒᭸ᓄ”ˈѠᇼҶ⧠ᴹޣҾ䱸ࡇ〙ᒿⲴ⹄ウᡀ
᷌ǄᡁԜ䇔Ѫˈ䱸ࡇቡྭ䊑ᱟаᑵ⭫ˈ䱸ࡇⲴ୶૱ᱟ⭫䶒ѝⲴѫ㾱ᇩˈ⎸䍩㘵
ሩᮤ喀Ⲵ˄vs ҡⲴ˅䱸ࡇ⭫䶒Պᴹᴤ〟ᶱ↓䶒ⲴᘱᓖˈӾ㘼ሬ㠤⎸䍩㘵ሩᮤ
喀䱸ࡇ⭫䶒䟼Ⲵ୶૱䇴ԧᴤ儈ǄᡁԜ⭘єњᇎ傼ˈ᧗ࡦҶ⊑ḃ઼䬰᭸ᓄˈ傼䇱
Ҷ⭫䶒᭸ᓄⲴᆈ൘ˈԕ৺䱸ࡇ⭫䶒ⲴᘱᓖѪѝӻਈ䟿Ⲵ⭘䐟ᖴǄᴤ䘋а↕ˈ
ᡁԜ䘈䙊䗷᧗਼аᇎ傼ᶀᯉⲴཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗਈॆˈ䇪䇱Ҷ”⭫䶒᭸ᓄ“Ⲵ䗩⭼Ǆ
ҏቡᱟ䈤ˈ୶૱䱸ࡇⲴ “⭫䶒᭸ᓄ”ᒦнᙫᱟਁ⭏ˈਚᴹᖃӗ૱Ⲵཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗ儈
Ⲵᰦྲֻ˄ىӗ૱⭘ᶕ㻵侠˅Պӗ⭏Ǆ
⭫䶒᭸ᓄⲴ傼䇱ˈवᤜ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒ᘱᓖⲴѝӻ⭘ˈ৺ӗ૱ཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗⲴ䈳㢲
᭸ᓄⲴ䇱᰾ˈሩҾ䴦⧠൪䱸ࡇ⹄ウᱟањⲴ࠶ݵ㺕ݵǄ൘ⴞࡽঐѫሬൠսⲴ⊑
ḃ᭸ᓄѻཆˈᡁԜᨀҶᯠⲴ䐟ᖴ䀓䟺--⭫䶒᭸ᓄǄ਼ᰦˈᡁԜᨀࠪҶӗ૱ཆ㿲
䟽㾱ᙗሩ䘉аᵪࡦⲴ䈳㢲⭘ˈ䱀䘠Ҷ䘉аᯠ䐟ᖴⲴ䗩⭼ᶑԦˈᢙኅҶޣҾ䱸ࡇ
〙ᒿⲴ⹄ウǄ

4.2 䴦㇑⨶ᓄ⭘
ᵜ᮷Ⲵਁ⧠ሩҾ䴦ъ㓿⨶ԕ৺ӾъӪઈާᴹ⧠ᇎѹǄᡁԜⲴ⹄ウਁ⧠Ҷ
୶૱Ⲵ䱸ࡇ〙ᒿՊᖡ૽⎸䍩㘵ሩ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒ⲴᘱᓖǄҏቡᱟ䈤ˈ䱸ࡇѪа䍘䟿
㓯㍒ˈՊ㔉⍿㿸Ⲵ⎸䍩㘵ᘛ䙏⮉лㅜаঠ䊑ˈ⎸䍩㘵ᖸᴹਟ㜭ഐѪҡⲴ䱸ࡇᡰ
ᑖᶕⲴ⎸ᶱ⭫䶒ᘱᓖ㘼䱽վሩ୶૱Ⲵ䇴ԧǄቔަᱟሩҾ䛓Ӌཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗ儈Ⲵ୶૱ˈ
ҡᑖᶕⲴ䍏䶒ᖡ૽ሶՊᴤབྷǄ
ᡁԜ⸕䚃ˈ൘䴦ъа㓯ઈᐕ˄㩕ъઈ/⨶䍗ઈ˅Ⲵս㙼䍓᧿䘠ѝˈᴹޣ䴦
⧠൪Ⲵ䟽㾱㙼䍓ᱟ“؍ᤱআ൪䍗Ⓚݵ䏣৺ᮤ⌱”Ǆਟ㿱ˈ൘୶૱আ⧠൪ᴹйњ
㾱㍐ᖸ䟽㾱˖ㅜа“䍗Ⓚݵ䏣”ˈণ୶૱н㜭㕪䍗˄out-of-stock/scarcity˅ˈㅜҼ
୶૱“⌱”ˈণн㜭⊑ᦏ˄contamination˅ˈㅜй୶૱“ᮤ⌱”ˈণн㜭ҡ
˄disorganized shelf display˅Ǆ⭡Ҿ㕪䍗઼⊑ᦏՊ䙐ᡀ䬰䟿ᦏཡᱟањᱮ❦Ⲵ㔃
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䇪ˈᡰԕˈਟ㜭⧠൪㇑⨶ѝՊᴤᕪ䈳㺕䍗Ⲵ䟽㾱ᙗǄቔަ൘ᘉᆓˈᖃ㺕䍗ᡀѪ䴦
ъа㓯ઈᐕⲴ俆㾱ԫ࣑ᰦˈҡ⧠䊑ՊᡀѪ㓿ᑨᙗ⧠䊑Ǆ
Ⲵ⺞ˈᮤ⨶୶૱Պঐ⭘㩕ъઈབྷ䟿Ⲵᰦ䰤Ǆ䛓ѸˈሩҾ㺕䍗ˈ⨶䍗ᱟнᱟ
ቡ⅑㾱аӋ˛ᡁԜⲴ⹄ウ䈤᰾ˈሩҾཆ㿲䟽㾱Ⲵ୶૱㘼䀰ˈ⨶䍗ҏᱟ䶎ᑨ䟽㾱
ⲴᐕˈഐѪ䱸ࡇⲴᮤ喀〻ᓖՊᖡ૽亮ᇒሩ୶૱䍘䟿Ⲵՠ䇑ǄަѝⲴഐ൘Ҿˈ
䍗⢙Ⲵ䱸ࡇ〙ᒿሶ㔉⎸䍩㘵ᑖᶕᖸཊؑˈᆳᱟ⎸䍩㘵䘋㹼୶૱䍘䟿᧘ᯝⲴ䟽㾱
㓯㍒Ǆ䱸ࡇᮤ喀Ⲵ⭫䶒ᑖ㔉⎸䍩㘵〟ᶱ↓䶒Ⲵᘱᓖ˄䍿ᗳᛖⴞⲴᝏ㿹˅ˈ㘼䘉⭫
䶒ᘱᓖሩҾ୶૱䍘䟿䇴ԧᴹⴤ᧕Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ
ᙫѻˈሩҾ൘䴦ᓇа㓯ᐕⲴ㩕ъઈ㘼䀰ˈᖃ୶૱䱸ࡇҡᰦˈᓄ傜к䘋
㹼ᮤ⨶ˈᰦ؍ᤱ୶૱䱸ࡇⲴᮤ喀оᮤ⌱Ǆᖃᴹ⎸䍩㘵ᗽнտ䀖⻠୶૱ਾˈа㓯
ᐕ㩕ъઈᓄቭᘛሶަᚒ༽սˈн㾱䇙䘉ṧⲴнᮤ喀ᖡ૽лаս⎸䍩㘵Ⲵࡔ
ᯝǄˈሩҾཆ㿲䟽㾱Ⲵ୶૱ˈֻྲᴽ㻵ᴽ侠઼⭘Ҿ⧟ຳ㻵侠Ⲵ୶૱㘼䀰ˈᮤ⨶䍗
⢙֯ަⴻк৫ᴤᮤ喀Ⲵ䟽㾱ᙗᴤ࣐ケࠪǄਖཆˈᴹаӋ୶૱ˈਟ㜭а㡜ᛵߥл࣏
㜭ᙗ∄䖳䟽㾱ˈնᱟ⭡Ҿ䍝Ҡᛵຳн਼ˈަཆ㿲䟽㾱ᙗቡՊкॷˈྲᡁԜᰕᑨ֯
⭘Ⲵа⅑ᙗ≤ᶟˈᖃ⭘Ҿ⍮ሩǃՊ䇞ㅹ⽮Ӕ൪ਸᰦˈཆ㿲ቡՊਈᗇᖸ䟽㾱Ǆ↔ᰦˈ
ᮤ⨶䘉Ӌ୶૱ˈ䇙ᆳⴻ䎧ᶕᮤ喀ᛖⴞሶՊਈᡀ䶎ᑨ䟽㾱Ⲵ䴦⧠൪ᐕǄ

4.3 ⹄ウኅᵋ
ᡁԜⲴ⹄ウ俆⅑傼䇱Ҷ䱸ࡇ⭫䶒᭸ᓄⲴᆈ൘ǄᡁԜ⌘ࡠˈ䱸ࡇо⧟ຳᴹˈޣ
൘ᴹޣҾ⧟ຳሩ㹼Ѫᖡ૽Ⲵ亶ฏˈᴹаӋ⹄ウ٬ᗇᡁԜُ䢤㘳㲁Ǆֻྲˈ൘ᡁԜ
ᇎ傼ᛵຳ䇮䇑ѝˈቔަᱟᇎ傼ҼˈᖃᡁԜ㾱≲㻛䈅ᜣ䊑⭘ᢁݻ⡼ᑭᆀᰦˈ㾱≲
㻛䈅ᜣ䊑Ⲵᱟᴹ䖳儈ࡋ䙐ᙗⲴԫ࣑ˈ㻛䈅ሩࡋ䙐ᙗⲴ⌘ޣਟ㜭Պ൘ަ୶૱䇴ԧѝ
䎧ࡠ⭘Ǆṩᦞ⧠ᴹ⹄ウᡀ᷌ˈ ⢙⨶⧟ຳⲴҡ˄vs ᮤ喀˅Պ֯Ӫᴤ࣐ੁٮҾ
䟷ਆケᑨ㿴Ⲵ㹼Ѫ˄Vohs, Redden & Rahinelˈ2013)Ǆᖃᇎ傼ᛵຳ㾱≲ᴤާࡋ
䙐ᙗᰦˈҏ䇨ҡⲴ䱸ࡇᴤᴹ࡙ҾӪԜሩࡋ䙐ᙗ୶૱㔉ࠪᴤ儈Ⲵ䇴ԧǄ൘ሶᶕⲴ
⹄ウѝˈᡁԜሶՊቍ䈅㘳㲁䘉аഐ㍐Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ
ਖཆˈሩҾᵪࡦ䀓䟺кˈ⹄ウ䘈ਟԕ䘋а↕ൠ␡ޕǄֻྲˈ൘ӗ૱Ⲵ䘹ᤙ
кˈᵜ᮷Ⲵ䇮䇑ᱟ䪸ሩ਼аӗ૱㔉ࠪн਼Ⲵ֯⭘ᛵຳᶕ㓥ཆ㿲Ⲵ䟽㾱ᙗǄྲ᷌
䘈ᱟ਼аӗ૱ˈӵഐѪӗ૱Ⲵ᧿䘠н਼ˈа᧿䘠ᴤ⭘֯⌘ޣ㘵Ⲵཆ㺘ˈਖа
᧿䘠ᴤ⭘֯⌘ޣ㘵Ⲵڕᓧ˄оཆ㺘ᰐˈ˅ޣՊнՊҏᴹ਼ṧⲴ᭸᷌ӗ⭏˛
ᴰਾˈ൘ഐਈ䟿Ⲵ䇮䇑кˈਟԕᕅޕᴤཊо䍝ҠੁᴹⲴޣਈ䟿ˈྲ䍝Ҡٮ
ੁǃࠪԧ儈վㅹˈᒦ㔃ਸ⭠䟾⹄ウˈᡁԜⲴᇎ傼ቡՊᴤ࣐ᆼ㖾Ǆ
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The Relationship of Critical Thinking Disposition and Job
Performance: The Evidence from Pharmaceutical Sales

Jin Dai 1, Baiyin Yang 2, Lei Xue 2
1. School of Entrepreneurship and Management, Shanghai Tech University
2. School of Economics and Management, Tsinghua University
Email˖daijin@shanghaitech.edu.cn

Abstract
It is important for organizations to recruit, promote and train salespeople purposefully
according to the personal factors that affect job performance. Considering the lack of
past evidences on the effect of intelligence, this study tries to explore the effect of
thinking, specifically the effect of critical thinking disposition on job performance, with
a sample of 289 salespeople from 84 teams in a pharmaceutical company in China. The
study finds that critical thinking disposition is positively related to job performance,
especially, two of the sub-dimensions “curiosity to knowledge” and “truth-seeking” are
positively related to performance.
Keywords: critical thinking, job performance, sales
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᪈㾱
㘳ሏᖡ૽䬰Ӫઈᐕъ㔙ⲴњӪഐ㍐ሩҾԱъ䘹ᤄ઼䪸ሩᙗൠษ䇝䬰Ӫઈ
ᴹ䟽㾱⭘ˈԕᖰ⹄ウ൘Ც࣋ഐ㍐ᯩ䶒䇱ᦞн䏣ˈᵜ᮷ቍ䈅Ӿᙍ㔤ᯩᔿޕˈ᧒
㍒Ҷᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘ሩᐕъ㔙Ⲵᖡ૽Ǆ䘹ਆҶഭаᇦབྷර५㦟ԱъⲴ५㦟䬰
ഒ䱏Ѫṧᵜ˄Ҿ 84 њഒ䱏Ⲵ 289 䬰Ӫઈ˅ˈ㘳ሏҶ䬰ӪઈⲴᢩࡔᙗ
ᙍ㔤⢩䍘оᇒ㿲㔙᭸Ⲵޣ㌫Ǆ㔃᷌ਁ⧠ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘оъ㔙↓ˈޣ⢩࡛ൠˈ
ަྭཷ≲⸕ǃራᵜⓟⵏєњ㔤ᓖоъ㔙ᱮ㪇↓ޣǄ
ޣ䭞䇽˖ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤ˈᐕъ㔙ˈ䬰
༠᰾˖ᵜ⹄ウᗇࡠॾབྷᆖ㓿⍾㇑⨶ᆖ䲒亶ሬ࣋⹄ウѝᗳǃ५⯇㇑⨶⹄ウѝᗳⲴ
᭟ᤱǄ

аǃᕅ䀰
൘ՇཊⲴઈᐕъ㔙ѝˈ䬰ъ㔙ਟ㜭ᱟ㓴㓷ᴰѪޣᗳⲴ㔃᷌ѻаǄᡀ࣏Ⲵ䬰
ሩҾޜਨ䶎ᑨޣ䭞Ǆ䬰ᐕ൘㓴㓷Ⲵ䗩⭼༴ˈоᇒᡧⴤ᧕᧕䀖Ǆањޜਨˈ
ӵ䶐䘀ǃӗ૱ǃ᭸⦷ᡆަԆㄎҹ࣋ˈྲ᷌⋑ᴹᴹ᭸Ⲵ䬰࣋䟿ˈ䳮ԕᡀ࣏[1, 2]Ǆ
↔ཆ䬰ъ㔙ҏᱟᴰѪᱮᙗǃᴰ᱃㘳ሏⲴᐕъ㔙ˈᴹ䟿ॆⲴᇒ㿲ᤷḷˈ䬰ර
ઈᐕᱟᴰᑨ⭘ԕ⹄ウᐕъ㔙ⲴṧᵜӪ㗔ѻаǄ
䲔Ҷ䬰࣋䟿Ⲵ䟽㾱ᙗˈ䬰ҏ䐏ަԆᐕᴹаӋн਼˖аˈަњӪъ㔙ᱟ
ਇࡠ仁㑱ⴁ⍻Ⲵˈ᭦ޕ䙊ᑨоъ㔙ᤲ䫙 [3]˗Ҽˈ䬰Ӫઈ㓿শ⵰䖳儈Ⲵ㻛ᤂ
(rejection)[4]˗йˈ䬰Ӫઈа㡜∄ަԆઈᐕᴹᴤ儈Ⲵ㠚ѫᙗ[5]˗ഋˈ䬰кⲴъ
㔙ᐞᔲ∄ަԆᐕ㾱བྷᗇཊ[6]Ǆഐ↔ˈ䘹ᤄ઼䳷֓ྭⲴ䬰ӪઈሩҾޜਨⲴᡀ࣏
㠣ޣ䟽㾱ˈ䢤Ҿ䬰⢩↺Ⲵᐕᙗ䍘ˈ⺞ᇊଚӋњӪᐞ࡛ᱟᡀ࣏ъ㔙Ⲵ亴⍻ഐ㍐
ሩҾ䬰Աъ㘼䀰ҏቔѪ䟽㾱[1]Ǆਖаᯩ䶒ˈྲօᖡ૽઼ਁኅ⧠ᴹ䬰࣋䟿ˈҏ
ᱟԱъ儈ቲ઼Ӫ࣋䍴Ⓚ㇑⨶ᡰޣᗳⲴ䰞仈Ǆ
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ሩ䬰ӪઈњӪഐ㍐ᖡ૽ъ㔙Ⲵ⹄ウѫ㾱⛩⌘ޣ൘䬰ӪઈⲴ⽮Ӕᢰ㜭઼
㜭࣋ˈሩ⸕䇶઼Ც࣋Ⲵ䟽㾱ᙗⲴ᧒䇘䘈∄䖳ቁǄVinchu ㅹӪ[4]൘ަሩᡀ࣏䬰Ⲵ
亴⍻ഐ㍐Ⲵ㦏㨳࠶᷀ѝਁ⧠а㡜Ც࣋ഐ㍐(general mental ability)оᇒ㿲䬰ᮠᦞ
нޣǄ䘉ਟ㜭ᱟ⭡ҾᨀࠪҶ䭉䈟Ⲵ⹄ウ䰞仈ˈᡆ䇨ᐕъ㔙ⲴᐞᔲнᱟᲪ࣋≤
ᒣᐞᔲ䙐ᡀⲴˈ㘼ᱟྲօ䘀⭘Ც࣋ǃণᙍ㔤ᯩᔿᡰᑖᶕⲴǄ
ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤ˈ൘ᮉ㛢ᆖǃᗳ⨶ᆖ઼ଢᆖѝᐢ㓿ᴹѠᇼⲴ␡᧒ޕ䇘Ǆᢩࡔᙗᙍ
㔤⢩䍘᧿䘠Ҷаԕߣࠪڊㆆǃ䀓ߣ䰞仈ѪⴞḷⲴа䍟Ⲵᙍ㔤ᯩᔿǄᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤
ᙫ㻛䇔Ѫᱟབྷᆖᮉ㛢Ⲵањѫ㾱ⴞḷ઼亴ᵏ㔃᷌[7, 8]ˈҏ൘Շཊᮉᆖ亩ⴞѝ㻛ࡇ
Ѫ㠣ޣ䟽㾱Ⲵ䈮〻Ǆᮉ㛢ᆖ㘵Ԝᐢ㓿ਁ⧠ˈᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘ਟԕ亴⍻ᣔ⨶ᆖ⭏Ⲵ
䈮ъᡀ㔙઼ᇎҐ㺘⧠[9]ԕ৺ԆԜሩᮉᆖㆆ⮕Ⲵ䇴ԧ[10]Ǆ
ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤㻛䇔Ѫ൘ᨀ儈ߣㆆ䍘䟿઼᭸⦷кᴹ䟽㾱⭘ˈ൘ᖃӺ୶ъ⽮Պ儈
࣋ǃᘛ㢲ཿлˈ䘉Պ㔉ӪԜᑖᶕᰦ䰤઼䠁䫡Ⲵˈ࡙ׯնᖰᖰӪԜᒦнཏ䟽㿶[11]Ǆ
Kayes(2006)[12]䇔Ѫᢩ䇴ᙗᙍ㔤઼ཊ㙼ъㄎҹ࣋ˈޣवᤜᴤ儈Ⲵ䚃ᗧ᧘⨶㜭
࣋[13]ˈሩ༽ᵲӪ䱵ޣ㌫Ⲵᴹ᭸㇑⨶[14]ˈ䘲ᓄਈॆ⧟ຳⲴ㜭࣋[15]ˈ༽ᵲ䰞仈Ⲵ㇑⨶
[16]
ԕ৺亶ሬ࣋[17]ǄሩҾ൘ᮉ㛢⭼ⲴѠᇼ⹄ウᡀ᷌ˈᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤ሩҾᐕъ㔙Ⲵ
⭘⹄ウˈቔަᱟᇎ䇱⹄ウˈ䘈ᖃ㕪ѿǄ
ᵜ᮷Ⲵ⹄ウⴞⲴᱟ᧒㍒ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘оᐕъ㔙Ⲵޣ㌫ˈӾᮉ㛢ᆖᗳ⨶ᆖ
кሩᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤Ⲵᶴᘥ⏥઼⍻䟿ޕˈ㚄㌫ԕᖰሩ䬰ъ㔙ᖡ૽ഐ㍐Ⲵ⹄ウˈ
ᨀࠪٷ䇮ˈԕ५㦟ԓ㺘Ⲵ䬰ъ㔙ᮠᦞ䘋㹼ᇎ䇱Ự傼ˈӾ㘼ѪԱъ䘹ᤄǃᬒॷǃ
ษ䇝ઈᐕᨀ⨶䇪ส઼ㆆ⮕ᔪ䇞Ǆ
Ҽǃ⨶䇪ส઼⹄ウٷ䇮
(а)ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘
1990 ᒤ㖾ഭଢᆖᆖՊⲴᗧቄ㨢ᣕ (Delphi report) ѝ⭡ 46 ᶕ㠚н਼亶ฏ
Ⲵуᇦᆖ㘵ǃশᰦ䘁єᒤᰦ䰤ˈሩᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤Ⲵᾲᘥ䘋㹼Ҷᨀ⛬઼䟽ᯠ㺘䗮ˈԆ
Ԝ࠶᷀བྷ䟿Ⲵᇊѹѻਾˈ䗮ᡀⲴޡ䇶ᱟ˖ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤ᱟĀаᴹⴞⲴⲴǃᕪ䈳㠚
ᡁ䈳᧗Ⲵࡔᯝ䗷〻ˈ㓿䗷䀓䟺↔ࡔᯝᡰԠ䎆Ⲵ䇱ᦞǃᾲᘥǃᯩ⌅ǃ࠶㊫ᡆᇩк
Ⲵ㘳㲁ˈ䘋㹼Ⲵ䱀䟺ǃ࠶᷀ǃ䇴ԧ઼᧘ᯝā[18]Ǆᣕ䇔Ѫᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤䘉аᵟ䈝व
ਜ਼Ҷа㌫ࡇ䇔⸕઼ᗳ⨶Ⲵᢰ㜭઼㜭࣋ˈवᤜ৽ᙍǃ㠚ᡁ㇑⨶ǃ䇴ՠ(evaluationˈ
ᴤ⍻ٿ䟿)઼䇴ԧ(assessmentˈᴤٿ䍘ᙗ)Ǆ൘ަᇊѹѝਁ⧠Ⲵ਼ޡѫ仈वᤜ˖㜭
࣋ᯩ䶒Ⲵˈྲਁ⧠ٿ㿱઼ᴹ㕪䲧ᙍ㔤ˈ䍘⯁ٷ䇮ˈᗇࠪ㔃䇪˗њᙗᯩ䶒Ⲵˈྲ␡
ᙍ⟏㲁Ⲵǃ㌫㔏ॆⲴǃ৽ᙍⲴǃ䚥ᆸ㓚ᖻⲴǃᴹߣᗳⲴǃ઼Ⲵ↓ޜᔰ᭮ᙍᜣⲴ[19]Ǆ
ᦞ↔ਟ㿱ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤ᇎ䱵кवਜ਼Ҷᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤ᢰ㜭઼ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘єњ
ᾲᘥǄᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤ᢰ㜭⭡а㌫ࡇⲴ䇔⸕к઼ᗳ⨶кⲴᢰ㜭઼㜭࣋㓴ᡀǄᢩࡔᙗᙍ
㔤⢩䍘(critical thinking disposition)ᤷⲴᱟањӪ䘀⭘ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤ᢰ㜭઼㹼ѪⲴ
ᝯᡆ[ྭٿ20]Ǆᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘нӵӵᱟаҐᜟᡆᘱᓖˈ㘼ᱟĀањӪ൘ӪṬк
Ⲵ㔤ᓖˈ䘉Ӌ㔤ᓖоԆ(ྩ)ᴹཊਟ㜭䙊䗷᧘⨶(reasoning)ᶕ⺞䇔઼䀓ߣ䰞仈ޣā
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Ǆ⢩䍘઼ᢰ㜭ᱟޣնᒦнਟӂᦒⲴ[22]ǄањӪਟ㜭ާᴹᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤Ⲵᢰ㜭ˈ
նᒦн䘉ѸڊǄਚᴹᖃԆ(ྩ)ᴹ↔а䍟Ⲵ㍐䍘ᰦˈԆ(ྩ)Պࣘ⭘ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤Ⲵ
ᢰ㜭[23]Ǆᢰ㜭઼⢩䍘४࠶ҶӪԜ㜭઼ⲴڊԆԜᇎ䱵к[Ⲵڊ24]Ǆ
[21]

һᇎкˈᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘(ᡆᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤㘵)ࡠᓅᱟӰѸṧⲴˈሩҾӰѸᱟ
ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤ᴤᇩ᱃㧧ᗇޡ䇶ǄDike ㅹӪ (2006)[25]൘ 113 սߋ䱏ᮉᇈѝڊ䈳ḕˈ
ᒦ㾱≲ԆԜሩᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤лᇊѹˈ㔃᷌㺘᰾ˈᴹ 81%Ⲵਇ䇯㘵൘ަᇊѹѝवਜ਼Ҷ
⢩䍘઼ᘱᓖǄᖸཊᆖ㘵 [26, 27] ҏ䙊䗷᧿䘠⢩䍘઼ᘱᓖᶕᇊѹᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤ˈֻྲ
Ennis(1987)[26]䇔Ѫ⨶ᜣⲴᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤㘵ᴹйњ⢩⛩˖(1)ؑ⌘ޣᘥⲴⵏˈٷඊؑߣ
ㆆᓄᱟਟԕ䇱᰾Ⲵ˗(2)⌘ޣ䈊ᇎˈᲠ䱸䘠㿲⛩ˈн൘Ѿ䘉њ㿲⛩ᱟ㠚ᐡⲴ䘈ᱟ
࡛ӪⲴ˗(3)⇿⌘ޣњӪⲴሺѕ઼ԧ٬Ǆ
Facione ㅹӪ (1992)[28]൘ᗧቄ㨢ᣕสк㔗㔝⺞䇔Ҷᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘Ⲵ 7
њ㔤ᓖ(ྲ㺘 1)˖≲⸕Ⅲˈ㌫㔏ᙗˈ࠶᷀ᙗˈራⵏˈᔰ᭮ᙍᜣˈᢩࡔᙍ㔤Ⲵ
㠚ؑˈ઼䇔⸕ᡀ⟏ᓖ(ԕкѝ䈁৲㘳Ҷਠ⒮ᆖ㘵ᖝ㖾ㅹӪ[29]Ⲵᐕᒦᴹᡰ᭩
䘋)Ǆ䘉Ӌ㔤ᓖᴰࡍӾᣔ⨶ᐕѝਁኅ㘼ᶕˈն㺘䘠ѝоуъ亶ฏᰐ⇿ˈޣᶑ䜭ਟ
ԕ䘋а↕᤹уъ亶ฏ䘋㹼䱀䟺Ǆ
㺘 &&7', ѝᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘Ⲵ  њ㔤ᓖ
≲⸕Ⅲ
LQTXLVLWLYHQHVV 
㌫㔏ᙗ V\VWHPDWLFLW\ 


Ც࣋кⲴྭཷᗳ઼ᆖҐⲴⅢᵋˈণ֯൘⸕䇶Ⲵ⭘䙄ቊн
᰾⺞Ⲵᰦى
ੁٮҾᴹ㓴㓷ൠǃᴹᒿൠǃ䳶ѝൠǃऔཻൠ䈳ḕ᧒㍒Ⲵ䘉
䎻ੁ

࠶᷀ᙗ DQDO\WLFLW\ 

ሩ᧘⨶Ⲵ䘀⭘ˈ֯⭘䇱ᦞᶕ䀓ߣ䰞仈ǃ亴⍻▌൘Ⲵᾲᘥк
ᡆᇎ䐥кⲴ䳮仈ˈфᙫ㜭㿹ሏࡠަѝⲴ䱫⺽

ራⵏ WUXWK
VHHNLQJ 

⑤ᵋራ㔉ᇊᛵຳлⲴᴰྭ⸕䇶ˈࣷҾᨀ䰞ˈⵏᇎᇒ㿲ൠ
䘭㍒ণ֯ᴰ㓸Ⲵਁ⧠ሶнㅖਸњӪ࡙⳺ᡆ㠚ᐡⲴ亴䇮

ᔰ᭮ᙍᜣ RSHQ
PLQGHGQHVV 

ᇩᗽн਼㿱ˈ㓸ᴹሩ㠚ᐡਟ㜭ᆈ൘ٿ㿱Ⲵᝏᙗ

ᢩࡔᙍ㔤Ⲵ㠚ؑ
&7VHOIFRQILGHQFH 

ሩ㠚ᐡ᧘⨶䗷〻ⲴؑԫǄ䘉䇙Ӫؑԫ㠚ᐡⲴࡔᯝᒦ൘䀓
ߣ䰞仈䗷〻ѝ亶ሬԆӪǄ

䇔⸕ᡀ⟏ᓖ
൘ߣㆆ䗷〻ѝ؍ᤱ᰾ᲪⲴ䎻ੁǄ
FRJQLWLYHPDWXULW\ 
>@

䍴ᯉᶕⓀ˖ṩᦞ )DFLRQH ㅹӪᐕ

㘫䈁ᮤ⨶

ᆖ㘵Ԝᐢ㓿൘⨶䇪кሩᴹ᭸Ⲵᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤㘵ⲴӪṬ⢩䍘䘋㹼Ҷ䍘ᙗ᧿䘠 [24,
26, 30-34]
ˈ㘼བྷӄӪṬѝⲴй亩(ᔰ᭮ᙗǃ䍓ԫᝏ઼ᇌӪᙗ)㓿ᑨवਜ਼൘ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤
⢩䍘Ⲵ᧿䘠ѝǄ൘ᇎ䇱⹄ウᯩ䶒ˈGiancarlo & Facione (1994)[35]൘᧒㍒ᢩࡔᙗᙍ
㔤⢩䍘઼аӋъᐢਁኅᡀ⟏ⲴӪṬᶴᘥⲴ㚄㌫ᰦਁ⧠ˈᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘о㠚ᡁ༽
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࣋(ego-resilience)઼ᔰ᭮ᙗ(openness to experience)䜭↓ޣǄ䘉а⹄ウ㺘᰾ˈ൘
CCTDI кᗇ࠶儈Ⲵњփˈᴤཊൠ৲оࡠ⧟ຳѝˈᴤу⌘ǃऔཻǃᇒ㿲ǃྭཷ(Ც
࣋кⲴ)ˈᗳ⨶кᴤ⚥⍫઼ڕᓧˈ䘉䜭ᱟ൘ᐕ⧟ຳᡆᱟ䈮าᆖҐк䜭ᴤ䴰㾱Ⲵ
ӪṬ⢩ᖱⲴ䳶ਸǄ
สҾԕкሩޣ᮷⥞Ⲵ࠶᷀ˈᵜ᮷䇔Ѫ㇑⨶ᆖᴹᗵ㾱ሶᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤Ѫањ
䟽㾱Ⲵ⹄ウ䈮仈Ǆ䘉њӪᙍ㔤⢩䍘ᱟаӋ㙼ъⲴᗵ༷㍐䍘ˈᡁԜᓄ䈕᧒ウᆳᱟ
ሩҾᐕъ㔙ᴹᡰࣙ⳺ˈӾ㘼ѪԱъ઼㓴㓷䘹ᤄ઼ษ䇝ӪᨀаᯠⲴ㿶䀂
઼䙄ᖴǄ
(Ҽ)ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘оᐕъ㔙
ᖃࡽ㓿⍾ᰕ⳺⸕䇶ᇶ䳶ˈ䬰ӪઈⲴᐕਈᗇਁᱟੁᇒᡧࠪԕ⸕䇶Ѫส
Ⲵ䀓ߣᯩṸ[36]ˈަṨᗳᱟੁᇒᡧՐ䙂⸕䇶ˈഐ↔ˈ䬰Ӫઈ䴰㾱ᡀѪ⸕䇶㓿㓚
Ӫ[37]Ǆ൘䬰ⲴӔӂ䗷〻ѝˈ䬰Ӫઈ઼ᇒᡧ䜭ᢞ╄Ҷ〟ᶱ䀂㢢ˈа䎧ࡋ਼ޡ䙐
ањ䀓ߣᯩṸ[38]Ǆ䘉њࡋ਼ޡ䙐ਁ⭏൘ᇒᡧ઼䬰ӪઈⲴӔ⍱ѝˈֻྲˈ䬰Ӫ
ઈ࠶ӛԆԜ䗷৫൘ަԆᇒᡧ༴䙷ࡠⲴᯩ⌅઼Ṹֻˈԕ㺕ݵԆԜⲴ䀓ߣᯩṸ[39]ˈ䘉
ӋԕᖰṸֻᑞࣙᇒᡧ(䟽ᯠ)ᔪᶴ઼ᴤྭൠ⨶䀓㠚ᐡⲴ䴰≲Ӿ㘼ࡠ䘲ਸ䘉Ӌ䴰
≲Ⲵ䀓ߣᯩṸ[40]ǄҾᱟᇒᡧਟ㜭ᴰ㓸ࠪڊᴤ⨶ᲪⲴ䍝Ҡߣㆆˈ㘼䬰Ӫઈҏ䟽ᯠ
ᇊսҶ㠚ᐡᡰ䶒ሩⲴ୶ъ⧟ຳˈᴰ㓸ਁኅᯠӗ૱Ⲵᐲ൪オ䰤Ǆ
൘䘉а⽮Պᔪᶴ䗷〻ˈᇒᡧ㓸൘ᡈ䬰ӪઈⲴ੨᭦㜭࣋(absorptive
capacity)[41]Ǆഐ↔ᆖ㘵Ԝ䇔Ѫˈ䇔⸕㜭࣋ˈᡆа㡜Ც࣋㜭࣋(general mental ability,
GMAˈ৽᱐ҶањӪ⚥⍫ᙍ㘳઼㾱ᖂഐⲴཙ⭏㜭࣋[42])ˈ⨶ᓄᖡ૽ᐕ㔙᭸[43,
44]
ǄSchmidt & Hunter (2004) [44]Ⲵ㦏㨳࠶᷀ҏ᭟ᤱҶ䘉а㿲⛩Ǆն਼ᰦਖаӋ⹄
ウਚਁ⧠ҶࠐѾ䴦Ⲵޣᡆ㘵нᱮ㪇Ⲵޣ㌫[4, 45-47]ˈаӋ㦏㨳࠶᷀㔃᷌ҏᱟྲ↔
[4, 48]
Ǆ䪸ሩ䘉Ӌ㔃᷌ˈVerbeke ㅹӪ(2008)[49]ᨀࠪˈGMA ਚᴹ൘ަԆᲪ࣋(ֻྲᛵ
ຳᲪ࣋ contextual intelligence)ⲴӔӂл㜭䀓䟺ᐕ㔙᭸˖䬰Ӫઈнӵ䴰㾱ᖫ
ᓅൠҶ䀓ԆԜᡰᨀⲴ䀓ߣᯩṸᡆᴽ࣑㛼ਾⲴ⸕䇶઼㿲⛩ˈ਼ᰦҏᓄᖃ㜭ԕ䘲ᖃ
ㆰ⌱ⲴᯩᔿੁᇒᡧՐ䗮Ǆ㔍ሩⲴ儈Ც୶ሩҾ䬰Ӫઈᒦᰐ⳺༴ˈ䲔䶎ԆԜнሶަ
⭘൘⢩ᇊⴞⲴк(ֻྲ࠶᷀ᇒᡧᛵߥˈࡔᯝᒦራ䘲ਸⲴ䀓ߣᯩṸԕ┑䏣ᇒᡧ䴰
㾱ˈᲠൠ⋏䙊)Ǆ
ੁᇒᡧᨀ⸕䇶ѪสⲴ䀓ߣᯩṸⲴ䗷〻ˈᵜ䓛ቡवਜ਼Ҷሩ䬰Ӫઈйњᯩ
䶒ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤Ⲵ㾱≲Ǆ俆ˈݸ൘⸕䇶༴⨶кˈ䬰Ӫઈ䴰㾱ᆼᡀӗ૱⸕䇶ⲴᆖҐǃ
ࡋ䙐઼ኅ⽪Ǆᢩࡔᙍ㔤㘵Ⲵањ⢩ᖱᱟྭཷ≲⸕Ǆ㘼䬰Ӫઈ䴰㾱ᤱ㔝ൠӾᯠ
Ⲵǃн਼ⲴᶕⓀᆖҐ(ᇒᡧǃᯠӗ૱઼ᢰᵟ)[38]ˈഐѪԆԜⲴ䬰ᐕ㾱≲ԆԜާ
༷н਼䍘Ⲵ⸕䇶[50]Ǆ㜭ᮤਸн਼ᶕⓀⲴ⸕䇶㓿傼Ⲵ䬰Ӫઈᨀ儈ҶԆԜ൘੨᭦
ؑ㜭࣋кⲴഎᣕ⦷ˈᴰ㓸ˈᴤྭൠກ䙐(shape)ԆԜⲴᇒᡧ[51]Ǆᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤㘵ሩ
ቡањ䰞仈Պᒯ⌋ᩌ䳶ᡰᴹਟᗇⲴ઼ؑ㿲⛩˗ቡᐢᗇؑ䘋㹼ѕ䉘Ⲵ䙫䗁᧘⨶ˈ
ሩᗇࡠⲴ᧘䇪ǃᾲᤜǃ㔃䇪䘋㹼ਟ䶐ᙗ䇴ԧ˗㜭䱀䟺᧘⨶䗷〻ǃ䀓䟺㔃䇪ˈᲠ
ൠ㺘䗮⸕䇶༴⨶Ⲵ㔃᷌Ǆഐ↔ˈ儈ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘Ⲵ䬰Ӫઈ㜭ᴤྭⲴᆖՊ࠶᷀
઼᧿䘠䀓ߣᯩṸˈ४࠶、ᢰ㊫䀓ߣᯩṸᡆӗ૱ⲴⲴн਼⢩ᖱˈᴤᾊൠ㺘䗮ԆԜ
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Ⲵ䀓ߣᯩṸྲօ४࡛оㄎҹሩǄ
ަ⅑ˈ൘⽮Ӕ⍫ࣘкˈ䬰Ӫઈ༴ҾԱъоᐲ൪Ⲵ䗩⭼ս㖞ˈᦼᨑԱъⲴᇒ
ᡧޣ㌫䍴ⓀǄ䬰Ӫઈ䶒ѤⲴᇒᡧཊཊṧˈ䬰ᛵຳҏ䶎ᑨ༽ᵲǄ俆ݸᗵ享Ҷ
䀓ᇒᡧሩӗ૱઼ᴽ࣑Ⲵⵏᇎ䴰≲ǃؑᘥǃᘱᓖǄ䬰Ӫઈᗵ享ᴹ䏣ཏⲴᢰ㜭ᶕ؍
䇱઼㔤ᤱਟ࡙ⲴҠআޣ㌫[5, 52]Ǆ㘼ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤ᱟ༴⨶༽ᵲ䰞仈Ⲵᗵ㾱㜭࣋Ǆᢩ
ࡔᙗᙍ㔤ᑞࣙӪԜ䶒ሩ༽ᵲ䰞仈ᰦࠪᴰޣ䭞Ⲵ⧟㢲ǃ䗘ࠪⵏ՚ǃ൘ᰦ䰤䲀ࡦ
ࠪڊᴰྭⲴ䘹ᤙˈᴰ㓸ࡠഎᓄ▌൘ေ㛱ᡆᵪՊⲴᯩ⌅[11]Ǆᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤㘵㜭䘲ᓄ
ਈॆ⧟ຳ[15]ˈᴹ᭸㇑⨶༽ᵲӪ䱵ޣ㌫[14]Ǆ儈ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘Ⲵ䬰ӪઈՊ؍ᤱ
䭀ൠᩌ䳶ޣҾᇒᡧⲴޘ䶒ؑˈ㌫㔏ൠ࠶᷀Ҷ䀓ᇒᡧⲴ䴰≲Ǆ儈ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘
Ⲵ䬰ӪઈழҾٮੜˈᒦ㜭㔉ࠪ৽侸ˈ䘉ሩᇒᡧᱟሺ䟽Ⲵ㺘⧠ˈᇩ᱃䎒ᗇᇒᡧⲴ
ྭᝏ઼ؑ䎆ˈҏ㜭׳ᡀ㢟ྭⲴ⋏䙊Ǆਚ㾱ᯠⲴ㿲⛩ਟ䶐ਟؑᴤᴹ䈤ᴽ࣋ˈᢩࡔᙗ
ᙍ㔤㘵ᝯ᧕ਇо㠚ᐡⲴ㿲⛩⭊㠣㠚ᐡⲴ࡙⳺нㅖⲴ㿲⛩ˈ䘉ṧⲴ䬰Ӫઈሩᴤ
ਟؑⲴ㿲⛩Ⲵ䟷㓣ˈ֯оᇒᡧࡋ਼ޡ䙐䀓ߣᯩṸⲴ䗷〻亪ˈᴤਟ㜭┑䏣ᇒᡧⲴ
䴰≲Ǆ儈ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤Ⲵ䬰ӪઈⲴ⨶ᙗ㜭࣋ǃԕ৺ሩ㠚ᐡⲴ㠚ؑˈ㜭䎒ᗇᇒᡧሩ
ަ㜭࣋Ⲵ䎎䍿઼ؑԫǄ
⅑ˈ൘ᛵ㔚㇑⨶кˈ䬰Ӫઈ䴰㾱༴⨶仁㑱⽮ӔѝⲴᛵ㔚ਈॆˈ䘈㾱
䶒ሩ儈ᕪᓖⲴᐕ࣋Ǆ䬰Ӫઈᗵ享ᴹ儈ᛵ୶ˈⴁ᧗઼᧗ࡦ㠚ᐡⲴᛵ㔚ˈᓄሩ
оަԆ㙼ъ∄ᴤབྷⲴ࣋Ǆ㘼ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤㘵ᴤᴹਟ㜭ሶᲪភԓޕᛵ㔚ц⭼[53]Ǆ
ᛵ୶ᤷⲴᱟ༴⨶ᛵ㔚ؑⲴ㜭࣋ˈ㘼ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤ԓ㺘Ⲵᱟ༴⨶ؑⲴ㜭࣋ˈҏव
ਜ਼Ҷᛵ㔚ؑǄᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤㘵ᖸਟ㜭Պሩ㠚ᐡ઼ԆӪⲴ༽ᵲⲴᝏᛵ৺ަᵪࡦᴹ᧒
㍒Ⲵྭཷᗳˈ㘼䘉Ⅲᵋᱟ䀓ߣ(ᛵ㔚)䰞仈ⲴࣘᵪǄ㾱ᦼ᧗ᛵ㔚ˈ㾱㜭ݸ䗘䇶ᛵ
㔚ˈᙍ㔤㜭࣋ᴹࣙҾ䘉䗘䇶㜭࣋Ǆᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤ᨀ儈Ҷࡔᯝ㜭࣋ˈ㜭ࣙӪ൘ԫօ
ᛵຳлࠪһ⢙ਁ⭏Ⲵ䙫䗁ˈᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤֯Ӫᖒᡀਟ䶐Ⲵؑᘥ઼ࡔᯝˈӾ㘼ᨀ
Ҷ⨶ᙗ઼ᴹ⨶Ⲵᛵᝏ⭏⍫Ⲵส[53]ˈ䘉ҏᱟ㠚ؑ䘉〟ᶱᗳ⨶ⲴᶕⓀǄ儈ᢩࡔᙍ
㔤ⲴӪሩ㠚ᐡⲴ⨶ᙗᙍ㔤㜭࣋ᴹؑᗳˈՊᢺᐕڊᗇᴤྭˈ⭡Ҿަሩ㜭࣋Ⲵᴤ儈
Ⲵ㠚ؑᗳˈᮒҾ᧕ਇԫ࣑ǃ䇮ᇊᴹᡈᙗⲴⴞḷǃ൘䶒ሩ䱫⺽Ⲵᰦىඊᤱл৫[54]Ǆ
ᇎ䇱⹄ウҏ᭟ᤱᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤оᛵ୶Ⲵ↓ޣޣ㌫[55, 56]Ǆ
㔬кᡰ䘠ˈᵜ⹄ウᨀࠪԕл⹄ウٷ䇮˖
ٷ䇮 1˖ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘儈Ⲵઈᐕˈᐕ㔙᭸ᴤ儈Ǆ
(й)ਈ䶙ර亶ሬоᐕъ㔙
ѪҶᴤޘ䶒ൠ䇘䇪ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘䘉ањӪഐ㍐ሩᐕъ㔙Ⲵ⭘ˈᵜ⹄ウ
䘈਼ᰦ㘳㲁亶ሬ䘉а⧟ຳഐ㍐Ǆ൘䬰亶ฏⲴ亶ሬ࣋⹄ウ൘ 2000 ᒤԕࡽѫ㾱ޣ
⌘Ҷⴁ㇑㹼ѪⲴ⭘ӖণӔ᱃ර亶ሬ[57]Ǆṩᦞ䘉Ӌ⨶䇪ˈᖡ૽䬰Ӫઈъ㔙Ⲵޣ
䭞ᱟ㓿⨶ṩᦞ䬰ӪઈⲴᣅޕᡆ㔙᭸㔉Ҹ〟ᶱ৽侸(ֻྲ䇔ਟ઼/ᡆ䎎ᢜ)઼⎸ᶱ
৽侸(ֻྲᤷ䍓઼/ᡆ৽ሩ㿱)Ǆ४࡛ҾӔ᱃ර亶ሬ⌘ޣӔᦒޣ㌫ˈਚቍ䈅┑䏣л
ᖃࡽⲴ䴰㾱ˈਈ䶙ර亶ሬቍ䈅ᨀ儈лⲴ䴰㾱ᒦ׳䘋њӪǃഒ䱏઼㓴㓷Ⲵᐘབྷ
ਈॆ[58-60]ǄBass (1985)[61]ԕਈ䶙ර亶ሬ⨶䇪䀓䟺亶ሬ৺ަл䰤⢩↺Ⲵǃᑖᶕഒ
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䱏઼㓴㓷ঃ䎺㔙᭸оᡀቡⲴ䛓㚄㌫ǄPodsakoff ㅹӪ(1990)[62]൘ᮤ⨶ԕᖰⲴਈ䶙
ර亶ሬ⹄ウⲴสкˈሶਈ䶙ර亶ሬ࠶Ѫ 6 њ㔤ᓖ˖᰾䘠ᝯᲟ, ṁ・ῌṧˈՐ䗮
儈㔙᭸ᵏ䇨ˈᨀњᙗॆ᭟ᤱˈษ㛢ሩഒ䱏ⴞḷⲴ᧕㓣ˈᲪ㜭◰ਁǄ
䖳ҾབྷཊᮠަԆ㙼ъˈ䬰Ӫઈ㓿শ⵰ᴤ儈Ⲵ㙼䍓࣋(role stress)ˈԕ৺
ᴤਟ㜭䶒ሩ儈Ⲵᛵᝏ䴰㾱[63, 64]ˈ↔ཆˈ䬰Ӫઈᑨᑨ൘ᶱቁ⭊㠣Ҿ⋑ᴹⴤ᧕㇑⨶
Ⲵᛵߥлᐕն਼ᰦ৸ᗵ享оަԆн਼㙼䍓ⲴᐕՉդ㍗ᇶਸ [65]ˈ䘉Ӌᛵᖒ
ਟ㜭䜭亴⽪⵰ਈ䶙ර亶ሬᴤѪᴹ᭸Ǆ䬰Ӫઈᴤᴹਟ㜭㓿শĀ儈৽ᓄāᡆ㘵㙼
ъٖᙐ(career burnout)[65, 66]ˈ㘼ਈ䶙ර亶ሬ߿䖫ҶлⲴ઼ٖ࣋ᙐ[67]ˈᇎ䇱㔃
᷌ ҏ 㺘 ᰾ ᨀ  њ ᙗ ॆ ᭟ ᤱ ൘ 䬰  㓿 ⨶ ◰ ࣡ ަ 䬰  Ӫ ઈ к ቔ ަ ᴹ ᭸ [68] Ǆ
Bryman(1992) [57]〠ਈ䶙ර亶ሬሩҾᢃ䙐Ṩᗳԧ٬㿲䎧ࡠҶѫ㾱Ⲵ⭘ˈ㘼↔Ѯ
㜭ᤷሬлⲴ㹼Ѫˈণ֯亶ሬн൘൪ⲴᰦىǄਈ䶙ර亶ሬษ㛢ሩഒփⴞḷⲴ᧕㓣ˈ
㘼䬰Ӫઈ䙊ᑨ㾱он਼㙼㜭Ⲵ਼һ㍗ᇶਸˈྲ᷌ᴹ䬰㓿⨶ᡀ࣏䈤ᴽлѪ
Ҷഒ䱏࡙⳺⢪⢢њӪⴞḷˈ䘉ṧⲴ㓴㓷ሶ㧧⳺亷ཊǄᲪ㜭◰ਁਟ㜭൘⸝ᵏᶕⴻՊ
ᑖᶕ㙼䍓ҡǃߢケǃ࣋Ⲵ࣐ԕ৺ؑԫ઼┑ᓖⲴл䱽ˈն䮯ᵏᶕⴻˈ䘉
᭸᷌ਟԕᱟᴹ⳺ⲴˈഐѪ䘉ሶ֯׳䬰Ӫઈ䈅傼н਼Ⲵ䬰ᢰᐗᡆᯩ⌅ˈ㘼Ӿѝ
ࡠ∄ⴞࡽ↓൘֯⭘Ⲵᴤᴹ᭸ⲴǄ
ഐ↔ቡਈ䶙ර亶ሬሩҾ䬰Ӫઈъ㔙Ⲵ⭘ˈᨀࠪྲлٷ䇮˖
ٷ䇮 2˖к㓗ѫ㇑Ⲵਈ䶙ර亶ሬ㹼Ѫ䎺ཊˈઈᐕ㔙᭸䎺儈Ǆ
ᵜ᮷Ⲵ⹄ウṶᷦྲമ 1 ᡰ⽪Ǆ

ഴ 1 ⹊ガṼᷬ
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йǃ⹄ウᯩ⌅
(а)ṧᵜǃᮠᦞ᭦䳶
ᵜ⹄ウⲴṧᵜᶕ㠚Ҿഭаᇦབྷර५㦟Աъˈ䙊䗷Ӫ࣋䍴Ⓚ䜘䰘ⲴԱъ
䜘㌫㔏ੁⴤ䬰ԓ㺘൘ 4 Ӫ(ਜ਼)ԕкⲴ㓿⨶ਁ䘱Ҷ䚰䈧䙊⸕ˈ⭡㓿⨶䙊⸕ަ
ഒ䱏ѝഋ䬰ԓ㺘(⭡Ӫ࣋䍴Ⓚ䜘䰘䲿ᵪᣭਆ)Ǆ ੁޡ175 њ㓿⨶1ਁҶ䚰䈧ˈഎ
᭦Ҷ 105 ԭ㓿⨶䰞ধ(എ᭦⦷ 60%)ˈ393 ԭ䬰ԓ㺘䰞ধǄࡐ䲔ъ㔙ᮠᦞ㕪ཡⲴǃ
䝽ሩᆼᮤഒ䱏ਾᴰ㓸ᴹ᭸ṧᵜवᤜ 84 㓿⨶(ᴹ᭸എ᭦⦷ 48%)ˈ৺ԆԜ
㠚Ⲵ 2-4 ⴤа㓯䬰Ӫઈ (289 Ӫ)ˈޡ䇑 84 њഒ䱏ˈ373 ӪǄ
㓿⨶Ѫ䈕Աъѝа㓯䬰ഒ䱏ѝⲴ亶ሬˈᡰ䗆䬰ԓ㺘ӪᮠнㅹǄ䘉Ӌа㓯
䬰ԓ㺘ণᒣᑨᡰ〠Ⲵ५㦟ԓ㺘Ǆ५㦟ԓ㺘аᯩ䶒Ѫ㩕䬰Ӫઈ䴰㾱ᦼᨑ㩕䬰⸕
䇶ˈаᯩ䶒䘈䴰㾱ާ༷५ᆖ઼㦟ᆖⲴу䰘⸕䇶Ǆ㘼⭡Ҿ㦟૱ᐲ൪ᆈ൘Ⲵ䖳儈Ⲵؑ
нሩ〠ᙗˈ㦟૱Ⲵᴰ㓸⎸䍩㘵䙊ᑨнާᴹⲴޣ५㦟уъ⸕䇶ˈ䴰൘уъ५ᐸ
ᡆ㦟ࡲᐸᤷሬл䘹ᤙǃ⎸䍩ˈф㦟૱ᒯ൘ц⭼བྷཊᮠഭᇦਇࡠѕṬ㇑ࡦˈণ֯
Ӿъ५ᐸҏᖸ䳮ޘ䶒Ҷ䀓⇿㦟૱Ⲵ㦟ᆖ⢩ᙗ઼֯⭘⣦ߥ [69]ˈ㘼५㦟ԓ㺘ⴤ᧕
䶒ሩ५⭏ᡆ䴦㓸ㄟˈ䴰㾱ੁᇒᡧՐ䙂㦟૱ᢰᵟ㛼Ჟǃ֯⭘⸕䇶઼䘲⭘㤳തㅹˈ
਼ᰦҏ⭡५㦟ԓ㺘ሶ㦟૱䴰≲ǃѤᒺᛵߥǃᢰᵟ䎻࣯ㅹᐲ൪ؑ৽侸എԱъǄഐ
㘼५㦟ԓ㺘ᴹؑ䚃઼ޣ㌫䍴Ⓚ᷒㓭Ⲵ䟽㾱⭘ˈަ䙊䗷њӪޣ㌫Ⲵᔪ䇮઼⽮
Պ䍴ᵜⲴ〟㍟ˈᖰᖰᱟޣ䭞䍴ⓀⲴᦼᨑ㘵Ǆ䘉а㗔փⲴᐕᙗ䍘ᖸྭൠԓ㺘Ҷ䬰
Ӫઈоᇒᡧѻ䰤ቡ⸕䇶ᯩṸᔪᶴⲴӂࣘ⍫ࣘˈҏ䶎ᑨㅖਸ䬰ᐕⲴ儈ǃ⤜
・ǃ䐘㙼㜭ਸㅹ⢩⛩Ǆ
84 㓿⨶ѝ⭧ 72 (85.7%)ˈྣ 12 (14.3%)Ǆᒤ喴൘ 25~44 ѻ䰤
(mean=32.69, s.d.= 4.782)Ǆᐕ㓿傼൘ 4~24 ᒤѻ䰤(mean=10.31, s.d.=5.125)ˈަ
ѝ㹼ъᐕ㓿傼൘ 3~16 ᒤѻ䰤(mean=8.36, s.d.=3.431)Ǆਇᮉ㛢〻ᓖⲴᛵߥѪ˖
ࡍѝ৺ԕл(ᰐ)ˈ儈ѝ(2ˈঐ 2.4%)ˈѝу(2ˈঐ 2.4%)ˈབྷу(41ˈঐ 48.8%)ˈབྷ
ᆖ(39ˈঐ 46.4%)ˈ⺅༛৺ԕк(ᰐ)Ǆ
289 ५㦟ԓ㺘ѝˈ⭧ 208 (72.0%)ˈྣ 81 (28.0%)Ǆᒤ喴൘ 21~57 ѻ
䰤(mean=27.52, s.d.=5.091)Ǆᐕ㓿傼൘ 1~36 ᒤѻ䰤(mean=4.59, s.d.=5.019)ˈަ
ѝ㹼ъᐕ㓿傼൘ 0~25 ᒤѻ䰤(mean=3.16, s.d.=3.936)ˈ൘ޜਨⲴᐕᰦ䰤Ѫ
0~36 ᒤѻ䰤(2.86, s.d.=3.936)Ǆਇᮉ㛢〻ᓖѪ˖ࡍѝ৺ԕл(ᰐ)ˈ儈ѝ(5ˈঐ 1.7%)ˈ
ѝу(14ˈঐ 4.8%)ˈབྷу(118ˈঐ 40.8%)ˈབྷᆖ(152ˈঐ 52.6%)ˈ⺅༛৺ԕк(ᰐ)Ǆ
(Ҽ)ਈ䟿઼⍻䟿ᐕާ

ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘Ǆ֯⭘Ҷ 12 ᶑⴞй㔤ᓖⲴ䟿㺘ˈᶑⴞᶕ㠚Ҿԕ CCTDI
ѪสⲴѝ᮷⡸⍻䟿㺘(CTDI-CV)[29]ˈ㓿є䖞ṧᵜⲴ᧒㍒ᙗഐᆀ࠶᷀䱽㔤㕙߿ᶑ

1

㓿 ⨶ व ᤜ ४ ฏ 㓿 ⨶ ઼ ᇒ ᡧ 㓿 ⨶ Ǆ 䈕ԱъⲴ४ฏ㓿⨶ѫ㾱ᱟ᤹ൠฏࡂ࠶Ⲵ࣎һ༴㓿⨶˗⭡ҾḀӋ५䲒

Ѫབྷᇒᡧᴹу䰘Ⲵഒ䱏䍏䍓ˈ䘉Ӌഒ䱏Ⲵ䍏䍓ӪণѪᇒᡧ㓿⨶Ǆ
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ⴞ㘼ᶕǄCCTDI ᱟ Facione & Facione (1992)ᔰਁⲴสҾᗧቄ㨢ᣕⲴ࣐ᐎᢩࡔᙗ
ᙍ㔤⢩䍘䟿㺘[28]ˈਜ਼ 75 њᶑⴞˈ7 њ㔤ᓖˈ㓿ཊ⅑ˈ↓؞ᒦ䈁ᡀཊ䈝䀰ˈ㻛
ഭᆖ㘵Ԝ⭘Ҿ⍻䟿ᣔ༛઼ᣔ⨶уъᆖ⭏ [70-73] Ⲵᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘Ǆѝഭᕅޕ
CCTDI ਾᴮⴤ᧕⭘㤡᮷⡸(൘俉Ⲵᣔ༛ᆖ⭏ѝ⍻䟿)ˈ❦ਾᴹєњѝ᮷㘫䈁⡸
[73, 74]
Ǆ⭡Ҿਁ⧠ਠ⒮ǃ俉ԕ৺ަԆьӊഭᇦⲴᣔ⨶уъᆖ⭏⍻䈅࠶ᮠо㤡䈝ഭ
ᇦⲴ∄ᴹᱮ㪇ᐞᔲ[29, 73, 75, 76]ˈᖝ㖾ㅹ[29]䇔Ѫਟ㜭ᱟь㾯ᯩ᮷ॆሩᢩࡔᙗᙍ
㔤䍻ҸⲴ⏥н਼ˈഐ↔䟽ᯠࡦᇊҶᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤㜭࣋(ѝ᮷⡸)⍻䟿㺘(CTDI-CV)Ǆ
䘉а䟿㺘н਼Ҿ CCTDI Ⲵѝ䈁⡸ˈӾᾲᘥㅹ٬(conceptual equivalence)ቲ䶒ሩ
CCTDI ⍻䟿䘋㹼Ҷᵜ൏ॆ᭩䘋ˈᴰਾ⺞ᇊҶ 70 њ亩ⴞǄ↔ਾഭᣔ⨶亶ฏཊ⅑
֯⭘䘉а䟿㺘[77]Ǆᖝ㖾Ⲵ CTDI-CV สᵜ⮉؍Ҷ CCTDI Ⲵ㔤ᓖ઼ᶑⴞˈ䖳䘲
ਸѝഭ᮷ॆˈնᶑⴞӽ❦䗷ཊǃ䟿㺘䗷䮯ˈ䘉൘ᵜቡѪᮠнཊⲴǃⴤ᧕֯⭘ CCTDI
Ⲵ㇑⨶ᆖ⹄ウѝ㻛ᤷᖡ૽ࡠ⍻䟿㔃᷌[78]Ǆᵜ᮷俆ݸሩަᶑⴞࡍㆋˈࡐ䲔о㙼ъӪ
༛ޣᓖᕡⲴǃ൘ѝഭ᮷ॆᛵຳнਸ䘲Ⲵǃѝ᮷⨶䀓ഠ䳮Ⲵˈᗇࡠ 63 ᶑᶑ
ⴞǄ❦ਾ䙊䗷 310 ൘㙼Ӫ༛৲оⲴ൘㓯䰞ধ䈳ḕᮠᦞ䘋㹼ㅜа䖞ࡐ߿ᶑⴞˈ䙊
䗷᧒㍒ᙗഐᆀ࠶᷀ˈ⮉؍Ҷй㔤ᓖ⌅઼ഋ㔤ᓖ⌅Ⲵਸ䇑 25 њᶑⴞǄㅜҼ䖞൘ᵜ
᮷ѫṧᵜ˄ণ५㦟Աъ䬰ഒ䱏Ӫઈ˅ѝˈሶ亶ሬ઼л㿶Ѫㅹ਼њփ(н䇪ഒ䱏
䝽ሩᛵߥ)ˈሩᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘ᴹ 498 њ⍻䟿ṧᵜˈ䟽ᯠሩ 25 њᶑⴞ䘋㹼᧒㍒ᙗ
ഐᆀ࠶᷀ˈ⺞ᇊй㔤ᓖᯩ⌅ˈਆ㔤ᓖ䍏䖭ᴰ儈Ⲵഋњᶑⴞˈ㓴ᡀᴰ㓸Ⲵᢩࡔᙗ
ᙍ㔤⢩䍘⍻䟿(12 ᶑⴞˈD=.704)Ǆྲ㺘 3Ǆ
㋮ㆰ⡸ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘⍻䟿ᴹйњᆀ㔤ᓖ˖(1)㌫㔏ᙍ㔤˖ᤷ㌫㔏࠶᷀䰞仈ᒦ
䀓ߣ䰞仈Ⲵᙍ㔤Ґᜟ઼㜭࣋ˈᒦሩ㠚ᐡⲴ䘉а㜭࣋ؑ┑ݵᗳ˗(2)ራᵜⓟⵏ˖ᤷሩ
һᛵⵏⲴˈྭٿѪ≲ⵏ⨶ˈՊ৫ᩌ䳶઼ٮੜণ֯о㠚ᐡⲴ࡙⳺ǃᵜᶕ㿱н਼
Ⲵ㿲⛩˗(3)ྭཷ≲⸕˖ሩᯠ⸕䇶ᴹᕪ⛸Ⲵྭཷᗳˈণ֯н⸕䚃⸕䇶ᵚᶕⲴ⭘༴օ
൘Ǆ
㚄㌫ԕᖰ⹄ウሩ CCTDI 㔃ᶴⲴっᇊᙗỰ⍻㔃᷌[79, 80]ˈ∄ሩᯠⲴйഐᆀ㔃ᶴ
઼гഐᆀ㔃ᶴˈਟԕਁ⧠ᵜ㋮ㆰ⡸о⡸㔤ᓖѻ䰤ᴹ䖳ѪᲠⲴሩᓄޣ㌫˖㌫
㔏ᙍ㔤वਜ਼ҶᶕⲴ࠶᷀ᙗ઼㌫㔏ᙗєњ㔤ᓖˈራᵜⓟⵏवਜ਼Ҷራⵏǃᔰ᭮
ᙍᜣ઼䇔⸕ᡀ⟏ᓖйњ㔤ᓖˈྭཷ≲⸕ণᶕⲴ≲⸕Ⅲ䘉а㔤ᓖˈ㘼ᢩࡔᙍ㔤Ⲵ
㠚ؑփ⧠൘㔍བྷ䜘࠶㠚䇴㜭࣋ⲴᶑⴞѝǄᯠ㔃ᶴᶑⴞ઼㔤ᓖⲴࡂ࠶ᱟ⭡ᮠᦞ㔃᷌
ᗇࡠⲴˈ㘼ሩᶑⴞᇩⲴ࠶᷀ǃо⨶䇪Ⲵሩ➗⅑ր䇱Ҷ䘉а䱽㔤㔃᷌䐏⨶䇪
Ⲵа㠤ᙗǄ
㺘 ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘㋮ㆰ⡸⍻䟿
㔤ᓖ
㌫㔏ᙍ㔤
Systematic thinking
D 

ᶑⴞ
 ᡁழҾᴹᶑ⨶ൠ৫༴⨶䰞仈
ᡁ⅓䍿㠚ᐡᤕᴹ㋮⺞Ⲵᙍ㔤㜭࣋
ᡁᖸழҾ⨶㠚ᐡⲴᙍ䐟
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ᡁழҾࡦᇊањᴹ㌫㔏Ⲵ䇑ࡂ৫䀓ߣ༽ᵲⲴ䰞仈
⹄ウᯠһ⢙㜭֯ᡁⲴӪ⭏ᴤѠᇼ
ྭཷ≲⸕
Curiosity in
knowledge

ᡁՊቭ䟿৫ᆖҐ⇿аṧь㾯ˈণ֯ᡁн⸕䚃ᆳԜօ
ᰦᴹ⭘
ᡁⲴ≲⸕Ⅲᖸᕪ

D 
ᡁௌ⅒৫ࠪһ⢙ᱟྲօ䘀Ⲵ
 ᡁਚՊራ ᭟ᤱ ᡁ ⴻ⌅Ⲵ䛓 Ӌһᇎ ˈ㘼н Պ৫䛓
Ӌ৽ሩᡁⴻ⌅Ⲵһᇎ  
ራᵜⓟⵏ
һ⢙Ⲵᵜ䍘઼ᆳⲴ㺘䊑ᱟа㠤Ⲵ  
Truth-seeking
D 

൘ሿ㓴䇘䇪ᰦˈ㤕ḀӪⲴⴻ⌅㻛ަԆӪ䇔Ѫᱟ䭉䈟
ⲴˈԆቡ⋑ᴹᵳ࡙৫㺘䗮㿱  
њӪⲴ㓿傼ᱟ傼䇱ⵏ⨶Ⲵୟаḷ߶  

ਈ䶙ර亶ሬǄ֯⭘Ҷ Podsakoff ㅹӪᔰਁⲴਈ䶙ර亶ሬ䟿㺘[62]Ⲵѝ᮷⡸ᵜ
(Chen & Farh, 1999)[81]Ǆ䘉྇䟿㺘वਜ਼ 23 њᶑⴞˈᤷੁ 6 њ㔤ᓖ˖᰾䘠ᝯᲟ, ṁ
・ῌṧˈՐ䗮儈㔙᭸ᵏ䇨ˈᨀњᙗॆ᭟ᤱˈษ㛢ሩഒ䱏ⴞḷⲴ᧕㓣ˈᲪ㜭◰ਁǄ
䘉а䟿㺘䙊䗷ѕṬⲴ⨶䇪ᶴᔪᯩ⌅ᔰਁ⍻䈅ˈᒦф൘ᶴᔪ䗷〻ѝ੨ਆҶަԆ⨶䇪
᧿䘠Ⲵਈ䶙ර亶ሬ㹼Ѫˈԓ㺘Ⲵᱟሩਈ䶙ර亶ሬ㹼Ѫ䖳ޜ䇔Ⲵᾲᘥ[82]Ǆ䘉а䟿㺘
ࢄ䲔Ҷ൘ Bass 㻛ᒯ⌋֯⭘Ⲵ MLQ ѝޣҾ兵࣋Ⲵ䇴ԧˈ⌘ޣ൘亶ሬⲴ㹼Ѫˈ㘼䶎
亶ሬ࣋Ⲵ㹼Ѫ઼⢩ᖱǄPodsakoff ㅹӪ(1996)[83]ਁ⧠↔䟿㺘Ⲵ䜘а㠤ᙗ൘ 0.82
ࡠ 0.90 ѻ䰤Ǆ↔ѝ᮷⡸ᵜᐢ㓿൘ཊ亩䟷⭘ѝഭṧᵜⲴ⹄ウѝ֯⭘ˈ䜘࠶ᆇ䇽䘋
㹼Ҷᴤ䘲ਸᵜ⅑ਇ⍻ሩ䊑Ⲵ䈳ᮤǄ
ԕᖰ⹄ウ∄䖳а㠤ൠ᭟ᤱঅഐᆀ㔃ᶴⲴਈ䶙ර亶ሬ [84]Ǆф㓿䜘а㠤ᙗỰ
傼ˈѫᮠᦞѝᵜ䟿㺘Ƚ=0.961Ǆഐ㘼ᵜ⹄ウѝ৲➗ԕᖰˈ֯⭘Ҷ 23 њᶑⴞⲴ൷٬
Ѫਈ䶙ර亶ሬ(лᝏ⸕)Ⲵ٬Ǆ
ѪҶ㚊ਸњӪഎㆄࡠঅս(ഒ䱏)ቲ⅑ˈݸỰḕҶ㓴а㠤ᙗ(within-group
agreement)઼㓴(ޣintra class correlation, ICC)Ǆਈ䶙ර亶ሬⲴ mean ݎௐீሺଶଷሻ
Ѫ 0.991(ޘ䜭བྷҾ 0.7)ˈ┑䏣㚊ਸᶑԦˈ᭵֯⭘Ҷ㓴൷٬Ǆ

ᐕ㔙᭸ Ǆъ㔙ᮠᦞᶕ㠚Ҿ㓿⨶สҾޜਨ䇠ᖅᡰᣕⲴлⲴ䬰
䮯⦷Ǆԕᖰ⹄ウѝᇒ㿲䬰ъ㔙ཊ⭘ᆼᡀ䇑ࡂⲮ࠶∄[85]ˈ䈕Աъ֯⭘Ⲵ䇴ԧḷ߶
ᱟо৫ᒤ਼ᵏ∄Ⲵ䬰仍䮯⦷ˈԓ㺘൘ⴞḷԱъѝ৫ᒤⲴ䬰仍ᱟӺᒤⲴ৲
➗٬ˈਟԕⴻ⇿њӪⲴ䬰䇑ࡂᱟ൘㠚ᐡ৫ᒤ䬰ъ㔙Ⲵส߶кˈ䘉оᆼᡀ䇑
ࡂⲮ࠶∄ᱟ㊫լⲴǄ
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᧗ࡦਈ䟿Ǆሩ亶ሬ઼л䜭䟷䳶ҶӪਓᆖ㔏䇑ᮠᦞˈवᤜᒤ喴ǃᙗ࡛(⭧ 1 ྣ
0)ǃਇᮉ㛢〻ᓖ(1 ࡍѝ৺ԕлǃ2 儈ѝǃ3 ѝуǃ4 བྷуǃ5 བྷᆖǃ6 ⺅༛৺ԕк)ǃ
㹼ъᐕ㓿傼Ǆሩл䘈䈒䰞Ҷоⴞࡽк㓗Ⲵޡһᰦ䮯Ǆ
ਖཆ䘈䙊䗷Ӫ࣋䍴Ⓚ䜘䰘㧧ᗇഒ䱏㊫ර઼བྷሿⲴᮠᦞǄ৲о䈳ḕⲴഒ䱏࠶Ѫ
५䲒ഒ䱏(1)઼୶ъഒ䱏(2)єǄቭ㇑ᵜ⹄ウ䚰䈧Ҷഋлˈᇎ䱵к⇿њ㓿⨶
ԓ亶ഒ䱏Ⲵབྷሿᒦн䲀Ҿ 4 ӪǄԕᖰ⹄ウѝ䇔Ѫઈᐕᝏ⸕Ⲵਈ䶙ර亶ሬ൘亶ሬⴤ
лཊⲴᰦىՊ㻛〰䟺[82]ˈഐ↔ᵜ⹄ウҏ᧗ࡦҶഒ䱏བྷሿǄᗇࡠަѝ 74 њഒ
䱏ⲴབྷሿǄᴰሿᱟ 4ˈᴰབྷᱟ 21Ǆ൷٬Ѫ 6.91ˈḷ߶ᐞѪ 4.135Ǆ
ഋǃᮠᦞ࠶઼᷀㔃᷌
(а)ᶴᘥ⺞䇔઼᧿䘠㔏䇑
൘傼䇱ٷ䇮ѻࡽˈሩ⹄ウ⎹৺Ⲵཊᶑⴞ㊫ਈ䟿䘋㹼Ҷ傼䇱ᙗഐᆀ࠶᷀Ǆ֯⭘
Ⲵ㔏䇑䖟ԦѪ Lisrel 8.70Ǆ
Āᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘āй㔤ᓖ⁑රⲴ傼䇱ᙗഐᆀ࠶᷀㔃᷌Ѫ Chi-Square =
196.75 (P < 0.01)ˈRMSEA= 0.077ˈP Close (RMSEA < 0.05) = 0.00ˈNFI = 0.95ˈ
CFI = 0.96ˈIFI = 0.96ˈRMR= 0.057Ǆоഋഐ㍐⁑රǃਸᒦᓄഐ㍐㘼ᗇⲴєഐ
㍐⁑රǃঅഐ㍐⁑ර∄ˈ亩ᤏਸᤷḷ䜭ঐՈǄ
ሩਈ䶙ර亶ሬⲴ 23 ᶑⴞ䘋㹼傼䇱ᙗഐᆀ࠶᷀ˈޝ㔤ᓖ⁑ර Chi-Square =
622.55 (P < 0.01)ˈRMSEA = 0.084ˈP Close (RMSEA < 0.05) = 0.00ˈNFI = 0.97ˈ
CFI = 0.98ˈIFI = 0.98ˈRMR = 0.046Ǆ亩ᤏਸᤷḷ䜭ᤷ⽪ᤏਸ〻ᓖ䖳ྭǄ
ሩњփቲ䶒઼ഒփቲ䶒࠶࡛㘳ሏҶ਼ቲ䶒Ⲵᡰᴹਈ䟿Ⲵ൷٬ǃḷ߶ᐞ઼ޣ
㌫ᮠˈྲ㺘 4 ઼㺘 5Ǆ
(Ҽ)HLM ࠶᷀
എᖂ࠶᷀ਚ㜭䀓䟺਼аቲ⅑Ⲵਈ䟿ѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫ˈնᵜ⹄ウ⎹৺Ⲵਈ䟿ᆈ൘䐘
ቲޣ㌫ˈഐ↔֯⭘䐘ቲ⅑⁑රⲴ㔏䇑࠶᷀ HLMˈ֯⭘Ⲵ㔏䇑䖟ԦѪ HLM 72Ǆ

2 ൘ ↔ ѻ ࡽ  ⭘ ݸཊ ቲ 㓯 ᙗ എ ᖂ ࠶ ᷀ (Hierarchical Regression Analysisˈ ֯ ⭘ 㔏 䇑 䖟 Ԧ IBM SPSS
19)ሩ њ փ ቲ 䶒 Ⲵ ਈ 䟿 䰤  ޣ㌫ 䘋 㹼 Ҷ Ự ⍻ Ǆ ൘ ཊ ↕ എ ᖂ ѝ 俆  ݸᕅ  ࡦ ᧗ ޕਈ 䟿 ˈ व ᤜ ઈ ᐕ Ⲵ ᒤ 喴 ǃ
ᙗ ࡛ ǃ ਇ ᮉ 㛢 〻 ᓖ ǃ 㹼 ъ 㓿 傼 (ᐕ  㓿 傼 ઼ 㓴 㓷 ᒤ 䲀 о ↔ 儈 ᓖ   ˈ ޣӵ  ↔ ⮉ ؍亩 )ǃ 亶 ሬ л  Ⲵ
ޣ㌫ᰦ䮯Ǆሩᇒ㿲ъ㔙൷ᰐᱮ㪇ᖡ૽ǄㅜҼ↕ᕅޕѫ᭸᷌ˈণਈ䶙ර亶ሬ㹼Ѫ৺ઈᐕᢩࡔᙗᙍ
㔤 Ǆ ਈ 䶙 ර 亶 ሬ 㹼 Ѫ (E=0.129ˈ t=2.151ˈ p=.032)ሩ ઈ ᐕ ᇒ 㿲 㔙 ᭸ Ⲵ ↓ ᖡ ૽ ൘ 0.05 к ᱮ 㪇 ˈ ઈ ᐕ
ᢩ ࡔ ᙗ ᙍ 㔤 (E=0.111ˈ t=1.855ˈ p=.065)൘ 0.10 к ᱮ 㪇 ˈ ↔ ↕ Ⲵ

Ѫ .009Ǆ ㅜ й ↕ 㘳 㲁 ਈ 䶙 ර

亶ሬ઼ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤ⲴӔӂ⭘ˈ㔃᷌нᱮ㪇Ǆሶᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤᤹й㔤ᓖ䘋㹼࠶᷀ˈѫ᭸᷌ѝˈ
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⹄ウٷ䇮㘳㲁Ⲵ㔃᷌ਈ䟿ᱟઈᐕⲴᇒ㿲㔙᭸ǄѪ㘳ሏлᇒ㿲㔙᭸䇴ԧᱟ
൘њӪቲ⅑оഒ䱏ቲ⅑кⲶᴹਈᔲᆈ൘ˈᔪ・䴦⁑රǄ
/ HYHO0RGHO    ᇒ㿲㔙᭸ LM   £ M   U LM  
/HYHO0RGHO    £ M   ¤    X M   



0L[HG0RGHO   ᇒ㿲㔙᭸ LM   ¤    X M  U LM   
к䘠⁑රѝˈ

















β0j =ㅜ j њഒ䱏Ⲵᇒ㿲㔙᭸ᒣ൷ᮠ

¤   =ᇒ㿲㔙᭸Ⲵᙫᒣ൷ᮠ
U LM Ⲵᯩᐞ=ɐଶ =ᇒ㿲㔙᭸Ⲵ㓴ᯩᐞ
X M Ⲵᯩᐞ=ɒ =ᇒ㿲㔙᭸Ⲵ㓴䰤ᯩᐞ
↔ ↕ 僔 ࠶ ᷀ 㔃 ᷌ Ѫ ߬ =43.48 ˈ  ᯩ Ự 傼 Ⲵ 㔃 ᷌ 㺘 ⽪ 㓴 䰤 ᯩ ᐞ ᱮ 㪇
(χ2(65)=177.48, p<0.001) Ǆ ߪ ଶ =57.04 ˈ Ҿ ᱟ 㓴    ޣ㌫ ᮠ ሺͳሻ ൌ
߬ Τሺߪ ଶ  ߬ ሻ=0.43ˈ㺘⽪лᇒ㿲㔙᭸Ⲵᯩᐞᴹ 43%ᶕ㠚Ҿ㓴䰤ᯩᐞˈ57%ᶕ
㠚Ҿ㓴ᯩᐞǄቡ James (1982)[86]ሩ㓴㓷⹄ウⲴഎ亮ˈICC Ⲵ㤳തѪ 0 ࡠ 0.50ˈ
䙊ᑨԕԆਁ⧠Ⲵѝսᮠ 0.12 Ѫḷ߶Ǆлᇒ㿲㔙᭸㓴䰤ᐞᔲབྷфᱮ㪇ˈਟԕ
䘋㹼 HLM ࠶᷀Ǆ
⁑ර 1 ሶ᧗ࡦਈ䟿࣐⁑ޕරǄ㘳㲁Ҷഒփቲ⅑Ⲵഒփ㊫රԕ৺њփቲ⅑Ⲵޣ
㌫ᰦ䮯Ǆަ։Ӫਓᆖਈ䟿⭡Ҿ൘䶎䐘ቲⲴഎᖂѝԕ৺ HLM ⍻䈅ѝ൷нᱮ㪇ˈѪ
䚯⁑ݽරнᗵ㾱Ⲵ༽ᵲᙗˈ൘↔н㘳㲁Ǆ⁑ර 2 ᕅ≤ޕᒣаѫ᭸᷌(ᢩࡔᙗᙍ
㔤)ˈ⁑ර 3 ᕅ≤ޕᒣҼѫ᭸᷌(ਈ䶙ර亶ሬ)Ǆ
⭡Ҿ⹄ウѫ㾱ⴞḷᱟ㘳ሏ㔙᭸൘њӪቲ⅑кⲴਈॆ(лᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤৺ަᝏ
⸕ࡠⲴਈ䶙ර亶ሬ㹼ѪᡰᑖᶕⲴ)ˈሩ≤ᒣҼⲴᡰᴹ㌫ᮠ(䲔ᡚ䐍亩 intercept)֯⭘
Ҷപᇊ᭸᷌(fixed effects)Ǆᤷᇊᡚ䐍亩Ⲵ䲿ᵪ᭸᷌֯ᗇਟԕỰ⍻ᒣ൷ѹкⲴъ
㔙൘ഒ䱏ቲ䶒кⲴ㓴䰤ਈॆ[87]Ǆ
᤹➗ Hofmann & Gavin (1998)[88]ˈሩ≤ᒣаⲴᡰᴹਈ䟿䘋㹼Ҷᙫփѝᗳॆ༴
⨶(grand mean centring)Ǆ᤹➗ Enders & Tofighi (2007)[89]ˈሩ≤ᒣҼⲴ亴⍻ഐᆀˈ
㲊ᤏਈ䟿(ഒ䱏㊫ර)؍ᤱҶቪᓖˈ亶ሬⲴਈ䶙ර亶ሬ֯⭘ҶᙫփѝᗳॆǄ
㺘 6 㔉ࠪҶઈᐕᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤(ᮤփ)оਈ䶙ර亶ሬሩઈᐕᇒ㿲㔙᭸Ⲵ⭘Ǆਈ
䶙ර亶ሬ൘ 0.01 ≤ᒣкᱮ㪇(E=20.21ˈt=1.956)ˈᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤൘ 0.10 ≤ᒣкᱮ㪇

ਈ 䶙 ර 亶 ሬ 㹼 Ѫ (E=0.160ˈ t=2.598ˈ p=.010)ሩ ઈ ᐕ ᇒ 㿲 㔙 ᭸ Ⲵ ↓ ᖡ ૽ ൘ 0.05 к ᱮ 㪇 ˈ ᢩ ࡔ ᙗ ᙍ
㔤 Ⲵ ራ ᵜ ⓟ ⵏ 㔤 ᓖ (E =0.167ˈ t=2.780ˈ p=.006)൘ 0. 01 к ᱮ 㪇 ˈ ↔ ↕ Ⲵ ∆R^2 Ѫ .047Ǆ Ӕ ӂ  ⭘
нᱮ㪇Ǆ
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(E =14.56ˈt=1.876)Ǆ㺘 7 㔉ࠪҶઈᐕᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤(й㔤ᓖ)оਈ䶙ර亶ሬሩᇒ㿲㔙
᭸Ⲵ⭘Ǆਈ䶙ර亶ሬ൘ 0.05 ≤ᒣкᱮ㪇(E=22.94ˈt=2.229)ˈᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤ѝྭ
ཷ≲⸕൘ 0.10 ≤ᒣкᱮ㪇(E=12.02ˈt=1.878)ˈራᵜⓟⵏ൘ 0.01 ≤ᒣкᱮ㪇
(E=12.73ˈt=2.709)Ǆ
ӄǃ䇘䇪оᙫ㔃
ቭ㇑ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤аⴤ㻛ᕪ䈳Ѫᆖṑᮉ㛢Ⲵᴰѫ㾱ⴞḷѻаˈԕᖰᖸቁ⹄ウᆳ
ሩҾ䘋ޕᐕսਾⲴ㙼ъӪ༛ᴹօ⭘ˈⴞࡽ᮷⥞ѝᆈ൘Ⲵቁᮠ⹄ウӵ⎹৺ᣔ
⨶ᐕӪઈ˗ԕᖰ⹄ウสᵜк䇔ѪᲪ࣋ޣഐ㍐ሩ䬰ъ㔙ѻ㊫Ⲵᐕ㔙᭸⋑ᴹ
ᖡ૽[7]ˈնᘭ⮕Ҷ䘋а↕ሩᲪ࣋䘀⭘Ⲵ䇔⸕䖟Ԧণᙍ㔤䘋㹼᧒䇘Ǆᵜ⹄ウ㔃᷌ᱮ
⽪ˈሩҾ䬰Ӫઈ㘼䀰ˈԆԜⲴᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤оᇒ㿲㔙᭸ᱮ㪇↓ޣǄᵜ⹄ウҏ਼
ᰦ㘳㲁Ҷ亶ሬഐ㍐ˈ㔃᷌⅑᭟ᤱҶਈ䶙ර亶ሬ㹼ѪሩлⲴᇒ㿲㔙᭸Ⲵ〟ᶱ
⭘Ǆ֯⭘എᖂ࠶઼᷀㘳㲁䐘ቲഐ㍐Ⲵ HLM єᮠᦞ࠶᷀ᯩ⌅ˈ㔃᷌สᵜа㠤Ǆ
ᵜ⹄ウⲴਁ⧠Ѫ㇑⨶ᆖ䲒ᮉ㛢઼㓴㓷Ӫ࣋䍴Ⓚ᧚ᯭᨀҶᙍ䐟Ǆᵜ⹄ウⲴ㔃
᷌㠣ቁ亴⽪ˈӪ࣋䍴Ⓚ䜘䰘ਟԕ৲㘳ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘䘋㹼䬰ӪઈⲴ䘹ᤄ઼ᨀॷǃ
ሩ⧠ᴹ䬰࣋䟿Ⲵษ䇝ᔰਁˈ㘼୶ᆖ䲒ᓄᖃ䟽㿶ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤˄ቔަᱟ⢩䍘˅Ⲵษ
ޫǄ
ᵜ⹄ウҏਁ⧠ˈ᤹➗⧠ᴹ᮷⥞ᇊѹⲴᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘ˈᒦнᱟ൘њ㔤ᓖ
ㅹൠ׳䘋㓴㓷㔙᭸Ǆ൘׳䘋䬰ъ㔙кˈራᵜⓟⵏǃྭཷ≲⸕єњ㔤ᓖᴹᱮ㪇↓
ੁ⭘Ǆᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘Ⲵ⭘∄ᴰࡍ䇮ᜣⲴ㾱༽ᵲǄ㹼ъǃ㓴㓷ᗳ⨶ᆖаⴤ᧒
䇘ˈ亴⍻ᐕ㔙᭸ᰦ֯⭘Ⲵ䘉ӋӪṬ⢩䍘ᓄᖃ䘹⭘ᇭ⌋Ⲵǃа㡜ᙗⲴ(broad traits)
䘈ᱟᴹ䪸ሩᙗⲴ(narrow traits)ˈྲ Ashton (1998)[90]ㅹ⹄ウ㘵䇔Ѫᴹ䪸ሩᙗⲴӪṬ
⢩䍘ᴤྭˈྲ Ones ઼ Viswesvaran (1996)[91]᭟ᤱа㡜ᙗⲴˈ䘈ᴹަԆᆖ㘵䘉њ
⍻䟿Ⲵ䘹ᤙᓄᖃਆߣҾ䴰㾱亴⍻Ⲵ䘉њḷ߶Ⲵᵜ䍘[92-94]Ǆ൘བྷӄӪṬˈֻྲ䍓ԫ
ᝏˈሩᐕ㔙᭸Ⲵ⹄ウѝҏਁ⧠⭡Ҿ䍓ԫᝏⲴḀӋח䶒оᐕ㔙᭸ᴤѪޣǃ㘼
ḀӋח䶒оᐕ㔙᭸н⭊ޣ㠣ᴹ৽⭘ˈ䙐ᡀ䍓ԫᝏሩᐕ㔙᭸Ⲵᮤփ⭘㻛
ᣥ⎸ˈሩަ༽ᵲᙗ⋑㜭ᗇࡠቭਟ㜭ޘ䶒ⲴỰ⍻[95]Ǆⴞࡽ֯⭘Ⲵᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘Ⲵ
⍻䟿ӵӵᱟⴞࡽѪ→ሩ㘼䀰䖳Ѫ䘲ᇌⲴ䟿㺘Ǆᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘⍻䟿Ⲵ㔤ᓖ
઼ᶑⴞнᱟ䪸ሩ㙼ъӪ༛ᔰਁⲴˈᵜ⹄ウᱟㅜа⅑൘㊫լṧᵜѝ䘋㹼䱽㔤ˈᴰਾ
Ⲵ⍻䟿䐏ᐕᛵຳл㙼ъӪ༛Ԝ㺘⧠ࠪⲴᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤⢩䍘ⵏᇎᮤփкᵚᗵ੫ਸǄ
䘉ਟ㜭䲀ࡦҶᵜ⹄ウѝሩᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤৺ަ㔤ᓖ亴⍻㔙᭸ᰦ༽ᵲᙗⲴ⽪Ǆ
а㡜ॆᵜ⹄ウⲴ㔃᷌Պᴹ仾䲙Ǆ䘉䟼֯⭘Ⲵ⹄ウṧᵜᆼޘӾаᇦ५㦟Աъᗇ
ᶕǄᵚᶕ⹄ウᓄᖃ㘳㲁ᴤཊ㹼ъⲴṧᵜǄਖཆ䘉亩⹄ウ൘ѝഭབྷ䱶䘋㹼Ǆᵜ⹄ウ
ሩҾᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤઼ަ㓴㓷㔃᷌Ⲵޣ㌫᧘⨶ᱟสҾ䐘᮷ॆᲞ䙽䘲⭘Ⲵ⨶䇪Ǆնᱟ
ԕᖰ⹄ウ൘ሩ CCTDI Ⲵ䐘᮷ॆ⍻䟿ѝਁ⧠ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤〫Ἵࡠӊ⍢᮷ॆՊᆈ൘䰞
仈[29, 70, 72, 73, 75, 76]Ǆਖཆˈ㖇ᰝ(2002)[96]䇔Ѫѝഭ㕪ѿ⨶ᙗᢩࡔ᮷ॆՐ㔏Ǆѝഭ
ਔԓଢᆖᴤ䟽䗙䇱䙫䗁㘼䖫ᖒᔿ䙫䗁[97]ˈ㘼ᖒᔿ䙫䗁઼䶎ᖒᔿ䙫䗁਼ޡᶴᡀҶ
ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤Ⲵ䙫䗁ส[98]ǄѝഭⲴṧᵜਟ㜭о㾯ᯩṧᵜ൘ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤Ⲵ㔃ᶴк
ᆈ൘ᐞᔲǄ
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ᐕ㔙᭸ਟ㜭ᖸབྷ〻ᓖкਇࡠаӋњӪ᧗ࡦѻཆⲴᲲᰦᚂᇊഐ㍐Ⲵᖡ૽ˈ㔙
᭸Ⲵ㺑䟿ˈণׯᱟᇒ㿲㔙᭸ˈҏᙫᱟ㻛䘉Ӌഐ㍐ᢃҡ[99, 100]Ǆᵜ⹄ウѝᇒ㿲㔙᭸
Ⲵ㓴䰤ᐞᔲҏ∄㓴ᐞᔲབྷǄᵜ⹄ウṧᵜѝⲴ५䲒䱏Խ઼୶ъ䱏Խˈ⭡Ҿ䪸ሩⲴ
ᇒᡧⲴн਼ˈᐕᯩᔿҏᴹ४࡛ˈ㔙᭸кᴹᱮ㪇ᐞᔲǄቭ㇑൘᧗ࡦҶ䱏Խ㊫රᛵ
ߥлᒦ⋑ᴹᖡ૽㔃᷌ˈն䘉Ӌഐ㍐ਟ㜭ᆈ൘аӋᵚ⸕Ⲵ▌൘ᖡ૽Ǆᵜ⹄ウቍ䈅ᕅ
ޕҶњӪ᧗ࡦѻཆⲴ亶ሬഐ㍐ˈնӵ䪸ሩਈ䶙ර亶ሬ㹼Ѫˈ⋑ᴹᕅޕӔ᱃ර亶ሬ
㹼ѪᡆަԆ亶ሬ㹼ѪѪሩ∄ˈഐ㘼нᧂ䲔ަԆ亶ሬ㹼Ѫሩ䬰㔙᭸Ⲵᖡ૽ǃަ
Ԇ亶ሬ㹼Ѫਟ㜭Ⲵоᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤ሩ䬰㔙᭸ⲴӔӂᖡ૽Ǆ
䘉䘈ӵӵᱟѪᕅࡔᢩޕᙗᙍ㔤ᾲᘥڊҶаӋᣅ⸣䰞䐟ⲴᐕǄ⭡Ҿ䘈ਚᱟ∄
䖳㋇⮕ൠ᧒㍒ᙗỰ傼ˈሩҾᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤৺ަњ㔤ᓖоᐕ㔙᭸Ⲵ༽ᵲޣ㌫ˈᒦ
н㜭ཏӾᵜ⹄ウѝᗇࡠ∄䖳Ⲵ࠶ݵ䀓䟺Ǆᵚᶕ⹄ウ俆ݸ䴰㾱㘳㲁᭩䘋⍻䟿ˈ䟽ᯠ
ᔰਁᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤൘ᐕ⧟ຳлⲴ䘲ਸⲴ⍻䟿ᐕާˈ൘ᯠⲴ⹄ウ䇮䇑л䘹ᤙ䘲ਸ⢩
ᇊ⹄ウⴞⲴⲴ㔃᷌ਈ䟿৺ަ⍻䟿ᯩ⌅ˈሩᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤о㓴㓷ѝⲴ㔃᷌䘋㹼䘋а↕
Ⲵ᧒㍒Ǆਖཆ൘㔃᷌ਈ䟿Ⲵ䘹ᤙ઼⍻䟿кਟԕᴹᡰᢙኅ઼ᔦըǄֻྲˈवᤜᴤཊ
Ⲵ亶ሬ仾Ṭ઼㹼ѪǃᴤཊⲴᐕ㔙᭸Ǆަ⅑ˈᵜ⹄ウ⽪Ҷᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤亴⍻㓴㓷
㔃᷌Ⲵ༽ᵲᙗˈᵚᶕ⹄ウ䴰㾱㔗㔝᧒㍒ӰѸṧⲴ㹼Ѫ䗷〻ਟ⭘Ҿ䀓䟺ᢩࡔᙗᙍ㔤
⢩䍘઼ਈ䶙ර亶ሬ㹼Ѫǃᐕ㔙᭸ѻ䰤Ⲵޣ㌫ˈ࣐аӋѝӻਈ䟿઼䈳㢲ਈ䟿Ǆ
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Brand Effects on Innovation Performance: CategorizationOriented Mechanism
Lianxiong Jiang
International Business School, Sun Yat-Sun University, China
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Huihuang Zhu
Business School, Sun Yat-Sun University, China
Shuilong Wu
School of Management and Economics, Beijing Institute of Technology, China
Lianxiong Jiang email: pusjlx@mail.sysu.edu.cn
ABSTRACT
This study finds that it is through categorization approach that consumers perceive
innovation activities and construct holistic brand knowledge and product-related brand
knowledge, and both influence the formation of brand preference. Especially, brand
prototype to represent holistic brand knowledge is at the center and has the greater effect
on from innovations perception to brand preference formation. This study indicates that the
brand prototype driven by categorization dominates the cognitive converting process and
it becomes the general way to generate brand effect in the consumer responses to
innovations. The results provide the theoretical framework about the psychological
mechanism of brand effect generation, and the new theoretical explanation for the sources
of innovation performance. Also it has new implications for how to maintain the success
of innovations and to cultivate the soft capability of innovations to enhance innovation
performance through managing innovation perception to generate brand effect.
Keywords: Innovation performance, Brand effect, Brand concept, Brand prototype,
Brand sophistication
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Chinese Corporate Citizenship Behavior and Corporate
Hypocrisy

Ziwei Luo, Haiying Wei
The institute of Enterprise Development, Jinan University, Guangzhou
Management School, Jinan University, Guangzhou

ABSTRACT
Corporate hypocrisy has become the inevitable result of binary opposition between the
righteousness and benefit, which can’t be fundamentally resolved by the theory of
corporate social responsibility based on Stakeholder theory. In order to root out the
problem of corporate hypocrisy, we should rethink the theory of corporate social
responsibility according to the macroscopic understanding of the relationship between
enterprises and society. We therefore analyses Chinese changes and their effects to the
relationship between the society and enterprise in recent years. By drawing support
from structuralism sociology, symbolic interaction theories and social media
interactions theories, we explain two major trends in present Chinese society: The first
is the conflict between Chinese traditional values and tool rationality sourced from the
Modernization and Globalization. The second is the emergence of moral self and
democracy personality due to the social media interactions. Both strengthen ethical
consciousness of the public in china at present. However, the performance of corporate
social responsibility essentially expels value rationality and substitute tool rationality
for it. According to the above analysis, we drew the conclusions that the theory of
corporate social responsibility have to help corporate realize the identity change from
ethics demands responses to moral consciousness self. Using the five constant virtues
of Confucianism as a reference, based on the theory of corporate citizenship, we
introduce the corporate citizenship behavior construct model of China (CCBC) to
inherit and develop the theory of corporate social responsibility based on Stakeholder
theory. The CCBC model has a strong human-centered human spirit, and the core of
CCBC is the ideal corporate personality on the design and shape that is so-called "Being
an Inner Sage so as to Rule the Outer World". Finally, we empirical tested and verified
the model through questionnaire survey and structural equation model.
Keywords: Corporate hypocrisy, corporate social responsibility, corporate citizenship
behavior, social transition, social media
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ABSTRACT
This paper to electronic business platform on the men's wallet, for example,
through Taobao, Tmall, Tmall Electric, global purchase four e-commerce platform in
2014 in June and July 4, 2014 to 4, nearly 30 days to collect the 4389 shop man purse
data, using search engine technology in this regard four e-commerce platform of data
for statistical analysis of a large number of. Data included 27 global purchase of stores,
2 global purchase of stores, 3065 Taobao shop, 1295 lynx shop, 32 sales area, 716
brands. The analysis of the data is related to the trend of the shops, the analysis of the
brand style, the shelf life, the price fluctuation and the index of the industry. And
research of electronic business platform specific sales and marketing tool, summed up
the scientific marketing theory and the diversification of business marketing means, is
the theoretical foundation of the marketing business, the perfect consumer online
shopping experience.
Keywords: Taobao product desk, wallets, data analysis, seven wolves
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ABSTRACT
With the development of market economy and information technology, customer
behaviors are becoming more diversified and more influential. The interaction between
customers, companies and other stakeholders is no longer limited to transactional
behaviors while the non-transactional behaviors are taking a turn. The rise of UGC
virtual tourism community has greatly encouraged customer non-transactional
behaviors and given more prominence on the emotion and information exchange
between customer and community, which leads to that the limitation of traditional
marketing theories based on transaction has come to the fore. Under this background, a
new marketing concept-- “customer engagement” emerges as the times require. After
more than 10 years of development, this type of community has gathered a group of
high quality users, and currently takes the initiative in the path of commercialization.
Therefore, a thorough study of the formation mechanism of customer engagement and
the transformation to purchase intention in these virtual tourism communities has
profound theoretical and practical significance.
Based on literature review and the theory of self-determination and social exchange,
we built up a conceptual model reflecting the influence of perceived usefulness,
perceived ease of use and social identity on customer engagement. In this research,
customer engagement is divided into customer engagement attitude (reflecting
attitudinal component) and customer engagement behavior (reflecting behavioral
component) by reference to the division of customer loyalty. Furthermore, we
hypothesized that customer engagement attitude has direct impact on customer
engagement behavior. Membership duration would moderate the impact of perceived
usefulness, perceived ease of use and social identification on customer engagement
attitude. The members of UGC virtual tourism communities are the objects of this
research. Using SPSS21.0 and LISREL8.72, the model is tested empirically through a
survey on 513 members from Mafengwo, Qyer and other virtual tourism communities.
The scale of each variable of the conceptual model is adopted from existing literature
and measured by 7-point Liker-type scale.
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The results indicate that perceived usefulness, customer--community identification and
customer-customer identification have direct and positive impact on both customer
engagement attitude and customer engagement behaviors; perceived ease of use has no
significant impact on the formation of customer engagement attitude; customer
engagement attitude is the psychological basis of customer engagement behavior,
which can also promote customers’ purchase intention. In addition, membership
duration plays a modulatory role in the impact of perceived usefulness, customer
identification on customer engagement attitude. Specifically, compared with the
members who have joined the communities for more than 2 years, the influence of
perceived usefulness and customer-community identification on customer engagement
is significantly greater with regard to the members who have joined the communities
for less than 2 years; in contrast, to the members who have joined the communities for
more than 2 years, the impact of customer-customer identification on customer
engagement is significantly greater. The results of moderating effect test indicate that,
to the new members, perceived usefulness and their identification to the communities
are the main drivers for their engagement with the communities; while to the old
members, the identification between members is the main drivers.
The previous customer engagement studies focus on either the attitudinal component
or the behavioral component of customer engagement. This research draws on the
studies of customer loyalty to distinguish attitudinal component and the behavioral
component of customer engagement, which are reflected by customer engagement
attitude and customer engagement behavior in the model, trying to understand customer
engagement in a more comprehensive perspective and reveal the difference about the
influence of various drivers on customer engagement attitude and customer engagement
behavior. The results of this research enrich the study of customer engagement in the
field of marketing and bring some valuable reference for customer behavior
management and commercialization of the virtual tourism communities.
Keywords: Customer Engagement, Customer Identification, Virtual Community,
Structural Equation Model
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摘要
随着市场经济及信息技术的发展，顾客行为的种类更加多样，影响力也大大
加强，顾客与企业以及其他利益相关者之间的交互不再局限于交易行为，而是往
非交易行为方向发展。垂直旅游虚拟社区的兴起促进了顾客非交易行为的发展，
更加重视顾客与社区之间的情感、信息等方面的交流。这也导致了传统的交易型
营销理论的局限性逐渐显现出来，一个新的营销概念--“顾客契合”应运而生。
经过十几年的发展，这类社区已经聚集了一批高质量的用户群体，正在进行商业
化发展，具有极大的发展潜力。因此，对这类社区中顾客契合的形成机制以及向
购买意向的转化进行深入研究，具有重要的理论及实践意义。
本文在文献研究的基础上，基于技术接受模型和社会认同理论，构建了包括
感知有用性、感知易用性和社会认同对顾客契合的影响模型。在本文中，作者借
鉴顾客忠诚的维度划分方法，把顾客契合划分为反映态度成分的顾客契合度和反
映行为成分的顾客契合行为两个概念，且假设顾客契合度直接影响顾客契合行为。
此外，顾客加入社区的时间长度会调节感知有用性、感知易用性和社会认同对顾
客契合的影响。本文选择 UGC 虚拟旅游社区成员作为研究对象，采用实证研究方
法，对蚂蜂窝网、穷游网等旅游虚拟社区中的 513 名用户进行问卷调查，并使用
SPSS 21.0 和 LISREL 8.72 软件，对概念模型进行了实证检验。概念模型中各个
变量都使用现有文献中已有的量表，通过李克特 7 点尺度进行测量。
研究结果表明，感知有用性、顾客对社区的认同和顾客之间的认同对顾客契
合度和顾客契合行为具有显著的正向影响；感知易用性对顾客契合度的形成没有
显著影响；顾客契合度是顾客契合行为的心理基础，并且能够促进用户对社区产
品或服务的购买意向。此外，顾客加入社区的时间长度对感知有用性、顾客认同
与顾客契合度之间的关系具有调节作用。具体而言，对于加入社区 2 年以下的成
员，顾客--社区认同和感知有用性对顾客契合度的影响显著大于加入社区 2 年以
上的成员；相反，对于加入社区时长 2 年以上的成员，社区成员之间的认同对顾
客契合度的影响显著大于社区时长 2 年以下的成员。此调节效应的检验结果表
明，对于新加入社区的成员而言，社区的有用性和其对社区的认同是促使他们与
社区契合的主要因素；而对于社区老成员而言，对社区其他成员的认同是他们与
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社区契合的主要驱动因素。
以往关于顾客契合的研究中，要么测量顾客契合的态度成分，要么测量其行
为成分。本研究借鉴营销学界对顾客忠诚的研究，把顾客契合的态度成分和行为
成分相区分，在模型中分别用顾客契合度和顾客契合行为两个概念反映，尝试从
更全面的角度探讨顾客契合概念，并揭示各驱动因素对顾客契合度和顾客契合行
为的不同影响。本文研究结果不仅丰富了营销学界对顾客契合的研究，而且对顾
客社区的顾客行为管理及商业化发展有较大的参考价值。
关键词：顾客契合；顾客认同；虚拟社区；结构方程模型
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Research on the Innovation of E-Commerce Industry under
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ABSTRACT
Circulation is linking the production and sales, it plays an important role in the economy
and society development. As a new type of circulation channel, the e-commerce is more
and more important in the economic development, people’s daily life and social
progress after twenty years of development. With its continuous development and
improvement, as well as China’s economic and social progress, especially the
information technology and internet technology are developing too, such as big-data,
cloud computing, mobile internet, mobile payment, cold chain logistics and other
technologies, the e-commerce presents many innovations and changes. These
innovations mainly are that mobile trend of e-commerce, e-commerce spread to the
county and country areas and the global region, the appearance of the fresh product ecommerce and other segment markets etc. The e-commerce is more active in practice
part, and the practice has promoted the development of theory. By combing, the ecommerce industry innovation is that some new e-commerce models’ appearance, such
as mobile e-commerce, county and country e-commerce, cross-border e-commerce and
fresh product e-commerce etc. Finally, it focuses on the concept, status quo,
development opportunities and obstacles, and it tries to introduce a comprehensive idea
to the emerging e-commerce models, and it provides the material and reference for the
theory and practice of e-commerce industry.
Keywords: Circulation, mobile, e-commerce, county and country, e-commerce, crossborder e-commerce, fresh product e-commerce
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ABSTRACT
In studies of employee voice and silence, scholars have been either focus on employee
silence or employee voice, ignoring the “voice” behavior between them, which voices
in the form but are essentially silent. We call it employee voice of silence. Although
some scholars noticed that there “voice” existed in the employee silence, they haven’t
started doing research on it. Rooted in Chinese culture, this study is with a qualitative
method. We have found that employee voice of silence is a multidimensional construct
and it can be divided into three dimensions including voice of silence of interests,
defensive voice of silence and emotional voice of silence. At the same time, we built a
simple model of the voice of silence and put forward suggestions about how to identify
and deal with “voice” of employees better.
Keywords: Employee Silence, Employee Voice, Employee Voice of Silence
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员工“沉默的声音”行为探究

黄桂，袁榕，王潇莉
中山大学管理学院

摘要
在员工沉默和员工进谏的研究中，学者们要么聚焦于员工沉默；要么聚焦于
员工 进谏，却忽略了介乎两者之间的“声音”行为，即形式上进谏，实质上是
沉默，我们将之称为员工沉默的声音。虽然有学者注意到员工沉默中存在着“声
音”的现象，但是并没有对此展开研究。本研究扎根于本土文化，用质性方法研
究这一现象。研究发现，员工沉默的声 音是个多维构念，可以分为利益性、防
御性、情感性三个维度。同时，我们构建了沉默声音 的简单模型，并就组织如
何更好地识别与应对员工的“声音”提出了建议。
关键词：员工沉默；员工进谏；沉默的声音
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